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Preface 

From the time when we started collaborating as a team in the 1960s, we 
envisaged not a grammar but a series of grammars. In 1972, there appeared 
the first volume in this series, A Grammar of Contemporary English (GCE). 
This was followed soon afterwards by two shorter works, A Communicative 
Grammar of English (CGE) and A University Grammar of English (UGE, 
published in the United States with the title A Concise Grammar of 
Contemporary English). These two were in part an abridgment of GCE, but 

*v, what is more significant is that they were deliberately different both from the 

' $9 
parent book and from each other. This is particularly obvious in the case of 

'1 CGE, which looks at  the whole grammar of the language from a semantic 
and communicative viewpoint. I t  is less obviously true of UGE, which follows 

i the chapter divisions and in most cases the chapter titles of GCE, though in 
fact the abridgment was accompanied by a good deal of fresh thinking and 
radical revision. 

With A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language, we attempt 

i something much more ambitious: a culmination of our joint work, which 
results in a grammar that is considerably larger and richer than GCE and 
hence superordinate to it. Yet, as with our other volumes since GCE, it is also 
a grammar that incorporates our own further research on grammatical 
structure as well as the research of scholars world-wide who have contributed 
to the description of English and to developments in linguistic theory. 

I t  scarcely needs to be said that we take full collective responsibility for 
the contents of this book. But what does indeed need to be said is that it has 
been immeasurably improved as a result of the generous assistance that we 
have received, not least from our own students. We have benefited too from 
the perceptive attention that GCE, UGE, and CGE have received from 
reviewers throughout the world. But in addition to these scholars and writers, 
in addition also to the numerous scholars that we acknowledged in earlier 

1 
prefaces, a further willing band of linguists put themselves generously at  our 
disposal in giving detailed attention to earlier drafts of what has become A 
Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language. 

Some few have even undertaken the heavy task of giving a detailed critique 
of the entire book in such an earlier draft. For their searching work to this 
degree, we are especially indebted to John Algeo, R A Close, and Robert de 
Beaugrande, who between them produced hundreds of pages of invaluable 
comments. But we are grateful also to W N Francis and Bengt Jacobsson, 
who gave comparably generous and skilled attention to large parts of the 
book. 

i Many other scholars have helped us with one or more individual chapters 
or with specific problems in the description of grammar. We list their names, 1 but this can in no way convey our degree of gratitude or indicate the 

i intellectual effort from which we have benefited: V Adams, B Altenberg, E 
Andersson, W-D Bald, D L Bolinger, J Coates, R Cureton, L Haegeman, R 

i Ilson, S Johansson, H Kakehi (and his Kobe students), H Kinoshita, T 



3 Lavelle, B Lott, C F Meyer, T Nevalainen, W J Pepicello, G Stein, J 
Taglicht, J Thompson, G Tottie, T Waida, K Wales. The fact that some of 
these friends are among the most eminent experts in the world on American, 
British, and other varieties of English has contributed beyond measure to the 
confidence with which we assign such descriptive labels as 'AmE' and 'BrE'. 

1 Finally, we take great pleasure in making clear that David Crystal's role 

I has extended far beyond what is indicated on the title page. He has not 
merely provided the detailed index which will make 'information retrieval' 

I 
possible; in addition, in the course of this onerous and highly specialized 
task, he has contributed pervasively to the correction of error, the 

I standardization of terminology, and the improvement of presentation. 
But this Preface would be sadly incomplete if we did not also record our 

gratitude to the grant-giving bodies whose financial help (over and above the 
i support we have received from University College London, Lund University, 
l 
1 -  the University of Lancaster, and the University of Wisconsin) has made our 

research and writing possible: the Leverhulme Trust, the Gulbenkian 
I Foundation, the Social Science Research Council, the British Academy, the 

Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, the Bank of Sweden Tercentenary 
Foundation, and our publishers, the Longman Group. 

RQ SG GL JS 
February 1985 
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Pronunciation table Abbreviations and symbols 

A adverbial 
A, object-related adverbial 
A, subject-related adverblal 
AmE American English 
aux auxiliary 
BrE British English 
C complement 
C, object complement 
CS subject complement 
eomp comparative 
E end posltion of adverbial 
-ed -ed participle form 
eM end-medial position of adverbial 
I initial position of adverbial 
iE initial-end position of adverbial 
iM initial-med~al position of adverbial 
I /M initial or medial position of adverblal 

4 
-mg -ing participle form 

,.. 
I, LOB Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus 
4 M medial posit~on of adverbial 

m M  medial-medial position of adverbial 
NP noun phrase 
0 object 
0, direct object 
0 ,  indirect object 
obllg obligatory 
OP operator 
opt optional 
pass passive 
ph phrasal verb 
ph-pr phrasal-prepos~tional verb 
Pr preposit~onal verb 
R regular variant (in Ch. 3) 
-S 3rd person singular present tense form 
S subject 
SEU Survey of English Usage 
StE Standard English 
SV subject +verb 
SVA sub~ect + verb + adverbial 
SVC subject + verb + complement 9 SVO subject + verb+object basic s t ~  
SVOO subject +verb+ 2 objects 
SVOC subject+ verb+ object+complement 
SVOA subject + verb +object+ adverbial 

i :f 

CONSONANTS VOWELS 

VOICELESS VOICED 

/P/ pig /b/ big /k/ sheep 
/t/ ten /d/ den 111 ship 
/k/ cot /g/ got M bed 
/f/ fat /V/ vat /E/  bad 
/g/ thin 6 then /a:/ calm 
/S/ soon /z/ zero 
J fish 

Id Pot 
/3/ pleasure P:/ caught 

/tJ/ cheap jeep /U/ 
/h/ hot 

Put 
/m/ sum /U:/ boot 
/n/ sun 1.1 cut 
/g/ sung 3 :  bird 
/ l /  led /a/ above 
/r/ red /er/ day 

ructures 

l 

Syllabic consonants are indicated thus: g, 
/'/denotes the possibility (eg in AmE) of 'postvocalic r'. 
For indications of stress, intonation, and other prosodic features see App 11. 

/j/ yet 
/W/ wet 

/au/ coal 
1 4  lie 
/au/ now 
1311 boy 
/rar/ here 
/ear/ there 
/uar/ poor 
/erar/ player 
/auar/ lower 
/aral/ tire 
/auar/ tower 
brar/ employer 



primary time-orientation (in Ch. 4) 
secondary time-orientation (in Ch. 4) 
tertiary time-orientation (in Ch. 4) 
verb 
past tense form of the verb (in Ch. 3) 
-edparticiple form of the verb (in Ch. 3) 
unacceptable 
tending to unacceptability, but not fully unacceptable 
native speakers unsure about acceptability 
native speakers differ in their reactions 
optional constituent 
comment (with examples); constituent boundaries; phonetic 

transcription 
style label (after examples); modified constituent (7.50); focused 

unit (8.1 16) 
free alternatives, as in: 

~ e c a m e { ~ '  from }{ London New York 

[ 1 contingent alternatives, as in: 

[t{e] does [E] best 

/ alternatives (in examples) 
1 / phonological transcription 

systematic correspondence between structures 
.c. no systematic correspondence between structures 
A ellipsis marker, indicating grammatical omission 
A indicates possible semantic implication (in Ch. 19) - semantically equivalent 

f semantically nonequivalent 
a 'better ~ R h m a r  I 

Capitals in examples indicate nuclear syllables, accents indicate 
intonation, raised verticals stress, and long verticals tone unit 
boundaries; for all conventions relating to prosody, see App 11. 
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The English language today 

The importance of English 
1.1 English is generally acknowledged to be the world's most important language. 

It is perhaps worth glancing briefly at the basis for that evaluation. There 
are, after all, thousands of different languages in the world, and each will 
seem uniquely important to those who speakit as their native language, the 
language they acquired at their mother's knee. But there are more objective 
standards of ielative importance. 

One criterion is the number of speakers of the language. A second is the 
extent to which a language is geographically dispersed: in how many 
continents and countries is it used or is a knowledge of it necessary? A third 
is its functional load: how extensive is the range of purposes for which it is 
used? In particular, to what extent is it the medium for highly valued cultural 
manifestations such as a science or a literature? A fourth is the economic and 
political influence of the native speakers of the language. 

1.2 If we restrict the first criterion to native speakers of the language, the number 
of speakers of English is more than 300 million, and English ranks well below 
Chinese (which has over three times that number of speakers). The second 
criterion, the geographical dispersal of the language, invites comparison with 
(for example) Hebrew, Latin, and Arabic as languages used in major world 
religions, though only Arabic has a substantial number of speakers. But the 
spread of English over most of the world as an international language is a 
unique phenomenon in the world's history: about 1500 million people -over 
a third of the world's population -live in countries where English has some 
official status or is one of the native languages, if not the dominant native 
language. By the third criterion, the great literatures of the Orient spring to 
mind, not to mention the languages of Tolstoy, Goethe, Cervantes, and 
Racine. But in addition to being the language of the still more distinguished 
Shakespeare, English leads as the primary medium for twentieth-century 
science and technology. The fourth criterion invokes Japanese, Russian, and 
German, for example, as languages of powerful, productive, and influential 
nations. But English is the language of the United. States, whose gross 
domestic product in 1980 was more than double that of its nearest competitor, 
Japan. 

No claim has here been made for the importance of English on the grounds 
of its quality as a language (the size of its vocabulary, its relative lack of 
inflections, the alleged flexibility of its syntax). The choice of an international 
language, or lingua franca, is never based on linguistic or aesthetic criteria 
but always on political, economic, and demographic ones. 

The use of English 
1.3 English is the world's most widely used language. A distinction is often made 

that depends on how the language is learned: as a natiue language (or mother 
tongue), acquired when the speaker is a young child (generally in the home), 
or as a nonnative language, acquired at some subsequent period. Overlapping 
with this distinction is that between its use as afirsf language, the primary 
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language of the speaker, and as an additional language. In some countries 
(particularly of course where it is the dominant native language), English is 
used principally for internal purposes as an intranational language, for 
speakers to communicate with other speakers of the same country; in other8 
it serves chiefly as an international language, the medium of communication 
with speakers from other countries. 

One well-established categorization makes a three-way distinction between 
a native language, it second language, and a foreign language. As a foreign 
language English is used for international communication, but as a second 
language it is used chiefly for intranational purposes. We can distinguish five 
types of function for which English characteristically serves as a medium 
when it is a second language: (1) instrumental, for formal education; (2) 
regulative, for government administration and the law courts; (3) communi- 
cative, for interpersonal communication between individuals speaking 
different native languages; (4) occupational, bath intranationally and 
internationally for commerce and for science and technology; (5) creative, for 
nontechnical writings, such as fiction and political works. 

Note [a] A bilingual child may have more than one native language, and a bilingual adult may be 
equally proficient in more than one first language. In some countries, English is one of two or 
more languages, and as a foreign language too it may be one of several that are known. 
[b] Although one's native language is usually also one's first language, it need not be. People 
may migrate to a country where a language different from their native tongue is spoken. If they 
become proficient in the new language and use it extensively, that nonnative language may 
become their first language, displacing the native tongue. Such displacement has occurred, for 
example, among Pakistanis in the United Kingdom and among Vietnamese In the United 
States. 
[C] Second-language writers in Southeast Asia and in East and West Africa are making 
important contributions to English literature. Their writings may Incorporate features 
characteristic of their second-language variety, including rhetorical and stylistic features, but 
they are generally addressed to, and read by, an international English readership. 

Native and second language 
1.4 English is spoken as a nativelanguage by more than 300 million people, most 

of them living in North America, the Britiyh Isles, Australia, New Zealand, 
the Caribbean, and South Africa. In several of these c~untries, English is not 
the sole language: the Quebec province of Canada is French-speaking, most 
South Africans speak Afrikaans or Bantu languages, and many Irish and 
Welsh people speak Celtic languages. But those whose native language is not 
English will have English as their second language for certain governmental, 
commercial, social, or educational activities within their own country. 

English is also a second language in many countries where only a small 
proportion of the people have English as their native language. In about 
twenty-five countries English has been legally designated as an official 
language: in about ten (such as Nigeria) it is the sole oficial language, and in 
some fifteen others (such as India) it shares that status with one or more other 
languages. Most of these countries are former British territories. Despite the 
association of the English language with the former colonial rulers, it has 
been retained for pragmatic reasons: where no one native language is 
generally acceptable, English is a neutral language that is politically 
acceptable, at least at the national level, for administrative and legal 
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functions; and as an international language for science and technology it is 
desirable for higher education. English is an official language in countries of 
such divergent backgrounds as India, Nigeria, and Liberia, while in 
numerous other countries (Burma, Thailand, South Korea, and some Middle 
Eastern countries) it is used for higher education. In Sri Lanka, English at 
one time lost its official status, while retaining its social, cultural, and 
economic importance, but it has been reestablished as an official language; 
indeed, as a result of the increase in secondary education more people today 
learn English there than at  any time during the colonial period. It has been 
estimated that English is a second language for well over 300 million people: 
the number of second-language speakers may soon exceed the number of 
native speakers, if it has not done so already. 

Note The significance of English for higher education in second language countries is reflected in 
statistics for book publishing and literacy in 1981/82 in India. Indiaernerged as the world's th~rd 
largest publisher of books in English and forty-one per cent of titles produced lhere were in 
English, although only 2.3 per cent of the population were literate in English. But that tiny 
percentage represented 15 million people. 

Foreign language 
1.5 By foreign language we mean a language used by persons for communication 

across frontiers or with others who are not from their country: listening to 
broadcasts, reading books or newspapers, engaging in commerce or travel, 
for example. No language is more widely studied or used asa foreign language 
than English. The desire to learn it is at the present time immense and 
apparently insatiable. American organizations such as the United States 
Information Agency (USIA) and the Voice of America have played a notable 
role in recent years, in close and amicable liaison with the British Council, 
which provides support for English teaching both in the Commonwealth and 
in other countries throughout the world. The BBC (British Broadcasting 
Corporation), like the USIA, has notable radio and television facilities 
devoted to this purpose. Other English-speaking countries such as Australia 
also assume heavy responsibilities for teaching English as a foreign language. 

We shall look more closely in the next sections at  the kind and degree of 
demand, but meantime the reasons for the demand have surely become clear. 
To put it bluntly, English is a top requirement of those seeking good jobs, 
and is often the language in which much of the business of good jobs is 
conducted. I t  is needed for access to at least half of the world's scientific 
literature, and the most important scientific journals are in English. It is thus 
intimately associated with technological and economic development and it 
is the principal language of international aid. The great manufacturing 
countries Germany and Japan use English as their principal advertising and 
sales medium; it is the language of automation and computer technology. 
Not only is it the universal language of international aviation, shipping, and 
sport, it is to a considerable degree the universal language of literacy and 
public communication. It is the major language of diplomacy, and is the most 
frequently used language both in the debates in the United Nations and in 
the general conduct of UN business. 
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Note [a] Some measure of the number and importance of publications in English is provided by the 
number o f  translations of English books. In 1977 out o f a  world total of 50 047 translations of 
books, 19 577 were from English. The nearest competitors were Russian (6771) and French 
(6054). 
[bl The pervasive influence of English has induced language academies or other language- 
planning agencies in some countries to attempt to control the range of its functions and to 
prevent the acceptance of Englishisms (English loan words and loan translations) into their 
national languages, at least in official writing. 

The demand for English 

The teaching of English 
1.6 The role of chief foreign language that French occupied for two centuries 

from about 1700 has been assumed by English-except of course in the 
English-speaking countries themselves, where French or (in the United 
States) Spanish is the foreign language most widely studied. Although 
patriotism obliges international organizations to devote far more resources 
to translation and interpreter services than reason would dictate, no senior 
post would be offered to a candidate deficient in English. The general 
equivalent of the nineteenth-century European 'finishing school' in French 
is perhaps the English-medium school organized through the state education 
system, and such institutions seem to be even more numerous in the Soviet 
Union and other East European countries than in countries to the West. 
There are also innumerable commercial institutions that teach English a t  all 
levels and to all ages, both in non-English-speaking countries and in English- 
speaking countries. Most language learning, of course, takes place in the 
ordinary schools of the state educational system. 

The extent to which English is studied at the school level is shown in one 
analysis of the educational statistics for 112 countries where English is not a 
native language, but is either a foreign language or a second language. The 
study estimates that over 46 million primary school students and over 71 
million secondary school students were in English classes in the early 1970s. 
These figures represent over 15 per cent of She primary school population 
and over 76 per cent of the secondary school population for those countries. 
I t  is significant that English was the medium of instruction for 30 per cent of 
the primary school students and for nearly 16 per cent of the secondary school 
students. Estimated figures would have been far higher if statistics for all 
non-English-speaking countries had been included. (A notable exclusion 
from the study was the People's Republic of China.) Since the secondary 
school population is increasing at a rapid rate in the developing countries, 
we can expect that the number of English learners at the secondary level has 
increased very considerably since the early 1970s. 

Outside the primary and secondary schools, there are large numbers of 
students in institutions of higher and further education who are learning 
English for a variety of purposes: as the medium of the literature and culture 
of English-speaking countries; for access to scholarly and technological 
publications; to qualify as English teachers, translators, or interpreters; to 
improve their chances of employment or promotion in such areas as the 
tourist trade, international commerce, or international programmes for 
economic or military aid. In countries where it is a second language, English 
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is commonly used as the medium for higher education, at least for scientific 
and technological subjects, even when it is not so used at the primary or 
secondary levels. 

Many students come from abroad for their higher and further education to 
English-speaking countries, where English is of course the medium for their 
studies. In 1979, there were 286 340 foreign students enrolled at  the post- 
secondary level of education in the United States, 56 877 in the United 
Kingdom, and 32 148 in Canada (where some will have studied in French- 
speaking institutions), apart from smaller numbers in other English-speaking 
countries. The country with the next highest figure after the United States 
was France, which had 112 042 foreign students in the same year. 

School models of English 
1.7 In countries where English is predominantly the native language, the form 

of written English taught in the schools is normally the STANDARD variety 
(cf 1.23), the variety associated with the educated users of the language in 
that country. However, it is now less usual than in the past for teachers to 
attempt to make the local spoken variety conform with some educated 
spoken norm. 

In countries where English is a nonnative language, the major models for 
both writing and speech have generally been the standard varieties of British 
and American English. The choice between them has depended on various 
factors: whether the country was formerly a British or a US colony; its 
proximity to Britain or the United States; which of the two had most 
influenced its economic, cultural, or scientific development; and current 
commercial or political relations. In some countries both American and 
British standard varieties are taught, sometimes in different institutions, 
sometimes in the same institution. . 

The situation has been changing in those countries where English is a 
second language, used extensively for intranational purposes in the absence 
of a commonly accepted national language. In countries such as India and 
Nigeria indigenous educated varieties are becoming institutionalized and 
are acquiring social acceptability. In the meantime, teachers in those 
countries are uncertain, or vary, about the norms to which their teaching 
should be geared: to those of the evolving local standard or to those of some 
external standard. Such uncertainties are analogous to the uncertainties 
among teachers in native-English countries over divided usages or prescrip- 
tive norms that differ from their own usage (cf 1.17). 

Where English is a foreign language, we may expect the American and 
British standard varieties to continue to be the major models, competing 
increasingly with the standard varieties of other countries such as Australia, 
in regions that are within the sphere of influence of those countries. 

Note Countries where English is a foreign language may develop, to some extent, independent 
prescriptive norms that are enshrined in handbooks and textbooks and that are reflected in 
examination questions. 

The international character of English 
1.8 English is preeminently the most international of languages. Though the 

name of the language may at  once remind us of England, or we may associate 
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the language w~th the United States, one of the world's superpowers, English 
carries less implication of political or cultural specificity than any other living 
tongue (Spanish and French being also notable in this respect). At one and 
the same time, English serves the daily purposes of republics such as the 
United States and South Africa, sharply different in size, population, climate, 
economy, and national philosophy; and it serves an ancient realm such as 
the United Kingdom, as well as her widely scattered Commonwealth 
partners, themselves as different from each other as they are from Britain 
herself. 

But the cultural neutrality of English must not be pressed too far. The 
literal or metaphorical use of such expressions as case law throughout the 
English-speaking world reflects a common heritage in the legal system; and 
allusions to or quotations from Shakespeare, the Authorized (or King James) 
Version of the Bible, Gray's Elegy, Mark Twain, a sea shanty, a Negro 
spiritual, or a pop song - wittingly or not - testify similarly to a shared 
culture. The Continent can have its British meaning of 'continental Europe' 
in the United States and even in Australia and New Zealand. At other times, 
English equally reflects the independent and distinct culture of one or other 
of the English-speaking communities. When an Australian speaks of 
jbssicking something out ['searching for something'], the metaphor looks back 
to the desperate activity of reworking the diggings of someone else in the 
hope of finding gold that had been overlooked. When an American speaks of 
not getting to first base ['not achieving even initial success'], the metaphor 
concerns an equally culture-specific activity - the game of baseball. And 
when an Englishman says that something is not cricket ['unfair'], the allusion 
is also to a game that is by no means universal in the English-speaking 
countries. 

The future of English 
1.9 Predictions -often gloomy - have been made about the future of English. It 

is worth considering the bases for such predictions with respect to the various 
uses of English. -. 

A single international language has long been thought to be the ideal for 
international communication. Artificially-constructed languages have never 
acquired sufficiently large numbers of adherents, although in principle such 
languages have the obvious advantage that they put all learners on the same 
footing (all are nonnative speakers), thereby not giving an advantage to 
speakers of any particular language. During the last few decades English has 
come closest to being the single international language, having achieved a 
greater world spread than any other language in recorded history. Yet in 
recent years doubts have arisen whether it will ever reach the ideal of the 
single international language or, indeed, whether its use as an international 
language will continue at the present level. 

One reason for the doubts has been the fear that national varieties of 
English are rapidly growing further apart and will finally separate into 
mutually incomprehensible languages. Fears have also been expressed that 
justifiable sensitivity to the child's right to use his native dialect (regional, 
socioeconomic, or ethnic) within a national variety might lead to the 
abandonment of a national standard dialect and hence to the further 
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disintegration of English. The diversity in English is greatest in countries 
where English is a second language and therefore has to be taught. Since in 
those countries stddents are usually taught by teachers who are themselves 
not native speakers of English and who have inevitably acquired the language 
to varying degrees of adequacy, It is not eurprising that the standards of 
achievement are variable and subject to change. Some express concern about 
the excessive internal variability and the ill-acquired control of the language 
in such situations. Some fear the divisive effect of the emerging institution- 
alized varieties, which no longer look to native varieties for standards of 
acceptability. 

1.10 While fears for the disintegration of English cannot be dismissed summarily, 
powerful forces are operating to preserve the unity of the language. Despite 
considerable dialectal differences within each national variety, the education 
systems have preserved the essential similarity of the national standards. The 
traditional spelling system generally ignores both the changes in pronuncia- 
tion over time and the variations in pro~iunciation through space; despite its 
notorious vagaries, it is a unifying force in world English. Many factors are 
conducive to makihg differences in national varieties familiar and compre- 
hensible: there is the influence of newspapers, magazines, and books on the 
written medium and of radio, television, and film on the spoken medium. 
Teachers and students can be made sensitive to, and tolerant of, language 
variation, and national examination systems can be made flexible enough to 
take account of variation. Despite a growing tolerance of nonstandard 
variation in speech, standard forms remain the norm for written English. 

The future of English as an international language has also been said to 
rest on the practicability of teaching the language, especially on a mass scale, 
to the level required for international usefulness, given the enormous 
expenditures required for the purpose. It is possible that as developing 
countries become richer they will be able to increase their expenditure on the 
teaching of English and raise the levels of teacher and student proficiency. 
At all events, programmes have been devised to restrict the goals of language 
learning, thereby allowing a more tealistic deployment of educational 
resources, as in the Teaching of English for Specific Purposes, for example 
for business or scientific communication. Following earlier attempts (such as 
'Basic English') that were largely lexical, a proposal has also recently been 
made for constructing a simplified form of English (termed 'Nuclear English') 
that would contain a subset of the features of natural English; for example, 
modal auxiliaries such as can and may would be replaced by such paraphrases 
as be able to and be allowed to. The simplified form would be intelligible to 
speakers of any major national variety and could be expanded for specific 
purposes, for example for international maritime communication. 

The long-range continuance of English as a second language is also 
questionable in some countries. The eagerness for rapid technological 
advancement conflicts with the demands for the establishment of authentic 
links with past native traditions: objections to an official status for English 
and calls for its replacement by native languages are expressions of national 
pride and independence. Since a good command of English is usually 
restricted to an elite, we may expect political resentment against a minority 
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second language that brings benefits to those proficient in it. English is likely 
to be retained as an official language as long as no specific native language is 
politically acceptable to all, but we can expect that in at least some countries 
indigenous languages will become sufficiently dominant to acquire sole 
official status and eventually to displace English. In such cases English will 
gradually become recognized as a foreign language. However, irrespective of 
the degree of world influence exercised by the English-speaking countries 
themselves, English is likely to be retained generally as the medium for 
higher education as long as the major English-speaking countries retain their 
economic and political status. 

Standards of English 
1.11 Complaints by native speakers that English is deteriorating or being 

corrupted reflect in the main a conservative resistance to change. Some 
language changes result in the loss of distinctions, but if a distinction is 
needed the loss will be compensated for. For example, in some regional 
varieties the distinction between the singular and plural meanings of you has 
been retained by the use of such expressions as you-all or you guys for the 
plural meanings (cf 6.12 Notes [a, bl). The introduction of specific new words 
or expressions (such as prioritize or interface) sometimes provokes violent 
indignation, often conveyed in ethical terms. Usually the objections to the 
innovations (or supposed innovations) reflect objections to their typical users. 
Some of the complaints relate to variants that are in divided usage among 
speakers of the standard variety; for example, graduated from and was 
graduated from in American English, or different from and different to in 
British English. In yet other instances the forms are clearly recognized as 
unacceptable in the standard variety (such as the multiple negative in Idon't 
want no moneyfrom no one; cf 10.63 Note), though they may be acceptable in 
some nonstandard varieties. Relatively few points are at issue. They do not 
justify generalizations about the state of the language as a whole. 

Some native speakers claim that the use of the language is deteriorating. 
One charge is ethical: people are said to be abusing the language, more so 
than in the past, with intent to conceal, mislead, or deceive, generally through 
euphemism or obscure language. Usually, the accusation is directed 
principally against politicians, bureaucrats, and advertisers, but the abuse is 
felt to have an 'adverse effect on the language as such. Certainly, the 
contemporary mass media facilitate the rapid and widespread dissemination 
of such language abuses. The other charge is aesthetic or functional: people 
are said to be using the language less elegantly or less efficiently than in the 
recent past, a charge that is commonly directed against young people. The 
charge may or may not have some justification, but in any case is impossible 
to substantiate. Many variables inhibit the feasibility of making valid and 
reliable comparisons with earlier periods: for example, the phenomenal 
growth of the literate population and of the use of the written language. 

Note On standard and nonstandard English, c/ 1.22. On varieties of standard English, cf 1.23ft: 
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Grammar and the study of language 

Types of linguistic organization 

Sounds and spellings 
1.12 We claim that on the one hand there is a single English language (the 

grammar of which is the concern of this book), and that on the other hand 
there are recognizable varieties. Since these varieties can have reflexes in 
any of the types of organization that the linguist distinguishes, this is the 
point at which we should outline the types, one of which is grammar. When 
people speak, they emit a stream of sounds. We hear the sounds not as 
indefinitely variable in acoustic quality (however much they may be so in 
actual physical fact). Rather, we hear them as each corresponding to one of 
the very small set of sound units (in English, /p/, /l/, In/, /I/, ]a/, /S/ . . .) which 
can combine in certain ways and not in others. For example, in English we 
have spin but not *psin. (On the use of the asterisk and similar symbols, see 
1.42.) We similarly observe patterns of stress and pitch. The rules for the 
organization of sound units (or phonemes) are studied in the branch of 
linguistics known as PHONOLOGY, while the physical properties of sounds and 
their manner of articulation are studied in PHONETICS. 

The other major method of linguistic communication is by writing; and 
for English as for many other languages an alphabetic writing system has 
been developed, the symbols related in the main to the individual sounds 
used in the language. Here again there is a closely structured organization 
which regards certain differences in shape as irrelevant and others (for 
example capitals versus lower case, ascenders to the left or right of a circle, 
eg: b versus 6) as significant. The study of ORTHOGRAPHY (or more inclusively, 
GRAPHOLOGY or GRAPHEMICS) thus parallels the study of phonology in several 
wavs. Desvite the notorious oddities of English spelling, there are general 
principles: eg combinations of letters that English permits (tch, qu, ss, oo) 
and others that are disallowed (*pfx, *go) or have only restricted distribution 
(final v or j occurs only exceptionally as in Raj, spiv). 

Lexicology, grammar, semantics, pragmatics 
1.13 Just as the small set of arabic numerals can be combined to express in writing 

any natural numbers we like, however vast, so the small set of sounds and 
letters can be combined to express in speech and writing respectively an 
indefinitely large number of WORDS. These linguistic units enable people to 
refer to every object, action, and quality that members of a society wish to 
distinguish: in English, door, soap, indignation, find, stupefy, good, uncontrol- 
lable, and so on to a totalexceeding the half million words listed in unabridged 
dictionaries. These units have a meaning and a structure (sometimes an 
obviously composite structure as in cases like uncontrollable) which relate 
them not only to the world outside language but to other words within the 
language (happy to happiness, unhappy, etc; good to bad, kind, etc; door to 
room, key, etc). The study of words is the business of LEXICOLOGY, but the 
regularities in their formation are similar in kind to the regularities of 
grammar and are closely connected to them (cf App I.1m. It is GRAMMAR 
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that is our primary concern in this book. Words must be combined into larger 
units, and grammar encompasses the complex set of rules specifying such 
combination. Meaning relations in the language system are the business of 
SEMANTICS, the study of meaning, and semantics therefore has relevance 
equally within lexicology and within grammar. Finally, the meaning of 
linguistic expressions when uttered within particular types of situation is 
dealt with in PRAGMATICS, which is concerned with the communicative force 
of linguistic utterances. Two terms are employed for the interconnection of 
grammar and the uses of grammar: TEXT LINGUISTICS and DISCOURSE 
ANALYSIS. All types of organization (but notably lexicology and grammar) 
enter into the structure of TEXTS, which constitute spoken and written 
discourse (cf Chapter 19). 

The meanings of 'grammar' 

Syntax and inRections 
1.14 The word 'grammar' has various meanings, and since grammar is the subject 

matter of this book we should explore the most common meanings of the 
word. We shall be using 'grammar' to include both SYNTAX and that aspect 
of MORPHOLOGY (the internal structure of words) that deals with INFLECTIONS 
(or ACCIDENCE). The fact that the past tense of buy is bought [inflection] and 
the fact that the interrogative form of He bought it is Did he buy i t?  [syntax] 
are therefore both equally the province of grammar. There is nothing 
technical about our usage in this respect: it corresponds to one of the common 

-- - - -  

lay uses of the word in the ~n~lish-speaking yforli. A teacher may comment: 

John uses good grammar but his spelling is awful. 

The comment shows that spelling is excluded from grammar; and if John 
wrote interloper where the context demanded interpreter, the teacher would 
say that he had used the wrong word, not that he had made a mistake in 
grammar. But in the education systems of the English-speaking countries, it 
is possible also to use the term 'grammar' loosely so as to include both spelling 
and lexicology. 

There is a further; use of 'grammar' that derives from a period in which the 
teaching of Latin gnd Greek was widespread. Since the aspect of Latin 
grammar on which teaching has traditionally concentrated is the paradigms 
(or model sets) of inflections, it made sense for the learner to say: 

Latin has a good deal of grammar, but English has hardly any. 

This meaning of 'grammar' has continued to be used by lay native speakers. 
In effect, grammar is identified with inflections, so that nonspecialists may 
still speak of 'grammar and syntax', tacitly excluding the latter from the 
former. 

Note The termgrammar school (used in several English-speaking countries, though not always with 
reference to the same type of school) reflects the historical fact that certain schools concentrated 
at one time on the teaching of Latin and Greek. One sometimes comes upon the lay supposition 
that such schools do or should make a special effort to teach English grammar. 
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Rules and the native speaker 
1.15 Nor have we completed the inventory of meanings. The same native speaker, 

turning his attention from Latin, may comment: 

French has a well-defined grammar, but in English we're free to speak 
as we like. 

To begin with, it is clear that the speaker cannot now be intending to restrict 
'grammar' to inflections: rather the converse; it would seem to be used as a 
virtual synonym of 'syntax'. 

Secondly, the native speaker's comment probably owes a good deal to the 
fact that he does not feel the rules of his own language - rules that he has 
acquired unconsciously - to be at all constraining; and if ever he happens to 
be called on to explain one such rule to a foreigner he has very greatdifficulty. 
By contrast, the grammatical rules he learns for a foreign language seem 
much more,rigid and they also seem clearer because they have been actually 
soelled out to him in the learning process. 

But another important pointisrevealed i n  this sentence. The distinction 
refers to 'grammar' not as the observed patterns in the use of French but as a 
codification of rules compiled by the French (especially by the Acadkmie 
Fran~aise) to show the French themselves how their language should be 
used. This is not grammar 'immanent' in a language (as our previous uses 
were, however much they differed in the types of pattern they referred to), 
but grammar as codified by grammarians: the Academy Grammar. There is 
no such Academy for the English language and so (our naive native speaker 
imagines) the English speaker has more 'freedom' in his usage. 

The codification of rules 
1.16 The 'codification' sense of grammar is readily identified with the specific 

codification by a specific grammarian: 

Jespersen wrote a good grammar, and so did Kruisinga. 

And this sense naturally leads to the concrete use as in: 

Did you bring your grammars? 

Naturally, too, the codification may refer to grammar in any of the senses 
already mentioned. The codification will also vary, however, according to 
the linguistic theory embraced by the authors, their idea of the nature of 
grammar rather than their statement of the grammar of a particular language : 

Chomsky developed a transformational grammar that differed consid- 
erably from earlier grammars. 

In the usage of many leading linguists, this last sense of grammar has returned 
to the catholicity that it had in the Greek tradition more than 2000 years ago, 
covering the whole field of language structure. Thus, in the framework of 
formal linguistics, some grammarians speak of 'the grammar' as embracing 
rules not only for syntax but for phonological, lexical, and semantic 
specification as well. 

Note Accidents of intellectual history in the nineteenth century result in the fact that an old-fashioned 
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Old High German grammar (or an Old English grammar) may well contain only inflections 
together with a detailed explanation of how the phonological system emerged. 

Prescriptive grammar 
1.17 Finally we come to the use of 'grammar' in statements such as: 

It's bad grammar to end a sentence with a preposition. II 
Here the term refers to a way of speaking or writing that is to be either 
preferred or avoided. Such statements pertain to PREsCRlPnVE GRAMMAR, a 
set of regulations that are based on what is evaluated as correct or incorrect 
in the standard varieties. Since we do not have an Academy of the English 
Language, there is no one set of regulations that could be considered 
'authoritative'. Instead, evaluations are made by self-appointed authorities 
who, reflecting varying judgments of acceptability and appropriateness, 
often disagree. 

Authorities on USAGE, in this restricted sense, primarily deal with DISPUTED 
usage, a relatively small number of syntactic and lexical items that are 
controversial within the standard varieties. Their objections may persuade 
some to avoid certain usages, at least in their formal writina. Over the last 
two centuries prescriptive rules have accumulated into a prescriptive 
tradition for formal writing that is embodied (with some variation) in school 
textbooks and student reference handbooks, and in usage guides for the 
general public. 

As an occasional consequence of prescriptive pressures, some speakers 
have mistakenly extended particular prescriptive rules in an attempt to avoid 
mistakes. A classic instance of such HYPERCORRECTION is the use of whom as 
subject (cf 6.35 Note [a]). Others are the pseudo-subjunctive were as in I 
wonder ifhe were here and the use of the subjective pronoun I in the phrase 
between you and I. 

Our primary concern in this book is to describe the grammar of English. 
But we occasionally refer to the prescriptive tradition not only because it 
may lead to hypercorrection but also because it may affect attitudes towards 
particular uses that may in turn influence the preferences of some native 
speakers, at least in formal or more considered styles. It may lead some, for 
example, to replace their usual was by subjunctive were in I was strong 
enough, I would he/p you, or to replace who by whom in the teacher who Imost 
admired. 

Grammar and other types of organization 
1.18 Progress towards a more explicit type ofgrammaticai description is inevitably 

slow and the whole field of grammar is likely to remain an area of interesting 
controversy. While theoretical problems are not the concern of this book, our 
treatment cannot be neutral on the issues that enliven current discussion. For 
example, we would not wish to assert the total independence of grammar 
from phonology on the one hand and lexicology or semantics on the other as 
was implied in the deliberate oversimplification of 1.12f: Phonology is seen 
to have a bearing on grammar even in small points such as the association of 
initial /d/ with demonstrativeness and conjunctions (this, then, though, etc, cf 
2.37). More important are the phonological conditions for the -S and -ed 
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inflections in verbs and nouns (cf 3.5J 5.80). It is seen to bear on lexicology, 
for example, in the fact that some nouns and verbs differ only in the position 
of the stress (cf App 1.56): 

That is an 'insult. 
They may'in'sult me. 

But most obviously the interdependence of phonology and grammar is shown 
in focus processes (cf the connection between intonation and linear 
presentation: 18.2ff, 19.25fl, and in the fact that by merely altering the 
phonology one can distinguish sets of sentences like those quoted* in App 
11.21. 

The interrelations of grammar, lexicology, and semantics are manifested 
in the semantic restrictions (cf 10.51) that permit [l] and [2], but not [la] and 
[2a] : 

Fear replaced indecision. 111 
*John replaced indecision. [lal 
John hated indecision. [21 

*Fear hated indecision. [2a1 

The borderline between grammar and semantics is unclear, and linguists will 
draw the line variously. We shall not give guidance on such constraints in 
this book. 

Similarly, the borderline between grammar and pragmatics (and even 
more so between semantics and pragmatics) is unclear. Although we shall 
have occasion to refer to the kinds of intended speech behaviour (such as 
request and invitation) that may be conveyed through certain sentence types 
(cf particularly Chapter 1 l), we shall not attempt a comprehensive account. 
But we shall attempt to give every indication of the meaning of the 
constructions we discuss. 

Our general principle will be to regard grammar as accounting for 
constructions wheregreatest generalization ispossible, assigning to lexicology 
(and hence beyond the scope of this book) constructions on which least 
generalization can be formulated. In applying this principle we will 
necessarily make arbitrary decisions along the gradient from greatest to least 
generalization. 

Varieties of English 

Types of variation 
1.19 Having indicated how we may speak of different types of linguistic 

organization such as phonology, lexicology, and grammar, we may now 
return to the point we had reached at the beginning of 1.12. What are the 
varieties of English whose differing properties are realized through the 
several types of linguistic organization? 

Formulating a theoretical basis on which the varieties of any language can 
be described, interrelated, and studied is one of the prime concerns of the 
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branch of language study called SOCIOLINGu~sTIcs. This discipline is far from 
having achieved complete answers, and all attempts are in some degree 
oversimplifications. 

We shall first consider five major types of variation. Any use of language 
necessarily involves variation within all five types, although for purposes of 
analysis we may abstract individual varieties (a relatedset of variation within 
one type). 

(a) region (l .20f) 
(b) social group (1.22ff) 
(c) field of discourse (1.28) 
(d) medium (l .29f) 
(e) attitude ( l  .3lff) 

The fist two types of variation relate primarily to the language user. People 
use a regional variety because they live in a region or have once lived in that 
region. Similarly, people use a social variety because of their afiiliation with 
a social group. These varieties are relatively permanent for the language user. 
At the same time, we should be aware that many people can communicate in 
more than one regional or social variety and can therefore (consciously or 
unconsciously) switch varieties according to the situation. And of course 
people move to other regions or change their social affiliations, and may then 
adopt a new regional or social variety. 

The last three types of variation relate to language use. People select the 
varieties according to the situation and the purpose of the communication. 
The field of discourse relates to the activity in which they are engaged; the 
medium may be spoken or written, generally depending on the proximity of 
the participants in the communication; and the attitude expressed through 
language is conditioned by the relationship of the participants in the 
particular situatiqn. A COMMON CORE or nucleus is present in all the varieties 
so that, however esoteric a variety may b q i t  has running through it a set of 
grammatical and other characteristics that are present in all the others. It is 
this fact that justifies the application of the name 'English' to all the varieties. 

Note We have conspicuously omitted variation in time, since this book is solely concerned with the 
grammar of present-day English. Variation in the contemporary language, however, reflects in 
part historical changd in progress. At any one period, older variants may coexist with newer 
variants, and some of khe newer variants may eventually become the sole forms. 

Regional variation 
1.20 Varieties according to region have a well-established label both in popular 

and technical use: DIALEW. Geographical dispersion is in fact the classic 
basis for linguistic variation, and in the course of time, with poor 
communications and relative remoteness, such dispersion results in dialects 
becoming so distinct that we regard them as different languages. This latter 
stage was long ago reached with the Germanic dialects that are now Dutch, 
English, German, Swedish, etc, but it has not been reached (and may not 
necessarily ever be reached, given the modem ease and range of communi- 
cation) with the dialects of English that have resulted from the regional 
separation of communities within the British Isles and (since the voyages of 
exploration and settlement in Shakespeare's time) elsewhere in the world. 
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Regional variation seems to be realized predominantly in phonology. That 
is, we generally recognize a different dialect from a speaker's pronunciation 
or accent before we notice that the vocabulary (or LEXICON) is alsodistinctive. 
Grammatical variation tends to be less extensive and certainly less obtrusive. 
But all types of linguistic organization can readily enough be involved. A 
Lancashire man may be recognized by a Yorkshireman because he 
pronounces an /r/ after vowels as in stir or hurt. A middy is an Australian 
measure for beer - but it refers to a considerably bigger measure in Sydney 
than it does in Perth. Instead of Isaw it, a New Englander might say Isee it,  
a Pennsylvanian I seen it, and a Virginian either I seen it or lseed it, if they 
were speaking the rural nonstandard dialect of their locality, and the same 
forms characterize certain dialects within Britain too. 

Note [a] The attitude of native speakers of one dialect towards the dialects of other native speakers 
varies greatly, but, in general, dialects of rural and agricultural communities are regarded as 
more pleasant than dialects of large urban communities such as New Yorkor Birmingham. This 
is connected, of course, with social attitudes and the asshciation of city dialects with variation 
according to education and social standing ($1.22) rather than according to region. 
[b] Dialectologists and sociolinguists often use the term 'dialect' for social varieties. 

1.21 It is pointless to ask how many dialects of English there are: there are 
indefinitely many, depending on how detailed we wish to be in our 
observations. But they are of course more obviously numerous in long-settled 
Britain than in areas more recently settled by Europeans, such as North 
America or, still more recently, Australia and New Zealand. The degree of 
generality in our observation depends crucially upon our standpoint as well 
as upon our experience. An Englishman will hear an American Southerner 
primarily as an American, and only as a Southerner in addition if further 
subclassification is called for and if his experience of American English 
dialects enables him to make it. To an American the same speaker will be 
heard first as a Southerner and then (subject to similar conditions) as, say, a 
Virginian, and then perhaps as a Piedmont Virginian. One might suggest 
some broad dialectal divisions which are rather generally recognized. Within 
North America, most people would be able to distinguish Canadian, 
Northern, Midland, and Southern varieties of English. Within the British 
Isles, Irish, Scots, Northern, Midland, Welsh, Southwestern, and London 
varieties would be recognized with similar generality. Some of these - the 
English of Ireland and Scotland for example - would be recognized as such 
by many Americans and Australians too, while in Britain many people could 
make subdivisions: Ulster and Southern might be distinguished within Irish 
English, for example, and Yorkshire picked out as an important subdivision 
of Northern speech. British people can also, of course, distinguish North 
Americans from all others (though not usually Canadians from Americans), 
South Africans from Australians and New Zealanders (though mistakes are 
frequent), but not usually Australians from New Zealanders. 

Social variation 
1.22 Within each of the dialects there is considerable variation in speech according 

to education, socioeconomic group, and ethnic group. Some differences 
i correlate with age and sex. Much (if not most) of the variation does not 
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involve categorical distinctions; rather it is a matter of the frequency with 
which certain linguistic features are found in the groups. 

There is an important polarity between uneducated and educated speech 
in which the former can be identified with the nonstandard regional dialect 
most completely and the latter moves away from regional usage to a form of 
English that cuts across regional boundaries. To revert to an example given 
in a previous section, an  outsider (who was not a skilled dialectologist) might 
not readily find a New Englander who said see for saw, a Pennsylvanian who 
said seen, and a Virginian who said seed. These are forms that tend to be 
replaced by saw with schooling, and in speaking to a stranger a dialect 
speaker would tend to use 'school' forms. On the other hand, there is no 
simple equation of regional and uneducated English. Just as educated 
English, I saw, cuts across regional boundaries, so do many features of 
uneducated use: a prominent example is the double negative as in I don't 
want no cake, which has been outlawed from all educated English by the 
prescriptive grammar tradition for over two hundred years but which 
continues to thrive as an emphatic form in uneducated speech wherever 
English is spoken. 

Educated English naturally tends to be given the additional vrestiee of 
A - -  

government agencies, the professions, the political parties, the press, the law 
court, and the pulpit - anv institution which must attempt to address itself to 
apublic beyond the smallest dialectalcommunity. It is codified indictionaries, 
grammars, and guides to usage, and it is taught in the school system at all 
levels. I t  is almost exclusively the language of printed matter. Because 
educated English is thus accorded implicit social and political sanction, it 
comes to be referred to as STANDARD ENGLISH, and provided we remember 
that this does not mean an English that has been formally standardized by 
official action, as weights and measures are standardized, the term is useful 
and appropriate. In contrast with standard English, forms that are especially 
associated with uneducated (rather than dialectal) use are generally called 
NONSTANDARD. 

Note 'Substandard' is sometimes used in place of 'nonstandard', but less commonly now than in the 
past. 

S t a n d a r d  English 
1.23 The degree of acceptance of a single standard of English throughout the 

world, across a multiplicity of political and social systems, is a truly 
remarkable phenomenon: the more so since the extent of the uniformity 
involved has, if anything, increased in the present century. Uniformity is 
greatest in orthography, which is from most viewpoints the least important 
type of linguistic organization. Although printing houses in all English- 
speaking countries retain a tiny element of individual decision (eg: realize1 
realise, judgmentljudgement), there is basically a single spelling and 
punctuation system throughout: with two minor subsystems. The one is the 
subsystem with British orientation (used in most English-speaking countries 
other than the United States), with distinctive forms in only a small class of 
words, colour, centre, leoelled, etc. The other is the American subsystem, 
color, center, leoeled, etc. Canadian spelling draws on both systems and is 
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open to considerable variation. Learned or formal publications, such as 
academic journals and school textbooks, prefer British spellings, while 
popular publications, such as newspapers, prefer American spelling. 
Individuals may use both variants according to situation, but sometimes 
randomly. One difference between the American and British subsystems of 
punctuation is that the general American practice is to put a period or comma 
inside closing quotation marks, which are usually double in American usage 
for the primary set: Thesign said "No smoking." A further orthographic point 
may cause Anglo-American misunderstanding: the numerical form of dates. 
In British (and European) practice 2/10/85 means '2 October 1985', but in 
American practice it means 'February 10, 1985'(cf6.66). 

In grammar and vocabulary, standard English presents somewhat less of 
amonolithic character, but evenso the world-wideagreement is extraordinary 
and -as has been suggested earlier - seems actually to be increasing under 
the impact of closer world communication and the spread of identical 
material and nonmaterial culture. The uniformity is especially close in 
neutral or formal styles of written English on subject matter not of obviously 
localized interest: in such circumstances one tan frequently go on for page 
after page without encountering a feature which would identify the English 
as belonging to one of the national standards (cf 1.28f). 

National s t anda rds  of  English 

British and American English 
1.24 What we are calling national standards should be seen as distinct from the 

standard English which we have been discussing and which we should think 
of as being supranational, embracing what is common to all. Again, as with 
orthography, there are two national standards that are overwhelmingly . , . 
predominant both in the number of distinctive usages and in the degree to  
which these distinctions are institutionalized: American English (AmE) 
and British English (BrE). Grammatical differences are few and the most 
conspicuous are known to many users of both national standards: the fact 
that AmE has two past participles for get and BrE only one (cf 3.18), for 
example, and that in BrE either a singular or a plural verb may be used with 
a singular collective noun: 

The government {::e} in favour of economic sanctions. 

whereas in AmE a singular verb is required here. Some are less familiar, but 
are unlikely to hamper communication. For example, AmE may use the 
simple past in informal style in contexts where BrE normally requires the 
present perfective (cf 4.20 Note), as in: 

Sue just 
Sue's just finished her homework. 

And BrE tends to use the construction with should where AmE generally uses 
the present subjunctive (cf 14.24): 

I insisted that he should take 

{lab 
] the documents with him. 
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Lexical examples are far more numerous, but many of these are familiar to 
users of both standards: for example, railway (BrE), railroad (AmE); tin 
(BrE), can (AmE); petrol <BrE), gas(o1ine) (AmE). Some items may 
confuse most speakers of the other standard because they are unfamiliar, at 
least in the relevant meaning: boot (BrE), trunk (AmE); rubber (BrE), 
eraser <AmE); drawing pin (BrE), thumbtack (AmE). Public school in AmE 
is a school maintained by public funds, but in BrE it applies to certain fee- 
paying schools. Cider (unless further specified, as in hard cider) is usually 
nonalcoholic in AmE, but (unless further specified as sweet cider) it is 
alcoholic in BrE. School in I'mgoing to schoolincludes colleges and universities 
in AmE, but excludes them in BrE. Floors are numbered from ground level 
in AmE, so thatfirstfloor is generally level with the ground, but in BrE it is 
above the groundjloor. In some instances an item that is normal in one 
standard is used in the other in restricted contexts: BrE shop (AmE store) is 
used in AmE for a small and specialized store, eg: barber shop, shoe-repair 
shop, and sometimes for a high-class establishment orone that haspretensions 
to be so considered, eg: clothing shoplstore, jewelry shoplstore; BrE chips (esp 
AmE french fries) now occurs in AmE, as a recent borrowing from BrE, in 
the combinationjish and chips. 

More recent innovations in either area tend to spread rapidly to the other. 
Thus while radio sets have had valves in BrE but tubes in AmE, television 
sets have tubes in both, and transistors and computer sofiware are likewise 
used in both standards. Mass communication neutralizes differences; the 
pop music culture, in particular, uses a 'mid-Atlantic' dialect that levels 
differences even in pronunciation. 

The United States and Britain have been separate political entities for two 
centuries; for generations, thousands of books have been appearing annually; 
there is a long tradition of publishing descriptions of both AmE and BrE. 
These are important factors in establishing and institutionalizing the two 
national standards, and in the relative absence of such conditions other 
national standards are both less distinct (being more open to the influence of 
either AmE or BrE) and less institutionalized. 

One attitudinal phenomenon in the United States is of sociolinguistic 
interest. In affirming the students' right to their own varieties of language, 
many American educationalists have declared that Standard American 
English is a myth, some asserting the independent status (for example) of 
Black English. AL the same time they have acknowledged the existence of a 
written standard dialect, sometimes termed 'Edited American English'. 

Scotland, Ireland, Canada 
1.25 Scots, with ancient national and educational institutions, is perhaps nearest 

to the self-confident independence of BrE and AmE, though the differences 
in grammar and vocabulary are rather few. There is the preposition outwith 
['except'] and some other grammatical features, and such lexical items as 
advocate in the sense 'practising lawyer' or bailie ['municipal magistrate'] and 
several others which, like this last, refer to Scottish affairs. Orthography is 
identical with BrE, though burgh corresponds closely to 'borough' in meaning 
and might almost be regarded as a spelling variant. On the other hand, the 
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'Lallans' Scots, which has some currency for literary purposes, has a highly 
independent set of lexical, grammatical, phonological, and orthographical 
conventions, all of which make it seem more like a separate language than a 
regional dialect. 

Hiberno-English, or Irish English, may also be considered as a national 
standard, for though we lack descriptions of this longstanding variety of 
English it is consciously and explicitly regarded as independent of BrE by 
educational and broadcasting services. The proximity of Great Britain, the 
easy movement of population, the pervasive influence of AmE, and like 
factors mean however that there is little room for the assertion and 
development of a separate grammar and vocabulary. 

Canadian English is in a similar position in relation to AmE. Close 
economic, social, and intellectual links along a 4000-mile frontier have 
naturally caused the larger community to have an enormous influence on the 
smaller, not least in language. Though in many respects (zed instead of zee, 
for example, as the name of the letter 'z'), Canadian English follows British 
rather than United States practice, and has a modest area of independent 
lexical use, eg: pogey ['welfare payment'], riding ['parliamentary consti- 
tuency], muskeg ['kind of bog']; in many other respects it has approximated 
to AmE, and in the absence of strong institutionalizing forces it would 
continue in this direction. However, counteracting this tendency in language 
as in other matters is the tendency for Canadians to resist the influence of 
their powerful neighbour in their assertion of an independent national 
identity. 

South Africa, Australia, New Zealand 
1.26 South Africa, Australia, and New Zealand are in a very different position, . 

remote from the direct day-to-day impact of either BrE or AmE. While in 
orthography and grammar the South African English in educated use is 
virtually identical with BrE, rather considerable differences in vocabulary 
have developed, largely under the influence of the other official language of 
the country, Afrikaans; for example, veld ['open country'], kopje or koppie 
['hillock'], dorp['villagel]. Because of the remoteness from Britain or America, 
few of these words have spread: an exception is trek ['journey']. 

New Zealand English is more like BrE than any other non-European 
variety, though it has adopted quite a number of words from the indigenous 
Maoris (for example whare ['hut'] and of course kiwi and other names for 
fauna and flora) and over the past half century has come under the powerful 
influence of Australia and to a considerable extent of the United States. 

Australian English is undoubtedly the dominant form of English in the 
Antipodes and by reason of Australia's increased wealth, population, and 
influence in world affairs, this national standard (though still by no means 
fully institutionalized) is exerting an influence in the northern hemisphere, 
particularly in Britain. Much of what is distinctive in Australian English is 
confined to familiar use. This is especially so of grammatical features like 
adverbial but or the use of the feminine pronoun both anaphorically for an 
inanimate noun (job . . . her) and also impersonally and nonreferentially for 
'things in general': 
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The job's still not done; I'll finish her this arvo, but. ['. . . it this 
afternoon, however.'] 

A: Are you feeling better? 
B: Too right, mate; she'll be jake. ['Absolutely. . .; everything will be 

fine.'] 

But there are many lexical items that are to be regarded as fully standard: 
not merely the special fauna and flora (such as kangaroo,gumtree, wattle), but 
special Australian uses of familiar words (for example paddock as a general 
word for 'field', crook ['ill'], station ['sheep farm'], banker ['river full to its 
banks'], washer ['face cloth']) and special Australian words (for example 
bowyang ['a trouser strap'], waddy ['a bludgeon']). 

Pronunciation and standard English 
1.27 The list in 1.25f does not exhaust the regional or national variants that 

approximate to the status of a standard. Beside the widespread Creole in the 
Caribbean, for example, there is the increasing recognition that the language 
of government and other agencies observes an indigenous standard that can 
be referred to as Caribbean English. Nor have we discussed the emerging 
standards in countries where English is spoken as a second language (cf 1.34). 
However, all the variants are remarkable primarily in the tiny extent to 
which even the most firmly established, BrE and AmE, differ from each 
other in vocabulary, grammar, and orthography. We have been careful, 
however, not to mention pronunciation in this connection. Pronunciation is 
a special case for several reasons. In the first place, it is the type of linguistic 
organization which distinguishes one national standard from another most 
immediately and completely and which links in a most obvious way the 
national standards to the regional varieties. Secondly (with an important 
exception to be noted), it is the least institutionalized aspect of standard 
English, in the sense that, provided our grammar and lexical items conform 
to the appropriate national standard, it matters less that our pronunciation 
follows closely our individual regional pattern. This is doubtless because 
pronunciation is essentially gradient, a matter of 'more or less' rather than 
the discrete 'this or that' features of grammar and lexicon. Thirdly, norms of 
pronunciation are subject less to educational and national constraints than 
to social ones: this means, in effect, that some regional accents are less 
acceptable than others (cf 1.20 Note [a]). 

But there is an exception, noted above, to the generalization that regional 
pronunciation can be used without stigma. In BrE, one type of pronunciation 
comes close to enjoying the status of 'standard': it is the accent associated 
with the older schools and universities of England, 'Received Pronunciation' 
or 'RP'. Because this has traditionally been transmitted through a private 
education system based upon boarding schools insulated from the locality in 
which they happen to be situated, it is nonregional, and this - together with 
the obvious prestige that the social importance of its speakers has conferred 
on it - has been one of its strengths as a widely-favoured spoken form of the 
language. But RP no longer has the unique authority it had in the first half of 
the twentieth century. It is now only one among several accents commonly 
used on the BBC and takes its place along with others which carry the 
unmistakable mark of regional origin - not least, an Australian or North 
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American or Caribbean origin. Thus the rule that a specific type of 
pronunciation is relatively unimportant seems to be in the process of losing 
the notable exception that RP has constituted. Nevertheless, RP  remains the 
standard for teaching the British variety of English as a foreign language, as 
can be easily seen from dictionaries and textbooks intended for countries 
that teach British English. 

RP also shares a distinction with a variety of Midland American 
pronunciation known as 'network English'. BBC newsreaders are virtually 
all RP speakers, just as newsreaders on the national radio and television 
networks in the United States all speak with the 'network English' 
pronimciation. 

In this book we do not attempt to represent the range of variation in 
pronunciation associated with different national standards. We do, however, 
record the major differences (using the system of symbols listed on page viii) 
between RP and network English. 

Note The extreme variation that is tolerated in the pronunciation of English in various countries puts 
a great responsibility upon the largely uniform orthography (cf1.23) in preserving the mutual 
comprehensibility of English throughout the world. A 'phonetic' spelling would probably allow 
existing differencesto become greater whereas - through'spelling pronunciation' with increased 
literacy -our conventional orthography not merely checks the divisiveness of pronunciation 
change but actually reduces it. 

Varieties according to field of discourse 
1.28 The field of discourseis the type of activity engaged in through language. A 

sueaker of English has a repertoire of varieties according to field and switches 
to the appropriate one as-occasion requires. The number of varieties that 
speakers command depends upon their profession, training, and interests. 

' . Typically the switch involves nothing mote than turning to the particular 
set of lexical items habitually used for handling the field in question. Thus, 
in connection with repairing a machine: nut, bolt, wrench, thread, leoer,$nger- 
tight, balance, adjust, bearing, axle, pinion, split-pin, and the like. But there are 
grammatical correlates to field variety as well. To take a simple example, the 
imperatives in cooking recipes: Pour the liquid into a bowl, not You should or 
You might care to, still less The cook should . . . Or the omission of direct 
objects that is common in instructional language in general: Bake at 450°; 
Open (the box a t )  this end; Keep (this bottle) away from children. More 
complex grammatical correlates are to be found in the language of technical 
and scientific description: the passive is common and clauses are often 
'nominalized' (cf 17.518); thus not usually: 

You can rectify this fault if you insert a wedge . . . 
but rather: 

Rectification of this fault is achieved by insertion of a wedge . . . 
More radical grammatical differences are found in the language of legal 
documents : 

Provided that such payment as aforesaid shall be a condition precedent 
to the exercisc of the option herein specified . . . 
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and in newspaper headlines: 

Development Plan for Harlem Fought 

The type of language required by choice of field is broadly independent from 
the variables (dialect, national standard) already discussed. Some obvious 
contingent constraints are however emerging: the use of a specific variety of 
one class frequently presupposes the use of a specific variety of another. The 
use of a well-formed legal sentence, for example, presupposes an educated 
variety of English. 

We shall have occasion in this book to refer to variations in grammar 
according to the field of discourse with self-explanatory labels. Literature is 
of course a long-established field, but LITERARY English extends to other 
fields, for example nontechnical essayson humanistic topics and biographies. 
Some fields have certain characteristics in common; for example, LEGAL and 
RELIGIOUS English have numerous forms peculiar to their respective fields, 
but both may include usages that are otherwise ARCHAIC, though there is a 
trend away from such archaism in these fields. Poetry too has traditionally 
used archaic features. Indeed, poetry may deviate from the norms of the 
language in other respects, particularly in word order. Literary English is 
sometimes described as poetic if it displays features that are rare in prose. 

As with dialects (cf 1.21), there are indefinitely many fields depending on 
how detailed we wish our discussion to be. LEARNED (or scholarly) language 
covers a wide range of subject matter (psychology, literary criticism, history, 
physics, medicine), each of which could be regarded as a separate field, 
though we shall need to distinguish only the field of SCIENTIFIC discourse. 
Applications of' technology are reflected in INSTRUCTIONAL writing, itself 
included within TECHNICAL language. But instructional language may range 
from cooking recipes to instructions for playing games. When learned or 
technical language is used too obtrusively or (to all appearances) unnecessar- 
ily, it is often pejoratively referred to as JARGON. 

Jargon may include obtrusive language from other discourse fields, for 
example JOURNALISTIC and (in particular) BUREAUCRATIC writing. Journalism 
in its widest sense includes reporting on radio and television, each of which 
may be distinguished fromnewspaper reporting. Some featuresof newspapers 
call for special consideration, in particular headlinese, the language of 
newspaper headlines. 

We have by no means exhausted the fields that have developed their own 
linguistic expression. Among others we refer to, we may mention advertising 
and business. 

Note Varieties according to field of discourse are sometimes called RBGISTERS, though this term is 
applied in different ways. 

Varieties according to medium 
1.29 The only varieties according to medium that we need to consider are those - - - -  

conditioned by speaking andwriting respectively. Since speech is the primary 
or natural medium for linguistic communication, it is reasonable to focus on 
the differences imposed on language when it has to be expressed in a graphic 
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(and normally visual) medium instead. Most of these differences arise from 
two sources. One is situational: the use of a written medium normally 
presumes the absence of the person(s) to whom the piece of language is 
addressed. This imposes the necessity of a far greater explicitness: the careful 
and precise completion of a sentence, rather than the casual expression 
supported by gesture and terminating when speakers are assured by word or 
look that their hearers have understood. As a corollary, since the written 
sentence can be read and reread, slowly and critically (whereas the spoken 
sentence is evanescent), writers tend to anticipate criticism by writing more 
concisely as well as more carefully and elegantly than they may choose to 
speak. 

The second source of difference is that many of the devices we use to  
transmit language by speech (stress, rhythm, intonation, tempo, for example) 
are impossible to represent with the relatively limited repertoire of 
conventional orthography. They are difficult enough to represent even with 
a special prosodic notation (cf App 11). As a consequence writers often have 
to reformulate their sentences to convey fully and successfully what they 
want to express within the orthographic system. Thus instead of the spoken 
sentence with a particular intonation nucleus on John (cf App 11.1 lff), one 
might have to rephrase the sentence in writing to convey the intended focus: 

J ~ H N  didn't do it. 
It was not in fact John that did it. 

The advantages are not all on one side, however; the written medium has the 
valuable distinctions of paragraphs, italics, quotation marks, etc, which have 
no clear analogue in speech. 

1.30 As with varieties according to field, we are here dealing with two varieties 
that are in principle at  the disposal of any users of English as occasion may 
demand, irrespective of the variety of English they use as a result of region 
and education. But again there are contingent constraints: we do not expect 
speakers with little formal education to compose in written English with the 
facility that educated speakers acquire. This indeed is what a great deal of 
education is about. 

There are contingent constraints of another kind. Some field varieties of 
English (legal statutes especially) are difficult to compose except in writing 
and difficult to understand except by reading. Other varieties are comparably 
restricted to speech: a radio commentary.on a football match will be phrased 
very differently from a newspaper report of the same game. 

Varieties according to attitude 
1.31 Varieties according to attitude constitute, like field and medium varieties, a 

range of English any section of which is in principle available at  will to any 
individual speaker of English, irrespective of the regional variant or national 
standard he may habitually use. This present class of varieties is often called 
'stylistic', but 'style' like 'register' is a term which is used with several 
different meanings. We are here concerned with the choice of linguistic form 
that proceeds from our attitude to the hearer (or reader), to the topic, and to 
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the purpose of our communication. We recognize a gradient in attitude 
between FORMAL (relatively stiff, cold, polite, impersonal) on the one hand 
and INFORMAL (relatively relaxed, warm, rude, friendly) on the other. The 
corresponding linguistic contrasts involve both grammar and vocabulary. 
For example: 

Overtime emoluments are not available for employees who are non- 
resident. . . 

Staff members who don't live in can't get paid overtime . . . 
While many sentences like the foregoing can be rated 'more formal' or 

'more informal' in relation to each other, it is useful to pursue the notion of 
the common core (cf 1.19) here, so that we can acknowledge a median or 
unmarked variety of English, bearing no obvious colouring that has been 
induced by attitude. For example: 

This student's work is now much better and seems likely to go on 
improving. 

On each side of this NEUTRAL (and normal) English, we may usefully 
distinguish sentences containing features that are markedly formal or 
informal. In the present work, we shall for the most part confine ourselves to 
this three-term distinction, leaving the middle one unlabelled and specifying 
only usages that are relatively formal or informal. It should be realized that 
the neutral term often covers items in one or the other extreme as well. For 
example, contractions such as didn't are appropriate in both informal and 
neutral English; they are excluded from formal English. 

1.32 Mastery of such a range of attitudinal varieties seems a normal achievement 
for educated adults, but it is an acquisition that is not inevitable or even easy 
for either the native or the foreign learner of a language. It appears to require 
maturity, tact, sensitivity, and adaptability -personality features which 
enable the individual to observe and imitate what others do, and to search 
the language's rqsources to find an expression to suit his attitude. Young 
native speakers a t  the age of five or six have, broadly speaking, one form of 
English that is made to serve all purposes, whether they are talking to their 
mother, their pets, their friends, or an aged neighbour. And although this 
invariant language can cause parents twinges of embarrassment, it is 
generally recognized that it is a limitation that the child will grow out of. 

Foreign learners are in a somewhat similar position. Until their skill in the 
language is really very advanced, it is attitudinally invariant, though the 
particular variety is much less predictable than that of the native child. If 
much of their practice in English has been obtained through textbooks 
specializing in commercial training, their habitual variety will be very 
different from that of the learner who has done vacation work helping on a 
farm. More usually, either an invariant literary (sometimes even an archaic) 
flavour or an invariant excessively informal flavour occurs in the speech of 
foreign students. But, in any case, just as the native child's youth inhibits 
criticism, so the foreign student's accent informs listeners that there are 
respectable reasons for occasional inappropriateness in the language variety. 
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1.33 The three-way contrast of formal-neutral-informal is not of course adequate 
to describe the full range of linguistic varieties that are evoked by differences 
of attitude. We should add at  least one category at each end of the scale. O n  
the one hand, we need to account for the extremely distant, rigid (or 'frozen') 
variety of English sometimes found in written instructions. For example: 

Distinguished patrons are requested to ascend to the second floor. 

But we must account also for the intimate, casual, or hearty - often slangy - 
language used between very close friends (especially of a similar age) or  
members of a family, or used when speakers feel for any other reason that 
they do not need to bother about what the listener (or reader) thinks of their 
choice of languge. We might thus match the foregoing example with: 

(Get) upstairs, you lot! 

We now have a potential five-term distinction: 

very formal - FORMAL - neutral - INPORMAL - very informal 

As we said above (1.31), we chiefly employ the labels 'formal' and 'informal', 
leaving unmarked the 'neutral' normal style; ,but we sometimes designate 
language as 'very formal' or 'very informal', occasionally replacing 'very 
informal' by 'casual' or 'familiar' as appropriate. The term COLLOQUIAL is 
also used for the very informal range, but particularly for the spoken 
language. A further term, SLANG, is needed to denote the frequently vivid or 
playful lexical usage typical of casual discourse, usually indicating member- 
ship in a particular social group. 

One final point on attitude varieties. As with the English dictated by field 
and medium, there are contingency constraints in the normal selection of 
attitudinal variety. Just as statute drafting (field) normally presupposes 
writing (medium), so also it presupposes a particular attitude variety: in this 
case 'very formal'. Similarly it would be hard to imagine an appropriate 
football commentary on the radio being other than informal, or a radio 
commentary on the funeral of a head of state being other than formal, though 
both are in the same medium (speech). 

Varieties according to interference 
1.34 A very different type of variation applies to speakers of English as a second 

language or foreign language. The variation is caused by interference from 
another language. The Frenchman who says I am here since Thursday is 
imposing a French grammatical usage on English; the Russian who says 
There are four assistants in our chair of mathematics is imposing a Russian 
lexico-semantic usage on the English word 'chair'. Most obviously, we always 
tend to impose our native phonological pattern on any foreign language we 
learn. The practised linguist is able to detect the language background of 
students, and this has obvious implications for language teaching in that 
students can be helped with the problems that give them the greatest 
difficulty. 

At the opposite extreme are interference varieties that are so widespread 
in a comm&ity and of such long standing that they may be thought stable 
and adequate enough to be institutionalized and hence to be regarded as 
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varieties of English in their own right rather than stages on the way to a more 
native-like English. There is active debate on these issues in India, Pakistan, 
and several African countries, where efficient and fairly stable varieties of 
English are prominent in educated use at the highest-political and professional 
level and are beginning to acquire the status of-national standards. The new 
cultural settings for the use of English have produced considerable changes: 
different notions of appropriate style and rhetoric, and an influx of loan 
words, changes of meanings, and new expressions. 

We  can also recognize regional supranational varieties such as South Asian 
English (the English of the Indian subcontinent), East African English, and 
West African English, and these in turn may share characteristics. For 
example, in African English, and to some extent in South Asian English, yes 
is commonly used in a negative reply that confirms the speaker's assumption 
in a negative question: 

A: Isn't she in bed? 
B : Yes (, she isn't). 

African and South Asian English vejr frequently use isn't it? as a universal 
tag, They're late, isn't it?, and often omit articles required in the major 
standard varieties, They gave us hard time. 

Creole and pidgin 
1.35 At a n  extreme of a different kind, there are the interference varieties known 

as creole and pidgin. It is a matter of debate, and to some extent politics, 
whether these,should be regarded as falling within the orbit of the English 
language. Since, however, the expressions 'creole English' and 'pidgin 
English' are in common occurrence, we should say something about them, 
although they will not be described in this book. They have traditionally 
been used chiefly by the less prosperous and privileged sections of a 
community but have also been stable over several generations. 

Pidgin is technically distinguished from creole by being essentially a 
second language used to replace a native language for restricted public 
(especially commercial) purposes rather than to conduct family affairs and 
talk to  one's children. On the other hand, a creole is a native language. It is 
usually more varied than a pidgin, but it tends to be restricted to local, 
practical, and family matters. Political, educational, and sociolinguistic 
thought vacillaies as to whether such creolized forms of English (as in Sierra 
Leone or the Caribbean) should be given official status or not. Would creole 
speakers benefit from the self-assurance this might give, or (since the elite in 
their society would still learn a more international English in addition) would 
the danger be that this would tend to perpetuate their underprivileged status? 
Here is a sample of Jamaican Creole in an orthography that already suggests 
partial institutionalization: 

Hin sed den, 'Ma, a we in lib?' Hie sie, 'Mi no nuo, mi pikini, bot duon luk 
fi hin niem hahd, ohr eni wie in a di wohld an yu kal di niem, hin hie 
unu.' Hin sed, 'We1 Ma, mi want im hie mi a nuo mi.''Lahd nuo, masa! 
Duo no kal di niem, hin wi kom kil yu.' Hin sie, 'We1 Ma, hin wi haf fi 
kil mi.' (see Note [a]) 
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Creole is normally the principal or sole language of its speakers, being 
transmitted from parent to child like any other native language. Moreover, 
for all its evidence of interference from other languages, a creolized form of 
English is usually more like ordinary English than a pidgin English is, and it 
gives less impression of being merely a drastic reduction of ordinary English. 

Here are samples of Hawaiian Pidgin that are typical of three ethnic 
groups: Korean (a), Filipino (b), and Japanese (c): 

(a) Aena tu macha churen, samawl churen. Haus mani pei. Mai churen 
go sakul, teiki haus mani pei, aeswai koria kim neim wan moa taim 
mi meri. (see Note [b]) 

(b) Ai go tel, 'Ae, mi no mo hapai klos oni diskain klos, da ispital-kain 
klos. Oni hia yu kaen hanapa, wahini-kain.' 'Orait, pau hana time, po 
klak, siks klak hi kam, hi go hapai yu klos.' (see Note [c]) 

(c) Samtaim gud rod get, samtaim, olsem ben get, enguru get, no? Olsem 
hyumen life, awl, enikain, stawmu get, nais dei get. Olsem, enibadi, 
mi olsem, smawl-taim. (see Note [d]) 

The definitions we have given may suggest an unjustified dichotomy 
between creoles and pidgins, and may also suggest that they are stable 
autonomous language systems. We should rather consider creoles and pidgins 
as not discrete stages in a changing process. On the one hand, through 
re~ideinization a creole comes to be used as a second language by r 

neighbouring peoples who have little contact with the European language on 
which the creole is based. On the other hand, through decreolization a creole 
tends to merge with the European language when the creole speakers and the 
European language speakers are in frequent contact. Moreover, both creoles 
and pidgins may admit a very large amount of variation. A pidgin in its early 
stages of development, such as the English-based Hawaiian Pidgin, is highly 
unstable; we similarly find considerable instability in a repidginized creole, 
as in the second language use of the English-based Krio. When a creole is 
undergoing decreolization, as with the English-based Guyanese Creole, it 
can best be analysed as a continuum of varieties on a scale of least to most 
different from the European language. By contrast, Tok Pisin, which began 
as pidgin English in Papua New Guinea, has become highly institutionalized 
through use in education, government, and the media, and may already have 
some currency as a native language. 

Note [a] He said then, 'Ma, and where does he live?' She says,'I don't know, my child, but don't look 
hard for his name, or anywhere in all the world that you call the name, he will hear you.' He 
said, 'Well, Ma, I want him to hear me and know me."lord, no, master! Do not call the name, 
he will come and kill you.' He says, 'Well ma, he will have to kill me.' 
[b] And I had too many children, small children. I had to pay for the house. My children were 
going to school, I had to take rent money to pay for them, that's why I married a second time a 
Korean named Kim. 
[C] I said, 'Hey, I've no clothes to wear but those clothes, hospital clothes. You can only fasten 
them here, they're like women's clothes.' 'All right, after work, at four, six o'clock he'll come, 
he'll bring you; clothes.' 
[d] Sometimes there's a good road, sometimes, there's things like bends, angles, right? Human 
life is just the same, there's all sorts of things, storms, nice days. It's like that for everyone, for 
me too, when I was young. 
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Relat ionships  a m o n g  variety t y p e s  
1.36 Varieties within each type of variation may be viewed in principle as 

independent from each other. Users of English may retain recognizable 
features of any regional variety in their use of a national standard; within 
that standard, they can discourse in English that is appropriate to their 
particular occupation or hobbies; they can handle these topics in English 
appropriate to either speech or writing; in either medium, they can adjust 
their discourse on any of the topics according to the respect, friendliness, or 
intimacy they feel for their hearers or readers. And all of this would apply 
equally if they are proficient in English as a foreign or second language and 
their use of English is affected by interference from their native tongue. 

A t  the same time, the variation is to a large extent interdependent. We 
have drawn attention to several contingent constraints (for example, in 1.28), 
and we now consider the types of interdependence as they affect the varieties 
system as a whole. 

Regional variation has been explicitly connected with the educational 
varieties: a person educated in Ohio will adopt standard AmE, not BrE. 
Similarly, for speakers of an  interference variety: someone learning English 
in Europe or India is likely to approach a standard with BrE orientation; in 
Mexico or the Philippines, with an AmE orientation. 

1.37 Next are varieties relating to fields of discourse. Certain fields of activity 
(farming and shipbuilding, for example) are associated with specific regions; 
clearly, it is in the dialect of these regions that the language of daily discourse 
on such activities is fully developed. In other fields (medicine, nuclear 
physics, philosophy) we expect to find little use of nonstandard English or of 
regionally distinctive English. On the other hand, we expect AmE to 
predominate in discussions of baseball and BrE in discussions of cricket. 

Since writing is an educated art, we normally expect the educated English 
of one or other national standard in this medium. Indeed, when we 
occasionally try to represent uneducated English in writing, we realize 
acutely how narrowly geared to standard English are our graphic conventions. 
For the same reason there are subjects (for example, coaching a football 
team) that can scarcely be handled in writing and others (for example, legal 
statutes) that can scarcely be handled in speech. 

Attitudinal varieties have a great deal of independence in relation to other 
varieties: it is possible to be formal or informal on biochemistry or politics in 
AmE or BrE, for example. But informal or casual language across an 
'authority gap' or 'seniority gap' (a student talking to an archbishop) presents 
difficulties, and on certain topics (funerals) it would be considered distasteful. 
And very formal language when the subject is courtship or football would 
seem comic. 

1.38 Finally, the interference varieties. At the extremes of creole and pidgin there 
is especial interdependence between the form of the language and its 
functions. Indeed, pidgins tend to be restricted to a few practical matters, 
though we have noted the expansion of functions in Tok Pisin (cf 1.35). 

As to English taught at  an advanced level as a second or foreign language, 
it is to be hoped that enough proficiency is achieved to allow the users the 
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flexibility they need in handling (let us say) public administration, a learned 
profession such as medicine with its supporting medical journals, and 
informal conversation. Students are likely to be handicapped if they are 
taught English at  the formal or informal levels only, or the spoken or written 
language only, or are restricted to the English necessary for a particular 
occupation ('English for engineers', for example). 

Variation wi thin  a variety 
1.39 We need to make two final points about variation in the use of Eriglish. First, 

the various conditioning factors (region, medium, attitude, for example) each 
constitute a continuum rather than a discrete category. 

Secondly, we may not be able to account always for the choice of one 
rather than another linguistic form; we sometimes find DIVIDED USAGE, a 
choice between variants, the conditions.for which cannot be attributed to the 

- variety distinctions discussed in this chapter. 
For example, we can say (or write) one or the other of each of these pairs: 

He stayed a week. - He stayed for a week. 
I consider her my friend. - I consider her as my friend. : 
I don't know whether I can be there. - I don't know if I can be there. 

Neither member of such pairs is necessarily linked to any of the varieties 
that we have specified. Attempts have been made to find a basis for at least 
some of this seemingly random variation (often called 'free variation'). For 
example, it has been claimed that certain language varieties (termed 
'randomly distributed dialects') define groups of speakers who are not 
associated regionally or sociologically, the groups being characterized by 
linguistic features that are related systematically. 

1.40 It may help to see variation in terms of the relationships depicted in Fig 1.40, 
where both the verticals represent a 'more-or-less' opposition. The 
upper pole of the first vertical corresponds to the features of greatest 
uniformity, such as the invariable past tense of bring in the educated variety 
of English, or the many features characterizing the main stable common core 

relatively 
uniform 

Any given variety of English -4 variation individual's in 

variation in 
community's 
usage 

Fig 1.40 Variation within a variety 
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of the language, such as the position of the article in a noun phrase. The 
lower pole of the first vertical corresponds to the area of fluctuation illustrated 
in 1.39. The second vertical represents the situation in which, on the one 
hand, an individual may indulge in such a fluctuation (I wonder whether one 
moment and I wonder $a little later), and on the other hand, there may be 
fluctuation within the community as a whole (one member appearing to have 
a preference for He didn't dare ask and another a preference for He didn? 
dare to ask). This appears to be a natural state of affairs in language. 
Language change is constantly occurring in all languages and in all varieties 
of language with the result that older and newer variants always coexist; and 
some members of a society will be temperamentally disposed to use the new 
(perhaps by their youth) while others are comparably inclined to the old 
(perhaps by their age). But many will not be consistent either in their choice 
or in their temperamental disposition. Perhaps English may give rise to such 
fluctuation more than some other languages because of its patently mixed 
nature: a basic Germanic wordstock, stress pattern, word-formation, 
inflection, and syntax overlaid with a classical and Romance wordstock, 
stress pattern (cf App IL4), word-formation (cf App I.28.f) - and even 
inflection and syntax. 

Attitudes to variation 
1.41 At various places in this chapter we have had occasion to refer to language 

attitudes; for example, the official acceptance of English as a neutral second 
language (1.4) and the views on the present state of the language expressed 
by native speakers (1.11). As we have indicated in 1.1, the current 
preeminence of English as an international language reflects its practical 
values, not some assumed aesthetic or linguistic qualities. The growing local 
acceptance of second-language educated varieties as standards derives from 
demands for national autonomy, an autonomy that was achieved long ago by 
transplanted varieties in native English-speaking countries, notably the 
United States of America. Increasing tolerance (by no means universal) for 
second-language varieties and for local nonstandard varieties reflects views 
that each speech community has a right 'to its own language and that no 
variety is intrinsically superior. 

Standard varieties continue to enjoy general prestige. They are more 
differentiated, especially lexically, entering into a wider range of functions 
and situational domains. The prestige of these varieties and their official 
maintenance ensure, at least for the written medium, a neutral comprehen- 
sible language within particular English-speaking countries and (to a major 
extent) internationally. 

Certain regional or social varieties are generally held in higher esteem than 
others because they are associated with more prestigious groups. Justification 
for the higher esteem is sometimes sought in claims that they are more logical 
or closer to some pristine state of the language. For similar reasons, some 
language features are more highly regarded than their variants. Language 
attitudes and language behaviour do not necessarilv coincide. Desvite their - - 
acceptance of commonly-held evaluations, many continue using stigmatized 
varieties or variants because thev feel more comfortable with what thev are 
used to, or because they want tb retain their membership of a 
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speech community. Those who are competent to do so may adjust their 
variety to suit their audience, particularly in the spoken medium, and are 
likely to monitor their language in the direction of standard varieties in the 
written medium, especially in formal style. On the other hand, some may 
retain stigmatized varieties or variants because they reject the evaluations of 
others. 

Acceptability and frequency 

1.42 The metaphor of the common core points to a distinction that applies to two 
other aspects of our description of Englishgrammar. We distinguish between 
the central and the marginal also for acceptability and frequency. 

Acceptability is a concept that does not apply exclusively to grammar. 
Native s~eakers mav find a c articular sentence unacceptable because (for 
examplej they consiher it logically absurd or because ;hey cannot find a 
vlausible context for its use or because it sounds clumsy or impolite. However, 
be  are concerned only with the acceptability of formsor constructions on the 
grounds of their morphology or syntax. 

In general, our examples are fully acceptable if they are left unmarked. 
But we sometimes contrast acceptable and unacceptable examples, marking 
the latter by placing an asterisk '*' before them. If they are tending to 
unacceptability but are not fully unacceptable, we put a query '? before the 
asterisk. A query alone signifies that native speakers are unsure about the 
particular language feature. If native speakers differ in their reactions, we 
put the asterisk or query in parentheses. Our assessment of native speaker 
evaluations reflect in part our own research: elicitation experiments with ,. 
informants in the United States and Britain. 

Assessments by native speakers of relative acceptability largely correlate 
with their assessments of relative frequency; we have conducted experiments 
to elicit frequency judgments too. But we have also drawn on our research 
and that of others into the frequencies of language phenomena in several 
important corpora, preeminently : 

(a) the corpus of the Survey of English Usage (SEU), covering spoken as 
well as written texts of British English 

(b) the Brown University corpus, comprising samples of American printed 
English 

(c) the parallel Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus (LOB), comprising samples 
of British printed English 

We leave unmarked those features of the language that occur frequently, 
drawing attention just to those that occur extremely frequently or only rarely. 

Our approach in this book is to focus on the common core that is shared 
by standard British English and standard American English. We leave 
unmarked any features that the two standard varieties have in common, 
marking as (BrE) or (AmE) only the points at which they differ. But usually 
we find it necessary to say (esp(ecial1y) BrE) or (esp(ecial1y) AmE), for it is 
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rare for a feature to be found exclusively in one variety. Similarly we do not 
mark features that are neutral with respect to medium and attitude. We 
distinguish where necessary spoken and written language, generally using 
'speaker' and 'hearer' as unmarked forms for the participants in an act of 
communication, but drawing on the combinations 'speaker/writer' and 
'hearer/readerl when we wish to emphasize that what is said applies across 
the media. We also frequently need to label features according to variation 
in attitude, drawing attention to those that are formal or informal. 

In this book we offer a descriptive presentation of English morphology 
and svntax with a minimum of formalism. We make a direct connection 
between morphological and syntactic forms and their meaning, conducting 
excursions into lexicology, semantics, and pragmatics where these impinge 
closely on our grammatical description. 

Note The terms'grammatical'and 'ungrammatical'are commonly used by nonspecialists as synonyms 
of'acceptable'and 'unacceptable'. We have avoided using the former terms in this book because 
of the various meanings which they have even among linguists. 
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1. This chapter and its relation to later chapters 

The plan of this grammar 
2.1 Grammar is a complex system, the parts of which cannot be properly 

explained in abstraction from the whole. In this sense, all parts of a grammar 
are mutually defining, and there is no simple linear path we can take in 
explaining one part in terms of another. The method of presentation adopted 
in this book will be to order the description of English grammar so that 
features which are simpler (in the sense that their explanation presupposes 
less) come before those which are more complex (in the sense that their 
explanation presupposes more). 

Our mode of progression can be best described as cyclic, rather than linear. 
In this way, a topic dealt with earlier in a cursory way can be taken up later 
for more extended treatment. There are three cycles: (a) Chapter 2; (b) 
Chapters 3 to 11 ; (c) Chapters 12 to 19. 

The present chapter, which constitutes the first cycle, presents a general 
outline of English grammar and of its major concepts and categories, with 
particular reference to the simple sentence. m 

The second cycle, Chapters 3 to 11, is concerned with the basic constituents 
which make up the simple sentence. Thus Chapters 3 and 4 present the 
grammar and semantics of the verb phrase, and Chapters 5 and 6 the basic 
constituents of the noun phrase, in particular determiners, nouns, and 
pronouns. Chapter 7 deals with adjectives and adverbs, Chapter 8 with 
adverbials, and Chapter 9 with prepositions and prepositional phrases. In 
the light of these detailed studies, Chapters 10 and 11 then re-examine the 
simple sentence in all its structural variety. 

The third cycle treats matters which involve more complex sentence 
strycture. Chapters 12 and 13 move beyond the simple sentence, dealing with 
substitution, ellipsis, and coordination: three operations which may be 
carried out on simule sentences in order to produce structures of greater or - 
less complexity. Chapters 14 and 15 introduce a further factor of complexity - 
the subordination of one clause to another - thereby leading to a more general 
study of the complex sentence. Chapter 16 foliows u p  chapters-3 and 
4 in giving further attention to the verb phrase, with special reference to verb 
classification, together with issues relating to phrasal and prepositional verbs, 
and to verb and adjective complementation. Similarly, Chapter 17 resumes 
the topic of Chapters 5 and 6, exploring the full complexity of the noun 
phrase in termsof structures separately examined in earlier chapters. Chapter 
18 also involves a knowledge of the whole grammar as described in preceding 
chapters, but this time with a view to presenting the various ways in which 
individual parts of a sentence can be arranged for focus, emphasis, and 
thematic presentation. Finally; Chapter 19 considers the ways in which 
sentencegrammar relates to theformationoftexts, including thosecomprising 
extended discourse in speech or writing. 

The three Appendices summarize aspects of English which, though strictly 
peripheral to grammar, nevertheless impinge on it at  many points, 
necessitating frequent reference in the body of the book to the topics 
concerned. They are word-formation (Appendix I); stress, rhythm, and 
intonation (Appendix 11); and punctuation (Appendix 111). 
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Each of the chapters and appendices ends with a bibliographical note 
giving guidance on further reading relevant to the material just presented. 
W e  concentrate in these notes on references to recent and germinal 
contributions, particularly in learned monographs and articles. We assume, 
normally without further recommendation, that the reader will consult the 
major grammarians of the past, whose works are of course cited in the 
general Bibliography at  the end of this book: for example, the compendious 
studies by Curme, Jespersen, Kruisinga, Poutsma, Sweet, Visser, and others, 
to which (as well as to the bibliography by Scheurweghs and Vorlat) all 
succeeding grammarians are heavily indebted. 

Note Word-formation is sometimes considered a part of grammar. See 1.14ffor a discussion of 
various uses of the term 'grammar*, and the meaning of 'grammar'assumed in this book. 

The purpose of this chapter 
2.2 This chapter outlines the structure of the English sentence in such a way as 

to provide, as it were, a small-scale map of the territory to be explored in 
some detail in the main body of the book. As with all small-scale maps, most 
of the details have to be ignored, and complicated contours have to be 
smoothed out and simplified. But in compensation, it is intended that the 
details included in the chapter are more important for English grammar than 
those which are omitted. In particular, the chapter aims (a) to provide a 
general introduction to English grammar; and (b) to introduce important 
concepts and categories to which it will be necessary to make frequent 
reference in the larger-scale expositions of Chapters 3 to 19. 

Parts of the sentence 

Grammatical units 
2.3 In order to state general rules about the construction of sentences, it is 

constantly necessary to refer to units smaller than the sentence itself: units 
such as those which are commonly referred to by the terms CLAUSE, PHRASE, 
WORD, and MORPHEME (cf 2.7). The relation between one unit and another 
unit of which it is a part is CONSTITUENCY. We may thus say that in [l], the 
evenings, have tyrned, very cold, and just recently are CONSTITUENTS of the 
whole sentence ! 

[The evenings] [have turned] [very cold] bust recently]. [l] 

One way of indicating constituency is by bracketing, as in [l]; another is by 
a tree diagram: 

Fig  2.3a 
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Clearly the constituents of Fig 2.3a themselves contain units, namely the 
individual words of which they are composed; therefore, a fuller tree diagram 
would be: 

Fig 2.3b 

This again may be presented more economically, if less clearly, in terms of 
bracketing : 

[[The] [evenings]] [[have] [turned]] [[very] [cold]] [bust] [recently]]. [l a] 

Furthermore, the words themselves in some cases consist of two or more 
units of smaller size: evening + S, turn + ed, recent + ly : 

e v K  

. t ~ d  r e c K  

evening s turn ed recent ly 

Fig 2 . 3 ~  

A tree diagram is more informative if it labels the constituents as instances 
of particular units or classes of units; Fig 2.3b, for example, may be 
reconstituted as follows: 

I I I I I I l I 
I I I I I I I l 

The evenings have turned wry cold just recently 

Fig 2.3d 

Three 'sizes' of unit have here been distinguished: clause, phrase, and word. 
A further level would distinguish morphemes (evening, -S, recent, -1y) as 
constituents of words (cf 2.7). The terms for different phrases (noun phrase, 
adjective phrase, etc) obviously reflect the character of the words which are 
the main constituents of these units. 

Constituents 
2.4 Figure 2.3d shows constituents simply as the smaller parts into which a unit 

can be divided. We may extend this part-whole relation to include units 
which are only indirectly part of a larger unit: thus in Fig 2.3d not only [the 
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evenings], but indirectly also[the] and [evenings], evening and -S are constituents 
of the whole clause. But it is useful to reserve the term IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENT -. 

for those units which are the parts into which another unit is immediately 
divisible: thus the verb phrase [have turned] is an immediate constituent of 
the whole clause, and the auxiliary [have] and the main verb [turned] are 
immediate constituents of the verb phrase [have turnedl. 

More important, in one respect constituency does not correspond to our 
ordinary understanding of the part-whole relationship. One unit may be a 
UNITARY CONSTITUENT of another unit; ie, it may be the only 'part' into which 
another unit can be analysed. (UNITARY CONSTITUENCY may thus be 
distinguished from MULTIPLE CONSTITUENCY, where a unit is divided into two 
or more immediate constituents.) Traditional grammar has acknowledged 
this concept of unitary constituency in certain respects. For example, it has 
been normal to say that a SENTENCE may consist of a single clause, as in Fig 
2.3d. Such sentences are called SIMPLE SENTENCES, and are distinguished from 
COMPLEX or COMPOUND SENTENCES, which include two or more clauses. (For 
further discussion of these distinctions, cf 10.1, 14.2J) Thus while example 
[l] is a simple sentence, exhaustively analysed into a single clause, [lb] is a 
compound sentence: 

The evenings have turned very cold just recently, but the 
afternoons have been quite warm. [lbl 

It has also been normal to say that a word may consist of just one 
morpheme, or of more than one: night, for example, consists of a STEM alone, 
while nights consists of the same stem followed by the inflectional SUPFIX -S. 

On the other hand, the term PHRME has traditionally been applied to a 
unit consisting of more than one word, and this has meant some inconsistency 
in the interpretation of grammatical constituency. Avoiding this inconsis- 
tency, many modem grammarians have used the term 'phrase' to refer to a 
constituent consisting either of one word or of more than one word, and this 
usage will be followed in this book. In the following sentence, therefore, all 
the bracketed segments are phrases: 

,, 

[The evenings] [have turned] [cold] [recently]. [lcl 

Note [a] An analogy with chemistry is suggested: a phrase, like other grammatical units, is rather like 
a molecule, which may consist of a single atom, or of a combination of atoms bound together 
within a larger structure. 
[b] Ideally, it would tie convenient to make a terminological distinction between 'simple' units 
which have one constituent and 'complex' units or 'compound' units which have more than one. 
Unfortunately, however, this terminological convention might cause confusion, since grammat- 
ical tradition has preempted the terms 'complex' and 'compound' for purposes not entirely 
consistent with it. For example, the distinction between simple and compound sentences is 
different from the distinction between simple and compound nouns. Our use of the terms 
'complex'and 'compound' will be made clear in later chapters; c/ 10.1, 14.2J and App 1.57. 
[c] Linguists differ on what are the immediate constituents of a clause. The above description 
represents the basis of our system of clause analysis, to be further developed in 2.13A: 
[d] Some linguists use the term 'sentence' for a clause which is part of a sentence. 
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Chain and choice relationships 
2.5 The principle which allows both unitaw and multiple constituents o f  a - - 

grammatical unit goes against the commonsense understanding of 'parts' 
and 'whales', and therefore needs some justification. The justification lies in 
a distinction between CHAIN (ie syntagmatic) and CHOICE (ie paradigmatic) 
relationships among linguistic constituents. The chain relationship is  an - - 
'and' relationship, whereas the choice relationship is an 'or' relationship. 
Thus if two units X and Y occur one after the other in a larger unit, they are 
in a chain relationship, X + Y. But if X and Y can be substituted for one 
another in a larger unit, they are in a choice relationship, X/Y. (Substitution 
here means 'commutability', ie acceptable replacement in terms of the 
structure of the sentence, not necessarily in terms of meaning.) In  examining 
a single sentence, we can observe only the chain relationships, and indeed, if 
we were interested only in chain relationships, we might be satisfied simply 
to represent a sentence as a sequence of morphemes as follows: 

The + evening + S + have + turn + ed + very + cold + just 
+ recent + ly. 

Note I t  is'worth observing, in passing, that choice relationships are made explicit in certain types of 
appositional self-correcting constructions; eg: They were constantly quarrelling - well, arguing, 
anyway (c/ 17.80). 

2.6 When, however, we consider what are the possibilities of English grammar 
(for example, what does and what does not make a grammatical sentence in 
English), we have to investigate choice relationships. Describing English 
grammar involves stating what choices exist in the construction of English 
sentences, and what the relations are between these choices. It is on this basis 
that it is necessary to distinguish units of different 'sizes', and to recognize 
the choices which exist at  different levels of constituency. From here, 
consideration of examples like [ l ]  and [2] leads to the recognition of unitary 
constituents: 

The weather has been very cold just recently { i t  ]{ was }{ cold ]{ recently } [l1 
121 

(Braces { 1, as well as the oblique stroke (or slash) /, are used in this grammar 
to indicate choice relations.) 

In each of the structural positions (a-d) either a single word or a 
combination of words may be used. In this sense we may say that the weather/ 
it, very coldJcold, etc in [l]  and [2] are COMMUTABLE. We may also say that by 
virtue of this commutability, very and just in [l]  are OPTIONAL constituents of 
the phrases in which they occur, and such optionality is indicated, in this 
grammar, by the use of parentheses (): 

The weather has been (very) cold (just) recently. 131 
A typical English sentence will in fact contain a mixture of simple and 

complex units: 
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clause 

Noun Phrase 

A /K Deter- Noun Auxiliary Auxiliary Main Adverb Preposition Deter- Noun 

Fig 2.6 

The occurrence of unitary constituents means that there is nothing 
contradictory in describing the same linguistic item on one occasion as a unit 
of one kind, and on another occasion as a unit of a different kind. For 
example, late in Fig 2.6 may be equally correctly described as an adverb 
phrase, as an adverb, or as a stem morpheme. When we say 'late is an X', 
where X is the name for some grammatical unit or category, this identification 
means, more precisely, that late is a REALIZATION (or 'specimen') of X, and 
this does not rule out the possibility of its being at the same time a realization 
of some other unit or category Y. For this reason, any grammatical statement 
of the form 'i is an  X' (where i is an  item, say a word or a sequence of words) 
is likely to be incomplete; but this form of words is so convenient that in 
spiteof its incompleteness, we shall use it in thisgrammar when no confusion 
can arise. 

The most extreme case of such multiple realization is that of a one- 
morpheme sentence such as the imperative Hurry!Here we may describe the 
same item as a sentence, a clause, a phrase, a word, or a morpheme. 

The grammatical hierarchy 
2.7 The existence of unitary constituents also leads to a superficial difficulty in 

talking of units of different 'size' or 'length'. As a particular unit may consist 
of one, or  more than one, unit of a different kind, it follows that we cannot 
say, in a literal commonsense way, that 'a phrase is longer than a word', or 'a 
clause is larger than a phrase'. But at the same time, there is a hierarchical 
ranking of units in terms of their POTENTIAL size. Thus, although a given 
phrase (say late in Fig 2.6) may be no larger than a word, the choice category 
to which it belongs, that of adverb phrases, may have other realizations much 
longer than a single word, including such phrases as quite late, quite late 
enough, very.much later than I expected. In this sense, units of grammar may 
be placed in a hierarchy of POTENTIAL SIZE or EXTENSIBILITY as follows: 

HIGHEST UNIT: SENTENCES, which consist of one or more 
CLAUSES, which consist of one or more 
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PHRASES, which consist of one or more 
WORDS, which consist of one or more 

LOWEST UNIT: MORPHEMES 

By MORPHEME we understand a minimum unit of form and meaning which 
may be a whole word (forget), an inflection such as -S Vbrget + S) or a word- 
formation affix such as un-, -jul (un +forget + ful). On the sentence as the 
highest grammatical unit, cf 2.11. 

In this hierarchy, the WORD is a unit of particular importance because it is 
the unit which primarily relates the grammar of a language to its lexicon (cf 
2.34). Consequently the relation between words and their component 
morphemes is somewhat different from that which obtains between other 
units and their immediate constituents. The combination of morphemes in 
words is constrained not only by grammatical but by lexical considerations 
(cf App I.lff), and the discrete segmentation of words into sequences of 
morphemes is not always possible -consider, for example, the relation 
between crisis and crises, between sane and sanity, or between sing and sung. 
It is because of these and other differences that grammar is generally divided 
(cf 1.14) into morphology (dealing with the internal form of words in so far 
as this is a grammatical matter; cf 2.35) and syntax (dealing with the way in 
which words are combined to form sentences). 

Embedding 
2.8 The above hierarchy still represents an oversimplified view of the relation 

between units. In Fig 2.6 it can be observed that one kind of phrase, the 
prepositional phrase in their rooms, contains as a constituent another phrase, 
the noun phrase their rooms. This is an example of the phenomenon of 
EMBEDDING which accounts for the indefinite extensibility of certain units of 
grammar. Both the noun phrase and the prepositional phrase may be 
immediate constituents of a clause, as are some students and in their rooms in 
the sentence of Fig 2.6: 

Some students will be working late in their rooms. 

Both units likewise can consist of more than one word (prepositional phrases, 
indeed, must normally consist of at least two words). There is therefore no 
reason to describe one unit as more extensible than the other; they are both, 
as phrases, placed at  the same position in the hierarchy. But each unit can be 
a constituent of the other: 

Noun Phrase Prepositional Phrase 

I 

A Preposition Noun Phrase 
I I 

I 

A Noun Prepositional Phrase 

I I I 
I I students at this college I h allour students 

Fig 2.8 

This means that, by repeated embedding, both a noun phrase and a 
prepositional phrase can be indefinitely extended: 
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NOUN PHRASE: some students [at [the college [on [the other side [of [the park 
[at [the north end [of. . .]]]]]]]]] 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE: on [the top floor [of [a house [in [the corner [of [the 
old square [behind [the church . . .]]]]]]]l] 

In practice, of course, phrases of this degree of complexity rarely occur; but 
it is important to recognize that however long such a phrase may be, there is 
always the possibility of making it longer by further embedding. Moreover, 
the indefinite length of noun phrases and prepositional phrases does not 
affect their position in the grammatical hierarchy, since however long a 
phrase may be, the clause which contains it will always be (potentially) 
longer: 

I have been talking to some students at the college on the other side of the 
park at the north end o f .  . . 

They live on the topfloor of a house in the corner of the old square behind 
the church . . . 

Embedding, as we have illustrated it so far, can be defined as the occurrence 
of one unit as a constituent of another unit at the same rank in the 
grammatical hierarchy. (As we shall see in 2.9, the embedded unit need not 
be an  immediate constituent of the equivalent unit in which it is embedded.) 

Subordination 
2.9 Another kind of embedding occurs when one clause is made a constituent of 

another clause: the case normally described as SUBORDINATION. The two 
clauses in [l] and [2] constitute simple sentences, but it is also possible to 
combine them into a single (complex) sentence, by subordinating one to the 
other, as in [3]: 

The weather has been remarkably warm. 
We returned from Italy last week. 
The weather has been remarkably warm since 

we returned from Italy last week. 

Clauses which are embedded in other clauses (eg: since we returnedfrom Italy 
last week in [3]) are SUBORDINATE clauses, and they are often introduced by a 
subordinating CONJUNCTION (since in [3]). The subordinate clause in [3] is 
parallel in its function to the adverb phrase just recently in Fig 2.3d, and is 
indeed termed an 'adverbial clause' (cf 15.17fl. On the other hand, it is itself 
divisible into phrases in a way which makes it parallel to the whole clause in 
Fig 2.3d. The relation between the two clauses of [3] is one of 'part to whole', 
as is illustrated by the abbreviated tree diagram, Fig 2.9a, opposite. 

Subordination of clauses is not confined to clauses which are immediate 
constituents of other clauses. There are also clauses (especially those termed 
relative clauses; cf 17.9fl which are constituents of phrases, and which 
therefore are only indirectly embedded within a larger clause, cf Fig 2.9b 
opposite. 

Once again, embedding gives rise to the theoretical possibility of 
grammatical units having indefinite length. The familiar nursery chant The 

L I 

I Phrase Phrase I Phrase Phrase 

l 
since ' tie - retuhed from 

Ordinal Noun 

I 
lost ndek 

Fig 2.9a 

Note Morphemes and unitary constituents (eg the Noun constituent above Italy) have not been 
included in this diagram. 

Sentence 

Clause A 
L I 

Noun Phrase Verb Phrase 

Clause 
I I I I 
I I I 

The room has 
I 
a hige 

Noun 
Phrase Phrase Phrase 

Fig 2.9b 

I l l  pronoun Main Verb Adverb 
I 

I I I 
I 

whkh faces sohh 
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House That Jack Built shows how repeated subordination of one relative 
clause to  another leads to the construction of sentences of ever-increasing 
length : 

This is the house [that Jack built]. 
This is the malt [that lay in the houseithat Jack built]]. 
This is the rat [that ate the malt [that lay in the house [that Jack built]]]. 
This is the cat [that killed the rat [that ate the malt [that lay in the house 

[that Jack built]]]]. 
etc 

Coordination 
2.10 The principle of indefinite extensibility is also present in grammar in another 

respect: two or more units of the same status on the grammatical hierarchy 
may constitute a single unit of the same kind. This type of construction is 
termed COORDINATION, and, like subordination, is typically signalled by a 
link-word termed a conjunction: in this case a COORDINAnNG conjunction. 
The most common coordinating conjunctions are and, or, and but: 

COORDINATION OF CLAUSES : 
[[It was Christmas Day,] and [the snow lay thick on the ground]]. [l] 

COORDINATION OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES : 
You can go [[by air] or [by rail]]. 121 

COORDINATION OF NOUNS : 
His [[son] and [daughter]] live in Buenos Aires. l31 

In these examples, the coordinated units are respectively clauses, phrases, 
and words. Coordination has many variations and complications which 
cannot be illustrated here (cf Chapter 13), but its essential principle is that 
units and structures may be duplicated without affecting their position in the 
grammatical hierarchy. Thus appropriate tree diagrams for [2] and [3] show 
the bifurcation of one unit into two linked units of equal status: 

Prepositional 
Phrase Conjoint 

/I\ 
Prepositional Conjunction Prepositional 

Phrase I Phrase 
I I 
I I I 

I I 
by 'air or by rail 

Noun 

I I I 
Fig 2.10 son and daughter 

The constituent which contains the coordinated units as its immediate 
constituents is here labelled a'conjoint'item, tornark its internal composition, 
but it is otherwise equivalent in its status to each of its coordinated 
constituents, or CONJOINS (son, daughter, etc). 
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These examples show the most common case, where the conjoint contains 
only two coordinated units; but the number of coordinated constituents is 
open-ended. We may compare the phrase his son and daughter in [3] with the 
treble coordination of his wife, son, and daughter (noting that the coordinating 
conjunction normally occurs before only the last conjoin), or with the more 
extended coordination of: 

The colours of the rainbow are blue, green, yellow, orange, red, indigo, 
and violet. 

or with the theoretical extremity of an infinitely long coordination: 

The positive integers are one, two, three, four,$ve, six, seven, . . . 

Note Conjoins are called 'conjuncts'by some grammarians, but in thisgrammarweuse the latter term 
for linking adverbials (c/ 8.134s). 

Sentences 

2.11 It is usually assumed that the SENTENCE is the highest-ranking unit of 
grammar, and hence that the purpose of agrammatical description of English 
is to define, by means of whatever descriptive apparatus may be necessary 
(rules, categories, etc), what counts as a grammatical sentence in English. I n  
this way, the terms 'grammar' and 'sentence' are mutually defining. In the 
past, grammarians have aimed to define 'sentence' as a prerequisite to 
defining 'grammar', or to define 'grammar' as a means of defining 'sentence'. 
But both approaches will be avoided here: indeed, neither of these terms can 
be given a clear-cut definition. The sentence is an indeterminate unit in the 
sense that it is often difficult to decide, particularly in spoken language, 
where one sentence ends and another begins (cf 19.29fn. The term 'grammar' 
is indeterminate in the sense that 'What counts as a grammatical English 
sentence?' is not always a question which permits a decisive answer; and this 
is not only because of the difficulty of segmenting a discourse into sentences 
but because questions of grammatical acceptability inevitably become 
involved with questions of meaning, with questions of good or bad style, with 
questions of lexical acceptability, with questions of acceptability in context, 
etc. To give a realistic presentation of English grammar, we therefore have 
to abandon neat boundaries, and to accept that grammar is a linguistic 'core' 
round which other aspects of linguistic organization and usage are integrated. 
Our intention, therefore, is to take a broad interpretation of grammar, which 
will enable us to give an account of other factors, especially meaning, which 
impinge on the discussion of grammatical rules and categories. 

The CLAUSE, particularly the independent clause (cf 14.2), is in many ways 
a more clearly-defined unit than the sentence. It is for this reason that we 
shall concentrate, in this and the following nine chapters, on the SIMPLE 

SENTENCE (ie the sentence consisting of a single independent clause) as the 
most central part of grammar. We shall use the term MULTIPLE SENTENCE 
(subsuming complex and compound sentences) (cf 14.lfl) for all sentences 
which consist of more than one clause, either through subordination or 
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through coordination. Thus the limits of the English sentence are defined, in 
practice, wherever grammatical relations (such as those of subordination and 
coordination) cannot be established between clauses. Such relations, and 
their limits, are explored in later chapters, particularly Chapters 13, 14, and 
19. 

Form and function 

2.12 We have indicated how grammatical categories may be identified through 
relationships of choice (or substitution) between constituents. In the simple 
cases of examples 2.6 [l]  and [2], repeated here as [l] and [2], we recognized 
four positions in the clause where different kinds of phrase can occur: 

The weather has been very cold just recently 

{ ~t ]{ was. } { cold } { recently } [l1 
[21 

But to describe more fully how clauses are composed of phrases, it is 
necessary to take account of other factors, eg whether a constituent may vary 
its position (MOBILITY), and whether a constituent can be omitted (OPTION- 
ALITY). In both these respects, the adverb phrases of [l]  and [2] are different 
from the other phrases: 

The weather has been very cold just recently. 
Just recently, the weather has been very cold. 
The weather has been very cold. 

Another observation about the adverb phrase is that it may be replaced by a 
different kind of constituent, which is similarly optional and mobile. For 
example, a noun phrase such as this month or a prepositional phrase such as 
during thepast week may be a substitute for just recently in [l]  and [la]: 

[l1 
The weather has been very cold [lcl 

during thepast week. [Id1 

On the other hand, we obviously cannot always replace a noun phrase by an 
adverb phrase or! by a prepositional phrase: 

This month has been very cold. 
*Just recently has been very cold. 
*During thepast week has been very cold. 

That is, noun phrases are in a 'choice' relation to other kinds of phrase on 
some occasions, but not on others. 

In order to state more complicated facts of constituency such as these, it is 
important to distinguish two ways of classifying constituents. We may 
classify a unit either on the basis of its FORM (eg its internal structure, as a 
noun phrase, or as a verb phrase), or on the basis of its FUNCTION (eg as a 
subject or an object of a clause). By function is meant a unit's 'privilege of 
occurrence', in terms of its position, mobility, optionality, etc, in the unit of 

which it is a constituent. Two units which have the same privilege of 
occurrence may be said to be FUNCTIONALLY EQUIVALENT. Thus the final 
phrases of [l], [lc], and [ld], although they belong to different formal 
categories (adverb phrase, noun phrase, prepositional phrase), may be said 
to belong to the same functional category of ADVERBIAL. Such categories 
define ELEMENTS OF STRUCTURE in the higher unit, which in this case is a 
clause. An adverbial, generally speaking, isdistinguished fromother elements 
by its variable position (for example, initial, medial, or final in the clause), 
by its optionality, and by the fact that the number of adverbials which can 
occur in a clause is not fixed. 

The advantage of distinguishing functional from formal categories is that 
generalizations of two kinds can be made: those about a unit's status a s  a 
constituent of a higher unit, and those about its internal structure in terms of 
smaller or lower units. In some cases (eg prepositions; cf 2.29) the distinction 
is unimportant, but in other cases it is important and indeed necessary. For 
example, it is important to distinguish those prepositional phrases which act 
as adverbials from those which act as parts of noun phrases. It is also 
important to distinguish adverbials (a functional catego*) from adverb 
phrases(a formal category, whose members frequently function as adverbials). 
Here, as elsewhere, we trust that the advantage of using traditional and 
widely-understood terms outweighs any danger of confusion. 

Note A ~ o ~ h ~ ~ c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  takes account of how a unit is composed of smaller unitsor components. 
including, in the case of words, stems and affixes. Since English often lacks formal indicators of 
word class, we often identify words by their function rather than their form. 

Clause structure 

Central and peripheral elements of the clause 
2.13 The form-function distinction is particularly important in the case of clause 

structure, which we shall now discuss in some detail as the most familiar and 
important illustration of functional classification. To describe the consti- 
tuency of clauses, we need to distinguish the following elements of clause 
structure: 

SUBJECT (S), VERB (V), OBJECT (0), COMPLEMENT (C), and ADVERBIAL (A). 

These are exemplified in the following simple declarative sentences: 

Someone [S] was laughing [V] loudly [A] in the next room [A]. [l] 
My mother [S] usually [A] enjoys [V] parties [0]  very much [A]. [2] 
In 1945 [A] the country [S] became [V] totally independent [C]. [3] 
I [S] have been [V] in the garden [A] all the time [A] since lunch [A]. [4] 
Mary [S] gave [V] the visitor [0]  a glass of milk [O]. L51 
Most people [S] consider [V] these books [0 ]  rather expensive [C], 

actually [A]. [61 
You [S] must put [V] all the toys [O] upstairs [A] immediately [A]. [7] 

At the simplest level, we may make the following generalizations about 
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clause structures from these examples. The verb element (V) is the most 
'central' element, and in all the examples above it is preceded by the subject 
(S). Following the verb there may be one or two objects (0), or a complement 
(C), which follows the object if one is present. The most peripheral element 
is the adverbial, which can occur either initially (in front of the subject, as in 
[3]), or  finally (after the verb, and after the object or complement if one is 
present, as in [l], [4], and [6]). Many adverbials, however, may also occur 
medially, as in [2]. A clause may contain a varied number of final adverbials; 
egsnone [5], one [2], two [7], three [4]. These observations are summarized in 
the simplified formula: 

(As elsewhere, parentheses signal elements which may or may not be present 
in any given clause.) As a first approximation, this indicates something of 
the variability of clause structures in declarative clauses, although it will 
need later modification (cf Notes [a] and [b]). 

The distinction between 'centre' and 'periphery' is relative rather than 
absolute. The verb element is the most 'central'element in that (i) its position 
is normally medial rather than initial or final; (ii) it is normally obligatory; 
(iii) it cannot normally be moved to a different position in the clause; and 
(iv) it helps to determine what other elements must occur (cf 2.16fl. For the 
opposite reasons, adverbials are the most peripheral elements: (i) their 
position is most frequently final; (ii) they are usually optional; (iii) they are 
mostly mobile; and (iv) they do not determine what other elements occur. 
They may be regarded, from a structural point of view, largely as 'optional 
extras', which may be added at  will, so that it is not possible to give an exact 
limit t o  the number of adverbials a clause may contain. The other elements, 
subject, object, and complement, are in various degrees more peripheral than 
the verb, and less peripheral than the adverbial. 

Note [a] Although in 11-71 the subject is apparently just as indispensable to clause structure as the 
verb, it will be noted that in imperative and nonfinite clauses the subject is usually optional (c/ 
2.57, 11.24f, 14.6fl. There is also a category of clauses in which the verb is omitted (verbless 
clauses; cf 14.9), but this is a less significant category than those of imperative and nonfinite 
clauses. 
[bl The above generalizations will, of course, be subject to modification when we consider a 
wider range of clauses, particularly subordinate and nondeclarative clauses. For example, 
elements other than adverbials have a limited mobility; on movement of subjects, cf 2.48; of 
verbs, 18.8f; ofobjectsand complements, 18.20, 18.37, 18.38. 
[cl I t  is unfortunate that traditionally the word verb does service both for a clause element, and 
for the class of word which occurs as a constituent of that element. For example, in the former 
sense must put in [7] is a verb, and in the latter sense, must and put are verbs individually (cf 
2.27). The term 'predicator' has been sometimes used to replace 'verb' in the sense of 'verb 
element', but for lack of a familiar alternative, we shall continue to use verb in both senses, 
distinguishing between verbs as elements and verbs as words where there is some risk of 
confusion. In yet another sense (c/ 2.35) wrb designates a basic verb form, or LEXICAL ITEM, 
which is manifested in different morphemes or morpheme combinations; eg: have, having, and 
had are all forms of the lexical item HAVE. (A similar polysemy applies to other word classes, 
particularly nouns). 

A 'fixed word-order language' 
2.14 T o  illustrate the mobility of adverbials in contrast with other elements, we 

-- 
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may observe that in example [2] usually can be moved to initial or final 
position : 

My mother usually enjoys parties very much. [S A V 0 AI 121 
Usually my mother enjoys parties very much. [A S V 0 A] P a l  
My mother enjoys parties very much, usually. [S V 0 A A] t2bl 

However, the other elements cannot be similarly moved from their S V 0 
sequence : 

*Usually enjoys parties my mother very much. [A V 0 S A] 
*Enjoys usually my mother parties very much. [V A S 0 A] 
*My mother parties usually enjoys very much. [S 0 A V A] 

The fact that these orders, and many others of the same elements, do not 
readily occur, helps to explain why English is commonly described as a 'fixed 
word-order language'. In practice, discussion of word order in languages 
tends to revolve around the ordering of phrases which are clause elements, 
and it is notable, for instance, that in English the positions of subject, verb, 
and object are relatively fixed. In declarative clauses, they occur regularly in 
the order S V 0, unless there are particular conditions (for example, the 
initial placing of the object pronoun in relative clauses) which lead to a 
disturbance of this order. Further conditions allow variations of this 
declarative order (for example, Parties my mother usually enjoys very much is 
a possible, though less usual, variant of [2]); these will be discussed in 2.59 
and 18.20. 

It is enough to state here that English does indeed have strict limitations 
on the ordering of clause elements, but that the more peripheral an element 
is, the more freedom of position it has. After V, S is the least mobile element, 
followed by 0 and C. Later we shall give attention to the various factors 
which lead to the displacement of an element from its regular position (cfesp 
2.59,11.5, 11.14,and 18.19fn. 

. Note [a] In [2], the restriction on movement even extends to the adverbial very much, which in 
comparison with other members of the adverbial category is relatively immobile: 

'Very much my mother usually enjoys parties. [A S A V 01 DC] 
[bl In terms of the present grammatical hierarchy (cf 2.7) the term word order ought to apply 
strictly to theordering of words within phrases, rather than of phrases within clauses. This is not 
the normal interpretation of the expression, but it may be incidentally noted that in this more 
restricted sense, English has an even greater fixity of word order. Note, for example, beside [2a- 
2c1, the still greater dislocation in: 

*Mother my usually enjoys parties much very. 

Adverbials 
2.15 I t  is worth pointing out that different degrees of centrality can be observed 

not only in different elements of clause structure, but also in different sub- 
categories of the same element. Thus the adverbial category has been 
described as the most peripheral, but it is in fact a heterogeneous category, 
within which there are relatively central and relatively peripheral types of 
adverbial. In examples 2.13 11-71, most of the adverbials are both mobile 
and optional: it is possible, for example, to omit the adverbial usually in [2] 
(My mother enjoysparties very much) as well as to change its position (as in 
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examples 2.14 [2a] and [2b]). But there are, as we have just seen in [2c], some 
adverbials which cannot readily be moved from their position in a given 
clause, and there are even adverbials which are obligatory, such as the place 
adverbials in the garden in example 2.13 [4] and upstairs in 2.13 171: 

I have been in thegarden all the time since lunch. 
You must put all the toys upstairs immediately. 

Contrast: 

*I have been all the time since lunch. [ W  
*You must put all the toys immediately. [7aI 

Because they are essential to the 'completion' of the meaning of the verb, 
such elements are classified by some grammarians as complements (cf 2.17J; 
10.11). Our position, however, is that adverbials represent a spectrum of 
types, the most central of which, because of their obligatoriness and relative 
immobility, resemble complements. In provisional support of this analysis, 
note that in the garden and upstairs are equivalent to adverbials in meaning, 
eg in answering the question Where?, even though they are similar to 
complements in acting as an obligatory element following the verb BE. 

At the other end of the spectrum, there are elements which are frequently 
called SENTENCE ADVERBIALS, because they tend to qualify, by their meaning, 
a whole sentence or clause, rather than just part of a clause (such as a verb, 
or a verb and object): 

To my regret, he refused the offer of help. l81 
He was, however, very interested in my other proposals. [91 

In Chapter 8, these adverbials are subdivided into DISJUNCTS (those which, 
like to my regret in [S], comment on the form or content of the clause) and 
CONJUNCTS (those which, like however in [9], have a connective function). 
Such sentence adverbials are distinguished from ADJUNCTS and SUBJUNCTS, 
adverbials which are more closely integrated with the rest of the clause, and 
which include such familiar categories as adverbials of manner, place, time, 
and degree (cf 8.39, 8.51,8.79,8.104). 

Characteristic of disjuncts and conjuncts are such markers of peripherality 
as separation from the rest of the clause by intonation boundaries in speech 
(cf App II.llfn or by commas in writing (cf App III.17f). The distinctions 
between these four major types of adverbial are significant enough to deserve 
careful analysis in a later chapter (8.24fn, and yet it must be concluded that 
there is no clear division between the more central and more peripheral 
adverbials. Here we anticipate a problem which will be confronted at the 
end of this chapter (2.60): that of the partial INDETERMINACY of grammatical 
categories. 

Note Sentence[4a] is grammatical if been is interpreted as an auxiliary verb followed by ellipsis of the 
main verb, as in (cf 12.62): 

A: You should have been waiting here when the taxi arrived. 
B: I have been (waiting) all the time since lunch. 
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Clause types 
2.16 By eliminating optional adverbials from the clause structures illustrated in 

2.13, we arrive at a classification of the essential core of each clause structure. 
Of the obligatory elements, the main verb is the one that wholly or largely 
determines what form the rest of the structure will take. From examples 
[l -71 the following seven CLAUSE TYPES emerge: 

Table 2.16 Clause tv~es 

S(ubject) V(erb) O(bject(s)) C(omp1ement) A(dverbia1) 

Type SV Someone was laughing [ l 4  
-- 

Type SVO My mother enjoys parties 

TypesVC The became totally 
country independent Pal 

TypeSVA I have been in the 
garden [4a] 

TypeSVOO Mary gave the visitor 

a glass 
of milk [sal 

Type SVOC Most consider these rather 
people books expensive 164 

Type SVOA You must put all the 
tovs 

upstairs 
[7al 

This set of patterns is the most general classification that can be usefully 
applied to the whole range of English clauses whether main or subordinate. 
Each clause type is associated with a set of verbs, as will be shown in detail 
in 16.18-66. 

The seven fall naturally into three main types. There are: 

a two-element pattern: SV 

three three-element patterns: SV + C I3 
three four-element patterns: SVO + {%} 

Cutting across this threefold classification are three main verb classes: 

INTRANSITIVE VERBS (eg : laugh in [la]), are followed by no obligatory element, 
and occur in type SV. 

TRANSITIVE VERBS (eg: enjoy in [2a], give in [5a], consider in [6a], put in [7a]) 
are followed by an O B J E ~  (cf2.17), andoccur in types SVO, SVOO, SVOC, 
and SV0.4 respectively. 
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COPULAR VERBS (eg: become in [3a], be in [4a]) are followed by a SUBJECT 
COMPLEMENT (cf 2.17) or an ADVERBIAL, and occur in types SVC and SVA. 

In a general sense, the term TRANSITIVE is often applied to all verbs which 
require an  object, including those of clause types SVOO, SVOC, and SVOA. 
I t  is, however, convenient to make a further classification of the verbs in 
these patterns: 

F 
MONOTRANSlTIVE VERBS OCCUr in type SVO 

TRANSITIVE VERBS+ DITRANSITIVE VERBS OCCUr in type SVOO 
-COMPLEX TRANSITIVE VERBS OCCUr in types SVOC 

and SVOA. 

The term 'verb' primarily refers not to the whole V element, but to the main 
verb (cf 2.29) of the verb phrase: in [7a], for example, it is the main verb put 
(or more strictly, the lexical item PUT; cf 2.35-36) which determines that an 
object and an adverbial must follow the verb element. 

Note The term COPULA refers to the verb BE, and COPULAR verbs are those verbs (including BE and 
BECOME) which are functionally equivalent to the copula (c/ 16.21fl. They are variously called 
'copulative', 'equative', 'intensive', or 'linking' verbs. 

Objects and complements 
2.17 Before considering the verb further, however, it is important to notice 

differences between the various elements which have been labelled 'object' 
and 'complement'. The following distinctions will be made: 

DIRECT OBJECT (0,) 
OBJECT -* 

SUBJECT COMPLEMENT (C,) 
COMPLEMENT -+ 

OBJECT COMPLEMENT (C,) 

An object such, as parties in [2a] (My vother enjoys parties) clearly has a 
different semantic role in the clause from an object such as the visitor in [5a] 
(Mary gave the visitor a glass of milk), and this has been traditionally 
recognized by applying the term DIRECT OBJECT to the former, and INDIRECT 
OBJECT to the latter. Leaving the semantic distinction until 10.7, 10.18ff, we 
give priority here to the distributional fact that whenever there are two 
objects (in type SVOO), the former is normally the indirect object, and the 
latter the direct object. But although it is more central with regard to position 
(cf 2.13), in other respects the indirect object is more peripheral than the 
direct object: it is more likely to be optional, and may generally be 
paraphrased by a prepositional phrase functioning as adverbial (cf2.23). 

Similarly, we must distinguish between the type of complement found in 
the SVC pattern; ie: totally independent in: 

The country became totally independent. [ W  
and the type of complement found in the SVOC pattern; ie: rather expensive 
in : 
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Most people consider these books rather expensive. Fa1 

The distinction is effectively made by noting that in [3a] the country is 
understood to have become a totally independent country, while in [6a] the 
books are understood to be considered rather expensive books. In other words, 
in SVC clauses the complement applies some attribute or definition to the 
subject, whereas in SVOC clauses it applies an attribute or definition to the 
object. This distinction is usually denoted by the terms SUBJECT COMPLEMENT 
and OBJECT COMPLEMENT respectively. In these cases, the complement is an  
adjective phrase, but elsewhere, where the complement is a noun phrase, the 
same kind of distinction holds: 

Type SVC: The country became a separate nation. 
Type SVOC: Most people considered Picasso agenius. 

In the SVC sentence, a separate nation is understood to be a definition of the 
subject, the country, while in the SVOCsentence, agenius is understood to be 
a definition of the object, Picasso. 

Note [a] In place of 'subject complement', the term 'predicative noun' or 'predicative adjective' is 
sometimes used. Other alternatives are 'predicative nominal' and 'predicative adjectival', the 
choice between 'nominal' and 'adjectival' being determined by whether this element is a noun 
phrase or an adjective phrase. 
[b] Also, some writers make use of a very broad sense of 'complement', subsuming complements, 
objects, and obligatory adverbials in the present grammar. 

Obligatory adverbials 
2.18 There is a parallel between complements and obligatory adverbials (cf 2.15). 

Obligatory adverbials are largely restricted to what in a broad sense we may 
term SPACE ADJU~CTS (cf 8.3,8.39A). Just as complements can be divided into 
subject complements and object complements, so can obligatory space 
adjuncts be divided into those occurring in the SVA pattern, in which a 
location is attributed to the referent of the subject, and those occurring in the 
SVOA pattern, in which a location is attributed to the referent of the object. 
The parallel may be brought out as follows: 

He [S] stayed [V] very quiet [C,]. 
[He [S] stayed [V] in bed [A]. 

They [S] kept [V] him [O] very quiet [C,]. 
They [S] kept [V] him [O] in bed [A,]. 

The symbols A, and A, here indicate a subject-related adjunct and an object- 
related adjunct respectively. The parallel between the two sets of clause types 
is also evident in the verb classes, and we acknowledge this by calling the 
verb in both [ l ]  and [2] COPULAR (since it is equivalent in function to the 
copula BE) and calling the verb in both [3] and [4] COMPLEX TRANSITIVE (cf 
2.16). 

Space adjuncts occurring in the SVA and SVOA patterns include not only 
those indicating position, such as in bed or at the ofice, but also those 
indicating direction, such as down in She put the glass down (cf 10.10, 16.24). 
By extension, they may also include adverbials which specify 'temporal 
location', as in: 
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The next meeting will be on the 5th February. 

and by a more abstract and metaphorical interpretation of 'space' (cf 9.32): 

The road [S] is [V] under construction [A,]. 
We [S] kept [V] him [O] off cigarettes [A,]. 

But there are still some obligatory adverbials to which a locational metaphor 
cannot be applied. Examples are the manner adjunct kindly in [S], and the 
prepositional phrase without a job in [6]: 

They [S] treated [V] her [O] kindly [A]. 151 
He [S] is [V] without a job [A]. 161 

At the same time, the close relationship of the prepositional phrase in [6] to a 
subject complement is evident in its semantic equivalence to the adjective 
unemployed. 

Note As the above examples suggest, the distinction between complement and adverbial is by no 
means clear-cut, and there are strong arguments for classifying prepositional phrases such as 
without a job in [61 as complements. For further discussion, cf 10.11. Another difficulty, in 
determining the function in a clause of some prepositional phrases, is that which arises over the 
status of prepositional verbs such as consist of (cf 16.58). 

Clause elements subclassified 

2.19 Table 2.19 Verb classes in relation to clause types 

TypeSV S V (intransitive) 
Prices rose [l1 

TypeSVO S V (monotransitive) 0, 
Elizabeth enjoys classical music 121 

TypeSVC S V (copular) CS 
Your face seems familiar 131 

Type SVA S V (copular) ,, 
My sister lives 

As 
next door 141 

TypeSVOO S V (ditransitive) 
We all wish 

0 ,  Od 
YOU a happy 

birthday [S] 

TypeSVOC S V (complex transitive) Od 
The president declared 

C O  

themeeting open [6] 

Type SVOA S V (complex transitive) 0, 
The doorman showed 

A. 
the guests into the 

drawing 
room [7] 

A, object-related adverbial C, object complement 0, direct object 
A, subject-related adverbial C, subject complement Oi indirect object 

We have now found it necessary not only to distinguish functional categories 
such as subject, verb, and object in the structure of the clause, but also to 
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subclassify these into more specific categories, such as transitive verb, direct 
object, and subject complement. Such subclassification is typical of both 
formal and functional distinctions in grammar. Only through these finer 
distinctions can an adequate account be given of what combinations of 
constituents enter into the structure of the English clause. To clarify the 
terminology and its use, let us return to the seven clause types in Table 2.16, 
and specify the structures more precisely (again omitting optional adverbials) 
by means of subcategories of V, 0, C, and A, in Table 2.19 opposite. The 
abbreviations used are those which will be current throughout this book (new 
examples are added for further illustration). Further variations on these 
clause types, including some exceptional patterns, are discussed in 16.18ff. 

Systematic correspondences 
2.20 The study of grammatical structure is aided by observing systematic 

CORRESPONDENCES between one structure and another. Such correspondences 
are sometimes described in terms of transformational rules, but we shall not 
make use of such theoretical formulations in this book. Instead, we shall use 
demonstrable correspondences as an informal way of showing similarities 
and contrasts between structures. They are important in explaining the 
relation between grammatical choice and meaning, and also in providing 
criteria for classification. 

A systematic correspondence may be broadly defined as a relation or 
mapping between two structures X and Y, such that if the same lexical 
content occurs in X and in Y, there is a constant meaning relation between 
the two structures. (In using the term 'lexical content', we allow for the 
possibility that X and Y may contain different, though related, lexical items, 
such as wise and wisely.) This relation is often one of semantic equivalence, 
or paraphrase. In 2.21-24, we give three important examples of systematic 
correspondence, and show how they help in the identification of clause 
elements. Further types of correspondence will be examined in 2.45ff. 

The symbol - is used in this book to represent such correspondences. 
Lack of systematic correspondence is symbolized by *. 

We take the seven basic clause types of [l-71 as the point of departure for 
our description, but do not regard correspondences as unidirectional. 

Active and passive structures 
2.21 Clauses containing a noun phrase as object are distinguished by the fact that 

they are usually matched by passive clauses, in which the object noun phrase 
now appears as subject (V,,,, = passive verb phrase), cf Table 2.21 on the 
next page. As type SVOO clauses have two objects, they can often have two 
passive forms - one in which the indirect object becomes the subject, and 
another in which the direct object becomes subject. Further discussion of the 
active-passive relationship is found in 3.63ff. 

As the formulae show, this correspondence permits us to convert clauses 
of types with an object into equivalent types without objects (or, in the case 
of SVOO, with only one object). Thus the passive of They considered him a 
genius [SVOC] is closely parallel in meaning to the SVC pattern, except for 
the passive verb phrase: 
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He was considered a genius. [S V,,, C,] 
cf He seemed a genius. [S V  C,] 

In all passive clause types, the agent by-phrase (cf 3.65ff, 9.50), which 
incorporates a noun phrase equivalent to the subject of the corresponding 
active clause, has the structural status of an optional adverbial (it is marked 
(A) in Table 2.21). Even when the agent by-phrase is absent, however, there 
is an  implication of its presence at the level of meaning. In this sense, the 
agent by-phrase acts as complementation (cf 2.32) of the passive verb. Thus 
He was considered a genius carries the implication '. . . by someone or other'. 

Table 2.21 Relations between active and passive clause types 

Type SVO 

S V 0 , -  A number of people saw the accident - The accident was seen (by a number of people) 

Type SVOO 

My father gave me this watch 
S V,,,, 0, (A) (1) - I was given this watch (by my father) 

{ SS 2; {(2) - This watch was given (to) me (by my father) 

Type SVOC 

S V O d C o -  \ Queen Victoria considered him a genius 
S  v,, c, (A) 1 - He was considered a genius (by Queen Victoria) 

Type SVOA 

S V O d A o -  An intruder must have placed the ladder there - The ladder must have been placed there (by an intruder) 

\ 
Note [a] There are some exceptions (eg the verbs have, cost, resemble; cf 10.14, 16.27) to the passive 

equivalence with type SVO; eg: 
John had the book - 'The book was had bv John. 

[b] The second passive corresponding to type SVOO in Table 2.21 above is unidiomatic in AmE. 
Morcacceptable, in both AmE andBrE, isthe related SVOA - SVA passivewitha prepositional 
phrase (cf 2.23); eg; 

Some flowers had been brought him. 
is less natural than: 

Some flowers had been broughtfor him. 
With some verbs the former type seems quite unacceptable (cf 16.55fl: 

'Some fish had been caught/bought/cooked us. 

Copular and complex transitive structures 
2.22 Another correspondence often obtains between an SVOC clause and a clause 

with an infinitive or that-clause (cf 16.50f): 

I considered her beautiful. - I considered her to be beautijicl. 
I considered that she was beautifui. 
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This correspondence indicates that the 0 and C of an SVOCclause are in the 
same relation to one another as the S and C of an SVC clause: She was 
beautgul (cf 16.43A). This relation is expressed, wherever it is made explicit 
at all, by a copular verb, and we may therefore call it, for further reference, a 
COPULAR relationship. Copular relationships are important in other aspects 
of grammar apart from clause structure. They correspond, for example, to 
relations of apposition (cf 17.65A) and many relations of modification (cf 
2.31 -33). 

Further, we may extend the concept of 'copular relationship' to the relation 
between subject and adverbial in SVA clauses and the relation between 
object and adverbial in SVOA clauses (cf 10.10,16.24,16.48). 

Indirect objects and prepositional phrases 
2.23 There is a further correspondence by which SVOO clauses can be converted 

into SVOA clauses by the substitution of a prepositional phrase following the 
direct object for the indirect object preceding it: 

She sent Jim a card - She sent a card to Jim. 
She left Jim a card - She left a card for Jim. 

To and for, indicating a recipient (cf 9.46), are the prepositions chiefly used, 
but others, such as with and oj; are occasionally found (cf 16.57). 

Note [a] There are however, some recipient to- andfor-phrases which cannot be made into indirect 
objects: He suggested the idea to Bill; She described her home 10 us; etc. A borderline case is ?He 
explainedme hisplan, which is acceptable to some speakers, but not to others. 
[b] We later (16.56fl consider an alternative analysis in which the to-phrases and the forphrases 
illustrated above are described as prepositional objects, and are regarded as grammatically 
equivalent to indirect objects. 

The characterization of clause elements 
2.24 For a fuller appreciation of the clause patterns outlined in 2.16, we need to 

know, of course, on what grounds the elements subject, verb, object, 
complement, and adverbial are identified. The identification of the verb 
element in general presents no problem, as this element can be realized only 
by a verb phrase (cf 2.27). For the other elements, it is necessary to use a 

. variety of criteria. Although clause elements are functional categories (cf 
2.12), their definitions are based on formal as well as on functional criteria. 
Thus it is an important part of the definition of both subjects and objects that 
they normally consist of noun phrases; it is an important part of the definition 
of complements that they are normally noun phrases or adjective phrases; 
and it is an important part of the definition of adverbials that they may be 
adverb phrases, prepositional phrases, or noun phrases. It is unnecessary to 
go into these definitions any further in this chapter, as they are elaborated 
systematically in 10.53. 
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Phrases 

Phrases as clause elements 
2.25 The constituents which function as elements of clause structure are either 

phrases or subordinate clauses (cf 2.9), and our next stage is to outline briefly 
how the phrases, in their turn, are constituted. The five formal categories of 
phrase we have mentioned in 2.24 are verb phrases, noun phrases, adjective 
phrases, adverb phrases, and prepositional phrases. In the followingdiagram, 
the upward-pointing arrows show how these phrase types (when not 
embedded in other structures) can function as clause elements: 

Phrase Phrase Phrase 

Fig 2.25 Phrases as clause elements 

The broken arrows on the right indicate that adverb phrasesand ~revositional 
phrases can exceptionally function as subjects (cf9.i Note [a] a i d  lb.19, and 
that prepositional phrases can exceptionally function as complements (cf 
10.11). 

Note [a]  Figure 2.25 naturally omits reference toembedded phrases (cf2.8), eg to prepositional phrases 
functioning as constituents of noun phrases. 
[b] Phrases such as the poor and the young are only apparent exceptions to Fig 2.25: we shall 
argue (cf 7.23fl, that although they have an adjective as their main word (or head), such phrases 
are noun phrases. 
[C] Only a limited range of adverbials can be realized as noun phrases (cf 8.39,8.52). 

\ 

General structural characteristics of phrases 
2.26 Each phrase is named after a class of word which has a primary, and indeed 

obligatory function within it. This function, however, varies in different 
types of phrases,;and we may usefully investigate it in terms of the distinction 
between optional and obligatory elements. One kind of construction is 
illustrated by prepositional phrases, which contain two normally obligatory 
elements: the preposition and the prepositional complement (cf9. I). Another 
kind of conskuction is illustrated by adjective phrases, which'have one 
obligatory element (an adjective), opiionaily preceded o r  followed by other 
elements. These two constructions will be called NONHEADED and HEADED 

respectively: 

NONHEADED: Prepositional Phrase HEADED: Adiective Phrase 
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Thus in the sentence I went to London, neither to nor London could be omitted: 
*I went to, *I  went London. But in the sentence This is very important indeed, 
the modifiers very and indeed can be omitted: This is important; while 
important is obligatory: *This is very indeed. The obligatory element of a 
headed.construction iscalled NO SHE AD; it may function in a manner equivalent 
to the wholeconstruction of which it is a part. Adverb phrases resemble 
adjective phrases in that they have a head (an adverb) to which optional 
elements may be added; eg: (rather) slowly. But the two most important 
categories of phrase, verb phrases and noun phrases, do not entirely fit into 
either category: for them, the headedlnonheaded distinction is inadequate. 

l Note Technical terms for headed and nonheaded are'endocentric'and 'exocentric'. 

Verb phrases and noun phrases 
2.27 The verb phrase and the noun phrase can be considered the most important 

phrasal categories for functional reasons. We note from Fig 2.25 that the 
verb phrase operates as the V element in a clause, ie as the most 'central' and 
indispensable part of the clause (cf 2.13). The noun phrase is important more 
because of its multiplicity of function: Fig 2.25 shows that a noun phrase can 
function as any of the clause constituents except V. A declarative sentence, 
indeed, normally contains a verb phrase and at least one noun phrase. 

Verb phrases are headed to the extent that they are composed of two kinds 
of element, auxiliaries and main verbs, such that every unreduced verb 
phrase (cf 2.51) contains a main verb, but not necessarily an auxiliary. 
However, a nonfinite (3.53ff) main verb cannot normally stand on its own in 
independent clauses; the auxiliaries can, have, and been may not, therefore, 
be omitted in: .- 

Jack canplay the trombone. Our team has been beaten. 

The relations between auxiliaries and main verbs are more complex than can 
be explained by the simple headedlnonheaded distinction; further consider- 
ation of this question will be given in 3.55. 

Similar remarks apply to noun phrases. A noun phrase is headed to the 
extent that it has a central constituent or head, to which other elements can 
be optionally added. But if we change the plural noun phrase in [l] into a 
singular one in [2], the head can no longer stand alone : 

The room contains (some) (beautiful) (Flemish) "ases. [ l ]  
a (beautiful) (Flemish) vase. 121 

For a large class of noun phrases, in fact, a DETERMINATIVE element such as a 
in [2] is obligatory. In another respect, too, noun phrases do not behave like 
headed constructions: members of one class of words, that of personal 
pronouns (I, him, her, etc), although they act as heads of noun phrases (in the 
sense that Ican function alone as subject, him as object, etc), cannot normally 
have optional elements, such as articles and adjectives, added to them. Thus 
in some noun phrases the head must be accompanied, and in other noun 
phrases it cannot (normally) be accompanied, by another element. Such 
observations make it clear that phrases, like clauses, cannot be described by 
a single structural formula, and that various subclassifications have to be 
made of phrases and of the elements they contain. 
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Summary of phrase structures 
2.28 In spite of the inevitable oversimplification, we give now a brief tabular 

summary of the main elements of each phrase class. Rather than label all 
elements with functional labels (as we did with S, V, 0, C, and A), we shall 
merely illustrate certain general types of syntactic function within phrases. 
These types will receive further comment in 2.29-33. 

VERB PHRASES (cf 3.52m consist of a main verb which either stands alone as 
the entire verb phrase, or is preceded by up to four verbs in an auxiliary 
function: 

Table 2.28a Verb phrase 

The ship 

auxiliary/auxiliaries main verb 

I sank 

was sinking 

has been sunk 

must have been sinking 

may have been being sunk (rare; cf Note) 

NOUN PHRASES Xcf l ,  17.lff) consist of a head, which is typically a noun, 
and of elements which (either obligatorily or optionally) determine the head 
and (optionally) modify the head, or complement another element in the 
phrase : 

Table 2.28b Noun phrase 
\\ 

postmodification 
determin- premodi- 
ative fication head comple- 

mentation 

I him 
1 Peter 

Alice's wedding 

that girl with the 
red hair 

all those fine warm days in the 
country 
last year 

a better story than that 
the best trip that I 

ever had 
a good trip that I 

once had 
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ADJECTIVE PHRASES (cf 7.20ff) consist of an adjective as head, optionally 
preceded and followed by modifying elements: 

Table 2.28~ Adjective phrase 

The 
weather 
was 

postmodification 
premodification head 

complementation 

pleasant 

too 

incredibly 

hot to be enjoyable 

cold 

pleasant enough 

Sometimes an obligatory or optional complementation (cf 2.32, 16.69) is 
added. 

ADVERB PHRASES (cf7.46ff) are similar to adjective phrases in their structure, 
except that they have an adverb, instead of an adjective, as their head: 

Table 2.28d Adverb phrase 

Ispoke , 

to him 

postmodification 
premodification head 

complementation 

yesterday 

quite often 

very severely indeed 

as clearly as I could 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES (cf 9.lff) consist of a preposition followed by a 
prepositional complement, which is normally a noun phrase: 

Table 2.28e Prepositional phrase 

I met her 
the corner of the street 

Saturday morning 

a strange coincidence 

It is true of adjective and adverb phrases, as of noun phrases, that one-word 
elements tend to precede the head, whereas multi-word elements tend to 
follow it. But there are exceptions: eg the adverbs indeed and enough 
postmodify their head. 
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Note The verb phrase construction of may have been being sunk is so rare that an extended example is 
called for. The following dialogue could well occur during an interview for an appointment: 

A : Has a candidate named Petersen been interviewed yet? 
B: He wasn't in the waiting room two minutes ago. He may have been being interviewed 

then. 

F o r m  a n d  func t ion  in phrase  s t ruc tu re  
2.29 We shall find it necessary to observe the distinction between form and 

function within phrases, as within clauses. It is true that there is a strong 
association between certain word classes and certain elements within the 
phrase. For example, in noun phrases the head is typically a noun, and the 
determinative function is typically performed by members of a relatively 
small class of words called, appropriately enough, DETERMINERS (the, a, no, 
every, etc). On the other hand, there is rarely a one-to-one match between 
formal and functional classifications. The head of a noun phrase may be a 
pronoun (as we have seen), or an adjective: the poor, the unemployed, etc. 
Similarly, the determinative function can be performed not only by a 
determiner, but by a genitive construction: John's new bicycle, etc (cf5.121). 
In such cases, we need to make terminological distinctions between form and 
function, so that we can say, for example, that an adjective (formal term) can 
function either as modifier or as head (functional terms) in a noun phrase. I t  
will be noted that a noun can be a premodifier as well as a head: contrast the 
poor city with the citypoor. 

In other cases, however, there is a one-to-one match, and it would be 
superfluous to introduce two terms for what is effectively the same category. 
A preposition nearly always functions as the 'preposed' element of a 
prepositional phrase, and no other word class shares this function. It might 
be equally claimed that there is no need to distinguish form from function in 
the verb phrase: that auxiliary verb and main verb will satisfy both 
requirements. But even here, we shall find good grounds for distinguishing 
'auxiliary' and 'main', as functional tecms, from the terms which define 
classes of verb word. Of these, there are three: MODAL verbs (may, wiN, could, 
etc) always function as auxiliaries; FULL verbs (give, work, try, etc) always 
function as main verbs; and PRIMARY verbs (the three most important verbs 
in the language: be, have, and do) can function either as auxiliaries or as main 
verbs. I 

There are thiee other terms designating broad functions which may be 
performed by various types of constituents, and we shall now explain their 
meaning. They are DETERMINATION, MODIFICATION, and COMPLEMENTATION. 

Determination 
2.30 This term may be used for the function of words and (sometimes) phrases 

wHich, in general, determine what kind of reference a noun phrase has: for 
example, whether it is definite (like the) or indefinite (like alan), partitive 
(like some) or universal (like UN). Semantically, all noun phrases are 
determined in some way or other; eg all noun phrases are either definite or 
indefinite in meaning. But some heads are by their very nature self- 
determining: proper nouns and personal pronouns, for example, are 
inherently definite, and in this sense incorporate their own determiner. In 
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such cases, then, a noun phrase will not generally contain a separate word 
with a determinative function. When the head is a common noun, on the 
other hand, determination as a syntactic function is normal, if not obligatory: 
we cannot, for instance, omit the determiners the and a in The driuer tvas a 
man. 

Note It will be clear from the above that we treat the definite and indefinite articles as members of the 
larger class of determiners. There appears to be an exception to the generalization that common 
nounsare determined in thecaseofplural and noncount nounslike tvunre~rand waterrespectively; 
but we shall prefer to say (cf 5.2) that the apparent absence of an article signals the presence of 
the ZERO article. 

Modification 
2.31 Modification, in contrast, is a largely optional function performed, for- 

instance, by adjectives in the noun phrase, and by intensifying adverbs in the 
adverb phrase. Premodiiiers precede the head, and postmodifiers follow it; 
in noun phrases, premodifiers follow determinatives. Semantically, modifiers 
add 'descriptive' information to the head, often restricting the reference of 
the head. Thus a green table has a more specific meaning than a table, and 
very tau has a more specific meaning than tall (cf however, 17.38 for the 
distinction between restrictive and nonrestrictive modification). In this 
respect, modifiers in phrases parallel adverbials in the clause - a similarity 
brought out by: 

He arrived (unexpectedly) (in Warsaw) yesterday. [ l ]  - his (unexpected) arrival (in Warsaw) yesterday. [21 

In the clause [l]  the parenthesized elements are adverbials, whereas in the 
noun phrase [2] the parenthesized elements are modifers. 

Note [a] The particular correspondence between [I] and [2], whereby a clause-related meaning takes 
on the grammatical form of a noun phrase, is discussed under the heading of NOM~NALIZATION 

(cf 17.51fl. 
[b]The parallel between [l] and [2] also helps to explain a traditional characterization of adverbs 
as modifiers of verbs (a tradition enshrined in the term adverb itself). But as we shall see in 
Chapter 8, adverbs cannot be regarded in this light. 

Complementation 
2.32 We reserve the term COMPLEMENTATION (as distinct from complement) for the 

function of a part of a phrase or clause which follows a word, and completes 
the specification of a meaning relationship which that word implies. As such, 
complementation may be either obligatory or optional on the syntactic level. 
Complementation also overlaps with other functions, such as adverbials and 
modifiers. 

We have already encountered complementation in clause structure: the 
clause types listed in Table 2.16 (SVO, SVA, SVOA, etc) were characterized 
by differences in the complementation (in terms of 0 ,  C, or A) required to 
complete the meaning of the verb. Thus the terms 'monotransitive' (as 
applied to the verb deceive) or 'ditransitive' (as applied to the verb allow) 
identify their complementations as 0 and 0 0 respectively. In a similaq way, 
certain adjectives require complementation by a postmodifier: 
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VERB COMPLEMENTATION 
He deceived his father. BUT *He deceived. 
H e  allowed me a respite. BUT *He allowed me. 

ADJECTIVE COMPLEMENTATION 
All sales are subject to tax. BUT *All sales are subject. 
Mr Gould is likely to resign. BUT *Mr Gould is likely. 

The verb deceive and the adjective subject are similar to the extent that their 
meaning requires not only a subject ('X') but some other element ('Y'): 'X 
deceives Y', 'X is subject to Y'. The meaning of a clause will be incomplete 
unless the ' Y' is specified. In other cases, the complementation is optional: 

VERB COMPLEMENTATION: Joan was eating (her lunch). 111 
ADJECTIVE COMPLEMENTATION: The boat was ready (&r departure). [2] 

The function of the optional elements here is still one of complementation 
because even when they are omitted, it is still implied that Joan was eating 
something, and that the boat was ready for something. In this connection, we 
may notice a contrast even between such semantically similar adjectives as 
glad and cheerful, in that the first implies that the emotion has a specific 
source, whereas the second does not. Thus glad will be typically followed by 
a complementing phrase or clause (eg: glad about your prize, glad that you 
came), and will occur without such complementation only if the context 
supplies the information which the clause fails to specify. On the other hand, 
cheerful may freely occur as both modifier and head in a way which is not 
possible withglad: 

We always found him cheerful. BUT ?We always found him glad. 
H e  was a cheerful person. BUT *He was a glad person. 

Note Although we describe the complementation in [l] as 'optional', there is reason to claim that her 
lunch in Joan was eating her lunch is not optional in a strictly syntactic sense of the word. If, as we 
argue in 10.4, verbs like eat are dually classified as both transitive and intransitive, then the 
omission of the object involves a change in the classification of the verb element (cf App 1.54). 

Modification and complementation 
2.33 Although complementing elements may be optional, such elements differ 

semantically from other optional elements (eg most modifiers) in that the 
omission of complementation, as in The boat was ready (2.32 [2]), implies that 
some element of: meaning in a preceding word is 'unsatisfied', and therefore 
has to be provided through context. It must be admitted, however, that this 
criterion is not always clear-cut, since the need for semantic 'satisfaction' is 
a matter of degree. 

Another difference between complementation and modification is a 
syntactic one. Whereas the modifying function always relates to the head of 
a phrase, the complementing function may relate to a premodifier which is 
separated from its complementation by the head: 

Greek is a more dificult language than French. 
She was too ill to travel. 

In [I], the phrase than French complements the comparative adverb more 
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rather than the head noun language; and in [2], to travel complements the 
adverb too, rather than the head adjective ill. To see this, we note that the 
omission of the relevant modifier results in an unacceptable sentence: 

*Greek is a di@cult language than French. 
*She was ill to travel. 

(But cf: She is (rather) young to drive a car; 16.76.) 

It is clear, then, that there is not a straight choice between optional and 
obligatory elements of phrases. Determination, modification, and comple- 
mentation all depend on the presence of some other element (usually the 
head) in the phrase. Heads are obligatory and modifiers are generally 
optional, but determination and complementation are functions whose 
conditions of occurrence cannot be defined so simply (cf 5.lOfj; 16.18fi. 

Note For completeness, it should be mentioned that modifiers may themselves contain modifiers (cf 
17.1 l8B.  For example, in far more d~@cult, far modifies more, and far more modifies dg9iculr. 
Hence the unacceptability of ' f ir  dr@cult. 

Word classes 

2.34 In dealing with phrases, we have already had occasion to refer to many of 
the general WORD CLASSES traditionally called 'parts of speech'. Members of 
the Indo-European group of languages have been analysed in terms of such . 
categories since classical antiquity. It may be helpful now to list and 
exemplify the word classes that have been introduced : 

(a) CLOSED CLASSES (cf 2.39) 
preposition - of, at, in, without, in spiteof 
pronoun - he, they, anybody, one, which 
determiner - the, a, that, every, some 
conjunction -and, that, when, although 
modal verb -can, must, will, could 
primary verb -be, have, do 

(b) OPEN CLASSES ( ~ f  2.40) 
noun - John, room, answer, play 
adjective - happy, steady, new, large, round 
full verb -search, grow, play 
adverb - steadily, completely, really 

To these may be added two lesser categories (cf 2.42): 

(c) numerals -one, two, three;first, second, third 

and the marginal and anomalous class of 

(d) interjections - oh, ah, ugh,phew 

and, finally, a small number of words of unique function (eg the negative 
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particle not and the infinitive marker to) which do not easily fit into any of 
these classes. 

Even so short a list of examples raises several important questions, to 
which we now turn. 

Lexical items and grammatical words 
2.35 First, we should notice that the examples are listed as words in their 

'dictionary form', and not as they often avpear in sentences when thev 
function as constituents of phrases ibut cf ~ o i d  [a] on invariable words): thus 
the singular noun room is listed and not the plural noun rooms; the simple 
adjective happy and not the comparative adjective happier; the infinitive (or 
uninflected) verb hope and not the past form hoped; the subjective pronoun 
form he and not the objective form him. We cite these words in what may be 
called their BASE form (cf App I.2fn, ie the form to which, in regular cases, 
inflectional suffixes are added to make inflected forms (rooms, happier, etc). 
But such a manner of speaking reveals that we are using the term 'word' in 
two different senses. The ambiguity is more fully evident in: 

'The word works occurs in the sentence He works at  home.' [l] 

'The word WORK occurs in the sentence He works at  home.' 121 

Both sentences are acceptable in normal usage, but the ambiguity they show 
can be avoided if we adopt the term LEXICAL ITEM (cf App 1.1) to replace 
'word' in [21. That is, a lexical item is a word as it occurs in a dictionarv. . , 
where work, (works,' working, worked will all be counted as different 
grammatical forms, or variants, of the word WORK. We shall use a graphic 
convention (SMALL CAPITALS), where necessary (and particularly in Chapter 
3), to distinguish lexical items from grammatical word-forms (ie words as 
units which are constituents of phrases). We shall not, however, in general 
distinguish lexical items by a separate terminology: following normal 
practice, class labels such as verb, noun, \and adjective will be used to refer to 
words in both senses. 

Like the distinction between forms and functions, that between words as 
forms and words as lexical items does not have to be made in all cases. Only 
certain parts of speech have inflections (ie endings or modifications which 
change one WO ,d form Into another): notably nouns (answer, answers), verbs i- .: (give, gives, gave, gmmg, given), pronouns (they, them, their, theirs), and 
adjectives (large, larger, largest). Moreover, not all words in these categories 
have more than one form. Other word classes, with a few exceptions (cf Note 
[a]), are invariable. In citing invariable words, we shall always use italics 
rather than small capitals. 

Note [a] Apart from nouns, verbs, pronouns, and adjectives, a few adverbs (soon, sooner, sooncsr, etc) 
and determiners f iw ,  fewer, Jc~vcst, etc) have inflected forms. Other parts of speech are 
invariable. 
[b] On 'stem', as distinct from 'base', cfApp 1.2. 
[C] When a grammatical or semantic distinction is realized morphologically by a contrast 
between the presence and the absence of an inflection, the word-form with the inflection is 
termed MARKED, alid the form without it UNMARKED. Thus the plural forms of regular nouns, in 
contrast to their singular forms, are marked by the -S ending. The unmarked form is also 
frequently the term which is more neutral or general in use or meaning: the present tense, as 
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opposed to the past, is thus not only unmarked in having (except in the third person singular) no 
inflection, but also in being able to refer to time tn a general sense, including past, present, and 
future time (c/ 4.3). From this concept, it is common to extend the use of 'marked' and 
'unmarked'(as we do in this book) more generally to grilmmatical contrasts which are formally 
or semantically unequal in this way. It can be said, for example, that the progressive aspect (eg:  
isliubrg) is marked in relation to the nonprogressive (eg: lives) both because it is realized by the 
additional syntactic MARKING of the BE + Ving construction (cf 3.54) and also because it is 
semantically more restricted than the nonprogressive. Further examples of a markedlunmarked 
distinction are mentioned in 3.58,5.112,6.10, and 7.88. 

2.36 From even the few examples given in 2.34, it can be seen that a lexical item 
may consist of a sequence of more than one orthographic word (cf 2.37). This 
is especially common in the case of complex prepositions (cf 9.10fn such as 
in spite oJ because OS, away from, and multi-word verbs (cf 16.23) such as look 
at, set up, and stand out (compare the related adjective outstanding, again one 
lexical item, but this time one word also). Equally, however, we can 
sometimes look upon a lexical item as being downgraded to become less than 
a word : for example, the adverbs out and up in outstanding and upset or (from 
this viewpoint) the noun spite and the prepositions in and of in in spite ox 

The treatment of the subjective form (I, he, she, etc) of personal pronouns 
as the base or 'dictionary' form is conventional, but is not so clearly motivated 
as in the case of other word classes. We may note even here, however, a 
tendency to select the subjective f o ~ m  in derivational compounds: for 
example, she-wolfand he-man rather than *her-woyand *him-man. 

Morphological, phonological, and orthographic form 
2.37 Secondly, some of the examples in 2.34 appear as more than one word class 

(play as a noun and verb, that as a demonstrative and conjunction) and more 
of them could have been given additional entries in this way (round can be a 
noun, verb, adjective, adverb, and preposition). In such cases we can say that 
the same MORPHOLOGICAL FORM is a realization of more than one lexical item. 
This is a highly important feature of English, and further attention will be 
drawn to it in App 1.43ff. A morphological form may be simple (consisting 
of a stem only, as in the case ofplay) or complex (consisting of more than one 
morpheme, like playful). The morphological form of a word may therefore 
be defined as its composition in terms of morphemes (cf 2.7), ie stems and 
affixes. 

While such morphological correspondences across parts of speech should 
be noted, we should also give attention to morphological characteristics 
which distinguish one part of speech from another, notably the occurrence 
of particular derivational affixes (cf App 1.20f) which mark a word as a 
member of a particular class. The suffix -ness, for example, marks an item as 
a noun (kindness, happiness, etc), while the suffix -less marks an item as an  
adjective (helpless, careless, etc). Such indicators enable a speaker of English 
to recognize implicitly the word class of an item, even if he has not met that 
item before, purely on the basis of its form. 

When the need arises, therefore, we shall be able to distinguish a lexical 
item not only from the grammatical forms which it takes in various syntactic 
settings, but from the morphological forms which it may share entirely or in 
part with other lexical items of the same word class or of other word classes. 
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Thus the adjective LONG has precisely the same morphological forms as the 
adverb LONG (long - longer -- longest); whereas the adjective GOOD shares 
the forms of the adverb WELL only in part: ie the comparative (better) and 
superlative (best) forms. 

This morphological convergence may also occur at the level of grammatical 
forms, either between forms of different lexical items (eg: meeting as a 
singular noun and meeting as a verb participle) or between forms of the same 
lexical item (worked as a realization of both the past tense and the -ed 
participle forms of WORK). The latter is an example of the NEUTRALIZATION 
of inflectional forms which are distinct for other verbs (cf 3.2ff, 3.1 lfl such 
as GIVE (gave, given). 

For the sake of completeness, it should be added that a word also has a 
PHONOLOGICAL and an ORTHOGRAPHIC form, and that similarities and 
contrasts in pronunciation and spelling are not necessarily to be associated 
with those on the levels of lexicology and grammar. There is, for example, an 
important similarity between all words beginning 151 (the, that, then, for 
example), and likewise between many of those beginning wh- (which, when, 
for example): basically, the former are relater or indicator words, and the 
latter interrogative or relative words (cf 2.44fl. But we should hesitate to 
attempt a morphological account of these similarities; rather, they are 
correspondences of pronunciation and spelling which reflect grammatical 
correspondences in the history of the lang;age. Similarly, the variant spelling 
and pronunciation of the indefinite article alan is not a case of inflectional 
variation, but of variation determined by phonology (viz by whether the 
following word begins with a consonant or not). 

Homonyms and homomorphs 
2.38 Words which share the same phonological or orthographic 'shape', but are 

morphologically unrelated, are termed HOMONYMS: for example, rose [noun] 
is a homonym of rose [past tense verb]. There is no standard term for words 
which also share the same morphological form (eg: red as a noun and red as 
an adjective, meeting as a noun and meeting as a verb), but it seems 
appropriate to adopt the term HOMOMORPH for this purpose. These and 
related distinctions such as 'homophone' and 'homograph' (cf Note) are 
explained in Fig 2.38 opposite. 

To the set of equivalence relations between words, this diagram adds, for 
completeness, the relation of synonymy, or sameness of meaning. Strictly, 
synonymy (and its opposite, antonymy) holds between word senses, rather 
than between words. For example, hard is a synonym of difficult only in one 
sense; in another sense (that in which it contrasts with sof) it is not. Of the 
three major kinds of equivalence in Fig 2.38, homonymy is phonological and/ 
or graphic, and synonymy is semantic. Only homomorphy is of primary 
concern to grammar. 

Note There has been considerable disagreement and confusion over the use of the term 'homonym', 
which has often been extended to apply to cases we have referred to as homomorphs. Similarly, 
'homonym' has often been used ambiguously, according to whether it denotes identity of 
pronunciation, of spelling, or of both. These distinctions can be made, where required,. by the 
use of the terms HOMOPHONE and HOMOGRAPH. In practice, the distinction between homonymy 
and homomorphy is not always easy to draw. We judge red [nounl and red [adjective] to be 

same pronunciation 
-HOMONYM eg gt salcf - salv. 

same pronunciation/spelling [noun] [past tense verb] 
(morphologically unrelated) NO - &no111 
eg: saw -salt, 

[noun] [past tense verb] HOMOGRAPH 

no - know same spelling 
ron,/rau/ - ro~cr/rau/ eg : saw - saw 

[noun] [past tense verb] _ 
rowlraul-rowlraul 

-HOMOMORPH. 

same morphological form 
(different syntactic function) 
eg :./as1 -fast 

[adjective] [adverb] 
down -down 
[adverb] [preposition] 

same sense (different morphological form) 
eg : hard - d@iculr 

sonteone - somebodj 

Fig 2.38 Types of equivalence between words 

homomorphs only on the grounds that they share the same stem morpheme, and this in turn 
rests on the judgment that the two words are related through processes of word-formation, in a 
semantically systematic way (cf esp CONVERSION, App I.43m. Thus to call-two words such as 
hard [adjective] and hard [adverb] 'homomorphs' is to acknowledge their affinity in meaning. 
With other words (eg: leaw [noun] and leave [verhn this connection is less clear. Our use of 
'homomorph' is also ambiguous (but harmlessly so) according to whether this relation of 
morphological identity exists between words qua grammatical forms (eg between hidden a s  an 
adjective and hidden as a verh participle) or between words qua lexical items (eg between WORK 

as a noun, comprising the word forms work and works, and WORK as a verb, comprising the 
forms work, works, working, and worked). And if we apply the term 'homomorphs' to WORK 

[noun] and WORK [verb], we must also apply it, where the occasion arises, to different secondary 
word classes (cf 2.41): eg WORK as an intransitive verh (as in This walclr doesrr'f work) and WORK 

as a monotransitive verb (as in She worked wonders). By acknowledging in these ways the various 
senses in which words may be linguistically 'the same' or 'different', we do not imply any 
subordination of semantic to formal criteria, but merely recognize that grammatical and 
semanticcriteriamay beindependentofoneanother. Theconventional practicesoflexicography, 
whereby different grammatical homomorphs are grouped under the same 'headword', should 
not necessarily be regarded, for grammatical purposes, as definitive. 

Closed-class items 
2.39 Thirdly, the parts of speech in 2.34 were listed in two main groups, (a) and 

(b), and this introduces a distinction of great significance. Set (a) comprises 
what are called CLOSED-CLASS items. That is, the sets of items are 'closed' in 
the sense that they are only exceptionally extended by the creation of 
additional members: a moment's reflection is enough for us to realize how 
rarely in a language we invent or adopt a new or additional pronoun. It 
requires no great effort to list all or most of the members of a closed class 
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(even though one may not be sure that one has made an exhaustive inventory 
of its more peripheral members). 

A semantic corollary of this is that closed-class members are mutually 
exclusive and mutually defining in meaning: it is less easy to state the 
meaning of an individual item than to define it in relation to the rest of the 
class. The meaning of closed-class items also tends to be closely bound up 
with that of the construction of which they are a part, as is reflected in 
alternative names sometimes given to them - 'function words', 'grammatical 
words', and 'structure words'. These terms also stress their function in the 
grammatical sense, as structural markers: thus a determiner typically signals 
the beginning of a noun phrase, a preposition the beginning of a prepositional 
phrase, a conjunction the beginning of a clause. 

Open-class items 
2.40 By contrast, set (b) in 2.34 comprises OPEN CLASSES. Items belonging to such 

a class have broadly the same grammatical properties and structural 
possibilities as its other members, but the class is 'open' in that it is 
indefinitely extendable. New items are constantly being created, and no one 
could make an inventory of all the nouns (for example) in English, and be 
confident that it was complete. This inevitably affects the way in which we 
attempt to define any item in an open class: while it would be valuable to 
relate the meaning of room to other nouns with which it has a semantic 
affinity (chamber, hall, house, etc) one could not define it as 'not house, not 
box, not plate, not indigestion, . . .' as one might define a closed-class item 
like this as 'not that'. 

Of course, inaany one phrase or sentence the decision to select a particular 
word at one place in the structure imposes great constraints on what can be 
selected at another. But in an arrangement like the following there is in 
principle a sharp difference between the number of possibilities in columns 
(i), (iii), and (iv) ('closed') and the number in (ii), (v), and (vi) ('open'): 

(John) 

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (V) (4 

may sit by the fountain sadly 

will stare at this tree happily 

must , read from that book frequently 
; hurry along i window 

on path 

The distinction between 'open' and 'closed' word classes must be treated 
with caution, however. On the one hand, we must not exaggerate the ease 
with which we create new words (cf App I.13j), and on the other we must 
not exaggerate the extent to which word classes in set (a) are 'closed': new 
prepositions (usually of the complex type 'preposition + noun + preposition' 
like by way oj) continse to arise (cf 9.10Jj). 

l 
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The taxonomy of word classes 
2.41 There is a yet more important caveat. Although they have deceptively 

specific labels, the word classes tend in fact to be rather heterogeneous, if not 
problematic categories. There is nothing sacrosanct about the traditional 
parts-of-speech classification, and we have indeed deviated from tradition to 
some extent in our list in 2.34. Thus the traditional category of article (the 
and alan) has been subsumed under the larger heading of determiners 
(including, for instance, the demonstratives this and that); the traditional 
category of verb, on the other hand, has been divided into three categories, 
two closed (primary and modal verbs) and one open (full verbs). Both these 
adjustments are well-motivated for modern English. They do, however, raise 
questions about the justification for this or that classification. 

The term 'word classes' (or more particularly the traditional term 'parts of 
speech') has been normally understood to refer to the most general categories 
to which lexical items can be appropriately assigned. There are, however, 
well-established subclassifications within these categories: nouns are sub- 
classified into SECONDARY WORD CLASSES as common nouns, proper nouns, 
etc, and verbs as transitive verbs, intransitive verbs etc. But there is scope 
for considerable disagreement on the point at which we stop grouping 
subcategories into larger categories. The class of adverbs is notoriously 
heterogeneous, and may be separated into an open class consisting of adverbs 
with an adjectival base (especially those, like completely, which have an -1y 
suffix), and a closed class including adverbs such as here, there, now, etc. This 
closed class, however, will still be heterogeneous. An even better case can be 
made for splitting the conjunction class into subordinators (cf 14.1 lfl, which 
link a subordinate clause to a superordinate clause, and coordinators (cf 
13.5fn, which link coordinate constructions. In the opposite direction, there 
are arguments, despite the clear criteria which separate modal, primary, and 
full verbs in modern English, for bringing these together, in the traditional 
way, within a global class of verbs. Indeed, the use of the term 'verb' itself in 
reference to these three categories reflects their overlap in terms of 
morphology, function, and meaning (cf 3.lfl. 

Such arguments, however, have more to do with the labelling of categories 
than with the question of how we can best explain the grammatical behaviour 
of items on the basis of their various degrees of similarity and contrast. It is 
to this more substantial question that we shall address ourselves in the 
following chapters. 

Additional classes 
2.42 Some mention must be finally made of two categories, numerals and 

interjections, which are yoked together here only by virtue of the difficulty of 
classifying them as either closed or open classes. 

(a) NUMERALS 
Numerals, whether the cardinal numerals, one, two, three, . . . or the ordinal 
numeralsjrst, second, third, . . . , must be placed somewhere between open- 
class and closed-class items: they resemble the former in that they make up a 
very large class - indeed, a class of infinite membership; but they resemble 
the latter in that the semantic relations among them are mutually exclusive 
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and mutually defining. We do not create new numerals in the sense in which 
we create new nouns: in a way, numerals constitute a miniature syntax of 
their own, within the larger syntax of the English language (cf 6.63fn, 
combining a small number of morphemes according to regular rules. 

(b) INTERJECTIONS 
Interjections might be considered a closed class on the grounds that those 
that are fully institutionalized are few in number. But unlike the closed 
classes listed in 2.34(a), they are grammatically peripheral, in the sense that 
they do not enter into constructions with other word classes, and are only 
loosely connected to sentences with which they may be orthographically or 
phonologically associated. They are also peripheral to the language system 
itself, in that they frequently involve the use of sounds which do not otherwise 
occur in English words. Thus unh is the spelling of an exclamation often 
pronouncedHomething like [*X] or [ax] even though the 'achlaut' /X/ is not a 
phoneme in standard AmE or BrE (cf 11.55). 

Note It can be argued that interjections form a relatively open class because they can be rather freely 
created by onomatopoeia. For example, comic-strip cartoons often contain such nonce 
interjections as yucck, gr-r-r-r, and blaat. These reflect a similar unstructured freedom to make 
use of expressive vocalizing in ordinary conversation. 

Word classes in relation to meaning 
2.43 It has already been implied that our characterization of parts of speech will 

depend on their grammatical form and function, rather than on their 
semantic properties. The 'notional' approach to word classes, manifested in 
its most naive form in schoolbook definitions such as 'a verb is a doing word', 
may be a useful pedagogical aid, but cannot in any way replace the definition 
of grammatical concepts in grammatical terms. At the same time, there are 
important generalizations to be made about the relation between word classes 
and their meaning, and the fact that these generalizations do not have 
complete reliability should not deter us,from taking note of them. Broadly 
speaking, nouns can be characterized naturally as 'stative' (cf 4.4) in that 
they typically refer to entities that are regarded as stable, whether these are 
concrete (physical) like house, table,paper, or abstract (of the mind) like hope, 
botany, length. At the opposite pole, verbs can be more naturally characterized 
as 'dynamic': they are fitted (by their capacity to show tense and aspect, for 
example) to indicate action, activity, and temporary or changing conditions. - .  - 
~dje i t i ves ,  in so far as they attribute stable properties to the referents of 
nouns, are to be associated with them in expressing stative meaning. Thus 
many adjectives contrast with verbs in their inability to be rendered 
'temporary' by,the progressive aspect (cf 4.28fn. Contrast: 

John works hard. John is working hard. 
John is tall. BUT *John is being tall. 

Again, adverbs (or more specifically, adjuncts), in so far as they add a 
particular condition of time, place, manner, etc to the dynamic implication 
of the verb, are also to be placed in the 'dynamic' category: 

Marion is beautiful. Marion dances beautifully. 
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The contrast between these two sentences (where the adjective indicates a 
stable characteristic of a person and the adverb an evanescent characteristic 
of that person's behaviour) is one which has countless parallels in the 
language. On this basis, the relations between open classes can be crudely 
summarized thus : 

STATIVE noun-adjective 

l I + + 
DYNAMIC verb-adverb 

But even the examples we have given show the weaknesses of this 
formulation; John is a hard worker and Marion is a skiyul dancer show the 
adjective taking on some of the 'dynamic' implications of the adverb. 
Further, some verbs cannot normally be used with the progressive aspect leg: 
*He is knowing English) and therefore belong to the stative rather than the 
dynamic category (cf 4.29). There are also exceptions in the other direction 
among nouns and adjectives. For instance, a child may be well-behaved one 
minute and a nuisance or naughty the next. Although adjectives are primarily 
stative in meaning (tall, red, old), some, such as naughty or insolent, can 
resemble verbs in referring to transitory conditions of behaviour or activity. 
This is reflected in the possibility of their cooccurrence with the progressive 
aspect of the verb BE: 

a nuisance { } again. He is being naughty 

Indeed, in spite of their associative connection with word classes, these 
semantic distinctions are not to be treated as criteria diagnostic of 
membership of those classes. Thus we can take a normally dynamic item (say 
the verb in He wrote the book) and 'nominalize' it (the writing of the book) 
pretending - as it were -to see the action as a static 'thing'. So also the verb 
tax beside the nouns tax and taxation. Again, the name participle reflects the 
fact that such a form 'participates' in the features both of the verb (The car 
wasapproaching us) and of the adjective (the approaching car). In later chapters 
(cf esp 4.27ff, 7.40ff, 17.51fn these form-meaning relations will be explored 
further, but emphasis will be understandably placed on significant contrasts 
of meaning within word classes, rather than between them. 

Pro-forms 
2.44 The names of the parts of speech are traditional, and neither in themselves 

nor in relation to each other do these names give a safe guide to their 
meaning, which instead is best understood in terms of their grammatical 
properties. 'Adverb' is a classic instance (cf 7.46fn. We have seen some 
justification in the previous section for the term participle, and another 
exception is the term pronoun (cf 6.lfn which is at least partially appropriate 
in suggesting that a pronoun can serve as a substitute for a noun: 

room. 
John searched the big room and then the small 
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More generally, however, pronoun is a misnomer on two counts. First, a 
pronoun tends to be a surrogate for a whole noun phrase rather than a noun: 

The man invited the little Swedish girl because he liked her. [21 
Secondly, the relationship which often obtains between a pronoun and its 
ANTECEDENT (an element to which it in some sense 'cross-refers') is not one 
which can be explained by the simple act of replacement. Notice, for 
example, that the following alternatives are by no means equivalent in 
meaning : 

Many students did better than many students expected. L31 
Many students did better than they expected. [ h ]  

In [3a], many students and they are normally taken to refer to the same group 
of people. In [31, many students and many students are normally taken to refer 
to different groups. Hence it would be misleading to say that they 'replaces' 
many students in [3a]. It is none the less useful to apply a general term PRO- 

FORM to words and word-sequences which are essentially devices for 
recapitulating or anticipating the content of a neighbouring expression, often 
with the effect of reducing grammatical complexity. 

Such devices are not limited to pronouns: the word such which begins this 
very paragraph may be described as a pro-modifier, and under appropriate 
circumstances there are also pro-forms for place, time, and other adverbials: 

Mary is in London and John is there too. 
Mary arrived on Tuesday and John arrived then too. 
The police searched the big room carefully, but the small room less so. 

In older English and still sometimes in very formal English, we find thus or 
so used more generally than in ordinary modem English as pro-forms for 
adverbials: 

\ 

He often behavedprudently, but he did not always behave thus. 

But so has a more important function in modem usage, namely to substitute - 
along with the 'pro-verb' DO - for a main verb and whatever follows it in the 
clause (cf 2.51): 

She hoped that they would clean the house carefully before her 
arrival, but unfortunately they didn't do so. 151 

DO can also act as a pro-form on its own, as is shown in: 

A: I warned her about it. 
B: Yes, I did, too. 

It will be observed that the use of pro-forms greatly facilitates sentence 
connection, as in [6], and the combining of sentences to form more complex 
sentences, whether by coordination, as in [4] and [5], or by subordination, as 
in [2]. We shall examine the various pro-forms and their uses in 12.8ff. 

Note The items do and thing, although they belong to the classes of verb and noun respectively, have 
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semantic functions similar to pro-forms, in conveying a broad and undifferentiated meaning: 
How do you do your laundry? 
There's an important tlti~tg I'd like todiscuss with you. 

Wh-words 
2.45 In pro-forms, we have identified a set of items which cuts across the standard 

classification of words into 'parts of speech'. This is true also for another set 
of items, the wh-words, including what, which, who, and when (cf Note). 
Indeed, wh-words may be regarded as a special set of pro-forms. To highlight 
both the similarity and the contrast between other pro-forms and wh-words, 
we may suggest that whereas other pro-forms have a general meaning roughly 
statable as 'We know what this item meanslrefers to, so I need not state i t  in 
full', the wh-words have a meaning something like 'It has not been known 
before what this item refers to, and so it needs to be stated in full'. This 
informal statement will account for the use of interrogative wh-words in 
questions : 

WH-WORD (FULL FORM) OTHER PRO-FORM 

Where is Mary? Mary is in London. John is there too. 

But the paraphrase for wh-words is broad enough to help explain also their 
use in subordinate clauses such as: 

The place where Mary lives is London. 
I wonder where Mary lives. 
Where Mary lives, the traffic is very noisy. 

Initial position in the clause is a general characteristic of wh-words whether 
their role is interrogative (cf 6.36fn, relative (cf 6.32ff, 17.13fn, or 
subordifiating (cf 14.12fn. Through the use of wh-words we can ask for the 
identification of the subject, object, complement, or an adverbial of a 
sentence. Thus in relation to a sentence consisting of S V 0 C A, like [l], we 
have : 

They [S] make [V] him [O] the chairman [C] every year [A]. [ l ]  
Who makes him the chairman every year? [wh-word as S] [21 
Who(m) do they make the chairman every year? [wh-word as 01 [3] 
What do they make him every year? [wh-word as C] L41 
When do they make him the chairman? [wh-word as A] [S1 

It will be noticed from these examples that the wh-word assumes first position 
in the clause whatever the normal position of the corresponding element in 
declarative clauses such as [l], and that this shift of order is accompanied by 
other changes of structure in the last three examples, involving the placement 
of do in front of the subject - a topic to which we shall shortly return (2.49f). 
Our present point, however, is that what the wh-words have in common is 
independent of their word-class classification. Whereas who, whom, and what 
above are pronouns in their syntactic function, when in [5] is a time adverb, 
and further exemplification shows wh-words functioning as determiners 
(Which cup is yours?), as adjectives (How do you feel?), and as modifying 
adverbs (How old are you?). 
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Note The wh-words include not only which, wlten, why, where, etc but also. lessobviously, a few items 
pronounced with initial /h/, some having the ~vh- in spelling (who, whose, whom), and one not 
(how). We are therefore using the term'wh-word'as a convenient mnemonic title for a group of 
words, most of which begin with the letters wlh-, and which share certain grammatical properties. 
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Sentence processes 
2.46 Having outlined the constituency of English simple sentences by working 

down the grammatical hierarchy from clauses through phrases to words, we 
may now resume consideration of systematic correspondences, some of 
which were illustrated in 2.208 Let us return to the simple declarative 
sentence seen as a whole, and consider what modifications of its basic 
constituency must be allowed for if we are to account for questions, negative 
sentences, and other types of simple sentence which go beyond the structures 
we have outlined. It is a widely accepted principle, which we acknowledge 
through this form of presentation, that the simple declarative sentence is in 
a sense the canonical form of sentence, in terms of which other types of 
sentence, including both those which are more complex ('complex' and 
'compound' sentences) and those which are more simple ('reduced' sentences), 
may be explairied by reference to such operations as conjunction, insertion, 
inversion, substitution, and transposition. Such operations can be called 
'sentence processes', and to the extent that the relation between one structure 
and another can be more naturally elucidated by such means, we shall feel 
free to use the concept of process, as well as the concepts of pattern and 
structure, in describing systematic correspondences. 

First, a terminological point. Terms such as DECLARATIVE, INTERROGATIVE, 
IMPERATIVE, and EXCLAMATIvE can be used (either as adjectives or nouns) in 
referring to grammatical categories, and will be applied, at this stage, to 
types of clause or types of simple sentence. The terms STATEMENT, QUESTION, 
DIRECTIVB, and EXCLAMATION on the other hand, will be applied to the logical 
or semantic status of an utterance- what it means, and what it is used for - 
and for our purppses will be regarded as defining categories of sentence (cf, 
however, the disbussion of indirect speech in 14.30m. Since we confine our 
attention here to simple sentences, the distinctions between these two sets of 
terms will not become important until later chapters (esp Chapter 10). 

Note More careful consideration of the relation between grammar, semantics, and pragmatics will 
require further distinctionsof terminology. Thus we may d i s t i n g u i s h s ~ t i ~ ~ ~ c e  (a grammatically 
autonomous unit) from UTTERANCE (a unit which is autonomous in terms of its pragmatic or 
communicative function). Further, there iscommonly a need to separate what a locution is, in 
terms of its logical status (eg 'statement') from what it does in terms of its force as a speech act 
(eg ASSERTION; cf 11.3). Similarly, a directive (viewed as a general semantic type) may have 
various communicative functions: not only giving orders (Come here), but making offers (Haw 
somechocolate), etc (cf 11 29). 

Subject and predicate 
2.47 Simple sentences are traditionally divided into two major parts, a SUBJECT 

and a PREDICATE. This means that in terms of clause elements (cf 2.13), the 
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subject (S) is distinguished from the other elements (V and combinations of 
0, C, and A) which follow it: 

SUBJECT PREDICATE 
Julie buys her vegetables in the market. 
The train arrived late today. 
Tigers are carnivorous. 

This division, however, has more to do with the statement as a logical 
category than with the structural facts of grammar. Thus the subject is often 
described as the constituent defining the topic of the sentence - that which 
the sentence is 'about' and which it presupposes as its point of departure; 
whereas the predicate is that which is asserted about the subject. In general, 
we shall find little need to refer to the predicate as a separate structural unit 
in the description of English grammar. 

Note One significant property of the predicate, however, is that it is the part of the clause which is 
typically affected by clause negation (cf 10.64fl. Further, a predicate may be omitted through 
ellipsis (cf 12.61), or may be replaced by a pro-form (c/2.44,2.51, 12.21fl. 

Operator and predication 
2.48 A more important division, in accounting for the relation between different 

sentence types, is that between OPERATOR and PREDICATION as two 
subdivisions of the predicate. Not all simple statements have an operator, 
but when it occurs, it is normally the word which directly follows the subject. 
Provisionally defined as thefirst or only auxiliary (but cf 2.49), it has a crucial 
role in the formation of questions: 

Sentence 

~ndeoendent Clause 

1 He_ . +d given the girl an apple 
..- .. . 

l .._.' - 
..-M .. 

l 
/ . 

 ad Le giuen the girl on apple ? 

Fig 2.48a 

By reversing the order of subject and operator, we can change the statement 
[l] into the yesno question [2]. The operator has a similar role in the 
formation of most wh-questions. Compare, for example: 
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1 ~ohn,{<,is 1 inviting somebody to dinner. [31 

Who(m) is' 'John inviting to dinner? L41 

been hidden somewhere. IS1  

Where has' 'the gold been hidden? L61 

Fig 2.48b 

Negation, also, makes crucial use of the operator: to make a positive 
statement negative, we insert not after the operator, or else add to the 
operator the informal enclitic -n't (cf 3.22J): 

be working this afternoon. :I71 

given the girl an apple. 181 

Fig 2 . 4 8 ~  

In all these and other ways, then, the operator, or first auxiliary, performs an 
'operational' function in relating a positive declarative structure to another 
major structure in the language. That it is the first auxiliary, rather than a 
subsequent auxiliary, that takes on this role is clear from sentences like [6] 
and [7], where the second auxiliary (been and be respectively) is unaffected, 
being part of the predicationc 

Note In two ways, the role of the operator requires a reassessment of the account of clause structure 
given in 2.13-24. qirst, the operator is a single word which has a direct function in a clause; 
second, the division'of a clause into subject, operator, and predication cuts across its division 
into S, V, 0, C, and A, so that we entertain two alternative constituent analyses of the same 
structure. On these points, cf 2.55 and 2.61. 

DO, BE, and HAVE as operators 
2.49 The definition yf operator as first auxiliary raises the question of what 

happens if the jcorresponding positive declarative has no auxiliary, and 
therefore no operator (cf 2.27). In such cases, in the corresponding 
interrogative and negative structures, the verb DO is introduced as a 'dummy' 
auxiliary to perform the function of operator (cf 3.37). This construction of 
DOSUPPORT, which we have already seen in the wh-questions in 2.45 [3-51, is 
further exemplified in: 

DECLARATIVE INTERROGATIVE Or NEGATIVE 

They often go abroad. - Do they often go abroad? [l]  
Her father works in a factory. - Where does her father work? [2] 
We received your letter. - We did not receive your letter. [3] 

Notice that DO as operator occurs in the variant forms of' do, does, and did: 
as a finite verb (cf 3.2, 3.52), it realizes distinctions of number, person, and 
tense. Elsewhere however, DO may also, like BE and HAVE, function as a main 
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verb: compare the positive sentence He did it with the negative He did not do 
it, where the two functions cooccur. 

Unlike DO, BE functions as an operator even when it constitutes the whole 
verb phrase, and is thus a main verb: 

Is everything ready? (- Everything is ready) [41 
Was Titian a painter? (- Titian was a painter) L51 
Are these books for sale? (- These books are for sale) l61 

Thus in the questions [4-61, is, was, and are, which are here main verbs, are 
placed in front of the subject. The main verb HAVE, on the other hand, tends 
to resemble the main verb DO in not functioning as operator (Do you have a 
box of matches?), although there is also a traditional usage (chiefly BrE) in 
which it does so: Have you a boxof matches? (cf 3.34J 3.48). These usages are 
exceptions to our earlier definition of the operator as 'first auxiliary'. 

Ouestions and negation 
2.50 We can now venture process rules for forming questions and negative 

sentences in English, given that we know how to form simple statements: 

(a) YES-NO QUESTIONS: Place the operator before the subject. 
(b) WH-QUESTIONS: First, identify the wh-element, which is a phrase 

containing or consisting of the wh-word. Then: 
(i) If the wh-element is the subject, make no change in the statement 

order. 
(ii) If the wh-element is some other element (eg 0 ,  C, A), place it before 

the subject, and place the operator between the wh-element and the 
subject 

(c) NEGATION: Place not or -n't after the operator (cf 3.22fl. 
(d) In (a), (b), and (c), if there is no operator in the corresponding statement, 

introduce the operator DO. 

The following examples may be compared with the statement Someone 
(has) borrowed my pencil: 

(a') Have you borrowed my pencil? bes-no question] 
(i) Who has borrowed my pencil? 1 [wh-question] 

(b') (ii) Why have you borrowed my pencil? 
(c') I haven't borrowed your pencil. [negation] 

Did you borrow my pencil? 
(d') Why did you borrow my pencil? 

I didn't borrow your pencil. 

Predications and pro-forms 
2.51 The predication, like the operator, is a constituent of some importance in the 

English clause. One indication of this is the readiness with which two 

i predications can be joined by coordination (cf 13.53): 

You should eat regularly and take more exercise. 
Someone has broken into the house and stolen the money. 
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English also has a composite pro-form do so which substitutes for a predicate 
or a predication (cf 12.23f): 

She hoped that he would search the room carefully, 

searched the room carefully. l and he (did so. 
search the room carefully. 
do so. 

Again, for sentences such as [l] and [2] there is the further alternative of 
omitting the predication altogether; the operator, left 'stranded' by this 
omission, thus shows its capability of standing as an independent unit: 

She hoped that he would search the room carefully, and he did. 
but he didn't. 

The composite pro-form do so should be distinguished from the empty 
auxiliary DO used in DO-support. Like other auxiliaries, DO may constitute a 
residual operator in cases where the contents of the predication are implied 
and do not need to be expressed. We see a parallel, in this connection, 
between [3] and [4-61: 

A: Do they pay you for the work? 

B: ( Yes, they do. 
No, they don't. 

A: Willthey pay you for the work? 

B: { Yes, they will. 
No, they won't. 

A: Are they paying you for the work? 
\ 

Y~A, they are. 
B : {No, they aren% 

A: Have they been paying you for the work? 

B: ( Yes, they have. 
Nci, they haven't. 

l 

Ellipsis 
2.52 The above response forms [3-61 illustrate another grammatical process, that 

of ELLIPSIS (cf 12.3 l#), whereby elements of a sentence which are predictable 
from context can be omitted. Ellipsis obviously resembles the substitution of 
pro-forms in its abbreviatory function, and both processes will be considered 
in this grammar under the common heading of R E D U ~ O N  (cf 12.lm as 
means of avoiding redundancy of expression. There is thus a choice between 
unreduced forms, pro-forms, and ellipsis, as can be seen in the following 
equivalent answers to [S] : 

paying me for the work. [UNREDUCED] 
[PRO-FORM] 
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(On the position and function of the intonation nucleus onare, cf 18.15J 2.56 
Note.) Reduction is a particularly clear illustration of the advantage of 
explaining grammatical phenomena in terms of process: without postulating 
or 'reconstructing' an unreduced form, we should find it difficult to explain 
the meaning and grammatical status of reduced forms. 

Note A more careful analysis will later require the recognition that one predication may be embedded 
in another (c/ 3.21). This is already suggested by the optional presence of been in a reduced 
answer to i6j: 

Yes, they have (been (paying me for the work)). 
Here both the inner bracketsand theouter bracketsdelimit anomissible predication. Thus there 
can be more than one predication in a clause, either by embedding, as in: 

You must [have [been [working too hardll]. 
or by coordination, as in: 

You must [[eat regularly] and [get more exercise]]. 
One of the consequences of this use of the term 'predication' is that a predication may, unlike 
those predications exemplified in 2.48, be preceded by more than one auxiliary, of which only 
the first is to be considered an operator. Therefore in the following example, the coordinated 
elements are predications: 

Someone must have [[broken into the house] and [stolen the moneyll. 

Nonassertive forms 
2.53 It is already clear that there is a close connection between questions and 

negation: both constructions involve an operator, and the question-and- 
answer sequences in 2.51 [3-61 show how a yes-no question elicits from its 
addressee a choice between a positive and negative statement. The term YES- 

NO QUESTION itself reinforces this point. 
Yes-no questions are also related to negation through their association . 

with a set of words which we may call NONASSERTIVE FORMS (cf 6.59m: a n i  
anybody, anywhere, yet, etc. These in turn contrast with corresponding 
ASSERTIVE FORMS (some, somebody, somewhere, already, etc) which are 
associated with positive statements: 

Have you found any mistakes yet? 
Yes, I have found some already. 
No, I haven't found any yet. 

The contrast between assertiveness and nonassertiveness is basically a logical 
one: whereas a sentence like [2] asserts the truth of some proposition, the 
question [l]  and the negative statement [3] do not claim the truth of the 
corresponding positive statement. We may thus represent the relations 
between [ l  -31 by the following diagram: 

- - F?<-- 
\ - - 
\ - .., - - - negative \ --- statement ' 

- - -  
Fig 2.53 Nonassertive territory 
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The arrows represent relations between question and (unreduced) answer, 
and the area enclosed by the broken line -- -- -- may be termed 
'nonassertive territory'. However, the paradigm of [l -31 is not complete, in 
a grammatical sense, until we add a fourth category, that of the negative 
question: 

Haven't you found any mistakes yet? I41 
This cannot be easily fitted into Fig 2.53, for there is a fundamental 
asymmetry between the relation of positive to negative statements, and that 
of positive to negative yes-no questions. Logically, negative yesno questions 
are equivalent to positive ones, in that they elicit equivalent yes and no 
answers: they differ from the latter only in indicating that the corresponding 
negative statement has been implied (cf 11.7). 

Note Whereas it is frequently impossible for a positive statement to contain nonassertive forms (*I 
have any ideas), it is by no means unusual for assertive forms to occur in questions and negative 
clauses: Do(n8t)you hauesome ideos?Our use of the term 'nonassertive territory'does not exclude, 
and indeed anticipates, a more delicate stage of analysis (cf 10.61n at which we acknowledge 
that assertive forms can give an assertive 'bias' to constructions which are predominantly 
nonassertive. 

Negative forms 
2.54 The addition of negative questions therefore invites a reanalysis of Fig 2.53 

as follows: ' 
positive 

/ h e m e n t \  

, 
/ 

I 
I positive 

yes-no 
\, question\, . , , , question, X 1,' . X ,  . , , . X ,  , negative , , 

' . I statement , ,010 ' 
X \ , , KEY 

P - - c  - = 'question-answer relation' 
I 

- - - - -=  'nonassertive territory' 
= 'negative territory' 

Fig 2.54 Nonassertive and negative territory 

The justification for including a 'negative territory' within the larger 
'nonassertive territory' lies in the existence of another set of words, the 
NEGATIVE FORMS, which mark a clause as negative even if the word not (-n't) 
does not occur in it (cf 6.62, 10.58f): 

I saw nobody. 
[= I didn't see anybody.] 

Have you never been to London? 
[= Haven't you ever been to London?] 

We therefore have three parallel sets of words, as in the following: 
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ASSERTIVE FORMS: some somebody something sometimes 
NONASSERTIVE FORMS: any anybody anything ever 
NEGATIVEFORMS: no nobody nothing never 

In [l]  and [2] the negative forms are seen as equivalent in meaning to not, 
followed. not necessarily immediately, by a nonassertive form (eg: never = not . - 
. . . ever); but since a negative clause normally contains only one mark of its 
negative status (cf 10.63), it is quite natural for a negative form to be followed 
by one or more nonassertive forms in the same clause or sentence: 

John never invites any students to his parties. 
No one ever gives her any encouragement. 

It is this which justifies grammatically the treatment of negation as carrying 
the implication of nonassertion. 

Note Like wh-words (cf 2.45). both nonassertive and negative forms tend to show a family likeness in 
their morphological form. But just as wh-words do not always begin with the spelling WIZ-, so 
nonassertive forms do not always begin with any-, nor negative forms with no-. Among 
exceptions are the negative words few and rarely (cf 10.59). and the nonassertive words ever and 
yet (cf10.60). 

Scope 
2.55 In accounting for sentence processes, we have found it necessary to refer to a 

number of special classes of word - pro-forms (including wh-words), assertive 
forms, nonassertive forms, negative forms, operators - which intersect with 
the primary word-class categories. These classes may be described as having 
a logical function rather than a structural function in the sense of 2.12. In 
fact, all of them except operators are distributed across a range of word 
classes, and can have a number of different functions in clause structure; eg 
as S, 0, C, A. Moreover, their contribution to the meaning of the sentence 
can stretch well beyond the particular phrase in which they occur. Their 
position, too, may bring particular significance: for example, a wh-word or 
an operator at  the beginning of a sentence will mark the whole of what 
follows it as a question. 

SCOPE is the general term that we shall use to describe the semantic 
'influence' which such words have on neighbouring parts of a sentence. It 
deserves attention because of its close connection with the ordering of 
elements. The position of a negative form, for instance, is generally significant 
in defining whatever follows it as nonassertive: 

Some people never send any Christmas cards. 

In such a sentence, we may say that any, because it follows never, is within 
the scope of negation (cf 10.64) while some is not. It would therefore not be 
possible to reverse the positions of the assertive and nonassertive words: 

*Any people never send some Christmas cards. 

This sentence may, however, be contrasted with an allowable sentence in 
which any people follows a negative: 

I don't know any people who never send Christmas cards. 
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In a similar way, the operator or wh-element which normally begins a 
question indicates that what follows is within the scope of interrogation. It is 
this which accounts in part for the difference of meaning between: 

Does he seriously believe that? 
Seriously, does he believe that? 

[l1 
L21 

or between: 

Why doesn't he also take the children abroad? 
Also, why doesn't he take the children abroad? 

In [2] and [4] the adverb must be interpreted as a sentence adverbial (cf 2.15) 
which, because of its initial position, is not part of the matter being 
questioned. 

Focus 
2.56 The position of also in [3] above brings to notice another phenomenon of 

'semantic influence'. We shall call certain adverbs, such as also, only, and 
even, FOCUSING SUBJUNCTS (cf 8.116fn, because they have the peculiarity of 

- extending the application of their meaning to units of varying size and 
position. Thus [3] in different contexts could mean: 

'Why doesn't he (in addition to his wife) take the children abroad? [S] 
'Why doesn't he take the children (in addition to his wife) 

abroad? [61 
'Why doesn't he take the children abroad (in addition to taking 

them to places in this country)?' L71 
'Why doesn't he take the children abroad (in addition to, say, 

giving them presents)? [g] 

The italicized parts of these paraphrases identify the different focused 
elements which give rise to the ambiguities. 

The ambiguities, however, are more,apparent on paper than in speech. 
This is one aspect of grammar for which intonation plays a critical role, since 
the various meanings of [3] can be largely distinguished by different positions 
of the nucleus (cf App 11.1 1). For example: 

Why doesn't he ALSO take the children abroad? [Sal 
Why doeyh't he also take the c ~ i ~ ~ r e n  abroad? [6al 
Why doesn't he also take the children ~ B R ~ A D ?  [7al, [gal 

The term FOCUS, in fact, will be more generally applied to the varying 
placement of the nucleus so as to mark which parts of an  utterance are meant 
to represent new or contrastive information (cf 18.8fl. The interaction 
between information focus in this sense, and scope in the sense of 2.55 is a 
somewhat difficult area of grammar (cf esp 10.65) which nevertheless has 
some obvious communicative effects. The nucleus can, for example, narrow 
down the negative or interrogative force of a sentence by giving contrastive 
prominence to a particular item: 

I don't drink i ~ s t a n t  coffee. 

carries the implication 'I drink some coffee, but not. . .', and similarly: 
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Have you read ALL her novels? 

carries the implication 'I know you've read some of her novels, but what I 
want to know is.  . .'. 

Enough has been said to suggest that a full understanding of interrogation, 
negation, and other processes cannot be reached without a study of the 
phenomena of scope and focus. These illustrate particularly clearly the need 
for grammar to take account of other aspects of language, especially the 
semantic contrasts which are realized through grammar, and the phonological 
contrasts through which grammar itself is realized. 

It is not surprising that the special grammatical functions of operators, wh-words, and negative 
words are associated with special meanings when the focus is placed on these items: 

We Hive been working hard. (c/ focuson theoperator; 18.15/3. 
WHEN are you leaving? (c/ echo questions; 11.33fl. 
I was NOT telling lies. (c/ denial negation; 10.65 Note [a]). 

These are all, in a way, SECONDINSTANCE SENTENCES, ie sentences about other sentences rather 
than sentences about the world outside language. Focus on the operator can involve the 
introduction of DO-support, showing that w as operator can be found even in unreduced 
declarative sentences: 

I oZ, believe you. 

Other structural variations 

Directives and exclamations 
We finally take brief notice of grammatical processes other than those 
connected with questions and negation. 

Apart from statements and questions, a classification of sentences in terms 
of communicative function (cf 2.46) must include DIRECTIVES (cf 11.24m and 
EXCLAMATIONS (cf 11.3lfl. The former, in their typical form, contain no 
subject or operator: they consist simply of a predication with an imperative 
verb, ie a verb in its base form: 

Be quiet! 
Search the room carefully! 
Make yourself a cup of tea. 

This is, understandable; since an imperative normally refers to some future 
action which the hearer is urged to perform, its subject is semantically 
predictable, and therefore dispensable, while the verb phrase is required to 
make no distinctions of tense, number, and person. Imperatives can, 
however, be negative, and for this do is introduced as an imperative marker 
(cf 11.28): 

Don't hurry! 
Don't be frightened! 
Don't wait for me. 

Exclamatives, as a formal category, resemble wh-questions in beginning with 
a wh-word (what or how), but differ from them in generally retaining the 
regular declarative order of subject and verb: 

What beautiful clothes she wears! 
How well Philip plays the piano! 
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(Compare the wh-questions What clothes does she wear? and How well does 
Philipplay thepiano?) The exclamatory force of what and how resides in their 
function as an intensifying determiner and adverb respectively: the element 
in which they occur must be overtly or implicitly subject to modifications of 
degree (cf 7.42, 7.87fn. Like directives, therefore, they are grammatically 
restricted; but their restrictions are of a different kind. 

For example they resemble wh-questions rather than directives in their 
general unsusceptibility to negation: 

?How well Philip doesn't play the piano! 
?What beautiful clothes she doesn't wear! 

To explain this tendency we may again appeal to the notion of scope - the 
rest of the sentence being included in the scope of the initial intensifying 
phrase. Since negative states of affairs cannot be treated as matters of degree, 
negative exclamations are unusual. 

Note Thus [ l ]  can be given only an irregular or humorous interpretation such as 'I find Philip's 
behaviour perfectly delightful in that he, unlike somany other people I know, does not play the 
piano'. 

Pragmatic considerations 
2.58 The peculiarities of directives and exclamations have much to do with their 

pragmatic roles as utterances which relate specifically to the hearer's and the 
speaker's participation in the act of communication: a directive is 'hearer- 
oriented', whereas an exclamation is 'speaker-oriented'. 

If we d e f i ~ e  PRAGMATICS as a study of language in relation to the 
communicative functions it may be used to perform, then there is a certain 
division of labour between grammar and pragmatics whereby the more the 
context contributes to the communicative force of an utterance, the less need 
there is for the utterance to be grammatically explicit. In this sense, directives 
and exclamations are towards the pragmatic end of the scale. They can take 
many forms other than the structures  above, and are often reducible to 
formulaic utterances which make very limited use of grammatical structure: 
Out with it! What a day! Perfect! etc (cf 11.38m. To the extent that the 
situation limits the need for full articulation of meaning, sentence grammar 
becomes otiose. Here again, attention must be given to the interaction 
between grammar and other factors in the totality of linguistic communica- 
tion. 

I 

Note The contribution of grammar to the communicative process reaches its minimum in utterances 
which are merely interjections: Ouch! Hush! ([I::]) etc. It is worth noting that these quasi- 
linguistic noises very frequently have either an exclamatory or an imperative force (cf l 1.55). On 
the other hand, we must acknowledge that statements and questions, too, can occur as 
interjeclionsor in markedly reduced forms: Uh-buh, Yes, No, Eh?, Right?, Ready?, etc. 

Grammatical highlighting 
2.59 Still thinking of grammar in a communicative context, we notice that many 

variations of grammatical structure relate to the speaker's or writer's need to 
present the message in a form readily adapted to the addressee's requirements 
as interpreter. Reduction (cf 2.52) and information focus (cf 2.56), in 

particular, enable users of language to suppress those elements of meaning 
which are informationally predictable, and to highlight those which are 
informationally important. In Chapter 18 we shall explore how such 
considerations interact with processes which involve varying the position of 
elements in the sentence. 

The so-called CLEFT SENTENCE (cf 18.25fn, for example, is a grammatical 
device similar to, and associated with, information focus: it enables the user 
to select (within limits) which element of the sentence will be highlighted. 
The cleft sentence is divided into two main parts: an initial focal element, 
followed by a 'background' structure which resembles a relative clause. For 
the simple sentence [l]  the alternative cleft sentences [2-41 are available: 

Julie buys her vegetables in the market. [ l]  
It's Julie that/who buys her vegetables in the market. [21 
It's her vegetables that Julie buys in the market. 131 
It's in the market that Julie buys her vegetables. M 

A less complex device with a similar function is FRONTING: the initial placing 
of an element such as an object or an adverbial (cf 18.20): 

Her vegetables Julie buys in the market. 
In the market Julie buys her vegetables. 

The opposite device of postponing a normally nonfinal element to final 
position is shown by the EXTRAPOSITION of a subject clause (cf 18.33), as in 
L61 : 

What you say doesn't matter. - It doesn't matter what you say. 

The final position gives the element in question a different kind of 
prominence, which we shall discuss under the headings of end-focus and 
end-weight (cf 18.3f; 18.9). 

The role of the anticipatory pronoun it in [6] is essentially a structural one 
in the sense that it carries virtually no information in itself, but merely 
supplies the structural requirement for an initial subject. (Its semantic 
function, in so far as it has one, is merely to signal that the content of the 
subject is expressed in a later position in the same sentence.) A somewhat 
parallel role is performed by the introductory word there in EXISTENTIAL 
sentences (cf18.44fn, as in [8]: 

Someone was knocking at  the door. - There was someone knocking at the door. 

The effect of the prelude there was in [S] is to postpone to a more 'focused' 
position the indefinite pronoun someone, which, because it ushers in new 
information, can only uneasily fill the unfocused position of subject (cf2.55, 
2.56). 

We have merely hinted at the communicative value of these apparently 
unneeded constructions, and at the stylistic considerations which may lead 
users of English to select them. But they enable us to stress once again that 
the study of grammatical process, in all its variety and apparent arbitrariness, 
compels us to place grammar in its broader context of uses and users of 
language. 
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Gradience and multiple analysis 

Gradience 
2.60 Grammar is to some extent an indeterminate system. Categories and 

structures, for example, often do not have neat boundaries. Grammarians 
are tempted to overlook such uncertainties, or to pretend that they do not 
exist. Our guiding principle in this grammar, however, will be toacknowledge 
them, and where appropriate toexplore them through the study of GRADIENCE. 

A gradient is a scale which relates two categories of description (for example 
two word classes) in terms of degrees of similarity and contrast. At the ends 
of the scale are items which belong clearly to one category or to another; 
intermediate positions on the scale are taken by 'in-between' cases - items 
which fail, in different degrees, to satisfy the criteria for one or the other 
category. At various points in the preceding survey we have hinted at 
gradience; in the contrast between central and peripheral elements of the 
clause (2.13), between adjuncts, subjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts (2.15), 
between complements and adverbials (2.17n, between modification and 
complementation (2.33). 

The simplest cases of gradience to identify are those relating to word 
classes. We shall see, for example, in 13.18f that there is a scale relating 
coordinating and subordinating conjunctions, such that and and ifrepresent 
clear cases of each category, whereas for is in an intermediate position: 

COORDINATING SUBORDINATING 

and-fir -if 

Nevertheless, h r  is closer to if in its syntactic behaviour than to and (cf 
13.18f), and can reasonably be classed as a peripheral subordinator. 

Mul t ip le  analysis 
2.61 Another kind of indeterminacy is revealed through what may be called 

MULTIPLE ANALYSIS. It is one thing to analyse a sentence into a multiplicity of 
smaller units through progressive subdivision, as shown in the tree diagrams 
of 2.3-9; it is quite another thing to propose that two or more different 
analyses, each resulting in a different constituent structure, can be applied to 
the same sentence. There are occasions, however, when such alternative 
analyses seem to be needed, on the grounds that some of the generalizations 
that have to be made require one analysis, and some require another. It is for 
this reason that we have presented, in this chapter, two ways of analysing a 
clause: one analysis in terms of the elements S, V, 0, C, and A, and the other 
in terms of subject and predicate, the predicate being subdivided into 
operator and predication (cf 2.48 Note). In other cases, there appears to be a 
gradient between two analyses, such that sentences may vary in the degree 
to which one analysis is more appropriate than another. 

An important example of multiple analysis is that required for prepositional 
verbs such as look at and approve of (cf 16.13fn. In the terms of the present 
chapter, we regard the preposition as introducing a prepositional phrase 
which functions as an adverbial: 

l Gradience a n d  multiple analysis 9 1 

I [They] [don't approve] [of noisy parties]. 

But therearealsogood reasons, such as the possibility ofthe (rather awkward) 
passive Noisy parties are not approvedoS, for an alternative analysis in which 
noisyparties is treated as an object of the multi-word verb approve o$ 

': I [They] [don't approve on  [noisy parties]. 

i l Such alternative analyses are further discussed in 16.5. 

2 Conclusion 

i 2.62 Both the complexities and indeterminacies of grammar place the prospect of 
writing a complete and definitive grammatical description of English beyond 
reasonable expectation. Given inevitable limitations, what we aim to achieve 

11 here is a description which combines breadth of coverage and depth of detail, 
and in which observation of particularities goes hand in hand with the search 
for general and systematic explanations. 
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Major verb classes 

3.1 The function of the V element in English clause structure, as outlined in 
2.13-24, is realized by the VERB PHRASE, which consists of one or more verb 
constituents, eg: 

She left yesterday. She won't leave tomorrow. 
Has she not left yet? She will leave tomorrow. 
Did she leave yesterday? She might be leaving next week. 

Verbs, as a class of words, can be divided into three major categories, 
according to their function within the verb phrase; we distinguish the open 
class of FULL VERBS (or lexical verbs) such as LEAVE (cf 3 .2a  from the closed 
classes of PRIMARY VERBS (BE, HAVE, and DO; cf 3.31B and of MODAL 

AUXILIARY VERBS (will, might, etc; cf 3.39). Of these three classes, the full 
v e r b  can act only as main verbs (cf 2.28), the modal auxiliaries can act only 
as auxiliary verbs, and the primary verbs can act either as main verbs or as 
auxiliary verbs. 

Note [a] Some verbs (variously termed marginal modals, semi-auxiliaries, catenative verbs, etc) have 
a status intermediate between that of  main verbs and thatof auxiliary verbs. (These arediscussed 
in 3.40 - 3.51.) 
[b] SMALL CAPITALS are generally used in this chapter in citing a verb as a lexical item (cf 2.35) 
instead of  as a grammatical form. We will cite the modal auxiliaries, however, in italics, since it 
is often more appropriate to regard can and could (for example) as invariable words, than as 
forms of  the samk lexical item (cf4.49A; where special uses of the past modal forms could, might, 
lvould, and slzould are discussed). 

Full verbs 

The morphology of regular verbs 

Verb forms and the verb phrase 
3.2 Regular full verbs, eg CALL, have four morphological forms. Irregular full 

verbs vary in this respect; a verb like SPEAK has five, whereas CUT has only 
three forms (note, however, that the primary verb BE (cf 3.32) has as many as 
eight forms). 

REGULAR VERBS IRREGULAR VERBS 

(1) BASE FORM call want speak cut win 
(2) +FORM calls wants speaks curs wins 
(3) -ING PARTICIPLE calling wanting speaking cutting winning 
(4) PAST FORM called wanted spoke cut won 
(5) -ED PART~CIPLE called wanted spoken cut won 

These verb forms have different functions in finite and nonfinite verb phrases 
(cf 3.52fn. On this basis, the -S form and the past form are called FINITE, 

whereas the -ing participle and the -ed participle are called NONFINITE. The 
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BASE form (the form which has no inflection) is sometimes finite, and 
sometimes nonfinite (see below). In a finite verb phrase (the kind of verb 
phrase which normally occurs in simple sentences), only the first verb word 
(in bold face below) is finite: 

She calls him every day. 
She is calling him'now. 
She has called twice today. 

and the subsequent verbs, if any, are nonfinite. In a nonfinite verb phrase, on 
the other hand, all verbs are nonfinite; eg: 

Calling early, she found him at home. 
Called early, he ate a quick breakfast. 
Having been called early, he felt sleepy all day. 

The difference between finite and nonfinite phrases is discussed in greater 
detail in 3.528 Here we confine our attention to the syntactic deployment of 
the verb forms of which verb phrases are composed: 

(l) The BASE FORM (call, speak, cut, etc) occurs as (a) a FINITE form in: 
(i) the present tense in all persons and numbers except 3rd person 

singular (which has the -S form): Z/you/we/they call regularly. (cf 3.54, 
4 . 3 n  

(ii) the imperative: Callat once!(cf 3.54,11.24m 
(iii) the present subjunctive: They demanded that she call and see them. 

(cf 3.59-61) 
It also occurs as (b) a NONFINITE form in: 
(i) the bare infinitive: He may caN tonight. 

(ii) the to-infinitive: We want her to call. (cf 3.53,14.6m 

(2) The -S FORM (calls, speaks, cuts, etc) occurs as a FINITE form in: 3rd person 
singular present tense: HelShe calls every day. 

(3) The -ING PARTICIPLE (calling, speaking, cutting, etc) occurs as a NONFINITE 
form in: 
(i) the progressive aspect following BE: He's calling her now. (cf 4.25ff) 

(ii) -ing participle clauses: Calling early, I found her at home. (cf 3.53, 

(4) The PAST FORM (called, spoke, cut, etc) occurs as a FINITE form in the past 
tense : Someone called yesterday. (cf 4. l l ff)  

(5) The -ED PARTICIPLE (called, spoken, cut, etc) occurs as a NONFINITE form 
in: 

(i) the perfective aspect following HAVE: He has called twice today. (cf 
4.18ff) 

(ii) the passive voice following BE: Her brother is called John. (cf 3.63ff) 
(iii) -ed participle clauses: Called early, he ate a quick breakfast. (cf 3.53, 

14.6ff) 

As will become clearer when we discuss the structure of the verb phrase 
(3.52ff), the nonfinite forms of the verb occur not only in nonfinite verb 
phrases, but also in noninitial positions in finite verb phrases. 
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Note The -ingparticiple is sometimescalled the'present parliciple', and the -edparticiple is sometimes 
called the'past participle' or, with transitive verbs, the 'passive participle'. Since these terms 
are potentially misleading, we prefer to use terms which are descriptive only of morphological 
form. Note, however, that the -ed participle owes its name to the form this participle takes in 
regular verbs; some irregular verbs (eg: taken) have a more distinctive ending in -en, and some 
grammarians for this reason have preferred the term '-en participle'. 

The morphology of regular full verbs 
3.3 Morphologically, full verbs are considered under two heads: REGULAR verbs 

(such as CALL) and IRREGULAR verbs (such as DRINK). In both types, the -S 

form and the -ing participle form are almost invariably predictable from the 
base. Irregular verbs differ from the regular verbs, however, in that the past 
form and the -ed participle of irregular verbs cannot be predicted by general 
rule from the base. 

3.4 Regular full verbs have only four different forms: 

BASE call like try 
-ing PARTICIPLE calling liking trying 
-S FORM calls likes tries 
PAST FORM or -ed PARTICIPLE called liked tried 

These verbs are called regular because if we know the base form (ie the 
dictionary entry form; cf 2.35) of such a verb, we can predict all its other 
forms by rule. This is a very powerful generalization, since the vast majority 
of English verbs belong to the regular class. Furthermore, new verbs that are 
coined or borrowed from other languages adopt this pattern; eg: Xerox - 
xeroxing - Xeroxes xeroxed. As the past form and the -ed participle form 
are identical for all regular verbs, it will be convenient to refer to them both 
as the -ed form, distinguishing where necessary between the V-ed, (past 
tense) and V-ed2 (-ed participle) forms. 

Note [a] The process of assimilating foreign words to the regular pattern is more marked in verbs 
than in nouns, where foreign plurals are often kept in English, sometimes with an alternative 
native ending (c/ 5.828: antenna - antennae/antennas. 
[b] Some archaic 2nd person and 3rd person singular present-tense verb forms survive in very 
restricted use: chiefly in traditional liturgical language. The 2nd person forms with thou as 
subject (cf 6.12 ~ b t e  [cl) end in -est I~stl, lest/, whereas the even rarer 3rd person forms end in 
-eth /re/, /eel: 

(thou) callesr giuest hearest 
(helshe) calleth giveth heareth 

Contracted nonsyllabic endings -st and -th occur with the primary verbs HAVE and m: hast, 
hath; dos1 ldastl, doth /d&O/. (Similar forms saisl, sairh /see/ occur with the verb SAY, which also, 
however, has the regular forms sayest and sayeth.) The primary verb BE, here as elsewhere, is 
highly irregular: it has no -st or -th forms, but it has the archaic 2nd person form art and an 
analogous past tense form wert: thou artlwert. Other verbs have -le)st 'thou-forms' in the past 
tense: hadsr, didsr, govest, camesf, etc. The spelling of the -est forms of see and lie is irregular: 
scest /si:-xstl; lies1 /la~-rst/. 

All the modal auxiliaries except those ending in -I have special 'thou-forms': will,- wilt, 
shall - shalt, can - cansl, may - mayst, would - wo~ldst, should - shouldst, could - couldst. 

The -ing participle and the -S form 
3.5 The -ing form of both regular and irregular verbs is formed by adding -ing 

/IIJ/ to the base: 

walk - walking agree - agreeing push -pushing 
sing - singing pass -passing weep - weeping 

(On the spelling of the -ing participle, cf 3.78) The -S form of both regular 
and irregular verbs (sometimes spelled -es; cf 3.9) is also predictable from the 
base. It has three pronunciations /rz/, 121, and /S/, which occur under the 
following phonological conditions: 

l (a) /rz/ after bases ending in voiced or voiceless sibilants; eg: 

Table 3 .5~  

BASE -SFORM BASE -S FORM 

/-S/ pass - passes 1-srz/ 1-d3/ budge - budges 1-dyz/ 
1-21 buzz - buzzes 1-zrz/ /-I/ push - pushes /-r1z/ 
/-t$/ catch catches /-tJu/ 1-31 camouflage - camouflages /-W/ 

I - .  
For these cases, the -S form always ends in -es. 

(b) /z/ after bases ending in voiced sounds other than sibilants, including 
vowels ; eg : 

l 

Table 3.56 

/-I/ call - calls 1-lz/ /-b/ rob - robs /-bz/ 
1-i:/ flee - flees - /-a11 try - tries /-arzl 

(c) /S/ after bases ending in voiceless sounds other than sibilants, eg: 

Table 3 .5~  
- 

/-t/ cut - cuts /-ts/ /-k/ lock - locks I-ksl 
/-p/ hop - hops /-PS/ I-fl cough - coughs I-fsl 

The rules on the spelling -es (golgoes), the changing of -y to -i- (tryltries), etc 
are the same as for the regular plural of nouns (cf 5.81). 

Note [a] Apart from the three primary verbs BE, HAVE, and w (cf3.31f), the only verbs which have 
an irregular -S form are say /sell - says /sez/, and derivatives of m, eg: outdo 1-du:/ - outdoes 
/ -d~z / ;  overdo /du:/ overdoes 1-d~z/. In the -S form, SAY is irregular in pronunciation, but not in 
spelling. GAINSAY, historically a derivative of SAY, may have a regular or an irregular 
pronunciation in the -S form: gainsays 1-serzl or 1-sezl. 
[b] In some varieties of English (eg South African English and many varieties of AmE) the 
pronunciation of the syllabic ending of the -S form is /az/ rather than /lz/. Similarly, the syllabic 
-ed form (c/ 3.6) is pronounced in such varieties as /ad/ rather than /rd/. 
[cl Acommon(especially nonstandard)pronunciationof the-inginflection is /~n/,conventionally . . 

spelt -in'; eg: gettin' 14getm/. 
Id] The verb lightning - liglrtnings - lightning - li~htninged is a sole exception to the rule for 
forming the -ing participle. Since the base form of the verb already ends in an -ing suffix, no 
further -ing is added: It is lightrring/*lightrtinging. The -ing participle of this verb is avoided 
probably because of the awkwardness of this irregulari1.y. 
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The past form and the -ed participle 
3.6 Like the -S form, the past and the -ed participle forms (both termed the -ed 

form) of regular verbs have three pronunciations: 

(a) / ~ d /  after bases ending in /d/ and /t/, eg: 

pad -padded /-d~d/ pat -patted /-trd/ 

(b) /d/ after bases ending in voiced sounds other than /d/, including vowels, 
eg : 

buzz - buzzed /-zd/ budge - budged /-d3d/ 
call - called /-Id/ tow - towed /-aud/ 

(c) /t/ after bases ending in voiceless sounds othef.than It/, eg: 

pass - passed /-st/ pack - packed /-kt/ 

Note Some exceptions to the second rule above are verbs like d~l,eIl- d~velled/d~velr, which (esp in 
BrE) may end in 111 rather than Id/. The devoicing may also be reflected in an irregular spelling: 
d~velt. These verbs are classed as irregular verbs (c/ 3.13). 

The spel l ing of regular verb inflections 
3.7 The rules in 3.5 - 6 apply to pronunciation, but certain additional rules have 

to be stated to account for the spellings of verbs with regular verb inflections. 
First, however, we note the general spelling rules: 

The -S form is written -S :  look - looks 
The -ing fgrm is written -ing:, look - looking 
The -ed form is written -ed: look - looked 

These rules apply except where one of the following additional changes 
applies: doubling of the final consonant of the base (cf 3.8); deletion or 
addition of a final -e (cf 3.9); substitution of -i- for a final -y or vice versa (cf 
3.10). 

These additional rules are necessary in.order to account for such apparent 
anomalies as are illustrated in the following distinctions: 

die - dying - died bar - barring - barred - dyeing - dyed bare - baring - bared 

hop - hopping - hopped 
hope - hoping - hoped 

stop - stopping - stopped star - starring - starred 
stoop - stooping - stooped stare - staring - stared 

As we see above, final -e can be preserved to avoid confusion in pairs like 
dying and dyeing (cf 3.9). 

Doubling of consonant before -ing and -ed 
3.8 A single consonant letter at the end of the base is doubled before -ing and -ed 

when the preceding vowel is stressed and spelt with a single letter: 

bar - 'barring - barred 
beg - 'begging - begged 
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oc'cur - oc'curring - oc'curred 
per'mit - per'mitting - per'mirted 
pa'trol - pa'trolling - pa'trolled 

There is normally no doubling when the preceding vowel is unstressed 
('enter - 'entering - 'entered, 'visit - 'visiting - 'visited) or is written with two 
letters (dread - dreading - dreaded). 

With some final consonants, however, doubling occurs even when the 
preceding vowel is unstressed. In the following cases (a -c), doubling is 
normal in BrE, whereas it is an alternative and less favoured practice in 
AmE: 

(a) Verbs ending in an unstressed vowel followed by - I :  

i 'travelling 'travel 
'travelled (BrE and AmE) 

'traveling 'traveled (AmE only) 
Similarly : 'cancel, 'counsel, 'dial, 'model, 'signal, etc. 

(b) Verbs ending in an unstressed vowel followed by -m(me): 
' 

'program(me) 'programming 'programmed (BrE and AmE) 
'program 'programing 'programed (AmE only) 

(C) Some verbs ending in an unstressed vowel followed by -p: 

'worshipping 'worshipped (BrE and AmE) 
'worship 'worshiping 'worshiped (AmE only) 

The verbs handicap and kidnap also follow the pattern of worship. But most 
verbs ending in -p after an unstressed vowel have no doubling either in BrE 
or in AmE: de'velop Lde'ueloping - de'veloped, 'gallop - 'galloping - 'gal- 
loped, 'gossip - 'gossiping - 'gossiped, etc. 

(d) Verbs ending in an unstressed vowel followed by -g: 

'humbug 'humbugging 'humbugged 

But note (AmE) 'catalog - 'cataloging - 'cataloged. 

(e) In verbs ending with vowel + -c, the doubling of the final consonant is 
spelt -ck-: 

'panic 'panicking 'panicked 
'trafic 'traficking 'traficked 

Similarly polic, 'bivouac, etc. 

(f) In certain verbs whose base ends in a vowel followed by -S, there is 
variation between -S- and -ss- when the verb suffix is added: 

'bias 'biasinglbiassing 'biased/'biassed 
bus 'busing/'bussing busedlbussed 
$cus Ifocusinglfocussing Ifocusedlfocussed 

Note [a]  With verbs like PLAY ( -  playing - pplved) and ROW ( -  rnlsbrg - ruavd)there is nodoubling. 
because the -y and -~vdo not count as consonants in these words, but as part of the spelling of the 
diphthong (-ay, -019). (On LAY, PAY, cJ'3.10.) 
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[b] There is, on the other hand, doubling in words such as E'QUIP (- e'qrripping - e'qurpped) and 
AC'QUIT (- ac'quitting - ac'quitted), because the u here counts as part of the consonantal spelling 
-qu-, rather than as a vowel. 
[c] The letter -X is never doubled, since it represents the two consonant sounds /ks/: fix - 
fixing -&red, etc. 
[d] Final silent consonants are not doubled: crochet /-ell - crocheting - crocheted; hurrah /Q:/ - hurrahrng - hurrahed. 
[e] The rules given here for doubling are in general followed also in the addition of derivational 
suffixes (App L32n beginning with a vowel. 
[fl The spell~ngs 'catalogged - 'catalogging do not occur (see (d) above), since the BrE spellings 
for AmE CATALOO are catalogue - cataloguing - catalogued. 
[g] A rare exception to (e) above is arc - arc(k)ing - arc(k)ed, for which the spelling without k 
is also possible. 
[h] The verb BBNEFIT sometimes (esp in AmE) has forms with irregular consonant doubling 
('benefitting - 'benefitted) alongside the regular benefiting - benefited. 

Deletion of and addition of -e 
3.9 If the base ends in a mute (unpronounced) -e, this -e is regularly dropped 

before the -ing and -ed inflections: 

create - creating - created shave - shaving - shaved 
bake - baking - baked type - typing - typed 

Verbs with monosyllabic bases in -ye, -oe, and -nge, pronounced /nd3/, are 
exceptions to this rule: they do not lose the -e before -ing, but they do lose it 
before -ed: 

dye - dyeing - dyed singe - singeing - singed 
hoe - hoeing - hoed tinge - tingeing - tinged 

Impinging and infringing, on the other hand, are regular. The final -e is also 
lost before -ed by verbs ending in -ie or -ee: tie - tied, die - died, agree - 
agreed. 

Before the -S ending, on the other hand, an -e is added in the following 
cases : 

(a) After the following letters, representing sibilant consonants: 

-S pass - passes -ch watch - watches 
-z buzz - buzzes -sh wash - washes 
-X coax: - coaxes 

(b) after -0 'in GO (-goes), DO ( -does  /d~z/),  ECHO (-echoes), VETO 

(- vetoes). 
Compare the spelling of regular -S plurals (cf 5.81). 

Note [a] The loss of -e in age - ag(e)ing is optional. 
[b] Where -ch represents a consonant other than the sibilant or affricate Its/, the -e is omitted: 
stomachs. 

Treatment of -y 
3.10 In bases ending in a consonant followed by -y, the following changes take 

place : 
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(a) -y changes to -ie- before - S :  carry - carries, try - tries 
(b) -y changes to -i before -ed: carry - carried, try - tried 

Similarly dry, deny, fancy, etc. 
The -y- remains, however, where it follows a vowel letter: stay - stayed, 

alloy - alloys, etc; or where it precedes -ing: carry - carrying, stay - staying, 
etc. Two exceptions to these rules are: pay -paid, and lay - laid, in which 
they changes to i after -a-. (On a third exception, say - said, cf 3.15.) 

A different spelling change occurs in verbs whose bases end in -ie: DIE, LIE, 
TIE, VIE. In these cases, the -ie changes to -y- before -ing is added: die - dying, 
lie - lying, tie - tying, vie - vying. 

Note [a] In verbs whose bases end in a vowel other than -y or mute -e, the addition of inflections 
involves no further change of spelling: boo -boos - booing - booed, ski - skis -skiing - skied, 
etc. 
[b] LIE is a regular verb in the sense 'tell untruths'; on the irregular verb lie - lay -  lair^, c/ 3.16. 
[C] Like PAY and LAY are their derivatives REPAY (- repai4, MISLAY (- nrislaid), WAYLAY 

(- waylaid), and RE'LAY (- re'laid). There is another verb 'RELAY, however, which is derived 
from the noun 'relay and which has the regularly spelt -ed form relayed: thus Thej7oar was relaid. 
but The news was relayed far and wide. 

The morphology of irregular full verbs 
3.11 Irregular full verbs are like regular verbs in that their -S forms and iheir -ing 

forms are predictable from the base (cf 3.2f). But they differ from regular 
verbs in that either the past inflection, or the -ed participle inflection, or both 
of these, are irregular. More precisely the major differences are: 

(a) Irregular verbs either do not have the regular -ed inflection, or else have 
a variant of that inflection in which the /d/ is devoiced to /t/ (eg: burn - 
burnt, which occurs alongside the regular burned). 

(b) Irregular verbs typically, but not invariably, have variation in their base 
vowel. The explanation of this phenomenon, called GRADATION or 
ABLAUT, is historical, and it is characteristic of IndwEuropean languages 
in general: choose - chose - chosen, write - wrote - written. 

(c) Irregular verbs have a varying number of distinct forms. Since the -S 

form and the -ing form are predictable for regular and irregular verbs 
alike, the only forms that need be listed for irregular verbs are the base 
form (V),  the past (V-ed,), and the -ed participle (V-ed2). These are 
traditionally known as the PRINCIPAL PARTS of the verb. Most irregular 
verbs have, like regular verbs, only one common form for the past and 
the -ed participle; but there is considerable variation in this respect, as 
the table shows: 

V V-ed, V-ed2 
all three forms alike : cut cut cut 
V-ed, = V-ed2 : meet met met 
V = V-ed, : beat beat beaten 
V = V-ed,: come came come 
all three forms different : speak spoke spoken 

Note Where irregular verbs have regular inflections (as is normal in the -S and -ing forms), they follow 
the spelling rules for regular verbs (c/ 3.7- 10). 
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Irregular verb classes 
The 250 or so irregular English verbs can be classified on the basis of criteria 
derived from the above similarities and differences. Since it is impractical to 
account for both pronunciation and spelling together, only pronunciation 
will be considered in setting up classes of irregular verbs, and for that matter 
in deciding whether a verb is irregular or not. The criteria of classification to 
be used are the following: 

(a) Suffixation in V-ed ,  and/or V-ed,, including not only the alveolar suffixes 
-ed/-t as in dreamedldreamt, but also, for V-ed,, nasal suffixes as in shaken, 
torn. 

(b) V-ed  identity: ie V-ed,  = V-ed,, as in met - met. 
(c) Vowel identity, ie the various principal parts show no difference of base 

vowel. 

Table 3.12 shows how these three criteria divide irregular full verbs into 
seven classes: 

Table 3.12 Irregular verb classes 
I I 

CLASS 
USE OF V-ed VOWEL E.'amp1e 
SUFFIX IDENTITY IDENTITY V V-ed, V-ed, 

burnedlburnt 
sawed/sawn 

bring brought brought 
, - break broke broken 

+ cut cut cut 
+ strike struck struck 

swim swam swum 

Class 1 has three pluses, which indicate that a verb like burn is very close 
to a regular verb. The only irregularity is that each verb has, or at least allows 
as a variant, a V-ed form with an irregular final consonant or consonant 
cluster; eg:  burned has an irregular variant burnt 1-nt/ with a voiceless suffix 
after a voiced sound (cf 3.6). 

Class 2 has a past suffix in -ed and two alternative -ed participle suffixes, 
one alveolar (sawed) and the other nasal (sawn). All verbs have vowel identity, 
although some Jerbs also have alternative forms with vowel gradation. 

Class 3 has no vowel identity; eg: bring - brought. Many of the verbs in 
Classes 1 and 3 manifest some differences between BrE and AmE. For 
instance, in a subclass of Class 1 which will be distinguished as Class IA,  
AmE shows a stronger preference than BrE for the regular /d/ variants of 
burnedlburnt, etc. But the frequency of each form varies from verb to verb, 
and there is no one-to-one correspondence between a spelling in -t and a 
pronunciation in It / .  Class 3 shows a similar pattern of preference for variant 
-ed forms such as dreamedldreamt /dri:md/, /dremt/. 

Class 4 has three different principal parts, usually with a nasal V-ed2 suffix 
(break - broke - broken). 
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Class 5 has the same form for all principal parts (cut - cut - cut). 

Class 6 has identity between V-ed, and V-ed,, has no suffix, but does have 
a change of the base vowel (strike - struck - struck). 

Class 7 is the most irregular major class of full verbs: V-ed, and V-ed,  are 
different; there is no suffix, but there is change of the base vowel (swim - 
swam - swum). Particularly irregular is the exceptional verb go - went - 
gone, which has an entirely unconnected V-ed,  form, went. The substitution 
of a different form in this way is termed SUPPLETION (cf: waslwere as the past 
forms of BE, 3.32). 

Although we will not further define the difference among the verbs of each 
class, for mnemonic reasons the verbs in the lists below will be grouped into 
subclasses as (A), (B), (C), etc. Parentheses, for example '(dwelled)' are used 
for less common forms, and decidedly uncommon verbs or verb forms are 
marked '(rare)'. '(R)' denotes the existence of a regular variant. 

Note The following list contains most of the irregular verbs in present-day English, including those 
which are relatively rare, but is not meant to be exhaustive, particularly with regard toderivative 
verbs. For example, it does not include very unusual or archaic forms such as girl (a rare past 
form of gird); nor does it include less common derivatives such as relend. Some irregular - d  
participle forms survive only in special contexts, especially in adjectival use (for example su~lkelt 
in a sunken road; or shauen in a recently shauen chin). We do not note such forms where they are 
not used as verbs and where the verb from which they are derived is otherwise regular. Where 
the verb occurs in the list of irregular verbs for another reason, exceptional nonverbal forms are 
noted for comparison. 

Irregular verbs listed in class order 

Class 1 
3.13 Characteristics: 

The suffix is used but voicing is variable (contrast spent with made). V-ed ,  
and V-ed ,  are identical (burnedlburnt - burnedlburnt) and there is vowel 
identity in all parts (build - built - built). 

V V-ed COMMENTS 

. . 

dwell i $:led) (R) 
earn earned (R) (cf Note [b]) 

learnt 
learn { learned (R) Adj: /earned/-xd/ ~scholarIyYl 

{ e (R) 

S { ,,,} AISO MISSPELL 
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v v-ed COMMENTS 

P { ; (R) 

spoil {:;:i;kd (R) 
- * 

1B bend bent Also UNBEND. Adj: 'on bended knee' 
build built Also REBUILD 
lend lent 
rend rent (Rare; in restricted use) 
send sent 
spend spent Also MISSPEND 

1C have had Primary verb: cf 3.33; -S form: has /haez/ 
lh=vl 

make made Also REMAKE, UNMAKE 

Note [a] For Class 1A verbs, the irregular -1 spelling is generally rare in AmE. In BrE, the -t spelling 
is of varying frequency, but the It/ pronunciation is widely current. 
[b] EARN belongs marginally to Class IA, since a pronunciation in It/ has some BrE currency. 
[c] There is a tendency to associate -1 forms in Class IA more with V-ed, than with V-ed,, and 
with V-ed, when there is least implication of duration: 

He spelt/hosspelt it like this on only one occasion. 
Contrast: It smelled delrcious. 
[d] The variation between Id/ and It/ in Classes 1 and 3 applies to verbal uses but not to 
adjectival uses, for which It/ is favoured. Both BrE and AmE have, for example, burnt toast, 
burnt umber. Even so, /d/ may occur attributively where the meaning emphasizes the process 
rather than the result of the process: burnt wo~d means 'wood which looks burnt', but burned 
wood might mean a quantity of wood which has been burned as fuel. 

Class 2 
3.14 Characteristics;: 

V-edz h a s  two'suffixes, one  alveolar which is R a n d  identical with V-ed, 
(mowed), the  other  nasal (mown). There  is no change of t he  base vowel for 
V-ed, (saw - sawed). 

V V-pd. v-ed, COMMENTS 

hew hewed { E:d (R) 

Adj use: 'a new-mown lawn' 
mow /a./ mowed { f:::d (R) 

(esp BrE) 
saw 

sew /au/ sewed {z:;:d (R) 

V V-ed, V-ed, COMMENTS 

shear sheared {z:rrd (R) 

show showed { $:zed) (R) }Sometimes spelled sl~ew, shewed, shewn 

sown 
sow /au/ sowed {sowed (R) 

strew /U:/ strewed zizt:d (R) { 
swell swelled { swollen Adj use: 'a swollen anklelhead' 

swelled (R) Adj use: 'a swelled head'[metaphorical 
suggestion of conceit] 

Note [a] As an adjective, swollen IS generally accepted In both llteral and metaphorical uses Swelled 
head IS metaphor~cal <esp AmE) 
[b] To the Class 2 l~st may be added proue .- prowd - prowd/prown and show - shoved - 
shoved/shauen. Although these verbs are usually regular, the -ed partic~ple ending in -en IS quite 
common forprow and not unusual for shove. These -en forms are more current In AmE than in 
BrE. Prouen alsooccurs in the Scott~sh legal phrase notprouen. 

l 
l 

Class 3 
3.15 Characteristics: 

The suffix is used bu t  voicing is variable (contrast meant, told). V-ed, and 
V-ed2 a re  identical (left -left), a n d  there is change o f  base  vowel (think - thought). 

V V-ed COMMENTS 

bereave { LEz!ved 
cleave { '$fved 

deal' deilt /e/ 

dream { 
dreamt /e/ 
dreamed 

feel felt 
flee fled 
keep kept 

kneel { 
leant /e/ 

lean {leaned 
leapt /e/ 

leap {leaped 
leave left 

(Rare; restricted use) Adj : 'berejt of hope'; V-ed2 
(R) bereavedusually = 'deprived of a close relative by 

death' 
Adj: clejtpalate; also V-ed, = clove, V-ed, = cloven. 

(R) Adj : cloven hoof 

Also MISDEAL 
(esp BrE) 

(R) (esp AmE) 

(R) (esp AmE) 
(esp BrE) 

(R) (esp AmE) 
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V V-ed COMMENTS 

mean meant /e/ 
sleep slept Also OVERSLEEP 
sweep swept 
weep wept 

beseech { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ d  (R) )(Rare; in restricted use) 

bring brought 
buy /all bought 
catch caught 
seek sought 
teach taught 
thlnk thought Also RETHINK 

lose lost 

3D: /e/ - /$U/ 

sell sold 
tell told Also FORETELL, RETELL 

hear heard Also MISHEAR 

say said 

- 

But -S form: says /e/. On GAINSAY, cf 3.5 Note [a]. 

Class 4 
3.16 Characteristics: 

V-ed, a n d  V-ed, differ and ,  i n  practically all cases, the  latter has  a nasal suffix 
(break - broke broken). The re  is n o  base vowel identity. The re  is a range 
of base  vowel changes a n d  t h e  verbs have been ordered according t o  vowel 
patterning. 

V V-ed, V-ed, COMMENTS 

4A: V-ed, and V-ed, have the same vowel. 
- - 

4Aa: V-ed = /au/ 

break /er/ broke broken Adj: 'I'm broke'rwithout money'] 
(informal) 

choose /U:/ chose chosen 
freeze /i:/ froze frozen Also UNFREEZE, DEEPFREEZE (also R) 
speak spoke spoken 
steal stole stolen 
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V V-ed, V-ed? COMMENTS 

(a)wake(n) (a)woke (a)woken cf R (A)WAKEN. But there is some 
tendency to produce blends of the 
regular and irregular verbs, as in 
'You waked me too earlv.' 

weave { z%ed (R) { :iit:d (R) 

bear bore borne 'She has borne six children' (but: 'She 
was born in 1955'); also FORBEAR, 
OVERBEAR 

swear swore sworn Also FORSWEAR 
tear tore torn 
wear wore worn 

4Ac: /a11 - /I/ 

bite bit bitten V-ed, sometimes = bit 

chide (rare) chid {:;!p) Also R chided 

hide hid 

forget forgot -- forgotten Sometimes (esp AmE) V-ed, 
=forgot; also BEGET, withbegat as  
an (archaic and scriptural) 
alternative to begot (V-ed,). See also 
GET, Class 6F, 3.18. 

tread trod 

lie lay lain ['be horizontal]. Contrast LIE = 'tell a 
lie' (R). Sometimes confused with 
LAY 'put'(- laid - laid) 

48:  V and V-ed,, but not V-ed,, have the same vowel 

blow blew blown 
grow grew grown Also OUTGROW 
know knew known 
throw threw thrown Also OVERTHROW 

4Bb: VIV-ed, = / e ~ /  

forsake forsook forsaken .(restricted use) 
shake shook shaken 
take took taken Also BETAKE (restricted use), MISTAKE, 

OVERTAKE, PARTAKE, UNDERTAKE 
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V V-ed, V-ed2 COMMENTS 

forbid {forbade h or =l forbidden} cjBID, l 
forbad I d  (forbid) 

give gave given Also FORGIVE, MISGIVE 

draw drew drawn Also WITHDRAW 

fall fell fallen Also BEFALL (restricted use) 

eat .te {FE&;,,} eaten AISO OVEREAT 

see saw seen Also FORESEE, OVERSEE 

4Bh: V/V-ed, = / e ~ /  

slay slew slain (restricted use, esp in BrE) 

4C: all three parts have different vowels 

drive drove driven 
ride rode ridden 'Also OVERRIDE 
rise rose risen Also ARISE, which is (rare) except 

when metaphorical: 'The question 
arose. . .' 

smite smote smitten (Archaic) except when metaphorical 
In V-ed2, eg: 'smitten with her 

I charms' 
I 

stride stridden Both srrid and stridden are (rare); also 

stmde { } BESTRIDE 

write wrote written Also REWRITE, UNDERWRITE 

fly flew flown cf flee -fled -fled (Class 3A) 

~ C C :  /U:/ - /l/ - /A/ 

do did done The -S form does has the irregular 
pronunciation /daz/. Also OUTDO, 
OVERDO, REDO, UNDO, etC (cf 3.36) 
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V V-ed, V-ed, COMMENTS 

4D : all three parts have the same vowel 

4D : /i:/ 

beat beat beaten beat is sometimes used as V-ed2, esp in 
AmE 

4E: V-ed, and V-ed2 have different vowelsin special alternative forms 

4E : /a11 

dive { ( R )  dived (R) V-ed, dove is AmE only: the verb is R 
in standard BrE and often in AmE 

shrived (R) shrived (R) 
Shrive {shrove s h r i v e n  (Rare) 

thrived (R) 
thrive {(throve) {$E::$)} Normally R;  thriuen is (archaic) 

Note Glide is a regular verb in present-day English, but there areoccasionaloccurrences of the archaic 
irregular past form glode. 

Class S 
3.17 Characteristics: 

All three parts V, V-ed,, and  V-ed2 are identical. N o  suffix or change of the 
base vowel (bet - bet - bet). 

V/V-ed COMMENTS 

bet 
bid 

burst 
cast 

cost 
cut 
fit 
hit 
hurt 
knit 
let 
Put 174 
quit 
rid 
set 
shed 
shit 
shut 
slit 
split 
spread /e/ 

BrE also R: betted 
'make an offer (to buy)' etc. (But in the sense of 'say a greeting' or 'give 

an order', the forms bid - bad(e) - bidden may also be used in rather 
archaic style: 'Do as you are bid(den).') Also OUTBID, UNDERBID. 

Also nonstandard BUST, with alternative R V-ed form busted 
Also BROADCAST, FORECAST, MISCAST, OVERCAST, RECAST, 

TELECAST (sometimes also R) 
COST = 'estimate the cost of' is R 

R (in BrE) 

Usually R:  knitted 

But PUT(T) / p ~ t /  in golf is R:  putted 
Also R: quitted 
Also R : ridded 
Also BESET, RESET, UPSET, OFFSET, INSET 
Also R (rare) = 'put in a shed' 
(Not in polite use); V-ed, sometimesshat 
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sweat /e/ Also R: sweated 
thrust 
wed Also R : wedded 
wet Also R : wetted 

Note The regular verbsnREo sometimesoccurs with the Class 5 forms shred - shred - shred. 

Class 6 
3.18 Characteristics: 

No suffix; V-ed,  a n d  V-ed ,  a re  identical; change  of base vowel (win - won - 
won). 

V V-ed COMMENTS 

6A: Mainly /i:/ - /e/ 

bleed bled 
breed bred 
feed fed Also OVERFEED, etc 
hold held Also BEHOLD (in restricted use), UPHOLD, WITHHOLD, 

ntr 
.,L., 

lead /i:/ led Also MISLEAD 
meet met 
read /i:/ read /e/ Also REREAD, etc 
speed sped; Also R: speeded, esp of mechanisms, and always R in 

the phrasal verb SPEED up 

6B: Mainly /I/ - /A/ 

cling 
dig 
fling 
hang 

sling 
slink 
spin 
stick 
sting 
strike 

string 
swing 
win 
wrlnl 

clung 
dug 
flung 
hung Also OVERHANG. But HANG is also R in the sense 'put to 

death by hanging' 
slung 
slunk 
spun V-ed, = span is (archaic) 
stuck I 

stung l 
struck Literal use; in metaphorical, adjectival use V-ed, also 

stricken: 'stricken (struck) by terror' 
Strung Also RESTRING, HAMSTRING 
swung 
won 
wruny! 

bind bound Also REBIND, UNBIND; Adj: 'one's bounden duty' 
find found 
grind ground 
wind wound = 'turn round'; also REWIND, UNWIND; W I N D / W I ~ ~ /  

= 'smell the presence of'etc is always R 
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V V-ed COMMENTS 

6D: /a11 - /I/ 
light lit Also R: lighted; ALIGHT and HIGHLIGHT are only R. 

Adj: 'a liglrted candle' 
slide slid 

6E: /I/ - / a /  

sit sat 
spit spat V-ed also = spit (esp AmE) ; 

SPIT = 'fix with a suit' is R 

get got AmE also hasgotten for V-ed, in certain senses of the 
word, eg'acquire', 'cause', 'come'; thus AmE makes 
a distinction between We'vegotten tickets = 
'acquired' and We've got tickets = 'we possess'. On 
the related verbs FORGET and BEGET, cf Class 4Ad 
(3.16). 

Also R when = 'polish' (esp AmE); OV SO OUTSHINE 

shoe /U:/ shod Also R: shoed 
shoot shot Also OVERSHOOT 

fight fought Also OUTFIGHT 

stand stood Also (MIS~JNDERSTAND. WITHSTAND, etc 

abide abode restricted use when = 'stay'; R when ABIDE 
by = 'obey', eg: 'He abided by our decision'. 

heave hove Usually R: heaved 
- - 

Note In AmE, the normally regular verb PLEAD has an alternative Class 6A past form pled. 
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Class 7 
3.19 Characteristics: 

N o  suffix; V-ed, and V-ed2 are different; change of base vowel (began - 
begun). 

v V-ed, V-ed, COMMENTS 

7A: /I/ - /z/ - /A/ 

begin began begun 
drink drank drunk cf Adj uses: 'He was drunk' but 'drunken driving' 

ring rung Also R: ringed in the sense 'put a ring around' 

shrink {$c::k)} shrunk Adj: shrunken 

sing { -W 

sink {s,",","k,) sunk Adj: sunken . . P, 

spring sprang sprung V-ed, also sprung in AmE 

t i n  } U Has impolite connotations 

swim swum 

come came come Also BECOME, OVERCOME 
run ran ' run Also OUTRUN, OVERRUN, RERUN 

go went gone Also UNDERGO, FOR(E)GO (cf Note [b]) 

Note [a] In Class 7A, although the gradation series /I/ - l i e /  - /A/ is the one generally accepted as 
standard, V-ed, forms in /A/ are commonly used (esp in AmE) and accepted. V-ed, forms in lie/ 

also have some currency. 
[b] On been in place of gone, cf4.22 Note [bl. 

Irregular verbs (including derivatives) in alphabetical order 
3.20 Since irregular yerbs, if one includes prefixed and compound derivatives, 

make u p  to  some extent a n  open and productive class, this list makes no  
claim to  completeness. A s  before, rarer forms are enclosed in parentheses. 
Verbs in  square brackets are  those which are  generally regular, but which 
have irregular spelling o r  irregular forms of limited currency. 

I n  the  right-hand column, reference is given to the typological classification 
above, which also includes relevant details of usage (AmE, BrE, archaic, 
pronunciation, etc). 

-- 
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Base (V) Past tense (V-ed,) -ed participle (V-ed,) Reference 

abide 
arise 
awake 

be 
bear 
beat 
become 
befall 
beget 
begin 
behold 
bend 
bereave 
beseech 
beset 
bestride 

p~ ~- 

abode, abided, 
arose 
awoke, awaked 

abode, abided 
arisen 
awoken, awaked 

was, were 
bore 
beat 
became 
befell 
begot 
began 
beheld 
bent 
bereft, bereaved 
besought, beseeched 
beset 
bestrode 

bet 
betake 
bid 
bind 
bite 
bleed 
blow 
break 
breed 
bring 
broadcast 
build 
burn 
burst 
bust (non- 

standard) 
buy 

cast 
catch 
chide 
choose 
cleave 
cling 
come 
cost 
creep 
cut 

deal 
deepfreeze 
dig 
dive 
do 

bet, betted 
betook 
bad(e), bid 
bound 
bit 
bled 
blew 
broke 
bred 
brought 
broad.cast 
built 
burnt, burned ' 

burst 
bust, busted 

bought 

cast 
caught 
chid, chided 
chose 
cleft, clove, cleaved 
clung 
came 
cost 
crept 
cut 

dealt 
deepfroze, -freezed 
dug 
dived, (AmE) dove 
did 

been 
borne 
beaten (beat) 
become 
befallen 
begotten 
begun 
beheld 
bent. 
bereft, bereaved 
besought, beseeched 
beset 
bestridden, bestrid, 

bestrode 
bet, betted 
betaken 
bade, bid, bidden 
bound 
bitten, (bit) 
bled 
blown 
broken 
bred 
brought 
broadcast 
built 
burnt, burned 
burst 
bust, busted 

bought 

cast 
caught 
chidden, chid, chided 
chosen 
cleft, cloven, cleaved 
clung 
come ' 

cost 
crept 
cut 

dealt 
deepfrozen, -freezed 
dug 
dived 
done 

61 
4Ca 
4Aa 

(cf 3.32) 
4Ab 
4D 
7B 
4Be 
6F 
7A 
6A 
1B 
3A 
3B 
5 
4Ca 

draw drew drawn 4Bd 
dream dreamt, dreamed dreamt, dreamed 3A 
drink drank drunk 7A 
drive drove driven 4Ca 
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Base (V) Past tense (V-ed,) -ed participle (V-edz) Reference Base (V) Past tense (V-ed,) -ed participle (V-ed2) Reference 

lend 
let 
lie 
light 
lose 

lent lent 
let let 
lay lain 
lit, lighted lit, lighted 
lost lost 

dwell dwelt, dwelled 

[earned] 
ate 

fell 
fed 
felt 
fought 
found 
[fit1 
fled 
flung 
flew 
forbore 
forbade, forbad 
forecast 
foresaw 
foretold 
forgot 
forgave 
forwent 
forsook 
forswore 
froze 

[gainsaid] 

got 
gave 
went 
ground 
grew 

hamstrung 
hung, (hanged) 
had 
heard 
hewed, hove 
hewed 
hid 
hit 

, held 
' hurt 

inset 

kept 
knelt, kneeled 
knitted, k n ~ t  
knew 

[laid] 
led 
leant, leaned 
leapt, leaped 
learnt, learned 
left 

dwelt, dwelled 

[earn] 
eat 

fall 
feed 
feel 
fight 
find 
[fit] 
flee 
fling 
fly 
forbear 
forbid 
forecast 
foresee 
foretell 
forget 
forgive 
forgo 
forsake 
forswear 
freeze 

[gainsay] 

get 
give 

f:ind 
grow 

hamstring 
hang 
have 
hear 
heave 
hew 
hide 
hit 
hold 
hurt 

inset 

keep 
kneel 
knit 
know 

[earned] 
eaten 

fallen 
fed 
felt 
fought 

make 
mean 
meet 
miscast 
misdeal 
misgive 
mishear 
[mislay] 

made 
meant 
met 
miscast 
misdealt 
misgave 
misheard 
[mislaid] 

made 
meant 
met 
miscast 
misdealt 
misgiven 
misheard 
[mislaid] 

found 
[fit] 
fled 
flung 
flown 
foreborne 
forbidden, (forbid) 
forecast 
foreseen 
foretold 
forgotten, (forgot) 
forgiven 
forgone 
forsaken 
forsworn 
frozen 

3E 
(cf 3.10 

Note [c]) 
6A mislead 

misspell 
misspend 
mistake 
misunderstand 
mow 

offset 
outbid 
outdo 
outfight 
outgrow 
outrun 
outshine 
overbear 
overcast 
overcome 
overdo 
overeat 
overfeed 
overhang 
override 
overrun 
oversee 
overshoot 
oversleep 
overtake 
overthrow 

partake 
[pay1 
[plead] 

misled 
misspelt, misspelled 
misspent 
mistook 
misunderstood 
mowed 

offset 
outbid 
outdid 
outfought 
outgrew 
outran 
outshone 
overbore 
overcast 
overcame 
overdid 
overate 
overfed 
overhung 
overrode 
overran 
oversaw 
overshot 
overslept 
overtook 
overthrew 

misled 
misspelt, misspelled 
misspent mistaken 

misunderstood 
mown, mowed 

offset 
outbid, (outbidden) 
outdone outfought 

outgrown 
outrun 
outshone 
overborne 
overcast 
overcome 
overdone 
overeaten 
overfed 
overhung 
overridden 
overrun 
overseen 
overshot 
overslept overtaken 

overthrown 

L 

5 
5 
4Cc 
6G 
4Ba 
7B 
6 F  
4Ab 
5 
7B 
4Cc 
4Bf 
6A 
6B 
4CA 
7B 
4Bg 
6F  
3A 
4Bb 
4Ba 

4Bb 
(cf 3.10) 
(cf3.18 

Note) 
(cj'3.14 

Note [b]) 
5 

5 

6A 
6C 

[gainsaid] 

{$ten 
given 
gone 
ground 
grown 

hamstrung 
hung, (hanged) 

,had 
heard 
heaved, hove 
hewn, hewed 
hidden, (hid) 
hit 
held 
hurt 

inset 

kept 
knelt, kneeled 
knitted, knit 
known 

[laid] 
led 
leant, leaned 
leapt, leaped 
learnt, learned 
left 

partook partaken 
[paid] [paid] 
[pleaded, (pled)] [pleaded, (pled)] 

[proved] [proved, proven] 

[lay1 
lead 
lean 
leap 
learn 
leave 

quit, quitted quit, quitted quit 

read 
rebind 
rebuild 
recast 

read 
rebound 
rebuilt 
recast 

read 
rebound 
rebuilt 
recast 
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Base (V) Past tense (V-ed,) 

redo 
[relay] 

remake 
rend 
[repay] 

reread 
rerun 
reset 
restring 
retell 
rethink 
rewind 
rewrite 
rid 
ride 
ring 
rise 
run 

saw 
say 
see 
seek 
sell 
send 
set 
sew 
shake 
[shave] 

shear 
shed 
[shew] 
shine 
shit 
shoe 
shoot 
show 
[shred] 

shrink 
shrive 
shut 
sing 
sink 
sit 
slay 
sleep 
slide 
sling 
slink 
slit 
smell 
smite 

redid 
[relaid] 

remade 
rent 
[repaid] 

reread 
reran 
reset 
restrung 
retold 
rethought 
rewound 
rewrote 
rid, ridded 
rode 
rang, (rung) 
rose 
ran 

sawed 
said 
saw 
sought 
sold 
sent 
set 
sewed 
shook 
[shaved] 

sheared 
shed 
[shewed] 
shone, shined 

: shit, shat 
I shod,shoed 

shot 
showed 
[shredded, shred] 

shrank, (shrunk) 
shrived, shrove 
shut 
sang, (sung) 
sank, (sunk) 
sat 
slew 
slept 
slid 
slung 
s!unk 
slit 
smelt, smelled 
smote 

-ed participle (V-ed,) 

redone 
[relaid] 

remade 
rent 
[repaid] 

reread 
rerun 
reset 
restrung 
retold 
rethought 
rewound 
rewritten 
rid, ridded 
ridden 
rung 
risen 
run 

sawn, sawed 
said 
seen 
sought 
sold 
Sent 
set 
sewn, sewed 
shaken 
[shaved, shaven] 

shorn, sheared 
shed 
[shewn] 
shone, shined 
shit 
shod, shoed 
shot 
shown, (showed) 
[shredded, shred] 

shrunk 
shrived, shriven 
shut 
sung 
sunk 
sat 
slain 
slept 
slid 
slung 
slunk 
slit 
smelt, smelled 
smitten 

Reference 

(cf 3.10 
Note [c]) 

I C 
I B 
(cf3.10 

Note [c]) 
6A 
7B 
5 
6B 
3D 
3B 
6C 
4Ca 
5 
4Ca 
7A 
4Ca 
7B 

2 
3F  
4% 
3B 
3D 
1B 
5 
2 
4Bb 
(cf 3.14 

Note [b]) 
2 
5 
2 

2 
(cf 3.17 

Note) 
7A 
4E 
5 
7A 
7A 
6E 
4Bh 
3A 
6D 
6B 
6B 
5 
1A 
4Ca 

Base (V) Past tense (V-ed,) -ed participle (V-ed,) Reference 

SOW 

speak 
speed 
spell 
spend 
spill 
spin 
spit 
split 
spoil 
spread 
spring 
stand 
steal 
stick 
sting 
stink 
strew 
stride 
strike 
string 
strive 
swear 
sweat 
sweep 
swell 
swim 
swing 

take 
teach 
tear 
telecast 
tell 
think 
thrive 
throw 
thrust 
tread 

unbend 
unbind 
underbid 
undergo 
understand 
undertake 
underwrite 
undo 
unfreeze 
unmake 
unwind 
uphold 
upset 

wake 
[waylay] 

sowed 
spoke 
sped, speeded 
spelt, spelled 
spent 
spilt, spilled 
spun, span 
spat, spit 
split 
spoilt, spoiled 
spread 
sprang, (sprung) 
stood 
stole 
stuck 
stung 
stank, (stunk) 
strewed 
strode 
struck 
strung 
strove, strived 
swore 
sweat, sweated 
swept 
swelled 
swam, (swum) 
swung 

took 
taught 
tore 
telecast 
told 
thought 
thrived, (throve) 
threw 
thrust 
trod 

unbent 
unbound 
underbid 
underwent 
understood 
undertook 
underwrote 
undid 
unfroze 
unmade 
unwound 
upheld 
upset 

woke, waked 
[waylaid] 

sown, sowed 
spoken 
sped, speeded 
spelt, spelled 
spent 
spilt, spilled 
spun 
spat, spit 
split 
spoilt, spoiled 
spread 
sprung 
stood 
stolen 
stuck 
stung 
stunk 
strewn, strewed 
stridden, strid, strode 
struck 
strung 
striven, strived 
sworn 
sweat, sweated 
swept 
swollen, swelled 
swum 
swung 

taken 
taught 
torn 
telecast 
told 
thought 
thrived, (thriven) 
thrown 
thrust 
trodden, (trod) 

unbent 
unbound 
underbid, (underbidden) 
undergone 
understood 
undertaken 
underwritten 
undone 
unfrozen 
unmade 
unwound 
upheld 
upset 

woken, waked 
[waylaid] 

4E 
4Ba 
5 
4Ad 

1B 
6C 
5 
7C 
6H 
4B b 
4Ca 
4Cc 
4Aa 
1C 
6C 
6A 
5 

4Aa 
(cf3.10 

Note [c]) 
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Base ( V )  Past tense (V-ed,)  -ed participle (V-edz) Reference 

wear wore worn 4Ab 
weave wove woven 4Aa 
wed wedded, wed wedded, wed 5 
weep wept wept 3A 
wet wetted, wet wetted, wet 5 
win won won 68 
wind wound wound 6C 
withdraw withdrew withdrawn 4Bd 
withhold withheld withheld 6A 
withstand withstood withstood 6H 
wring wrung wrung 6B 
write wrote written 4Ca 

Verbs in auxiliary function 

3.21 In contrast to full verbs, the verbs we will consider in the next sections are 
capable of functioning as AUXILIARY or 'helping' verbs (cf 2.27f). These are 
the PRIMARY VERBS BE, HAVE, and DO, and the MODAL VERBS can, may, will, 
shall, could, might, would, should, and must. Since they can function only as 
auxiliaries, the modal verbs will generally be referred to ~sMODAL AUXILIARIES. 

The auxiliaries make different contributions to the verb phrase (cf 3.55f). 
Of the three primary verbs, DO is only a semantically empty syntactic 
component in sentence processes such as negation and interrogation (cf DO- 
support; 3.37), whereas BE contributes to aspect and voice, and HAVE 
contributes to aspect. The modal auxiliaries are so called because of their 
contribution of meanings in the area known as MODALITY (including such 
concepts as volition, probability, and obligation); but such verbs have a 
broader semantic role than this label suggests (cf 4.49fn. 

Although auxiliaries have different functions in the verb phrase, they have 
one important syntactic function in common, viz their ability to act as 
OPERATOR wheq they occur as the first verb of a finite verb phrase (cf 2.48); 
as such they are: used, for example, in the formation of yesno questions: 

Is he asking any questions? 
Has he been asking any questions? 
Was he asked any questions? 
Will he be asked any questions? 
Has he asked any questions? 
Does he ask any questions? 

Here the operator, or first auxiliary of the verb phrase, is isolated from the 
rest of the predicate no matter how complex the verb phrase is. Since BE and 
(sometimes, esp in BrE) HAVE also have this function as main verbs, the term 
operator will also be used for them in sentences like: 

Is she a tall girl? Has he any money? (BrE) 
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(The variant constructions with HAVE are discussed in 3.33-35.) The complex 
verb phrase of He might have been being questioned by the police is thus 
analysed, within this sentence, as shown in Fig 3.21 : 

sentence 

A 
subject 

auxiliary, predication, 

= operator 

He T auxiliary, 

might 
auxiliary, 

have 

I 
auxiliary, predication, 

I 

Fig. 3.21 

(On the use of the terms predicate and predication in this diagram, cf 2.47 
-48.) 

Many of the criteria for the syntactic function of auxiliaries have to do  
with their status as operators, and therefore apply also to BE and HAVE as 
main verbs. These are listed in (a), (c), (d), (e) below. Of the remaining 
criteria, (b) is morphological, (f) and (g) are syntactic and have to do with the 
ordering of elements in the verb phrase, and (h) is semantic. 

Criteria for auxiliaty verbs 

(a) Operator in negation with not 
3.22 In forming negative finite clauses, the first auxiliary is placed before the 

negative word not. Contrast: 

She can do it. She cannot do it. 
She saw the play. *She saw not the play. 

As the example shows, full verbs like SEE are distinguished from auxiliary 
verbs by their inability to form negation in this way. 

Note [a] Whereas current English has no negative sentence such as 'She saw nor the play (but cf 
Note [b]) we do have an acceptable negative sentence of the form: 
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He decided not to see the play. 
I like not working on Fridays. 

In these cases, however, negation is associated with the second, nonfinite verb phrases, to see 
and n,orkBtg, rather than with the initial finite verb phrases. decided and like (cf14.7). This is 
obvious from the following paraphrases: 

He decided that he would not sec the play. 
I like it not working on Fridays. 

which are not synonymous with: 
He did not decide that he would see the play. 
I don't like it working on Fridays. 

In theseexamples, thedistinction between negation in thesuperordinateclauseand negation in 
the nonfinite clause is clear; but in other cases, the semantic difference may be small or 
nonexistent (cf catenative verbs 3.49; transferred negation 14.36): 

She seemed not to mind. = She didn't seem to mind. 
Even here, however, the syntactic difference between the two constructions is inditated by the 
inability of the first negative to be contracted: 'Sheseemn't to mind (c/ 3.23). 
[b] Whereas 'She saw not the ploy was rejected above, She sonr not the ploy but the opera is 
acceptable. The reason for this is that the negative word not goes with the noun phrase theploy 
rather than with the verb (cf 13.42); ie the sentence can be paraphrased: 

It was not the play but the opera that she saw. 
A related example of the use of not after a full verb is the following quotation from President 
John F. Kennedy's Inaugural Address: 

Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country. 
This case is parallel to the preceding one, in that there is a contrastive parallelism between the 
two objects of the verb ask, the first of which is rejected by not: . . . not what your country can do 
fir you . . . (but) what you can do for your country. The scope of not here therefore includes the 
interrogative clause, but excludes the main verb. This example also has an air of studied 
archaism (cf Note [cl). 
[C] In archaic or facetiously archaic usage we can still meet negative constructions in which not 
follows a full veqb and not an operator: 

Whetherthey succeeded I knowtiot. ['I do not know'] 
I care not who knows it. ['I do not care. . .'l 
If I mistake not, you were at Yale? ['If I am not in error. . .'] 

[d] Not also follows a full verb when it acts as a pro-form for a clause (c/ 12.28): 
Jean may be late, but I hope not. ['. . . hope that she won't he late'] 

[e] Negation in subjunctive and nonfinite verb phrases does not involve the occurrence of an 
operator (cf 3.58.14.6). 

(b) Negative and verb contractions 
. P  " 

3.23 The negative word not following an operator can in most cases be contracted 
and attached. as an enclitic particle, to the auxiliary. The resulting negative 
auxiliary is spelled with a final -n't: isn't, hadn't, didn't, won't, coildn't, etc. 
The pronuncihtion of the contracted auxiliary and its conditions of use are 
given below in later sections (3.32fi 3.39). Every auxiliary except the am 
form of BE has a contracted negative form (but cf 3.32 Note [c]), but two of 
these, mayn't and shan't, are now virtually nonexistent in AmE, while in BrE 
shan't is becoming rare and mayn't even more so. 

In addition, many operators have contracted nonnegative forms: 

BE : am -- 'm; is - 'S; are - 're; 
HAVE : have - 've; has - 'S; had - 'd; 
modals : will - '11; would - 'd. 

Notice that the contractions 'S and 'dare ambiguous, the former representing 
is or has (or, occasionally, does; cf 3.36 Note), and the latter had or would. 
Further information on individual contractions is given in 3.33,3.36,3.39. 
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The above verb contractions were called nonnegative because they cannot 
combine with negative contractions to form doubly-contracted forms: 

(i) She is not studying. (ii) She isn't studying. 
(iii) She's not studying. (iv) *She'sn't studying. 

There are, however, two constructions (ii) and (iii) corresponding to the 
uncontracted negative construction in (i). In the first contracted construction 
(ii), the contracted negative is attached to the uncontracted operator; in the 
second contracted form, the contracted operator is attached to the subject, 
the not being uncontracted. Generally speaking, the variant (ii) with 
contracted negation is more common than the variant (iii) with contracted 
verb and full negation. There are, however, exceptions to this generalization 
in Scotland and in Northern England, where forms such as 'Ilnot seem to be 
preferred to forms such as won't. 

Contractions are phonologically reduced or simplified forms which are 
institutionalized in both speech and writing. As such, they are to be 
distinguished from cases of P H ~ N ~ L ~ G I C A L  REDUCTION only (eg the reduction 
of /a:'/ to /ar/ in the pronunciation of are). A contracted form can undergo 
additional phonological reduction, and this is very commonly the case with 
the negative contractions, where the final /nt/ is reduced to In/; eg: haven't 
/haevn/, isn't /xzn/. 

Contracted forms, being enclitic to a preceding word, naturally do not 
occur initially, eg where the operator comes at the beginning of the clause, 
with inversion (cf 3.24). Further, being unstressed, they do not occur where 
the operator is the only verb in the verb phrase, and precedes an ellipsis (cf 
3.26). These two circumstances are illustrated in : 

Will you be in tonight? 
*'l1 you be in tonight? 
No, but I will tomorrow night. 

*No, but I'll tomorrow night. 

In other positions, the contraction is favoured in informal style. The choice 
between uncontracted is /IZ/ and contracted 'S /z/ in spoken English has been 
found to be conditioned by the following variables, listed in order of 
importance : 

First, there is significant correlation of /z/ with a preceding pronoun, or 
with the preceding words there and here, eg: 

It's raining. There's a car in the garage. Here's my bus. 

whereas the uncontracted form is associated with a preceding noun, eg: 

The car is in the garage. 

Second, but less important, /z/ is typical of informal and /IZ/ of formal 
contexts. 

Third, there is some tendency for the contracted form to be more common 
when functioning as an auxiliary than as a main verb. 

When these three factors of preference are combined the choice of form is 
more predictable, ie /IZ/ is most likely when it is a main verb and follows a 
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noun in a formal context (eg: Radiation is dangerous), whereas /z/ is most 
likely when it is an auxiliary and follows a pronoun in an informal context 
(eg: It's getting dark). A similar pattern of choice is to be expected with other 
verb contractions. 

Note [a] Although phonological reduction may result in pronunciations similar to those of orthodox 
contractions, such reductions are not represented in writing if they occur outside the normal 
conditions for contraction. For example, although the auxiliary at the beginning of Have you 
eaten? may be reduced, in speech, to /v/ (as in /vju: 'i:tn/), this will not be written in standard 
orthography "Ve you eaten? 
[b] On the alternative constructions usedn't to and didn't use(d) to, c/ 3.44. 

(c) Inversion of subject and operator 
3.24 Auxiliaries, as operators, admit inversion; ie the subject noun phrase and the 

auxiliary (the first auxiliary if there are two or more) change places, especially 
in interrogative clauses. Compare: 

She will come. - Will she come? 
She plans to come. *Plans she to come? 

As with not-negation (cf 3.22) main verbs here require the use of DO (cf 3.37): 
Does she plan to come ? 

Inversion of subject and operator occurs not only in interrogatives but also 
in sentences with introductory negatives or semi-negatives (cf 18.24): 

At no time was the entrance left unguarded. 

Note [a] In addition to subject-operator inversion, there is also inversion of subject and main verb, 
as in Down camethe rain (cf 18.23). 
[b] Subject-operator inversion is usual not only with yesno questions, but with wh-questions. 
There are, however, one or two formulaic wh-questions in which the subject and main verb are 
inverted: 

How goes it?[a greeting: 'How are you doing?] 
How came you to miss the train? rHow did you come to. . .?] 
What say you, Peter? ['What is your opinion?] 
Where stand$ the Administration? 

There tends to be p tone of archaism or mock-archaism in such questions. 
[c] On Usedshe to come? and Didshe weld) to come?cf 3.44. 

(d) Emphatic positive 
3.25 Auxiliaries as operators can carry nuclear stress to mark a finite clause as 

positive rather than negative: 

Won't you try again? Yes, I W ~ L L  try again. [ l]  

You must speak to the teacher. I ~ V E  spoken to her. l21 

The function of this EMPHATIC POSITIVE use of the operator is to deny a 
negative which has been stated or implied. On the use of DO here in assertive 
contexts, cf 3.37,18.16: 

You D ~ D  speak to her? ['I thought you didn't'] 
You should listen to your mother. But I d  listen to her. 

Sometimes the emphatic operator has no contrastive meaning, but is used 
purely for emotive force (cf 18.56): 

I h glad! I &  wish you would  ist ten. You ~ V E  done well. 

(e) Operator in reduced clauses 
The reply to a question such as: 

Won't you try again? Can you drive a car? 

may be as indicated in [l]  above: 

Yes, I W ~ L L  try again. No. I CAN'T drive a car. 

On the other hand, a more likely reply would be the elliptical construction: 

Yes, I W~LL.  NO, I CAN'T. 

Auxiliaries can function as operators in a range of such reduced constructions 
(cf 12.21j; 12.60), where the main verb is omitted either by ellipsis or by pro- 
form substitution, and the clause is understood to repeat the content of an  
earlier clause. The nature of this type of operator function has been captured 
by various labels such as 'code' or 'stranding'. 

Here we mention four types of reduced clause containing an operator 
without a main verb, of which the first two are the most important. DO is 
used as an 'empty' operator where the clause has no other auxiliary. 

(i) SO/NEITHER/NOR + OPERATOR (Cf 12.29) 
Positive : 

Ann will stay and so will s h ~ b a r a .  
Bill stayed and so did H B N ~ ~ .  

Negative : 
Ann won't stay and neither will ~ i ~ b a r a .  
Bill didn't stay, nor did ~ i ~ r y .  

(ii) OPERATOR + TOO/EITHER (Cf 12.59) 
Positive : 

Ann will stay late and Barbara  will^&, 
Bill broke his promise, and Henry did T&. 

Negative : 
Ann won't eat much and Barbara won't E ~ T H ~ T .  

Bill didn't break his promise, and Henry didn't ~ i n r e r .  

(iii) PREDICATION FRONTING (Cf 18.20) 
Ann SLID she would be late, and late she WAS. 
Bill SLID he would win the match, and win the match he D ~ D .  

(iv) RELATIVIZED PREDICATION (cf 6.34 Note [b]) 
Ann said she would be late, which she was. 
Bill said he would win the match, which he did. 

In these examples, the second auxiliary (unless it is DO) is the same as the 
first; but there are also reduced constructions in which the two auxiliaries 
may differ (cf 12.59, 19.45 Note): 

Ann hoped that we would stay, but unfortunately we couldn't. 
You should take a break whenever you can. 
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Note 

3.29 

(f) Pre-adverb position 
Frequency subjuncts, like always or never, and disjuncts, like certainly or 
probably, typically, but not necessarily, follow auxiliaries as operators, 
whereas they precede main verbs. Compare: 

She { ~ ~ ~ ~ b l y } b e l i e v e d  his story. 

She would { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b l y } b e l i e v e  that story. 

If there is more than one auxiliary, the adverb will still generally occur after 
the first, ie after the operator: 

She would probably never have believed his story. 

The position of an  adverb, however, is often variable within the verb phrase 
(cf 8.14fn. Compare: 

would probably never have 
never would have 

would probably have never 

The most important point is that such adverbs could not occur immediately 
after the main verb except where the main verb is BE (and therefore an 
operator) : 

*She belieaed neverlprobably his story. 

(Cf: She was neuer/probably a taxpayer.) 

(g) Quantifier position 
Quantifiers like all, both, and each which modify the subject of the clause 
may occur after the operator as an alternative, in many instances, to the 
predeterminer position (cf 5.15f): \k 

All the boys will be there. The boys will all be there. 
Both my parents are working. - My parents are both working. 

These quantifiers do not, however, occur after a main verb in the same type 
of construction i 

! 
All our t eah  played well. *Our team played all well. 
Each of us owns a bicycle. *We own each a bicycle. 

But if the quantifier is placed before the main verb, these sentences become 
acceptable : 

Our team all played well. We each own a bicycle. 

All, both, and each sometimes occur between subject and operator, but this is exceptional, and 
less acceptable than the post-operator position: 

?We both were working late. - We were both working late. 

(h) Independence of subject 
Compared with most main verbs, auxiliaries are semantically independent 
of the subject. This is reflected in at least three ways. 

First, there is a lack of semantic restrictions (cf 10.51) between the subject 
and the auxiliary verb. Contrast: 

The man 
The bus ought to be here at five. 

The man 
*The bus 1 hopes to be here at five. 

Second, there is the possibility of construction with existential there: 

There wed 
to be a school on the island. *There hoped 1 

Third, if other conditions are met for the active-passive correspondence (eg 
if the verb is transitive, cf 3.67m, auxiliaries usually admit the change from 
one voice to the other without change of meaning: 

Thousands of people will meet the president. 
= The president will be met by thousands of people. 

Compare the situation in which a full verb occurs as first (finite) verb: 

Thousands of people hope to meet the president. 
# The president hopes to be met by thousands of people. 

These criteria for independence are, however, not infallible. For example, in 
some contexts some auxiliaries fail the active-passive test (cf 3.72), and there 
are also some verbs which by other criteria are not auxiliaries, but which 
pass this test.-These verbs $11 be considered later (3.47m under the headings 
of semi-auxiliary and catenative verbs. 

Additional features of modal auxiliary verbs 
3.30 The criteria (a-h) discussed so far help to define auxiliaries as a functional 

class, but it must be remembered that all of them except (h) apply to operators 
in general, and therefore apply also to BE and (sometimes) HAVE as main 
verbs. Now we add the following morphological and syntactic criteria which 
apply specifically to modal auxiliary verbs, as distinct from the primary verbs 
BE, HAVE, and DO. 

(j) Construction with the bare infinitive 
Modal auxiliaries are normally followed by the infinitive, which is bare (ie 
the base form of the verb alone) except with used (cf 3.44) and (usually) ought 
(cf 3.43), verbs which for this reason, as well as for others, are somewhat 
marginal to the class of modals. Compare: 

You will be asked questions. BUT: You ought to comb your hair. 
They might have stolen it. BUT: He used to read for hours. 

it (On the marginal modal auxiliaries dare and need, cf 3.42.) 

(k) Finite functions only 
Modal auxiliaries can only occur as the first (operator) element of the verb 
phrase. They cannot occur in nonfinite functions, ie as infinitives or 
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participles, and as a consequence of this can occur only as first verb in the 
verb phrase: 

MODAL VERB PRIMARY VERB FULL VERB 

*to may to have to eat 
*(is) maying (is) being (is) eating 
*(has) mayed (has) been (has) eaten 

The primary verbs have the full range of nonfinite forms, but not all of these 
forms can be used in auxiliary function. For BE, all three nonfinite forms can 
be auxiliaries: be, being, been; HAVE has no -ed participle in auxiliary function, 
but only haue and having. 'Dummy' auxiliary DO, like the modal auxiliaries, 
can only occur as an operator, and the nonfinite forms of DO, (to) do, doing, 
and done, are constructed only as main verbs. 

(l) No 3rd person inflection 
Modal auxiliaries are not inflected in the 3rd person singular of the present 
tense; ie, they have no -S form: 

You must 
She must write. BUT: She likes 

In contrast, the primary verbs do have an -S form, but it is irregular (cf 
3.31fl. 

(m) ~bnormai time reference 
Not only the present forms, but the past forms of the modal auxiliaries can 
be used to refer to present and future time (often with hypothetical or 
tentative meaning) : 

I think he maylmight retire next May. 
Will/would you phone him tomorrow? 

Contrast: , 

*I think he retired next May. 
*Did you phone him tomorrow? 

Also modal auxiliaries which do not have a distinct past form (eg: must, need, 
ought) can be uaed to refer to the past in indirect speech: 

I told him 'he must be home early. ['. . . had to be'. . .'] 

Note [a] The use of past forms to refer to present and future time is also possible with full verbs, but 
only in some special constructions: eg in hypothetical gelauses (cf 14.23.15.35f): 

If you phoned ['were to phone'] me tomorrow, I could help you straight away. 
[b] In dialectal use (eg Scots English, Tyneside English, and Southern AmE), there are varieties 
of popular speech in which one modal auxiliary can follow another: He might could come ['He 
might be able to come'] etc. 
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The primary verbs BE, HAVE, and DO 

3.31 Having discussed auxiliary verb criteria, we can now consider the special 
morphological and syntactic characteristics of verbs which can function as 
auxiliaries: first the primary, and second the modal verbs. 

Semantically, the primary verbs as auxiliaries share an association with 
the basic grammatical verb categories of tense, aspect, and voice (cf 3.63, 
4.2,4.17). In this they are broadly distinguished from the modal verbs, which 
are associated mainly with the expression of modal meanings such as 
possibility, obligation, and volition (cf 4.42fn. But first, we examine these 
primary verbs from a formal point of view. 

BE 

3.32 The verb BE is a main verb (with a copular function; cf 2.16) in: 

Ann is a happy girl. ' Is that building a hotel? 

But BE also has two auxiliary functions: as an aspect auxiliary (Type C, 3.55): 

Ann is learning Spanish. 
The weather has been improving. 

and as a passive auxiliary (Type D, 3.55): 

Ann was awarded a prize. 
Our team has never been beaten. 

BE is unique in having a full set of both finite and nonfinite forms in auxiliary 
function;.it is also unique among English verbs in having as many as eight 
differeniforms, cf Table 3.32 on the next page. In the nonnegative column of 
Table 3.32 the unstressed pronunciations (with vowel reduction) are given 
after the stressed pronunciation, where they differ. 

Note [a] BE is the only verb in English to have a special form for the 1st person singular of the present 
(am) and two distinct forms of the past tense (wos, were). In the subjunctive, however (cf 3.58f). 
the form was does not occur. 
[b] Ain't is a nonstandard contraction commonly used (esp in AmE) in place of am not, isnor, are 
not, hasnot, and haue not. 
[c] There is no completely natural informal contraction of am Inot (parallel to isn't she for is she 
not) in negative sentences. (On the position of not in negative questions, cf 11.7.) Aren't I is 
widely used, especially in BrE, whereas ain't I, usually considered nonstandard, is somewhat 
more current in AmE than in BrE. Amn't I is mainly Scottish and Irish. 
[d] The following BrE example (of marginal acceptability) shows that it is possible for aren'r to 
act as a contracted form of am not even in declarative contexts: 

HB wkn't and i probably aren't ~ 6 ~ m a l l y .  
Here the substitution of aren't seems to have resulted from a desire for parallelism with the 
preceding occurrence of wasn't. 
[e] Phonologically, the contracted 'S ending /S/ or /z/ cannot occur after a sibilant consonant. 
Hence Your place is ouer there cannot become in writing 'Your place's ouer there. Compare the 
conditions for the pronunciation of the -S form of regular verbs (cf 3.9, and contrast the 
contraction following a nonsibilant: 

your p is /~lemz/]  
seat's /si:ts/ there. 

Other conditions on the use of the contraction 'S in place of is are discussed in 3.23. 
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Table 3.32 Forms of BE 

NONNEGATIVE 
UNCONTRACTED CONTRACTED 
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE (cf Note) 

base be lbi:/, /bl/ 

present 
1st person am lam/, lam1 am nor, (aren't) 
singular present 'm /m/ 'm not 

3rd person is /rz/ is not, isn't /'rzqt/ 
singular present 'S /z/, /S/ 'S not 

2nd person 
present, 1st are /a:r/ are not aren't /a:'nt/ 
and 3rd person 're /ar/ 're not 
ulural present 

past 
1st and 3rd was /w~z/. /w(a)z/ loos not wasn't /'w~zqt/ 
person 
singular past 

2nd person past 
l st and 3rd person plural were /~3 :~ / ,  /war/ were not weren't /ws:'nt/ 

past 

-ing form being /'bi:~g/ not being 
- 

-ed participle been /bi:n/, /bin/ not been 

NOTE The final It/ of the negative contraction is commonly not sounded. 

HAVE I 
\ 

3.33 HAVE functions both as an  auxiliary and as a main verb. As an auxiliary for 
perfective aspect (cf 4.18fn, HAVE combines with an -ed participle to form 
complex verb phrases: 

I have finished. 
What has she bought? 
They may have been eaten. 

As a main verb, it normally takes a direct object, and has various meanings 
such as possession: I have no money; They had two children; etc (cf 3.34). The 
different forms of HAVE are shown in Table 3.33 opposite. 

In negative constructions we have the following three variants: 

I have not seen her. (typical of written discourse) . - 

(typical of spoken discourse) 
I've not seen her. 

Of the contracted forms, the haven't type is generally more common than the 
'ue not type. As an  -ed participle, had is restricted to use as a main verb, as in 
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Have you had lunch?, or to use in the HAVE to construction, as in They have 
had to sell their car. 

Note Phonologically, the 'd contraction cannot occur after It/ or Id/: if we encounter the written form 
'd in such contexts (eg: It'd been damaged), this must be understood to represent the syllabic 
reduced form /ad/. Compare a similar restriction in 3.32 Note [e]. 

Table 3.33 Forms of HAVE 

NONNEGATIVE 
UNCONTRACTED CONTRACTED 
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE (cf Note) 

base haw /hav/, /(h)av/ F w  not 
've /v/ ue not haven't /'havqt/ 

-S form has /haz/, /(h)az/ has not 
'8 lzl. Is/ 'S not hasn't /'haz?t/ 

past had /hied/, /(h)ad/ had not 
'd /d/ 'd not hadn't /'hcdqt/ 

-ing form having /'hsvn)/ not having 

-ed participle had /hied/, /(h)ad/ 

NOTE The final It/ of the negative contraction is commonly not sounded. 

HAVE as main verb 
3.34 When used as a main verb with stative meaning (cf 4.4), HAVE shows syntactic 

variation in that it not only combines with DO-support in forming 
constructions with an operator (cf 3.37): 

We don't have any money. Do you have a lighter? 

but also acts as an operator itself in constructions such as: 

We haven't any money. Have you a lighter? 

This latter construction, although it is the traditional construction in BrE, is 
now somewhat uncommon, particularly in the past tense: ?Hadshe any news? 

There is also the informal HAVE got construction (cf 3.45), which although 
perfective in form is nonperfective in meaning, and is frequently preferred 
(esp in BrE) as an alternative to stative HAVE: 

John has courage. = John hasgot courage. 

It is particularly common in negative and interrogative clauses. To express 
some stative senses we can thus have three alternatives: 

(a) We haven't 

(c) We don't have 

{(a) Have you } {(a) No, I haven't.} 
Relationship: (b) Have you got any brothers? (b) No, I haven't. 

(c) Do you have (c) No, I don't. 
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a headache any longer. 
(c) I don't haue 

Of these alternatives, (a) is esp BrE (more formal); (b) is esp BrE (informal) ; 
(c) is AmE (and also common in BrE nowadays). 

Note [a] A further alternative for expressing negation is of course a negative determiner or pronoun: 
We how no butter (cf 5.13,6.62). 
[b] On HAVB to compared with mvegot to, cf 3.48. 
[C] In informal English hosgot, hovegot, and hadgot may be reduced to 'sgot, 'uegot, and 'dgot. 
In very informal English, 'uegot may be further reduced togot: 

What you got there? I got something nice for you. 
In its written form, this omission of the auxiliary is nonstandard. 

3.35 In dynamic senses (cf 4.4) such as 'receive', 'take', 'experience', and in idioms 
with an  eventive object (eg: have breakfast = 'eat breakfast'), HAVE (in both 
AmE and BrE) normally has m-support, and HAVE got is not possible: 

A: Does she have coffee with her breakfast? 
B : Yes, she does. 

A: Did you have any difficulty getting here? 
B : No, I didn't. 

A : Did you have a good time in Japan? 
B : Yes,, we certainly did. 

Other dynamic uses include HAVE in a causative sense followed by an -ed 
participle, or in a similar sense followed by a bare infinitive: 

A: Did they have the house painted? 
B: No, they didn't. 

A: Did they have you paint the house? 
B : Yes, they did. 

'\ 

Note [a] Note the following contrast between stative and dynamic meaning: 
Hod she got her baby at the clinic? ['Was her baby at  the clinic with her?'] 
Did she haue her baby at the clinic? ['Did she give birth to her baby at the clinic?'] 

Especially in AmE, the second sentence could have both of these meanings. 
[b] Since HAVE with the XI construction is typically dynamic, in the present tense it tends to 
single out a habitual interpretation (c/ 4.6). Compare: 

Do you have bad headaches? [normally habitual: 'as a rule'] 
Haue you got a bad headache? [nonhabitual: 'now, at this moment'] 
Houe you got bad headaches? [This could only be addressed to more than one person in a 

nonhabitual sense.] 

DO 
3.36 DO, like BE and HAVE, can be both an auxiliary and a main verb. As an 

auxiliary, DO has no nonfinite forms, but only present and past forms, cf 
Table 3.36 opposite. 

Note Occasionally does is contracted in informal style to 'S Is/; eg: What's it matter? A more drastic 
kind of phonological reduction is indicated by the following (nonstandard) orthographic 
rendering of informal speech : 

Wliyncliodo it yourself?['Why don't you. . .?l 
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Table 3.36 Forms of DO 

NONNEGATIVE 
UNCONTRACTED CONTRACTED 
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE (C/ Note) 

base do /du:/, /du/, /da/ do not don't /daunt/ 

-S form does /dez/, /daz/ does not doesn't /'dezgt/ 

past did /d~d/ did not didn't /'d~dqt/ 

-ing form doing /'du:~rj/ 
(main verb only) 

-ed participle done /den/ 
(main verb only) 

NOTB The final It/ of the negative contraction is commonly not sounded. 

00-support 
3.37 The term DO-SUPPORT (or 'W-periphrasis') applies to the use of DO as an  

'empty' or 'dummy' operator (cf 2.49) in conditions where the construction 
requires an operator, but where there is no semantic reason for any other 
operator to be present. All uses of DO as an auxiliary come under this heading. 
The main ones are : 

(a) In indicative clauses (cf 3.52) negated by not, where the verb is simple 
present or simple past: 

She doesn't want to stay. 
I didn't like mathematics at  school. 

Negative imperative clauses introduced by Do not or Don't may, with some 
reservation (cf 11.30, Note [a]), be placed in the same category. 

(b) In questions and other constructions involving subject-operator inver- 
sion, where the verb is in the simple present or past tense: 

Did he stay late? What do they say? Does it matter? 

This category includes tag questions (cf 11.8fn and other reduced questions 
where the dummy operator is not accompanied by a main verb: 

He knows how to drive a car, doesn't he? 
They didn't make any mistakes, did they? 
I don't like him, do you? 

It also includes inversion after an initial negative element: 

Never did he think the book would be finished so soon. 

(c) In emphatic constructions where the verb is simple present b r  simple 
past (cf emphatic positive constructions, 3.25): 

They "do want you to come. 
Michael "did say he would be here at nine, didn't he? 

Here we may also include the 'persuasive imperative' introduced by do: 
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"Do sit down! "Do  be quiet. 
A: May I sit here? B: Yes, by all means ~ 6 .  

(See, however, 11.30 Note [a] on the dubious status of DO as operator in this 
construction.) 

(d) In reduced clauses, where DO acts as a dummy operator preceding ellipsis 
of a predication (12.60): 

Mary reads books faster than I do. [do = 'read books'] 
Did you watch the game on television? No, but my brother did .  

['. . . watch the game on television'] 

Note [a] There is no W-support for negation in nonfinite clauses, where not precedes a full verb as 
main verb: 

Not liking mathematics, he gave it up. 
Not togo to the exhibition would be a pity. 

There is also normally no msuppor t  for subjunctive verbs (cf 3.58): 
It is important that this mission nor fail. 

[bl Negative words other than not do not require W-support: 
No one liked him. 
They never/seldom go out. 

[c] Nor is there any W-support in questions without inversion, ie questions with the normal S V 
O/C/A order (cf l 1.12, 11.15): He said that? Who camefirst? 
[d] Auxiliaries have no msupport ,  since they themselves perform the function of operators (cf 
3.21). Thus DO does not precede other auxiliaries: 'She doesmust come. There is a rare exception, 
however, where Do or Don't precedes auxiliary B E  in imperatives (cf 11.30 Note [a]): Don't be 
drinking wine when he calls; Don't bejiightened by that noise. 
[el In some legal documents in archaic style, the auxiliary oo construction is used merely as an 
alternative to the simple present or past tense: 

I, the undersigned, being of sound mind, do this day hereby bequeath. . . 

DO as main verb 
3.38 When used as a main verb, DO has the full range of forms, including the -ing 

participle doing and the -ed participle done: 
, 

What have you been doing today? 'I  haven't done much, I'm afraid. 

As a main verb, DO can combine with a pronoun object to act as a pro- 
predication referring to some unspecified action or actions. The pronoun 
object may be personal (i t) ,  demonstrative (thislthai), interrogative (what), or 
indefinite (nothinglanything, etc): 

I have been meaning to mend that radio, but I haven't done it yet. 
(cf 12.25) 

A: I'm throwing these books away. B: Why are you doing THAT? 
A: What have they been doing to the road? B: Widening it. 
A: What have you done with my pen? B: I've put it in the desk. 
A : What did you do on holiday? B : We didn't d o  anything. 
I didn't know what to do ,  so I did nothing. 

See also the use of DO in pseudo-cleft sentences (18.29). DO is also used 
intransitively as a pro-predication (cf 12.22); 

She didn't earn so much as she might have (done). (esp BrE) 
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Apart from these uses as a pro-form, the main verb DO has a wide range of 
uses as a general-purpose agentive transitive verb, especially in informal 
speech: 

Let's do the dishes -you wash and I'll dry. [l1 
Who does your car? Fred Archer - and he does my neighbour's 

too. [21 
She's done some really good essays - and she always hands them 
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DO in such sentences is often replaceable by a verb of more exact meaning; 
eg in [2] SERVICE or MAINTAIN, and in 131 WRITE. The meaning is narrowed 
down by the nature of the object: eg  in Will you do the potatoes?, DO could 
mean 'peel' or 'cook', but scarcely 'polish', a meaning it might have in H a v e  
you done the silver? 

Note There is also a resultative use of done meaning 'cooked': Is the nleot done? 

Modal auxiliaries 

3.39 The criteria for identifying modal auxiliaries have been discussed in 3.228, 
and especially 3.30. Not all verbs respond to all criteria, however, and it is 
useful to make a distinction between central and marginal modals. We will 
discuss the marginal modals and other verbs of intermediate status in 3.40ff, 
and we will discuss the meanings of the modal auxiliaries later (4.49fn. 

All that needs to be said about the form of the central modals is stated in 
Table 3.39 and the accompanying Notes. The Table gives the contracted 

Table 3.39 Forms of the modal auxiliary verbs 

NONNEGATIVE 
UNCONTRACTED CONTRACTED 
NEGATIVE NEGATIVE 

can /km, kan/ cannot, can't /ka:nt/ (BrE), 
(can not: cf Note [b]) /kaent/ (AmE) 

could /kud, kad/ could not couldn't /'kudqt/ 

may /me11 may not 
might /mart/ might not 

(mayn't /me~nt/ cf 3.23) 
mightn't /'martqt/ 

(shan't /Ja:nt/ (BrE) cf 3.23) 
shouldn't /'Judqt/, /'Jadpt/ 

will not won't /waunt/ 
'11 not (cf Note [c]) 

would not wouldn't /Iwudnt/ 
'd not (cf Note [cl) 

must /m~st,  mast/ must not mustn't /'m~spt/ 

(Unstressed pronunciations with vowel reduction are placed after the stressed pronunciations. 
Rare forms are placed in parentheses.) 
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negative form, and  also the pronunciation of both stressed and unstressed 
forms. 

Semantic  aspects of the negation of modal auxiliaries are examined in 
10.671: 

Note [a] The words braced together can for some purposes be regarded as present and past forms of 
the same verb. But for other purposes, they behave as independent verbs (cf4.59). 
[b] The spelling of can not as two words is unusual: it occurs where main verb negation (cf 
l0.67/) is intended, or where special emphasis onor separation of the negative word is required; 
eg: 

Can you not interrupt, please. 
Can 1 not help you? 
He says we can manage when we can certainly not. 

[c] There are obviously no contracted forms of 'I1 and 'd since they are themselves contractions. 
These forms are braced with willand would because '/land 'd canalways be expanded to lvill and 
~vould (except, of course, when 'd = had, cf 3.33). 
[d] Regarding the frequency of the modal auxiliaries, the following findings, based on studies of 
the SEW, Brown and LOB corpora, are of significant interest: 
(a) The frequency of individual modals varies greatly from will (four times per thousand in 

spoken BrE) to shall (three times per ten thousand words in written English). The marginal 
modals ought lo, need,and dare are in their turn strikingly less frequent than shall. 

(b) The modals as a whole are much more frequent in spoken than in written English. 
(C) Will, can, and their past forms ~vouldand couldare notably more frequent than other modals. 
(d) Among less frequent modals, should, shall, and ought to are even less frequent in AmE than 

in BrE. 

verbs of intermediate function 

3.40 I n  the following sections we examine verbs whose status is in some degree 
intermediate between auxiliaries and main verbs. These form a set of 
categories which may be roughly placed o n  a gradient between modal 
auxiliaries at  one end, and full verbs, such as  hope, which take a nonfinite 
clause as object, a t  the other. The extremes of  the scale may therefore be 
represented by I can go and I hope togo, cf Fig 3.40a opposite. 

The  s t ruc tuq l  implication of this scale is that the construction (a) I can go 
contains one vetb phrase, whereas the construction (f) I hope to go contains a 
finite ve rb  phrase followed by a nonfinite one. This  distinction will be further 
discussed in 3.57. Semantic aspects of the scale may also be noted (cf 4.66); 
many o f  the intermediate verbs, particularly those a t  the higher end of the 
scale, have  meanings associated with aspect, tense, and  modality: meanings 
which a r e  primarily expressed through auxiliary verb constructions. Our 
principal task, however, is to distinguish these classes by formal criteria, 
while making any semantic observations that may be useful. 

The criteria which will provide the framework for this analysis are those 
which were used in identifying the class of auxiliaries in 3.22ff. There are 
eight criteria for auxiliaries, and four criteria which more narrowly apply to 
the central modal auxiliaries. They are summarized in Table 3.40b opposite, 
together with illustratively contrasting examples. 

(one 
verb 
phrase) 
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(a) CENTRAL MODALS can, could, may, might, shall, 
should, will/'ll, wouldl'd, must (cf 3.39) 

(b) MARGINAL MODALS dare, need, ought to, used to (cf 3.418) 

(c) MODAL IDIOMS had better, would ratherlsooner, 
BE to, HAVE got to, etc (cf 3.45fl 

(d) SEMI-AUXILIARIES HAVE to, BE about to, BE able to, 
BE bound to, BE going to, BE 
obliged to, BE supposed to, BE 
willing to, etc (cf 3.47j) 

(e) CATENATIVES APPEAR to, HAPPEN 10, SEEM to, 
GET + -ed participle, KEEP + -ing 
participle, etc (cf 3.49) 

(two (f) MAIN VERB + HOPE + to-infinitive, 
verb 1 nonfinite clause BEGIN + -ing participle, etc (cf 16.38fl 
phrases) 

Fig. 3.40a The auxiliary verb - main verb scale 

1 Table 3.40b Criteria for auxiliary verbs 

AUXILIARY CRITERIA 
(OD = overator) 

AUXILIARY MAIN VERB 

(a) Op in negation He cannot go. *He hopes not to go. 
(cf Note) 

(b) Negative contraction can't *hopen't 
(c) Op in inversion Can we go? *Hope we to go? 
(d) Emphatic positive *Yes, I DO can come. Yes, I DO hope to come. 
(e) Op in reduced clause I can come if you can. *I hope to come if you 

hope. 
(f) Position of adverb We can always go early. We always hope to go 

early. 
(g) Postposition of They can aN come. ?They hope aN to come. 

quantifier [?They allcan come. [ They all hope to come. 
(h) Independence of Ann can do it. - He hopes to do it. 

subject It can be done by Ann. *It hopes to be done by 
him. 

MODAL AUXILIARY CRITERIA MODAL AUXILIARY MAIN VERB 

(j) Bare infinitive I can go. *I hope go. 
(k) No nonfinite forms *to can/*canning/*canned to hopelhopinglhoped 
(I) No -S form 'She cans come. She hopes to come. 
(m) Abnormal time You could leave this You hoped to leave this 

reference evening. [not past evening. [past time] 
time] 

NOTE He hopesnot togo is acceptable in the sense 'He hopes that he will not go'; but this is then 
a case of the negation of togo, not of hopes (cf3.22 Note [a]). 
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Marginal modals: dare, need, ought to, and used to 
3.41 G i v e n  that i n  the a b o v e  tab le  m o d a l  auxil iaries are posit ive for all  c r i t e r ia ,  

where m a i n  verbs l i k e  hope are nega t ive ,  the margina l  m o d a l s  are verhs 
which closely resemble  the c e n t r a l  modal auxiliaries. It can be argued, 
indeed, f o r  dare and need  that these are proper modals, but that f o r  each 
there is also a h o m o m o r p h i c  v e r b  (DARE, NEED) cons t ruc ted  as a m a i n  verb 
(cf, however ,  3.42 Note [b]). Ought,  too, may be treated as a c e n t r a l  modal if 
s p e a k e r s  construct i t  w i t h  the bare infinit ive (cf 3.43 Note [a]). 

dare and need 
3.42 Dare and need  can be cons t ruc ted  e i t h e r  as m a i n  verbs (with to-infinitive and 

w i t h  inflected -S, -ing and past forms), or, under restr icted condi t ions ,  as 
modal auxi l ia r ies  (wi th  the bare infinit ive and wi thout  the inflected forms). 

Table 3.42 

MODAL AUXILIARY MAIN VERB 
CONSTRUCTION CONSTRUCTION 

Positive H e  neededldared to escape. 

Negative H e  needn'tldaren't escape. H e  doesn't needldare to  escape. 

Interrogative NeedlDare we escape? Do we needldare to  escape? 

Negative- '{ Needn't he escape Doesn't he need to escape 
after all? after all? 

interrogative Dare he not escape? Doesn't he dare to escape? 

The m o d a l  cons t ruc t ion  i s  restr icted to nonassert ive contex ts  (cf 2.53), ie 
m a i n l y  negative and in te r roga t ive  sentences, whereas  the m a i n  verb 
c o n s t n ~ c t i o n  can a l m o s t  a lways  be used,  and is in f a c t  more common. The 
auxi l ia ry  cons t ruc t ion  with dare and n e e d  i s  rarer i n  AmE than i n  BrE, where 
it is a l so  q u i t e  r a r e .  

As a modal, d a r e  exhib i t s  a b n o r m a l  t i m e  reference (cf 3.30) i n  that it can 
be used, w i t h o u t  inflection, f o r  past as well  as present t ime:  

The k i n g  was so hot-tempered that no one dare tell h i m  the bad news. 

The m a i n  veri  form dared (to) m i g h t  also o c c u r  here. 

Note [a] 'Nonassertive contexts* are not confined to negative and interrogative clauses: they also 
include clauses containing semi-negative words such as hardly and only. The following examples 
illustrate sentences with negative import, but lacking not-negation: 

No one dare predict the results. Standards are lower than they need be. 
For further illustrations and discussion of this topic, cf10.61. 
[b] Blends between the auxiliary construction and the main verb construction occur and seem to 
be widely acceptable (more so in the case of dare than in that of need): 

They do not dare ask for more. Do they dare ask for more? 
These two examples combine the m-support of the main verb construction with the bare 
infinitive of the auxiliary construction. On the hypothesis that there are two different verbs (the 
main verb DARE and the auxiliary verb dare), one would expect these to be ungrammatical; but 
they are not. The past tense form dared without m-support may be regarded as another example 
of a blend, since the -edpast inflection is not characteristic of modal verbs: 

They darednot carry out their threat. 

Blends with need are usually of the type with -S inflection and bare infinitive: ?One needs only 
reflectfir a second. . . 
[c] Dare occurs (with nuclear stress) in the following idiomatic constructions expressing a 
threatening rebuke: 

How D ~ E  you do such a thing? Don't you DARE speak to me like that. 
The latter example, with D O - S U ~ ~ O ~ ~  and a bare infinitivespeak, is another example of a blend. 
[dl In another formulaic construction, I dare say followed by a that-clause. the two verbs are 
often written as a single word daresay: 

I daresay she is right. ['I wouldn't be surprised if. . .'] 
The normal sense of dare is lost here. 
[el As main verbs, DARE and NEED can enter into a number of different constructions (cf 16.26, 
16.39.16.50). Thus, NEED can take a direct object: 

You need a haircut. 
As is to be expected, NEED and DARE as main verbs have to be replaced by m in reduced clause 
constructions: 

She needs to practise and so do I. They didn't dare to attack us, did they? 
[fl As a modal auxiliary, need has no tense contrast. To express past time, however,.we can place 
need before the perfective aspect (cf4.18A): You neednot havedoneit. This is then approximately 
equivalent to the past tense  NE NEED as a main verb: You did not need to do it. But the NEED to 
construction does not have the counterfactual implication of the need have. . . construction. For 
instance, in the following the counterfactual meaning is inappropriate, and we could not 
therefore replace did not need to say by neednot haue said: 

Anne was too nervous to reply, but fortunately she didnot need to say anything. 
[g] As an auxiliary, dare usually fails the independence of subject criterion (h) in 3.29. There is 
no semantic equivalence between the active The boy doren't contact her and the passive She 
daren't be contacted by the boy. One meets, however, exceptions such as This is a problem which 
dare not be overlooked. 
[h] Further to Note [b] above, results of elicitation experiments indicate a higher acceptance 
rate for blends with AmE than with BrE speakers. This can be interpreted in twoopposite ways: 
we can argue either that blends are more common in AmE, or that dare and need are such 
unusual verbs in AmE in these constructions, that speakers do not react critically to blends, but " 

rather display passive acceptance of them. The latter interpretation (which has also been 
advanced for blends with another marginal auxiliary, ought to, 43.43) is supported by frequently 
introduced lexical changes such as the following: 

Submitted sentence: Needn't he go? 
Doesn't he haue to go? 

Shouldn't he go? etc 

ought to 
3.43 Ought  to /o:t tu:/, /3:t (t)a/, has the uncont rac ted  n e g a t i v e  ought not  t o  and the 

contracted n e g a t i v e  oughtn't to. It normal ly  has the to-infinitive (although 
occasionally i n  f a m i l i a r  s ty le  the b a r e  infinit ive o c c u r s  i n  nonasser t ive  
contexts):  

Y o u  ought  to  stop smoking. 
Y o u  oughtn't to  smoke so m u c h .  
Ought  y o u  to smoke so much? 

The t o  i s  a l so  o p t i o n a l  following ought i n  el l ipsis:  Yes, I think I o u g h t  (to). On 
the m e a n i n g  o f  ought  to, cf 4.56. 

Note [a] Elicitation tests on young people have shown that, for both AmE and BrE, in nonassertive 
contexts the to-less ought construction is widely acceptable, and for some speakers even 
preferable to the construction with to in nonassertive contexts; eg: 

They ought not (to) do that sort of thing. Ought we (to) haue done it? 
Oug/~m't we (to) send for the police? 
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In assertive contexts, however, the to-less form is unacceptable: 

~ e { * ~ ~ ~ : ~ ) g i v e  him another chance, . -  * 
[b] Treating ought as a main verb with Emsupport, which is usually described as a dialectal 
usage, proved to be the least popular alternative in a test with BrE teenage informants: 

They didn't ought to do that sort of thing. 
Did we ought to have done it? 

However, the existence of this construction, even if it is not part of standard English, is an 
indicator of the marginal status of ought to which, like the other marginal modals, shows some 
tendency to pattern a s  a main verb. More generally, such results reflect change and uncertainty 
in the use of certain modals which, from a historical viewpoint, are in decline. 

used to 
3.44 Used to denotes a habit or a state that existed in the past (cf4.15), and is 

therefore semantically not so much a modal auxiliary as an auxiliary of tense 
and aspect. In formal terms, however, it fits the marginal modal category. 

It always takes the to-infinitive and only occurs in the past tense: 

She used to attend regularly. ['was in the habit of attending. . .'l 
I used to be interested in bird-watching. ['I was formerly. . .'l 

It is typically pronounced /'ju:stu:/ or /?u:stu/ before vowels or before an 
ellipsis, and /Iju:sta/ before consonants. 

Used to occurs both as an overator and with DO-suovort. In the latter case 
the spellings use to and used to-both occur, reflecting speakers' uncertainty of 
the status of this verb: an uncertainty, that is, as to whether it is to be treated . - 
as an  invariable form, like a modal auxiliary; or as a form with an infinitive, 
like a full verb. The pronunciation of the verb does not allow discrimination 
between these possibilities. In the negative, the operator construction, which 
avoids this dilemma, is preferred by many in BrE: 

H e  usen't to smoke. 
H e  used not to smoke. 

H e  didn't use to smoke. 
H e  didn't used to smoke. } ( B ~ E  a i d  A ~ E )  

The construction did . . . use to is preferred to other constructions in both 
AmE and BrE. The spelling did. . . used to, however, is often regarded as 
nonstandard. The interrogative operator construction used (he) to is rare 
even in BrE. Tag questions also normally have DO-support; compare: 

Did he use to smoke? He used to smoke, didn't he? 

Note [a] Used to + infinitive should be distinguished from used to + noun phrase or -ing participle 
clause: 

/I@ in the country. 
~ h e i s u s e d t o { ~ .  ruing , in the country 

In this latter construction, although it has the same pronunciation as the marginal modal, used 
to is in fact a participial adjective followed by the preposition to ['accustomed to.  . .'](c/ 16.69 
Note [all. 
[b] A perfective form of used to, had used to, is occasionally attested. 
[c] There is a tendency for speakers to avoid the problem of negating used to by employing the 
negative adverb never: I never used to watch teleuision. 
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Modal idioms: hadbetter, etc 
3.45 This category contains the following four multi-word verbs, as well as some 

less common verbal constructions: 

had better would rather HAVE got to BE to 

They all begin with an auxiliary verb, and are followed by an infinitive 
(sometimes preceded by to): 

We (F} better leave soon. Yes, we / E ~ t t e r . I  
J \ 

I'd rather not say anything. l21 
They've got to leave immediately. [31 
The conference is to take place in Athens. 141 

None of these idiomatic verbs has nonfinite forms; they cannot therefore 
follow other verbs in the verb phrase: 

*I will have got to leave soon. 
*The conference has been to take place in Athens. 

In this respect they are not like main verbs. They are not, however, entirely 
like auxiliaries, since they do not behave as operators. It is normally the first 
word alone which acts as operator in (for example) negative and interrogative 
sentences : 

Hadn't we better lock the door? 
Would you rather eat in a hotel? 
We haven't got to pay already, have we? 

' 

I wasn't to know that you were waiting. 

However, had better and would rather have two kinds of negation. First, there 
is a negation in which not follows the whole expression: 

I'd rather not stay here alone. 
You'd better not lock the door. 

A second type of negation, in which not follows the first word, is typically 
used in 'second instance' contexts (especially in negative questions) where an 
earlier statement or assumption is being challenged: 

A: Wouldn't you rather live in the country? 
B: No, I would not. I'd rather live here. 

The two kinds of negation are sometimes associated with different meanings, 
the former being an instance of predication negation (cf 10.69): 

Had we better not go? ['Would it be advisable if we didn't go?'] 
Hadn't we better go? ['I think we had better go; don't you agree?] 

The contracted verb form followed by not is unacceptable with these two 
idioms: 

*I'd not rather leave. *You'd not better resign. 

1 Would rather differs from central modals and marginal modals in that it is 
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incapable of showing active-passive synonymy: 

I'd rather rent the cottage. *The cottage would rather be rented by 
me. 

On the other hand, HAVE got to and BE to are more like main verbs in that 
they have an -S form and normal presentlpast tense contrast: 

is to meet today. 
The {W to meet yesterday. 

She { hasgot to leave by tomorrow. 
hadgot to leave by the next day. (BrE) 

The past tense construction hadgot to, however, does not occur in AmE, and 
is rare in BrE, especially in questions. 

Note [a] In addition to the four modal idioms illustrated above, the following sentences illustrate less 
common idioms which might be placed in the same category: 

I wouldsooner leave the decision to you. 
I would (just) as soon eat at home. 
We maylmight Gust) as well pay at once. (44.53 Note [e]) 
You had best forget this incident. 

[b] Sometimes (particularly in AmE) the uncontracted form of 'd rather is realized as had rather 
insteadof wouldrather. Very occasionally the uncontracted formshouldratherisalsoencountered. 
These variations, and similar variations with would sooner, etc have presumably arisen because 
of the ambiguity of the contraction 'd. 
[c] Would rather and would sooner express preference ['. . . would prefer to . . .'] and may 
therefore be followed by a comparative construction beginning with than: 

I'd ratherlsooner live in the country than in the city. 
[d] It is a sign of ;he 'in-between'.gatus of modal idioms that either the whole idiom or just the 
first word of the idiom may be 'stranded'before ellipsis of the predication, as in [I] above, where 
the reply Yes, we'd better is an alternative to Yes, we had. (A third alternative is Yes, we better 
had.) With would rather, however, the wouldalone is usually stranded 

A: Would you rather buy this one? 

[el In informal speph, the first word of HAVE got to and hadbetter is often completely elided, so 
that the pronunciation of the whole idiom is reduced to I1gota/, rbetar/, thus making it resemble 
a single modal auxiliary. This reduction is represented in very informal written style (eg in 
fictional dialogue) by the omission of 've, 'd, etc, and sometimes by the nonstandard spelling 
gotta: 

got be careful these days. They better go home. 
{got ta ] , 

[q HAVE got to is nbt to be confused with the perfective of the catenative verb GET to. The latter 
has, in AmE, the distinctive form H~VEgotre~z to (cj3.18): 

We'vegotten to watch more TV this year than last. (AmE) 

The meanings of the modal idioms 
3.46 All four of the modal idioms discussed above have meanings classifiable as 

'modal'. 

(a) Had better has a meaning of 'advisability', similar to the obligational 
meaning of ought to and should (cf 4.56). 

(b) Would rather has the volitional meaning 'would prefer to'. 

(c) HAVE got to has meanings of 'obligation' and 'logical necessity' (cf: must 
4.54). From the semantic point of view, it is best considered a variant of 
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the semi-auxiliary HAVE to. The respects in which its meaning differs 
from that of HAVE to are considered in 3.48 and 4.54f. 

(d) BE to is an idiom expressing futurity, with varied connotations of 
'compulsion', 'plan', 'destiny', etc, according to context. In the past, was 
to and were to express futurity from the standpoint of past time 
orientation; in conditional clauses, the subjunctive were to expresses 
hypothetical future meaning (cf 15.36). The meaning of BE to is further 
discussed in 4.47J: 

Note [a] BE ro must not be confused with an apparently identical construction in which the copula BE 

is followed bv a nominal or adverbial infinitive clause (c/ 15.10J 15.48): 
Thecommittee is to find a solution. [ l]  
The ptoblem is to find a solution. 121 

Whereas [I] illustrates the modal idiom BE to, in 121, rofindo solution is a nominal infinitive clause 
acting as complement of is (CA Theproblem is how to$t~da solution). 
[b] The future meaning of BE to is particularly emphasized when it is accompanied by still or 
yet: 

The most severe weather is yellstill to come. 
The implication here is negative: 'has notlyet come'.Compare a similar use of WE to, 3.48. 

Semi-auxiliaries: begoing to, etc 
3.47 The semi-auxiliaries consist of a set of verb idioms which express modal or 

aspectual meaning and which are introduced by one of the primary verbs 
HAVE and BE ; eg : 

be able to be bound to be likely to be supposed to 
be about to be due to be meant to be willing to 
be apt to be going to be obliged to have to 

The boundaries of this category are not clear: they might be extended, for 
example, to include the negative be unable to, be unwilling to, etc (cf Note [a]). 
We will first of all deal with the semi-auxiliaries introduced by BE. 

All these constructions satisfy the first seven criteria for auxiliary verbs (cf 
3.22fn, in the sense that, for example, be going to has be as an operator in 
negation and inversion, rather than having DO-support: 

Ada isn't going to win. 
*Ada doesn't be going to win. 

Is Ada going to win? 
*Does Ada be going to win? 

However, this follows from the fact that the first word of the semi-auxiliary 
construction is the primary verb be. To be strictly comparable to an auxiliary 
in its entirety, be going to would have to form its negation by adding not to 
the second or third word: *is goingn't to or *is going ton't. It is therefore only 
by special interpretation of the operator criteria (a-e) that these semi- 
auxiliaries can be described as auxiliary-like. They do, however, resemble 
auxiliaries in permitting synonymous passives and there-constructions in 
accordance with the criterion of subject-independence (cf 3.29): 

Brazil is going to win the World Cup. 
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- The World Cup is going to be won by Brazil. 
Several home teams aregoing to be beaten tomorrow. - There aregoing to be several home teams beaten tomorrow. 

Moreover, such constructions as be going to and be bound to belie their 
appearance in not allowing contrasts of aspect and voice. There is, for 
example, no nonprogressive construction corresponding to be going to: 

*Several home teams go to be beaten tomorrow. 

And there is no active equivalent of the superficially passive be bound to: 

He was bound to be a failure. - *Someone bound him to be a failure. 

This is further evidence of a resemblance to auxiliaries rather than to main 
verb constructions. 

These constructions are, however, in one respect much closer to main 
verbs than are the modal idioms. They have nonfinite forms such as been 
going to and to be bound to, and can therefore occur in combination with 
preceding auxiliaries: 

James will be obliged to resign. 
We have always been willing to help. 

Two or more semi-auxiliaries may indeed occur in sequence: 

Someone is going to have to complain. 
No one is likely to be able to recognize her. 

Although there are restrictions on this kind of combination (cf 3.57), the 
occurrence of nonfinite semi-auxiliaries means that these idioms can fill slots 
in a modal verb paradigm where modal auxiliaries of equivalent meaning 
cannot occur: 

l *could 
We { been able to solve the problem. [can = 'ability'] 

TO { * ~ l l ~ ~ ~ d  to speak freely is a human right. [can = 'permission'] 

Other equivaiences of this kind are between must and have to (cf 3.48), and 
between will and be willing to. 

Note [a] There is a gradience between a semi-auxiliary such as be bound to and an occurrence of the 
copula BE followed by an adjectival or participial construction such as happy to or compelled to. 
One criterion of importance here is the ability of what rollows BE to stand at the beginning of a 
supplementive clause (cf 15.60fl: 

Compelled to take stem measures, the administration lost popularity. [ ( I  
?Bound to take stern measures, the administration lost popularity. L21 

By this criterion, the combinations able to and willing to are less clearly independent than their 
negatives unable to and unwilling to : 

Unable/Unwillingto resist, Matilda agreed to betray hercountry. I31 
?Able/? Willing to resist, Matilda declined to betray her country. [4l 

Of these parallel senlences, [I] and 131 are clearly acceptable, whereas 121 and [4] are more 
marginal. But acceptability judgments tend to vary in this area. 
[b] As semi-auxiliaries, be meant to and be supposed to have meanings similar to those of ought to 
(cf 4.56.4.66) and are not to be confused with homomorphic passive constructions. In the case 
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of be supposed to, the semi-auxiliary is marked by a special pronunciation /. . . s(a)'pausto/ or 
1. . . s(a)'pausta/ (c/ the special pronunciation of used to; 3.44). 

have to 
3.48 Have to is the only semi-auxiliary beginning with HAVE rather than BE, but its 

inclusion in this category is partly justified by its occurrence in the full range 
of nonfinite forms, a respect in which it differs from the semantically parallel 
havegot to (cf 4.55): 

I may have to leave early. (*I may haue got to leave early.) 
People are having to boil their drinking water during this emergency. 
The administration has had to make unpopular decisions. 

As these examples show, have to can occur in modal, perfective, and 
progressive constructions. It would be impossible to substitute havegot to for 
have to in these cases. 

In meaning, have to is similar to must (cf 4.54), and can stand in for must in 
past constructions where must cannot occur: 

These days you must work hard'if you want to succeed. [have to = 
In those days you had to work hard if you wanted 1 'obligation'] 

to succeed. 
There must be some solution to the problem. 
There had to be some solution to the problem. 

Have to patterns either as a main verb or as an auxiliary with respect to 
operator constructions: 

Do we have to get up early tomorrow? (AmE and BrE) 
Have we to get up early tomorrow? (BrE - somewhat old-fashioned) 

In this, it resembles other uses of HAVE as a main verb (cf 3.34). m-support, 
however, is the only construction in AmE and the dominant one in BrE (cf 
Note [cl). 

Although have got to has the same meanings of 'obligation' and 'logical 
necessity' as are expressed by have to, have got to tends not to have habitual 
meaning, and when combined with a verb of dynamic meaning, tends to 
refer to the future. There is thus a potential difference between: 

Jim'sgot to check the temperature every 12 hours. 
Jim has to check the temperature every 12 hours. 

Whereas [I] is likely to have the force of a directive, stipulating what Jim's 
duties will be in the future, [2] is more likely to indicate a habitual action 
['This is what Jim's present duties consist of']. 

Note [a] Both haue to and houe got to occur with epistemic meaning like that of musr (cf 4.54) in 
sentences such as: 

Someone ,)be telling lies You be joking, 

This has until recently been regarded as an AmE usage, but is now also current in BrE. 
[bl In other contexts haue to and haue got to express a stronger meaning of 'logical necessity' 
which cannot be matched by the use of musl: 
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There has (got) to be a first time for everything. 
[C] Studies in BrE usage show that over 85 per cent of instances of haue to in negative and 
interrogative clauses are constructed with DO. Elicitation tests have further indicated that 
negative constructions without DO (of the kind I hadn't to walk more than a mile) are less 
acceptable than interrogative constructions without DO (such as Has he ra answer the letrer this 
week ?). 

Catenative verb constructions 
3.49 The term CATENATIVE will in practice be used to denote verbs in such 

constructions as appear to, come to, fail to, get to, happen to, manage to, seem 
to, tend to, and turn out to followed by the infinitive: 

to realize the importance of the problem. [l]  

seemed 

Such constructions have meanings related to aspect or modality, but are 
nearer to main verb constructions than are semi-auxiliaries, patterning 
entirely like main verbs in taking DO-support: 

!am didnl {::E] to realize the importance of the problem. 121 

Most of them do, however, resemble auxiliary constructions in satisfying the 
'independence of subject' criterion (cf 3.29). Thus [l]  has the corresponding 
passive [3] : 

The importance of the problem to be realized by Sam. [3] 

seemed 

This criterion, however, applies somewhat marginally to agentive verbs like 
fail and munag?, and does not apply at all to get. 

Unlike main verb constructions such as expect (to), want (to), and attempt 
(to), catenative constructions are in no way syntactically related to transitive 
verb constructions in which the verb is followed by a direct object or 
prepositional object (cf 16.268, 16.38). Compare: 

John 
attempted to attack the burglar. 

But: 

*appeared John { attempted]an attack on the burglar. 

We may also include among catenative verbs certain verbs which resemble 
the auxiliary BE in combining either with the -ing participle in progressive 
constructions, or with the -ed participle in passive constructions: 

r- 
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started out 
The girl kept (on) working. 

{wenton } 
Our team got beaten by the visitors. 

(In BrE, carriedon can be used as equivalent to went on.) These, again, should 
be distinguished from similar looking constructions in which a main verb is . 

followed by a nominal -ing participle clause (eg: The girl liked working; cf 
16.39) or by a participial adjective, as in the pseudo-passive (cf 3.77): Our 
team looked beaten. 

Note [a] The term 'catenative'alludes to the ability of these verbs to be concatenated in sequences of 
nonfinite constructions, as in Our team seems to manage 10 keepongelring bearen. This propensity 
for forming chain-like structures is not, however, confined to catenative verbs, but is alsb 
characteristic of semi-auxiliaries and main verbs followed by nonfinite clauses as objects: Hence 
such improbable, but structurally possible sequences as: 

We are going to have to enjoy seeming to like listening to his music. 
[b] Some catenative verbs, like some semi-auxiliaries, are closely related to constructions with 
anticipatory it (cf16.34, 16.72): 

He seems to be rich. - It seems that he is rich. 
She turned out to love horses. - It turned out that she loved horses. 
Joan is likely to resign. - It is likely that Joan will resign. 

Some further aspects of the gradience between modals 
and main verbs 

3.50 Although they do not enter into the list of modal auxiliary criteria stated in 
3.308, the following may be mentioned as additional characteristics of modal 
auxiliaries: 

(a) They are either invariable, like must, or close to invariable, like would, 
which, although historically it is the past tense form of will, is from the 
standpoint of present-day English in many respects an independent 
form. Thus modals might without too much simplification be regarded 
as 'modal particles' which have lost their historical connection with the 
inflectional uaradiam of verbs. 

(b) From the semantic point of view, modal auxiliaries are often specialized 
towards the expression of certain speech acts; eg giving advice (ought to, 
should), making promises or threats (will), giving orders (must, can), etc 
(cf 4.49fn. In this respect, they give an utterance a force somewhat 
similar to that of a performative (cf 4.7) such as I beg you . . ., Zpromise 
you. . ., etc. 

These characteristics of modals are also shared in various degrees by modal 
idioms, semi-auxiliaries, etc. For example, had better and have got to are more 
closely associated with speech acts such as giving advice and orders than is 
the semi-auxiliary haue to, which is capable of undergoing variation of tense 
and aspect. 

3.51 Adding points (a) and (b) together, we may go so far as to see in modals a 
tendency to develop into 'pragmatic particles'. This tendency is seen in its 
purest form in a construction such as May you be happy! (cf 3.60), where the 
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modal may is placed at the beginning of the sentence, and marks it as an 
expression of wish. On a similar footing, let (cf 11.26) in sentences such as 
Let them come hereor Let the world take notice may be regarded as a pragmatic 
particle of imperative or optative mood. In other respects, however, let is 
totally unlike auxiliary verbs. In being followed by a pronoun in the objective 
case (Let them . . ., Let us . . ., etc) it assimilates to the pattern of complex 
transitive verbs. Clearly, in terms of its syntactic affinities, it is a main verb 
rather than an auxiliary. 

Another example of a verb which is syntactically a main verb, although it 
behaves rather like a pragmatic particle, is the verb want when followed by 
to + infinitive in utterances such as: 

You want to be careful with that saw. [ l ]  
I want to tell you how much we enjoyed last night. [21 

In [l], You want to expresses a warning or a piece of advice; in [2] 1 want to 
introduces an expression of wish, which, in effect, tones down a performative 
verb. This pragmatic device is particularly conventionalized in informal 
usage, where it is pronounced /'wonal. (Especially in AmE, a nonstandard 
spelling wanna is also current.) What makes want to in [l] particularly similar 
to a pragmatic particle is the impossibility of obtaining an equivalent 
meaning when the sentence is changed into the past tense or into the 
progressive aspect: 

?You are wanting to be careful with that saw. 
You wanted to be careful with that saw. 

Sentences [3] and [4] no longer have a particular advice-giving function, and 
have to be interpreted simply as statements about the wishes of the hearer. 

Note [a] On the other hand, the negative of wont to can (in informal use) have a specialized advice- 
giving function even when combined with the progressive of the following verb: 

Come on: you don't want to keep them all waiting. 
You don't want to be sitting around doing nothing. 

[b] A better candidate than let for quasi-modal status, in informal English, is the 1st person 
imperative marker let's regarded simply as an unanalysed particle pronounced /lets/ (cflI.26). 
Here the relation to a transitive construction is no longer evident, and there is an interesting 
resemblance tom~ginalmodals in the ability of let's to form anegation either by the postposition 
of not, or by w-su@porl: 

Let's not be late for the game. 
Don't let's be late for the game. (esp BrE) 

Onlet'sdon't (AmE), c/ 11.28 (iv). 
The particle-like status of let's is also supported by the existence, in familiar AmE, of the 
pleonastic variant let's us.  . ., and of the construction let's you. . ., in which the addition of the 
2nd person pronoun indicates that 'S is no longer associated with us. 

I The structure of verb phrases 

Finite verb phrases 
3.52 We have seen that in one respect the structure of the verb phrase may be 

described in terms of auxiliaries and main verbs, the main verb normally 
being the sole verb in cases where the verb phrase consists of one verb only. 
In another way, the structure may be represented in terms of finite and 
nonfinite verb words. On this basis, a finite verb phrase is a verb phrase in 
which the first or only word is a finite verb, the rest of the verb phrase (if any) 
consisting of nonfinite verbs; on the other hand, a nonfinite verb phrase 
contains nonfinite verb forms only. 

Using the description of finite and nonfinite verb forms in 3.2, we can now 
distinguish finite from nonfinite verb phrases as follows: 

(a) Finite verb phrases can occur as the verb phrase of independent clauses 
(cf 14.6f). 

(b) Finite verb phrases have tense contrast, ie the distinction between 
present and past tenses (cf 4.3fi 4.1 If): 

He is a journalist now. 
He worked as a travel agent last summer. 

(c) There is person concord and number concord (cf 10.34fl between the 
subject of a clause and the finite verb phrase. Concord is particularly 
clear with the present tense of BE: 

here. You are We/They are 

But with most full verbs overt concord is restricted to a contrast between 
the 3rd person singular and other persons or plural number: 

He/She/Jim reads 
I/We/You/They read the paper every 

With modal auxiliaries there is no overt concord at  all (cf 3.30): 

I/You/She/We/They can play the cello. 

(d) Finite verb phrases contain, as their first or only word, a finite verb form 
(as described in 3.2) which may be either an operator (cf 3.21) or a simple 
presentor past form. DO-support (cf3.37) is used in forming (for example) 
negative and interrogative constructions. 

(e) Finite verb phrases have mood, which indicates the factual, nonfactual, 
or counterfactual status of the predication. In contrast to the 'unmarked' 
INDICATIVE mood, we distinguish the 'marked' moods IMPERATIVE (used 
to express commands and other directive speech acts; cf 11.24fl, and 
SUBJUNCTIVE (used to express a wish, recommendation, etc; cf 3.58fl. 
Both the imperative and the present subjunctive consist of the base form 
of the verb: 

Please come here and attend to me. 
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The Council requires that every member attend at  least one meeting 
per year. 

The five criteria listed above lead to inconsistency, in that subjunctive and 
imperative verb phrases are according to criteria (a) and (e) finite, whereas 
according to criterion (c) they are nonfinite. This inconsistency is not, 
however, disturbing, but reflects the fact that the finitelnonfinite distinction 
may be better represented as a scale of 'FINITENESS' ranging from the 
indicative (or 'most finite') mood, on the one hand, to the infinitive (or 'least 
finite') verb phrase, on the other. The imperative and subjunctive have in 
some respects more in common with the infinitive (a nonfinite form which 
like them consists of the base form, and typically expresses nonfactual 
meaning). There is, indeed, a tradition of regarding the infinitive as a mood 
of the verb. On this basis, the gradience of 'finiteness' may be represented as 
follows (the symbols ' + ', ' - ', etc referring to the satisfaction or 
nonsatisfaction of each of the criteria listed above): 

INDICATIVE f + + + 
SUBJUNCTIVE f ? - - 

- - 
} (Finite) 

IMPERATIVE + ? f 

INFINITIVE - - - - - (Nonfinite) 

Fig. 3.52 A scale of finiteness 

On the query in column (b), see the discussion of the were-subjunctive in 
3.62. The query in column (d) reflects uncertainty as to whether DO-support 
occurs in imperative constructions (cf 3.58 on the position of not in the 
subjunctive construction, and 11.30 Note [a] ondo with the imperative). 

For the sake of clarity, we will continue to make a clear-cut distinction 
between finite verbs (including those in the indicative, imperative, and 
subjunctive moods) and nonfinite verbs (including the infinitive). 

A clause with a finite verb phrase as its V element is called a 'finite verb 
clause' or, mare tersely, a 'finite clause'. Similarly, a clause with a nonfinite 
verb as its V dlement is called a 'nonfinite (verb) clause' (cf 14.5m. 

Note Verb phrases introduced by modal auxiliaries are normally classified as indicative, but it is 
worth pointing out that not only semantically, but syntactically, they resemble imperatives and 
subjunctives. They lack person and number contrast and also (to some extent) tense contrast. It 
follows from the lack of person and number contrast that they have no overt concord with the 
subject. 

Nonfinite verb phrases 
3.53 The infinitive ((to) calI), the -ing participle (calling), and the -ed participle 

(called) are the nonfinite forms of the verb. Hence any phrase in which one 
of these verb forms is the first or only word (disregarding the infinitive 
marker to) is a nonfinite verb phrase. Such phrases do not normally occur as 
the verb phrase of an independent clause. Compare: 

The structure of verb phrases 15 1 

FINITE VERB PHRASES NONFINITE VERB PHRASES 

He smokes. Tosmokelike that must bedangerous. 
Mary is having a smoke. I regret having started to smoke. 
He must smoke 40 a day. The cigars smoked here tend to be 
You have been smoking all day. expensive. 

That was the last cigarette to have 
been smoked by me. 

Simple and complex verb phrases 
3.54 The finite verb phrase is SIMPLE when it consists of only one word, which 

may be present, past (cf 3.2), imperative (cf 11.24), or subjunctive (cf 3.58): 

He works hard. He worked hard; Work harder! 
It is important that he work hard. 

Except in the 3rd person singular, the present tense of all verbs apart from 
BE is realized by the base form of the verb: Ilyoulthey work hard. 

The verb phrase is COMPLEX when it consists of two or more words, as in : 

John has worked hard. John should be working hard. 
Don't let's upset her. They may have been sold. 

There are four basic types of construction in a complex verb phrase: 

Type A (MODAL) consists of a modal auxiliary + the base of a verb: eg: must 
examine. 

Type B (PERFECTIVE) consists of the auxiliary HAVE + the -ed participle of a 
verb : eg: hasexamined. (Traditionally the term PERFECT has been frequently 
used instead of PERFECTIVE.) 

Type C (PROGRESSIVE) consists of the auxiliary BE + the -ing participle of a 
verb : eg : is examining. 

Type D (PASSIVE) consists of the auxiliary BE + the -ed participle of a verb: 
eg : is examined. 

These four basic constructions also enter into combination with each other: 

AB : may have examined 
AC : may be examining 
AD : may be examined 
BC : has been examining 
B D : has been examined 
C D  : is being examined 
ABC : may have been examining 
AB D : may have been examined 
ACD : may be being examined 
BCD : has been being examined 
ABCD: may have been being examined 

In these strings the different constructions are 'telescoped' into one another. 
This means that combinations of the basic types A, B, etc form structures in 
which the nonfinite verb of the first construction also functions as the 
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auxiliary of the second, and so forth. For example, ABD (may haue been 
examined) has the following structure, where have is shared by A and B, and 
been is shared by B and D : 

r,-- - - - l  

A: I auxll~aryrnay I + I lnfin~t~ve have I 
~ - - - - - - - l  I = I r--------l 

B : I auxiliary have I + I -ed participle been I 
L -------  l I - - 

I 
D : 1 auxiliary been I + l -ed part~c~ple l L -------- -l I examined I 

L - - - - - - - J  

Fig. 3.54 

Note Beware is used only in the imperative and in complex verb phrases with modal auxiliaries which 
have a quasi-imperative force: 

Beware (of) the dog. 
You must beware (of) what you say to her. 

Simple and complex finite verb phrases 
3.55 The order in which the four constructions can form combinations is indicated 

by the alphabetical symbols A, B, C, D, which label them. A cannot follow 
B, B cannot follow C or D, etc, but gaps are allowed: AC, AD, ACD, BD, 
etc. Figure 3.55 gives a graphic representation of how the finite indicative 
verb phrase (simple or complex) is built up in a left-to-right progression. 

1 complex verb *hrase TB ,,: Type A :  modal aux + infinitive 

Type B: perfective aux (HAVE) 

+ -ed participle 

Type C: progressive aux (BE) 
f -hg participle 

k Type D: passive aux (BE) 
+ -ed participle 

Fig. 3.55 The structure of the finite verb phrase 

First comes the selection of the present or past tense of the finite verb, then 
the selection of none, one, two, three, or four of the complex phrase 
constructions as indicated by the direction of the arrows. On the whole, the 
more complex the verb phrase pattern is, the less commonly it occurs. Those 
complex phrases containing the combination CD (progressive + passive) are 
particularly uncommon (cf 3.73), but are undoubtedly acceptable as compared 
with sequences such as BCC (*have been being examining) or CBD (*is having 
been examined) which are not grammatical at all. 

Note The rare ABCD pattern is illustrated in 2.28 Note. 
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Simple and complex nonfinite verb phrases 
3.56 Unlike finite verb phrases, nonfinite verb phrases have no tense or mood 

distinctions (subject to the remarks on the gradience of finiteness in 3.52), 
and cannot occur in construction with a subject of a main clause. Contrast: 

FINITE : He was doing it easily. 
NONFINITE:.*He doing it easily. 

Since modal auxiliaries have no nonfinite forms (cf 3.30), they cannot occur 
in nonfinite verb phrases, and therefore the modal construction Type A is 
not available within such phrases. But the aspect and voice auxiliaries HAVE 
(Type B) and BE (Types C and D) suffer from no such restriction. If we relate 
the structure of the nonfinite verb phrase to that of the finite verb phrase, we 
can tabulate the eight possible combinations as in Table 3.56a: 

Table 3.56a Nonfinite verb phrases - 
INFiNITIVES PARTICIPLES 

simple to examine examining 

complex 

B to have examined 
C to be examining 
D to be examined 
BC to have been examining 
BD to have been examined 
CD to be being examined 
BCD to haue been being examined 

(rare) 

having examined 
[being] examining 
[being] examined 
having been examit~ing 
having been exambled 
[being] being examined 
having been being examined 

(rare) 

Looking at the right-hand side of the Table, we may interpret the square 
brackets as follows. Whenever a phrase should theoretically begin with the 
auxiliary being, this participle is omitted. In this way, the -ed participle 
phrase examined is regarded as a special variant of the -ing participle phrase, 
viz the representative of the passive construction D. There does indeed occur 
a further construction being examined, but this is the one which combines 
progressive with passive meaning (CD), as in the contrast between: 

the suspects examined by the police [not progressive] 
the suspects being examined by the police [progressive] 

(On progressive meaning in nonfinite phrases, cf 4.67.) Another result of the 
rule which omits the initial auxiliary being is that there are two types of 
nonfinite -ing participle phrase containing a main verb only (examining): one 
of these is progressive, and expresses the meaning characteristic of the 
progressive (cf 4.25), whereas the other is not. Contrast: 

Smoking cigarettes is dangerous. [not progressive] 
They caught him smoking cigarettes. [progressive: 'while he was 

smoking'] 
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As with finite verb phrases, the combination CD is rare, and BCD is of 
marginal acceptability. 

Note [a] The combination being e.wminBrg, for phrase type C, is not quite impossible, as occasional 
examples such as the following have been attested in spontaneous conversation: 

You can probably get an extension on the grounds of bebig teaching. 
Being teaching here manages to draw particular attention to the progressive meaning 'on the 
grounds of being in the course of teaching', which the aspectually ambiguous on thegrounds of 
reaching would fail to do. 
[b] It may be helpful to illustrate various kinds of complex nonfinite verb phrase by means of 
the following sentences: 

Table 3.56b 

INFINITIVES PARTICIPLES 

We're glad to have invited you. Having invited you, I expected you to  come. 

I'd like to be working. Being working (cf Note [a]) 

I'd hate to be questioned about it. When questioned, he denied everything. 

I'm glad to have been working. Having been working all day, I'm very tired. 

He's said to have been invited. Having been invited, he should have come. 

I exuected to be beinn interviewed then. I saw her being interviewed. 

.- 
Gradience between one and two verb phrases 

3.57 In a single complex finite verb phrase, as already discussed, the order of 
constructions is limited to ABCD, and a similar restriction of nonfinite verb 
phrases to the order BCD has also been noted. If, however, a nonfinite verb 
phrase follows a finite one, as in certain types of verb complementation (cf 
16.36f), it is possible for the same cons~ruction to be repeated in each phrase: 

We had hoped! to havefinished by then. [perfective + perfective] 
I am hoping I to be seeing her tomorrow. [progressive + progressive] 

Moreover, it is possible for two constructions to occur outside their normal 
'alphabetical' order so long as one construction occurs in a different verb 
phrase from $e other: 

I was hopinglto havefinished by then. (C + B) 
Jackson was be[ievedlto have been killed. (D + BD) 

In practice, however, most of the more complex possibilities, such as ABC + 
BCD, rarely if ever occur: 

?They must have been expecting1 to have been being paid well. 

The question arises as to what structures are possible when a semi-auxiliary 
or a catenative verb occurs in the string of verbs. For instance, should will 
have to help in The children will have to help us be analysed as one verb phrase, 
or as two? There is no clear answer to this question, since the gradient 
relating auxiliary to main verb functions implies a comparable gradient 
between a single verb phrase analysis and a multiple verb phrase analysis. 
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With semi-auxiliaries it is possible to repeat the same construction in such 
examples as: 

Sarah and I are going to be leaving tonight. 
The walls were supposed to be repainted. 

But (as noted in 3.47) are going to in [l] is not truly progressive, and were 
supposed to in [2] is not truly passive, because these constructions do not 
contrast (in the relevant sense) with a nonprogressive and an active 
construction respectively. In other cases where the same construction is 
repeated, the meaning of the construction does not require this repetition: 

If you'd done that, we wouldhave had to haw arrested you. l31 

Such verb sequences as would haue had to have arrested, with its vacuous 
repetition of the past time meaning of the perfective construction, are not 
uncommon, but are felt to be 'illogical' or pleonastic, because their meaning 
is no different from that of the same sequence without the repetition: . . . we 
would have had to arrest you. The occurrence of such constructions, however, 
may be a mark of the intermediate status of semi-auxiliaries, which allow 
some syntactic duplication of constructions, but do not appear to allow for 
semantic duplications. It is reasonable to suggest that in [3] would have had to 
have arrested consists syntactically of two verb phrases would have had and to 
have arrested, but semantically of only one. 

The subjunctive mood 

3.58 The subjunctive in modern English is generally an optional and stylistically 
somewhat marked variant of other constructions, but it is not so unimportant 
as is sometimes suggested. There are two forms of the subjunctive, 
traditionally called the present and past subjunctive, although the use of 
these forms relates more to mood than to tense. 

Terms for the two major categories of the present subjunctive are the 
MANDATIVE and the FORMULAIC subjunctive (cf 3.59fl. These are realized, 
like the imperative, by the base form of the verb. Consequently, where the 
clause has a plural subject, there is normally no difference between the 
indicative and subjunctive forms. Except with BE, where the subjunctive 
form be is distinct from the indicative forms am, is, and are, the subjunctive 
is distinctive only in the third person singular: 

I insist that we reconsider the Council's decisions. [indicative or 
subjunctive] 111 

I insist that the Council reconsider its decisions. [subjunctive] L21 
I insist that the Council's decision(s) be reconsidered. 

[subjunctive] D1 
The past subjunctive is conveniently called the WERE-SU~JUN~TIVE, since it 
survives as a distinguishable form only in the past tense of the verb BE. 
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Whereas the indicative form shows a contrast between was (1st and 3rd 
person singular) and were (plural and 2nd person singular), the subjunctive is 
invariably were, and hence is a form distinct from the indicative only in the 
1st and 3rd persons singular: 

If Ilhelshe was leaving, you would have heard about it. [indicative] 
If I/he/she were leaving, you would have heard about it. [subjunctive] 

Like the imperative verb phrase (cf 11.24m, the subjunctive verb phrase 
allows few morphological or syntactic variations. As [3] above shows, a 
passive subjunctive is a possibility for the mandative subjunctive, as well as 
for the formulaic and were-subjunctive: 

God be praised! (restricted use) 
It would be odd if she wereawarded the first prize. 

With all verbs except BE, the verb phrase is made negative by placing not 
before the subjunctive form. In the case of be, not may be placed either before 
or after the verb, whereas with were it follows it: 

It is essential that this mission not fail. 141 
[Contrast the indicative variant '. . . does not fail. . .'; cf 16.72.1 

exemptedfromcol~ege Thesenate hasdecreed that suchstudents not be 

dues. 

If I {~r:~} your best friend, you would regret that remark. 

Uses of the subjunctive 
'\ 

The mandative subjunctive 
3.59 This, the most common use of the subjunctive, occurs in subordinate that- 

clauses, and consists of the base form of the verb only. Thus there is a lack of 
the regular concord of the indicative mood between subject and finite verb, 
and there is no backshifting of tense (cf 14.335); ie the present and past 
variants are formally indistinguishable: 

(that) Mr Day be elected. The committee proposed 

I demand(ed) that the committee reconsider its decision. 
His sole requirement islwas that the system work. 

The mandative subjunctive is productive in that it can be used with any verb 
in a that-clause when the superordinate clause satisfies the requisite semantic 
condition, viz that the that-clause be introduced by an expression of demand, 
recommendation, proposal, resolution, intention, etc. This expression takes 
the form of a verb, an adjective, or a noun: 

They recommend 
I t  is appropriate that this tax be abolished. 
We were faced with the demand 
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The following are among those expressions which commonly introduce a 
that-clause containing the mandative subjunctive: 

VERBS: decide, insist, move, order, prefer, request 
ADJECTIVES: advisable, desirable, wing,  imperative 
NOUNS: decision, decree, order, requirement, resolution 

Fuller lists of examples are given in 16.32, 16.72. 
The mandative subjunctive is more characteristic of AmE than of BrE, 

where it is formal and rather legalistic in style. There are indications, 
however, that it is reestablishing itself in BrE, probably as a result of AmE 
influence. In 16.32 we present the patterns of preference in BrE and in AmE 
regarding the choice between the mandative subjunctive, putative should, 
and the indicative, in sentences such as: 

The em~lovees have demanded that the manager 
{re;". (esp Am") - 

should resign. (esp BrE) 
resigns. 

Note [a] As example [2] suggests, the absence of DO-support, as well as the absence of an -S inflection, 
is a criterion distinguishing the present subjunctive from the present indicative: 

{ Our decision is that the school remain closed. [subjunctive] [ l]  
Our decision is that the school remains closed. [indicative] [[a] 

{ 
They insisted that we ,rot eat meat. [subjunctive] L21 
They insisted that we do not eat meat. [indicative] [W 

Thus the subjunctivecan be marked as distinct from the indicative with either a singular subject, 
as in [I], or a plural hbject, as in [2J. This makes it reasonable to say that where the base form 
can be analysed either as an indicative or as a subjunctive, there is a neutralization of the two 
moods: 

Our decision is that the schools remairr closed. [lbl 
Such a view cannot be entertained, however, with the were-subjunctive(cf 3.62). 
[b] The use of the subjunctive after i~rsist depends on meaning. When this verb introduces an 
indirect statement, the indicative is used, but when it introduces an indirect directive, the 
subjunctive is more likely: 

Sheinsists that he isguilty offraud. L31 
We insist that he be admitted to hospital immediately. [4] 

[c] In addition to slrould and the indicative, there are other alternatives to the mandative 
subjunctive, notably (with some verbs) the object with infinitive construction (cf 16.63): 

1 We ask that the Government be circumspect. 151 
We ask the Government to be circunrspec!. [ a  

Id] There is a tendency in BrE to choose the subjunctive more especially when the finite verb is 
BE (eg in the passive voice), as in [4] and 151 above. 

The formulaic subjunctive 
3.60 Like the mandative subjunctive, the FORMULAIC SUBJUNCTIVE consists of the 

base form of the verb. It is used in certain set expressions chiefly in 
independent clauses: 

Come what may, we will go ahead with our plan. 
God save the Queen! ['May God save the Queen'] 
Suffice it to say that we won. ['Let it suffice . . .'l 
Heaven forbid that I should let my own parents suffer. 
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Be it noted that this offer was made in good faith. (formal, rather 
archaic) 

Be that as it may, we have nothing to lose. 

The force which the subjunctive conveys here, that of an expression of will, 
may also be conveyed by let or may (cf 3.51). The formulaic subjunctive tends 
to be formal and rather old-fashioned in style. 

Other uses of the present subjunctive 
3.61 Other contexts in which the present subjunctive can be used in subordinate 

clauses are noted in relevant sections of Chapters 14 and 15. They include: 

(a) Clauses of condition and concession (cf 14.24): 

(~oen)  ifthat be the official view, it cannot be accepted. (formal) 

(b) Clauses of condition or negative purpose introduced by lest or for fear 
that (cf 1,5.48): 

The President must reject this proposal, lest it cause strife and 
violence. (formal) 

This lest construction is restricted to very formal usage in BrE, but is more 
current in AmE. 

The were-subjunctive 
3.62 The were-subjunctive (or past subjunctive) is hypothetical or unreal in 

meaning, being used in adverbial clauses introduced by such conjunctions as 
if, as if, as though, though, and in nominal clauses after verbs like wish and 
suppose (cf 14.24, 16.33). This subjunctive is limited to the one form were, and 
thus breaks the concord rule of the indicative verb BE in the 1st and 3rd 
person singular of the past tense. The indicative form was is substituted in 
less formal style : 

If'I werelwas rich, I would buy you anything you wanted. 
Tim always speaks quietly on the phone, as though he werelwas telling a 

secret. 
I wish the journey werelwas over. 
Just suppose everyone werelwas to give up smoking and drinking. 

The were-subju~ctive may be regarded as a fossilized inflection: it is nowadays 
a less usual alternative to the hypothetical past indicative (cf 4.16). Examples 
of hypothetical were with a 2nd person or plural subject (eg: you were . . ., 
they were . . .) are therefore to be viewed as indicative, rather than as a 
neutralization of indicative and subjunctive. 

Note [a] In the fixed phrase as it were ('so to speak'], however, were cannot be replaced by was; it is 
also normal in standard English to use were in the fixed phrase I/l were you. 
[b] As it is commonly supposed that the were-subjunctivealways refers to circumstancescontrary 
to fact, it is worth noting the occasional occurrence of a hypercorrect 'pseudosubjunctive' were 
in contexts where the past time meaning of was seems to give the required interpretation: 

The pilot appeared to deviate from his flight path to minimize the danger to people living 
in the town; but ifthis werehis intention, hefailed tocommunicateit to thecontrol tower. 

A similar anomalous use of were occasionally occurs in indirect questions: 
It was difficult to tell whether the language were Semitic or Indo-European. 
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Active and passive voice 

3.63 The term VOICE is used to describe the last major verb category to be 
considered in this chapter: that which distinguishes an active verb phrase 
(eg: ate) from a passive one (eg: was eaten). We have left this topic to the end 
of the chapter for two reasons: first, the passive construction, when it occurs, 
appears in final position in the verb phrase (cf Type D, 3.55), and second, 
voice is a category which, as we saw in 2.21, concerns not only verb phrases, 
but other constituents in the clause, and therefore points to connections 
between this chapter and sections in later chapters (esp 16.26K 18.32) where 
the contrast between active and passive must be reconsidered in a larger 
context. 

Voice defined 
3.64 Voice is a grammatical category which makes it possible to view the action 

of a sentence in either of two ways, without change in the facts reported: 

The butler murdered the detective. [ACTIVE] [l]  - The detective was murdered by the butler. [PA~SIVE] [21 

As we see from [ l ]  and 121, the active-passive relation involves two 
grammatical levels: the verb phrase, and the clause. In the former, a passive 
verb phrase (ie one containing a construction of Type D) contrasts with an  
active verb phrase, which is simply defined as one which does not contain 
that construction. For example: 

Table 3.64 

ACTIVE PASSIVE 

present: kisses - i.s kissed 
past: kissed - was kissed 
modal : may kiss - may be kissed 
perfective: has kissed - has been kissed 
progressive: is kissing - is being kissed 
modal + perfective: may haue kissed - may haue been kissed 
modal + progressive: may be kissing - may be being kissed 
perfective + progressive: has been kissing - has been being kissed 
modal + perfective + 

progressive : may have been kissing - may have been being kissed 

In the verb phrase, the difference between the two voice categories is that 
the passive adds a form of the auxiliary BE followed by the past participle 
(-ed participle) of the main verb. 

The active-passive correspondence 
3.65 In addition, at  the clause level, changing from the active to the passive 

involves rearrangement of two clause elements, and one addition (cf2.21). 
(a) The active subject becomes the passive AGENT; (b) the active object 
becomes the passive subject; and (c) the preposition by is introduced before 
the agent. The prepositional phrase (AGENT BY-PHRASE) of passive sentences 
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is generally an optional element (but cf 3.71). The active-passive correspond- 
ence for a monotransitive verb (cf 2.16) with an object (typically a noun 
phrase) can be seen diagrammatically as in Fig. 3.65: 

S v 0 i l  ri 
ACTIVE SUBJECT ACTIVE VERB ACTIVE OBJECT 

a 
PASSIVE SUBJECT 1 1 
S v,,, A 

Fig 3.65 The active-passive correspondence 

Alternatively, the active-passive correspondence can be expressed by this 
formula : 

noun phrase, + active verb phrase + noun phrase* - noun phrasez + passive verb phrase + (by noun phrase,) 

The terms 'subject' and 'object' in Fig 3.65 are used here, as in 2.13 and 10.7, 
to refer to elements with a particular structural function in the clause: eg the 
subject has concord with the verb phrase, and contains a subjective rather 
than objective case pronoun. Thus certain changes apart from those 
represented in [l] and [2] may have to take place in changing a sentence from 
active to passive (cf 3.70): 

The men respect her. - She is3;respected by the men. 

But although the corresponding active and passive sentences appear to be 
radically different, the relations of meaning between their elements remain 
the same: for example, [ l]  has the same truth value as [2], and [3] has the 
same truth value as [4]. In John helped Mary and Mary was helped by John, 
John is in both cases the 'performer of the action', even though structurally, 
John has a very 'different position and function in each. 

Note [a] Corresponding active and passive sentences do not, however, always have the same truth 
value (c/ 3.72). 
[b] We distinguish terminologically the agent, as defined above (and in grammatical tradition), 
from the agentive, which is a semantic role (c/ 10.19) often assumed by the subject of an active 
sentence or by the agent of a passive sentence (c/ 9.50). 

The passive auxiliaries: be and get 
3.66 The passive auxiliary is normally be. Its only serious contender is get, which 

however is not, by most syntactic criteria, an  auxiliary at all (cf 3.22f). 
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Moreover, get tends to be limited to constructions without an expressed 
animate agent: 

B l The cat got run over (by a bus). James got beaten last night. 

rr r Get with an animate agent is not, however, unknown: 

B1 James got caught (by the police). 

The get-passive is avoided in formal style, and even in informal English i t  is 
far less frequent than the be-passive. Further examples are: 

The house is getting rebuilt. [ l]  
Such criticisms willget treated with the contempt they deserve. [2] 
This story eventually got translated into English. [31 

Get is much more common as a 'resulting copula' (cf 16.21f) in sentences 
like My mother isgettingold, and it may be best analysed as such in sentences 
which look superficially like passives, but which could not be expanded by 
an agent (cf 3.77): 

We are getting bogged down in all sorts of problems. (informal) [4] 
I have to get dressed before eight o'clock. [='dress'] 151 
I don't want toget mixed up with the police again. (informal) l61 
Your argument gets a bit confused here. ['l] 

Similarly get bored, get tired, get (very) excited, get lost, etc. Get is a dynamic 
conclusive verb (cf 4.33A3, and the participles in these sentences are stative 
(eg: dressed'means 'in a state of wearing clothes', as in June is already 
dressed). Hence the meaning of such sentences is predictable if they are 
regarded as SVC sentences with get as main verb and the participle (with its 
modifiers if any) as complement, as suggested by this exchange: 

A: I [S] 'm [V] completely confused [C]. 
B: Yes, I [S] 'm getting [V] confused [C], as well [A]. 

It is important, therefore, to draw a distinction between the passive sentences 
[ l  -31 and the copular sentences [4-71, which we may call PSEUDO-PASSIVE (cf 
3.77). At the same time, there is an affinity between these sentence types, and 
this is evident when we consider the meaning of the get-passive, which, like 
the copular get, puts the emphasis on the subject rather than the agent, and 
on what happens to the subject as a result of the event. Compare He got 
taught a lesson ['it served him right'] with: 

He {  taught a lesson on the subjunctive (by our new teacher). 
?got 

It is presumably because of the emphasis which get places on the subject 
referent's condition (usually an unfavourable condition) that the agent is less 
usual with aget-passive. This same emphasis may account in part for the fact 
that the get-passive often reflects an unfavourable attitude towards the 
action : 

l How did that window get opened? 

typically implies 'It should have been left shut!' 
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Note [a] The get-passive provides a convenient way of avoiding the passive with be in cases where 
there is a potential confusion between the normal passive interpretation and that of the 'statal 
passive' (cf 3.77). Thus the ambiguity between stative and dynamic meaning in The chair wos 
broken is eliminated in The chairgat broken. 
[b] The idiomatic expression get started is anomalous, in that start cannot be treated as a 
transitive verb in this context: 

How soon can wegetstortedon the swimming pool? 
This idwm appears to be cksely related to the causative use ofget, eg in: 

started on the pool? (cf 16.54) 

Compare a similar pseudo-passive construction with be (cf 3.77 Note [a). 
[c] Apart from get, verbs in pseudo-passive sentences include become, grow, and seem (cf 16.21, 
16.23). 

Voice constraints 
3.67 Although it is a general rule that transitive verb sentences can be either 

active or passive, there are a number of exceptions where the active 
(transitive) and passive sentences are not in systematic correspondence. We 
will distinguish five kinds of 'voice constraint' associated respectively with 
the verb (3.68f), the object (3.70), the agent (3.71), meaning (3.72), and 
frequency of use (3.73). 

Verb constraints 
3.68 (a) ACTIVE ONLY 

There are greater restrictions on verbs occurring in the passive than on verbs 
occurring in the active. In addition to copular and intransitive verbs, which 
having no object cannot take the passive, some transitive verbs, called 
'middle' verbs, do not occur at least in some senses in the passive (cf 10.14); 
for example : 

They have a nice house. ' The dress becomes her. 
He lacks confidence. John resembles his father. 
The auditorium holds 5000people.~, Will this suit you? 

All these belong to the stative class of verbs of 'being' and 'having' (cf 4.31). 
But other stative verbs, such as those of volition or attitude, can easily occur 
in the passive. Contrast: 

The coat does not fit you. - *You are not fitted by the coat. 
The polick want him. - He is wanted by the police. 

(b) PASSIVE ONLY 

Conversely, with some verbs and verb constructions only the passive is 
possible (cf16.50): 

John was {:gted} to be a good teacher. 

- T h e y  {:gted} him to be a good teacher. 

Other examples are be horn (with an irregular past participle), and be drowned 
(in cases where no agent is implied): 

He was born in Tubingen. ?His mother bore him in Tubingen. 

The wanted man fell into, the water and was drowned. * . . . and 
someone drowned him. 

Prepositional verbs 
3.69 In English, prepositional verbs (cf 16.5fn can often occur in the passive, but 

not so freely as in the active. These prepositional verbs are verbal idioms 
consistine of a lexical verb followed bv a ~re~osi t ion.  such as look at. . A .  

compare-the following sentences, in which [la] and [2a] contain prepositional 
verbs, whereas [lb] and [2b] contain the same words in nonidiomatic use: 

the problem. The engineers went very carefully into the tunnel. 

was very carefully gone into by the engineers. ?*The tunnel 

the expected result. They eventually arrived at  

The expected result ?*The splendid stadium was eventually arrived at. l 
In these sentences it is clear that the difference in acceptability can be stated 
in terms of concrete/abstract passive subjects. It is only in the abstract, 
figurative use that go into, arrive at, look into, and many other expressions 
accept the passive. 

With some ingenuity, however, one may construct contexts where such 
verbal expressions will occur in the passive even where they are not used 
abstractly and idiomatically, especially in a coordinate construction: - ' 

This private drawer of mine has been gone into and rummaged so many 
times that it is totally disarranged. 

Thus the distinction between prepositional verbs and nonidiomatic combi- 
nations of verb and preposition does not entirely determine the possibility of 
a passive. Rather, there is a scale of 'cohesion' between verb and preposition, 
which will be analysed later, in 16.12fl; when we come to examine 
prepositional verbs in more detail. 

Object constraints 
3.70 Transitive verbs can be followed either by phrasal or by clausal objects (cf 

15.3f/; 16.30fn. With clauses as objects, however, the passive transformation 
is to a greater or lesser degree restricted in use: 

(A) Noun phrase as object: 
.John loved Mary. - Mary was loved (by John). 

(B) Clause as object : 
(i) Finite clause: 

John thought (that) she was attractive. - ?*That she wasattractive was thought (by John). 
(ii) Nonfinite clause: 
(a) infinitive: 

John hoped to meet her. - *To meet her was hoped (by John). 
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Note 

(b) participle : 
John enjoyed seeing her. - *?Seeing her was enjoyed (by John). 

The passive often becomes acceptable, however, particularly when the object 
is a finite clause, if the clausal object is extraposed and replaced by the 
anticipatory pronoun it (cf 16.34, 16.72J 16.83, 18.33): 

It was thought that she was attractive. 
?It was hoped to meet her. 

or if the subject of the object clause is made the subject of a passive 
superordinate clause (cf 16.50f, 18.36), as in: 

She was thought to be attractive. 

The construction with anticipatory it never occurs with participle clauses as 
subject, and is only sometimes acceptable with infinitive clauses (cf 16.38): 

It was desired to have the report delivered here. 

(Even then, the acceptability of this construction may be criticized on 
grounds of style.) 

Coreference between a subject and a noun phrase object blocks the passive 
correspondence. This constraint occurs with (a) reflexive pronouns, (b) 
reciprocal pronouns, and (c) possessive pronouns when coreferential to the 
subject: 

] in the mirror. (a) John could see himelf 

- { Paul }could be seen in the mirror. 
*Himself 

(b) We  could hardly see each other in the fog. - *Each other could hardly be sd'en in the fog. 

my hand. 
(c) The woman shook 

- { My hand}was shaken by the woman. 
?*Her head 

I 

[a] The passive of the sentence witha reciprocal pronoun can be made acceptable if the pronoun 
is split into two parts as follows: 

Each could hardly be seen by the other. ( c .  6.31) 
[b] Since reflexive and reciprocal pronouns are objective case replacements, we would in any 
case not expect them to take subject position in a passive sentence, or for that matter in any 
other sentence (cf 3.65). 
[c] The passive is not possible for many idioms in which the verb and the object form a close 
unit: 

The ship set sail. - 'Sail was set. 
We changed buses. - 'Buses were changed. 

Agent constraints 
Unlike the active subject, the agent by-phrase is generally optional. In fact 
approximately four out of five English passive sentences have no expressed 

agent. This omission occurs especially when the agent is irrelevant or 
unknown, as in: 

The Prime Minister has often been criticized recently. 

or where the agent is left out as redundant: 

Jack fought Michael last night, and Jack was beaten. 

An agent phrase by Michael would clearly not be necessary or even fully 
acceptable in this context. 

Since the agent phrase is usually left unexpressed, the identity of the agent 
may be irrecoverable, and it may be impossible to postulate a unique active 
clause corresponding to the passive one : 

Order had been restored without bloodshed. 
Colonel Lava1 (?) 
The administration (?) had restored order without bloodshed. 
The army (?) 

Note In some sentences, the agent is not optional; eg: 

{ The music was followed by a short interval. [ l ]  
'The music was follo~ved. (21 

i The rebels were actuated by both religious and political motives. L31 
'The rebels ~vereactualed. M 

However, the nonoccurrence of the agentless sentences [2] and [4] may be due not so much to 
grammatical or lexical restriction, as to the fact that without the agent, the sentence becomes 
informationally vacuous. (In this connection, [2] may be contrasted with We're being 
fo//o~ved.) 

Meaning constraints 
3.72 We cannot assume that matching active and passive sentences always have 

the same propositional meaning. The difference of order brought about by 
changing an active sentence into the passive or vice versa may well make a 
difference not only in emphasis (cf 18.3ff, 18.llJf), but also to the scope of 
negatives and quantifiers (cf 2.54fl: 

Every schoolboy knows one joke at least. 111 - One joke at least is known by every schoolboy. 121 

The most likely interpretation of [l] is quite different from the most likely 
interpretation of [2]: whereas [l] favours the reading 'Each schoolboy knows 
at least some joke or other', [2] favours the reading 'There is one particular 
joke which is known to every schoolboy'. 

Moreover, a shift of modal meaning may accompany a shift of voice in 
verb phrases containing modal auxiliaries (cf 4.52): 

John cannot do it. - It cannot be done (by John). 

In the active, can here will normally be interpreted as expressing ability, 
whereas in the passive it is interpreted as expressing possibility. Even when 
it might be argued that can retains the same meaning of ability in both active 
and passive, a shift of meaning is detectable: 
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John can't be taught. ['It's impossible to teach h i m ' o ~  'He is unable to 
learn'] - She can't teach John. ['She is unable to teach John) 

Examples with other modal auxiliaries are: 

Every one of them must be reprimanded. 
['Every one of them is to blame'] - You must reprimand every one of them. 
['It's your duty to do so'] 

wouldn't Miranda ride the grey mare? 
['Why did Miranda refuse?'] - Why wouldn't the grey mare be ridden by Miranda? 
['Why did the mare refuse?] 

Note [a] The shift from active to passive may change the meaning not only of a modal construction, 
but also of the perfective aspect: 

Winston Churchill has twice visited Harvard. . L31 
Harvard has twice been visited by Winston churchill. L41 

I t  has beenclaimed that the active sentence 131 can only be appropriately used in the lifetime of 
Churchill, since the subject of the sentence determines the interpretability of the perfective in 
terms of a period of time leading up to the present (cf 4.20). The passive sentence [4], according 
to this claim, could appropriately be said now, after Churchill's death, since Harvard University 
is still in existence. However, speakers have differing intuitions on this matter. 
[b] Some difference between the meaning of an active sentence and its passive counterpart has 
also been noted in examples such as [51 and [61, where both subject and object of the active 
sentence are generic (cf 5.52fl: 

Beavers build dams. - ?Dams are built by beavers. [51 
Excessive drinking causes high blood pressure. - ?High blood pressure is caused by 

excessive drinking. I61 
This difference, which is a difference of preferred interpretation only, arises from the fact that 
in subject position, a generic phrase tends to be interpreted universally, while in object or agent 
position, this universal meaning disappears. Thus the subject beauers in [5] is likely to mean 
approximately 'all beavers', while dams is likely to have a similarly generic meaning in the 
passive counterpart.: \ 

Frequency constraints 
3.73 To the structural and semantic restrictions mentioned in the preceding 

sections, we may add 'frequency constraints'. There is a notable difference in 
the frequency wjth which the active and passive voices are used. The active 
is generally by far the more common, but there is considerable variation 
among individual text types. The passive has been found to be as much as 
ten times as frequent in one text as in another. The major stylistic factor 
determining frequency seems to be related to the distinction between 
informative and imaginative prose, rather than to a difference between 
spoken and written English. The passive is generally more commonly used 
in informative than in imaginative writing, and is notably more frequent in 
the objective, impersonal style of scientific articles and news reporting. 

Asmight be expected, the passive becomes very much rarer incombinations 
with other complex verb constructions (eg Types AD, BD, CD, ACD in 
3.54). This rarity is extreme in the combinations BCD or ABCD ('perfective 
progressive passive' and 'modal perfective progressive passive'), perhaps in 
part because of an avoidance of the awkwardness of the be being sequence: 

The Conservatives won the election. 111 - The election was won by the Conservatives. 1-21 

But: 

The Conservatives have not been winning seats lately. 131 - (?)Seats have not been being won by the Conservatives lately. 
(rare) [41 

As the passive paraphrase of [3], [4] offers no particular difficulties of 
interpretation. But it is likely to be replaced in actual use by the simpler 
construction Sears have not been won by the Conservatives lately, from which it 
differs little in meaning (cf 4.38,4.40 Note [a]). 

The passive gradient 
3.74 The purely formal definition of the passive, viz that the clause contains the 

construction be (or get) + -edparticiple, is very broad, and would include, for 
example, all the following sentences: 

This violin wasmade by my father. [ l ]  
This conclusion is hardly justified by the results. [21 
Coal has been replaced by oil. 131 
This difficulty can be avoided in several ways. l41 

We are encouraged to go on with the project. [S] 
Leonard was interested in linguistics. L61 
The building is already demolished. (71 
The modem world is getting ['becoming'] more highly 

industrialized and mechanized. L81 

But taking account of the verb's function and meaning, we prefer to consider 
only those above the broken line as passive. Those below the line, [5-81, do  
not have a clear correspondence with an active verb phrase or active clause, 
and are increasingly remote from the 'ideal' passive of [l], which can be 
placed in direct correspondence with a unique active counterpart. The 
variety of relationships displayed by [l -81 may well be regarded as points on 
a gradient or scale running from [l]  to a sentence such as [g], which is clearly 
to be analysed as having an adjectival complement following a copular verb: 

My uncle got (very) tired. 
{ z m e d  } 

l i l  The possibility of inserting very confirms the adjectival status of tired. 

- My father made this violin. - The results hardly justify this conclusion. 

1 

: '  

l ?  

Central passives 
3.75 Examples [ l  -41 can be called 'central' or 'true' passives. Sentences [l]  and [2] 

have a direct active-passive relation. The difference between the two is that 
the former has a personal, and the latter a nonpersonal agent (cf 9.50): 
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Sentence [3] brings some unclarity about the nature of the active counterpart. 
There are two possible active counterparts, depending on the interpretation 
of the by-phrase: 

- Oil has replaced coal. [3a'l - (People in many countries) have replaced coal by oil. D " ]  

(The supplied active subject, here and below, is given in parentheses.) 
In the former case, the by-phrase has been interpreted as an agent phrase 

corresponding to the active subject, but in the latter case, the by-phrase has 
been given an instrumental interpretation (by = with). Similarly ambiguous 
expressions are be confronted bylwith and be impressed bylwith. 

Sentence [4] exemplifies the most common type of passive, that which has 
no expressed agent ('agentless passive'), and so leaves the subject of the 
active counterpart undetermined. 

Semi-passives 
3.76 Sentences [5] and [6] represent a 'mixed'or semi-passive class whose members 

have both verbal and adjectival properties (cf 7.15fn. They are verb-like in 
having active analogues: 

We are encouraged to go on with the project. [S] - (The results) encourage us to go on with the project. [sal 
Leonard was interested in linguistics. t61 - Linguistics interested Leonard. [6al 

On the other hand, their adjectival properties include the possibility of: 

(a) coordinating the participle with an adjective; 
(b) modifying the participle with quite, rather, more, etc; 
(c) replacing be by a lexical copular verb such asfeel or seem: 

We feel rather encouraged and content . . . 
Leonard seemed very interested in and keen on linguistics. 

To these we may add the fact that [5] and [6] are stative rather than dynamic. 
This in itself does not exclude a passive analysis, for there are stative passives 
as well as dynamic passives, as is already illustrated by [2]: This conclusion is 
hardly justilfed by the results. It does, however, tilt the scales in favour of an 
adjectival analysis, since all participial adjectives have a stative meaning, 
whereas corresponding verbs usually do not. 

In such adjectival uses of the past participle, it is rare to have a by-phrase 
expressing the agent, but blends such as the following do occur: 

I feel rather let down by his ind~fferenm. 
She seems extremely elated by her success. 

Even -ed adjectives which have no corresponding active infinitive or finite 
verb forms may occasionally have agent by-phrases: 

We were unimpressed by his attempts. 
*His attempts unimpressed us. 
His attempts did not impress us. 
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Evidently the ability to take an agent by-phrase cannot be regarded as 
diagnostic of the passive construction. (If further confirmation is needed, it 
will be found in noun phrases where the agent by-phrase occurs as 
postmodifier: poems by Wordsworth.) 

There are, in fact, several prepositions which can introduce agent-like 
phrases; notably about, at, over, to, and with (cf9.498, 16.69): 

We were all worried about the complication. - The complication worried us all. 
I was a bit surprised at  her behaviour. - Her behaviour surprised me a bit. 
You won't be bothered with me any more. - I won't bother you any more. 
This edition was not known to earlier scholars. - Earlier scholars did not know (09 this edition. 

But just as a by-phrase (as noted in 3.75) may cooccur, in an instrumental 
function, with an active subject, so these agent-like phrases may sometimes 
cwccur with an active subject, and so be interpreted ambiguously when in 
the passive: 

Leonard was interested in linguistics. - (Someone) interested Leonard in linguistics. 

There is thus no strong reason to treat such prepositional phrases, whether 
introduced by by or some other preposition, as diagnostic of the passive 
voice. 

Note [a] Semi-passive constructions such as those of 110-131 can have a clause as complementation 
(c/16.71): 

I was surprised that the/aod was so good. 1141 
In such cases, the clausal complementation can also be seen as analogous to an agent; CC - That thejbod was so good surprised me. [14al 
[b] Be known (to) differs fromother examples of the semi-passive in lacking thecausative feature 
of be worried (about), besurprised (of) ,  etc. and in not taking modifiers like quite and rather: 

I was rather surprised at her methods. 
but: 

'Her methods are rather known to me. 
(On the other hand, the be known (to) construction can be intensified by well; but the sequence 
~vell known can be hyphenated, and is perhaps a compound here.) 

Pseudo-passives 
3.77 Finally, [7] and [8] have neither an active transform nor a possibility of agent 

addition : 

The building is already demolished. [71 
The modern world is  getting more highly industrialized and 

mechanized. l81 

Such examples may be called 'pseudo-passives', since it is chiefly only their 
superficial form of verb + -ed participle that recommends them for 
consideration as passives. In terms of meaning, the active sentence 
corresponding to [7] is not [7a'], but [7a1']: 
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?*(Someone) already demolishes the building. 
(Someone) has already demolished the building. 

That is, is demolished denotes a resultant state: it refers, like the perfective, 
to a state resulting from the demolition, rather than to the act of demolition 
itself. Such a construction has been termed a 'statal passive'. In this 
connection, we note that an ambiguity is evident particularly in the past 
tense : 

In 1972, the Democrats were defeated. 

O n  the dynamic (central passive) reading, this means 'Someone defeated the 
Democrats'; on the statal (copular) reading, it means 'The Democrats were 
in a state of having been defeated'. The first reading can be singled out by 
adding the agent phrase: 

In 1972, the Democrats were defeated by the Republicans. 

The first (passive) reading can also be picked out if we change the verb to the 
progressive aspect: 

In  1972, the Democrats were being defeated. 

Neither of these tests apply to the statal passive construction because it is 
essentially copular, the verb be in this case being the copula rather than the 
passive auxiliary. 

Similarly, the participles in [g] have adjectival values: compare industrial- 
ized with industrial and mechanized with mechanical, and note that these -ed 
words can be used adjectivally in phrases like the industrialized world. 
Moreover, no 'performer' can be conceived of: an industrialized world is 
simply a world that has reached a state of industrialization. Once we come to 
examples like this, we are firmly in the territory of be as a copula replaceable 
by other copular verbs such as become, feel, seem, remain, etc: She became 
enraged, Ifelt cheated, etc. Here the -ed word is a complement, and therefore 
adjectival. 

Note [a] There is a pseudo-passive construction with intransitive verbs of motlon or completion in 
which the participle is active rather than passive in meaning: 

Why are all those cars stopped at the corner? 
By the time she got there, her friend wasgone. 
I'IIsoon befnished with this job. 

With most intransitive verbs, this construction has been superseded by the perfective 
construction, whiCh is almost synonymous. Compare Mary has came with the archaic Mary is 
come. The somewhat melodramatic imperative Begone may be written as a single word Begone, 
and is sometimes, like Beware (cf 3.54 Note), treated as an infinitive: I told them to begonefrom 
my sight. 
[b] A similar pseudo-passive is used with verbs of posture: 

Grandfather wassat in the rockingchair. 
I've been s twd here for about ten minutes. 

In this case, the construction is largely synonymous with, though less common than, the 
progressive construction: wassitting, 'W been standing, etc. 
[C] The 'notional passive' with an intransitive active verb, as in The clock winds up at the back 
['can be wound up'] is discussed under word-formation (App 1.54). 

Summary 
3.78 Summarizing the passive gradient as exemplified in 3.74, we may set up the 

following classes: 

I Central passives 
(a) With expressed agents: [l], [2], [3] 
(b) Without exvressed agents: 141 

I11 Pseudo-passives 
(a) With 'current' copular verbs be, feel, look, etc: [7] 
(b) With 'resulting' copular verbs get, become, grow, etc: [g] 

(cf 16.21-23 for the terms 'current' and 'resulting'.) 
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I Introduction 
4.1 In this chapter we examine the semanticsof the verb phrase, and in particular 

of the finite verb phrase. We turn our attention to the meanings associated 
with tense, aspect, and the modal auxiliaries, having already dealt with the 
morphology and syntax of these categories in 3.52-7. The chapter will 
conclude with some observations on the meanings of verbs on the gradient 
between auxiliaries and main verbs, and of nonfinite verb phrases. 

It is unfortunate that the terminology used in discussing the verb phrase 
often tempts us to confuse distinctions of grammatical form with distinctions 
of meaning. This applies to terms such as 'aspect', 'perfective', 'progressive', 
and 'modality', which, as names for grammatical categories, also reflect their - - 
typical meanings. ~ut-preeminently it applies to the t e k s  'present' and 'past' 
used in referring to tenses of the verb. The English present tense, for instance, - - 
usually, but b q n o  means always, signifies present time (cf4.5-10). The 
association between present tense and present time is strong enough to make 
the term 'present tense' plausibly appropriate, and at the same time, 
potentially misleading. 

Time, tense, and the verb 

4.2 It is therefore wise to begin by distinguishing three different levels on which 
the terms 'present' and 'past' can be interpreted. First, in abstraction from 
any given language, time can be thought of as a line (theoretically, of infinite 
length) on which is located, as a continuously moving point, the present 
moment. Anything ahead of the present moment is in the future, and 
anything behind it is in the past: 

THE PRESENT MOMENT 

PAST 
4 v FUTURE 
I 

Fig 4.2a 

This is an interpretation of past, present, and future on a REFERENTIAL level. 
But in relating this view of time to language and, more precisely, to the 
meaning of verbs, it is useful to reformulate the threefold distinction such 
that 'present' is defined in an inclusive rather than in an exclusive way: 
something is defined as 'present' if it has existence at the present moment, 
allowing for the possibility that its existence may also stretch into the past 
and into the future. Hence Paris stands on the River Seine may be correctly 
said to describe a 'present' state of affairs, even though this state of affairs 
has also obtained for numerous centuries in the past, and may well exist for 
an indefinite period in the future: 
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[now1 v 
PAST TIME 

+------- 
FUTURE TIME 

[preceding now] [following now] 
I 

PRESENT TIME 
t-------- + 

[including now] 

Fig 4.2b 

O n  this second, or SEMANTIC level of interpretation, then, 'present' is the most 
general and unmarked category. In contrast to [l], which is a generic 
statement applicable to present, past, and future, [2] is a more limited 
statement, suggesting that the albatross, like the dodo, is extinct: 

Albatrosses are large birds. [l] 
Albatrosses were large birds. [21 

The author of [2] does not commit himself to the continuation of the past 
.state of affairs it describes into the present. The same applies to sentences of 
more limited time span: 

John spends a lot of money. [true for past, present, and future] 
John spent a lot of money. [true for past only] 

Note Nevertheless, a sentence like [2] does not exclude the possibility of such a continuation. It is 
possible to assert, without inconsistency: Albatrosses were, are, andalways will be large birds. 

The present tense as 'nonpast' 
4.3 In 4.2 we distinguished past, present and future on a referential level, and 

also on a semantic level. It remains only to mention the familiar fact that 
'present' and 'past' are also interpreted on a grammatical level, in reference 
to tense. Here, 'however, the threefold opposition is reduced to two, since 
morphologically English has no future form of the verb in addition to present 
and past forms. Some grammarians have argued for a third, 'future tense', 
maintaining that English realizes this tense by the use of an auxiliary verb 
construction (such as will+ infinitive): but we prefer to follow those 
grammarians ho have treated tense strictly as a category realized by verb 1, inflection. In t is grammar, then, we do not talk about the FUTURE as a 
formal category: what we do say is that certain grammatical constructions 
are capable of expressing the semantic category of FUTURE TIME (cf 4.41ff). 

Some grammarians have gone further, avoiding the term 'present' in 
reference to tense, and preferring 'nonpast'. The terms PRESENT TENSE and 
PAST TENSE have this justification: that the tenses they name typically have 
reference to present and past time respectively: 

She is quite well today. Yesterday she was sick. 

But there is also some morphological justification for treating the present as 
the unmarked tense, since it is often realized by the base or uninflected form 
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of the verb (compare the present tense I need a rest with the past tense I 
needed a rest). There is also a semantic justification, to the extent that the 
present tense may be used to express not only present but future time. 
Contrast: 

Yesterday Today is Monday. 
{*:as] Sunday- Tomorrow is Tuesday. 

Notice we can use the present tense in questioning someone about a future 
activity as well as about a present one: 

What are you doing today? *What are you yesterday? What are you doing tomorrow? 

And we can use the present form of the modal with future meaning, but not 
with past meaning: 

I can help you today. *I can help you yesterday. I can help you tomorrow. 

We have good reason for arguing, therefore, that the semantic triad of past, 
present, and future is unequally separated into past and nonpast categories 
for the purposes of tense. Tradition and familiarity favour the retention of 
the label 'present' in place of 'nonpast'. But this concession places upon us 
the responsibility of continually maintaining a clear distinction between 
present and past TENSE, on the one hand, and present and past TIME on the 
other. 

Situation types: stative and dynamic verb senses 
4.4 The semantic categories of past, present, and future apply, in fact, not so 

much to time, as to happenings which take place in time, and which are 
denoted by verbs. The point may be made in the following way: 

Mary hoped for success. REFERS TO a past hope of Mary. 
Peter knows a great deal. REFERS TO Peter'spresent knowledge. 
The home team will be defeated. REFERS TO a future defeat of the home 

team. 

Note that the same concept can be expressed both by a verb and by an 
abstract noun. Such words denote phenomena existing in time, variously 
called 'states', 'events', 'actions', 'processes', 'activities', etc. Regrettably 
there is no single generic term for such 'verb-denoted phenomena', but we 
shall distinguish different categories under the title of SITUATION TYPES 
(cf further 4.27ff). 

Pursuing the analogy between nouns and verbs further, we observe that 
just as an abstract noun referring to an event can be singular or plural, so the 
corresponding verb can be 'pluralized' through the use of frequency 
adverbials : 

A SINGLE EVENT A PLURALITY OF EVENTS 

Vesuvius erupted in 77 AD. The country was invaded many 
= In 77 AD there was an times. = There were many 
eruption of Vesuvius. invasions of the country. 
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Such verbs as erupt and invade are therefore comparable to count nouns. One 
sign of this is that when such verbs are used with the present perfective, they 
cannot indicate a single unbroken state up to the present: 

I have driven sports cars for years. 111 

This does not refer to an uninterrupted state of car-driving, but rather to a 
sequence of separate car-driving events. On the other hand, there are verbs 
like (usually) be, have, and know which refer to states, and which indicate an 
unbroken state in sentences otherwise similar to [l]: 

I have known the Penfolds all my life. 121 

Such verbs also occur less readily with frequency adverbials: 

?The chair has beautiful carved legs quitefrequently. [31 

On this basis, we draw a broad distinction between DYNAMIC (count) 
meanings and STATIVE (noncount) meanings of verbs. It should be noted, 
though, that we talk of dynamic and stative meanings, rather than dynamic 
and stative verbs. This is because one verb may shift, in meaning, from one 
category to another. Contrast, for example, the stative meaning of have 
[= 'possess'] in [3] with a dynamic meaning of have ['eat'] in [4]: 

We have dinner at Maxim's quite frequently. 141 

Having carved legs is a state, while having dinner is an event (cf 3.34f). 
One of the characteristics of dynamic.,verb senses is that they often (but by 

no means always) imply agentivity (cf 10.19); ie they imply an active doer 
(initiator, performer) of the action concerned. Hence dynamic verb meanings 
can regularly occur with the imperative, but stative verb meanings cannot: 

Learn how to swim. *Know how to swim. 

Verbs with dynamic meanings moreover can generally occur following do in 
a pseudo-cleft sentence (cf 18.29f): 

'\ 

What she did was (to) learn Spanish. 
*What she did was (to) know Spanish. 

The dynamiclstative distinction is not clear-cut, however. When we come to 
study aspect (sey esp 4.25ff) we shall need to look critically at this distinction, 
and to suggest yarious subdivisions of each category. But a coarse binary 
contrast is all that is required for the study of tense. 

The distinction between stative and dynamic verb meanings is therefore a 
rough-and-ready one which will be refined later (cf 4.27ff). There are some 
verbs (eg: stand, lie; cf 4.32) whose meanings cannot be adequately described 
in terms of this dichotomy. 

Note [a] In some cases, the same verb can be either dynamic (referring to an event) or stative 
(referring to the state resulting from that event). Hence the virtual equivalence, in some contexts, 
of I'ue got the idea and Iget the ideo; also of I'M forgotren and I forget. 
[b] Know can be used abnormally in the sense of 'make sure that you know' in imperatives such 
as: 

Know this poem by heart by next week. 
There is also an exceptional dynamic use of know in the archaic imperative Know t/~yse!f! 
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Meanings of the simple present tense with reference 
to present time 

(a) State present 
4.5 With stative verb senses, the present is used without reference to specific 

time: ie, there is no inherent limitation on the extension of the state into the 
past and future (unless such a limitation is indicated by adverbials or other 
elements of the clause). The STATE PRESENT, as we may call this category, 
includes general timeless statements, or so-called 'eternal truths': 

Honesty is the best policy. 
Water consists of hydrogen and oxygen. 
Two and three make five. 
The earth moves round the sun. 

Whereas proverbial, scientific, or mathematical statements like these 
represent the extreme of temporal universality, geographical statements are 
equally likely to be examples of the 'timeless present': 

The Nile is the longest river in Africa. 
Peru shares a border with Chile. 

We can also include with the state present examples such as the following, 
where our knowledge of the world tells us that the time span of the state is to 
a greater or lesser degree restricted: 

Margaret is tall. Everyone likes Maurice. 
He does not believe in hard work. This soup tastesdelicious. 
She knows several languages. We live near Toronto. 

Note [a] Authors often use a kind of 'timeless present' in addressing their readers about the contents 
of their book. In the present book, for example, we use such expressions as: 

The last example shows that. . . 
[bl Sentences such as ' W e  live near Toronto since 1949, in which the simple present is combined 
with an adverbial o f  duration, do not normally occur. This is because the adverbial is interpreted 
as defining a period of 'living' leading up to the present moment, and hence as referring to time 
before the present (cf 4.20ff). Therefore, even though the state referred to may well continue in 
the future, the present perfective rather than the present is used. Particularly in AmE, however, 
this requirement is sometimes relaxed, and sentences like Since when do  you read newspapers? 
are quite often heard ( c .  further 14.26). 

(b) Habitual present 
4.6 When they are used with the simple present, dynamic verb meanings, like 

stative verb meanings, usually imply an inherently unrestricted time span. 
But in this case the verb refers to a whole sequence of events, repeated over 
the period in question: 

Wego to Brussels every year. Bill drinks heavily. 
She makes her own dresses. Water boils at I OO°C. 

As the last example shows, the HABITUAL PRESENT also resembles the state 
present in being used for 'timeless' statements. It is a sign of the habitual 
present that one can easily add a frequency adverbial to specify the frequency 
of the repetition: Billdrinks heavily every night, etc. Some habitual statements, 
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such as We go to Brussels, are contextually incomplete unless such an 
adverbial is added. Whereas the state present always refers to something 
which obtains at the time of speaking, this is not necessarily, or even usually, 
true of the habitual present. 

Note [a] Verbs o f  stative meaning may sometimes be used in a habitual sense when accompanied by 
a frequency adverbial : She isseldom alone. 
[b] A habitual use o f  the present tense occurs in a 'timeless' sense in authorial address to the 
reader on a book's content (cf 4.5 Note [a]): We turn now to the quesrion o f . .  . This may be 
alternatively viewed as  a special case of the instantaneous present (cfthe use of the present in 
demonstrations in 4.7 below). 

(c) Instantaneous present 
4.7 While the habitual present is the most common meaning of the simple 

present with a dynamic verb sense, a second possibility, the INSTANTANEOUS 
PRESENT, occurs where the verb refers to a single action begun and completed 
approximately at  the moment of speech. We may thus add to the state present 
and habitual present, which respectively correspond to noncount and plural 
count nouns, a third meaning corresponding to that of singular count nouns. 
Figure4.7 illustrates the three centralusesof thesimple present with reference 
to present time: 

1-1 STATE PRESENT 

HABITUALPRESENT 
I 
I 

INSTANTANEOUS PRESENT 

Fig 4 . 7  

The instantaneous present, however, because it implies that the event has 
little or no duration, does not occur outside some rather restricted situations. 
Such situations include the followincr: 

COMMENTARIES : 
Blackpdsses the ball to Fernandez . . . Fernandez shoots! 

DEMONSTRATIONS AND OTHER SELF-COMMENTARIES : 
Ipick up the fruit with a skewer, dip it into the batter, and lower it 

into the hot fat. 
I enclose (herewith) a form of application. 

SPECIAL EXCLAMATORY SENTENCES (with initial adverbials): 
Here comes the winner! Up yougo. (cf 18.23) 

PERFORMATIVES: 
I advise you to withdraw. I apologize. We thank you for your recent 

inquiry. 

The verb in performatives (cf 11.3) is often a verb of speaking (such as 
request, advise, predict) describing the speech act of which it is a part. Other 
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performatives such as I resign describe ritual acts and are accepted as the 
outward sign that such acts are taking place. In these cases, then, there is 
bound to be simultaneity between the event described and the speech event 
itself. In other cases, although such simultaneity does not obtain in any exact 
sense, there is an implication of simultaneity which gives the utterance with 
the instantaneous present a somewhat theatrical quality. Against the routine 
ordinariness of the present progressive in Carlos is winning, we may place the 
dramatic air of Carlos wins! which pinpoints the final and climactic moment 
of victory. 

Note [a] In older English, the simple present was used more widely with reference to a present event 
which would now be described by use of the present progressive: Shakespeare's I go ,  I g o  may 
be contrasted with the present-day I'm goblg. Some relics of this archaic usage are found in one 
or two fixed expressions such as How doyoudo?and Howgoes it? 
[b] On the closely related dramatic use of the present, cf 4.8,4.10. 

Special nonpresent uses of the present tense 

(a) Simple present referring to the past 
4.8 In the next three sections we bring together three additional uses of the 

simple present; these are best seen as transferred or extended interpretations 
of the basic meanings of 4.5-7. 

The so-called historic present is characteristic of popular narrative style 
(cf also the fictional present, 4.10): 

- I couldn't believe it! Just as we arrived, up comes Ben and slaps me on 
the back as if we're life-long friends. 'Come on, old pal,' he says, 'Let 
me buy you a drink!' I'm telling you, I nearly fainted on the spot. 

The historic present describes the past as if it is happening now: it conveys 
something of the dramatic immediacy of an eye-witness account. 

A very different use of the present tense in reference to the past is that 
found with verbs of communication: 

The ten o'clock news says that there's going to be a bad storm. 
Martin tells me the Smiths are moving from No. 20. 

Such verbs include also verbs like understand, hear, and learn, which refer to 
the receptive end of the communication process: 

I hear that poor Mr Simpson has gone into hospital. 

These sentences would also be acceptable with the simple past or present 
perfective; but the implication of the present tense seems to be that although 
the communication event took place in the past, its result - the information 
communicated - is still operative. Thus: 

The Book of Genesis speaks of the terrible fate of Sodom and 
Gomorrah. 

suggests that although the Book of Genesis was written thousands of years 
ago, it still 'speaks' to us at the present time. 

The notion that the past can remain alive in the present also explains the 
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optional use of the present tense in sentences referring to writers, composers, 
artists, etc and their extant works: 

In The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoevsky drawsldrew his characters from 
sources deep in the Russian soil. 

Like Rubens, Watteau islwas able to convey an impression of warm, 
living flesh by the merest whiff of colour. 

Again, it is something more than a figure of speech to suggest that the author 
is still able to speak to us through his works. The present can even be used, 
without respect to any particular work, for general artistic characterizations 
of the author: 

Brahms islwas the last great representative of German classicism. 

But biographical details of the artist's life must normally be reported through 
the past tense (cf however Note [b]). Hence there is an interesting contrast 
between: 

Murasaki writeslwrote of life in 1 lth century Japan. 
Murasaki wfote in 1 l th  century Japan. 

Note [a] The simple present is usually used in newspaper headlines to report recent events: Trade 
unions back merger; 'No sell-our'says P.M. ; Economic think-tank seeks assurances. (On headlines, 
cf further 11.46). 
[b] Two further minor uses of the historic present are (i) in photographic captions, for which, 
however, the -ing participle is an alternative form: 

The Queen arriueslarriuing for the State Opening of Parliament. 
and (ii) in historical summaries or tables of dates: 

1876 - Brahms completes his first symphony. 
[c] There is variation between past and present tenses in cross-references from one part of a 
book to the other: This problem is/~vasdiscussedi~~ Chapter l .  The choice depends on whether the 
book is conceived of as existing at one time, like a static object; or whether it is imagined to 
progress in time, as it does for the reader who begins at Chapter 1 and moves from 'earlier' to 
'later' parts of the hook. Other verb constructions (eg the perfective construction or the modal 
construction with will) may also be used to imply progression in time: This matter has been 
touched on in Chapteq 2, but we will return to it in Chapter 5. 

(b) Simple present referring to the future 
4.9 In main clauses, this typically occurs with time-position adverbials to suggest 

(cf 4.45) that the event is unalterably fixed in advance, and is as certain as it 
would be, were it taking place in the present: 

The plane 1Laves for Ankara at  eight o'clock tonight. 

In dependent clauses, the future use of the simple present is much more 
common, particularly in conditional and temporal clauses (cf 14.22): 

He'll do it if youpay him. 
1'11 let you know as soon as I hear from her. 

Note [a] The use of the simple present in directions with a 2nd person subject might be considered a 
case of the present tense referring to the future: 

You rest an air leak by disconnecting the delivery pipe at the carburettor and pumping the 
fuel into a container. 

You take the first turning on the left past the police station, then you cross a bridge, and 
beor right until you see the Public Library. 
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However, these may more justly be taken as examples of the habitual present (cj4.6). the you 
being interpreted impersonally, as equivalent to generic one (cf 6.21). 
[bl The simple present may be used in reference to later parts of a book (c/ 4.5 Note [a], 4.8 Note 
[cl) in examples such as the following: 

In the next chapter we examine in the light of this theory recent economic developments in 
the Third World. 

(c) Simple present in fictional narrative 
4.10 There is a close connection between the historic present of (a) above, and the 

simple present as used in fictional narratives. The only difference is that 
whereas the events narrated by means of the historic present are real, those 
narrated by the fictional 'historic present' are imaginary: 

The crowd swarms around the gateway, and seethes with delighted 
anticipation; excitement grows, as suddenly their hero makes his 
entrance. . . 

This is stylistically marked in contrast to the normal convention of the past 
tense for story-telling. A special exception is the use of the present in stage 
directions: 

Mallinson enters. The girls immediately pretend to be working hard. 
William assumes a businesslike air,picks up two folders at  random, 
and makes for the door. 

Here the present is used by convention, as if to represent the idea that the 
events of the play are being performed before our eyes as we read the script. 
A similar convention is used in summaries of narratives. 

. . 
Meanings of the past tense with reference to past time . 

4.11 As most commonly used, the past tense combines two features of meaning: 

(a) The eventlstate must have taken place in the past, with a gap between 
its completion and the present moment. 

(b) The speaker or writer must have in mind a definite time at which the 
eventlstate took place. 

The first of these conditions is most clearly exemplified by a sentence like i 
stayed in Africa for several months, where the usual implication is that I am 
no longer in Africa. The second condition is most explicitly shown in 
cooccurrence relations between the past tense and past time-position 
adverbials such as last week, in 1932, several weeks ago, yesterday, etc: 

Prices slumped yesterday. last winter. 

With such adverbials, the simple present or present perfective would be 
virtually ungrammatical (cf, however, 4.8 Note [b] and 4.23 Note [a]): 

*Freda {"B"' has started } school ~n 1950. year' 
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It is not necessary, however, for the past tense to be accompanied by an overt 
indicator of time. All that is required is that the speaker should be able to 
count on the hearer's assumption that he has a specific time in mind. In this 
respect, the past tense meaning of DEFINITE PAST time is an equivalent, in the 
verb phrase, of the definite article in the noun phrase. Just as with the definite 
article (cf 5.27-32), so with the verb phrase, an element of definite meaning 
may be recoverable from knowledge of (a) the immediate or local situation; 
(b) the larger situation of 'general knowledge'; (c) what has been said earlier 
in the same sentence or text; or (d) what comes later on in the same sentence 
or text. 

Note A parallel may also be drawn, in terms of definite meaning, between the present and past tense, 
and the 'near'and 'far' reference of the demonstratives this and that (c. 6.408). Thus the present 
and past tenses can be added to other pairs of D E I ~ I C  items (cj6.43), such as this/that, nobv/tlten, 
and liere/there. 

Situational use of the past tense 
4.12 The use of the past tense in relation to an immediate situation is illustrated 

by the sentence: 

Did you lock the front door? [51 

in a domestic situation where it is known that the front door is locked at 
bedtime every night. In that case, [5] is more or less equivalent to Did you 
lock the front door at bedtime? (Incidentally, in [5], the in the front door is 
another case of situational definiteness; cf 5.288.) 

Definiteness by virtueof the larger situation (or general knowledge; cf 5.29) 
may be invoked to explain the use of the simple past in historical or 
biographical statements which have specific people, places, or objects as 
their topics: 

Byron died in Greece. [61 
I have a friend who was at school with Kissinger. [71 
This picture waspainted by the owner's grandfather. 181 
Rome was not built in a day. [a proverb] [91 

It is a matter of general knowledge that Byron is a historical personage (and 
therefore that be must have died at some time or another). The past tense in 
[6] presuppose$ such common ground between speaker and hearer: it is as if 
the speaker had said: 'We all know that Byron died at some time or other; 
well, when he died, he died in Greece'. Similarly, [7] presupposes that most 
people spend a particular period at school, [8] presupposes that a picture one 
sees on the wall must have been painted at some time or another; and [9] 
presupposes that all cities (including Rome, the 'Eternal City') have to be 
built a t  some time or other. 

Anaphoric and cataphoric use of the past tense 
4.13 In line with the use of the term anaphoric with reference to the definite article 

(cf 5.30f), we may call the use of the past tense 'anaphoric' where the time in 
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the past to which the reference is made is already indicated by a previous use 
of the past tense. In this sense, was is anaphoric in [IO]: 

Then we entered the city. . . the square was deserted . . . [l01 

In other cases, a preceding use of the present perfective in the indefinite past 
sense (cf 4.20f) provides a peg, so to speak, on which to hang a subsequent 
occurrence of the past tense: 

They have decided to close down the factory. It took us completely 
by surprise. [l11 

There have been times when I wished myself safely home in bed. [l21 

(In the latter sentence, the present perfective have wished would also be 
possible.).Again, this is similar to the case where the-indefinite article (cf 5.30) 
prepares the way for a following coreferential definite article. In other cases, 
anaphoric reference is to an adverbial of time in the same clause: 

Last Saturday, we went to the theatre. 

When the adverbial follows the past tense, this may be called the cataphoric 
use of the definite past (cf 5.32): 

We went to the theatre last Saturday. 

Examples like 15-12] above show that for a verb phrase to be 'definite', the 
relevant time need not be specified: it matters only that the time should in 
principle be specifiable. This means that even very unspecific time adverbs 
such sconce and when suffice to make the past tense appropriate: 

When did she arrive? I was once a heavy smoker. 

Finally, the use of a temporal conjunction such as while or as soon as with 
past reference is a sufficient condition for the use of the past tense in both 
main and subordinate clauses: They lefi as soon as we arrived. 

Note [a] There are a few idiomatic constructions in which the element of definiteness seems to be 
absent from the meaning of the past tense: eg in comparative clauses containing the main verb 
waslwere: 

She's not so active osslre was. 
But here the past tense retains its other semantic feature: that the state no longer obtains; ie: 
was is equivalent to used to be (cf 4.15). 
[b] In the following idiomatic examples, the past tense lacks both its implication of 'definiteness' 
and its implication of 'no longer obtaining': 

I always knew you were my friend. 1131 
Did you ever hear such nonsense? [l41 

The past is here a colloquial alternative to the present perfective referring to a state or habit 
leading up to the present; eg [l31 could be rephrased: I've always known you to be myfriend. (In 
the ritual exclamation of astonishment Well Inever did!, however, the perfective could not be 
substituted.) This usage is restricted to the occurrence of the past tense with always, never, or 
ever. Sentences such as [l31 and [l41 are to be distinguished from similar sentences containing a 
past time adverbial, such as: In the past, I always thought you were ntyfrietld. Here the regular 
interpretation of the past tense obtains, and so the implication is likely to be: '. . . but now I no 
longer think so: 
[c] On differences between AmE and BrE in the use of the simple past, cj4.20 Note, 4.22 Note 
[al. 
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Event, state, and habitin the past 
4.14 Having mentioned the pragmatic conditions for definiteness which are 

common to most examples of the past tense, we now have to distinguish three 
meanings of the past tense which match the three meanings of the present 
with reference to present time (4.5-7). For the past tense, however, it is 
better to place the three meanings in a different order. First we illustrate, as 
the most common sense, the EVENT PAST, which refers to a single definite 
event in the past: 

The eruption of Vesuvius destroyed Pompeii. [l] 

In [l], the dynamic verb sense of destroyed identifies a single event. But in 
[2], the verb was refers to a state, and is therefore an example of the STATE 

PAST : 
Archery was a popular sport for the Victorians. L21 

In [3], we have an example of the HABITUAL PAST, since the verb were held 
refers to a sequence of four-yearly events: 

In  ancient times, the Olympic Games were held at Olympia in 
Southern Greece. L31 

We may present these three meanings, therefore, in a diagram corresponding 
to that used for the simple present (Fig 4.7): 

I I 
I EVENT PAS1 

I I - I STATE PAST 
I 
1 .  
I HABITUAL PAST 
I 

T = time of orientation 

In Fig 4.14, the three meanings are located by reference to a definite time in 
the past (a SECONDARY TIME-ORIENTATION or T2), and only indirectly by 
reference to the present moment (the PRIMARY TIME-ORIENTATION Or T,). The 
diagram shows T2, like T , ,  as a point of time having no duration; but it 
should be noted that T2 can sometimes refer to an extended time period. 
Compare The agreement was signed at 7p .m.  (where T2 is a momentary point 
of time) with The agreement was signed in 1972 (where T2 is a whole year and 
the actual signing is understood to take place at some unspecified point 
within that period). 

4.15 It is easy to see why the event past is more common than the corresponding 
meaning of the present tense, viz the instantaneous present. From a vantage 
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point in the present, we naturally see a happening in the past as a complete 
unit, with a beginning and an end; but it is more difficult to see a present 
event 'in close-up' in such a holistic way. With the past tense, there is a 
tendency to treat as holistic events even states of affairs persisting through 
an extended period, eg: 

He lived and died in'his native city of Padua. 

It can thus be rather difficult, in practice, todistinguish the different meanings 
of the past tense. But one useful distinguishing mark is the fact that the 
habitual and state meanings can be paraphrased by means of used to (cf 3.44): 

In those days we used to live . {lived } ~n the country. 

We {zd get} up at 5 a.m. every morning all through the summer. [S] 

As it stands, the habitual past in [3] above in4.14 is not formally distinguished 
from the event past: only general knowledge tells us that the Olympic Games 
were held more than once. If we wish to make sure that a sentence like [3] is 
given a habitual interpretation, we have to substitute the used to construction 
or else add an adverbial of frequency or duration, such as every morning and 
all through the summer in [5]. 

 noth her distinguishing feature is the tendency for dynamic verbs to have 
a sequential interpretation when they occur in textual sequence (especially in 
coordination): 

She addressed and posted the letter. 161' 
[# Sheposted and addressed the letter] 

She disliked and distrusted her advisers. . [7] 
[= She distrusted and disliked her advisers] 

In [6], the actions of addressing and posting are understood to take place in 
succession, while in [7] the emotions of dislike and distrust are understood to 
have existed side by side (cf 13.22ff). 

Note Sometimes, however, two dynamic verbs in sequence are given a simultaneous interpretation, 
as in: 

The explosion wreckeda car and danrogedseveral shops. 
Another relevant factor is that certain conjunctions, such as before and after, can overrule the 
normal order of temporal precedence : 

Before the railroad gangs arrived, Dixon City {F:: bA nothing but a sleepy cattle town 

(On the alternative use of hadbeen here, c/ 4.24.) 

Meanings of the past tense with reference to present 
and future time 

4.16 Just as the simple present does not always refer to present time, so the past 
tense is not always confined to past time reference. There are again three 
special meanings to mention: 

(a) In INDIRECT SPEECH (or INDIRECT THOUGHT; cf 14.30ff), the past tense in 
the reporting verb tends to make the verb of the subordinate clause past 
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tense as well. This phenomenon, known as backshift, is normally optional 
(cf 14.31), but can result in an apparently anachronistic use of the past 
tense for present time: 

A: Did you say you havelhad no money? 
B: Yes, I'm completely broke. 

A:  How did you know that I amlwas Max Wilson? 
B: Well, I remembered that you arelwere tall, and wearlwore 
glasses. 

A different kind of backshift is observed when a sentence describing .' 

speech or thought in the futurecontainsa reported speech clause referring 
retrospectively to the present: 

My wife will be sorry that she missed seeing you this evening. 

(b) The ATTITUDINAL PAST, used with verbs expressing volition or mental 
state, reflects the tentative attitude of the speaker, rather than past time. 
In the following pairs, both the present and past tenses refer to a present 
state of mind, but the latter is somewhat more polite: . 

DolDid you want to see me now? 
I wonderlwondered if you could help us. 

(c) The HYPOTHETICAL PAST is used in certain subordinate clauses, especially 
if-clauses, and expresses what is contrary to the belief or expectation of 
the speaker (cf 14.23): 

If you really worked hard, you would soon get promoted. [ l]  
It's time we all took a rest. l21 
I wish I had a memory like yours. L31 

The hypothetical past, as in [l-31, implies the nonoccurrence of some 
state orevent in the present or futuy. The implication of [l], for example, 
is that the hearer does not work hard. 

Note [a] The past subjunctive singular form were (cf 3.62) is often considered preferable to the past 
indicative form was in sentences such as: 

He talks as if he werelwas the most powerful politician in the country. 
Further details ace given in 14.24. 
[b] The past tende forms of modal auxiliaries (could, would, etc) frequently occur with special 
hypothetical force, and are somewhat restricted in their application to past time. These will be 
considered in some detail in 4.59-64. 

Perfective and progressive aspects 

4.17 The term ASPECT refers to a grammatical category which reflects the way in 
which the verb action is regarded or experienced with respect to time. bnlike 
tense, aspect is not deictic (cf 6.43), in the sense that it is not relative to the 
time of utterance. For some purposes, the two aspect constructions of English, 

the perfective and the progressive (cf 3.54), can be seen as realizing a basic 
contrast of aspect between the action viewed as complete (perfective), and 
the action viewed as incomplete, ie in progress (imperfective or progressive). 
But this is an oversimplified view, as is clear as soon as we observe that these 
two aspects may combine within a single verb phrase (eg: I have been reading 
is both perfective and progressive). In fact, aspect is so closely connected in 
meaning with tense, that the distinction in English grammar between tense 
and aspect is little more than a terminological convenience which helps us to 
separate in our minds two different kinds of realization: the morphological 
realization of tense and the syntactic realization of aspect. 

We have seen (cf 3.54ff) that tense and aspect combine freely in the 
complex verb phrase, and so the following system of contrasts, with 
corresponding terminological distinctions, will form a useful starting point: 

Table 4.17 

SYMBOL NAME , : EXAMPLE 
p---- - 

Type B present perfective (simple) he has examined 
past perfective (simple) he had examined 

Type C present progressive (simple) he is examining 
past progressive (simple) he was examining 

Type BC present perfective progressive he has been examining 
oast oerfective orogressive he had been examining 

., , 

We have already used the word 'simple' to describe a verb phrase totally 
unmarked for aspect (simple present, simple past). By extension, we may 
also, to avoid ambiguity, use the term 'simple' for verb phrases which are 
unmarked for one of the two aspects, as indicated in Table 4.17. 

Note [a] I t  has been traditional for grammars to refer to the above set or oppositions of tense and 
aspect as 'compound tenses', in which they would include such categories as the 'past perfect' 
(or 'pluperfect') tense. This terminology, modelled on that used for inflectional languages such 
as Latin, can be misleading when applied to English, and for this reason we prefer to limit, as 
mentioned before, the term 'tense' to the morphological opposition between present and past 
forms of the finite verb. 
[b] Because of the close connection between the perfective construction and time, the perfective 
is commonly termed the 'perfective tense' (or 'perfect tense'). 

I I Perfective aspect 

l l 4.18 The overlap of meaning between tense and aspect is most problematic in 
English in the choice that has to be made between simple past and present 
perfective: 

simple past: John lived in Paris for ten years. 
present perfective: John has lived in Paris for ten years. 
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Here both sentences indicate a state of affairs before the present moment, 
but the simple past indicates that the period of residence has come to a close, 
whereas the present perfective indicates that the residence has continued up 
to the present time (and may even continue into the future). This kind of 
difference, although by no means invariable, is often summarized in the 
statement that the present perfective signifies past time 'with current 
relevance'. 

In order to appreciate why 'current relevance' is a common implication of 
the present perfective, it is as well to begin with the most general definition 
of the perfective aspect. In its broadest possible interpretation, the perfective 
indicates ANTERIOR TIME; ie time preceding whatever time orientation is 
signalled by tense or by other elements of the sentence or its context. To 
illustrate this definition, we take a preliminary look not only at  the present 
perfective, but at  cases where the perfective doesnot cooccur with the present 
tense : 

I have already met your sister. [l] 
The flight was cancelled after we hadpaid for the tickets. 12.1 
If you had listened to me, you would have avoided mistakes. L31 
By next week, they will have completed their contract. [41 
I may have left the key at the office (last night). [51 
I am/was sorry to have missed the concert. 161 
She regretslregretted having abandoned the plan. [71 

The common factor of meaning which the perfective brings to all these 
examples is sketched in Fig 4.18 : 

T? T = t ime o f  
V orientation 
I 

Fig 4 . 1 8  ~nterior time zone 

Note Perfective constructions are infrequent compared with nonperfective constructions. A corpus 
study of verb phrases has indicated that approximately ten per cent of finite verb phrases are 
perfective. 

4.19 As the above hgure shows, the perfective merely defines an anterior time 
zone (symbolized by the arrow c-) within which the action of the verb 
takes place. The time of orientation (T?) is not fixed: with the present 
perfective [l], T? is equated with T,, while with the past perfective, T? is 
equated with T2 (a specifiable secondary time of orientation in the past). 
This is illustrated in [21 in 4.18 above, where T? (= T2) refers to the time of 
cancelling the Right. In [3], however, the past perfective relates the event not 
to T,, but to T,, since the past tense indicates in this case not a past event, 
but a hypothetical event (cf the hypothetical past, 4.16). The conditional 
clause could be expanded : 

If  you had listened to me before now. . . 
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In [4] and [5], the infinitive perfective occurs after a modal auxiliary, and the 
time orientation derives not from the infinitive itself (which is tenseless), but 
from the modal. Will in [4] sets up an ancillary time orientation T2 in the 
future, so that the meaning of the whole construction will haue completed is  
'past in future': 

I 
+----+ 

I 
I 

F1g4 .19  Past In future 

In [5], on the other hand, the modal may has a present orientation, and T? is 
once again T,. In the last two examples of 4.18, the perfective occurs in a 
nonfinite verb phrase, which, because it has no inherent time orientation, 
takes its orientation from the main verb. Hence the paraphrases below, in 
which the nonfinite clauses of [6] and [7] are replaced by finite subordinate 
clauses, require variation in the verb construction of the subordinate clause 
in correspondence with a similar variation in the main clause: 

1 sorry that I the concert. 

She [regrets regretted ] [ abandoned the plan. that she (had) abandoned 1 t7aI 

The past perfective is optional in the second variant of [6a] and [7a], for 
reasons explained in Fig 4.24b. These distinctions are neutralized when a 
nonfinite clause is used. 

The overlap in the time-indicating functions of the past tense and the 
present perfective is clearly seen in the choice of paraphrasing [5] above 
either by the past tense [5a] or by the present perfective [5b]: 

It is possible that I left the keys at the office (last night). [sal 
It is possible that I have left the keys at the office. [5bl 

On the other hand, this example also shows that the present perfective is to 
some extent limited by the fact that it shares the same past time 'territory' as 
the simple past. If a time-position adverbial like last night is added to [5], 
then the finite verb paraphrase has to be the past tense [5a] rather than the 
perfective [5b]. In other words, [5c] is unacceptable: 

*It is possible that I have left the keys at the office last night. 1 5 ~ 1  

However, the rule of adverbial incompatibility which forbids [5c] is 
occasionally ignored; cf 4.23 Note [a] below. 

Note The semantic overlap between the simple past and the present perfective gives rise to a further 
type of 'double marking' (cf 3.57,4.24) where the perfective redundantly repeats the indication 
of anteriority present in the past tense: We wereglad to haue seen you can be used in a way which 
makes its meaning indistinguishable from that of WC wereglad to see you. 
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The present perfective 
4.20 The examples in 4.18 have given evidence that 'past with current relevance' 

is not an adequate description of the meaning of the perfective aspect. Yet 
when we concentrate on the present perfective, there is indeed reason for 
such a description: the present perfective differs from the simple past in 
relating a past eventlstate to a present time orientation. Thus in situations 
(which are not unusual) where either the present perfective or the simple past 
can be appropriately used, it is generally felt that they are not interchangeable, 
but that the present perfective relates the action more directly to the present 
time. Compare: 

Where did you put my. purse? 
Where have you put my purse? 

The purpose of both of these questions may be to find the purse; but in [l]  
the speaker seems to ask the addressee to remember a past action; while in 
[2] the speaker apparently concentrates on the purse's present whereabouts. 
There are many such cases. 

Leaving aside such virtual equivalences, we may now focus on the 
difference between the two constructions, contrasting the meanings of the 
simple past given in 4.14 with the following meanings of the simple present 
perfective: 

(a) STATE LEADING UP TO THE PRESENT 

That house has been empty for ages. 
Have you known my sister for long? 

(b) INDEFINITE EVENT(S1 IN A PERIOD LEADING UP TO THE PRESENT 

Have you (ever) been to Florence? 
All our children have had measles. 

(C) HABIT (ie recurrent event) IN A PERIOD LEADING UP TO THE PRESENT 

Mr Terry, hassung in this choir ever since he was a boy. 
The province has suffered from disastrous floods throughout its history. 

Of these meanings, (a) corresponds to the 'state past' use of the simple past, 
but differs from it in specifying that the state continues at least up to the 
present moment (cf:  hat housewas empty for ages - but now it's been sold); 
(b) corresponds to the 'event past', but differs from it in that the past time in 
&estion is indkfinite rather ihan definite (cf: Did you go to Florence (last 
summer) ?); (c) corresponds to the 'habitual past', but, as with (a), the period 
identified must continue up to the present. Compare: 

The journal has beenpublished every month since 1850. L31 
The journal waspublished every month from 1850 to 1888. L41 

These three meanings may be represented in a diagram, Fig 4.20, which 
parallels that of Figs 4.7 and 4.14. It is normal for meanings (a) and (c) to be 
indicated by adverbials. A duration adverbial is virtually obligatory for both 
(a) and (c), and a frequency adverbial may also occur with (c), as in [3] above. 
Adverbials occurring with the indefinite past meaning will be mentioned in 
4.22 below. 
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I 

I (a) STATE MEANING 

l 

I (b) EVENT MEANING 

• • • • • (C) HABITUAL MEANING 

Fig 4.20 Meanings of the present perfective 

Note In AmE there is a tendency to use the past tense in preference to the present perfective, 
especially for the indefinite past; eg:  Didyoueoergo to Florence?(cf4.13 Note[b], 4.22 Note [a]). 

Variants of the indefinite past meaning 
4.21 In reference to a single event in the past (meaning (b) above), the present 

perfective, particularly in BrE, is associated with three implications or 
connotations, each of which may or may not be applicable in a given 
instance. These implications are (i) that the relevant time zone leads up to 
the present; (ii) that the event is recent; and (iii) that the result of the action 
still obtains at  the present time. The first of these implications is simply a 
restatement of what was said about the anterior time zone of the perfective 
in 4.18. The point to be made here is that the choice between the present 
perfective and the simple past is often determined by whether the speaker 
has in mind an implicit time zone which has not yet finished: 

Have you seen the Javanese Art Exhibition? [yet] 
Did you see the Javanese Art Exhibition? [when it was here] 

The first of these implies that the Exhibition is still open; the second that the 
Exhibition has finished. From this concern with a period still existing at the 
present time, it is only a short step to the second implication often associated 
with the present perfective, viz that the event is recent. The simple present 
perfective is often used to report a piece of news: 

Have you heard 
Did you hear 1 the news? The president has resigned. 

Because of this connotation of recency, B's reply in the following exchange 
must be considered absurdly inappropriate: 

A: Has the postman left any letters? B: Yes, hedid six months ago. 

Since postmen in general deliver letters daily, the implicit time zone in this 
case would be no longer than a day. 

4.22 The third connotation, that the result of the action still obtains, applies to 
dynamic conclusive verbs (cf 4.33-5), ie verbs whose meaning implies the 
accomplishment of a change of state: 

The apples have all been eaten. 
My mother has recovered from her illness. 
Have any of the visitors arrived? 
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The resultative connotation means, for example, that [l] implies 'There are 
no apples left'; that [2] implies 'My mother is now better'; and that [3] by 
implication asks the question 'Are any of the visitors here?'. This connotation 
is obviously closely connected with that of recency. Both the resultative and 
recency connotations can easily occur without adverbials. They do, however, 
underlie the tendency of the present perfective to cooccur with time 
adverbials such as recently and just (emphasizing recency), and with time 
relationship adverbials such as already and yet (cf 8.72): 

The plane has just landed. 
I've already told Gillian about the party. 
Have the children come home yet? 

Significantly, time relationship adverbs such as already and yet can occur 
either with resultative verbs and the perfective aspect, as in [5] or [6], or with 
stative verbs referring to the results of such actions: eg [5] could be placed 
alongside Gillian already knows about the party, and [6] alongside Are the 
children home yet? 

Note [a] In AmE, the simple past is often preferred to the present perfective for the variants of the 
indefinite past discussed in this section. Compare i6], for example, with Did the children come 
home yet? (esp AmE). Other AmE examples are: Ijusr came back; You told me olreody; and 
without an adverb: f m  tired - I hada long day. 
[b] The two perfective constructions for the verb go, namely have gone and haue been, differ in 
that the former is resultative: 

My sister has gone to Rome. [She is there now] 
My sister has been to Rome. [at least once] 

Thus hauegone cannot normally be used in a habitual sense: 
?My sister ha; gone to Rome frequently. 

The use of adverbials with the simple past and the present perfective 
4.23 The choice betpeen the simple past and the present perfective is associated 

with time orientation, and therefore with the choice and interpretation of 
time adverbials. (For the classification of the relevant types of adverbials, cf 
8.4,8.51ff, 8.97f:) Examples are: 

(a) ADVERBIAL? ASSOCIATED WITH THE PAST TENSE: 

l( yesterday (evening). ( the other day. 
a week ago. I saw her at four o'clock. 

in the morning. 
last Monday. on Tuesday. 

(b) ADVERBIALS ASSOCIATED WITH THE PRESENT PERFECTIVE: 

up to now. 

since I met you. 

so far. I haven't seen her hitherto. (formal) 
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(C) ADVERBIALS ASSOCIATED WITH BOTH: 

today. before. 

I 
her Ithis this year. 

I s a w  ] her [this June. 
have seen once. 

recently. already. 

Group (a) contains time position adverbials which indicate a specific point 
or period in the past, and therefore require the past tense. In Group (b) are 
adverbials which designate a period leading up to the present moment, and 
are therefore appropriate to the present perfective. Group (c) is a mixed 
group of adverbials, some of which, like this month, designate a period which 
includes the present moment, while others have meanings which vary 
according to whether a present or past time orientation is intended. For 
example, Ihaoe seen him once containsonce in a frequency sense ('how often'), 
while Isaw him once contains once in a time position sense ('when'). 

Note [a] One quite often meets (especially in BrE) sentences in which the present perfective cooccurs 
with time adverbials of Group (a); eg: 

A: Have you ever seen Macbeth on the stage? 
B: Yes, I've seen it agesago, when I was a child. 

Examples such as this may be explained as performance errors, induced by B's copying the form 
of A's question. Such explanations may not, however, be so readily available in other cases, such 
as They asked me about somerhing rue said years ago. 
[bl With phrases like this week and this month referring to a present period of time, the choice 
between the two verb constructions reflects merely a difference of focus or orientation: 

Did you read Punch this week? Have you read Punch this week? 
But expressions such as this March and this morning may refer to a past period of time ('the .I 
March of this year', 'the morning of today') rather than to a period containing the present 
moment. Some speakers feel that the present perfective with such expressions implies that the 
period referred to is not in the past; eg that Ihaueseen her this March can be spoken appropriately 
only in March, and that I haue seen her this morning can be spoken appropriately only in the 
morning. Other speakers, however, do not acknowledge this restriction. 

The past perfective 
4.24 The past perfective usually has the meaning of 'past-in-the-past', and can be 

regarded as an anterior version either of the present perfective or of the 
simple past. Consider the following examples: 

No wonder Miss Matthews' French was excellent - she had lived 
in Paris since childhood. 111 

When we bought it, the house had been empty for several years. [2] 

These can be diagrammed as in Fig 4.24a, which is a special case of the 
general perfective diagram Fig 4.18 : 

I 
,-------I 

I 
I 
l 

Fig4.24a Meaning of the past perfective 
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More technically, the past perfective may be said to denote any event or state 
anterior to a time of orientation in the past. The three meanings of 'state', 
'event' or 'habit' (as described in 4.14) can all occur. Whereas [l] and [2] have 
illustrated the 'state' meaning, [3] and [4] illustrate 'event' and 'habit' 
respectively: 

The goalkeeper had injured his leg, and couldn't play. L31 
I t  was foolish to fire McCabe: in two seasons, he had scored more 

goals than any other player. [41 

When transposed into the 'past in the past' by means of the past perfective, 
the contrast between the simple past and the present perfective is neutralized : 

My aunt had lived in Italy for four years. 
He had died in 1920, before his son was born. 

In [5], the four-year period could either be a period leading up to T,, or a 
period which had ceased before T2, as would be clear in: 

In her youth, my aunt had lived in Italy for four years. That's why she 
spoke Italian so well. 

Thus [5] could be a projection further into the past of either [7] or [a]: 

My aunt lived in Italy for four years. 
My aunt has lived in Italy for four years. 

But of course, the past perfective does not have to refer to a more remote 
time than thatlreferred to by the simple past. In some cases, particularly in a 
clause introdu'ced by after, the two constructions can be more or less 
interchangeable: 

I are my lunch after Sandra [91 

i 
I a t e  my lunch after Sandra [l01 

Fig 4.24b 

After places theleating (T,) after Sandra's return (which we may call T,), so 
the past which places T, before T2, is redundant. What difference 
it does make is a matter of the 'standpoint'of the speaker. In [g] the 'past in 
past' time T3 is identified as being earlier than T2 by the past perfective; but 
in [l01 it is left to the conjunction after to signal this temporal relation. 

[be fork then] 

Fig 4.24~ 
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Adverbials of time position, when used with the past perfective, can 
identify either T2 or T ,. Placed initially, they often identify T,: 

When thepolice arrived, the thieves had run away. [l11 

But in final position, the interpretation whereby the adverbial refers to T3 is 
more likely: 

The thieves had run away when thepolice arrived. L121 

Hence in [l l], when is likely to be equivalent to By the time t h a t . .  ., but in 
1121 the when clause is likely to be an answer to the question: 'When had the 
thieves run away ?' 

Note [a1 When in the sense of 'immediately after' behaves like a/ier in sentences [g] and 1101. The 
following are therefore virtually synonymous: 

I ate my lunch when Sandra hadconre back from her shopping. 
I ate my lunch when Sandra canre back from her shopping. 

[bl There is one construction in which the past perfective clearly could not be replaced, a s  a 
means of referring to past time, by the simple past. This is an indirect speech construction, in 
which the past perfective indicates backshift (cf 14.31) into the more remote past: Itold her the 
parcel had not arrived. 
[cl The past perfective can also be a backshifted equivalent of the present perfective in 
expressions like I had~t't noticed; I'm leaving- had you heard? In these cases, a past time of 
orientation T2 is implied by context. 
[dl As well as past-in-past, the past perfectivecan be used to indicate hypothetical past (cf4.19, 
14.23, 15.35). 

4.25 As its name suggests, the PROGRESSIVE ASPECT (also sometimes called the 
DURATIVE or CONTINUOUS aspect) indicates a happening IN PROGRESS a t  a 
given time. Compare : 

SIMPLE PRESENT: Joan sings well. 
PRESENT PROGRESSIVE: Joan is singing well. 

These two sentences have the same tense, but different aspects. Notice the 
difference this makes to the meaning: Joan sings well refers to Joan's 
competence as a singer (that she has a good voice - a relatively permanent 
attribute); Joan is singing well refers to her performance on a particular 
occasion or during a particular season. The same formal contrast could be 
made for the past tense: 

SIMPLE PAST: Joan sang well. L31 
PAST PROGRESSIVE: Joan was singing well. 141 

But in this case, the semantic contrast (assuming a 'past event' interpretation 
of [3]) is different: the simple past makes us see the event as a whole, while 
the past progressive makes us see it as an activity in progress. The different 
effect of the progressive in [l  -21 and in [3-41 can be explained as follows. 
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The meaning of the progressive can be separated into three components, 
not all of which need be present in a given instance: 

(a) the happening has DURATION 

(b) the happening has LIMITED duration 
(C) the happening is NOT NECESSARILY COMPLETE 

The first two components add up to the concept of TEMPORARINESS. Thus in 
[2], the progressive signals that Joan's singing is a temporary rather than a 
permanent phenomenon; in [4], on the other hand, the progressive makes us 
see the event a s  enduring over a period, rather than as happening all at once. 
In [2], the progressive 'shrinks' the time span of sings; in [4] it 'stretches out' 
the time span of sang. This difference arises because component (a) is 
distinctive for single events; whereas component (b) is distinctive for states 
and habits. The component of incompletion (c) is distinctive chiefly in the 
case of certain types of dynamic verb meaning called CONCLUSIVE (cf 4.33- 
35) : 

I read a novel yesterday evening. [ie the whole novel] 
I was reading a novel yesterday evening. [ie there is no implication that 

I finished the novel in the course of the evening] 

Note [a] The progressive aspect is infrequent compared with the nonprogressive. A count of a large 
number of verb constructions has indicated that less than 5 per cent of verb phrases are 
progressive, whereas more than 95 per cent are nonprogressive. The same count shows that 
progressive forms are more frequent in conversation than in scientific discourse; also that they 
are marginally mpre frequent in conversational AmE than in conversational BrE. 
[b] It may be argued that there is yet a fourth component in the meaning of the progressive: viz 
that the event degcribed has an interrelationship or identity with another simultaneous event (cf 
4.36 on 'temporal frames'): 

Do you think he wosrellingthe truth? 
In this case, there is no suggestion of incompletion, but there does appear to be an unspoken 
implication '. . . when he said that*. This use of the progressive applies especially to verbs of 
speaking: 

A: What did she mean by that? \ 

B: I think she wasadvising you not to interfere. 

State, event, and habit with the progressive 
4.26 The three verb senses of state, event, and habit are differently interpreted 

with the p r o g F v e :  

(a) STATE PROGRESSIVE 

In many cases (cJ4.28-31) the progressive is unacceptable with stative verbs: 

We own a house in the country. 
*We are owning a house in the country. 
*Sam's wife was being well-dressed. 

This can be explained, in part, by the observation that stative verb meanings 
are inimical to the idea that some phenomenon is 'in progress'. States are 
'like-parted' in that every segment of a state has the same character as any 
other segment: no progress is made. (Contrast We are building a house in the 
country.) Where the progressive does occur, it is felt to imply temporariness 
rather than permanence: 
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We are living in the country. [temporary residence] 
We live in the country. [permanent residence] 

(On the status of verbs such as live, cJ4.32). 

(b) EVENT PROGRESSIVE 

With event meanings (cf4.33-5), the progressive conveys the idea that an  
event has duration, and has not yet come to an end. Contrast the instantaneous 
present (cJ4.7) meaning of [l]  with the duration implied by [2] or [3]: 

The referee blows his whistle. 111 
The referee is blowing his whistle. l21 
The train was approaching. L31 

Both [I] and [2] could be part of a radio commentary on a football match; but 
[l] would suggest a brief blast on the whistle, while [2] would.tend to suggest 
a continuous or repeated blowing of the whistle. The present progressive is a , 

more common way of referring to a present event than the simple present, 
because of the implication of duration that tends to accompany such events: 

A: What { *does Mary do 

B : She { * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n g }  television. 

(C) HABITUAL PROGRESSIVE 
Combined with habitual meaning, the progressive implies that the repetition 
takes place over a limited period: 

The professor types his own letters. [The habit is permanent.] 
The professor is typing his own letters while his secretary is ill. [The 

habit is temporary.] 
At that time she was having regular singing lessons. 

Less frequently, the progressive combines with habitual meaning to suggest 
that every event in a sequence of events has duration/incompletion: 

Whenever I see her, she's working in the garden. 
The Chief Secretary rises at 6.15 every morning. By 7 o'clock he has 

taken a light breakfast, and is already reading the morning 
newspapers. 

Remember that whenyou're takinga rest, someone else is always working. 

To have this interpretation, the clause must contain an adverbial of time 
position or of frequency. 

Note [a] In combination with always, conrinuolly, or forever, the progressive loses its semantic 
component of 'temporariness': 

conrinuolly 
Bill is [a,xair ] working late at the oAce. L41 

I.forewr J 
The progressive in such cases often imparts a subjective feeling of disapproval to the action 
described. Thus in [4], the speaker seems to suggest that working late at the office isan irritating 
or deplorable habit. This suggestion is stronger when the adverb forewr is used. In other cases 
there may be no such derogatory implication: A child isolwoys learning. 
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[b] with referenceto theevent progressive(b), adiferent kind ofcontrast with the instantaneous 
present is illustrated by certain verbs (eg: write, enclose, send, hasten) used with a 1st person 
subject in letter writing: 

I { ~ ~ i r l g )  to inform you that. . . . 
The simple present in such cases has a force similar to that of a performative (cf4.7) such as I 
(hereby) pronrise . . ., and this analogy is indeed confirmed by the occurrence of herewith (an 
adverb similar to the hereby which can accompany performatives) in, eg: Ienclose herewith. . . 
The simple present in this context is formal or official in tone, whereas the progressive is more 
informal, and more appropriate to a private letter. 

Situation types 
4.27 To explain the constraints on the use of the progressive, as well as for other 

purposes, it is useful to reconsider the stative/dynamic distinction of 4.4, and 
to subdivide verb meanings into a larger number of categories. One such 
subdivision is given in Fig4.27, where 11 categories are recognized, and 
labelled A-K. I t  is important to note, also, that verb meanings can be 
separated only artificially, in this respect, from their complementations. For 
example, the verb write occurring in vacuo cannot be classified; for we may 
observe an important difference between Jill is writing, which designates an 
ongoing activity, and Jill is writing a novel, which designates an activity for 
which a goalor objective is implied (and for which the name'accomplishment' 
will be used). More detailed explanation must now be given of the categories 
in Fig 4.27 opposite, and their relevance to the progressive. 

Stative types A and B: qualities and states 
4.28 Among stative situation types, a rough distinction may be drawn between 

QUALITIES (Type A in Fig 4.27) and STATES (Type B in Fig 4.27). Qualities are 
relatively permanent and inalienable properties of the subject referent. The 
primary verbs be and have are preeminently quality-introducing verbs; but 
they can also introduce the less permanent situation types called states. 
Contrast: I 

QUALITIES STATES 

Mary is Canadian. [l] Mary is tired. L31 
Mary has blue eyes. [2] Mary has a bad cold. l41 

Normally suchistative situation types do not occur with the progressive (this 
is especially trde of qualities): 

*Mary is being a Canadian. [la] ?*Mary is being tired. [ W  
*Mary is having blue eyes. [2a] ?May is having a bad cold. [4a] 

If sentences such as [la-4a] do occur with the progressive, it is a sign that 
they have been in some sense reinterpreted as containing a dynamic 
predication. For example, Peter is being awkward signifies that 'awkwardness' 
is a form of behaviour or activity, not a permanent trait. If sentence [3a] were 
to occur, it would signify that Mary waspretending to be tired (ie indulging in 
a deceptive activity), rather than in a state of real lassitude. 

Although verbs with stative meaning have sometimes been called 
'nonprogressive', we should observe that the definition of stative verbs is not 

I C.  
f-1 
I eg:  lice. srarril, lie. sir (4.32) 
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L IT~ANSITIONAL ACTS] 
eg:  sir clotvrt, catch (a ball), 
shoor (1). hegin (t), stop(t) 

Fig 4.27 Situation types 
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so much that they are in~ompatible with the progressive, as that when they 
are combined with the progressive, some change of interpretation other than 
the addition of the 'temporary' meaning of the progressive aspect is required. 
This change of interpretation can usually be explained as a transfer, or 
reclassification of the verb as dynamic, eg as having a meaning of process or 
agentivity. The representative stative verbs be, hope, and resemble, are 
illustrated in Table 4.28: 

Tnhle 4.28 

I NORMAL NONNORMAL SPECIAL EFFECT OF 
NONPROGRESSIVE PROGRESSIVE PROGRESSIVE I 
The neighbours are 

friendly. 
The neighbours are being Suggests that 'friendliness' 

friendly. is a form of behaviour 
(perhaps insincere). 

I hope you will come. r I am hoping you will Makes the speaker's 
come. attitude more tentative 

and perhaps more polite 
(4.37). 

Tina resembles her sister. Tina is resembling her With the comparative 
sister more and more. construction, the 

progressive turns the 
stative meaning into a 
process meaning (4.34). 

Another characteristic of such verbs, when they are expressing states, is that 
they can be used in a 'temporary' sense in the simple present tense: 

The manager is away this afternoon. 
The manager works this afternoon. 

For example, [S] is nonprogressive, and yet clearly refers to a limited period; 
in contrast, [6] qannot refer to a temporary state of affairs; instead, it has to 
be interpreted in a habitual sense ['The manager works this afternoon (being 
Tuesday) every week']. Equally, in [7]: 

The music they are playing sounds like Mahler. l71 

the choice of the progressive with the dynamic verb play indicates the same 
limited time period as the use of the nonprogressive with the stative verb 
sound. 

Note The constraints of the progressive cannot, it seems, be explained entirely in terms of meaning. 
Since the use of the progressive aspect has been undergoing grammatical extension over the past 
few hundred years, it is likely that its use is still changing at the present day, and that its 
description at any one timecannot be totally systematic. This would explain the difficulties faced 
by those attempting to account in every respect for the conditions for the use of the progressive 
in terms of semantic generalizations. 

'Private' states 
4.29 Many stative verbs denote 'private' states which can only be subjectively 

verified: ie states of mind, volition, attitude, etc. We may distinguish: 
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(a) INTELLECTUAL STATES (eg: know, believe, think, wonder, suppose, imagine, 
realize, understand), especially when followed by a nominal clause as 
obiect : 

that the offer has been accepted. *am understanding 

(b) STATES OF EMOTION OR ATTITUDE (eg: intend, wish, want, like, dislike, 
disagree,pity), especially when followed by clausal complementation: 

She to entertain the students. 

Such verbs do, however, occur with the progressive when temporariness 
or tentativeness is being emphasized (cf 4.37), especially when the pro- 
gressive is combined with the attitudinal past (cf 4.16): 

What were you wanting? 
I was hoping you would give me some advice. 

The same applies to some verbs of Type (a) above (eg think). 

(C) STATES OF PERCEPTION (eg: see, hear, feel, smell, taste), with which we may 
also place appearance as expressed by seem and appear. Perception verbs 
are more fully discussed in 4.30 below. 

(d) STATES OF BODILY SENSATION (eg: hurt, ache, tickle, itch, feel cold). For 
predications belonging to this small but interesting category, the 
progressive and the nonprogressive are more or less interchangeable 
when referring to a temporary state: 

hurts. aches. 
My foot {is hurting. My back . - 

Note The verbfeel is versatile in that it can occur in all four categories above: 
(a) Ifeel that the play will be a success. (c) The groundfeels soft. 
(b) Wefelt very angry. (d) She feels sick. 

Feelcan also occur as a dynamic perception verb (cJ4.30). 

Verbs of perception 
4.30 In the sphere of perception, stative meaning can be expressed in two ways: 

we can either place the perceiver in subject position, as in [la-Sal below, or 
we can place the percept (or 'thing perceived') in subject position, as in [lb- 
Sb]: 

(i) PERCEIVER AT S 
I can see the house. 
We could hear singing. 
I could feel vibrations. 
Can you smell the soap? 
I could taste the garlic in the soup. 

(ii) PERCEPT AT S 
The house looks empty. 
The singing sounded far away. 
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The vibrationsfdt as if they could have been caused 
by an earthquake. [%l 

It smells of lavender. W1 
The soup tasted strongly of garlic. [5bl 

To express the state of perception with Type (i), we use the modal can/could 
followed by the verb of perception. The simple present or past would express 
dynamic meaning, so that the act of perception would be seen as an event 
with a defined beginning and endpoint. Compare: 

I heard the bell ring. [event seen as a whole] [61 
I could hear the bells ringing. [perception continuing over aperiod] [7] 

( A  'mixed-aspect' sentence I heard the bells ringing is also a possibility.) The 
present tense version of sentences like [6] is unusual: 

I hear the bell ring! Aha, I see you! 

Such sentences sound histrionic or playful because hear andsee in this context 
exemplify the instantaneous present (cf 4.7). More acceptable examples with 
the simple present are sentences like Ismellsomething burning and Do you see 
anything moving outside?, where emphasis is given to the suddenness of a 
perception. 

Sentences such as [la-5a] and [lb-5b] cannot normally occur with the 
progressive aspect, even though they are likely to refer to temporary rather 
than permanent states. This may be contrasted, however, with sentences 
containing the perception verbs look (at) and listen (to), which, being agentive 
and dynamic, describe an intentional activity, and occur quite commonly 
with the progre$sive: 

*I'm seeing \ I'm lookinr at 
} these photographs. 

A : What are you doing? B : 
?*I'm hearing 1 ] a new record. , I'm listening to 

t 

The English landuage lacks special agentive perception verbs for the other 
three senses of touch, smell, and taste, so that the stative verbs feel, smell, 
and taste must do duty here, as well as for the two stative meanings: 

I'm feeling for the light switch. 
What are yotl doing? I'm smelling the roses. 

I'm tasting the wine, to see how sweet it is. 

In summary, then, we may display the four distinct uses of perception verbs 
as in Table 4.30. 

Other verbs of similar behaviour to see, hear, etc are perceive and detect. 

Note [a] Look in sense 'percept at S' is exceptional in occurring commonly with the progressive: 

You { ~ l m k i n g ]  tired this evening. 

There is little discernible difference between the progressive and nonprogressive variants here. 
[b] Of course, there are nonperceptual uses of the verbs in Toble4.30. These include the use of 
see in the sense of 'meet': I'm seeing t/re monoger tomorrow. 
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Table 4.30 Percept~on verbs 

STATIVE DYNAMIC 

PERCEPT AT S PERCEIVER AT S NONAGENTWE AGENTIVE 

look can/could see see look (at) 
sound can/could hear hear listen (to) 
feel canlcould feel feel /eel 
smell can/could smell smell smell 
taste can/could taste taste taste 

[c] Note the exceptional use of see and hear with the progressive (focusing on the pra'ess o f  
perception) in: 

I need some spectacles. I'm not seeing things so well these days. 
A :  Did you heara bell ring just then? , -- 

B :  No. I can't hear a thing. 

A :  .,.here it goes again! l am hearing it now. 
{ I  con heor it now. 

In the following, too, the exceptional occurrence of the progressive seemstoarise from perception 
being treated as an ongoing process: Your soup's tosting better euery day; MJ~ scorfis no longer 
smellingojlownder. Such examples are very unusual, however. 

Other states of 'being' and 'having' 
4.31 The main verbs be and have, although they can both be used in dynamic 

senses, are the most central and characteristic of stative verbs, and can 

1 frequently be used in the paraphrasing of other stative verbs: 

We agree with you. - We are in agreement with you. 
The water tasted bitter. - The water had a bitter taste. 

Apart from the 'private' verbs discussed in 4.29-30, there are other verbs 
which are paraphrasable in this way, and can be fittingly called 'verbs of 
being and having': 

The box contains a necklace. [= ' A  necklace is in the box'] 
The can holds two gallons. [= '. . . has a capacity of.  . .'l 
Your age doesn't matter. [= '. . . is not important'] 
It depends on the weather. [= '. . . is dependent on . . .'l 
Jim resembles his sister. [='. . . islike.. .'l 
She belongs to the tennis club. [= '. . . is a member of .  . .'I 

These verbs also reveal their stative character in the above senses by their 
unacceptability with the progressive: *The box is containing a necklace, etc. 

Note Again, exceptional uses o f  these as 'process' verbs may be found, eg: How much lvos the tank 
containrng when you lost mnspected it? 

Type C stance 
4.32 In addition to the stative verbs noted above, there is a small but important 

class of verbs which express the situation type we will call STANCE, and which 
are intermediate between the stative and dynamic categories. The main 
stance verbs are live, stand, sit and lie, and they are characterized by their 

1 
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ability to be used both (a) with the nonprogressive to express a permanent 
state, and (b) with the progressive to express a temporary state: 

James lives in Copenhagen. [permanent residence] 
James is living in Copenhagen. [temporary residence] 

The city lies on the coast. [permanent position] 
People were lying on the beach. [temporary posture] 

His statue stands in the city square. [permanent position] 
He is standing over there. [temporary posture] 

Similar possibilities exist with the perfective aspect: the perfective 
progressive, as well as the simple perfective, can be used to refer to a state 
leading up to the present: 

I have sat here for over two hours. 
I have been sitting here for over two hours. 

Speakers differ, however, in judging how to choose between the constructions 
of [l] and [21. Some speakers feel that 121 suggests a more temporary state, 
whereas others feel there is little to choose between the two variants. There 
is also sometimes a feeling that [ l]  is different from [2] in implying that the 
'sitting' is concluded at the present moment, while [2] implies that the posture 
may well continue into the future. 

Because of its intermediate status, the stance action type illustrates an 
element of gradience (cf 2.60) in the stativeldynamic contrast. At one end of 
the stativeldynamic scale, as Fig 4.27 shows, there are acts which lack 
appreciable duration, such as nod and arrive; at the other end, there are 
permanent qualities such as be tall. To some extent, the stativeldynamic 
dichotomy is an  artificial division of this continuum. We move now to the 
bottom part of Fig 4.27, in order to consider the different varieties of dynamic 
meaning. 

Dynamic types D,-K 
4.33 Among dynamic situation types in Fig 4.27, we have to distinguish eight 

types according to three binary oppositions: 

Table 4.33 Dynamic situation types 
- 

Durative Punctual 
l 

l 

Non- D IE H II 
C O ~ C ~ U S ~ V ~  GOINGS-ON ACTIVITIES MOMENTARY l MOMENTARY 

I EVENTS \ACTS 
l I 

F I G J I K  
Conclusive PROCESSES l ACCOMPLISHMENTS TRANSITIONAL \ TRANSITIONAL 

I 
l EVENTS IA(SIS 

l I 
Nonagentive I Agentive Nonagentive I Agentive 

I .. 

The D U R A T I V E / P U N C T U A L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ O ~  separates happenings which are capable 
of having duration from those which are not. Since durative situation types 
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take place over a (normally limited) period of time, they characteristically 
combine with the progressive. Punctual situation types, on the other hand, 
are theoretically incompatible with the progressive aspect: they can occur 
with the progressive, but only through a special interpretation (cf 4.35). 

The CONCLWSIVE/NONCONCLUSIVE contrast draws a line between those 
situation types which result in a change of state and those which do not. For 
example, it is essential to the meaning of opened in She opened the door that 
the door ends up in a state of being open, which is different from the state in 
which it started. The notions of completion and incompletion apply to the 
conclusive situation types, but not to the nonconclusive ones. Conclusive 
situation types are those which allow a resultative interpretation of the 
perfective aspect (cf 4.22), eg: The weather has improved implies that 'the 
weather is now better'. 

The AGENTIVE/NONAGENTIVE contrast is illustrated by John was thinking 
and The sun was shining. The first is agentive, in contrast to the second, 
because it implies that the subject refers to an agent or 'doer' of the action. 
The 'doer' is typically human, and is the deliberate or self-activating initiator 
of the action. To some extent, the agentivelnonagentive boundary is unclear; 
but agentive situation types are by definition dynamic rather than stative. 
The substitute verb do (cf 12.26) can substitute for an agentive situation type. 

All dynamic situation types can combine with the progressive aspect, but 
they have various implications for the interpretation of the progressive, and 
it is to these that we now turn. 

Durative situation types 
4.34 Type D : GOINGS-ON 

These are 'activities' carried out by inanimate forces; eg: 

It is raining. The wind is blowing hard. 
Is your watch working? The engine was running smoothly. 

The difference between this type and Type E is that Type E is agentive. 

Type I!?: ACTIVITIES 
These (in contrast with Type G) are typically expressed by intransitive verbs 
with animate subjects: 

Jill was writing/working/singing/dancing/eating/sewing/swimming/ 
etc. 

But they also occur with some (normally noncount) direct objects: 

The children are playing chess. Norman is readingpoetry. 

and occasionally with the passive: The approaches to the city were being 
watched. 

Type F :  PROCESSES 
These denote a change of state taking place over a period: 

The weather is getting warmer. 
Our economic prospects are now improving. 
The sun is ripening our tomatoes nicely. 
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As with Type G, the progressive with this type indicates the incompleteness 
of the change. 

Type G : ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
These denote an action or activity which takes place over a period and has a 
goal or endpoint. Intransitive verbs placed under Type E 'Activities' 
generally become accomplishments when a direct object or an adverbial of 
destination is added : 

Jill is knitting herself a sweater. 
The boys were swimming across the estuary. 

By these additions, an  activity becomes a task with a defined conclusion. 
But the progressive indicates, with both processes and accomplishments, 

that the task was not necessarily completed: 

The boys were swimming across the estuary, but a giant wave made 
them turn back. 

One of the boys was drowning, but I dived in and saved him. 

(Cf: *One of the boys drowned, but Idived in and saved him.) 
With accomplishments, there is a significant contrast between the 

constructionsfinish V-ing and stop V-ing: 

They havefinished widening the road. [The task is complete.] 
They have stopped widening the road. [The task is not necessarily 

complete, but the activity has ceased.] 

Punctual situation types 
4.35 Types H and 1: MOMENTARY EVENTS AND ACTS 

The only difference between these two types is that H i s  nonagentive: 

The tops of the trees were waving in the wind, and the branches were 
shaking and knocking against the side of the house. Downstairs, a 
door was banging. , 

In this description, the verbs knock and bang can be said to describe 
momentary events (ie events effectively without duration) and when thev are 
used with the progressive, we cannot make sense of them dxcept by suppising 
that some repetition of the event took place. The same is true with momentan, 
acts, expressed by verbs such as nod (when transitive),fire, and jump: 

John was nodding his head. 
Someone wasfiring at us. 
Kirov's horse is jumping well. 

For example, Someone was tapping on the window would be inappropriate if 
there was only one tap. In this respect, momentary event verbs may be 
likened to count nouns such as germ,pea, oat, hair, lentil, which refer to small 
objects, and for which the singular count use (agerm, a hair, etc) is exceptional 
in comparison with the plural or noncount use. (On the analogy between 
noun and verb categories, cf 4.4.) 

Types J and K: TRANSITIONAL EVENTS AND ACTS 
These differ from Types F and G in that they have little or no duration, and 
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from Types H and I in that they involve a consequent change of state. 
Transitional events are nonagentive: 

The train is arriving:at platform 4. 
The queen was dying. 

Transitional acts are agentive: 

I'm stopping the car at  this garage. 
It looks as if Juarez is scoring another goal. 

Again, since the meaning of the predication effectively excludes duration, 
the progressive requires a special interpretation. In this case, the interpreta- 
tion is likely to be anticipatory; ie that the progressive refers to a period 
LEADING UP TO the change of state: eg: The Boeing 747 is taking off refers to 
the accelerating of the plane preparatory to the actual take-off. 

Note In other contexts, for example when the verb has a plural subject or object, a repetitive rather 
than anticipatory interpretation of such verb meanings is possible: 

At the airport, several freight aircraft were rakingoffnoisily. 

Progressive aspect in relation to tense 
4.36 The progressive generally has the effect of surrounding a particular event or 

point of time with a 'temporal frame', whichcan be diagrammed: 
< X 

That is, within the flow of time, there is some point of orientation from which 
the temporary event or state described by the verb can be seen to stretch into 
the future and into the past. With the present progressive, the time of 
orientation is normally 'now', although it can also be a recurrent time or an 
imaginary time, in accordance with the interpretation of the habitual 
progressive or the historic or fictional present: 

When the eight o'clock news comes on, I'm already travelling to work. 
The gunfire is growing louder ahead of us, as suddenly a fearful hush 

descends upon our company. 

With the past tense, again the 'temporal frame' is often implied, this time by 
reference to a past time of orientation T2 (cf 4.11 - 12) : 

A moment later, we were hurrying for shelter beneath the trees. 

Whereas the relationship between two simple past forms is normally one of 
TIME-SEQUENCE, the relationship between a past progressive and simple past 
form is one of TIME-INCLUSION: 

When we arrived, Jan made some fresh coffee. 
When we arrived, Jan was making some fresh coffee. 

(Cf 14.27 Note [a] for exceptions.) The first example tells us that the coffee- 
making followed the arrival; the second, that the arrival took place during 
the coffee-making. The 'temporal frame', however, is not a necessary 
condition of the past progressive : 

l We were watching the match all afternoon. 
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Since the adverbial all afternoon here refers to a longish period, there is no 
implication that the match forms a 'temporal frame' around the afternoon. 

Note The idea o f  a 'temporal frame' is related to that of 'interrelationship or identity' discussed in 
4.25 Note [b]; cf: Ifhe said that. he was lying. 

Other uses of the progressive aspect 
4.37 In addition to its major function of indicating temporariness, the progressive 

also has the following special uses: 

(a) I t  may be used to refer to the future or to the future in the past (cf 4.44, 
4.48): 

Are you going to the meeting (tomorrow)? 
They were getting married the following spring. 

On the future semi-auxiliary construction begoing to + infinitive, cf 4.43. 

(b) I t  may be used with the attitudinal past tense or the present tense, to 
refer tentatively to a present wish or attitude: 

I'm hoping to borrow some money. 
I was wondering if you could help me. 

Contrast these sentences with the less tentative, and potentially less 
polite, use of the simple present: 

I hope to borrow some money. 
I wonder if you can help me. 

Particularly when combined with the attitudinal past tense (cf 4.16), such 
forms enable us to avoid the impoliteness which might well result from 
expressing one's attitude too directly, eg in making a;equest. 

(c) I t  may be used especially following the auxiliary will (or shall) with the 
special implication that the action will take place 'as a matter of course' 
in the futurel(cf 4.46): 

I'll be seeing you next week. 

Note The 'matter-of-course' implication of will(or shall) with the progressive is also found with other 
modal auxiliaries (cf 4.65 Note [a]), and possibly also with the past progressive in conversational 
contexts; eg: I was talking to Ann, and she was telling me that the job is still vacant. In contrast to 
the simple past tallied and told, the progressive here suggests a casual chat rather than a 
purposeful discussion. 

Perfective progressive 

4.38 When the perfective and progressive aspects are combined in the same verb 
phrase (eg: has been working), the features of meaning associated with each 
of them are also combined. Nevertheless, the perfective progressive has a 
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semantic range that is not entirely predictable from the meanings of its 
components. 

Of the three features associated with the main meaning of the progressive 
(cf 4.25), DURATION, LIMITATION OF DURATION, and POSSIBLE INCOMPLETENESS, 
the first two give the perfective progressive a sense of 'temporariness', seen 
in these examples : 

I've been writing a letter to my nephew. 
How have you been getting on? 
It's been snowing again. 

These sentences contain durative verbs which typically go with the 
progressive aspect, and the meaning of the construction is roughly that of 
TEMPORARY SITUATION LEADING UP TO THE PRESENT, comparable to the state- 
up-to-the-present use of the simple perfective (cf 4.18ff). With verbs such as 
live, stand, lie, etc, however, the limitation of duration is weak, and is not felt 
at  all by some speakeis: 

We've lived in Europe all our lives. 
We've been living in Europe all our lives. 

Because of the lengthy time scale [2] is less likely than [l], but nevertheless 
[2] is by no means unacceptable. 

The element of 'limited duration' makes it difficult to use the perfective 
progressive with punctual verbs: 

He has been starting his car. 
. . -, ?*He has been starting his book. 

Of these, [3] makes sense, although it reflects on the reliability of the car. On 
the other hand, [4] is nonsensical because it assigns duration to something 
which cannot have duration: the only way to make sense of it is to construe 
it as an ironical remark 'He has been tryinglintending to start his book', in 
accordance with the anticipatory (cf 4.35) or future (cf 4.37) interpretation of 
the progressive. 

4.39 The feature of possible incompleteness becomes evident when the perfective 
progressive is combined with accomplishment and process predications: 

{been cleaning 

The simple perfective here has a resultative meaning: 'The windows are now 
clean'. But the perfective progressive can be used even if the job is not 
finished: 

A: Have you cleaned the windows? 
B: No, I haven't finished them yet. 

A: Have you been cleaning the windows? 
B: Yes, but I haven't finished them yet. 

*I've written a novel, but I haven't finished it. 
I've been writing a novel, but I haven't finished it. 
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Because of its resultative meaning, the simple perfective cannot be used with 
accomplishment verbs when the clause contains an adverbial of duration: 

They've been repairing the road for months. 
*They've repaired the road for months. 

An exception to fhis, however, occurs where the duration adverbial applies 
to the resultant state itself or where the clause is negative (cf 8.S7f): 

They'vegone to Spain for two weeks. 
They haven't repaired the road for years. 

If a conclusive verb is not accompanied by an adverbial of duration, the 
implication is often that the effects of the happening are still visible: 

You've been fighting again. ['I can tell that from your black eye'] 
It's been snowing. ['Look, the ground is white'] 
Have you been crying? ['Your eyes are red'] 

In such cases, the activity indicated by the verb is assumed to have recently 
ceased. When accompanied by an adverbial of duration, however, the 
meaning of the verb is assumed to be still operative up to the present, and 
possibly to persist in the future: 

He's been losing money for years (and will probably continue to do so). 

We may summarize the main use of the perfective progressive as follows: 

The happenjng (a) has (limited) duration 
(b) continues up to the present or recent past 

, (c) need not be complete 
(d) may have effects which are still apparent. 

4.40 As an additionkl possibility, the present perfective progressive may be used 
in the iterative kense O~TEMPORARY HABIT UP TO RIE PRESENT, comparable to 
the habitual use of the present perfective (cf4.20): 

Martin has been scoring plenty of goals (this season). 
I've been workinn on the niaht shift for several weeks. 

Again, it is imdlied that therepetition of the activity described may continue 
into the future. 

The meaning of the perfective progressive may combine with those of the 
past tense and of the modal verbs: 

The fire had been raging for over a week. 
You should have been looking after the baby. 
By Friday, we will have been living here for ten years. 

[l] and [3] require an appropriate shift of the time of orientation from 'now' 
(T,) to a point (Tz)  in the past or the future. As has already been explained 
with reference to the simple perfective (cf 4.19), the perfective progressive 
when combined with the past tense or a modal verb loses its restriction to a 
period of time leading up to the point of orientation. It may thus, unlike the 
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simple present perfective, be followed by an adverbial of time position. 
Contrast: 

*I haoe been talking to him at the time of the murder. 
I had been talking to him at the time of the murder. 
I must have been talking to him at the time of the murder. 

Note [a] The perfective progressive does not, however, combine freely with the passive voice. The 
following sentence is felt to be awkward: 

The road has been being repaired for months. 
The awkwardnessofthe perfective progressive passive is probably due in part to the juxtaposition 
of two forms of  the verb be (cf 3.56). (The road has been geffing repaired for months, for example, 
is more acceptable.) 
[b] The perfective progressive can be ambiguous between habitual and nonhabitual readings. 
Such ambiguities, however, are unlikely to cause genuine misunderstanding: 

I haoe been cycling to work for the last three weeks. 
The nonhabitual reading, implying that the speaker has been cycling continuously for three 
weeks, in this case is factually absurd, but might provoke the comic response: So why don't you 
get a job nearer home? 

Some means of expressing future time 

4.41 Although according to the analysis we have adopted (cf 4.3) there is no future 
tense in English, it is useful at  this point to consider the most important 
constructions for expressing future time, particularly in independent clauses 
(concerning dependent clauses, cf 14.22). Futurity, modality, and aspect are 
closely interrelated, and this is reflected in the fact that future time is 
rendered by means of modal auxiliaries, by semi-auxiliaries, or by the simple 
present or present progressive forms. 

Will/shall+ infinitive 
4.42 The most common way of expressing futurity is the modal auxiliary 

construction with will, shall, or 'U: 

He will be here in half an hour. 
Will you need any help? 
No doubt I'llsee you next week. 
If the crop fails there will be a famine. 

The modal verb will (or the contracted form '11; cf 3.39-40) is used with 
future meaning with subjects of all three persons. The infrequent modal shall 
is used (especially in Southern Standard BrE) to indicate futurity, but only 
with a first person subject: 

No doubt I shall see you next week. 

Although shall and, particularly, will are the closest approximations to a 
colourless, neutral future, they do cover a range of meanings with modal 
colouring, from prediction to volition (cf 4.57f). A strong teaching tradition, 
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especially in BrE, has upheld the use of shallas the correct form, in preference 
to will, with a first person subject in formal style. 

Predictive will is particularly common in the clause superordinate to 
conditional or temporal clauses: 

You'll feel better iflwhen you take this medicine. [S] 

Even where no conditional clause is present, there is nevertheless frequently 
an  implication that the future event or state of affairs will result from, or 
depend on, the fulfilment of certain future conditions which may not be 
specified : 

Take this medicine. You'll feel better in an hour or so. 
How can you be sure that there will be a change of government at the 

next election? 

Turning to the voIitional examples, will and shall especially with the 1st and 
2nd persons often express intention, eg in making agreements, promises, 
threats, etc: 

How soon will you announce your decision? 
We shallensure that the repairs are carried out according to your 

wishes. 

Other volitional and obligational uses are discussed in 4.57f. 

Note With a 2nd or 3rd person subject, willcan also express an abrupt and quasi-military command: 
You willdo as I say. 
Officers will Ceport for duty at  0600 hours. 

Be going to'+ infinitive 
4.43 Another construction frequently used to express futurity, especially in 

informal speech, is be going to followed by the infinitive. Its general meaning 
is 'future fulfilment of the present'. Looked at more carefully, the construction 
has two more:specific meanings, of which one, FUTURE FULFILMENT OF 
PRESENT INTENTION, is chiefly associated with personal subjects and agentive 
verbs: 

When are you going to get married? 
Leila is going to lend us her camera. 
I'm going tp complain if things don't improve. 

The other medning, FUTURE RESULT OF PRESENT CAUSE, is found with both 
personal and nonpersonal subjects: 

It's going to rain. She'sgoing to have a baby. 
There'sgoing to be trouble. You'regoing to get soaked. 

As these examples suggest, the association of be going to with the present 
often leads to the assumption that it indicates the proximity of the future 
event. Unlike will and '11, be going to is not generally used in the clause 
superordinate to a conditional clause: 

If you leave now, you'll never regret it. 
?If you leave now, you art- nevergoing to regret it. 
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Note However, begoing to does occur with conditional sentences like the following: 
If you're expecting a first-class hotel, you'regoing to be disappointed. [I] 

Since the time of orientation for begoing to is the present, it is used in conditional sentences only 
when the causal or contingent link between the meanings of the two clauses exists at the present 
time. In the more usual case, this link is placed in the future, and so will is used instead. The  
special import. of begoing to in [ l]  can be emphasized by adding before the subject of the main 
clause: 'I can already tell you that. . .' 

Present progressive 
4.44 The present progressive can refer to a future happening anticipated in the 

present. Its basic meaning is: FUTURE ARISING FROM PRESENT ARRANGEMENT, 
PLAN, OR PROGRAMME: 

The orchestra isplaying a Mozart symphony after this. 
The match is starting at 2.30 (tomorrow). 
I'm taking the children to the zoo (on Saturday). 

We have seen that the progressive cannot normally be used with certain 
stative verb types (eg with the verb be) and this restriction also applies to the 
use of the progressive for future time: 

*Strawberries are being more expensive next week. 
(c$ Strawberries will be more expensive next week.) 

Like be going to, the present progressive suggests that the future happening 
is imminent, unless this is contradicted by a more distant time mentioned in 
the context. Contrast: 

That does it! I'm leaving. ['Soon' is understood] 
I'm leaving the university in two years' time. [when I've finished my 

studies] 

Note [a] It is easy to confuse this future use of the present progressive with the anticipatory use of the 
present progressive withtransitionaleventsoracts(c/4.35). 1; principle, however, thegistinction 
is clear between a future event which is planned and imminent, and a future event for which 
preparations are already taking place. I'm leaving, for example, could be understood in either of 
these ways, but The oldman was dying can only be understood in the anticipatory sense. 
[b] The future use of the present progressive is limited to actions brought about by human 
endeavour. Hence a sentence such as 'The trees ore losirlg their leaves soon is inappropriate, 
implying that a tree has control over its future. Similarly, He's dying next week could only refer 
to a planned death, eg an execution. 

Simple present 
4.45 The simple present is, after the will/shallconstruction, the next most common 

means of referring to future actions in English (cf 4.9). This future use of the 
simple present is frequent, however, only in dependent clauses, where it is 
regularly used after conditional and temporal conjunctions such as $and 
when, as well as in some that-clauses (see further 14.22): 

What will you say if I marry the boss? 
At this rate, the guests will be drunk before they leave. 

In main clauses, the future use of the simple present may be said to represent 
a marked future of unusual definiteness, attributing to the future the degree 
of certainty one normally associates with the present and the past. It is used, 
for example, for statements about the calendar: 
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Tomorrow is Thursday. Schoolfinishes on 21st March. 

Also to describe immutable events or 'fixtures', whether or not these are 
determined by human planning: 

When is high tide? What time does the match begin? 

The simple present, like the progressive (cf4.44), is used with dynamic 
transitional verbs arrive, come, leave, etc, both constructions having the 
meaning of 'plan' or 'programme': 

The plane  off} at W: 30 tonight. 

The simple present, however, stresses the predetermined nature of the 
happening: while [lb] could well refer to a rescheduled take-off time (as a 
result, say, of a delay), this interpretationof [la] would be unlikely. 

Note [a] Although the simple present is the normal type of future construction to use in conditional 
clauses, the future use of willand begoing to in such clauses is by no means impossible: 

If the crops {;be] ruined by next month's drought, well hare to buy in extra id. 
. . 

If you're (going to be) playing tennis against Jenny, you'd better borrow my racquet. 
On the differences of meaning here, cJ14.22. 
[b] Corresponding to the future use of the simple present in adverbial clauses is the following 
use of  the present perfective referring to the past in the future: 

The winner will be declared when every competitor hasfinished the course. 

Will /shall +: progressive infinitive 
4.46 The modal vGb construction discussed in 4.42 can be used with the pro- 

gressive infinitive in a way which simply combines reference to a future time 
with the 'temporal frame' (cf 4.36) associated with the progressive: 

When you reach the end of the bridge, I'll be waiting there to show 
you the way. 

This calls for nb special comment. Thea  is, however, a separate use of the 
will/shall + progressive construction to 'denote 'FUTURE AS A MAITER OF 
COURSE'. The use of this combination avoids the interpretation (to which will, 
shall, and begoing to are liable) of volition, intention, promise, etc: 

We'N beflying at  30 000 feet. 

This, spoken b$ the pilot of an aircraft to his passengers, means '30 000 feet 
is the normal and expected altitude for the flight'. If, on the other hand, the 
pilot said: 

We'llfly at 30 000 feet. 

the impression might be quite different: it could well be that the pilot had 
just decided to fly at the specified height. Because of such differences, it is 
often an advantage to use this complex construction in situations where the 
nonprogressive with will/shall might be lacking in tact or consideration: 

W hen will you pay back 
be paying back 1 the money? 
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Whereas [l]  may seem like a rather abrupt demand for repayment, [2] seems 
more tactful, since it implies that the repayment is something which will 
happen 'as a matter of course'. In describing future happenings in which 
there is no direct human involvement, however, the choice between the 
progressive and nonprogressive alternatives is less important: 

} at platform four. The next train to London will be arriving 

The only difference that need be mentioned here is that the progressive 
construction tends to be more informal than the ordinary nonprogressive 
construction. 

Note Verbs that do not normally take the progressive can do so after future ~vill/shall in this 'matter- 
of-course' sense: He'll be owning his own house next. 

Concluding comments on constructions expressing future time 
4.47 The foregoing five constructions are the most important methods of referring 

to future time. It has been found that in BrE the simple will/shallconstruction 
is much the most usual, followed by the simple present construction. (But by 
far the majority of simple present examples with future reference occur in 
dependent clauses, and are syntactically conditioned.) Of the remaining three 
constructions, be going to is the most common, followed by the present 
progressive, and finally by the will/shall + progressiveconstruction. Although 
this last construction is least frequent, it is quite common in conversational 
contexts, and appears to be becoming more common. 

Among other constructions referring to the future, reference must be made 
to the two quasi-auxiliary constructions be to + infinitive (cf 3.45f) and be 
about to + infinitive (cf 3.47). Be to is quite often used to refer to a future 
arrangement or plan : 

Their daughter is to be married soon. 
There's to be an official inquiry. 

In this use, be to + infinitive resembles the future use of the simple present 
(cf 4.45), except that the simple present cannot normally refer to the future 
unless accompanied by a time adverbial or some other future-referring 
expression. 

Be about to, on the other hand, expresses near future: 

The train is about to leave. 
I'm about to read your essay. 

The meaning of be about to could be alternatively expressed by be on thepoint 
of + V-ing, or by be going to together with the adverb just (meaning 'very 
soon'): I'm just going to read your essay. 

This by no means exhausts the variety of verb constructions referring to 
future time. Futurity is often a secondary connotation of other modals than 
will/shaN: eg with a dynamic verb, may or must usually locates the event in 
the future: The weather may improve (tomorrow); You must have dinner with us 
(sometime soon). The same secondary connotation of futurity is found with 
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semi-auxiliaries such as be sure to, be bound to (cf 3.47), not to mention lexical 
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Few could have imagined at that time that this brave young 
verbs such as hope and intend. 

While it is valuable to note differences of meaning between different future 
constructions, these differences should not be exaggerated. There are 
occasions where the choice of one construction (say will + infinitive) rather 
than another (say be going to + infinitive) has a scarcely perceptible effect on 
meaning. At the same time, there are differences of acceptability and usage 
which should not be ignored. Particularly, regarding the choice between will 
and be going to : 

(a) Will is usually preferred to begoing to in formal style. 
(b) B e  going to tends not to be repeated in a text referring pervasively to the 

future. Thus a weather forecast may run as follows: 

Tomorrow isaoina to be another cold day. There will be snow on 
high ground, and many mountain roads will be impassable. . . . 

Note Be to + infinitive in referring to the future also conveys the connotations of 'requirement' and 
'destiny' in examples such as: 

You ore to be back by 10 o'clock. ['. . . required to be. . .'l 
If he's to succeed in his new profession, he must try harder. 
The prisoner is lo be handed over to the civil authorities for trial. 

Future time in the past 
4.48 Most of the future constructions just discussed can be used in the past tense 

to describe something which is in the future when seen from a viewpoint in 
the past. , 

(a) MODAL VERB CONSTRUCTION with would (rare; literary narrative style) 
The time was not far off when he would regret this decision. 

(b) BE GOING TO, + INFINITIVE (often with the sense of 'unfulfilled intention') 
You were going to give me your address. ['. . . but you didn't. . .'l 
The police were going to charge her, but at last she persuaded 

them she was innocent. 

(c) PAST PROGRESSIVE (arrangement predetermined in the past) 
I was e t i n g  him in Bordeaux the next day. 

(d) BE TO + INFINITIVE (formal); (i) = 'was destined to'; (ii) = 'arrange- 
ment' 

(i) He was eventually to end up in the bankruptcy court. 
(ii) The meeting was to be held the following week. 

(e) BE ABOUT TO + INFINITIVE ('on the point of'; often with the sense of 
'unfulfilled intention') 

He was about to hit me. 

Of all these constructions, only (a) and (di) can be considered genuine 
expressions of future-in-the-past meaning, in that they alone can be 
understood to guarantee the fulfilment of the happening in question. For 
instance : 

officer { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ }  the first President of the United States of America. 

This sentence implies that the young officer (George Washington) did  
eventually become president of the United States. The other constructions, 
however (especially (b) and (e)), favour an interpretation of nonfulfilment. 

Note These future-in-the-past interpretations, whether or not they imply fulfilment, should be 
distinguished from those of the same constructions used in indirect speech or free indirect speech 
(c/ 14.31ff); eg: 

I was convinced that no one would interfere. 
Surely no one wouldobject, she thought. 
He told us he wosgoing to resign. 

In these cases, would and wosgoing to report what was said or thought to be the case, according 
to some explicit or implicit 'speaker' or 'thinker'. 

Meanings of the modal verbs 

4.49 Like other terms used in analysing meaning in the complex verb phrase, such 
as mood and aspect, MODALITY has been used in various senses. At its most 
general, modality may be defined as the manner in which the meaning of a 
clause is qualified so as to reflect the speaker's judgment of the likelihood of 
the proposition it expresses being true. As with terms like present and past, 
this semantic definition makes only an imperfect match with the correspond- 
ingly-named formal category, that of modal auxiliary verbs. None the less, it 
will serve to indicate in general terms the function which these verbs perform 
in the language. 

In the modal verbs, the constraining factors of meaning mentioned above 
may be divided into two types: 

(a) Those such as 'permission', 'obligation', and 'volition' which involve 
some kind of intrinsic human control over events, and 

(b) Those such as 'possibility', 'necessity', and 'prediction', which do not 
primarily involve human control of events, but do typically involve 
human judgment of what is or is not likely to happen. 

These two kinds, between which there is a gradient, may be termed INTRINSIC 
and EXTRINSIC modality respectively. One important observation about the 
modals is that each one of them has both intrinsic and extrinsic uses: for 
example, may has the meaning of permission (intrinsic) and the meaning of 
possibility (extrinsic); will has the meaning of volition (intrinsic) and the 
meaning of prediction (extrinsic). However, there are areas of overlap and 
neutrality between the intrinsic and extrinsic senses of a modal: the will in a 
sentence such as I'll see you tomorrow then can be said to combine the 
meanings of volition and prediction. Another point of significance is that the 
modals themselves tend to have overlapping meanings, such that in some 
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circumstances (but not in others), they can be more or less interchangeable. 
Should and ought to, for example, are more or less interchangeable with the 
meanings of 'obligation' and 'tentative inference'. Can and may overlap to a 
small extent in the areas of permission and possibility, but this overlap is 
almost entirely confined to written or formal English, and these modals are 
very far from being generally in free variation. 

Note In place of intrinsic and extrinsic modality, other terminologies, such as n~odulorion and modality, 
or root and epistemic modality, are widespread. An alternative practice, which we follow (cf4.51, 
4.53), is to regard the root/epistemic distinction as a subcategorization of extrinsic modality. 
Another term widely used for the modality of obligation and permission is deonfic. 

4.50 The above points help to show why the use of the modal verbs is one of the 
more problematic areas of English grammar, and one of the areas where 
many studies have been made. Other factors which impede easy generaliza- 
tion are the following: 

(a) Certain modals such as can and will are extremely common, whereas 
others, such as shall, ought to, and need (qua auxiliary) are relatively rare 
(cf 3.39 Note). 

(b) Although historically, most of the modals can be paired into past and 
nonpast forms (can/could, may/might, will/would, shall/should), the 'past 
tense' forms are only in some respects usefully classified as such from the 
point of view of meaning. 

(c) The use of the modals varies significantly from one part of the English- 
speaking world to another. There are considerable differences in this 
respect between AmE and BrE: for example, the three verbs described 
as 'rare' above are in fact substantially rarer in AmE than in BrE; 
moreover, Scots, Irish, and Northern English varieties resemble AmE in 
some respects more than they resemble the 'standard' southern usage 
which tends to be treated as representative of BrE. Increasingly even in 
Southern Standard BrE the formsYormerly associated with AmE are 
becoming the norm. 

In view of such variations and complications, we can give only an outline of 
the semantics of the modals here. For the purposes of this outline, we 
consider the podal  auxiliaries in groups with similar or overlapping 
meanings. Welalso relate the meanings of the central modals (cf 3.39), where 
useful, to the meanings of marginal auxiliaries such as ought to, haue (got) to, 
and need. We shall give, where important, some idea of the frequency or 
stylistic range of a modal. We begin by treating the present and past forms 
(eg: can and could) together, and later (in 4.59-64) turn our attention to 
special aspects of the use of the past forms could, might, should, and would. 

The modals are often associated with particular pragmatic uses, eg in 
requests, offers, etc, where the past forms tend to have implications of 
tentativeness or politeness. We deal with these aspects of modal usage mainly 
in the Notes, but cf also 4.63. 

In the following sections (4.51 -65) we concentrate primarily on the modals 
in declarative clauses. The negative and interrogative uses of the modals are 
dealt with in 10.67f and 11.13 respectively. 

4.51 
MEANINGS OF THE MODALS 

GROUP I I permission l INTRINSIC 

I + 
possibility, ) 

ability" EXTRINSIC 

GROUP 11 
I obligation I INTRINSIC n1usf"41 1 1 {should 

haue (got) to 
need (n~nassertive)~ ought to 

(4.55) (4.56) 

necessity EXTRINSIC 

I COMMIT~ED~ J I NONCOMMITTED~ I 
GROUP 111 

I "i'i" 1 INTRINSIC 

will/would (4.57) shall (rare and 
restricted) (4.58) 

(future) EXTRlNslc 

Fig 4.5 1 

Notes to Fig4.51: 
[a] The 'ability' meaning of can is considered extrinsic, even though ability typically involves 
human control over an action. 'Ability' is best considered a special case of possibility (cJ4.52). 
[bl On nonassertive restrictions in the uwof need as an auxiliary, 43.42. 
[C] The meaning of the labels 'committed' and 'noncommitted' with reference to must, should, 
etc is clarified in 4.54flbelow, esp 4.56; cf also Fig4.66. 

. Fig 4.51 gives a summary of the main modal meanings. The arrows separate 
intrinsic from corresponding extrinsic meanings, and are a reminder that the 
distinctions between these two are gradual rather than absolute. The Figure 
does not, however, distinguish the EPISTEMIC uses of may, must and have (got) 
to (cf4.53-5); these form a clear-cut subcategory of the 'possibility' and 
'necessity' meanings. 

Can/could 
4.52 Three major meanings of these modals may be distinguished: 

(a) POSSIBILITY (especially in questions and negatives; cf10.67J 11.13) 
Even expert drivers can make mistakes. [ l]  
Her performance was the best that could be hoped for. [21 
If it's raining tomorrow, the sports can take place indoors. [3] 
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In  this sense, can is generally paraphrasable by it is possible followed by an 
infinitive clause; for example, [ l]  may be paraphrased: 

It is possible for even expert drivers to make mistakes. [lal 

Sometimes, can indicates a future possibility; thus, for [3] an appropriate 
paraphrase would be: It will bepossible . . . 
(b) ABILITY 

Can you remember where they live? L41 
Magda could speak three languages by the age of six. [51 
They say BilI can cook better than his wife. L61 

For the 'ability' sense, can/could may be paraphrased by use of the be able to 
construction, or in some cases by be capable of or know how to. However, the 
same meaning can also be approximately captured by the be possible 
construction; eg : 

I could swim all the way across the lake. 

implies : 

It {;zld be} possible for me to swim all the way across the lake. 

For this reason, the 'ability'meaning of can/could can be considered a special 
case of the 'possibility' meaning, viz one in which the possibility of an action 
is due to some skill or capability on the part of the subject referent. 

(C) PERMISSION 
Can we borrow these books from the library? 
In  those days only men could vote in elections. 

In this sense, can/could is less formal than may, which has been favoured by 
prescriptive tradition (cf4.53). (Hoyever, might in the sense of past 
permission is so rare - cf 4.61 Note [a] - that not even traditionalists would 
favour its use in [8].) It is possible to paraphrase can in the sense of permission 
by be allowed to : 

Are we aflowed to borrow these books from the library? 174 
I 

Note [a] con/cou/d[J possibility] is often used in a quasi-imperative manner, to suggest a course of 
action to the addressee. The instruction can be made more polite by using could (cf 4.62n. or by 
adding a conditional clause such as $you like: 

You can sit here until I get back (if you like). 
You children could help me move these chairs. 

By turning the statement into a question, the speaker changes the suggestion into a rather polite 
request: 

Can/could you (please) check these figures? 
[b] Can [= ability] occurs in certain informal negative verb phrases, such as cannot/can't help, 
cannot/can't stand, and cannot/can't bear. The negative orientation of these phrases means that 
their positive counterparts cannot be used, except in semantically negative contexts; eg in 
questions with a negative bias, or in 'second instance' contexts where a contrast with the 
negative is implied: 

How can you bear that noise? [implies: 'It is unbearable'] 
A: I can't help singing out of tune. 

B: Well, you &ULD help it: you could simply ~ ~ Q U ~ E T .  
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[C] Can [=permission] is combinable with a future time adverbial (eg: You can borrow my 
typewriter tomorrow); but can [= ability] normally is not: 

?You can pass your driving test next time you take it. 
For future ability, the construction to use is will beable to: 

You ~vill beable to pass your driving test next time you take it. 
except that can may be used in clauses, such as $clauses, in which the present tense is normally 
used for future reference (cj14.22): 

IF you can pass your driving test next month, you will be able to visit us more often during 
the summer. 

Id] On the special stative use ofcan/could[= ability] with perception verbs (eg: can see), cf 4.30. 
There is a similar tendency to use this auxiliary with mental-state verbs such as remember and 
understand, as in [41 above, where Can you remember. . .?is scarcely distinguishable in meaning 
from Do you remeniber . . . 7 

4.53 (a) POSSIBILITY 

We may never succeed. [It is possible that we'll never succeed] [l]  
You may be right. [It is possible that you are right] [2] 
There might be some complaints. [l 

As these examples suggest, the most common meaning of may [= possibility] 
is different from the possibility sense of can. To paraphrase may, we use it is 
possible followed by a that-clause, rather than an infinitive clause. May in this 
sense may also be paraphrased by It may be that. . . , or by the adverb perhaps 
orpossibly. Thus [2] is equivalent to: 

It may be that you are right. 
Perhapslpossibly you are right. 

This meaning of may is termed EPISTEMIC POSSIBILITY; ie it denotes the 
possibility of a given proposition's being or becoming true. May in the sense 
of epistemic possibility is normally stressed, and is often associated with fall- 
rise nuclear tone. 

Might[ = possibility] can be used as a(somewhat more tentative)alternative 
to may [= possibility], as in [3] (cf 4.63), and indeed is often preferred to may 
as a modal of epistemic possibility. 

Less commonly, in formal ~ n ~ l i s h ,  maylmight is used in the same possibility 
sense as can/could, a sense which may be distinguished by the label ROOT 
POSSIBILITY : 

During the autumn, many rare birds may be observed on the 
rocky northern coasts of the island. v ]  

May in [4] is a more formal substitute for can, and the whole sentence could 
be paraphrased It is possible to observe. . . 
(b) PERMISSION 

You may borrow my bicycle if you wish. [S] 
Visitors may reclaim necessary travel expenses up to 

a limit o f f  SO. L61 
Might I ask whether you are using the typewriter? l71 

As a permission auxiliary, may is more formal and less common than can, 
which (except in fixed phrases such as if I may) can be substituted for it. 
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However, may is particularly associated with permission given by the 
speaker. That is, a difference is sometimes felt between You may leave when 
you Iike [= 'I permit you . . .'] and You can leave when you like [= 'You are 
permitted . . .'l, which can mean permission in a more general and impersonal 
sense. Not all English speakers acknowledge this distinction, however; and 
the prescriptive bias in favour of may leads to its use in official documents 
and notices, etc, as in [6] above, even where there is no restriction to 
'speaker's permission'. 

Again, might is used as a somewhat more tentative, and therefore polite, 
variant of may [= permission], as in [7] (cf 4.61). It is rare and apparently 
obsolescent in this usage. 

Note [a] In  interrogatives and in auxiliary negation, may in the sense of epistemic possibility is 
normally replaced by can (cf 10.67j; 11.13). Note the difference between: 

She may not be serious. [It is possible that. . . not. . .l 
She can't be serious. [It is not possible that. . .l 

[b] There is a rare use of may with subject-operator inversion (cf 18.24) in volitional sentences 
which parallel the function of the formulaic subjunctive (cf 3.60): 

May the best man win! [= Let the best man win!] 
May he never set foot in this house again! 
May God bless you! [= God bless you!] 

[c] Another'quasi-subjunctive'use of may/might isobserved in subordinateclausesofconcession 
or purpose: 

Strange as/though it may seem. . . (cf 15.39) 
Christ d~ed,  that we might live. (cf 15.48 Note [b]) 

Particularly in purpose clauses, this construction is formal and somewhat archaic. 
[d] Related to the above use of may in concessive adverbial clauses, there is a tendency for main 
clauses containing may to have a concessive force preceding but: 

We may have our differences from time to time, but basically we trust one another's 
judgment. 181 

The modal loses something of its'possibility'sense here, as is shown by the paraphrase: 
I admit that we have our differences. . . but.. . 

ie the proposition expressed by the first clause of [8] is presumed to be true but (perhaps out of 
politeness) the modal construction is preferred to the alternative construction with the simple 
present. 
[e] The idiomatic expression moylmight Gust) as well is typically used to make a somewhat 
reluctant or sardonic recommendation: 

We may as wellstay here the night (as look for a better place elsewhere). 191 
You mrght as ~vell tell the truth (as continue to tell lies). [l01 

The negative aspect of these recommendations is highlighted by the optional comparative 
clause, which is udually omitted. Their force could be expressed as follows: 

'There's no point in looking elsewhere. . .' 
'There's no point in your continuing to tell lies. . .' 

C/: may/migl~t/can/could well, 8.103. 

Must 
4.54 (a) (LOGICAL) NECESSWY 

There must be some mistake. 
You must be feeling tired. 
The Smiths must have a lot of money. 

The 'logical necessity' meaning of must is parallel to the use of may in the 
sense of epistemic possibility; it may, indeed, be called 'epistemic necessity', 
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since it implies that the speaker judges the proposition expressed by the  
clause to be necessarily true, or at least to have a high likelihood of being 
true. Must in this sense means that the speaker has drawn a conclusion from 
things already known or observed. For example, the speaker of [3] has 
observed the Smiths living in a large house, travelling in an expensive car, 
etc, and therefore draws the conclusion that they 'must' be rich. Must 
[= logical necessity] cannot normally be used in interrogative. or negative 
clauses. The negative of can [= possibility] fills the gap, so that You must be 
joking ['It is necessarily the case that you are joking'] is synonymous with You 
can't be serious ['It is impossible that you are serious]. Similarly: 

She must be asleep = She can't be awake. 

In addition to epistemic necessity, there is a ROOT NECESSITY meaning of must 
in examples like : 

To be healthy, a plant must receive a good supply of both : 
sunshine and moisture. 141 

Must here can be glossed 'It is essential for . . .' or 'It is necessary for . . .'. 
There is, however, no implication in [4] of human control, and this 
distinguishes the root necessity use of must from its other root sense of 
obligation, to which we now turn. 

(b) OBLIGATION or COMPULSION 

You must be back by ten o'clock. ['You are obliged to be 
back. . .'; 'I require you to be back. . .'l [S] 

We must all share our skills and knowledge. ... [61 
Productivity must be improved, if the nation is to be prosperous. [7] 

In these examples, there is the implication, to a greater or lesser extent, that 
the speaker is advocating a certain form of behaviour. Thus must, unlike 
have (got) to, typically suggests that the speaker is exercising his authority. 
An apparent exception to this occurs where the subject is in the first person: 

I must remember to write to Aunt Anna. [g] 
I'm afraid I must go now: I promised to be home at ten. [g] 

But this, we can say, is perfectly consistent with must [= obligation], because 
the meaning is one of self-admonishment, ie the speaker in this case exercises 
authority over himself, appealing to his own sense of duty, expediency, etc. 

Note [a] On the use of obligating must in negative and interrogative clauses, cf 10.67f; 11.13. 
[b] Occasionally, must [=  logical necessity] does occur with negations: 

His absence must not have been noticed. 
This has the same meaning as His absence can't have been noticed. Such sentences have been 
regarded by many commentators as impossible, but are increasingly accepted and used, 
especially in AmE. 
[C] There is a similarly rare occurrence of must [= logical necessity] in questions: 

Must there be some good reason for the delay? 
This assumes a positive answer, and might be glossed: 'Does there have to be some good 
reason. . .? 
[d] Must [= root necessity] has a sarcastic use in some utterances with a 2nd person subject: 

If you musl smoke, at least you could use an ashtray. 
Why must you always be finding fault with that girl? 
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Need, have (got) to 
4.55 The close relationship between must and the quasi-modals need, havegot to, 

and have to (cf 3.42, 3.45, 3.48) deserves comment at this point. Need 
(constructed as an  auxiliary) is used (esp in BrE) as the negative and question 
form of must in root senses: 

Need they make all that noise? [= 'Do they needlhave to make all that 
noise?'] (esp BrE) 

You needn't worry about the test. [= 'You don't needlhave to worry 
about that test'.] (esp BrE) 

As the above glosses show, however, it is possible, and indeed, more common 
even in BrE, to replace auxiliary need by need to or have to accompanied by 
do-support (cf 3.37). 

Have (got) to can also be substituted for must with little or no difference of 
meaning. Compare the following with the parallel sentences in 4.54: 

(a) (LOGICAL) NECESSITY 

There has (got) to be some mistake. (esp AmE) [l] 
To be healthy, a plant has to receive a good supply of both 

sunshine and moisture. W] 

(b) OBLIGATION OR COMPULSION 
You have (got) to be back by ten o'clock. [51 
We have all got to share our skills and knowledge. l61 
Productivity will have to be improved, if the nation is to be 

prosperous. 171 

In the logical necessity sense of [l], have (got) to is rather more emphatic than 
must, and is found chiefly in AmE. In the obligation sense of [5-71, have (got) 
to is often felt to be more impersonal than must, in that it tends to lack the 
implication that the speaker is in authority. This is particularly noticeable 
with a 1st person subject: 

I'm afraid I have (got) to go now. l81 

Where must implies 'self-obligation', have (got) to implies 'obligation by 
external forc S'. Thus [8] might be used where, for example, another E appointment ompels the speaker to leave at  a particular time. 

Since must has no past tense form and no nonfinite forms, have to is used 
in many contexts where must is impossible (cf 3.30, 3.48), eg following a 
modal verb : We'll haue to be patient. 

Note [a] Have to and hauegof to are used in sarcastic utterances like those illustrated for must in 4.54 
Note [dl: 

Do you haue to make that noise when you eat? 
There is an equivalent past tense use of hod 10: 

The rain was bad enough - but then it hod to snow! 
The author of this sentence jokingly blames the weather's perverse behaviour. 
p] Some native speakers do not recognize the distinction between 'selfobligation' (Ilwe must) 
and 'obligation by external forces' (Ilwe hove to). 
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Ought to and should 
4.56 Here we turn to another marginal auxiliary, ought to, and a synonymous use 

of should. Although differing from must and have (got) to, these verbs express 
the same basic modalities of 'necessity' and 'obligation'. Where they contrast 
with must and have (got) to is in not expressing the speaker's confidence in 
the occurrence of the event or state described. Hence [l]  is nonsensical, but 
[2] is not: 

'Sarah { ~ ~ ~ o }  be home by now, but she isn't. 

Sarah {2ft0} be home by now, but she isn't. 

(a) TENTATIVE INFERENCE 

The mountains {z:o} be visible from here. 131 

These plants (Ihould ought to } reach maturity after five yean. [41 

The term which best seems to characterize the 'noncommitted necessity' 
meaning of should and ought to is 'tentative inference'. That is, the speaker 
does not know if his statement is true, but tentatively concludes that it is 
true, on the basis of whatever he knows. Apart from this tentativeness, should 
and ought to differ from must in that they frequently refer to the future; eg: 

The job should/ought to be finished by next Monday. 

(b) OBLIGATION 

You {%to} do as he says. 

The floor [ ~ ~ 0 }  be washed at least once a week. 

Like must [= obligation], should and ought to generally imply the speaker's 
authority; but unlike must, they do not imply that the speaker has confidence 
that the recommendation will be carried out. In fact, with the perfective 
aspect, should and ought to typically have the stronger implication that the 
recommendation has not been carried out: 

They { ~ ~ o ]  have met her at  the station, 

The likely implication of [7] is '. . . but they didn't'. In both senses (a) and (b) 
should is more frequent than ought to. 

Note Another difference between should and oughr to (in the sense of tentative inference) and niust is 
that the former modals tend to carry over from their obligational sense the suggestion that the 
proposition within their scope is desirable. Contrast: 

There sltould be another upturn in sales shortly. 
Where should be another disaster shortly. 

The second sentence is decidedly odd, suggesting that the speaker takes a favourable view of 
disasters. 
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Will/would ( Ill/ 'd)  
4.57 From the semantic point of view, as well as from the historical point of view, 

'11 and  'd are to be regarded as contractions of will and would respectively, 
rather than of shall and should. To see this, we note that where shall and 
should are not interchangeable with will and would, the contraction does not 
substitute for shall/should, though it can for will/would. For instance, in [7] of 
4.56 above, the contraction They'd have met her at  the station is not possible 
in the  sense of 'ought to'. Conversely, in: 

You will feel better after this medicine. [l] 

where will in the predictive sense could not be replaced by shall, the 
contraction to 'I1 is possible: 

You'll feel better after this medicine. [ l 4  

(a) PREDICTION 
Under the heading of PREDICTION, three related uses of will/would are to be 
distinguished. 

(al) The common FUTURE predictive sense of will illustrated in [l]  above has 
already been discussed in 4.42 and 4.46. The corresponding 'prediction 
in the past' sense of would (cf 4.48) is illustrated by: 

I was told I would feel better after this medicine. L21 

(a2) The PRESENT predictive sense of will, which is comparatively rare, is 
similar in meaning to must in the 'logical necessity' sense: 

She,wi/l have had her dinner by now. L31 
That'// be the postman. [on hearing the doorbell ring] [41 

This meaning can be roughly paraphrased: 'It is (very) likely that. . .' 
(a3) The HABITUAL predictive meaning often occurs in conditional sentences : 

1f litmus paper is dipped in acid, it will turn red. 

or in time!ess statements of 'predictability': 

Oil dill float on water. 

In addition, it occurs in descriptions of personal habits or characteristic 
behaviour: 

He'll talk for hours, if you let him. [said of a chatterbox] 
She'll sit on the floor quietly all day. She'Njust play with her toys, 

and you won't hear a murmur from her. [of a good baby] 
Every morning he would go for a long walk. [ie 'it was his custom 

to go . . .'l 
In past tense narratives, would in this sense is a popular means of 
describing habitual behaviour: 

In the spring the birds would return to their old haunts, and the 
wood would be filled with their music . . . 

This use of would is rather more formal than the equivalent use of used 
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to, and unlike used to, needs to be associated with a time indicator, such 
as In the spring in the above example. 

(b) VOLITION 

Again, three different subsenses may be distinguished. The volitional range 
of willextends from the'weak volition'of WILLINGNESS to the 'strong volition' 
of INSISTENCE. Between these two, there is the more usual volitional sense of 
INTENTION, which often combines with a sense of prediction (cf 4.42,4.46) : 

(bl) INTENTION 

I'll write as soon as I can. 
We won't stay longer than two hours. 
The manager said he would phone me after lunch. 

(b2) WILLINGNESS 

Will/ Would you help me to address these letters? 
I'll do it, if you like. 

This meaning is common in requests and offers. On thegreater politeness 
of would, cf 4.63. 

If you 'will go out without your overcoat, what can you expect? 
She 'would keep interrupting me. 

This somewhat rare use implies wilfulness on the part of the subject 
referent. The auxiliary is always stressed, and cannot be contracted to 
'I1 or 'd. In this case, the past form would expresses past time, rather 
than tentativeness or politeness. 

Note [a] The predictive meaning of will is sometimes weakened, so that it resembles the ability 
meaning of con: 

That's a fine car. How fast will it go? 
The new grandstand lvill hold ten thousand spectators. 

The negative of this 'potentiality' sense of tvill seems to have something of the personificatory 
force of 'refusal' (ie the negation of willingness): 

It's a good piano, but it just won't stay in tune. 
I tried to open the dwr ,  but the key ivouldn't turn. 

It is almost as if the piano or the key had a will of its own. 
Ibl In requests, the sense o f  willingness (b2) is often expressed more tentatively and politely by 
the use of the past tense form lvould: 

Would you please be quiet? 
Cfthe comparable use of could, 4.52 Note [a]. 
[cl There is an idiomatic use of ivould with nuclear stress conveying a cerlain feeling o f  
exasperation at the behaviour of another: 

A :  Of course, Ian spoiled the whole show with his feeble jokes. 
B: Oh, he WOULD (spoil the whole show). 

The force is that Ian's foolish behaviour was utterly typical and predictable. There is no  
equivalent use of will. 

Shall 
4.58 Shall is in present-day English (especially in AmE) a rather rare auxiliary 

and only two uses, both with a 1st person subject, are generally current: 
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(a) PREDICTION (with 1st person subjects) 
Shall is a substitute for the future use of will in formal style: 

(W''' } win quite easily. According to the opinion polls, 1 shall 

When we know the results of the election? 

Especially in BrE, prescriptive tradition forbids will as a future auxiliary with 
Ior  we, but this prescription is old-fashioned and is nowadays widely ignored. 

(b) VOLITION (with 1st person subjects) 
In the intentional sense, shall is again a formal (and traditionally prescribed) 
alternative to will after Zor we: 

We { ~ ~ 1 1 ]  uphold the wishes of the people. 

In questions containing shaN Ilwe, shall consults the wishes of the addressee, 
and thus moves from a volitional towards an obligational meaning. It is 
suitable for making offers: 

Shall I/we deliver the goods to your home address? [=Do you 
want me/us to .  . .?l [l] 

and for making suggestions about shared activities: 

What shall we do this evening? Shall we go to the theatre? [21 

It is only in such questions that shall cannot regularly be replaced by will. 
Note that [l] illustrates the exclusive use of we (cf 6.7), while [2] illustrates 
the inclusive use, ie the use of we which includes reference to the addressee(s). 

Note [a] The inclusive we following shall is also found in tag questions following a 1st person 
imperative (cf I l.lb, 11.26 Note [a]): 

Let's havedinker out tonight, shaN we? 
" 

[b] Shall is in very restricted use with 2nd and 3rd person subjects as a way of expressing the 
speaker's volition, either in granting a favour: 

You shall do just as you wish. 
She shallget her money as soon as she has earned it. 

or in giving orders; 
Youshalldo qxactly as I say. 
He shall be punished if he disobeys. 

In these cases shaN is archaic and 'authoritarian' in tone. 
[c] A further restricted use of shall with a 3rd person subject occurs in legal or quasi-legal 
discourse, in stipulating regulationsor legal requirements. Hereshallis close in meaning to must: 

The vendorshallmaintain the equipment in good r~pair .  
Note in this connection the archaic use of shalt in the Biblical Ten Commandments; eg: Thou 
sltoltnof kill. (On the archaic 2nd person form shalt, cf 3.4 Note [b].) 
Id] Although shouldcannot normally be regarded as a past tense form of shall, there areoccasions 
when it is appropriately interpreted as such. In [3] below, should is a past tense equivalent of 
shall in indirect speech, and in [41, it appears to be a tentative past tense equivalent of s/tall in 
offers: 

I felt sure that we should meet again. 131 
Should I type these letters for you? (41 

The use of should illustrated in [3]can have a flavour of preciosity. 
[e] Even in 1st person questions, where shall has generally been recognized as normal, it is 
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nowadays frequently replaced by more common verbal constructions. Eg: in [I]shaNIcould be 
replaced by worrldyoulikeus to and in [2]shallcould be replaced by should. Both these substitutes 
are typically AmE. 

The past tense forms of the rnodals: could, might, would, and 
should 

4.59 The uses of the past tense modals could, might, would, and should have already 
been illustrated in 4.52-8, but there is a need to examine the ways in which 
their uses differ from the corresponding nonpast modals can, may, will, and 
shall. Five particular uses of the past tense modals are noted in 4.60-4. 

'Past time' in indirect speech 
4.60 The past tense modals could, might, would, and should are used quite regularly 

as past tense equivalents'of can, may, will, and shall in indirect speech 
constructions (cf 14.34): 

You can/may do as you wish. [= permission] 
-She said we could/might do as we wished. 

The king can do no wrong. [= ability] 
-It was seriously argued that the king could do no wrong. 

It may rain later. [= possibility] - We were afraid that it might rain later. 
What can be done? [= possibility] - Nobody knew what could be done. 
The plan will succeed. [= prediction] - I felt sure that the plan would succeed. 
Will you help me? [= volition] - I wondered if he would help me. 
ShaN I open the window? [in offers] - She asked me if she should open a window. 

Must, together with need (as auxiliary), ought to, and had better, has no 
presentlpast distinction. These verbs are therefore unchanged in indirect 
speech constructions (cf 14.34), even where they refer to past time. 

Note In free indirect speech (cf14.35) the reporting clause is absent, so that the modal verb may occur 
backshifted to the past tense even in main clauses: 

Could he be imagining things? (said Ahmed to himself.) 

'Past time' in other constructions 
4.61 Outside indirect speech contexts, the behaviour of the past tense modal forms 

is less predictable. Could and would act as the 'past time' equivalents of can 
and will; but on the whole, might and should do not act as the 'past time' 
equivalents of may and shall (cf however Note [a]). 

(a) CAN - COULD 
There were no rules: wecould do just what we wanted. 

[= permission] 
In those days, a transatlantic voyage could be dangerous. 

[= possibility] 
Few of the tourists could speak English. [= ability] 
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(b) WILL - WOULD 
Later, he would learn his error. [= prediction; cf4.48,4.57] 
The old lady would sit in front of the television continuously. 

[= habitual prediction; cf 4.57 (a3)] 
We tried to borrow a boat, but no one would lend us one. 

[ = willingness] 
He 'would leave the house in a muddle. [= insistence] 

Outside indirect speech, however, would is not used in the sense of intention; 
hence a sentence such as He would meet me the next day is almost inevitably 
interpreted as free indirect speech. 

Note [a] There is a rare and archaic use of might outside indirect speech in the sense 'waslwere 
permitted to': 

We might leave the school only at weekends. 
[b] Corresponding to must, which cannot normally be used in reference to past time outside 
indirect speech or  indirect thought wntexts, the past tense form had to can be used in main 
clauses. Compare: 

I must confess her latest novels bore me. - I had to confess her latest novels bored me. 
[c] In contrast to the past modals could[= ability] and would [= willingness], the constructions 
waslwere able to and wasl~vere permitted to (cf 4.66) emphasize not just the potentiality, but the 
fulfilment of an action. For instance, We were ablelpermitted to leave the camp early typically 
conveys the additional message: '. . . and, moreover, we did leave the camp early'. Hence was 
able to, but not could, is acceptable in wntexts implying fulfilment: 

I ran after the bus, and was able tocatch it. [l] 
*I ran after the bus, and couldcatch it. l21 

In the negative, however, this contrast between potential and fulfilled action is neutralized. 
Hence the following are both acceptable, and mean the same: 

I ran after the bus, but wasn't able to catch it. 
I ran after the bus, but couldn't catch it. 

[d] On the other hand, could and would may refer to habitual fulfilment: 
1 could run after a bus and catch it twenty years ago, but 1 can't do that now. 

I ', 

Hypothetical meaning 
4.62 The past tense modals can be used in the hypothetical (or unreal) sense of the 

past tense (cf 4.16) in both main and subordinate clauses. Compare: 

If United can win this game, they may become league champions. [ l]  
If United cbuld win this game, they might become league 

champions. [2] 

Sentence [2], unlike [l], expresses an unreal condition; ie it conveys the 
speaker's expectation that United will not win the game, and therefore will 
not become league champions. For past hypothetical meaning (which 
normally has a contrary-to-fact interpretation), we have to add the perfective 
aspect: 

If United could have won that game, they might have become league 
champions. [31 

The usual implication of this is that United did not win the game. 
All past tense modals can be used in this way, to express the hypothetical 

version of meanings such as ability, possibility, permission, prediction, and 
volition. With the epistemic possibility of might, however, it is the meaning 
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of the followingpredication, rather than of the modal itself, that is interpreted 
hypothetically. This will be evident from the following paraphrases: 

They might have become champions. 
[= It is possible that they would have become champions.] 

We could have borrowed the money. 
[= It would have been possible for us to borrow the money. (usually 
with the implication '. . . but we didn't')] 

On the hypothetical use of would here, cf4.64 below. In some contexts, 
especially when referring to the future, the 'unreal' meaning of past modals 
becomes weakened to something like improbability: 

Not even a professional could do better than that. 

From such instances, it is easy to understand how the hypothetical use of 
past modals has become adapted to express tentativeness (cf 4.63). 

Note Couldlmight (+ perfective) are used in complaints or rebukes: 
You couldlmight try to be more civilized! 
You could/might have warned me she was coming. 

The meaning here is close to the same construction with should [= 'ought to']: eg: You should 
have warned us. . . Could and might are interchangeable in this type of utterance. 

Tentativeness or politeness: could, might, and would 
4.63 Closely related to the hypothetical use above are specialized uses of could, 

might, and would in which the past tense form simply adds a note of 
tentativeness or politeness : 

(a) TENTATIVE PERMISSION (in polite requests) : 
Could I see your driving licence? 
I wonder if I might borrow some coffee? 

(b) TENTATIVE VOLITION (in polite requests): 
Would you lend me a dollar? [more polite than will, 44 .57  (b2)] 
I'd be grateful if someone would hold the door open. 

(C) TENTATIVE POSSIBILITY 

(I) in expressing a tentative opinion: 
There could be something wrong with the light switch. 
Of course, I might be wrong. 

(11) in polite directives and requests (cf 4.52, Note [a]): 
Could you (please) open the door? 
You could answer these letters for me. 

In these constructions, apart from the last-mentioned case of requests, could 
and might have the same meaning. In (cI), they both express the epistemic 
possibility associated with may. This is an exceptional case, in which could is 
the past tense equivalent of may instead of can. 

Note There is a tendency for the difference between may and might (in a sense of tentative or 
hypothetical possibility) to become neutralized. Thus some speakers perceive little or no 
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difference of meaning between You may be wrong and You might be wrong. This neutralization 
occasionally extends, analogically, to contexts in which only might would normally be considered 
appropriate: 

?An earlier launch of the lifeboat may [=  might] k u e  ouerted the tragedy. [ l ]  
The fact that sentences such as [I] occasionally occur is a symptom of a continuing tendency to 
erode the distinctions between real and unreal senses of the modals. 

'Mood markers': would and should 
4.64 Under this last heading of 'mood markers' we consider special uses of would 

and should in which these modals have nothing to do with the cognate modals 
will and shall, but are instead used to mark the MOOD of the clause. 

(a) WOULD/SHOULD AS A MARKER OF HYPOTHETICAL MEANING 
Would (and sometimes, with a 1st person subject, should) may express 
hypothetical meaning in main clauses: 

If  you pressed that button, the engine would stop. 
If there were an accident, we would/should have to report it. 

Would/should + infinitive contrasts in syntactic distribution, but not in 
meaning, with the past tense and the were-subjunctive, both of which express 
hypothetical meaning in many subordinate clauses. Hence the following 
cannot be interpreted as unreal conditions (although they might, with some 
difficulty, be interpreted in some other way; cf 15.35 on open and hypothetical 
conditions): 

?If you preked that button, the engine stopped. PI 
?If you wouldpress that button, the engine wouldstop. l41 

In [3]; the hypothetical past tense is wrongly used in the main clause, whereas 
in [4], the would construction is wrongly used in the subordinate clause. 

Although the,conditional sentence, as in [l]  and [2], is the most typical 
context in whicp hypothetical would/should occurs, there are many other 
contexts in which hypothetical would/should is appropriately used: 

I'd hate to lose this pen. [51 
It would be impossible to estimate how many crimes went 

undetected last year. L61 
Don't both r to read all these papers. It would take too long. P L71 

In such sentences, there is often an implicit if. . .; for example, [7] could be 
expanded: It would take too long ifyou did (try to read them all). 

(b) SHOULD AS A MARKER OF 'PUTATIVE' MEANING 
In this use (cf14.25), should + infinitive is often equivalent to the mandative 
subjunctive (cf 3.59). In using should, the speaker entertains, as it were, some 
'putative' world, recognizing that it may well exist or come into existence: 

She insisted that we should stay. 
It's unfair that so many people should lose their jobs. 
Let me know if you should hear some more news. 
Why should anyone object to her enjoying herself? 
I can't think why he should have been so angry. 
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Putative should is more common in BrE than in AmE (cf further 16.30ff, 
16.59, 16.70). 

Note [a] Hypothetical would as a 'mood marker' occurs in some types of subordinate clause; eg in 
nominal clauses (except some clauses which occur with the hypothetical past tense instead of 
would, egclauses introduced by imperative supposeor by wish; c/ 16.33) and in relative clauses: 

I'm afraid the journey would be too expensive. 
The journey was a disappointment to those who would have preferred to travel by road. 

[b] An ironic or quasi-subjunctive use of should is current in certain Yiddishisms, especially in 
AmE: 

I should talk. PIshouldn't talk!'] 
I should worry. I'Why should 1 worry?] 
I should be so lucky. ['I'm unlucky.'] 

[c] Hypothetical would when followed by a verb such as like, low, or prefer is used to indicate a 
tentative desire in polite requests, offers, or invitations: 

A: Would you mind taking part? B: No, I'd low to. 
A: Would you like some tea? B: Thanks; but I'dprefercoffee, if there IS any. 

Cf the use of would for tentative volition, 4.63 (b). 

The modals with the perfective and progressive aspects 
4.65 The perfective and progressive aspects are normally excluded when the 

modals express 'ability' or 'permission', and also when shall or will expresses 
'volition'. These aspects are freely used, however, with extrinsic modal 
meanings other than ability; eg: 

'possibility' He maylmight have missed the train. 
She can't/couldn't be swimming all day. 

'necessity' . He must have left his umbrella on the bus. 
You must be dreaming. 

'prediction' etc The guests will/would have arrived by that time. 
Hussein will/would still be reading his paper. 

(On the meaning of the perfective aspect after a modal, and in particular the 
possibility of paraphrasing it by means of the simple past tense, cf 4.18J) 

'Obligation' can only be expressed with the perfective or progressive when 
combined with should or ought to: 

'obligation' I ought to be working now. ['. . . but I'm not'] 
You should have finished it. ['. . . but you haven't'] 
She shouldn't have left him. ['. . . but she did'] 

As the glosses indicate, these modals, in contrast to must, often imply 
nonfulfilment of the obligation. There are also examples which do not have 
this counterfactual implication; eg: 

Have you heard from Maria? She should have started her job on Monday. 

The combination of both perfective and progressive constructions with the 
modals is also possible, subject to the conditions already mentioned: 

You must have been dreaming. 
She couldn't have been swimming all day. 
The guests would have been arriving by now. 

(On the meaning of the perfective and progressive in this combination, cf 
4.38f.) 
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Note [a] The  use of bviN + progressive in the sense of'future as a matter of course'(cf4.46) is paralleled 
by other modals in the same construction: 

Jill says she might be calliugthis afternoon. [I] 
means approximately 'It is just possible that Jill will be calling. . .' In contrast to [l], Jillsaysshe 
might call this oJiernoon implies that the visit will depend on Jill's decision. 
[b] Note the use of might/cauld + perfective in certain colloquial speech acts: 

They col~ld/n~iglrt have told me! [a complaint] 
You could/might have been more careful. [a rebuke] 
I nligllt have XNOWN someone would upset her. [an expression of irritation] 

The meanings of marginal auxiliaries 

4.66 We may use the expression 'marginal auxiliaries' to apply to all four 
categories (marginal modals, modal idioms, semi-auxiliaries, and catenative 
verbs) discussed in 3.40-51. Some of these have also claimed our attention 
in this chapter; eg: used to (4.15), begoing to (4.43), ought to (4.56). But it is 
worth noting how closely these verbs tend to follow the pattern of the 
auxiliary verbs in the kinds of meaning they convey. On the one hand, we 
have aspectual or time-indicating verbs such as used to, be going to, and be 
about to (4.47). On the other hand, the largest group of marginal auxiliaries 
are modal in their semantic function, eg: had better (3.45) and be able to. 

The semantic groups displayed in the right-hand part of Table 4.66 show a . 
remarkable similarity to those of the modal auxiliaries, as indicated in Fig 
4.51. We use the same terminology here, to make the comparison more 
evident: 

Table 4.66 Meanings of marginal auxiliaries 
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In Table 4.66, several verbal constructions occur more than once, since, like 
the modal verbs, their semantic ranges tend to stretch across more than one 
category. This is particularly true of the extrinsic/intrinsic contrast which 
not only applies to all modals (cf 4.49), but also to many of the marginal and 
catenative constructions. Just as must and should, for example, have both 
'necessity' and 'obligation' meanings, so do the semi-auxiliaries be bound to 
and be supposed to : 

The.plan is bound to fail. [= 'must inevitably fail'; necessity] 
You are bound to pay your debts. [= 'are compelled to . . .'; obligation] 

Their team is supposed to be the best. [= 'should be'; this is the 
' recognized view] 

You were supposed to be here at  nine. [= 'ought to have been'; 
obligation] 

The fact that semi-auxiliaries and catenatives have nonfinite verb forms (cf 
3.47-9) means that two or even more modal concepts can be combined in a 
sequence of verb phrases: 

We may have to play it again. [possibility + obligation] 
You should be able to find enough food. [tentative inference + ability] 
She must have been willing to help. [necessity + volition] 
The students are going to have to be able to play three different 

instruments. [prediction + necessity + ability] 

It is normal, in such combinations, for an extrinsic modality to precede an 
intrinsic one, as the examples show. 

Note .,. The quasi-adverbial status of many semi-auxiliary or catenative verbs can be shown by 
paraphrases such as the following: 

She appears to like the show. = She apparently likes the show. 
She is certain to enjoy the meal. = She will certainly enjoy the meal. 

Meaning in the nonfinite verb phrase 

4.67 Our discussion of meaning in this chapter has concentrated on finite verb 
phrases, and in conclusion we must give some attention to nonfinite verb 
phrases. The same semantic distinctions apply to both finite and nonfinite 
verb phrases, in so far as the structural possibilities of the nonfinite verb 
phrase permit. We have seen, however, in 3.56 that the modal construction 
and the distinction between present and past tense do not apply to the 
nonfinite verb phrase; and in 4.18 f that the nonfinite perfective construction 
has the general meaning of anteriority. Distinctions of aspect are the only 
ones which are expressed within the constructional possibilities of a single 
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nonfinite verb phrase. Even then, the full range is only possible within an 
infinitive phrase: 

to be winning his race. [simple progressive] 
to have won his race. [simple perfective] 
to have been winning his race. [perfective 

progressive] 

In a n  -ing participle phrase in adverbial clauses, the perfective/nonperfective 
contrast is sometimes available: 

Eating a hearty breakfast, 
Having eaten a hearty breakfast] We prepared long journey. [l1 

[21 
From [l], we understand that the eating and the preparation took place 
together, while from [2], we understand that the breakfast preceded the 
preparation. 

But the progressive/nonprogressive contrast is not normally applicable 
here, since -ing participle phrases are incapable of expressing this distinction 
formally (cf 3.56). Moreover, the -ing participle itself is not, in spite of its 
appearance, necessarily associated with the progressive: 

Being an enemy of the Duke's, 
Realizing he was in danger, he left the court immediately. [3] 
Having no news of his wife, 

(For further discussion of the semantics of such -ing participle constructions, 
see 16.40.) 

T o  prove this point, the -ing participles in [3] are all stative and 
incompatible with the progressive: 

*He was being an enemy of the Duke's. 
?*He was realizing he was in danger. 
*He was having no news of his wife. 

Nevertheless, there are constructions in which the -ing participle construction 
has aspect contrast with the infinitive, and is progressive in meaning (cf 
16.52f): 

shoot at him. 

Whereas the indnitive shoot suggests a single shot, the -ing participle suggests 
a repetitive action lasting over a period of time, in accordance with the 
interpretation of the progressive aspect in finite verb phrases referring to 
momentary events (cf 4.35). In: 

climb the tower. ' watched them {climbing the tower. 

the infinitive climb suggests that they reached the top of the tower, whereas 
the participle climbing connotes the potential incompleteness of the 
progressive. 

The -ed participle phrase has no formal contrasts of aspect, and is therefore 
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the most restricted type of phrase in terms of semantic contrasts. Here again, 
however, there is a potential contrast with the passive -ing participle phrase: 

climbed by a student. I saw the tower 
being climbed by a student. 

The participle climbed in [6] is the passive counterpart of the infinitive climb . 

in [4]; it describes the climb as a completed event, whereas [7] describes i t  a s  
in progress, and as possibly incomplete. 

Note [a] The structural contrast between infinitive and -ing participle complementation occurs with 
categories of verb other than the perceptual verbs see, hear, etc illustrated above. In these other 
cases, however, there is almost no semantic contrast of aspect: 

She started { ~ ~ ~ , )  
She likes {:$zi,] [g] 

Eating in [8] and talking in [g] are thus not to be classified as progressive (c. 16.40). 
Ibl With certain main verbs which imply anterior time in their complementation (c/ 16.39). such . . . . 

as admit, remember, regret, there is no contrast of meaning between complementation by a 
perfective and by a nonperfective -ing participle phrase: 

admitted 
We remembered leauing early. [l01 

{regretted } {hauing lefi early. [ I l l  

In spite of the difference of construction, [l01 and [l  I] are virtually synonymous with each other. 

4.68 Although nonfinite verb phrases have no modal verbs, the meanings of the 
modals can be added to them through the use of semi-auxiliaries such as have 
to, be (un)able to, be allowed to, be about to, etc: 

I am sorry to have to repeat this warning. 
Being unable to free himself, he lay beneath the debris until rescued. 
The suspects admitted being about to commit a crime. 
Many inmates hate not being allowed to leave the premises. 
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5 Nouns and determiners 

5.1 Types of noun phrase 

Noun classes: count, noncount, and proper nouns 
Concrete and abstract nouns 
Nouns with dual class membership 
Reclassification 
Partitive constructions 

Partition in respect of quality 
Partition in respect of quantity 
Measure partitive nouns 

Noncount nouns and their count equivalents 

Determinatives 
Central determiners 

The articles 
Other central determiners 
Central determiners and noun classes 

Predeterminers 
, All, both, half 

All and whole 
The multipliers double, twice, etc 
The fractions one-third, two-fifihs, etc 

Postdeterminers 
(a) Cardinal numerals 
(b) Ordinal numerals and 'general ordinals' 
(c) Closed-class quantifiers 
(d) Open-class quantifiers 

The use of articles with common nouns 
Specific and generic reference 
Specific reference : definite and indefinite 
Uses of the definite article 

(a) Immediate situation 
(b) Larger situation (general knowledge) 
(c) Anaphoric reference: direct 
(d) Anaphoric reference: indirect 
(e) Cataphoric reference 
(f) Sporadic reference 
(g) The 'logical' use of the 
(h) The use of the with reference to body parts 

Uses of the indefinite article 



Nonreferring uses of the indefinite article 
The indefinite article and the numeral one 

Uses of the zero article 
The zero article compared with unstressedsome 
The zero article with definite meaning 
Noun phrases in a copular relation 
Noun phrases with sporadic reference 

(a) Some 'institutions' of human life and society 
(b) Means of transport and communication 
(c) Times of day and night 
(d) Seasons 
(e) Meals 
(f) Illnesses 

Parallel structures 
Fixed phrases involving prepositions 

The articles in generic reference 
The generic use of the indefinite article 
The generic use of the zero article 
The generic use of the definite article 

With singular noun phrases 
With plural noun phrases 
Some nationality words 

The articles with abstract noncount nouns 

Proper nouns 
Proper nouns behaving as common nouns 

(a), Number 
(b)! Determination \ 
(c) I Modification 

Names with no article 
Personal names 
Temporal names 
Geographical names 
other  locative names consisting of proper noun 

+ common noun descriptor 
Names with the definite article 

Structure of names with the 
Classes of names typically preceded by the 

Number 
Number classes 

(A) Singular invariable nouns 
(B) Plural invariable nouns 

(Ba) Summation plurals 

(Bb) Pluralia tantum ending in -S 

(BC) Unmarked plural nouns: people, police, etc 
(C) Regular plurals 

The pronunciation of the regular plural 
The spelling of the regular plural 

(D) Irregular plurals 
(Da) Voicing and -S plural 
(Db) Mutation 
(DC) The -en plural 
(Dd) Zero plural 

(I) Animal names 
(11) Nationality nouns 

(111) Quantitative nouns 
(IV) Nouns with equivocal number 

Foreign plurals 
(De) Nouns from Latin ending in -us /as/ 
(Df) Nouns from Latin ending in -a /a/ 
(Dg) Nouns from Latin ending in -urn /am/ 
(Dh) Nouns from Latin ending in -ex, -ix 
(Di) Nouns from Greek ending in -is /IS/ 
(Dj) Nouns from Greek ending in -on 
(Dk) Nouns from French: bureau, corps, etc 
(Dl) Nouns from Italian ending in -0 /au/ 
(Dm) Nouns from Hebrew: kibbutz - kibbutzim 

Compounds 
Forms of address 

Gender 
(a/b) Personal malelfemale nouns 
(c) Personal dual gender 
(d) Common gender 
(e) Collective nouns 
(f/g) Higher animals 
(h/i) Lower animals and inanimate nouns 
Names of countries 

Case 
Common case and genitive case 
The forms of the genitive inflection 
The 'zero genitive' 
The genitive and the of-construction 
Genitive meanings 
Gender of the genitive noun 
The genitive in relation to noun classes 
The genitive with superlatives and ordinals 



Noun heads with the genitive 
The grammatical status of the genitive 

Genitive as determinative 
Genitive as modifier 
The group genitive 
The independent genitive 
The 'local genitive' 
The 'post-genitive' 
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Types of noun phrase 

5.1 The noun phrase typically functions as subject, object, and complement of 
clauses and as complement of prepositional phrases. Consider the different 
subjects in the following sentences: 

The girl 
The blonde girl 
The blonde girl in blue jeans 
The blonde girl wearing blue jeans 
The blonde girl who is wearing blue jeans 
She 

is my sister. 

Sentences [l  -51 are alike in having the same noun (girl) as noun-phrase head 
(cf 2.28, 17.2). The noun phrase in [l]  has the simplest structure, consisting 
of only the definite article and the head; in [2] it also has a premodifying 
adjective (blonde); in[3-51 the noun phrase has, inaddition, postmodification: 
in [3] a prepositional phrase (in blue jeans); in [4] a nonfinite clause (wearing 
blue jeans); and in [5] a relative clause (who is wearing blue jeans). In [6] the 
noun phrase consists of only one word (she), which is one of a closed class of 
grammatical words called personal pronouns. Such pronouns can 'deputize' 
for noun phrases and hence cannot normally occur with determiners such as 
the definite article, premodification, or (normally) postmodification: 

*the blonde she ?she in blue jeans 

Since noun phrases of the types illustrated in [2-51 include words and 
structures that will be dealt with in later chapters (adjectives, prepositional 
phrases, clauses), it will be convenient to reserve the treatment of 'complex' 
noun phrases incorporating such items until Chapter 17, which deals with 
the noun phrase as a whole. The present chapter will be restricted to the 
constituency of the 'basic' noun phrase, ie the classes of nouns together with 
articles or other closed-class determinative elements that can occur before 
the noun head, including predeterminers like all, central determiners like 
these, and postdeterminers like last and few: 

all these last.few days 

Noun classes: count, noncount, and proper nouns 

5.2 It is necessary, both for grammatical and semantic reasons, to see nouns as 
falling into different subclasses. That this is so can be demonstrated by taking 
the four nouns Sid, book, furniture, and brick and considering the extent to 
which it is possible for each to appear as head of the noun phrase functioning 
as object in the sentence I saw . . .: without any determiner (a); with the 
lightly stressed determiners the /21a/ (b), a /a/ (c), some /sam/ (d); and in the 
plural (e). The result of this test can be seen in Table 5.2: 
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Table 5.2 Test table for noun classes 

(a) Sid *book Jurniture brick 
(b) *the Sid the book the furniture the brick 
(C) *a Sid a book *a furniture a brick 
(d) *some Sid *some book some furniture some brick 
(e) *Sids books *furnirures bricks 

The difference between column 1 (with only one possibility) and column 
2 + 3 (with all possibilities) indicates the degree of variation between the 
noun classes. Nouns that behave like Sid in column 1 (Confucius, Paris, Sierra 
Leone, etc) are PROPER NOUNS, which will be further discussed in 5.60ff 

The nouns in the other columns are COMMON NOUNS, but there are 
important differences between them. Those which, like book in column 2 
(bottle, chair, forest, idea, etc), must be seen as denoting individual countable 
entities and not as an  undifferentiated mass, are called COUNT nouns. Nouns 
which, like furniture, conform to the pattern of column 3 (as do bread, grass, 
warmth, music, etc), must by contrast be seen as denoting an undifferentiated 
mass or continuum. These are called NONCOUNT nouns. 

Finally we have nouns in column 2 + 3 which can be either count or 
noncount nouns (eg: brick, cake,paper, stone), in that we can view a noun like 
brick either as the noncount material [l], or as constituting the countable 
object [2]: 

The house is built of brick. 
He used bricks to build the house. 

The type headed 2 + 3 may be classified grammatically in two ways: (a) 
either as a lexical class of noun which combines the characteristics of count 
nouns and noncount nouns, or (b) as two separate items, one count and the 
other noncourit. The former mode of analysis is convenient for nouns like 
brick and cakelwith little difference in rheaning between count and noncount 
uses. Therefore such nouns will be said to have 'dual class membership' (cf 
5.4). 

Although in sentences such as I like music, I like Sid, the two nouns look 
superficially alike in terms of article usage, we will say that music has ZERO 

ARTICLE but tqat Sid has NO ARTICLE. The label 'zero' is appropriate in the 
case of common nouns which have article contrast, eg: music as opposed to 
the music (cf 5.52fn in: 

I like music and dancing. 
I think the music is too loud in here. 

If, however, we disregard special grammatical environments like the Sid I 
mean is tall (cf 5.64), proper nouns have no article contrast (Sid/*the Sid), and 
will therefore be said to have 'no article'. 

COUNT nouns, as they are termed in this book, are by some grammarians called 'countable' 
nouns; similarly, our term NONCOUNT nouns corresponds to 'mass' nouns or 'uncountable' nouns 
in other grammars. 
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Concrete and abstract nouns 
5.3 Cutting across the grammatical and semantic count/noncount distinction, 

there is a semantic division into nouns like pig which are CONCRETE (ie 
accessible to the senses, observable, measurable, etc) and nouns like di8culty 
which are ABSTRACT (typically nonobservable and nonmeasurable). But while 
abstract nouns may be count (like remarklremarks) or noncount (like warmth/ 
*warmrhs), there is a considerable degree of overlap between abstract and 
noncount (cf 5.58). Figure 5.3 shows the noun classes introduced so far. 

oncrete : hun. pig, toy, . . . 
count 

abstract: dificilty, remark.. . . 
common 

huner,gold. . . . 
nouns noncount 

\proper: John. Paris, . . . 

Fig 5.3 The most important noun classes 

Nouns with dual class membership 
5.4 The division of nouns according to countability into count nouns and 

noncount nouns is basic in English. Yet the language makes it possible to 
look upon some objects from the point of view of both count and noncount, 
as in the case of cake: 

A:  Would you like a cake? B: No, I don't like cake. 

Such nouns may be said to have dual class membership. In other cases, eg: 
paper, there is no readily perceptible parallelism but a notable difference in 
meaning between the two nouns: 

I want an evening paper. ['newspaper'] [l] 
Wrap the parcel up in brown paper. ['wrapping paper'] []a] 

Note also the variation of quantifiers (eg: rnuch/many) in some of the 
following examples of count and noncount nouns: 

She was a beauty in her youth. [COUNT] L21 
She had great beauty in her youth. [NONCOUNT] [2al 
She's had many dz@culties. [COUNT] L31 
She's not had much dz$culty. [NONCOUNT] 134 
He's had several odd experiences. [COUNT] [41 
He hasn't had much experience. [NONCOUNT] [4al 
There were bright lights and harsh sounds. [COUNT] [S] 
Light travels faster than sound. [NONCOUNT] [sal 
She will give a talk on Chinese art. [COUNT] [61 
That's foolish talk. [NONCOUNT] [6al 
The lambs were eating quietly. [COUNT] [71 
There is lamb on the menu today. [NONCOUNT] [ W  

In many other cases, the type of distinction to be seen in the count noun Iamb 
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(the animal, as in [7]) and the noncount noun lamb (the meat from the animal, 
as in [7a]) is achieved by separate lexical items, as in: 

They raise a great many calves, pigs, and sheep. 
W e  eat a great deal o f  veal, pork, and mutton. 

Other count/noncount pairs realized by different lexical items are the 
following : 

a garment - clothing a job, a task - work (cf 5.9) 
a laugh - laughter a suitcase - luggage 
a 'permit -permission a poem - poetry 
a weapon - arms (cf 5.77) a machine - machinery 

Note also the contrast between the noncount noun money and the count 
nouns naming different units o f  money: 

W e  haven't much money left. We've only got a few coins/two dollar 
bills/some pound notes. 

Note The distinction between count nouns and noncount nouns is not fully explainable as necessarily 
inherent in 'real world' denotata. This is clear when we compare the words of languages closely 
related to English (c! 5.9). Rather, the justification for the count/noncount distinction is based 
on the grammatical characteristics of the English noun. 

Reclassification 
5.5 Nouns may also be shifted from one class to another by means o f  conversion . , 

(cf App 1.53). Thus a noncount noun like cheese can be 'reclassified' as a 
count noun involving a semantic shift so as to denote quality partition 'kind/ 
type/form of ' ,  eg: 

A :  What cheeses have you got today? 
B: Well, we have Cheddar, Gorgonzola, and Danish Blue. 

Similarly, a noun like coffee, which is normally noncount, as in [ l ] ,  can be 
reclassified as a count noun to mean an 'appropriate unit of '  as in [la] and 
[ l  b],  or a 'kind/sort/brand of'as in [lc] and [Id]:  

Do you want tea or coffee? 
Can I have a coffee, please. ['a cup o f  coffee'] 
Two coffee&, please. ['two cups o f  coffee] 
This is a nice coffee. 
I like Brazilian cofees best. 

Note There is a special case ofreclassification in cases like the following: 
Are you cosmetics? 

Here there is no coreference relation between subject and complement as in Are you a teaclrer? 
The complement represents instead a compressed form of the predication; eg: Arc you (selling) 
cosmerics? In this use of the noun there is an implied contrast: 'cosmetics as opposed to toys, 
jewellery, etc in a department store'. Similarly: 

Are you 103? ['the occupant of room number 103, as opposed to 104, etc'] 
The contrast may also be more explicit, as in: 

Are you chtrrchor chapel?['a member of the Churchof England or a nonconformist'] 
In theselast cases we may argue that the noun has been reclassified as an adjective (cfApp 1.51), 
as in They i e  wry Oxbridge. 

7 
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Partitive constructions 

Partition in respect o f  quality 
5.6 Both count and noncount nouns can enter partitive constructions, ie 

constructions denoting a part o f  a whole. Such constructions express both 
quality partition (eg: a kind of paper) and quantity partition (eg: a piece of 
paper). Quality partition is expressed by a partitive count noun like kind, sort, 
or type followed by an of-phrase, eg: 

SINGULAR PARTITIVES PLURAL PARTITIVES 
a new kind of computer new kinds of computers 
a delicious sort of bread delicious sorts of bread 
another type ofresearch other types of research 

Quality partition o f  noncount nouns may thus be expressed either by a 
partitive construction or by reclassification (cf 5.5): 

a nice kind of coffee - a nice coffee 
English types of cheese - English cheeses 

Note Whether we are dealing with count or noncount nouns, we can express the quality partition in 
the forma + adjective + noun, such that a sentencelike the followingissuperficiallyambiguous: 

We are importinga new Italian shirt. 
It may mean either 'a new type of' or 'a new item' (the former interpretation naturally being 
more likely in this case). 

Partition in respect o f  quantity 
5.7 (a) Noncount nouns 

Noncount nouns are seen, as we have said, as denoting an undifferentiated 
mass. However, the expression o f  quantity and thus countability may be 
achieved by means o f  certain GENERAL PARTITIVE NOUNS, in particular piece, 
bit, item, followed by an of-phrase: 

SINGULAR PARTITIVES PLURAL PARTITIVES 

apiece of cake twopieces of cake 
a bit ofchalk some bits of chalk 
an item of news several items of news 

Quantity o f  noncount nouns may thus often be expressed either by partitive 
nouns or by reclassification (cf 5.5): two lumps of sugar = two sugars. 

The most widely used partitive expression is a piece of, which can be 
combined with both concrete and abstract nouns, eg: 

Concrete : a piece ofbacon/chalk/coal/land/paper 
Abstract: a piece of advice/information/news/research/work 

Bit generally implies a small quantity: a bit of rice/news/fun/research. With  
abstract nouns, item is used (liesides piece): 

an item of business/information/news ['a news item'] 

Item is not generally used with concrete nouns: *an item of oillcake (BUT an 
item of clothing). 

In addition to these general partitives there are some more restricted and 
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descriptive TYPICAL PARTITIVES which form expressions with specific concrete 
noncount nouns, such as the following: 

an atomlgrain of truth 
a bar of chocolate/soap/gold/iron 
a blade of grass 
a block of icelflats (BrE)/seats [in a theatrellshares [in a business] 
a cut of lamblmeat; a joint of meat (BrE) 
a drop of water/oil/whisky 
a grain of corn/rice/sand/salt 
a loaf of bread 
a lump of coal/lead/sugar 
a sheet of paper/metal/ice 
a slice of bacon/bread/cake/meat 
a speck of dustldirt 
a stick of chalk/dynamite/celery/rock [a sweet] (BrE)/candy (AmE) 
a strip of cloth/land/paper 
a suit of clothing/clothes/annour 

(b) Plural count nouns 
Whereas the general partitive a piece of can be used with many of the 
noncount nouns (a piece of paperlbaconlnews, etc), it cannot be used with 
plural count nouns (including invariably plural nouns like cattle; cf 5.76fl?. 
Other partitives are used with them, eg: 

a (large) crowd of people 
a (huge)$ock of birdslsheep 
a (small) herdof cattle 
apacket (BrE)/pack (esp AmE) of cigarettes 
a series of incidents/concerts/lectures 
a bunch of flowerslkeys [In informal style, bunch is also used about 

people, like 'group': a bunch of teenagers.] 

(c) Singular nouns 
Partition can also be expressed in reference to singular count nouns, eg: 

a piece of a loaf 
a branch of a tree 
apage of a book 
a section of a newspaper 
a verse of a poem 

Fractional partition can also be expressed by such general quantitative items 
as halJ; all, whole + of + noun (cf 5.16f): 

a quarter of 

that piece (of meat). 

the rest of 
the remainder of 

Note [a] When we modify a partitive noun sequence, the modification applies to the group as a whole: 
an expensive cup of coflhe ['The crip ofcoflecost ;I lot.'] 
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But, of course, since in many cases the adjective modifying the whole group could equally apply 
to the second noun, we have some instances like the following where the meanings of the two 
phrases differ little, if at all: 

a hot [cup of tca] = a cup of hot tea 
a good [stroke of luck] = a stroke of good luck 
a beautiful [pair of legs] = a pair of beautiful legs 

The premodifiers (hot, etc) in such cases often apply more appropriately to the second noun than 
to the first; ie it is not the cup but the tea that is hot in a hot cup of tea. In a nice glass of aAiskj, 
nice is roughly equivalent to 'welcome' and offers only implicit comment on the quality of the 
liquor. 
[b] Typical partitives sometimes have a negative intensifying force (cf8. l I 1 ): 

A:,Did you sleep well? 
B: No, I didn't get a wink (of sleep). 

[C] When the two partitive constructions combine, the quantity partitive is included in the scope 
of the quality partitive: 

[ n o  kinds of [loavcs of bread] 
but not: * t ~ ~ a  loaves of kinds ofbread 

Measure partitive nouns 
5.8 The measure partitives relate to precise quantities denoting length, area, 

volume, and weight, for example (note the compulsory of): 

Length: a foot of copper wire 
a metre (BrE)/a meter (AmE)/a yard of cloth 
a mile of cable 

Area: an  acrela hectare of land 
Volume: a litre (BrE)/a liter (AmE) of wine 

apintla quart of milk 
Weight: an ounce of tobacco apound of butter 

a kilo of apples a ton of coal 

Measure partitives can be either singular or plural: 

alone gallon of water 
twolseveral gallons 

If count, the second noun must be plural: 

Noncount nouns and their count equivalents 
5.9 It may be noted that, apart from a tendency for concrete nouns to be count 

and for abstract nouns to be noncount, there is no necessary connection 
between the classes of nouns and the entities to which they refer. In some 
related languages, the nouns corresponding to infirmation, money, news, and 
work, for example, are count nouns, but in English they are noncount: 

He didn't give us much information. 
Do you need all this money? 
The news is rather bad today. 
She doesn't like hard work. 

Some noncount nouns with count equivalents are given below: 
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NONCOUNTNOUN 
This is important information. 
Have you any news? 
a lot of abuse 
some good advice 
warm applause 
How's business? 
There is evidence that.  . . 
expensive furniture 
The interest is only 5 per cent. 
What (badlgood) luck! 

COUNT EQUIVALENT 
apiecelbitlword of information 
apiecela bitlan item of good news 
a termlword of abuse 
apiecelword of good advice 
a round of applause 
apiecelbit of business 
apiece of evidence 
apiecelan articlela suite of furniture 
a (low) rate of interest 
a piece of (badlgood) luck 

Since such differences between languages can be adequately treated only in 
contrastive grammars, we will restrict the list below to a sample of some 
nouns (in addition to those mentioned earlier) which are noncount in English 
but correspond to count nouns in some other languages: 

anger 
chaos 
courage 
equipment 
homework 
moonlight 
photography 
research 
scenery 
sunshine , 

behaviour 
chess 
dancing 
fun 
hospitality 
music 
publicity 
resistance 
shopping 
trafic 

cash 
'conduct 
education 
harm 
leisure 
parking 
'refuse 
safety 
smoking 
violence 

Note [a] Some of the nohcount nouns can he count nouns with special meanings, eg: moneys'amounts 
of money', as can be seen in a dictionary. 
[b] I t  can be argued that some nouns, like weather, are neither count (*a weather) nor noncount 
(*a lot of weather), but these nouns share features belonging to both classes. Noncount noun 
features include the premodified structures a lot ofgood weather, some bad weather, what lovely 
weather. On the d t d r  hand, wunt noun features include the pluralgo out in all weathers, in the 
worst of weathers. i 
[c] On the use of fun'as adjective, c/ 7.14 Note [cl. 
[d] Some noncount nouns accept the indefinite article when they are modified (c/ 5.59). eg: 

They are doing a brisk business. (NOT *a business) 
In some cases no modification seems to be required. In the following example, however, 
modification is in fact implied: 

She has had an education. ['a good education'] 
[e] Names of languages are all nonwunt, eg: 

. She speaksgood English. [.r 'a good English] 
Occasionally, however, they are count, as in the partitive sense described in 5.6: 

She speaks a dialectal French. ['a dialectal form of French'] 
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Determinatives 

5.10 When used in discourse, noun phrases refer to the linguistic or situational 
context. The kind of reference a particular noun phrase has depends on its 
DETERMINATIVE element, ie the item which 'determines' it. This function is 
typically realized by a Set of closed-class items, or DETERMINERS, which occur 
before the noun acting as head of the noun phrase (or before its premodifiers) 
(cf 2.28m. Thus we say that the noun phrase in [l] has indefinite reference, 
whereas the noun phrase in [2] has definite reference: 

a bicycle? Have you seen the bicycle? 

Indefinite reference is typically indicated by the indefinite article alan, and 
definite reference is typically indicated by the definite article the, but, as we 
shall see, there are also other determiners with a similar function. 

We distinguish three classes of determiners: 

(I) PREDETERMINERS, eg: half, all, double; 
(11) CENTRAL DETERMINERS, eg: the articles the, alan; 

(111) POSTDETERMINERS, eg: cardinal and ordinal numerals, many, few. 

The three classes of determiners have been set up on the basis of their 
position in the noun phrase in relation to each other. Thus we do not find 
central determiner + predeterminer (*their all trouble), or postdeterminer + 
central determiner + predeterminer (*Jive theall boys), but only the order I + 
I1 + I11 given above: all their trouble, UN thefive boys. 

We begin by discussing the articles and other central determiners (5.11 - 
14), and then go on to predeterminers (5.15- 19), and postdeterminers (5.20- 
25). 

Central determiners 

The articles 
5.11 The most common and typical central determiners are the definite and 

indefinite articles, the and alan, respectively. We have seen in 5.2 that 
different noun classes require different articles. For the two classes of 
common nouns, the count and noncount nouns, the distribution into number 
(singular/plural) and definiteness (definitelindefinite) can be stated as follows: 

Table 5.1 1 Use of the articles with count and  noncount nouns 

COUNT NONCOUNT 

SINGULAR 
definite the book the furniture 
indefinite a book furniture 

PLURAL 
definite the books 
indefinite books 

The forms of the articles depend on the initial sound of the following word. 
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In its unstressed (and normal) use, the definite article is always written the 
but pronounced /aa/ before consonants and /at/ before vowels. The unstressed 
indefinite article is a /a/ before consonants and an /an/ before vowels. Note 
that it is the pronunciation, not the spelling, of the following word that 
determines their form: 

lhe laal}boy, usage, hole the "" ]understanding, hour 
a /a/ an /an/ 

The use of the articles is discussed in 5.26ff. 

Note [a] The indefinite article a/an can be regarded as an unstressed numeral, equivalent to stressed 
one. Compare: 

a poundpr two one or two pounds 
Alan cannot cooccur with one (except, in limited cases, when one is the head of a noun phrase: 

. You are a one!, 66.55 Note [b]), and may sometimes replace one (cJ'5.38). 
[b] There is fluctuation in the form of the indefinite article before some words that are written 
with initial h, depending on whether the 11 is pronounced ornot: 

hotel, herb 

I zn){ 
historical novel BUT: a history 
habitual drunkard nm:  a habit 

[c] The  initial h is not pronounced in hour (Itourl~t), honest, honour (honourable), heir (heiress, 
heirloom). Thus: an hour ago, an honours degree. 
[d] Note words which are spelled with an initial vowel but pronounced with a consonant: a 
European car, a UNESCO 08fcial; and, conversely, words which are spelled with an initial 
consonant but pronounced with a vowel: an MP, an RP accent. 
[e] The articles are stressed only for very special emphasis. Here the distinction between the 
pre-vowel and pre-consonant form is neutralized for the definite article: 

'the /bi:/ boy, usage, understanding, hour 
'a /et/ boy, usage 
'an lien/ understanding, hour 

In writing, emphasis is often indicated by italics or underlining: 'the man'. 
The stressed definite article is often used to indicate excellence or superiority in some respect 

[l, 21, or the identity of somebody well-known [3] (cf 5.63): 
He would be 'the /di:/ man for the job. [ l]  
The  demonstration will be'the /bi:/ event this week. 121 
You don't mean 'the /6i:/ Professor Hart? ., [31 

There is some criticism of the overuse of stressed articles for expected unstressed articles, 
especially on radio and TV (cfoveruse of stressed prepositions, 9.9 Note, 18.14 Note [b]). 
[I] The indefinite article means 'a certain', 'a person giving his name as' (cJ one 5.63 Note [b]), 
in such cases as: 

A Mr  Johnson,came to see you last night. 
[g] On alan in distributiveexpressions of frequency like t~viceo day, cf 5.18. 

Other central determiners 
5.12 The use of the articles is not the only possibility for 'determining' nouns. 

Instead of a or the with book we may have eg: this/that/every/each/no book. 
Like the articles, these words, and some others, are called central determiners. 
They form a set of closed-class items that are mutually exclusive with each 
other, ie there cannot be more than one occurring before the noun head: *a 
the boj~ and *a some boy. Thus, the central determiners are in a 'choice 
relation', ie they occur one instead of another. In this respect they are unlike 
eg: all, many, and white, which are in a 'chain relation' (cf 2.5), ie they occur 
one after another in the noun phrase: aN the many white houses. 

The articles have no function independent of the noun they precede. Most 
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other determiners have the additional function of pronouns, eg: some, that, 
and either: 

DETERMINER FUNCTION PRONOUN FUNCTION 

A : I want some ice. B: Here's some for you. 
A: What's that thing over there? B: That's our computer. 
Either book will do. You can have either (of the books). 

On pronouns like either with or without the alternative ofconstruction, cf 
6.48. 

No and every are exceptional: like the articles, they cannot function 
independently as pronouns. They can, however, form part of compound 
pronouns'when followed by (-)one, -body, or -thing (cf 6.45fn: 

no one nobody nothing 
everyone everybody everything 

Unlike other central determiners, the articles have no lexical meaning but 
solely contribute definite or indefinite status to the nouns they determine. Yet 
the dependence is not unilateral. For example, a count noun like boy is, on 
its own, only a lexical item. To assume grammatical status, it requires an 
'overt' determiner of some kind. The use of the articles will be discussed in 
5.268, and the use of other central determiners in Chapter 6. 

Note [a] There are two exceptions to the rule that count nouns cannot occur without a determiner. 
One occurs in parallel structures (cf 5.50): 

Man or boy, I don't like him. 
The other exceptional case is that of vocatives (cf 10.52f): 

Look here, man! 
Man is also used generically without the article (cf 5.54 Note). 
[b] Coordinated noun-phrase heads can share a determiner placed before the first head (cf 
13.67): 

the boys and (the)girls 
the radios, (the) tape recorders, and (the) television sets in this store 
a knife, (a) fork, and (a) spoon 

Central determiners and noun classes 
5.13 We have noted in 5.2 that there are certain cooccurrence restrictions between 

articles and common nouns. The definite article can occur with all three noun 
' 

classes (singular count, plural count, and singular noncount), but the zero 
and indefinite articles cannot do so. When we consider determiners as a 
whole, we will find that there are many more restrictions. For no, for example, 
we have all three possibilities: 

no pen no pens no music 

But there are incomplete paradigms for this, either, and enough: 

this pen *this pens this music 
either pen *either pens *either music 

*enough pen enough pens enough music 

5.14 The central determiners can be divided into five types with respect to their 
cooccurrence with the noun classes singular count (chair, problem, etc), plural 
count (chairs, problems, etc), and noncount nouns (furt~iture, information, etc). 
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Type SINGULAR PLURAL NONCOUNT 
COUNT COUNT 

Fig 5.14 Cooccurrence of  central determiners and noun classes 

Type (a): Determiners o f  singular count, plural count, and noncount nouns. 

(i)  The definite article the (cf 5.27fn: 

Where do you want me to put the chairlthe chairslthe furniture? 

(ii) The possessive pronouns as determiners: my, our, your, his, her, its, their 
(cf 6.29): 

Have you seen my suitcaselmy suitcases]my luggage? 

(iii) The relative determiners whose (cf 6.34) and which (cf 6.35 Note [c]): 

The lady whose car you hit was furious. 
Call again at 1 1 ,  by which time the meeting should be over. 

(iv) The wh-determiners in -ever (cf 14.20): 

Vote for whicheverproposal you think most favourable. 
For whatever reason, don't be late again. 
Whosever idea this may be, I don't like it. 

(v)  The interrogative determiners what, which, whose (cf 6.36fn: 

What colour? 
Which information? 
Whose ideas are these? X 

(vi) The negative determiner no (46.62): 

W e  have no problem/problems with violence here. 
The sign said 'No parking'. 

Type (b):  ~ e t e k i n e r s  o f  plural count nouns and noncount nouns. 

(i) Zero article (cf 5.39fn: 

There were people everywhere. 
Do you want to play chess? 

(ii) The assertive determiner some (unstressed: Isam/) and the nonassertive 
determiner any (cf 6.59fn: 

I want some rolls/bread, please. 
Have we got any rolls/bread for breakfast tomorrow? 

(iii) The quantitative determiner enough (cf 6.57): 

I haven't got enough equipmenr/tools to do the job. 
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Type (c): Determiners o f  singular count nouns and singular noncount nouns. 
The demonstrative determiners this and that (cf 6.40jJ: 

Have you read thislthat book? 

Type (d): Determiners o f  plural count nouns. The demonstrative determiners 
these and those (cf 6.40fn: 

Have you seen these/thoseplays? 

Type (e): Determiners o f  singular count nouns. 

(i)  The indefinite article a/an (cf 5.36fl: 

Have you got a pen? 

(ii) The universal determiners every and each (cf 6.51): 

I want to interview everyleach student individually. 

(iii) The nonassertive determiner either (cf 6.59m: 

You can park on either side. 

(iv) The negative determiner neither (cf 6.62): 

Neitherparty accepted the arbitration proposal. 

Note [a] Strongly stressed some can occur also with certain singular count nouns, especially temporal 
nouns (cf 6.52): 

" ~ o i e  'day he will get his scholarship. 
With the meaning 'a certain', etc. stressed some can also cooccur with other singular count ,. 
nouns: 

'Someoddperson asked for you on the phone. 
[b] Stressed any can occur also with singular count nouns under certain conditions (cf 6.61): 

I will consider "any offer/offers. ['it doesn't matter which'] 
[C] Every is exceptional among central determiners in occasionally allowing a genitive or a 
possessive determiner to precede it: 

Hiseuery action shows that he is a very determined young man. Ern Nor: *rhe/a~te~:ery octio~l 

Predeterminers 
5.15 Predeterminers, which can occur before certain central determiners, include : 

(i) all, both, and hav(cf 5.16f) : 

U N  (the) girls, both those cars, halfan hour 

(ii) the multipliers double, twice, three times, etc (cf 5.18): 

double the sum, twice my salary 

(iii) the fractions one-third, one-fifth, etc (cf 5.19): 

one-third the time 

(iv) such, what (cf7.63, 17.96): 

Such a surprise! 
What a fine day! 

Predeterminers are mutually exclusive: 
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aNgirls, both girls BUT NOT: *all both girls 
halfthe sum, double the sum BUT NOT: *halfdouble the sum 

Note The combination allsuch, as in [I], is an exception to the rule, just noted, that predeterminers 
are mutually exclusive: 

Although every attempt is made to find suitable foster-homes for the children, it 
cannot be assumed that ansuch placements will be successful. [I] 

The predeterminer such, used in this way as a pro-form (cf2.44.6.44 Note [b]), can also follow 
quantifiers such as any, no, and many, as well as cardinal numerals: 

Outbreaks of small-arms fire along the frontier became more frequent in ~ a ~ ,  

( ~ e ~ ~ ~ a n y I  ) such incidents were ofitiaIIy investigated. Pn0 
All, both, half 

5.16 The predeterminers all, both, and halfhave restrictions on cooccurrence with 
determiners and noun heads. They can occur before the articles (all the time), 
possessive determiners (allmy time, etc), demonstrative determiners (all this 
time). However, since they are themselves quantifiers, all, both, and halfdo 
not occur with the 'quantitative' determiners every, (n)either, each, some, any, 
no, enough (but cf 5.17 Note [a]). Both can occur only with plural nouns and 
has dual number (see below) : 

all (the) day all (the) days all (the) furniture 
halfa day halfmy days halfthe furniture 

both (thelmy) eyes 

In addition to this predeterminer function, all, both, and halfas pronouns can 
take partitive of-phrases, which are optional with nouns and obligatory with 
pronouns (cf 'ofpronouns', 6.48): 

all (of) the students all of the~lwhom 
both (of) his eyes both of themlwhich 
half(of) the timelcost halfof itlthis 

With a quantifier following, the of-phrase is preferred (esp in AmE): 

allof the m e y  boys 

All three can be lsed as independent pronouns: 

A[l/both/ha[Spassed their exams. 

AN and both (but not half) can occur after the head, either immediately or in 
the M adverb position (after the operator, cf 8.16). For all and both we have, 
then, the following possibilities: 

All students were accepted. 
All the students were accepted. 
ANof thestudents were accepted. 
The students were all accepted. 
AI! were accepted. 
Allof them were accepted. 

All is considered a pronoun in all these constructions except [l] and [2], where 
it is a predeterminer. 

The predeterminer both and the centra1:determiners either and neither are 
not plural proper but 'dual', ie they can refer to only two entities. Compared 
with the numeral two, both is emphatic: 

Both (the)] students wereexcellent. 
The two 

For the use of these items as pronouns, cf6.50 (all, both), 6.57 (half). 

All and whole 
5.17 The form all + noun with no article usually has generic reference (cf 5.26): 

Allmen are created equal. [generic reference] 

Contrast: AN the men in the mine wore helmets. [specific reference] 

But all + noun is not necessarily generic, eg: 

I will see all (the) students at 11 a.m. 
AN (the) men must leave their coats here, but (the) women may take 

theirs with them. 

The predeterminer all and the quantity partitive whole (cf 5.7) appear in 
parallel expressions. In the whole of, the definite article is obligatory. The use 
of all (of) (the) and the whole (of) is far from straightforward. 

(i) All, all the, or the whole is used with temporal nouns, eg: 

All of the + unit of time is rather uncommon : 

?aNof the day/hour/week 

In the negated expression I haven't seen him all day, only the zero form is 
used. With indefinite reference, only whole can be used: 

a whole morning I spent studying the script. ['full, entire'] 
the whole morning 

(ii) AN the or the whole is used with other count nouns that are understood 
to be divisible: 

the whole 

All + noun occurs occasionally with concrete singular count nouns [l ,  21, and 
it is less rare with contrastive stress [la, 2a], where book and banana are 
treated as a divisible mass: 

?I haven't read all the BOOK. [l]  
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T h e  monkey ate all the b a ~ h a .  
I haven't read ~ L L  the book. 
T h e  monkey ate ALL the banana. 

T h e  normal constructions would be: 

the whole 

Also with abstract nouns, the whole is often preferable to all the; eg: 

the whole truth/distance/environment 

(iii) Wi th  proper nouns and other nouns without the definite article, all 
( o f )  or the whole of is used: 

} Finland/LOndonjnext month 
the whole of 

T h e  use o f  all+ a geographical name to  denote the population is rather 
formal : 

All Paris welcomed the General. 

In  less formal contexts, The whole of Paris . . . would be normal in denoting 
the population, or (more likely) referring to the city area. 

( iv )  Wi th  noncount nouns all (o f )  the is used: 

Have you used up all (o f )  the coffee? 
All ( o f )  the music on the programme was modern. 

The whole of i$ less preferred and the whole is unacceptable here. 

Note [a] There is also an adverb halfwhich can cooccur with noun heads, as in: 
I t  is halfwine, halfwater. 

In the colloquial negation n't half(esp BrE), halfcan precede enough (cf 8.107 Note [b]): 
He hasn't ha!fenough money. 

[b] Bath and halfwith the o/-construction are sometimes (especially dialectally) preceded by the 
definite article: 1 

You don't knqw the haljbf if. 
I've had enough of the both ofyou. 

[c] The postposed pronoun all in They were all hungry must not be confused with all as an 
informal intensifying adverb in He 1s all upser (cf 7.57). 
[dl For the following uses of quire, rather, such, and what, cf 7.56 Note [b], 7.63: 

I t  was quite aparty. It's rather an odd story. 
Such afneprt'sent! What a stupid idea! 

[el 'Restrictives' like just, only, especially, etc also occur before determiners: 
Only the best cars are exported. 

However, they have no special relation to noun phrase structure, since they can also modify 
verbs, adverbs, and adjectives (cf focusing subjuncts, 8.1 16f): 

l a boy. 
He,s just { feel& sick. 

alittle sick. 
sleepy. 

The multipliers double, twice, etc 
5.18 T h e  second type o f  predeterminer includes the multipliers which occur with 

nouns denoting quantity: 
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his strength the amount twice her age [their salaries 

this amount 

the sum 

Once, twice, and three, four, etc times can cooccur with the determiners a ,  
every, each, and (less commonly) per to form 'distributive' expressions o f  
frequency with a temporal noun as head (48.64): 

once 

four year 
decade 

Such expressions can also occur with every + spatial nouns: 

W e  stopped once every mile. 

Both with temporal and spatial nouns, every can be followed by a numeral i n  
such expressions as the above: 

once every three months 
twice every hundred miles 

The fractions one-third, two-fifths, etc 
5.19 The fractions can also be followed by determiners. Unlike the multipliers, 

the fractions have the alternative of-construction. The  indefinite article can 
replace one (cf 5.38): 

one-third (o f )  the time it took me. 

Postdeterminers 
5.20 Postdeterminers follow predeterminers or central determiners ( i f  such 

determiners are present). But they precede any adjectives and other 
premodifying items (cf 17.2). Postdeterminers include: 

(a) Cardinal numerals (cf 5.21): my three children 
(b)  Ordinal numerals and 'general ordinals' (cf 5.22): thefirst day, the last 

month 
(c)  Closed-class quantifiers (cf 5.23f):fewpeople 
(d) Open-class quantifiers (cf 5.25): a large number ofpeople 

(a) Cardinal numerals 
5.21 One cooccurs with singular count nouns (one sister), and the other cardinal 

numerals (cf 6.63) cooccur with plural count nouns (two, three, etc brothers). 
In many contexts, one may be regarded as a stressed form o f  the indefinite 
article and may sometimes replace it (cf 5.19,5.38): 

I would like  photocopy o f  this article. 
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Thus, the indefinite article normally cannot cooccur withone, but the definite 
article can : 

*a one book 
the one ['only'] book I like best 
the two books 1 

(b) Ordinal numerals and 'general ordinals' 
5.22 The ordinal numerals have a one-for-one relation with the cardinals:first/ 

one, secondltwo, thirdlthree, fourth/four, ttventieth/twenty, etc (cf 6.63f). 
The 'general ordinals' include items like next, last, past, (an)other, 

additional, and further ['additional'], which resemble the ordinal numerals 
grammatically and semantically. 

Ordinals cooccur with count nouns and usually precede any cardinal 
numbers in the noun phrase: 

thefirst two days another three weeks 

Note [a] The general ordinals last, post, and rle.rt may precede or follow cardinals with a difference of 
meaning. For example: the last tlvopoges would mean 'the last and penultimate page of a book', 
whereas the two last pages could mean 'the last page in each of two books'. On divided concord 
usage, eg: The last two nrortths islare . . ., cf 10.35 Note [b]. 
[bl Another has two functions. It can be the unstressed form of 'one other' in contrast with the 
other (definite; cf 6.58). as in [l]; or it can have the meaning of 'further', 'additional', 'second', in 
which case there is no definite form, as in [2]: 

' 1 don't like this room. I'd prefer {tire otller]One' [I] 

We need another t11o rooms for the meeting. 
r two more rooms'; cf: the other two rooms 'the two different rooms'] 121 

Note that when it is followed by a plural cardinal number, another takes a plural noun as head. 

(c) Closed-class quantifiers 
5.23 There are two small groups of closed-hass quantifiers which function as 

postdeterminers (cf 6.53ff). 

(i) Many, (a) few, and several cooccur only with plural count nouns: 

too many 

mistakes in your essay. 

(ii) Much and (a) little cooccur only with noncount nouns: 

She hasn't got much money. 
She has only got (a) little money. 

There are restrictions on the use of much with singular and many with plural 
nouns, and the corresponding open-class postdeterminers are widely used 
instead (cf6.53). Thus much is typically used in a nonassertive sentence like 
[l]; but in an assertive sentence like [2], usually a lot of (chiefly in informal 
style), or a similar colloquial postdeterminer, is used: 

We don't have much time. [l] 
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We have a lot of time. 1 [21 

In the case of (a) few ['a small number'] and (a) little ['a small quantity'], there 
is positivelnegative contrast according to whether the indefinite article is 
used or not. When a/an does not precede, few and little are stressed: 

( a  few 'books. ['some, several'] 
{$W 'books. ['not many] 

He wrote a little 'poetry. ['some'] 

The postdeterminers (a)few and'(a) little (cf 6.53,6.62), the determiners any, 
no, and some (cf 5.39J 6.52), and the predetenniners all and both are all 
quantifiers although they belong to different syntactic classes. 

Note [a] Few and little may be preceded by central determiners other than 0. eg: these few days, that 
little money, but we shall refer only to afe~v versusfe~v, a little versus little where the distinction 
is clearest. 
[b] Several can be preceded by a possessive determiner in the sense of 'separate', 'respective': 
their several opinions. 
[C] Mony andfew can also be used predicatively in formal style (cf6.53 Note [b]. 6.62): 

His faults were many//ew. 
Many can also function as a predeterminer with singular count nouns preceded by the indefinite 
article: 

many a good student (rather formal) ['many goodstudents'l 
[d] The quantifier enough is used with both count and noncount nouns: 

There are (not) enaugli students. 
There is (not) enough money. 

Occasionally it follows the noun (especially noncount: money errough), but this use strikes many 
people as archaic or dialectal. 

5.24 Since a few determines plural count nouns (a few books), and a littledetermines 
noncount nouns (a Iittlepoetry), neither of which noun classes cooccurs with 
the indefinite article, it will be clear that in these instances a belongs to the 
quantifier alone. 

Few, little, much, and many are gradable, and also have comparative and 
superlative forms (cf 7.74f): 

few/fewer/fewest dollars many/more/most dollars 
little/less/least money much/more/most money 

There is a tendency to use less (instead of fewer) and least (instead of fewest) 
also with count nouns: 

You've made less mistakes than last time. 

This usage is however often condemned. No less than is more generally 
accepted : 

No less than fifty people were killed in the accident. 

Being gradable, many, much, few, and little can be modified by intensifying 
adverbs (cf7.87ff): too much, very few, etc. 

Note The quantifier little ['not much'] should be distinguished from the homonymous adjective little 
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['small'], which cooccurs with singular or plural count nouns: a littlegir1,five littlegirls. Thus a 
little cake is ambiguous according to whether it means 'a small cake' [brtle = adjective] or 'a 
small amount of cake'[littb = postdeterminer]. 

(d) Open-class quantifiers 
5.25 There is also a large open class of phrasal quantifiers which function 

semantically like the closed-class quantifiers, but most of which consist of a 
noun of quantity (lot, deal, amount, etc) followed by of and often preceded by 
the indefinite article. Some of these, includingplenty of, can cooccur equally 
with noncount and plural count nouns: 

p 11 students. The room contained a lot of - . 
Iture. 

These quantifiers (especially lots) are chiefly used informally. 
Others are restricted to quantifying only noncount nouns [l], or plural 

count nouns [2]: 

The chest contained a 
(large) }{ quantity [l] 
(sma1I.l amount 

The hall contained a l21 

As the examples suggest, it is usual for these open-class quantifiers to be 
modified by a quantifying adjective, the latter being obligatory in Standard 
English with deal. (On concord with open-class quantifiers, cf 10.43.) 

Although the quantity nouns lot, deal, etc look like the head of a noun 
phrase, there are grounds for arguing that the whole expression (a lot of, a 
good deal of, etc) functions as a determiner. Notably, the verb regularly has 
number concord with the second noun, >ather than the first, as in: 

Lots offobd was on the table. 
= There was lots offood on the table. 

Note [a] As with less an$ least, there is a tendency (esp in AmE) to use aniourrt for the more generally 
acceptable number also with count nouns, despite objections to this usage: 

There were large amounts oftourists on the ferry. 
This hall can seat a large amount ofpeople. 

[bl In familiar spoken English we find a wide rangeofquantifiers roughly synonymous with lots 

o/; eg: 
We've got bags of time. 

stacks of 
She's got heaps of money. 

{,oodsof I 
They have umpteen jazz records. 
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The use of articles with common nouns 

Specific and generic reference 
5.26 In discussing the use of the articles, we must distinguish between specific and 

generic reference. Compare sentences [l] and [2]: 

A lion and two tigers are sleeping in the cage. 
Tigers are dangerous animals. 

In [l]  the reference is SPECIFIC, since we have in mind particular specimens 
of the class 'tiger'. But if we say [2], the reference is GENERIC, since we are 
thinking of the class 'tiger' without specific reference to particular tigers. 

The distinctions between definite and indefinite, and between singular and 
plural, are important for specific reference. They tend to be less crucial for 
generic reference, because generic reference is used to denote the class or 
species generally. Consequently, the distinctions of number which apply to 
this or that member, or group of members, of the class are neutralized, being 
largely irrelevant to the generic concept. Singular or plural, definite or 
indefinite, can often be used without appreciable difference of meaning in 
generic contexts: 

A German is a eood musician. A tiaer I 
Germans 
The Germans The tiger 

A fourth possibility might even be included: 

The German is a good musician. 

But the slight differences between these various forms, and the reasons for 
preferring one to another, will be considered in 5.52ff. 

The use of articles with specific reference is summarized in Table 5.26: 

Table 5.26 Use of the articles with specific reference 

DEFINITE INDEFINITE 

COUNT NONCOUNT COUNT NONCOUNT 

SINGULAR the tiger the furniture a tiger (some) fun~itttre 

PLURAL the  tigers (some) tigers 

Only those choices italicized in this table are used for generic reference. At 
present we will concentrate on the specific use of the articles, which is much 
more frequent than the generic. 

Specific reference: definite and indefinite 

Uses of the definite article 
5.27 The definite article the is used to mark the phrase it introduces as definite, ie 

as 'referring to something which can be identified uniquely in the contextual 
or general knowledge shared by speaker and hearer'. The'something'referred 
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to may be any kind of noun phrase referent: a person (the girl), a group of 
people (thefiremen), an object (the lamp), a group of objects (the roses), an 
abstraction (the plan), a group of abstractions (the fears), etc. Moreover, the 
noun determined by the may have pre- or postmodification, by which the 
'something' identified by the may be more precisely specified, eg: 

the talllamp the lamp on the table 

Given that the use of the relies on shared knowledge, there are several 
ways in which the identity of the referent may be determined or 'recovered' 
by the hearer, as we shall see in 5.28ff. 

Note As elsewhere, when no distinction is necessary in this discussion of articles, 'speaker' subsumes 
'writer', and 'hearer' subsumes 'reader'. 

'(a) Immediate situation 
5.28 The term SITUATIONAL REFERENCE may be used to describe cases where the 

reference of the is derived from the extralinguistic situation. We first 
distinguish the used with reference to the IMMEDIATE situation: : 

The roses are very beautiful. [said in a garden] 
Have you visited the castle? [said in a given town] 
I missed both the lectures this morning. [said by one student to 

another] 
Have you fed the cat? [said in a domestic context] 
These are the pistons. [explaining the engine of a car] 

It is, of course, possible for the speaker to misjudge the knowledge of the 
hearer, in which case the hearer may need to seek clarification through a 
which- or what-question (with the nucleus on the wh-item): 

Have you fed the cat? WH~CH cat? 
Aren't the red roses lovely? WHAT red roses? 

Note In practice, since a speaker cannot always be surebf the hearer's state of knowledge, use of the 
involves a certain 'amount of guesswork. In fact, in some cases the assumption of shared 
knowledge is a palpable fiction. Notices such as Mindtheaepand Be~vareofthedog, for example, 
generally do not assume that the reader was previously aware of the hazards in question. 

(b) Larger situation (general knowledge) 
5.29 The identity of the referent may be evident from knowledge of the 'larger' 

situation which speaker and hearer share, eg: 

the Prime Minister the airlines the last war 

The larger situation may in fact be worldwide (the Pope), or be shared by all 
inhabitants of a country; eg in the United States, at a given time, virtually 
everyone will know which president is being referred to by the phrase the 
President. When it is as wide as this, the 'larger situation' is scarcely 
distinguishable from general knowledge and may extend, in extreme cases, 
to the whole planet or to the whole of human history. In the use of phrases 
like the sun there is the presupposition that, in our experience or fields of 
interest, there is only one such object. Similar examples are: 
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the North Pole the Equator the earth 
the moon the sea the sky 
the stars the universe the cosmos 
the zenith the nadir the Renaissance 
the Greek gods the Republic the Church 

There is a tendency for some nominal expressions following the to be written 
with initial caoitals. This is because such ex~ressions in effect have UNIQUE 
DENOTATION, and in this respect resemble proper nouns (cf 5.60fn. 

There is no clear dividing line between 'immediate' and 'larger' situations; - - 
instead, there is a scale of generality running from the most restricted to the 
least restricted sphere that can be envisaged: that of the whole universe of 
human knowledge. 

Note [a] Singular noun phrases having unique denotation include phrases referring to classes, groups, 
etc of human beings such as the following (cfcollective nouns, 5.108): 

the working class the proletariat 
the bourgeoisie the aristocracy 

Similar plural phrases include those referring to clans, tribes, races, etc: 
the Romans the Cordon Highlanders 
the masses the Italians 

The use of the in respect of the 'larger situation'overlaps with the generic use (cf 5.52fl. 
[b] Contrary to normal practice, there is no article before earth in the following expressions (cf 
5.41fl: 

come backldown to earth 
He's very down toearth. rdirect'] 
What on earth are you doing? 

(c) Anaphoric reference: direct 
5.30 The term ANAPHORIC REFERENCE is used where the uniqueness of reference 

of some phrase the X is supplied by information given earlier in the discourse 
(cf 12.6). We may distinguish two kinds of anaphora: direct and indirect. A 
definite noun phrase receives DIRECT anaphoric interpretation where the 
same noun head has already occurred in the text, and it is clear that a relation 
of coreference exists between the two noun phrases. (By COREFERENCE we 
understand a relation between the two noun phrases such that they have the 
same reference.) For example : 

John bought a TV and a video recorder, but he returned the video 
recorder. 

Here, as in other similar cases, there is a complementary role for the definite 
article and the indefinite article: the first reference to an object will ordinarily 
be indefinite; but once the object has been introduced into the discourse in 
this way, it can be treated as 'contextually known', and can thenceforward 
be referred to by means of the definite article. 

(d) Anaphoric reference: indirect 
5.31 INDIRECT ANAPHORA arises when a reference becomes part of the hearer's 

knowledge indirectly, not by direct mention, as in the example in 5.30, but 
by inference from what has already been mentioned: 

John bought a bicycle, but when he rode it one of the wheels 
came off. [l1 
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The wheels of the bicycle can be taken for granted in this sentence because 
(a) a bicycle has already been mentioned (ANAPHORA), and (b) we know that 
bicycles have wheels (GENERAL KNOWLEDGE). In this way, we can see that 
indirect anaphora combines two kinds of 'recoverability'. Another way to 
look at  it is to say that indirect anaphora combines anaphoric reference with 
cataphoric reference (cf 5.32); eg we understand the wheels in [l]  above to be 
an elliptical variant of the wheels of the bicycle. This latter explanation does 
not, as we shall see, apply to all such cases. 

Some further examples of indirect anaphora are the following. Once we 
have introduced the topic of a farm, we can go on to talk about the farmer, the 
farmhouse, the pigs, the barn, etc; once we have introduced the topic of an 
orchestralconcert, we can go on to talk about theprogramme, the audience, the 
conductor, the second oboe, etc. 

Consider finally these examples: 

I lent Bill a valuable book, but when he returned it, the cover was 
filthy, and thepages were torn. [21 

They got married in grand style. The bride wore a long brocade 
dress, and the bridesmaids wore pink taffeta. The organist 
played superb music, and the choir sang magnificently. [31 

In [3] the topic of 'a wedding' is introduced by means of the verb phrase got 
married (hence the bride, the bridesmaids); there is also the presumption of a 
church, and hence the organist, the choir. There is thus no easy way to explain 
the subsequent occurrences of the by means of ellipsis; to do so, it would be 
necessary to yostulate such long-winded phrases as [3a] : 

the bridesmaids who accompanied the bride when she got 
married U 4  

(e) Cataphoric reference 
5.32 By the CATAPHORIC use of the may be understood the use of the definite article 

in a context where what follows the hea? noun, rather than what precedes it, 
enables us to pinpoint the reference uniquely. 'Cataphoric' is therefore the 
opposite of 'anaphoric' reference. In practice, however, the cataphoric use of 
the definite article is limited to cases where the modification of the noun 
phrase restricts the reference of the noun, so that its referent is, for the 
purpose of the,discourse, uniquely defined. Thus, the italicized postmodifiers 
of the followirig nouns justify the use of the: 

The President of Mexico is to visit China. 
The girls sitting over there are my cousins. 

- l o f ~ r a n c e  The wines 
that Franceproduces are among the best in the world. [3] 

In principle, however, there is no difference between postmodification and 
premodification as a means of specifying reference. Compare: 

the President of Me.~ico 114 
the Mexican President [lbl 

Sometimes the definite noun phrase can be contrasted with an equivalent 
indefinite phrase. In such instances, the definite article is not in fact genuinely 
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cataphoric but entails some degree of anaphoric reference. Compare [4] and 
[4a] : 

The bicycle John bought has been stolen. [assumes unique 
reference; cfi John's bicycle] L41 

A bicycle John bought has been stolen. [cf: a bicycIeofJohn's, cf 
17.461 14al 

At other times, there is no such indefinite alternative, because the whole 
phrase has unique denotation, like the Equator (cf 5.29): 

the height of Mont Blanc the parents of Elvis Presley 
*a height of Mont Blanc *(some) parents of Elvis Presley 

Note It is not necessary to postulate that the expression [S] presupposes some unspoken preamble such 
as [5a] but, rather, such as [Sbl: 

the mud on your coat [S] 
There's some mudon your coat. [sal 
You know there's mud on your coat. [Sbl 

Contrast [6] with [6a]: 
How did you get the mud on your coat? 161 

Did you know you have { * ~ ~ ~ u d ] o n  your coat? &a1 

(f) Sporadic reference 
5.33 The is sometimes used in reference to an institution of human society. For 

example, in [l]  there aFe two possible interpretations of the theatre: 

My sister goes to the theatre every month. [ l]  

By situational reference, it may mean a particular theatre, say the Criterion 
Theatre, which my sister attends regularly. But a more likely meaning is that 
my sister does not necessarily confine her theatre-going to one building: the 
theatre refers, rather, to the theatre as an institution, so that it would be 
inappropriate to ask, in response to [l]: Which theatre? We call this the 
SPORADIC use of the, because reference is made to an institution which may 
be observed recurrently at various places and times. 

There is a similar use of the news, the radio, the television, the paper(s), the 
press, etc, referring to aspects of mass communication: 

Did you hear the ten o'clock news? 
in the paper(s) 

But with television or TV, there is also the possibility that the article will be 
omitted (cf 5.45). 

The concept of sporadic reference also extends to expressions referring to 
modern transport and communication, such as the bus, the train, thepost (esp 
BrE), the mail (esp AmE), the telephone: 

Mary took the buslthe train to London. OR: a busla train 
He promised that the letters would be in thepostlthe mail this 

evening. 
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In a temporal rather than spatial sense, sporadic reference may even be taken 
to apply to the optional use of the before words referring to seasons (eg: the 
wititer, cf 5.47), and to festivals, etc (the New Year, cf 5.67). 

Note [a] The  sporadic use of the is in certain instances close to the generic use of the (cJ'5.55J). 
Compare the use of the theatre in [I1 above with the generic sense of the theatre['drama as an art 
form'] in [2l: 

She's an expert on (the) (Elizabethan) theatre. I21 
Similarly: thenovel, the ballad, ((rre) dronla. 
[b] The contrast between situational and sporadic use is manifest in this pair of examples: 

There.s a vase of on the leleuision (set). 
{*te/wision. 

There's an interesting play on (the) telecision. 
[e] On the sporadic use of the in cases like the hdrber's, cf 5.125. 

(g) The 'logical' use of the 
5.34 We may reserve the term LOGICAL for cases where the uniqueness of the 

referent is to be explained not so much by knowledge of the world, as by 
appeal to the logical interpretation of certain words. These words are 
postdeterminers and adjectives whose meaning is inalienably associated with 
uniqueness: ordinals such asfirst; 'general ordinals' such as next and last (cf 
5.22); also same, only, sole; and superlative adjectives like best and largest: 

When is thejrstflight to Chicago tomorrow? [l] 
This is the only remaining copy. [2] 
Of the three newspapers we have in this city, this is the best. [31 

In  these cases the indefinite article or the zero article would generally be 
absurd: 

Ada and i have hobby. 

We must catch {*F} next bus. 

Note [a] The 'logical' usk of the is closely related to cataphoric reference. Compare [I] with [La]: 
When is theflight that leaves~frst for Chicago tomorrow? [lal 

[b] The occurrence of fixed phrases such as a bestfriend is possible in special contexts: eg if a 
child is always changing his or her best friend, one may refer to the current favourite as a new 
bestjriend. More freely, zero article may be used in front of fixed phrases such as: 

He was best man ['groomsman'] at the wedding. (c) He was { the best man } 
man for the job.) 

(h) The use of the with reference to body parts 
5.35 With reference to parts of the body and following a preposition, the is often 

used instead of possessive pronouns my, your, her, their (cf also the indefinite 
article, 5.36 Note), etc: 

Mary banged herself on theforehead. 
They pulled her by the hair. 
Everyone gave us a pat on the back. 
Don't keep digging me in the ribs. 
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In these examples, the personal pronoun or noun referring to the 'possessor' 
of the body part is the object, and the body part is a prepositional complement. 
There are virtually synonymous clauses in which the body part is preceded 
by a possessive pronoun, and functions as object: 

him by the hand. 
I {his hand. 

It is often possible, though sometimes unidiomatic, to use a possessive 
pronoun in place of the: 

I shook him by his hand. [lbl 
He kissed her on her cheek. 
She patted him on his shoulder. 

l1 In other cases the 'possessor' phrase is subject of the clause: 

My mother complains of a pain in thelher hip. 
The wanted man has a scar on'thelhis left cheek. 

1; 1 Alternatively, the 'possessor' may be implied rather than stated: 

The doctor diagnosed a fracture of the collarbone. 
Many patients in the hospital suffered from a disease of the liver. 

But such constructions are not exceptions to the general rule that the refers to 
what is uniquely identified by shared knowledge. There is no unclarity in any 
of these cases as to the identity of the body in question. 

The restriction of this use of the to prepositional complements means that 
the possessive pronoun, rather than the, has to be used in such examples as: 

I I Have you broken your arm? NOT: *Have you broken the arm? 

A further restriction is that the possessive pronoun must be used if the body 
part does not refer to what is denoted by the direct object: 

with her leji hand. 
She the {?with the left hand. 

One factor which could make [2a] acceptable, and indeed nonnal, is the 
interpretation 'she is left-handed'. Similarly: 

She kicks the ball with the leftjbot (because she is left-footed). 

l i With such an interpretation, the is normal, but the rule is not absolute. 

Note [a] There can be a slight difference of meaning between the construction illustrated by [l]  and 
by lla]. The following appear to be synonymous: 

They grabbed { him by the arm. 
[31 

his arm. f3al 
But one can imagine a grisly context in which [3a] refers to an arm severed from the body; this 
context could not apply to 131. 
Ibl It is difficult to eeneralize about cases of the above constructions. Some are purely idiomatic: . . - 

She looked me in the eye and told me the whole story. [but not here: looked in my eye, 
although this is what a doctor will do at an examination of the eye] 

Further semantic factors are the following: 
(i) The use of the is preferred when the reference is to unpleasant conditions of the body (eg 
aches, pains, wounds): 
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haw a cold in the head have spies on the hroin 
be red in tlrejace be onned to teeth 

(ii) This use applies only to parts of the body, and cannot usually be extended to things which 
are worn: 

They seized him by the throot/tlre beordltltecollor/?tlrejacket. 
Moreover, only those verbs which can take the personal direct object without the prepositional 
phrase can occur in this construction : 

He kickedlhitltapped me on the shin. I'He kicked etcmy shin.'But not: *He stepped me on 
the toes; *He stepped my toes.] 

[c] Outside the above conditions, the issometimes used instead of possessives in a masculine 
style'of speech: 

How's the back? [referring to an injury] 
Let's have a look at thearm. [This is also what a doctor, ofeither sex. might say to a patient.1 

Related to this usage is the habit of some men of referring to their wives, or children, by the 
(informal) : 

How's the ) v @ ' ?  [normally: your ~vije] 
Wait till I tell the w$e about it! [normally: my ~vi/e] 
How are the childrenlkids? 

Note also (familiar) : 
How's theold man? ['your husband/father'] 

[d] On other uses of the (eg: themore the nrerrier; 4Omilestorhegollon), cjll.43. 

Uses of the indefinite article 
5.36 The indefinite article is notionally the 'unmarked' article in the sense that it 

is used (for singular count nouns) where the conditions for the use of the do 
not obtain. That is, a/an X will be used where the reference of X is not 
uniquely identifiable in the shared knowledge of speaker and hearer. Hence 
a/an is typically used when the referent has not been mentioned before, and 
is assumed to be unfamiliar to the speaker or hearer: 

An intruder has stolen a vase. The intruder stole the vase from a locked 
case. The case was smashed open. 

As we see from this (unusually explicit) example, the indefinite article, in 
contrast to the definite article, makes no assumptions about an earlier 
mention. But in actual usage the distinction may be less overt. For example, 
a conversation may begin as [l]  or as [la]: 

A house on the corner is for sale. 
The houselon the corner is for sale. 

The only difference in meaning is that, in [la], the speaker presupposes that 
the hearer will know which house is meant (perhaps because there is only 
one such house), whereas, in [l], no such assumption is implied. 

Unlike the definite article, the indefinite article does not signal coreference 
with a preceding indefinite noun phrase. In sentence [2], the speaker does not 
claim that the two watches are the same (although he.may be obliquely 
suggesting that such is the case): 

Bob lost agold watch yesterday, and Bill was wearing a gold 
watch this morning. [21 

But if the second a gold lvatch is changed to thegold watch, the claim is made 
that the two watches are indeed identical, and that (probably) Bill is a thief. 
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Note The indefinite article, like the definite article (cf5.35). is sometimes used with body parts: 
Sally has sprained on ankle. [31 
He's broken a leg. [41 
BUT NOT: 'Roger has hurt a nose. [S] 

Alan cannot be used unless the body has more than one of the body parts mentioned; hence 151 
is absurd in implying that Roger has more than one nose. Even when the body part is not unique, 
the possessive pronoun is the usual choice (cj5.35): 

Sally has sprained her ankle. [3al 
He's broken hisleg. 144 
I've cut myfinger. 

Nonreferring uses of the indefinite article 
5.37 The indefinite article is strongly associated with the complement function in 

a clause, or more generally with noun phrases in a copular relationship (cl  
2.22, 10.8). Here it has a descriptive role (similar to that of predicative 
adjectives), rather than a referring role: 

Paganini was a great violinist. . 

My daughter is training as a radiologist.' 
We found Lisbon (to be) a delightful city. 
What a miserable day (it is)! (cf 11-31) 

Whereas the indefinite article is required in the previous examples, there is 
vacillation in the following cases (cf'unique role', 5.42): 

her duties as (a) hostess 
my appointment as (a) lecturer 
Jung as (a) thinker 

Sometimes alan is nonreferring in a stronger sense; it may not refer to 
anything in reality at  all: 

Leonard wants to marry a princess who speaks five languages. 

From this sentence, we cannot tell whether Leonard knows a certain princess 
and wants to marry her, or whether he has simply laid down exceptionally 
stringent qualifications for his future wife. For all we know, there may be no 
princess who speaks five languages in existence. 

Note Although alan is used for descriptive exclamations such as What ajool (he is)!, there is also an 
exclamatory use of the in Thejool!, The silly boy!, etc. Such expressions often accompany a 
declarative clause, and are added as a parenthesis (intonation remaining at a low pitch): 

John is getting into D ~ T ,  the idiot! 
My D.iucffle4 the little o i~ l ing l  ha's broken the ~+l(ironic) 

There is a related type of descriptive exclamation in which a noun phrase with theor zero article 
is followed by that and a subject and verb (normally be): 

(The) fool that he is! 
On the exclamatory use of pronouns (Silly me!, Youjool!, etc), cj6.20. 

The indefinite article and the numeral one 
5.38 The indefinite article derives historically from the unstressed form of one, 

and in present-day English there are still many contexts in which this 
numerical function is uppermost. Thus one could be substituted as a slightly 
emphatic equivalent of a in the following coordinate constructions (cf 5.21): 
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a mile or two cf: one or two miles (10.41 Note [b]) 
The Wrights have two daughters and a son. 
a foot and a halfof water cf: one and a hayfeel (5.73 Note [b]) 

The following are other examples in which one could replace alan, and where 
the adjective single can add an intensifying force to the indefinite article (or 
one) : 

Mungo can walk forty miles in a (single) day. 
They didn't stop talking for a (single) moment. 
There's not a (single) pickled onion in the house. 

Alan often occurs in this quasi-numerical sense following a negative (cf 
10.62). 

Note [a] The use of the indefinite article in a numerical or quantifying function is perhaps most 
obvious in its occurrence in such expressions as (cf 6.65): 

a hundred, a dozen, a score, a thousand, a n~illiort, a milliori and a ha[j['1,500,000'], a quarterla 
tlvel/rh of + noun 

Other uses are seen in quantifiers (cf 5.23f, 6.53) such as a f i i ~ :  a little, a great nmny, a large 
number of, etc; also in measure phrases (cf5.18) such as: 

halfan hour, ten dollars a day, sixty miles an hour. three tinles a minute, etc 
[b] In addition to being a numeral. one also has substitute and generic functions. But in the use 
of  the indefinite article in a generic.sense (A tiger can be dangerolrs), alan cannot be replaced by 
one (cf 6.56). 

Uses of the zero article 

The zero article compared with unstressed some 
5.39 With plural count nouns and with noncount nouns, the indefinite article does 

not occur (cf 5.13f ). The zero article is used instead : 

Have you ever eaten roasted chestnuts? 
Milk is good for you. 
Do you likeyolk music? 

But the plural or noncount equivalent of alan is sometimes the unstressed 
determiner some /sam/. Contrast: 

some melon. 
?melons. 

She has become a vegetarian. 1 
They have become 

*some vegetarians. 

In the negative, unstressed any is the equivalent of some (but cf 10.59 Note 
[b]), so that a contrast may be observed between [3] and [4]: 

I haven't bought any books. 
{?bookS. ] 
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vegetarians. 
They haven't become 

The difference between the uses of zero and of some may be summarized 
as follows. Unstressed some, although it is sometimes considered a plural 
article, actually keeps its quantifying function, and indicates reference to  a 
specifiable (though indefinite) quantity or amount. (Thus in [l], the speaker 
does not tell us the number of melons, but in principle the number could be 
found out.) The zero article, in contrast, indicates simply the category of the 
objects, etc referred to. So vegetarians in [4] names a category of persons, and 
the sentence simply indicates that the people referred to by they belong to 
that category. 

Note The zero article may he usid instead of sorile, particularly if a contrast is implied prosodically : 
I've just bought MEwns (but not grapes). [ lal  
I haven't bought adoKs(but I've bought magazines), W 

5.40 Sometimes some and zero are both acceptable; in other cases one of them is 
less acceptable, or even quite unacceptable. In the following two examples, 
some would be unacceptable: 

These shoes are made of leather. 
I've always preferred coffee to tea. 

In [l], the speaker is merely interested in the type of material of which the 
shoes are made: the quantity is irrelevant. In [2], the interest focuses on the 
two types of drink, and it is irrelevant to consider particular quantities. 

In other cases, the introduction of some would necessitate a sharp difference 
in meaning, eg: 

Joe's been chasing women ever since he was young. [31 

In [3], some women would produce the incongruous impression that Joe has 
been steadfastly chasing the same group of women, rather than that he is an  
incorrigible Don Juan. 

The distinction we have to draw, then, is between ~ ~ ~ C A T E G O R I A L  meaning 
of zero, and the QUANTITATIVE meaning of some. It can now be seen that the 
generic meaning of the zero article, as in Tigers arefierce animals (cf 5.26), is 
no more than a special variant of this categorial meaning. But it is still worth 
separating generic reference, where we could substitute all tigers with little 
change of effect, from the specific categorial reference of sentences like [3], 
where clearly there is no claim that all women have been chased by Joe (cj  
5.56). 

As has already been hinted, the choice between zero and some is sometimes 
more a matter of focus than of clear contrast of meaning. There are many 
situations in which either choice could be made, with only a minor alteration 
of the force. Compare: 

Would you like (some) coffee or (some) tea? 
I've been writing (some) letters this morning. 
We have just received (some) news from Moscow. 

The variant without some will focus on the category as a whole; eg [4] is 
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asking about two kinds of drink, and 151 is concerned with a kind of activity, 
viz the activity of writing letters. But when some is added, the focus changes 
to whatever quantities of tea and coffee, or of letters, that the speaker has in 
mind. 

The zero article with definite meaning 
5.41 Apart from proper nouns, nouns take the zero article with definite meaning 

only in rather special circumstances, as described in 5.42ff. 

Noun phrases in a copular relation 
5.42 Unlike many other languages, English normally requires an article with a 

singular count noun as complement (cf 5.37): 

an engineer. the secretary. 
is {*engineer. secretary. 

There is, however, one circumstance in which the zero article occurs in such 
constructions: this is where the complement (or an equivalent appositive 
noun phrase) names a UNIQUE ROLE or task. As the following examples show, 
in such cases the zero article alternates with the: 

Maureen is (the) captain of the team. [l] 
John F. Kennedy was (the) President ojthe United States in 1961. [2] 
As (the) chairman of the committee, I declare this meeting closed. [3] 
They've appointed Fred (the) treasurer, and no doubt he will soon 

become (the) secretary. [41 
Anne Martin, (the) star of the TVseries and (the) author of a well- 

known book on international cuisine, has resigned from her post 
on the Consumer Council. l51 

The copular relation signalled by as (cf 9.48) is illustrated in [31, and the 
copular relation of apposition (cf 17.65ff) is illustrated in [5] .  In each of these 
examples, it is implied that only one person holds the particular position 
mentioned. 

Note [a] Here we may also place examples where the appositional noun phrase indicating a unique 
role or task is placed first: 

FBIChiefJ. Edgar Hwver 161 
Chelsea centreLfonvard Milton Smith [7] 

With restrictive apposition Id, 71, the article is generally omitted, whereas in nonrestrictive 
apposition [7a](cf 17.68). it is not: 

the Chelsea centre-forward, Milton Smith P4 
There is a gradient linking the former construction to the institutional use of titles, as in King 
George, Chairman Mao, Doctor Smith. But the use of more elaborate phrases of this kind 
preceding a name is characteristic of the journalistic style sometimes known as 'Timestyle', 
because of its association with Time magazine. 
[b] The complement of turn (cf 16.22) is exceptional in having zero article even where there is 
no implication of uniqueness: 

Jenny started out as a music student before she turnedlinguist. BUT: . . . before she became a 
li~rguist. 

[C] Becausea unique role is implied, thedefinite article isgenerally omitted followingexpressions 
such as the post ul, thepositio~i oj, and the role of: 

After declining the post of Secretary of State, he nevertheless found himself taking on the 
role of u~ioficialadvi.er to the President. 
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[d] Determiners (the, your, etc) are frequently omitted in official forms, eg: 
Please send the stipulated items, viz: 
(i) birth certificate 
(ii) passport 

(iii) correctfie 
Compare the omission of articles in headlines (1 1.45f ). 

Noun phrases with sporadic reference 
5.43 We have already mentioned (cf 5.33) the use of the in noun phrases with 

'sporadic' definite reference, as in the radio, the theatre. In other cases, 
however, the sporadic use has become so institutionalized that the article is 
not used. We distinguish, under this heading, a number of different categories 
of zero article usage which are 'frozen' as part of idiomatic usage. 

(a) Some 'institutions' of human life and society 
5.44 Certain nouns have the zero article, especially as complement of at, in, and 

on in quasi-locative phrases: thus someone may be in church, but not *in 
library. We call them 'quasi-locative' because, although they appear to have 
locative meaning, their function is rather more abstract (cf: the theatre, 5.33). 
In such contexts, nouns such as college, church, etc do not refer to actual 
buildings or places, but to the institutions associated with them: to be in 
prison, for example, is to be a prisoner, not a casual visitor; to go to sea is to 
follow the occupation of a sailor; see the left-hand column below. In the 
right-hand column we illustrate the same nouns as used with the in situational 
or cataphoric reference: 

Compare : 
The townlthe city is very old. 

bein) 
lie down on the bed 

hospital (BrE) redecorate the hospital go to 
prison, jail walk around the prisonlthe jail 
class (esp AmE) The class works hard. 

1: ;;) {,:F (cf 9.17) 
visit the school 
look out towards the sea 

be in/be at church admire the church 
go to college the gates of the college 

Note [a] Other related phrases are the following, some of which show variation in the use of article: 
get out of bed 
during (the) breaklrecess 
be inlreturn to camp 
live on/ofT(the) campus 
be on/otT(the) stage 
at (the)court [royal palace]; in (the) court [law court]; The case was settled out of court; take 

someone to court 
come/go/leave home; be (at) home; feel at lrotire (cf5.51) 

With uniuersity, the article is optional in BrE in the expressions be allgo to (the) rmiversity, 
whereas AmE requires the definite article (as also with hospital in AmE: 'He's in the hospital.'). 
[b] The article is sometimes left out also when the reference is to the building, not the institution : 

I walked straight back into/ta schoul. 
She's at  church, arranging flowers. 

In AmE, and increasingly in BrE, the article is often omitted in expressions like: 
in the center of town, the buszess part of tobwi 
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(b) Means of transport and communication 
5.45 This type is confined to zero article following by; but the same nouns can be 

used elsewhere with 'sporadic' the (cf 5.33): 

Compare : 
bicycle take the bicycle 

travel bus be on the bus 
leave prefer the car 
come choose the boat 
g0 train take a/the train 

be on the plane 

I radio 
telephone, telex 

communicate/communication by post (esp BrE) 
mail (esp AmE) 
satellite 

Compare: 

a talk on the radio 
Jill is on the telephone. 
put a letter in the post 
send it through the mail 
The satellite is replacing cable TV. 

Also: by hand(cf 5.51,9.49 Note [a]). 

(c) Times of day and night 
5.46 These take a zero article particularly after at, by, after, and-before: 

at dawnldaybreak 
when day breaks 
at sunrise [AmE also: at sunup] ,. 
at sunset [AmE also: at sundown] 
atlaround noonlmidnight 
at duskltwilight 
atlby night 
(by) day and night 
before morning came 
Evening approached. 
after nighi$aIl/dark ' 

DaylNight came; day by day (cf 5.50); 
all day/night/week/year (long) (cf 
8.63 Note [b]) 

Compare: 
watch the dawn 
during the day 
The sunrise was splendid. 
We admired the sunset. 
in the afternoon 
see nothing in the dusk 
wake up in the night 
in the daytime 
in/during the morning 
in the evening 
all through the night 

(d) Seasons 
5.47 The article is usually, but not always, omitted when referring to seasons 

generally, as distinct from referring to a particular part of a particular year 
(cf temporal names, 5.67): 

(The) winter is coming. 
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in (the) spring/summer 
in (the) autumn (esp BrE) [Fall in AmE has the article: in the fall] 

But with reference to a particular season, the article is included: 

The siring o f  last year was cold. 
T~~~~~~ '''E) befire last was unusually busy. 
The autumn (esp BrE) 

Note the difference between [ l ]  denoting calendar time and [2] denoting 
seasonal climate: 

The winter of I963 was an exciting time. 
Winter in 1963 was not like this last winter. 

(e) Meals 
5.48 The zero article is in general use for meals as an institution [l], but the can be 

used for meals that need to be singled out [2] : 

Where are we having dinner tonight? 
The dinner after his retirement party was quite lavish. 

Examples of the zero article for the meal as an institution which recurs day 
by , day: ") (breakfast 

brunch, cocktails (both esp in US) 
before tea (esp in U K )  
after lunch, dinner 
at/for supper 

Often, however, the and the zero article are virtually interchangeable: 

That day, (the) lunch was served on the terrace. 

The indefinite article is used for a particular meal: 

We had a nice dinner, just the two of us. 

(0 Illnesses 
5.49 The zero article is normally used for illnesses, eg: anaemia, appendicitis, 

diabetes, influenza, pneumonia. But the is often used, in a more traditional 
style of speech, for some well-known infectious diseases: (the) flu, (the) 
measles, (the) mumps, (the) chickenpox; also (the) hiccups. On the plural form 
of mumps, etc, cf 5.75. 

Note [a] The articlecannot normally beomitted withthelaplague, norwithsome popular, nontechnical 
expressions such as thebends, thejitters, thela bellyache (familiar). Except in the fixed expression 
catcl1 cold, the indefinite article is required with cold, fever, and tenlperature: 

Our daughter had a terriblecold last week. 

I have ( ~ ~ ~ ~ r a t U , e e )  so h staying in bed today. 

[b] Headache is always a count noun: 
I have a splittingl~eadache this morning. 

Other nouns formed from ache are treated as noncount when they denote a condition: 
Nutsgive me toothache. 
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When they denote a single attack or pain, they are usually count in AmE and noncount in BrE: 
On and suffers lrom ~ s ~ o ~ ) I ~ c ~ ~ ~ c ~ J c .  (esp AmE) 

{(,hr) . ~ t o m a ~ l ~ o d ~ .  (esp BrE) 

Parallel structures 
5.50 There is a tendency to omit the article, even with singular count nouns, where 

two nouns are placed together in a parallel structure: 

arm in arm face to face day by day 
hand in hand eye to eye teaspoonful by teaspoorlful 
mile upon mile back to back side by side 

Sometimes the same noun is repeated after a preposition, as in the above 
examples; at other times, one noun is balanced against arother noun of 
contrasting meaning: 

from jather to son 
husband and wge 
from right to left OR: from the right to the left 
from west to east OR: from the west to the east 
from beginning to end OR: from the beginning to the end 

Phrases with the noun repeated typically have an adverbial function: 

ace toface. 
They talked I/ man to man. They stood (g~;~",'d eyeball. 

I t  can be argued that the nouns have no article because they have largely lost 
their independent nominal status. We note, in support of this, that variation - - 
in the number, determination, or modification of these nouns is normally 
impossible : 

*They talked old man to young man. 
*They stood toes to toes. 

Such parallel structures are, therefore, virtually idioms exemplifying 'frozen' 
article use. 

There is one construction, however, in which the parallel structure with 
zero article is productive of new instances. This is where the two nouns are 
coordinated, and particularly where the coordination is emphasized by a 
correlative such as both. . .and or neither. . . nor (cf 13.35Jr): 

The birth took place this morning, and both (the) mother and (the) 
child are doing well. 

They pitched camp between a small winding river and a ridge 
covered with brushwood; but neither (the) river nor (the) brushwood 
afforded the protection they needed in the event of attack. 

Fixed phrases involving prepositions 
5.51 In addition to adverbial phrase idioms such as hand in hand, face to face, 

there are other idioms in which nouns with a zero article occur before or after 
a preposition. Some of the prepositional phrases considered in 5.44fl(such as 
at home, by hand) fall into this category, and to them we may add further 
examples such as on foot, in turn, out of step. 

Many complex prepositions (cf 9.1 l) also contain nouns without an article: 
on top of, by way of, etc; and there are also idioms in which a verb is followed 
by a noun with zero article and (often) by a preposition: take advantage oj; 
setfire to, get word of, etc (cf16.58). Such uses of nouns are iixed phrases, as 
can be seen in their lack of article and number contrast: 

advantage 

*advantages 

The articles in generic reference 

5.52 Earlier (cf 5.26) it was noted that all three major forms of article (the, alan, 
and zero) may be used generically to refer to the members of a class in toto : 

The bull terrier makes an excellent watchdog. 
A bull terrier makes an excellent watchdog. 
Bull terriers make excellent watchdogs. 

Of the possible combinations of the articles with singular and plural, the one 
which does not occur with count nouns - that of the zero article with the 
singular form - is the only possibility which occurs with noncount nouns: 

Velvet makes an excellent curtain material. [21 

It should not, however, be assumed that the three options [la], [lb], and [lc] 
are in free variation. One difference between them is that, whereas the [la] 
keeps its generic function in nonsubject positions in the sentence, alan [ l  b], 
and to a lesser extent zero [lc], tend to lose their generic function in these 
positions: 

the medieval mystery play. [ W  
Nora has been studying a medievalmysteryplay. [%l 

medieval mystery plays. Pc1 

Of these, only [3a] refers to mystery plays as a genre; [3b] refers to only one 
play; and [3c] is most likely to refer only to a subset of them. We consider 
other differences below. 

l Note One cannot replace a in the generic sense, as in [I  b] (cf 5.38 Note [b]). 

The generic use of the indefinite article 
5.53 The generic use of alan picks out ANY REPRESENTATIVE MEMBER OF THE CLASS. 

Thus any can be substituted for alan in examples like: 

1 The best way to learn a language is to live among its speakers. 

Generic alan is therefore restricted in that it cannot be used in attributing 
properties which belong to the class or species as a whole. Thus: 
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The tiger is 
Tigers are becoming almost extinct. l 
BUT NOT: *A tiger is becoming almost extinct. 

The generic use of the zero article 
5.54 The generic use of zero article with both plural nouns and noncount nouns 

identifies the class considered as an UNDIFFERENTIATED WHOLE (cf 5.39S): 

Cigarettes are bad for your health. 
Hydrogen is lighter than oxygen. 
Necessity is the mother of invention. 
Research shows that it is the elderly who are the prime victims of 

injarion. 
Hunger and violence will continue to mark the future of mankind/ 

humanity. 

We consider the use of the zero article with noncount abstract nouns in 5.58f 

Note When it has the meaning of 'the human race' rather than 'a male human being', nron and its 
synonym mankind are used generically without the article: 

This book is an attempt to trace the history of "lan. 
{mankind. 

Man meaning 'human being' (antonym: beasf) and its plural nlen may also be used in the same 
way. Thus: 

A nlan is a social animal 1 
Men have been on this planet for over a million years. 

Man and wonran meaning 'the malelfemale part of the human race' are now less often used in a 
eeneric sense: 

Woman is the glory of all created existence. (S. Richardson) 
Because ofobjections to thegeneric useof man, other expressionsareoften preferred: hre~ronnki~rd. 
the human race, etc. 

Parallel structures make a special case (cJ5.50); note that mar1 and ~t~a,~natr, rtrurr urtd n.i/l. do 
not refer to the human race: 

Man and rabbit hisplay remarkably similar features in mating behaviour. 
But the following is unacceptable except in technical: scientific use: 

'Rabbit displays similar features to ntan. 

The generic use of the definite article 

With singular noun phrases 
5.55 The is rather limited in its generic function. With singular heads, it is often 

formal or literary in tone, indicating THE CLASS AS REPRESENTED BY ITS 

TYPICAL SPECIMEN: 

A great deal of illness originates in the mind. 
No one knows precisely when the wheelwas invented. 
My colleague has written a book on the definite article in Spanish. 
Marianne plays the harp very well. 

As the last example shows, names of musical instruments and also dances 
usually take the definite article: 

play the violin [but: play baseball], dancing the samba 
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When the noun refers toaclassof human beings, the typifying connotation 
of generic the can sound inappropriate,: 

?The Welshman is a good singer. [c$ Welshmen are good singers.] 
?The doctor is well paid. [cf: Doctors are well paid.] 
?As the child grows, it develops a wider range of vocabulary. 

It is more appropriate when used to identify the typical characteristics of a 
class in terms of personality, appearance, etc: 

He spoke with the consummate assurance and charm of the success&l 
Harley Street surgeon: 

I 
1 

Note [a] Another determinative word sometimes used with a typifying geneyc force is your (cf 5.63 
Note [cl): 

l Your average football supporter is not interested in comfort. 
In contrast to the, this use of your is associated with familiar speech; but it resembles the in its 

I focus on the 'typical specimen' of the class. 
[b] Ambiguity may occur over the generic/speclfic interpretation: 

I A : The president is too powerful. 
B: Which president? 

i A: No, I mean presidents in general. 

t l With plural noun phrases 
5.56 Generic the occurs with plural noun phrases in two special cases: 

(a) Nationality nouns, ie noun phrases referring to the peopleof anationality, 
an ethnic grout). etc. en: the Chinese, the English (cf 7.25) - .  

(b) Phrases with an adjective head referring to a group of people, eg: the 
unemployed ['people who are unemployed], the blind, the rich, etc (cf 7.24) 

In other cases, the + plural noun cannot be used for generic reference. 
Thus the following sentences are not acceptable in a generic sense: 

*The wolves are carnivorous. Wolves are . . . 
*The hydrogen is lighter than the oxygen. u Hydrogen is . . . 

In scientific descriptions, however, we may find expressions like the rodents 
(referring to the whole order Rodentia). 

It is arguable, in fact, that instances of (a) and (b) are not truly generic, 
either. Rather, they are plural phrases with unique denotation because (like 
the masses, the fairies, the clergy, the Saints, etc) they designate a uniquely 
identifiable group of people. Hence there is a marked contrast between the 
(generic plural) in [l] and the (generic singular) in [la]: 

The Romans defeated the Carthaginians in 202 BC. 111 
?The Roman defeated the Carthaginian in 202 BC. [lal 

[l] is acceptable in comparison with [la], because the Romans and the 
Carthaginians refer collectively to a group of people, rather than to a typical 
specimen. The Romans is thus a generalization (like the mathematicians, the 
teenagers, the birds, etc in similar use), whereas the Roman implies a generic 
statement. Nevertheless, it will be convenient to apply the term 'generic' to 
both the singular and plural uses. 

With nationality nouns, there is a distinction to be drawn in many cases 
between the generic nouns (with invariable plural) ending in -ish, -sh, or -ch, 
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a n d  the  nongeneric nouns ending in -man in the singular and -men in the 
plural (both forms pronounced /man/). Compare: 

The Welshare fond of singing. [generic] 
Welshmen'are fond of  singing. [generic] 
The Welshmen are fond of singing. [specific] 

T h e  forms ending in -me? are subject to the general tendency to  disfavour 
words o f  masculine bias (cf 5.105), and if a sexually neutral expression is 
sought, Welshmen in [2b], for example, may be replaced by Welsh people. 
There is also the feminine term Welshwomen, etc but this type of word is rare 
o r  nonexistent in some cases, eg: *Jirewoman, *fieshwoman. 

W i t h  other nationalities, the distinction between generic and specific 
nationality nouns does not arise: 

The Finns are fond of sport. [generic] 
Finns are  fond of sport. [generic] 
The Finns Zknow are fond of sport. [specific] 

I n  the  following section, we give specimens of the various kinds of words for 
people a n d  nationality. 

5.57 Some nationality words 

NAME OF SPECIFIC REFERENCE 

COUNTRY, ETC 
REFERENCE 

SINGULAR PLURAL PLURAL 

(i) 
China Chinese a Chinese [a] Chinese the Chinese 
Japan Japanese a Japanese Japanese the Japanese 
Portugal Portuguese a Portuguese Portuguese the Portuguese 
Switzerland Swiss a Swiss Swiss the Swiss 
Vietnam Vietnamese a Vietnamese Vietnamese the Vietnamese 

(ii) l 

Iraq 'lraqi an Iraqi Iraqis the Iraqis 
Israel Israeli an Israeli Israelis the Israelis 
Pakistan Pakistani a Pakistani Pakistanis the Pakistanis 

(iii) 
Africa 
America 
Asia 
Australia 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Europe 
Germany 
Greece 
Hungary 
India 
Italy 
Norway 
Russia 

African 
American 
Asian 
Australian 
Belgian 
Brazilian 
European 
German 
Greek [c] 
Hungarian 
Indian 
Italian 
Norwegian 
Russian 

an African 
an American 
an Asian 
an Australian 
a Belgian 
a Brazilian 
a European 
a German [b] 
a Greek 
a Hungarian 
an Indian 
an Italian 
a Norwegian 
a Russian 

Africans 
Americans 
Asians 
Australians 
Belgians 
Brazilians 
Europeans 
Germans [b] 
Greeks 
Hungarians 
Indians 
Italians 
Norwegians 
Russians 

the Africans 
the Americans 
the Asians 
the Australians 
the Belgians 
the Brazilians 
the Europeans 
the Germans 
the Greeks 
the Hungarians 
the Indians 
the Italians 
the Norwegians 
the Russians 

NAME OF SPECIFIC REFERENCE ~ ~ ~ , " ~ ~ c E  
COUNTRY, ETC 

SlNGULAR PLURAL PLURAL 

Argentina Argentinian an Argentinian Argentinians the Argentinians 
(the) Argentine Argentine an Argentine Arerentines the Argentines i v )  

(v) 
Denmark Danish a Dane Danes the DanesIDanish 
Finland Finnish a Finn Finns the FinnsIFinnish 
Poland Polish a Pole Poles the Poles/Polish 
Saudi Arabia Saudi a Saudi Saudis/ the Saudis/ 

(Arab~an) (Arabian) Saudi Saudi Arab~ans 
Arabians 

Arab [dl an Arab Arabs the Arabs 
Spain Spanish a Spaniard Spaniards the Spaniards1 

~ G n i s h  ' 
Sweden Swedish a Swede Swedes the Swedes/ 

Swedish 

( 4  cf Note [e] 
England English an Englishman Englishmen the English 
France French a Frenchman Frenchmen the French 
Holland, the Dutch a Dutchman Dutchmen the Dutch 

Netherlands 
Ireland Irish an Irishman Irishmen the Irish 
Wales Welsh a Welshman Welshmen the Welsh 

(vii) . . 
Britaln British a Briton [fl Britons the British 

(viii) 
Scotland Scots [g] a Scotsman [e] Scotsmen the Scots 

Scottish a Scot Scots 
(Scotch) (a Scotchman) (Scotchmen) (the Scotch) 

i Note [a] Chinaman is rare in educated use. 

i 
[bl The segment -man in German is not a gender suffix (as in Englishman); consequently there are 
no *Germen or 'Gerwomen. 

! [cl Grecian is chiefly used of Ancient Greece, and tends to refer toobjectsor abstractions, rather 
than to people: a Grecian urn. 
Id] Arab is the racial and political term (the Arab nations, etc). Arabic is used of language and 

1 1  

literature, as well as in Arabic numerals(as opposed to Roman numerals). Arobia(n) is associated 
with the geographical area of the Arabian peninsula (c/: Saudi Arabia). 
[el Terms such as Englirhman/Englisl~men are included here because of their ability to be used 
generically for the inhabitants of the country (but cf 5.56); there are corresponding feminine j terms Englishwoman, etc, but these are rarely used. 
[fl Britisher and Brit are colloquial variants of Briton. The use of Briton is more restricted than 

I j Englishman, Scot, and Welshman with specific reference. Because of the homophony of Briton 
; I : a and Britain, a spoken sentence beginning eg: 'An old Briton. . .'is likely to be misunderstood. 

[g] The inhabitants of Scotland themselves prefer Scots and Scottish to Scotch, which however 
is commonly used in such phrases as Scotch terrier, Scorch ~vl~isky, Scotch eggs, Scotch pancakes. 
In contrast, Scottish denotes nationality and geographical area, rather than type: the Scattislz 

l 
universities, the Scottish Highlands, a Scottish/Scots accent. 
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[h] In cases where there is a language with a name related to a nationality word, the adjective 
form is used for the language (cf5.58 Note): 

She speaks Chinese, Norwegian, Polislr, Irish, etc. 

The articles with abstract noncount nouns 
5.58 Abstract nouns tend to be count or noncount according to whether they refer 

to unitary phenomena (such as events) on the one hand, or to states, qualities, 
activities, etc on the other. The following illustrate typical count abstract 
nouns : 

meeting - meetings 
arrival 7 arrivals 
discovery - discoveries 

The following are typical noncount abstract nouns (cf also the list in 5.9): 

employment, happiness, honesty, literature, sleep 

But the same abstract nouns can often switch between count and noncount 
use (cf dual class membership, 5.4): 

She showed me I much kindness. 
many kindnesses. 

Society must be changed by 
a revolution. 

In English, noncount abstract nouns usually have no article when used 
generically: 

My favourite subject is history/French/mathematics/music . . . 
Happiness is often the product of honesty and hard work. 
Theory must go hand in hand withpractice. 

Normally thd zero article also occurs.when the noncount abstract noun is 
premodified: ' 

She's studying European history. [l] 

But when the same noun is postmodified, especially by an of-bhrase, the 
definite article normally precedes it: 

l 

She's studying *history of Europe. 
the history of Europe. 

We thus find typical contrasts of the following kind: 

human evolution - the evolution of man 
medieval art - the art of the Middle Ages 
Oriental philosophy - the philosophy of the Orient 
18th century morality - the morality of the 18th century 

It appears that the cataphoric the is added in examples like [lb] because 
the effect of the ofphrase is to single out a particular subclass of the 
phenomenon denoted by the noun, and thereby to change a generic meaning 
into aspecific or partitive one. In this connection, we notice a slight difference 
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between [l]  and [Ib]: whereas [Ib] implies that she is studying the history of 
Europe as a whole, [ l ]  allows the interpretation that she is studying only some 
aspects of European history or a particular college course. 

The type of contrast illustrated above by [l] and [I b] can also be noted with 
concrete noncount nouns, and with plural nouns: 

18th century furniture. [2] 
This specializes in { f i e  furnitureof the 18th century. [2a] 

South American butterflies. 
Alice is engaged in research on [31 

the butterflies of South America. [3a] 

But in these cases it is to a greater or lesser degree acceptable to omit the: 

The museum specializes in furniture of the 18th century. [2bl 
?Alice is engaged in research on butterjies of South America. [3bl 

Note There are expressions in which the definite article is optional with the name of a language (c/ 
5.57 Note [h]), as in: 

a word borrowed from (the) Frenclr/(the) Italian 
' 

examples from (the) Sanskrit/(the) Hebrew 
The following expression is now archaic except in, for example, Irish English: 

He has the French. L41 
The meaning of [4] is 'He knows French', to be contrasted with the regular curricular sense of 
PI: 

He has French and Englislr 

5.59 The partitive effect of the definite article in the history of Europe (example 
5.58 [lb]) finds a parallel in the use of the indefinite article in such examples 
as these : 

Mavis had a good education. [ l ]  
My son suffers from a strange dislikeof mathematics. (ironic) L21 
She played the oboe with (a)  remarkable sensitivity. [3] 

The indefinite article is used exceptionally here with nouns which are 
normally noncount. The conditions under which alan occurs in such cases 
are unclear, but appear to include the following: 

(i) the noun refers to a quality or other abstraction which is attributed to a 
person; 

(ii) the noun is premodified and/or postmodified; and, generally speaking, 
the greater the amount of modification, the greater the acceptability of 
alan. 

In confirmation of (ii), notice that a would have to be omitted from [3] if the 
adjective were omitted: 

*a sensitivity. 
She played the oboe with 

However, a would become more acceptable than zero if the noun were 
modified : 

She played the oboe with (a) charming sensitivity. 
a sensitivity that delighted the critics. 
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9 1 Londons ['cities called or resembling London'] Proper nouns 

5.60 Proper nouns are basically names of specific people (Shakespeare), places 
(Milwaukee), months (September), days (Thursday), festivals (Christmas), 
magazines (Vogue), and so forth. As we saw in 5.2, proper nouns do not 
generally share the formal characteristics of common nouns. In particular, 
they lack articles, or rather article contrast: 

Paris - *the Paris - *a Paris The Ha~ue - *Harue - *a Harue 

Within a given universe of discourse, proper nouns generally have unique 
denotation, and are usually written with initial capital letters (though not all 
nouns so written are proper nouns). Proper nouns often combine with 
descriptive words which we will call DESCRIPTORS, and which also begin with 
a capital letter, to make composite names like Senator Morse, Dallas Road. 
We may therefore draw a distinction between a PROPER NOUN, which is a 
single word, and a NAME, which may or may not consist of more than one 
word. A name normally functions as a single unit with respect to grammar. 
This means that, even if a composite name has an internal structure that is 
grammatically analysable (eg as King's College is analysable as genitive 
noun + head noun), that structure cannot normally be varied by the insertion 
of words, by change of inflection, etc. For example, The Hague has a built-in 
definite article, but The does not act as a variable determiner, nor is it capable 
of being followed by adjectives: *The beautiful Hague. Equally unacceptable 
is *King's famous College. 

Note [a] Like other grammatical categories, the class of proper nouns has unclear boundaries. For 
example, a number of common nouns with unique denotation are close to proper nouns, and are 
sometimes spelled with a capital letter (cf 5.29), eg: 

Fate, Fortune. Heouen, Hell, Nature, Paradise, Earth 
Compare also, in their generic sense, Man and Woman (c/ 5.54 Note). On another level, we 
might wonder whe!her King's in King's College is to be classed as a genitive common noun which 
is part of a composite name. t 

[b] In The Hague Conuention, the article may be called 'conflated', since the definite article also 
occurs with premodifying names without built-in article: The Paris Peace Talks. As for loss of 
article in names, as in my native Hague, cf 5.72 (e). 

P r o p e r  n o u n s  behaving a s  c o m m o n  nouns  
5.61 Having unique denotation, proper nouns may also be expected to lack 

number contrast, determination, and modification. In general they do, but 
there are also circumstances in which they take on the characteristics of 
common nouns. 

(a) Number 
5.62 Proper nouns normally lack number contrast. Most proper nouns are singular, 

and do not have a plural (Indonesia - ?Indonesias), or else they have a plural 
but no singular (the West Indies - *a West Indy). There are, however, special 
circumstances in which proper nouns are reclassified as common nouns, so 
that they no longer have unique denotation (cf App 1.53): 

Shakespeares ['authors like Shakespeare'] 
Smiths ['people whose name is Smith'] 

When a surname is made plural and preceded by the definite article, it takes 
on the meaning 'the family called X': 

\p 1 the Wilsons, the Joneses /-U/, the Prideaux 1-21 
The rules for making proper nouns plural are the same as for common nouns 
(cf5.798: but note the rules for exceptional spellings in 5.81 111). 

(b) Determination 
Some types of proper nouns are customarily preceded by the definite article 
(eg: the Andes, cf 5.72), but they lack article contrast, since the article cannot 
normally be varied (*an Ande, *some Andes). If reclassified as common nouns, 
however, proper nouns can have their meaning varied by articles and other 
determiners: 

a Shakespeare ['an author like Shakespeare'] 
his new Shakespeare ['his copy of the works of Shakespeare'] 

Other examples are: 

I used to know a Mary Roberts, too. ['a person called Mary ~oberts ']  
She is the second Mrs White - the first one died. 
Lu Xun has been known as 'the Chinese Gorkr'. 

The definite article with nuclear stress placed before a name has the special 
meaning of 'the well-known personlplace named X' (c/ 5.1 1 Note [el): 

A: I used to know John Lennon quite well. 
B : Surely you can't mean THE /&:l John ~ N n o n ?  

By contrast, the indefinite article placed before a personal name can have the 
meaning 'a certain person called X but otherwise unknown': 

A Mrs Robertson was trying to contact you this morning. 

Note [a] There is a disparaging use of thot/those in expressions like that Mary, those Joneses: 
That Mr ~ ~ I d i p s  has been on the phone again. Isn't he a NO~sance! 

But stressed that is not disparaging in: 
Oh, you mean T H ~ T  Mr Phillips. [Lthat particular person'] 

This has no such overtones in: 
Who's this Mrs ~ d ~ e r t s o n  that phoned? 

[bl The fact that the pronoun one can substitute for a name is strong evidence of its conversion 
to the status of a common noun in examples like this (cf6.55): 

1 knew { A John Lemon, but not the FAMOUS one. 
ONE (person called) John Lennon. 

Note the nuclear stress on, and the pronunciation of, the indefinite article /er/. 
[C] Possessives and genitives can be used to denote close family relationships (cf 5.55 Note [a]): 

Is your Jennijer still at  S C H ~ L ?  ['your daughter Jennifer'] 
Did you know that your Mrs w ~ f r ~ [ ' t h e  one you know'] has been arrested forsn6~lifting? 
John and Mary are very anxious about their Tom. [ie their son1 
Granny is delighted with Peter's Jane. [eg Peter's girlfriend] 

(c) Modification 
5.64 When they have the normal unique denotation, proper nouns can only be 
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modified by nonrestrictive modifiers, such as a nonrestrictive relative clause 
(cf 17.22ff) or nonrestrictive apposition (cf 17.68): 

D r  Brown, who lives next door, comes from Australia. 
Theseus, a Greek hero, killed the Minotaur. 

Nonrestrictive premodifiers are limited to adjectives with emotive colouring, 
such as : 

old Mrs Fletcher dear little Eric poor Charles 
beautiful Spain historic York sunny July 

In a more formal and rather stereotyped style, the adjective is placed between 
the and a personal name: 

the beautifid Princess Diana ['Princess Diana, who is beautiful'] 
the inimitable Henry Higgins ['Henry Higgins, who is inimitable'] 

Proper nouns show that they can temporarily take on features of common 
nouns (cf5.63), and accept restrictive modification of various kinds: 

The Dr Brown I know comes from Australia. 
The flower arrangement was done by a Miss Phillips in Park Road. 
Do  you mean the Memphis which used to be the capital of Egypt, or the 

Memphis in Tennessee? 
I spoke to the younger Mr Hamilton, not Mr Hamilton the manager. 

In  such cases, a determiner (especially the) is usual. But in addition, 
cataphoric the with restrictive modification can have the effect of splitting 
up the unique referent of the proper noun into different parts or aspects. We 
may therefore classify this as a PARTITIVE meaning: 

UNIQUE MEANING PARTITIVE MEANING 

during Eadter during the Easteyof that year 
in England in the England of Queen Elizabeth 
in Denmark in the Denmark of today 
Chicago the Chicago IIike ['the aspect of Chicago'] 
Shakespeare the young Shakespeare ['Shakespeare when he was 

l young'] 
Bradford 1 the Bradjbrd she grew up in 

Note [a] Compare the 'partitive' use of the genitive in James Joyce's Dublin ('the Dublin which lames 
Joyce knew'], etc. 
[b] In the names of monarchs, etc. an adjectival cognomen is placed after the proper noun, and 
is prefaced by the, eg: Cl~arles the Great, Iuan the Terrible. This type of  appellation is similar to 
an appositional type o f  name, in which the by-name is nominal: William the Cotrqueror. But in 
these latter cases, the article is sometimes omitted: Richard (the) Lionheart, Richard Crookbock. 
[c] On nonrestrictive premodification as in an embarrassed Ben Miles, etc, cf17.3 Note. 

Names with no article 
5.65 We now turn to regular examples of names without an article. The following 

list summarizes the main classes of name that take no article, in accordance 
with the main rule (cf 5.60): 

PERSONAL NAMES (with or without titles; cf 5.66) 
TEMPORAL NAMES (cf 5.67): 

(i) Festivals, religious periods, etc I I 

(ii) Months, and days of the week 
GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES ( ~ f  5.68): 

(i) Continents 
(ii) Countries, counties, states, etc 

(iii) Cities, towns, etc 
(iv) Lakes 
(v) Mountains 

OTHER LOCATIVE NAMES consisting of proper noun + common noun 
descriptor (cf 5.69) 1 

l 
Personal names 
Whether or not they are accompanied by titles, personal names normally 
have no article (cf apposition 17.88). The name itself may consist of: 

given (first, or Christian) name alone: Margaret, Jack, etc 
the surname (family name, or last name) alone: Smith, Wilson, etc 
given name(s) and surname together: Margaret Jane Smith, 

Jack Wilson 

In addition, one or more given names (in American usage regularly the 
middle one) may be reduced to initials: 

M. J. Smith; J. Wilson; Charles R. Maguire 

Names such as these may be prefaced by the normal title of Mr for a man, 
or Mrs, Miss, MS for a woman, or a courtesy title indicating the person's 
status. Among the titles ascribing status are those indicating royalty (eg: 
Queen), rank of nobility (eg: Lord), political, clerical, or judicial office (eg: 
President), military rank (eg: Major), or academic or professional status (eg: 
Doctor). Some examples : 

Mr and Mrs Johnson General MacArthur 
MS Waterhouse Professor Smith 
Dr Brown Cardinal Spellman 
Private Walker Inspector Harris 
Captain O'Connor Chancellor Brandt 
Lord Nelson Governor Rockefeller 
Lady Churchill Judge Fox 

Fuller details of appositional titles are given in 17.91. On the use of titles and 
names as vocatives without the article, cf 10.53. 

[a] MS, usually pronounced /m~z/, is now widely used as a female title which avoids making the 
distinction between married and unmarried (Mrs and Miss). On the plural of  terms of address, 
cf5.103. 
[b] The title Sir is used for a knight or a baronet. It is exceptional in that it must be accompanied 
by the given name of the holder, but need not be accompanied by the surname. Thus Sir Basil 
Sperlce can be abbreviated as Sir Basil, but not as 'Sir Spet~ce. Withother titles, it is usually the 
given name that isomitted in an abbreviated version: MS (Julia) Warrrl~ouse. 
[cl In naming monarchs and popes who have shared the same given name with others (eg : King 
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James I, Queen Elizabeth 11). we normally write the appended numeral as a cardinal roman 
number. But in speech, this numeral is rendered as an ordinal (cf 6.63): I 'the first', 11 'the 
second', VII 'the seventh', etc. 
[d] The use of the'article in the following is exceptional: 

(i) imperial titles: the Emperor Napoleon; (the) Enlperor Haile Selassie; (the) Czar Ale.wrzder: 
(the) Archduke Ferdinand [but: Kaiser Wilhelna 111 

(ii) the Lard ['God'] 
(iii) (the) RevJohn Smith [always the Reuerend John Smith in the spoken form] 
(iv) titles of peerage, when followed by an oj-phrase: the Duke of Wellington, the Countess of 

Derby, etc 
[e] In familiar style, kinship terms with uniqde referen~s behave like proper nouns in having no 
determiner, and often in beginning with a capital letter: 

Where's mother? [also: Mummy, Mum (BrE familiar); Monrmy, Mom (AmE familiar)] 
You'll see Uncleon Saturday. 
Father is here. [also: Daddy. Dad, Pop (familiar)] 
Contrast: MylThe fother was the tallest of the family. 

The following expressions are very informal, and used especially in a family environment by or 
to young children: (my) Daddy, bour) Mom, etc. 

Temporal names 
5.67 These have no article when they are used to refer to the period as a recurrent 

item in the calendar (cf sporadic reference, 5.43; seasons, 5.47): 

(i) Names of festivals, religious periods, etc: 

Christmas (Day) Independence Day Easter (Sunday) 
Passover Good Friday New Year 
New Year's Day New Year's Eve Ramadan 

(ii) Names of months, and days of the week: 

January, February, . . . Monday, Tuesday, . . . 
However, these words behave more like common nouns when they refer to 
individual periods, or when they refer cpllectively to more than one occasion. 
Along with nqxt and last + a noun, tkey have zero article when they are 
connected with a point of time implicit in the linguistic or situational context 
(on prepositional usage, cf 9.40). Contrast: 

Days of the week also occur with the indefinite article, without reference to a 
particular Sunday: 

He left on a Sunday. 

Days of the week have a plural, but months of the year normally do not: 

I hate Mondays. ?I hate Januaries. 

Note In rather popular BrE usage (felt by some to be nonstandard), the days of the week have the 
definite article in caseslike the following: 
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And or1 the Thursday she got worse. So, on the Friday we called the doctor. ['the Thursday. 
etc of the week concerned'] 

Geographical names 
5.68 The following categories of names normally have no article, even with a 

premodifying adjective: 

(i). Names of continents: 

(North) America (medieval) Europe (equatorial) Affica 
(Central) Australia (East) Asia Antarctica 

Note that Antarctica refers to the continent, while ?he Antarcric refers more 
generally to the polar region (cf: the Arctic). - 

(ii) Names of countries, counties, states, etc: 

(Elizabethan) England (West) Scotland (industrial) Staffordshire 
(modern) Brazil (French) Canada (northern) Arkansas 

Note the exceptional use of the for certain countries and regions, eg: (the) 
Argentine (but Argentina, without the article, is more common; cf 5.57). Other 
examples: 

the Crimea the Punjab the Ruhr 
the Saar the Sahara (the) Sinai 
(the) Sudan (the) Ukraine (the) Yemen 

The is sometimes used with French names, eg: the Auvergne; it is also used 
with plural names such as the Everglades (cf 5.72), and for names ending with 
a compass point: 

the NearlMiddlelFar East, the (Deep) South, the Midwest 

(iii) Names of cities, towns, etc: 

(downtown) Boston (central) Brussels 
(ancient) Rome (suburban) New York 

Note the exceptional article in The Hague; also the use of the article in 
certain districts of large cities: the Bronx, the City, the West/East End (of 
London). 

(iv) Names of lakes (cf 17.89): 

(Lake) Ladoga Lake Michigan Loch Ness 
Silver Lake Lake Nicaragua Ullswater 

Note exceptions such as the Great Salt Lake. 

(v) Names of mountains (cf 17.89): 

Mount Everest Mont Blanc Ben Nevis 
(Mount) Snowdon Vesuvius Aconcagua 

Note As the examples above show, in the names of lakes and mountains, the descriptor usually 
precedes rather than follows the proper noun: Lokc Michigan, not *Michigart Lake. There are, 
however, some cases in which the descriptor follows: Pikes Peak, Bassortlr~taite Lake. 
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Other locative names consisting of proper noun + common noun descriptor 
The structure 'proper noun + common noun descriptor (or by-name)' is 
typical of the names of natural features (such as forests, woods, and hills) and 
man-made features (such as roads, streets, squares, buildings, airports, parks, 
and gardens). The article is normally omitted: 

Epping Forest Park Lane Paddington Station 
Clapham Common Madison Avenue Kennedy Airport 
Hampstead Heath Times Square Magdalen College 
Kew Gardens Portland Place Canterbury Cathedral 
Hyde Park Scotland Yard Windsor Castle 
Bredon Hill Westminster Bridge Buckingham Palace 
Piccadilly Circus Hampton Court Fountains Abbey 

There are, however, many exceptions. For example, in London, the Albert 
Hall and the Mansion House are buildings, and the Mall and the Strand are 
streets. More general exceptions are the names of theatres, museums, etc (cf 
5.72). 

Note [a] Names of British universitieswhereoneelement is a place-name can usually have two forms: 
the Uniuersity o fbndon  (which is the official name)and London Uniuersity. In names of American 
universities, there is a fairly regular contrast between the two types, as in the Uniuersity of 
CaI#iorttia and California State University. Universities named after a person have only the latter 
form: Yale Uniuersity, Brown University, etc. 
[b] The can exceptionally occur with Road in the names of some urban thoroughfares: 

(the) Edgware Road, (the) Old Kent Road[but only: Oxford Street, Fifrh Avenue] 
Large modern intercity highways also tend to have the article: 

the Son Diego Freeway, the Merrit Parkway, the Pennsyluatria Turnpike, the M1 (Motor~vay) 

Names with the definite article 
5.70 There is a gradient between names like Sir Walter Scott and noun phrases 

which are termed DEFINITE DESCRIPTIONS, such as the author of Waveriey. 
Both names and:definite descriptions have (situationally) unique denotation; 
but one of them is grammatically 'frozen'hwhile the other is formed according 
to the normal productive rules for constructing definite noun phrases. The 
most obvious indicator of a name is its spelling with initial capitals; while 
the most obvious indicator of a definite description is its initial definite 
article. Expressions which combine both these features, such as the Eiffel 
Tower, are neither completely name-like nor completely description-like, but 
somewhere between the two. We may therefore illustrate the gradient 
between descriptions and names roughly as follows: 

the Oxford rood 

Fig 5.70 The gradient between descriptions and names 

(i) is a definite description ('the road to Oxford'); in (ii) that description is 
conventionalized to the extent that Road is capitalized, so that the whole 
makes a composite name; in (iii) the loss of the article has taken this 
conventionalization further. The purest example of a name is perhaps (iv), 
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the simple proper noun Oxjbrd. Although native English speakers may be 
able to analyse this into two elements ('ford for oxen'), such an analysis plays 
no part in their understanding of Oxford as the name of a university city. 

This 'scale of institutionalization'explains why there are many exceptions 
to the above categories of names which lack an article, and why there is 
sometimes vacillation between the use and omission of the definite article. It 
might be better, in fact, to regard names without articles as exceptions to the 
more general rule that definite noun phrases are introduced by the article the. 
But an even better way of looking a; this problem is simply to acknowledge 
that what accounts for apparent exceptions is the absence of a clear-cut 
boundary between names and definite descriptions. Consider the following 
three cases: 

York University. 
In 1965- 1968 she attended (the) Hatfield Polytechnic. 

the Paris Conservatoire. 

The reason for using the article in the one case, and omitting it optionally or 
obligatorily in the other two, seems to be largely a matter of how far the name 
is an institutionalized name among English-speaking (and in this case 
particularly British) people. 

In the following sections we deal with the in-between area of names 
preceded by the definite article. They might, indeed, be called 'descriptive 
names', since not only do they take the article, but they can be analysed, in 
terms of noun-phrase structure, into head and modifiers. 

Structure of names with the 

5.71 (i) Without modification: 

the Kremlin the Koran The Guardian 
the Pentagon lhe Bible The Times 
the Knesset the Parthenon the Dbil 

(ii) With premodification: 

the Suez Canal the Washington Post 
the National Gallery the American Civil War 
the Socialist Bookshop the Ohio State Uniuersity Press 
The Ford Foundation the British Broadcasting Corporation 
the English Channel (the BBC) 

(iii) With postmodification: 

the House of Commons the Institute of Psychiatry 
the District of Columbia the Bay of Fundy 
the Cambridgeshire College of Arts and Technology 

Virtually all names with postmodification like those above are postmodified 
by an of-phrase, and have an obligatory the. 

(iv) With ellipsis of elements: 
The original structure of a name is sometimes unclear when one element has 
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been dropped and the elliptic form has become institutionalized as the full 
name : 

the Tate (Gallery) the Mermaid (Theatre) 
the Atlantic (Ocean) the (River) Thames 
the Mediterranean (Sea) the Majestic (Hotel) 

When the article is written with a small t ,  it is not part of the name itself. Hence any modifier 
describing the referent follows, rather than precedes, the article: the breathtaking Hinrolayas, the 
lower Mississippi. In The Hague, however, The is part of the name (cj'5.72 e). 

Classes of names typically preceded by the 

(a) Plural names (in general), eg: the Netherlands, the Midlands, the Great 
Lakes, particularly including the following two categories. 
( i )  Groups o f  islands: the Hebrides, the Shetlands, the Canaries (or the 

Canary Islands), the Bahamas 
(ii) Ranges o f  mountains or hills: the Himalayas, the Alps, the Andes, the 

Rockies (or the Rocky Mountains), the Pyrenees, the Pennines. Also 
nonplural names o f  ranges: the Caucasus, the Sierra Nevada. 
Exceptions: Kensington Gardens, Burnham Beeches 

(b)  Other geographical names: 
( i)  Rivers: the Avon, the Danube, the Euphrates, the Potomac, the Rhine. 

(The word River can sometimes be inserted after the: the River Avon, 
etc; but for some rivers it comes last: the Potomac River, etc; cf 
17.89). 

(ii) Seas and oceans: the PaciJic (Ocean), the Atlantic (Ocean), the Baltic 
(Sea), the Kattegat 

(iii) Canals: the Panama Canal, the Suez Canal, the Erie Canal 
( iv)  Other geographical features o f  coastline: the Gulfof Mexico, the 

Cape oy Good Hope, the Bay of Biscay, the Strait of Magellan, the 
Sound bf Bute, (the) Bosphorus, the Isle of Man, the Isle of Wight 

Note that when there is premodification rather than postmodification in 
category (iv), the usually disappears. Thus: 

the Isle of Wight BUT: Long Island 
the Bay of Naples BUT: Hudson Bay 

(c)  Public institutions, facilities, etc: 
( i)  Hotels and restaurants: the Grand (Hotel), the WaldorfAstoria 

(ii) Theatres, opera houses, cinemas, and clubs: the Criterion (Theatre), 
the Globe (Theatre), the Athenaeum 

(iii) Museums, libraries, hospitals, etc: the British Museum, the Bodleian 
(Library), the Middlesex Hospital 

Probably because o f  their origin as place-names, Drury Lane and Covent 
Garden are exceptions to the rule that theatres and opera houses take the, 
as in the Metropolitan. When the name o f  a public institution begins with 
a genitive, the is not used : White's, Gaylord's (Restaurant), Brown's (Hotel), 
Guy's (Hospital), St John3 (College). 
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(d)  Ships and planes, particularly when renowned in history, eg: the Victory, 
the Spirit of St  Louis 

(e) Newspapers and periodicals: The Economist, The New York Times, The 
Observer, The Providence Journal, The London Review of Books. The is 
generally spelt with a capital letter in names o f  newspapers. 

Irrespective o f  whether or not the article is part o f  the name itself, it is 
not used after an indefinite article or other determiner or genitive: 

Have you got a Times? [not: *a The Times] 
She's a Times reporter. 
Have you seen today's New York ~imes? 
Malcolm lent me his Guardian. 

Magazines and periodicals, on the other hand, often have a zero article: 
Time, Punch, English Language Teaching Journal, New Scientist, Scientific 
American. 

Number 

Number classes 
5.73 The  English number system constitutes a two-term contrast: SINGULAR, 

which denotes 'one', and PLURAL, which denotes 'more than one'. Each noun 
phrase is either singular or plural, and its number is determined in general 
by its head, which is typically a noun. In the following sections we will 
concentrate on number as a property o f  nouns, and as a basis for their 
classification. 

Note [a] In addition to singular and plural number, we may distinguish dual number in the case of 
both, either, and neither (cj5.16). since they can only be used with reference to two. Borh has 
plural concord (cj6.50); either and neither have singular concord (46.59fl). 
[b] Unlike some languages where plural implies'twoor more'. English makes the division after 
'more than one': 

one h a w a y ,  one day BUT: one and a ha!fdoys, tltv days, orrc or t ~ t ~ o   day.^ 
However, the following remain singular: 

a pound and a hay; a day or two (cf 5.3% nrure than orrc doy 

5.74 W e  distinguish three main number classes o f  nouns: 

( A )  SINGULAR INVARIABLE NOUNS, including noncount nouns (eg: music, 
gold), most proper nouns (eg: Thomas, the Thames). W e  may also 
consider here abstract adjective heads, eg: the mystical (cf 7.26). 

(B) PLURAL INVARIABLE NOUNS, k nouns occurring only in the plural, eg: 
people, scissors. W e  may also consider here personal adjective heads, 
eg: the rich (cf 7.23S). 

(CID) VARIABLE NOUNS, ie nouns occurring with either singular or plural 
number: 

The  dog is . . . 
The  dogs are . . . 
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We distinguish two subclasses: (C) REGULAR, with plurals predictable 
from the singular (like dog), and (D) IRREGULAR, where the plural is 
not predictable (eg:foot -feet, child - children). In this latter group 
we find a large number of nouns with foreign plurals, eg: criterion - 
criteria, analysis - analyses. 

Figure 5.74 provides a summary of the classification with section references 
to the subsequent discussion. 

SINGULAR PLURAL 
NOUN 
CLASS 

(A) SINGULAR INVARIABLE 
noncount nouns gold (Aa) (5.75) 
abstract adjective heads the unreal (Ab) (7.26) 
proper nouns Henry (Ac) (5.60fn 

' (B) PLURAL INVARIABLE 
summation plurals 
pluralia tantum in -S 

unmarked plural nouns 
personal adjective heads 
proper nouns 

scissors (Ba) (5.76) 
thanks (Bb) (5.77) 
people (BC) (5.78) 
the rich (Bd) (7.23f) 
the Alps (Be) (5.62) 

(c)  NOUNS WITH 
REGULAR PLURAL 

(D) NOUNS WITH 
IRREGULAR PLURAL 

voicing and -S plural 
mutation plural 
-en plural , 
zero plural ' 

foreign plurals ' 

dog - dogs (c) (5.79fn 

calf - calves 
foot -feet 
child \, - children 
sheep - sheep 
stimulus - stimuli 
larva - larvae 
Stratum - Strata 
matrix - matrices 
thesis - theses 
criterion - criteria 
bureau - bureaux 
tempo - tempi 
cherub - cherubim 

(Da) (5.83) 
(Db) (5.84) 
(DC) (5.85) 
(Dd) (5.86m 
(De) (5.93) 
(DO (5.94) 
(Dg) (5.95) 
(Dh) (5.96) 
(Di) (5.97) 
(Dj) (5.98) 
(Dk) (5.99) 
(Dl) (5.100) 
(Dm) (5.101) 

Fig 5.74 Number classes 

(A) Singular invariable nouns 
5.75 Noncount nouns are singular and invariable, ie they have no plural. Some 

concrete noncount nouns can be reclassified as count nouns with specific 
meanings, for example butters ['kind(s) of butter'] and a beer ['a glass of beer'] 
(cf 5.5). 
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Abstract noncount nouns normally have no plural: music, dirt, homework, 
etc. But some can be reclassified as count nouns where they refer to an  
instance of a given abstract phenomenon: injustices, regrets, kindnesses, 
pleasures, etc. Many abstract nouns are equally at home in the count and 
noncount categories (cf 5.4). 

Proper nouns are typically singular and invariable: Henry, the Thames, etc 
(cf5.62). 

Some noncount nouns, particularly those denoting natural phenomena, 
may be pluralized, eg: 

walking through the woods I have serious doubts/gravefiars. 
raise someone's hopes Let's play on the sands. 

Some plurals express intensity, great quantity or extent, and have a literary 
flavour, for example: 

the snows of Kilimanjaro 
the sands of the desert 
sailing on the great waters 

Note the following classes of invariable nouns ending in -S which take a 
singular verb, except where otherwise mentioned: 

(i) News is always singular (cf 5.9): 

Here is the news from the BBC. What's the news today? 

(ii) Nouns ending in -ics denoting subjects, sciences, etc are usually 
invariable and treated as singular, eg: 

Mathematics is the science of quantities. 

Other such nouns include: 

acoustics economics linguistics 
athletics ethics phonetics 
classics gymnastics physics 

Some, however, can be singular or plural, in particular when such words can 
denote both one's knowledge of the subject and the practical application of 
results : 

Politics is said to be the art of the impossible. [the science of 
government] [l]  

Hispolitics are rather conservative. [political views] [lal 

In some cases, there are forms without -S for special uses: 

Statistics is a branch of mathematics. 
These statistics show that exports are still low. 
There is a surprising statistic in your latest report. 
A new ethic is needed in the world today. 
Has the new coach found a tactic that works? 

(iii) Names of certain diseases ending in -S are usually treated as singular 
(but some speakers also accept plural), eg: (German) measles, mumps, rickets, 
shingles: 
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A: Have you ever had measles? 

B :  Y e s  1 had {:em] when I was a child. 

( i v )  The  names o f  some games ending in -S have singular concord, eg: 
billiards (but usually: a billiard table), checkers ( A m E ) ,  draughts (BrE) ,  
craps, darts (but : a dartboard), daminoes,jves, ninepins: 

Darts is becoming very popular as a spectator sport. 

(B )  Plural invariable nouns 

(Ba) Summation plurals 
5.76 Summation plurals denote tools, instruments, and articles o f  dress consisting 

o f  two  equal parts which are joined together: 

A: How much are those binoculars? B :  They are £60. 

The  most c6mmon summation plurals are the following: 

( i)  Tools and instruments: 

bellows; glasses, spectacles, binoculars; scales ['a balance']; clippers, 
forceps, pincers, scissors, shears, tongs, tweezers 

(ii) Articles o f  dress: 

braces ( B ~ E ) ,  breeches, britches ( A m E ) ,  briefs,pannels, jeans, knickers, 
pants, pajhmas ( A m E ) ,  pyjamas (BrE),  shorts, slacks, suspenders, tights, 
trousers, trunks 

Number contrast can be achieved by means o f  apair of. Thus apair of trousers 
refers t o  one item, but twopairs of trousers refers to two (cf 5.7 Note [a]):  

That's a nice pair of slacks. 
As  I'm shortsighted I always carry twopairsofglasses. 

Plural pronoun concord is usual even with a singular determiner +pair: 

I Ii ke { * : i ~ ~ } p a i r .  How much are is it? they? 

Although nohns that are summation plurals require plural concord, they 
differ from ordinary plural nouns in that they are not generally thought o f  as 
denoting plural number. Y e t  usage varies. For many speakers, it is as follows 
(cf 10.43 Note [c]):  

Both pairs of scissors 
(?) Both of the scissors 
(?) Both scissors 

two pairs of trousers. 
(?) two trousers. (informal) 

I want apair of trousers. 
*one trouser. 

(?) a scissors. (informal) 

Many o f  the summation plurals can take the indefinite article, especially 
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with premodification: (a) new clippers, (a) garden shears, (an) old-fashioned 
curling tongs. Forms are commonly singular when used attributively: a 
spectacle case, a suspender belt, a trouser leg, a pajama/pyjama top (cf 17.108). 

Note Compasses can be used in the singular (con~~uss) in the sense 'instrument for drawing circles': 
She drew her circle with a cot~~puss. 

In the sense of an instrument of navigation, it is a normal count noun: 
A magnetic compass is 
Magnetic MWasscs are) necessary fa navigation. 

(Bb) Pluralia tantum ending in -S 

5.77 Some 'pluralia tantum' (ie nouns that, in a given sense, occur only in the 
plural) end in -S, whereas others have no plural marking, eg: people (cf 5.78). 
They have plural concord, eg: 

These damages have not yet been paid, have they? [damages 
= 'compensation in money imposed by law for causing loss 
or injury'] [l1 

In many cases, plufalia tantum ending in -S also have singular forms, which 
however can be dissociated in meaning from the plural, eg: 

That damage was repaired long ago. [damage = 'loss, harm'] [lal 

Other examples o f  plliralia tantum: 

accommodations ( A m E )  : living accommodations 
amends: make everylall possible amends for something 
annals ['a historical record o f  events']: in the annals o f  history 
archives: The  documents should be kept in the archives. (BUT: archive 

administration) 
arms ['weapons']: arms aid; arms control; the arms race; take up arms; ALSO: 

munitions 
arrears: He's in arrears with his payments; the arrears o f  work 
ashes: burn to ashes; Her ashes were scattered; the ash(es) o f  a burned letter 

(BUT: cigarette ash; ashtray; Ash Wednesday) 
auspices ['support']: under the auspices o f  
banns [of marriage]: publish the banns 
bowels, entrails, intestines: the movement o f  the bowels; an infection o f  the 

intestines (BUT singular count: the large intestine) 
brains ['the intellect']: Y o u  should use your brains. (BUT singular count is 

more common generally, and particularly so when the meaning is 
anatomical: 'The  average human brain weighs 14 oz.') 

clothes /klau(B)z/: warm clothes; a clothes basket (BIJT: cloths /kloes/ as 
plural o f  cloth: a table cloth) 

clubs, diamonds, hearts, spades [playing cards]: the ace o f  clubs; the jack o f  
hearts; BUT: I've only one diamond in my  hand. NOTE singular concord in : 
Spades is the suit. I t  was hearts last game. 

the Commons/L.ords [the House o f  Commons/Lords in the U K ] :  The  
Commons are discussing the new bill. 

communications ['means o f  communicating']: communications gap; telecom- 
munications network 
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congratulations: Many congratulations on your birthday! 
contents: a table of contents (BUT: the silver content of a coin; the style and 

content of a book) 
credentials: evaluate the credentials of students 
customs: pay customs duty; go through customs at the airport; a customs 

officer 
dregs: coffee dregs/grounds; the dregs of society 
dues ['fee']: pay one's dues to a society; harbour dues 
earnings: Her earnings are higher this year. (BUT: earning power); ALSO: 

proceeds, returns, riches 
funds ['money']: for lack of funds; be short of funds (BUT: a fund ['a source of 

money']) 
goods ['property, merchandise']: leather goods; a goods train (BrE) 

(AmE = a freight train) 
grassroots ['the rank and file']: grassroots opinion/revolt/support (BUT: at 

grassroot level) 
guts ['bowels'; ALSO 'courage' (familiar)]: He's got the guts to do it. (BUT in 

premodification: a gut reaction; noncount: catgut) 
heads ['front side of a coin']: Heads or tails? 
heauens in the expression 'Good Heavens!' (BUT: go to heaven) 
honours: an honours course/degree/list 
humanities ['arts']: the humanitieslarts faculty 
letters ['literature']: a man of letters 
lodgings: a lodgings bureau (BUT: a lodging house; a poor lodging); ALSO: digs 

(BrE informal): Many students move into digs instead of living on 
campus. ALSO: quarters: married quarters(0u~: theLatinquarter['district']) 

looks: He has good looks. (BUT: give somebody a hard look) 
mains: turn the water off at the mains; NOTE in some phrases the -S is retained 

in premodification: mains adaptor; mains water supply 
manners ['social behaviour']: Where are your manners?; manners and 

customs (BUT; DO it in this mannerlway; I don't like his manner ['personal 
way of acting;]) \, 

minutes ['a record of proceedings']: the minutes of a meeting 
odds: What are the odds?; be at odds with; odds and ends 
outskirts: She lives on the outskirts of the city. 
pains ['care, trouble']: take great pains with something; be at pains to do 

something 
particulars ['details']: Take down the particulars of this event. 
premises ['building' (in official style)]: There is a suspect on the premises. 

(BUT in logic: a first premise) 
regards ['good wishes']: Ann sends her regards. (BUT: win his regard 

['respect']) 
relations: an exercise in public relations 
remains ['remainder']: the remains of the castlelthe meal 
savings ['money saved']: a savings bank; a savings account (BUT: a saving of 

£5)  
spirits ['mood']: to be in good spirits (BUT: He showed a kindly spirit.) 
stairs [inside a building]: a flight of stairs; downstairs (BUT: a staircase; a 

stairway) 
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steps [outside a building]: a flight of steps; on the church steps 
surroundings ['environment']: These surroundings are not good for the child. 
systems: a systems analyst; computer systems applications 
thanks: Many thanks for. . .;All my thanks are due to you. 
troops ['soldiers']: Many troops were sent overseas. (BUT: troop movement; a 

trooo carrier; a trooo of scouts) 
tropics. living in the tropics (BUT: the Tropic of Cancer) 
valuables: Are mv valuables safe here? 
wages ['weekly pay']: What are his wages? (BUT often also singular: a wage 

earner; a minimum wage; a good/poor/high wage; a wage freeze) 
wits: live by one's wits (BUT: She has a keen wit. Her speech had wit.) 
writings ['literary production' (formal)]: His writings are not widely known. 

(BC) Unmarked plural nouns: people,police, etc 
5.78 The following nouns have no plural marking but are used as plurals (cf also 

collective nouns like clergy, staff, etc, 5.108): 

(i) people: 
How many people are there in the world today? 

People functions as the normal plural ofperson : 

There was only oneperson 
There were many people 

Persons is often used instead of people, especially in official style: 'a 
person or persons unknown'. Whenpeople means 'nation', it is a regular 
count noun: 

The Japanese are an industrious people. 
They are a great people. 
the English-speaking peoples 

In this sense, however, the singular form people is normally constructed 
with plural concord: 

The Portuguesepeople have chosen a new President. 

(ii) Folk is more restricted in use than people: country folk,fisher folk, island 
folk, folk art, folk music. Folks is used in casual style (That's all. folks0 
and often with a possessive determiner in the sense of 'family' (my 
folks). 

(iii) police: 'The police have caught the burglar'. 

To denote individual police officers we normally use a police ofleer, or 
a policeman/policewoman with the plurals police oficers, policemen, 
policewomen : 

Why don't you ask apoliceman? 

In a collective sense 'the police force', only police can be used: 

He wants to join thepolice. [NOT, in this sense, thepolicemen] 
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(iv) cattle: 'All his cattle were grazing in the field.' 

(v) poultry ['farmyard birds']: 'Where are your poultry?' 
But it is treated as singular in the sense of 'meat': 'Poultry is harder to 
come by nowadays than beef. 

(vi) livestock ['animals kept on a farm']: 'Our livestock are not as numerous 
as they used to be.' 

(vii) vermin: 'These vermin cause disease.' 

(C) Regular plurals 
5.79 Variable nouns have two forms: singular and plural. The singular is the 

unmarked form that is listed in dictionaries. The vast majority of nouns are 
variable in this way and normally the plural is fully predictable both in 
pronunciation and spelling by the same rules as for the -S inflection of verbs 
(cf 3.5,3.7), ie they form the regular plural. If the plural cannot be predicted 
from the singular, it is an irregular plural. 

The pronunciation of the regular plural 
5.80 The regular -S plural has three different pronunciations /E/, /z/, /S/ depending 

on the final sound of the base. 
(i) /rz/ after bases ending in sibilants: 

/S/ in horse - horses; box - boxes /tJ/ in church - churches 
/z/ in size - sizes /3/ in mirage - mirages 
/J/ in rush - rushes /d3/ in language - languages 

(ii) /z/ after bases ending in vowels and voiced consonants other than 
sibilants: day - days, bed - beds 

(iii) /S/ after bases ending in voiceless consonants other than sibilants: 
bet - bets, month - months 

The spelling of the regular plural 
5.81 The plural suffix is written -S after most nouns: hat - hats, including nouns 

ending in silent -e (college - colleges). There are however several exceptions 
to this rule: 

(I) Unless the noun is written with a silent -e, the plural suffix is spelled 
-es after $ouns ending in sibilants which are spelled -S (gas - gases), -z 
(buzz - buzzes), -X (box - boxes), -ch (church - churches), -sh (bush - 
bushes). 

(11) Nouns ending in -0 have plurals in -0s or -oes. 
(i) -0s: When -0 is preceded by a vowel (letter or sound), the spelling 

is -0s: bamboos, embryos, folios, kangaroos, radios, studios, zoos. 
When -0 is preceded by a consonant, the spelling is also usually 

-0s: dynamos, pianos, quartos, solos. Abbreviations are included 
in those nouns with -0s: kilos (= kilograms), memos (= memo- 
randa), photos (= photographs); and ethnic nouns: Eskimos, 
Filipinos (but also zero, cf 5.88). 

(ii) -OES: The following are among those nouns which have plurals 
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only in -oes: domino (plural: dominoes); also: echo, embargo, hero, 
potato, tomato, torpedo, veto. 

liiil -0s or -OES: In some cases there is variation between -0s and -oes . 
plurals, eg: archipelago (plural: archipelagos or archipelagoes); 
also banjo, bufilo (cf 5.87), cargo, grotto, halo, innuendo, mangesto, 
motto, mulatto, tornado, volcano. 

(111) Nouns ending in -y preceded by a consonant change -y to -i and add 
-es: sky - skies; -y is kept after avowel: day - days, except for nouns 
ending in -guy /kwi:/ (where u is only a spelling vowel required after 
q), which have the plural -pies (soliloquy - soliloquies). Proper nouns 
ending in -y have plurals in -ys: the two Germanys, the little Marys. 

(IV) The final consonant is doubled in a few words, eg: fez -fezzes, 
quiz - quizzes. 

(V) The apostrophe + s is used in some nouns of unusual form, eg letters: 
dot your i's; numerals: in the 1890's (or, increasingly, 1890s); 
abbreviations: three PhD's (or, increasingly, PhDs). 

Note In abbreviations, reduplication also occurs as a purely written convention, eg: p  - p p  [the 
plural = 'pages'], l - I1 [= 'lines'], MS - MSS [= 'manuscripts'], ex - exx [= 'examples'], c - 
cc [= 'copies'],/-R[= 'and following pages']. 

(D) Irregular plurals 
-5.82 Irregular plurals are by definition unpredictable. Whereas the plural /IZ/ in 

horses, /z/ in dogs, and /S/ in cats can be predicted from the final sound in the 
,. singular of the nouns, there is no indication in the written or spoken forms 

of, for example, ox, sheep, and arialysis to suggest that their plurals are oxen, 
sheep, and analyses. The particular plurals of these nouns have to be learned 
as individual lexical units. 

In manv cases where foreign words are involved, it is of course helpful to 
know aboit pluralization in;he relevant language$, particularly ~ a i n  and 
Greek. Thus, on the pattern of analysis - analyses we can construct the 
following plurals: axis - axes, basis - bases, crisis - crises, etc. But we cannot 
always rely on etymological criteria: unlike larva -larvae, for example, 
plurals like areas and villas do not conform to the Latin pattern (cf 5.94). 

(Da) Voicing and -s plural 
5.83 (i) Some nouns which, in the singular, end in the voiceless fricative /0/ 

(spelled -th) form plurals with the corresponding voiced fricative /a/ followed 
by /z/. The spelling of the plural is regular (-ths): 

-th /0/ - -ths /Elz/, eg: path -paths 

There is considerable indeterminacy between voicing and nonvoicing in 
many nouns ending in -th. With a consonant letter before the -th, the 
pronunciation of the plural is regular /OS/: 

berth - berths, birth - births, length - lengths 

With a vowel before the -th, the plural has, again, often regular pronunciation 
/0s/, as with: 
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cloth, death, faith, heath, moth 

In a few such cases, however, there are both regular and voiced plurals, eg: 

truths /tru:Bs/ or /tru:Bz/; similarly: oaths, sheaths, youths (/ju:Bs/ (esp 
AmE)),  wreaths 

(ii) Some nouns which, in the singular, end in the voiceless fricative / f /  
(spelled -for ye) form plurals with the corresponding voiced fricative /v/  
followed by / z /  The spelling o f  the plural is -ves: 

-f I f /  - -ves /vz/, eg: calf- calves 
-fe / f /  - -ves /vz/ ,  eg: knife - knives 

Voiced plurals, spelled -ves and pronounced /vz/ ,  occur with: 

calf- calves life - lives shelf- shelves 
elf.- elves loaf - loaves thief - thieves 
half- halves self- selves (cf 6.23) wife - wives 
knife - knives sheaf - sheaves : wolf- wolves 
leaf - leaves 

Both regular and voiced plurals are found with: 

dwarf (plural: dwarf/dwarves), hoof, scarf, wharf 

Other nouns ending in $(e) have regular plural -f(e)s Ifs/, for example: belief 
(plural: beliefs), chief, clzy, proof, roof, safe. 

(iii) One noun (house) ending in the voiceless fricative / S /  in the singular has 
the plural /zrz/: house - houses. 

Note [a] In BrE bath has the voiced plural /bo:dz/ or /ba:%s/ when it means 'swimming pools', but 
usually /bo:9s/ when it means 'bathtubs'. 
[b] Clouerleaf occurs with either clouerleafsor clouerleaves in the plural. Regular plurals occur in 
names, eg the Toronto icehockey team Maple Leafs. 
[c] The painting term stilllijc has a regular pluralc stilllfes. 

(Db) Mutation 
5.84 The plural is formed by MUTATION (a change of  vowel) in the following seven 

nouns : 
l 

man /m=$/ - men /men/ woman /'wuman/ - women /'wrrn~n/ 
foot /U/ - f ie f  /i:/ tooth /U:/ - teeth /i:/ 
goose /U:/ - geese /i:/ louse /au/ - lice /a11 
mouse /au/ - mice /a11 

Note [a] Compounds with unstressed -man, as in Englishman - Englishmen (c/ App I.64), have no 
difference in pronunciation at all between singular and plural, since both are pronounced /man/. 
Similarly :fireman -firemen, postman -postmen, etc. 
[b] German and mongoose are not compounds with man and goose, and thus have regular plurals: 
Germans, mongooses. However, the irregular plural can be found also in nouns that are not 'true' 
compounds with -man; eg: dragoman - dragomansor dragomen. 
[C] Regular plurals are normal in names, such as Mother Gooses, and may occur when otherwise 
mutational nouns have derived meanings, eg: Those louses!, Sillygooses! (familiar use). 
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(DC) The -en plural 
5.85 The -en /an/ plural occurs in three nouns: 

brother - brethren (with mutation as well as the -en ending) is limited to 
brother meaning 'fellow member o f  a religious society'; otherwise 
regular brothers 

child - children (with vowel change /a11 - /I/ and -r added) 
ox - oxen (In AmE, the plural oxes is also sometimes found.) 

(Dd) Zero plural 
5.86 Some nouns have the same spoken and written form in both singular and 

olural. Note the difference here between, on the one hand, invariable nouns, 
which are either singular [ l ]  or plural [2], but not both; and, on the other 
hand, zero plural nouns, which can be both singular and plural [3,3a]: 

This music is too loud. [l] 
AN the cattle are grazing in the field. 121 
This sheep looks small. L31 
All those sheep are ours. [W 

W e  distinguish the following types o f  nouns with zero plural: ( I )  animal 
names (cf 5.87), (11) nationality nouns (cf 5.88), (111) quantitative nouns (cf 
5.89n, and (IV) nouns with equivocal number (cf 5.91). 

(I) Animal names 
5.87 Animal names normally have the regular plural: 

cow - cows, eagle - eagles, monkey - monkeys, etc 

However, many animal names have two plurals: -S and zero plurals, eg: duck, 
herring. Zero tends to be used partly by people who are especially concerned 
with the animals, partly when the animals are referred to in the mass as 
game : 

Have you ever shot duck? 
W e  caught only a fewfish. 

The regular plural is used to denote different individuals, species, etc: 

Can you see the ducks on the pond? 
thefishes o f  the Mediterranean 

In some cases usage is variable, eg: 

He caught five ELs. 
The degree o f  variability with animal names is shown by the following 
examples: 

(i)  Regular plural, eg: 
bird, cow, eagle, hen, hawk, monkey, rabbit 

(ii) Usually regular plural: 
elk, crab, duck (zero only with the wild bird) 

(iii) Both regular and zero plurals: 
antelope, reindeer, fish,jlounder, herring. shrimp, woodcock 
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(iv) Usually zero plural: 
bison, grouse, quail, salmon, swine (cf the normal word pig which 

always has regular plural) 
(v) Always zero plural: 

sheep, deer, cod 

Note [a] Swine used as a word of abuse may also have a zero plural: 
Youswine'labout one or more persons] 
He called them swine. 

But it is occasionally used with a regular plural: 
these swines with their big cars 

[b] Some animal names, like duck and goose, refer to both game and food: skoot/eat duck. But in 
the latter case, the noun is noncount. For other animals there is a special word for the flesh of an 
animal considered as food, ie: shoot deer but eat w~ison (cf5.4: piglpork, etc). 

(11) Nationality nouns 
5.88 Nationality nouns ending in -ese also have zero plurals (cf 5.57): 

one Chinese - five Chinese; similarly: Japanese, Lebanese, Portuguese, 
Sinhalese, Vietnamese, etc; also: one Swiss - two Swiss 

Certain nationality and ethnic names are sometimes used without -S: 

Apache@), Ban&), Bedouin(s), Eskimo(s), Navaho(s) 

Sioux has the same written form for singular and plural, but the pronunciation 
/su:/ in the singular corresponds to either /su:/ or /su:z/ in the plural. 

(111) Quantitative nouns 
5.89 (i) The nouns dozen, hundred, thousand, and million have zero plurals when 

they are premodified by another quantitative word (cf 6.65): 

three dozen glasses two hundred people 
many thousand times several million inhabitants 

Million can take plural -S if no noun head follows: 

a few hundred. 

The plural foim is normally used with all four nouns when an of-phrase 
follows, with or without a preceding indefinite quantitative word: 

(many) dozens of glasses 
(many) hundreds of people 
(several) thousands of spectators 
(a few) millions of inhabitants 

But the zero form is common enough: 

a few million of us, several hundredlthousand of them 

Note such combinations as: 

tens of thousands of people 
hundreds of millions of stars 
hundreds (and hundreds (and hundreds)) of times 
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(ii) Foot denoting length and pound denoting weight often have: zero plural, 
particularly when a numeral follows: 

jive foot two. 

She's only 1 jive {z:} tall. 

jive feet. (usually) 

(iii) Also pound denoting currency may have zero or regular plural when a 
numeral follows: 

two pound(s)ffty. 
This ticket costs only 

Note The more general'use of singular for plural with measure nouns is nonstandard but widely 
current: 

It weighsfiwpound. He's nearly six foot. 
More widely acceptable is: 

Fiwpound of potatoes, please. 
The singular is however standard in quantitative expressions of the following type (c. 17.108): a 
tl~ree$ot ruler. 

5.90 Other quantitative nouns (some of them rather rare) with zero plurals include 
the following when used with definite numbers and measurements: 

brace [= 21: 'five brace of pheasants' 
gross [= 12 dozen]: 'ten gross of nails' 
head [= l]: '400 head of cattle' 
horsepower, HP: 'This engine has only fifty horsepower.' 
Aundredweigitr [British weight = i i2 poiinds]: 'five hand:cd::.eigh? (ef 

coal)' 
(ki1o)hertz: 'Two kilohertz equals 2000 hertz.' 
p /pi:/ ['penny' <informal BrE)]: 'The paper costs 25p /pi:/' ['25 pence' 

(more formal)]. Penny is commonly used in BrE and AmE when 
referring to the actual coins as distinct from the value: 'Save your 
pennies and watch your dollars grow.' 

quid ['pound' (BrE slang)]: 'You owe me five quid.' [=five pounds; 
written: f5] 

score [= 201: 'four score and ten years ago'; BUT always: 'scores (and 
scores) of people' 

stone [British weight = 14 pounds]: 'He weighs 18 stone(s).' 
yen [Japanese currency]: 'one yen, 200 yen' 
yoke [= 21: 'two yoke(s) of oxen' 

I I (IV) Nouns with equivocal number 
5.91 The following nouns can be treated as singular or plural: 

barracks : This barracks is 

Alsos-less form: 'a barrack square'; 'an enormous barrack of a place' 
[informal metaphorical use] . 

craft in the sense of 'ship(s)' with compounds: 'onelseveral (air)craft/ 
hovercraftlspacecraft' (BUT: 'arts and crafts') 
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This is a busy crossroads. 
crossroads : There are several crossroads here. 

data ['information, especially information organized for analysis'] (from 
the Latin singular datum, plural data) is usually constructed as a plural 
[l]. But it is often constructed also as a singular, especially in scientific 
contexts [la]: 

Many of these data are inconclusive. 
Much of this data is inconclusive. 

The regular English plural datums is used as a reference term in 
surveying. 

dice: 'oneltwo dice' (or perhaps: 'one of the dice' for the singular). Die 
in the expression 'The die is cast' is no longer recognized as being the 
singular of dice. Die ['engraved stamp for coining, etc'] has the regular 
plural dies. 

gallows: 'oneltwo gallows', 'gallows humour' 
headquarters: 'a large headquarters', 'Where is/are the headquarters?' 
innings [as a cricket term]: 'a long innings', 'two innings' [The 

corresponding baseball term is regular: 'an inningltwo innings'] 
kennels (as well as being plural of regular kennel) ['a collection of kennels 

where dogs are kept']: 'alsome famous kennels' 
links: 'a fine but difficult golf links', 'We have several links here.' 
means: 'a means of communication', 'use every/all means available', 'a 

means test' 

This mews is very fashionable. mews (BrE): {These mews are 1 
oats: 'Is/Are oats grown here?' 

ofipring : your offspring? 

This new series is 
series : l beginning next month. These new series are 

This species is 
species: [F now extinct. hese species are 

works ['factory, plant'] with compounds (steelworks, waterworks): 

a/two large works 
An enormous steelworks was 
A number of steelworks were built here in the thirties. 

But works ['the moving parts of a machine'] is a plurale tantum, and 
work ['job'] is noncount (cf 5.9). 

Note [a] Most of the nouns in this group are count nouns and display a semantic difference between 
singular and plural (eg: onc/rwo nle~vs). The exceptions are data and oafs. 
[b] In BrE the singular form of collective nouns may also have either a singular or a plural verb 
(cf5.108): 

U a ) O S  a n  But mI a plural determinm: ':~}tea~n 
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Foreign plurals 
5.92 Foreign plurals often occur along with regular plurals. They are more 

common in technical usage, whereas the -S plural is the most natural in 
everyday language. Thus: formulas (general) -formulae (in mathematics, 
linguistics, etc), antennas (general and in electronics) - antennae (in biology). 

Our aim here will be to survey systematically the main types of foreign 
plurals that are used in present-day English and to consider the extent to 
which a particular plural form is obligatory or optional. Most (but by no 
means all) words having a foreign plural originated in the language mentioned 
in the heading. 

(De) Nouns from Latin ending in -us /as/ 
5.93 The foreign plural in most cases is -i /all, as in stimulus - stimuli (also 

/'st~mjali:/). Other nouns with -i plural only: alumnus, bacillus, locus. The 
plural of corpus is corpora or corpuses, and the plural ofgenus /'dgi:nas/ is genera 
/'dgenara/. 

Nouns with only the regular plural (-uses) include: 

apparatus, bonus, campus, caucus, census, chorus, circus, impetus, 
minus, prospectus, sinus, status, virus 

Nouns with both plurals include: 

focus -focuses /'faukas~z/, or foci /'fauka~, 'fausar/ 
fungus -funguses /'fi\ggasrz/, or fungi /'fi\gdgar, ' fngga~, 'fi\gd3i:, 'f~ggi:/ 
also: cactus, nucleus, radius, syllabus, terminus 

(Df) Nouns from Latin ending in -a /a/ 
5.94 The foreign plural is -ae /i:/ as in alumna - alumnae. Other nouns with -ae 

plural only include: alga, larva. 
Nouns with only regular plurals (-as) include: area, arena, di/emma, 

diploma, drama, era, etc. 
Nouns with both plurals include: antenr~a,formula, nebula, certebra. 

(Dg) Nouns from Latin ending in -urn /am/ 
5.95 The foreign plural is -a /a/ (in careful pronunciation, alternatively /a:/), as in 

curriculum - curricula. Other nouns with the -aplural only include: addertdunt, 
bacterium, corrigendum, desideratum, erratum, ovum. 

Nouns with only the regular plural include: album, chrysanthemutrt, 
museum, premium. 

Nouns which are usually regular: forum, stadium. 
Nouns with both plurals: aquarium, candelabrum, curriculum, maximum, 

medium, memorandum, millennium, minimum, moratorium, podium, refirendum, 
spectrum, stratum, symposium, ultimatum. 

Note [a] Media is often used in the senseof 'news media' with reference to press, radio, and television, 
when it is sometimes treated as a singular with a regular plural ~tte<lios: 

The nledia is 
Al / t~~em~dia~are}  lmng lhiS' 

Both of these uses howkver are widely condemned, especially the second. 
[b] Strata is the common plural o l  stratunl. With reference to society stratu is also sometimes 
used as singular: 

This isan intpartant strata of education in society. 
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But again this usage is widely criticized. 
[c] On data. cf 5.91. 
[d] Besides singular candelabrunr with the plural candelabra, there is also singular candelabra 
with the regular plural candelabras. 
[e] Agenda and insignia (pluralsbf Latin agendunr and irtsigrtium) are used in English as singulars 
with the regular plurals agendas and itrsignias. 

(Dh) Nouns from Latin ending in -ex, -ix 
5.96 The foreign plural is -ices /rsi:z/ as in index - indices. However, index and 

appendix have both regular and foreign plurals. The regular form indexes is 
used for reference to parts of a book or other publication; the plural indices is 
largely used for 'indicators'. Appendix has either plural for reference to parts 
of a book; it is regular for parts of the body. Other nouns that have both 
regular and foreign plurals are: apex, vortex, matrix. Only foreign plural: 
codex. 

(Di) Nouns from Greek ending in -is /IS/ 
5.97 The foreign plural is -es /i:z/, as in singular basis/'bersrs/, plural bases /'bersi:z/. 

Other nouns which take this plural are eg: 

analysis, axis, crisis, diagnosis, ellipsis, hypothesis, oasis, paralysis, 
parenthesis, synopsis, synthesis, thesis 

Metropolis has the regular plural : metropolises. 

Note Bases can be either the plural of base, eg: naual bases(pronounced /'belsrz/), or the plural of basis, 
eg: bases of an opinion (pronounced /'be~si:z/). Similarly, axes can be the plural of axeor axis, and 
ellipses the plural of ellipse or ellipsis. 

(Dj) Nouns from Greek ending in -on 
5.98 The foreign plural is -a, as in criterion - criteria, phenomenon -phenomena, 

both of which regularly take the -a plural. Nouns with only regular plurals: 
electron, neutrqn, proton; chiefly regular: ganglion; both plurals: automaton. 

\ 
Note Informally, criterib and phenomena are sometimes used as singulars, and criterias as plural. This 

usage is however widely condemned, and the objection to both these singular forms is stronger 
than to singular data (cf 5.91). media (cf 5.95 Note [a]), and strata (cf5.95 Note [b]). 

(Dk) Nouns from French: bureau, corps, etc 
5.99 A few nouns ending in -eau and -eu, eg: bureau and adieu, may retain the 

French -X as the spelling of the plural (bureaux, adieux), beside the commoner 
-S (bureaus, adieus). In English, the plurals are however almost always 
pronounced as regular, ie /z/, irrespective of spelling. Similarly: tableau, 
plateau. 

Some French nouns ending in -S or -X are pronounced without the final 
sibilant in the singular, eg: (army) corps /ko:'/, and with a regular /z/ in the 
plural, with no spelling change (corps /kxrz/) : chamois (leather), chassis, (lbux) 
pas, patois, rendezvous. 

(D!) Nouns from Italian ending in -0 /au/ 
5.100 The foreign plural is -i /I/ as in tempo - tempi; only regular plural: solo, 

soprano; both regular and irregular plural: virtuoso, libretto, tempo. 
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Note Confiti (from Italian conjetto, which is not used in English) and other Italian plurals like 
macaroni, ravioli, spaghefti, etc are usually treated as noncount nouns, and take a singular verb in 
English. Grafiti is usually treated as an invariable plural, but one also hears the singular grafito. 

(Dm) Nouns from Hebrew: kibbutz - kibbutzim 
5.101 The foreign plural is -im, as in kibbutz - kibbutzim beside the regular 

kibbutzes. Usually regular: cherub, seraph. 

Compounds 
5.102 Compound nouns, ie nouns which consist of more than one base (cf App 

I.57#), form the plural in different ways. It is most common, particularly in 
informal usage, to consider the compound as a simple noun and pluralize the 
last element (even when it is not a noun, as in sit-ins). 

(i) Plural in the iast element (normal): 
assistant director - assistant directors 
babysitter - babysitters 
breakdown' - breakdowns 
close-up - close-ups 
ALSO: grown-up, take-over, sit-in, take-off (NOTE spelling in: stand- 

by - stand-bys) 
gin-and-tonic - gin-and-tonics; SIMILARLY: forget-me-not - forget- 

me-nots, mouthful - mouthfuls (OR sometimes: mouthsful); SIMI- 
LARLY : bucketful, spoonful 

(ii) Plural in the first element occurs especially when the compound includes 
a postmodifier or final particle: 

notary public - notaries public 
grant-in-aid - grants-in-aid 
commander-in-chief - commanders-in-chief 
man-of-war - men-of-war 
coat-of-mail - coats-of-mail 
passer-by - passers-by 

The following occur with plural either in the first or last element: 
attorney general - attorneys general (ALSO: attorney generals) 
court martial - courts maitial (ALSO: court martials) 
mother-in-law - mothers-in-law (ALSO: mother-in-laws (informal)) 

(iii) Appositional compounds (a woman doctor ['The doctor is a woman']) 
whose first element is, or includes, man or woman pluralize both the first 
and the last element : 

gentleman farmer - gentlemen farmers 
manservant - menservants (old-fashioned) 
woman doctor - women doctors 

But the plural is in the last element (type i) when the compound is not 
appositional : woman-hater(s) ['X hate(s) women']. Similarly: man-eater - 
man-eaters. 

Forms of address 
5.103 The plural of Mr Smith, to denote two people with that name, is the two Mr 

Smiths. Messrs /'mesarz/ (BrE) is chiefly used in the names of firms: Messrs 
Smith and Brown Ltd. 
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The plural of Miss Smith is the Miss Sm~ths, eg: the two Miss Smiths. The (a/b) Personal rnale/fernale nouns 
Misses Smith is rather formal and old-fashioned. 5.105 Personal male nouns have pronoun coreference with who-he and female 

The plural of Mrs /'m~srzj Smith is the two Mrs Smith(s); and, similarly, MS nouns with who-she. These nouns are of two types. Type (i) is morphologically 
/ m ~ z /  Smith (cf 5.66 Note [a]): the two MS Smith(s). unmarked between male and female, whereas in Type (11) the two gender 

forms have a derivational relationship. The derivational suffixes are not 
productive, however. We cannot, except jocularly, for example, form clerk - 
*clerkesson the host - hostess pattern (cf App 1.33). 
(i) Morphologically unmarked for gender, eg: 

Gender 

5.104 By GENDER is meant a grammatical classification of nouns, pronouns, or 
other words in the noun phrase, according. to certain meaning-related 
distinctions, especially a distinction reIated to the sex of the referent. 

In English, unlike many other related languages, nouns, determiners, and 
adjectives have no inflectionally-marked gender distinctions. Some 3rd 
person pronouns and wh-pronouns do, however, express natural gender 
distinctions: 

it, which, etc [NONPERSONAL] contrasts with the following: 
who, whom, etc [PERSONAL] 
he, himself, etc [MASCULINE, chiefly PERSONAL] 
she, herself, etc [FEMININE, chiefly PERSONAL] 

Gender in English nouns may be described as 'notional'or 'covert' in contrast 
to the 'grammatical' or 'overt' gender of nouns in languages such as French, 
German, and Russian; that is, nouns are classified not inflectionally, but 
semantically, according to their coreferential relations with personal, 
reflexive, and wh-pronouns. We use the terms MALE and FEMALE in reference 
to the 'covert'gender of nouns, as distinct from the 'overt'gender of pronouns. 

The patterns of pronoun coreference for singular nouns give us a set of 
nine gender c l a b  as illustrated in Fig 5:104: 

PRONOUN 
GENDER CLASS EXAMPLE COREFERENCE 

(a) male brother who-he (5.105) 
sister who-she (5.105) 
doctor who-helshe (5.106) 

who- helshellt baby {which-it ' ) (5.107) 

(e) collective jbmily { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v  ) (5.108) 

animal 1 

L '(h) lower * which-it 
animal) { (hellhe) ) (5.110) 

inanimate (i) inanimate box which-it (5.1 10) 

Fig 5.104 Gender classes 

bachelor - spinster boy -girl brother - sister 
father - mother king - queen man - woman 
Mr - Mrs, Miss, MS monk - nun nephew - niece 
uncle - aunt 

(ii) Morphologically marked for gender, eg: 

host - hostess waiter - waitress 
prince - princess hero - heroine 
steward - stewardess usher - usherette 
god -goddess emperor - empress 

In the following two pairs, it is the male noun that is marked: 

bridegroom - bride widower - widow 

Some malelfemale pairs denoting kinship have dual gender terms, for 
example parent for father - mother and sibling (esp technical) for brother - 
sister. Some optional female forms (poetess, authoress, etc) are no longer in 
normal use, being replaced by the dual gender forms (poet, author, etc). 

In order to avoid sexual bias in language, attempts have been made (esp in 
AmE) to introduce sex-neutral forms, such as s/he for both she and he, 
wojman for woman and man,jight attendant for airline hostess. The prospect 
of wider acceptance of s/he and wojman is reduced by the fact that these are 
written forms only. Other such examples are: 

supervisor for foreman fisher for fisherman 
firefighter for fireman mail carrier for mailman 
chair(person)for chairman usher for usherette 
spokesperson for spokesman homemaker for housewife 
Member of Congress for Congressman 

(c) Personal dual gender 
5.106 This class of nouns, which has who-he or she pronoun coreference, includes, 

for example, the following: 

artist cook doctor enemy 
foreigner friend guest inhabitant 
librarian novelist parent person 
professor servant singer speaker 
student teacher typist writer 

If it is felt desirable to give information on the sex of the person, a gender 
marker may be added, such as male student/female student. The dual class is 
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on the increase, but the expectation that a given activity is largely male or 
female dictates the frequent use of gender markers: thus a nurse, but a male 
nurse; an engineer, but a woman engineer. No rational rules can be given for 
whether a noun should have dual gender distinction or not. It seems, for 
example, quite arbitrary that guest and servant should be dual in contrast to 
host - hostess and waiter - waitress. 

( d )  Common gender 
5.107 Common gender nouns are intermediate between personal and nonpersonal. 

The wide selection of pronouns (wholwhich-helshelit) should not be 
understood to mean that all these are possible for all nouns in all contexts. A 
mother is not likely to refer to her baby or child as it, but such nonpersonal 
reference may well be preferred by somebody who is emotionally unrelated 
to the child, or  wishes to generalize across sex distinctions in scientific 
contexts : 

A child learns to speak the language of its environment. 

Other nouns that belong here (chiefly when the animals are treated as pets or 
otherwise 'personified') include blackbird, cat, monkey, rabbit. 

(e) Collective nouns 
5.108 These differ from other nouns in taking as pronoun coreferents either singular 

it and relative which or plural they and relative who without change of number 
in the noun (the army: itlwhich-theylwho; cf plural the armies: they-which). 
Consequently, the verb may be in the plural after a singular noun, though far 
less commonly in AmE than BrE (cf 10.36): 

The committee has met and it has rejected the proposal. have met and they have 

The difference reflects a difference in point of view: the singular stresses the 
nonpersonal collectivity of the group, and the plural stresses the personal 
individuality within the group. Here arPexamples of collective nouns: 

(i) army ' 

board 
class 
commission 
corporation 
crew 
enemy 
federation 
gang 
group 
jury 
opposition 
staff 

association 
cast 
club 
community 
council 
crowd 
faculty (AmE) 
firm 
generation 
herd 
majority 
Party 
team 

audience 
clan 
college 
company 
couple 
department 
family 
flock 
government 
institute 
minority 
population 
university 

(ii) The following usually occur in the singular only with the definite article: 

the aristocracy the bourgeoisie the church 
the clergy the elite the gentry 

the intelligentsia the laity the press 
the public the rank and file the youth (of today) 

(iii) Collective proper names, eg: 
the Commons (UK) Parliament the Vatican 
(the) Congress (US) the United Nations the United States 

Note [a] Just as association, compatty, corporation,federario~~,.firm, ream, etc are included among the 
collective nouns, names of commercial firms are treated in the same way: 

1.1 (2 ,,,,,l increased ($1 salesabroad. 

[b] Churcli and youth in (ii) also occur of course as regular colint nouns, the latter denoting a 
young male: 

The police are looking for five youths. ['young men'] 

(f/g) Higher animals 
5.109 Malelfemale gender distinctions in animal nouns are maintained by people 

with a special concern (for example with pets), eg: cock and rooster (AmE) 
for the male (with which-it or who-he coreference) and hen for the female 
(with which-it or who-she coreference). Other examples: 

buck - doe bull - cow dog bitch gander - goose 
lion - lioness ram - ewe stallion - mare tiger - tigress 

I Note ,In general, in nonexpert contexts there is no need to make a gender distinction, such as dog - 
bitch and stallion - mare. We can then use one term to cover both sexes, as in the case of dog 
and lion, or use a different term, eg: horse to cover both stallion and mare. 

(h/i) Lower animals and inanimate nouns 

l 
5.110 Both lower animals (eg: beetle, butterfly, snake, toad, tadpole) and inanimate 

nouns (eg: box, car, idea) have which and it as pronouns. However, lower 
I animals may also be viewed as higher animals. Thus we may speak of 

'goldfish who swim around', 'bees who are busy', etc. 
1 Sex differences can be indicated by a range of gender markers for any 

animate noun where they are felt to be relevant, eg: male -female frog. Other 
examples : 

buck-rabbit - doe-rabbit cock-pheasant - hen-pheasant 
dog-fox - bitch-fox he-goat - she-goat 
roe-buck - roe-doe 

We make no claim for the categories 'higherllower animals' to parallel the 
biological classification. Some animals require finer gender distinctions in 
the language than others. This can be attributed to a number of factors. The 
layman normally has no knowledge about the sex of animals like ant, herring, 
snake, spider; or, even if he does, it may not be a fact that he wants or needs 
to indicate. He and she are only likely to be used for animals with which man, 
'the speaking animal', has the closest connections (in particular the 
domesticated animals). 

Names of countries 
5.111 Names of countries have different gender depending on their use. 
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(i) As geographical units, they are treated as class (i), ie inanimate: 

Here is a map of France. It's one of the largest countries of Europe. 

(ii) As political/economic units, the names of countries are often feminine, 
it class (b) or (g): 

France has been able to increase her exports by 10 per cent over the 
last six months. 

England is proud of her poets. 

(iii) In spo'rts, the teams representing their countries can be referred to by ' 

the name of the country used as a personal collective noun, ie class (e) 
(esp BrE) : 

France {ize (BrE)} improved {zeii (esp BrE)}chances of 
winning the cup. 

In AmE there may be number variation in the pronoun (but not in the verb, 
which is singular) in this construction. 

Note Inanimate enfifies, such as ships, towards which we have an intense and close personal 
relationship, may be referred to by personal pronouns, eg: 

That's a lovely ship. What is shelit called? 
In nonstandard and Australian English, there is extension of she references to include those of 
antipathy as well as affection, eg: 

She's an absolute bastard, this truck. 

Case 

Common cage and genitive case , 
5.112 We shall distinguish between two cases of nouns: the unmarked COMMON 

CASE (eg: boy in the singular, boys in the plural) and the marked GENITIVE 

CASE (eg: boy's in the singular, boys' in the plural). Case in pronouns will be 
discussed in 6.2E on the genitive in relation to the of-construction, cf 5.1 15. 

Distinctions of case mark the structural and semantic function of noun 
phrases within sentences. It is arguable, as we shall see, that even the 
common/genitive distinction in present-day English is not really a case 
distinction, although it is a relic of a former case system comparable to that 
of Latin or of modern Russian (cf 5.123). We adhere to established 
terminology in this respect, but since the common case is simply the form 
used when the genitive is not used, our attention in the following sections 
will be devoted to the genitive. 

The 'central', but far from the only use of the genitive, is to express 
possession: to this extent the term 'possessive' is fittingly applied to genitive 
pronouns like his. We may compare: 

The children's toys are new. ['the toys belonging to the children'] 
Their toys are new. ['the toys belonging to them'] 
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But it should be borne in mind that the label 'possessive' does not adequately 
apply to all uses (cf 5.116). 

The forms of the genitive inflection 
5.113 The genitiveof regular nouns is realized in speech only in the singular, where 

it takes one of the forms /IZ/, /z/, or /S/, following the rules for the -S inflection 
of nouns (cf 5.80) and verbs (cf 3.5). In writing, the inflection of regular nouns 
is realized in the singular by apostrophe + s (boy's), and in the regular plural 
by the apostrophe following the plural -S (boys'). 

As a result, the spoken form /spaiz/ may realize three forms of the noun 
spy as follows : 

The spies were arrested. [plural, common case] 
The spy's companion was a woman. [singular, genitive case] 
The spies'companions were women. [plural, genitive case] 

Since the genitive adds nothing to a regular plural noun in speech, and 
nothing except the final apostrophe in writing, this plural genitive may be 
called the ZERO GENITIVE. 

By contrast, some nouns with irregular plural like childpreserve a number 
distinction independently of the genitive singular and genitive plural 
distinctions: 

child - child's, children - children's 

With such irregular plurals, as Fig 5.1 13 shows, the same genitive ending 
(spelled 'S) occurs with both singular and plural nouns. 

Fig 5.1 13 The genitive inflection with regular and irregular plurals 

Note [a] In addition to representing different case forms of the noun spy, the pronunciation Isparzl 
could of course also be the -S form of the verb, as in [I], or the noun with the contracted form of 
is [2], or has [3] (cf3.32f): 

He spies on behalf of an industrial firm. [ ( I  
Thespy's here. 121 
The spy's been cycling along the coast. L31 

[b] In postmodified noun phrases, there is a difference between the plural and the genitive 
endings, because the genitive ending is added to the end of the phrase, not to the end of the head 
noun (cf'group genitives', 5.123): 

The palace was the KirigoJDer~nrark'.~. 
They praised the Kings ofDerirrrark. 
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The 'zero genitive' 
5.114 In addition to its normal use with regular plurals such as boys', the 'zero 

genitive' is used to avoid repetitive or awkward combinations of sounds in 
the following cases (cf Fig 5.114): 

genitive Is/ if ending 

1 
1 p/ if ending 

chrldrcn :F 

inflected 
genitive ! genitive 

word is 
singular 

ending 
- ina  . 

sibilant 

if not 
ending 
in /z/ 

L if ending 
in /z/ 

Dickens's 
Jotiesf 
Bur~rs:~ 

Dickcjns' 
Jones' 
Burru' 

/ one syllable E~tripides' 

L i ,fiw goodne.~~' 
in fixed sake 
expressions ,fur cot~sciettce' 

sake 

Lge;tive word is regular plural: slways zero 

Fig 5.1 14 The forms of the inflected genitive 

(i) with ~ r b e k  names of more than one syllable which end in -S, as in: 
I 

Euripides' /di:z/ plays, Xerxes' army, Socrates' wife 

(ii) with many other names ending in /z/ where, in speech, zero is a variant 
of the regular /IZ/ genitive. There is vacillation both in the pronunciation and 
in the spelling of these names, but most commonly the pronunciation is /IZ/, 
and the spelling is an apostrophe only. (In the following examples, the 
minority forms are given in parentheses.) 

WRITTEN FORMS SPOKEN FORMS 

Burns' (Burns's) poem /'ba:'nz~z (bxrnz)/ 
Dickens' (Dickens's) novels /'drk~nz~z ('d~k~nz)/ 
Jones' (Jones's) car J'd3aunzrz ( d ~ u n z ) /  

Names ending in other sibilants than /z/ have the regular 1121 genitive: Ross's 
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/srz/ theories. However, Jesus and Moses normally have the zero form of the 
spoken genitive and are written Jesus' and Moses' (as well as Jesus's and 
Moses's). 

(iii) with fixed expressions of the form for. . . sake, as in for goodness'sake, 
for conscience'sake, where the noun ends in /S/ (cf 5.120). 

The genitive and the of-construction 
5.115 In many instances there is a similarity of function and meaning between a 

noun in the genitive case and the same noun as head of a prepositional phrase 
with of (sometimes called the 'of-genitive'). The genitive inflection of [l], 
where ship's precedes and determines the head noun name, corresponds to 
the OF-CONSTRU~ION of the prepositional phrase in [la], where of the ship 
postmodifies the head name: 

What is [ the ship's name? 111 
the name of the ship? [ h ]  

In many cases, like [l]  and [la], the two forms are equivalent in meaning and 
are both perfectly acceptable. In other cases, either the genitive or the of- 
construction is the only appropriate choice: 

John's school BUT NOT: ?the school of John 
the front of the house BUT NOT: *the house's front 

For further discussion of the of-construction, and its relation to the genitive, 
cf 5.116fj' and, in particular, 17.38ff, where the of-construction is also 
compared with other types of postmodification. Our purpose in this chapter 
is to examine the genitive as a construction in its own right, and to indicate 
the semantic as well as the syntactic restrictions on its use. 

The use of the genitive is determined by a combination of structural and 
semantic conditions. We will look in turn at 

(i) the meanings expressed by the relation between the genitive noun 
and its head noun (cf 5.1 16) 

(ii) the type of noun taking the genitive (cf 5.1 17-1 19) 
(iii) the type of noun acting as head (cf 5.120) 

Genitive meanings 
5.116 The meaning expressed by the genitive can best be shown by sentential or 

phrasal analogues such as we present below. For comparison, a corresponding 
use of the of-construction is given where this is acceptable. 

(a) POSSESSIVE GENITIVE 
my wife's father My wife has a father. 
Mrs Johnson's passport Mrs Johnson has a passport. 
the earth's gravity The earth has (a certain) gravity. 
cf the gravity of the earth 

(b) SUBJRCTIVE GENITIVE 

the boy's application The boy applied for. . . 
herparents' consent Her parents consented. 
cf the decline of trade Trade declined. 
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(C) OBJECTIVE GENITIVE 
the family's support (. . .)supports the family. 
the boy's release (. . .) released the boy. 
cf a statement of the facts (. . .) stated the facts. 

(d) GENITIVE OF ORIGIN 
the girl's story The girl told a story. 
the general's letter The general wrote a letter. 

?France's wines France produces wines, 
cf the wines of France 

(e) DESCRIPTIVE GENITIVE (Cf 5.122) 
a women's college a college for women 
a summer's day a summer day, a day in the summer 
a doctor's degree a doctoral degree, a doctorate 
cf the degree of doctor 

(f) GENITIVE OF MEASURE 
ten days' absence The absence lasted ten days. 
cf an  absence of ten days 

(g) GENITIVE OF ATTRIBUTE 
The victim had courage. the victim's courage The victim was courageous. 

theparty's policy The party has a (certain) policy. 
cf the policy of theparty 

(h) PARTITIVE GENITIVE 
the baby's eyes The baby has (blue) eyes. 
the earth's surface The earth has a (rough) surface. 
cf the surface of the earth 

Note [a] There is a tendency for genitives to be taken as subjective, and for of-constructions to be 
taken as objective. Thus, with inadequate context, a phrase like [I] is likely to be interpreted as 
'The family supports. . .', but [2] as '. . . examined the fire department'(cf 17.41m: 

the family's support [l] 
the examination of thefire department 121 

[bl A marginal additional category, the genitive of apposition, may be mentioned: Dublin's fair 
city (cf: Dublin, a fair city). In today's usage, however, this is normally replaced by an appositive 
o/-construction (cf 17.47, 17.89): thecity of Dublin. 
[c] On the use of the genitive to denote close family relationships (Peter's June), cf 5.63 Note [c]. 

Gender of the genitive noun 
5.117 The semantic classification in 5.1 16 is in part arbitrary. For example, one 

could claim that cow's mik is not a genitive of origin ['milk from a cow'] but 
a descriptive genitive ['the kind of milk obtained from a cow'], or even a 
subjective genitive ['The cow provided the milk']. For this reason, meanings 
and sentential analogues can give only inconclusive help in choosing between 
the genitive and the of-construction. 

The choice can be more securely related to the gender class of the genitive 
noun. Generally speaking, the genitive is favoured for classes which are 
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highest on the gender scale (cf Fig 5.104), ie 'personal' nouns (particularly 
those referring to human beings and higher animals) and collective nouns 
with personal gender characteristics. Relating this to 5.104, we may infer 
that the possessive use is especially associated with the genitive because we 
think of 'possession' chiefly in terms of our own species. It is possible to see 
the partitive genitive at the opposite pole on comparable grounds: the 
marginal acceptability of ?the house's roof matches the irrelevance of personal 
gender to a noun denoting something which is merely being measured o r  
dissected. 

Further factors influencing the choice of genitive are the principles of end- 
focus and end-weight (cf 17.45, 18.3n, which encourage the placing of more 
complex and communicatively more important units towards the end of the 
noun phrase. According to the principle of end-focus, the genitive tends to 
give information focus to the head noun, whereas the of-construction tends 
to give focus to the prepositional complement: 

The explosion damaged the ship's funnel. hnne l  in focus] 
Having looked at  all the funnels, she considered that the most 

handsome was the funnelof the Orion. [the Orion in focus] 

This principle is congruent again with the preference for the of-construction 
with partitive and appositive meaning, where the genitive would result in 
undesirable or absurd final prominence: 

*the problem's part, *his resignation's shock 

The preference for placing complex constructions after the head accounts for 
the oddity of [l]  (cf 5.123) in comparison with [la]: 

?She is a man I met in the army's daughter. 
She is the daughter of a man Imet in the army. 

And conversely, it accounts for the oddity of theof-construction with simple 
form, eg [2a], as compared to [2], which shows the normal preference for a 
possessive pronoun : 

She is his daughter. 
?She is the daughter ofhim. 

(On the 'post-genitive' in a daughter ofhis, cf 5.126.) 

I Note [a] The relevance of personal gender is shown also in the fact that indefinite pronouns with 
personal reference (cj'6.9). such as sonreone and anybody, admit the genitive inflection, while 
equivalent pronouns with nonpersonal reference do not: sonreone's sl~adov, but not 'sonlething's 
shadow. 

I [b] Some idioms, in spite of end-focus, require a construction in which the personal pronoun is 
complement in a postmodifying of-phrase: 

It will be thedeathofnte. 
the impudence of him 
the cheek ofher ['her rude behaviour'; BUT: 'I kissed her cheek.'] 
I don't like the taste/look/feel, etc of it. 
For the life ofme, 1 cannot remember her name, and yet my memory ofher is still vivid. 

The last example also illustrates the tendency (mentioned in 5.1 16 Note [a]) to use such a 
I construction where the of-phrase has an objective meaning (compare: nzy tirantor~ qql her 'I 

remember her'). 
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The genitive in relation to no~in  classes 
5.118 The noun classes (a-c) frequently take the genitive (cf 17.388): 

(a) PERSONAL NAMES (cf 5.66): 
Segovia's pupil, George WashingtonL statue 

(b) PERSONAL NOUNS (cf 5.105) : 
the boy's new bicycle, my sister-in-law's problems 

(c) ANIMAL NOUNS, in particular those denoting 'higher animals' (cf 5.109): 
the horse's tail, the dog's collar 

(d) COLLECTIVE NOUNS. The genitive is also used with collective nouns (cf 
5.108) whichemphasize the aspectof'organized individuals', in particular 
those denoting authoritative and other organizational bodies, eg: 

thegovernment's economic plans the nation's resources 
the committee's decision the Company's directors 

The genitive is further used with certain kinds of inanimate nouns (e-h): 

(e) GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES (cf 5.68), eg: 
continents : Europe's future, Australasia's natural resources 
countries: China's development, the United States' attitude 
states: Maryland's Democratic Senator, Rhode Island's colonial period 
cities and towns: Hollywoodk studios, London's water supply 
universities: Harvard's Department of Linguistics 

(f) 'LOCATIVE 'NOUNS' denoting regions, institutions, heavenly bodies, etc. 
They can be very similar to geographical names, and are often written 
with initial capital letter, eg: 

the earth's interior the Church's mission 
the world'i economy the hotel's entrance 
the nation's waterways a country's population 
the Club's pianist the city's atmosphere 
the Gallery's rotunda the school's history 

(g) TEMPORAL TUNS, eg : 

the decadks events this year's sales 
a day's work today's paper 
a moment's thought the hockey season's first event 

(h) OTHER NOUNS 'OF SPECIAL RELEVANCE TO HUMAN ACTIVITY', eg : 
the brain's total weight 
the mind's development 
the body's needs 
my life's aim 
infreedom's name 
the treaty's ratification 
duty's call 
the polh results 

the game's history 
science's influence 
love's spirit 
the play's philosophy 
the book's true importance 
the novel's structure 
a word's function 
television's future 

[a] It seems that semantic relations other than possession (cf 5.1 17) place stronger restrictions 
on the 'personal' quality of the genitive noun thandoes possession itself. For example: 

Table 5.1 18 Possessive and objective genitive with personal and nonpersonal nouns 

POSSESSIVE GENITIVE OBlECTlVE GENITIVE 

PERSONAL the man's collar the man's release from prison 

NONPERSONAL the dog% collar ?the dog's release from quarantine 

In combination with theobjective genitive, a nonpersonal noun results in a less acceptable noun 
phrase than does a personal noun. 
[b] With temporal nouns in the plural, the apostrophe is sometimes omitted (c/ 17.108): 

several {E:] vacation 

The genitive with superlatives and ordinals 
The genitive is particularly common with locative nouns of Class (f) above 
when it is followed by a superlative adjective or a 'general ordinal' (cf 5.22) 
such as only,first, and last. The corresponding prepositional phrase in these 
cases is introduced by in rather than by of:  

the world's best universities - the best universities in the world 
this country's only university - the only university in this country 
Africa's first arts festival - the first arts festival in Africa 

More generally, the genitive combines with superlatives, ordinals, and 
'general ordinals' to express a meaning which is independent of all the 
meanings listed in 5.116 above, and which can best be paraphrased by a 
relative clause : 

Paganini's last performance - the last performance that Paganinigave 
the Cabinet's greatest mistake - the greatest mistake that the Cabinet made 

Noun heads with the genitive 
5.120 So far, genitive constructions have been identified by reference to certain 

classes of the genitive noun (personal, collective, temporal, etc). There are, 
however, some constructions with the genitive which can best be described 
in terms of specific lexical noun heads. 

Expressions with edge, end, surface, for . . . sake permit the alternative o j  
construction (cf 9.12 Note [c]): 

the water's edge. or charity's sake. 
She stood at [the edge of the water. He did it (' for the sake of charity. 

Similarly: at the river's edge, at his journey's end, for art's sake, the water's 
surface, for heaven's sake. 

The following expression does not permit the of-construction: 
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their rn0ne.v'~ worth. 
get {*the worth of their money. 

Similarly: a t  one's wits'end, at arm's length, within arm's reach. 
Note the stress typical of compounds (cf 17.104), which indicates that the 

following are compounds: our 'nroney's ,worth, a 'stone's ,throw. Compare the 
relatively free syntactic constructions of, eg: withinlbeyondlout of (her) reach. 

The grammatical status of the genitive 

Genitive as determinative 
5.121 Most commonly the genitive functions as a determinative (cf 5.108): it fills a 

slot in the noun phrase equivalent to a central determiner such as the [l]. This 
is so whether the genitive is a possessive pronoun (such as her [la]), a single 
noun (such as Jenny's [Ib]), or a noun accompanied by its own determiners 
andlor modifiers (such as my daughter's [lc]), as shown in Fig 5.121a: 

DETERMINATIVE HEAD 

the (new) desk 
her (new) desk 

JennyS (new) desk 
. mydau.qhter's (new) desk 

Fig 5.121a The genitive as determinative 

It is obvious that in [Ic], the genitive noun daughter's has its own 
determinative, viz the possessive pronoun my, which does not apply to desk, 
but to daughter. In  other words, the genitive in this instance is not a single 
word, but a noun phrase in its own right. Such an analysis is even more 
compelling for phrases such as many people's ambition; many, requiring plural 
concord, must determine the plural noun people, rather than the singular 
noun ambition: ! 

Many people's ambition is to own a house. 

We therefore see the genitive construction as a noun phrase embedded as 
a definite determinative within another noun phrase (cf 2.8, 17.38 and Fig 
5.121b): 

SUPERORDINATE NOUN PHRASE 

GENITIVE NOUN PHRASE 

a horse's hind leg 
somepeople's opinions 

L21 

the older boys' books 
[31 
[41 

every teacherS guide to child psychology [S] 
the Italian government's recent decision L61 

Fig 5.121b The structure of the superordinate noun phrase with a 
genitive noun phrase as determinative 
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That the genitive can be expanded into a phrase in this way is not 
surprising when we recall its equivalence to a prepositional phrase, in which 
of is followed by a noun phrase complement: 

the hind leg of [a horse] 
the opinions of [some people] 
the recent decision of [the Italian government] 

One implication of the determinative function of the genitive is that the 
genitive phrase is normally in initial position in the superordinate noun 
phrase, so that any words occutring in front of the genitive noun in the phrase 
belong to that noun rather than to the noun which is head of thesuperordinate 
noun phrase, as in [2-6]. 

One exception to this, however, arises when the genitive construction 
follows a predeterminer such as all, both, or half(cf 5.16). Since the genitive 
fills a position equivalent to that of a central determiner, these words 
preceding the genitive noun may apply either to that noun or to the 
superordinate head noun. In [7], the predeterminer both applies to parents, 
but in [8] both can only apply to girls': 

both [the girl's] parents [= both parents of the girl] [71 
[both the girls'] mother [= the mother of both the girls] [81 

Note The construction with genitive or possessive pronoun with determinative function will have 
definite reference, eg: 

(i) Sicsan's son (ii) her son 
If we want the indefinite interpretation, we have to resort to the of<onstmction (cf 5.1 15): 

(S { a son of Susan 
a sonaf Susan's (cf the 'post-genitive', 5.126) (ii) a son dhers 

Genitive as modifier 
There are occasional examples where the genitive acts as a modifier rather 
than as a determinative. These are of the kind listed as 'descriptive genitive' 
in Class (e) of 5.116. They have a classifying role similar to that of noun 
modifiers and some adjective modifiers (cf 17.1 10): 

There are several women's universities in Tokyo. 
['several universities for women'] 

He wants to become a ship's doctor when he grows up. 
['a doctor working on a ship'] 

There were ten g;::;:] wives at the meeting. 

Notice, in connection with the last example, that the expression farmer's 
wives does not imply polygamy: if this is a descriptive genitive, it is simply 
the plural of farmer's wife. The change to the plural genitive farmers' ~riives 
may, however, be preferred. 

Another distinguishing mark of the descriptive genitive is the fact that 
any modifiers and/or determiners preceding it generally belong to the head 
noun, rather than to the genitive noun. The speaker who refers to a quaint old 
shepherd's cottage is passing a comment on the age and quaintness of the 
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cottage, not of the shepherd. Nevertheless, there are cases where the 
modifying genitive itself contains a modifier: 

How much do those [farm workers'] cottages cost? 
I t  was meant to be a PhD thesis, but to me it read likea vrst-year 

undergraduate's] essay. 
This china used to be regarded as [poor man's] Worcesterporcelain. ['the 

sort of porcelain which resembled Worcester, but which a poor man 
could afford'] 

Note [a] As  the examples above suggest, the descriplive genitive tends to have an idiomatic 
connection with the head noun. The fullest stage of lexical assimilation to the head is observed 
in expressions where the genitive and the head form a compound (cf App 1.578). as in bull's-eye 
and eat'spalv (where the meaning is metaphorical). Between these and more freely constructed 
expressions such as lvomelr's college should be placed combinations where the two words are 
written separately, but where the stress is placed in the first (genitive) element, as in compounds: 

8 grrls . ,  pchool 'bids ,nest 'curv's prilk 'mloes',lioer 

Thus b i r h  nest resembles compounds both in meaning and in stress pattern (CA fa..rhole, rabbit 
warren). In many cases the first noun ends with an S, which can be written in three ways: 

a girl'sschool [genitive singular] 
a girls'school [genitive plural] 
a girls school [common case plural] 

The second variant is favoured in an allgirls'sclrool['a school entirely for girls']. 
[b] Modifying genitives may occasionally contain their own determiners: 

my thisyear'sexami~rationquestions['my examination questions for this year'] 
By this means, the strange cooccurrence of two central determiners my this may take place, as in 
the above example. 

The group genitive 
The modifying genitive, however, is rare in comparison with the genitive in 
determinative function; and since we observed in 5.121 that the genitive 
construction in this latter function can be a noun phrase, not merely a single 
noun, it is necessary to revise the idea (with which we introduced the genitive 
in 5.1 12) that the genitive is a noun inflection. The -S ending is not a case 
ending in the sense which applies to languages such as Latin, Russian, and 
German. It can be more appropriately described as a 'postposed enclitic': ie, 
its function is parallel to that of a preposition, except that it is placed after 
the noun phrase. This view is inescapable if we take into account the so- 
called GROUP GENITIVE (or 'embedded genitive'), in which the genitive ending 
is affixed to a postmodifier: 

the teacher of music's room ['the room of the teacher of music'] 

Obviously the 'possessor' in this example is the teacher, not the music; but 
the 'S cannot be added to the head, as one would expect if 'S could only be a 
noun inflection. Instead, it is regularly added to a prepositional postmodifi- 
cation which is part of a name or a compound noun phrase: 

[[the University of Minnesotal's] President 
[[the Museum of Modern Artl's] Director 
[[my son-in-law]'s] prospects 

Since the group genitive fits most naturally into patterns of postmodification 
of the noun phrase, we defer further treatment of it until 17.1 19. 
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The independent genitive 
5.124 The head of the superordinate noun phrase in a genitive construction may be 

omitted if the context makes its identity clear. The result is the so-called 
INDEPENDENT GENITIVE: 

My car is faster than John's. [= John's car] [ l ]  
Her memory is like an elephant's. [= an elephant's memory] [21 
This year's mixed doubles final was much better than last year's. 

[ = last year's mixed doubles final] [31 
If you can't afford a sleeping bag, why not borrow somebody 

else's? [= somebody else's sleeping bag] [41 
Mary's was the prettiest dress. [= Mary's dress] [S] 
Don't touch those cards - they're my partner's. [= my partner's 

cards] [61 

As the examples show, this genitive is frequently an elliptical variant of a 
noun phrase in which the genitive has its usual determinative function. But 
note that a possessive pronoun used in this genitive construction requires the 
independent form (cf 6.29): 

Hers was the prettiest dress. [sal 

Strictly, the pronoun illustrates quasi-ellipsis rather than ellipsis (for this 
distinction cf 12.40). 

Note With the ofconstruction in comparable environments, a demonstrative pronoun thar/those is 
normally required (cf 12.19): 

The population of New York is greater than 

The 'local genitive' 
5.125 The genitive is less clearly ellipted in expressions relating to premises or 

establishments (sometimes called the 'LOCAL G~NITIVE') : 

We'll meet a t  Bill's. 

Here at  Bill's normally means 'where Bill lives', but the hearer might not 
know whether the appropriate head would be house, apartment, place, etc. It 
is for this reason that the term 'ellipsis' is strictly not applicable (cf 12.32f). 
The reference of a genitive proper noun could also be to a restaurant, a bar, 
etc, as in [l]: 

Let's have dinner at  Tiffany's. [ l ]  

By contrast, where the genitive noun is a common noun, it would only refer 
to the dentist's professional establishment [2], and the same applies to proper 
nouns referring to commercial firms [3]: 

I'm going to the dentist's. [21 
Wendy has just been shopping in Harrod's/Foyle's/Macy's. t31 

This usage is normal also in relation to 'one-person' businesses, as in [4]: 

I buy my meat at (Mr) Johnson's. L41 
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The 'local genitive' is used in the following three cases: 

(i) For normal residences: 

my aunt's. 
the Johnsons'. [BUT: with the Johnsons] 

(ii) For institutions such as public buildings (where the genitive is usually a 
saint's name): 

St Paul's (Cathedral), St James's (Palace), Queen's (College) 

(iii) For places where business is conducted: 

the barber's, the.hairdresser's, the butcher's, the grocer's, W .  H .  Smith's, 
the chemist's ( BrE), the druggist's (Am E ; usually the drugstore) 

(On the 'sporadic' use of the here, cf 5.33.) The 'S is often dropped: 

at/to the chemist (BrE), the druggist (AmE), the hairdresser, the 
greengrocer 

With large businesses, their complexhy and in some sense plurality causes 
reinterpretation of the -S ending as a plural rather than genitive inflection 
(Barclays, Harrods, Selfridges, Woolworths). The genitive meaning - if it 
survives - isexpressed by moving theapostrophe: at Macys'. This uncertainty 
over the status of the -S ending is matched by a vacillation in concord. 
reflecting the conflict between plurality and the idea of a business as a 
collective unity: 

~ a r r o d i  islure very good for clothes. 

In some cases, where the -S form cooccurs with the indefinite article, a 
genitive interpretation is unavoidable: 

a cleaner's. 
They have taken the rug to 

*a cleaners. 

Note In relation to commercial firms, all three forms (Harrod's, Harrods, Harrod) may be found and 
constructed as either singular or plural (plural is esp BrE, cf10.36). Thus the following variants 
are used in the same document: 

~ i b e r t ~ ' s a r e ~ h e  wholesalers for this country. 
Liberty's is probably best known for its beautiful printed silk. 
This silk, for which Liberty arc the wholesalers in this country, . . . 

It can be noted, however, that the Harrod's form is more likely than the Harrod,~ form to be 
followed by a singular verb. The Harrod form, which has become Cdshionable relatively recently 
and still strikes many people as odd or pretentious, tends to be used only for very large 
enterprises. With titles of firms involving multiple names, however, the forms without -S are 
more current, especially in AmE, eg: Sears Roebuck. 

The 'post-genitive' 
5.126 An of-construction can be combined with a genitive to produce aconstruction 

known as the POST-GENITIVE (or 'double genitive'). In this construction, the 
independent genitive acts as prepositional complement following o f :  

some friends of Jim's ['some of Jim's friends'] 

that irritating habit of her father's 
an invention of Gutenberg's 
several pupils of his 

But the independent genitive is not in this case elliptical. Rather, the post- 
genitive contrasts in terms of indefiniteness or unfamiliarity with the normal 
determinative genitive. Whereas [l] and [2] presuppose definiteness, the 
presupposition in [la] and [2a] is one of indefiniteness: 

Jim's fiiend [l] a friend of Jim's [lal  
Joseph Haydn's pupil [2] a pupil of Joseph Haydn's 124 

Like the group genitive, the post-genitive belongs more closely to the subject 
matter of Chapter 17 than to that of this chapter. We accordingly postpone 
further discussion until 17.46. 
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Pronouns 

Introduction 
6.1 Pronouns share several characteristics, most of which are absent from nouns. 

Their name implies that they 'replace' nouns, but we have already seen (2.44) 
that this is to a great extent a misnomer. It is best to see pronouns as 
comprising a varied class of closed-class words with nominal function. By 
'nominal' here we mean 'noun-like' or, more frequently, 'like a noun phrase'. 
Semantically, a pronoun may be a 'pro-form' in any of the three senses 
illustrated in the following example: 

Margot longed for a bicycle, and at last (C)somebody gave (B) her 
(A) a brand new one. 

(A) It may substitute for some word or phrase (as one may substitute for a 
noun, and therefore be a 'pronoun' in a quite literal sense). 

(B) It may signal, as personal pronouns like her do, that reference is being . 
made to something which is given or known within the linguistic or 
situational context (cf 19.33f). 

(C) It may stand for a very general concept, so that its reference includes 
the reference of untold more specific noun phrases: somebody, for 
example, indicates a broad class of people including a girl, a man, a 
secretary, etc. 

All three pronouns in italics in the example have this in common: their 
meaning in itself is general and undetermined; their interpretation therefore 
depends to an unusual extent on what information is supplied by context. 

Syntactically, most pronouns function like noun phrases rather than nouns 
(cf 5.1). They combine in only a limited way with determiners and modifiers. 
We can say, indeed, that most pronouns, being intrinsically either definite or 
indefinite, incorporate their own determiner (cf 5.lOfn. Contrast: 

the men a tall man 
*the they *a tall he 

In addition, some pronouns have morphological characteristics that nouns 
do not have: 

(a) CASE: There is a contrast between subjective and objective cases: Itme, 
shelher, wholwhom, etc (cf6.28). 

(b) PERSON: There is a contrast between lst, 2nd, and 3rd persons: Zlyoulshe, 
etc (cf6.6). 

(c) GENDER: There are overt grammatical contrasts between (i) personal and 
nonpersonal gender; and between (ii) masculine and feminine gender: 
helshelit, etc (cf 6.8f). 

(d) NUMBER: There are morphologically unrelated number forms, as in !/we, 
helthey, as opposed to the typical regular formation of noun plurals: girl/ 
girls, etc (cf 6. I If). 

These special distinctions associated with pronouns are found most notably 
in the class of PERSONAL PRONOUNS, which may be regarded, by reason of 
their frequency and their grammatical characteristics, as the most important 
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and central class of pronouns. Accordingly, it is to personal pronouns above 
all that we turn in exemplifying these characteristics. In the following 
sections we examine the categories of case, person, gender, and number in 
more detail, before proceeding to a consideration of the various classes of 
pronouns. 

Case 

Case forms 
6.2 Nouns and most pronouns in English have only two case forms: COMMON 

case (children, someone) and GENITIVE case (children's, someone's). However, 
the five personal pronouns I, we, he, she, they and the wh-pronoun who have a 
further distinction between SUBJECTIVE and OBJECTIVE cases. 

Table 6.2 Personal pronouns with subjective, objective, and genitive case forms 

As Table 6.2 shows, there are additionally two genitive forms, a determinative 
and an independent form (cf 6.29), for five of the pronouns. 

There is a merger (syncretism) of case forms in the following pronouns: 
the determinative genitive and objective forms of she are identical, and the 

SUBJECTIVE 

OBJECTIVE 

GENITIVE 
determinative 
independent 

subjective/objective distinction between who and whom is not always 
maintained (cf 6.35, 6.38). The personal pronouns you and it do  not have 
distinct subjectibe and objective case forms (cf 6.14). 

The genitive 'forms of the personal pronouns are, in accordance with 
grammatical tradition, called POSSESSIVE pronouns. 

The use of case forms 
6.3 The use of the possessive pronoun forms corresponds largely to that of the 

genitive of nou4s (cf 5.1 12ff), except that the two different possessive forms, 
where they exist, function as determinative and independent genitives (cf 
6.29). The latter are, in effect, 'true pronouns'. 

The choice between subjective and objective cases is made on the basis of 
a ~ronoun's function in the clause. As their name imvlies, subiective versonal 

I 

me 

my 
mine 

pronouns function as subject and sometimes as subject complement; objective 
personal pronouns function as object, prepositional complement, and 
sometimes as subject complement. 

Table 6.3 opposite shows that both subjective and objective case forms can 
be used as subject complement. Although the prescriptive grammar tradition 
stipulates the subjective case form, the objective form is normally felt to be 
the natural one, particularly in informal style. We shall now examine this 
overlapping use of case forrns more carefully. 

we 

us 

our 
ours 
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Table 6.3 Case functions of personal pronouns 

your 
yours 

Subjective and objective cases 
6.4 We have noticed in Table 6.3 a discrepancy between the use of case in formal 

and informal English. In the main, formal English follows the normative 
grammatical tradition which associates the subjective pronouns with the 
nominative case of pronouns in inflectional languages such as Latin, and the 
objective case with the oblique cases (especially accusative and dative cases) 
in such languages. Hence the subjective form appears not only in subject 
position, but in that of subject complement, and also in constructions where 
it can be postulated that the predicate has been ellipted, leaving a 'stranded' 
subject. This last, however, may have different realizations in the short 
response : 

It's Ilme. 
A: Who is there? B: (Only) me. 

{Me - 

OBJECTIVE CASE 

It was hinl. (informal) 

I saw him. 

I gave it to him. 

FUNCTION 

subject 

subject complement 

object 

prepositional complement 

he 

him 

his 

He is / more intelligent than 
as intelligent as } she (is). PI 

SUBJECTIVE CASE 

He was late. 

It was he. (formal) 

I 

But in response forms and comparative constructions, the subjective pronoun 
on its own, such as she in [2], sometimes gives a stilted impression, and it is 
preferable to add the operator after it: she is. 

In contrast to the traditionally 'correct' use of the subjective form It's I in 
[l] and . . . thanlas she in [2], informal usage favours the objective form: 

she 

her 

I A: Who's there? B: Me. [lal  
more intelligent than 

He is {as intelbgent as } her. 

it 

its 

We may say that, in informal English, as and than count as prepositions (and 
are therefore followed by an objective pronoun as prepositional complement) 
instead of counting as subordinating conjunctions (cf 9.4, 14.12). 

6.5 This purely structural explanation, however, is not the whole story. To 
account for the general pattern of pronoun usage in informal style, it is 
reasonable to say that the traditional case distinctions do not operate here 
any more than they do with the genitive (cf 5.1 12ff). Instead, there is a broad 
division of the finite clause into 'SUBJECT TERRITORY' (the preverbal subject 
position) and 'OBJECT TERRITORY' (which includes all noun-phrase positions 

l apart from that immediately preceding the verb). In informal English, that 

they 
- 

them 

their 
theirs 

who 

who(m) 
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is, the objective pronoun is the unmarked case form, used in the absence of 
positive reasons for using the subjective form. It is this which accounts for 
the use of me, him, them, etc in subject complement function in conversational 
contexts (It's only me, That'll be them, etc), and for the use of me informally in 
'absolute' functions such as those of [la] above. Pressing the point a little 
further, we may say that the same idea of 'object territory' explains an often 
condemned tendency for speakers to use the objective case even in the subject 
function where a pronoun is coordinated, and therefore is separated to some 
extent from the following verb, either by position or by failure of concord, as 
in the nonstandard : 

are going abroad for a holiday. 
Mary and him 

The nonstandard usage of [3] may become even more 'reprehensible', though 
not the less common, if the offending pronoun also violates the rule of 
politeness which stipulates that 1st person pronouns should occur at the end 
of the coordinate construction: 

Me and Mary are going abroad for a holiday. l41 

The prescriptive bias in favour of subjective forms appears to account for 
their hypercorrect use in coordinate noun phrases in 'object territory': between 
you and I, as for John and I, etc. Another reason is that X and I is felt to be a 
polite sequence which can remain unchanged, particularly in view of the 
distance between the preposition and I. Compare also: 

~ e t ( ' s )  you'and 1do  it! 
He says he saw John and Ilast night. 

These are examples of a type which is not uncommon in informal 
conversation. 

In cleft sentences there is often felt to be unclarity about the grammatical 
function of a pr+oun acting as 'focus' (cL18.25ff): 

It was she who came. [S] 
?she 

It was {?her (informal) (that) John criticized. 

It was her that came. (informal) 
It's not me kho's proud. (informal) 

The focal pronoun has a Janus-like status, being a subject complement with 
respect to the preceding verb be, and an element of variable function with 
respect to the following verb. 

In [S], where she is a complement with respect to was and a subject with 
respect to came, there is no conflict in formal usage, since the subjective 
pronoun is favoured for both functions. But in [6] there is a conflict of 
functions, and neither pronoun form is felt to be completely satisfactory. 
Since her is the object of criticize, however, the objective form is superficially 
more acceptable, and is preferred in informal usage. In familiar usage, the 
objective form isoften used even where the pronoun is a subject with respect 
to the following verb: 
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It was them that did it. 

After indefinite pronouns (nobody, everyone, all, etc) + but or except, usage 
is again divided between subjective and objective case forms (depending on  
whether but and except are considered conjunctions or prepositions) : 

There seems to be a tendency (at least among prescriptivists) to favour the 
subjective case after but in subject territory [9], and the objective case in 
object territory [IO]; in [l  L], I would be considered a hypercorrect form: 

Nobody but she can solve our problems. 
Nobody can solve our problems but her. 
Nobody said anything but me. 

To avoid the issue, the alternative construction with myself can be used 
(cf 6.27): 

Nobody said anything but myself. [ l  1 4  

The objective form is the generally accepted form when the pronoun is in an  
object relation to the verb: 

I want nobody but him. ['I want him and nobody else'] I121 

Note [a] See 10.44 Note [b] on the question of concord, as in: 

1 It is I who am to blame. 
It is me whoS to blame. (informal) 

[bl The theory of 'subject territory' and 'object territory' can also be extended to deal with the 
peculiar distribution of who and 1~1ton1 (cf 6.35, 17.13J). 
[C] In familiar speech, us may occur instead of ale (cf6.18) in expressions like: 

Usgirlscan always take a joke. 

Person 
6.6 Personal, possessive, and reflexive pronouns have (unlike nouns) distinctions 

of person. The three persons may be defined as follows: 

1ST PERSON PRONOUNS : 
I, me, my, mine, myself 
we, us, our, ours, ourselves 

The reference of these pronouns includes the speaker(s)/writer(s) of the 
message. 

2ND PERSON PRONOUNS: 
you, your, yours, yourself, yourselves 

The reference of these pronouns includes the addressee(s), but excludes the 
speaker(s)/writer(s). 

~ R D  PERSON PRONOUNS: 
he, him, his, himself 
she, her, hers, herself 
it, its, itselJ' 
they, them, their, theirs, themselves 
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The reference of these pronouns excludes both speaker(s)/writer(s) and 
addressee(s); ie 3rd person pronouns refer to 'third parties' not directly 
involved in the origination or reception of the utterance in which they occur. 

All noun phrases (except those having 1st and 2nd person pronouns as 
heads) are 3rd person for purposes of concord: 

\ ;kz has just arrived. 

To clarify the implications of person, we use the symbols S, h, and o 
(mnemonic aids: 'speaker', 'hearer', 'other') as follows: 

S: the originator(s) of the message, whether speaker or writer, and 
whether singular or plural 

h : the addressee(s) of the message, whether hearer or reader, and 
whether singular or plural 

o: any other referent($ excluded from the definitions of s and h 

Then the meanings of the three persons can be summarized as in Fig 6.6: 

1st person 

2nd person 

3rd person 

Fig 6.6 Meanings of Ist, 2nd, and 3rd person 

The meanings of the singular pronouns are limited to the boxes with thick 
borders, while the meanings of the plural pronouns may include also the 
boxes with thin borders. These various possibilities are illustrated with 
reflexive pronouns in Table 6.6: 

Table 6.6 Ist, 2nd, and 3rd person pronouns 
P- 

S h : ( PERSON I EXAMPLES WITH REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS 

1st I gave myselfup. 
2nd You should be ashamedof yourse(f, Richard! 

Mary has hurt herself. 

We, the undersigned, pledge ourselves to . . . 
We complemented ourselves too soon, John. 

['inclusive we'] 
The children and I can look after ourselves. 

['exclusive lve'] 
You, Ann, and I are working ourselves to death. 
You ought to be ashamed of yourselves, children! 
You and John will have to cook for yourselves. 
They helped themselves to coffee and cakes. 
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The terms INCLUSIVE we and EXCLUSIVE we are sometimes used for 1st person 
plural pronouns which respectively include and exclude reference to the 
addressee. We should in addition distinguish a special type of exclusive we 
called COLLECTIVE we which indicates a plurality of speakerslwriters, eg in  
petitions (We, the undersigned, . . .)or in prayers (We thank Thee, 0 God, . . .). 

Unlike some languages, however, English does not make any formal 
distinction between 'inclusive' and 'exclusive' reference. The only circum- 
stance in which inclusive we is grammatically distinct is in the 1st person 
imperative Let's. . . (cf 3.51 Note [b], 11.26). This contraction of us to 'S (cf 
App 11.9) is only possible where us has inclusive reference (cf 6.18). There is 
a corresponding question shall we..  .? in which we also has inclusive 
reference, and which may be added to the imperative as a tag question: 

Let's enjoy ourselves, shall we? 

Gender 
Gender distinctions are largely restricted to 3rd person singular pronouns of 
the categories of personal, possessive, and reflexive pronouns, as shown in 
Table 6.8: 

Table 6.8 Gender distinctions in pronouns 

PERSONAL GENDER feminine 

NONPERSONAL GENDER itself 

These gender distinctions are neutralized in the plural: they, them, etc. No  
pronouns other than those in Table 6.8 manifest a masculine/feminine 
contrast, but the personal/nonpersonal contrast is also found in relative 
pronouns (wholwhom contrasted with which) and in indefinite pronouns 
(somebody contrasted with something, etc). The 1st and 2nd person pronouns 
are inevitably of personal rather than nonpersonal gender. 

The choice between personal and nonpersonal gender is determined 
primarily by whether the reference is to a'person', ie to a being felt to possess 
characteristics associated with a member of the human race. So defined, 
'persons' are not only human beings, but may also include supernatural 
beings (the Deity, gods, angels, fairies, etc), and higher animals (cf 5.109). 
Exceptional uses such as it referring to babies and she referring to ships have 
already been noted (cf 5.107, 5.1 11 Note). The occurrence of he and she in 
cases of outright personification is common in informal use: he may refer to 
a computer; she (or, for some women, he) to a car. In poetry and fiction 
(especially children's fiction) there are virtually no limits to the kinds of 
object which can be personified in this way. 

In the use of 3rd person singular pronouns, the absence of a pronoun of 
personal gender which is neutral between he and she influences the boundary 
between helshe, on the one hand, and it on the other. Just as a baby may be 
designated it, so a member of a nonhuman species may be designated he or 
she(cf 5.109S): 
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The robin builds its nest in a well-chosen position . . . and, after the 
eggs have hatched, the mother bird feeds her young there for several 
weeks. 

As this example shows, the pronoun usage can vacillate within a single 
paragraph or even a single sentence. 

Masculine and feminine gender 
6.9 The choice between masculine and feminine pronouns is primarily based on 

the sex of the person (or animal) referred to: 

Fred looked at himselj'in the mirror. 
Freda looked at herselfin the mirror. 

Difficulties of usage arise, however, because English has no sex-neutral 3rd 
person singular pronoun. Consequently, the plural pronoun they is often used 
informally in defiance of strict number concord, in coreference with the 
indefinite pronouns everyone, everybody ; someone, somebody; anyone, anybody ; 
no one, nobody (cf 10.50) : 

Everyone thinks they have a right to be here. 
Has anybody brought their racket? 
No one should pride themselves on this result. 

The plural is a convenient means of avoiding the traditional use of he as the 
unmarked form when the sex is not determined (cf: man, 5.54 Note), as in 
the formal: 

Everyone thinks he has a right to be here. (formal) [lal 

The use of the plural is also a means of avoiding the cumbersome device of 
coordinating masculine and feminine: 

Has anybofy brought his or her racket? 124 

And the same'choice may be made in referring back to a singular noun 
phrase with a personal noun of indeterminate gender as head: 

Every student has to make up his own mind. 
The applicant is required to sign his name clearly on page four of 

this form. 

The dilemma of concord also arises with coordinate subjects and with 
subjects of common gender, but here resort to the evasive tactic of the plural 
pronoun, though common in everyday speech, is less acceptable: 

Either he or his wve is going to have to change their attitude. 
Not every drug addict can solve their problem so easily. 

They is particularly difficult to avoid in cases like [4], and in tag questions [5] 
(cf 10.50 Note [a]) : 

Everybody came to the party, but they've left now. 141 
Someone died here yesterday, didn't they? L51 
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Sexual bias in the use of pronouns 
6.10 In recent decades, the use of he, him, etc as an 'unmarked' pronoun when the 

sex of the referent is undetermined has been opposed, particularly in the 
United States, by those campaigning against sexual bias in language. Some 
of the methods proposed for avoiding the unmarked masculine are illustrated 
in the following examples and suggested revisions (quoted from the TESOL 
Quarterly Style Sheet, Vol 13): 

(a) The speaker must constantly monitor his listener to check that 
assumptions he is making are shared assumptions. 

SUGGESTED REVISION (change to the and rephrase) : 
The speaker must constantly monitor the listener and check that the 

assumptions the speaker is making are shared. 
(b) Very often the writer does not monitor his arguments very well or get his 

narrative in the right order. 
SUGGESTED REVISION (change to plural) : 
Very often writers do not monitor their arguments very well or get their 

narratives in the right order. 
(c) The students do almost all the interacting, the teacher taking a back seat. 

That is to say, he is not under the pressure of acting as chairman or host. 
SUGGESTED REVISION (change to s/he and rephrase): 
. . . That is to say, s/he is not under the pressure of acting as classroom 

director. 

The last example illustrates the use-of an invented sex-neutral pronoun slhe. 
It is uncertain how far such experimental forms as this will come into general 
use, especially when s/he is only a written form with no corresponding spoken 
form (unlike MS; cf 5.66 Note [a]); and, still more seriously, there is no 
objective or possessive form. Generally, it is not certain how far the advocacy 
of nonsexist language will succeed in discouraging such usages as the 
unmarked masculine pronoun. What is clear is that the feminist movement 
in language has made many language users aware of problems of sexual bias 
which were overlooked by earlier generations. 

Number 
6.11 As already indicated (6.1 and 6.6), the personal, reflexive, and possessive 

pronouns have singular and plural forms which are morphologically 
unrelated. It is also worth noting that the plurals of the 1st and 2nd person 
have a more specific meaning than do those of nouns. Except when it refers 
to, for example, collective authorship (cf 6.18), we means 'I plus one or more 
other persons'; and, similarly, you with plural reference normally means 'you 
(singular) and one or more other persons, but not me'. But contrast of number 
is neutralized with you: in current standard English, only the reflexive forms 
yourselfand yourselves preserve a distinction between singular and plural: 

Harry, behave yourself! 
Harry and Susan, behave yourselves! 

(On archaic and nonstandard forms of the 2nd person singular and plural 
pronouns, cf'6.12 Notes [b] and [c].) 
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Reflexive pronouns in general show number contrast in the manner of 
nouns. The suffix -selfin the singular changes, by the addition of a sibilant 
suffix, to -selves in the plural (cf such nouns in $as calf- calves, 5.83): 

singular tt~yself yoursev hinrse~/herselJlitseIj' 

~lural  ourselves yourselves themselves 

Fig 6.1 1 Reflexive pronouns 

There is also the rare (royal) singular form ourself(cf 6.18 Note [a]). 
Pronouns belonging to other classes, such as interrogative, relative, and 

indefinite pronouns, do not in general have number contrast. Exceptions are 
the demonstratives thislthese and that/those, and the indefinite pronoun one 
when used as a substitute. Otherpronouns, like the corresponding determiners 
(cf 5.12), are invariable for number. The pronoun both, like the predeterminer 
both, has dual meaning, but is plural for purposes of concord. 

6.12 There are formal grounds for saying that, just as the traditionally unmarked 
gender category is masculine, so the unmarked number category is singular. 
The compound indefinite pronouns someone, everybody, nothing, etc are 
singular, and have no plural counterparts (*someones, *everybodies, *nothings); 
yet they themselves can refer to more than one entity, and be notionally 
plural : 

A: Did you see anyone in the library? 

B:{ 
Yes, several people. 

*No, several people. 

Similarly, the substitute pronouns any and none are notionally often 
associated with plural number; but, according to prescriptive grammatical 
tradition, they are singular, and hence in formal English they are generally 
required to agree with a singular verb (cf 10.42). 

The interrogative pronouns who and what are similar to any and none in 
that they are treated as singular for subject-verb concord, even though they 
may imply a plural answer: 

A: whoss!coming to the party? B: Most of our neighbours. 
A: What's on the menu today? B: Lots of things. 

Note [a] In the absence of a singular/plural distinction in the 2nd person plural reference is 
sometimes indicated by lexical additions, cg: youpeoplc, you boys, and (esp AmE) youguys. 
[b] The low-prestige plural form youse /ju:z/ is current in Northern AmE and certain areas of 
Britain such as Liverpool and Glasgow. In Southern AmE, by contrast, the singular/plural 
distinction has been re-formed through suffixation of the originally plural form: You-all (v'aN 
/j3:1/) is widely used on all social levels in Southern AmE (always with a plural meaning by those 
to whom the form is native, although often misunderstood as a singular by outlanders). There is 
also a colloquial genitive y'aN's /j>:lz/, as in: 

I really likey'ull's new car. ['your family's new car'] 
[c] You in earlier English was a plural pronoun only, and was restricted to oblique cases. 
Although you has gained universal currency as a 2nd person pronoun which is neutral in case 
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and number, there is an archaic system of pronouns where other 2nd person pronouns survive in 
restricted situations, especially in religious language, as shown in Table 6.12: 

Table 6.12 Archaic system of pronouns 

SUBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE REFLEXIVE POSSESSIVE 

PLURAL ye /ji:/ you/@e) jourselues your yours (y-forms) 

While we present this system of religious usage, it should be pointed out that there is a great deal 
. of variation in current religious practice. There is a trend towards the adoption of present-day . . 

pronoun forms (c/ verb forms, 3.4 Note [b]). For example, the traditional use of th-forms in 
Quaker usage seems to be no longer current. In some dialects of BrE, particularly in the north of 
England, forms deriving from the earlier singular rlioa/tlree are still current also in nonreligious 
contexts. 

Subclasses of pronouns 
6.13 The class of pronouns includes a number of heterogeneous items, many of 

which, as we have already seen, do not share all of the above contrasts. For 
example, somebody (being 3rd person) has no corresponding 1st and 2nd 
person distinction, no subjective/objective contrast, and no masculine/ 
feminine contrast. Yet it is included among our pronouns, as it incorporates 
its own determiner, is a closed-class item, and has the kind of generalized 
meaning we associate with pronouns. The point we want to make here is that 
the characteristics which single out the pronoun class from the noun class are 
not shared by all its members. Figure 6.13 shows the different subclasses of 
pronouns and gives references to sections where they are discussed: 

--E 
personal: Ilme, wetus,. . . 

CENTRAL reflexive: myself; ourselves,. . . 
possessive : mylmine, ourlours, . . . 

RECIPROCAL: each other, one another 
RELATIVE : the wh-series, that 

CINTERROGATIVE: the wh-series 
1 DEMONSTRATIVE: this, these, that, those 

,-universal--{ all and both 
each and every 
the some series 
multal and paucal 

half; several, enough 
INDEFINITE other and another 

nonassertive: the any series and either 

Lnegative: the no series and neither 6.62 

Fig 6.13 Pronoun subclasses 

Personal, possessive, and reflexive pronouns may be called the CENTRAL 

PRONOUNS, since they share those features we have mentioned as being 
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particularly characteristic of pronouns, viz contrast of person, gender, and 
subjective/objective case. Although these central pronouns fulfil different 
syntactic functions, they have obvious morphological resemblances. This is 
also the reason why the possessives my, your, etc have been grouped with 
central pronouns, although such possessives, being determinative in function, 
cannot function alone instead of nouns, but only together with nouns (cf 
6.29). 

Cen t ra l  p r o n o u n s  
6.14 The central pronouns have in common the distinctions of person (Ist, 2nd, 

and 3rd), gender (masculine, feminine, and nonpersonal), and number 
(singular and plural) that have already been discussed. In addition, most 
personal pronouns have distinctions of case. The various forms of the central 
pronouns are displayed in Table 6.14: 

Table 6.14 Personal, reflexive, and possessive pronouns 

I plural 

singular masculine he 

hers 

singular non- itself 
personal 

l l they l them I t l~emse l~es  1 their 1 theirs / 
cf Note [c] 

Note [a] On the 'editorial ~ve'and other special uses o f  the 1st person plural pronoun, cJ'6.lS. 
[b] Apart from you, there are the rare and/or restricted 2nd person pronouns thou, vou-all. etc (c/' 
6.12 Notes [bl and [cl). 
[c] Thenl is sometimes replaced by 'enr lam/ in familiar use, as in Kick 'em our! 
[d] Us is theonly pronoun that has a contracted form ('s) in standard English (c/'App 11.9): Ler:r 

80. 

Personal p ronouns  

With specific reference 
6.15 The personal pronouns usually have definite meaning, and resemble the noun 

phrases introduced by the definite article in that they may have situational, 
anaphoric, or cataphoric reference (cf 5.28fn. 

The 1st person and 2nd person pronouns, when they havespecific reference, 
are used to refer to those directly involved in the discourse situation: viz the 
speaker(s)/writer(s) and the addressee(s) (cf 6.6). 

The 3rd person pronouns may also be used situationally, to refer to some 
person(s) or thing(s) whose identity can be inferred from the extralinguistic 
context : 

Are they asleep? [spoken to his wife by a husband nodding his head 
towards the children's bedroom] 

Oh, how kind of you! May I open it now? [said by someone receiving a 
present from a guest] 

Much more frequently, however, the identity of the referents of 3rd person 
pronouns is supplied by the linguistic context. As with the definite article, we 
distinguish between the ANAPHORIC and the CATAPHORIC uses of a 3rd person 
pronoun, according to whether the element with which it corefers (the 
ANTECEDENT) precedes or follows it (cf 5.30fn. The more common type of 
textual reference is anaphoric reference: 

We have an excellent museum here. Would you like to visit it? 
[ = the museum] [l]  

My brother is afraid that he will fail the test. I21 
The young girl stared at Dun and said nothing: she seemed 

offended by his manner, as if he had had the intention of 
hurting her. L31 

Dr Solway took the student's blood pressure that day. He also 
examined his lungs and heart. [41 

It will be noticed that in [4] he and Dr Solway are coreferential, and his and 
the student's are coreferential. We recover the appropriate antecedent by 
means of the content of the sentence. For example, the second sentence of [4] 
can be changed so as to enforce a different interpretation of the pronouns: 

Dr Solway took the student's blood pressure that day. He had felt 
sick during the night and came for his help as soon as the clinic 
opened. [4al 

Now the content of the sentence suggests that he refers to thestudent and his 
to Dr Solway. If the use of the pronoun is felt to be ambiguous or confusing, 
the antecedent can be used again, or a lexical equivalent can be found : 

. . Thestudent had felt sick during the night, and came 

for {D' SO1way's} help as soon as the clinic opened. 
the doctor's 

'Referring it' 
6.16 The neuter or nonpersonal pronoun it ('REFERRING it') is used to refer not 
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only to inanimate objects as in example 6.15 [l] above, but also to noncount 
substances (such as some soup in [I] below), to singular abstractions (such as 
the sack of Rome in [2]), and even to singular collections of people, such as 
Parliament in [3]: 

She made some soup and gave it to the children. 111 
The sack of Rome shook the whole of the Western World: in a 

sense, it was the end of the Roman Empire. [21 
Parliament's answer to all awkward problems is to establish a 

Royal Commission whose findings it can then ignore. [31 

In fact, in the personal/nonpersonal opposition, the nonpersonal gender is 
'unmarked', in that for any antecedent for which he or she is inappropriate, 
it will be used instead. Hence, it can corefer to a whole clause or sentence, as 
in [4] and [5]: 

A : Who said that I was crazy? 
B: I said it. ['that you were crazy'] [41 

Rome was sacked by the Visigoths in 410 AD. I t  ['the sack of 
Rome'] was the end of civilization as the West had known it. [5] 

Many students never improve. They get no advice and therefore keep 
repeating the same mistakes. It's a terrible shame. 161 

As is illustrated by [6], it can even corefer to a sequence of sentences. 
I t  is the only personal pronoun which is almost always unstressed. He and 

she, for example, can be contrasted with one another by nuclear stress: 

S H ~  eams more than HE does. 

It, on  the other hand, can only very rarely receive stress, for example when it 
is used as a citation form : 

Is this word i ~ ?  [looking at a manuscript] 

One reason why it is rarely stressed is that when a stressed nonpersonal 
pronoun is needed, it is supplanted by this or that (cf 6.408, 12.10fn. Thus 
[5a] is identical to [5], except that this, a stressed and slightly more emphatic 
proform, replaces it: 

Rome way sacked by the Visigoths in 410 AD. 'This was the end of 
civilizdtion as the West had known it. [sal 

Note There are several restricted usages with nuclear stress on it. For example: 
Is that ir?['L that all you wanted me for?'] 

Also, with the sense of 'sex appeal', 'charisma', etc. it is stressed in: 
She's got ir. 

In children's games, stressed if is used to indicate whoever is next to play, in expressions like the 
following: 

You're ir. She's i ~ .  

'Prop if 
5.17 Since it is the most neutral and semantically unmarked of the personal 

pronouns, it is used as an 'empty' or 'prop' subject, especially in expressions 
denoting time, distance, or atmospheric conditions: 
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What time is it? It's half past five. 
How far is it to York? It's a long way from here to Cairo. 
It's warm today. It's been fine weather recently. 
It's getting dark. What day is it today? 

This 'PROP it', if it has any meaning at all, refers quite generally to the time 
or place of the event or state in question (cf 10.26). 

Even less meaning can be claimed for the it which occurs as an anticipatory 
subject in cleft sentences (cf 18.25fl or in clauses with extraposition (cf . 
18.33fl, as in[[-31: 

Isn't it a shame that they lost thegame? 
.It must have been here that Ijirst met her. 
I take it then that you're resigning. 

But here, too, it can be maintained that the pronoun is not quite void of 
meaning, since it arguably has cataphoric reference (forward coreference) to 
a clause (italicized in [l-31) in the later part of the same sentence. One 
justification of this is the feeling of ellipsis in sentences such as [la] and [2a], 
which are like [l] and [2] except that the antecedent of it has to be supplied 
from the linguistic context: 

A : They lost the game. 
B : Yes, so I hear. Isn't it a shame? 

A:  Where did you first meet her? 
B : It must have been here. 

In some cases, it is necessary to add words which do not precisely replicate 
those in the text, eg: 

The bell rang, and I went to the door. It was Dr Long. [4] 

To make full sense of sentences like 141, we have to supply, for example: 

It was Dr Long (who had rung the bell). 

Note [a] Perhaps the best case for a completely empty or 'nonreferring' it can be made with idioms in 
which it follows a verb and has vague implications of 'life in general', etc: 

At last we've made if. ['achieved success'] 
have a hard time of it ['to find life difficult'] 
make ago of if ['to make a success of something'] 
stick it out ['to hold out, to persevere'] 
How's it going? 
Go it alone. 
You're in for it. ['You're going to be in trouble.'] 

[b] fican beused as asubstitutefor a predication,andespecially for acharacterizingcomplement 
(c/ 10.20): 

She was {:;:: and she ldorro it. l a  rich womans. 'rich'] 

If there could ever be such a thing as a modest Roman, Augustus was not ir. 
['not a modest Roman'] 

This last example is exceptional in that if is stressed (~(6.16). Other uses of it as a substitute form 
are discussed in 12.13, 12.24fl. 
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Special uses of we (e) We may occasionally be used also in reference to a 3rd person (=he, 
she). For example one secretary might say to another with reference to 6.18 The 1st person plural pronoun has a number of special uses: I 
their boss: 

(a) One common use is the 'INCLUSIVE AUTHORIAL we' in serious writing, as 
in : We're in a bad mood today. 

As we saw in Chapter 3, . . . Note [a] The v~rtually obsolete 'royal tie' ( = I )  1s tradltlondlly used by a monarch, as In the follow~ng 
examples, both famous d~cta  by Queen V~ctor~a 

Here we seeks to involve the reader in a joint enterprise. Besides not We are not ~nterested ~n the p o s s ~ b ~ l ~ t ~ e s  of defeat We are not amused 
having this 'intimate' appeal, you here would also be felt to be too [b] In nonstandard use, plural us 1s commonly used for the s~ngular me, as In I 

Lend usa fiver I informal or authoritative for discursive or scholarly writing. Compare 
[c] On the generlc use of we and other personal pronouns, cf6 21 also [l]  with the more informal let's in [2]: 

We now turn to a different problem. Anaphoric and cataphoric reference 
Let's turn now to a different problem. 6.19 Examples already given in 6.15-16 have ~llustrated the anaphoric use of 

personal pronouns. Cataphoric reference occurs less frequently, and under 
(b) The so-called 'EDITORIAL we' is still common enough in formal limited conditions. Where it does occur, anaphoric reference is also possible, 

(especially scientific) writing by a single individual, and is prompted so that we can equate two synonymous sentences such as [l]  and [la] in wh~ch 
by a desire to avoid I, which may be felt to be somewhat egotistical. the positions of pronoun and antecedent are reversed: 
For instance, the writer of a scholarly article may prefer [3] to [4]: 

= Before Geraldjoined the Navy, he made peace with his family. [ la] 

On the whole, cataphoric reference such as that in [l] is associated with 
('Editorial' here is not applied to the fully justified use of we with formal written English. Also, it generally occurs only where the pronoun is 
reference to the consensus of an editorial board or other collective at  a lower level of structure than its antecedent (where 'level' is understood 
body.) by reference to levels of branching on a tree diagram, as in 2.7fn. Thus, in 

[2] and [3] the pronoun is a constituent in a relative clause: 
(c) The 'RHETORICAL we' is used in the collective sense of 'the nation', 'the Those who most deserve it rarely seem to suffer defeat. 

party', as in: Melville well knew that to the men who sailed in her, a whaler was 
In the 19th century we neglected our poor as we amassed wealth. anything but a pleasure boat. 

Today we are much more concerned with the welfare of the And in [4], the cataphoric pronoun appears as part of the complement of an 
people as a whole. 

\\ initial prepositional phrase: 
This may be viewed as a special case of the generic use of we (cf 6.21). On his arrival in the capital, the Secretary of State declared 

support for the government. 
(d) There is also a use of we in reference to the hearer (=you) which may [41 I 

occur for example when a doctor is talking to a patient: When this condition of subordination is not fulfilled, there is no equivalent 
of the kind illustrated in [I] and [la]: 

How aie we feeling today? 1 
Jacqueline thinks she understands me. 

In the context, this use of we may be understood to be condescending, 151 
# She thinks Jacquekne understands me. 

but it also has an implication of sharing the problem with 'you' in the [Sal 

situational context of a doctor/patient or teacherlstudent relation, for 
example. A teacher wishing to instruct without overtly claiming 
authority may use the 'inclusive' 1st person plural (cf6.7): 

Now then, let's have a look at that project, shall we? 

This can be an evasively polite equivalent of: 

Now then, let me have a look at that project, will you? 

While she can easily corefer to Jacquelinein [S], such coreference is impossible 

I in [5a], so that here she and Jacqueline must be understood to refer to two 
different people. 

The conditions under which a pronoun can have coreference to another 
constituent can be summarized as follows. The constituent to which 
coreference is made must have precedence over the pronoun in one of two 
senses : 

(i) It must precede the pronoun, or 

I l 
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(ii) it must have a higher position in the constituent structure (cf 2.7) of the 
sentence than the pronoun. 

With cataphoric pronouns, the first condition fails, and so the second 
condition must obtain. 

Note [a] The above summary is not without exceptions. In journalistic writing, in particular, there is 
occasional use of cataphoric pronouns wh~ch appear in noninferior positions: 

Failure of his latest attempt on the world record has caused heavy financial loss to the 
backers of daredevil balloonist Felix Champ. 

[b] Personal pronouns cannot make cataphoric reference to part or all of a subsequent sentence, 
except for debatable cases such as: 

I t  should never have happened. She wentout and lefl the baby unattended. 
Here, it appears that it refers to the whole content of the succeeding sentence. But perhaps this 
is not true cataphoric reference, but a special rhetorical device, found in popular narrative, 
whereby the writer assumes the reader is already 'in the know'at the beginning of the story. 

Modification and determination of personal pronouns 
6.20 Another use of pronouns which may be called cataphoric is illustrated in: 

He who hesitates is lost. ['The person who . . .'; a proverb] 
She who must be obeyed. ['The woman who. . .'] 

Here he and she are cataphoric in that their meaning is defined by the 
following postmodifier, which is a restrictive relative clause (cf 17.13). Their 
function is heoce parallel to that of the cataphoric definite article (cf 5.32). 
He or  she followed by a relative clause belongs to a literary and somewhat 
archaic style. Present-day English prefers the use of the plural demonstrative 
in such contexts (cf 12.19). They cannot be used: 

Those who work hard deserve some reward. 
*They 1 I 

There is no similar use of cataphoric it fdi nonpersonal reference; a nominal 
relative clause (cf 15.8f) is used instead: 

what 1 *lt that stands over there is a church. 

In  modern pgl ish ,  restrictive modification with personal pronouns is 
extremely limited. There are, however, a few types of nonrestrictive modifiers 
and determiners which can precede or follow a personal pronoun. These 
mostly accompany a 1st or 2nd person pronoun, and tend to have an emotive 
or rhetorical flavour: 

(a) Adjectives: 
Silly me!, Good old you!, Poor us! (informal) 

(b) Apposition: 
we doctors, you people, usforeigners (familiar) 

(c) Relative clauses : 
we who have pledged allegiance to the flag, . . . (formal) 
you, to whom I owe all my happiness, . . . (formal) 
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(d) Adverbs: 
you there, we here 

(e) Prepositional phrases: 
we of the modern age 
us over here (familiar) 
you in the raincoat <impolite) 

(f) Emphatic reflexive pronouns (cf 6.28): 
you yourself; we ourselves, he himsey 

Personal pronouns do not occur with determiners (*the she, *both rhey), 
but the universal pronouns all, both, or each may occur after the pronoun 
head (cf 5.16,6.50): 

We all have our loyalties. 
They each took a candle. 
You both need help. 

[a] The he who. . . and she who. . . constructions can in principle be varied by the substitution 
ofother formsof personal and relative pronouns. But such variations strike the modern reader 
as decidedly unidiomatic: 

?I dedicate this work to him to whom it owes its conception. 
[b] Informally, he and she are converted to nouns when he=male and she=jemale. This 
accounts for the cooccurrence of the article with he and she in: 

What a darling puppy! Is it a he or a she? 

Generic uses of personal pronouns 
Apart from the stylistically limited construction helshe who . . . in 6.20, a 
number of generic uses of personal pronouns need to be discussed and 
illustrated. 

First, 3rd person pronouns can be used in anaphoric and cataphoric 
reference to generic noun phrases, in the normal way. The following example 
shows the generic use of he in coreference with a singular generic noun phrase 
(cf 5.54 Note, 6.9f): 

Ever since he found a need to communicate, man has been the 
'speaking animal'. 

It is the pronoun which is used if we want to corefer to a singular generic 
noun phrase with zero article, whereas rhey is used if the zero article 
accompanies a plural : 

A: Do you like caviar? B : I've never tasted it. 
Music is my favourite subject. Is ir yours? 
Trufles are delicious, but they're very expensive. 

Second, apart from the special generic pronoun one (cf6.56), plural 
pronouns of all persons can function generically with reference to 'people in 
general': 

Science tells us that the earth goes round the sun. 
WC live in an age of immense changes. 
You can never tell what will happen. 
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These days you have to be careful with your money. [41 
They say it's going to snow today. E ]  

Although used generically, these personal pronouns we, you, and they retain 
something of the specific meaning associated with the lst, 2nd, and 3rd 
persons respectively. They are therefore not wholly interchangeable. 
Potentially, we and us in [l]  and [2] have the widest meaning, because they 
may include reference to speaker, addressee, and 'third parties' (cf 6.6). The 
reference of 'inclusive we'can be progressively enlarged (as already illustrated 
by the 'rhetorical we' discussed in 6.18(c)) from those involved in the 
immediate speech situation to the whole human race. In this fully generic 
sense, a sentence with we as subject can be replaced by a passive sentence 
with unspecified agent (cf 3.71): 

W e  now know that the earth is round. 
= I t  is nowknown that the earth is round. 

Generic you, on the other hand, is'typically an informal equivalent of one: 

you} can always tell what she's thinking. 
One 

But you again retains something of its 2nd person meaning: it can suggest 
that the speaker is appealing to the hearer's experience of life in general, or 
else of some specific situation, as in: 

This wine makes you feel drowsy, doesn't it? 

Sometimes, the reference is to the speaker's rather than the hearer's life or 
experiences : 

It wasn't a bad life. You got up at seven, had breakfast, went 
for a walk. . . 

Like generic y u eneric they is informal, and retains something of its P ' g  specific quality qs a personal pronoun. Being a 3rd person pronoun, it 
excludes reference to the speaker and the addressee. Consesuentlv, it tends - - -  
to designate, in a sometimes disparaging way, the mysterious forces which 
appear to control the ordinary citizen's life: 'the authorities', 'the media', 'the 
government', etc : 

I see they're jaising the bus fares again. Whatever will they be doing 
next? 

They don't make decent furniture nowadays. 
(cf: You can't get decent furniture nowadays.) 

Note The ordinary citizen's awareness of this use of they/them as a denial of personal responsibility 
can be seen in expressions like: 

The members took up a them and us attitude to the Union. 

Pronouns with coordinated antecedents 
6.22 When a pronoun has as its antecedent two or more noun phrases coordinated 

by and, the pronoun itself must be plural, even if each of the noun phrases is 
singular : 
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John and Mary stole a toy from my son. Their mother told them to return 
if to him, but they said it was theirs. 

The conditions of concord here, in fact, are the same as those which govern 
subject-verb concord (cf 10.34m. 

If the antecedent phrases governed by and contain noun phrases or 
pronouns of different persons, the choice of pronoun is determined by the 
criteria discussed in 6.61: This means that there is an order of precedence 
whereby the 1st person outweighs the 2nd person, which in turn outweighs 
the 3rd person: 

PERSONS IN ANTECEDENT PERSON OF PRONOUN 

, + 2  --------- + l  

1 + 3  --------- + l 

2 + 3  --------  -+ 2  

1 + 2 + 3  -------- - -+ l 

Fig 6.22 Pronouns with coordinated antecedents 

Examples: 

We have a lot to talk about, you and I. [ 2 + 1 + 1 ]  
Freda and I have finished our work. Can we start lunch 

now? [ 3 + 1 - + 1 1  
You and John can stop your work now, if you like. You 

can both eat your lunch in the kitchen. [2 + 3 -+ 21 

The same order of precedence applies where three or more noun phrases are 
combined in the antecedent: 

If you, Mary, and I have already finished, 
we can have lunch. [ 2 + 3 + 1 - + 1 1  

You, Mary, and John will meet at the station. 
You can then go together to the party. [ 2 + 3 + 3 - + 2 ]  

Note [a] A somewhat different situation arises when the antecedent noun phrases do not include the 
person appearing in the pronoun: 

IfyouandJohn have already finished, ~vecan have lunch. [I] 
Mary and John will be at the station. Youcan then go together to the party. [21 

In spite of appearances, the italicized phrases and pronouns in these examples can be understood 
to be partly coreferential. But this interpretation requires the implication of a third omitted 
conjoin; eg: we in [ l ]  is understood to mean 'you, John, and 1'. 
[b] In addition to a coordinated antecedent, the 3rd person plural pronoun may also have 
multiple antecedents, such as She and an Indian in: 

She married an Indian, and they went to live in Delhi. 

Reflexive pronouns 
6.23 Reflexive pronouns end with -self(singular) and -selves (plural). These suffixes 

are added to the determinative possessive forms for the 1st and 2nd person 
(a), and to the objective form for the 3rd person (b) (cj'Table 6.14): 

(a) myself yourself ourselves yourselves 
(b) himself herself itself themseloes 
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There is also an indefinite generic reflexive pronoun oneself(cf 6.56), and a 
very rare 'royal we' singular reflexive pronoun ourself(cf 6.18 Note [a]). 

As  the name implies, reflexive pronouns 'reflect' another nominal element 
of the clause or sentence, usually the subject, with which it is in a coreferential 
relation : 

Table 6.23 Functions of reflexive pronouns 

ANTECEDENT REFLEXIVE PRONOUN EXAMPLE 

subject direct object They het~ed themselc?es. 
subject indirect object Sheallowed herselfa rest. 

[l1 

subject subject complement He is not himselftoday. 
[21 

subject prep. complement The caR uavs for itself: 
l31 
141 

subject . appositional phrase We couldn't come ourselves. 
{We ourselws couldn't come. 

The reflexive pronoun has two distinct uses: basic and emphatic. The basic 
use is illustrated by [ l 4 1  above: here, the reflexive pronoun functions as 
object or complement and has the subject of its clause as its antecedent. In 
the emphatic use, illustrated by [5] and [Sal, the pronoun is in an appositional 
relation to its antecedent. 

Note [a] A s  subject complement (but not normally as object) the reflexive pronoun receives nuclear 
stress: 

H e  is not h i m s h ~ ~ .  ['He does not feel well.'] 
There is consequently an  ambiguity only in writing between the object and complement 
interpretations when a reflexive pronoun comes after the verb: 

H e  FBLT himself. [S V C] He felt h i m s h ~ ~ .  [S V C,] 
[b] Very occasionally a reflexive pronoun precedes the subject with which it has coreference (c/ 
fronting, 18.20m: 

Foryourselues you have done a great deal, but for others nothing. 
It was understood that getting herselfmarried to an aristocrat was Henrierra's first duty to 

her family. / 
In emphatic use (c/;6.28), front positionof myselfissommon: 

Myselj; I feel quite happy about the plan. 

Basic use 
6.24 The basic reflexive pronoun takes the function of a noun phrase in the 

structure of the clause or phrase: it may be an object, a complement, or a 
prepositional complement. Since it corefers to the subject, however, the 
reflexive pronoun cannot itself be a subject. In this, it shows that it belongs 
to 'object territory' (cf 6.5), and has affinities with the objective personal 
pronoun. But it contrasts with the objective pronoun in meaning in examples 
such as this: 

He saw {i:ylf] in the mirror. 

In [l], himself is necessarily coreferential to the subject he, while him 
necessarily refers to some other person. We have to use the reflexive rather 
than theordinary objective pronoun. The reflexive pronoun must agree with 
the subject in terms of gender, number, and person: 

For an object, complement, or prepositional object which is coreferential 
with the subject, the reflexive pronoun is obligatory. 

The basic reflexive pronoun always corefers to the subject of its own clause, 
even though that subject may be 'understood'. For example, the implied 
subject of the -ing participle clause in [2] is Vincent, and himselfis therefore 
the appropriate reflexive pronoun: 

Freeing himselfwith a sharp knife, Vincent lurched towards 
the door. [2] 

In [3], it is John who is understood to be the subject of the infinitive clause, 
and the appropriate reflexive is therefore himself, even though the subject of 
the main clause is she: 

She asked John to invite 
himself: 

*herself: 

Similarly, as the implied subject of a normal 2nd person imperative is you 
(cf 1 1.25), it would be ungrammatical for such an imperative clause to contain 
as its object any other reflexive than a 2nd person pronoun: 

yourselves ! 
*otrrselves ! 
*themselves! 

Note [a] In a noun phrase which is a nominalization of a clause (c/ 17.51), the antecedent of the 
reflexive will be an embedded noun phrase which functions as 'subject'of the nominalization: 

Philip's boundless admiration of himself is well known, 
Your confidence in yourself I 

As in these examples, the antecedent is normally a subjective genitive (cJ5.I 16). 
[b] When a nonfinite clause or a nominalization has an implied human subject of the most 
indefinite kind ('someone or  other'), the reflexive onesel/(or its informal equivalent .i'ourself) 
may be used: 

Voting for { ; t~$~]  is unethical. 

Pride in {zti,] was considered a deadly sin. 

[c] In informal AmE we can find uses of a personal instead of a reflexive pronoun as indirect 
object which is coreferential with the subject, eg: 

He got hi~n ['himself'] a new car. We're going to elect us a new president next year. 

Obligatory reflexive pronoun as object 
I 6.25 We may distinguish the following types of construction in which the reflexive 

pronoun, when coreferential with the subject, is always used in preference to 
the objective case pronoun: 

(a) With REFLEXIVE VERBS, ie verbs which always require a reflexive object, 
such aspride oneselfon : 

prides herseu l on her academic background. 
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Examples of other reflexive verbs: 
absent oneself(firom) avail oneself(of) 
demean oneself(forma1) ingratiate oneself(with) 
perjure oneself 

(b) With SEMI-REFLEXIVE VERBS, ie verbs where the reflexive pronoun may be 
omitted with little or no change of meaning, such as behave (oneself), 
shave (oneself) : 

: Behave 
Behave now! 

shave himself 
He has to {shave ] twice a day. 

Other semi-reflexive verbs are: 
adjust (oneself) to dress (oneself) 
hide (oneself) ident f i  (oneself) with 
prepare (oneself) for prove (oneself) (to be) 
wash (oneself) worry (oneself) 

(C) With NONREFLEXIVE VERBS, ie verbs which are transitive, but are not 
particularly associated with the reflexive pronoun. Compare [l] and [la]: 

Williams publicly blamed himselffor the accident. 111 
Nobody blamed him for the accident. [lal 

Other such nonreflexive verbs are, for example: 
accuse, admire, amuse, dislike, feed, get, hurt, persuade 

It is with reflexive verbs (type a) and nonreflexive verbs (type c) that the 
choice between reflexive and objective pronoun, as in 6.24 [l]  may be made. 
Compare also d ~ e s s  (semi-reflexive verb) in [2] withget up (nonreflexive verb) 
in [3] (herself= !he mother, her = Jane):, 

Jane's mother dresses {:;lrSerl)] before 8 a.m. 

Jane's mother gets (herself) up before 8 a.m. 
{her l 

Note [a] Many verbscan havedifferent constructions, eg: enjoy: 

i myself: ['had a good time'] 
I enjoyed theparry. ['took pleasure in'] 

the gccesis. I'liked'l (esp AmE) 
In AmE this verb is also used intransitively as an imperative: Enjoy!, equivalent to'Bon appitit'. 
[b] Feel is semi-reflexive in a complex-transitive construction 141, but nonreflexive in copular 
use [51: 

She always/elt (herself) a stranger in their house. 
{wounded by his remarks.) 141 

Shefelt cold. [51 
[c] In complex-transitive complementation ($/'16.46/j), the coreferential item is the noun phrase 
that is object of the finite verb clause and subject of the nonfinite verbclause: 

The hosts really want us to enjoy ourselues. 
Nobody insisted on  your sacrificing yourselj: 
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Obligatory reflexive pronoun after a preposition 
6.26 The following types of construction require a reflexive pronoun after the 

preposition, if the subject is the intended antecedent: 

(a) With prepositional objects, ie prepositional complements which have a 
close connection with the preceding verb (cf 16.5): 

Mary stood looking at herselfin the mirror. 
Do look ajier yourselves ! 
We did not know what to do with ourselves. 
He thinks too much of himself. 
They take too much upon themselves. 

(b) With prepositional phrases following a noun which refers to a work of 
art, a story, etc: 

Every writer's first novel is basically a story about himself. 
Rembrandt painted many remarkable portraits of himself. 
Do you have a recent photograph ofyourself? 

Optional reflexive pronoun 
6.27 The basic reflexive pronoun is sometimes optional, in the sense that it may 

acceptably be replaced by the more usual ordinary objective pronoun. The 
self-forms are chosen to supply special emphasis : 

(a) In some spatial prepositional phrases: 
She's building a wall of Russian BQKS about her(self). 
Holding her new yellow bathrobe around her(se1f) with both arms, 

she walked up to him. 
Mason stepped back, gently closed the door behind him(self), and 

walked down the corridor. 
They left the apartment, pulling the spring lock shut behind 

them(se1ves). 

(b) In 'semi-emphatic' use. Here the reflexive pronoun normally receives 
nuclear stress. It does not have the subject as its antecedent, but is 
commonly used as a more emphatic equivalent of the 1st and 2nd person 
personal pronouns. Especially, however, when it replaces I and me, 
myselfis felt by many to be a hyperurbanism, a genteel evasion of the 
normal personal pronoun. The reflexive pronoun in these contexts can 
be reasonably called 'semi-emphatic' because it can be regarded as an  
abbreviated version of a sequence of the personal pronoun followed by 
the emphatic reflexive pronoun (you yourself, him himselJ; etc). Thus 
there are three possibilities in: 

would have noticed the change. 
you yoursbLp 

The latter repetition of the pronoun (you yourself) is avoided, however, 
outside the subject position (cf 6.4f). 

The constructions in which the 'semi-emphatic' reflexive occurs are the 
following : 
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(i) After the prepositions like, than, (as . . .) as, but (Jor), except Uor), and as 
for (cf 9.7fn: 

For someone like melmyself; this is a big surprise. 
Except for us/ourselves, the whole village was asleep. 
According to the manager, no one works as hard as him(se1f). 
Sandra's sister is even taller than her(se&). 
No composer enjoyed a better family background than Mozart. Like 

him(selfl, both his father and sister were remarkable musicians. 
Guerrero's friends made their peace with the gang. As for him(self), 

there was little he could do but await the inevitable bullet in his back. 

(ii) When a reflexive pronoun (particularly a 1st person pronoun) is 
coordinated with another phrase: 

They have never invited Margaret and melmyselfto dinner. 
This is a great tribute to the Scout Movement, and to you/yoursev 

as its leader. 

In this construction, the reflexive pronoun is not limited to 'object territory' 
(cf 6.5); it can replace a subjective pronoun: 

My sister and Ilmyselfwent sailing yesterday. 

Note [a] Unlike the prepositional phrases of (a) above, many prepositional phrases expressing a 
spatial (or temporal) relationship require the objective personal pronoun rather than the reflexive 
pronoun, in spite of coreference with the subject: 

H e  looked about him. She pushed the cart injiont ofher. 
She liked habing her grandchildren around her. They carried some food with them. 
Have you any money on you? We have the whole day before W. 
She had her fiance beside her. 

A possible explanation of this (historically older) use of the personal pronoun instead of the 
compound form in -selfis that the personal pronoun is not normally in semantic contrast with 
any other pronoun, and therefore needs no emphasis: 

*Have you any,money on me? 
The objective ford is normally unstressed, so that the stress is thrown onto the preposition. In 
some cases the projloun may in fact be omitted altdgether : 

Pat  felt a sinking sensation inside (her). 
The reflexive pronoun, on the other hand, will usually (except in the case of inherently reflexive 
verbs like pride oneself; cf6.25(a)) imply a contrast between coreference to the subject and 
reference to something else. 
[b] In the following metaphorical use of the preposition, the reflexive pronoun is required: 

She was besidi ( * t ~ ' / j  with rage, 

(c* 'She placed the attach6 case beside her'.) 
[C] For phonological reasons, sequences like her herselfwould be avoided by many speakers. 
Compare restrictionson verb sequences such as be being (3.73). 
Id] In some dialects of English, especially Irish English, reflexive pronouns are common in 
expressions like: 

Is herselfin? ['Is the lady of the house in?] 
Also in more general use we find, eg: 

I went to see Mary and John but there was only himselfat home. 
She was, he knew, a very good secretary and always loyal to hinrselj: 

Emphatic use 
6.28 Reflexive pronouns in emphatic use occur in apposition and have heavy 

(nuclear) stress. Unlike basic reflexive pronouns, they may have positional 
mobility: 

I m y s l i t ~  wouldn't take any NGT~c~.  
I wouldn't take any Ndrice myS.kLF. 
M y s k ~ ~ ,  I wouldn't take any ~ d ~ i c e  of her. 

Here the meaning of the pronoun is 'speaking personally'. In other contexts, 
the pronoun has a meaning better captured by the paraphrase 'X and nobody 
else': 

Do you mean that you spoke to the Pope h i m s d ~ ~ ?  
A:  Who told you that Jill was leaving? B: She  hers^^^ told me. 

Sometimes there is an explicit contrast between the referent and some other 
thing or person: ' 

I'd prefer you to do the jobyoursE~q rather than to leave it to Tony. 

I On the positioning of the emphatic reflexive pronoun, cf18.39f. 

Note [a] Emphatic reflexives with cataphoric reference are generally literary in tone: 
Himsera fervent believer, Newman was nonetheless able to sympathize with those who . . . 

[b] Emphatic reflexives sometimes occur sentence-init~ally in rather mannered or literary uses: 
Myselfis thus and so, and will continue thus and so. (Bellow) 
Oneselfdid not die; that, like the very quiddity ofothemess, was for others. (Burgess) 

I Possessive pronouns 

Determinative and independent possessives 
6.29 Possessive pronouns consist traditionally of two series: the first, 'weak' set of 

possessive pronouns has a determinative function (cf 5.12fn, while the 
second, 'strong' set has an independent function as a noun phrase (cf 5.124): 

DETERMINATIVE: my our your his her its their 
INDEPENDENT: mine ours yours his hers (its) theirs 

As the genitive forms of personal pronouns (cf 6.2), the possessive pronouns 
behave very much like the corresponding genitive noun constructions, and 
they have already been illustrated in that connection (cf 5.1 17ff). 

But whereas the genitive noun does not change its form in moving from 
determinative to independent function, five of the possessive pronouns 
change by the addition of a consonant (either In/ or /z/) to the determinative 
form : 

my / m a ~ /  -, mine /marn/ 
your / j ~ : ~ /  -+yours /j3:'z/, our -+ ours, her + hers, their + theirs 

His already ends in /z/ and therefore does not add a further sibilant; compare 
[l] and [la]: 

This is MP bike and that is  is bike. [ l ]  
This bike is M ~ N E  and that is  is. [ l 4  

1 .  Rs is extremely rare in independent function (but cf Note [a]): 

l ' *The collar is its. 
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One reason for this gap is that the pronoun ir is very rarely stressed (cf 6.16), 
and this conflicts with the phonological status of the independent possessive, 
which is always stressed. Another and related reason seems to be that there 
is rarely semantic motivation for an independent nonpersonal possessive 
pronoun. 

Parallel to the independent genitive, the independent possessive can occur 
as any of the following nominal elements: subject, object, complement, or 
prepositional complement. But it is particularly common in complement 
function. Compare: 

DETERMINATIVE INDEPENDENT 
Mary's 1 Mary's. 
my daughter's book The book is 
her hers. 

The independent possessive in other functions generally has a quasi-elliptical 
role, replacing a noun phrase with a determinative possessive: 

mine. If you need a bicycle, I'll lend you 
my bicycle. 

It also occurs regularly as prepositional complement in the 'post-genitive' 
construction described in 5.126: 

I have been talking to afriend ofyours. ['one of your friends'] 
A : Do you know Wagner's operas? 

B : No, the only opera of his I've seen is 'lohengrin'. 

Note [a] Independent its may occasionally be found in parallel constructions, such as: 
History has Irslessons and fiction has ITS. 
She knew the accident was either her husband's fault or the car's: it turned out to be 

not HIS but ITS. 
[b] Like genitives and ol-constructions (c/ 5.1 15). constructions with possessive pronouns can be 
amb~guous, eg: my in Giue me back my photograph may have at least three interpretations: 

Iown , 

taken of me 
[c] Note the following expressions where thee/-construction, rather than the possessive, is used: 

I don't trust the iikes ofhim. 
This will be rhe death of me. 

Possessives and the 'emphatic determinative own' 
6.30 The possessive cannot be accompanied by any modifiers or determiners, 

except for the 'emphatic determinative own'. Just as the emphatic reflexive 
pronoun (cf 6.28) intensifies the meaning of a personal pronoun, so own 
intensifies the meaning of a possessive pronoun. For example, my own carries 
the force of 'mine and nobody else's' in: 

This book doesn't belong to the library - it's my own copy. 
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Elsewhere own emphasizes coreference between the possessive and the 
subject of the clause: 

Sam cooks his own dinner every evening. ['cooks dinner for himself'] [ l]  

But whereas the reflexive pronoun is often obligatory where coreference with 
the subject is intended, the addition of own to the possessive is optional. 
Thus, in [la], his could corefer to Sam, but it could also refer to someone quite 
different: 

Sam cooks his dinner every evening. [ lal  

Similarly, [2] is ambiguous according to whether their corefers to the Housing 
Associations or to people : 

The Housing Associations are encouraging people to buy 
their houses. t21 

But only the second interpretation, the 'reflexive' one, is possible with: 

The Housing Associations are encouraging people to buy 
their own houses. L24 

In its turn, own can be intensified by the adverb very: 

Do you like this cake? It's my uery own recipe. ['a recipe I made 
up myself'] [3l 

The independent genitive cannot combine with own: *yours own, *mine own; 
instead, own added to the determinative possessive can serve as an  
independent noun phrase: 

The recipe is my (very) own. L34 
Floyd sometimes plays other musicians' arrangements, but his own are 

much better. 

In a similar way, the combination your own, her own, etc can follow of in a 
'post-genitive': 

I'd love to have a home of my  (uery) own. ['a home which belongs to me 
and nobody else'] 

We're resigning from the firm, and starting a business of our (very) own. 

Note [a] Own can also occur with a genitive noun: 
You must try these cookies: it's Jill's (very) own recipe. 

Own cannot cooccur, however, with an indefinite determiner. Compare: 

I your own car? 
Have you got a car ofyour own? 

*an own car? 
[b] Unlike many other languages, English uses possessives to refer to parts of the body and 
personal belongings, as well as in a number of related expressions: 

He stood at the door with his hat in his hand. 
Mary has broken her leg. 
Don't lose your balance. 
They have changed their minds again! 

The definite article is, however, required in: 
She took me by the Iiand. 

For a discussion of this use of the, cf5.35. 
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Reciprocal  p ronouns  
6.31 The RECIPROCAL PRONOUNS each other and one another are related to the 

reflexive pronouns in that they can be said to express a 'two-way reflexive 
relationship' (cf 13.46, 13.60). Yet there are important differences between 
reflexive and reciprocal pronouns. Compare: 

REFLEXIVE PRONOUN RECIPROCAL PRONOUN 
Adam and Eve blamed themselves. Adam and Eve blamed each other. 

['Adam blamed himself, ['Adam blamed Eve, 
and Eve blamed herself.'] and Eve blamed Adam.'] 

Other examples of typical functions of reciprocal pronouns: 

All the children trust one another. 
The party leaders promised to give each other their support. 
Meg and Bill are very fond of each other. 

Each other and one another are both written as word sequences, but it is better 
to treat them as compound pronouns rather than as combinations of two 
pronouns. At the same time, they correspond to the correlative use of each 
. . . other and one . . . another (cf 6.58) in sentences such as: 

They each blamed the other. 
The passengers disembarked one after another. 

The reciprocal pronouns have the genitive forms each other's and one '- 

another's: 

The students can borrow each other's 
one another's }books. 

J 

There is no difference in the use of the two pronouns each other and one 
another. Although in prescriptive tradition, each other is sometimes preferred 
for reference to ;two and one another to more than two, this distinction seems 
to have little foundation in usage.   here is, however, a stylistic difference 
between the two reciprocals in that each other is more common in informal 
style and one another in more formal contexts. 

Unlike the reflexive pronouns, the reciprocals can corefer only to plural 
noun phrases (qr noun phrases that have a plural quality), since reciprocity 
presupposes more than one participant: 

himself: 
Bill shaved 

With verbs like embrace, meet, and kiss, which are reciprocal and 
symmetrical in character ( c .  13.60), the reciprocal pronoun is optional : 

Anna and Bob met each other in Cairo. 
= Anna and Bob met in Cairo. 

With verbs which are not necessarily symmetrical, the reciprocal pronoun is 
required in order to express reciprocity: 

Anna and Bob wrote letters to each other. 
# Anna and Bob wrote letters. 
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Each other and one another resemble reflexive pronouns in that they cannot 
be used naturally in subject position. Instead of [l], [la] is preferred: 

?The twins wanted to know what each other werelwas doing. [ l]  
Each of the twins wanted to know what the other was doing. [ l 4  

There appears to be no such constraint on reciprocals as subject in nonfinite 
verb clauses: 

The twins wanted each other to be present at all times. 

However, the rule which excludes occurrence in subject position holds not 
only for independent pronominal use but also for genitival reciprocals in 
subject noun phrases. The reciprocals must have coreference with antecedent 
phrases which have some other genitiveor possessive modification. Compare: 

*Each other's letters 
?The letters to each other were delivered by a servant. 
Their letters to each other 1 

Note [a] The plural genitive forms 'each others'and *one anothers'are not used (although these forms 
sometimes occur as erroneous spellings of each other's and one onotlter's). 
[b] The reciprocal pronouns are rather infrequent items. In the million-word Brown corpus of 
printed AmE, for example, there are only 114 instances of each other and 45 instances of one 
another. 

Relative p ronouns  
6.32 Relative pronouns introduce relative clauses, eg: 

The book which you ordered last month has arrived. 111 

In [l], the relative pronoun which introduces the relative clause which you 
ordered last month. Relative pronouns differ from personal pronouns in that 
the element which contains or comprises the relative pronoun is always 
placed at the beginning of the clause, whether it is subject, complement, 
adverbial, postmodifier, prepositional complement, or object (as in [l]). 
Compare the position of it as object: 

The book has arrived. You ordered it last month. [ l 4  

Relative pronouns resemble personal pronouns in that they have 
coreference to an antecedent (cf 6.15). In [l], the antecedent of which is book. 
Here, as in most relative clauses, the antecedent is the preceding part of the 
noun phrase in which the relative clause functions as postmodifier: 

I [the book [which you ordered last month]] 

Unlike personal pronouns, relative pronouns have the double role of referring 
to the antecedent (which determines gender selection, eg: wholwhich) and of 
functioning as all of, or part of, an element in the relative clause (which 
determines the case form for those items that have case distinction, eg: who/ 
whom). Further details of relative clause formation are given in 17.10ff. 

1 Restrictive and nonrestrictive 
6.33 The semantic relation between the clause and its antecedent may be either 
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restrictive or nonrestrictive, and this is the basis of an important distinction 
between R E S T R ~ ~ I V E  and NONRESTRICTIVE relative clauses. 

Restrictive relative clauses are closely connected to their antecedent or 
head prosodically, and denote a limitation on the reference of the antecedent, 
eg : 

This is not something that would disturb me A~rway. 

Nonrestrictive clauses are parenthetic comments which usually describe, but 
do not further define, the antecedent, eg: 

They operated like poli~iciansl who notoriously have no sense of humour 
at  ALL^. 

The differences between restrictive and nonrestrictive relative clauses will 
be further discussed in 17.13f. For the present, we only need to mention this 
difference in order, to indicate how it affects the choice of relative pronoun, 
as appears in Table 6.33: 

Table 6.33 Relative pronouns 
I I I 
( RESTRICTIVE 1 NONRESTRICTIVE 1 

personal nonpersonal personal nonpersonal 

SUBJECTIVE CASE l that 
l who I l that 

which 
whom 1vhic11 

OBJECTIVE CASE thal that whom 
zero zero 

GENmVE CASE whose 

Wh-pronouns, that, and zero 
6.34 Relative pronouns include two series: " 

(a) wh-pronouns: who, whom, whose, which 
(b) that and zero 

Compare: 

I'd like to see the car that you bought last week. ric:l 
(Zero is indicated by '( )'.) Neither series has number or person contrast. 
However, the wh-series has gender contrast between personal who and 
nonpersonal which, and case contrast between subjective who, objective 
whom, and genitive whose. 

As Table 6.33 shows, whose - unlike who and whom - can have personal 
reference (cf 5.1 17), as in [l], and also nonpersonal reference, as in [2], 
although there is a certain reluctance to use whose for nonpersonal 
antecedents : 
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The lady whose daughter you met is Mrs Brown. 111 
The house whose roof was damaged has now been repaired. [2] 

Nevertheless relative clauses such as that of [2] are quite frequently attested. 
If a speaker or writer wishes to avoid the use of whose with nonpersonal 
reference, this can be done, often with some awkwardness, by using of which 
(cf 17.14): 

The {the roof of which 

Note [a] Whose cannot always besubstituted for of 111hicl1 or Qlvhonr. When theofphrase functions as 
an adverbial, there is no parallel with the genitive [3], but other consiructions are available, eg 
[3al:. 

*The poem whose Ion! speaking. . . l31 
The poem of lvhich lanr speaki~lg . . .. [ h ]  

[b] Which can have a personal noun phrase as its antecedent when the head is a complement 
with the role of characterization (cf 10.20 and the parallel use of if, 6.17 Note [b]): 

They accused him of being a traitor, {*:::} he was. 
. , 

In restrictive relative clauses, that is used in a similar function; 

She's not the brilliant dancer ( ) she used to be. {*f l 
Compare the exclamatory construction with identificatory that: 

Fool that I was! ['I was such a fool'] 
In none of these sentences could who be used. 
[c] If the antecedent contains a mixture of personal and nonpersonal elements, that can he used 
as a pronoun which is 'neutral' with respect to who and which: 

The generals complained that the Defence Department had not sent the extra men and 
equipment that they needed. 

Who and whom 
6.35 In many ways the opposition between who and whom does not parallel the 

subjective/objective distinction in the personal pronouns. Whom is largely 
restricted to formal style, and can be avoided altogether in informal style, 
through the use of who, that, or zero. 

It seems odd that the pronoun whom is decidedly 'marked' in relation to 
who, while elsewhere, with Ilme, shelher, etc, the objective form is the 
'unmarked' choice (cf 6.4). The best way of accounting for this seems to be to 
return to the concept of 'subject territory' (cf 6.5), which was defined, for 
colloquial English, simply as the position preceding the verb, ie the customary 
position of the subject. In relative clauses, because of the fronting of the wh- 
element, this is the only position of the relative pronoun, whether it is 
functioning as subject, object, or some other element. Hence, in informal 
English, there is a tendency to avoid whom altogether, and to replace it by 
the subjective form who. In formal style, on the other hand, the tendency is 
to use whom in accordance with the traditional prescriptive rule that who is 
the form for subject and subject complement functions, and whom is the form 
for other functions. When the relative pronoun is object, we meet all the 
following possibilities : 
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This is a person { you should know. 

( ) 

If the relative pronoun is a prepositional complement, we meet yet a further 
possibility, that of the preposition followed by whom: 

to whom you spoke. 
whom 

This is the person 1;: ] you spoke to. 

( 1 
However, the further theoretical possibility does not occur, namely who 
following the preposition: 

*This is theperson to who you spoke. 

The reason is that there is a stylistic incompatibility between the 
preposition + relative pronoun construction (to whom), which is rather 
formal, and the use of who rather than whom as prepositional complement 
(who . . . to), which is informal. 

Thus the behaviour of who and whom, which would otherwise appear 
irregular and puzzling, can be explained in terms of the different notions of 
case operating in formal and in informal usage. 

Note [a] The hypercorrect use of whom is common in examplesof pushdown relative clauses (c/17.63) 
such as this: 

*The Ambassador, whom we hope will arrive at 10 am., . . . 
Here the relative pronoun is the subject of willarrive but is felt to be in object territoly in relation 
to we hope embedded in the relative clause (cj: We hope that she wi// arrive at  I0  a.m.). On the 
other hand, no hypercorrection is involved in the following: 

The Ambassador, whom we expect to arrive at 10 am., . . . 
This is evident, again, if we compare the relative clause with a corresponding construction with 
a personal pronoun (cf 6.38 Note [b]): 

We expect her io arrive at 10 a.m. 
The following example represents a case where the hypercorrection has been institutionalized, 
and where in fact there is no alternative relative pronoun: 

Here is Captain Morse than whom there is no braver soldier. 
[bl The relative pronouns discussed above have been those used in adnominal relative clauses 
(cf 17.9). We should briefly mention here also the pronouns what, whatever, whichever, and 
whoever, which are used to introduce nominal relative clauses (cf15.8L 17.12). eg: 

You can do whateueryou like. rthat which you like'] 
[C] Very occasionally nonrestrictive relative clauses are introduced by the relative determiner 
which, rather than by a relative pronoun (cf 17.24): 

We arrived at noon, by which time the demonstration was over. 
Again, nominal relative clauses permit a different set of determiners: which, whichever, whatever 
(cf 15.8fi, eg: 

You should wear whichever dresssuits you best. 

Interrogative pronouns 
6.36 These are formally identical with the wh-series of relative Dronouns. but have 
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5.14), and we shall discuss the use of both types of interrogative word 
together, ie the following items: 

PRONOUN FUNCTION : who whom whose what which 
DETERMINATIVE FUNCTION : whose what which 

Who, whom, and whose are subjective, objective, and genitive case forms 
respectively, and have personal gender. The other interrogatives are not 
distinctive for case or gender. Note in particular that, unlike relative which, 
interrogative which can be used not only with nonpersonal but also with 
personal reference: 

RELATIVE : 

INTORROGATIVE: {$:h} is your favourite author? 

Inmeaning, however, interrogative who and which differ, who being indefinite 
and which definite, as explained in 6.37. 

Indefinite and definite interrogatives 
6.37 There are two groups of interrogatives: those with INDEFINITE and those with 

DEFINITE reference. 

(a) Interrogative pronouns referring to persons: 
INDEFINITE: Who is your favourite conductor? 
DEFINITE: Which is your favourite conductor? (Von Karajan or 

Stokowsky?) 

(b) Interrogative pronouns not referring to persons: 
INDEFINITE: What's the name of this tune? 
DEFINITE: Which do you prefer? (Classical or popular music?) 

(c) Interrogative determiners with personal nouns: 
INDEFINITE: What conductor do you like best? 
DEFINITE: Which conductor do you like best? (Von Karajan or 

Stokowsky?) 

(d) Interrogative determiners with nonpersonal nouns: 
INDEFINITE: What newspaper do you read? 
DEFINITE: Which newspaper do you read? (The Times or The 

Guardian?) 

In these pairs, which implies that the choice is made from a limited number 
of alternatives which exist in the context of discussion. The alternatives may 
be made explicit (as they are by the words in parentheses in the above 
examples), or they may be implicit. Thus a speaker who asks the question [l] 
assumes that there is a definite set of dictionaries from which a choice can be 
made : 

Which is the best English dictionary? 

a different function. They correspond closely to interrogative determiners (cf l l A person looking at an old photograph may say Which is you?, asking for the 
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identification of one member of the definite set of persons in the picture. 
Sometimes the relevant definite set is indicated by a following of-phrase, as 
in [2] : 

Which of the threegirls is the oldest? [2] 

Note [a] T h e  definite meaning of which is reflected in the fact that the definite article could not be 
omitted from [2] above: 

'Which ofthreegirls . . .? 
[bl In this and in the following sections, we illustraF the interrogative pronouns by their use in 
direct questions. However, they can equally well occur in subordinate II~/Z-interrogative clauses. 
Compare [3] and [3al: 

What wasshe wearirg.71 don't remember. 131 
I don't remember ~vlror she ~vas wenrirrp. 13al . . 

[c] The indefinite interrogatives what, bldo, and ~vlrose can be postmodified by else (6'7.69): 
What else?, Who else? 

[d] We can select who or lvlrat rather than a,lrich even in cases where the number of alternatives 
is strictly limited by the context: 

Who/ Which do you like best -your father or your mother? 
What/ Which will it be - tea or coffee? 

Conversely, which can be used when there is no limited set of alternatives from which a choice is 
made : 

After all, which American has not heard of someone who, a few days after his or her annual 
check-up, suffered a heart attack? 

Who, whom, and whose 
6.38 b he interrogative determiners what and which can be personalor nonpersonal: 

candidate will you vote for? 
are you in favour of? 

But the interrogative pronouns who and whom are personal only: 

Who told you where I was? Who(m) do you admire most? 

In objective use, who is informal and whom is formal. The distinction is 
parallel to that; between who and whom as relative pronouns (cf 6.35). 
Similarly, interrogative whom functions like relative whom, except that 
interrogative whom strikes most people as even more formal than relative 
whom. 

As a prepositional complement, only whom can normally follow the 
preposition, as in [l], whereas both who and whom can take initial position, 
as in [la], leaving the preposition deferred at the end of the clause (cf 9.6): 

For whom is she working? (BUT NOT: *For who is she working?) [l] 
Who(m) is she working for? [lal 

As the possessive form of who, whose can occur in either a determinative 
function, as in [Z], or an independent function, as in [Za] (cf 5.124): 

Whose jacket is this? [2] 
Whose is this jacket? 124 

But, unlike relative whose, interrogative whose cannot have nonpersonal 
reference. For example, we can say That ship's funnel was damaged, but we 
cannot ask a question with whose for which That ship's would be an 

appropriate answer (even though ships are typically referred to as she; 
cf 5.111 Note): 

A : Whose funnel was damaged? B: *That ship's. 

f l Note [a] Who has both singular and plural reference, but when neither is explicit in the linguistic 
context, singular concord is the unmarked term. Thus, even though several voices are heard 
outside, the natural question will be Who's there? rather than ?* Who're there? 
[b] When ~vho occurs in noninitial position in clause structure (cf l1 .l9), theobjective use of avho 
is acceptable colloquially even after a preposition: 

History is written about ~vho? Who sleeps ~vrtlr who? 
In contrast to these, there is a tendency towards hypercorrection in the replacement of who by 
~vlronr in noninitial position: 

A:  Janet was at the party. B: (?)lane1 whom? 

What and which 
6.39 What and which can also occur in prepositional complements with the 

preposition either in initial or in final (deferred) position; but with an initial 
preposition, the construction is formal and rather rare: 

What are you talking about? [l]  
On what is he lecturing? (formal) [lal  
Which (girl) are you talking about? 121 
On which of the topics is he lecturing? (formal) [ W  

What has a wide range of use, either as a determiner or as a pronoun, and 
either with personal or with nonpersonal reference: 

A : What's vour address? B : (It's) 18 Revnolds Close. . . 
What nationality is she? 
What is her nationalitv? ) B: (She's) Finnish. 

- ,  
A: what date is it? B: (It's) the 15th of March. 
A: What's the time? B : (It's) five o'clock. 
A: What is he doing? B : (He's) mending the phone. 
A: What was the concert like? B: (It was)excellent. 

When it refers to a person, however, what as a pronoun is limited to questions 
about profession, role, status, etc. Contrast: 

A : What's her husband? 
B : He's a film director. 

A : Which is her husband? 
B: He's the man on the right smoking a pipe. 

A: Who is her husband? 
B: He's Paul Jones, the famous art critic. 

In this last function in [3], what elicits an identificatory noun phrase as 
complement, and so it is the interrogative counterpart of relative which 
(cf6.34 Note [b]) and of the personal pronoun it (cf6.17 Note [b]) in 
corresponding contexts. 

Note Interrogative pronouns do not accept modification or determination, except for the occurrence 
of intensifyingpostmodifiers Whatever.. .?, Wlrooricarth . . .?(cf 11.14 Notelbl). 
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Demonstrative pronouns 
6.40 The demonstrative pronouns this, that, these, and those exactly match the 

form of the four demonstrative determiners (cf 5.14). With the demonstra- 
t ive~, as with the interrogatives, we shall find it convenient to consider 
together the uses of the determiners and of the pronouns. 

The demonstratives have number contrast in both determiners and 
pronouns. They also have a contrast between 'near' and 'distant' reference: 

Table 6.40 Demonstrative pronouns 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

'NEAR' REFERENCE this (student) these (students) 
'DISTANT' REFERENCE that (student) those (students) 

Like the definite article and the personal pronouns, demonstratives have 
definite meaning, and therefore their reference depends on the context shared 
by speakerlwriter and hearerlreader. Also, in the same way, their use may be 
considered under the headings of SITUATIONAL reference (reference to the 
extralinguistic situation), ANAPHORIC reference (coreference to an earlier part 
of the discourse), and CATAPHORIC reference (coreference to a later part of 
the discourse). As before, we will call the part of the text to which coreference 
is made the ANTECEDENT. 

First, however, let us consider the purely grammatical aspects of the 
demonstratives. 

Number and gender 
6.41 The singular demonstratives this and thar are used for both count and 

noncount meaning: 

This {room} water is too cold. That {E:~} is stale. 

Both the singular and the plural pronouns can be used as pro-forms as 
substitutes for a!noun phrase (cf 12.19): ' 

This chair is more comfortable than that. [= that chair] [l]  
Those apples are sweeter than these. [= these apples] L21 

The same meaning is conveyed by the demonstrative followed by one(s) 
(cf6.55): 

This chair is more comfortable than that one. [lal 
Those apples are sweeter than these ones. Pal 

In addition, the pronouns can refer to some unspecified object(s): 

Come and have a look a t  this. ['this thing, this substance', etc] 
Have you heard this? ['this piece of news, this joke', etc] 
Leave that alone! ['that thing, that machine', etc] 
Can I borrow these? ['these books, these screwdrivers', etc] 

But especially in this use, the pronouns are nonpersonal. Thus instead of [3], 

which would be an insult (as if the person indicated is not human), we would 
have to say [3a]: 

?Is she going to marry THAT? [31 
Is she going to marry  arman an? [ W  

Instead of [4] we would have to say [4a]: 

*Come and meet these over here. 
Come and meet thesepeople over here. 

An exception to this is the introductory use of a demonstrative pronoun as 
subject of a clause; in this position the pronoun can have both personal and 
nonpersonal reference: 

This is Mrs Jones. [introducing an acquaintance] 
That's my stepmother. [pointing to a photograph] 
Are these the students who have registered? [pointing to a list of names] 
This is Sid. Is that Geoff? [on the telephone] 

l Note That refers to degree or measurement in contexts such as: I !  My brother is six feet tall, but yours must be even taller than that. ['taller than six feet'] 
In spite of appearances, therefore, such examples are not exceptions to the rule that, as  a 
pronoun, that does not have personal reference (except in subject position; cf 12.19). 

.. Modification and determination 
6.42 ' The demonstrative pronouns are limited as to determination and modifica- 

tion. Like the demonstrative determiners (cf 5.14), they can be preceded by 
predeterminers, but the of-construction is often preferred: 

AN ( o n  this is mine. 
Could you give me haK(of) that? 
Would you like both (of)  these? 
All ( o n  those are sold. 

They are sometimes postmodified by place adverbials: these over here, etc. 
They can also be postmodified by restrictive relative clauses and other 
restrictive modifiers: 

Those who trv hard deserve to succeed. [ l ]  . . 

{;ic;} we saw 
These watches are more expensive than those that in New York. [2] 

upsets me mast is his manner. I 
Of these, those is personal ['the people'] in [l], and nonpersonal in [2], like 
that in [3]. In fact, thar which . . . is rare and formal, and is generally replaced 
by what. 

There is no personal singular *that who . . ., but other constructions are 
used instead, eg: anyone who . . . , the person who . . . ; he who . . . and she wlio 
. . . are archaic (cf 6.20). 
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Note [a] O n  the use of that and those as substitute forms ('the one, the ones'), as in the following 
example, cJ'12.19: 

T h e  song by Schubert is more tuneful than that by Britten. 
[b] T h e  determiner those loses its deictic quality (cf 6.43) in cases like 141 where it is an emphatic 
equivalent of cataphoric the (cJ'5.32): 

Those menlories which we acquire in early childhood rarely lose their vividness. W 

Situational reference 
6.43 When the demonstratives refer to the extralinguistic situation, they are often 

compared with other DEICTIC or 'pointing' items, which also contrast in terms 
of 'near' and 'distant' reference: 

here - there, now - then, today - yesterday/tomorrow, etc 

In the simplest cases, this and that contrast in terms of the nearness of the 
referent to the speaker: 

This is my friend Charlie Brown. [introducing someone] 
That is my friend Charlie Brown. [pointing out someone in a crowd] 

The measurement of spatial proximity is a matter of psychological rather 
than real distance. It can easily be extended to the more abstract sphere of 
time : 

this morning ['the morning of today'] 
that morning ['the morning of a day some time ago'] 

It can be extended to an even more abstract and subjective level of 
interpretation: I 

Have you ieen this report on smoking? 
['the one I have recently been thinking about'] [l] 

Have you seen that report on smoking? 
['the one I was looking at some time ago'] L21 

In practice, howper, [ l]  and [2] could occur in the same situation, the only 
difference being the speaker's subjective concept of 'nearness'. 

In reference to time, this is typically associated with 'what is before us', 
and that with 'what is behind us'. Hence with reference to days and months, 
this Friday or this September means 'the FridayISeptember to come' (cf 9.40). 
Also, a person about to demonstrate some skill, such as using a can opener, 
could say [3], but after the demonstration is finished, [4] would be more 
appropriate : 

This is how you do it. 
That's how you do it. 

Another extension of the nearldistant polarity is for that to imply dislike 
or disapproval : 

Janet is coming. I hope she doesn't bring that husband of hers. 
She's awful, that Mabel. 

Note [a] In this connection, notice a familiar use (considered nonstandard by some speakers) of thi.~/ 
these to introduce some new thing or person into a narrative: 
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There were these three men . . . 
Then I saw this girl . . . 
I was walking home when this man came up to me and said . . . 

Uncharacteristically this introduces new information here, instead, of referring back to shared 
information, as is usual. One sign is the occurrence of this as a focus of a clause with existential 
there (cJ'l8.44fl) in a typical beginning of a joke, eg: 

There was this manlplace . . . 
[bl On'the other hand, that/thos~ are used informally to 'point back' in a vague way to some 
shared experience: 

I used to enjoy those enormous hotel breakfasts. 
It gives you that great feeling of clean air and open spaces. ['the feeling we all know about'] 

Anaphoric and cataphoric reference 
6.44 The anaphoric and cataphoric uses of the demonstratives are extensions of 

their situational use. 

ANAPHORIC: 
I hear you disliked his latest novel. 1 read his first novel, and that was 

boring, too. 
He asked for his brown raincoat, insisting that this was his usual coat 

during the winter months. 

CATAPHORIC 
He told the story like this: 'Once upon a time . . .' [l] 

The 'near' demonstratives thislthese can have both anaphoric and 
cataphoric reference, while the 'distant' demonstratives that/tlzose can have 
only anaphoric reference. The following is therefore decidedly odd (but cf 
Note [a]) : 

?He told the story like that: 'Once upon a time . . .' Pal  

The antecedent of a demonstrative may be either a noun phrase or a larger 
segment of discourse, viz a clause, sentence, or sequence of sentences. We 
call this larger segment a 'sentential antecedent': 

They will probably win the match. That will please my mother. 
Many years ago their wives quarrelled over some trivial matter, long 

forgotten. But one word led to another, and the quarrel developed 
into a permanent rupture between them. That's why the two men 
never visit each other's houses. 

This should interest you, if you're keen on boxing. The world 
heavyweight championship is going to be held in Chicago next June, 
so you should be able to watch it there live. 

Anaphoric and cataphoric reference can also be illustrated with demonstra- 
tive determiners: 

I longed to play the piano when I was a child; but in those daysmy 
parents could not afford an instrument. 

These language options are open to our students: Spanish, French, and 
German. 

Note [a] In very limited contexts, eg in expressions of indignation, that can be used cataphorically: 
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What do you t h ~ n k  of T I I ~ T !  Bob smashes up my car, and then expects me to pay for the 
repairs. 

[b] Such as a pro-form is similar to the demonstratives. It can have anaphoric reference both as 
a pronoun and as a predeterminer: 

No one in his senses would dream of taking an innocent maiden aunt (if such exist) to 
Seneca's Medea. It is doubtful, indeed. if such plays should be performed at all on the 
modem stage. P. . . if innocen~ n~aidoz aunts exist'], ['. . . if plays sztclt as Sertecak 
Medea . . .'.l [ I 1  

In [l], suclt occurs first as a pronoun and second as a predeterminer. In [2], such has a whole 
sentence as its antecedent, and could be replaced by this or that with virtually no change of 
meanine: 

If officialdom makes mistakes, officialdom deserves to suffer. Such, at least, was Mr 
Boyd's opinion. 1.71 

t-, 

The anaphoric pronoun such can also &cur after indefinite determiners such as all, Jra: and 
many (cf5.15 Note) in rather rare and restricted use: 

{ 
there will surely not be ma~zy suclz. 

Some reactions to the proposal may be hostile, but ?we can afford to ignore any sucl~. [3] 
*no such have yet been reported. 

alternative: 

I 
As [3] shows, the acceptability of this construction varies according to the determiner which 
precedes such. For the unacceptable *no such, postmodification of none by such is an acceptable 

. . . but mmxsucl~ (L:] yet been reported. 

Indefinite pronouns 
T h e  remaining classes of pronouns are termed INDEFINITE: they lack the 
element of definiteness which is found in the personal, reflexive, possessive, 
a n d  demonstrative pronouns, and to  some extent also in the wh-pronouns. 
Although they are themselves indefinite, however, these pronouns can 
sometimes combine with elements of definite meaning, such as the definite 
article: the ones, the few, the other, etc. The indefinite pronouns are, in a 
logical sense, QUANTITATIVE: they have universal or partitive meaning, and 
correspond clo?ely to  determiners of the same or  of similar form (cf 5.14). See 
Table 6.45 opposite for a list of the mairones.  

Compound pronouns 
T h e  indefinite pronouns divide into two main categories according to their 
morphology and their syntactic behaviour. The COMPOUND PRONOUNS are 
those which are composed of two morphemes, viz a determiner morpheme 
every-, some-, any-, or  no-, and a nominal morpheme -one, -body, or  -thing. 
T h e  remaining indefinite pronouns belong to a category which we shall call 
OF-PRONOUNS, because they can be followed by a partitive oFphrase: many 
(of), some (on, etc. 

T h e  compound pronouns in Table 6.46a opposite are divided into four 
classes (universal, assertive, nonassertive, and negative) corresponding to 
the four classes in Table 6.45. 

T h e  twelve compound pronouns are perfectly regular in their formation, 
the only anomalies being the spelling of no one as two words, and the 
pronunciation of nothing with the vowel /A/ rather than /au/. 

T h e  pairs of pronouns with personal reference (eg: everybody, everyone) 
are equivalent in function and meaning but the pronouns in -one are regarded 
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Table 6.45 Major indefinite pronouns and determiners 

I NIJMEJER I FUNCTION 1-1 personal nonpersonal NONCOUNT I 
(it (. . .)) all I singular I each I 

1 determiner 1 every 
each 

pronoun (they (. . .)) all/both 
plural 

determiner all/both 
I 

I p / singular I pmnOun 1 zzo:y 1 something 1 
I determiner I a(n) some 

I 1 plural I pronoun and / 
determiner some 

pronoun anyone 

determiner either any 

determiner 
ally 

( "5, l nothing I 
pronoun I m 1 singular I 

F: pronoun and 
determiner neither lil 

I I plural pronoun none I 

Table 6.46a Compound pronouns 

UNIVERSAL 
ASSERTIVE 

anyone 
NEGATIVE llobod~ no one 

- 

NONPERSONAL REFERENCE 

euerything 
something 
anything 
ttothinp 
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as more elegant than those in -body. All the compound pronouns are singular, 
and have concord with a singular verb even though notionally they may 
denote more than one thing or person: 

over eighteen now has a vote. 
Everyone 
I tried everything but nothing works. 

was telling me you've been to America. 
Someone 

Has {anyone anybody ] got anything to say? 

Theie was {::%} at the office. 

On the use of the plural in coreference to compound pronouns (eg: Everybody 
has their offdays), cf 10.43. 

Note [a] The frequencies of compound pronouns with any-, every-. and some- that have personal 
reference are as follows in the LOB and Brown corpora of  printed BrE and AmE. respectively: 

Table 6.46b Frequencies of compound pronouns with any-, every-, and sonre- 

BrE AmE 

anybody 32 42 
anyone 141 140 

everybody 33 72 
ewryone 106 94 

somebody 27 57 
someone 117 94 

The table shows thAt in both corpora, the compounds in -one are consistently more frequent 
than the corresponding compounds in -body; but also that compounds in -body are more 
frequent, and compounds in -one are less frequent, in AmE than in BrE. 
[b] The compound pronouns are pronounced with initial stress, and are thereby minimally 
distinct in speech from combinations of a determiner and an independent word body, one, or 
thing. We  must be careful, therefore, to distinguish pronouns from the superficially similar 
sequences of determiner + head: the pronoun 'noone from no'one, as in no 'one answer ['no single 
answer']; the pronoun 'eoeryone from every 'one. as in every 'one o/tlle students; and the pronoun 
'everybody ['any person'] from every 'body, as in Every (human) body needs vitamins. 

6.47 The compound pronouns are the least problematic of the indefinite pronouns, 
since they behave in general like noun phrases of very general meaning: 

everybody, everyone ['all people'] 
everything ['all things', 'all matter'] 

There is no pronoun corresponding to the universal singular determiner 
every. In nominal functions, the determiner combines with the pronoun one 
(with the stress pattern every 'one or 'every 'one): 

Every 'one of us will be present. 
We played several matches against the visitors, but unfortunately lost 

every 'one. 

To emphasize the all-inclusive meaning, single is inserted: '(We lost) every 
single one'. 

Unlike every 'one, which has both personal and nonpersonal reference, the 
compound pronoun 'everyone (with stress on the first syllable) can refer only 
to persons: 

I want {'eUeryO" ) to feel a t  home. 'everybody 

To the compound pronouns of personal gender we can add the singular 
genitive ending S: 

This will put everyone's mind at  rest. 
Could you borrow anybody's overcoat? 
There's somebody's glove on the floor. 
It was absolutely nobody's fault. 

A postmodifier else can be added to the compound pronouns. Its meaning 
is illustrated by these paraphrases (cf 7.69): 

everyone 'else ['every other person'] 
nobody 'else ['no other person'] 
anything 'else ['any other thing'] 

The genitive ending is added to else, and not to the pronoun itself (cf 'group 
genitive', 5.123): 

I must be drinking someone else's coffee. 
(NOT: *someone's else coffee) 

His hair is longer than anybody else's. 
(NOT: *anybody's else) 

In addition, the compound pronoun can be postmodified freely by normal 
restrictive noun-phrase postmodifiers (cf 17.9fn, such as prepositional 
phrases and relative clauses: 

somebody I know something for dinner 
everyone (that) you meet anything madeof silver 

The compound pronouns cannot be premodified by adjectives (*new nothing), 
but instead, adjectival modification is added after the pronoun (cf 17.57): 

somebody very tall 
nothing new 
something nicefor dinner 
anyone kinder and more considerate than Janice 

Of-pronouns 

1 
6.48 The remaining indefinite pronouns, here called OF-PRONOUNS (cf Table 6.48 

over page) are distinguished by the following characteristics: 
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(a) They can be followed by a partitive o$phrase: 

Some of us were tired and hungry. 

(b) They can be used as substitutes for noun phrases or other nominal 
constructions: 

Many children learn to read quite quickly, but some [= some children] 
need special instruction. 

O n  the classification of pronouns as substitutes, cf 12.108 

(c) They are all (with the exception of none) identical in form to the 
corresponding determiner (cf 5.14). 

Table 6.48 Indefinite pronouns which take the partitive of-construction . 

Note All the ojlpronouns can be interpreted as substitutes; but in addition, some of them can be used 
without the of-construction to refer to people in general. The following famous quotations from 
earlier English illustrate this use, which today is somewhat literary and archaic: 

Many are called, butfew are chosen. [S! Matthew's Gospel] 
Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon them. 

[Shakespeare, Twelfth Night] 
In each case the meaning can he elucidated by insertingpeople: some = 'some people', etc. 

COUNT NONCOUNT 

singular plural singular 

UNIVERSAL all (of) all (of) all (of) 
(6.49-5 1) each (of) both (of) 

ASSERTIVE 
(i) some some (of) some (of) some (of) 
(6.52) 

Universal pronouns 
6.49 Our plan now is to look at each of the categories of compound pronouns and 

of-pronouns in turn, beginning with the UNIVBRSAL pronouns. With each 

- -  - ----  
(ii) multal 
(6.53) 
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category, we shall draw attention to parallels between pronouns and 
determiners. 

--_--_----------------------------------- 
(iii) paucal ~ f e w  (of) a little (of) 
(6.53) fewer/less (of) less (of) 

fewestlleast (of) least (on 

(iv) one one (of) (ones) 
(6.54-56) , 

NONASSERTIVE any (on 
(6.59-61) either (of) 

a& (of) any (OS) 

NEGATIVE none (of) none (of) none (of) 
(6.62) neither (of) few (of) little (of) 

------------------------  
many (of) 
more (of) 
most (of) 

The relation of universal pronouns to their determiners is shown in Table 
6.49. The compound pronouns everyone, everybody, and everything have 
already been discussed (cf 6.46f). 

much (of) 
more (of) 
most (00 

Table 6.49 Universal pronouns 

COUNT NONCOUNT 

personal nonpersonal nonpersonal 

everything everybody 
pronoun all 

all (?euerythitg) SINGULAR each 

determiner :E.:) boylpen 
all ((of) the 

PLURAL 
pronoun and furniture) 
determiner f t h )  ((OF) the bo~s /~ens )  

I AN and both 
6.50 ,Allis used with plural nouns for quantities of more than two, and both is used 

- with plural nouns for quantities of two only (dual number): 

The club is open to people of both sexes and allnationalities. 
Both (of) hisparents died young. 
AN(of) the children were working hard. 

When aN and both are followed by a determiner such as the (but not by the 
zero article: *all of boys), there is a choice between the insertion of of and its 
omission: 

Both (of) the boys want to become football players. 
A1l(Of) I 

Technically, allor both is a pronoun when followed by of, and a predeterminer 
when followed by another determiner (cf 5.15fn. 

All, unlike both, can also be followed by a singular count noun, as in [l], or 
by a noncount noun, as in [2]: 

His action was condemned by all (of) the civilized world. [l1 
All (of) that money you gave them has been spent. 121 

Before a singular count noun, however, all is somewhat formal, and is 
frequently replaced by a construction with whole as an adjective or noun: 

The whole (of the) civilized world denounced the invasion. 

Similarly, both the boys can be replaced by the two boys or both boys. 
Unless followed by the of-phrase, all and both follow a personal pronoun 

rather than precede it: 
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When UN, both, and each (cf 5.16) are postposed in this way, and apply to the 
subject, they appear in the position of a medial adverb (cf8.16). According 
to the rules for adverb placement, this means that they occur immediately 
after the subject if there is nooperator [3], otherwise after the operator [4,5]: 

They { z : ~ ~ }  won their matches. 
I J  

we v } {fast asleep.} 
both working. 

The villages haw {;:!h] been destroyed. 

As [5] shows, the postposed universal pronoun may also occur after a 
nonpronominal noun phrase as subject. In other positions in the sentence, 
however, the postposed pronoun occurs immediately after its head, and the 
head can only be a personal pronoun: 

They told { "the "' men ]{G} to wait. 
each 

Note [a] Used alone, allcan be equivalent toewrytl~ing: 

grything) is not lost. 

In this sense, all can be preceded by a possessive pronoun: 
He gave his all. ['everything he had'] 

[b] Allcan be premodified by degree adverbials and by modifiers of negative implication: nearly 
all, (not) quifeall, npt all, by no means all, etc. 
[C] Both is intrinsically definite, and in this differs from the cardinal numeral two, even when it 
is not followed by the definite article: 

hereyes were closed. g::] eyeswere closed. 

Thestatements containing two do not make sense when applied to an individual person, because 
they imply that there are more than two eyes in question. But determiner + unstressed two + 
noun can be used in: 

Her two eyes were like saucers. 
Compare also: 

the/my/these two boys It was just the two of us. 

Each and every 
6.51 Words like each, every, and the compounds with every- can be termed 

DISTRIBUTIVE, because they pick out the members of a set singly, rather than 
considering them in the mass. They are therefore singular in number. Apart 
from this difference, each and every as determiners are often equivalent to 
all: 

All good teachers study their subject carefully. [ l]  

Ewry 
Each 1 good teacher studies his subject carefully. 114  

(On the use of his in [la], cf 6.9.) 
All, each; and every one can also be equivalent in a pronominal function, 

except that each (unlike every one and UN) can refer to just two people or 
things: 

Several cars arrived. 
Each (one) of them was mud-stained. 121 
Every one of them was mud-stained. 124  
Allof them were mud-stained. [2bI 

There is also a noticeable difference between [3] and [3a, 3b]: 

All (of )  the girls 1 131 
Each oneof the girls received a magnificent prize. 134 
Every one of the girls 13bl 

While [3] might mean that the girls shared a single prize, [3a] and [3b] both 
mean that there were as many prizes as girls. Note that each as a pronoun [4] 
is equivalent to each as a determiner followed by one [4a], and to each as a 
determiner followed by a noun [4b]: 

Each of the states 

Each state 

Note [a] The distributive use of each is further discussed in reference to coordination in 13.61. On 
concord with each, cf 10.37 Note [bl. 
[b] All of the quantitative pronouns have a distributive use (cf 10.47), as in (51; usually the plural 
has the same meaning and is preferred to the singular, as in (5aI: 

AN the children have their own bicycle. Is] 
All the children have their own bicj~cles. ['one bicycle for each'] [Sal 

Assertive pronouns 

The some series 
6.52 The term ASSERTIVE applies to pronouns and determiners which are associated 

with 'assertive territory' rather than 'nonassertive territory' (cf 2.53fn. The 
clearest case of this distinction is to be found in the contrast between some 
and any, and between their corresponding compound pronouns somebody, 
anybody, etc (cf 6.46). 

Some as a determiner [l ,  21 and as a pronoun [la, 2a] occurs most typically 
with plural and noncount nouns: 

Some roNs have been eaten. 
Some bread has been eaten. 
Some (of the rolls) have been eaten. 
Some (of the bread) has been eaten. 

In these examples, some as a plural form contrasts with one, which is singular 
(cf 6.54fl): 
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One } of the rolls has been eaten. 
*Some 

But as a determiner, some also occurs with singular count nouns, especially 
temporal nouns : 

"Some 'day, I'll tell you a great secret. ['one'day'] 
They've been staying in the village for 'some "time. 

With other singular nouns, some is less usual, and has the meaning 'a certain' 
or 'some. . . or other': 

Did you see some strange man (or other) looking over the hedge? 
I hear that some rare animal (or other) has escaped from the zoo. 

The addition of or other underlines the indefinite or 'unknown' quality of the 
referent. 

Some offollowed by a singular count noun is used in a partitive sense: 

Some of the loaf has been eaten. ['part of the loaf'] 

Note [a] O n  some as a substitute pronoun, cf 12.17f. 
[b] Orofhercan also be added tocompounds beginning withsome-: 

It's time you got somebody or other to help you. 
[C] Especially in AmE, some is strongly stressed with a singular count noun in exclamatory 
sentences such as: 

That was "some'meal! ['a very good meal'] (very informal) 
[d] O n  unstressed same in comparison with zero article, c/ 5.39f. 

Multal and paucal quantifiers . 
6.53 The multal and paucal group of pronouns, with their matching postdetermi- 

ners (cf5.23), are antonyms with a similar distribution. Many ['a large 
number'] contrasts with afew ['a small number'], and much ['a large amount'] 
contrasts with a little ['a small amount']: 

I know { 7 } people in Boston. 

(aimy friends) were there. ~' 
A few 

I have eaten itoo a little much] (of the food). 

Much has,been said about the cost of medicine. 

Much and, to a lesser extent, many have acquired some nonassertive force 
(cf10.61 Note [bl), with the result that they are rarely used, at  least in 
informal English, without some negative or interrogative implication. 
Sentences like [l]  are uncharacteristic of modern idiomatic English, and 
there is a preference for open-class quantifiers such as a great deal (of) ,  as in 
[la]: 

We have endured ?:::fit deal, [ 
Similarly, rather than [2] with many, informal English shows a preference for 
[?a] withplenty of and a lot of (cf 5.25): 
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many good ideas. 

As postdeterminer and substitute pronoun, many can be preceded by the 
definite article: 

the many dangers we face 

The quantifier is followed in this construction by a restrictive relative clause; 
the quantifier itself, however, has the meaning of a nonrestrictive modifier, 
so that [3] can be paraphrased as [3a]: 

I am well aware of the many dangers (that) we face. PI 
1 am well aware of the dangers we face -and there are many 

of them. [3al 

These quantifiers are gradable, and can be accompanied by degree adverbs 
such as very, too, so, as, enough. Notice that quite precedes the indefinite 
article in quite a f e w  ['a considerable number'], but that very follows it in a 
veryfew : 

A : Have you seen (very) many houses for sale? 

Yes, I've seen quite a few. 
B: { (BUT NOT: *quite many, *quite several) 

No, I've seen only a veryfew. 

There are also comparative and superlative forms as shown in Table 6.53. As 

Table 6.53 Comparative and superlative forms of multal and paucal quantifiers 

MULTAL PAUCAL 

count noncount count noncount 

ABSOLUTE many much a few a little 

COMPARATIVE more fewer 
(less) less 

SUPERLATIVE most feivest 
(least) least 

in the case of determiner function (cf 5.24), there are prescriptive objections 
against the use of less and least with plural nouns. Yet they are widely used 
in informal English. Hence alongside fewer changes and Iess noise, the table 
allows for the possibility of Iess changes. Examples: 

There used to be more women than men in the country, 

but now there are 
less. 

Most of us enjoy reading. 
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The is optionally added to most in the sense 'the greatest number (of)' 
(cf 7.84): 

In this constituency, the Labour Party often polls (the) most votes, and 
the Tory Party (the) fewest/least. But this time, the Tories had more 
success than usual. 

Note [a] We keep aferv and a little distinct fromferv and little, which are dealt with in 6.62. 
[bl Many, likeferv (cf6.62), has a predicative use ['numerous'] in formal and literary English 
(cf 5.23 Notelc]): 

His  sins were many, and his friends werefirv. 
[C] The absolute forms mony/mucl~ and oJiw/a little can precede the comparative forms more, 
/ewer, and less in the comparison of different totals or amounts: /' -ny {zr] (aPiles) \ 

We have had a few more this year than last year. - .  
&h less (rain) J 

One 

(a) Numerical one 
6.54 One in its numerical sense fits into the list of indefinite pronouns at this point; 

but it is a versatile word with a number of different functions, which can 
conveniently be considered together. Three types of pronoun one can be 
distinguished morphologically: 

(a) NUMERICAL ONE (b) sues~rrrne ONE (C) GENERIC ONE 

one, one's, onesey  

Fig 6.54 Three types of the pronoun one 

The cardinal; numeral one is, natural& enough, singular and count. It is 
invariable, but can occur, like other cardinals, either as a determiner or as 
the head of a noun phrase: 

DETERMINATIVE FUNCTION HEAD FUNCTION 

(the) boy/pen one of the boys/pens 

One can be the stressed equivalent of the indefinite article (cf 5.38), and is 
also the singular equivalent of the indefinite pronoun some in a context like 
this : 

I've made some cakes. Would you L ~ K E  { y : ~ ~ ]  (of them)? 

One also occurs in contrast to theother or another in correlative constructions. 
One (or the one). . . rhe other is used with reference to two: 

I saw two suspicious-looking men. (The) one went this way, 
the other that. 

One of his eyes is better than the other. 
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One. . . another or one. the other is used with reference to more than two: 

another. 
We overtook one car after 

I've been busy with one thing or another. 

There is an adverbial use of these correlatives in the construction one + 
preposition + another [l] or, more usually, preposition + the reciprocal 
pronoun one another [la], or one + preposition + the other [l b]: 

They talked { one with another. (literary) 
with one another. 

She stacked the books one on top of the other. [ lb l  

Note On the use of one meaning 'a certain' before a name, eg: one Chorlie Brown, cf 5.63 Note [bl. 

(b) Substitute one 
6.55 The substitute pronoun one has the plural ones, and is used as a substitute for 

a count noun, or for an equivalent nominal expression (cf 12.15f): 

A : I'm looking for a book on grammar. 
B : Is this the one you mean? ['the book on grammar'] 

A: Yes, I'd like a drink, but just a small one. ['a small drink'] .. 
B: I thought you preferred large ones. ['large drinks'] 

Substitute one can be easily combined with determiners and modifiers: 

those ones I like the old one in the kitchen 

However, it is only exceptionally that one immediately follows the indefinite 
article: a one. One alone is used as a substitute for a/an + noun: 

I'm having a drink. Would you like one too? ['a drink'] 

Note [a] A one as a numeral can occur when one is used as a noun: 
I couldn't make out whether the number was a seven or a one. ['a number one'] 

[b] The indefinite article with one is also heard more widely in casual speech, as in [I], in the 
sense of exclamatory 'a single one'; and, as in [Z], in coy nonstandard usage in the sense of 'an 
amusing person': 

I had lots of pencils, and now I haven't got a one! [l1 
You are a one! L21 

(c) Generic one 
6.56 Generic one occurs chiefly in the singular and with personal gender. It has 

the genitive one's and the reflexive oneself(cf 6.23). The meaning of generic 
one is 'people in general', often with particular reference to the speaker, eg:  

I like to dress nicely. It gives one confidence. [ l ]  

The use of generic one is chiefly formal, and is often replaced colloquially by 
you (cf 6.21): 

think they would run a later bus than that! You'd [21 
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I n  AmE, the coreferential use of one (or genitive one's or reflexive oneself) 
is characteristically formal, helhislhimselfbeing preferred in regular usage: 

One must be careful about one's investments. (esp BrE) 
his investments. <esp AmE) 

However, concern over sexual bias (cf 6.10) has caused AmE in effect to 
move towards adoption of the BrE pattern. On the other hand, in both AmE 
and BrE the use of generic one has never occurred in natural informal use. In 
consequence, people who embark on sequences involving one mix the 
pronoun one with those more natural to informal use. Hence discourse in 
both AmE and BrE may show vacillation, eg: 

It's difficult ifyour house gets burgled, when one is out late at work.' 

Note Generic onedoes not accept determinersor modifiers: 
*The cautiousone can't be too careful, can theone? 

Half, several, enough . 
6.57 A miscellaneous group of pronouns may be illustrated at  this point. They all 

have corresponding determiners : 

Half(of) the class/children were girls. 
I've only read half(of) the book. 
We had to wait for halfan hour. 
Several (wf my friends) attended the conference. 
I have several books on folklore. 
I've had enough (of your tantrums/misbehaviour). 
Tom is enough of a sportsman to accept defeat gladly. 
There is enough (of the) water to last several weeks. 

Several is always plural, and indicates a number slightly greater than a few. 
Enough contrasts with too littleand toofiw (cf 15.73). Asdeterminer, it usually 
occurs in frontiof the head noun, but can also (rarely) follow it: 

' enough food There was' { } to last a whole year. food enough 

Note Half, normally a iredeterminer, as in h a u a  loo/; hauan hour (65.16). also occurs occasionally 
as a postdeterminyr: a haNlooL a Ira/Shour. 

Other and another 
6-56 Other as apostdeterminer follows the other determiners, including quantifiers 

and (sometimes) numerals (cf 5.20m: 

all the other women that other colour several other trees 
her other sister many other ideas two other letters 

As a pronoun, it can follow the same wide range of determiners; it also occurs 
in a plural form others: 

Some people comp!ained, but others were more tolerant. 
Where are all the others? ['people, books', etc] 
I have one sock, but I've lost the other (one). 
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Others is used in an absolute sense in: 

We should be considerate to others. ['other people generally'] 

Another, although spelt as a single word, is to be considered a fusion of the 
two words an and other, or alternatively as a reduced version of one other: 

I've sold my bicycle and bought another (one). 
I have alone sister in New York, and another in Canberra. 

Apart from its usual meaning, another also has an incremental meaning of 'a 
further' or 'one more': 

May I borrow another piece of paper? ['an additional piece of paper'] 

In this sense, another can be followed by a numeral and a plural noun: 

The farm already has ten cows, but they are buying another five (cows). 
['five more cows'] 

Although comparatively rare with the of-construction, otherlothers and 
another may be classed with the of-pronouns. Examples of their use with this 
construction are: 

Some members of our expedition wanted to climb to the sumtnit, but 
others of us thought it too dangerous. 

I saw another of those yellow butterflies yesterday. 

The genitive of another and other is rare when the reference is general: 

*another's 
She has { anotherpersonl} coat. 

somebody else's 

problems. We are not interested in 

But with narrower reference: 

the other's bag. [two people] 
Each looked {the others' bags. [several people] 

Note Other and another tend to occur as the second item in correlative combinations (cJ'6.31, 6.54). 
eg: 

sonrepeople. . . oders, the one . . . theother, each . . . other, o1re. . . other, anotlrcr. 

Nonassertive pronouns 
6.59 In addition to the compound pronouns anybody, anyone, and anything, there 

are two nonassertive of-pronouns any and either. With reference to the 
distinction (made in 2.53B between assertive and nonassertive forms, we 
can see that there is a parallel between assertive some and nonassertive any: 

Assertive : 
Pam bought some apples. 

Nonassertive, interrogative, positive: 
Did Pam buy any apples? 
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Nonassertive, interrogative, negative: 
Didn't Pam buy any apples? 

Nonassertive, negative: 
Pam didn't buy any apples. 

Besides not, the negative forms whose scope favoirs nonassertive forms 
include for example the following (cf 10.60fl: 

(a) Words negative in form: never, no, neither, nor 
(b) Words negative in meaning: 

(i) the adverbs and determiners hardly, little, few, only, seldom, etc 
(ii) the 'implied negatives' just, before;. fail, prevent; reluctant, hard, 

dlficult, etc; and comparisons with too 

Compare the following assertive/nonassertive pairs of sentences: 

Jean will always manage to do something useful. 
Jean will never manage to do anything useful. 

There was a good chance somebody would come. 
There was little chance anybody would come. 

John was eager to read some (of the) books. 

{ to read sty (of the) books. was too lazy 

Some and any $cries 
6.60 The main 'superficial' markers of nonassertion are negative, interrogative, 

and conditional clauses, but it is the underlying or basic meaning of the 
whole sentence which ultimately conditions the choice of the some or the any 
series (cf 10.61). For example, in sentence [l], the basic meaning is negative 
and nonassertive, as appears in the paraphrase [la]: 

Freud contkibuted more than anyone~to the understanding 
of dreads. [ l]  

Nobody contributed as much to the understanding of dreams 
as Freud. [ W  

Conversely, some is often used in negative, interrogative, and conditional 
sentences, wheh the basic meaning is assertive ('positive orientation', 
cf 11.6): 

somebody Did {anybody ] telephone last night? 

The difference between these last two can be explained in terms of different 
presuppositions: somebody rather suggests that the speaker expected a 
telephone call, whereas anybody does not. In making an invitation or an 
offer, it is for the same reason polite to presuppose an acceptance: 

Would you likesome wine? 

The following sentences illustrate further the use of the some series in 
superficially nonassertive contexts: 
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If someone were to drop a match here, the house would be on fire in 
two minutes. 

But what if somebody decides to break the rules? 
W ill somebody please open the door? 
Why don't you ask some other question? 

Note The primary difference between some and any is that some is specific, though unspecified, while 
any is nonspecific (c/ 10.60). 

Any and either 
6.61 Any is distinguished from either in representing a choice between three or 

more, while either limits the choice to two; thus either, like both (cf 6.50) and 
neither (cf 6.62), has dual meaning. This difference obtains whether the 
determiner or the pronoun is used: 

any of my relatives - I haven't written to about the marriage. either ofmy parents 

anypait of the roof? 
Can see {either end of the tunnel? 

Any is also used for plural and noncount phrases: 

Have you seen any (of the) men working on this site? 
Don't spill any ((ofthe) wine). 

On concord of verbs and pronouns with any, cf 10.42. 
Any in its stressed form occurs in 'assertive territory' with the meaning 'it 

doesn't matter whichlwholwhat'. This is uncommon except (a) where the 
clause contains a modal auxiliary (especially will, can, or may), or (b) where 
the noun phrase introduced by any contains restrictive postmodification 
fes~eciallv a relative clause): 

He will eat any kind of vegetables. 
Any dog might bite a child if teased. 
Any offer would be better than this. 
I advise you to accept any offer you receive. 

The compound pronouns anybody, anyone, and anything are similarly used: 

He wiN eat anything. 
Anyone who tells lies is punished. 

And a parallel use of either, where the hearer is offered a choice between two, 
is exemplified in: 

You can ask either of us to help you. 
Eitherof the other offers would be preferable to this. 

The following sentences illustrate yet another superficially assertive use of 
any : 

Please return any overdue books to the library. 
We are grateful for any aid the public can give. 
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The meaning of any is nonassertive here in that its force is conditional: 
'overdue books, if there are any'; 'aid, if any can be given'. 

Note Any and its compounds can be intensified by the postmodifier at all: 
Any offer at all would be better than this. 

Negative pronouns 
6.62 Corresponding to the negative determiners no and neither, the negative 

pronouns are the of-pronouns none and neither, and the compound pronouns 
nobody, no one, and nothing (cf 6.46). In addition,few and little, although not 
morphologically negative, are negative in meaning and in syntactic 
behaviour. Examples are: 

I have received no urgent message(s). thas ] failed. None (of the students) have 

That's none of your business! 
I said nothing about it. 

Nobody has sent an apology so far. 
No one l 

Neither differs ,from no and none as either differs from any: it is restricted to a 
set of two people or things, while none applies to three or more entities, and 
no to any number. 

Few and little, as distinct from a few and a little (cf 6.53), are negative 
quantifiers corresponding to many and much : 

There werefew visitors at the exhibition. ['not many visitors'] 
Few of the animals will survive the winter. ['not many of the animals'] 
They have &any supporters, while we have few. 
There was little enthusiasm for the project. ['not much enthusiasm'] 
Little of the original building remains today. ['not much'] 
They have plenty of money, but we have comparatively little. 

Few and little m y  be used attributively following the and also predicatively: 
l 

What we have is but little. the little money I have left 
His faults arefew. the few friends he has 

In the attributive construction, few follows a determiner such as the, those, 
and what. The predicative construction is rather literary. 

Note [a] On the choice of singular and plural concord with no, neither, none, etc. cf 10.42. 
[b] The relation between the negative and the nonassertive forms, eg the equivalenceof I have 
noneand Ihaven'tany, is discussed in 10.58. 
[c] The negative quantifiersfe~v and little can be intensified by wry, extremely, etc: 

extremelyfew (visitors) wry little (food) 
No, none, and the compound negative pronouns, on the other hand, can be intensified by the 
postmodifieis at all and what(so)ever (cf also 10.62): none at all, nothing at all, etc: 

A: Did she have an excuse for being late? B: Naneat all/wlrat(so)euer. 

Numerals 

Cardinal and ordinal numerals 
Numerals have both open-class and closed-class characteristics (~1'2.42). 
They can function either as determinatives or as heads in the noun phrase. 
The numeral system of cardinals (one, two, etc) and ordinals (Frst, second, 
etc) will be clear from Table 6.63 below: 

0 nought, zero 
l one 
2 two 
3 three 
4 four 
5 five 
6 six 
7 seven 
8 eight 
9 nine 

10 ten 
I l eleven 
12 twelve 
13 thirteen 
14 fourteen 
15 fifteen 
16 sixteen 
17 seventeen 
18 eighteen 
19 nineteen 
20 twenty 
21 twenty-one 
22 twenty-two 
23 twenty-three 
24 twenty-four 
25 twenty-five 
26 twenty-six 
27 twenty-seven 
28 twenty-eight 
29 twenty-nine 
30 thirty 
40 forty 
50 fifty 
60 sixty 
70 seventy 
80 eighty 
90 ninety 

100 alone hundred 
101 alone hundred and one 
102 alone hundred and two 

1,000 alone thousand 
1,001 alone thousand (and) one 
2,000 two thousand 

10.000 ten thousand 
100,000 alone hundred thousand 

1,000,000 alone million 

1st first 
2nd second 
3rd third 
4th fourth 
5th fifth 
6th sixth 
7th seventh 
8th eighth 
9th ninth 

10th tenth 
I l th eleventh 
12th twelfth 
13th thirteenth 
14th fourteenth 
15th fifteenth 
16th sixteenth 
17th- seventeenth 
18th eighteenth 
19th nineteenth 
20th twentieth 
21st twenty-first 

22nd twenty-second 
23rd twenty-third 
24th twenty-fourth 
25th twenty-fifth 
26th twenty-sixth 
27th twenty-seventh 
28th twenty-eighth 
29th twenty-ninth 
30th thirtieth 
40th fortieth 
50th fiftieth 
60th sixtieth 
70th seventieth 
80th eightieth 
90th ninetieth 

100th (one) hundredth 
lOlst (one) hundred and first 

102nd (one) hundred and second 
1,000th (one) thousandth 
1,001st (one) thousand and first 

2,000th two thousandth 
10,000th ten thousandth 

100,000th (one) hundred thousandth 
1.000,OOOth (one) niillionth 
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Note [a] One thousond niillion (1,000,000,000) is called one billiotr in the American system of 
numeration. In the UK, billion has traditionall; been used for 1,000,000,000,000 (IO"), 
corresponding to one trillion in the US. However, the American usage where billion = 109 is now 
often used also in the UK by people who are ignorant of the double meaning of the word. It is 
not used by scientists, engineers, and mathematicians ,according to. the British Standards 
Institution, which recommends that the use of billion, together with the equally ambiguous 
trillion (IO1'or 10") and quodrillio~t (10" or 10'8), should be avoided. 
[b] The convention for separating the thousands in writing varies. In finance it is still normal to 
use a comma in the UK, eg: f50,000. However, since the comma is used to indicate the decimal 
point in  most non-English-speakingcountries, the comma is often avoided also in English, as it 
would cause confusion. In science and engineering a space is used, eg: 50000, and there are 
signs that this practice (which accords with the recommendation of the International 
Organization'for Standardization) is beginning to be accepted for money as well, eg: f3 982. 

6.64 The typographical distinctions in the table draw attention to the fact that 
cardinal numerals for I to 13, and 20,30,50,100,1000, etc are unsystematic, 
and have to be learned as individual items. Cardinal numerals from 14 to 99 
are largely systematic, since they are formed by adding endings to the other 
numbers. There are two sets of such derivative numerals: 14 to 19 are formed 
by the ending -teen; 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 are formed by the ending -ty. 
Compare the series: 

six - six'teen - 'sixty 
seven - seven'teen - 'seventy 

Note however the spelling shift in: 

four - fouiteen - 'forty 

Note also the pionunciation and spelling changes in: 
five /a11 - fifteen /I/ - 'fifty /I/ 

Ordinal numerals for 1 to 3 are unsystematic:first, second, third. The rest 
are formed by adding -th to the cardinal numerals. (But note the change in 
five -$$h.) Cardinal numerals ending in -jl change to -ie before -th: 

four - fourth fourteen - fourteenth forty - fortieth 
five - fifth fifteen - fifteenth fifty - fiftieth 
six - sixth, sixteen - sixteenth sixty - sixtieth 

Both cardinaliand ordinal numerals can function like pronouns [l-41 or 
like postdeterminers [5-61: 

Five is an odd number. 
There are nine (of them). 
I was the tenth on the list. 
She was onlyfive. ['five years old'] 
There are 57 people on board. 
He referred to the Fifth Amendment. 

On the appositive use in numberfive,page nine, etc, cf 17.88 Note. 
The ordinals in pronominal use are usually preceded by the definite article 

[7], and thus resemble superlatives with ellipted heads [8]: 
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Today is thefourteenth (day) (of July). 
This is the best (runner) of them all. 

Note [a] Unlike the change of -y to -iets) in nouns (cf5.81) and verbs (cf3.10). the change from 
cardinals ending in -y to ordinals ending in -ie(th), adds a syllable. Compare: 

sixty - the sixties I's~kstlzl- the sixtieth /'s1kstla8/ 
[b] Numerals in word-form between 21 and 99 (except the multiples of ten) are hyphenated: 
twle~tiy-one, eighty-six, etc (on written fractions, cf 6.67). Small numerals - variously taken a s  
under 20 or under 100 -are usually spelled as words in connected writing. Even large numerals 
are spelled out at the beginnings of sentences. 
[c] The sign 0 is frequently read as /n~:t/, especially in BrE, where itis spelt nouglit. In AmE zero 
/'zrarau/ is more commonly used. In both varieties, zero is normal in scientific contexts and also 
for temperature: 

It's five degrees below zero. 
Oh /au/ is most frequent in reading out large sequences such as telephone and house numbers: 

Extension 5076 'five 011 seven six' 
(James Bond) 007 'doubleoh seven' 

When one is not talking about number values but quantities, there is a wide range of expressions, 
eg: 

Italy won 4-0. 'four nil', 'four (to) nothing' [football] 
It's Georgiaover Alabama, 7-0. 'seven zip' [AmE sports reporting] 
The score is 30-0. 'thirty low'[racket sports] 

Also expressions with the pronouns no and none are used (cf6.62), eg: 
We had five lectures last week but none this week. 
There will be two lessons tomorrow but no lesson on Tuesday. 

[d] Note the following informal ways of indicating approximate numbers: 

sonre eighty people [some unstressed] 
8O-oddpeopl~ [BUT NOT: :85-0dd people] 1 

['about eighty'] 

80 or so people 
agoodeighty people ['at least 80'1 

An example of approximate time: 
I'll be there eightish. ['about eight o'clock'] 

Hundred, thousand, million 
6.65 With hundred, thousand, and million, one has an unstressed variant a (cf5.38): 

$100 is read as 'one (or a) hundred dollars' 

However, only one can be used after another numeral [l], and usually in the 
low year dates [2]: 

1 ,  is read as { } thousand [,y} hundred. [ l ]  

169 BC is read as 'one hundred (and) sixty-nine BC' [2] 

Since one is a numeral, it can be preceded by a determiner: . 

thelalrhat 100 ('one hundred') metre race 

Hundred, thousand, and million are used both as numerals, as in [3], and as 
quantity nouns with plural -S and followed by of (cf 5.89), as in [4] and [5]: 
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Ten million viewers saw the title fight on TV. 
Millions (ofpeople) are starving. 

P I  
L41 

Hundreds of thousands (ofpeople) are homeless. [S1 
In technical contexts, thousand is sometimes abbreviated k and million m: 

That's a job which pays $25k. 
$25m 'twenty-five million dollars' 

D a t e s  
6.66 We always read year dates as hundreds: 

I 'nineteen eighty-five' 
in 1985 'nineteen hundred and eighty-five' (formal) 

*'one thousand nine hundred and eighty-five' 
in the 1600s 'sixteen hundreds' 

Other examples: l 
in the 17th century 'seventeenth century' 
in the 1980s read (but rarely written) as: 'nineteen'eighties' (CS: in the 

early eighties; a woman in her (early/mid/late) thirties; a girl in her 
earlylmidllate teens) 

Day and month are usually indicated thus: 

7(th) February or February 7(th) read as 'the seventh of February', 
'February the seventh', also 'February seven', or 'February seventh' 
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Hyphens are not used with the indefinite article: thus one-third but a third. 
Note the different read forms for 2 and j in premodification: 

a three-quarter majority a two-thirds majority 

Compare : 

alone hundredth of a second.. [= h] He won the race by alone two hundredth of a second. [= -&l 
He got three hundredths of the money. [= h] 

The point at  which integers cease and decimal fractions begin is indicated 
by a period (soinetimes raised above the linein BrE). In decimal fractions, 
the whole numerals are read out in the usual way ('seventy-one', etc), but the 
numerals to the right of the decimal point are read out as single digits ('five 
three', etc): 

71.53 'seventy-one point five three' 

0.426 {:E:~~~} point four two six' 

Note South African English follows the practice in most Continental European languages of writing 
decimal fractions with a comma (and reading it as'comma') instead of a period: 

1.2% 'one comma two per cent* 

I Mathemat ica l  symbol s  
6.68 Small numerals are usually spelled out, as it is not usual to introduce 

In date abbreviations, numerals are normally separated by an oblique, or mathematical symbols into ordinary writing; but such symbols as the 

a period : following are normally flanked only by numerals, not words: 

Both could beused for '7(th) February 1982' (BrE) or 'July 2(nd), 1982' 
(AmE). 

Numerals in tbbreviations for times of day contain a colon (esp AmE) or 
a period (BrE),!as in: \, 

6:30 or 6.30 'six-thirty' or 'half past six' 

Fract ions  
6.67 Vulgar fractioniare written and read thus: 

4 'alone half' j 'two-thirds' 
+ 'alone third' 'seven-eighths' 
f 'alone quarter' 33 'three and three-quarters' 

) 'alone fifth' 'eight over seventy-six' 
'eight seventy-sixths' 

Hyphens are often used, particularly in premodification: 

a three-quarter mile; three(-)quarters of a mile bur ths  is a less common 
alternative to quarters here] 

= 'equals' + 'plus' 
- 'minus' X 'times' or 'multiplied by' 
s 'divided by' J 'the (square) root of' 

Thus: 

would be read as 'seventeen minus the square root of nine, plus sixty-five 
over five, minus four times three, equals fifteen'. (Mathematical symbols 
make the relationships unambiguous.) 

On concord in expressions like '2 and 2 is/are 4', cf 10.37 Note [e]. 

Currency s t a t e m e n t s  
6.69 The dollar sign (8) and the pound sign (f) are written before the numeral but 

said after the numeral: 

$475 'four hundred (and) seventy-five dollars' 
f7.3m 'seven point three million pounds' 

The abbreviations p, for both singular penny and plural pence (c/5.90), and c, 
for cent(s), are written solid after the numeral: 

\ 

\ 
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87p 'eighty-seven pence' (informal: /pi:/) 
75a 'seventy-five cents' 

In currency statements, the period is usually ignored in reading. The 
combinations of f and p and of $ and a are pronounced as follows (from most 
to least formal): 

'eight pounds twenty-five pence' 
'eight pounds twenty-five' 
'eight twenty-five' 

'three dollars (and) forty cents' 

'three forty' 

l 
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ADJECTIVES 

Characteristics of the adjective 

7.1 We usually cannot tell whether a word is an adjective by looking at it in 
isolation, because the form of a word does not necessarily indicate its 
syntactic function. Some suffixes are indeed found only, or typically, with 
adjectives (cf App 1.381jP), eg: 

-able: comfortable -al: seasonal 
-jiul: playful -ic: scientific 
-ish: greyish -less: useless 
-ous : dangerous -y: dirty 

However, many common adjectives have no identifying form, eg: good, hot, 
little, young, fat. 

Nor can we identify a word as an adjective merely from its potentialities 
for inflection. It is true that many adjectives inflect for the comparative and 
superlative, eg: 

great - greater - greatest 

But many do not allow inflected forms (cf 7.81), eg: 

disastrous .I- *disastrouser *. *disastrousest 

Moreover, a few adverbs can be similarly inflected (cf 7.83), eg: 

(He worked) hard - harder - hardest 

Many adjeotives provide the base from which adverbs are derived by 
means of an -1y suffix (cf 7.46, App 1.41). eg: 

adjective great - adverb greatly 

Nevertheless, some do not allow this derivationalprocess; for example, there 
is n o  adverb *oldly derived from the adjective old. And there are a few 
adjectives that are themselves derived from an adjective base in this way, eg: 
kindly, an  item functioning also as an adverb. 

Four criteria for adjectives 
7.2 Four features are commonly considered to be characteristic of adjectives (but 

cf 7.4 Note): 

(a) They can freely occur in ATTRIBUTIVE function (cf 7.20), ie they can 
premodify a noun, appearing between the determiner (including zero article) 
and the head of a noun phrase: 

an ugly painting, the round table, dirty linen 
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(b) They can freely occur in PREDICATIVE function (cf 7.20), ie they can 
function as subject complement, as in [l], or as object complement, as in [2], 
eg : 

The painting is ugly. 
He thought the painting ugly. 

(c) They can be premodified by the intensifier very (cf 7.56), eg: 

The children are very happy. 

(d) They can take COMPARATIVE and SUPERLATIVE forms (cf 7.75). The 
comparison may be by means of inflections (-er and -est), as in [3-41, or by 
the addition of the premodifiers more and most ('periphrastic comparison'), 
as in [5-6]: 

The children are happier now. L31 
They are the happiest people I know. l41 
These students are more intelligent. L51 
They are the most beautiful paintings I have ever seen. [61 

Central and peripheral adjectives 
7.3 However, not all words that are traditionaljy regarded as adjectives possess 

all of these four features. It is, for example, only in exceptional cases that 
afraid can occur attributively (feature (a) above) and utter can occur 
predicatively (feature (b)): 

?*ajhid people .u People are afraid. 
utter nonsense .u ?*That nonsense is utter. 

Neither premodification by very (feature (c)), nor comparison (feature (d)), 
applies to, for example, infinite in: 

God's infinite mercy - God's mercy is infinite. 
BUT: *God's mercy is very infinite. *It's more infinite than. . . 

We analyse adjectives with respect to these four features. To illustrate the 
types, we have selected eight words, including among them instances that 
are on the borderline between the adjective and adverb classes. 

For testing predicative position, we use the following frame with seem as 
copular verb: '(The) noun seemed-'. Since words can belong to more than 
one class, we place them in the context of a sentence, so that it should be 
clear which use of the words is being tested (cfTab1e 7.3): 

John is hungry. 
The universe is infinite. 
Susan is an old friend. 
The prisoners were afraid. 
Bob is an utter fool. 
The patient was asleep. 
The meeting is soon. 
Anna is abroad. 
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Table 7.3 Criteria for establishingadjective classes 

(a) = attributive use 
(b) = predicative use after the copula seem 
(C) = premodification by very 
(d) = comparison 

Illhungry + + + + )  CENTRAL 
[2] infinite + + - - 
l31 old + - + + I  ADJECTIVES 

[41 afraid ? + + + } pER,pHERArj 
151 utter + - - - 
i6j asleep - + - - 1 
[7] soon - - 

+ } ADVERBS 
[g] abroad - - - - 

7.4 If we examine Table 7.3, we see that [l] hungry alone satisfies all four criteria; 
[2] infinite accepts (a) and (b); [3] old accepts (a), (c), (d); [4] afraid accepts 
(b), (c), (d); 151 utter satisfies only (a), and [6] asleep only (b); [7] soon accepts 
(c) and (d); while [8], finally, satisfies none of the four criteria. 

Criterion (c), acceptance of premodification by very, and criterion (d), the 
ability to take comparison, have no diagnostic value in distinguishing 
adjectives from adverbs. These two features generally coincide for a particular 
word, and are, determined by a semantic feature, gradability, which cuts 
across word classes (cf 7.42). Thus, as we can see in the table, the adverb soon 
isgradable, just like the central adjective hungry. Many adverbs are gradable, 
just as many adjectives are gradable. And these two word classes use the 
same features to realize the gradability of an item, in particular premodifica- 
tion by very and comparison (cf 7.74ff). Hence, these two features neither 
distinguish adjdctives from adverbs, nor are they found in all adjectives. 

In this book the first six words in thk table (hungry, infinite, old, afraid, 
utter, asleep) are regarded as ADJECTIVES, whereas soon and abroad, at the 
bottom of the table, are assigned to the ADVERB class. 

We consider the ability of functioning both attributively and predicatively 
to be a central feature of adjectives. Words like hungry and infinite, which 
satisfy both the'e criteria (a and b), are therefore called CENTRAL adjectives. 

Words like o!d, amid, utter, and asleep, which satisfy at least one of these 
first two criteria (a orb), are called PERIPHERAL adjectives. 

Note The use of the criteria for testing adjective status of words like infnife is complicated by the fact 
that there is a prescriptive tradition forbidding the use of uery or the comparative with 
intensifying adjectives like perfect, absolute, unique (c/ 7.33/), and also with the corresponding 
adverbs (perfictly, absolutely, uniquely) (cf8.106). 

The adjective in relation to other word classes 
7.5 We now consider some other examples of overlapping between the adjective 

class and other word classes. The overlapping may be due to syntactic 
features that are characteristic of other classes but displayed by some 
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adjectives, or to features characteristic of the adjective class but displayed by 
some members of other classes. The three relevant word classes are adverbs 
(7.6- 1 l), nouns (7.12- 14), and participles (7.15- 19). 

Adjectives and adverbs 

Adjective and adverb homomorphs 
7.6 There is a certain overlap between the adjective and adverb classes. Compare 

the adjective function of premodification in the left-hand column and the 
adverb function of adverbial in the right-hand column: 

a rapid car - drive { * ~ ~ ~ y ]  

afosr car - drive {*g?} 
a slow car - drive {E"] 

Example [ l ]  represents the normal case, where there is regular variation 
between form and function of the adverb and adjective, and where the 
adverb is formed by the derivational suffix -1y (cf 7.46, Type (c)). 

Fast in [2] has identical form in both adjective and adverb functions. .. 
Similarly, long and short, for example, can be used as both adjective and 
adverb: 

C alonp time? Chad short hair. 
Did you have to wait 

she i C u t  her hair {,:tiy. 
Whereas there is no adverb *longly, there is an adverb shortly, but with a 
different meaning 'soon', as in I'll be back shortly. Adjectiveladverb 
homomorphs are exceptional, and many such uses in adverb function occur 
chiefly in fixed expressions (cf 7.8). 

7.7 In 7.6 [3], both slow and slowly function as adverb. Adjective forms like slow 
differ from the corresponding adverb forms in several ways. The adjective 
form, if admissible at  all, is restricted to a position after the verb or (if 
present) the object: 

He {*:;:ly] drove the car into the garage. 

He drove the car {?$:ly} into the garage. 

In those cases where there is variation (eg: drive slow -slowly, buy cheap - 
cheaply), the adjective form and a corresponding -1y adverb form can be used 
interchangeably, with little or no semantic difference, except that some 
people prefer the adverb form, particularly in formal style. 
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In standard use, only a limited number o f  adverbs are formally identical to 
adjectives. Thus there are no acceptable sentences: 

*He came back sudden. 
*She buys her clothes careful. 

By  contrast, in nonstandard or very familiar English, the use o f  the 
adjective for the adverb form is widespread, eg: 

Don't talk daft. 
She pays her rent regular. 
They played realgood. 
He spoke to John sharp. 

However, unlike the absolute form, the comparative and superlative forms 
o f  some adjectives are common also in standard English. Compare: 

?Speak clear. 
Speak clearer. ['more clearly'] 
This newsreader speaks clearest o f  all. ['most clearly'] 

Whereas clear i n  [ l ]  is nonstandard for clearly, [2] and [3] are both acceptable 
standard English variants o f  more clearly and most clearly, respectively. Other 
examples : 

It's easier said than done. ['more easily'] 
Ami ran'(the) slowest. 
The car went slower and sfower. 

(The  warning 'Danger, go slow' is however fully acceptable also to speakers 
who reject 'Drive the car slow'.) 

Example [6] with coordination illustrates a factor which helps to make the 
adjective form particularly acceptable. Whereas speak clear is nonstandard, 
speak loud and; clear is fully acceptable in standard English. Other examples 
o f  coordination are the following: \ 

lose fair and square 
be brought up short and sharp 
be tangled up good andproper (nonstandard) 

l 

Note [a] Cf7.20 for thq use of adjectives expressing the result of the process denoted by the verb, eg: 
That powder washed the clothes white. 

[b] Cf7.27 for the use of adjectives as the sole realization of a verbless clause, eg: 
Nervous, the man opened the letter. 

Adverbs without -ly 
7.8 There are some other words which, like fast in 7.6, have the same form 

(without the -1y suffix) in adjective and adverb functions, eg: 

She arrived in the late afternoon. [adjective] 
She arrived late in the afternoon. [adverb] 

Late also has an -1y form, lately, but with a different meaning: 

Have you seen her lately? ['recently'] 

Other examples are the following (adjective uses are given first): 

clean clothes; play the game clean; The knife cut cleanly. 
a close friend; stay close together; He watched her closely. 
This ring must be dear [(esp BrE) 'expensive']; I paid dear(1y) for my  

mistake; She loved h im dearly. 
a deep breath; live deep in the woods; breathe deep(1y) 
a direct flight; W e  flew direct(1y) to Paris; Reply to me direct(1y) ['direct 

to me']; I'll see you directly ['immediately'] after lunch. 
afine view; It worksfine; The  parsley was choppedfine(1y). 
aj7at country; I'mJlat broke (informal); He'sJlatly opposed to it. 
a high building; The  plane flew high above; They were praised highly. 
light weapons; She travels light; They were lightly armed. 
a sharp turn; She turned sharp(1y) left; She turned the car sharply. 
The scar was an inch wide; The  door was wide open; He seems to be 

widely known here. 

Adjectives and adverbs in -ly 
7.9 Some words in -ly can function both as adjectives and adverbs: 

ADJECTIVE ADVERB 
an early train W e  finished early today. 
A likely story! He'll very/most likely succeed. (esp BrE) 
a monthly visit She visited him monthly. 

Words in -1y like monthly, which denote time, can also function as time 
adverbs: daily, fortnightly (esp BrE), hourly, nightly, quarterly, weekly, and 
yearly. 

When we require adverbs corresponding to -1y adjectives such as friendly, 
grisly, kindly, kingly, lively, manly, and masterly, we normally use an adjective 
construction, thus avoiding the double suffix -lily: 

She received us in afiiendly way. 
She gave us afriendly welcome. 
[BUT NOT: *She received us friendlily.] 

Verbs with percept as subject (smell,feel, look, sound) have an adjective 
phrase as complement (cf 4.29f). But there is some uncertainty in the use o f  
adjective and related adverb forms: 

good/* well. The  flowers smell 
sweet/?sweetly. 

There are prescriptive objections to the adverb form for these items with 
smell in this use, and to badly with feel. With feel and smell, the adverb form 
is used to express intensity o f  feelings: 

He felt { strongly [3] ::: } about it. 

deeply 
It smells strongly o f  garlic. 
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Note [a] Note the difference in meaning between the adjective and adverb form in the following: 

she  ke l s  { bad today. [health] 
had/bot//j~ about it. ['guilty', 'uneasy'] 

The adjective he11 has the different sense of 'enthusiastic': 

He keen nbout/on it. P a l  

Contrast with the intensifying adverb srrongl~, in [3] the physical sense of strong in [ h ] :  . - 

He {S] strong. P a l  

[b] The  use of  adverb forms after tasre seems much less common and would be unacceptable,to 
many speakers: 

The food tastes { goorl/?n~ell. 
maruellaus/?*marwIlously. 

[cl Note the distinct~on in meaning between the adjectivesgood and ~~r l l ( c f  7.38) after look: 
She looksgood. [appearance] 
She looks well. [health] 

Adjectives and adverbs beginning with a- 
7.10 Certain words beginning with a- (like asleep in 7.3f) have constituted a 

problem in classification for grammarians, some assigning them to the 
adjective class, and others to the adverb class. These a-words function 
predicatively, but only a few can be freely used attributively. 

Only a relatively small number of adverbs can function predicatively, 
namely certain place adverbs, eg: aboard, upstairs (cf 8.41) and time adverbs, 
eg: now, tonight (cf 8.76). But even these adverbs are used predicatively only 
after be, while adjectives can be used with other copular verbs as well 
(cf 7.3f). Compare the different patterns with the copular be and seem: 

(was asleep/hungry/abroad/there. 
asleeplhungry. [adjectives] 

*abroad/*there. [adverbs] 

Another diffyrence between a-adjectives and a-adverbs is that a-adjectives 
refer to temporpry states and cannot be part of the predication after verbs of 
motion; a-adverbs, on the other hand, denote direction after such verbs. 
Contrast: 

aboard/abroad/around/away. [adverbs] 
*afmid/*alert/*asleep/*awake. [adjectives] 

The sentences hith a-adjectives are acceptable only if the adjectives can be 
interpreted not as part of the predication but as supplementive adjective 
clauses (cf 7.27f). For example, we might be able to interpret He went afraid 
as 'He was afraid as he went'. 

Examples of some other a-adjectives: 

ablaze alike ashamed adrift aghast 
alive afire ajar alone averse 
ajloat alert aloof awake aware 

7.11 A-adjectives vary as to whether they can be attributive. Most a-adjectives 
are only marginally acceptable in attributive function, unless they are 
premodified: 
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?an afraid look ?an alive eye 

Aloof and alert, however, are fully acceptable in attributive function, eg: 

an aloof character an alert manner 

Most a-adjectives can occur attributively when they are modified: 

a somewhat afraid soldier 
the fast asleep children 
a really alive/lively student 
the wide awake patient 

Some a-adjectives have parallel a-less forms or synonyms in attributive 
function : 

Their ambitions are alike. [cf: They have similar ambitions.] 
The soldier was alone, patrolling. [cf: a lone/solitary soldier] 
The animals are alive. . [cf: They are live/living animals.] 
The woman is afraid. [cf: afrightened woman] 
The children were asleep. [cf: the sleeping children] 
She was not aware of the consequences. [cf: a conscious/deliberate 

action] 

Some a-adjectives freely take premodification by very and comparison, eg: 
afraid, alert, alike, aloof, ashamed, and awake. Others do so marginally, eg: 
asleep and awake. Alive to in the sense 'aware of' can be premodified by very 
and can be compared. Some of the a-adjectives can also be premodified by 
uery much (particularly afraid, alike, ashamed, aware), and aware can be 
premodified by (very) well, too. There is vacillation between soltoo alike and 
so muchltoo much alike. Since the modifiersmuch and wellarecharacteristically 
taken by many adverbs (cf 7.16 Note), these a-words show themselves to be 
particularly marginal to the adjective class. 

Note [a] Adverbs which cannot be used predicatively with seem can occur after seem ro be (a 
construction which is also available for adjectives): 

They seem to be aboard, abroad, around. [adverbs] 
{afraid. alert. as lee^. Iadiectivesl 
L - . - -  

[b] Like the adverbs in She ~ O S  downsrairs/outside, abroad can be a response to a question 
introduced by the interrogative adverb where: 

A: Where is he? 'B:  Abroad. 
Other a-adverbs, eg: around and a1va.v. are less likely to be the sole response to a where-question, 
though they can supply the information requested by where: 

A : Where is he? B: He is around/aaay. 
[c] Notice the contrast between the a-adjective in They looked asleep and the a-adverb in They 
lookeda~vay. Withasleep, looked i sa  copular verb, synonymous withseenled. With away, it is a n  
intransitive verb, similar in meaning and use toglanced. 
[dl Alike requires reference to coordinated noun phrases or to a plural noun phrase, a constraint 
identical with that for reciprocal pronouns (cJ6.31). Compare: 

o h  and M 

(.*E Thechildren like each other. 
[e] Alone can refer either to a permanent characteristic 'solitary by nature'. or to a temporary 
feature'without companionship'. In the former sense, it is acceptable, at least tosome speakers. 
in constructions with seen1 and very: 

(?)She seemed ulnn~.  (? )  She is wrv rrlorre. 
[BUT: ?*Sheseemed uery alone in the house that morning.] 
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Adjectives and nouns 
7.12 Nouns are commonly used attributively,'and are thus superficially similar to 

peripheral adjectives in satisfying criterion (a) (7.3f), eg: 

the bus station, a business friend, lamb chops 

However, nouns do not satisfy any of the other criteria (b, c, d) for adjective 
status. Compare: 

(a) the large station the bus station 
(b) The station seems large. *The station seems bus. 
(c) a very large station *a very bus station 
(d) a larger station *a busser station 

Furthermore, nouns have other features which distinguish them from 
adjectives. Compare, for example: 

I saw a bus. *I saw a large. 
The bus is here. *The large is here. 
one busttwo buses *one largeltwo larges 

The relation of nouns to adjectives is further discussed in 7.13f, and 
premodification by nouns in 17.104ff. 

. 

7.13 Some items can be both adjectives and nouns. For example, criminal is an 
adjective in tnat it can be used both attributively and predicatively: 

a criminal attack 
The attack seemed criminal to us. 

But the word criminal can also be a count noun, since it can: 

(i) take determiners: 
\ 

The ctiminal pleaded guilty. 
He is probably a criminal. 

(ii) be inflected for number: 
one criminal - several criminals 

(iii) be inflebted for the genitive case: 
the criminal's sentence, the criminals' views 

(iv) be premodified by an adjective: 
a violent criminal 

Of course, the attributive use of an item such as criminal is not a sufficient 
criterion for calling it an adjective. As we have seen in 7.12, nouns, as well as 
adjectives, can be used as premodifiers of nouns. In [l], criminalis undoubtedly 
an  adjective, since there is no article or number contrast [la, Ib]: 

criminal. 

*criminals. 

Similarly, criminalin a criminalattack is also an adjective, since the phrase is 
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equivalent to 'a brutal attack' and not to, say, 'an attack by a criminal' 
(cf 7.14). Moreover, criminal is gradable in that phrase: 

a verylrather criminal attack 

I t  is also an adjective in criminal law ('law relating to crime'; c$ civil law, 
commercial law) and in both senses of criminal lawyer ('a lawyer specializing 
in criminal law' and 'a lawyer who is criminal'; cf 7.37). 

We will therefore say that criminal is a homomorph (cf 2.38), ie both an  
adjective and a noun, and that the relationship between the adjective criminal 
and the noun criminal is that of conversion (cf App I.43ff). Here are some 
other examples of conversions from adjective to noun : 

ADJECTIVES 
an ancient custom 

a black student 
a classic book 
intellectual interests 
a noble family 
a natural skier 
a six-year-old boy 

NOUNS 
She is investigating the ancients' conception of 

the universe. 
There was only one black in my class. 
You won't find many classics in our library. 
She considers herself an intellectual. 
The king greeted his nobles. 
He's a natural for the job. 
Our six-year-old is at school. 

Items like medical,physical, and oralare also used without a noun head: 
Have you had a medical/physicalyet? 
When is your French oral? 

They differ, however, from the previous group in that speakers tend to feel that a noun like 
examination is implied, which is not the case with, say, an intellectunl. On the other hand, oral 
has a plural orals, which is an indication of full conversion. Medical and physical do not have 
plurals (at least not in general use), and are therefore instances of partial conversion. 

Nouns functioning attributively also possess other features which distinguish 
them from adjectives (cf 7.12). The basically nominal character of a 
premodifying noun, such as garden in garden tools, is shown by its 
correspondence to a prepositional phrase with the noun as complement: tools 
for the garden. Compare also: 

the 'city 'council - the councilfor the city 
a 'stone 'wall - a wall (made) of stone 
'August 'weather - weather (usual) in August 

Such a correspondence is not available for attributive adjectives: 

a 'long 'poem a 'thick 'wall 
the 'urban 'council 'hot 'weather 

However, we can sometimes use a postmodifying prepositional phrase with 
a related noun as complement, eg: 

a long poem - a poem of considerable length 

As indicated, the normal (noncontrastive) stress for both groups is even 
stress. The stressing of noun + noun sequences and their relation to 
compounds and prepositional phrases are discussed in 17.104ff. 
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Like adjectives, nouns can function as subject complement after copular 
verbs, in particular after be (cf 2.17): 

That man is a fool. 
The noise you heard was thunder. 
She became a nurse. 

Some nouns can also be used within the subject complement after seem (esp 
BrE). These are indeed very close to adjectives: 

He seems a fool. [=foolish] 
Your remark seems (complete) nonsense to me. [= nonsensical] 
My stay there seemed sheer bliss. [= blissful] 
His friend seems very much an Englishman. [= very English] 

Note however the change of premodifier in: very much an Englishman - very 
English. 

The closeness is of course greatest for noncount nouns such as nonsense 
and bliss, since, like adjectives, they do not take number contrast. However, 
they can appear without an overt determiner (unlike adjectives functioning 
as heads of noun phrases, cf7.23ff): 

She doesn't like nonsense. [noncount noun] 
She admires the mystical. [adjective as head of a noun phrase] 

Some noun forms can function both attributively and predicatively, in 
which case we can perhaps regard them as adjectives (cf App 1.51). They 
denote style or material from which things are made: 

that conclete floor - That floor is concrete. 
Worcester porcelain - This porcelain is Worcester. 
those apple pies - Those pies are apple. (informal) 

Note [a] Attributive nobns can be coordinated with nongradable adjectives, eg: weekly and morning 
newspapers, city a& suburban houses, but it seem's.that such conjoinings are normally possible 
only when there is a n  ellipted head, but not otherwise: 

weekly newspapers and morning newspapers 
city houses and suburban houses 

*a city and pleasant house 
Where both premodifiers are nouns, ellipsis need not be involved, eg: 

a glass and cqncrete house ['a house made of glass and concrete'] 
a cheese and cucumber sandwich ['a sandwich containing cheese and cucumber'] 

These become ambiguous in the plural (cf 13.68). eg: 
cheese and cucumber sandwiches ['each of the sandwiches contains cheese and cucumber' 

o r  'cheese sandwiches and cucumber sandwiches'] 
[b] The nouns that can most easily appear as complement after seem are those that are gradable, 
that is to sav the nouns that can be modified by intensifying adjectives (cf 7.33f). However, some . - 

speakers, while accepting in this function noncount nouns and singular count nouns, find plural 
nouns dubious: 

?They seemfools. ?His friends seem very much Englishmen. 
Material nouns, which are not gradable, are also dubious after seem: 

?That floor seems concrete. ?Those pies seem apple. 
[c] Fun is primarily a regular noncount noun: a great deal of fun, greatfurt, some fun. However, 
in informal usage (esp AmE), fun has been fully converted into an adjective: 

The party was fun; a fun person; a very fun party 
Id] On the use of nouns in cases like Are you cosmerics?, cf 5.5 Note. 
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Adjectives and participles 
7.15 There are many adjectives that have the same suffixes as participles in -ing or 

-ed (including the variants of -ed). These will be called PARTICIPIAL 
ADJECTIVES : 

PREDICATIVE USE ' ATTRIBUTIVE USE 

His views were very surprising. - his surprising views 
The man seemed very offended. - the offended man 

They include forms in -ed that have no corresponding verbs: 

The results were unexpected. - the unexpected results 
Her children must be downhearted. - her downhearted children 
All his friends are talented. - his talented friends 
His lung is diseased. - his diseased lung 

When there are no corresponding verbs (*to unexpect, *to downheart, *to 
talent, *to disease), the forms are obviously not participles (cf Note below). 

When there is a corresponding verb, attributively used -ed forms usually 
have a passive meaning (cf 17.29), eg: 

lost property - property that has been lost 

In some cases, however, the -ed participle is not interpreted as passive. The 
passive interpretation is excluded if the corresponding verb can be used only 
intransitively: 

the escaped prisoner ['the prisoner who has escaped'] 
the departed guests ['the guests who have departed'] 

But even in other instances, the participle relates to the intransitive use of 
the verb; thus the passive interpretation is impossible in: 

agrown boy ['a boy who has grown (upn 

It is unlikely in: 

the faded curtains ['the curtains which have faded'] 
the retired manager ['the manager who has retired'] 

' 

Predicative use occurs only with some of these participial adjectives: 

The curtains are faded. 
Her father is now retired. 
Her son isgrown. [dubious in BrE, but full-grown or grown-up is fully 

acceptable] 
The guests are departed. 

The last example is archaic, unlike the acceptable the departedguests (cf the 
reverse situation with go: The guests are gone, *the gone guests). But contrast: 

*The prisoner is escaped. 

Sometimes there is a corresponding verb, but it has a different meaning. 
We can therefore have ambiguous sentences where the ambiguity depends 
on whether the word is a participle or a participial adjective: 
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ADJECTIVE: She is (very) calculating (but her husband is frank). 
PARTICIPLE: She is calculating (our salaries). ['. . . so don't disturb her 

while she is doing the arithmetic.'] 
ADJECTIVE: They were (very) relieved (to find her at  home). 
PARTICIPLE: They were relieved (by the next group of sentries). 

Notice that we can replace be by seen? only with the adjectives (cf3.77 on 
pseudo-passives) : 

She Gems very calculating. 
*She seems calculating our salaries. 

Note [a] Une.rp~~ctedcorresponds to the -ed participle of rsprcr plus the negative particle: u~ierpecred - nor croecred However. such un- verb - d  forms are not participles, since there is no verb .. r~~ ~ - - ~  ~ ~ 

un- + verb, eg: *unexpect (unlike undress, etc). Unlike expected, unexpecred can be premodified 
by uery, so that the morphological change has been accompanied by a semantic/syntactic change. 
The situation is less clear for the morphologically negative forms unwrirren (eg: unwritten law) 
and unbroken (eg: unbroken succession), which resemble the positive forms in not accepting wry 
(butcf 7.16 Note and App 1.21). 
[b] Nouns can also have adjective derivatives in -ed (cfApp 1.38). eg: hard-lrearted, talented, 
four-legged,flar-bottomed, bearded. 

7.16 Often the difference between the adjective and the participle is not clear-cut 
(cf 17.98fS). The verbal force of the participle is explicit for the -ing form 
when a direct object is present. Hence, the following -ing forms are participles, 
that constitute a verb phrase with the preceding auxiliary (cf 3.52ff): 

Her view; were alarming her audience. 
You are frightening the children. 
They are insulting us. 

Similarly, the verbal force is explicit for the -ed form when a by-agent phrase 
with a personal, agent (cf 3.63ff, 88.0f) itpresent, indicating the correspond- 
ence to the active form of the sentence: 

The man was offended by the policeman. 
H e  is appreciated by his students. 
She was misunderstood by her parents. 

For both participle forms, premodification by the intensifier very is an 
explicit indication that the forms have achieved adjective status: 

Her  views were very alarming. 
You are veryfrightening. 
The man was very offended. 

BUT: He is very much appreciated. 
l 1 

We might therefore expect that the presence of very together with an explicit 
indicator of verbal force would produce an unacceptable sentence. This is 
certainly so for the -ing participle form: 

*His views were very alarming his audience. 
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However, with the -ed participle, there appears to be divided usage, 
with increasing acceptanceof the cooccurrence of very with a by-agent phrase 
containing a personal agent: 

?The man was very offended by the policeman. 

In the absence of any explicit indicator, the status of the participle form is 
indeterminate: 

The man was offended. 

For the -ed form in this example, the participle interpretation focuses on the 
process, while the adjective interpretation focuses on the state resulting from 
the process. For the -ing form the difference is perhaps clearer. In the sentence 
John is insulting, with no object present, the participle interpretation is 
implausible because the verb is normally transitive. If, however, the participle 
interpretation is selected, then the sentence expresses that John is in the 
process of giving insults and we expect an object, while in the adjective 
interpretation, the sentence points to a characteristic of John (cf: John is 
rude). A participle interpretation is similarly unlikely for the following 
sentences : 

She is surprising. o-. ?She surprises. 
He is interesting. o-. ?He interests. 
It is exciting. - ?It excites. 
It is tempting. o-. ?It tempts. 

Note Whereas gradable adjectives and adverbs are intensified by verJ: verbs are intensified by other 
intensifying adverbs such as much and weN(cf 8.104ff). which themselves are often premodified 
by wry, eg: wry much, very well. The applicability of thiscriterion depends on whethkrthe words 
are gradable, since (as we have seen in 7.3f) not all adjectives are gradable. Hence, if the 
corresponding verb allows (say) wry ntuch while the participle form disallows wry, we have a 
good indication that the form in question is a participle rather than an adjective: 

She loved him wry much. - He was very much loved (by her). - He was loved very much (by her). - (?*)He was uery loved. 
Generally, -ed participle forms accepting very can retain very when they ccuccur with a by- 
phrase containing a nonpersonal semi-agent (cf 3.76): 

I'm very disturbed by your attitude. 
We were uery pleased by his behaviour. 

Also, as we have seen, personal agents sometimes occur in this construction, as in: 
71 was very influenced by my college professors. 

7.17 The participle sometimes reaches full adjective status when it is compounded 
with another element: 

The eggs are boiled hard. - The eggs are (very) hard-boiled. 
It is breaking my heart. - It is (very) heart-breaking. 
He was bitten (by a snake). [cfl He wasfrost-bitten.] 

When an adjective or adverb is the first element of the compound, as in hard- 
boiled, an intensifier such as uery can be interpreted as related to the first 
element rather than to the compound as a whole. 
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Note Sometimes the -ed participle cannot be used in environments where the adjective compound is 
admitted. For example, the verb speak does not allow a personal noun such as man as direct 
object, and hence we cannot have in the passive: 

*That man is spoken. 
But we can have well-spoken in place orspoke*. Compare: 

speaks well. 
That man {is well~spoken,] ['has a g d  manner orspeaking'l 

He + w s  well. 
{ls well-dressed. 

Similarly, the verb behaw does not take a direct object (except the reflexive), and thererore we 
cannot have a passive: 

*The boy was behaved. 
But we can have an adjective compound: 

The boy was well-behaved. 

7.18 Not only participial adjectives allowing the intensifier very, but also stative 
-ing and -ed participles can be attributive (cf 17.98ff), as the following 
examples show : 

her crying children a married couple 
a winning team his published work 
boiling water the captured prisoner 

Note That the sense is stative can be seen in the meaning of, for example, a winning team: 'a team that 
has won (a lot of matches lately)', ie 'a strong team' rather than 'a team that is winning'; a 
married couple is 'a couple who are not single'. 

7.19 Some verbs have different participle forms for verbal and adjectival use 
(cf3.138):  , 

You have drunk too much. - drunk(en) drivingldriver 
Have you shaved? - a clean-shaven young man 
The shirt has shrunk. - a shrunken shirt 

Note the pronubciation / ~ d /  of the ending -ed in some adjectives, eg: beloved 
/bI'Lv~d/. Other examples: 

crooked dogged jagged learned 
naked ragged wicked wretched 

The suffix of aged is pronounced as a separate syllable / ~ d /  when the word is 
predicative or is attributive of a personal noun (The man is aged; an aged man 
'old'), but not, for example, in an aged wine or a man agedfif t .  

Syntactic functions of adjectives 

Attributive and predicative 
7.20 The adjective functions as the head of an  adjective phrase, with or without 

modification (cf 2.28). For the sake of simplicity, we refer to the functions of 
the 'adjective' when, strictly speaking, we should refer to the functions of the 
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'adjective phrase'. For the same reason, we generally exemplify the functions 
of the adiective phrase with the adiective alone. 

~djeciives are attributive when-they premodify the head of a noun phrase 
(cf 17.96): 

a small garden 
popular ballads 

Adjectives are predicative when they function as subject complement or 
object complement. There is a copular relationship between subject and 
subject complement (cf 10.8): 

The children are happy. 
He seems careless. 

Adjectives are subject complement not only to noun phrases, but also to 
clauses, which may be finite clauses [l ,  21 or nonfinite clauses [3,4]: 

That you need a car is obvious. 
Whether heivill resign is uncertain. 
To drive a car is dangerous. 
Playing chess is enjoyable. 

There is a copular relationship between direct object and object 
complement (cf 10.8) : 

I find him careless. 
He made the children happy. 

Adjectives can also be object complement to clauses: 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a r d  foolish. 1 
The adjective functioning as object complement often expresses the result 

of the process denoted by the verb (cf 16.21): 

He pulled his belt tight. 
He pushed the window open. 
He writes his letters large. 

The result can be stated for each sentence by using the verb be: 

His belt is tight. 
The window is open. 
His letters are large. 

Note The verbs in [5-7) have a causative meaning. For example, [Slcan be paraphrased: 
He caused his belt to be tight by pulling it. 

Some verbs used in this type of construction primarily expresscause: 
She made him happy. ('She caused him to be happy.'] 
The news turned his hair ~vl~ice. ('The news caused his hair to be white.'] 

The analogy with adverbs can be seen in the resultativeeffect of an adverb such asouf. Compare 
161 with [g]: 

He pushed the window zT 1 161 
1x1 

['Hecaused the window to be openlout by pushing it.'] 
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Adjectives with complementation 
7.22 Adjectives with complementation (cf 16.68fl) normally cannot have attribu- 

tive position but require postposition. Compare: 

a suitable actor BUTNOT: *a suitable for the part actor 

The complementation can be a prepositional phrase or a to-infinitive clause: 

I know an actor suitable for thepart. [l] 
They have a house larger than yours. L21 
The boys easiest to teach were in my class. ' [3] 
Students brave enough to attempt the course deserve to succeed. [4] 

The postpositive structures can of course be regarded as reduced relative 
clauses : 

I know an actor who is suitablejor thepart. [lal 

If the adjective is alone or merely premodified by an intensifier, postposition 
is not normally allowed : 

*They have a house (much) larger. 
*The soldiers (rather) timid approached their officer. 

However, if the noun phrase is generic and indefinite, coordinated adjectives, 
or adjectives with some clause element added, can be postposed, though such 
constructions are formal and rather infrequent: 

Soldiers fibid or cowardly don't fight well. [S] 
Soldiers normally timid don't fight well. L61 
A man usually honest will sometimes cheat. L71 

The more usual constructions are premodification or a relative clause: 

Timid or cowardly soldiers . . . 
Soldiers wko are timid or cowardly . : . 
Soldiers who are normally timid . . . " 
A man who is usually honest . . . 

Like relative clauses, postposed adjectives may be restrictive or nonrestric- 
tive, eg:  

Soldiers no!mally timid don't fight well. 
['Soldiers who are . . .'][generic and indefinite noun head] [61 

The soldiers, normally timid, fo~ight bravely. 
['The soldiers, who were . . .'][specific and definite noun head] [6b] 

The adjective of an adjective phrase can often be attributive, leaving its 
complementation in postposition. Thus, equivalent to sentences 121 and [3] 
are the somewhat more informal sentences [2a] and [3a]: 

They have a larger house than yours. 
The easiest boys to teach were in my class. 

An adjective modified by enough, too, or so can be separated from its 
complementation if the modified adjective is placed before the indefinite (or 
zero) article of the noun phrase [S, 91: 
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She is brave enough a student to attempt the course. 181 
It was too boring a book to read. 191 

With enough, the construction is more common if the adjective is premodified 
by not, as in [Sal: 

She is not brave enough a student to attempt the course. [8al 

But with enough and too, this construction seems to be possible only if the 
adjective phrase is part of the subject complement or object complement 
(compare [8] and [8b]) : 

*Brave enough a student to attempt the course deserves to succeed. [8bl 

With soithe construction is also possible if theadjective phrase is part of the 
subject or object [10]: 

A man toplease must be hard to work with. 
So difficult a man l 

Exceptionally, certain short prepositional phrases may also premodify an  
adjective in attributive position: 

a by no means irresponsible action - an action (which is) by no means irresponsible 

Compound modifiers usually denoting measurements may have either 
attributive or postpositive position (note also the foot -feet shift): 

a 5000;foot high mountain - a mountain (which is) 5000 feet high 

Note We find the postposition of adjectives in poetry in cases where attributive position is the norm 
elsewhere in the language, eg: 

Ben Battle was a soldier bold. . . (Thomas Hood) 

Adjectives as heads of noun phrases 
7.23 Adjectives can function as heads of noun phrases, which (like all noun 

phrases)can be subject of the sentence, complement, object, and prepositional 
complement. Adjectives as noun-phrase heads, unlike nouns, do not inflect 
for number or for the genitive case and they usually require a definite 
determiner (cf 5.56, App 1.45). 

Adjectives are typically used as heads of noun phrases to refer to certain 
fairly well-established classes of persons, eg: the brave, the weak, the 

I maladjusted, the elderly, the underprivileged. 
There are three types of adjectives functioning as noun-phrase heads: 

1 
(a) The innocent are often deceived by the unscrupulous. (7.24) 
(b) The industrious Dutch are admired by their neighbours. (7.25) 
(c) She admires the mystical. (7.26) 

Type (a): the innocent 
7.24 Adjectives which can premodify personal nouns (the young people) can be 

noun-phrase heads (the young) with plural and generic reference denoting 
classes, categories, or types of people. The adjective can itself he premodified 
[3-51 or postmodified [6-71: 
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The poor are causing the nation's leaders great concern. [I] 
There is a lack of communication between the young and the old. [2] 
The extremely old need agreat deal of attention. [31 
The emotionally disrurbed and the physically and mentally 

handicapped need the aid of society. [41 
The very wise avoid such temptations. [S1 
The young in spirit enjoy life. L61 
The old who resist change can expect violence. P I  

Notice that these adjectives are restricted to generic reference and take plural 
concord. Hence, the poor cannot denote one person. (The poor person, man, 
woman, etc can have either specific or generic reference.) It is often possible 
to add a general word for human beings such aspeople and retain the generic 
reference, in which case the definite determiner is normally omitted (eg: old 
people), but the use of the adjective as head of the noun phrase (eg: the old) is 
also common. We must distinguish the noun phrases from cases of textual 
ellipsis (cf l2.33ff): 

The young students found the course difficult, the older found it easy. 

Here, the older is elliptical for the older students. 
The adjective can itself be modified, usually by restrictive modification, eg 

[5]: the very wise. Inflected comparison forms of the adjective are also 
(the wiser). Comparative inflection and adverb modification are indications 
of.the adjective status of these noun-phrase heads, while modification by 
adjectives is more typical of nouns, and modification by relative clauses is 
normally an indication of noun status. Avoidance of modification by 
adjectives is probably related to the fact that this type of adjective as noun- 
phrase head tends to accept only restrictive modification. Premodifying 
adjectives with this noun-phrase head are normally interpreted as nonrestric- 
tive. For example, the wretched poor would not normally be taken as a 
subclass of poor people, whereas with its premodifying adverb the wretchedly 
poor would be so1 taken. 

In the young ofLondon, the prepositional phrase is postmodifying a general 
noun that has been ellipted: 

[those who are young] [in London] 

By contrast, in the young in spirit [6], it is clear that the adjective itself is 
postmodified by a prepositional phrase, since the general noun cannot be 
postmodified by in spirit: *thepeople inspirit who are young. We then have the 
structure: 

[those who are [young [in spirit]]] 

Similarly, we can argue that the relative clause in [7]: ! 

the old who resist change I /  

is postmodifying an ellipted general noun: 

the people who resist change and who are old 

Since people is not the only noun we can supply (for example we could insert 
persons instead), such ellipsis must be weak ellipsis (cf 12.38). l 
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The definite determiner is normally the generic definite article the. Note 
however the use of the possessive determiner in: 

We will nurse your sick, clothe your naked, and feed your hungry. 
It is the duty of the Government to care for ourpoor, our unemployed. 

Other types are: we rich, these dead. On the other hand, the following 
examples with those are instances of postposition which can be analysed as 
reduced relative clauses (cf 7.21): 

thosepresent - those who are present 
those assembled - those who are assembled 

Those dead is ambiguous between 'those dead ones' (adjective as head of a 
noun phrase) and 'those who are dead'. 

Although adjectives functioning as noun-phrase heads generally require a 
definite determiner, they can function as such without a determiner if they 
are conjoined (cf 5.50) : 

*He is acceptable to old/young. 
He is acceptable to both (the) old and (;he) young. 

Also in some of-constructions: 

The number of jobless/unemployed is rising. 

Note [a] Adjectives functioning as headsof noun phrases should be distinguished from nouns that are 
converted from adjectives (cf 7.13), eg: art editorial, two blacks. There is a great deal of varying 
usage in this area, eg: 

the world's greats the party's faithful(s) 
the undecided($ the retired(s) 

[b] Adjectives which do not denote fairly well-established classes are less likely to be used as 
heads of noun phrases with generic reference, eg: the agitated, the bored, the resentful, the sleepy, 
the dirty. This is a norm, not a rule, as can be seen in sentences like the following: 

Thealert will notice my irony, thesleepy may not. 

Type (b): the Dutch 
7.25 Some adjectives denoting nationalities (cf 5.56n can be noun-phrase heads: 

The industrious Dutch are admired by their neighbours. 
You French and we British ought to be allies. 

The adjectives in question are virtually restricted to words ending in -(i)sh 
and -ch : 

British, Cornish, Danish, English, Irish, Spanish, Turkish, Welsh; Dutch, 
French 

As with type (a) in 7.24, these noun phrases normally have generic 
reference and take plural concord. Unlike type (a), type (b) cannot be 
modified by adverbs: the very wise, but not ?the very English, with generic 
plural reference. However, they can be modified by adjectives, which are 
normally nonrestrictive, ie: 

the industrious Dutch ['the Dutch, who are industrious'] 
I 

Postmodifying preposit~onal phrases and relative clauses can be either 
restrictive or nonrestrictive (cf 17.3ff): 
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The Irish (who live) in America retain sentimental links with Ireland. 
The Dutch, for many of whom speaking English is second nature, have 

produced many of the greatest grammarians of the English language. 

Note [a] Easily confused with adjectives denoting nationalities of type (b), but distinct from them, 
are ethnic names (cf5.88). eg: Eskimo, Navalto, Bantit. These, however. show their nominal 
character by the possibility of being modified by determiners and numerals ( t~vo  Eskirito, several 
Navaho) and, optionally, taking plural -S:  t ~ o  Eskinio(s). 
[b] Nationality adjectives are sometimes used not to refer to the nation as a whole but to some 
part o f  it, for example, teams and troops representing their country (cj5.1 l I ) :  

Tlrc English lost against tlie Welslt in the final. 
I n  1796 the French invaded northern Italy. 

[c] You British and you Frencl~ can also he analysed as having you as head and the names o f  the 
nationalities as noun phrases in restrictive apposition (cf 17.88). 
[d] As stated above, adjectives denoting nationalities that can be noun-phrase heads normally 
have generic reference. There are, however, many exceptions, eg: two Boston Irish I'Irishmenl 
Irishwomen'] and theother English, as in 

?Now tell me about the other English at the villa, especially the one who has disappeared. 

Type (c): the mystical 
7.26 Some adjectives can function as noun-phrase heads with abstract reference. 

They include, in particular, superlatives, in which case we can sometimes 
insert a general noun like thing in its abstract sense: 

The latest (thinglnews) is that he is going to run for re-election. 

Unlike types (a) and (b), type (c) adjectives functioning as noun-phrase heads 
take singular concord: 

They vent~red into the unknown, which was. . . 
The best i<yet to come. 

They can be modified by adverbs: 

The very best (thing) is yet to come. 
He went frgm the extremely sublime to the extremely ridiculous. 

Type (c) is restrtcted chiefly to certain fixkd expressions. Thus, for example, 
the supernatura1,'the exotic, the unreal are more likely to occur than the lovely, 
the foreign, the exciting, with abstract, generic reference. 

Note There are a number of set e<iressions in which an adjective with abstract reference is 
complement of a preposition (c/ 9.1 Note [c]), eg: 

It'sfor thegoodof everyone. He enjoyed it to thejull. , 
He left Jor good. . . front bad to worse 
in public/priva relsecrer out of the ordirtary 1 
iii the ttudelin the ulild in the extreme [ 
in short aboue (the) normal 
iiita tlte open , . .  on the loose l 
on the sly in common ! 

In many o f  these examples, the word-class status of the word following the preposition (or the) is I 

indeterminate between adjective and noun. 1 
Supplementive adjective clauses 1 

7.27 Adjectives can function as the sole realization of a verbless clause (cf 14.9) or 
as the head of an adjective phrase realizing the clause: 
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The man, quietly assertive, spoke to the assembled workers. [ l ]  
Unhappy with the result, she returned to work. l21 
Glad to accept, the boy nodded his agreement. [A 
Anxious for a quick decision, the chairman called for a vote. E41 
Long and untidy, his hair played in the breeze. [S] 

As the following examples demonstrate, the supplementive adjective clause 
(cf 15.60ff) is mobile, though (partly to avoid ambiguity) it usually precedes 
or (less usually) follows the subject of the superordinate clause: 

Rather nervous, the man opened the letter. [61 
The man, rather nervous, opened the letter. [6al 
The man opened the letter, rather nervous. [6bl 

When it follows the subject, as in [6a], it is in some respects like a 
nonrestrictive relative clause (cf 17.22ff): 

Theman, who was nervous, opened the letter. 

But the adjective clause suggests that the man's nervousness is related to the 
content of the sentence, whereas the relative clause does. not necessarily 
convey that implication. Another difference is that the adjective clause is 
related to the predication as well as to the subject. Furthermore, unlike the 
relative clause, the adjective clause is mobile and (with the exception 
discussed below) its implied subject is the subject of the sentence. Thus, 
while we have [7], we do not have as its equivalent [7a]: 

The man restrained the woman, who was aggressive. [71 
*The man restrained the woman, aggressive. [ W  

However, if the supplementive adjective clause contains additional clause 
constituents, it can be related to a noun phrase other than the subject of the 
sentence : 

quiet (now) in her daughter's lap. 
She glanced with disgust at the cat, 

*quiet. 

Compare participle clauses, where the implied subject can also be other than 
the subject of the sentence (cf 15.62): 

stretched out on the rug. 
She glanced with disgust at the cat, 

Under certain conditions, and with little change of meaning, an adjective 
functioning as a supplementive adjective clause may be replaced by an 
adverb. Thus, instead of [6] we might have 

Nervously, the man opened the letter. [6cI 

Like the adjective, an adverb with this function (cf 8.92ff') refers to an 
attribute or state of the subject, though it normally does so specifically in 
relation to the action that he is performing. This is typically expressed by 
adverbs in medial position (cf 8.16): 

The man nervously opened the letter. [6dl 
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The adjective refers to the subject without explicit reference to the action, 
but unless otherwise stated, the characterization is only temporary. 

Note [a] An adverb can (obviously) not be substituted if there is na corresponding adverb (cf 7.6), eg: 
long in [51: 'z&~] his hair played in the breeze. [sal 

[b] Nor can replacement by an adverb take place if the complementation or modification of the 
adjective is disallowed for the adverb, eg [la] 'quietly assertiwly, [3a] 'gladly to accept, [4al 
'anxiously for aquick decision. If unhappy with the resun in 121 is replaced by unhappily, the likely 
meaning will be 'I'm sorry to say that . . .' (rather than 'She was unhappy'), ie a disjunct 
interpretation. 

7.28 The implied subject of a supplementive adjective clause can be the whole of 
the superordinate clause: 

Strange, it was she who initiated divorce proceedings. [ l]  
Most important, his report offered prospects of a great profit. l21 
More remarkable still, he is in charge of the project. [3] 

For example, [ l ]  is semantically equivalent to [la]: 

(The fact) that it was she who initiated divorce proceedings 
is strange. [lal 

These supplementive adjective clauses relate to the superordinate clause like 
comment clauses introduced by what (cf 15.53ff). For example, for [l]  we 
have [ l  bl: 

What is (e;ven more) strange, it was she who initiated divorce 
proceedings. [lbl 

The few adjectives that can be used for this purpose convey the attitude that 
what is being said is in some measure strange, eg: curious, funny, odd, strange, 
surprising. A few others seem possible if they are premodified by more or 
most, as in 121, and [3]. This type of adjective clause must precede its 
superordinate clause. \, 

Note [a] A corresponding adverb can be substituted for the adjective with little or no difference in 
meaning, as with strangely for strange in [l] (cf content disjuncts in 8.127f): 

Strangely, it was she who initiated divorce proceedings. [lcl 
The adjective, unlike the adverb, allows a that-or how-clause to follow: 

strange { that it turned out that way. L4 
how khe still likes him. 151 

*strangely, ( that it turned out that way. Pal  
how she still likes him. [sal 

This is because the adjective is elliptical for an extraposed construction (cf 18.33m [5bl, or 
perhaps a pseudo-cleft construction (cf l8.29)[5c]: 

If is strange how she still likes him. [5bl 
What isstrange is how she still likes him. [scl 

[b] Objections have been voiced against both most important (as in [2] above) and most 
importantly. Some usage books recommend the one construction, some the other. 

Contingent adjective clauses 
7.29 A special type of supplementive adjective clause is the contingent adjective 

clause, which expresses the circumstance or condition under which what is 
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said in the superordinate clause applies. The contingent clause is elliptical 
(cf 12.31ff) with ellipsis of an appropriate form of be, and (sometimes) of the 
subordinator : 

Whether right or wrong, he always comes off worst in an argument 
because of his inability to speak cogently. [ l ]  

Whenfit, the Labrador is an excellent retriever. l21 
Ifwet, these shoes should never be placed too close to the heat. [3] 

As with other supplementive adjective clauses (cf 7.27f), the implied subject 
of the contingent adjective clause is normally the subject of the superordinate 
clause, but the clause is not equivalent to a nonrestrictive relative clause. 
Unlike other supplementive adjective clauses, contingent adjective clauses 
often have a subordinator present. It is sometimes omitted, so that we can 
have [la] : 

Right or wrong, he always comes off worst. . . [lal 

When the implied subject is the subject of the superordinate clause, i t  is 
normal to put the adjective initially, as in [l-31, but it is not uncommon to 
put it finally in spoken English. If a subordinator is present, there is no 
problem in positioning the clause finally even in written English: 

These shoes should never be placed too close to the heat ifwet. [3a] 

The contingent clause can also refer to the object of the superordinate 
clause, though only a few adjectives are available for this use: 

He sells them new. 
I can't drink it hot. 
You must eat it when fresh. 

The adjective then usually comes finally and could be regarded as a 
complement in [4] and [5] (cf 10.16). A subordinator is also often present, as 
in [6]. As with all complements, the normal position of the adjective is final, 
whether it is in a copular relation to the object of an active clause [7] or to the 
subject of a passive clause [8]: 

To make good tomato chutney, you should pick the tomatoesgreen. [7] 
The tomatoes should be picked green. [S1 

*Green you should pick the tomatoes. [7al 
*Green the tomatoes should be picked. [sal 

In informal spoken English, an adjective clause which refers to the object of 
the superordinate clause can occur initially, though the position would be 
avoided if ambiguity resulted, as in: 

Hot, I can't drink coffee. ['When I'm hot. . .'or 'I can't drink 
coffee hot.'] [sal 

The adjective clause can also refer to the whole of the superordinate clause 
(which would be realized in the subordinate clause by the pro-form it). In 
such cases the subordinator cannot be omitted: 

If(it is)possible, the puppy should be fed four times a day. 
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When (it is) necessary, he can be taken to the,doctor. 
You must come as soon as (it is)possible. 

Note [a] Cf'14.9Jj for further discussion of adjective clauses and other verbless clauses, as well as of 
nonfinite clauses that require similar treatment. 
[b] Corresponding adverbs cannot replace adjectives in contingent adjective clauses. [ l ]  is 
ambiguous between the more probable interpretation of the adjective clause as conditional 
('Whether he is right or wrong . . .') and the other possibility that it is a noncontingent 
supplementive clause with the superordinate clause as its implied subject (cf'7.28) ('Whether it 
is right or wrong. . .'). In the latter interpretation, adverbs can replace the adjectives: 

Whether rightly or n~rortgl~~, he always comes off worst in an argument . . . [Ibl 

Exclamatory adjective clauses 
7.30 Adjectives (especially those that can be complement when the subject is 

eventive, eg: That'sexcellent!) can be exclamations, with or without an initial 
wh-element (cj 1 1.14J 12.31 ff): 

Excellent! (How) wonderful! (How) good of you! 

Such adjective phrases need not be dependent on any previous linguistic 
context, but may be a comment on some object or activity in the situational 
context. 

Syntactic subclassification of adjectives , 
7.31 We turn now to consider the characteristics of the peripheral adjectives, 

those that are restricted to attributive or to predicative use (cf 7.3f). The 
restrictions are not always absolute, and sometimes vary with individual 
speakers. 

Attributive odly \ 

7.32 In general, adjectives that are restricted to attributive position, or that occur 
predominantly in attributive position, do not characterize the referent of the 
noun directly. For example, old can be either a central adjective or an 
adjective restricted to attributive position. In that old man (the opposite of 
that young man),\old is a central adjective, and can thus also be predicative: 
That man is old. On the other hand, in the usual sense of an old friend of mine 
['a friend of old, a long-standing friend'], old is restricted to attributive 
position and cannot be related to My friend is old. In this case, old is the 
opposite of new ['recently acquired']. The person referred to is not being 
identified as old.: it is his friendship that is old. Outside such well-established 
phrases as oldfriend, new friend, the contrast oldlnew requires the adjective to 
be stressed : 

I'll take my 'old car tonight. 

Similarly, the attributive adjective in the wrong candidate does not refer to 
the wrongness of the person but to the mistake in identifying the person as a 

7 
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candidate. Adjectives that characterize the referent of the noun directly (that 
old man, My fiiend is old) are termed INHERENT, those that do not (an old 
friend of mine) are termed NONINHERENT (cf 7.43,7.73). 

Note However, some noninherent adjectives occur alsopredica~ivel~. In part, noninherent adjectives 
appear to be excluded from predicative position because of pressure from homonyms that 
commonly occupy that position, as with old. But the reasons for the restriction are not always 
clear. For example, both a nelestuderzt and a newfiie~zd are noninherent, yet only the former can 
be used predicatively : 

That student is new. *My friend is rtelv. 
Some of the factors that are involved in the restriction will emerge in the course of an 
identification of the types of adjective that are restricted to attributive position. 

A few adjectives with strongly emotive value which will not be further discussed are restricted 
to attributive position, though the scope of the adjective clearly extends to the person referred to 
by the noun,eg: youpoorman, my dearlady, that lvretchedwonzan. These all involve nonrestrictive 
modification (cf17.3f). 

Intensifying adjectives 
7.33 Some adjectives have a heightening effect on the noun they modify, or the 

reverse, a lowering effect. At least three semantic subclasses of intensifying 
adjectives can be distinguished (cf 8.99fn: 

(a) emphasizers 
(b) amplifiers 
(c) downtoners 

(a) EMPHA~IZERS have a general heightening effect and are generally 
attributive only, eg: 

a true scholar [l] plain nonsense 171 
a clear failure [2] the simple truth [g] 
pure ['sheer'] fabrication [3] an outright lie [g] 
a real ['undoubted'] hero [4] sheer arrogance [l01 
a certain winner [5] a sure sign [l11 
a definite loss [61 

(b) AMPLIFIERS scale upwards from an assumed norm, and are central 
adjectives if they are inherent and denote a high or extreme degree: 

a complete victory - The victory was complete. 
great destruction - The destruction was great. 

On the other hand, when they are noninherent, amplifiers are attributive 
only: 

a complete fool * *The fool is complete. 
afirm friend U *The friend isfirm. 

Complete refers to the completeness of the folly, andfirm to the firmness of 
the friendship (in which sense it is asterisked here). 

Amplifiers are only attributive also when they are used as emphasizers, 
conveying principally emphasis rather than degree. For example, total in 
total nonsense is an emphasizer, while in total destruction it is an amplifier and 
has a literal application ('the destruction of everything'). Hence the contrast: 
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total nonsense *The nonsense was total. 
.total destruction - The destruction was total. 

Further examples of adjectives as amplifiers that are attributive only: 

utter folly the absolute limit 
a close friend a complete stranger 
a n  extreme enemy his entire salary 
a great supporter aperfect stranger 
a strong opponent total irresponsibility 

(c) DOWNTONERS have a lowering effect, usually scaling downwards from 
an assumed norm. They are relatively few (eg: slight in a slight effort,feeble 
in a feeble joke) and can be ignored for our present purpose, since they are 
generally central adjectives. 

7.34 Many of the intensifying adjectives in 7.33 can be related to intensifying 
adverbs (cf 8.104) : 

H e  is a true scholar. - He is truly a scholar. 
I t  was a clear failure. - It was clearly a failure. 
I t  is utter folly to do,that. - It is utterly foolish to do that. 

Notice that several intensifying adjectives have homonyms that can occur 
both attributively and predicatively. Compare: 

I drank somepure ['clean'] water. [central adjective] - The Water ispure. 
That ispute ['['seer'] fabrication. [emphasizer] 

-+- *The fabrication ispure. 
Those are realflowers. [central adjective] - Those flowers are real, not artificial. 
He's a real ['undoubted'] hero. [emph\asizer] 

-+- *The h'ero is real. 

Examples of intensifying adjectives which can occur predicatively include : 

His condemnation was extreme. Their victory is certain. 
His folly wgsgreat. The earthquake was strong. 

Note hIany adjectives which can be used as intensifiers and are restricted to attributive position have 
severe restrictionson the nouns they modify. eg: agreatlbig baby ['very babyish'], a big/ool['very 
foolish']; also agrea! friend rather than a big friend in the sense of 'very friendly'. 

Restrictive adjectives 
7.35 Restrictive adjectives restrict the reference of the noun exclusively, 

particularly, or chiefly. Examples, within noun phrases, include: 

a certain person his chief excuse 
the principal objection the exact answer 
the same student the sole argument 
the only occasion the specific point 
aparticular child the very man 
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Again, some of these have homonyms. For example, certain ina  certainperson 
is a restrictive (equivalent to 'a particular person'), while in a certain winner 
it is (as we saw in 7.33, example [S]) an intensifier (equivalent to 'a sure 
winner'). 

Some restrictive adjectives can be related to restrictive adverbs (cf 8.1 18): 

It is the main reason. - It is mainly the reason. 
That was theprecise reason. - That wasprecisely the reason. 

Note [a] Notice the use of wry asa restrictiveadjective rather than as an intensifyingadverb(cf 7.89): 
You are !lie uery man I want. 

The same meaning can be conveyed by restrictive adverbs outside the noun phrase (whereas 
uery occurs within the noun phrase): 

You areprecisely/e.raclly/just the man I want. 
[b] 'Universal' adjectives like wlrole (c/ 5.17). entire, fullare slmilar to restrictive adjectives: 

The whole situation is ridiculous. 
I'm in entire/fullagreement with the committee. 

Other adjectives related to adverbs 
7.36 Some noninherent adjectives that are attributive only can be related to 

adv_erbs but do not always fall within the intensifying or restrictive types of 
adjectives. These noninherent adjectives (cf 7.43,7.73) include: 

my former friend ['formerly my friend'] 
an old friend ['a friend of old'] 

\ 

past students ['students in the past'] 
apossible friend ['possibly a friend'] 
thepresent king ['the king at present'] 
an occasional visitor ['occasionally a visitor'] 

The adverbial nature of these adjectives can be seen in their correspondences 
with a verb of general meaning and an adverb, eg: 

rapid calculations 'make calculations rapidly' 
occasional showers 'showers occur occasionally' 

These verbs (make, perform, act, occur, happen, take place, etc) can be seen 
as lexical realizations of the predicational force that is inherent in the nouns. 
Even a noun likefriend in my formerfriend signifies an activity, as appears in 
the correspondence of 'acting as a friend'. Some adjectives require 
implications additional to the adverbial: 

the late president ['the person who was formerly the president (but is 
now dead)'] 

But compare: 

the late bus ['the bus that leaves late (in the evening)' where late is a 
central adjective] 

the former reason ['the reason stated formerly'] 

Many of these adjectives have a temporal meaning. We might include with 
them acting ['for the time being'], as in the acting chairman. 
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If the adjectives premodify agentive nouns, the latter also suggest a 
relationship to an associated verb (cf nominalization, 17.51ff): 

a big eater ['someone who eats a lot'] 
a clever liar ['someone who lies cleverly'] 
a hard worker I'someone who works hard'l 
a heavy smoker ['someone who smokes heavily] 
a sound sleeper ['someone who sleeps soundly'] 

Note Not all instances like a'clever liar involve a restriction to attributive position. Possible conflict 
with homonyms seems a contributory factor. Thus a cleuer 1iar.i~ analogous to a clewr .writer, a 
clewr student, or a clever detective. In all four instances, cleuer refers to the ability of the person 
in respect of the reference of the noun - clever as a liar, clever as a writer, etc. However, these 
instances could be used predicatively, and so can antonymsof clewr: 

That writer is clewr/lazy. 
That student is cleutrl~veak. 
That detective'is cieuer/ineflcient. 

Nevertheless, we normally cannot use these adjectives predicatively in the intended sense when 
the noun is pejorative: 

a cIeuerliarlZ 'That liar is clever.'] 
a bad liar [ #  'That liar is bad.'] 

On the other hand, one thief might well say of another That thief isgood, but in that case he is 
not using thiefpejoratively. C/: He isgood at stealing, but badat lying. 

Adjectives related to nouns 
7.37 Some adjectives are derived from nouns by means of su f i e s  (cf App I.38f), 

eg : I 

-ar : polar:bear -an: urban population 
-en : earthen pottery -al: tidal wave 
-ic: atomic scientist -1y: yearly income 

Many such denominal adjectives are nongradable and restricted to attributive 
position : 

\ 
an  atomic scientist ['a scientist specializing in the theory of atoms'] 
a criminal court ['a court dealing with crime'] 
a criminal lawyer ['a lawyer specializing in cases of crime'] 
a polar, bear ['a bear living near the pole'] 
a medical School ['a school for students of medicine'] 
musical cobedy ['comedy accompanied by music'] 
a tidal wave ['a wave produced by the tide'] 

The examples contain nouns with a denominal adjective referring to the 
activity of the agent or expressing an adverbial relation. In other uses, the 
same item may also be a central adjective, for example criminal in a criminal 
lawyer ['a lawyer who is criminal'] (cf7.13). 

Predicative only 
7.38 Adjectives that are restricted, or virtually restricted, to predicative position 

(cf 7.3f) are most like verbs and adverbs. They tend to refer to a (possibly 
temporary) condition rather than to characterize. Perhaps the most common 
are those referring to the health (or lack of health) of an animate being: 

He felt ill/poorly (both esp BrE)/well/faint/unweIl. 
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However, many people use such adjectives as attributives too, for example: 

A well person need see a doctor only for a periodic checkup. 

Note Sick is the exception among these'health' adject~ves in that 11s attributive use is very common: 
the sick woman ['The woman is sick.'] 

Be sick is especially AmE corresponding to be ill in BrE. Be sick can also mean 'vomit' in both 
AmE and BrE, especially with a verb in the progressive or an adverbial interpretable as a goal: 

She is being sick. 
The dog was sick on the new carpet. 

This use of sick is euphemistic, and ill is occasionally used in the same way. For comparative 
forms of ill, cf7.77. 

7.39 A large group of adjectives that are restricted to predicative position 
comprises adjectives which can take complementation : 

I'm aware of that. 
She was glad that everything was all right. 

Other adjectives which take complementation include (cf 16.68fn: 

able (to + infinitive) fond (of) 
afraid(that, of, about) happy (that, to, with, about) 
answerable (to) loath (to) 
averse (to, from) subject (to) 
conscious (that, of) tantamount (to) 

Some of these adjectives must take complementation (eg: subject to and 
tantamount to), and many normally do. 

Many of these adjectives closely resemble verbs semantically: 

He is afraid to do it. ['He fears to do it.'] 
They are fondof her. ['They like her.'] 
That is tantamount to an ultimatum. 

['That amounts to an ultimatum.'] 

Some constructions like be willing to and be able to function like modals where 
the modal auxiliary paradigm is defective (cf 3.39ff). Compare: 

She can do it. - She is able to do it. 
She could do it. - She was able to do it. 

She has been able to do it. 
She might have been able to do it. 

Some of these adjectives that are restricted to predicative position have 
homonyms that can occur both predicatively and attributively, eg: 

the conscious patient - The patient is conscious. [ = 'awake'] 
Cf: He is conscious of his faults. [= 'aware'] 

With some adjectives that take complementation there appears to be no 
semantic distinction, and we must say that they can freely occur in both 
positions, eg: eager, indignant, surprised. 

Note [a] Most of the adjectives beginning with a- are predicative only (cf 7.10n. As we have seen 
above, several of them can take complementation, eg: afraid, averse. 
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[b] It is not usually possible for the adjective to be complement if the subject is indefinite, and 
hence the oddness of [l] (cJ'19.70J') compared with (21. An exception occurs.with the generic use 
oTthe indefinite article (cj'5.52J'), as in [3]: 

* A  street is wide. [ I ]  
The street is wide. 121 
A tiger is dangerous. c31 

Semantic subclassification of adjectives 

7.40 Some of the semantic distinctions that we are about to make have already 
been mentioned because they have syntactic correlates. 

Three semantic scales are applicable to adjectives: STATIVEIDYNAMIC, 
GRADABLE~NONGRADABLE, and INHERENT/NONINHERENT. It is important to 
realize that we are dealing with scales rather than with a feature that is 
present or absent. That is to say, not all the realizations of a feature are 
available in each case. Furthermore, there may be idiolectal variations in the 
recognition of a feature or in the acceptability of its realizations. 

~tativeldynamic 
7.41 Adjectives are'characteri~ticall~ stative. Many adjectives, however, can be 

seen as dynamic (cf 2.43). In particular, most adjectives that are susceptible 
to subjective measurement (cf 7.74) are capable of being dynamic. Stative 
and dynamic adjectives differ syntactically in a number of ways. For example, 
a stative adjective such as tall cannot be used with the progressive aspect or 
with the imperative: 

*He's being iaN. *Be tall. \ 

On the other harld, we can use careful as a dynamic adjective: 

He's being careful. Be careful. 

(For other differences, cf 3.66.) A general semantic feature of dynamic 
adjectives seem$ to be that they denote qualities that are thought to be subject 
to control by the possessor and hence can be restricted temporally. 

Adjectives that can be used dynamically include: 

abusive 
awkward 
careful 
clever 
cruel 
enthusiastic 
foolish 
generous 
greedy 
impatient 

adorable 
brave 
careless 
complacent 
disagreeable 
extravagant 
friendly 
gentle 
hasty 
impudent 

ambitious 
calm 
cheerful , 

conceited 
dull 
faithful 
funny 
good 
helpful 
irritable 

Y 
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irritating 
lenient 
naughty 
obstinate 
reasonable 
serious 
spiteful 
suspicious 
thoughtful 
troublesome 
untidy 
vulgar 

jealous 
loyal 
nice 
patient 
rude 
shy 
stubborn 
tactful 
tidy 
unfaithful 
vain 
wicked 

kind 
mischievous 
noisy 
playful 
sensible 
slow 
stupid 
talkative 
timid 
unscrupulous 
vicious 
witty 

Gradablelnongradable 
7.42 Most adjectives are gradable. Gradability is manifested through comparison 

(cf 7.74ff): 

tall - taller - tallest 
beautiful - more beautiful - most beautiful 

Gradability is also manifested through modification by intensifiers, ie adverbs 
which convey the degree of intensity of the adjective: 

. * very tall so beautiful extremely useful 

Gradability applies to adverbs as well as adjectives, and hence it is considered 
below in relation to both classes (cf 7.74ff). 

All dynamic and most stative adjectives (eg: tall, old) are gradable; some 
stative adjectives are not, principally denominal adjectives like atomic 
scientist and hydrochloric acid (cf 7.37), and adjectives denoting provenance, 
eg: British (cf 7.45; but cfthe qualitative use of nationality adjectives in 7.87). 

lnherentlnoninherent 
7.43 The distinction between inherent and noninherent adjectives has been 

discussed in 7.32. Most adjectives are inherent, that is tosay, they characterize 
the referent of the noun directly. For example, the inherent adjective in a 

l wooden cross applies to the referent of the object directly: a wooden cross is 
also a wooden object. On the other hand, in a wooden actor the adjective is 
noninherent: a wooden actor is not (presumably) a wooden man. Some other 

I examples : 
INHERENT NONINHERENT 
ajirm handshake a j r m  friend 
aperfect alibi aperfect stranger 
a certain result a certain winner 
a true report a true scholar 

Modification of a noun by means of a noninherent adjective can be seen as 
an extension of the basic sense of the noun. Thus ajirmfriend is 'a friend 
whose friendship is firm', and aperfect stranger is 'a stranger who is perfectly 
strange'. 
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If the adjeciive is inherent, it is often possible to derive a noun from it 
(cf 17.51.f): 

her sofr touch - the sofrness of her touch 

However, with a noninherent adjective no such derivation is possible. 
Compare: 

afirm handshake - thefirmness of the handshake 
afirrn friend * thefirmness of the friend . 

a true report - the truth of the report 
a true scholar +. *the truth of the scholar 

There are, however, exceptions to this generalization, since we find instances 
like : 

a wooden actor - the woodenness of the actor 

Patterns of semantic subclassification 
7.44 Gradable adjectives are either inherent, as in a blackcoat, or noninherent, as 

in a new friend. Dynamic adjectives are generally inherent, though there are .. 
exceptions; for example, wooden in The actor is being wooden is both dynamic 
and noninherent. 

Table 7.44 gives examples of adjectives that illustrate the various 
possibilities with respect to the three semantic distinctions that we have been 
discussing. 

Table 7.44 Semantic subclassification of adjectives 

+ -t + That's a big boat; She is a brave woman. 
[central adjectives] 

+ f - She is being very brave. 
[dynamic use of central adjective] 

+ I 

l - + He is afirm friend; He is a wpoden actor. 
[peripheral adjectives: noninherent] 

+ - - This actor is being wooden tonight. 
[dynamic use of stative adjectiye] 

- - + She is a medicalstudent. 
[peripheral adjective: nongradable and 

noninherent] 

Note In  o dull reacher, the adjective dull is noninherent, since a dull teacher is not necessarily a dull 
person. However, in the following sentence dull is being used dynamically and is now inherent: 

The teacher is being dull. 
In this case the processof being dull is ascribed to the teacher, but the same quality is ascribed 
to the referent of the subject if we replace rhe teocl~er by another designation for the person: 

is being dull. 

7 
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Ordering of adjectives in premodification 

7.45 When there are two or more adjectives cooccurring in attributive position, 
the order of the adjectives is to a large extent determined by their semantic 
properties. The principles for the order of items in premodification are 
discussed in 17.1 138. Here we will only mention themajor zones, or positional 
ranges, of adjectives in premodifying position in relation to the semantic and 
syntactic subclassification provided in this chapter. 

In the premodification structure of the noun phrase, adjectives are placed 
between the determinatives (including predeteminers, central determiners, 
and postdeterminers) and the head of the noun phrase (cf5.lff). We 
distinguish four zones: 

(I) PRECENTRAL 
Here, after the determinatives, is where peripheral, nongradable adjectives 
are placed, in particular the intensifying adjectives (emphasizers, amplifiers, 
and downtoners; cf 7.33), eg: certain, definite, sheer, complete, slight. 

(11) CENTRAL 
This zone is the place of the central adjectives, ie the 'most adjectival items', 
which satisfy all four criteria for adjective status (cf 7.3f), eg: hungry, ugly, 
funny, stupid, silent, rich, empty. 

(111) POSTCENTRAL 
This zone includes participles, eg: retired, sleeping, and colour adjectives, eg: 
red, pink. 

(IV) PREHEAD 
This zone includes the 'least adjectival and the most nominal' items, such as 
denominal adjectives (cf 7.37) denoting nationality, ethnic background, eg: 
Austrian, Midwestern, and denominal adjectives with the meaning 'consisting 
of ', 'involving', 'relating to', eg: experimental, statistical, political, statutory. 
In the prehead zone we also find nouns in attributive position (cf further . - 
17.113ff). 

On the basis of this classification, we can expect the following order: 

I f 1 1  certain important people 
I + 111 the same restricted income 
I + IV yourpresent annual turnover 
I1 + I11 a funny red hat 

I1 + IV an enormous tidal wave 

I + I1 + IV certain rich Americarl producers 
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ADVERBS 

Characteristics of the adverb 

7.46 The adverb functions as the head of an adverb phrase, with or without 
modification (cf 2.31). For the sake of simplicity, we refer to the functions of 
the 'adverb' when, strictly speaking, we should refer to the functions of the 
'adverb phrase'. For the same reason, we generally exemplify the functions 
of the adverb phrase with the adverb alone. 

Because of its great heterogeneity, the adverb class is the most nebulous 
and puzzling of the traditional word classes. Indeed, it is tempting to say 
simply that the adverb is an item that does not fit the definitions for other 
word classes. As a consequence, some grammarians have removed certain 
types of items from the class entirely, and established several additional 
classes rather than retain these as subsets within a single adverb class. 

Morphologically, we can distinguish three types of adverb, of which two 
are closed classes (simple and compound), and one is an open class 
(derivational): 

(a) SIMPLE adverbs, eg: just, only, weN. Many simple adverbs denote 
position and direction, eg: back, down, near, our, under (cf further 
8.39jT); 

(b) COMPOUND adverbs, eg: somehow, somewhere, therefore; and (the very 
formal) whefeupon, hereby, herewith, whereto 

(C) DERIVATIONAL adverbs. The majority of derivational adverbs have the 
suffix -ly, by means of which new adverbs are created from adjectives 
(and participial adjectives): 

Other, less common, derivational suffixes (cf App 1.41) are: 

-wise: clockwise -ways: sideways 
-ward(s): northward(s) -style: cowboy-style 
-fashion: schoolboy-fashion 

Note [a] Corresponding to the prepositional phrase towards the south (east/north/west) there are the 
adverbs south, soutlrward, and southwards, etc. The S-less form southward, etc is common, 
especially in printed AmE (c/: towards/totvard. 9.17): 

south (most common) 

southward (esp printed AmE) 

Compare other adverb expressions: 

{ 
ho~rre/up (most common) 

We walked horncward,s/uptvards 
homewardlupward <esp printed AmE) 

[b] The creation of adverbs from adjectives by adding the -1y suffix is closely related to the 
dynamic quality in the adjective (c/ 7.41). Thus we have, for example: 

c l e r i l  - cheerfully suspicious - suspicio~rsly 
jealous -jealously rcasortable - reasonably 
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But we do not find Frer~ch .c 'Fre~rchly, etc. It appears that -ly adverbs are not formed from 
typically stative adjective classes, such as adjectives denoting: 

dimension: big *- * bigly tall - *tally 
colour: red *- *redly blonde - blondely 
age: old - 'oldly young - *youngly 

Rules for forming open-class -1y adverbs from adjectives: 

(a) Adjectives ending in consonant + -le form adverbs by replacing -1e by 
-1y: simple - simply. Exception: whole - wholly. 

(b) In adjectives ending in consonant + y, y is usually replaced by i before 
-1y: happy - happily. In some cases there exist alternative spellings: 

dry - drily/dryly sly - slily/slyly 

In other cases, -y is kept in the adverb: 

spry spryly wry - wryly 

Note the spellings: coy - coyly but gay - gaily; due - duly, true - truly. 

(c) Adjectives ending in both -ic and -ical have corresponding adverbs in 
-ically : 

economic tragic - economically - tragically economical tragical 

Exception: public - publicly 

(d) -ed participles form adverbs in -edly with the pronunciation /1d11/ 
(cf 7.19): 

marked /ma:'kt/ - markedly /'ma:'k~dl~/ 
learned /'la:'n~d/ - learnedly /'ls:'n~dl~/ 
assured /a'Juard/ - assuredly /a'Juandlr/ 

(e) Adjectives in -ary form adverbs in -arily with shift of stress, in AmE, to 
the antepenultimate syllable. This stress shift is now frequent also in BrE- 
(cfApp 11.5 Note): - ,secon8darily (esp AmE) 'secon,dary - 'secondarily 

- ,pri'marily (esp AmE) 'primary - 'primarily 

Adverb as clause element 

7.48 There are two types of syntactic functions that characterize the traditional 
adverbs, but an adverb need have only one of these: 

(a) clause element adverbial: 

He quite forgot about it. 
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(b) premodifier of adjective and adverb: 

An adverb may function in the clause itself as adverbial, ie as an element 
distinct from ~"bject, verb, object, and complement. As such it is usually an 
optional element and hence peripheral to the structure of the clause (cf 2.15): 

Perhaps my suggestion will be accepted. 
John alwavs loses his pencils. 
They may wellcomplain about his appearance. 
He has nevertheless refused to accept our excuse. 
I spoke to her outside. 

There are, of course, differences between the adverbials in the above 
sentences, most obviously the differences in their position and in their 
relationship to other elements of the sentence (cf Chapter 8). 

Note [a] Certain adverbs may function as subject (cf 10.15 Notes [a] and [b]), eg: 
Tomorrow will be fine. ['It will be fine tomorrow.'] 

[b] The  adverb may itself be modified, in which case the adverb phrase as a whole functions as 
adverbial or premodifier: 

John nearly al~vays loses his pencils. so very helpful 
They may uery ~vellcomplain about his appearance. far too often 

Adjuncts, subjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts 
7.49 The functions'of the adverb as the clause element adverbial are examined in 

Chapter 8. For the present, we merely outline the four grammatical functions 
that are discussed in that chapter: adjuncts, subjuncts, disjuncts, and 
conjuncts. 

ADJUNCTS and SUBJUNCTS are relatively integrated within the structure of 
the clause (cf 8.P5ff, 8.88ff). Examples of adjuncts: 

Slowly thei walked back home. 
" 

He spoke t'o me about it briefly. 

Examples of subjuncts : 

We haven;t yet finished. 
Would yo~) kindly wait for me. 

By contrast, disjuncts and conjuncts have a more peripheral relation in the 
sentence. Semantically, DISJUNCTS (cf 8.121ff) express an evaluation of what 
is being said either with respect to the form of the communication or to its 
meaning. We identify disjuncts with the speaker's authority for, or comment 
on, the accompanying clause: 

Frankly, I'm tired. 
Forrunaiely, no one complained. 
They are probably at  home. 
She wisely didn't attempt to apologize. 

CONJUNCTS (cf 8.134ff) express the speaker's assessment of the relation 
between two linguistic units, eg: 
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She has bought a big house, so she must have a lot of money. 
We have complained several times about the noise, and yet he does 

nothing about it. 
All our friends are going to Paris this summer. We, however, are going 

to London. 
If they open all the windows, then I'm leaving. 
I didn't invite her. Slie wouldn't have come, anyway. 

Adverb as modifier 

7.50 An adverb may function as a modifier of an adjective or of another adverb. 
(In the examples, the modifier is indicated by italics and the modified 
constituent is indicated by angle brackets.) Examples of adverbs as modifiers 
of adjectives [l, 2,6] and adverbs [3-S]: 

They are very (happy). 111 
It was a remarkably (good) show. 0 1  
She drives too (fast). a [31 
They play so (very) well. 141 
He gave a far (more easily) acceptable explanation. [51 
He is (stupid) enough to do it. L61 

In this function, the adverb generally premodifies, except that enough, as in 
161, can only postmodify. The item being modified may itself function as a 
modifier. For example, the adjective good premodifies the noun show in [2], 
while more easily modifies acceptable in [5], and the adverb very premodifies 
the adverb well in [4]. In both [2] and [5 ] ,  the adverb is within a noun phrase. 

Adverbs functioning as modifiers of adjectives and adverbs will be further 
discussed in 7.56ff. However, not all adverbs that modify adjectives also 
modify adverbs (cf 7.60), and some adverbs may modify phrases, viz noun 
phrases and prepositional phrases. The most conspicuous example of an 
adverb that functions only as a modifier of adjectives and adverbs, and not 
as a clause element, is very. (For uery as an adjective, cf 7.35 Note [a].) 

The adverb and other word classes 

7.51 We now briefly consider some examples of overlap between the adverb class 
and other word classes. Similarities between adverbs and adjectives have 
been discussed earlier (cf 7.6A). The other relevant word classes are 
conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections. We also take into account 
certain words (other than conjunctions and some conjunct adverbs) that must 
be positioned initially, but these are not traditionally recognized as separate 
word classes. 
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Conjunct adverb and conjunction 
7.52 A few conjunct adverbs, such as so and yet, resemble coordinators 

(coordinating conjunctions) both in being connectives and in having certain 
syntactic features (cf 13.11). In particular, these adverbscannot be transposed 
with their clause in front of the preceding clause. Thus, the order of the 
following two clauses (with the conjunct adverb so in the second clause) is 
fixed : 

We paidhim a very large sum. So he kept quiet about what he saw. [l]  

If we invert the order of the clauses, the relationship between the two clauses 
is changed, and so must now refer to some preceding clause: 

So he kept quiet about what he saw. We paid him a very large sum. [2] 

However, the conjunct adverbs differ from coordinators in that they can be 
preceded by a coordinator: 

We  paid him a very large sum, and so he kept quiet about what 
he saw. [lal 

The restriction on the order of clauses also distinguishes the conjunct 
adverbs from subordinators, another type of connective. For example, a 
clause introduced by the subordinator because can follow or precede the 
matrix clause without disturbing the relationship between the two clauses (cf 
14.48): 

He will help us because we offered to pay him. L31 
Because we offered to pay him, he will help us. 134 

Adjunct adverb and conjunction 
7.53 A few subordinators can be seen to be a fusion of conjunction and pro- 

adjunct (cf 15.8), in particular when [time], where [place at  or place to], how 
[manner], why [{eason]. 

Where and when introduce adverbial clauses (cf 15.31): 

He saw them {:::;e time(s) at  which 1 they were in Rome. 

to the place(s) to which 1 they go. 

go ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ( ~ )  at  which 1 the food is good. 

where 
{at theplace(s) at which 1 it is comfortable. 

Where and when, and to a lesser extent why, are also used as relatives 
(cf 17.18ff): 

the place {:::L~~} he is staying [ l ]  

the time she was here l21 
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Where, when, why, and how are all used to introduce nominal clauses 
(cfI5.8f): 

where 
rat whichplace 1 he is staying. [ lal  

I wonder {r:zich time] she was here. P a l  

(:!reason&r which 1 he did it. l31 

l That {:l~i~~ in which they treated her. [41 

These four wh-words are also used as interrogative pro-forms (cf l l. 14): 

Where is he staying? 
At what place 1 [lbl 

When I was she here? 
At what time [2bl 

why 1 did he do it? 
For what reason 

Pa l  

} did they treat her? In what way L44 

The function of where, when, and how as pro-forms for adjuncts is clearly 
demonstrated in the few cases where a verb requires complementation by an 
obligatory predication (cf 8.27ff): 

*She put it. 151 
*He lived. l61 
*They treated her. [unacceptable in the sense 'behaved towards 

her'] l71 

These sentences become acceptable if an adjunct of the appropriate type is 
added : 

She put it there. [sal 
He lived then. [6al 
They treated her well. 174 

But complementation can also be provided by the appropriate subordinators, 
evidence that they are functioning as pro-adjuncts: 

He found it where she put it. 
I wonder when he lived. 
I saw how they treated her. 

In a sentence such as [5c], one could argue that where is functioning as an 
adjunct in bothclauses, which have beenmade tooverlap by the subordinator: 

She put it where he could find it. 
= I"" put it there. 

There he could find it. 
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On the other hand, it is equally possible to argue that the obligatory 
complementation of a place adjunct is satisfied by the whole clause of place 
rather than by where. The same reasoning applies to the obligatory 
complementation for treat provided by clauses of manner and comparison 
(cf 15.22): 

as he deserved. 
she treated him {as though he were a stranger. 

Note Most of the other wh-words are pro-forms for noun phrases and can clearly function as clause 
elements: who, whom, which (cf 10.6 Note [e]). 

Reaction signal and initiator 
7.54 Apart from conjunctions and some conjunct adverbs, certain other items 

must be positioned initially. They are important because of their high 
frequency in spoken English. Some are restricted to the spoken language. 
These can be assigned to two small classes (cf 11.54f): 

(i) 'reaction signals', eg: no, yes, yeah, yep, m, hm, mhm 
(ii) 'initiators', eg: well, oh, ah; oh well, well then, why (esp AmE) 

Here is an  example from a conversation (cf App I1 for the prosodic notation): 

ldrfj IWELLI of ]course he'll be working with overseas fslirdentsl. ]well f 
 YE^ /bud fhe's w6R~ing with t~isble l  lwell~61 he's in the delpartment 
of English ~ i~e ra tu re l  

Adjunct and preposition 
7.55 There are several different types of combinations of verbs plus particles 

(cf 16.2ff). If the verb is intransitive, we can recognize the particle as a 
prepositional adverb (cf9.65f) functioning as adjunct, eg: 

The men looked on. 
She is growing up quickly. 
The airliner has taken off. 
The prisoner broke down after many hours of interrogation. 

I 
When a noun phrase follows the particle, it sometimes appears as if we have 
a prepositional phrase, with the particle as preposition: 

He took in the dog. [ l ]  

However, the adverbial nature of the particle in such phrasal verbs (cf16.3ff) 
is generally shown by its mobility, its ability to follow the noun phrase: 

He took the dog in. [ l 4  

Similarly: 

They turned down the suggestion. 
They turned the suggestion down. 

They turned on the light. 
They turned the light on. 
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In contrast, a preposition must be directly followed by its complement: 

They took to John quickly. l41 
*They took John to quickly. Ha1 

The instances we have mentioned so far are not to be confused with 
examples like [5] and 161. Compare: 

He walkedpast. [prepositional adverb] 
He walkedpast the car. [preposition] 

*He walked the carpast. 

He was moving about. [prepositional adverb] l61 
He was moving about the town. [preposition] [6al 

*He was moving the town about. [6bl 

Past in [5] and about in [6] are prepositional adverbs, which can be regarded 
as prepositions with some generalized ellipsis of the noun phrase (cf 9.65f). 

Syntactic functions of adverbs 

Adverb as modifier 

Modifier of adjective 
7.56 An adverb may premodify an adjective. Most commonly, the modifying 

adverb is a scaling device called an intensifier, which cooccurs with a 
gradable adjective. We first distinguish two sets of intensifiers: amplifiers 
and downtoners (for further discussion and subclassification, cf 8.104ff). 

. (a) AMPLIFIERS scale upwards from an assumed norm, eg 'a very funny 
film', as compared with 'a funny film'. Other examples: 

absurdly fussy 
awfully sorry 
downright ridiculous 
extremely dangerous 
irretrievably lost 
sharply critical 
terribly nervous 
totally anonymous 

amazingly calm 
deeply concerned 
entirely free 
highly intelligent 
perfectly reasonable 
strikingly handsome 
too bright 
unbelievably smart 

(b) DOWNTONERS have a generally lowering effect, usually scaling down- 
wards from an assumed norm, eg 'It was almost dark', as compared with 'It 
was dark'. Other examples: 

a bit dull a little extravagant 
almost impossible barely intelligible 
fairly small hardly noticeable 
nearly dark pretty rare 
quite normal rather late 
relatively small somewhat uneasy 
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A similar set of intensifiers is used for both adjectives and adverbs (cf 7.87). 
For intensifiers which premodify comparatives and superlatives, cf 7.89J 

Note [a] Quitecan have two different meanings (cf 8.1 I I Note [c]), as in: 
She's quite right. ['absolutely', 'completely', ie an amplifier] 
That's quite good. ['fairly', 'rather', ie a downtoner; in AmE quire here is also used in the 

sense of 'very', ie as an amplifier] 
[b] Fairly,pretty, and rather can all be used as intensifiers of adjectives and adverbs, eg: 

K3 She is pretty tall. ' She drives pretty fast. K3 
However, these downtoners have different uses. Fairly is typically used to modify an adjective 
or adverb which denotes a desirable quality. If we feel comfortable in a warm room, we can 
intensify the adjective by saying ItZ fairly warm in here ['warm enough], whereas rathei warm 
implies that the room is warmer than we desire ('too warm'). We would usually say fairly clean 
but rather dirty to denote, respectively, a desirable and an undesirable quality. 

Pretty is the most informal and strongest of the three. Like rather, it can be used with both 
favourable and unfavourable import: pretty clean/dirfy. Note that pretty, when used as an 
intensifier, is normally unstressed (or weakly stressed) - unlike the adjectivepretty: 

a ,pretty 'dark D R ~ S  Pa rather dark dress'] 
a 'pretty 'dark D R ~ S  ['The dress was pretty.'] 

Rather differs frompretty and fairly in that it alone can intensify: 
(i) a comparative or too-construction (cf the implication 'too warm' above): 

{better 
too small 

*pretty too quickly 
(ii) certain noun phrases denoting adjectival qualities (cf 7.63 Note [b]): 

rather} { } 
[:er} {pitiful 

'fairly BUT: fairly foolish 
"pretty a crowd crowded 

(iii) certain verbs (cf 8.1 12): 
It rather/*fairly/*pretlyannoysme that.. . 

(iv) With other nouns, rather alone has variable position in relation to the indefinite article 
(cf 7.63 Note [bl): Q} , {- rather} 

a pretty diffi$ult task - 'pretty adifficulttask - 'fairly 
[cl In informal speech, kind of and sort of are used as downtoners for adjectives and adverbs 
(cf8.111): 

He issort ofclever. She spoke khdofproudly. 
[d] The following intensifiers are typical of informal speech (esp AmE): 

realnice I a~yfdgood 
plain silly / mighty helpful 

Most people prefer really to real, and awfully to alvful, particularly in formal style (cf 7.7): 
She's really nice. That was awfully good. 

Especially in informal AmE, sure is similarly used: 
That's sure kind of you. ['certainly'] 

Surely, unlike really, is however a disjunct (cf8.127). in which function sure is also used in 
informal AmE. Note also the use ofsure in Irish English: 

Surely, she's right. [persuasive: 'you surely agree'] 
Sure, she's right. [AmE = agreement: 'ofcourse'] 
Sure, she's right. [Irish English = asseveration: 'l assure you'] 

Sure and surclj' (unlike real, really, and truly) cannot premodify another premodifier: 
real(1y) 

She ta  { truly } (nice) girl. 
*sure(ly) 

Surecannot occur after other verbs than he: 
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She'ssure nice. (esp AmE) She sure is nice. (esp AmE) 
*She looks sure nice. She sure looks nice. (esp AmE) 

But: 
He'll sure fail. (informal) . He sure can play football. <informal) 

[e] Two informal intensifiers, a~!v and that, are particularly associated with nonassertive 
contexts: 

Is the team any different from last year? ['really very much different*] 
It's not (all) that unusual for women nowadays to join the police force, is it? ['so, very'] 

Outside nonassertive contexts, this usage of thot is dialectal or nonstandard: 
She's that clever! ('very'] I was that tired I couldn't walk. ['so') 

[l] As downtoners of adjectives in the absolute degree, a bit and a little can only occur in 
predicative position and with adjectives with 'unfavourable' meaning and an implication of 
'more than wanted': 

The weather's a bit (too) hot. *The weather's a bit lovely. 
*a bit hot weather 

[g] Some amplifiers are restricted to a small set of lexical items, eg: 
dead tired [BUT NOT: *dead exhausted] fast asleep 
deaddrunk [BUTNOT: *dead intoxicated] wide awake 

Nouns may also function as such restricted amplifiers: 
stone cold rock hard . brand new 

[h] One difference between the'set ofdowntonersaln~~~f, nearly, andpractically(cfapproximators, 
8.1 llff) is that only nearly can be used after not, cery,pretty(cf 7.62): 

f , t  } dark. ZJIJT: It's {iitj {*:;zt } dark. 
ractically *practically 

7.57 As in the treatment of adjectives, it may be possible to distinguish another 
class of adjective modifiers called EMPHASIZERS, which add to the force (as 
distinct from the degree) of the adjective: 

She has a really (beautiful) face. The play is (very good) indeed. 
That's just (impossible). He looked all (confused). 

Unlike intensifiers, emphasizers cooccur with nongradable adjectives, but 
the effect is often similar to that of intensifiers: 

You are certainly welcome. ['You are very/most welcome.'] 

Indeed can have either pre- or postposition (cf 8.103 Note [a]): 

indeed (excellent). 
The was {(excellent) indeed. 

I Compare: 

Indeed, the play was excellent. 
l 
l 

i This example shows how the function of many emphasizers is similar to that 
of disjuncts (cf 8.121m. Similarly frankly: 

I'm frankly surprised at  your behaviour. [emphasizer] 
Frankly, I'm surprised at your behaviour. [disjunct] 

Note Too can be a synonym ofextremely in informal speech: 
It's too (kind) of you. That's too (true). 

I 
In informal style it is also commonly used (especially in AmE) as a synonym of uery in negative 
sentences: 
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I'm not loo (sure) about that. 
I'm not too (keen) on his paintings. 
I don't feel too (good). ['very well'] 

This use of roo is given wide extension in Australidn English, where tw is common in the sense 
'absolutely' in responses: 

A : He's clever. B: Too right, he is. ['That isabsolutely true.] 
Compare informal AmE usage: 

A :  You can't do it. B: I can rw. ['I certainly can.'] 

7.58 Adjunct adverbs (cf 7.49,8.25ff) are sometimes converted into premodifiers 
of adjectives. In this position they tend to retain their general meaning of 
manner, means, etc, though they also acquire some intensifying effect: 

an easily (debatable) proposition ['a proposition that can be easily 
debated'] 

an openly (hostile) attack 
his quietly (assertive) manner 
a readily (available) publication 

On the other hand, disjunct adverbs (cf 7.121ff) tend to become intensifiers, 
eg : 

surprisingly (good) unnaturally (long) 
incredibly (beautiful) unusually (easy) 

Thus surprisingly good in the following sentence can be paraphrased as 'He 
made a speech that was good to a surprising extent': 

He made'a surprisingly (good) speech. 

Note We need to distinguish the adverb as prernodifier of an adjective from the adjunct adverb 
constructed with a verb participle. For example, a surprisingly worded lerter is 'a letter that is 
worded in a surprising manner', since ~vordedisan -edparticiple and notan adjective. Ambiguity 
arises when the form can be either a participle or an adjective. Thus, a divinely inspired work can 
be either 'a work tliat has been inspired in a divine manner (or by God)', in which case inspired 
is verbal and divinely an adjunct adverb, or 'a work that is inspired to a divine extent', in which 
case inspired is adjectival and dhinely its intensifier. C/ the difference in aspect and implied 
'permanence'; 17.28. 

7.59 Apart from intensifiers, premodifying adverbs may be 'viewpoint' subjuncts 
(cf 8.88#), eg: / 

po[itically (expedient) ['expedient from a political point of view'] 

Similarly: 

artistically (justifiable) economically (weak) 
theoretically (sound) technically (possible) 
ethically (wrong) 

Modifier of adverb 
7.60 An adverb may premodify another adverb. Similar sets of intensifiers are 

used for adverbs and adjectives (cf 7.56ff): 

I expect them pretty (soon). 
I have seen so (very) many letters like that one. 
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They didn't injure him that (severely). (informal) 
They are smoking very (heavily). 
He spoke extremely (quickly). 
He played surprisingly (well). 

As with adjectives (67.50, 7.57), the only postmodifiers are enough and 
indeed : 

He spoke (clearly) enough. ['sufficiently clearly'] 

Indeed usually goes with very: : 
She spoke (very clearly) indeed. 

?She spoke (clearly) indeed. 

Adverbs modifying other adverbs can only be intensifiers. Thus, though we 
have the manner modification by quietly in quietly assertive, we cannot have 
it in: 

*He spoke quietly (assertively). 

And, similarly, themodification by aviewpoint adverb (cf 8.89) in theoretically 
sound does not have a corresponding 

*He reasoned theoretically (soundly). 

Notice that this is not merely a stylistic objection to the juxtaposition of two 
words ending in -ly, since the following sentence, where extremely is an  
intensifier, is acceptable: 

He reasoned extremely (soundly). 

Modifier of particle, prepositional adverb, and preposition 
A few intensifying adverbs, particularly right and well, can premodify 
particles in phrasal verbs (cf 16.4), as well as prepositions, or (perhaps rather) 
prepositional phrases (cf 9.64): 

He knocked the man right (out). 
They left her well (behind). 
The nail went right (through) the wall. 
He made his application well (within) the time. 
Her parents are dead (against) the trip. (informal) 

Modifier of pronoun, predeterminer, and numeral 
Intensifying adverbs (including downtoners) can premodify : 

(a) indefinite pronouns (6.45ff): 

Nearly (everybody) came to our party. 

(b) predeterminers (5.15ff): 

They recovered roughly (half) their equipment. 
He received about (double) the amount he expected. 
Virtually (all) the students participated in the discussion. 
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(C) cardinal numerals (6.63): 

They will stay fully (ten) weeks. ['for ten full weeks'] 
Overlunder (two hundred) deaths were reported. 
I paid more/less than (ten) pounds for it. 
They will make a charge of up to (as much as one million) yen. 
As many as (fifty) candidates had applied for the post. 

(d) Noun phrases with the indefinite article can be intensified when aln) is 
equivalent to the unstressed cardinal one (5.38): 

' 

I didn't have more than (a dollar) on me. ['I had no more than. . .'l 
They will stay for about (a week). 
Nearly/almost (a thousand demonstrators) attended the meeting. 

More than, about, etc are here not prepositions but intensifiers as part of 
the noun phrase, as can be seen by the occurrence of prepositions before 
such items: 

There's a cover charge of more than $3. 

(e) With the ordinals and superlatives, a definite determiner is obligatory 
for premodification: 

We counted approximately (the first) thousand votes. 
She gave me almost (the largest) piece of cake. 

(f) ~odification can also apply to larger units, eg: 

The acceleration fell to less than (ten metres per second). 

Note [a] We might add here the premodification of the same by (very) much: 
They did it in (very) much (the same) way. 

[b] Some of the items that are intensifying adverbs can also function as prepositions, eg: aver, 
about (cf 9.7). 
[c] Both the downtoners almost and practically can intensify all indefinite pronouns, whereas 
nearly can intensify only assertive pronouns (cf 8.1 13 on downtoners with verbs). Compare: 

Almost 
practica/,y] ( ~ ~ ~ b O d " ]  came. 
Nearly 

Almost ] { c a m e .  
Practically any time will do. 

*Nearly no compensation was given. 

Modifier of noun phrase 
7.63 A few intensifiers may premodify noun phrases and precede the determiner 

in doing so. The most common of these among adverbs are quite and rather 
(esp BrE) : 

We had quite (a party). 
They will be here for quite (some time). 
He was quite ('some player). 

They were quite ('some players). 
[Quite 'some with count nouns is informal; note the stress on 'some.] 

It was rather (a mess). (esp BrE) 

Though not adverbs but predeterminers (cf5.15), such and what have a 
similar function (cf 17.96): 

He is such (a fool). They are such (fools). 
What (a mess) they made! What (babies) they are! 

[a] Other adverbs may be interpreted as not specifically modifying the noun phrase, since they 
are mobile. Compare the following two examples: 

He was Ireally 'some ~ ~ k e r l  (informal) [I] 
He (really was 'some p~iyer.uerl L21 

Transposition of really in [l] to pre-verb position in I21 does not seem to affect the meaning, 
provided that the appropriate intonation pattern is given. A similar transposition of quite is not 
possible. . 
[b] For many people, plural noun phrases cannot be premodified by rather: 

He is rather a/bol. ['rather foolish'; cf 7.56 Note [bl] 
?*They are rather fools. 

If the noun is nongradable, rather cannot be used unless a gradable adjective is present, in which 
case rather is intensifying the adjective. Positions before the adjective and before the determiner 
are both possible, with little or no semantic difference: 

*It is rather a table. [not acceptable unless in the sense'. . . a table rather than. . .'l 
P is { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ }  big table. 

[cl For the relationship between adverbs like only and also and noun phrases, cf focusing . - 
subjuncts, 8.1 16ff: 

With kind of and sort of there are several possible constructions in informal 
style: 

f a  sort of ioke. " < 

This must be 
sort of a joke. (informal) 
a sort of a ioke. (more informal) - - 

(a joke, sort of: (most informal) 

Other of-phrases precede the determiner, if present: 

I had a bit of (a shock). 
They asked a heck of (a lot). (familiar) 
They gave me a hellof (a time). (familiar) 

In familiar style, the wh-words as interrogatives (cf 11.14 Note [a]) can be 
postmodified by certain set prepositional phrases, eg: 

(who) on earth 
(what) } {(in) the heck (familiar) 
(where) (in) the hell (familiar) 

Omission of the preposition in the last two examples is preferred by some 
and obligatory for others. 

Ever can be an intensifier. It normally occurs as a separate word and only 
with interrogative wh-words, for example: 

(Why) ever should she apply for such a post? 
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Else 
7.69 ~ l s e  can postmodify: 

(a) compound indefinite pronouns (cf 6.46f) and compound adverbs (cf 7.46) 
i n  -body, -one, -place, -thing, and -where: 

(Somebody) else must have done it. ['some other person'] 
(Anybody) else for tennis? 
(Nothing) else happened. 

(somewhere) else. 
You must have left the keys {(someplace) else. (esp AmE) 

['elsewhere'] 

You'll have to borrow (someone) else's car. [on the genitive, cf 6.471 

(b)  wh-pronouns andtvh-adverbs in interrogative clauses (cf 11.148): 

(Who)  else would do such a thing? ['which other person'] 
(Who)  else did you meet? 
(What)  else can we do? 
(Where) else have you looked? 
(How) else could it have happened? 
(When)  else can we meet? 

The genitive 'S is usually placed after else (cf the group genitive, 5.123): 

Who fault could it be? 
?Whose else 1 

(c) singular all (= everything), much, a greatlgood deal, a lot, little: 

W e  will take this step only i f  aN else fails. 

{ } else we can do now. Therek not much 
l not a great deal ~,~ 

Adverb as complement of preposition . . 
7.70 A number o f  adverbs signifying place and time function as complement o f  a 

preposition. Of the place adverbs, here and there take the most prepositions, 

Come over here! 
Do you live near here? 
Yes,  I live over there. 
How do we get out of here? 

Other prepositions that take here and there as complements are: 

along around down from in 
on round through under up 

Home (which may alternatively be considered a noun; cf 5.51) can be the 
complement o f  at, (away) from, close to, near, toward(s), eg: 

I want to stay at home tonight 
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The other place adverbs are restricted to the preposition from, eg: 

You've got a letter from abroad. 

Other adverbs that function as complement offrom are: 

behind above/below/beneath/underneath 
downstairs/upstairs indoors/outdoors 
insideloutside withinlwithout 

The time adverbs that most commonly function as complement o f  a 
preposition are shown in the figure below. 

PREPOSITIONS ADVERBS 

Fig 7.70 Time adverbs that most commonly function as complements of prepositions 

Note [a] The preposition ofalso occurs in the phrase oflole I'recently']. 
[b] Forewr is also written as two words:./or euer. The expression Joreoer and euer is typical of 
Biblical and liturgical styles of English. It is curious that analogous reduplicated phrases are 
virtually restricted to informal use:Jbr n1onr11.y and monrlrs,,Qr jiearsatd jleors. 
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Correspondence between adjective and adverb 

7.71 We have earlier observed (7.46) that open-class adverbs are regularly, though 
not invariably, derived from adjectives by suffixation. There is another sense 
in which adjectives and adverbs are related, apart from this morphological 
relationship. A correspondence often exists between constructions containing 
adjectives and constructions containing the corresponding adverbs. The 
simplest illustration is with adverbs equivalent to prepositional phrases 
containing a noun or noun phrase that is a generic term and the corresponding 
adjective as premodifier: 

H e  liked Mary considerably. - He liked Mary to a considerable extent. 
H e  spoke to John sharply. - He spoke to John in a sharp manner. 
H e  wrote frequently. - He wrote on frequent occasions. 
Politically, it is a bad decision. - From thepoliticalpoint of view, it is a bad decision. 

7.72 We have also noted some instances where either the adjective or the adverb 
forms appear, with little or no semantic difference (cf 7.6). But normally, the 
adjective and its corresponding adverb appear in different environments: 

hisfrequent,visits - His visits are frequent. - He visits frequently. 
her brilliant explanation of the process - Her explanation of the process was brilliant. - She explained the process brilliantly. 
her incredible beauty - Her beduty is incredible. - She is incredibly beautiful. " 

As the examples $how, the adjective in nominalizations is equivalent to the 
adverb in a corresponding clause. 

7.73 There are many qther cases of nominalization where a construction with the 
adverb form seems basic to an understanding of the corresponding 
construction with the adjective form (cf 17.51ff): 

(a) The adjective-noun sequence may imply a process or a time f 
relationship, a corresponding clause containing an adverb: 7 

a hard worker - somebody who works hard 
an eventual loser - somebody who will eventually lose 
a frequent visitor - somebody who visitsfrequently 
a heavy eater - somebody who eats heavily 
a light sleeper - somebody who sleeps light(1y) 

We should include here cases where the agential noun lacks an agential 
suffix: a former student, a clever liar. Similarly, there are instances where the 

l Note 
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noun normally lacks a corresponding verb, but where the reference is to the 
process part of the noun's meaning: 

apoor soldier ['one who acts poorly in his role as a soldier'] 
a good mother ['one who cares well for her children'] 
a faithful friend ['a friend who acts in a faithful way'] 

Many of these adjectives can occur only attributively in this use. They belong 
to the noninherent class of adjectives (cf 7.43). I 

(b) Analogous correspondences do not have this restriction to attributive 
position: 

He loved her deeply. - his deep love for her - His love for her was deep. 
He writes legibly. - his legible writing - His writing is legible. 

She answered quickly. - her quick answer - Her answer was quick. 
Surprisingly, he decided to leave. - his surprising decision to leave - His decision to leave was 

surprising. 

(c) The adjective may refer to an implied process associated with a 
concrete object: 

a fast car ['a car that can go fast'] 
a slow road ['a road on which one can only drive slowly'] 
a neat typewriter ['a typewriter which types neatly'] 

(d) Most intensifying adjectives (cf 7.33f) can be seen as related to 
adverbs: 

total nonsense - It is totally nonsense. 
a clear failure - It is clearly a failure. 
a true scholar - He is truly a scholar. 
a real idiot - He is really an idiot. 

Many of these can occur only attributively in this use. 

(e) Many restrictive adjectives (cf 7.35) can be seen as related to adverbs: 

the main reason - The reason was mainlv that 

the precise argument - The argument wasprecisely that. . . 
*. The argument was precise. 

[a] We can point to differences in grammar and meaning in the interpretation of a bcaurijirl 
dancer: 

a beaur~uldancer - a dancer who is beauri/ul - a person who dances beourfilly ['who dws a beautiful dance'or'beautiful dances'] 
In the second interpretation, the adjective refers to the process part of an agential noun. 
[bl Note also the relations between adjectives and adverbs in the following examples: 

an apparent enemy - He is appamtrly an enemy. 
a possible meeting - They will possibly meet. 
a sligltr disagreement - They disagreed slighrly. 
the currettr manager - She is currcnrl~~ the manager. 
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Comparison of adjectives and adverbs 

7.74 .With gradable adjectives and adverbs three types of COMPARISON are possible 
(cf 7.42), ie comparison in relation 

(a) to a higher degree 
(b) to the same degree 
(c) to a lower degree 

The three types of comparison are expressed by the following means; 

(a) Comparison in relation to a higher degree is expressed by the inflected 
forms in -er and -est or their periphrastic equivalents with more and most: 

Anna is { z ~ ~ ~ ~ }  than Susan. 

cleverest student in the class. 

(b) Comparison in relation to the same degree is expressed by as (or 
sometimes so) . . . as: 

Anna is as tall as Bill. 

Anna is not {zi} tall as John. 

(c) Comparison in relation to a lower degree is expressed by less and least: 

This problem is less dl@cult than the previous one. 
This is the least dz@cult problem of all. 

For higher degree comparisons, English has a three-term inflectional 
contrast between ABSOLUTE, COMPARATIVE, and SUPERLATIVE forms for many 
adjectives and for a few adverbs, the absolute being realized by the base form 
of the item. This can be seen in Table 7.74 which also gives the parallel 
periphrastic conktructions (cf comparative clauses, 15.63fl) : 

Tohl~ 7.74 Com~arison of adiectives and adverbs 

ABSOLUTE COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

I 
INFLECTION ' 

adjective high higher highest 
adverb soon sooner soonest 

PERIPHRASIS 
adjective complex more complex most comp1e.r 
adverb comfortab[y more comfortably most comfortably 

i 
! 
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Irregular forms of comparison 

7.75 A small group of highly frequent adjectives have comparative and superlative 
forms with stems which are different from the base: 
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good - better - best 
bad - worse - worst 

-further -furthest 
far { f a r t h e r  -farthest 

The two sets fartherlfarthest and furtherlfurthest, which are both adjectives 
and adverbs, are used interchangeably by many speakers to express both 
physical and abstract relations. In fact, however, the use of farther and 
farthest is chiefly restricted to expressions of physical distance, and, in all 
senses, further and furthest are the usual forms found: 

Nothing could be further from thd truth. 
My house is furthest from the station. 

Note The most common uses o f  further are not as comparative form o f  far but in the sense o f  'more', 
'additional', 'later': 

That's a further reason for deciding now. [svr NOT: "afar reason] 
Any furtherquestions? 
The school will be closed until further notice. 
W e  intend to stay for a further two months. 

Comparison of old 
7.76 Old is regularly inflected as older - oldest. In attributive position, particularly 

when referring to the order of birth of members of a family, the irregular 
forms elder - eldest are normally substituted (especially in BrE): 

My elderlolder sister is an artist. 
His eldest/oldest son is still at  school. 

However, elder is not a true comparative in that it cannot be followed by 
than : 

My brother is three years {zyzr} than me. 

Note [a] There is a special use of  elder in, for example, William Pitt the elder, the elder Pitt. In the 
honorific expression elder statesman, elder has no comparative meaning, and there is no 
corresponding use o f  old or oldest. 
[bl Elder and eldest require personal reference: 

This viola is the olderl'elder. 

Comparison of good, well, and ill 
7.77 Well ['in good health'] and ill ['in bad health' (esp BrE), cf 7.381 are inflected 

like good and bad, respectively, for the comparative: He feels betterlworse. 
He is better is ambiguous between (a) 'He is well again' and (b) 'He is less ill'. 
In the first use (a), we can have intensifiers expressing absolute degree: 

He is completely better. 

In the second use (b), we can have expressions with a comparative sense: 

He is { ~ o ~ ~ h a ~  a bit 
better. 
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There is no superlative best in the health sense: *He is best. He is worse 
corresponds to the second use (b), ie = 'less well'. There is no positive 
periphrastic comparison corresponding to the negative comparison less well: 

*He is more well today. [= 'better' in its second use] 

He is less well denotes that his state of health is not as bad as would be 
suggested by worse. 

Compounds with good, well, and ill + participle can have either form of 
comparison (cf 7.83b) : - better-looking - best-looking 

good-looking - more good-looking - most good-looking 

Comparison of little and small 
7.78 Little shares the comparative forms with small, ie: smaller and smallest, as an 

adjective modifying count nouns: 

Anna is only a child. 

, . She is smaller than Susan. 
She is the smallest child in her playgroup. 

Lesser is used attributively,in the sense of 'less important': 

to a lesser degreelextent 
lesser men than Churchill 

Least in the. sense of 'slightest' is common with abstract nouns in 
nonassertive contexts: 

She did it without the least/smallest hesitation. 
I haven't the:least idea. 

Least can also be 'the head of a noun phrask (cf 7.26): 

That is the lbast we can do. 

Note [a] Littler and littlest occur occasionally, typically in familiar use: 
She ismy littlest child. 
Have you read t 'e  Christmas story called 'The Littlest Angel'? It . '  The black dress was bttlcr and subtler than volumesof Vuguecould imply. 

[bl Lesser also denotes 'of smaller size': the Lesser Antilles [in contrast to the Greater Antilles]. 

. Changes in spelling 
7.79 With adjectives taking the regular inflections, certain changes in spelling or 

pronunciation may be introduced in the base of the adjective when the 
suffixes are added. 

(a) A single consonant at the end of the base is doubled before -er and -est 
when the preceding vowel is stressed and spelled with a single letter (cf the 
spelling of verb forms, 3.8): 

big - bigger - biggest 
sad - sadder - saddest 
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1 
l But contrast: 

neat - neater - neatest 
thick -- thicker - thickest 

There is a variant spelling in: 
l 

cruel { - crueller - cruellest - crueler - cruelest (esp AmE) 
l 
I (b) In bases ending in a consonant followed by -y, y changes to -i before 
I -er and -est : 

angry - angrier - angriest 
early -- earlier - earliest 

(c) If the base ends in a mute (unpronounced) -e, this e is dropped before 
the inflection: 

pure -purer -purest 
brave -braver - bravest 

The same applies if the base ends in -ee: 

free -freer --freest /'fri:~st/ 

Changes in pronunciation 
7.80 (a) A disyllabic base ending in /!/ normally loses its second syllable before 

the inflection: 

pimple /srmp!/ - /'s~mpla'/ - /'s~mphst/ 

humble / h b ; /  - /'hamblar/ - /'h.mbhst/ 

(b) Even for speakers that do not give consonantal value to a final r in 
spelling, the /r/ is pronounced before the inflection: 

rare /rear/ - /'rearar/ - /'reanst/ 

(c) Final ng /g/ in the absolute forms long, strong, and young is pronounced 
/gg/ before the inflection: 

Choice between inflectional and periphrastic comparison 
7.81 The choice between inflectional and periphrastic comparison is largely 

determined by the length of the adjective. 

(a) Monosyllabic adjectives normally form their comparison by inflection: 

low - lower - lowest 

Real, right, wrong, and the preposition like (cf 9.4) take only periphrastic 
forms: 

more like She is } her grandmother. 
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However, most other monosyllabic adjectives can take either inflectional or 
periphrastic comparison. 

(b) Many disyllabic adjectives can also take inflections, though they have 
the alternative of the periphrastic forms: 

politerlmore polite. 
Her are {(the) politest/(the) most polite. 

Disyllabic adjectives that can most readily take inflected forms are those 
ending in an unstressed vowel, /!/or /ar/, eg: 

-y: early, easy, funny, happy, noisy, wealthy, pretty 
-ow: mellow, narrow, shallow 
-le: able, feeble, gentle, noble, simple 
-er, -we: clever, mature, obscure 

(c) Trisyllabic or longer adjectives can only take periphrastic forms: 

beautiful - more beautiful [BUT NOT: *beautifuller] - the most beautiful [BUT NOT: *beautifultest] 

Adjectives with the negative un-prefix, such as unhappy and untidy, are 
exceptions: 

- unhappier - unhappiest - untidier - untidiest 

(d) Participle forms which are used as adjectives regularly take only 
periphrastic forms: 

interesting - more interesting - most interesting 
wounded - more wounded - most wounded 
worn - more worn - most worn 

Note [a] Within the first group of (b), we may distinguish between adjectives ending in -1y and other 
adjectives ending only in -y. For -1y adjectives (cf 7.9), comparison with periphrasis is common, 
eg withfriendly, likkly, lonely, and liuely : 

liuely { - Iiuelier - liveliest - more liuely - most liuely 
However, among other adjectives ending only in -y, inflectional comparison is favoured, eg: 

easy - easier 5 easiest 
[b] Among adjectives ending in -er, eager and proper can take only periphrastic comparison. In 
addition, the following disyllabic adjectives can occur with inflectional forms (as well as 
periphrastic forms, which seem to be gaining ground): quiet, common, solid, cruel, wicked,polite, 
pleasant, handsome. 

7.82 Most adjectives that are inflected for comparisoncanalso take the periphrastic 
forms with more and most. With more, they seem to do so more easily when 
they are predicative and are followed by a than-clause: 

John is more mad than Bob is. 
It would be difficult to find a man more brave than he is. 
He is more wealthy than I thought. 
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Periphrastic forms are, however, uncommon with a number of monosyllabic 
adjectives (including those listed in 7.75 as forming their comparison 
irregularly) : 

bad big black clean 
fair [colour] far fast good 
great hard high low 
old quick small thick 
thin tight wide young 

Note [a] There seem to be fewer restrictions on using the periphrastic forms with adjectives in  the 
comparative construction formed with the correlative the. . . the (cf 15.51): 

more old we are the more wise The } , } we become [BUT NOT: *a  more old man] 

Good and bad, however, require ;onperiph;astic forms (better, ~varse) even here. 
[bl The suffix -most is used to express the highest degree in her innernrost/eelings. Also:jbremost, 
hindmost, outermost, uppermost. These words are sometimes used also as adverbs: They did their 
utmost. 
[cl A study of adjectives at the Survey of English Usage gives the following statistics: 

(i) The comparative is, on average, more frequent than the superlative. 
(ii) Only 25 per cent of the comparatives, as against 52 per cent of the superlatives, are 

accompanied by an explicit basis of comparison (cf 7.86). 
(iii) -er is more frequent than more, which is more frequent than less; -est is more frequent than 

most, which is far more frequent than least. 
(iv) Many of the occurrences of -er/-est adjectives represent a small number of relatively 

frequent adjectives. The following distribution is probably typical also for a larger corpus 
('types' = different lexical items; 'tokens' = total number of instances): 

Table 7.82 Freqtiencies of comparative forms 

-er/-est morelmost less/least TOTAL 

NPES 56 246 42 344 
TOKENS 553 345 49 947 

Comparison of adverbs 
7.83 For a small number of adverbs, the inflected forms used for comparison are 

the same as those for adjectives. As with adjectives, there is a small group 
with comparatives and superlatives formed from different stems. The 
comparative and superlative inflections are identical with those for the 
corresponding adjectives good, bad, and far (cf 7.79, and the quantifiers 
much and Iittle (cf 5.23): 

badly - worse - worst 
well - better - best 
little - less (lesser) - least 

far  
-further -furthest 
-farther -farthest 

much - more - most 

I (a) Worse as the comparative of badly is used in eg: 

1 He behaves even worse than his brother. 

With need and want, however, the periphrastic form is required in BrE: 
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I really need thatjob more badly than you. [AmE also: worse] 

Here badly is not a process adverb, as also indicated by position: 

I badly need that job. *He badly behaves. 

In nonstandard use, one may find iller/badder - baddest. In very formal 
English, ill is synonymous with badly (cf: ill-behaved): 

H e  behaved ill towards his parents. 

(b) Compounds of well and ill + participle have both types of comparison 
(cf7.77): 

- better-behaved - best-behaved 
well(-behaved { - more well-behaved - most well-behaved 

The forms better- - best-behaved are more formal than more - most well- 
behaved. Compare best-known which is preferred to most well-known. 

(c) Lesser is sometimes used in comparison to a lower degree: lesser- 
known, in the same way as less well-known. There is also a lower degree 
comparative less well [= worse], as in 

H e  reads less well than she does. 

Less well here indicates that his reading is not as bad as worse does (cf 7.77). 
There is no corresponding higher degree comparative *more well = better. 

(d) On the formsfarther/further - farthest/furthest, cf 7.75,8.48. 

(e) Adverbs1 that are identical in form with adjectives (cf7.9) take 
inflections: fast, hard, late, long, quick. They follow the same spelling and 
phonological rules as for adjectives, eg: early - earlier - earliest: 

You have to work harder/faster/longer. 

The -er - -est iqflections cannot be added to open-class adverbs ending in 
-ly : l \ 

- most quickly 
quickly 

.c * quickliest 

When earlier is synonymous with before (that) orpreviously, and when later is 
synonymous wit ajier (that), they are not comparatives of the adverbs early b and late (cf 8.55 ote [a]). 

(f) Soon, which has no corresponding adjective, is frequently used in the 
comparative (sooner). Some find the superlative (soonest) unacceptable, or at  
least very informal, but it seems perfectly acceptable as a premodifier of 
certain adjectives, eg: 

the soonest possible date, the soonest available time 

It is also used in the proverb 'Least said, soonest mended', and in telexes and 
telegrams : 

Send prices soonest. ['as soon as possible'] 
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(g) Similarly, often has the comparative forms ojiener and ojienest, 
although they are less commonly used than the comparative more ofien and, 
in particular, the superlative mostofien. 

(h) Sometimes the comparative -er form of the adjective can function as 
the comparative of the -1y adverb: 

That's easier said than done. [= 'more easily'] 
Speak clearer! [= 'more clearly'] 

The use of the comparative is generally consider~d less objectionable than 
the use of the adjective instead of the adverb in the absolute form (cf 7.7): 

?Speak clear! [= Speak clearly !] 

(i) Comparative adverbs are involved in modal idioms (cf 3.45f): 

I hadI'd better go now. 
You had best forget all about the whole thing. 
I wouldl'd sooner stay at  home tonight. 
He wouldlhadl'd rather not commit himself. [There is of course no 

absolute form of rather in present-day English.] 

Article usage with comparatives and superlatives 
7.84 In general, the comparative and the superlative express comparison between 

two sets. In the following examples [l, 21, the comparative is used to compare 
Jane with theothers. There is no article with a than-construction, as in [l]: 

Jaee is cleverer than all the other girls in the class. [ l]  

With the superlative, Jane is included in the group and compared with all 
the others. The definite article is used with an of-phrase following, as in [2]: 

Jane is the cleverest of all the students in the class. [21 

The superlative is often used for a comparison between two persons, items, 
etc [3], though this is avoided in careful usage where the comparative [3a] is 
preferred : 

He is the youngest (of the two brothers). 
He is the younger (of the two brothers). 

If the superlative is used attributively, the definite article (or other definite 
determiner) is required, as in [4] and [5]: 

their youngest child. Anna is { the } 
*youngest child. 

the most eficient publisher in the office. 
our most eficient publisher. 151 

*most eficient publisher. 
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But if the adjective is not attributive, the is optional: 

Anna is (the) youngest (of all). 
Della is (the) most eficient (of all). 

Without adefinitedeterminer, theconstruction withmost isalwaysambiguous 
between superlative and intensifier interpretation when the adjective is 
evaluative: 

Della is most efficient. ['the most efficient of all' or 'extremely 
efficient'] [Sbl 

With the indefiniteor zero article, most is always interpreted as an intensifier: 

She is a most eficient publisher. 
They are most efficient publishers. 1 Pc1 

When most functions as an intensifier, there is of course no parallel 
construction with the inflected form: 

most kind. 
You are very helpful and 

most odd. I find this whole situation puzzling and 

There is a tendency to use most with a preceding definite article to express 
intensification : 

Isn't she the most beautiful woman? ['an extremely beautiful woman', 
ie = a most beautiful woman] 

The inflectional superlative is occasionally used in the same way, eg: 

Lucille wears the oddest clothes, my dear. 

Other expresslions of comparison 
7.85 In addition to the normal expression of~comparison mentioned, there are 

some other, reldted expressions. Some Latin comparatives, eg: senior and 
major, retain their comparative force: 

A is senior to B. 

However, they are not true comparatives in English, since they cannot be 
used in comparative constructions with than as explicit basis of comparison 
(cf 7.86): 

Such Latin comparatives may be called IMPLICIT. (Another term that occurs 
is 'absolute'.) Implicit comparatives include the following: 

A is senior to B. ['of higher rank', 'older than'; cf: a senior minister; 
senior citizens 'old people', 'old age pensioners'] 

B is junior to A. ['of lower rank', 'younger than'; cf: a junior minister] 
inferior management ['inadequate' rather than 'less good'; cf: X is 

inferior to Y.] 

superior quality [a 'good' rather than 'better'quality; c) Y is superior to 
x.1 

aprior claim over X ['previous', 'more important'; cf: prior to 'earlier 
than'] 

the major political parties ['larger'or 'rather large'] 
a minor point ['less important'or 'quite unimportant'] 
anterior and posterior positions [technical terms in biology: 'near(er) the 

head' and 'near(er) the tail'] 

A more or less 'absolute' comparative may occasionally be found also with 
other adjectives, as in: 

B1 an older man ['rather old'], the better hotels,jner restaurants 

Repeated and coordinated comparatives, as in the following examples, 
indicate gradual increase: . 

She is getting better and better. ['increasingly better'] 
They are becoming more and more d~ficult. 

ti Too in the sense 'more than enough' might also be mentioned here: 

It's too long. ['longer than it should be'] 
He speaks too quickly. ['more quickly than he should speak'] 

&I - Enough (postpositive) and sufficiently (attributive) express sufficient degree: 

The message is clear enough. 
sufficiently clear. 1 ['as clear as is necessary'] 

Note [a] Grading is a semantic process which may be expressed not only by means of comparison of 
adjectives and adverbs, but also by means of verbs that denote grading. We can distinguish 
three types of verb corresponding to the three types of comparison ($7.74): 

(i) Verbs expressing comparison in relation to a higher degree, eg: 
Demand exceeds supply. ['is greater than'] 

(ii) Verbs expressing comparison in relation to the same degree, eg: 
The length of this boat equals the width of that boat. rThis boat is as long OS that boat is 

wide.'] 
(iii) Verbs expressing comparison in relation to a lower degree, eg: 

This action diminishes the possibilities of an early settlement of the dispute. ['makes the 
possibilities smaller'] 

Other such verbs containing a comparative element include the following: 
increase, intensify, exaggerate, moximize, lengthen, enlarge, omplify; lessen, curtail, lo~ver, 

abridge, impoir, minimize, decline 
[bj More and most have other uses in which they are not equivalent to the comparison inflections 
(c/ 8.105). Notice the paraphrases in the following two uses of more: 

He is more than happy about it. ['He is happy about it to a degree that is not adequately 
expressed by the word happy.'] 

He is moregood than bad. ['It is more accurate to say that he is good than that he is bad.'] 
She is more keen than wise. ['She is keen rather than wise.'] 

The inflected form cannot be substituted in this function (c/ 15.69f): 
'He is better than bad. ?*She is keener than wise. 

But compare: 
It's worse than useless. He is worse than bad. 

[cl Upper and lower have no comparative force in upper case ['capital letters'] and the lower leg 
['the bottom part of the leg']. They are not comparatives of up and low, since we cannot say *up 
case, 'the lo~vleg, etc. A similar pair is outer and inner, eg in at, hmer meonir~g. 
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Basis of comparison 
7.86 We can make the basis of comparison explicit. The most common ways of 

doing so include correlative constructions introduced by than (correlative to 
-er, more, less) and by as (correlative to so, as; on comparative clauses, cf 
further 15.63ff): 

less polite 

John behaves {E:] than Bob (does). 

The basis of comparison to the same degree is as and, in nonassertive 
contexts, also so (both having the correlative as): 

as polite 
John is 

behaves aspolitely 
John as Bob (does). [2a1 

d o  not behave } 
Bases of comparison to a higher or lower degree may also be expressed in 
other ways, as illustrated below in (a-e). 

(a) A restriciive relative clause (full or ellipted): 

(rue ever seen) 

1 (there is) 
(that plays) 

(b) An of-phrase (not derivable from a relative clause): 

John is the more polite of the (two) boys. l41 
Of the (two);boys, John behaves the more politely. Pal 
John is the host  polite of the (three) boys. [51 
Of the (three) boys, John behaves the most politely. [sal 

The prepositional phrases can be either final, as in [4] and [5], or initial, as in 
[4a] and [5a]. Final position is more frequent, especially when the construction 
contains an adjective. Note the obligatory presence of the before more and 
most (cf 7.84). 

(c) The noun (or its replacement one) which the adjective premodifies: 

John is the more stupid [boy) one, (formal) 

[more commonly: John is more stupid than the other boy.] 

John is the most stupid one. P 
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(d) A determiner with definite reference. With comparatives, either the 

definite article or demonstrative determiner (cf 5.14) is possible: 

That taller boy is John. 

Unlike comparatives, however, superlatives cannot normally cooccur with 
demonstrative determiners: 

The I : 
youngest daughter is a dentist. 

*That 

(e) A genitive construction or possessive determiner: I 
John is {F') older/oldest brother. 

Note Some basis of comparison may be implicit in the use of the absolute form of the adjective, and 
in such cases the basis of comparison can also be made explicit (c* for, 9.62): 

He is tallfir a child (on hisage. [ie 'taller than normal'] 

Intensification 

Restrictions on intensification 
7.87 The types of intensifiers modifying adjectives and adverbs have been 

mentioned earlier (cf7.56ff). Here we are concerned with restrictions on 
their use analogous to those for comparison. In general, amplifiers and 
comparatives are allowed by the same range of adjectives and adverbs, ie 
those that are gradable. The range for emphasizers and those downtoners not 
expressing degree (eg: virtually) is much wider, as we can see from their 
cooccurrence with a nongradable adjective such as nonChristian: 

definitely 
virtually 

He is 1 *more noh~hristian. 

There are also restrictions on the use of particular intensifiers, and these can 
sometimes be stated in semantic terms : 

most { happy [subjective; 'extremely happy'] ?tau [objective] 
I 
i1 

wrong [negative evaluation] utterly ?right [positive evaluation] 

natural[positive evaluation] 
perfecrry [?mnatura~[negative evaluation] 

Amplifiers and comparatives are available for adjectives that refer to a 
quality that is thought of as having values on a scale. Thus, in John is English, 
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the adjective English does not allow amplifiers or comparatives if it refers to 
John's nationality, which is not a quality of John's. However, if the adjective 
refers qualitatively to the way he behaves or to his racial background, they 
are admitted : 

very English. 
lohn is {more English than the English. 

She is {three quarters 

Similarly, original in the sense of 'not copied' cannot normally be intensified 
or compared, as in the originalmanuscript, where it does not refer to a quality 
arid there can be only one original manuscript. On the other hand, if original 
refers to the quality of the work, meaning 'of a new type', it may be intensified 
or compared: a more original book. We may compare the two uses with those 
of. the corresponding adverb : 

I originally. ['in an original manner'] 
She always writes very originally. 

{ origin? l.in the first place'] : She came from Cleveland originally. 

In the last example, originally is a respect adjunct (cf 8.85) and cannot be 
intensified or,compared. 

Note [a] There are exdeptions to the cooccurrence of a particular intensifier with a semantic class of 
adjective. For example, though utterly tends to cooccur with 'negative'adjectives, utterly reliable 
and utterly deliglilful are common. 
[b] With reference to the use of original, we note that the following sentence has two possible 
meanings: 

This is the moreoriginalmanuscript. 
It can mean eithe 'This manuscript was written with more originality' or 'This manuscript is f closer to the original'. \ 

The unmarked term in 'measure' expressions 
7.88 When we want to state the age of a person, we will normally use the 

expression X years old, for example : 

Mr lespeksen is 75 years old. 

We will not say (exceptjokingly, as a compliment): 

*Mr Jespersen is 75 years young. 

However, the choice of adjective here has nothing to do with the number of 
years, and we would use the same expression for somebody very young, eg: 

His granddaughter is two years *young. 

Similarly: 

deep' Susan is only five feet tall. The water is two metres *shallow. *short. 
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'Measure' adjectives like old, deep, and tat/ cover a scale of measurement. 
Such adjectives have two terms for the opposite ranges of the scale (old/ 
young, deep/shallow, tall/short), but use the upper range as the 'unmarked' 
term in measure expressions (old, deep, tall). The 'measure' adjectives which 
are used in this way, preceded by a noun phrase of measure, include the 
following set with the marked term given in parenthesis: 

deep (shallow) high (low) long (short) old (young) 
tall (short) thick (thin) wide (narrow) 

This set of 'measure' adjectives is used in the same way in how-questions 
and, again, the use of the unmarked term does not assumethat only the upper 
range is applicable: 

A: How old is your daughter? ['What is her age?'] 
B: She is ten years old. ['Her age is ten years.'] 

There are also adjectives outside the set listed above which are used in 
how-questions, in the same way as the 'measure' adjectives. Thus, if we want 
to know the size of something, we would normally use big or large, rather 
than small or little, eg: 

How big is your computer? 

Similarly, we use bright rather than dim, strong rather than weak, heavy rather 
than light, etc: 

How strong is the engine of this car? 
How accurate is your digital watch? 

However, such adjectives are used in this way only in how-questions, not 
with noun phrases of measure: 

A: How heavy is your suitcase? B : *It is only 20 kilos heavy. 

Some adverbs also use an unmarked term in how-questions. They include 
the italicized words in the following examples: 

A: How much does she like him? B: She likes him a lot. 
A: How ojien did they complain? B: Every day after school. 
A: How quickly does he do 

his homework? B : Usually in less than an hour. 
A: How far did you drive today? B: Over 200 miles. 

:5$1 Compare the following expressions of distance: 

A: How (ear] is it to the village? 

The village is onlyfive miles *far. 
away. 

a long way It's ] to the village. [assertive] 

not far 
It'' {not a long way to the village. [nonassertive] 
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Compare time expressions: 

A : How long did the concert last? 

Only 40 minutes. 
It was only 40 minutes long. 

*short. 

Note [a] If we use the marked term, as in How young is John?, we are asking a question that 
presupposes that the relevant normis towards the lower end of the scale, ie that John is young, 
whereas the unmarked term in How old is John? does not presuppose that John is old. Notice 
that neither term is neutral in exclamations: 

How young he is! ['He is extremely young!'] 
How old he is! ['Heisextremely old!'] 

[bl We use neither the marked nor the unmarked term of a measure adjeciivs in: 

*He iafiuepounds {z 
The following constructions are however normal with the unmarked term: 

A : How heavy is he? 
fiue poundstoo heavy. 

B : He is too heovy byfivepounds. C uepounds heauier thon John is. 
But, in specific contexts, either of two pairs of adjectives like heouy/light, long/short can be 
considered unmarked. The choice of term is determined by our point of orientation. When we 
want to  relate p javelin throw to a specific purpose (to win, qualify, etc), we may say: 

His last javelin throw was afew inchesshort. 
Short here is not the antonym of long, and there is no implication that it was a short throw. 
Compare an example like the following: 

How high/lolv,is the water level now? 
Here, the item selected (particularly the marked high) suggests the expectation that the level is 
getting higher and lower, respectively. 
[C] In the case of 'nonliteral'measure items, far is also unmarked, as in: 

How far do yoh agree with the proposal? 
[dl FUN and empty can be used equally, although How full? is commoner than Holv empty?: 

hoIffuII, hoIfempty, three-quartersfull, three-quarters empty 

~remodificatibn of comparatives \ 
7.89 Adjectives and 'adverbs in the absolute degree can be premodified by 

intensifiers like very, quite, so, etc (cf 7.56ff): 

' I well. She writes wry 
easily. 

Comparatives of both adjectives and adverbs, whether inflected or 
periphrastic, can be premodified by amplifiers, such as much or very much: 

The job was (very) much 
more drficult than I thought. 

She writes (very) much Ibetter ] than she used to. more easily 

Note the restriction on premodification of adjectives and adverbs in the 
absolute and comparative degrees: 
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That's {G) good. She works hard. 

That's better. She works *:: harder. I I 
Other intensifiers (and intensifying noun phrases) that are common with 

comparatives include the following: 

somewhat easier 
rather better 

a lot 
lots (informal) shorter 

a great 
a good )deal 1 morelless difficult 
agood bit (informal) J 
a hell of a lot 
a heck of a lot better (very familiar) 
a damn sight 1 

Some intensifiers can be repeated for emphasis: 

very very good ['extremely good'] 
very very . . . much sooner 
much much . . . more careful 
far far. . . more carefully 
so so .  . . much better [repeated so in BrE only] 
so very very. . . much better 

Generally, however, the repetition is permissible only if the repeated items 
come first or follow so : 

so very very . . . much better 
*very much much. . . better 

Repetition of intensifiers is a type of coordination that is always asyndetic 
(cf 13.102) : *very and very good. 

Only much and far are used as intensifiers of premodifying adjectives. 
Compare : 

much 
That was a { far } easier job. 

*great deal 

{much } easier. - That job was far 
a great deal 

Much can be premodified by so, very, and that: 

(very)} much easier 
that 
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Premodification of superlatives 
7.90 The nonperiphrastic superlative may be premodified by the intensifier very: 

They arrived only at  the very last moment. 
She put on her very best dress. 

When very premodifies the superlative, a determiner is obligatory (cf 7.84): 

(the) youngest. 

*very youngest. 

The periphrastic superlative is not premodified by the intensifier very (*the 
very most successful candidate) but by other expressions, eg: 

the most successful candidate of all 
the  most remarkable election ever 

Note the different positions of intensifiers in: 

(by) far the best (film) 
I t  was { [ by far that IYve seen 

the best (film) *far for a long time. 
(*far and away J 
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Introduction 
8.1 The adverbial element (A) differs considerably from the other elements of 

clause structure (S, V, 0, C), as we have already seen in 2.15. Differences in 
the following respects are especially notable: 

(i) range of semantic roles; 
(ii) propensity for multiple occurrence in the same clause; 

(iii) range of realization forms; 
(iv) range of possible positions in the clause; 
(v) distinctive grammatical functions; 

(vi) flexibility for use in information processing (cf 18.3ff') and in 
displaying textual connections (cf 19.538). 

Since to  some extent these variables are independent of each other, we shall 
outline each of (i) to (iv) separately. But since it is the grammatical aspects 
that concern us, we shall reserve most of the description and discussion of 
adverbials, in all their respects, for treatment under (v), 8.24fi In any case, 
although the variables are indeed to some extent independent, they are also 
to a large extent interdependent. It is because there are different grammatical 
functions (v) as well as different semantic roles (i) that we can have more 
than one A-element in a clause (ii). It is because there is a range of possible 
positions for the A-element (iv) that this element lends itself to information 
processing (vi). Certain realization forms (iii) are especially associated with 
certain grammatical functions (v) and with certain positions in the clause 
(iv). We  shall frequently be drawing attention to interactions like these. In 
particular, it must be stressed that a given semantic role (eg time) is not tied 
to a single grammatical function; time, for example, is expressed by both 
adjuncts and subjuncts. 

We make a sharp and principled distinction in this book according as an 
adverb phrase, prepositional phrase, or other unit functions outside a clause 
element (ie is grammatically separate from it) or inside a clause element (ie is 
grammatically a part of it). Thus the units very beautifully, in the garage, and 
really are adverbials in [l], [2], and [3] respectively, but are not adverbials in 
[4], [S], and [6], where they operate grammatically as part of phrases which 
as a whole realize other elements, 0 in [4] and [S], C in [6]: 

The girl was dressed very beautifully. 
I keep a spare bicycle in thegarage. 
She really is an intelligent child. 
I saw a very beautifully dressed girl. 
I keep the bicycle in thegarage well oiled. 
She is a really intelligent child. 

(See further 8.24.) 

Note Of the clause elements S, V, 0 ,  C, A, the A-element is the next most frequent after S and V. The 
vast majority of clauses, dependent or independent, contain at least one adverbial, and in the 
Survey of English Usage corpus there are on average 15 adverbials in every 100 running words 
of material, spoken and written alike. 
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Outline of semantic roles 

8.2 We shall distinguish seven main categories of semantic role, in most cases 
with further subdivisions as shown in the table below. We begin with the 
category SPACE, since the expression of other categories is often achieved in 
terms of figurative extension of spatial relations. 

SPACE position with interrelated subdivisions, goal ['to'] 
direction and source ['from'] 
distance 

TIME position i { 
with interrelated subdivisionsforwardspan 

duration Puntil'] and backward span ['since'] 
frequency 
relationship 

PROCESS manner 
means 
instrument 
agentive 

RESPECT 

CONTINGENCY cause 
reason 
purpose 
result 
condition 
concession 

MODALITY emphasis 
approximation 
restriction 

DEGREE amplijication 
diminution 
measure 

Detailed discussion of these categories will be reserved for the sections 
dealing with the expression given them by the various classes of adverbials, 
8.39ff. But since to some considerable extent the same semantic roles are 
performed by quite different grammatical classes of adverbial, we provide in 
8.3-10 a preliminary discussion and illustration of the semantic categories 
listed above. 

Space 
8.3 We can readily distinguish five semantic relations expressed by adverbials in 

relation to physical SPACE, including the ordinary senses of 'place', a term we 
shall also use when this is convenient. First, there is POSITION, normally 
associated with verbs referring to stasis: 

He lay on his bed. 

But they can occur also with verbs referring to motion: 

They are strolling in thepark. 
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Secondly, we have DIRECTION, which may refer to directional path without 
locational specification, as in: 

They drove westn~ards. 

Or it can refer to direction along with a locational specification, as in: 

She walked down the hill. 
Their house faces towards the sea 

Thirdly, involving a positional aspect of direction, we can distinguish 
GOAL, as in: 

She walked (down the hill) to the bus stop. 

The interrelationship of the three is shown by the fact that, in particular 
contexts and with particular verbs, they can all be readily elicited by questions 
with Where: 

Where was he lying? On his bed. [position] 
Where was she walking? In thepark. [position] 
Where was she walking? Down the hill. [direction] 
Where was she walking? To the busstop. [goal] 

But with the latter two, there are alternative question forms that are more 
role-specific : 

Which way was she walking? [direction] 
Where was she walking to? [goal] 

A question with a more general verb as in 'Where was she going?' would be 
entirely open as to direction or goal use. 

Fourthly, again involving direction and position, we have the obverse of 
goal in SOURCE; for example : 

She walked (down the hil1)from the school. 

Questions concerning source would usually be expressed through a more 
general verb oft motion than walk, espkcially one that is oriented to the 
speaker, and the 'source' preposition (eg:from) would have to be expressed: 

Where was she coming from? 

(On the grounds for seeing direction, goal, and source as involving the same 
basic grammatical category, see 8.46). 

Finally, there is spatial measure, expressed as DISTANCE: 

They had travelled a long way. 
She had driven (for)fjiy kilometres. 
He hadn't gone far. 

Such adverbials are elicited by How far. . .? 
One further semantic factor should be mentioned. Sentences which 

superficially differ only in so far as one has a position adverbial and the other 
a direction, goal, or source adverbial are found on closer inspection to involve 
a considerable difference in the meaning of the verb concerned, triggered by 
the different prepositions : 

He is travelling in Yorkshire. 
He is travelling to Leeds (or from Halifax). 

Sentence [l]  seems to give equal weight to what he is doing (travelling) and 
where he is doing it (in Yorkshire), whereas sentence [2] seems to give weight 
only to the direction: 'Where is he travelling tojfrom?' 'Where is he going 
(to)?' 'Where is he coming from?' This is confirmed both by the plausibility 
of the paraphrases (go, come) and by the absence of an acceptable question : 

*What is he doing from Halifax? Travelling? 

beside : 

What is he doing in Yorkshire? Travelling? 

This suggests that, in addition to the semantic distinctions, the position 
adverbial is different from the others grammatically as well (cf 8.44A). 

Note In some very formal and stylistically mannered usage, we find the otherw~se archa~c wh- forms 
whither (d~rection and goal) and nlence (source). 

Time 
Temporal relations are especially dependent for their expression upon 
figurative extension of locative items such as in and at  (cf 9.34). As with 
space, several subroles can be distinguished, some of them closely analogous 
to those of space. 

First, there is time seen as a fixed POSITION on a temporal scale: time as 
stasis - the time when an action took place or the time to which a state 
applies. For example: 

She drove to Chicago on Sunday. He was there last week. 

The relation is elicited by when and is often referred to.asStime when': 

When did she drive to Chicago? On Sunday. 

Secondly, DURATION. Since time is conceived as being linear and unidimen- 
sional, the analogy of spatial direction makes little impact on the 
conceptualization of time. But the concept of measure is as important to the 
consideration of time as it is to space, and temporal measure is seen as 
duration. Linking duration to specific positions on the linear time scale, we 
have the concept of SPAN, itself subdivided to correspond to the only 
rudimentary analogue to spatial direction that is conceptualized with respect 
to time, the FORWARD SPAN [Luntil, up to a specified point of time': cf spatial 
'goal'] and the BACKWARD SPAN [Lsince, from a specified point of time': cf 
spatial 'source']. 

FORWARD SPAN extends from the point of time to which the speaker and 
hearer are oriented, forward to some point which is 'future' in relation to the 
orientation point. For example: 

I shall be staying here till next week. 
Washington delayed his counter-attack until the following spring. 

The converse of this, BACKWARD SPAN, indicates the stretch of time back 
from the speaker-hearer orientation point. For example: 
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I've been staying here since last week. 
Washington's attack that spring was his first action since theprevious 

September. 

Then there are more general expressions of duration, without necessary 
relation to a particular point of orientation. For example: 

I a m  staying (fbr) three weeks. 

Here the reference of the adverbial may extend both into the past and into 
the future from the time point of utterance; equally, it may refer to a three- 
week period at  some unspecified time in the future, just as in the following 
example it can refer to an unspecified period in the past: 

I stayed (for) three weeks. 

The elicitation of duration as well as forward and backward span is usually 
achieved by the same question form, How long . . .?But for future and past 
extent, alternative forms are generally available, such as Till when . . . ?and 
Since when. . . ?respectively. 

Thirdly, we have expressions of FREQUENCY, elicited by How often . . . ? 
For example: 

A: How often do you go to the theatre? 
B: Well, I like to go frequently, but in fact I've been only three times 

this year. 

The two adverbials in the answer draw attention to the fact that frequency is 
a complex notion (as is 'direction' in its interaction with 'goal'), and we shall 
explore it in more detail in 8.64ff below. 

Fourthly, there is the expression of RELATIONSHIP between one time and 
another, again a complex notion, and in this case with no role-specific 
question form. For example: 

I was already writing my novel in 1980 and I'm afraid it is still in 
progress. ! '\ 

He had visited his mother already when I saw him yesterday. 

Process 
Here it is possible to distinguish four subclasses: MANNER (casually, with 
deference, carefu/ly, slowly, like John, just as John does, etc); MEANS (by bus, in 
mathematics, through insight, etc); INSTRUMENT (with a fork, using a dictionary, 
bymeansofinterrogation, etc); AGENTIVE (by John, with passive; corresponding 
to John as subject, with active). Since the last three subclasses seem to 
overlap, it is necessary to demonstrate their independence by a cooccurrence 
test (cf 8.11f), and it may well be that the distinction tends to be made in 
actual language use only when such cooccurrence obtains. Consider the four 
adverbials in each of the following sentences: 

The student waspolitely [A,] assessed by the teacher [A2], 
impressionistically [A,] by means of an interview [A,]. 

The patient was carefully [A,] treated by the nurse [A2] medically [A,] 
with a well-tried drug [A4]. 
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In each sentence, A, is manner, A2 agent, A, means, and A, instrument. But 
although the distinction may seem especially close only between means and 
instrument, it should be noted that manner is not necessarily always 
distinguished clearly from them. In principle, the distinction is clear enough: 
manner is relatively subjective and hence gradable (cf 7.4): quitepolitely, very 
carefully; means and instrument are objective and hence nongradable: *very 
surgically. But consider the following sentence: 

The teacher assessed the student impressionistically. 

Here we may be unsure whether. the adverbial means 'in a quite 
impressionistic manner', 'subjectively', or 'by means of an impression- 
forming technique'. And even if the means sense seemed to be endorsed by 
cooccurrence with an 'instrument' adverbial, cooccurrence with a manner 
adverbial like casually would interact semantically (cf 8.80) so as to make 
impressionistically equivocal between means and manner: 

He casually [A,] assessed the student impressionistically [A2] by 
interviewing him [A,]. 

Again, we are very dependent on the wider context in interpreting a sentence 
such as: 

She did it legally. 

The adverbial here may be manner (quite legally, not illegally), means (by 
invoking the law), instrument (with legalarguments), or - as in 8.6 - respect (in 
respect of law). See further 8.85. 

Respect 
8.6 This is a much broader and more abstract semantic category than time and 

place. We are here concerned with the use of an adverbial to identify a 
relevant point of reference in respect of which the clause concerned derives 
its truth value. For example: 

So far as travelling facilities are concerned, we have obviously made a 
popular decision; but with respect to the date, many people are 
expressing dissatisfaction. 

She helped him a little with his book. 
She talked learnedly about Kant. 
He has always been frightened ojearwigs. 
They are advising me legally. [where the adverbial does not mean 

'lawfully, not illegally' (cf8.5), but 'on points of law, with respect to 
law'] 

As we see from this last example, the respect role is often expressed by means 
of an adverbial form which could be used equally to express a different 
semantic relation. Moreover, the respect role may interact with another 
clause element such that it is expressed in the verb. Such interaction can be 
seen especially perhaps with adverbials basically relating to place. For 
example, the sentence: 

He is working in a (nearby) factory. 

seems concerned with where he is working, and the adverbial expresses the 
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locative relation: there is a specific factory in mind. But equally, without the 
option of including an indication (such as nearby) that a specific factory is in 
mind, the adverbial in the following could rather serve to answer the question 
'What is he doing?' than 'Where is he working?': 

H e  is working in a factory. 

If the adverbial does indeed answer What? rather than Where? it is being 
predicated of a respect relationship: 'So far as his work is concerned, it is in 
a factory', 'He is a factory worker'. 

There are analogous interactions with time, process, result, and degree 
adverbials as well as with the quasi-object (especially cognate object) that 
occurs with certain verbs. Compare: 

She died a peaceful death. 
[She died peacefully; As for her death, it was peaceful] 

They split their sides laughing. 
He's busy writing. 

Contingency 
8.7 The chief semantic relations in this important class of adverbials are: 

(i) CAUSE She died of cancer. 
She helped the stranger out of a sense ofduty. 

(ii) REASON He bought the book because of his interest in metaphysics. 
(iii) PURPOSE I He bought the book so as to study metaphysics. 
(iv) RESULT He read the book carefully, so he acquired some knowledge 

of metaphysics. 
(v) CONDITION If he reads the book carefully, he will acquire some 

knowledge of metaphysics. 
(vi) CONCESSION, Though he didn't read the book, he acquired some 

1 knowledge of metaphysics. 
l 

In contrast to cause, which is concerned with causation and motivation seen 
as established with some objectivity, reason involves a relatively personal 
and subjective assessment. As well as between these and the means adverbials 
of 8.5 (the adverbial in 'She got the job through her experience' could be seen 
as means or as cause), it will be apparent that there are close ties between 
these six adverbial types. Whether we perceive an adverbial as reason or 
purpose depends in large measure upon point of view. Thus the adverbial in: 

He bought the book (so as) to study metaphysics. 

can be seen as indicating his purpose in buying the book and equally his 
reason for buying it. So too, result is closely related to purpose in frequently 
(though not necessarily) indicating the fulfilment of a purpose (cf 8.86). 
Condition is linked to result in indicating the circumstances in which the 
result would be achieved. Concession, in turn, can be seen as an 'inverted' 
condition - indicating circumstances in which a result would ensue irrespec- 
tive of the content of the concessive clause. But concession can also be seen 
as a 'blocked' or inoperative cause; compare: 
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Because of his enthusiasm, he won. [cause] 
b~ spite of his enthusiasm, he didn't win. [concession] 
Through his lack of enthusiasm, he didn't win. [cause] 
Despite his lack of enthusiasm, he won. [concession] 

Note There is a detailed consideration of contingency relationships including subcategories such as 
motivation in 15.30fl: 

Modality 
8.8 The truth value or force of a sentence such as: 

She has been enthusiastic about her work. 

can be enhanced or diminished by adverbials. On the one hand, there can be 
EMPHASIS on the positive or negative poles of the statement: 

She has certainly been enthusiastic about her work. 
She hasn't been enthusiastic at aN about her work. 

On the other hand, the middle ground between these poles can be indicated : 
by APPROXIMATION, which may take various guises: 

She hasprobably been enthusiastic about her work. 

She has not {z21y} been enthusiastic about her work. 

She has hardly been enthusiastic about her work. 
Cfalso 'I've almost finished painting the bathroom.' 

Approximation can include comment on the form of or authority for the 
statement: 

She has allegedly been enthusiastic . . . 
She has been, iflmay say so, enthusiastic. 
She has been, as sheputs it, enthusiastic . . . 

A third aspect of modality is RESTRICTION, especially with a view to directing 
focus upon a particular part of the statement: 

She has been enthusiastic only about her WORK. 
She A L ~ N E  has been enthusiastic. . . 

The negative particle not (n't) serves the function of denying truth value and 
it must therefore be viewed as being central to the semantic role, modality. 
But although not (n'f) has been traditionally regarded as an adverb, it does 
not realize an adverbial as defined in this book; rather, it is seen as a particle 
functioning in clause negation (cf 2.43, 10.54.. 

Degree 
8.9 Though often similar to modality adverbials in their semantic effect, degree 

adverbials are concerned with the assessment of gradable constituents in 
relation to an imaginary scale. One of the subroles is AMPLIFICATION, which 
is concerned with asserting a generalized high degree; and another is its 
opposite, DIMINUTION. For example: 
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I badly want a drink. 
She is increasingly adding to her work load. 

) [amplification] 
- .  

H e  doesn't like playing squash (very) much. 
She helped him a little with his book. 

} [diminution] 

Thirdly, there is the expression of MEASURE, without implication that the 
degree is notably high or low: 

H e  likes playing squash more than his sister does. 
She had worked sufficiently that day. 

Degree is sometimes blended with time relations (frequency or duration); eg 
'He doesn't play squash (very) much'. 

Note Adverbial expressions of modality and degree, as well as the interrelation between them, will be 
examined in detail in the treatment of subjuncts, 8.99ff. 

8.10 We have noted from time to time certain affinities between the semantic 
categories. It is doubtless because of these affinities that the same items such 
as prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions can be used for different semantic 
relations. Thus for can indicate purpose (He did it for money), cause (What 
did you do it for?), and respect (The doctor treated me forpleurisy). Likewise $ 
can be both conditional and concessive (Come tomorrow ifpossible; He is lazy 
$intelligent), and still often blends concessive with temporal implications: 

Still, you should have visited them. [concession only] 
There is still work to do. ['at the present time'] 
There is still work to do. ['despite the amount already done'] 

In 'He plays squash a great deal', degree and frequency are both involved (cf 
8.9); again, never is both temporal (cf 8.4) and modal (cf 8.8). The interrelation 
of the semantic categories and the ease with which we see the same adverbial 
expressing one or another (or more than one simultaneously) is not, of course, 
a weakness but rather one of the great sources of the adverbial's 
communicative strength. 

But although the same item can express different meanings, and although 
the different meanings shade one with another, there are good grounds for 
asserting the validity of the semantic distinctions we are making. We shall 
look presently (8.1 l ,  cf also 8.149) at the argument based upon cooccurrence, 
but we may note here that some semantic relations are so deeply entrenched, 
so well institutionalized, and so individually perceptible as to have special 
question fonns to elicit them. Thus the yes-no question corresponds to the 
modality function : 

A: (Are you going?) B: Yes/No/Probably/Never! 

So too the question forms with when, (fir) how long, where, which way 
(direction), how, in which way (process), why are directed to eliciting responses 
realizing some of the principal semantic relations that we have distinguished. 
(But cf 8.79f.) 

Note [a] In pointing out the semantic overlap with cervain conjunctions and prepositions, we must 
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nonetheless note that prepositional phrases and (especially) finite clauses are considerably more 
explicit and consistent with respect to their ge~leralsemantic functions than are adverbs, whose 
form (notably -1y)conveyslittle and whose semantic role istypically particular, beingdetermined 
largely by the lexical meaning of the individual item. 
[bl Adverbial semantics can be seen not only in respect of question forms but also with deictic 
pro-forms (cf 12.1fl). On this basis, one might conclude that space, time, and process arecentral, 
in that simplex pro-forms exist: there, tlren, rllus, and so(cf2.43f). The first two are fairly discrete 
and precise (cfalso here and now). But thus and so are broader and more vague, overlapping, and 
subject to style restrictions (commoner expressions are like tl~is, like that). For example: 

He spoke in the big hailassuming that more people would hear him there. 
He spoke at 9.00p.m.. assuming that more people would be free then. 
He spoke irrgreat detoilassuming that, if he explained matters thus, his words would have a 

more lasting effect. 
Deictic pro-forms for other semantic relations are either morphologically complex words 
(therefire, thereby) or prepositional or noun phrases (that lvay, by such nleons, for this purpose, 
etch All these forms reflect the fact that the relationships concerned are not as unequivocally 
discrete semantically as those that have been expressed by a single morpheme. 

On the specific semantic functions of conjuncts, see 8.136ff. 

Multiple occurrence 
8.11 Despite the considerable overlapping of the semantic roles and the affinities 

we can see between them, those that we have distinguished can be given 
discrete grammatical expression. The basisof establishing separate categories 
of clause element is their potentiality for acceptable cooccurrence in the same 
clause. In consequence, our need to have two types of 0-element is testified 
bv the cooccurrence of direct and indirect obiect in such a sentence as: 

They gave their leader [Oil strong supporr [Od]. [ l]  

In a directly comparable way, we must recognize several types of A-element 
and these different types clearly correspond in part to the various semantic 
roles that we have been considering. For example: 

He still [A,] ofien [Az] works on Sundays [A,] for hours on end [A,]. [2] 

where A, expresses time relationship, A, time frequency, A3 time position, 
and A, time duration (cf 8.4). 

Types of A-element are much more numerous than types of 0 and C, and 
they are much less dependent upon the clause concerned containing items of 
a specific class (such as ditransitive verbs). But in principle the grounds on 
which we establish the A types that we shall treat as grammatically distinct 
in 8.248 are precisely analogous to those on which we distinguish Oi and Od. 
That is, we note their propensity to cooccur in noncoordinate and 
nonappositive structures without tautology, contradiction, orunacceptability. 
This plainly applies to the cooccurrence of the four A-elements in example 
[2] above, though all of them concern time. Consider a further example, 
containing adverbials with a greater range of semantic roles: 

Next Tuesday [A,] I shall probably [A,] visit her mother in London [A3] 
briejy [A,] to see ifshe's feeling better [A,], unless she telephones me 
before that [A,]. 

That these six adverbials are each expressing a different relation is shown 
not merely by their acceptable cooccurrence in the example sentence, but by 
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testing the unacceptability of treating any pair as either coordinate or 
appositive : 

*I shall visit her mother in Lottdon [A3] and to see ifshe's feeling better 
[A,]. 

*I shall probably [Az] ie briefly [A,] visit her mother. 

While it is on such essentially grammatical grounds as cooccurrence and 
position in clause structure that we establish classes of adverbials, we shall 
give the classes so established the labels plausibly suggested by their semantic 
roles. 

i 
8.12 At the same time, it must be noted that the affinities that we have discussed i 

(cf 8.10) between some of the semantic roles frequently allow adverbials to 
interact with each other and with the other clause elements in a way and to a 

L 

degree that is fairly rare with the relatively discrete types of 0 (O,, 0,) and C 
(C,, C,). Thus (cf 8.6): 

Martin is working in thegarden. 

This could be interpreted as ~ndicating the place where Martin is working or 
indicating the type of work he is doing ('garden~ng'). Let us now add a further 
adverbial : 

Martin is working in thegarden [A,]on hissermon [A2]. 
Martin is working in the garden [A,] on his roses [A2]. 

We have now bade clear the first and second interpretation respectively. 
Compare also the following pair of sentences: 

He spoke About Shakespeare. 
He spoke about Shakespeare [A,] sneeringly [A2]. 

Note that while the first might be paraphrased as 'The subject of his discourse 
was Shakespeard', a paraphrase of the second would be more like 'He had a 
contemptuous attitude to Shakespeare'. Consider now the sentence: 

Mr Ahmed proudly accepted the award. 

This might imply something like 'Mr Ahmed was proud to receive the 
award', or equally that he gave the appearance of pride in his manner as he 
received it. On t e other hand, compare: P 

Proudly, M; Ahmed accepted the award. 
Mr Ahmed accepted the award proudly. 

The variant orders here will influence us in favour of the first and second 
interpretation respectively. 

Finally, as an example of interaction, consider the two sentences: 

Frank seldom worked. 
Frank worked in his bedroom. 

Each is very different from: 

Frank seldom worked in his bedroom. 

In this connection, cf2.5415 on focus and scope. 
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Realization 
8.13 The A-element can be realized by a great variety of linguistic structures: 

Adverb phrase (cf2.28) with closed-class (cf2.36) adverb as head: 
She telephoned (iusr) then. 

Adverb phrase with open-class adverb (cf 7.47) as head: 
She telephoned (very) recently. 

Noun phrase (cf'17.lff): 
She telephoned last week. 

Prepositional phrase (cf 9. l ff): 
She telephoned in the evening. 

Verbless clause (cf 14.10): 
She telephoned though obviously ill. 

Nonfinite clause (cf l4.7ff ): 
She telephoned while waiting for the plane. 
She telephoned hopingfor a job. 
She telephoned to ask for an interview. 
She telephoned angered at the delay. 

Finite clause (cf 14.6): 
She telephoned after she had seen the announcement. 

We shall draw attention from time to time to the considerable degree of 
correspondence between the form of realization on the one hand, and 
semantic, positional, and grammatical properties on the other hand. Thus, 
for example, noun phrases as A chiefly realize A time position (cf 8.4); 
conditional adverbials are chiefly realized by finite clauses; an A occurring 
between S and V is likely to be one realized by an adverb phrase. 

The different types of adverbial realization are textually distributed with 
widely different frequencies. In a fairly large sample of the Survey of English 
Usage corpus, where we examined approximately equal quantities of written 
material and impromptu spoken material, the distribution was found to be 
as presented in the table below. In the total of 75 000 words (40 000 words of 
transcribed impromptu speech and 35 000 words of written English), there 
were nearly l l 000 adverbials (cf 8.23): 

Total number of adverbials 10981 
Realization types: 

Prepositional phrases 4456 
Closed-class items 3915 
Open-class adverbs and adverb phrases 1063 
Finite clauses 977 
Nonfinite and verbless clauses 346 
Noun phrases 224 

The distribution between the two broad categories of material, impromptu 
speech on the one hand and written English on the other, was as follows, 
expressing this distribution as an average per text of the SEU corpus, where 

1 a 'text' is a homogeneous stretch of material, 5000 running words in extent: 
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Total number of adverbials 
Realization types : 

Prepositional phrases 
Closed-class items 
Open-class adverbs and adverb phrases 
Finite-clauses 
Nonfinite and verbless clauses 
Noun phrases 

Speech 
712 

258 
278 
76 
70 
12 
18 

Writing 
7.53 

336 
246 
66 
60 
33 
12 

It is worthdrawing attention to some salient features in these figures: 

(i) There are two forms in which the vast majority of A-elements are 
expressed: prepositional phrases on the one hand, and the (usually 
short) closed-class items such as well, still, ofcourse, on the other hand. 

(ii) Spoken and written materials do not greatly differ either in the gross 
occurrence of A-elements or in the distribution of realization types. 

(iii) But while speech has a higher proportion of noun phrases as A (1 :IS), 
written material has a higher proportion of prepositional phrases 
(1 :1.3) and nonfinite/verbless clauses (1 :2.75). This last point is 
unsurprising, given the fact that the numerically strongest subtype is 
the -ing participle clause, as in: 

Finishing her work early, Margaret decided to go for a swim. 
(iv) Less expected perhaps is the higher proportion of finite clauses as A 

in spok,en material (l :1.2). This runs counter to the widespread belief 
that the frequency of 'subordinate clauses' (typically adverbial clauses 
with finite verbs) is agood indication of relative 'syntacticcomplexity', 
and that impromptu speech is less complex syntactically than written 
English. 

There are imp~rtant differences between speech and writing that do not 
emerge from these broad statistics, and we shall explore these and other 
details of textual distribution at  appropriate points below. 

Position 
8.14 There is a sharp difference between A and other elements in the relative 

freedom with phich A can be put in different positions in a sentence. The 
following examples illustrate this freedom, and we add the positional notation 
which will be explored in 8.15fl 

By then the book must have been placed on the shelf. I 
The book by then must have been placed on the shelf. iM 
The book must by then have been placed on the shelf. M 
The book must have by then been placed on the shelf. mM 
The book must have been by then placed on the shelf. eM 
The book must have been placed by then on the shelf. iE 
The book must have been placed on the shelf by then. E 

Some of these positions are less likely than others for the A in this sentence, 
but none is unacceptable. Of course, the availability of different positions 
does not imply that the choice of position makes no difference to the meaning 
of the sentence. The selection ofone position rather than another is influenced 
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by several factors, but chief among them is the information structure of the 
sentence, and the relation of adverbials to information structure will require 
special attention both in this chapter and in Chapter 18. But not all A- 
elements have the same range of possible positions. The type of realization 
(cf 8.13) has a strong influence on where an adverbial is placed (in general, 
single-word adverb phrases are most mobile and finite clauses least), and of 
even greater influence are the semantic typology outlined in 8.2ff and the 
grammatical typology on which we shall concentrate in this chapter (8.24fS). 

Initial 
8.15 INITIAL position (symbol I )  is that preceding any other clause element. In 

effect, this generally means the position immediately before S, as in: 

Suddenly, the driver started the engine. 

But in direct questions (cf 11.4fn, it is the position immediately. before the 
operator or wh-element : 

Seriously, do you believe in ghosts? 
Anyhow, since when has she been ill? 

On the other hand, in subordinate or coordinated clauses, it is the position 
. following the conjunction: 

(I had scarcely got into the taxi) when suddenly the driver started the 
engine. 

(Are you afraid of the dark,) and, to be blunt, do you believe in ghosts? 
(I know you are very charitable,) but, seriously, how can he be innocent? 

If a clause has two I adverbials, it is of interest to note the order, I, and I ,  (cf 
8.150f): 

Anyhow [I,], by then [I,] she was very ill. 

Most types of adverbial realization can occur at  I and the same is broadly 
true of the different semantic roles as well. Among the exceptions, degree 
adverbials are unlikely at  I. With respect togrammatical functions (cf 8.24ff), 
Z is associated with those adverbials that can readily constitute the ground, 
theme (cf 18.8ff), or 'scene-setting' for what follows. It is thus particularly 
appropriate for sentence adverbials (cf 8.36), disjuncts (cJ 8.12lff), and 
conjuncts (cf 8.1348). Semantically, I has a strong association with 
expressions of time. 

Note [a] In thesurvey of English Usage sample (cf 8.13,8.23), there was found to be a striking contrast 
within the dominant realization type, prepositional phrases. Twenty-six per cent of all I-placed 
prepositional phrases were temporal where only four per cent were spatial. By contrast, o f  all E- 
placed prepositional phrases fourteen per cent were temporal, thirty-one per cent spatial. 
[b] On adverbials in nonfinite and subjectless finite clauses, cf 8.20 Note [bl. 

Medial 
8.16 MEDIAL position (symbol M) can be preliminarily described as that between 

S and V :  

The driver suddenly started the engine. [ l]  
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The soprano really delighted her audience. 
They seriortsly considered him for the post. 

But when the V-element is realized by a verb phrase involving an operator, 
we see that this first approximation to a definition of M is inadequate. In the 
following variants of [l], [2], and [3], any native speaker would feel that the 
adverbials are still in the same position: 

The driver has suddenly started the engine. 
The soprano had really delighted her audience. 
They are seriously considering him for the post. 

In consequence, we must refine the definition and say that M is the position 
immediately after the subject ond (where there is one) the operator. This 
formulation will provide for interrogative sentences: 

Did the driver suddenly start the engine? [Ibl 
Had the soprano really delighted her audience? [2bl 
Why are they seriously considering him for the post? [%l 

It will also provide for imperative sentences: 

Don't suddenly start the engine! 
Do seriously consider him for the post! 

In view of these examples, we see that an 'initial' adverbial in an imperative 
such as : 

Never l temove the cover. 
Carefully , 

must properly be regarded as 'medial'; cf 'We never remove the cover', 
*'Never we remove the cover'. One further complication can be seen in 
comparing the following examples with [2], [2a] and [2b]: 

The soprano,was really at her best tonight. 
The sopranoihasn't really been at her best for weeks. 
Was the soprano really at her best tonight? 
Has the soprano really been at her best recently? 

We recognize that really seems to be in the 'same' position in all cases. The 
description of M must therefore be further clarified to accommodate the fact 
that, in this gra+mar, we treat BE as an operator even when it is the sole 
realization of V. So also HAVE, in those dialects of English that would not 
introducegot in [5]  and [7]; cf 3.341: Thus: 

She has really a different approach to the subject. [4] 
She has really (got) a different approach to the subject. c51 
She has really had a different approach to the subject. L61 
Has she really (got) a different approach to the subject? [7] 

Note The claim that the position is the same (i) between operator and main verb as in [8], and (ii) 
between finite form of BE and complement as in [g] is strikingly confirmed by the fact that when 
the following was read aloud, it was perceived as [8] by some hearers, and as [g] by others: 

The expression on her face was seldom [g1 
191 
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8.17 By reason of its being between two closely associated constituent elements, S 
and V, or between two constituent parts of the phrase realizing V (operator 
and main verb), the M position tends to determine the type of A realization. 
Only for a heavily special effect would a clause or lengthy prepositional 
phrase be placed at M (and it would then be clearly marked off by commas 
in writing, or by prosody in speech): 

You have, though you may say it wasaccidental, ruined this man's 
chances of a happy life. 

She had not, despite yearsofanxiousendeavour, succeeded in living 
down that initial mistake. 

In more general use, the adverbials at M are for the most part rather short 
adverb phrases, especially solitary adverbs -and for these (as the tables in 
8.23 show) M is a numerically dominant position. Semantically, M is 
especially associated with modality and degree, such that adverbials tend to 
take on a tinge of these even when they purport to be expressing other 
relations ('time', 'space', 'respect', 'means', for instance). Thus: 

I have at  aN times indicated my willingness. 
He has nowhere stated this explicitly. 
I have not, by word or deed, betrayed your trust. 

Grammatically, M is freely used for focusing and intensifying subjuncts (cf 
8.88ff), and fairly freely for optional predication adjuncts (cf 8.24, 8.34), as 
well as for some disjuncts (eg: obviously; cf 8.121ff) and conjuncts (eg: also; 
cf 8134ff). 

Variants of medial 
8.18 Consider again an example given earlier: 

The driver suddenly started the engine. 

This sentence conceals the fact that M position is the one immediately after 
an operator (cf 8.16), just as it obscures the fact that there are three 
exceptional variants of M, each with its domain of contrast with M and with 
each other. Compare: 

She really delighted her audience. 
She completely delighted her audience. 

I She had really delighted her audience. 
She had completely delighted her audience. 

She really had delighted her audience. 
*She completely had delighted her audience. 

In running through this set, we recognize when we come to [2b] that 
completely was at M in 121, though this neutralized a distinction that emerges 
with [Ib]. By contrast, we equally recognize that [l] is ambiguous as between 
M, distinguished in [la], and a position in [lb] that we may regard as a 
fronted medial or INITIAL MEDIAL position, symbol iM. This may be defined 
as the position between the subject and the operator. 

There are several possible paraphrases of [lb], but one of them might be 
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stated thus:'I wish toemphasize the fact that she haddelighted her audience.' 
A comparable paraphrase of [la] might be: 'I wish to emphasize the degree 
of delight she gave her audience'. There is not in fact much substantial 
difference semantically between these two, however much difference there 
may be grammatically between the intensifier (cf 8.104ff) in [la], and the 
disjunct (cf 8.121ff') in [lb]. Where the predication is negative, however, the 
semantic distinction is clear: 

She hadn't really delighted her audience. [ M  
She really hadn't delighted her audience. [iM] 

In consequence we find that while many disjuncts are freely placed at M (and 
less commonly at iM) in positive sentences, they must be at iM in negative 
ones : 

They canprobably find their way here. [a 
?)They probably can find their way here. [ M 

{ *They can't probably find their way here. [ M  
They probably can't find their way here. [ i M  

He wasprobably unhappy. [ M  
Heprobably wasn't unhappy. [ i M  

We thus see that iMcan be used when it is necessary to exclude the adverbial 
from the scope of negation (cf 10.64) and when there is prosodic focus on the 
following item : 

I have frankly been seriously i~terested. 
Ifrankly haven't been seriously i~terested. 
I frankly HAVE been seriously interested. 

Note One notable use of iM occurs when the focused verb is BE; for example: 
Well, you neuer WBRE fond of work! That's where she usually is at this timeofday 

8.19 Let us now consider the following example: 

They seriously considered him for th'e post. [ l]  

Here we understand the meaning to be 'His suitability for the post was given 
serious consideration'. It is now clear that such an adverbial (apparently at 
M, but there is no operator) occupies a position that neutralizes both of what 
we have seen (cf8.16) as the valid conditions of M. Thus it is not distinct 
from M: 

They have seriously considered him for the post. L21 

Nor is it distinct from iM, which would be disallowed for seriously if the 
sentence had the meaning given above: 

They seriously have considered him for the post. [31 

If, however, we expand the verb phrase to will have considered, we find that 
example [2] has also neutralized a contrast, since although seriously seems in 
[2] to be at M, the expanded form of [4] shows that the true M position will 
not yield the interpretation we have given to [l]: 

- 
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They will seriously have considered him for the post. 141 

If, however, we place the adverbial immediately before considered, we have 
the required meaning: 

They will have seriously considered him for the post. 151 

We now see that what is common to the sentences [l], [2], and [5] is that the 
adverbial is immediately before the main verb of the verb phrase in each 
case. This is the END MEDIAL position (symbol eM). It is associated with 
degree and manner adverbials (from a semantic viewpoint), with optional 
predication adjuncts (from a grammatical viewpoint), and with realizations 
by adverb phrases or prepositional phrases: 

The room must have been quite carefully searched by the police. 
My answer may have to some extent displeased them. 

8.20 There is yet a further variant of M. It is to be found only rarely, and this is in 
part because it depends upon the occurrence of a verb phrase with three or 
more auxiliaries (cf 3.21fl: 

They must have often been listening at  the door. 
The car may have sometimes been being used without permission. 
The car may have been indeed being used without permission. 

Adverbials that occur at the places occupied by often, sometimes, and indeed 
in these examples are said to be at MEDIAL MEDIAL position (symbol m M ) ,  
and we see the validity of making this distinction by comparing the following: 

*This bridge may have badly been designed by Brunel. 

[ }  been designed by Brunel. This bridge may have partly 

But even the emphasizers and intensifiers that can, as we see, appear at mM 
would more usually be placed elsewhere, the emphasizer actually at M and 
the downtoner partly at eM: 

This bridge may actually have been designed by Brunel. 
This bridge may have beenpartly designed by Brunel. 

It is unusual but not actually ungrammatical to have adverbials at iM, M, 
mM, and eM in the same clause, though the resultant sentence would be 
regarded as grossly unacceptable from a stylistic point of view, as in: 

The new law certainly may possibly have indeed been badly formulated. 
[= 'It is certainly true that what I say now is possible: the new law 
may indeed have been badly formulated'] 

Note [a] Since, as we have seen, a simple verb phrase neutralizes the distinction between M and iM, 
and a verb phrase consisting only of an operator and the main verb neutralizes the distinction 
between M, mM, and eM, the variants of M must be ignored in describing the position of most 
adverbials, reference usually being made only to M. 
[b] With nonfinite clauses and finite clauses where the subject or the subject and an auxiliary are 
absot ,  it is still of course possible to distinguish M position and sometimes also variants of M. 
For example: 
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Being o h i n  Paris, I enjoy.. . [M1 
Havingcarefully studied the problem, he. . . [M1 
To have been (so) thoroughly beaten by John was. . . [<,M1 
I had met her and may have alread11 been influenced by her. InrMl 

On the other hand, iM can be indistinguishable from I: consider: 
I had met her and already had come to like her. 

Here we cannot tell whether a fuller version of the second conjoin would have had (he subject 
before or after the adverbial: 

. . . and I alreadv had come to like her. 
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16.41, 16.508; 16.63), retention of to shows the leftward binding which 
encourages a split infinitive elsewhere: 

A: Did you ever visit her after she had retired? 
B :  I used tosometimes, but not recently. ( I intended to often enough, but seldom managed to. 
(Compare: ?I used sometimes to, but . . . 

?I intended often enough to, but. . .) 
. . . and already I had come to like her. 

Indeed it is onen impossible to distinguish M or any of its variants from I; for example: 
1 had been introduced to her and already influenced by her. [?I. ?iM. ?M, ?EM] 
Already influenced by her, I had lost my formerobjectivity. 

In such cases, it is best to acknowledge the neutralization of positional contrast by regarding the 
adverbials as at [/M, ie initial or medial position. 

The 'split infinitive' 
8.21 Quite strong st,ylistic objections are made to adverbials at  (e)M when this 

position involves their being placed between to and the infinitive (the so- 
called 'split infinitive' construction), as in: 

She ought to seriously consider her position. 
For me to suddenly resign my job is unthinkable. 
He wasn't able to even move his fingers. 

It should be noted that if the verb phrase is made perfective or if a modal not 
involving to i~ used in these examples, the adverbial remains immediately 
before the majn verb: 

She ought to have seriously considered her position. [lal 
She should seriously consider her position. [lbl 
For me to have suddenly resigned . . . [2al 
He couldn't even move his fingers. [ h 1  

Since the position of the adverbials in [la-3a] is perfectly acceptable and 
natural, it is easy to see why the closely parallel 11-31 should seem equally 
natural - however guiltily - despite generations of disapproval by teachers 
and stylists. 

In comparing ought to in [l]  and should in [lb], we might also note that 
there are several auxiliary sequences providing phonological evidence, 
matched by eyidence from informal spellings, that the to has a closer link 
with the preceding than with the following word (cf 3.44fl: i 

used to /'ju:sta/ 
have to /'haefta/ 
(have) got to, gotta / 'g~ta, -da, -ral 
(be) going to, gonna /'gana/ 

In consequence, it would sound intolerably awkward to insert an adverbial 
before the to : 

?*You have (got) really to be here early. 

Again, where there is ellipsis of the predication, both with such sequences 
and more widely with verbs taking to-clause complementation (cf 16.38, 

Nonetheless, the widespread prejudice against split infinitives must not be 
underestimated, especially with respect to formal writing, and indeed there 
is no feature of usage on which critical native reaction more frequently 
focuses. In consequence, it is by no means unusual to detect awkward and 
unidiomatic usage that clearly results from conscious avoidance: 

They are regularly to attend all classes that have been arranged for the 
present semester. 

Troops continue heavily to outnumber the normal residents 
in the area. 

She was forced apologetically to interpose a question at this point. 

In this last example, avoidance has produced ambiguity, since one cannot 
tell whether it was 'she' who was apologetic or those who 'forced' her. 
Consider similarly : 

She has tried consciously to stop worrying about her career. 

Here we cannot decide whether it was her trying that was conscious or 
whether she wished the stopping to be conscious. On the other hand, with an 
alternative avoidance : 

She has tried to stop.consciously worrying. . . 
we do not know whether the sentence refers to 'a conscious stop' or to 'a 
conscious worry'. If the former were intended, defiance of the prejudice 
against the split infinitive would at  least make the meaning clear: 

She has tried to consciously stop worrying. 

Compare also: 

His hardest decision was to not allow the children to go to summer 
camp. 

It will be noted that if the not had preceded the to in the last example it would 
have been difficult, even in speech, to prevent misinterpretation as 'To allow 
the children to go to summer camp was not his hardest decision.' 

Split infinitives are commonest with subjuncts of 'narrow orientation' (cf 
8.92fj') and hence perhaps especially where the infinitive is a 'gradable' verb. 
The subjuncts would not of course be those that most usually appear at  i M  or 
at  E (cf 8.24) such as too or as well. Some further examples will illustrate these 
points: 

Your task is to really understand your students' problems. 
1 do TR* to u n d e r s ~ t i ~ ~  - to  TRW/~ understand. 
We tended to rather sit back and wait for developments. 
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' I  I 
People who are in genuine need ought to have priority; but to so 

organize the service is administratively difficult. 
T o  further prolong discussion beyond the present meeting would be 

very undesirable. 
T o  even reprimand a member of staff, it is important to ensure that the 

agreed procedure is strictly followed. 

Colloquially, the split infinitive is frequently associated with a following 
focus, as in: 

Well, you ought to at least TRP. 
As soon as I get the word, I'm going to really ~ i T ~ r y .  

Such preparation for focus may be expletive, as in: 

I told them to darned well think for themsk~v~s.  

Compare 8.100, App 1.16 Note [d]. More generally the focus is intensified by 
superlatives or other expressions of real or implied comparison: 

She was the first person to ever live in that house. 
My grandson was the latest person to either discuss this with me or even 

allude to it. 
She would be the last person to even TH~NK of plagiarizing. 
N o  one invited me to so much as have a glass of water. 
He is now reluctant to so much as SPBAK to her. 

Note In a Survey of English Usage text of circa 1980 involving four educated British adults (three 
women and one man) in a professional psychiatric discussion lasting three-quarters of an hour, 
there were nineteen 'split infinitives': 

. . . to ac~ually V . . . 7 x  

. . .  tonorV. .. 3 X 

. . . to sort ofV . . . 2 x  

... tosimplyv . . .  I X 

. . . to openly V . . . I X 

. . . to suddenly V .;. . I X 

. . . to emotionally y . . . I X .., 

. . . to perhaps V . . . I X 

. . . to ahvoys V .  . . I X 

... toallV . . .  1 X ['. . . it's going tool/ ruin things.'] 

End position , 
8.22 END POSITION (symbol E) is the position in the clause following all obligatory 

elements; it is also the position of the obligatory adverbial when this follows 
the other obligatory elements. For example: 

The light was fading rapidly. [after SU 
D r  Blackett is in Tokyo. [A in SVA] 
She was digging a trench in thegarden. [after SVO] 
He gives his car a wash every week. [after SVOO] 
They became teachers in the end. [after S V q  
He put the vase in the cabinet without a word. [A in SVOA] 

It is by no means rare to find more than one adverbial in this position: 

I I  

I 
She kept writing lettersji.verishly [A,] in her study [A2] allafternoon [A3]. 

In such a case, all three of the adverbials are said to be at E, though of course 
their order relative to each other is of considerable significance (cf 8.150f). 

, , 

; i 

1 . .  1 " 

i 
1 :  
l 

The tendency for such optional adverbials to follow all obligatory elements 
can be readily ignored, however, in certain circumstances. Putting an 
adverbial at a subtype of E is found convenient when end-focus (especially 
associated with end-weight; cf 18.9) makes preferable an obligatory element 
in clause-final position despite the presence of an adverbial. This is called 
INITIAL END position (symbol iE); for example: 

She kept writing in feverish rage long, violent letters of complaint. 
[ S + V + A + O l  

This position seems least disturbing of normal order when an adverbial 
comes between a direct object and obligatory adverbial, as in: 

She placed the book oflandedly on the table. 

1 : I  In some cases iE is essential if clarity is to be achieved. Consider: 

! 1 She herself interviewed with hurtfuldisdain the student I had turned 
down. 

: ! If we compare this with a version putting the same adverbial at  E, we shall 

'i 
-h 

i; 
1 

see that there is littlechance that a reader would make thesame interpretation: 

She herself interviewed the student I had turned down with hurtful 
disdain. 

As we might expect from these examples, iE is especially necessary when the 
last obligatory element is a clause, since otherwise the adverbial would seem 
to be an element in the subordinate clause. Compare: 

He urged her dismissal secretly. [l1 

Here it is clear that it was the urging that was done secretly. 

He urged that she be dismissed secretly. [21 

But here, retention of E for the adverbial implies that it is the dismissing that 
is to be done secretly. To combine the meaning of [Ilwith the construction 
of [2], we must move the adverbial to iE or M: 

He urged secretly that she be dismissed. 
He secretly urged that she be dismissed. 

Compare also: 

He said suddenly that he had earlier lost his temper. 
He hoped fervently to be applauded. 

in contrast to: 

He said that he had earlier lost his temper suddenly. 
He hoped to be applauded fervently. 

It should be noted, of course, that in these examples the choice is not merely 
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between E and iE, but between either of these and M: 

He secretly urged . . . 
He suddenly said . . . 
He fervently hoped. . . 

But there is one important type of adverbial where the M option is not 
available. The adverbials in phrasal verbs (cf l6.3J 16.16) may be placed at 
iE except when the 0, is a pronoun: 

She waved away the offer of help. 
She waved it away. 

*She waved away it. 

Most semantic roles can be expressed at E, though this is rarely true of 
modality; there is a particularly strong association of E with spatial 
expression: cf 8.15 Note [a]. Grammatically, E is the position for obligatory 
adjuncts unless there is an optional adjunct, in which case it would usually be 
this that appeared at E. As for realization, E is used for prepositional phrases 
and clauses rather than short adverb phrases. 

Note With prepositional verbs, where we have the option (c/ 16.13fl) of regarding them as transitive 
or intransitive (c/ 8.24), as in: 

He + looked at + the picture. [svol 
He + looked + at the picture. [SVAI 

it is best for present purposes to adopt the second of these but to regard the A-phrase as 
obligatory. This will account for native reaction to the apparent 'preposing' of an adverbial at 
;E, ;as well a s  acbunting for the ease of tolerating.discontinuity between the verb and its 
associated preposition. Hence: 

He paid for the book immediately. 14 
She looked at the picture in osto~iishmoit. [a 
He paid in~mediale/.v for the book. W 
She looked in asronislinienr at the picture. 

Contrast with SVO interpretation the impossibility of iE :  
*She looked at i;! osronishnie~zt the picture. , 

Positional norms 
8.23 Although semantic and grammatical roles have a crucial influence on the 

position of A in a clause, the overwhelming majority of adverbials occur at 
E. There is hoqever considerable variation, and there is a direct correlation 
in most cases Getween the semantic/grammatical category on the one hand 
and the realization form on the other. It is therefore of interest to study the 
distribution of some major realization types in relation to their position. We 
present below an analysis based on the Survey of English Usage corpus of 
which numerical data were given in 8.13, but now without the rather 
heterogeneous category of nonfinite and verbless clauses. In Table 8.23, the 
right-hand part of each line shows the percentage of each realization type at 
each of the positions distinguished in 8.148 

As with the general distribution of realization types (cf 8.13), so with the 
positions adopted, there is little difference between the norms of spoken and 
written English. The biggest difference is with noun phrases, and since this 
is numerically the smallest of the types, this difference is of little statistical 
importance. What is of greater moment is the difference between preposi- 
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tional phrases and closed-class items which together constituted three- 
quarters of the many thousands of adverbials in the SEU sample. The lower 
proportion of closed-class (and open-class) adverbs at E doubtless reflects 
their relative lack of 'weight' (cf 18.9), while the higher proportion of closed- 
class items at I reflects the tendency to begin sentences with one of a small 
number of short conjuncts (cf 8.134ff) such as then, now, yet, and above all 
(in speech) well. The twenty-five percentofclosed-class items at Mconstitutes 
no less than nine per cent of all adverbials in the sample and this draws 
attention to the numerical importance of 'narrow orientation' subjuncts like 
really (cf 8.96ff). 

Table 8.23 

Whole SEU sample 10635 I i M  M m/eM iE E 
Prep phrases 4456 9.5 1 1.5 0 9 79 
Closed-class items 3915 25 1 25 1 6 42 
Open-class adverbs 1063 16 3 42 2 6 31 
Finite clauses 977 31 1 1 0  1 6 6  
Noun phrases 224 16 0 5 1 4 7 4  

Spoken material 5599 
Prep phrases 2063 6 0 l 0 8 8 5  
Closed-class items 2226 29 1 22 1 4 43 
Open-class adverbs 608 17.5 5 38 1.5 5 33 
Finite clauses 559 .30 1 1 0  2 66 
Noun ~hrases 143 10 0 7 1 2 8 0  

Writfen n~aterial 5040 
Prep phrases 2351 12 1 2 0 10 75 
Closed-class items 1722 20 1 29 1 9 40 
Open-class adverbs 462 15 1.5 47 1.5 7 28 
Finite clauses 421 32 2 1 0  l 64 
Noun phrases 84 26 0 2 0 6 66 

Grammatical functions 

8.24 Since the purpose of this book is to describe present-day English from the 
viewpoint of grammar, it is on the grammatical functions that we shall 
concentrate in our discussion of adverbials. There are four broad categories 
of grammatical function: ADJUNCT, SUBJUNCT, DISJUNCT, and CONJUNCT. We 
shall deal in turn with each of these and their subcategories, as set out in Fig 
8.24 below. 

When adverbs, prepositional phrases, and other structures are functioning 
as part of an element in the sentence structure, they cannot of course be 
regarded as 'adverbials' in terms of the sentence in question (cf 8.1): 

Her beautifully manicured nails plucked at the harp strings. [ l]  
The man in the corner seems to be ill. l21 
She answered in a quietly assertive way. L31 
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Though you may leave when ready, you are asked not to disturb 
other candidates. [41 

In [l], beautifully is functioning as part of the noun phrase realizing the 
subject; contrast [la]: 

She had manicured her nails beautifully. [ l 4  
where the same item is functioning as A. In [2], in the corner is likewise part 
of the noun phrase that is subject in the example; contrast [2a]: 

The man was in the corner. [ h ]  
In [3], quietly is functioning within a prepositional phrase which as a whole 
constitutes the adverbial of the sentence; contrast [3a]: 

She asserted her answer quietly. [ W  
In [4], when ready functions as an adverbial within a finite clause which itself 
constitutes the adverbial in the sentence as a whole; compare [4a]: 

You may leave when ready if you wish. . L44 

Here, the same verbless clause is functioning as one of two adverbials within 
a sentence. 

But although the structures operating within elements in [l-41 are 
functionally quite distinct from the same items functioning as A in [la-4a], 
the distinction is not always so clear. Out of context, there may be ambiguity, 
as with in the next house in: 

I could hear the man in the next house. [part of a noun phrase] 
(perhaps continuing: 'singing to his children, as he often does') 

I heard the man in the next house.[predication adjunct, cf 8.271 
(+'In the next house I heard the man', but rather perhaps continuing: 
'but he ran out at the back as I zpproached') 

I heard the man in the next house. [sentence adjunct, cf 8.361 
(-'In the, next house, I heard the man', and perhaps continuing: 'but I 
could no longer hear him when I left it and walked round outside') 

In these examples, in the next house must be understood as one or other of the 
three possibilities; there is no grammatical or semantic blurring. With other 
examples, there may be multiple analyses. One can justify treating: 

He approved of the idea. 

as having a predication adjunct of the idea or as comprising a prepositional 
verb approved of with a noun phrase as object the idea (cf 16.13fn. Equally, 
one can justify treating alike the two sentences: 

He couldn't bring the changes into effect. 
He couldn't bring the changes about. 

with the italicized portions regarded as obligatory predicational adjuncts. 
From other points of view, it is preferable to regard bring about as a phrasal 
verb (cf 16.3J 16.13ff1, since this analysis captures syntactic features that 
would otherwise be ignored. 
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But there are uses of adverbs and adverb phrases where the status depends 
on neither ambiguity nor multiple analysis. The adverb today in the following 
example seems to be part of the subject noun phrase: 

The lpace of 'life ~ODAYI is Iproving 'too  FAST^ 
Yet on the one hand there seems to be little difference beyond the nuances of 
emphasis in versions of the sentence in which today is certainly functioning 
as the A-element : 

TODAY the pace of 'life is 'proving 'too F ~ T  
The pace of 'life is ~ O D ~ Y  proving 'too F ~ T  
The pace of 'life is 'proving 'too F ~ T  t0~i.y 

And on the other hand the position of today in the original version is not one 
that excludes the occurrence of A; CS: 

Mr Jones ~ O D ~ Y  must be heartbroken. [A at iM] 

Consider also the following textual example: 

A raw recruit to the police service at the beginning of this century was 
expected to be little more than physically fit and mindlessly obedient. 

Thus punctuated, it appears as though the whole sequence before was 
expected is the subject; but it is perfectly possible that at the beginning of this 
century is an A at iM. Compare: 

At the beginning of this century, a raw recruit to the police service was 
expected to be.  . . 

obligatory 

r adjunct~,"~~~~~~'optional 

1 rwide orientation---< 
viewpoint 
courtesy 

I emphasizer Lpredi'cation Lnarrow orientation---fkgfiGr 

Adverbial 

I rstyle rmodality and manner 
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value judgment 
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inferential 
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Fig 8.24 
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Adjuncts 

8.25 Although in sentence schemata we designate as A realizations of adverbials 
in all four of the grammatical categories, it is only the adjuncts that closely 
resemble other sentence elements such as S, C, and 0 .  Like them, for 
example, and unlike the other adverbials, an adjunct can be the focus of a 
cleft sentence (cf 18.26): 

Hilda helped Tony because of his injury. 
I t  was Hilda that helped Tony because of his injury. [S] 
I t  was Tony that Hilda helped because of his injury. [ol 
I t  was because of his injury that Hilda helped Tony. [AI 

The parallels extend also to contrast in alternative interrogation or negation: 

Did Hilda help Tony or did Bill help him? [S] 
Hilda didn't help Tony but she helped Wendy. [ol 
Did Hilda help Tony because of his injury or (did she help him) 

toplease her mother? 
Hilda didn't help Tony becauseofhis injury but (she helped him) 

to please her mother. 

The same applies to potentiality for being the focus of focusing subjuncts (cf 
8.116): 

Only Hilda helped Tony . . . [S] 
Hilda only helped Tony . . . [= 'Hilda helped only Tony . . .'] [ol 
Hilda only helped Tony because of his injury. 

[= 'Hilda helped Tony only because of his injury'] [AI 

Moreover, irrespective of their position in a clause, adjuncts come within the 
scope of predication ellipsis or pro-forms (cf 12.29J 12.59f), exactly like other 
post-operator elements. In consequence, the following pairs of examples are 
synonymous : i 

In'1981 [A]: Grace became a teacher [C] and so did Hamish. 
Grace became a teacher [C] in 1981 [A] and Hamish became a 

teacher [C] in 1981 [A]. 

didn't. Fred carefu/ly [A] cleaned his teeth [O] but Jonathan 

Fred carefilly [A] cleaned his teeth [O] but Jonathan didn't 
carefully [A] clean his teeth. [O] 

Peter will pay back the loan [0] when hegetspaid [A] and Bob may too. 
Peter will pay back rhe loan [O] when he gets paid [A] and Bob may pay 

back the loan [O] when he getspaid [A] too. 

Finally, like S, 0, and C, adjuncts can be elicited by question forms. 
Compare : 

Who became a teacher? (Grace [S]) 
What did Grace become? ( A  teacher [C]) 
Who(m) did Hilda help? (Tony [0]) 
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Why did Hilda help Tony?(Becauseof his injury [A]) 

Cf also When, Where, HOIV, and periphrastic question forms How long, How 
well, etc. 

Note Some subjuncts (cf8.89.8.105) can also be elicited by periphrastic question forms; for example. 
In lvhar way (viewpoint), HOW niuch or To !vhar extent (amplifier). On the other hand, some 
process adverbials that are otherwise adjunct-like are resistant to being focus in a cleft sentence. 
Here as elsewhere in grammar, we recognize that a neat division is rare and gradience endemic. 

Subcategories of adjunct 
8.26 Although the characteristics outlined in 8.25 broadly hold for all adjuncts, 

there are three distinct types ranging in 'centrality' (cf 2.13) from the 
obligatory predication adjunct (which resembles an object both in the 
necessity of its presence for verb complementation (cf 16.lfn and in its 
relative fixity of position) to the sentence adjunct, whose presence is never 
grammatically essential and which can be moved between E and Ipositions 
with relatively little consequence for its stylistic or semantic effect. 

obligatory l- predication l 
optional 

ADJUNCT 

sentence J 

Fig 8.26 

Obligatory predication adjuncts 
8.27 If we compare sentences with love and live as V, we see that in each case a 

post-V element is required for complementation: 

*He loved. 
*He lived. 

Beside : 

He loved Joan. [Odl 
He lived in Chicago. [Aoblig] 

The close and sequential relation of V 0 and V A in these sentences is 
demonstrated by their requiring similarly exceptional rhetorical circum- 
stances for 0 and A fronting: 

Joan he loved and Joan he always &D loved. 
In Chicago he lived and in Chicago he always HAD lived. 

(Cf 18.20.) But the obligatory adjunct differs from the object in more readily 
permitting interruption between the V and itself: 

?He loved at that time Joan. 
He lived at that time in Chicago. 

But if the A,,,i, is a particle, interruption is usually impossible: 

*She woke in bed up. (Cf 8.33). 
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8.28 In fact, the number of verbs having sufficient semantic weight in themselves 
to require no further complementation is quite small. At one extreme, we 
have the class of copular verbs (cf 16.21fl) like BE and turn which, as their 
designation indicates, must link one element (the S) to another (the C or 
A,,,,,): 

She was a teacher. [ c l  
She was in a hurry. [AI 
The chrysalis slowly turned green. [ c l  
The chrysalis slowly turned into a butterfly. [AI 

At the other extreme, we have intransitive verbs like disappear or apologize 
which fairly freely occur without complementation: 

The rabbit disappeared.. 
John apologized. 

Even in these examples, however, there would be considerable dependence 
on a context which in fact provided the unexpressed adjunct: 

The rabbit suddenly disappeared. 
The rabbit disappeared behind a bush. 
John apologized to his host. 
John apologized for being late. 

Still more so, between the extremes of BE and apologize, adjunct-less 
intransitive clauses are rare, and we must note that the addition of an adjunct 
reduces the semantic weight and 'communicative dynamism' (cf 18.3) of the 
verb. Compare: 

The ~ u e e d  arrived. [ie the arrival is all important] 
The Queen arrived in a bluegown. [ie her dress is more important 

than the arrival] 
The Queen arrived in a blue car. 

This is particularly noticeable in the case of certain verbs of broad meaning 
in respect of posture or motion: sit, stand,.come, go (cf 16.24). These can take 
an obligatory adjunct of respect (cf 8.6) in the form of an -ing clause, with 
consequent weakening of the primary meaning of the main verb (cf 3.49): 

He stood waiting (patiently). 
She sat reading (to the children). 
They went hurrying (breathlessly). 
She came running (in great haste). 

Such examples are, of course, superficially ambiguous. Prosodic adjustment 
can give fuller lexical meaning to the finite verb, at the same time transferring 
the -ing clauses from obligatory to optional adverbial status: 

He S T ~ O D  lwaiting ~ i ~ i e n t l y l  
She sat with her C H ~ L D ~ ~ ~ I R E A D ~ ~ ~  to them1 

8.29 The nonfinite clause as obligatory adjunct in examples like 'He stood waiting' 
may be compared with the effect that perfective or progressive aspect has in 
conferring a plausible completeness of predication : 
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(?)He stood. 
He stood waiting. 

(?)She hitchhiked. 
She was hitchhiking. 

(?)They went. 
They have gone. 

Indeed, the progressive seems clearly able to combine the expression of a 
verbal inflection and of an obligatory adjunct of respect: 

She was hitchhiking (to London). 
She was (engaged in the activity of) hitchhiking. 

Compare also : 

She is teaching. 

This last may refer either to current activity ('She is teaching in the next 
room at this moment') or to membership of a profession ('She is teaching for 
a living', 'She is in teaching', 'She is a teacher'), reminding us that historically 
the aspectual value seems to have been added to an original adverbial 
function (cf 'He's gone a-hunting', a dialectal or archaic form, derived 
historically from a prepositional phrase) which is still not entirely superseded. 

8.30 A similar phenomenon to that observed with 'He stood waiting' is the 
obligatory adjunct with come and go in the form of an  infinitive clause: 

she'll come to see you (about it). 
I went to visit my mother. 

Again the lexical force of the main verb is reduced and the adjunct, while 
having the form common in the semantic role of purpose, is predominantly 
concerned with the respect role. This applies even more obviously to the 
obligatory adjunct following try: 

He must try to do better (next time). 
[ #  . . . 'so as to do better', 'in order to do better'] 

These adjuncts are noteworthy in that the semantic relation is alternatively 
realized by coordinated clauses, especially in rather informal usage (cf 13.98J 
on pseudo-coordination) : 

She'll come and see you (about it). 
I went and visited my mother. 
He must try and do better (next time). 

Note [a] When the coordinated clause is finite, the sense of the preceding verb is tilted towards its full 
lexical meaning. Compare: 

I'll go and uisif my nlother. 
1 went and visited my mother. 
I went and I visited my mother. 

It is only in the first of these that the coordinated part has the resemblance toobligatory adjunct. 
With try, no finite verb coordination is possible: 

Did he try andsee you? 
*Yes, he tried andsaw me. 
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[b] Since go, sir, try, etc with infinitive clauses as obligatory adjunct seem to subordinate their 
lexical meaning to the verb in the adjunct, it is of interest to compare them with auxiliary verbs. 
Cfthe treatment of 6ego:obig ro as a semi-auxiliary (3.47f). 

8.31 Closely analogous to the obligatory adjunct, again frequently with the 
semantic role of respect (cf 8.6), are the structures in complementation of 
adjectives (cf 16.68ff'). In some instances, without such complementation, 
the adjectives cannot constitute a predication: 

*She is fond. BESIDE She is fond of books. 
*This is tantamount. BESIDE This is tantamount to an insult. 
?He is likely. BESIDE He is likely to succeed. 

In others, the adjective has a different or at any rate much greater semantic 
weight when it is without complementation, serving more of an auxiliary role 
(cf 8.30 Note [b]) when complementation is present. Compare: 

They are anxious. - They are anxious to see you. 
(cf'They want to see you.') 

They are (very) able. - They are able tofiy helicopters. 
(cf'They can fly helicopters.') 

He is capable. - He is capable of resigning over this. 
(cf'He may well resign.') 

She is keen. - She is keen onjshing. 
He is good. - He is good a t  mathematics. 

Note As  with the verbs with reduced meaning when accompanied by obligatory adjuncts (cf 8.28), 
some o f  the adjectives in informal usage take complementation in the form of a coordinate 
structure: 

The room is good and Ivarm. 
He's nice and,generous. 

As with the verbs, too, the adjective requiring complementation can take on a subordinate role, 
as though it were a modification of what follows rather than being complemented by it. We may 
note that the following pairs are closely synonymous: 

The coffee is nice and hot. He got good and angry. (esp AmE) 
{The coffee is l i c i y  hot. ( He got g r y  angry. 

(~f~seudo-coordination, 13.98f) 

8.32 In 8.27 obligatory adjuncts were compared with direct objects, and in 8.28 
we considered intransitive verbs which appeared to have a different or 
somewhat weakened meaning when they were complemented by an adjunct. 
Both these factors come together in the consideration of prepositional verbs 
(cf 16.5ff, 16.13ff). Compare: 

He went outside and looked; the evening sky was both radiant and 
peaceful. He came back in thoughtfully. 

Here looked is fully intransitive and could be replaced by gazed. On the other 
hand, in: 

He looked at the picture. 

we seem to have as interdependent a tripartite sentence as we do in: 

He lived in Chicago. 
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As with the latter, we may regard the prepositional phrase at thepicture as an  
obligatory adjunct; cf: 

It was at  thepicture that he looked. 

But equally we may regard look at as a transitive verb, with the picture as 0,; 
cf: 

It was the picture that he looked at. 
The picture was looked at in admiration by him and several other 

visitors. 

Note On the descriptive reasons for having multiple analyses for the same linguistic phenomenon, cf 
2.61. 

8.33 Just as prepositional verbs may be regarded either as transitive with 
obligatory 0, or as intransitive with obligatory adjunct, so sequences like put 
away can be regarded as potentially discontinuous transitive (phrasal) verbs: 

She put the money away. 
Sheput away the money. 

or as simple transitive verbs requiring both an 0, and an obligatory adverbial 
(amplifier subjunct; cf 8.105). The former is convenient when we are 
considering the cooccurrence of closed-class particles (such as away) with 
verb items, as in 16.28. The latter is convenient when the verb item is 
accompanied by a wide range of phrases describable in terms suited to 
adverbial abstractions, as in this chapter. Thus we consider the italicized 
portion of the following sentences as obligatory predication adjuncts: 

She put the money into herpurse. (cf *She put the money.) 
She put the money (entirely) out of her mind. 
She placed before me a curiously ornate vase. 

So also, while the adverb particle in the sentence: 

He stared me out. 

will be treated as part of a phrasal verb, the sentence: 

He looked me (straight) in the eye. 

is regarded as having an obligatory adjunct, susceptible of modification, as is 
shown by the parenthesized straight. The same verbs can occur, with a 
considerable difference in meaning according as they require or do not 
require an obligatory adjunct: 

My father kept me. ['supported me financially'] 
My father kept me in bed. ['made me stay'] 
They have a cottage. ['own'] 
They have a cottage for sale. ['are selling'] 

(Cf the discussion of clause patterns, 10.lff.) 
Finally, just as we saw that copular verbs could have either C, or an  

obligatory A (8.28), so there are a few verbs that can have either C, or an 
obligatory A: 
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She made him happy. [c,] 
She made him into a braver man. [AI 
He keeps his car clean. [c,] 
He keeps his car in the street. [AI 

Optional predication adjuncts 
8.34 Although it is often clear when an adjunct is obligatory, this is not always so. 

We noted in 8.28 that the mere addition of an adjunct after an intransitive 
verb reduced the verb's semantic weight. Nonetheless, it can be seen that the 
relation between S and V in: 

The Queen arrived. [ l]  

is not radically altered when an A is added as in: 

The Queen arrived in a blue gown. l21 

To the extent that [l] can obviously occur without the adjunct as in [2], or any 
other adjunct, while at the same time the relation between S and V in [2] is 
not a t  variance with the relation between the same S and V in [l], we can say 
that the adjunct in [2] is optional. Compare also further intransitive items 
where the optional status of A is indicated by parentheses: 

The rabbit vanished (behind a bush). 
She disappeared (with thepurse). 

a technician). The instrument has been tested 
(electronically). 

They are emigrating (to South America). 
He protested (vigorously). 

The optional status of adjuncts in SVO clauses can similarly be tested by 
observing that the relations (eg between V and 0 )  remainconstant irrespective 
of the presence or absence of the adjunct: 

'He defendkd his client (with vigour)., 
I found the letter (in the kitchen). 
John forced open the door (by means of a lever). 
They sent off the parcel (to Australia). 
Grip the handle (tightly). 
She kissed, her mother (on the cheek). 

Note Verbs that can be both monotransitive (16.25fl) and complex-transitive (16.43fl) enter into 
constructions of superficial similarity which are in fact very different. Compare: 

She found him on the floor. 131 
[= 'He was on the floor when she found him.'] 
[#  'She found that he was on the floor.'] 

She found him of little help. 141 
[ #  'He was of little help when she found him.'] 
[ =  'She found that he wasof little help.'] 

With She found him in a coma, the structuremight parallel that in either [3] or [4]. 

Position of predication adjuncts 
8.35 All predication adjuncts, obligatory and options1 alike, are normally placed 
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at E, as in most of the examples presented in 8.25-34. They may however be 
advanced to iE if an 0 or C is lengthy and complex or requires prosodic 
focus. Such positioning characterizes written rather than spoken usage, and 
it reflects some care in sentence planning. 

With an obligatory adjunct at iE: 

She keeps in thegarden some of the most lovable little rabbits you ever 
saw. 

They want to bring into force a new regulation about passengers in buses. 
She made into a braver man the unfortunate and terrified victim of 

terrorism. 

With an optional adjunct at iE: 

I found in the kitchen the letter I thought I had burnt. 
She kissed on the cheek her tearful and trembling mother. 

We saw in 8.27 an example of exceptional fronting to I of an obligatory 
adjunct. fuch-fronting would be equally exceptional with most optional 
predication adjuncts, and although an accompanying subject-operator 
inversion is now largely confined to formal or emotive style, its continued 
existence demonstrates the severity of the dislocation. Cf 

By no properly qualified technician has this instrument ever been 
adequately tested. 

In no circumstances must this door be left open. 

With discontinuity: 

So vigorousIy did he protest that the authorities reconsidered his case. 

Note Negative adjuncts such as in no circumstances might be said to be obligatory since the meaning 
is different when they are omitted : 

You should in no circumsrances leave the door unlocked. 
[ #  'You should leave the door unlocked.'] 

Contrast: 
You should not, in any circunisrances, leave the door unlocked. 

Here the adjunct can of course be omitted without serious change of meaning. Significantly in 
this connection, it is chiefly the negative adjuncts that can be fronted. Compare: 

In no circumstances should you leave the door unlocked. 
?By severalqualified technicians was the instrument tested. 

(Cf 10.65, 18.24.) 

Sentence adjuncts 
8.36 The most obvious way in which sentence adjuncts mark themselves off from 

predication adjuncts is by their relative freedom to occur at  I position as well 
as E. In this way they demonstrate what we can intuitively feel: that they 
relate to the sentence as a whole rather than solely or predominantly to the V 
and post-V elements. Thus on the cheek and on theplatj3rm both possess the 
adjunct characteristics presented in 8.25 : 

She kissed her mother on the cheek. [l] 
She kissed her mother on the platform. [21 

But the relative centrality (cf2.13) of the adjunct in [l]  as compared with the 
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more peripheral orbit of that in [21 is shown by the awkwardness of: 

?On the cheek, she kissed her mother. [lal 
as compared with: 

On theplatform, she kissed her mother. [2al 

If we combine fronting as in [la] and [2a] with a truth-focusing paraphrase, 
the difference is brought out more sharply, though even [2b] is rather 
unidiomatic: 

*on  the it is a fact 
the fact is I l that she kissed her mother. 

the fact is that she kissed her mother. 

If we combine the adjuncts of [l]  and [2] at E, the adjunct in [ l ]  would 
normally precede that in [2]; in other words, we expect the sentence adjunct 
on the platform to be located further from the centre of the clause (cf 2.13) 
than the predication adjunct on the cheek: 

She kissed her mother on the cheek [A,] on theplatform [A,]. 
On theplatform, she kissed her mother on the cheek. 

?*{ She kissed her mother on theplatform [A,] on the cheek [A,]. 
On the cheek, she kissed her mother on theplatform. 

A further indication of the relatively peripheral status of the sentence 
adjunct is that it can be separated from the rest of the clause by a comma 
(and analogously occupy a separate tone unit in speech). Contrast the fronting 
of a predication adjunct (which requires a context of special motivation; cf 
18.21) with a quite normally I-placed sentence adjunct: 

In Chicago he L ~ V E D  (and in Chicago. . .) 
In Chicicdl he studied meta~a?sicsl 

*In Chicago! he lived. 
In Chicago, he studied metaphysics. 

We should note also that an I-placed sentence adjunct has the potentiality to 
relate to the whole sentence, even where the sentence comprises two 
coordinate clauses, while the same E-placed adjunct will normally be 
interpreted as predicational and hence related only to the clause in which it 
is placed. Compare : 

He travelled a great deal and eventually settled down in Australia. 
In Australia, he travelled a great deal and eventually settled down. 

(Cf 18.20-25). 

Subject- and object-related 
8.37 If we compare the identical adjuncts in the following sentences, we detect an 

obvious difference in their relations: 

I found the letter in the kitchen. 
I typed the letter in the kitchen. 
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Both [l]  and [2] respond to the question 'Where did you . . . ?',just as both 
can be framed in a cleft sentence 'It was in the kitchen that I foundltyped the 
letter'. Again, both can be paraphrased in terms of 'I was in the kitchen when 
I . . ..' But whereas [ l ]  can be paraphrased as 'The letter was in the kitchen 
when I found it,' [2] cannot be paraphrased as 'The letter was in the kitchen 
when I typed it.'This test helps us to see that in [2] in the kitchen is a sentence 
adjunct, but it also helps us to see that example [l]  is ambiguous as to whether 
the adjunct is more object-related ('The letter was in the kitchen') or more 
subject-related ('I was in the kitchen'). If we now reorder these examples: 

In the kitchen, I found the letter. 
In the kitchen, I typed the letter. 

we seem to have done more than foreground the adjuncts to make them the 
informational point of departure for what follows (cf 18.21). We have in 
addition skewed the relations of the adjunct in [la] to make the hearer 
predisposed to interpret it as subject-related ('I searched the kitchen and 
found the letter there') whereas in [l] the predisposition was to interpret it as 
object-related ('I went into the kitchen and there was the letter'). 

A strictly analogous skewing between a presumed object-related interpre- 
tation and a presumed subject-related one occurs on moving the adjuncts 
from E to I inesuch sentences as the following: 

She saw my brother in the garden. 
[probably -'My brother was in the garden'] 

In the garden, she saw my brother. 
[probably -'She was in the garden'] 

I heard a noise in the bathroom. 
[probably -'The noise was in the bathroom'] 

In the bathroom, I heard a noise. 
[probably -'I was in the bathroom'] 

Compare subject orientation of space adjuncts (8.49), of time adjuncts (8.76), 
of process adjuncts (8.78), and the subjuncts of 8.92. Cases of subject-object 
skewing are clearly analogous to complex transitivity (cf 16.43fl). Cf also: 

We foresaw a disaster in June. 
[probably-'We foresaw that it was in June that there would be a 
disaster'] 

In June, we foresaw a disaster. 
[probably-'It was in June that we foresaw that there would be a 
disaster'] 

We have noted that sentence adjuncts are more peripheral to the structure of 
the sentence in which they function than are predication adjuncts. The 
relatively peripheral character is shown positionally in the fait both that 
sentence adjuncts will normally follow predication adjuncts at E and that 
they can more readily be placed at I :  

She had lived in poverty [A for thirty years [A ,,,,,,,I. 
I had found the letter in the kitchen [A ,,,,,,,,] by searching carefully 

[A sentencel. 
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For thirty years, she had lived in poverty. 
By searching carefully, I had found the letter in the kitchen. 

By contrast, the predication adjuncts in these examples could be placed at I 
only with a striking disruption of normal expectations. 

But a further indication of the greater mobility of sentence adjuncts is 
that - in contrast to predication adjuncts - they can usually appear at M 
without giving any impression of radical word-order dislocation: 

She had for thirty years lived inpoverty. 
?*She had inpoverty lived for thirty years. 

I had by searching carefully found the letter in the kitchen. 
(?)I had - in the kitchen - found the letter by searching carefully. 

Where sentence adjuncts are moved from E, however, their 'scene-setting' 
role for the sentencd is often pointed by punctuation and is in speech regularG 
marked by terminating the adjunct with a tone-unit break: 

For thirty YBARSI she had lived in poverty1 
I HADI by searching c i ~ ~ f u l l y l  found the letter in the ~ i ~ c h e n l  

GRAMMATICAL REALIZATION 
OF SEMANTIC ROLES 

Adjuncts of space 

8.39 We saw in 8.2'that five semantic subroles were to be distinguished within the 
category of space. Where a verb (eg: be, live, put) takes an obligatory 
predication adjunct, this is in almost all cases concerned with POSITION or 
DIRECTION: 

They are on the Continent. He kept it in the safe. 
She lives in a cottage. He put it on(to) the table. 

When a spatiai predication adjunct is o;tional, on the other hand, it is less 
likely to express position than DIRECTION (including GOAL and souacn): 
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But prepositional phrases can also be used, and in this form the adjuncts can 
be predicational or sentential: 

We hurried for a few miles and then rested. 
For the next two miles, the road had a very poor surface, making speed 

impossible. 

Distance phrases can be treated as singular despite their 'internal' plurality: 
'anotherla further two miles'. But cf Note. 

Position and source adjuncts readily assume a sentential role, especially 
when there is a direction or goal adjunct in the same clause: 

People move to a new house quite frequently in America. 
(cf: In America, people move to a new house quite frequently.) 

Mary went to Brusselsfrom London. 
(cf: From London, Mary went to Brussels. 
?*To Brussels, Mary wentfrom London.) 

To a limited extent, position adjuncts can be realized by noun phrases: 

Which side of the street does she live? She lives this side. 
Whichever district you live, try to do some walking every day. 

*We lived this street at one time. 

Direction adjuncts involving a general reference item (especially way) are 
often realized as noun phrases introduced by which, this, that: 

He went that way. 
Come this way please. 
Which direction did she run? 

Cf also (informal, esp AmE) 'My hair was blowing every which way' [ie 'in 
every direction']. 

Note Noun phrases expressing specific distance are often treated as 0, rather than A, thus permitting 
passivization (cj16.4ff. 16.27ff): 

They ran the distance in record time. The distance was run in record time. 
There can be vacillation over concord: 'The remaining ten metres was/werecompleted in record 
time.' 

towards the park. 
The children were running very fast to the swings. Realization 

! C rom the school. 8.40 Apart from the use of noun phrases for some predication adjuncts of distance 
(cf 8.39), space adjuncts are most commonly in the form of prepositional 

The DISTANCE relation is given two kinds of expression, SPECIFIC and phrases, thus conveying with a given noun phrase (the road, the house, the 
GENERAL. The former is expressed solely by predication adjuncts, and these room, . . .) the spatial discriminations set out in 9.16ff (at, in, on, . . .). Where 
have only noun-phrase realization: the lexical form of the head noun is unimportant but where the location 

They ran two miles in ten minutes. 
We climbed a further thousand feet before dusk. 

General distance can also be realized by noun phrases, in which case the 
adjuncts are again predicational: 

We hurried a few miles and then rested. 
They had travelled a long way and were exhausted. 

needs to be specified in detail, a postmodified noun phrase can be used, as 
in : 

which her father works. I saw at Ihe { P I a c e }  IWhere } 
But a head noun that is of little semantic weight (asplace above) would more 
usually be omitted and the whole adjunct expressed with only the where- 
clause: 
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I saw Joan where her father works. 

Clausal realization is especially convenient where the actual location is 
indefinite: 

They must go { ~ ~ ~ ~ v e r ]  we send them. 

So too with abbreviated clause forms: 

Keep the keys wherever convenient. Iwhere l 
Position in relation to animates (es~ecially persons) may be expressed by 
prepositional phrases introduced by with: 

A : Where is Mildred? 
She is (staying) with her brother. 
She is with the horse that was injured last week. 
She is with the vet but I don't know exactly where. 

Such answers to where are obviously relative to the position (known or 
unknown) of the entity mentioned; contrast 'She is at her brother's' (cf 5.124). 
In consequence, with-phrases establish little more than a conjunction with 
the person or animal named and they are often used as almost equivalent to 
conjoins with and: 

Mildred is with her brother, discussing the horse's injury. 
Mildred, with her brother, is discussing the. . . 
Mildred along with her brother is/are discussing the. . . [cf 10.401 
Mildred gnd her brother are discussing the. . . 

8.41 But in addition to the spatial pro-forms, here and there (cf 7.67), there are 
numerous common adverbs realizing spatial relations. Some of the following 
are atrophied prepositional phrases (eg: overseas), some can themselves be 
used prepositionally as well as adverbially (cf9.5). Most can be used for both 
position and dtrection: 

aboard, about, above, abroad, across, ahead, aloft, alongside, anywhere, 
around, ashore, astern, away, back, behind, below, beneath, between, beyond, 
down, downhill, downstairs, downstream, downwind, east, eastward(s) and 
other directions with the suffix -ward <esp AmE), -wards (esp BrE), 
elsewhere, etierywhere, far, here, hereabouts, home, in, indoors, inland, inshore, 
inside, locally, near, nearby, north, nowhere, off, offshore, on, opposite, out, 
outdoors, outside, overboard, overhead, overland, overseas, somewhere, south, 
there, thereabouts, through, throughout, under, underfoot, underground, 
underneath,.~~, uphill, upstairs, upstream, west, within 

Some items denote direction but not position: 

after, along, aside, before, by, downward(s), forward(s), inward(s), leji, 
outward(s), over, past, right, round, sideways, skyward(s), upward(s) 

Note [a] The  compass points used for both position and direction can be compounded; eg:  nord~~,est ,  
cast-northeast. 

P 
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[bl There are some naut~cal ternls used for both position snd direction that are normally part of 
a techn~cal vocabulary, but arc found in literature dealing with the sea. (,g: r&. Iurboard (now 
rare), port, starboard. 
[c] For here, above, and belutv as signals in d~scourse reference, cJ 19.46J. 
[d] Several of the closed-class adverbs listed here can be regarded as abbreviated prepositional 
phrases. C/'He lwked olrtside (the house)'. 

Cooccurrence restrictions 
8.42 Direction adjuncts of both goal and source can normally be used only with 

verbs of motion or with other verbs used dynamically (cf4.33ff) that allow a 
directional meaning: 

I think you should now turn leji. ['to the left'] 
He jumped over the fence. 
He kicked the ball into the goal. 
She was whispering softly into the microphone. 
He came from America last week. 
It jumped out of the cage. 

With very general directions, however, we find cooccurrence even with verbs 
used statively : 

1 They {!;:living} to the south of us. 

My car is facing 
This road is to the north. 
Our course was due south. 

Some direction adjuncts can also be used with the copular verb BE when they 
have a resultative meaning, indicating the state of having reached the goal 
(cf 9.7,9.46): 

They arepast by now. ['have gone past'] 
The men will be along soon. ['will have arrived'] 
We will soon be over the border. ['have crossed over the border'] 
I've never been to London. ['never visited London'] 

On the other hand, position and distance adjuncts can be used with all verbs, 
including those in stative use (cf 4.27ff): 

I heard about it in London. 
I have the key here. 
He lives a long wayfrom here. 
The ground seems very soft locally. 

They're staying in a nearby hotel. 
Was she swimming near the boat? 
He's travelling further this year. 

Position adjuncts can also be used with the copular verb BE: 

inland. 
It's much warmer where we now live. 
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Indeed, they frequently occur as the obligatory element with BE clauses, 
though not with copular verbs other than BE: 

The birthday party is in the next room. 
All our men are abroad. 
The meeting will be upstairs. 
The house you want is on the other side of the street. 

*They will become in Paris. 

The progressive is of course excluded: 

*Charles is being in the next room. 

Contrast (cf 3.76): 

Charles is being boisterous (in the next room). 

Spatial adjuncts can equally be obligatory adjuncts with verbs other than BE: 

We don't live here. 
I'll get below. 
You should set that dish in the middle. 
I'll put the kettle on the stove. 
They keep their car furtherfrom the house now. 
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As predicational adjunct, however, the ambiguity can be removed only by 
rephrasing; eg (assuming that this is appropriate in the context): 

The dog is not allowed to run out (into the garden). 

! Position and direction adjuncts in the same clause 1 8.44 Position and direction (or goal) adjuncts can cooccur, with the position 

i adjunct normally following the other adjunct in E, for the reasons given in 
8.39: 

The children are running around upstairs. 
He fell overboard near the shore. 

Note [a] Informally,seem andappear permit spatial adjunctsas solecomplementation, especially those 
relating to distance or with general rather than specific reference: 

They seem furtheraway now. 
?The children,seem upstairs, to judge from the noise. 

Note that 'She seems at honie'could he freely used but only in the sense 'at ease', without spatial 
reference. 
[b] Figurative use of basically spatial items is of course common with time adjuncts (c .  8.51fl 
below). On the nonspatial use of adverbial particles, as in 'The light is on', 'The car blew up: 
'Drink up your milk, darling', cf 16.2A: 

Potential ambiguity 
8.43 Given that the same items can be used in quite different semantic roles with 

the same verbs, it is easy for ambiguity to arise. Cf: 

Did you dfive the car near thepolice station? 
The dog is'not allowed to run outside. 
The baby was crawling upstairs. 

Each of the italicized adjuncts could be intended or interpreted as either 
directional ['towards the police station', etc] or positional ['in the vicinity of 
the police station', etc]. In the former sense, the adjunct would be 
predicational, in the latter sentential and hence susceptible (in declarative 
sentences) of being placed at  I, removing ambiguity; eg: 

Outside, the dog is not allowed to run. 

In speech, the sentential (ie positional) interpretation could also be conveyed 
prosodically, without moving the adjunct from E: 

The dog is not allowed to RON~ o u t s i ~ ~ (  

With two prepositional phrases, there is often a superficial ambiguity in the 
status of thesecond phrase, which might be either an adverbial of the clause 
or a postmodifier of ;he noun head in the first phrase: 

Some of the children are walking to the lake in thepark. 
['They are walking to the lake and are walking in the park' or 'They 
are walking to the lake which is in the park'] 

Middle-class people move to a new house in the suburbs every few years. 
['They move to a new house every few years; they do this in the -- 

suburbs' or 'They move every few years to a new suburban house'] 

The position adjunct can be put in I position to avoid giving it end-focus (cf 
18.3f): 'In the park, the children are feeding the ducks.' Where the final 
phrase is a positional sentence adjunct, we can avoid ambiguity by placing it 
at I :  

In thepark some of the children are walking to the lake. 
In the suburbs, middle-class people move to a new house every few years. 

Depending on the structure of the sentence, there are other ways of avoiding 
such ambiguities; eg : 

Some of the children are in thepark and are walking to the lake. 

Hierarchical relationship 
8.45 It often happens that two spatial adjuncts enter into a contextual relation of 

hierarchy. This can occur where both adjuncts are of the same semantic class 
but of different grammatical functions (the one being a sentence adjunct, the 

l other a predication adjunct). For example, with two position adjuncts: 

Many people eat in restaurants in London. 

The order here satisfies both the grammatical requirement (that the sentence 
adjunct be more peripheral than the predication one) and the logical 
requirement (that the smaller location be stated before the larger in which it 
is placed). But if the sentence adjunct is expressed with an adverb indicating 
that it is relatively 'given' (cf l8.8ff), the order may be reversed: 

Many people eat [:;ze} in restaurants. 

4 

Just as on grammatical grounds, i: can only be the sentence adjunct that can 
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appear a t  I ('In London, many people . . .'), so also on logical grounds, the 
lower member in the hierarchy cannot dominate the higher: 

*In restaurants, many people eat in Lorrdoorr. 

Source adjuncts can also cooccur with goal or direction adjuncts in a 
hierarchical relationship: 

We  came to London from Rome. 
We went@om Rome to London. 

These examples illustrate the normal order of the adjuncts, which is of course 
directly related to the semantics of the respective verbs, come (with 
orientation to goal) and go (with orientation to source, the point of departure). 
Nonetheless, in each case it is the source adjunct that alone is sentential and 
hence susceptible of positioning at I: 

From Rome we [:g:] to London. 

Unless overridden by the pressure of orientation (as with come), the two 
adjuncts will be ordered with respect to the sequence of events referred to 
(thus source before goal), but if one is relatively 'given' (cf 18.8) and therefore 
expressed by a closed-class adverb, this will normally precede the other 
adjunct. Compare: 

They flew over (the city) towards the border. 
They flew west over the city. 

Coordination 
8.46 Two adjuncts can be coordinated if they are of the same grammatical 

function and semantic class; eg position adjuncts: 

Soldiers were on guard inside and outside. 
We can wait for you here or in the car. 

Equally with dirdction adjuncts: 

They went ub the hill and towards thestation. 
They ran across thefield and past the farmhouse. 

But aposition and a directionor goal adjunct normally cannot be coordinated. 
Hence in :  , 

The baby was crawling upstairs and into hisparents'bedroom. 

upstairs can be interpreted only as a direction adjunct (cf 8.43), since it is 
coordinated with a prepositional phrase that cannot have a positional 
function. 

On the other hand, source and direction adjuncts admit coordination: 

They were hurrying from the capital and towards the border. 

But directional path and specific goal cannot normally be coordinated 
without an additional adverbial such as on or eventually: 

We walked up the hill and so (on) to the station. 
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Contrast: 

I drove up Gower Street and into the College. 

Positions of space adjuncts 
Irrespective of grammatical function or semantic role, space adjuncts favour 
E: 

I I'll meet you downstairs. 
position We're eating in the kitchen. 

You'll find the sugar where the coffee is. 

We moved the furniture out of the room. 
source They travelled slowly from Hong Kong. 

I'll go downstairs. 
direction [They shouldn't be going sowb. 

She hadn't yet moved to Liverpool. 
I'll go downstairs to the kitchen. 

By dawn, we had come a long way. 
distance {Try to fly the whole distance. 

Position adjuncts, particularly prepositional phrases, often appear in I. They 
may be put there to create a 'scene-setting' (cf 8.15), or to avoid end-focus (cf 
18.1 l), or to avoid ambiguity (cf 8.43), or to avoid a clustering of adjuncts a t  
E, though it is often impossible to isolate any one reason. Cf: 

On the tree there were some very large oranges. 
Outside children were jumping and skipping. 
In the nursery the children were playing happily but noisily. 
On the stage men were fighting, and in the body of the hall women were 

screaming. 

The expressions Here . . . BE and There . . . BE with a personal pronoun as 
subject, and the verb in the simple present or (with there) past, are commonly 
used to draw attention to the presence of somebody or something: 

Here it is, just where I left it. 
There she is, by the phone box. 
There they were, cold and miserable. 

Source adjuncts can also be in Iposition and occasionally (though with more 
impression of disturbing the normal sequence of elements) in M: 

From Liverpool, you can't often get international flights. 
You could, from Manchester, get a plane to Amsterdam. 

Speakers sometimes put position adjuncts in M and more rarely (and only 
with short items) in iM: 

Life is everywhere so frustrating. 
We are here enjoying a different kind of existence. 
The poor had not in this country been left destitute. 
As you proceed east along the side aisle, you there may notice a very 

curious statue. 
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Direction and goal adjuncts cannot usually be in M: 

(to) there 
moving some new furniture. 

But they can take the position between verb and object (E), especially if the 
object phrase is long: 

They moved into the kitchen every stick of furniture they possessed. 

Occasionally, however, some direction adjuncts occupy I. As predication 
adjuncts, they have a dramatic impact and a rhetorical flavour in that 
position; normally the verb is in the simple present or simple past: 

Down they flew. 
Away he goes. 
On they marched. 

If the subject is not a personal pronoun but a noun (with therefore a greater 
information value) or indefinite pronoun, subject-verb inversion is normal 
when a predication adjunct is in I(cf 18.23). This applies to intransitive verbs 
(*In the doorway saw me my brother) without auxiliaries (*Up the hill has been 
climbingmy brother). Examples: 

Down flew the jets. 
Away goes my chance of winning! 
Ah, here comes somebody - at last! 
Along the road rolled the wagons. 
Over the bridge marched the soldiers. 
Ahead sat an old man. 
Below is a restaurant. 
In the doorway stood my brother. 
On the very top of the hilllives a hermit. 

On the presence of there (as in: 'Below, there is a restaurant'), cf 18.50. 
Here. . . BE and There. . . BE with the verb in the simple present (or - with 

there - the past) are common in speech: ., 
Here are the tools. - Here they are. 
There's your brother, over by the bar. - There he is. . . 
I turned the corner and there were my parents! - . . . there they were! 

Direction adjuncts are put in I virtually only in literary English and in 
children's literature (stories, poems, and nursery rhymes). A few exceptions 
occur in informal speech, mainly with go, come and (more restrictedly) get; 
where the subject is you, such sentences often have imperative-force: 

Up (the hi10 
Down (the stairs) 
In (the bath) 
Out (of the water) 
Off(the table) 
Over (the fence) 
On (the horse) 
Under (the bridge) 

come. . you{go. 
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Here {tie} go. Here he comes. you go. There they come. 
Round 

Note [a] Particles in phrasal verbs (cf16.3ff') cannot be in I: 
*Donathe car broke. *Upcracked the soldier. 

[b] There are some idiomatic expressions with here and there: 
i Z /  Here 

3! ,l,,ere] you ARE [ = This is for you'] 

HBRE we ARE [= 'We've arrived at the expected goal'] 
JThere you ARE [= 'That supports or proves what I've said'] 

[c] For here as time indicator, c/ 19.36. For the use of here in discourse reference, cf19.47. 

Syntactic features of space adjuncts 
8.48 As predication adjuncts, direction and goal adverbials are normally the focus 

of negation in a negative sentence. 'I'hey therefore normally do not precede 
clause negation: \ 

Across thepark he walked, hand in hand with his elder daughter. 

but: 

*Across the park he didn't walk . . . 
*Towards the fort the soldiers did not march. 

On the other hand, as sentence adjuncts, those of position can readily precede 
clausal negation : 

Indoors, we could not hear ourselves speak. 
Nearby, the farmyard animals hadn't even begun to stir. 

Most space adjuncts, including prepositional phrases, accept intensification 
(cf7.87ff7 9.5); this can involve combining measure indicators with adverbials 
in other semantic roles: 

They drove (due) east. 
They climbed (straight) to the top. 
He went (right) into the house. 
She was sitting (right) at thedoor. 
He turned (sharp) left. 
He went (a long way) up (the mountain). 
They are staying (far) inland. 

A type of clause comparison can be achieved by the use of g;::} . . . than : 

They are (/YrlbPr} farther p downstream ] than we are. 

further up the mountain He went { farther }{  through the wood than I did. 

Many space adjuncts accept questioning with How far: 

How far } are they? 
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! 
while here and there accept questioning with How near instead : ! 

How near are they? 

The  following are among the space adverbs that do not allow premodification 
by far: 

here, there; the compounds in -where; about, arorind, 
between, hereabouts, locally, opposite, throughout 

But cf the common expression few and far between, meaning 'rare': 'Trains 
on a Sunday are few and far between.' 

Note Two space adjuncts are  Inflected for comparlson, near (nearer. -PSI) and far (further, -est. farther, ! 
-est), and can be the focus of clause comparlson. These can be premodlfied by very and by other 
premod~fiers of degree. (But "'wry nearby ) I 

Position adjuncts in relation to subject and object 
8.49 Position adjuncts normally indicate the place o f  the referent o f  the subject 

and ( i f  there is one) o f  the object; usually the place is the same for both 
referents : 

I met  John on a bus. [This implies that John and I were on  the bus] 

But sometimes the places can be different, as we saw in 8.37; in such cases, 
the adjunct is predicational: 

I saw ~ o h n  on a bus. [This implies that John was on the bus but it does 
not imply equally that I was on the bus] 

Wi th  certain verbs, the reference o f  an adjunct in E or iE is always to the 
place o f  the object, and normally that will differ from the place o f  the subject 
(cf 8.75 Note [a] for an analogous point with time adjuncts). These verbs 
denote 'owning' or 'placing': 

Wi th  certain vdrbs, position adjuncts are resultative and are like object- 
related adjuncts (resembling indeed complex-transitive complementation; cf 
16.438): 

I want my car [O] in thegarage [A] .  [ C f M y  car will be in thegarage'] 
I expect a leak [O] in thatpipe [A] .  [ C f A  leak may occur in that pipe'] 

The  verbs are verbs o f  arranging, saying, expecting, or wanting, where the 
predication has future reference. Not all such constructions allow an 
expansion simply by BE, but they usually have an analogue with a that-clause: 

I expected a riot [0] in the city [A] .  ['there to be a riot in the city'] 
They are threatening a riot [O] somewhere [A] .  ['that there will be a riot 

somewhere'] 
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He suggested apicrlic [0] on the island [A] .  ['that a picnic be arranged on 
the island'] 

They are planning a meeting [0] at my house [A] .  ['that a meeting should 
be held at my house'] 

In some cases, another verb (such as have) rather than BE may be implied (as 
in the last example above: 'planning to hold a meeting'). C '  

They offered a barbecue [0] nearby [A].  ['to have a barbecue rrearby'] 
I like my dinner [0] in the kitchen [A] .  ('to have my dinner in the kitchen'] 
She enjoys tea [O] on the lawn [A].  ['having tea.  . .'l 
The  doctor advised a few days [O] offwork [A] .  ('advised taking . . .'] 

In all such cases, the position adjunct is restricted to E and can sometimes be 
interpreted as a noun-phrase postmodifier: 

He suggested a picnic on the island. - A picnic on the island was 
suggested. 

The  position .adjunct may sometimes refer to the object in a contingency 
relationship : 

W e  ought to condemn such activities [0] here [A] .  
I'only like barbecues [O] by the sea [A] .  [ #  'By the sea, I only like 

barbecues'; cf 8.1 171 

These can be paraphrased by clauses with i for when: such activities if they 
take place here; barbecues when they are held outdoors. These adjuncts are also 
restricted to E, and again they can be interpreted as part o f  a noun phrase 
('Such activities here ought to be condemned'). 

I f  any such adjunct is intended to be sentential, it has to be in I for the 
distinction to be clear: 

At my house, they are planning a meeting. 
Here we ought to condemn such activities. 

Direction adjuncts as commands 
8.50 Certain direction adjuncts can be used as brusque or very familiar directives, 

with an implied verb o f  motion (cf 11.42): 

Waterloo, please. [for 'Drive me to Waterloo, please'], Out(side)!, 
In(side)!, (Over) Here!, (Over) There!, (Right) Back!, Down!, Off!, Up!, 
Under!, Leji!, Right!, Away with him! ['Take him away'], Upstairs with 
you! ['Go upstairs'], Out with it! ['Tell me about it'], Out of the house!, To 
bed! 

Note [a] Some other adjuncts can also be used as directives, eg: Quickly!, Slo~vly !. Carefully! 
[bl Expressionslike Well. lve'llto bedand Itnusta~vay are sometimes used in BrE with an implied 
verb of motion ('I must go away'); they have an  archaic or dialectical flavour. But the following 
is wholly current: 

After being treated at the hospital for shock, Mr Toyota was allowed honte. 
The adverbial here is equivalent to to go home; in the active, the verb of motion would be 
explicit: 

They allowed Mr Toyota { ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~  
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Adjuncts of time 

8.51 Obligatory predication adjuncts of time occur in BE clauses where the subject 
refers to an event (cf 10.10, 10.25): 

The wedding was on Thursday. 
The concert is from seven till nine. 
Guided tours are twice a day. 

Just as live in the sense 'reside' has an obligatory space adjunct, so in the 
sense 'be alive' it has an obligatory time adjunct: 

Chaucer lived in the fourteenth century. 

Verbs such as last take obligatory time adjuncts of duration: 

The concert lasts two hours. 
My mother-in-law is staying for three weeks. 

Time adjuncts are readily predicational when a verb lacks other complemen- 
tation : 

The guests arrived in the early evening. 
I waited ti114.30. 
She is coming this afternoon. 

But when there is alternative complementation, most types of time adjunct 
just as readily assume a sentential function: 

I waited patiently enough for an interview till 4.30. 
Til14.30, I waited patiently enough for an interview. 
She is coming for a tutorial this afternoon. 

In many cases, moving a sentential adjunct from E to I has no effect on 
interpreting the scope of negation: 

She isn't coming for a tutorial this afternoon. 
This afternoon, she isn't coming for a tutorial. 

We didn't Speak to each other duhng the entire afternoon. 
the whole day. 

During the entire afternoon, we didn't speak to each other. 
The whole day, [2al 

Realization 
8.52 No other type of adjunct has such a wide range of grammatical realizations 

available as has the adjunct of time. Especially notable is the use of noun 
phrases and prepositional phrases. The noun phrase occurs for position, 
duration, and frequency: 

We were in France last year. 
They lived f i r )  several years in Italy. 
She writes an article or a review every month. 
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The conditions for noun-phrase realization, however, vary according to the 
semantic type. So far as time position is concerned, the noun phrases 
frequently have determiners: 

( that afternoon. 
the foilowing afternoon. She met him *the ajiernoon. 

( in the afternoon. 
last month. 

?*a month I well remember. 

What time did he get there? 

It is to be noted that, although a preposition can sometimes be inserted ('At 
what time did he get there?'), it often cannot; this is especially so before next 
or last. Compare: 

We hoped to see Veronica 

. on Monday. 
Monday. (AmE) 
next Monday. 
last Monday. 
on the following Monday. 

*on next/*on last Monday. 
. on Monday nextllast. 

A pinpointed time position cannot usually be realized by a noun phrase: 

He arrived this morning at ten-fifteen. 

But the prepositions are sometimesomitted, especially in AmE or informally: 

?He arrived tenlffteen. 

It would seem that noun-phrase realizations typically imply a span and 
correspond to adjuncts introduced by on, in the course of, or during. Indeed it 
is with duration adjuncts that we have greatest freedom to use noun phrases, 
though for the most part they can be regarded as abbreviated prepositional 
phrases and can be made more explicit and rather more formal by the 
introduction of for: 

They stayed (for) a while. 
They lived (Ibr) several years in Italy. 

With or without for, time units can be postposed by round (with years) or 
through, especially when the reference is habitual: 

f the whole summer through. 
the whole winter long. 

The Stewarts now stay in Italy 

(all the year round. 

Without a numeral or other quantifier, the for can often not be omitted: 

?*He put up the night at a hotel. 
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But: 

He stayed thenight (at a hotel). 
['He put up that night at  a hotel' has a time position adjunct] 

Nor can the prepositionless adjunct comfortably occur in I: 

?Some time, 
For some time, he waited anxiously at the hospital. 

[In 'Which afternoon did he wait patiently?' the adjunct refers to time 
position] 

As frequency adjuncts, noun phrases are virtually limited to 'everyleach + 
N', where N is a unit of time (hour, day, year, etc), or 'X + times' where X is 
a quantifier or numeral (several, four, etc): 

I every day. 
*it1 every day. . . 

He takes risks { *on every day. 
(in) every period. 

I (in) every lecture. 
(in) every game. 

( four times. 

She visited me 
*on four times. 

?*four occasions. 
bnfour occasions. 

Note also the use of plurals without determiner: 

( Saturdays. [ = 'everv Saturdav'l - - 
She went to the theatre ?~aturdaj .  ( B ~ E )  { Saturday. (AmE)li= 'o" Saturday'1 

They work nightsldays. [= 'they do night work/day work'] 
They worktd dayson the production before they were satisfied. 

[= 'for several days'] 

8.53 As implied in discussing the limitations on noun-phrase realizations, time 
adjuncts much more usually take the form of prepositional phrases. The 
prepositions concerned have the values described in 9.33fl, and these are 
flexible and various enough to express all the semantic roles set out in 8.4. 
For example: 

on Monday. 
Time position: He visited her 

at  night. 
Forward span: She is staying till Thursday. 
Backward span: The house has been empty since the war. 
Duration: They worked steadily for two hours. 
Frequency: There are no lectures on Saturdays. 

He practises the piano at every opportunity. 
Relationship: I had confidence in her up to that time. 
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It should be noted, however, that this last semantic role is only inadequately 
expressed by prepositional phrases (cf 8.72 below). 

Several of the prepositions used in the above examples can also function 
as conjunctions. We thus have a range of finite and nonfinite clause 
realizations of time adjuncts (cf 14.14): 

She is staying tillshe feels better. 
The house has been empty since the war ended. 
The wall has been like this since being damaged by a bomb. 

Above all, there are when-clauses. These express time position, as in: 

I bought the car when I received myjrst salary. 

but also other relations, such as duration: 

She can write only when the baby isasleep. [= 'while. . .'] 

Indefinite frequency is commonly realized by clauses introduced by 
when(ever) : 

They come here when(eve;) they feel like it. 
Do your breathing exercises when(euer) possible. 

Vaguer expression of time relation is often achieved by conjunctionless 
nonfinite and verbless clauses: 

Travelling on the Continent, I get the impression of a greater affluence 
there. [frequency, 'whenever'] 

Travelling home last night, I suddenly had a bright idea. 
[position, 'when'; or duration, 'while'] 

I eventually had a chance to read her letter, quietly alone at last. 
[position, 'when'] 

8.54 But the shortest and frequently the most convenient realization of time 
adjuncts is the adverb. There is a wide range of these items, formally falling 
into two classes, closed-class adverbs and open-class adverbs. Semantically, 
the closed-class items can be subdivided into three sets. There are those like 
then, before, since which are essentially anaphoric, referring to a time 
contextually 'given' ('at that time', 'before that time', 'since that time'). Then 
there are those like now, today, tomorrow, yesterday that refer to very specific 
points of time. Finally there are those like often, always, seldom which are 
general and conveniently vague in their reference. 

By contrast, the open-class adverbs are lexically specific and therefore 
idiosyncratic. They are for the most part -1y formations on adjective bases 
(subsequently, eventually, immediately, etc) or - to express frequency - on 
noun bases (hourly, monthly, etc). CfApp 1.41. 

We shall look at some of the commoner adverbs used as time adjuncts as 
we examine the expression of each major semantic role in turn. 

Time-position adjuncts 
8.55 Just as position in space may be as narrowly located as a pinpoint or as 

broadly as a continent, so position in time may be equally variable, and, in 
the case of prepositional-phrase adjuncts, the preposition's quasi-figurative 
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use helps to distinguish the narrowness or broadness of the time 'location' (cf 
9.34ff): 

She arrived at nine-fifeen. He lived in the fourteenth century. 

In these two examples, of course, the verbs also endorse the narrowness and 
broadness respectively. But a time position adjunct may be broad yet cooccur 
with a verb that rules out a broad time span: 

He was born in the fourteenth century. 
She arrived on Monday. 

The adjuncts here refer to a span of time within which, at some point of time, 
the events took place. 

But whether narrow or broad, position adjuncts typically serve as a 
response to a potential when question (and they can be referred to as 'time- 
when' adjuncts): 

f Quite recently. 

A : When did she arrive? B : At o,clock, / lnrt - 
while you were at the library. 

When in its various uses (cf 7.53) is in effect partly a pro-form for the time 
adjuncts in this class. For then as a pro-form for these time adjuncts, cf 19.55. 
Note that now can also be used with reference to the past: 

They had been courting for two years and he now felt she knew his 
worst faults. 

Time-position adjuncts can be divided into two sets, largely determined by 
two modes of orientation (cf 4.18ff): 

(a) those denoting a point or period of time, especially 'before'; 
(b) those which in addition imply attention to another period of time, 

especially 'after'. 

Though the dist&tion is often negligible,~it helps to explain cooccurrence as 
in 'She went there again (a) aferwards (b)'. 

Common adverbs realizing adjuncts in these two groups include: 

Group (a): 
again ['on a subsequent occasion'], early ['at an early time'], late ['at a 
late time'], now ['at this time'], sometime ['at an unspecified time'], 
nowadays ['at the present time'], presently ['at the present time' (esp 
AmE)], simultaneously ['at the same time'], immediately, instantly, then 
['at that time']; today, tomorrow, tonight, yesterday. 

For example: 

They lived in London for the first few years of their marriage and were 
then very happy. 

Come and see us again. 
I was in New York last year and am now living in Baltimore. 
Frank immediately hurried away to find a doctor. 
Nowadays, Patricia cycles to work. 
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Does he want us to be here early tonight? 
The meeting starts tomorrow a;eighio'clock, afer we've had dinner. 
I was awarded my Bachelor of Arts degree in 1980. 
I suggest that wesee him tomorrow night or at the very latest on Sunday. 
I'll tell you all the news when Iget back home. 

Note that the when-clause in: 

Tell me when you're ready. 

may be a noun-clause object or a time adjunct, the latter equivalent to: 

Tell me as soon as you're ready. 

By contrast, the when-clause in: 

Tell me when you'll be ready. 

can only be object ['Tell me the time at which you'll be ready']. 

Group (b) : 
afterwards, before, earlier ['before'], eventually ['in the end'], finally 
['in the end'], first ['before all else', 'before that', 'at first'], formerly, 
initially ['in the beginning', 'at first'], last ['after all else', 'in the end'], 
lately ['a short tlme ago'], later ['afterwards'], momentarily ['in a moment' 
(GmE)], next ['after that'], once ['at some time in the past'], originally 
['in the beginning', 'at first'], previously ['before'], presently ['soon'], 
recently ['a short time ago'], shortly ['soon'], since ['after that'], soon, 
subsequently, then ['after that']. 

For example: 

He's going to the barber but will be back here later. 
I went into my room and soon afterwards started to work. 
I haven't got any time at the moment but I'll see you shortly. 
She once owned a dog. 
Take a hot drink and then go to bed. 
Originally, that building was a school. 
He recently had an accident. 
A preliminary investigation seemed to indicate that he was implicated 

in the fraud, but a fuller investigation has since proved beyond all 
doubt that he was innocent. 

I left the factory before the strike. 
W ill you be there after lunch? 
He owed me a lot of money and wouldn't pay me back until I got my 

lawyer to write to him. He has paid me back in full since then. 
The appointment was made a month ago. 
I wrote to him about it a (good) while back. 

} (cf 9.35.9.66) 

She left him afer he struck her. 
The Prime Minister announced her resignation bejore the votes were 

counted fully. 

There is a difference in the use of once according as the meaning is [I] 'on one 
single occasion' or [2] 'at a certain but unspecified time in the past'. Thus: 
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I once bought a fur hat. (*I once bought this fur hat) [ l ]  
I once visited this city. [2] 

If the reference is future, sometime is used instead of once: 

I'll buy a fur hat sometime. 
I'll visit this city (again) sometime. 

The prepositional-phrase variant, at some time, is less vague and suggests a 
particular occasion; here some 'time (two words) is a noun phrase, in contrast 
to the adverb 'sometime (*at 'sometime) which is written and accented as a 
single word. 

Most time-position adjuncts in Group (a) normally occur at E, but (as 
sentence adjuncts) nowadays and presently commonly occur at I ;  and 
immediately is common at M .  Those in Group (b) commonly occur at I o r  M .  
The iM position is open to most of Group (b) and to now, nowadays, and then 
in Group (a). 

Note [a] Earlier (on) and later (on) are synonymous with bejore (thot), bejoreltank and ajier (tlrat), 
a&-rwards respectively : 

He remembered the many insults that he had earlier experienced. 
He handed in his resignation, and later (on) regretted his hasty action. 

They are not the comparatives of early and late respectively and we cannot substitute (more) 
early and (more) late for them: 

*He remembered the many insults that he had (more) early experienced. 
*He handed in his resignation and (more) late regretted his hasty action. 

The true comparatives of early and late (but only with -er forms) are exem~lified in: 

We are eating today. Today we'll be leaving home (22;r, 
[b] Presently is synonymous with soon, in a short time where there is a modal auxiliary or (for 
some) when the verb is in the past: 

They { will presently call on him. [ = 'in a short time from nolv'] 
presently called on him. [= 'in a short time from then'] 

Some find the latter use of presentlj~ unacceptable. On the other hand, when the verb is in the 
present, it is synonymous withafprese~rt and occurs especially in AmE: 

They { areprese(tt1y in London. 
arepresefrtly calling on him. 

[C] After, before, and since are prepositions (cf9.38) and conjunctions (cf14.12) as well as 
adverbs. When used as adverbs, they could be regarded as prepositions in abbreviated 
prepositional phrases, though aper as an adverb is not as common as its synonym ajicnvards, 
which cannot function as a preposition: 

A preliminary investigation seemed to indicate. . ., but a fuller investigation has since (that 
time) proved . . . 

He has been unhappy for a long time, but I've never seen him so unhappy befire (tlris time). 
The meeting is at six. I'm leaving now, but I'll see you ajier (the nieeti~rg)/aJier~vards. 

[d] Some adjunctsseem to be a blend of time position with manner. reason, or space (cf 8.81): 
He told them secretly of his intention to resign. ['in a covert manner'. 'when they were by 

themselves'] 
They criticized himpublicly. ['in a public place', 'when they were in public'] 

(In 'Mary hid it secretly' the adverb may connote both 'in a secret manner' and 'in a secret 
place'). 

They visited himon their way torhecountr).. ['where they weregoing', 'nn>lren they weregoing'] 

As soon as the light went ojJ, lrtd d,l.taoojj; ] he sounded the alarm. ['Because . . he immediately. . .'I 
[e] For the use of many Group (b) adjuncts for time relationship, c/' 8.72; on their correlative 
use as conjuncts, c/' 8.145. 
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[l] Time position in the future can be expressed as in [3] by prepositional phrases introduced by 
for, or as in [4] by clauses or prepositional phrases introduced by rmril or till (cf 8.58); for 
example: 

We have invited herfor8p.1ri. [31 
rmtil8p.nl. 

She leave {till her brotUei gets there] 141 

8.56 Time-position adjuncts can be in a hierarchical relationship: 

They were here late [A,] last night [A,]. 
I'll see you at nine [A,]  on Monday [A,]. 
I spoke to her earlier [A,] today [A,]. 
We'll meet tonight [A,] after theshow [A,]. 

The order of the adjuncts at E depends in part on information focus 
(cf 18.9ff), but the tendency is for the superordinate adjunct (the one 
denoting the more extended period) to come last. However, as in the last 
example above, the order may be reversed if the other adjunct is longer, 
nonetheless preserving the essential partitive relation between the two. 
Compare also: 

I was in New York last year [A,] before thexrst snow fell[A,]. 
They became drunk today [A,] within a very short time [A,]. 

So far, however, we have looked at hierarchically related adjuncts which are 
both predication adjuncts. If the superordinate item is a sentence adjunct, it 
can appear in I, and the relation is no longer so essentially partitive; as can 
be seen from the parenthesized additions in the following: 

Last night they were here late (again). 
On Monday I'll see you at nine (as usual). 

Adjuncts of span and duration 
8.57 In contrast to the adjuncts which relate to time conceived as a fixed point or 

static span, there are three types of adjunct which relate to time as a linear 
dimension (cf 4.2ff, 4.23). Two of these have an orientation to the speaker's 
'now' (that is, the time of primary concern to the speakerlwriter within a 
given context), the one referring to a span in the past, the other to one in the 
future : 

'NOW' 

. . . . . . V . . . . . . -- 
PAST FUTURE 

Fig 8.57 

Thirdly, there are the adjuncts of more general temporal measure, requiring 
no orientation to a particular 'now'. In view of the similarity of purpose, it is 
not surprising that some of the same forms serve for all three types of adjunct. 

Forward span 
8.58 The key items in realizing adjuncts of forward span are until and till 

introducing either clauses or prepositional phrases. In the Survey of English 
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all (next) week. 

(part of) next year. 

Consider, finally, the following dispositions of forward-span reference, 
taking the 'now' of speaker's concern as 6 o'clock: 

another half hour. I'm not ready yet; the work will take me till 6.30. 

I think I'll be ready by 6.30. 
I won't keep you waiting beyond 6.30. 

Note [a] Forward-span adjuncts can be evoked by means of questions with Utrtil 'vhetl . . ., Till tvllen 
. . . ., How long. . . (fir). Postposition of till is awkward and of rintil almost unacceptable: 

?When are you working rill? ?* W11et1 are you working titlfil? 
[b] Noun phrases can be ambiguous between time position and forward span: 

He'll be staying here tlesr nrotlrh. [EITHER 'he will arrive tresr nlotlth and stay for an 
unspecified t ime 'o~ 'he  will be staying herejor the wholeofnext month'] 

That is, the adjunct could be forward span but would normally be interpreted as time position. 
On the other hand, the prepositional-phrase variant can refer only to forward span: 

He'll be staying here for the t~est n~otrrlr. 
But phrases with duringare ambiguous within the forward span itself: 

He'll be staying here duritrg rlre ne.xt t~rotlth. 
The adjunct here could either mean 'for some period falling within the month'or 'for the whole 
of the month: 
[c] For forward span, there are nonhnite -edclauses with urrfil and rill, but not -ing clauses: 

I shall stay here untilorderedton~oce. ?l shall stay here trtrtilgettit~gfurfhcr it~.srrrrctiotrs. 
Cfalso the idioms until furthertloticc[= 'until you hear further'], wherertoticecannot be replaced 
by (for example) it&rmotion; and h firire [(BrE) 'from now onwards'], as opposed to in the 
future which as well as being available for span [=  'in future'] is more usually used for time 
position ['at some iime in the future']. 

Backward span 
8.60 The key item in realizing adjuncts of backward span is since introducing 

either a prepositional phrase or a clause, or used alone as an adverbial (by 
ellipsis) : 

She has not!lived in America sir~ce h2r graduationfiom high school. 
She has been trying to make a living as a writer since herjrst novel was 

published. 
I spent some time in the National Gallery last year but I haven't been 

there since. 

In the Survey of English Usage corpus, instances as conjunction (excluding 
causal use) and as preposition are roughly equal in number, but adverbial use 
accounts for only about 15 per cent of occurrences. 

Backward span is elicited by such questions as How long have you . . ., How 
long is it since you. . ., When . . .., or Since when. . . (not *When . . . since: cf 
8.59 Note [a]). For example: 

A:{ When did you start giving the orders? 
Since when have you been giving the orders? 

B : Since I was madeforeman. 
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Regularly with perfective aspect in the clause of which the since-element is 
A, the span indicated by the adjunct reaches up to the 'now' of primary 
concern to the speaker (which may of course be 'then' if it is a past time that 
is of primary concern): 

He has worked in the same office since (he came here) in 1980. 

'1980' 'NOW' 
- -5'- - - - - - - - - -v- - 

'worked' 
Fig 8.60a 

When I came to know him in 1982, he had worked in the same office 
since 1980. 

1980 'now' = 'THEN' (1982) 'actual NOW' 

V V n 
I 

Fig 8.60b 

Thespeaker can show that he thinks the span is long by using the intensifier 
ever: 'worked there ever since 1980', '. . . ever since he came here'. 

Both since- and for-adjuncts specify a span of time, but since marks in 
addition the starting point. If the clause with a for-adjunct has its verb in the 
perfective, the span extends to the 'now', and the hearer is able to count back 
and calculate the initial point in the span: 

He has worked in the same office for two years. 

~ u t ,  unlike adjuncts with since (cf 8.61), for-adjuncts do not require the 
perfective in the clause in which they function as A, and the time span may 
therefore be 'unlocated' in the past, the hearer knowing only that the span 
does not extend to 'now': 

Mary was writing that play for three years. 

I 
1 '3 years' 'NOW' 
I l 

+'writing3--+< ? 

Fig 8.60~ 

Such backward-span adjuncts can be expressed without for if they are placed 
not at  E but at eM and if the verb has progressive form: 

Mary was three years writing that play. 
Mary has been three years writing that play. 

*He has two years worked in the same office. 

Note [a] Noun phrases of the form thisllhese + lost/past + N can express backward span: 
A: How long have you worked here? 
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This past year. 

Tlris/Tlresepas~ three years 
Without past or last such quantified noun phrases are somewhat archaic: 

H e  has worked on the play th~ve tnfoyears. 
[b] A noun phrase that would indicate time position with past or perfective will indicate 
backward span with the progressive (cJ'4.25fl): 

I visited my mother this morning. [position] 
I have visited my mother this ~~rornBg. [position] 
I have been visiting my mother this morni~rg. [span] 

8.61 The time span indicated by during-, since- and while-adjuncts may correspond 
either to a continuous state or activity, as in: 

He has been sleeping-since two o'clock. 

or to a period within which one or more discrete actions took place, as in: 

She has got married since you saw her in June. 

'June' ' 'NOW' 

V V 
I I 
I V I 

'married' 
Fig 8.61b 

Within the adjbnct too it is possible to be specifying a continuous activity 
through the time span, as in: 

Since they have lived in London, they have been increasingly 
happy. [='during that time'] [l] 

Alternatively, y e  may refer to a period dating from a discrete event, as in: 

Since they went to live in London, they have been increasingly 
happy. [='from that point in time'] [21 

There is thus a contrast between [ I ]  and [3]: 

Since they lived in London, they have been increasingly happy. [31 
I 
I 

This is because, while the span involved is the same, [l]  defines their living 
l in London as coterrninous with that span (ie as still being true 'now', which 

is as far as the speaker can commit himself), but [3] makes no claim on how 
long they lived in London beyond the entailment that they no longer live 
there 'now': 
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'started living in London' 'NOW' - 
On the other hand, if the verb in the since clause is not one of continuous 
activity (like live), a nonperfective carries no such entailment as [3]. Consider 
the following set: 

since he has been in the army. [4] 
He's been getting bad since he joined the army. [51 

since he was in the army. l61 

In [4] he must still be in the army 'now'; in [6] he cannot be still in the army; 
in [5] he may or may not be still in the army. 

Note [a] Adjuncts with since are to be viewed as prepositional phrases with nonfinite -ing clauses as 
complement (cf8.59 Note [c], 14.20): 

I since having been in the arnry. L44 
He's been getting bad headaches since joining the army. [sal 

silrce being in the army. [6al 

In [4a], an unusual form, it would be implied that he was no longer in the army: contrast [4]. In 
[5a]:i?,yould be implied that he was still in the army: contrast [5]. In [6al, he might or might not 
be still in the army: contrast [6]. It should be noted that (despite its form) having been in [4al is 
not an expression of aspect but of tense, -ing + -ed being the only means of expressing past with 
nonfinites (cf 4.55.4.66). We therefore expect the since-clause in [4a] to mean 'Since he was in 
the army'. With nonfinite -edclauses, the rare instances of since-adverbials would be causal, not 
temporal : 'I will not, since so bitterly criticized. continue in office any longer' (cf8.124). Note that 
in 'The minister, since returned, has refused to comment', since is an adverb used here as a time 
adjunct in the nonfinite clause: 'who has returned since', ie'subsequently'. 
[b] Apparent exceptions to the requirement of a perfective verb occur when a phrase or clause 
introduced by sincecorrelates with a superlative or ordinal: . 

Yesterday was the hottest day since I came to live here. 
Joan came to work in her car last week for (only) the second time since October. 

Such since-constructions are best regarded as postmodifications in noun-phrase structure and 
not as adjuncts. More substantial exceptions occur in AmE, especially where the clause in which 
the since-adjunct operates refers to the present; and increasingly, these exceptions apply to BrE 
as well (c/ 14.26): 

It is ages since she was (last) here. [NB '. . . since she's been here', '. . . *since she's been last 
here'l .... . , 

It is a long time since I saw him. 
Since the accident she walks with a limp. 

{she can no longer be left alone. 
I'm doing well since I bought those oil shares. 
Things are much worse since you left. 
Since I came to college, I realize how little I knew. 

But in AmE we also have: 
Since I last saw you, my mother died. 
Since when did you own a word processor? 
I was here since before 8 a.m. 

[c] Indefinite or long backward span can be expressed by for ages or (esp AmE) in ages: 

She hasn't been here ages. i. l 
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8.62 Other adverbials for indicating backward span include up to (date or time), I 

till/until (date or time), so far, subsequentl.v, recentljr, lately, in all (N's) l fe,  
from, correlativelyfiom (time). . . ro (time), bejore. For example: 

up to 1979. I worked in America 
till/un/il1979. 

She has not finished her novel so far. 
W e  moved to Chicago in 1980 and have lived there subseauentlv. 

recent1.v. I have not been sleeping well 
lately. 

He hadn't seen such a disaster in all his life. 
He taught at Yalefiom 1975. 

[contrast 'He has taught. . . since. . .'] 
June to September. They were on vacation 
June through September. [ (AmE)  cf 8.591 

I have never written a play before. 

Adverbs such as subsequently, recently, lately would o f  course refer to time 
position i f  the V-element were not marked for perfective aspect. The same is 
true for before, though informally (and especially in AmE) this item can 
express backward span with the simple past in nonassertive clauses: 

She never kissed a man before. Did you (ever) see her before? 

In nonassertive clauses also, we have (for) long expressing backward span: 

How long did you work there? They didn't wait (for) long. 

Cf also forward span: 

These shoes probably won't last {zLng, 
Duration I 

8.63 Just as several o f  the items discussed in 8.58flcan be used for both forward 
and backward span, so several o f  them can also be used to express measures 
o f  time that are not specifically confined to future or past. For example: 

She writes for an hour every day. 
It takes me only ten minutes to clean my car. 
They spend ages just sitting in the garden. 
Toshiko works far into the night at her thesis. 
I have some time o f f  during the week. 

Certain adverbs are used for general measures o f  time: for example, always, 
briefly, indefinitely, momentarily ['for a moment'], permanently, temporarily. 
When used with the present perfective, the otherwise time-position adverbs 
lately and recently are used for duration: 

His visits used to be rare, but {recently} lately he has been here quite a lot. 

Time-duration adjuncts are sometimes elicited by questions with How 

long . . . and are normally placed at E or iE. Single-word adverb realizations, 
however, would be unusual at E and are commonly at M :  

She is temporarily working in a different building. 

Note [a]  With some verbs, noun phrases ds expressions o f  time duration can be treated as d~rect 
objects ( c .  8 39 Note). For example: 

The {;::1(UP)} a11 I I O I I ~  on mere prel~minaries. 

An hour was {;k ("P'] i n  mere preliminaries. 

[b] In expressions o f  duration, the intensified prepositional sequences all drougl~, U N  round (but 
not the synonymous right tkrouglr, riglit rou1rd)can be discontinuous: 

He now sleeps aNnig11r tlrroiiglr. [='right through the night'] 
She works there ollyear rourzd. [='right round the year'] 

Cf also 011 (day etc) long; in BrE, the may precede the time noun: 011 the day long, all the night 
through, etc. 
[c] Uninflected and unmodified 1o11g is normally a nonassertive form and positioned at E;  this 
applies also to'uery long. Thus: 

?The monsoon lasts long. [cf The monsoon 1asts.a long tinle] 
The monsoon doesn't last long. 
Does the monsoon last long? 

?The journey took wry long. [cf The journey took a very long tinie] 
When inflected or modified other than by very, the item long can be either nonassertive or 
assertive and is also positioned at E:  

The monswn lasts {:=g. 

The journey took long enoughfor everyone togef to kirow each other. 
Uninflected long can be an assertive form when it cooccurs with the perfective and is then 
usually positioned at M. The verbs involved seem to be mainly verbs o f  belief or assumption, 
attitudinal verbs, and some verbs o f  speaking: 

I have long thought o f  retiring at the age o f  55. He has long admired my style o f  writing. 
The merits o f  the scheme will be long discussed. 

Long behaves like mucl1 and far in many respects (cf8.104-7). 

Time-frequency adjuncts 
8.64 Frequency can sometimes be conceived in absolute terms without concern 

for the period o f  time over which the recurrence in question took place. For 
example : 

A :  How many times did you ring the bell? B :  Twice. 

More usually, however, we are concerned with frequency with respect to a 
specified or implied span o f  time. In other words, a frequency that responds 
to 'How often?'. Thus: 

A :  How often do you wash your car? 
B: Pretty rarely/Infrequently/Not very often. 

Monthly/ Weekly. 
Once a week. 
Every Sunday. 
From time to time. 
As ojien as I can. 
Whenever it gets very dirty. 

O f  course, even questions o f  the form 'How many times?' would not usually 
be satisfactorily answered with a simple numerical value that took no account 
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of 'the rate of occurrences per unit of time'. That is, a question such as: 

How many times have you had a driving accident? 

is likely to be answered with reference to a period: 

driving experience. 

That is, the respondent would reasonably conclude that the questioner was 
less interested in the absolute total than in that total related to the time span 
within which accidents could have occurred. Indeed the questioner might 
have framed his question as: 

How ofien { ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ }  driving accidents? 

Again, we may be concerned not with numerical indications of frequency 
but with more general or impressionistic frequency, as in [11] below. Here, 
the type of recurrence in which we are interested depends both on the 
semantics of the verb and also on its aspect. Compare: 

She usually smiles. [recurrent activity; eg 'When she sees me.  . .'] 
She is usually smiling. [continuous activity; eg 'Whenever one sees 

her . . .'] 
Apart from nonnumerical expressions of frequency (such as whenever- 

clauses) and some prepositional phrase patterns, time adjuncts of frequency 
are mostly realized by noun phrases or by adverbs. We can look in more 
detail at  realizations in considering the semantic subclasses of frequency 
adjuncts. Thtre are two major subclasses: 

(I)  those naming explicitly the times by which the frequency is 
measured : DEFINITE FREQUENCY; 

(11) those not doing SO: INDEFINITE FREQUENCY. 

Each of these~subclasses can in turn be subdivided: 
I 

(I)  DEFINITE FREQUENCY 

(A) PERIOD FREQUENCY 
hourly, daily, nightly, weekly, fortnightly (esp BrE), monthly, quarterly, 
annually, yeayly, biannually ['twice a year'], biennially ['every two years'], semi- 
annually, twice a weeklmonth, etc, (n) times a weeklmonth, etc, every (n) 
week(s)/month(s), etc, every other weeklmonth, etc ['on alternative weeks/ 
months, etc'] 
For example: 

Committee meetings take place weekly. [=once a week] 
I shall be in my office every other day. [=on alternate days] 
Each summer I spend my vacation in Bermuda. 
Take three pills twice a DAY. 

Phrases of the form per n are occasionally used with reference to periodic 
money payments: 

If so desired, rent can be paid per week instead of per month. 

(B) OCCASION FREQUENCY 
once ['one time only'], twice; thrice (archaic); otherwise noun phrases or 
prepositional phrases, eg: a time or two, three times, onjve occasions 
For example: 

Veronica has been to Singapore (only) ONCE. 
Bob phoned twice today. 
I visit England three rimesa year. 
I perform operations three days each week. 
On (the) average, I see them once every three weeks. 

L il 8.65 (11) INDEFINITE FREQUENCY 

(C) USUAL OCCURRENCE 
commonly, customarily, generally, habitually, invariably, normally, ordinarily, 
usually 

For example : 
He generally leaves home at seven. 
Does Jenny usually stay up so late? 
We normally go to bed before midnight. 
As a rule it's very quiet here during the day. 
For the mostpart, we play tennis on Sunday morning. 

' . (D) CONTINUOUS/CONT~NUAL/UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY 
always, constantly, continually, continuously, incessantly, permanently, perpetu- 
ally 
For example: 

Does she always dress well? 
He is continually complaining about the noise. 
He incessantly asks for more money. 
They are perpetually in debt. 

(E) HIGH FREQUENCY 
frequently, ofen; regularly, repeatedly 

For example : 
I have often told them to relax more. 
They regularly take their dog for a walk in the evening. 
Have you been drunk many times? 
He leaves the door unlocked time afier time. 
They explained again and again that they couldn't help it, but she 

didn't believe them. 

(F) LOW FREQUENCY 
infrequently, irregularly, (very) little, occasionally, periodically ['from time to 
time'], rarely, seldom, never 

For example: 
We are occasionally invited to their house for a party. 
We (very) seldom see our elder son these days. 

l I have driven afew times. 
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She visits us once in a while. 
You should phone them now and again. ['occasionally'] 
Do  you visit your parentsfio'rom time to time? ['occasionally'] 

on and off'. ['occasionally' (informal)] 

I have been in his office on several occasions. 

Most time frequency adjuncts are normally positioned at E. However, 
those realized by adverbs and referring to indefinite frequency (Groups (C- 
F)) are normally positioned at M, while those realized by prepositional 
phrases and denoting usual occurrence (Group (C)) are normally positioned 
at  I: 

Mary has sometimes/ofen acted in Shakespeare plays. 
On most days, I begin work at 8 a.m. 

Adjuncts in some groups (especially in (C), (E), and (F)) can be inside or 
outside the scope of negation, and this coincides with their potentiality to 
appear at  iM. Compare: 

}be given homework. The students should occasidnally [l]  
. "' 

normally. 
The students should be given homework L21 

}should not be given homework. 
The students occasiona~y [lal 

Normally; l the students should not be given homework. 
Occasionally, Pal 

Note The adverb once, especially at M, also functions as a time position adjunct, 'at one time, on one 
occasion, at some timeor otherq(but at once means?mmediately7). Informally the corresponding 
noun phrase is lik&ise used for time position ('He came to see me one time and complained 
about his job'), as also when modified by more: 

one more rime 
If U S 1. Ih leaving. 

8.66 Adjuncts of dkfinite frequency in Group (A) denote the period of time by 
which the frequency is measured and are normally sentence adjuncts. Those 
in (B) express the measurement in number of times (cf 5.18) and are normally 
predication adjuncts. Items from each group can cooccur, normally with the 
item from (B) coming first : 

You should take the medicine twice (B) daily (A). [='twice a day'] 

Those in (A) can also cooccur with each other in a hierarchical relationship: 

hourly (A) each day (A). 
each hour (A) daily (A). 
daily (A) every couple of hours (A). 
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The order of the adjuncts in E depends in part on information focus or end- 
weight (cf 18.9ff'), but only the one denoting the longer period can occur in I 
(cf 8.45,8.56): 

[E?] she felt his pulse each hour. 
[hOurly~ l 

] she felt his pulse Each hour 

Cooccurrence of the adverb forms, however, is odd for stylistic reasons even 
if the one denoting the longer period is in I: 

?*She felt his pulse hourly daily. 
?Daily she felt his pulse hourly. 

Those in (B) can likewise cooccur with each other in a hierarchical 
relationship, where the subordinate adjunct denotes the number of times for 
each of the times denoted by the superordinate adjunct, which assumes 
sentence-adjunct function. The verb must be one referring to a momentary 
event (cf 4.33,4.35), such as beat 'to overcome (someone) in a contest'. 

I beat him twice on two occasions. ['I won two contests on each of two 
occasions'] 

As in this example, the superordinate adjunct tends to follow the subordinate 
adjunct, but it can be in Zposition: 

On two occasions I beat him twice. 
?Twice I beat him on two occasions. 

While the adverb and the noun phrases X times are ambiguous between 
su~erordinate and subordinate function in such a hierarchy, the prepositional 
phrases on X occasions are unambiguously superordinate. Adjuncts in (B) can 
often be the response to the question How many times? The question is used 
to elicit the adjinct when only one item from (B) is involved, but it can also 
elicit the subordinate or superordinate adjunct when two items from (B) are 
involved : 

A: How many times did you beat him? 
B: Twice. 

A: How many times did you beat him on the two occasions? 
B : Twice. 

A : How many times did you beat him twice? 

B : {:;c occasions. 

Adjuncts of definite frequency can also cooccur with items from each of the 
subclasses of adjuncts of indefinite frequency: 

normally (C) I 
You should { take the medicine twice (B) } daily (A). 

( (o i ly )  occasionally ( F )  ) 
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Note In the hierarchical relationship, repetition of the same adverb is avoided for stylistic reasons (d 
8.149): 

?I beat him at chess twice twice. [ie there were two games on each of two occasions] 
?Twice l heat him at chess fszice. 

8.67 Adjuncts of indefinite frequency in Group (C) denote usual occurrence. They 
differ from those of (especially) Group (D) in that they can precede the 
clausal negative, in which case they express that it is normal for something 
not t o  occur : 

Generally, 
Normally, he doesn't take medicine. 
usually, 1 

They differ from those in (E) and (F) that can precede negation in that it is a 
contradiction to assert both that it is usual for something to occur and also 
that i t  is usual for it not to occur: 

*Generally, generally, 
he doesn't take medicine, but normally, he does (take 

*Usually, [usually, ] medicine). 

On the other hand, those in (E) and (F) that precede negation express a high 
or low frequency. Here, we encounter a phenomenon that parallels multal 
and paucal items in noun-phrase quantifiers: 'Many arrows have hit the 
target but many have not' (cf 6.53, 8.71). Thus, it is not contradictory to 
assert that it is frequent (or infrequent) for something to occur and at  the 
same time that it is frequent (or infrequent) for it not to occur: 

I ]he doesn't take medicine, but [often ] he does (take 
Occasionally occasionally medicine). 

We can see from this example that often does not necessarily imply the 
majority of times, and the same is true for frequently. However, those in (C), 
like generally, go imply the majority of times. Items in (C) not entailing 
exhaustiveness / can obviously (unlike\' invariably, habitually) allow for 
exceptions. We can therefore say, for example: 

Generally, 1 he doesn't take medicine, but sometimes he does (take 
Normally' . medicine). 
Usually, , 

I 
Note [a] Invariably (comkonly used in the sense 'usually') and habitually are the only ones in Group 

(C) that deny the possibility of exceptions: 
'Invariably, he doesn't take medicine, but sometinres he does (take medicine). 

[b] Generally speaking and (occasionally) normally speaking are used as frequency disjuncts 
corresponding to the adjuncts generally and normafly respectively (cf 8.125 Note [a]). 
[cl The commonek frequency adverbials are in some ways more like time subjuncts (cf 8.98) 
than adjuncts: 

She usually saw her patients in the mornings. 
'It was usualy that she saw her patients ill the mornings. 
It was usuaNy in the mornings that she saw her patients. 

Compare : 
She used to see her patients in tire mornings. 
It was in themornings that she used to see her patients. 
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8.68 Frequency adjuncts like usually in (C) as well as often and frequently in (E) 
can be the focus of negation: 

~REfquently 

But for those in (C), apart from 'exhaustive' items like invariably, there is as 
a general rule no logical difference resulting from whether the adjunct is 
within the scope of negation or not (cf 10.64ff). Somebody agreeing with a 
previous speaker could remove a frequency adjunct of (C) from the scope of 
negation : 

A: He doesn't irsually speak from notes. 
B : That's true. He usually d ~ s n ' t  (speak from notes). 

To take the paraphrases of usually, there is no logical difference between the 
two sentences: 

It's usual for him not to speak from notes. 
It's not usual for him to speak from notes. 

On the other hand, there is a logical difference between positioning often or 
frequently within the scope of negation and positioning them outside it. 
Where, as we saw in 8.67, we can s a y  . 

Often he doesn't take medicine, but often he does. 

we cannot say: . . 

*He doesn't d ~ t e n  take medicine, but often he does (take medicine). 

This is because, when often or frequently come within the scope of negation, 
we deny the frequency, and we obviously cannot then assert it. 

If frequency adjuncts in (C) cooccur with duration adjuncts (cf 8.63), there 
can be a difference according to whether one of the adjuncts is or is not to be 
understood as within the scope of negation: 

dsually he doesn't sleep for two days at a time. 
['The usual thing is for him to go without sleep for two days at a time' 
or 'It is not usual for him to go to sleep for two days at  a time'] 

He doesn't dsually sleep for two days at a time. 
['It's rare for him to sleep for as long as two days at a time' or 'For 
two days at a time it is quite usual for him to go without sleep'] 

The same distinction applies for often and frequently. 
Most frequency adjuncts can be the focus of a cleft sentence, particularly 

if they are modified or are in a negative or interrogative focal clause: 

(?)It's very frequently that he loses money. 
It's not often that I have a chance to speak to him. 
Is it often that she drives alone? 

For some speakers, the same is possible when the that-clause is negative: 

It's aN too frequently that people don't offer to help. 
Is it very often that she doesn't speak to him? 
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It isn't very ofien that she doesn't speak to him. 
It's not ojien that he doesn't help. 

Rarely and seldom of Group (F) can sometimes be the focus of a cleft 
sentence, even unmodified, denoting negative frequency ('not often'): 

that he loses any money. 
that people don't offer to help. 

8.69 Indefinite-frequency adjuncts can cooccur in a hierarchical relationship (cf 
8.45,8.56,8.66): 

Normally (C), committee meetings are held infequently (F). 
Usually (C), he constantly (D) complains of headaches when he is 

assigned a responsible task. 
They seldom (F) put on plays again and again (E). 
I have often (E) telephoned him a few times (F) on the same day. 

Some adjuncts even in the same group can cooccur where the verb is 
momentary (cf 4.33, 4.35) and we are thus able to distinguish between 
'repeated action' and 'number of occasions' (cf 8.64): 

They have often (E) pressed his bell repeatedly (E) without getting an 
answer. 

Contrast: , 

?They have:ojien (E) beaten himfiequently (E). 

Nonassertive eier ['at any time'] is sometimes used to intensify the negative 
forms rarely, seldomin (F), and it is especially common with the corresponding 
subjuncts (cf 8.98), though its use with never is considered nonstandard by 
some speakers : 

(?)I seldom eve; play squash now. , 
(Contrast the fully acceptable 'seldom if ever', which is not an intensified 
seldom but offers an  alternative to it). 

(?)I never ever go there. 

1 
Note Compare the followiqg: 

He {zY"J collects the groceries on Tuesday. 

We could mean either that he collects (or never collects) them on Tuesday, or that whenever he 
collects them it is always (or never) on Tuesday. 

8.70 Whereas frequency adjuncts in (C), such as usually, can precede negation (cf 
8.67), those in (D) normally cannot: 

constantly doesn't pay his debts on time. 

continually *He {incessanlv] didn't drink whisky. 
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Instead we use never, not . . . ever, or not . . . at all: 

He { ~ n ~ ~ ~  pay 1 his debts on time. 

He didn't drink whisky at  all. 

Note, however, in ironic 'second instance' use : 

A: Sorry; I haven't enough money. 

B : You  ally} haven't enough money. 

Adjuncts in (E), such as frequently and repeatedly, denote a high frequency 
and those in (F), such as occasionally and never, denote a low or zero 
frequency. 

When the negative forms in (F), rarely and seldom, are in I position, they 
cause subject-operator inversion (cf 18.24), such usage being literary or  
oratorical in tone: 

Seldom had I seen such confusion. 

Note [a] The following items in (E) and (F) do not normally precede negation: (E) regularl~. (cf'He 
regularly doesn't agree' beside the more usual 'He regularly disagrees'); (F) infrequently, 
irregularl~, and other negative forms, includingseldon~ and rarely. 
[b] Reg~rlarly can denote high frequency as well as 'at regular intervals'. 

Time-frequency adjuncts and quantifiers 
8.71 If the subject is generic (cf 5.26fj), many adjuncts of indefinite frequency, 

particularly when positioned at I or M, are equivalent to quantitative 
determiners (cf 5.14,s. 16) or pronouns (cf 6.45ff) in the noun phrase realizing 
the subject. For example, in: 

Students play squash often. ['on many occasions'] 

often is included in the predication and refers to the frequency of the games 
of squash. However, the effect of either of the versions with sentence 
adjuncts : 

OSen students play squash. ['it often happens that. . .'l Students often 1 
is very similar to: 

Many students play squash. 

Other examples where there is often loose equivalence: 

Good novels are always worth buying. 
-AN good novels are worth buying. 

Policemen are usually unarmed in Britain. 
-Most policemen are unarmed in Britain. 

Universities often have linguistics departments. - Many universities have linguistics departments. 
A dog is sometimes a dangerous animal. 

-Some dogs are dangerous animals. 
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Students occasionally fail this course. 
-A few students fail this course. 

Englishmen rarely talk to strangers in trains. 
-Few Englishmen talk to strangers in trains. 

almost never 
very seldom get drunk while on duty. 

-Almost no officers get drunk while on duty. 

If the direct object is generic, the adjunct may be roughly equivalent to a 
predeterminer or quantifier in the noun phrase realizing this direct object: 

Our university always welcomes well-motivated students. 
-Our university welcomes all well-motivated students. 

The most highly trained soldiers often guard government buildings. 
-The most highly trained soldiers guard many government 

buildings. 
A good listener seldom makes enemies. 

- A  good listener makes few enemies. 

Note At least twoof the above sentences have alternative interpretations to those given above: 
Policemen are usually unarmed in Britain. 

-It is usual for policemen to be unarmed in Britain, but they are sometimes armed. 
Englishmen rarely talk to strangers in trains. 

-On rare occasions Englishmen talk to strangers in trains. 

~ime-relationstiip adjuncts 
8.72 Time adjuncts fxpressing a relationship between two time positions that are 

both being considered in an utterance are realized by forms that serve more 
than one function. In consequence, most of them have already been 
considered under other headings. There are three chief subclasses: 

Group (a) : 

Many of thbse denote temporal sequence and are also used for time 
position (cf 8.55): 
ajierwards, before, eventually,finally frst, later, next, originally, previously, 
subsequently, then 

For example : 

Did shefirsi see him when he was a child? 
I've been considering what to do since he last discussed his problems 

with me. 
She broke her leg for thefirst time while she was skiing in Switzerland. 
These techniques wereoriginally used in the Second World War. 
It wasn't until the end of the party that I wasfinally introduced to her. 

Group (b): 

Many of these imply something of the concessive relation (cf 8.7): 
(even) by that time, (even) before that time, (even) up to that time 

For example : 

We hadn't eaten (even) by that time. 
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Even now, we don't know where we are going to live. 
I have so far bought two shirts and a pair of shoes. 
They have finished their work by now. 

I Group (c): 

Here the tendency is to compare one time with another: 
again, once more, afresh 

For example : 

I feel better again. 
Millicent is revising her book once more. 
The carpet is still dirty so you'd better scrub it afresh. 

Note Onalready,srill, and the time relationships (notably Groups(b) and (c)) that are chiefly expressed 
by subjuncts, c/ 8.97. 

Relative positions of time adjuncts 
8.73 In the preceding sections we have specified, as the occasion arose, the normal 

l positions of time adjuncts in the various subclasses. We now take a summary 
glance at the relative positions of adjuncts from the three major subclasses 
that can cooccur a\Eposition: time position (cf 8.55), time duration (cf 8.63), 

I and time frequency (cf 8.64). These tend to occur in the order: 

time duration [d] - time frequency [f] - time position [p] 

The following sentences exemplify the normal order (but cf 8.87): 

I was therefor a short while [d] every day or so [f] in January [p]. 
He played for us very frequently [f] last year [p]. 
I'm paying my rent monthly [fl this year [p]. 
Our electricity was cut off briefly [d] today [p]. 
We'll discuss the matter during lunch [d] tomorrow afternoon [p]. 
He'll be staying here for the summer [d] every year [f]. 
He does exercises for several hours [d] every weekend [f]. 

Coordination 
8.74 Time adjuncts in the same subclass can be coordinated: 

TIME POSITION 

today and tomorrow 
now or later 
before or after 
in 1990 and (in) 1991 
when we were there and afterwards 

eg I'll be working today and tomorrow. 

TIME DURATION 

permanently or temporarily 
during the summer and (during the) winter 
for the week or (for the) month 
(for) three weeks or (for) longer 
eg She'll be staying herefor three weeks or longer. 
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Usage corpus of (largely) British English, until occurs twice as often as till, 
and is used approximately equally as conjunction and as preposition, and 
equally too in spoken and written materials. On the other hand, till occurs 
chiefly in spoken texts, and is predominantly a preposition. For example: 

They will live in Chicago until Williamfinishes his thesis. 
She will be working tillnine o'clock. 

Forward-span adjuncts are usually sentential, though they can be predica- 
tional especially in association with verbs which make their use virtually 
obligatory: 

The performance lasted until the actors were exhausted. 
until 2 a.m. 

Phrases and clauses with until/till interact with verb semantics. A positive 
clause requires a verb of durative (ie nonmomentary) meaning and the span 
extends up to the reference of the time adjunct. Thus: 

He waited until I returned. 

L - - - ' w a i t ' - - -  J 

Fig 8.58a 

With negative clauses and a verb of durative meaning, the span will also 
extend from the speaker's 'now', though not of course (by reason of the 
negative) up to the reference of the time adjunct: 

He didn't wait until Ireturned. 

'NOW' 'RETURN' v I V 
I 

. - 'wait' -\J 

Fig 8.58b 1 
On the other hand, with negative clauses and a verb of momentary meaning 
(cf 4.33,4.35) the span denoted by the time adjunct marks the extent of the 
nonoccurrence of the momentary action: 

He didn't arrive until Ireturned. 

'RETURN' 

c - - -'nonarrival'- - - ?r n 
'arrive' 

Fig 8 .58~  

The sentence can thus be referentially equivalent to 'He delayed his arrival 
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until my return', though this of course implies a contingency relation and is 
thus not precisely a rhetorical equivalent. Cf also: 

He did not arrive before I returned. 
He arrived when I returned. 

So also, 'She slept till nitze' implies 'She stopped sleeping at nine', whereas 
'She didn't sleep till nine' implies 'She started sleeping at nine'. 

8.59 Other modes of realizing forward span involve the use of up to, over, for, 
before, by, by the time (that). For example: 

We'll be there up to midday; then we'll be out for lunch. 
Can you stay over the weekend? 
Can you stay for a month? 
I have to leave before midday. 
I have to leave bv middav. 

by the time (that) the clock strikes twelve. 

The phrase in timecan be used both in the sense of 'by the due time' and also 
in the sense of 'eventually': - 

He wants to leave at midday but he doesn't think I shall be ready in 
time. [= 'by,that time'] 

She's promised to finish the painting in time but she can't say when. 
[= 'in the course of time'] 

(Contrast on time, which refers to time position, 'at the time required') 
Prepositional phrases with to function like those with until/till provided 

they are correlated withfrom-phrases (expressed or implied: cf 9.37) marking 
the beginning of the time span: 

to September. 
She will be working from May 

Neither phrase makes clear whether September is within or beyond the span, 
but in AmE we have complete clarification, as in: 

through August. 
She will be working from May 

' [ ie  until the end of the month named] 

where BrE achieves such precision only with more periphrastic expressions 
such as to the beginning of, to the end of: Noncorrelative phrases with through 
occur in both AmE and BrE: 

She will be working through September. [ie 'for the whole month of 
September' or 'from now until the end of September'] 

Noun-phrase realizations of forward-span adjuncts involve quantifiers as in:  

Would you like to stay with us afew days? 
a day or so? 
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TIME FREQUENCY 
once or twice 
often and regularly 
each day and (each) night 
every Tuesday and (every) Thursday 
a few times or many (times) 

eg You should take exercise often and regularly. 

Note Noel and then and no111 and again are common coordinated expressions used for time frequency 
('from time to time', 'occasionally'). Similarly, agaitr arrd again and over arrd over are used to 
denote frequent repetition and notjust one or two repetitions. 

Time adjuncts and time reference 
8.75 Time adjuncts play a part in specifying the time reference of the verb. Thus, 

it is the adjuncts that determine that the time reference in: 

H e  is playing now. 

is present, whereas in: 

H e  is playing tomorrow. 

it is future. Because of their temporal significance, some time adjuncts cannot 
cooccur with particular forms of the verb. Thus, tomorrow does not cooccur 
with the simple past: 

*He played tomorrow. 

and yesterday does not cooccur with the modal auxiliaries (unless they refer 
to past time, ihcluding their occurrence in a dependent clause with back- 
shift; cf 14.31): 

*He {m,} play yesterday. 

By contrast, CS: ) , 
We couldn't leave town yesterday. ['We were not able . . .'] 
H e  may have played yesterday. 
I told him he should play yesterday. 

(Cf 4.1 Iff') : 

Note [a] An apparent exception to the need for harmony between tense and adjunct is with verbs of 
saying, arranging. expecting, or wanting where the object is concerned with a future event (c/ 
8.49,8.76). In such cases, though the expressed verb is in the past (ie the past for the speaker), 
there may be a time adjunct with future reference (though this may already be past for the 
hearer), since the adjunct's reference is the object: 

He called for a meeting next ~ v ~ e k .  ['He called for a meeting to be held next week', where 
nexr week referred to futureat the time when 'He called'] 

She wanted the book tortrorrott7. ['She wanted to have the book tomorrow'] 
They predicted a crisis tresr ntonllr. ['They predicted that there would be a crisis next month'] 

There can also be an adjunct with past reference that relates tothe verb in the past (cj'8.76): 
Asjar hock as Mrrrch, they predicted a crisis br a nrorrtlt's tibre. [ie 'Their prediction of a crisis 

next month was made as far back as March': but here the sentence is equivocal as to 
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whether the crisis was to come a month after the prediction or  a month after the speaker 
of the sentence tells us about it] 

CJ'also 'They predicted a crisis lost nronth', which could mean 'They predicted a crisis in what is 
now "last month".' 
[b] Where an adjunct is functioning within a dependent clause, it need not of course have any 
relation to the tense of the verb in the main clause, though where the dependent clause is 
nonfinite there may appear to be a time-referencecontradiction: 

We arranged (yesterday) to go fortmrros.. 
Withforger, we can have complementation with -ing informally, provided (i) there is a time- - 
position adjunct referring to the past, and (ii) the action of the dependent clause was fulfilled: 

I forgot meeting her it1 1980. [ie ' I  met her, but the meeting subsequently escaped my 
memory'] 

Contrast : 
I forgot to meet her irr 1980. [ie ' I  did not meet her because I forgot that I had arranged 

to do so'] 
Condition (i) may be relaxed if the nonfinite verb phrase is perfective. Thus'l forgot having met 
her'need have no past-time adjunct (cj'16.38fl)). 

Time adjuncts as subject- and object-related 
8.76 Time adjuncts can cooccur with all verbs including BE: 

now. 
It" much warmer { d e n  the winddrops, 

Many of them can also be used as subject-related adjuncts with BE when the 
subject is an eventive noun (cf 10.25): 

TIME POSITION 

The meeting will be tomorrow. [ie 'will take place'] 
Lunch will be in ten minutes. 
I hope coffee is soon. 

TIME DURATION 

I'm afraid the noise will be for the wholesummer. ['it will last for . . .'] 
The show is from nine till twelve. 

TIME FREQUENCY 
Interviews are every hour. 
Guided tours around the museum are twice a day. 
The next appointments will be when the doctor returns from vacation. 

The verb BE in such cases (rather informal) is often equivalent to take place, 
and so: 

The opera will be tonight. 

is interpreted as 'The performance of the opera will take place tonight'. 
The progressive is of course excluded when time adjuncts are used as 

subject-related adjuncts with BE (cf 8.42): 

*Interviews are being every hour. 

Contrast: 

taking place 
Interviews are every hour. being held 

Some adverbials of time cannot be subject-related adjuncts; this applies, for 
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example, to frequency adjuncts in (C), eg: as a rule, and in (D), eg: always (cf 
8.64f ). 

W e  saw that with certain verbs the reference of the space adjunct may be 
to the place of the object rather than to that of the subject (cf 8.49). Similarly, 
the reference of the time adjunct may also be concerned with the object. We 
can sometimes express the relationship by a sentence in which the object of 
the original sentence is subject and the time adjunct is subject-related with 
BE. The  effect is that of the predication with complex-transitive verbs (cf 
16.43fl). There are two types of such references to the object: 

(i) Where the verbs denote the placing or movement of the object, and a 
cooccurring space adjunct indicates the relevant resulting place, a time 
adjunct denotes duration; for example: 

They threw him in prisonfir life. [['He will be in prison for life'] 
He's moving the family into a hotel temporarily. ['The family will be in 

a hotel temporarily'] 
We're sending her to London for the summer. ['She will be in London 

for the summer'] 
They left the car in the street for an hour. ['The car was in the street for 

an hour'] . .  . 

(ii) Where the verbs refer to saying, arranging, expecting, or wanting and 
the object has, future reference, the time adjunct denotes time position, time 
duration, or t i ye  frequency; for example: 

TIME POSITION 
H e  expected the guests next week. ['that the guests would be here next 

week'] 
They arranged the meeting for later today. ['that the meeting would be 

held later today'] 
He set the alarm for seven o'clock. ['so that the alarm would go off at 

seven o'clock'] \ 

TIME DURATION 
H e  predicts a state of tensionfor a long time. ['that there will be a state 

of tension for a long time'] 
They offe ed us the house for the summer. ['(their offer was) that we 

could u!e the house for the summer', 'the offer of the house was for 
the summer'] 

TIME FREQUENCY 
They promised her a party every Saturday night. ['that she would have a 

party every Saturday night'] 
I suggest an informal discussion occasionally. ['that there should be an 

informal discussion occasionally'] 

Note Where the time adjunct can also refer to the action of the verb, there may be ambiguity. For 
example, the sentence: 

They promised her a party euery Saturday night. 
can also mean that the promise was made every Saturday night. If the adjunct is moved from E 
position, interpretation of it as such a sentence adjunct would be the natural one: 

Every Saturday night they promised her a party. 
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Syntactic features of time adjuncts 
8.77 Most time adjuncts have syntacticcharacteristics that aregeneral to adjuncts. 

However, time-frequency adjuncts in 8.65 (C), eg: usually, as a rule, allow 
only the following: they can be the focus of a question, they can be the focus 
of negation, and they can come within the scope of predication pro-forms or 
predication ellipsis. 

Most time adverbs cannot be premodified by very or take analogous 
modification (such as so. : ., however. . ., more. . . than). Time adjuncts 
allowing such modifications are; 

TIME POSITION: early, late, recently 
TIME DURATION: long, briejly, recently 
TIME FREQUENCY: commonly (C), constantly (D), incessantly (D), ofren, 

frequently (E); several in Group (F): infrequently, irregularly, little, 
occasionally, rarely, seldom 

Some adverbs that cannot be premodified by very can be premodified by 
other intensifiers; for example: 

(very) much later ['afterwards'] } {before 
, a((very) long) while earlier ['before'] a lot {informal) 

terwards'] 

a lot {informal) 

Others in the same semantic group do not easily allow at least some of these 
intensifiers: 

*(very) much *(very) much 
*somewhat 

?a lot ?*a lot 1 subsequently 

?a little ) ?*a little 

usually [but fully acceptable: very unusually] (?)quite 

But cf time subjuncts, 8.97f. 

Note [a] With respect to ability to be focused by a cleft sentence, by only, or by also, some general 
statements can be made for frequency adjuncts in 8.65 (D), eg: constantly, (E), eg: o/ren, and ( F ) ,  
eg: occasionally. None of the three groups allow focusing by also. (D) and (E) cannot be focused 
by only, and (D) cannot be focused by a cleft sentence. There are also individual differences 
within the groups and acceptability in a cleft sentence is often improved if the item is modified 
or the focal clause is interrogative or negative. 
[b] Again, last, and instantly cannot be the focus of only or of a clefl sentence, and except again, 
none of them can be the focus of also. 
[c] Naturally, time adjuncts with past reference cannot cooccur with imperatives. I t  is less 
obvious that time frequency adjuncts in subclass (C) (cf8.65) do not idiomatically cooccur with 
imperatives, especially at E; they are more acceptable at I. For example: 

?Stay in this hotel usually, when you're in London! 
Normally cut the grass every week, please. 

Moreover, although imperatives cooccur with adjuncts meaning 'now, immediately', near 
paraphrases implying a longer extent of present time seem odd with imperatives, unless these 
are negative: 

Buy new clothes immediately. ?Buy new clothes at thepresent time. 
{ltTmoment. 

[but fully acceptable: 'Don't buy new clothes at theprese~tr ~ i ~ ~ t e ' ]  
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Process adjuncts 

Realization 
All four semantic types of process adjunct (cf 8.5) can be realized by 
prepositional phrases: 

She uttered the words with cold deliberation. [manner] 
She spokefrom notes. [means] 
The speech was made audible with an amplifying system. [instrument] 
It was heard by millions. [agentive] 

Manner and means adjuncts can be realized by noun phrases though these 
are usually expandable to constitute prepositional phrases, so as to make it 
natural to regard the noun phrase as having an omitted preposition: 

They were walkingsinglejle through the wood. ['in single file'] 
I'd like to send this parcel air mail. ['by air mail'] 

Manner adjuncts especially, and those of means and instrument to some 
extent, are also realized by adverb phrases: 

He glanced at her (very) lovingly. [manner] 
Some patients ask to be treated homoeopathically. [means, 'by" 

homoeopathic medicine'] 
She was examining a fossil microscopically. [instrument, 'with a 

microscope'] 

Finally, mannerhdjuncts can be expressed by clauses (cf 15.17#), though the 
forms concerned:strongly imply comparison as distinct from adirect reference 
to manner or mo'de of action: 

I try to cook vegetables as the Chinese do. ['in the Chinese way'] 

All prockss adjuncts are normally predicational. When fronted, the adverbial 
concerned tends tp become a subject-oriented subjunct (cf 8.92), no longer 
corresponding to an  inquiry 'How . . .?, 'In,what way. . .?' Compare: 

She replied to the listeners' questions obligingly/courteously. ['in an 
obliging/courteous manner'] 

she replied to the listeners' questions. 
Courteously, 

['She was obliging/courteous enough to reply. . .' Less claim is made 
that her replies were obliging or courteous] 

Adjuncts of means or instrument, however, can be sentence adjuncts, 
especially when their reference is specific rather than generic and when there 
is adequate alternative complementation in the clause. Compare: 

He chopped the parsley with a knife. [predication adjunct] 
With a knife like that, you couldn't cut through this salami. [sentence 

adjunct] 

Note [a] Although noun phrases as process adjunctscan be regarded as elliptical prepositional phrases 
(as with space adjuncts, 'jump (ouer)a/rmcc'), they are apprehended in part as direct objects by 
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virtue of their noun-phrase form. Hence. they may have a corresponding passive. Compare: 
He's travelling a d12eretlr route to Minneapolis ['bj' a dimerent route', which is spatial 

('along. . .')as well as process]. 
It is a route that has not been travelled before by car. 
Has this particular route been travelled before? 

[b] On common pro-forms for process adjuncts (eg: (in) tllat IIWY, like tltat, thus, etcf. cJ'19.47. 
The form tl~us is largely formal, and as well as being a process adjunct pro-form it operates as a 
conjunct. In the latter role it tends to be at M and the reference is anaphoric; in the former it 
tends to be at E, especially if the reference is cataphoric: 

She thus addressed herself to their problems. [='As you see from what has preceded': 
conjunct] 

She addressed herself to their problems thus. [='in the following way': process adjunct] 
(Cj8.144). 

Manner adjuncts 
8.79 EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF MANNER ADJUNCTS: 

She spoke to him coldly. 
They sprayed tear gas indiscriminately on the protesters. 
They were categorically told that no more oil would come from the 

wreck. 
My little boy loves dressing up cowboy-style. 
They are deluded if they think otherwise. 
His influence showed itself more obviously in the choice of the furniture 

and curtains. 
They began arguing loudly. 
He failed to question the witness thoroughly. 
She repaired the house like an expert. 
He spoke in a way that reminded me of his father. 
They played the game (in) a different way. 
She dances (in) the same way as I do. 
They cook ((in) the) French style. 
He always writes in a carefree manner. 
You should write as I tell you to. 

Noun phrases with way, manner, and style as head tend to have the definite 
article: 

She cooks chicken 

An adverb manner adjunct can usually be paraphrased by in a . . . manner or 
in a . . . way with its adjective base in the vacant position. Where an adverb 
form exists, it is usually preferred over such a corresponding cognate 
prepositional phrase with manner or way. Hence: 

He always writes carelessly. 
1 is more usual than: 

manner. 
He always writes in a careless 

But the latter, periphrastic form is preferred where the adjunct requires 
modification. Successive -1y adverbs are avoided, partly for stylistic reasons 
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and partly because a sequence of adverbs leads one.to expect the first to be a 
modifier of the second (as in 'He runs'incredibly carel'essly'). Thus, for the 
former reason, we would not say: 

?He always writes deliberately carelessly. [but rather: 'in a deliberately 
careless way'] 

and for the latter reason, we would tend to avoid: 

H e  spoke stupidlyfiequently. [but rather 'Hefiequently spoke stupidly'; 
if we meant 'He spoke with stupid frequency', this would again be 
preferable to the succession of adverbs] 

Other examples of adverbs replaced by alternative forms of cognate adjunct: 

animatedly. 
She spoke {.it, (a) yoUthfUIanimation. 

(cf5.58). 
In careful usage, clausal adjuncts wiih as are sharply distinguished from 

semantically equivalent phrasal adjuncts with like: 

asIdo. Please try to write like me. 

But informally (and especially in AmE), like is often used as a conjunction 
and one has : 

Please try (o write like Ido. 

Adverbs as manner adjuncts can sometimes serve as the response to a How- 
question: 

A: How was your little boy dressed up that so amused the policeman? 
B : Oh, cowboy-style. 

~ u t  other units a! manner adjuncts can more easily serve as responses: 

A: How does she dance? B : The same way as I do. 
A : How should I write to him? B : As a friend would write. 
A : How do they prefer to cook? B: In the French style. 

It should be noted however that How-questions usually elicit means or 
instrument adjuncts (cf 8.80): 

A : How did he clean his mom? 
B : { ?*Carefully. 

With a vacuum cleaner. 

It is because how is only rarely expected to elicit a manner adjunct that we 
can have a joke like the following where the reply evades in supposed 
innocence a difficult question: 

Teacher: Now, Henry, how does a quartz watch work? 
Henry: Oh, marvellously! 

Note On the formationof manner adverbs, cf App 1.41. 
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Means, instrument, and agent adjuncts 
8.80 EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF MEANS ADJUNCTS: 

These linguistic units were separated intonationally. 
He decided to treat the patient surgically. 
I go to school by car. 

(On the use of the zero article in such examples as the last, cf 5.45.) 
He gained entry into the building by means of a bribe to theguard. 
You can best influence them by your own example. 
You can stop the machine by pressing this button. 
We are travelling to Washington (by)first class. 
Fly Air Indialby Air Indialwith Air India. 

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF INSTRUMENT ADJUNCTS: 
He examined the specimen microscopically. [='with a microscope'] 
You can cut the bread with that knfe/*by that knfe. 
He was killed with a bullet. 

EXAMPLES OF THE USE OF AGENTIVE ADJUNCTS: 
He was killed by a terrorist/*with a terrorist. 
The royal wedding was seen by millions on television. 
Her speech could not be heard by those sitting at  the back. 

On the distinction between means and instrument, cf8.5. 
Most of the adverbs that can realize means and instrument adjuncts can 

also function as manner adjuncts; in consequence, there is some danger of 
misunderstanding, as with : 

He examined the specimen microscopically. 

Since the instrumental meaning ('with a microscope') would entail the 
manner meaning ('in great detail'), and since the latter might involve the 
former, it is not easy to ensure that the addressee understands the precisely 
intended adjunct. Unless it has been previously established in the context, it 
may be necessary to ensure clarity by expressing instrumentality by a 
prepositional phrase, and manner by implementing the gradability which 
manner (but not instrument) permits: '. . . quite microscopically'. 

The examples of instrument and agent adjuncts illustrate the point of 
intersection between these categories. When accompanying the passive, 
instrument can often be expressed by with + NP or by + NP (the latter 
reflecting a corresponding active, as in A bullet killed him) but the agentive 
adjunct cannot be expressed by with + NP. See further 3.65f. 

Means adjuncts are generally elicited by how-questions, instrument by how 
or what. . . with: 

Means: 

A: How are you flying to Europe? 
B : (By) British Airways. 

Instrument: 

How shall we prop the door open? 
What shall we prop the door open with? 
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Agent adjuncts can be elicited by wholwkat + active or (less usually, except 
in a context where the passive has already been used) by who(m)/what + 
passive + by or by whomlwhat + passive: 

A : Who killed him? 
B: He seems to have been killed bv a terrorist. 

{who (was she cheated) by? *: say she was cheated: bv whom (was she cheated)? (formal) - . . 
B : (By) her own brother, apparently. 

Semantic.blends 
8.81 Some adjuncts express a blend of manner with some other relation: 

(i) MANNER WITH RESULT, AND SOMETIMES INTENSIPICATION 

She fixed itperjkctly. ['in such a way that it was'perfect'- manner and 
result] 

H e  grows chrysanthemums maroellously. ['in such a way that the results 
are good' -manner and result] 

The soldiers wounded him badly. ['in such a way and to such an extent 
that it resulted in his being in a bad condition' - manner, intensifier, 
and result] 

(ii) MANNER WITH TIME DURATION 

He's walking slowly. ['in a way that will prolong the time'] 

He stopped the car ['in such a way that it took a very short 
She gave me. an answer rapidly.} time,, 

They broke, the news to him gradually. ['in such a way that it was 
spread over a period of time'] 

Such items are likely to be solely time adjuncts when they appear in I o r  M 
positions : 

Suddenly, he, stopped the car. 
Suddenly I felt free again. ['In ah instant, . . .'l 
Suddenly, it was night. 1 
She rapidly gave me an answer. ['She soon. . .'l 
My brother quickly came to despise his school. ['soon'] 
Wegradually appreciated his contribution to society. r W e  gradually 

came to a preciate'] P 
Noun phrases and prepositional phrases that seem at first sight to be 
equivalent to adverbs may be less flexible than the adverbs in this respect: 

ANof a sudden, I felt free again. ['it suddenly happened'] 
?He stopped,the car aNof a sudden. [queried in the sense 'in a way that 

took a very short time'] 
I t  is now going at  a fast rate. ['very quickly'] 

my brother came to despise his school. 

We note that very quickly here means 'in a short space of time', a meaning 
that cannot be attributed to 'at a fast rate'. 
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(iii) AGENT WITH RESPECT OR SPACE 

Their house was destroyed bylin at1 earthquake. 
She couldn't be heard bylin the back rows of the auditorium. 

The in-variant in each case makes possible a lack of direct agency: 'in floods 
consequent upon the earthquake', 'by a test microphone in the (empty) back 
rows' (cf also 8.80). 

Note There are some adverbials with semantic blending where the'process'admixture is rather vague 
but where manner, means, space, and respect seem to be involved: 

He announced the agreement public$. [in part ='by means of a public statement', in 
part = 'openly'; cjalsosecretl~iprivarely. and 8.55 Note [d]] 

They approved the contract generally [or in general], but objected to a few clauses. 
She directed the work personally [or in person]. 
'It's empty,' he announced superfluousl)~. 
These proposals come srrangelj~ from someone in his position. 
He bought it cheaply. 

In the last example, cheaply is regarded by some as a hypercorrection and is onen replaced by 
the adjective form clieap (cf 7.9). 

Cooccurrence restrictions on process adjuncts 
8.82 Adverbials that function only as process adjuncts cannot cooccur with verbs 

in stative use: 

Nor can process adjuncts be used as adverbials with copular verbs: 

She looks angry 

Of course, if the meaning is 'deliberate imitation', the verb's use is nonstative, 
and we then have fully acceptable sentences like 'She looks angry skilfully'. 

The different types of process adjunct can cooccur with each other; for 
example : 

Hefrugally travelled economy (class). [manner + means] 
He travels economy (class) by air butjrst (class) by train. [means + 

instrument] 
She was accidentally struck with a racket by herpartner. [manner + 

instrument + agent] 

Syntactic features of process adjuncts 
8.83 Process adjuncts can be contrasted with one another in alternative 

interrogation and negation and can come within the scope of predication 
pro-forms or predication ellipsis. They can be the focus of also and of only. 
Normally, when manner adjuncts are realized by adverbs, they cannot be the 
focus of a cleft sentence (cf 8.25), but their acceptability is increased if they 
are modified or if the focal clause is interrogative or negative: 

*It was categoricaNy that they were told that no more oil would come from 
the wreck. 
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?Was it categorrcally that they were told that no more oil would come However, eM is odd for means and instrument adverbialseven in the passive, 
from the wreck? presumably because they have a higher priority for information focus than 

?It's in the French style that they cook. does the accompanying verb: 
It isn't in the French style that they cook. 

violently ?These linguistic units should be intonationally separated. 
??It was {loudly }that they argued. ?The specimen was microscopically examined. ['with a microscope'] 

violently The latter example would not of course be queried if the adjunct were manner 
(?)It was so very {loudly }that they argued. [='meticulously']. 

On process adverbials at I, cf 8.78. 
I t  was with the utmost care/precision/caution that the last girder was laid 

in place. 
Adjuncts of respect 

On the other hand, means, instrument, and agent adjuncts can readily 8.85 Just as we saw that respect as a semantic category (cf 8.6) was parasitic on 
become the focus of a cleft sentence, even as realized by single adverbs associated categories, so respect adjuncts show their parasitic character in 
(though less idiomatically in these circumstances): being realized formally by expressions whose primary function is to realize 

It was with a bullet that he was killed. other classes of adjunct. The point is illustrated by formally in the preceding 
I t  was by a terrorist that he was killed. sentence. Compare: 
I t  was intonationally that these linguistic units were separated. They are realized formally. [respect: 'so far as form is concerned'] 
I t  was surgically that he treated the patient. He greeted the bishopjbrmally. [manner: 'in a way that respected 

Adverbs that are manner adjuncts can be the focus of clause comparison (as proprieties of form'] 
in 'She writes more clearly than I do') and can be premodified by however, Not surprisingly in view of this, there is no category-specific question form 
how, and so (as in 'How cautiously he drives'). Adverbs expressing means or that elicits adjuncts of respect. Besides nongradable adverbs, various types 
instrument do not allow these features, since they cannot of course be of prepositional phrase are used for respect adjuncts, some of them lexically 
modified at all, derived as they are from nongradable adjectives (cf App specific (for example, with reference to N,  inlwith respect to N ,  on the matter of 
1.41). N), others based upon spatial phrases, especially those relating to 'position' 

and 'source': 
Positions of process adjuncts 

8.84 Process adjuncts are usually placed at  E, since they usually receive the 
information focus. Indeed, no other position is likely if the process adjunct is 
obligatory for the verb: 

Adjectives take complements of respect with phrases introduced by such 
common and polysemous prepositions as of, at, on: 

Slnce the passive is often used when the need is felt to focus attention on the 
verb, process adjuncts are commonly placed in eMrather than in E when tha keenladamant. . . on moralstandards. 
verb is in the passive: 

(Cf9.57, 16.68ff). 
Discussions have been tentatively begun (and it is hoped that they will Adjuncts of respect are normally predicational (and hence tend to be 

be fruitful). placed at E), but it should be noted that respect is often expressed by means 
Tear gas was indiscriminately sprayed on the protesters. of subjuncts and disjuncts; cf 8.88,8.124. 

Contrast also: 
Note [a] Some verbs may take 0, or an adjunct of respect w~th  little drference In mednlng 

He put the point well. 
*He well put the point. [but cf'As he well knows'] 

The point was put well. 
The point was well put. 

rassess or form an opinion about'] 
[b] Rather formal titles of essays and the like may comprise prepositional phrases relating to 
respect: 
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O f  dreams and their significance. (archaic) 
O n  (the question of) Disarmament. 
In Pursuit o f  Happiness. 

I 
Adjuncts of contingency ! 

8.86 Of the contingency relationships that are expressed by adjuncts (as distinct 
I 

from disjuncts: cf8.132), reason and the semantic correlate purpose are I outstanding. Significantly, the same question forms are used to elicit either 
of these adjunct types: t 

l 
A:  {Why did hedoit? B: { Because he was angry. [reason] 

What did he do it for? To relieve his anger. [purpose] I 
i 

It is rare to find either reason or purpose adjuncts realized. by adverbs (but 
see Note [a] below). Prepositional phrases introduced by because of, on 
account of, etc are common for cause adjuncts; for example: 

She returned home early because of his insistence. 
They want a better job on account of their high mortgagepaymenb. 
He did it for his son. I 

They've both stopped smoking for fear of heart disease. 
She performed a recital out of charity. 
There were several deaths from malnutrition. 

Prepositional phrases expressing purpose adjuncts are chiefly introduced by 
for, indicating the relation not only to reason but to goal (ie space): 

How many actors will you need for thisproduction? 
He set a trapfor the intruding fox. 
She's applyingfor a betterjob. 
They attacked the police as aprotest. 

Clauses also realize these types of adjunct. For cause, there are finite clauses 
introduced by because (cf 15.21) and (especially informally) nonfinite clauses 
introduced by with: 

She returneb home early because he iisisted. 
With him being so bad-tempered, I was reluctant to tell him of the car 

accident. 

The latter are resistant to adjunct criteria, and are more usually realized as 
disjuncts; cf 8.132. For purpose (cf 15.48), the commonest type of clause is 
the nonfinite (infinitive) type, as in: 

They need a bigger apartment to accommodate their elderly parents. 
She has gone alone to her room so as to study for her exams. 
In order to stop the machine, press the red button. 
The police stopped the traffic for me to get across the street. . 

Finite clauses are more formal: 

The chairman hurried the meeting in order that it might end before dark. 
One member had been suggesting an adjournment of the meeting so 

that matters need not be hastened. 
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But the'finite purpose clause introduced by so alone is rather informal: 

He's getting a new car so he can impress his mother-in-law. 

By contrast, the clause introduced by rhat alone is exceptionally formal: 

He died that others might live. 

Equally formal (as well as rather archaic) is the negative purpose clause with 
lest : 

The animals must be destroyed lest the disease (shou1d)spread. 

(Cf 3.61). In BrE, there is an informal alternative: 

The animals must be destroyed in case the disease spreads. 

On the mood in finite purpose clauses, cf 15.48. One further contingency 
relation is expressed by the adjunct, and that is concession when realized by 
prepositional phrases introduced by in spite of and despite. For example: 

spite his injured leg. He won the race despite 

Except where they are obligatory (as in He lived for his work), adjuncts of 
cause, purpose, and concession tend to besentential rather than predicational. 
Moreover, though more commonly at E, this is largely a matter of where 
information focus is required They can equally well be placed at I and even 
(though less usually) at  M: 

On account of their high mortgagepayments, they want a better job. 
One member had, so that matters need not be hastened, been suggesting 

an adjournment of the meeting. 

Note [a] In the following sentences the adverbs could be regarded as purpose adjuncts: 
They were symbo1;cally burying a new car in protest against pollution. ['for symbolic 

purposes'] 
The teacher addressed the students by their first names e.r;perinlrt~tally. ['for experimental 

purposes'] 
[b] Clauses of cause or reason introduced by since and as are disjuncts: cf8.124.8.132. 

Relative positions of adjuncts 
8.87 In the relevant sections, we have given indications of the norms of position 

in respect of each class of adjunct. We turn now to consider the positions of 
adjunct classes in respect of each other. Two general principles can be stated, 
applying to relative order whether within a class or between classes: 

(i) The relative order, especially of sentence adjuncts, can be changed to 
suit the demands of information focus; cf 18.9ff. 

(ii) Shorter adjuncts tend to precede longer ones, and in practice this often 
means that adverbs precede noun phrases, which precede prepositional 
phrases, which precede nonfinite clauses, which precede finite clauses. 

Subject to these general principles, where adjuncts cluster in E position, 
the normal order is: 

respect - process - space - time - contingency 
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It would be highly unusual to find all such five at E (or indeed all such five in 
the same clause), but for the purposes of exemplification we might offer the 
improbable and stylistically objectional (cf 8.20): 

John was working on his hobby [respect] with the new shears [process] in 
the rose garden [placelfor the whole of his day off[time] to complete the 
season'spruning [contingency]. 

The same point could be made more acceptably (but at greater length) by 
forming a series of sentences, each with any twoof these adjuncts. 

Adjuncts that can occur at I are usually those that either have relatively, 
little information value in the context (eg in reflecting what can be taken for 
granted) or are relatively inclusive or 'scene-setting' in their semantic role (eg 
an adjunct of time). Thus: 

That whole morning, he devoted himself to his roses. 1 :  I 
Not only is the adjunct at  lone  of time, but the anaphoric that indicates that 
the period concerned has already been mentioned. It is unusual to have more 
than one adjunct a t  I except where one is realized by a pro-form (especially 
then), but they would tend to be in the reverse order to that observed at E. In 
practice, this usually means: 

space -time or process -time 

For example: : I 
In America [A,], ajier the election [A,], trade began to improve. 
Slowly [A, ] during thisperiod[A,] people were becoming more prosperous. 

Subjuncts ,, 

l 'I 
We apply the term SUBJUNCTS to adverbials which have, to a greater or lesser 
degree, a subordinate role (see below) in comparison with other clause 
elements. This is made manifest by the fact that they cannot usually be 
treated grammatically in any of the four ways stated in 8.25 as being 
applicable to adjuncts. Let us consider the matter in respect of two very 
different subjuncts, visually as in [l] and fairly as in [2]: 

This play presents oisuaNy a sharp challenge to a discerning 
audience. 111 

He f a i r l y s p ~ i ~ ~  at her with his questions.(esp BrE) [21 

Notice that for the subjunct reading we must understand visually as operating 
in the semantic role of respect (cf 8.6), 'as a visual experience'. The same 
adverb in a different sentence might be grammatically an adjunct, operating 
in the semantic role of process (means, cf 8.5), 'with his eyes (alone)': 

He studied the play visually (but scarcely listened to a word). [31 l 
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Likewise we must understand the subjunct fairly in [2] as having the semantic 
role of modality (cf 8.8), 'it is no exaggeration to say', though the same adverb 
can also be grammatically an adjunct in the semantic role of process (manner, 
cf SS), 'in a just and impartial way': 

He questioned her (quite) fairly. [41 

If we now attempt the processes of 8.25 with [l] and [2], we either move away 
from the subjunct to the adjunct reading or produce an incomprehensible 
sequence: 

It is visually that this play achieves a sharp challenge . . . 
Does this play achieve a sharp challenge. . . visually o r .  . . ? 
This play achieves only visually a sharp challenge . . . 
How did this play achieve a sharp challenge. . . ? 

[Perhaps, however, 'From what point of view. . . ?] 
*It was fairly that he sprang at  her. . . 
*Did he spring at  her fairly or .  . . ? 
*He only fairly sprang at her . . . 
*[How did he spring at her . . . ?] *Fairly. 

The 'subordinate role' to which we referred at the beginning of this section 
may apply to the whole clause in which the subjunct operates: this is what 
appears as 'wide orientation' in Fig 8.88. Alteinatively, the subjunct may be 
subordinated to an individual clause element (usually the S) or even to an  
item forming part of a clause element (theV): this is what appears as 'narrow 
orientation' in Fig 8.88, where the relationships of the subjunct class are 
shown in some detail. 

wide viewpoint 
orientationxcourtesY 

subject general 
rorientation*volitional 

Subjunct i 
L narrow orientation 

verb phrase 

r item 
predication*tjme relationship 

tlme frequency etc 
emphasizers 

T a m p ~ i f i e r s < ~ s ~ ~ r !  

intensifiers 

approximators 
c~mp'omisers diminishers 

minimizers 

 restrictive^$'^^^^,, L focusing < , , 

addtttve 
Fig 8.88 

It is doubtless easier to appreciate the subordinateness of the role in 
relation to the subjuncts of narrow orientation. Some paraphrases for those 
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of wide orientation (such as 'from a visual point of view') seem rather to raise 
the items so as to be superordinate to the other sentence elements; and they 
can even seem to have the scope of disjuncts (cf 8.121ff). In fact, however, 
even subjuncts of wide orientation typically relate specifically to an individual 
element or even to a constituent of an element, and alternative paraphrases 
can demonstrate this: 

Visually, a film should present experience of a kind not assimilable by 
the ears alone. - A film should be a visual presentation of experience. . . 

Economically, a nation can be bankrupt while still flourishing 
intellectually. - An economically bankrupt nation may still be an intellectually 

flourishing one. 

Wide orientation 

Viewpoint subjuncts 
8.89 Viewpoint subjuncts can be roughly paraphrased by 'if we consider what we 

are saying from an [adjective] point of view' or 'if we consider what we are 
saying from the point of view of [noun phrase]'. 

Adverbs realizing viewpoint subjuncts are most commonly derived from 
adjectives by the addition of an -1y suffix. Examples are: 

Architecturally, it is a magnificent conception. 
Morally, politically, and economically, it is urgent that the government 

should act more effectively on aid to developing countries. 
Geographically, ethnically, and linguistically, these islands are closer to 

the mainland than to their neighbouring islands. 
To tap a private telephone line is not technically a very difficult 

operation. 
I t  could haye been a serious defeat, not only militarily but 

psycho10 ically and politically. ,\ 7 
Viewpoint subjuncts can also be formed from nouns by the addition of the 
suffix -wise (especially in AmE), though these are considered informal: 

Program-wise, the new thing on TV last night was the first part of a new 
Galswoqthy dramatization. 

~eatherw$e, we are going to have a bad time this winter. 

All -1y adverbs realizing viewpoint subjuncts have a corresponding participle 
clause with speaking that is also a viewpoint subjunct, en: visually - visually 
speaking, and a corresponding phrase with the frame from h 
[adjectivelpoint of view that also has the same function, eg: morally -from a 
moralpoint of view. Other examples of viewpoint subjuncts include: 

Many of these people have suffered, economically speaking, because of 
their political affiliations. 

He has done betterfrom apersonalpoint ofview than any other 
executive in the firm. 

They behave with respect to their morals as they always have done. 

As far as mathematics is concerned, he was a complete failure. 
Looked at politically, it was not an easy problem. l 
Ifwe consider thefinancialposition, the country is going to have a bad 

year. 
i 
l 

Viewpoint subjuncts, whatever their structure, tend to be put in I position. I 
As distinct from when they are used as process adjuncts, adverbs functioning 
as viewpoint subjuncts are nongradable. Hence they do not accept clause 
comparison or the modification possible for many adjuncts (cf 8.88): 

*Very economically (speaking), these people have suffered a great deal. 

Note [a] The corresponding clause with speaking resembles one of the wrrespondences for speech- 
related disjuncts (cf8.124). However, the other correspondences for such disjuncts do not 
constitute correspondences for viewpoint subjuncts. For example, ro speak morally (ie 'not 
immorally') does not correspond to the viewpoint subjuncts morally and morally speaking ( ~ e  
'from the standpoint of morals'). 
[b] Most viewpoint subjuncts in -wise are written without hyphens as single words, unless they 
are in 'nonce' usage; cf App 1.41. 

Courtesy subjuncts 
8.90 Courtesy subjuncts are chiefly realized by a small group of adverbs used in 

rather formulaic expressions of politeness and propriety. The most common 
are exemplified below : 

He kindly offered me a ride. 
We cordially invite you to our party. 
She announced that she will graciously consent to our request. 
Take a seat please. 
Will you kindly address a few words to the new students? [ie 'be kind 

enough to .  . .'l 
(On the comparably formulaic use of adjectives, cf 17.97.) This is clearly 
distinct from the normal adjunct of manner, as in: 

She spoke kindly to the new students. 
He offered me a ride kindly. ['He offered me a ride and he did so kindly'] 

Needless to say, however, it would be expected that if the subject was kind 
in undertaking an action he would perform the action in a kind manner as 
well. Greater distinction in role can be seen with such courtesy subjuncts in 
requests with question form: 

Will you kindly take your seats? 

Here the meaning can only be 'Will you be so kind (ie agreeable) as to take 
your seats?' (since one could hardly sit in a kind manner). So too in asking: 

Will she graciously consent to his request? 

one is asking if she will be gracious and not if she will do something in a 
gracious fashion. 

The commonest courtesy subjunct,please, is irregular in form and irregular 
also in not having a corresponding adjunct function: no function, that is, 
other than this present formulaic one (cf 8.91). 
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Courtesy subjuncts differ from adjuncts having the same form in that they 
are restricted to (e)M position except in imperative clauses, where the two 
that are commonest in such utterances differ from each other. With kindly, I 
is then obligatory (but cf 8.20 Note [b]): 

Kindly leave the room. Kindly don't make a noise. 
*Leave the room, kindly. *Don't kindly make a noise. 

With please, Z is usual but eM is possible for some speakers; iE is by no means 
unusual, and E is quite common: 

Please leave the room. 
Leave the room, please. 
Please don't make a noise. 

(?)Don'tplease make a noise. 
Write on this form, please, your full address. 
Don't make a noise, please. 

Courtesy subjuncts require the active subject or the passive agent (whether 
present or implied) to be of personal reference. When courtesy subjuncts 
appear in questions, the questions constitute a request. There are therefore 
restrictions on the person of the subject in questions; it is normally first for 
cordially, humbly; and second or third for kindly and graciously. Consider the 
following rather ceremonious examples: 

May we cordially invite you to our party? 
May I humbly offer my apologies? 
Will you kindly take a seat? 
Will you~graciously consent to our request? 
Will passengers kindly refrain from smoking? 

Please, however, allows all persons : 

May Iplease explain my reasons? 
'\ 

Could (~Brandt}Pleme move to one side? 

Both kindly and cordially (but notplease) commonly cooccur with the passive 
in formally official usage: 

passengef.s are kindly requested to refrain from smoking. 
Members of the public are cordially invited to submit their views on the 

project. 

8.91 Courtesy subjuncts do not usually carry a nucleus or occupy a separate tone 
unit: 

Kindly help yours&LF( 
?*K~ND~Y help yourself\ 
* ~ i ~ ~ l y l  help yours8~~I  

A form such as: 

Subjuncts 5'11 

would suggest both irritation and a repetition of a more normally uttered 
request. Again, however, please is exceptional, and this subjunct frequently 
has a tone unit to itself, especially in final position with a rising tone. There 
is a discourse contrast between the following: 

Help y o u r s k ~ ~  please( 
Help y o u r s k ~ ~ I  PLBASE I 

The former is more casual, the speaker taking for granted the courtesy 
subjunct; in the latter, the speaker seeks more deliberately (as perhaps with 
people he does not know so well) to emphasize the courtesy. But as the sole 
carrier of intonation nucleus, the courtesy disjunct conveys not merely 
emphasis but some urgency, insistence, or annoyance: 

PL~ASE be quietl Be quiet PLBASEJ 

Kindly and please are the only courtesy subjuncts to appear freely with 
imperatives, though gr~ciously occasionally does so too (in very ceremonious 
usage) : 

Graciously accept this gift from your admirers. 

Indeed, unlike the other courtesy subjuncts, please is generally confined to 
imperatives or to sentences constituting a request or containing a reported 
one : 

Will you please leave the room? {rather coldly formal) 
You kill please leave the room. (admonitory) 
I wonder whether you would mind leaving the room please. (polite) 
I asked him whether he wouldpleaseieave the room. 

*Heplease left the room. 
A box of matches, please. 
May Iplease have my book back? 

Please and (to a lesser extent) kindly are very commonly used to tone down 
the abruptness of a command. 

With the exception of please, courtesy subjuncts can be modified by very. 
However, kindly cannot usually be so modified in questions and requests 
(whether or not these are grammatically imperatives). Compare: 

He very kindly offered me a seat. 
*Very kindly take a seat. 
?Will you very kindly take a seat? 
Kindly take a seat. 

?You will very kindly leave the room. 

The queried examples above are perhaps possible when they are said in a 
tone of exasperation. 

With please must be contrasted the courtesy formula thank you and its 
more informal variant thanks (the form with subject, Irnust thank youfor. . ., 
I thank you, is capable of being a main clause but as such the latter is used as 
a courtesy marker only facetiously). These are normally at E (except as 
disjuncts of the form thanks to X, which can be at I, M, or E; cf 8.127ff), 
unless they are operating as verbless clauses (cf 15.58,). In either case they 
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normally carry a nucleus. For example: 

A: Let me show you the WAYI 

B : Oh I can manage ~ L ~ N E I  
THANKS l 
THANK you l 

Though normally opposites,please and thank you can be alternative ways of 
responding gratefully (normally to something that is being accepted): 

A: Will you have another glass? 

[a falling tone on please, thanks, 
and thank you (often without yes) 
would show added enthusiasm] 

B : 
[No THANKS or No THANK you 
would be so emphatic as to sound 
rude] 

But while the response please alone can pass for 'yes please', thankslthank you 
cannot be used alone to mean 'no thank you'. 

Note [a] The subjunct please is sharply different from the other items discussed above because of 
course it still retains some connection with the impersonal verb phrase Cit pleases N') from 
which it is historically derived and which is reflected in more formal expansions: 

Come this way, ifyouplease. [where you is historically the object] 
I shall now call my last witness, ifif please your Lordship. (BrE: law court usage) 

In this latter example, the third person 'your Lordship' is of course a very formal and largely 
archaic way of indicating respect for a person addressed. But true 3rd-person involvement with 
please still occurs as a brief prayer in fervent wishes: 

The war will be over swn,please God. [= 'if it pleases God [to end the wary] 
[b] English differs from several other languages (such as German and Russian) in not using the 
same courtesy subjunct to accompany both requests and acknowledgements of thanks. For the 
latter in English, we have not atoll, don'rmention it, you're welcome (esp AmE), (if's) mypleasure, 
and some variants of these. Thus: 

A: Here is the book you lost. 
B: Oh thank you very much. 

A: ['please. : 
Not at  all. \ 

Again unlike many other languages, English lacks an institutionalized courtesy item for use in 
offering. I t  is difficult to make HERE you  RE sound courteous, and impossible to make it sound 
formal. 
[c] Compare also the adverbs used in epistolary formulas: 

Yours followed by faithfully, sincerely, truly, or ever (esp BrE) 
Cordially, ~inkerely, Truly followed by yours (esp AmE) 

We also find your; alone as well as (especially in informal use) Sincerely or Affectionately without 
Yours. 

Narrow orientation 

Item subjuncts 

Subject-orientation 
8.92 We saw in 8.88 that a subjunct might be in a sense subordinate to an element 

in clause structure or even to a constituent of the phrase or clause realizing 
an element. These subjuncts we call ITEM subjuncts. 

Subjunc ts  5 7 3  ~ 
1 If we move a sentence adjunct from E position to I or M, we can do more 

than allow another element to be highlighted by end-focus (cf 18.9). We may 
appear to narrow the application of the adverbial from the sentence as a 
whole so that it now seems to have a special relation with the subject. This is 
particularly true with process adverbials of the manner subclass (cf 8.5). 
Compare [l]  where casually is such an adverbial, functioning as a sentence 
adjunct, with [2] where the function has been narrowed to subjunct status: 

Leslie greeted the stranger casually. ['in a casual offhand manner', 
his greeting was casual] 111 

Casualy, Leslie greeted the stranger. ['Leslie was casual, offhand, 
when he greeted the stranger'] l21 

That the relations of the adverbial in [l] and [2] are different is demonstrated 
not merely by the pla~isibility of the different glosses but by the fact that we 
can retain the item at I and also include a sentence adjunct of the same 
semantic value as that in [l] (though paraphrasing it, to avoid unwanted 
stylistic complications) without undue tautology: 

Casually, Leslie greeted the stranger in an offhand way. [31 

Of course, such a_combination as in [3] is unusual for the simple reason that 
to some extent [2] presupposes [l] and [l] presupposes [2]: it is natural for us 
to expect that in making a casual greeting the person doing so was casual. 
But it is by no means necessary for the two to go together. 

A more convincing demonstration that theadverbials in [l] and [2] function 
differently, therefore, is provided if we polarize them semantically and show 
that we do so without seeming to be contradictory. If we imagine Leslie 
doing an action while studiously trying to show that he feels otherwise than 
his action implies, we have: 

casually. 
Carefully, Leslie greeted the stranger W1 

To assume subject-orientation, an adverbial must be derived from an 
adjective that can be predicated of the subject concerned. Thus, there is 
subject-orientation in [2]: 

Casually, Leslie greeted . . . 
This is because it is possible to say: 

Leslie was casual. 

But consider the following, withadverbs suchas unintentionally or accidentally: 

l Accidentally, Bernadette dropped the plate. 

Here the adverbial remains a sentence adjunct and it is impossible to parallel 
[3] or [4], as in: 

i *Accidentally, Bernadette dropped the plate on purpose. [S1 

This is because it is impossible to say: 

l *Bernadette was accidental. 
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The apparent intention behind [5] is of course perfectly possible to express 
with a contingency adjunct: 

As though accidentally, Bernadette dropped the plate on purpose. 

There is, indeed, a stereotyped joke in which the two adverbs are juxtaposed: 
'I suppose you did that accidentally on purpose.' 

Note If we experiment in the manner of 8.25 with many subjectdriented subjuncts, we find that in 
doing so we have to understand them as adjuncts. For example: 

It was casually that Leslie greeted the stranger. 
Did Leslie greei the stranger casually or. . . ? 

Furthermore some subjuncts, like casually in 121, can be outside the scope of negation while 
manner adjuncts cannot. Thus it makes perfectly good sense to say both of thefollowing: 

r 
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Intentionally, they said nothing to him about the matter. 
['It was their intention not to.  . .'l 

Onpurpose, he left his proposals vague. ['It was his purpose to.  . .'l 
With great reluctance, she called the police to arrest her guest. 

['Though she was very reluctant to do so, she called the police . . .'l 

8.94 Many of these subjuncts, particularly those in Group [A], show their 
relationship to the subject by the paraphrase they allow, in which their 
adjective base is in predicative relationship to the subject (cf8.92). For 
example, we must provide a different paraphrase for the subject subjunct 
bitterly as compared with the same item as manner adjunct or booster 
intensifier: 

Casually, Leslle greeted the stranger 
Casually, Leslre dldn't greet the stranger Bitterly, he buried his children, ['He was bitter when he . . .'] 

Thrs last would not mean that he drd not greet the stranger casually, but rather that he was so He spoke bitterly about the treatment he received. ['He spoke in a 
casual In hrs behavrour that he drd not bother to make a greetrng But we cannot say both of the bitter way. . .'l 
follow~ng, because slowly IS an adjunct He bitterly regretted their departue. ['He very much regretted . . .'l 

Slo~vly, the nun walked up the h111 
*Slowly, the nun drdn't walk up the hrll But similarly, with an example from Group [B]: 

I 

8.93 Subject-orientation thus effects a characterization of the referent of the 
subject with respect to the process or state denoted by the verb. Most of the 
subjuncts concerned are manner adverbials, and all are either adverbs or 
prepositional phrases. Two groups can be distinguished: [A] a general group, 
and [B] a volitional group. 

Group [A]: GENERAL GROUP 

Group [A] appears to be an open class; for example: 

Resentfully, the workers have stood by their leaders. 
['The workers have stood by their leaders and were resentful about it' 
or - in cdntext - '. . . but were noAetheless resentful'] 

With great pride, he accepted the award. ['He was very proud to accept 
. . . J  

For once, they havefrankly admitted their mistakes. ['For once they 
have been frank and admitted their mistakes'] 

Manfully, they insisted that the situation was not too bad. ['It was 
manful df them to insist. . .'I 

She has consistently overruled the lawyer's objections. ['She has been 
consistent in overruling. . .'] 

Bitterly, he buried his children. ['He was bitter when he . . .'l 
Sadly, she wandered through the library. ['She was sad when she. . .'l 
With great unease, they elected him as their leader. ['They were very 

uneasy when they. . .'l 
Group [B] : VOLITIONAL GROUP 

Common volitional subject-oriented adverbials include: 
deliberately, (un)intenti~nally, purposely, reluctantly, voluntarily, wilfully, 
(un)willingly, without intention, on purpose, with reluctance; for example : 

She refrained deliberately from joining the party. ['She was quite 
deliberate in refraining. . .'l 

She spoke slowly and deliberately. ['in a deliberate manner'] 
1 The volitional subjuncts differ from the others in several respects: 

(I) Volitional subjuncts have in common that they express the subject's 
intention or willingness, or the reverse. 

(11) Volitional subjuncts can oftenoccur with copular verbs if (i) the adjective 
as complement is being used dynamically, or (ii) if the noun-phrase 
complement implies activity, or (iii) if there is a space adjunct: 

He is being foolish intentionally. 
He is being a nuisance deliberately. 
He was in London reluctantly for his daughter's wedding. 

Contrast: 

*He is{g;!r} intentionally. 

*He is an adult deliberately. 

On the other hand, subjuncts in the general class, Group [A], cannot cooccur 
with intensive verbs: 

*He was in London proudly. 
*Sadly, he is being foolish. [asterisked as subject-oriented subjunct: 'He 

is sad when he is . . .'; the sentence is fully acceptable if sadly is a 
content disjunct: cf 8.1291 

(111) Volitional subjuncts can more easily appear before clause negation than 
the general subjuncts (cf 8.92 Note): 

I Hepurposely didn't write to me about it. 
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Deliberately, they didn't send him the money. 
?Proudly, he didn't write to them about it. 
?ResentJirlly, they didn't send him the money. 

Subject subjuncts cannot cooccur with anonpersonal subject in an intransitive 
or active-voice clause: 

*Consistently, the water kept boiling. 
*Reluctantly, the avalanche destroyed the chalet. 

However, in the passive form it is the agent (whether present or not) that 
must not be nonpersonal: 

(by the developers). 
The chalet was reluctantly 

The lawyer's objections were consistently overruled. 

The presence or implication of a personal agent does not in itself ensure 
acceptability of a subject subjunct. For example, the sentence: 

?*The house was resenrfully built last year. 

is odd, presumably because building a house takes too long for resentment to 
be maintained. Contrast: 

- ,- - The house was resentjiclly sold last year. 

Passive sentences with personal subject and agent leave an adverbial 
equivocal: , 

John wasi willingly sent to friends for the Summer (by his mother). 
[either :John was willing' or 'his mother was willing'] 

Contrast: 

The parcel of valuables was willingly sent to the charity organizers. 
[only 'the sender was willing'] 

Nonetheless, dven where a personal\agent is well understood, subject 
subjuncts are often regarded as awkward with the passive. Although the 
following textual example in a recent book would be widely acceptable, it 
was criticized by a reviewer, presumably because with the agentless passive 
the adverbial could not easily be linked with a subject ('Someone foolishly 
destroyed the /etters') and hence invited interpretation as an  implausible 
manner adjundt : 

The letters werejbolishly destroyed. 

Note [a] The analogy of regarding adjectives and clauses as restrictive or nonrestrictive (cf 17.3f) 
provides another way of looking at the distinction between process adjuncts and subject 
subjuncts. The subjunct in, for example: 

Bitterly, he buried his children. 
can be paraphrased as in the italicized part below: 

He buried his children and l tellyou that he was bitter when he didso. 
The nonrestrictive relative clause can similarly be paraphrased by a coordinate clause: 

Alan, who ismy teacher, has joined the army. ['Alan has joined thearmy and I tell you that 
he is my teacher'] 
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[bl The volitional subject subjuncts are similar to purpose adverbials both semantically and in 
their grammar, resembling as they do purpose disjuncts (cf 8.121fl. Cf also the subject-oriented 
disjuncts such as foolihly and rvisely (8.129). 

8.95 Subjuncts in Group [A] of 8.93 tend not to precede clause negation: 

*Sadly, she didn't wander through the library. [asterisked in the sense 
'She was sad when she. . .'] 

?With great unease, they didn't elect him as leader. 

Similarly, subject subjuncts in Group [A] tend for the most part not to precede 
a negative subject: 

*With great unease, nobody elected him as leader. 

However, if we can interpret the negated sentence as conveying the meaning 
of a volitional action, we can sometimes add a subject subjunct of Group [A]. 
For example, in comparing the following : 

?*Proudly, he didn't accept the award. 
, 

Proudly, he wouldn't accept the award. 

we note that, while the former is odd, the latter is acceptable, because 
'wouldn't accept' means 'refused', and a refusal can be done with pride. 

The volitional subjuncts allow alternative interrogation (cf 8.25), though 
with a decided shift towards adjunct interpretation (cf 8.92 Note): 

Did he leave his proposals vague on purpose or did he do so 
unintentionally? 

Subjuncts from both groups can come within the scope of predication pro- 
forms or ellipsis : 

She has consistently overruled the lawyer's objections and so has her 
colleague (consistently overruled the lawyer's objections). [ie 'They 
were both consistent in overruling . . .'l 

He deliberately misled us and so did she (deliberately mislead us). 

Subject subjuncts often cannot cooccur with imperatives: 

*Uneasily elect him as your leader. *Sadly tell them about it. 

I t  should be noted that, in such cases, it is equally odd to say: 

*Elect him as your leader and be uneasy when you do so. 
*Tell them about it and be sad when you do so. 

(If be is interpreted as equivalent to seem or pretend to be, the sentences 
become acceptable, of course.) 

On the other hand, we can have: 

Gladly reveal what you know. 
Withfullconfidence in your success, make your views known to them. 

just as we can have: 

Reveal what you know and be glad when you do so. 
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Make your views known to them and have fullconfidence in your success 
when you do so. 

Subject subjuncts, like process adjuncts, do not seem to be acceptable before 
an emphatic auxiliary: 

*Proudly he D ~ D  accept the award. 
*On purpose, he D ~ D  leave the proposals vague. 

In this respect they can be contrasted with the otherwise somewhat similar 
subject disjuncts such as wisely and rightly (cf 8.129,8.94 Note [b]): 

Wisely, he D ~ D  accept the award. 
Rightly, he D ~ D  leave the proposals vague. 

Subject subjuncts tend to occur in I and M positions, but can appear at E 
where an adjunct interpretation is excluded, as in: 

He was in London reluctantly. 

Verb-phrase and predication subjuncts 
8.96 In 8.1, attention was drawn to the distinction between grammatical units 

functioning as clause element A and the same units functioning as apart of a 
clause element. The distinction is not, however, always self-evident. Between 
[l], where really is part of C, and both [2] and [3], where really is not, the 
distinction is clear enough; but it is not easy to establish whether [4] is more 
like [l]  or more like [2] in this respect: 

She is a really intelligent child. [l] 
She is really an intelligent child. L21 
She really is intelligent. 131 
She is really intelligent. [41 

Semantically, there is little to choose between regarding really in [4] as part 
of C or as a separate subjunct ; nor are there convincing grammatical grounds, 
since (for example) it is possible for some people to front a subjunct plus C 
just as it is possible for everyone to front ?n adverbially modified C: 

I 

Really intelligent, she is! Really an intelligent child, she is! 

But while it is significant to see the relational similarities, we shall take the 
~osition here that if, as in [41, an adverb can be intervreted as Dart of a . - 

structure realizipg a clause element, it is not to be regarded as falling within 
the purview of! this chapter - any more than very beautijiully in 'a very 
beautifully dressed girl' or in the garage in 'The car in the garage is Joan's'. 
By contrast, really in [2] is a predication subjunct. 

The V-element has to be treated differently from S, 0 ,  C, -and A in that 
subjuncts must be seen both as A and as simultaneously functioning within 
V. We can illustrate this by contrasting two sentences with a superficially 
similar beginning: 

able. 
Freda is {an able speaker. 1 

SVC: 'Freda is (a) competent (speaker)' 
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Freda is able to address the meeting. 
SVO: 'Freda can address it' 

In each case, we can introduce adverbs before able. But whereas in [5] they 
relate to the regular accretion of phrase structure within an element, in [6] 
they function as subjuncts, affecting the modality of the V-element. It will be 
noticed that some adverbs acceptable in the one are significantly disallowed 
in the other: 

l very I 
really 

is ] 1 U } I."'. ] 
Freda is a ?perfectly able speaker. 

*well 
(*totally ) 

*very 

Freda is 1 zf perfectly 1 able to address the meeting. 

totally 

Subjuncts in some verb phrases have become so institutionalized as to cause . . 
the whole sequence to be regarded as a separate unit. On modal idioms, 
cf 3.45f. Compare: 

I would go - I would sooner go. l"'ther} 
I had better see a doctor. 

This last example is especially clear because there is no '*I had see a doctor'. 
Analogously, the subjuncts in phrasal verbs are sometimes thoroughly 

incorporated as part of an idiomatic whole. Contrast: 

He drank (up) the rest of the milk. 
He made up the rest of the story. 

Time-relationship subjuncts - 
8.97 The items to consider here are especially already, still, and yet, corresponding 

in semantic force to the time relationship adjuncts of Group (b) in 8.72. 
Positionally, already and still normally occur id M, and yet in M or E. These 
three adverbs differ from each other in usage with respect to negation and 
other sentence processes normally requiring nonassertives (cf 10.57fl). Yet is 
usually a nonassertive form, but it can occur in assertive verb phrases 
comprising modals or semi-auxiliaries (cf 3.21,3.47f): 

The first snowdrops are yet to appear. 
I have yet to find out what he wants. 
We may yet see her elected to the Senate. 
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Yet can be used as an assertive form also when it is closer in meaning tostill 
['even now']: 

I can see him yet. There's plenty of time yet. 
I can still see him. There's still plenty of time. 

Still can precede negation, but normally cannot lie within the scope of clause 
negation (cf10.54ff) except in questions. On the other hand, already cannot 
come within the scope of clause negation except in questions, and it normally 
cannot precede negation. The possibilities for the three adverbs in declarative, 
negative, and interrogative sentences are given below, where the paraphrases 
or suggestions for context indicate semantic similarities and differences 
between the adverbs. Note also the cooccurrence of perfective aspect in three 
of the five sets. 

DECLARATIVE POSITIVE 
I already like him. ['I have by this time come to like him'] 

*I yet like him. 
I still like him. ['I continue to like him'] 

DECLARATIVE NEGATIVE (adverb preceding negation) 
*I already haven't spoken to him. 
*I yet haven't spoken to him. 
I still haven't spoken to him. ['I haven't spoken to him so far', 

implying 'even after all this time'] 

DECLARATIVE NEGATIVE (adverb following negation) 
*He can't already drive. 

. ['He can't drive up to this time' implying yet drive 
'even after all this time'] 

?He can't still drive. ['He can't continue to drive' or 'Surely it is not true 
that he can still drive?] 

INTERROGATIVE POSITIVE 
Have you already seen him? [expecting that you have or implying that 

you have done so earlier than expe&ed] 
Have you seen him yet? ['by now': even yet would imply 'after all this 

time', balancing already in the previous example; thus 'I've kept 
asking you to see him for weeks: have you seen him even yet?] 

Do you still see him? ['Do you continue to see him?] 

INTERROGATIVE GEGATIVE 
Haven't you seen him already? ['Surely you have seen him by now?] 
Haven't you seen him yet? ['Surely you should have seen him by now?] 
Don't you still see him? ['Surely you continue to see him? ie expecting 

that you do] 

On the nonassertives any more and any longer and the negatives no more, no 
longer as time-relation subjuncts, consider the following examples: 

Do you see him any moreluny longer? [expecting that you do not] 
Do you any longer/*any more see him? 

I see him no morelno longer. (formal) 
I do not see him anymore/any longer. 

Note [a] The difference between already and yet in questions is that already expects an affirmative 
answer whereas yet leaves open whether the answer is negative or positive (c/ 11.633, except in 
'conducive' (negative) questions such as 'Haven't you seen him yet? 
[b] Yet and still come close in meaning in modal verb phrases: 

I have yet to meet him. [ l]  
We may yet see her elected to the Senate. [2] 
I have still to meet him. [ lal  
We may stillsee her elected to the Senate. 124  

Both of the sentences [l] and [la] mean 'It remains for me to meet him', but the examples with 
still both carry the implication of an objective that is likely to be fulfilled. 
[cl Still, yet, and already often blend concessive and temporal meanings. For example, in: 

It's 11.30 pm. and he's work. 
{at work yet. ( s p  dialectal) 

It's 5.30 a m .  but he'salready at work. 
The effect of still and yet i$ to express not only the continuance of the action but also to suggest 
that the continuance is surprising ('He's continuing even so to work'). So too, already expresses 
both the time relation Cby now') and some Surprise at its realization. See also the concessive 
conjunct still (8.137). 
Id] The subjunct still can be endorsed by yet at E, as in: 

She's 'still there (even) Y ~ T .  [but not the converse: "She's yet therestill'] 
Sometimes as yet is a more formal variant of yet: 

I have not as yet decided to accept the appointment. 
In other situations, yet and as yet have a quite distinct distribution: 

I have to meet him. 

Hasn't she arrived vet? { . yet? - 
As yet, he was only a minor official. [ #  'Yet, he was. . .'] 

[e] Informally in AmE (especially in the Mid-West), yet at E can occur in assertive clauses, 
especially of an exclamatory kind and with yet having something of the function of a focusing 
subjunct; c/ 8.1 16. For example: 

Ah, so you've bought new s~ippers yet! 
Everyone else turned discreetly away, but not John: John just had to turn and look yet! 

Again in some varieties of AmE there is an exclamatory useofany more, with variousmeanings: 
'(even) yet; (even) now; more and more; would you believe it? Frequently this usage amounts 
to little more than an expression of surprise: 

Did you say 'encephalate'? What's that supposed to mean any more? [approximately: 
'What on earth does that mean?] 

They're dancing in the street any more! 
She's looking better and better any more! 

Other time subjuncts 
8.98 As well as being used for focusing and intensification (cf 8.1 16ff, 8.104fn but 

in close relation to such uses, just (always at  M) can express time position. 
With the perfective or progressive, it can mean either 'at this/that precise 
moment' or 'very recently': 

He's just stopped talking. 
I'm just finishing an article on the subject. 
When I saw her, she had just come back. 

In informal AmE, this is true also with the simple past ('Where's John? 'He 
just went out'). More generally with the simple past, just means 'recently', 
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and with the future or present progressive it means 'very soon', in both cases 
frequently in association with more specific time adverbials: 

She just spoke to me about it (a moment or so ago). 
He's just coming (in a moment or so). 

On just as a downtoner (diminisher), cf 8.1 11. 
The combination just now is used at E for either 'very recently' or 'very 

soon': 

I saw her just now. seeing her just now. 

(Contrast just + then, right + nowlthen, 8.1 16.) 
Time duration is expressed (by implication) in the use of some intensifiers 

such as enough: 

Have you talked to him enough now? ['sufficiently long'] 
We played cards a little last night. ['for a short time'] 
I hate having to wait a lot at the bank. ['a long time'] 

But it is time frequency that especially involves the use of subjuncts. For 
example: 

doesn't ever come { } to see me. She never comes 
hardly ever comes 

[Cf informally never ever: 'They never ever clean their windows'.] 
They are forever complaining. 
I am ever,open to new ideas. (formal) [always would be more usual, 

and ever is normally nonassertive; cf 10.601 

I have { ~ ~ ~ ~ m ]  reviewed a more dishonest book. 

They should sometimes give their dog a bath. 

Several intensifiers (cf 8.104fn are also used for time frequency, as in: 
\ 

I used to play squash oery often but now I don't play much/a lotla great 
deal. 
. . . but now I barely/hardly/scarcely play (at all). 

. . . but now ; I {scarcely] ever play. 

. . . and I still play a littk/a bit. 

Positional norms are as illustrated, but sometimes may also occur at I or E; 
rarely and seldom at I would usually require subject-operator inversion 
(cf 18.24) and at  E would normally be rather heavily modified: 

I play squash very seldom indeed. 

Note [a] Severalof these subjuncts have someof thecharacterof adjuncts, especially when premodified 
or focused: 

It is w y  seldom that I write poetry these days. 
It wasonly just now that I remembered our appointment. 

?It isonly alittle that we play bridge. 
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.[b] In very informal use, hardly cah be at Ewithout prosodic weight: 
(She used to write a lot but now) she doesn't write at LL hardly. [mor'e usual: 'she hardly 

writes at all'] 
There is also an informal double negative as in: 'You can't hardly move in this office'. [more 
acceptably: 'You can hardly move . . .'l 

Emphasizers 
8.99 There is a range of subjuncts concerned with expressing the semantic role of 

modality (cf 8.8) which have a reinforcing effect on the truth value of the 
clause or part of the clause to which they apply. In adding to the force (as 
distinct from the degree) of a constituent, emphasizers do not require that 
theconstituentconcernedshould begradable. When, however, theconstituent 
emphasized is indeed gradable, the adverbial takes on the force of an  
intensifier (cf 8.104). Compare the use of really in the following: 

He really may have injured innocent people. [ l]  
He may really have injured innocent people. D1 
He may have really injured innocent people. l31 

In [l]  and [i] we have a pure emphasizer and we might paraphrase as follows: 

It is really possible that he has injured . . . [lal  
It is possible that it is really true that he has injured . . . [ W  

With [3], however, the implication is of a high degree of injury as well as the 
assertion of certainty; ie both [3a] and [3b]: 

It is possible that he has really [ie actually, indeed, certainly] 
injured. . . 134 

It is possible that he has really [ie seriously, to a severe extent] 
injured innocent people. 1361 

Note The typical emphasizer really illustrates both the structural equivocation discussed in 8.96 and 
also the inherent nature of the subjunct in being subordinated semantically to another unit in 
the clause (cf8.88.8.25). Thus individual speakers will vacillate as to how the emphasis may be 
grammatically realized, as in: 

He's in a real corner. He's really in a corner. (?)He's in really a corner. 
He's in real difficulties. He's really in difficulties. 

8.100 Common emphasizers include: 

(a) actually, certainly, clearly, definitely, indeed, obviously, plainly, really, 
surely, for certain, for sure, of course 
(b) frankly, honestly, literally, simply, fairly (esp BrE), just 

Group (a) consists mainly of items that can also function as disjuncts 
expressing the comment that what is being said is true (cf 8.127). Group (b) 
consists mainly of items that can also function as disjuncts conveying the 
speaker's assertion that his words are the unvarnished truth (cf 8.124). Since 
it is normally expected that a person intends his hearer to accept what he 
says as true, the addition of the comment or assertion in no way alters but 
merely emphasizes the truth of the communication. When these emphasizers 
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are positioned next to a part of the communication, without being separated 
intonationally or by punctuation, their effect is often to emphasize that part 
alone, though there may be ambivalence as to whether the emphasis ison the 
part or on the whole. 

Examples of the use of emphasizers: 

She plainly likes the dress. 
I honestly don't know what he wanted. 
I can't really believe him. 
He actually sat next to her. 
I just can't understand it. 
They will surely object to his intervention. 
They literally tore his argument to pieces. [cf 8.1261 
They obviously don't want it. 
He fairly jumped for joy. (esp BrE) 
I simply don't believe it. 
They will warn usfor sure. 

With Group (a) should be considered responses to requests: 

A: Please get me the file on Robert Schultz. 
B : c f~ ta in ly  

S T ~ R E  (esp AmE informal) 
s i r ~ ~ l y  (esp AmE) 
,411 R~GHT 
R ~ G W  
6~ 
W~L; ~ t )  (BrE informal) 
Very G ~ O D  

A: Are you willing to help her? 
B : (Yes) c i~ ta in ly  

S~IRE ;(esp AmE informal) 
SCREI~ (esp AmE) '~ 
Yes ixiD6ED 
Yes Y ~ S  
6k 
R~GHT <esp AmE) 
All R~GHT [implies lack of enthusiasm] 
HjiRqly 
NO ~ D ~ E D  
Certainly N ~ T  

(NO) N 6  

Only a few of these responses, of course, correspond directly to subjuncts in 
full clauses; eg 'I certainly will', 'I will indeed', 'I sure will'. It is especially 
with Group (a) that we should associate the asseveratives of very informal 
speech. Consider the following rather angry exchange: 

A: You altered the clock. 
B : I didn't! I never even touched it. 

A : YOU D ~ D .  

P- 
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As well as this last response we might find: 

You did d. (informal, esp by children) 
You certainly D ~ D .  

You darned well D~D.  (very informal) 

Cf also the following, all very informal : 

Who ) (the hell 
the blazes 

e { on a } L+ question + I  {for pity.s sake 
Why in heaven 
HOW ) (in(the) hell J 

For example : 

Why on earth did you alter the C L ~ K  for goodness'sake? 

Other types of utterance with subjunct asseveratives include the very 
informal : 

I told them to darned.wel1 go. [cf 8.211 

I told them to get their car out of my drive. { I 
Note [a] For some speakers,plain can informally function as a subjunct ('He'splain dishonest'), but . ' 

more usually the informal version would be justplain, as in 'He's 'just 'plain dis~b~est ' (Cf 8.96). 
[b] The subjunct sure in 'I sure will' (esp AmE) is to be distinguished from the two adjectival 
uses: 

I amsureofwinning. I'I feelconfident that I shall win'] 
I am sure to win. VThere is widespread confidence that I shall win'] 

[c] In Group (a), for certain andfor sure cannot function as disjuncts of comment (among other 
things, they are only rarely positioned initially) but are obviously related to certainly and surely 
respectively in their emphasizer uses. In Group (b), fairly (esp BrE) and just cannot function as 
speaker's authority disjuncts. However,fiirly can be related to the set of such disjuncts to befair, 
faput it fairly, etc. for which there happens to be no corresponding adverb, while an association 
can be seen between simply in Simply tell him he's wrong, disjunct; I am speaking simply, process 
adjunct, 'in a simple manner'; I simply say, restrictive focusing subjunct (cf 8.1 16ff), 'merely', 
'only', 'just'; and just in Ijusl say, restrictive subjunct. 

' 

Id] On the use of literally, cf 8.126. 

Cooccurrence restrictions on emphasizers 
8.101 While emphasizers in Group (a) seem to be free to cooccur with any verb or 

predication, those in Group (b) tend to be limited. For example, fairly (esp 
BrE) and absolutely require some suggestion of exaggeration in the 
predication: 

In her anger, she 

a r r l ~  < e s ~  BrE) spoke to him. *In her anger, she absolutely I" I 
On the other hand, honestly tends to cooccur with verbs expressing attitude 
or cognition : 

They honestly admire her courage. 
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He honestly believes their accusation. 
?*In her anger, she honestly screamed at him. [ #  disjunct (cf Note) as in 'I 

am honestly telling you. . .'l l 
When some emphasizers are used with gradable verbs they may also have a 
scaling effect akin to that of boosters (cf 8.105): 

i 
H e  really likes her. ['He likes her very much'] 
I indeed appreciate your help. ['I greatly appreciate your help'] 
H e  definitely impressed them. ['He impressed them greatly'] 

But unlike the boosters, these have of course a reinforcing and emphatic 
effect with nongradable verbs too: 

H e  really was there. We definitely saw it. 
She indeed sat next to them. 

Other ernphasizers tend to have a scaling effect more readily with gradable 
words that are adjectives and nouns (cf 7.4): 1 

She is certainb intelligent. ['She is very intelligent'] 
I wasfrankly appalled at his attitude. ['I was absolutely appalled'] 
He's obviously a fool. ['He's a big fool'] 
He's clearly a dangerous man. ['He's a very dangerous man'] 

The scaling effect of really and indeed is more obvious with adjectives: 4 
I t  was really funny. 
He's dangerous indeed. [mannered without a correlating very: 'very 

dangerous indeed'] 

Speakers may vary in the extent to which they feel that all or some of these f 
l 

emphasizers have a scaling effect. E 
l 

Note If honestly is used as in 'Honestly, she screamed at him: the adverbial is a disjunct (cf8.124). 
asserting the speaker's good faith in making the statement rather than emphasizing the particular 
choice of words in thepredication. A move toIwould likewisechange the relationship in respect 
of several other items illustrated in the examples (eg:/rankly); so too would a move to E, where 
the disjunct would require a separate intonation nucleus: 'She SCR~AMED at him ~rdNKly', 'She 
SCR~AMED at him1 Hd~estly(.' 

Syntactic features of emphasizers 
8.102 Most ernphasizers normally precede the item they emphasize (iM, M, eM 

positions in respect of verb phrases, cf8.14JS), andjbr certain and for sure are 
exceptional in being at E. As subjuncts, emphasizers differ from adjuncts in 
several ways. They cannot be contrasted with one another in alternative 
interrogation or alternative negation; they cannot be the focus of focusing 
subjuncts or of a cleft sentence, nor (in the case of the adverbs) can they be 
the focus of clause comparison or be premodified by however, how, or so. 
Many can, however, come within the scope of predication pro-forms or 
ellipsis; for example: 

certainly Joan will ] object and so will Mary. 

[= 'it is equally certainlsure that Mary will object'] 
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As several of the examples in 8.100 show, most emphasizers can precede a 
negated verb phrase, except for fairly (esp BrE) : 

They fairly danced for joy at the news. (esp BrE) 
*They fairly didn't dance for joy at the news. 

Several items tend to cooccur with clausal negation and precede the verb 
phrase in such a case, in particular honestly, just, simply. 

Five emphasizers can lie within the scope of clause negation, and the last 
two listed are normally thus, since they are placed at E: 

actually, definitely, really, for certain, for sure 

All of them can become the focus of negation: 

I don't R&~dy:know him., 
He didn't A'cmally sit next to. her. 
They don't ~g~in i t e l y  want it. 
They don't know for cg~tain.' 
I can't tell you for SORE. 

Since actually, definitely, and really can also lie outside the scope of clause 
negation, we have a contrast between the two possibilities, the scope of 
negation being marked by the horizontal bracket (cf 10.64): 

I really don't know him. ['The real truth is that I don't know him', 
ie 'I don7 know him at all'] 

I don't really know him. ['It's not the real truth that I know him', 
I ie 'I don't know him well'] 

He actually didn't sit next to her. ['The actual fact is that he didn't sit 
I next to her'] 

He didn't actually sit next to her. ['It's not an actual fact that he sat next 
I to her'] 

They definitely don't want it. ['I& definite that they don't want it'] 
U 

They don't definitely want it: ['It's not definite that they want it'] 

All the emphasizers except certainly and surely (and for most speakers fairly 
too) can appear in a question; compare: 

*certainly 
*surely Do they \ f:2Fly want him to be elected? 

In general, the emphasizers do not appear with imperatives, but some people 
use actually, definitely, and really with imperatives: 

I 

1 Don't actually hate him for it - it wasn't really his fault. 
Definitely buy one now. 

I Make an effort this time; but really make an effort. 

Note The informal phrase all right can be a process adjunct (cf 8.79) as in 'Did she manage to find the 
place allright?'; a content disjunct (cf 8.127ff) as in 'All RIGHT, she's a good s d ~ e n t '  (ie 'I grant 
you'); and also an emphasizer subjunct as in: 

She's a good s ' I % D ~ ~ ,  all R~GHT, ['She's certainly a good student'] 
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The subjunct may relate to a specific element, as to the time adjunct in: 
She won't worry unless you hurt yourself. MBN she'll worry all ~iom. 

[ = .Then (c,":?] sheX worry'] 

8.103 The emphasizers either cannot be modified or are unlikely to be modified; 
an exception is definitely, which is sometimes premodified by quite or very. 

Certain emphasizers not listed in 8.100 appear in restricted environments: 

(i)' Always when preceded by can or could must be in a positive declarative 
clause: 

You can "a/ways sleep on the F L ~ R .  [LYou can certainly. . .'l 
The possibility of adding to this sentence an adverbial referring to a specific 
future time such as tonight orjust for one night rules out the temporal meaning 
of always. By contrast, if the clause is negative, the temporal meaning alone 
is activated and the item is no longer a subjunct: 

You can't d~ways  sleep on the P L ~ R .  
[ = 'You can't sleep on the floor on all occasions'] 

(ii) Unmodified well when preceded by can, could, may, or might must be in 
a positive declarative clause; the effect is to imply probability where the 
auxiliary alone connoted only possibility: 

I t  { z, ) well be true that he beat her [ = 'It may indeed . . .'or even 

could 'It is quite likely to be true. . .'l 

Note also with fronting (cf 18.20): 

and well they may. She hopes they will respond gratefully {{as } 
which they may welldo. 

I 

This would imply 'should*, and (especially with as) there would be little 
difference in meaning if the example ended '. . . as well they ought/should' - 
although, without fronting, welldoes not thus cooccur withought or should: 

With some verbs, there are other restrictions on the auxiliaries admitted: 

{ 1 wellattend the meeting instead of me. He ?*can 

['He may surely. . .', 'He can very easily. . .*l 
On the other hand, intensified by very, the subjunct usage has no such 
restriction to positive clauses or to certain verbs: 
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He p can't ] very well attend the meeting. , 

['He surely can. . .', 'He surely can't. . .', 'He can't very easily . . .'] 
(iii) Necessarily is an emphasizer when preceded by must: 

A school teacher who wishes to be honest must necessarily prepare her 
lessons. ['must inevitably'] 

Otherwise, necessarily is an adjunct of contingency which tends to cooccur 
with the clausal negative particle: 

1 ['That doesn't follow inevitably'] 
follow necessarily. 

(iv) Needs (rare, literary) has to be preceded or followed by must in a positive 
declarative or interrogative clause: 

That must needs be their intention. ['must inevitably'] 

Note [a] Indeed can be postposed: 
I appreciate your help inoJ?~~. (rather formal or old-fashioned) 

This is more common with adjectives (particularly if they are modified by another intensifier) 
and nouns with indefinite article: 

He was very happy inoEED. 
It  was a sacrifice inokao. 
She became a much abler doctor inoEED. 

In some of these examples, indPed is functioning as an intensifier: 'very happy indeed'. 
Contrast, with indeedas conjunct: 

He was very d ~ p y ,  inohso. (or. . . d p p y ,  indeed.) 
She became a much abler d c t o r ,  inohso. (or. . .,indeed.) 
I t  was a sicrifice, inok~o.  (or. . ., indeed.) 

[b] Readily, easily, with ease, and comfortably (especially when in Mposition) come close to being 
emphasizers. Easily tends to cooccur with the modal auxiliaries. For example: 

They readily admitted their guilt. 
They might easily have been arrested. [cf'might well. . .'l 
We will comfortably finish on time. 

Contrast these with the manner adjunct easily and the mannerlresult adjunct comfortably in : 
He answers questions readily. ['in a ready and cooperative way'] 
Are you sitting comfortably?['in such a way that you are comfortable'] 

Intensifiers 
8 . 1 ~  The intensifier subjuncts are broadly concerned with the semantic category 

of DEGREE (cf 8.9). It should be noted that the term'intensifier' does not refer 
only to means whereby an increase in intensification is expressed. Rather, an 
intensifying subjunct indicates a point on an abstractly conceived intensity 
scale; and the point indicated may be relatively low or relatively high. The 
scale is seen as applying to a predicate or to some part of a predicate, such as 
the predication, the verb phrase, or even an item within the verb phrase 
(cf 8.96). The verbs in question are largely expressive of attitude. 

It is useful to distinguish two subsets of intensifiers: 

Maximizers (eg: completely) 
(I) AMPLIFIERs { Boosters (eg : very much) 
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Approximators (ec: almost) . 

(11) DOWNTONERS 
Compromisers (eg : more or less) 
Diminishers (eg: partly) 
Minimizers (eg: hardly) i - -  

Amplifiers scale upwards from an assumed norm; downtoners have a 
lowering effect, usually scaling downwards from an assumed norm. Such 
scaline: reauires that the item or unit to which the intensifier a ~ ~ l i e s  is . . 
grada61e. The subtypes provide nothing more than a rough guide to semantic 
distinctions, because (i) the varvina effects of intensifiers represent a semantic 
gradient, which is obscured dy a-clear-cut division into-classes; (ii) some 
intensifiers are sometimes used for different effects; and (iii) speakers vary in 
their use of intensifiers. 

Intensification is realized for the most part by adverbs, but occasionally 
also by noun phrases and prepositional phrases. 

Note [a] On the relation between 'fully approve' and 'full approval' etc. c .  App L71 Note [b]. For 
intensifying adjectives, c/ 7.331: For modifying adverbs as intensifiers, cf 7.878 
[bl For gradability with reference to adjectives and adverbs, c/ 7.4. 

Amplifiers 
8.105 Amplifiers scale upwards. They are divided into (a) MAXIMIZERS, which can 

denote the upper extreme of the scale, and (b) BOOSTERS, which denote a high 
degree, a high point on the scale. Both subsets, but especially boosters, form 
open classes, and new expressions are frequently created to replace older 
ones whose impact follows the trend of hyperbole in rapidly growing 
ineffectual. 

Most amplifiers can be contrasted in alternative negation with to some 
extent, and this propensity is a semantic test for their inclusion in the class of 
amplifiers: : 

He didn't ignore my request completely, but he did ignore it to some 
extent. I \\ 

They don't admire his music greatly, but they do admire it to some 
extent. 

By contrast, emphasizers (cf 8.99fl cannot be so used: 

*He didn't reqlly ignore my request, but he did ignore it to some extent. 
*They don't definitely admire his music, but they do admire it to someextent. 

Common amplifiers, within the two subclasses (cf 8.104), include: 

(a) MAXIMIZERS 
absolutely, altogether, completely, entirely, extremely, fully, perfectly, quite 
(contrast compromiser use, 8.1 1 l), thoroughly, totally, utterly; in allrespects; 
the intensifying use of most (cf 7.87). For example: 

They fully appreciate our problems. 
They thoroughly disapprove of his methods. 

They totally believed in the leader's integrity. 
He has completely ignored my request. 
I canperfectly see why you are anxious about it. 
She entirely agrees with you. 
We utterly deplore his tactics. 
I enjoyed the play extremely. 
I must absolutely refuse to listen to your grumbling. 
She will altogether reject such views. 
I quite forgot about her birthday. 
He paid for the damage fully. 
She hasn't closed the door completely. 
I most appreciate your kindness. 

(b) BOOSTERS 
badly, bitterly, deeply, enormously, far, greatly, heartily, highly, intensely, 
much, severely, so, strongly, terribly, violently, well; a great deal, a good deal, 
a lot, by far; exclamatory how; the intensifying use of more (cf 7.85 Note 
[bl) 

Cf also actively (engaged in), hard (at work), 'working hard', where '(She's) at  
work' would connote spatial position. . 

For example : 

They greatly admire his music. 
I need a drink badly, 
They like her very much. 
They resent him deeply. 
He must have bitterly regretted his mistake many times. 
I much prefer the old methods. 
I so wanted to see her. ['I wanted to see her very much'] 
His results will have far exceeded his expectations. 
We all know him weN. 
They annoy me a great deal. 
We miss our old friends a lot. (informal) 
How they suffered! ['How very much they suffered!'] 
I used to concentrate on Brahms but now I more enjoy Beethoven. 

The distinction between maximizers and boosters is not a hard and fast one. 
In particular, when maximizers are in M position they often express a very 
high degree, whereas when they are in E position they are more likely to 
convey their absolute meaning of extreme degree. For example, many 
speakers may see very little difference in force between the maximizer utterly 
and the booster violently when these are in Mposition: 

They { ~ $ ~ y }  detested him. 

Speakers vary in the extent to which they give a seriously hyperbolic reading 
to the maximizer. The tendency to use the maximizer for merely a high 
degree is especially great for attitudinal verbs such as detest. 

Note In somewhat old-fashioned informal BrE, rather functions as an exclamatory booster: 'Did you 
enjoy the party?'Rirher!' (sometimes'Ra~nk~'). 
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Modification and comparison of maximizers 
8.106 If the maximizers are interpreted as expressing the absolute extreme on a 

scale, they cannot themselves be modified or compared for degree. 
Modification and comparison cannot apply to prepositional phrases or to 
most adverbs that do not end in -1y (altogether, quite, most). With the other 
adverbs there is considerable variation in usage, with the semantic class of 
verb as a further variable. We exemplify the variation by taking the first nine 
sentences in 8.105 that illustrate the use of maximizers as tested for 
modification and comparison. Let us consider four possibilities: 
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results of  tests on them for modification by more and by wry. Modification by how and however 
coincides with that by more. 

Table 8.106b Modification and comparison of adjective basesof maximizers 

more wry 

full + + 
thorough + + 
total ? - 
complete ? ? 
perfect ? ? 

(i) premodification of the maximizer by how, introducing a question or 
exclamation, eg: 

How thoroughly do they disapprove of his methods? 
How utterly we deplore his tactics! 

(ii) premodification of the maximizer by however to form the opening of a 
dependent adverbial clause, eg: 

However totally they believed in the leader's integrity, they were 
prepared to examine his actions dispassionately. 

(iii) the maximizer as the focus of clause comparison, eg: 

He ignored my request more completely than she did. 

(iv) premodification of the maximizer by very, eg: 

They very fully appreciate our problems. 

Table 8.106a ~odification and comparison of maximizers 

' (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 
how however morethan very 

fully 
thoroughly 
totally 
comp fetely 
perfectly 
entirely 
utterly 
extremely 
absolutely 

Table 8.106a gives the results of the testing. As can be seen from the results, 
it is possible to use fully and thoroughly to denote a very high point on the 
scale, but only absolutely is felt to be absolute, marking the absolute extreme 
of intensification and hence not susceptible itself of modification. The queries 
in the Table indicate an area of divided usage. There is a prescriptive 
tradition forbidding the use of very or the comparative with completely and 
perfectly, as well as with their respective adjective forms. 

Note Indeed, similar restrictionson modification and comparison apply to the adjective bases of these 
adverbs, though they are not identical. Table 8.106b lists these adjective bases and shows the 

entire - - 
utter ? .  - 
extreme ? ? 
absolute ? - 

The queries represent in part divided usage. But the acceptability of the modifiers with these 
intensifying adjectives (cf 7.33fl also depends on the noun. If the noun is abstract and derived 
from a verb, it seems more acceptable to modify the adjective by mare or very. Contrast: 

I have never seen a more complete /zztigation' 
L 

?understanding of the problem. . 
He has a veri perfect{?*right to do What he likes. 

The item may also occur as other than an intensifying adjective and there need not then be any 
problem of modification: 

She expressed wry extreme views. 
Her on the subject are moreextreme than mine] 'not 

Cooccurrence restrictions on amplifiers 
8.107 Certain amplifiers tend to cooccur predominantly with certain verbs; for 

example : 

I entirely + agree 
We badly + need, want 
I completely + forget [cf also, informally, 'I clean forgot!'] 
They greatly + admire, enjoy 

In some cases, the amplifiers cooccur with a semantic class of verbs, for 
example greatly with verbs having a favourable implication and utterly with 

' verbs having an unfavourable implication. Some intensifiers, such as deeply, 
tend to occur with attitudinal verbs (cf 8.101): 

They wounded him deeply. [would usually refer to emotional wounding] 
They wounded him badly. [would usually refer to physical wounding] 

Even when there is an item-class selectivity, the amplifier may not cooccur 
with all the items in the class. We have: 

deeply + hate, dislike, admire, love, value, regret 

but not: 

*deeply + like, prefer, favour 

Further investigation may also show that semantically-definable classes of 
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amplifiers tend to cooccur with semantically-definable classes of verbs. 
But the situation can be even more complicated. Sometimes there are 

syntactic conditions for certain types of lexical cooccurrence. Much is largely 
used in nonassertives, unless premodified: 

*She likes him much. 

She likes him {ir} much. 

I don't much care for Max Bruch. 
D o  you like him much? 
I don,t like him much. [though 'very much' would be more usual] 

Yet with some verbs, unpremodified much can be used, but only in M 
position: 

(prefer his offer. 
idmire your technique. 
appreciate your invitation. 
regret the inconvenience. 

f urefer his offer I 
your technique much. [where 'very much' would 

be fully acceptable] 

Note [a] Very much is another example of where it is possible to select the gradable sense of a verb. 
While: 

They missed hen 
is ambiguous between the 'emotive' sense ('feel sorry or unhappy at the loss or absence of3 and 
the sense of 'arriving too late for', the addition of uery much allows only the emotive sense: 

They wry much missed her. 
They missed her uery much. 

Where the emotive sense would not be normal, very much cannot be added: 

*They got up late, fnd so they ~ f s ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ :  

Compare also: I 
{ 

He uery much expected trouble at the meeting. 
?*He wry much expected a 14 bus but it turned out to be a 73. 

She oery much appears to be in trouble. 
?*She oery much appears in public. 

[b] The colloquial n'iha[f(esp BrE) tends to mccur  with predications already implying high 
or low intensification ' 

She doesn't haysiear. ['She swears a great deal'] 
It's not haycold today. 
It hasn't haybeen cold today. 

As well as being an amplifier, this phrase can be used (noncolloquially and more literally) as a 
downtoner; compare: 

I'm not %A~~'satisfied. ['I am only partially satisfied'] 
I'm not Thalf si~isfied. ['I am highly satisfied] (informal, esp dialectal) 
Your new suit i m I  half BAD. p1 like it9] ] 

8.108 Amplifiers cooccur only with gradable verbs, and when adverbial items of 
the same form cooccur with nongradable verbs they do not function as 
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amplifiers, but as quantifiers, duratives, or frequentatives (cf 8.1 lS), or as , . 
process adjuncts (cf8.78ff): 

She drinks milk a lot. ['often'] 
He will judge us severely. ['in a severe manner'] 

However, a nongradable verb can become gradable when the focus is on the 
result of the process rather than on the process itself. For example, if the 
perfective particle up is added to drink or the perfective aspect of the verb is 
used, the focus is on the result, and an amplifier such as completely can 
cooccur with drink: 

I He drank up his beer completely. 
He has completely drunk his beer. 

Similarly, while judge is nongradable, misjudge is gradable, since misjudge is 
concerned with the result of the judging and is also susceptible of an  
evaluative meaning: 

*He {;myh] judged the situation. 

He {;$rh) misjudged the situation.' 

And if badly is used with judge, it is interpreted as a process adjunct (perhaps 
expressing a blend of process with result) and must be put in E position: 

He judged the situation badly. ['in a way that was bad and with bad 
results'] 

Note [a] The perfectwe particles wlth certain verbs functlon as amplifying subjuncts (cf also 8 33): 
He drank (up) h ~ s  beer. 

[b] The gradable/nongradable dlstlnctlon (cf 7 4) between judge and mrsjudge 1s found in other 
morpholog~cally-related verbs 

NONGRADABLE GRADABLE 

calculate miscalculate 
estimate overestimate, underestimate 
rate overrate, underrate 
represent misrepresent 
behave misbehave 
manage mismanage 

Positions of amplifiers 
8.109 M and E positions are open to most adverbs that are amplifiers; noun phrases 

and prepositional phrases are restricted to E position. In positive declarative 
clauses, M position is favoured for both boosters and maximizers when we 
want to express a scaling upwards, but E position is preferred for maximizers 
when we want to denote the absolute upper extreme of the scale. Hence, the 
effect of the maximizer completely in M position in: 

He completely denied it. 

is close to that of the booster strongly or the emphasizer really, which can 
have a scaling effect similar to that of boosters (cf 8.101): 
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He {really strongly } denied it. 

On the other hand, when completely is in E position: 

H e  denied it completely. 

the intention seems to be closer to: 

H e  denied it in every respect. 

Where the absolute meaning is expected, some people find only E position 
acceptable: 

?He completely dissected the animal. 
?They completely divided up the money. 
H e  dissected the animal completely. ['into all the prescribed parts'] 
They divided up the money completely. ['the whole of the money'] 

We can also contrast the probable interpretations of violently in the two 
positions shown in: 

They violently attacked him. 
They attacked him violently. 

In M position, violently is likely to be interpreted as a booster ['strongly'] and 
attacked will then be equivalent to 'condemned', a verbal assault. On the 
other hand, when violently is in E position, we are likely to interpret it literally 
['with violence'] as a manner process adjunct (cf 8.79), with attacked now 
referring to physical assault. 

In negative, interrogative, and imperative clauses, E position is normal in 
all cases. ' 

Note [a] The subjuncts extremely, most, and (when no comparative clause follows) more are usually in 
E position. Exclamatory how, of course, appears only at I. 
[b] Some boosters (including well) occasionally appear in iM position, usually (but not 
necessarily) when they are themselves intensified or before an emphatic auxiliary and especially 
when the utterances follow an associated statement; these subjuncts might thus be seen as 
subject-oriented (cf 8.92): ', 

A: I'd prefer to see them tomorrow. 
B: And il very M ~ ~ C H I  would prefer to see them tomorrow. 

Cf also: 
I so did want to meet them. 
I wellcan understand your problem. 

For some speakers,liM position is common for uery much in uery much would like, though others 
finditodd: 1 

?I uery much would like to speak to you sometime today. 
In all these examples, M would be far more usual as in: 'I would wry much prefer. . .', 'I did so 
want. . .'etc. 

Syntactic features of amplifiers 
8.110 Amplifiers can be contrasted with other intensifiers in alternative interroga- 

tion and negation, and they can come within the scope of predication pro- 
forms or ellipsis. On the other hand, they cannot be the focus of a cleft 
sentence : 
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*It was completely that he ignored your request. 

But for some people, they can be the focus of a cleft sentence if they are 
modified or if the focal clause is interrogative or negative (cf 8.1 13,8.83): 

?Was it completely that he ignored your request? 
?I know that it wasn't entirely that he agreed with us. 
?I wonder how fully it was that they appreciated your problems. 

Most boosters accept comparison and modification, but maximizers vary in 
this respect (cf 8.106). 

Amplifiers do not usually serve as a response to a How-question, though 
they can if the verb in the question has to do with general evaluation: 

Very much. 
*How do they admire his music? (They 

Very much. How do you like it? (I like it) 

They can often be evoked by How much: 

How much do they admire his music? (They admire it) Greatly. 

Note Other question forms eliciting amplifiers are To what extent . . . ?How far (do you think. . .)? 
What do you think of. . . ? 

Downtoners 
8.111 Downtoners have a generally lowering effect on the force of the verb or 

predication and many of them apply a scale to gradable verbs. They can be 
divided into four groups (cf 8.104): 

(a) APPROXIMATORS serve to express an approximation to the force of the 
verb, while indicating that the verb concerned expresses more than is 
relevant. 

(b) COMPROMISERS have only a slight lowering effect and tend, as with (a), to 
call in question the appropriateness of the verb concerned. 

(C) DIMINISHERS scale downwards and roughly mean 'to a small extent'. 
(d) MINIMIZERS are negative maximizers, '(not) to any extent'. 

Groups (a) and (b) should be compared with disjuncts of metalinguistic 
comment, cf 8.126. 

The four groups represent semantic distinctions among downtoners, both 
in the force of downtoning and in combining this aspect with questioning the 
expression in (a) and (b) as distinct from a simpler grading of intensity in (c) 
and (d). But the assignment of individual downtoners to particular groups 
would vary from speaker to speaker. 

Common downtoners include: 

(a) APPROXIMATORS 

almost, nearly, practically (informal), virtually, asgood as (informal), all 
but 
For example : 
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I almost resigned. 
He virtually dictated the terms of the settlement. 
They practically forced him to resign. 
They asgood as ruined the school. 
She ail but kissed us. 

(b) COMPROMISERS 
kind of (informal, esp AmE) 
sort of (informal) 
quite [contrast maximizer use with nongradables, cf 8.1051 
rather 
enough, suficiently, more or less 

For example : 
I kind of like him. (informal, esp AmE) [on positioning of 

kind oJ cf 7.641 
As he was walking along, he sort of stumbled and seemed 

ill. (informal) 
I quite enjoyed the party, but I've been to better ones. (esp BrE) 
I'm sure you'll like her enough to invite her to your party. 
He more or less resented their interference. 

(C) DIMINISHERS 
These may be divided as between (i) the EXPRESSION diminishers which 
seek to express only part of the potential force of the item concerned, and 
(ii) the ATTITUDE diminishers which seek to imply that the force of the 
item concerned is limited. With (ii) should be compared the restrictive 
subjuncts, (cf 8.1 16). 

(i) mildly, partially, partly, quite, slightly, somewhat; in part, in some 
respects, to some extent; a bit, a little, least (of a10 

(ii) only, merely, simply; just (informal), but (formal and rather archaic) 

For example : 
(i) The incident somewhat influenced his actions in later life. 

Weiknow them slightly. 
Ipdrtly agree with you. \ 
They have always mildly disliked him. 
I can admire his courage to some extent. 

(ii) I was only joking. 
It was merely a matter of finance. 
Shfi'll just be out for a few minutes. 
It seems but yesterday. 
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(d) MINIMIZERS 
negatives: barely, hardly, little, scarcely; 
nonassertives : in the least, in the slightest, at all, a bit 

For example : 
She scarcely knows me. 
I didn't enjoy it in the least. 
He little realizes what trouble he has caused. 
They don't support her at all. 

I don't like his attitude a bit. 
We don't mind in the slightest. 

There are several noun phrases that can be minimizers only in negative 
clauses eg: 

I didn't sleep a wink last night. 
I don't owe you a thing. 1 

Cf 10.62 for other examples. 

Note [a] For the distinction between little and o little, cf5.23J 
[bl Some speakers use kind of and sort of as approximaton with nongradable verbs: 

He sort of smiled at us. PYou could almost say he smiled at us'] 
He kindof grunted. ['You could almost say he grunted'] 

When they are used as approximators, we can say (c/ 8.1 12): 
He sort of smiled at us, but in fact it was more like a sneer. 

For other speakers, they are always nearer to more or less than to olmost. Both uses are very 
informal and kindof is especially common in AmE. Somewhat more informally still, these items 
can be at E: 'I'm puzzled, sort of. 
[cl As well as being a maximizer (cf8.105), especially with units that are either nongradable or 
are seen as being at the end of the scale(qui~eper/ect), we see that quite, apparently contradictorily, 
has two further roles, whether used as a modifier (cf 7.56, 7.63) or as an adverbial. As 
compromiser, it is usually stressed only lightly; as diminisher, it is heavily stressed or actually 
made nuclear; with verbs, the usage is especially BrE. For example: 

The book is quite G ~ D .  [compromiser or amplifier] 
It seems that they quite LIKE her. [compromiser] 
The bCakisQIJITe~60~. ][d. , . 
It seems that they QUITE LIKE her. lm'nlsher:cf 18'171 

There is however considerable variation idiolectically. Note that with negatives, only the 
maximizer use is found: 'She didn't quite approve'. 

8.112 Approximators differ from most other downtoners in that they imply a denial 
of the truth value of what is denoted by the verb. Hence we can say, with the 
approximator almost : 

I almost resigned (but in fact I didn't resign). 

But we cannot deny in this way the truth value of what is said when we use 
most other downtoners: 

*I kind of like him (but in fact I don't like him). 
*We know them slightly (but in fact we don't know them). 

The minimizers differ from other downtoners in providing a modification 
towards a version that is more strictly true rather than a denial of the truth 
value of what has been said: 

She {F;''] knows me ( - in fact she doesn't know me). 

I can barely understand him ( - in fact I can't understand him). 
He little realizes the trouble he has caused ( - in fact he doesn't 

realize it). 

In each case, the second clause turns the partial denial in the first clause into 
admitting a full denial. 
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Compromisers reach out towards an assumed norm but at the same time 
reduce the force of the verb. Consider the following: 

I kind of like him. (informal, esp AmE) 
I rather like him. (esp BrE) 

In saying either of these, we do not deny liking him. But we seem to be rather 
deprecating and grudging: 'I might go as far as to say I like him'. 

The difference between diminishers and minimizers is not the nearness to 
the bottom of the scale, though most minimizers are indeed near the bottom. 
They are distinguished in their behaviour with respect to negation. The effect 
of negation is to deny the truth value of what is denoted by the verb: 

They didn't praise him in the s ~ i c a ~ e s t .  ['They didn't prhise him'] 
We don't like it a B~T.  ['We don't like it'] 

Diminishers are not usually the focus of negation, but when they are, the 
effect is to push the scaling towards the top. For example, with fall-rise 
nuclei : 

They didn't praise him s~icar ly .  ['They praised him a lot'] 
We don't like it a drtle. ['We like it a lot'] 

Four of the minimizers - barely, hardly, little, scarcely - form a subgroup. 
They are themselves negative (610.59, 10.64) and cannot be negated. On the 
rare occasions when they are positioned initially, there is subject-operator 
inversion. Of these four, hardly, scarcely, and barely can cooccur with 
nonassertives or with minimizers like a thing: 

{ ~ ~ l y }  need {it at all. 
They hardly a thing. 

I scarcely slept a wink. 

For some people, the cooccurrence of these nonassertives or minimizers is 
marginally acceptable with barely. 

Certain miriimizers not listed abovtappear in restricted environments 
(cf8.103): I 
(i) possibly and conceivably, when they operate upon can or could in 
nonassertive clauses : 

They can'fpossibly leave now. ['They can't under any circumstances 
leave npw'l 

Can he conceivably want to see me? ['Is it possible to imagine that he 
wants. . . ?'l 

This use of possibly and conceivably is to be distinguished from their use as 
disjuncts (cf 8.127). Contrast: 

They can't possibly leave now. [minimizer] 
They possibly can't leave now. [disjunct - 'It's possible that they can't 

leave now'] 

(ii) never is a negative minimizer in: 
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You will never catch the train tonight. ['You will not under any 
circumstances catch the train tonight'] 

The presence of an adverbial referring to a specific future time such as tonight 
rules out the temporal meaning of never (CS: always in 8.103). In nonassertive 
clauses ever (with some retention of temporal meaning) can replace never as 
minimizer; this is common, for instance, in rhetorical questions: 

Will they (n)ever stop talking? Won't they ever learn? 
(*Won't they never learn?) 

I wondered if the train would (n)ever arrive. 

Note Informally, in some AmE, we have like to as an approximator, especially. in past-tense 
environments: 

When he saw all the blood, he like to fainted. ['he nearly fainted'] 
Cfin more widespread informal use: 'They damn near killed themselves in that accident.' 

Syntactic features of downtoners 
8.113 Some downtoners can lie within the scope of clause interrogation and 

negation, but not the compromisers kind of, sort of, rather, more or less; the 
minimizer negatives; or most approximators. The focus of clause negation 
can be on the compromiser quite, the diminishers, and the approximators 
almost and nearly, but only when the negation is a denial of a previous 
assertion. For example : 

A: He almost crashed his car. 
B: He didn't i ~ m o s t  crash) He CR~SHEDJ 

Contrast in alternative interrogation or negation seems possible only for the 
compromisers enough and sufficiently, for the diminishers, and for the 
app~oximators almost and nearly. 

Downtoners come within the scope of predication pro-forms and of ellipsis. 
Some downtoners can be focused by only; these include all the diminishers of 
subset (ci) in 8.11 1 (excluding least), and the minimizers barely and a bit. The 
same downtoners can be the focus of a cleft sentence under the same 
conditions as for amplifiers (cf 8.1 10). None of the downtoners can be the 
focus of also. Only diminisher adverbs and the minimizer little can be the 
focus of clause comparison or be premodified. 

A few downtoners can precede a negative verb phrase: 

I almost didn't meet him. 
She kind ofwasn't listening. 
He sort of didn't want to say anything about it. l (informal, esp AmE) 

Many downtoners can serve as the response to a question introduced by how 
much, etc (cf8.110 Note). These include enough (but only a few of the 
compromisers), the nonassertive minimizers (unless preceded by not), and 
none of the approximators. 

On a use of rather as a booster, cf 8.105 Note. 

Positions of downtoners 
8.114 Most downtoners favour eM position and some are restricted to it: 
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quite, rather, as good as, all but 

Thus: 

He must have been rather in a difficulty. 
She may have asgood as finished the painting by now. (informal) 
She had aNbut finished the painting when the burglary took place. 

*She may all but have finished. . . 
Others tend to be restricted either to M or iM: 

barely, hardly, scarcely, practically, virtually 

For example : 

He could hardly be described as an expert. 
She will virtually have finished by the time they arrive. 
She scarcely has had any sleep. [less usual than 'has scarcely had'] 

On the other hand, iM is unacceptable to many people: 

?He hardly could be described as an expert. 
?She virtually will have finished by the time they arrive. 

A few downtoners are restricted to M in a positive clause, but can be at iM 
in a negative one (cf 8.113): 

kind of, sort of, almost, nearly 

A few others favour E position: 

a bit, at all 

or are largely :restricted to E :  

enough, a little, and the emphatic "one bit 

For example : 

She didn'i like the play 
l 

I will try and help them a little. 

On the other hand, a few diminishers can be placed at I: 

part@, in part, in some respects, to some extent 

i Intensifier items as quantifiers, frequentatives, duratives 
8.115 Many items that are intensifiers are also used to denote a measure of quantity 

or of duration or of frequency in time (cf 8.98). These intensifiers include: 

most of the minimizers; 
the compromisers enough, suficiently ; 
the boosters much, a lot (informal), agood deal, a great deal; 
the diminishers a bit (informal), a little, least, somewhat, to some extent. 

We can therefore contrast several uses of, for example, a lot: 

I like them a lot. ['to a great extent' - booster intensifier] 

! 
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I paid him a lot for his work. ['a large amount' - quantifier] 
I see him a lot. ['often' - frequency] 
I slept a lot last night. ['a long time' -duration] 

In all of these uses, a lot can be evoked as an answer to the question how 
much? But in addition the frequency subjunct can be a response to a how often 
question ('How often do you see him?), and the duration subjunct to a how 
long question ('How long did you sleep last night?). 

There can be ambiguities as a result of more than one of these uses being 
allowed in a given instance: 

He doesn't drink very much. pa very large amount' - quantifier; or 'very 
often' - frequency] l 

She suffered very little. ['to a small extent' - diminisher intensifier; or 
'rarely' - frequency] 

They scarcely listened to him. ['to a minimal extent' - minimizer 
intensifier; or 'rarely' - frequency] 

Did the singers please you enough last night? ['to a sufficient extent' - 
booster intensifier; or 'sufficiently often' - frequency; or 'for a 
sufficiently long time' - duration] 

Some of the quantifiers must be regarded as direct objects rather than as 
subjuncts, because they can be made the subject of the passive form of the 
sentence : 

The new owner paid him a lot for his work. - A lot was paid him (by the 
new owner) for his work. 

The students have eaten enough. - Enough has been eaten (by the 
students). 

An ex-mayor wrote a bit about conditions in the city. - A bit was 
written (by an ex-mayor) about conditions in the city. 

Others cannot be made subject: 

After their walk, the two friends ate and drank somewhat. 
-*After their walk,somewhat was eatenanddrunk (by the two friends). 

Those that can be made subject can also be evoked by a what question and 
they can take the position normally occupied by the head of a noun phrase 
with postmodification by a prepositional phrase; they may be regarded as 
pronouns like aN (cf 6.50): 

very little 

In fact, 1 of the work has been successfully completed. 

a good deal 

Note [a] For the relationship between quantitatives and frequency subjuncts, cf 8.71. 
[b] Many intensifiers, particularly boosters, can also function as process adjuncts (cf 8.78ff): 

He bitterly regretted his mistake. [booster intensifier] 
He spoke bitterly about the way he had been treated. ['in a bitter manner' - manner process 

adjunct] 
Cf also 8.81 for the possibility of a blend of intensifier with process adjunct. 
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Focusing subjuncts 
8.116 Focusing subjuncts can draw attention to a part of a sentence as wide as the 

predication or as narrow as a single constituent of an element (such as a 
premodifying adjective in a noun phrase as subject, or an auxiliary within a 
verb phrase). They are realized by a fairly limited set of items, mostly 
adverbs, but including also some prepositional phrases. Functionally, there 
are two main subdivisions, RESTRICTIVES and ADDITIVES. 

RESTRICTIVE subjuncts indicate that the utterance concerned is true in 
respect of the part focused. There are two subsets: 

(a) EXCLUSIVES restrict the application of the utterance exclusioely to the 
part focused: 
alone, exactly, exclusively, just, merely, only, precisely, purely, simply, 
solely 

(b) PARTICULARIZERS restrict the application of the utterancepredominantly 
to the part focused : 
chiefly, especially, largely, mainly, mostly, notably, particularly, primarily, 
principally, specifically; at least, in particular 

ADDITIVE subjuncts indicate that the utterance concerned is additionally 
true in respect of the part focused: 

again, also, either, equally, even, further, likewise, neither, nor, similarly, 
too; as well, in addition 

Examples of the use of focusing subjuncts (with the part that is focused 
placed in angle brackets): 

I was siqply (taking my dog for a walk). 
We judge thempurely (on the final examination). 
You can get a B grade just (for that answer). 
At least (ten workers) reported sick yesterday. 
(The girls) especially objected to his manners. 
(The workers,) inparticular, are dissatisfied with the government. 
Even (Bob) was there. 
We bough (some beer) as welt. 'X 

She merely forgot to give her husband (a kiss). 
He favoursparticularly (the young women). 
She is charming only to her (wealthy) clients. 

Where a focusing subjunct precedes the item focused (immediately or 
otherwise), it /is usually associated with an intonation nucleus on the item 
concerned. Where this item is lengthy (eg a predication), the intonation 
nucleus will be in the unmarked final position; cf 18.48 For example: 

I was simply (taking my dog for a WALK). 

Where the focused item is a prepositional or noun phrase, the intonation 
nucleus will be on the last stressed syllable of the phrase; eg: 

Even (some of her FR~ENDS) criticized her. 

Where the focused item is part of a phrase, the intonation nucleus will be on 
the stressed or only syllable of the phrase: 
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She is charming onljr to her (WEALTHY) clients. 

On the other hand, if the focusing subjunct follows the item focused, it is the 
subjunct that receives the associated intonation nucleus: 

i (The girls) e s ~ ~ c i a l l y  objected to his manners. 

l Contrast: 

The girls especially objected to (his d ~ n e r s ) .  

The item selected for being focused is generally 'new' information (cf 18.8). 

1 Note [a] The clausal negative particle nor could be regarded as a negative restrictive subjunct, 
excluding the part of the clause that is focused. For clausal negation, c/ 10.54ff. The phrasal use 
of nor is frequently correlated (cf 13.33) with but when it is used as a focusing subjunct: 

He had seen not her ( Y ~ u N G ~ ~ )  brother but her (ii~oer) one. 
I [b] Among the exclusive restrictive subjuncts, but has a minor role. As well as its archaic (but 

l also current dialect) use for focusing an E-placed element (?[saw but William; Isaw William but 
once), it appears at M after modal auxiliaries, especially can. For example: 

When I asked if she thought she would win, she replied 'Well, 1 can but try.' 

Position and focus 
8.117 Whether restrictives or additives, focusing subjuncts are most frequently 

placed at M unless the item focused is the subject, a part of the subject, or an  
auxiliary verb. But with the subjunct at M, one has the choice of focusing the 
main verb, another part of the predication, or the whole predication. 
Compare the following, first with the restrictiveonly, second with the additive 
also : 

John could only (SEE) his wife from the doorway. 111 
[eg he could not talk to her] 

John could only see (his wipe) from the doorway. L21 
[eg he could not see her brother] 

John could only see his wife (from the D h ~ w a y ) .  [3] 
[eg he could not see her from further inside the room] 

John could also (sBE) his wife from the doorway. [41 
[eg as well as being able to hear her] 

John could also see (his W~FE)  from the doorway. [51 
[eg as well as her brother] 

John could also see his wife (from the D ~ o R w ~ ~ ) .  l61 
[eg as well as from further inside the room] 

Perhaps because the clear discrimination made by intonation leaves no room 
for ambiguity, no objection is made on stylistic grounds to any of these 
examples in speech. When it comes to writing down such sentences within 
the normal conventions of English punctuation, however, we see at  once that 
the identification of the focused item is quite uncertain: 

John could only see his wife from the doorway. [l], [21, or  L31 
John could also see his wife from the doorway. HI, [S], or  [61 

Notice that if not, never, hardly were to replace only and also, the same degree 
of indeterminacy would obtain, thoughof course - given the norms of English 
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sentence intonation - we would most naturally assume a reading like [3] or 
[6]; cf 18.3fl. In any event, written sentences do not occur in isolation any 
more than spoken sentences do, and if the context made a reading like [l], [4] 
or[2], [5] appropriate, we would unhesitatingly read the sentences accordingly. 
Nonetheless, the prescriptivegrammatical tradition has left astrong prejudice 
against placing only at M for readings [2] and [3]; instead many would insist 
that the 'correct' form would be: 

John could see only his wife from the doorway. 
John could see his wife only from the doorway. 

Illogically, no comparable objection is made to also at M; nor of course would 
it be conceivable to object to hardly, never, or not at M, since although 
precisely the same range of possibilities exists as to the item focused, these 
subjuncts and not do not have the range of possible positions to adopt. 

Thus not only would the following sentence be most naturally understood 
as having the subjuncts focusing upon the final time adjunct, but in most 
cases the subjunct could not for this purpose be moved to a position 
immediately preceding or following the focused adverbial: 

also 

leave her car at the airport for a month. 

Cf You could leave her car at the airport only for a month. 
You could leave her car at  the airport for a month only. 

but *You could leave her car at the airport hardly for a month. 

The parallelism between not and only, both grammatical and semantic, is in 
fact endorsed ey placing only at M, despite the continuing aversion. There 
are occasions dhen it has been found ukeful to express a kind of correlation 
between not ana only as in the following regulatory example: 

Students are advised that they can only attempt examinations after 
their full programme of study. They cannot attempt examinations, 
for example, after completing two out of three prescribed courses. 

At the same tike, there are undoubtedly cases where the normal M position 
for only (and other subjuncts) leaves a sentence unnecessarily difficult to 
interpret, especially in writing: 

The body.of the church could only at that time be lit by candles. 

This example in the Survey of English Usage corpus has the added 
complication of a time adjunct at  M which seems on first reading to be the 
focus of only, though scrutiny of the context suggests that the writer's 
intention was in fact only. . . by candles. 

Note [a] About half the examples of only in the Survey of English Usage corpus are at M with the 
focused item at E. 
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[bl When the focus of only is a time or space adjunct, two Interpretations are possible, 'at [time/ 
place] and nowhere else'or with the modality sense present in diminisher downtoners: 

John only phoned Mary (an hour ago). 
[either 'at no other time' or 'as recently as an hour ago'] 

John only lives (in Islington). 
[either 'nowhere else'or 'as close as Islington' or 'in as humble a place as Islington] 

[C] Consider the following sentence: 
He's only thinking about marrying a fellow doctor. 

This could conceivably express four different meanings: 
He's only ( ~ ~ i ~ ~ i n g )  about.. . [71 

[ie nothing has yet been decided] 
He's only thinking about (marrying a fellow &tor). 181 

lie he is thinking of nothing else these days] 
He'sonly thinking about marrying (a fellow &tor) 191 

[ie he would not consider a wife in any other profession] 
The situation isonly Lie: merely] that (he's thinking about marrying a fellow &tor). [l01 

Lie you musn't imagine, for example, that he is worried about a difficult patient] 
In [IO], we have as it were 'advanced' the subjunct from a 'preceding' (but unspoken) clause; cf 
informal utterances like 'Go on - you're only jealous', which can be glossed as 'It is merely the 
case that you're jealous'. Compare also the clause relations implied by disjuncts: 'He wasfinkly 
rude' 'I teNyoufrankly that he was mde'(cf 8.121j). In [g], by contrast, we have'retracted' the 
subjunct from the clause in which it semantically operates and placed it in a preceding clause. 
This phenomenon commonly occurs also with ever, as in: 

I can't ever recall that I told you about it. 
[= I can't recall that I euer told you about it] 

I don't ever remember seeing her here. 
[= I don't remember euer seeing her here] 

But cfalso a newspaper example: 
Hopes of finding the body were virrually said to be nil. 

In this case, the context showed that this was intended to be understood as 'Hopes of finding the 
body were said to be virtually nil'. Such leftward movement of an item has a significant relation 
to transferred negation (c/ 14.36). Cf also 'She didn't so much as say that she'd ever L ~ V B D  him.' 

Positions of restrictive subjuncts 
8.118 Most restrictive subjuncts can either precede or follow the item on which 

they are focused, provided this is a complete clause element, though it is 
more usual for them to precede. Just, merely,purely, and simply must normally 
precede the focused part and precede it immediately; ie they can be at M 
only when the whole predication is focused, but they can also readily appear 
at iE. Thus: {::l get a B grade (for that answer). You can *purely 

You can get a B grade {E:) (for that answer). 

Compare : 

l had !g;;} <typed a letter to a friend on his typewriter). 
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The subjunct alone normally must follow the focused item: 

You can get a B grade (for that answer) alone. 

and hence alone as a restrictive subjunct does not occur in Iposition: 

*Alone (ten workers) reported sick yesterday. 

though the virtually synonymous only can take either position: 

reported sick yesterday. 
(Ten workers) only 

When the item focused is part of a clause element, the restrictive subjunct 
must usually precede: 

He only (MAY) come - I didn't say he would. 

I {;$"g} his ( ILD~~)  brother - not the younger one. 

though in speech (not in writing) a part of a noun phrase like the foregoing 
could have the restrictive following: 

I saw his ( e i ~ e r )  brother only. 

Contrast: 

I saw (his elder brother) o ~ l y .  

where the whole noun phrase is focused. 

Note [a]lnparticular favours a position after the focused part. 
[b] Exactly commonly focuses on lvh-items, and precisely does so too, but less commonly; this can 
mean that the focused part is discontinuous: 

Exactly <who) is asking for me? 
<What) exactiy gdo you mean)? 
I know exactly (where to find him). 

Otherwise, exactly dbes not precede the subject bless it focuses on a noun phrase with a 
quantifier, fraction, multiplier, or cardinal numeral: 

Exactly <ten people) were present. 
Just also focuses on wh-interrogatives, but can only precede them: 

Just (why do you want it)? 
Just can also focus on exactly and precisely: 

Just (exactly) 4 hat do you expect)? 
or on a wh-item also Ecused by exactly orprecisely: 

Just <<who) exactly) (are you)? 
Just ((where) precisely) (do you want to go)? 

It will be noticed that both discontinuity and embedding are involved in these examples. 
[c] The restrictives just, merely, simply can freely appear in front of imperative sentences: 

You don't have to be present. (send a letter of explanation). 

[d] When focusing noun phrases, only and alone are to some extent treated as though they formed 
part of the noun phrases concerned. C/: 

Only two persons Two perms alo,le] witnessed the accident. 

-Theaccident was witnessed by '"lytwo 
{two persons alone. 
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Positions of additive subjuncts 
The following additives normally precede (either at M or immediately) a 
focused part if this is the whole or part of the predication; but they may 
follow the focused part, then carrying an intonation nucleus; and if the 
focused part is subject, they must follow it. Even is exceptional in possibly 
preceding the subject and in not taking a nucleus if it follows the focused 
part. The items are: 

again, also, equally, even, similarly, in addition 

Compare : 

I've noticed the fox in my garden and 
also 

seen it (near his back DOOR). 

John has seen it [" ] <near his back D ~ O R ) .  
similarly 
in addition 

John has seen it (near his back MOR) sj~ilarly.  
{:;D) Tion. 

John has seen it (near his back &R) even. ( informal) 

even ( J ~ H N )  has seen it. 

The subjuncts too and as well normally follow the focused part and do not 
appear at  M: 

. . . John has seen it (near his back &R) as i" 
In rather 'prepared' usage, these may precede the focused part: 

She has invited (some of her own ~ h i l y ) .  

In speech, especially informally, the additives can be at E and still focus even 
on the subject: 

( J ~ H N )  has seen it even. (informal) { Z i D m n .  

Neither and nor must precede the focused part, and when they are at  I, there 
is subject-operator inversion (cf 18.24): 
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{it:} neither 

His father wouldn't give the money would he 
(LBND) it. 

For some speakers nor is treated as a coordinating conjunction, and it cannot 
therefore be preceded by a conjunction. 

Neither and nor can also be correlative as additive subjuncts: 

He had neither seen (the F~LM)  nor (even) read (the B ~ K ) .  

She { (the B ~ K )  nor (the reviews). had read neither 
  either <sHB) nor <A) had read the book. 

The subjunct further is placed at M whether it .focuses upon the whole 
predication or only a part of it: 

She had studied metaphysics and she had further (taken a degree in 
linguistics). 

He has argued the case on behalfsf John and has further argued it on 
behalf of John's ( B R ~ T H ~ ~ ) .  

Note [a] Additives are often positionally tied, such that 'As well as/along with X, Y admires Z' means 
'X and Y admire Z'. If the order were switched (perhaps to achieve focus on X; c/ 18.3), 'Y 
admires Z, as well aslalong with X', this would be interpreted as'Y admires Z and X'. 
[b] The additive also can be used like only when focusing upon a pan of a noun phrase (c/ 8.118): 

I also saw his ( 8 ~ ~ e r )  brother. - I saw his (8~rxr) brother Arso. 
[cl A further additive, besides, is less frequent: 

. . . I saw his ( 8 ~ ~ e r )  brother, besio~s. 

Syntactic features of focusing subjuncts 
8.120 Focusing subjuncts cannot normally focus upon other focusing subjuncts (on 

just, however, cf 8.118 Note [b]). They cannot be the focus of a cleft sentence 
or of clause comparison, nor can they be premodified by however, how, or so 

l (cf 8.25). While some focusing subjuncts can come within the scope of both 
interrogation and negation and be the focus of both question and negation, 
it is not usually possible to frame alternative interrogation or negation with 
focusing subjuncts. 

Other syntactic features applying to focusing subjuncts include the fact 
that they cannot be modified (*very only, *extremely also). Moreover, most of 
them cannot be coordinated: *just and exactly, *equally and likewise. But we 
have one clicht. coordination: 

He is making the suggestion purely and simply (for your benefit). 

Focusing subjuncts are the focus of the question in: 

Did she see him only (once)? 
Will they release (the major) as well? 

and of negation in: 

They won't punish merely (John). 
They won't release (the major) as well. 

But most additive subjuncts cannot be the focus of negation. Indeed, too 
cannot even be within the scope of negation, while neither and nor themselves 
effect the negation. An example of alternative interrogation with a restrictive 
subjunct : 

Did she see him only (once) or did she see him M ~ R F  than (once)? 

And with a different type of contrastive interrogative: 

Did she invite merely (girls) or did she invite also (BOYS)? 

Alternative interrogation does not seem plausible with most additive 
subjuncts, and alternative negation seems implausible with both types of 
focusing subjuncts. 

Certain restrictives can be the focus of an initial not with consequent 
subject-operator inversion. Besides the normal: 

He not only (protested) : he (also) (refused to pay his taxes). 

we can also have: 

Not only did he (protest) : he (also) (refused to pay his taxes). 

(On not only . . . but, cf 13.42.) 
Restrictives allowing this subject-operator inversion are: 

not +just, merely, only, simply 

of which not only and not merely do so most commonly. The construction 
implies-a correlative construction, with (but) also as common correlative5 in 
the second clause. Not only can appear initially in such a sequence without 
subject-operator inversion when the focus is on the subject: 

Not only (d) protested: several others joined in. 

Focusing subjuncts can appear in a construction resembling a cleft 
sentence: 

(John) who protested. 
(on Thursdays) that he visited her. 

even 

We should distinguish this construction from a similar one which is different 
in being correlative: 

It was not that (John pro~ks~ed) ;  it was rather that (he was R ~ D E ) .  

In this example, the subjuncts are functioning within the superordinate 
clause to which the that-clause is complement. Restrictives, additives, and 
some disjuncts (eg: possibly, probably) commonly occur in such a correlative 
structure. Other examples: 

It'spartly that (he's good-looking) ; it'spartly that (he's clever). 
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It's not that (they object to him); it's moreprobably that (they have no 
interest in him). 

It's not just that (she's young); it's {E::} that (she's inexperienced). 

Note [a] Exactly and precisely are used as comment utterances on a previous declarative sentence: 
A: That was the day she was referring to. 

{ 
Exactly. 

B: Precisely. 
Right. (esp AmE) 

But these seim to be related to some implied sentence such as 'That was exacfIy/preciseIy the 
day' or 'You are exactly/precisely right'. Quite ['I quite agree'] is used in the same way in BrE. 
Right is used, especially in AmE, to express agreement, and is more common than exactly or 
precisely; hut it cannot be related like these to focusing subjunct use. Especially in BrE, quite ['I 
quite agree'] commonly expresses agreement with something said by another speaker, whether 
the preceding clause is positive or negative (cf8.130 Note [c]): 

A: She should (not) have told you! 
B : QUITE. 

[bl Like nor only, but without a corresponding correlative, not ewn can focus upon the subject: 
Not even (&> protested. 

Disjuncts : 
8.121 Like subjuncti, the adverbials that we call DISJUNcTS are grammatically 

distinct from adjuncts in terms of the features set out in 8.25. Consider in this 
connection the adverbials in the following sentences: 

Sadly, the 4torm destroyed the entire tobacco crop. [ l]  
Your son isinot, in all frankness, suc&eding in his present job. [21 
Since she ran out of money, she had to defer buying a new car. 131 

We note, first of all, that it is not the form of these adverbials that makes 
them different from adjuncts or even from subjuncts: 

Dr  Fox sa@dly in her room. l41 
The arrested man answered in all frankness the rather awkward 

personal questions. L51 
She has been living in great hardship since she ran out of money. [6] 

Nor yet is it the positions in which the adverbials are placed in [l], [2], and 
[3]. We could move the adverbials to I in 141 and [6]; we could move in aN 
frankness to M in [5]; we would leave their grammatical relations broadly 
unchanged and still sharply different from the grammatical relations of the 
adverbials in [l], [21, and [31. The adverbials in [4], [5], and [6] can be made 
the focus of a cleft sentence; can be the basis of contrast in alternative 
interrogation or negation; can be focused by focusing subjuncts; and can 
come within the scope of predication pro-forms or ellipsis. These propensities 
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are those of their adjunct status (cf 8.25). But the adverbials in [I], [2], and [3] 
cannot, without producing absurdity or requiring a different interpretation, 
undergo any of these processes: 

*Did the stormdestroy thecropsadlyor . . .? 
*It is in allfrankness that your son is not succeeding. . . 
*It is since she ran out of money that she had to defer buying a new car. 

[asterisked except as a time adjunct of backward span, whereas in [3] 
the adverbial concerns not time but reason] 

Similar observations hold true for subjuncts, as we saw in 8.88, but it should 
not be thought on that account that disjuncts are especially akin to subjuncts. 
Rather, we have a three-fold distinction that can be set out informally as 
follows : 

ADJUNCTS are similar in the weight and balance of their sentence role to 
other sentence elements such as subject and object. 

SUBJUNCTS have in general a lesser role than the other sentence elements; 
they have for example less independence both semantically and grammat- 
ically and in some respects are subordinate to one or other of the sentence 
elements. 

DISJUNCTS, by the same analogy, have a superior role as compared with 
the sentence elements; they are syntactically more detached and in some 
respects 'superordinate', in that they seem to have a scope that extends 
over the sentence as a whole. 

We shall now scrutinize the general semantic roles of disjuncts in order to 
understand why they appear to have such a grammatical function in relation 
to the clauses in which they operate. 

8.122 It is very difficult to make a wholly objective utterance, and almost everything 
we say or write conveys the impress of our attitude. Thus, a sentence such as 

Mr Forster neglects his children. [ l]  

entails assumptions about the 'authority'on which the statement is made. I t  
is unlikely that the speaker has heard Mr Forster say, 'I neglect my children', 
but if this were the source of authority, the speaker would have been more 
likely to make the sentence: 

Mr Forster says (that) he neglects his children. PI 
This might well imply that the speaker cannot himself confirm it: 

Mr Forster says (that) he neglects his children (though I've seen no 
evidence of this). 131 

If, indeed, he had such evidence, the sentence would be likely to be different 
again, both in the statement of the authority and the implication of the 
speaker's own view : 

Mr Forster admits (that) he neglects his children (as I myselfhave 
suspected). [41 
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By contrast with [2] and [4], the 'unattributed' sentence [l]  is likely to mean 
and to be interpreted as meaning: 

From things I have heard and seen, I claim it to be a fair and true 
assessment that Mr Forsrer neglects his children. [51 

It need hardly be pointed out that such detailed specificity is rarely made 
explicit, though it is worth noting that in a court of law it would be by no 
means unusual for the speaker of [l] to be obliged either to expand it to [5] or 
at  least to acknowledge that by his [l] he intended to mean neither more nor 
less than [5]. 

But even in ordinary speech and writing, it is not uncommon to find some 
overt indication of authority accompanying the bald statement [l], such as: 

I think 
I gather (that) Mi Forster neglects his children. 
It seems I 
I tell you . . . 
I tell you frankly. . . 
I tell you privately . . . 
I put it to you crudely. . . 
I say, ifyou will allow me (to do so), that. . . 

Each of the italicized sections in the various alternate forms of [6] is an 
adverbial in a clause which has the speaker as subject and Mr Forster neglects 
his children as its object. Thus: 

I tell you frankly that Mr Forster neglects his children. [7] 
S1 v IJoi I A I od 

But even the degree of overt authority in [7] can be abbreviated: 

Frankly, Mr Forster neglects his children. L81 

It is where sentences like [8] have the same meaning as [7], that we speak of 
the adverbials as disjuncts, and it can now be seen why such adverbials have 
in some sense 4,superordinate role in relation to the sentences in which they 
function. l '\ 

Note [a] Not all disjuncts can be so straightforwardly related to adverbials in superordinate clauses. 
For example, the disjunct in: 

Presumably, Alison has bought a new car. 
cannot be related to: 

*I tell youpresu/nably that Alison . . . 
But plausible paraphrases will nonetheless place 'Alison has bought a new car' as a clause 
functioning as an element in a superordinate clause, eg: 

Ipresume that Alison has bought a new car. 
That Alison has bought a new car is widelypresumed. 
It is widelypresumed that Alison has bought a new car. 

It is a matter of interesting speculation to account for the processes by which we can express the 
meaning of these finite verb phrases in terms of verbless adverbials. 
[b] Many conjuncts also correspond to a construction containing a verb of speaking; cf8.138. 
[c] Note the following examples of formal stereotyped expressions of authority: 

I hereby declare that I shall . . . 
Stop - in the name of the law. 
No flowers by request. 
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8.123 Disjuncts can be divided into two main classes: STYLE disjuncts (by far the 
smaller class) and CONTENT disjuncts. Style disjuncts convey the speaker's 
comment on the style and form of what he is saying, defining in some way 
under what conditions he is speaking as the 'authority' for the utterance. 
Content disjuncts (also known as attitudinal disjuncts) make observations on  
the actual content of the utterance and its truth conditions. These two classes 
and their subclasses are displayed in Fig 8.123. 

{a) modality and manner 
- conveying speaker's (eg: truthfully, bluntly, 

comment as to if1 may say so) 

(eg: in broad terms, 
personally) 

L (a) degree of or conditions 
for truth of content 

CONTENT - making an (eg: really, certainly, 
observation as to ifhed listened) 

L(b)  value judgment of content 
(eg: understandably, wisely, 
to everyone's surprise) 

Fig 8.123 

Style disjuncts 
8.124 The relationship between a style disjunct and the clause to which it is 

attached can often be expressed (as we explained in 8.122) by a clause in 
which the same formal item as the style disjunct is a process adjunct (cf 
8.78fn, with a verb of speaking, the subject of which is '1'. Thus,frankly in:  

l Frankly, I am tired. 

is equivalent to I tell youfrankly or I sayfrankly. If the clause is a question, 
the disjunct may be ambiguous: 

Frankly, is he tired? 

In this example, the adverbial may correspond to Zask youfrankly or  to the 
! more probable Ten mefrankly. Often the disjunct is quite overt about the 

verb of speaking and the adverbial may take the form of a finite clause: 

If1 may say so without offence, your writing is immature. 

In thus drawing attention not only to what is said but to how it is being said, 
the style disjunct is often an implicit comment on language itself (cf 8.126). 
Adverbs commonly used as style disjuncts include : 

Type (a): Modality and Manner 

candidly,flatly, honestly, seriously, strictly, truly, truthfully; confidentially, 
privately; approximately, bluntly, briefly, broadly, crudely, frankly, 
generally, roughly, simply 
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For example: 

Briefly, there is nothing more I can do about it. 
I don't want the money, confdentially. 
Very seriously, do you intend to resign? 
You ask me what he wants. Quitesimply, he wants to move to a better 

climate. 

Style disjuncts of Type (a) are also realized by prepositional phrases and by 
clauses. For example : 

In short, he is mad but happy. 
Putting it bluntly, he has little market value. 
As a rough approximation, you can expect a group of fifteen.. 
There were twelve people present, to be precise. 

Type (b): Respect 

jiguratively, generally, literally, metaphorically, personally, strictly 

For example:, 

She was strictly out of order in adjourning the meeting at that point. 
Generally, the rainy season has already begun by September. 
Personally, I find the music too arid. 

Frequently, however, respect disjuncts are realized by longer phrases or by 
clauses, thus making more explicit the respect in which a comment is being 
'hedged': 

~enerally speaking, the rainy season has already begun by September. 
Strictly speaking she was out of order. 
Speakingpurely for myself, I find the music too arid. 

I to judge from her remarks. 
Mildred seemed to enjoy the concert, from what her brother told me. 

since her brother told me himself: 
It was not alvery difficult job to persyade him to go, ifyou understand 

me. ! \ 

none of you are competent to make the legal With respect, 

judgment required. 

Because-clauses ban also be style disjuncts of this type (and as such they must 
be placed at  E):' 

He was drunk, because he had to support himselfon afr ienh arm. 

In this typeof usage (cf 15.21), ifand since-clauses (normally content disjuncts) 
occur commonly as style disjuncts; these may occur at I, M, or E. Note, 
however, the prosody: 

Ifyou ask ME he was D R ~ N K .  

He was DRONK, ifyou ask 

Since you 'want to K N ~ W ,  I $aw him with your sister. 
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I saw him with your sister, since you 'want to KNOW. 

When a speaker wishes to emphasize that he or she alone is the authority, a 
style disjunct may be reinforced by another, even though a listener may find 
the cooccurrence objectionably tautologous (or obtrusively egotistical): 

((Speaking) for) ~YSELF, I find the work here quite P L B A S ~ ~ ~ ,  
~BRsonally. 

It will be noted that -selfdisjuncts in their truncated form can be identical 
with appositives (cf 17.65ff): 

I m y s k ~ ~  find the work here quite ~ ~ 6 ~ S a n t .  

(Cf 8.125 Note [b]). 

Note [a] Informally, a somewhat indignant use of an $disjunct not uncommonly occurs on its own, 
leaving the situational context to make obvious what the unspoken statement would have been. 
Note the exaggerated emphasis on i / :  

 you don't M ~ N L J {  
(that is my seat). 
(your umbrella is in my way). 

The g<lause is understood as short for something like 'If you don't mind my saying solmy 
pointing this out'. 

Another stereotyped expression of indignation by means of an +disjunct occurs when we call 
attention, for example, to the words used by someone else (cf8.126): 

She said I was ~ C H ~ L D ~ S ~ ,  fyouplease. 
[b] Use of the disjunct personally normally requires that the subject of the clause is the authority 
for it: 

Perso~lly I regard this music as boring. 
Fredsaid that personally he found concentration increasingly difficult. 

?*Personally, Fred finds concentration increasingly difficult. 

8.125 Corresponding to some adverbs as style disjuncts, a series of longer disjuncts 
may be used, often involving the same item or its lexical base. For example, 
in place of frankly in: 

Frankly, he hasn't a chance. 

we could have : 

prepositional phrase: in all frankness 
infinitive clause: to befrank, to speakfrankly, to put itfrankly 
-ing clause :frankly speaking, putting itfrankly 
-ed clause: putfrankly 
finite clause: iflmay be frank, ifIcan speak frankly, if1 can put it frankly 

Not every style disjunct will allow so full a range. Thus, we have in all fairness 
but not the disjunct fairly; in short but not shortly. Conversely, we haveflatly 
but not flatly speaking. 

But for almost all of the adverbs listed in 8.124, corresponding participle 
constructions with speaking are available as style disjuncts; eg: frankly - 
frankly speaking, seriously - seriously speaking. Many have infinitive clauses 
of the form to be plus the base adjective, eg: bluntly - to be blunt,personally - 
to be personal. Those allowing such infinitive clauses have a corresponding 
finite clause with if; for example: if1 may be blunt, ifImay bepersonal. 
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[a] The  order of adjunct and verb in the disjunct participle construction with speaking is more or 
less stereotyped. Speakingfinkly is far less likely thanfrankly speaking. On the other hand, 
speakinggenerally is the participle construction equivalent to the adverb style disjunct generally, 
asin: 

The committee interviewed several writers and publishers. Generally, the writers were 
against censorship. 

The style disjunct use of ge~zerally (with its corresponding prepositional phrase in general) is to 
be distinguished from the timeadjunct useof the same wordgenerally,synonymous withnormally 
or usrraNy (cf8.66, 8.67 Note [b]). Perhaps because the time adjunct has an alternative form in 
the corresponding participle clause generally speaking, it is the inverted form speaking generally 
that is used as the expanded form of the disjunct. 
[b] The style disjunct personally is to be distinguished from the intensifier personally that is 
synonymous with the appropriate reflexive form of the pronoun: 

1 kzi l ly ]  have never been to New York. 

These are both to bedistinguished from the adjunctpersonally that is synonymous with in person: 
He signed the document personally. 

[C] Truly has been included among style disjuncts. It corresponds to I tell you truly and also, in 
many environments, to It is true (that), the latter type of correspondence being common to many 
content disjuncts (cf 8.128). However, unlike such content disjuncts but like other style disjuncts, 
it can appear before a question: 

I think he has no right to be there. Truly, what is your opinion? 
Truly here can be replaced neither by It  IS true nor Is it true; it is perhaps to be seen as an 
abbreviation of Tellme truly. 

Metalinguistic comment 
Overt reference to the linguistic medium, such as in the selection or coining 
of an appropriate expression, is not of course peculiar to adverbials (cf App 
1.15): 

Let us call this concept 'pre-impressionist'. 
The only word for it is banal. 
The look on his face was what I would call, not baleful, but bileful. 

Nonetheless, adverbials lend themselves very conveniently to incorporating 
metalinguistic comment into a sentence whose purpose is not itself merely 
metalinguistic. There is, for instance, a su,bclass of conjuncts ('reformulatory', 
cf 8.141) whose chief function this is. But the style disjunct lends itself 
peculiarly well to such a role: 

Hawkins was not, strictly speaking, a traitor. 

In this sentence, we should notice that we are concerned both with the issue 
of whether or dot Hawkins was a traitor and alio with the issue of whether 
the word 'traitor' is a fitting term to express his behaviour. 

Other disjuncts commonly used as 'hedges' in this way are illustrated by: 

They have not, so to say, 'combined' their resources; rather they have 
They have not 'combined' their resources, exactly; 

agreed to make some joint decisions. 

(In this example, the reformulatory conjunct rather appears; cf above) 

He has an idea, a hypothesis, ifyou will, that you may find interesting. 
You ought to seize this opportunity, if1 may so put it, with more grace 

than you are showing. 

Note 
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Cf also so to speak, ifyou like, to quote X, as Xputs it, in the immortal words of  
X .  

Frequently, however, metalinguistic comment is inextricably mixed up 
with expression of degree. The compromiser subjuncts kind of and sort of 
play a similar role; as do approximators (cf 8.104ff). Consider, for example, 
the subjunct usage in: 

almost a theory. 

She just about alienated her audience on that occasion. 

It is not easy here to know whether we are to understand the latter as meaning 
almost but not entirely alienated or as what I might almost call 'alienated', and 
we have no reason to believe that the originator of the sentence was making 
a distinction between these. So too when we are told that: 

He virtua1Iy srdn the money. 
very nearly r- 1 

we cannot be sure whether it means that he came close to stealing it or acted 
in such a way that it could almost be called 'stealing'. In consequence, some 
comment adverbials like actually, fiankly, and others come to be used as 
subjuncts (emphasizers), cf 8.100fl. This is especially true of literally, as in: 

The police literally left no square inch unexamined. 
It was a tiny room - literally a 'one-man' office. 
I could literally feel the earth shaking. 
The car literally somersaulted off the road. 

It would seem that the speaker wishes to emphasize the extraordinary nature 
of what he is describing - 'Believe it or not!' - , as well as to draw attention 
to the hyperbolic language used to describe it. The insertion of literally seems 
often to acknowledge that people tend to use the expression concerned 
(somersault, earth shaking) as merely figurative or exaggeratedly colourful 
whereas in the present instance the word is to be taken in its literal meaning. 
But in careless and informal speech, and even indeed in writing, the adverb 
comes to be used in ways that are 'literally' absurd: 

She literally P L ~ W  out of the room. 
I literally split my s i ~ ~ s  laughing. 

[a]On the same page of a recent novel, a policeman is described as parking his vehicle thus: 
He literally threw his car into the last available space. 

And in tackling a hoodlum: 
He literally threw the man down from the stage. 

A few pages further on, some criminals on motorcycles 'were, literally, using their machines as 
weapons'. In the second and third instance, the use of literally seems justified if hyperbolic; in 
the first it is absurd. 
[b] With the comment adverbials, we can focus on individual items in the verb phrase (cf 8.96) 
as well as on the main verb or predication. Compare: 

I actually/frankly/ l i feral ly~~ to crawl through the fence. 
I had actuallylfrankly/Iiterally to C R ~ W L  through the fence. 

[. . . toactually/frankly/literallyc~w~. . .; cf 8.211 
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In the former, it is the obligation that has to be understood as literally and seriously expressed; 
in the latter, it is the act of crawling. 
[c] In colloquial style, some predications are conventionally used in a nonliteral way, and this is 
frequently indicated by intonationally highlighting the verb: 

T h e  boy was h ~ i n g  for trouble. ['. . . was virtually asking. . .'I 
They went out of their w i y  to be helpful. ['went as it were out o f .  . .'] 

Content disjuncts 
8.127 The speaker's comment on the content of what he is saying iS of two principal 

kinds, which can in turn be subdivided. 

Type (a): Degree of truth 
These disjuncts present a comment on the truth value of what is said, 
expressing the extent to which, and the conditions under which, the 
speaker believes that what he is saying is true. Here belong the great 

1 classes of hypothetical clauses on which closely reasoned discourse 
depends. Disjuncts realized by concessive, conditional, reason, and other 
adverbial clauses will be given special attention in 15.32, and we shall 
concentrate here on shorter realizations, particularly by adverbs. Indeed, 
adverbs falling in Type (a) constitute what is virtually a closed class, and 
most items will be cited below. There are three main groups. 

Group (i) ~ h k s e  express conviction, either as a direct claim (eg: undeniably) 
or as an appeal to general perception (eg: evidently): 

admitted~~,~assuredl~ (rare, formal), aoowedly (formal), certainly, decidedly 
(rare, formal), definitely, incontestably (rare, formal), incontro- 
vertibly (formal), indeed, indisputably (formal), indubitably (formal), 
surely, unar@ably (formal), undeniably, undoubtedly, unquestionably; 
clearly, eviddntly, manifestly ( formal)~obviously, patently (formal), plainly 

Group (ii) These express some degree of doubt: 

allegedly, arguably, apparently, conceivably, doubtless, likely (informal), 
maybe (informal), most likely, perhaps, possibly, presumably, purportedly 
<formal), suite I likely, reportedly, reputedly (formal), seemingly (formal), 
supposedly, very likely 

Such items as perhaps and by any chance politely reduce the impact and 
urgency of questions and conditions, or convey an apologetic tone: 

perhaps? 
Is Mary at home' {by any 
If Mary is (perhaps) at liberty, I could see her for a moment (perhaps). 
Mary is not free for a moment, by any chance? 

Cf the similar effect by alternative means in: 

Is Mary at homey / I  would wonder? you (happen to) know? 
Mary is not free for a moment, I suppose? 
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Group (iii) These state the sense in which the speaker judges what he says to 
be true or false. There is often a reference to the 'reality' or lack of 'reality' in 
what is said. Some assert the reality of what is said: 

actually, really, factually (rare, formal) 
Several express a contrast with reality: 

only apparently, formally, hypothetically, ideally, nominally, oficially, 
ostensibly (formal), outwardly, superficially, technically, theoretically 

A few claim that what is being said is true in principle: 
basically, essentially, fundamentally 

I The distinction is often a fine one between content disjuncts and viewpoint 
subjuncts (cf 8.89), particularly when the same formal item is involved: 

Technically, our task is to recycle the waste products. [disjunct] 
Technically, recycling the waste products will be easy. [subjunct; 

cf 'Recycling. . . will be technically easy'] 

Some further examples of Type (a) disjuncts: 
Mr Hasegawa seemed to enjoy the concert, although Wagner is not one of 

his favourite composers. 
Since she had no time to have the carfixed, Mildred telephoned for a taxi. 
The proposal would have been accepted if the manager had been more 

tactful. 

Type (b): Value judgment 
Disjuncts of this type convey some evaluation of or attitude towards what 
is said. As with Type (a), we concentrate on realization by adverbs and 
some of the more common items are listed below. Those with a participle 
base (cf App 1.2) in -ing (eg: surprisingly) are the most productive class of 
adverbs as content disjuncts. There are two main groups. 

Group (i) These express a judgment on what is being said as a whole and 
they normally apply the same judgment simultaneously to the subject of the 
clause. For example: 

Rightly, Mrs Jensen consulted her lawyer. [She was right and her action 
was right] 

With some, as in this example, judgment is passed on whether what is said is 
right or wrong: 

correctly, incorrectly, justly, unjustly, rightly, wrongly 
With others, judgment is passed on the wisdom or manner of what is 
described : 

artfully, cleverly, cunningly, foolishly, prudently, reasonably, sensibly, 
shrewdly, unreasonably, wisely, unwisely 

Group (ii) With these, the judgment carries no implication that it applies to 
the subject of the clause. For example: 

Remarkably, Mrs Jensen consulted her lawyer. [Her action was 
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remarkable; the speaker is not suggesting that Mrs Jensen was 
remarkable] 

As with this example, some items judge what is said to be strange or 
unexpected (and items listed are frequently followed by enough): 

amazingly, astonishingly, curiously, funnily (BrE), incredibly, ironically, 
oddly, remarkably, strangely, suspiciously, unexpectedly 

With  other adverbs, what is said is judged to be appropriate or expected: 
appropriately, inevitably, naturally, not unnaturally, predictably, under- 
standably 

What is said is judged to cause satisfaction or the reverse: 
annoyingly, delighrfuly, disappointingly, disturbingly, pleasingly, refresh- 
ingly, regrettably 

What is said is judged to be fortunate or unfortunate: 
fortunately, unfortunately, happily (formal), unhappily (formal), luckily, 
unluckily, sadly (formal), tragically 

Other judgments: 
amusingly, conveniently, hopefully (cf 8.129 Note [b]), mercifully, prefer- 
ably, significantly, thankfully 

Some examples o f  Type (b) disjuncts: 

Certainly, he had very little reason to fear their competition. 
Obviously, nobody expected us to be here today. 
Really, the public does not have much choice in the matter. 
Understandably, we were all extremely annoyed when we received the 

letter. 1 

He is wisely staying at home today. 

As well as by adverbs, content disjuncts o f  Type (b) are realized by 
prepositional phrases and clauses (cf 9.57J 15.20f). For example: 

To my regret, he did not accept our offer. 
They arrived, to our surprise, before we did. 
With justice, khey have assumed their place among the nation's heroes. 
To the great admiration of all the onlookers, he plunged into the water 

and rescued the struggling child. 
On paper, she ought to have won, but in fact she lost. 
Of course, nqbody imagines that he will repay what he borrowed. 
It was no doqbt clever o f  him to offer his resignation at that point in the 

proceedings. 
To be sure, we have heard many such promises before. 
They are not going to buy the house, which is not surprising in view of its 

exorbitant price. 
Even more important, she has control over the finances o f  the party. 
What is even more remarkable, he manages to inspire confidence in the - 

most suspicious people. 

The use of  more in the last two examples shows how content disjuncts can be 
adapted to conjunct use (cf 8.137). 
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Note [a] Several adverbs with -ed participle bases imply that the view not only of the speaker but of 
others is being quoted: allegedly, reportedly, reputedly, supposedly. Among common formulas by 
which the speaker identifies such an authority, however, the following two may be mentioned: 
According to (Mary, the Gouenmzenr, the morning paper . . .), and By (their, her, his, Mary's, the 
Government's. . .)own admission. 
[h] Doubtless is not synonymous with'without doubt'. Like no doubt, it in fact implies some doubt 
and is synonymous with 'very probably'. Undoubredly, on the other hand, expresses conviction. 
Apparently is for most speakers equivalent to 'it appears' or 'it seems', and these do not express 
certainty. However, some speakers equate apparently with 'it is ev~dent'. Prosody and phrasal 
form combine to make a distinction in the degree of commitment to a statement of authority: 

The fire had already to my KNbwledge. [some doubt] 
{to my certain KNbWledge. [no doubt] 

[c] Admittedly and certainly imply concession as well as certainty. Concession applies still more 
strongly to twodisjuncts which take the form of nonfinite clauses: 

THiT,]  I have to agree that there aregreat d i B x u l t u  

Although the latter normally obeys the subject-attachment rule (cf 15.581), the disjunct has 
become so stereotyped that one often finds examples like: 

Havingsaid that, the economy seems unlikely to show marked improvement for some time. 
[d] Just as the verb seecan be used for both visual and mental perception (cf: Isee ['understand'] 
what youmean), so adverbs as disjuncts can be used for both types of perception. In: 

Obviously, he doesn't want us to help him. 
the speaker's conviction may well be based on what the person has said rather than anything 
that has been perceived visually. On the other hand, in: 

Obviously, he is in very poor health. 
it may be based largely on the person's appearance. 
[e] Style disjuncts such as truthfully and honestly (cf 8.124) and content disjuncts such as certainly 
and dejnitely alike express conviction about what is said. But the style disjuncts assert that the 
speaker is saying something sincerely, while the content disjuncts assert the truth of what is said. 

8.128 W e  have seen that adverbs as style disjuncts correspond to a clause with a 
verb o f  speaking (cf 8.122). Many adverbs as content disjuncts, though not 
all, also correspond to other structures. The set o f  correspondences presented 
below for adverbs o f  one or other type applies only to adverbs o f  the type 
concerned, and even so not necessarily to all the items o f  that particular type. 
For example, many adverbs o f  content Type (a), such as evidently, have the 
following correspondences : 

Evidently, he doesn't object. 
It is evident (that) he doesn't object. 
That he doesn't object is evident. 

But these correspondences do not apply, for example, to perhaps. To  avoid 
repetition, we use only the variants with extraposition and anticipatory it (cf 
18.33). Hence, we give the correspondence for evidently in Type (a) as simply: 

It is evident that he doesn't object. 

The semantic distinction between adverbs o f  Type (a) (eg: admittedly, clearly) 
and Type (b) (eg: fortunately, wisely) is reflected in the fact that it is possible 
to use putative should (cf 4.64, 14.25, 16.70fl in the correspondences o f  Type 
(b). I f  shouldis inserted in correspondences of  Type (a), it conveys obligation 
(cf 4.56ff) and alters the meaning o f  the sentence radically, since this group 
is concerned with the factual basis o f  what is asserted or questioned: 
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Certainly' she consults her lawyer regularly. 
[clearly, - ] - 

certain = ~t is [clear J that she consults her lawyer regularly. 

but: 

certain + I t  is[clear ]that she should consult her lawyer regularly. 

[this would mean 'She ought to consult her lawyer regularly'] 

By contrast, putative should enters the Type (b) correspondences, since here 
we are concerned with the expression of an opinion: 

she consults her lawyer regular$. 

Most of the adverbs of Type (b) allow also a correspondence with an infinitive 
clause (commonly a replacement for a that-clause with putative should; cf 
15.48f): 

Foolishly, Pill declined the invitation. 
= It was foolish of Bill to decline the invitation. 

But this is not possible with adverbs of Type (a): 

John declined the invitation. Admittedly, l 
*It was {&EE~~} of John to decline the invitation. 

Note [a] Assuredly and decidedly are roughly synonymous with surely and undoubtedly respectively. 
They do not correspond to such structures as: 

Surely is commonly used to challenge the addressee and implies disbelief or disagreement as to 
previously expressed assumptions, as well as the self-evident plausibility of what is being said. 
[b] Naturally and the equivalent understatement, nor unnaturally, are paraphrasable by 'as might 
have been expected' or 'of course'. They do not correspond to it is natural or it is not unnatural. 

8.129 The semantic distinction between the groups (i) (eg: rightly, wisely) and (ii) 
(eg: surprisingly, understandably) of Type (b) in 8.127 is reflected in the fact 

7- 
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that only in (i) is it normal to have a correspondence in which the judgment 
is predicated of the subject. Thus: 

Group (bii) 

Surprisingly, l John returned the money. 
Understandably, 

surprising ' * john was [understandable 1 to return the money. 

But: 
Group (bi) 

[E? ]  John returned the money. 
- - 

= John was [$!l to return the money. 

(Compare the discussion of subject orientation with subjuncts: especially 
8.94.) The predication automatically applies to the subject in an active 
sentence and to the agent in a passive sentence, whether the latter is present 
or recoverable or indefinite (cf 3.638). Hence, we can still set up these 
correspondences for items in Group (bi) in the following instances: 

F$:] the money was returned by John. 

= John was [z:l to return the money. 
L _I 

the money was returned. 

p'] to return the money. = (Someone) was wise 

These adverbs can be used wherever a personal agent is implied, though it 
may not always be possible to state the correspondences as systematically as - - 

in the above instances: 

[E%] the meeting ended early today. 

= X{'" were }{right] wise to end the meeting early today. 

Here 'X' cannot be specified or identified but obviously cannot be the subject 
of the earlier sentence, the meeting. 

K$:] the book costs only five dollars. 

= E:] to fix the price of the book at only five dollars. 

Again, the former sentence makes it impossible to identify a subject for the 
latter. Contrast: 
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[%? ' l  Bill's car is in a garage overnight throughout the winter. 

= Bill is [z:] to keep his car in a garage overnight throughout 

the winter. 

Since some adverbs in content Type (b) allow correspondence with a personal 
subject (usually, however, not the speaker as an individual but as a 
representative of what can be taken as a general view), it is useful to 
distinguish a FACTIVE type from a PERSONAL type: 

FACTIVE : 
Understandably, James refuses to speak. 
That James refuses to s ~ e a k  is understandable. 
I t  is understandable that James refuses to s ~ e a k .  

#  and^ that James refuse: to speak. 

[bui rather: 'One uAderstands why James refuses to speak'; cfl 
'*Understandably, the weather was appalling'] 

PERSONAL : 

James refuses to speak. 
Sadlv. 

That James refuses to speak is {,ttable. 

regrettable 
I t  is }that James rcfuses to speak. 

L I 

I r e i r e t l ~ n e  regrets that James refuses to speak. 

[~f: Regrettably, the weather was appalling] 

Within the personal type, however, there is a subset for which the first two 
of the above parhphrases cannot occur: ' 

James refuses to speak. 
Thankfully, 1 

# *That ;lames refuses to speak is 

*It is [h'ppy thankful }that James refuses tospeak. 

but rather: 

={I am } Ihappy }that J a m a  refuses to speak. 
One is thankful 

With most of the personal type, it is possible to add to say in the paraphrases: 

I regret (I am sad/happy, etc) to say that James . . . 
We note, however, that beside 'Hopefully, the weather is improving', we 
have no '*I am hopeful to say that the weather is improving'. 
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Note ' [a] In 'Sadly, I resigned the chairmanship', the adverbial may be close in meaning to a subject- 
oriented adjunct or subjunct (cf 8.78,8.93); thus 'I was sad to resign', 'I was sad when I resigned'. 
But the meaning may be that corresponding to a style disjunct ('Sad to say, I resigned') or to a 
content disjunct: 'One is sad (People are sad, It is sad newsfor you) that I resigned'. 
[b] Stylistic objections are raised to the use of the personal type of disjunct above, notably 
thankfully and above all hopefully. Strength of feeling concerning hopefully may be attributable 
in part to its lack of total fit with the others, as noted above ('*I am hopeful to say'). Since, 
however, the 'general view' in hopefuly is usefully distinguished thereby from the purely 
individual viewpoint in I hope, the disjunct has considerable convenience, as can be seen in the 
following textual example from an administrator's note put before a committee: 

My assistant has arranged for the matter to be considered by an ad hoc working party, 
and hopefully a proposal will be ready in time for our next meeting. I hope this approach 
will be acceptable to members. 

The two italicized parts are not identical in force and could not in fact be interchanged; the 
former ventures to express a general hope, attributed by the writer to the committeeas a whole, 
or even a general assessment of probability ('It is likely that a proposal. . .');the latter expresses 
the writer's personal hope that his action will be approved. 

Syntactic features of disjuncts 
8.130 Clausal realizations of content disjuncts occur fairly freely with questions: 

Ifit stops raining, may we go out and play in the wood? 
(What is) even more interesting, did you hear her reply to that second 

question? 

When realized by adverbs, however, most content disjuncts cannot appear 
in any position in a direct or indirect question (cf Note [a]): 

*Does he fortunately know about it? 
*He asked whether, fortunately, they knew anything about it. 

On the other hand, most style disjuncts can be freely used in direct and 
indirect questions, even initially: 

Frankly, does he know about it? 
They want to know whether, strictly speaking, they're trespassing. 

But cf: 

*Personally, is she very clever? 

Most content disjuncts cannot appear with imperatives: 

*Fortunately, don't tell him. 

(But cf: 'Perhaps tell him now.') 

On the other hand, some style disjuncts (including most of 8.124 Type (a)) 
can do so, even in I position: 

Seriously, go and see her about it. 
Frankly, don't tell him. 

While disjuncts can appear at almost any place in clause structure, the 
normal position for most disjuncts is I. However, some content disjuncts of 
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Type (ai), eg: probably, possibly, and all of Type (bi), eg: rightly, wisely, 
normally occur at M, and often at iM. Note also the potentiality of eM: 

You would have p} missed the plane. certainly 

If the clause is negative, iM would be more usual though M is perfectly 
possible with the same meaning: 

I frankly don't know. 
I don't frankly know. 

If prosodic focus is on the operator, iM would be usual: 

I frankly WL annoyed. 

Disjuncts can appear (though often with some awkwardness) in dependent 
finite clauses : 

He was a man who, unaccountably, had few friends. 
What, interestingly enough, pleased them most was her enthusiasm. 
Though he was quite rightly dismissed, he was given six months' salary. 

Note [aJCertain content disjuncts of Type (ai)expressingsomedoubt (eg:perhops,possibly conceivably) 
are marginally acceptable in direct and indirect questions, but not at I position. Cf 'Can you 
possibly/perhaps see her now?' Some of Type (aiii) are acceptable in questions perhaps even 
initially, eg: basically, essentioNy,fundamentally, ideally. 
[b] It seems that content disjuncts can appear within a clause that is loosely attached to a 
question: 

Did they refuse the first offer, expecting, naturally, a better offer? 
[cl Some content disjuncts can be responses to questions or can be used as a comment on a 
previous utterance: usually accompanied by yes or no: 

A: They have returned to San Francisco. 
B: Very wisely. ['They were very wise to do so'] 

A: They won't be coming back. 
B: Unfortunately, no. ['It's unfortunate that they won't] 

A few style disjunct4 (honestly, literally, seriously, truly, truthfully) are used as verbless questions: 
A: I'm going tojresign. 

B: Seriously? ['Were you speaking seriously when you said that?] 
Thecontent disjunct really is commonly used in this way: 

A : I'm going to resign. 
B: ReaNy? ['Is that so?'] 

A particular intonation contour is not obligatory, but certain adverbials have a characteristic 
intonation when us d as responses; for example, following 'I hear you may soon be emigrating', 4 .  somewe might reply with one of the following (cf8.120 Note [a]): 

chtainly QU~TE (BrE) Yes, ~ D ~ E D  A b s o ~ h ~ l y  
Well, ~dssibly Qui ted  (BrE) ~ i m e r  (esp old-fashioned BrE) 

(CfApp 11.1 If). 

8.131 Most disjuncts can be modified. Common premodifiers are very and quite. 
For some content disjuncts of Type (bii), the postmodifier enough is common, 
particularly for those evaluating the communication as odd (bizarrely, 
curiously, eerily, funnily, oddly, strangely): 

Oddly enough, he hasn't said anything about it. 

Several content disjuncts can be premodified by not, in particular surprisingfy, 
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and some with negative prefixes (unexpectedly, unreasonably, unusually, 
unwisely) : 

Not surprisingfy, he protested strongly about it. 
Not unreasonably, she refused him. 

Other common premodifiers include (in intensifier use) more, most, less, least: 

Morepersonally, I have to tell you that my wife is pregnant. 
Less strangely, he has been avoiding me lately; and (even) less strangely 

still, he has not given me a phone call. 
More amusingly than wisely, he kept on insisting on his right to speak. 
Most unexpectedly, Toshiko had to return to Japan before her 

studentship had expired. 

Note [a] Content disjuncts with -ed participle bases (eg: undoubtedly, allegedly) cannot usually be 
modified; cfhowever most assuredly, nrost decidedly, most unexpectedly. 
[b] Enough as a modifier of disjuncts does not somuch intensify as draw attention to the meaning 
of the item. Thus, oddly enough is paraphrasable by 'odd though it may seem'. 
[c] Negat~on of the disjunct can cooccur with clause negation: 

Not surprisingly, they were not happy with their results. 

8.132 When the semantic relations of condition, concession, reason, and result are 
realized by clauses, the adverbials concerned are normally content disjuncts. 
For example : 

Unless you have a validpassport, I cannot book your ticket. 
Although John is so hard up, he refuses to look for a better-paid job. 
Since she remained adamant in her diagnosis, her fellow doctors 

considered the case afresh. 
He went on arguing in a nasty tone, so that in the end Ilost mypatience. 

Along with result disjuncts, we may consider the somewhat vaguer 'outcome' 
disjuncts, often realized by nonfinite (to) clauses (cf 15.25): 

Mary drove all the way to Maine, (only) tofind that herfriends had 
moved to Florida. 

I Contrast the superficially similar purpose adjunct: 

Mary drove all the way to Maine (only) to visit somefriends. - I t  was (only) to visit somefriends that Mary drove all the way to 
Maine. 

As distinct from because-clauses, which indicate a cause or reason so essential 
that they are integrated into the sentence as adjuncts, nontemporal since- 
clauses have a looser relation, more resembling nonrestrictive relative clauses, 
and they function grammatically as disjuncts: 

It is because you are lazy that you lost yourjob. - *It is since you are lazy that you lost your job. 

On if-, since-, and because-clauses as style disjuncts, cf8.124. 
A contingency relationship can be expressed by a content disjunct in the 

form of a verbless or nonfinite clause introduced by with(out): 
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With friends like that, who needs enemies? 
With the audience making so much noise, I couldn't hear the opening 

of the concerto. 
Without some indication of her approval, we shouldn't make up our 

minds on this occasion. 

8.133 A specification of range can be added for content disjuncts of Type (bii) in 
8.127, normally a prepositional phrase introduced by for: 

Luckily for Herbert, the gun was not loaded. ['Herbert was lucky that 
. ..'l 

For Herbert specifies that luckily is not to be generalized, but applies 
specifically to Herbert. Specification can also be made by jiom X's point of 
uiew, orfrom the point of view of X :  

Understandably enoughfrom her point of uiew, Susan does not want the 
news to reach her family before she tells them herself. 

An equivalent effect is obtained in prepositional phrases as content disjuncts, 
where the range is specified by the genitive or of-construction. Compare: 

Annoyingly for Jack, 
To Jack's annoyance, his brother was late arriving. 
To the annoyance of Jack, 

Cf also: to my regret, to her displeasure, to their disappointment, to John's 
surprise, to the delight of allpresent. Adverbs of Type (bii) with participle base 
in -ing (eg: anrpyingly) generally have a corresponding prepositional phrase 
in this form. The vrevositional ~hrases are indeed more commonlv used than 
the adverbs. We canachieve thk same effect by sentential relativd clauses (cf 
15.57, 17.9), eg: which annoyed Jack or which I regret; or by comment clauses 
(cf 15.53fl), eg: what delighted all present or what disappoints them. 

Note [a]Surprisingly and its synonymscan take afor-specificationonly if it refers toa  noun or pronoun 
coreferential with a, noun phrase later in the clause; even so, such examples as the following are 
unusual: 

Surprisinglyfor him[ie for John], thealtitude affected John adversely. 
Surprisingly for him [ie for John], John failed the exam. 

'Surprisingly for hisfarher, John Riled the exam. 
Contrast the last sentence with 

Annoyinalvforlhisfalher, John failed the exam. . 
Whereas surprising'ly &r him means others are surprised about him, annoyingly for his father 
means his father is annoyed. 

This distinction does not apply to the corresponding prepositional phrases. To my surprise is 
equivalent to 'I am (or 'was') surprised'. 
[b] Corresponding sentential relative clauses can be found for content disjuncts in all groups 
having corresponding clauses of the form 'it is adj that. . .'except Type (ai): 

Cerminly, 1 
Obviously, Llndcrsrondably, Mrs Macdonald didn't want to have anything todo with them. 

Wisely, i 
Mrs Macdonald didn't want to have anything to do with them, 

C 'cerrair~. 

p- - 
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On the other hand, all have wrresponding comment clauses, though often a modifier such as 
uery or more is required. Hence, we can have: 

What wasrwrr morecerfain, he didn't speak at themeeting. 
more obvious, {wiser' l 

[c] Adverbs of content Type (bii) that express an opinion as to whether what is said is fortunate 
or not (eg:fortunately, 1uckily)ailow the interpretation that thereferent of the subject is fortunate 
or otherwise. But this is not an essential implication of their use. For example: 

Fortunately, Bill keeps his car in a garage overnight during the winter. 
does not necessarily mean that Bill is fortunate, thoughout of context this sentence Conveys that 
implication strongly. But we can add to the sentence in such a way as to make it clear that it is 
someone else that is fortunate: 

For~unate/y, Bill keeps his car in a garage overnight during the winter. Susan was therefore 
able tostart thecar very easily when she needed to borrow it in a hurry early thismorning. 

From this context, it is clear that it is Susan who is fortunate. Compare also: 
~orrunately forme, ['I am fortunate that'] Bill keeps his car in a garage overnight during the 

winter. 
In contnst, adverbs of ~~~e (bi), such as rightly or wisely, do not allow for prepositional phrases 
specifying the range of theadverb. 

Conj uncts 

8.134 Like subjuncts and disjuncts, the adverbials that we call CONJUNCTS are 
grammatically distinct from adjuncts in terms of the features set out in 8.25. 
Consider nonetheless in the following example: 

She may be unable to attend the meeting. You should nonetheless send 
her the agenda. 

The adverbial cannot be the focus of a cleft sentence; cannot be the basis of 
contrast in alternative interrogation or negation; cannot be focused by 
subjuncts; and cannot come within the scope of predication pro-forms or 
ellipsis. Compare: 

. . . *It is nonetheless that you should send her the agenda. 

. . . *Should you send her the agenda nonetheless or therefore? 

. . . *You should only ( n o n e t h e ~ ~ s s )  send her the agenda. 

Conjuncts are more like disjuncts than adjuncts in having a relatively 
detached and 'superordinate' role as compared with other clause elements. 
But they are unlike disjuncts in not typically filling the semantic roles 
characteristic of adjuncts. Conjuncts, as part of their even greater distinctness 
from the closely interrelated clause elements such as S, C,  and 0, often have 
semantic roles that are conjunct-specific. That is, they have the function of 
conjoining independent units rather than one of contributing another facet 
of information to a single integrated unit (cf 8.136). 

Thus, in considering conjuncts, we find it necessary to look beyond the 
particular grammatical unit in which they appear. Whereas, in the case of 
disjuncts, we related them to the speaker's 'authority' for (or the speaker's 
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comment on) the accompanying clause, we relate conjuncts to the speaker's 
comment in one quite specific respect: his assessment of how he views the - - 
connection between two linguistic units. The units concerned may be very 
large or very small: sentences, paragraphs, or even larger parts of a text at 
one extreme (cf 19.86); at the other extreme, they may be constituents of a 
phrase realizing a single clause element. For example: 

The candidate is a fine teacher, a broadcaster of some experience, 
and a respected drama critic. In addition, she has written a 
successful novel. [ l]  

The candidate has written a successful, lengthy, popular, and in 
addition highly original novel. [21 

As in [2], it is common for a conjunct to have a focusing role along with the 
conjoining one, especially when it is conjoining relatively small units. In this 
way, the extreme of conjoining words within a phrase can be taken one stage 
further: to conjoining constituents of a word : 

The patient was carefully observed in the pre- and likewise ( ~ 6 s ~ ) -  
operative phase of treatment. 

Like disjuncts, such conjunctscan often be seen as equivalent to adverbials 
in clauses having the speaker as subject: 

. . . a respected drama critic. I tell you in addition that she has 
written . . . [lal 

Some conjuncts include a pronominal reference to the unit which is to be 
related: 

in addition to this (ie what I have mentioned) 
first of all (ie of what I shall list) 
best of all (ie of what I have listed) 
for all that,(ie what I have said) 

In the case of the informal conjunct thou'gh, we seem to have an abbreviation 
of a concessive'clause (cf 8.145). Thus with: 

I'm afraid he doesn't eat much these days - but he looks pretty fit, 
though. 

we are expecte to understand something like the clausal disjunct (cf 8.143): P 
. . . pretty fit, though I have said that he doesn't eat much. 

Note Disjuncts and conjuncts are sometimes called 'sentence adverbials' by grammarians on the 
double ground that they can concern a sentence as a whole (rather than a particular part of a 
sentence such as the predication) and - in the case of conjuncts - can relate one sentence to 
another. We do not follow this convention, partly because the double motivation involves two 
quite separate considerations; partly because other adverbials (our 'sentence adjuncts', c/ 8.36) 
also relate to the sentence as a whole; partly because both disjuncts and conjuncts can also relate 
to quite specific units within sentences, as in: 

I object to his hearty and, ~ ; ~ ~ , l  crude behaviour. . l  
A further reason is that conjuncts can relate units much larger than sentences: 1ro~zetheless at the 
beginning of a paragraph or section ofa  text will indicate a conjoining contrast with the whole 
preceding paragraph or section. 
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8.135 Although we have said (cf8.134) that conjuncts indicate how the speaker 
'views the connection between two linguistic units', such an indication does 
not conversely entail the use of a conjunct. The semantic role of expressing a 
relation between two units can frequently be fulfilled by an adjunct. Compare 
the following (where a pronoun, as frequently, functions as a linking device): 

It was snowing, and in spite of this Mona went cycling. 

The adverbial here which conjoins and indicates a concessive relation is an 
adjunct, as we see from its propensity to be focused in a cleft sentence: 

. . . and it was in spite of this that Mona went cycling. 

By contrast, in: 

It was snowing, and nonetheless Mona went cycling. 

the same conjoining function with the same concessive relation is fulfilled 
grammatically by a conjunct : 

*. . . and it was nonetheless that Mona went cycling. 

Conjuncts thus both indicate the relation and are demonstrably outside the 
syntactically integrated clause structure which admits adjuncts. 

Moreover, there is one significant respect in which we must relax the 
semantic characteristic concerning the conjoining of linguistic units. I t  is 
possible for conjuncts to be used as discourse-initial items. Thus speech may 
actually begin, in the following way, given a particular context of situation: 

So you're ~ t ~ v i n g ,  then! 

Both so and then are conjunctive comments of an inferential nature, but in 
this example the speaker's inference is based on extralinguistic evidence, 
which has been treated just as though the person addressed had been heard 
to say 'Well, I'll see you tomorrow'or even merely 'Now, where's my coat?' 

 isc course-initiating items can be less easy to account for plausibly, but it 
seems significant that such items are usually those that have a well-established 
conjunctive role in mid-discourse use. consider the following as each being 
the first words in a discourse; they would normally occupy a separate tone 
unit, with a falling nucleus, though solitary initial wellmay be exceptional in 
having a rising nucleus or none at all: 

Well, how are you this morning? 
Why then (esp AmE), how shall we spend the evening? 
Well now, I wonder if I could begin by asking you a few questions. 
Right (then), 
OKnow (esp AmE, informal), 1 how many of you know each other? 

Now, the subject of my talk is. . . [f: 'The subject of my talk now, ie a t  
this moment'] 

Compare some of the same expressions occurring between linguistic units: 

You didn't feel so good yesterday; well, how are you this morning? 
I've been looking forward to this meeting for months; why then, how 

shall we spend the evening? 
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Thank you for welcoming me here; now the subject of my talk is .  . . 

It would seem that, in discourse-initial use, these items seek to enforce by 
implication some continuity with what might have gone before. Silence is 
difficult to break without some such convention. 

Note Items like well, oh, ah have conventional values in discourse that are related to subjuncts, 
disjuncts, and conjuncts. On ~veN cf 19.54; this typically prefaces a part of  discourse which, 
though having perhaps something in common with what has gone before, introduces a difference 
of some sort. In consequence, it is convenient as a frequent discourse initiator. 

The semantics of conjuncts 
8.136 Much more than with disjuncts, the conjunct function entails a conjunct- 

specific set of semantic relations. They are connected with, but are frequently 
rather remote from, the adverbial relation we must assume in the speaker- 
related clause to which they correspond. It is necessary, therefore, to set out 
the conjunctive meanings concerned, although we shall return to them in 
19.53ffwhere they can be seen in the wider context of inter-sentence relations 
and discourse structure. 

We can distinguish seven conjunctive roles, in some cases with fairly clear 
subdivisions; see Fig 8.136. 

(a) LW~G--<(!; ~ ; ~ ~ , " t i v e  Cequative 
reinforcing 

(b) SUMMATIVE , 

(C) APPOSITIONAL 
(d) RESULTIVE i 

(e) INFERENTIAL 

-€ 
(i) reformulatory 

(f)  CONTRASTIVE, 
(ii) replacive 

(iii) antithetic 
(iv) concessive " 

(i) discoursal (£9 TRANS~T~ONAL--+ (ii) 

Fig 8.136 

8.137 Some of the common conjuncts are listed below according to their role classes 
and subclasses. Except for enumerative conjuncts (which are an  open class), 
all adverb realizations are given, as well as some frequently occurring 
prepositional phrases and noun phrases. 

(a) LISTING 

(i) ENUMERATIVE 
first, second, third. . . 
first(ly), secondly, thirdly . . . 
one, two, three. . . (esp in learned and technical use) 
a, b, c .  . . (esp in learned and technical use) 
in thejirst place, in the secondplace. . . 

first of all 
second of all (AmE) 
on the one hand. . . on the other hand [cf (fiii)] 
for one thing . . . (an4  for another (thing) 
for a start (informal) 
to begin with, to start with 
next, then 
to conclude 
finally, last, lastly, last of all 

EQUATIVE 
correspondingly (formal), equally, likewise, similarly, in the same way, by  
the same token 

REINFORCING 
again (formal), also, further (formal), furthermore (formal), more (rare, 
formal), moreover, in particular, then (informal, esp spoken), too (rare, 
AmE), what is more, in addition, above all; and the following informal 
expressions: on top of it all, to top it (all), to cap it (all) 

(b) SUMMATIVE 
altogether, overall, then, therefore, thus (formal), (all) in all; and the 
following largely formal expressions : in conclusion, in sum, to conclude, to 
sum up, to summarize 

(C) APPOSITIVE 
namely (often abbreviated as viz in formal written English), thus, in other 
words, for example (often abbreviated to eg or e.g. in written English and 
sometimes spoken as /,k1d3i:/), for instance, that is (often abbreviated to ie 
or i.e. in specialized written English and sometimes spoken as /,a~'i:/), 
that is to say, specifically; cf 17.73. 

(d) RESULTIVE 
accordingly, consequently, hence (formal), now, so (informal), therefore, 
thus (formal) ; as a consequence, in consequence, as a result, of course; 
cfalso somehow I'for some reason or other'l 

(e) INFERENTIAL 
else, otherwise, then; 
in other words 
in that case 

(f) CONTRASTIVE 

(i) REFORMULATORY 
better, rather, more accurately, more precisely; alias, alternatively, 
in other words 
(ii) REPLACIVE 
again, alternatively, rather 
better, worse; 
on the other hand 
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(iii) ANTITHETIC 
contrariwise (formal), conversely (formal) 
instead [blend of antithetic with replacive] 
oppositely (rare), then; 
on the contrary, in contrast, by contrast, by way of contrast, in comparison, 
by comparison, by way of comparison, (on the one hand . . .) on the other 
hand 
(iv) CONCESSIVE 
anyhow (informal), anyway (informal), anyways (AmE informal), 
besides [blend of reinforcing with concessive], else, however, nevertheless, 
nonetheless(formal)[also written none the less], notwithstanding(formaI), 
only (informal), still, though, yet, in 'any case, in 'any event (formal), at 
'any rate, at 'all events, for 'all that, in spite of that, in spite of it all, ajfer all, 
at  the same 'time, on the other hand, all the same, admittedly, of course, still 
and all (informal AmE) ; that said 

(g) TRANSITIONAL 

(i) DISCOURSAL 
incidentally, now (informal) 
by the way 
by the by(e) (not commonly used) 
(ii) TEMPORAL 
meantime, meanwhile, in the meantime, in the meanwhile; note also the set: 
originally, subsequently, eventually 

8.138 LISTING (role A) is of course a basic language function and we have structures 
of coordinatign for this purpose (cf 2.9), involving above all the conjunction 
and : 

I did this and I did this and. . . I saw John and Mary and 

Conjuncts are used to give a particular structure or orientation to a list. At 
its simplest, the structure shows,order by having items performing an 
ENUMERATIVE fpnction : 

First the economy is beginning to recover, and second(1y) 
unemployment figures have not increased this month. 

The relation of such items to adjuncts in the speaker's assessment of what he 
is saying can bk seen in paraphrases: 

I 

I tell youjrst that the economy. . . and I tell you secondly that 
unemployment figures. . . 

The enumerative function does more than merely assign numerical labels to 
the items listed: it connotes relative priority and endows the list with an 
integral structure, having a beginning and an end. The idea of an integral 
relation is especially conferred by the ADDITIVE conjuncts. By the use of the 
EQUATIVE subtype, we indicate that an item has a similar force to a preceding 
one : 

She has high responsibilities and, equally, a high salary. 
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We might regard the conjunct here as a fragment of a speaker's comment in 
which the adverb functions as an adjunct: perhaps 'I assess (or rate) this 
equally'. 

The REINFORCING subtype of additive conjunct typically assesses an item 
as adding greater weight to a preceding one: 

He has the opportunity, the motivation, and above all the,courage to d o  
it. 

Here again we might postulate the conjunct as related to some such comment 
as 'I rate this above all that I have said.' 

Note [a] The -ly forms of ordinal numerals are chiefly used as conjuncts. Contrast: 
He arrivedfirst(*jirstly) and she arrived second. [adjuncts] 
First(ly), he is my friend, and secondly he is in desperate need. [conjuncts] 

Ordinals as conjuncts occur with or without -ly, but for many peoplefirsfly is objectionable. Note 
thatfirst (also initially, originally) can also have a subjunct use, especially when associated with 
such verbs asinuent and disconer. Thus: 

Honnones werefirst identified by Starling at University College London. [ l ]  
The statement would be a different one if instead of the subjunct we hadfirst as a conjunct: 

First, hormones were identified by Starling at University College London. L21 
Nor of course does [ l]  permit us either to replacefirst byfirstly or to predict a further sentence: 

Hormones were secondly identified by. . . 
[b] Conjuncts like more and something else must remind us that these truncated speaker- 
assessments are not necessarily related to adjuncts but (as in these instances) are more plausibly 
seen as objects: '(I will say) more'. 
[C] The cardinal and ordinal numerals may be represented in writing by their symbols in the 
various systems: 

1 . 2 3 . .  I, 11,111,. . . . .. ... 
1, 11, 111,. . . 

Similarly, the alphabetic letters may be represented either as minuscules ('lower case', a, b, c, 
. . .) or as majuscules ('upper case'or 'capitals', A, B, C, . . .). These different systems allow the 
writer to choose a hierarchy of listings and sublistings. In general, no clear conventions have 
been established for which sets of symbols are to be subordinate to other sets, and the writer is 
therefore free to choose a hierarchy of sets for his own purpose. One would of course observe 
consistency and rationale; one would not subordinate capitals to lower-case letters, for example. 
[d] Too as reinforcing conjunct (rare, AmE) occupies I position: 

She's had her novel published this year; but ~ 6 0 ,  she's written some interesting articles on 
acupuncture. 

8.139 SUMMATIVE (role b) and APPOSITIVE (role c) conjuncts have this much in 
common: they precede an item which is to be looked at in relation to all the 
items that have gone before. SUMMATIVE conjuncts introduce an item that 
embraces the preceding ones: 

He lost his watch, his car broke down, and he got a letter of complaint 
from a customer: all in all, he had a bad day. 

APPOSITIVE conjuncts are concerned rather to express the content of the 
preceding item or items in other terms (cf 17.65): 

She has some assistance -for instance, a secretary. 

Where the apposition applies to more than one preceding item there is 
usually a summative implication: 

They took with them some chocolate, cans of beer and fruit juice, a 
flask of coffee, a pack of sandwiches: in other words, enough 
refreshments. 
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By contrast, when the apposition itself consists of several items, the conjunct 
has the effect of specifying a list: 

They took refreshments - that is, sandwiches, coffee, beer, fruit juice, 
and chocolate. 

8.140 RESULTIVE (role d) and INFERENTIAL (role e) conjuncts again have something 
in common with each other, as well as with additive, summative, and 
appositional conjuncts. The more structured a list of items is, the more the 
final item will tend to be a conclusion in more ways than one: a mere 
termination, a reinforcement, a summary, a result, and a basis for further 
inference. This is reflected in the fact that the same conjuncts are listed under 
several heads. REsULTIVE of course and so are illustrated in: 

She arrived late, gave answers in an offhand manner, and of course 
displeased the interviewing panel. 

He was irritable, unjust, unreliable, and so became increasingly 
unpopular. 

Result can be tentatively expressed by a coordinate clause with a vague 
reason item, somehow (cf Note): 

I argued that it wasn't my fault and somehow they let me go. 

INFERENTIAL conjuncts indicate a conclusion based on logic and supposition: 

You haven't answered my question; in other words, you disapprove of 
my proposal. 

Especially in ,formal usage, an if-clause can be followed by a correlating 
inferential then ('If this is agreed, then we may proceed . . .3. See further, 
8.144f: 

But the conjunct then is especially used in an inferential response to another 
speaker (cf alsd 8.135) : 

A: Give rdy regards to John.  hen hen you're not coming with me? 

Note Somehow has been included among conjuncts because it fits the criteria for the class (cf 8.134), 
and it is mentioned in the context of resultive conjuncts because it is often close to them 
semantically: 'and so, in some way that I don't fully understand'. It differs from all other 
conjuncts in not i d~catlng a relationship between its clause and what precedes; in this respect 2 '  .: it resembles area n d~gunct:  

Somehow I don't trust him. Pfor some reason or other'] 
Somehow is in fact used when the reason is not made explicit in the preceding context. In 
contrast, pure resultive conjuncts (eg: therefire ['for that reason']) require the reason or cause to 
be given in the preceding context. Hence the clause to which they are attached states the result 
or consequence. . 

8.141 CoNTRAsTrvE conjuncts (role f) present either contrastive words or contrastive 
matter in relation to what has preceded. The former type is obviously close 
to the appositive and differs in seeking less to add another formulation ('in 
other words') than to replace what has been said by a different formulation 
('in other words'). Compare: 

He was exceedingly inebriated - hopelessly drunk, in other words. 
[appositive] 
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She has applied for a transfer - she is tired of her present job, in other 
words. [reformulatory] 

Such REFORMULATORY conjuncts are, therefore, frequently preceded by or: 

He invited several friends, or better, several people that he THOUGHT 
were friends. [ie 'it would be better if I were to say'] 

Similarly, rather ['I should rather say']. 
The item alias precedes proper nouns; for example: 

He went to Constantinople, alias Istanbul. 
She married Eric Blair, alias George Orwell. 

With REPLACIVE conjuncts, contrastive matter may again be prefaced by 
or. The speaker withdraws an item, not to,express it better but to replace it 
by a more important one. Examples of the REPLACIVE conjuncts: 

He was opposed by his mother or, rather, by B ~ T H  his parents. 
Please suit yourself. You can move in at once; (or) again, you may 

prefer to do so next week. 

But an item may be contrasted with a preceding one by introducing a direct 
antithesis; this is effected by means of ANTITHETIC conjuncts, as in: 

You promise to help me; then you let me down! 
He expected to be happy but instead he felt miserable. 

One item in this group is often used as part of a correlation: on the one hand 
. . . on the other (hand). 

Where one unit is seen as unexpected in the light of the other, we have the 
use of CONCESSIVE conjuncts, as in: 

She didn't get the award after all. Still, her results were very good. 
He had worked hard but all the same he failed the exam. 

Concessive of course makes a conjoin resemble a subordinate clause: 'Of 
course he's a bit lazy; all the same I'd like to give him the job'. (CfAIthough 
he's a bit lazy, I'd like to give him the job all the same.') 

Note An example of the antithetic conjunct oppositely (rare): 
Any normal person is depressed when given proper cause for depression. Oppositely, normal 

people become very excited when, for example, they have won a big prize. 

8.142 TRANSITIONAL conjuncts (role g) serve to shift attention to another topic or  to 
a temporally related event. We refer to the former as DISCOURSAL: 

I want to tell you about my trip, but, by the way, how is your mother? 

Among the other discoursal conjuncts, note that now has a function as 
discourse-initial; cf 8.135. Such conjuncts do not necessarily seek to change 
the subject of the discourse; they are frequently used merely to indicate a 
rather adventitious relation: 

She is studying physics, astronomy, and, incidentally, meteorology. 
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This last is intended to mean not 'She is studying meteorology as a minor and 
incidental component of her work' but 'I regard it as an incidental fact worth 
passing on to you'. Often, however, incidentally is used as a polite way of 
changing the subject; in this usage, it resembles'by the way' and is incidental 
to what has preceded only to the extent that something has been said that 
reminds the speaker of the other topic. 

TEMPORAL transition similarly seeks to indicate a move away from the 
normal sequence in narrative: 

He saved a great deal of money but in the meantime his house 
deteriorated badly. 

The speaker here is not, of course, concerned to report on two simultaneous 
happenings but to relate them (in this case, ironically: the money in the bank 
should have been used to repair the house). 

Correspondences to other structures 
8.143 We may now look more closely at the way conjuncts correspond to other 

structures. Almost all, indeed, are like style disjuncts in that the correspon- 
dence incorporates a verb of speaking and usually the subject is the speaker 
(cf 8.122). The conjunct is normally represented lexically in the correspon- 
dence by a cognate adverbial. We therefore consider the correspondences 
according to the class of the adjunct or other adverbial concerned. 

(i) TIME AND SPACE ADJUNCTS AND SUBJUNCTS 
The succession'in time or space conveyed by the adverbial is converted into 
the logical succ,kssion of discourse when there is the implication of a verb of 
speaking. The corresponding clause has as its subject the speaker, but it is 
sometimes possible to envisage an indefinite pronoun instead (eg indefinite 
one, we, or you). The correspondence can usually be given the form: 

~ z I ~ '  "y} say + adverbial 
l '\ 

We can include here most listing conjuncts (role a in 8.136), the conjuncts 
now and then (whatever their subclass), and a few conjuncts scattered through 
other subclasses; eg: by the way, yet, still, after all, at  thesame time. Examples: 

There are t$w things that the Government can do: First ['I will say' + 
first], it cyn cut spending on defence; second ['I will say' + second], it 
can reduce the number of civil servants. 

If astronauts have landed on the moon, then ['one can say' + then] there 
is no reason why they can't land on Venus. 

(ii) PROCESS ADJUNCTS 
The same types of correspondence can be established here. The conjuncts 
involved are scattered through the various subclasses of conjuncts. Examples: 

Incidentally ['I tell you' + incidentally], he didn't want the book. 
To conclude ['I tell you' + (in order) to conclude], it was a great success. 

(iii) ADDITIVE SUBJUNCTS 
Here, too, the correspondence incorporates a verb of speaking and usually 

the subject is the speaker. We can include here the additive conjuncts (role 
a(ii) in 8.136). Examples: 

Most of us see no reason why capital punishment should not be 
abolished. Further ['I will further say'], the arguments in favour of 
corporal punishment seem trivial to most of us. 

The acts of a parish council must be confirmed by the parish meeting. 
Likewise ['I will likewise tell you'] decisions of a parish meeting must 
be confirmed by a referendum of all the electors in the parish. 

The additive subjuncts (cf 8.1 16) can themselves often function also as time, 
space, or process adjuncts. 

Miscellaneous correspondences that can be postulated for other conjuncts : 

(iv) The enumerative conjuncts (role a(i) in 8.136) that are cardinal numerals 
and alphabetic letters: 

one, two,. . . 
'I will say' + a, b, . . . 

(v) The conjunct only (informal); role f(iv): 

I intended to read the book, only ['I would only say'] I felt too tired. 

(vi) The conjunct rather, role f(ii): 

What unites the party is the absence of a policy. Or rather ['I should 
rather say'], there is a policy but it has not been properly formulated. 

(vii) Reformulatory better, role f(i); in the example given for rather in (vi) 
above, rather could be replaced by better in the sense 'It would be better for 
me to say'. 

(viii) Replacive conjuncts better and worse, role f(ii): 

You can write to him about it. Better still ['It would be better still to 
say'], write to his father. 

(ix) Concessive conjunct however, role f(iv): 

He didn't like the food. However ['However true that may be'], he didn't 
complain about it. 

(X) The conjunct though in role f(iv) is related to the conjunction though (cf 
8.134). Often it is an informal equivalent to an abbreviated subordinate 
clause with the conjunction though as subordinator: 

His food is rather a problem. He looks fit, though. 

The sentence is interpreted as: 

His food is rather a problem. He looks fit, though his food is rather a 
problem. 

The implied subordinate clause need not be identical with the content of a 
previous clause : 

Singapore must now be one of the most enviably prosperous cities in 
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the world. There is no reason, though, to suppose that the people of 
Singapore would want to spend as much money on defence as Britain 
used to spend. 

The implied subordinate clause represented by the conjunct could be 
something like 'though the people of Singapore might agree that it needed 
defending'. 

Note [a] For some conjuncts, it is difficult to find a correspondence with a cognate adverbial 
homonymousadjunct;eg:so, otherwise,atonyrate. Withothers, there isnodirectcorrespondence 
a t  all; eg: furthermore, moreowr, namely, nevertheless, meanwhile. But some of these are 
compounds with an element that functions as an additive or other subjunct; eg: furthermore, 
moreowr, nevertl~eless. 
[b] The concessive conjunct though is a marginal case. We have earlier pointed out that though is 
often equivalent to a subordinate clause with the subordinator though (cf 8.134). The problem 
arises when though is in I position (not to be interpreted as wnjunct) and meaning is preserved 
if it is transposed elsewhere in the clause. In such cases, there is normally a major pause or 
punctuation mark between the twoclauses. For example: 

He is poor- though he is satisfied with his condition. 
is equivalent to: 

He is poor. He is satisfied with his condition, though. (more informal) 
In speech, a special kind of intonation is required for such a clause, normally a falling-rising 
nuclear tone: 

He is &RI - though he is sii~isfied with his condition1 
Notice that the sentences are not equivalent to: 

Though he is satisfied with his condition, he is poor. 
but to: 

Though he is poor, he is satisfied with hiscondition. 
Compare replaceinents with although: 

He is poor. He is satisfied with his condition, though. 
He is &RI -although he is si~isfied with his condition1 

= { Although he is poor, he is satisfied with his condition. 
But unlike though, although is not aconjunct, and it cannot be transposed elsewhere in theclause: 

He is poor. *He is satisfied with his condition, although. 
Final though- and although-clauses can imply some claim of the speaker, eg: 

He is poor- [I baintain that this is true] { ~ , ? ~ h }  he is satisfied with his condition. 
l 

Cfend-placed becalise-clauses as disjuncts of reason (8.1 32). 

Cooccurrence and position of conjuncts 
8.144 As we have seen in the examples given in 8.138ff; conjuncts frequently 

cooccur with (ifnd frequently immediately follow) conjunctions: and so, or,  
else, but instead. The effect of the conjuncts is often, indeed, to give a more 
explicit orientation to such basic conjunctions as and, or, and but, and they 
can be thus used without tautology. What is more, conjuncts of different 
classes can cooccur without necessarily being tautologous, contradictory, or 
ungrammatical (though often, as in the following, at the cost of being 
stylistically objectionable): 

And so [resultive] aN in all [summative] you think that despite her ill 
health she has nonetheless [concessive] made a good impression at the 
interview. 

So [resultive] you think nonetheless [concessive] she'll get the job in other 
words [inferential plus appositional]. 
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We can even have a conjunct cooccur with one or more from the same class 
and achieve the effect of emphatic endorsement rather than of tautology; but 
again the following is stylistically very undesirable: 

nevertheless done well. 
But even she has {done well, all the same. 

While emphasis by such means is more characteristic of loose informal talk 
than formal writing, the converse holds for a related type of endorsement. 
This is the introduction of a conjunct in a main clause correlating with a 
conjunction introducing a preceding subordinate clause. For the most part, 
this belongs to a rather mannered and formal style of writing: 

When war actually came, then (and only then) the country started 
rearming. 

Because Jennifer foresaw this well in advance, she therefore had the 
necessary time to take preventive action. 

But such correlation can freely occur in more ordinary discourse: 

Zfyou knew this all along, then you could have told me. 
Even though you thought I knew, you could have told me in any case. 
While I'm out, you can meantime do the dishes. 
Seeing that he had no chance of winning, he consequently pretended he 

wasn't trying. 

See further, 8.145. 
Disregarding an introductory coordinating conjunction, I is the normal 

position for conjuncts and many are virtually restricted to it, notably again, 
besides, yet, still, (what is) more, so, else, hence. But as our examples have 
shown, M is quite normal for several of the conjuncts that could not be 
misinterpreted in this position: however, nevertheless, in other words, on the 
contrary, etc. At E, we often find in other words, the informal anyhow, anyway, 
and (especially) though. Conjuncts at  I are often followed by a comma, and 
those at  E are often preceded by one; such a comma is used especially when 
the conjunct would have a separate intonation nucleus in speech or when it 
might be misinterpreted as an adjunct. For example: 

Where did she G ~ I   THE^ [inferential conjunct : 'in that case'; 'So where 
did she go?] 

Where did she go  THE^ [time adjunct: 'after that'] 

At M, thus and therefore differ in that the former does not follow a negative, 
where there is no such constraint on therefore; cf: 

{"L }be without difficulties. Rationalization will thus never 

?*Rationalization will {zteJ thus be without difficulties. 

Rationalization will be without difficulties. 
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Note [a] Informally, so and but can be at E in Irish English, and but can be at E in Australian English: 
'He has gone, so* (where so means roughly 'I gather'), 'I didn't do it, but' (where but means 'all 
the same'). 
[b] Despite their potentiality for cooccurrence, conjuncts cannot usually be coordinated. 
Enumerative conjuncts provide some stereotyped exceptions: First and foremost, Lost but not 
least, (Sixth)ly andjinally. 
[c] So, yet, only, and else are distinguished by the punctuation convention that allows them to be 
separated from the previous clause by a comma where other conjuncts would require a more 
major mark of punctuation (cf App III.6fl. III.12J 111.17). However, else is normally preceded 
by the coordinator or. 

So, yet, and elseusually occur without intonationor punctuation separation from what follows. 
However, when so signals a general inference from the previous linguistic context and might be 
paraphrased by 'it follows from what we have said', it is often marked by punctuation and 
intonation : 

So, you think you know best. (informal) 
For so and yet in relation to coordinators, cf13.181: 

Conjuncts as correlatives 
8.145 As we saw in 8.144. some coniuncts can correlate with the subordinator of a 

preceding clause to reinforce the logical relationship between the parts of a 
sentence. This is because a similar logical relationshiv is effected bv both the - 
subordinator and the conjunct. The difference is that whereas a subordinate 
clause may oft'en either precede or follow its superordinate clause, a conjunct 
must always $perate anaphorically (cf 5.30). For example, the following 
sentences are similar in meaning (cf 8.143): 

Though (he is)poor, he is satisfied with his situation. 111 
He is poor, yet (he is) satisfied with his situation. 121 

The majordifference is that [Z] states his poverty as a fact, whereas in [l] his 
poverty is presubposed as agiven assumption (cf 18.8). It is when we combine 
both subordinator and conjunct in one sentence that we have correlation: 

Though he is poor, yet he is satisfied with his situation. 

Indeed, with concessives we can endorse the concession by having more than 
one concessive conjunct in the second clause (cf8.144,13.20,13.33ff), though 
this is stylisticaily undesirable: 

Though he is poor, yet he is nevertheless satisfied with his situation. 

The conjuncts that endorse particular subordinators by correlation are shown 
below. I t  should be noted, however, that it is less usual to endorse cause and 
time subordinators than condition and concession subordinators. 

In sharp contrast to the objectionable redundancy to which attention was 
drawn in 8.144, formal correlation contributes both to stylistic elegance 
(through rhetorical balance; cf 19.18) and to textual clarity (especially where 
the two parts to be connected are long and complex). 

Examples of correlatives : 
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CONDITION: if then 

CONCESSION: although 
(even) though however 
while nevertheless 
whilst (esp BrE) I I" nonetheless 
granted (that) I l notwithstanding 
even if [ : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ } ( e s P  informal) 

CAUSE : 
therefore 
hence (unusual) 

seeing (that) 
because 

accordingly 
consequently 

TIME : while 
meanwhile 
meantime 

Note [a] The two instances of while listed above are different. Wl~ile in the concessive list of 
subordinators is synonymous with the subordinator though, and the other while is equivalent to 
'during the time that'. There is a further pair of time correlatives, sometimes used admonitorily : 
When you've done your homework, then you'll get your pocket money.' 

[b] Certain other expressions with concessive force may correlate with a concessive conjunct ; for 
example, true, clearly, or certainly, cf19.56. 

Conjunctions with conjuncts 
8.146 A clause containing a conjunct may be linked to a preceding clause by one of 

the coordinators (and, or, but; cf 8.144), but not all conjuncts cwccur with all 
coordinators. The following conjuncts seem to be limited to the coordinators 
indicated : 

and so 
however (?) 

though 

or p again [replacive] 

(besides 
h (again) [antithetic] 

but 

(nevertheless 

One of these conjuncts - though - cannot follow the conjunction immediately 
(cf 8.143, Note [b]), and the same is true for however with many speakers. 
The reasons are different. When at I, though is used as a subordinator and the 
conjunct's nearest place to I is M. In the case of however, many people feel 
the sequence but however to be tautologous. Indeed, some speakers object to 
the cwccurrence of but and however even when they are not in immediate 
sequence. Compare: 
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John doesn't look very happy but Mary seems all right, though. 
but Mary, thou&, seems all right. 

(?)You can phone the doctor if Gou like, but I very much doub;, however, 
whether you will get him to-come out on a ~ a t u r d a ~  night. 

You can phone the doctor if you like. However, I very much doubt 
whether you will get him to come out on a Saturday night. 

On the other hand, we cannot have: 

*John doesn't look very happy, but though Mary seems all right. 

For many speakers the following would also be unacceptable: 

*You can phone the doctor if you like, but however, I very much doubt 
whether you will get him to come out on a Saturday night. 

So, only, yet, replacive again, and antithetic then cannot be preceded by 
subordinators. 

Note The concessive conjunct only (informal) is a marginal case. Some speakers allow the coordinator 
but to precede it: 

?I intended to go, but only I didn't feel well. 
For those who do not allow but to precede only, the latter item has a status similar to that of the 
subordinators causal for and resultive so that (cf 13.8fl). Some speakers can begin a question 
withonly: 

I'd like to come with you; only, would I be all right in these clothes? 

Other syntactic features of conjuncts 
8.147 Except chiefly for only and somehow, conjuncts can occur in questions. They 

can do so with similar range of position to that obtaining in declarative 
sentences : 

Anyway, do you know the answer? 
So will you be going? 
Did he, in other words, cheat his empibyer? 

The same is broadly true for indirect questions: 

He asked whether they would nonetheless remain. 

But conjuncts restricted to Iare  excluded: 

*He asked wkether so they would stay. 

Unlike most disjuncts, most conjuncts occur freely in imperative sentences: 

All the same, try to explain it. 
Don't try, what's more, to justify yourself. 

There are severe constraints on the gradability of conjuncts (as distinct again 
from disjuncts): 

*Very incidentally, . . . *Accordingly enough,. . . 
But we find better still, even worse, and several conjuncts can be intensified by 
quite : 
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I hoped he would go early but, quite on the contrary, he stayed till 
midnight. 

And, quite by the way, how is your sister? 

Conjuncts can indicate relations between two clauses even where one is 
subordinate to the other: 

I will see him tonight because he will otherwise feel hurt. [cf I will see 
him tonight; otherwise he will feel hurt] 

Where such a subordinate clause can be initial in the sentence, the conjunct - 
despite its normally anaphoric reference (cf 5.30) - may maintain its relating 
function: 

Because he will otherwise feel hurt, I will see him tonight. 

This is, however, exceptional. Normally, aconjunct in an I-placedsubordinate 
clause will relate that clause not to the following matrix clause but to a clause 
in a preceding sentence: 

I can explain it orally. If, however, you insist, I will put it in writing. 

Transposing the ifslause here, we would put the conjunct into the matrix 
clause to show its constant relation to what has preceded: 

I can explain it orally. I will, however, put it in writing, if you insist. 

Adverbials in conspectus 
l 

8.148 We have seen repeatedly that the same item can operate in radically different 
grammatical functions. Normally, the semantic function is constant, as we 
may illustrate with the process (manner) adverbfrankly : 

He admitted his mistakesfrankly. [ l]  
He frankly admitted his mistakes. 121 

1 Frankly, he was contemptuous of the pardon. 131 
His frankly admitted mistakes were pardoned. 141 
His frankly extraordinary attitude dismayed his friends. 151 

In [l]  we have a sentence adjunct (cf 8.36), in [2] a subjunct with subject 
orientation (cf 8.92), in [3] a disjunct (cf 8.121). In [4] and [5] we have noun 
phrases incorporating adverbs that can be related to an adjunct and adisjunct 
respectively. 

With some adverbials, notably the closed-class items, there can be a 
considerable range of meanings according as the grammatical function 
shifts: for example, then as an adjunct concerned with time, and as a conjunct 
concerned with enumeration, reinforcement, summation, inference, or 
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antithesis; again, so can be an intensifying subjunct, a process adjunct pro- 
form, and a conjunct. But even with such items, a central core of meaning 
remains constant: 'in that event' is close enough to 'at that time' to justify the 
use of then for both; with so, we are never far from the meaning'in that way'. 

I t  is such facts as these that justified the basic separation of semantic roles 
(cf 8.22fl and grammatical functions (cf 8.24f), but they also have a bearing 
on cooccurrence and position. 

Constraints on cooccurrence 
8.149 I t  was argued in 8.11 that the grounds for distinguishing different classes of 

adverbial were basically the same as those for distinguishing two different 
types of object or complement. To this extent, therefore, we are committed 
to the principle that one (and only one) member of any one class of adverbial 
can cooccur in a clause with a member of any other class. But we have 
already drawn attention to infringement of this principle both ways. On the 
one hand, we have seen more than one member of the same class operating 
in a sentence without tautology or contradiction: 

I'll meet you downtown [A-S11 at  the drugstore [A-S21 
on Monday [A-Tl] atjve [A-T2]. [where S and T refer to space 
and time respectively] [l]  

We travelled from Paris [All to Cologne [A21 via Liige [A3]. [21 
Yet [All he succeeded nevertheless [A2]. [31 

In [ l ]  we have two space (position) adjuncts and two time (position) adjuncts; 
in both cases we would account for the cooccurrence by invoking the principle 
of hierarchical; relationship (cf 8.45). So also the source, goal, and path 
adjuncts of space in [2]. In [3] we have two conjuncts of the same concessive 
subclass and we may invoke the principle of semantic endorsement and 
reinforcement (cf 8.144). 

On the other hand, we found that cooccurrence of quite distinct types of 
adverbial was orten precluded: space4$ection with space-position, for 
example, where the verb in the clause connoted stasis (cf 8.42). There are 
other grounds for the  reclusion of cooccurrence. For exam~le. although . , 
disjuncts and subjuncts with subject orientation are in sharply distinct classes, 
their cooccurrence in the same clause reauires the hierarchicallv su~erior . - 
disjunct to be plqced earlier than the subjunct. 

I Frankly, they have deliberately been keeping him without news. 

With the converse order, they cannot cooccur: 

*Deliberately, they havefrankly been keeping him without news. 

Nor does it seem easy to have a style disjunct and a content disjunct in the 
same clause: 

(?)Wisely, they have - to be blunt - kept him uninformed. 

More generally, there are severe constraints on the same formal item 
appearing more than once in a clause, even when it is realizing distinct 
grammatical roles. This stylistic restriction is doubtless influenced by our 
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unavoidable awareness of a common meaning despite the grammatical 
difference, and hence a correspondingly unavoidable feeling that there is 
tautology. Compare the following versions of the 'same' sentence: 

Obviously [disjunct], Ned can seeperfectly. [predication adjunct] 
Obviously, Ned can see clearly. 
Clearly, Ned can see perfectly. 

?Clearly, Ned can see clearly. 

Note Avoiding double occurrence of the same formal item is of course general and has nothing 
specifically todo withadverbsor indeed with items having related meanings. One is embarrassed 
(or amused) to hear: 

I like most animals but I can't bear bears. 
(Cfalso4.67, 13.78, 13.101, 17.61). 

Relative positions of adverbials 
8.150 Style affects also the positioning of adverbials, just as do other interacting 

factors: realizational, grammatical, and semantic. 
Juxtaposition of -1y items is widely held to be stylistically objectionable. 

Thus, while the following is perfectly acceptable: 

In the end it is probable that John alone will be chosen. 

a paraphrase like the following would not be: 

?*Finallyprobably only John will be chosen. 

(There is little or no objection to -ly sequences if the first is an intensifier: 
'She drove extremely slowly.') Similarity of form in other respects also 
militates against juxtaposition: thus while 'I kissed her on the cheek' 
[predication adjunct] and 'I kissed her on the plane' {sentence adjunct] are 
equally acceptable, 'I kissed her on the cheek on the plane' would be avoided. 

It is partly on stylistic grounds that other realizational factors come into 
play. Since clause-final position is associated with prosodic and semantic 
'weight' (cf 18.9), it is usually desirable to put adverbials realized by relatively 
long structures (such as clauses) at the end and have them preceded by 
adverbials whose realization is shorter (adverb or prepositional phrases); cf 
8.87. Thus: 

He studied them carefully [A process] that night [A time]. 

but: 

He studied them that night [A time] with the kind of care his wife had 
suggested [A process]. 

In this instance, as frequently, such an order is determined in the interests 
not only of end-weight but of simple clarity: if that night were to follow the A 
process in the last example, it would seem to be functioning as an adjunct in 
the clause whose subject is his wife. 

The notion of centre and periphery (cf 2.12) also has an important bearing 
on the relative position of adverbials. Thus if a predication adjunct and a 
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sentence adjunct are required in one clause, the former would normally 
precede the latter in thus preempting a more central place: 

He used to keep them in his garage [predication A] in America 
[sentence A]. [ l]  

He cut the string with his penknife [predication A] with great care 
[sentence A]. [21 

If as in [l]  there is danger of ambiguity, or if there is stylistic objection to 
having two adverbials of similar structure in juxtaposition, then the more 
peripheral adverbial is moved to I :  

In America, he used to keep them in hisgarage. [lal 
With great care he cut the string with hispenknife. [2al 

Cooccurring adjuncts of the same grammatical class, subject to the stylistic 
and realizational factors already mentioned, will have their sequence 
determined by semantics and will normally appear in the order: 

process - space - time 

. , For example : 
He worked quietly [process] at home [space]. 
He worked at home [space] that day [time]. 
The plane arrived uneventfully [process] at Honolulu [space] 

by midnight [time]. 

Thus within the same class of adjuncts, those concerned with time are seen 
to be relatively peripheral and this explains the ease with which they can be 
moved to I: 

By midnight, the plane arrived uneventfully at Honolulu. 

8.151 But if it is reasonable from one viewpoint to regard both E and I as 
appropriate locations for peripheral adverbials, it must be recognized 

(i) that E and I are in no way to be equated in their communicative effect; 
and 
(ii) that 'peripheral' implies different things for different types of adverbial. 

On (i) we shall havk more to say in Chapter.18, but for the present we should 
note that E and I, so far from being similar, are polarized in some respects - 
notably in that E usually indicates a climax to which all that has preceded 
contributes, while I usually indicates a general premise or background of 
which the hearerlreader needs to be aware as we proceed to communicate 
the real stuff of ouq message. This means that space as well as time adjuncts 
can be naturally placed at I when realized by pro-forms, since these reflect 
information that is 'given' (cf 18.8). Compare: 

Hot and flustered, the two Congressmen anxiously arrived at the 
airport; there [space] they waited all morning [time]. 

The two Congressmen arrived at midday; then [time] they had been told ' 
the plane would be landing. 

So far as (ii) is concerned, we need to note that for some adverbials 
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peripheralness depends less on their grammatical relations than on their 
propensity (as we have noted with time adverbials in 8.150) to act a s  
'background', whereas with other adverbials - notably disjuncts and con- 
juncts - peripheralness depends on their grammatical relation to another 
clause whose subject is the speaker. On the face of it, we might expect the 
latter to be more peripheral than the former, and hence to be placed still 
closer to the sentential 'rim'. At E our expectations seem to be supported. 
This is not a position frequently occupied by disjuncts or conjuncts, and of  
course we would not normally want to cluster adverbials in a single position, 
preferring to put one at I, one at M, and a third at E. But if we had to  
juxtapose adverbials of different classes, we would be inclined to do so at E 
in the order : 

adjunct - conjunct - disjunct 

Awkward and implausible as are ' the following examples, they are 
comprehensible and unambiguous: 

The old lady declined to see me last night [Ad], however [Con], 
unfortunately [Dis]. 

My assistant will be away again tomorrow [Ad], what'smore [Con], 
probably [Dis]. 

At I, however, a corresponding attempt to move from 'rim' to 'centre' would 
be frustrated in more than one respect. A matching peripheralness order 
would give us: 

Unfortunately [Dis], however [Con], last night [Ad] the old lady declined 
to see me. 

Probably [Dis], what's more [Con], tomorrow [Ad] my assistant will be 
away again. 

But first, the triple juxtaposition would be even more stylistically clumsy as  
well as being a little obscure from the viewpoint of information structuring. 
Secondly, there can be confusion as to whether both disjunct and conjunct 
are independently related to the following clause or whether the disjunct and 
conjunct are themselves related as though to mean 'There is the additional 
probability'. Thirdly, an adjunct at  I has greater propensity to be the ground 
for the sentence that follows than has a speaker's comment, and it is thus 
liable to displace a disjunct or conjunct from I. Put differently, disjuncts and 
conjuncts easily preserve their grammatical peripheralness even when located 
at M: 

Last night [Ad], she was clearly [Dis] unable to remember anything. 
In America [Ad], he had moreover [Con] kept chickens in his garage. 
Until recently [Ad], she was in other words [Con] obliged to fend entirely 

for herself. 

8.152 Another factor conditioning the placement of adverbials is similar to the 
subject-attachment rule (cf 'unattached participle': 15.59) and hence affects 
especially those adverbials that have a close if elliptically expressed relation 
to a particular element of clause structure. Compare: 
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? In  search of a new house, the evening papers turned out to be of little 
use to Patricia and her husband. 

T o  Patricia and her husband, in search of a new house, the evening 
papers turned out to be of little use. 

The misplacement of adverbials is particularly serious where the result 
happens to be a perfectly acceptable and comprehensible sentence, but not 
with the meaning that was intended. An example from an official letter: 

Entirely in the spirit of protective support, could I suggest you pass on 
an appropriate comment to the personnel concerned? 

Enquiry showed that the writer had not intended a suggestion that might 
protect and support either her or the addressee: she was suggesting that the 
addressee extend his 'protective support' to the 'personnel concerned'. 

As in this example, misplacement often occurs where the originator is 
actually taking some care to achieve a certain balance in a fairly complicated 
sentence. The following example (from a newspaper review) is another 
illustration of this: 

Along with Aristotle, Shaw, and William Golding, Bob Dixon finds it 
impossible to approve writers like Leon Garfield, in my view one of 
the best children's authors. 

Although the syntax suggests quite otherwise, what the reviewer apparently 
intended was: 

Bob Dixon finds it impossible to approve writers like Leon Garfield, 
along with Aristotle, Shaw, and William Golding. Yet in my view, 
Garfield is one of the best children's authors. 

It is easy to understand why the writer would have found this version less 
satisfying than his own, which seeks to achieve a fine irony by fronting the 
list of great writers who are apparently dismissed by Dixon. By this fronting, 
moreover, it was apparently the writer's hope to append his own opinion 
neatly, economically, and even climactically after the first (and by this device, 
the only) mention of Garfield. 

Realization and role 
It was pointed oud in 8.13 that adverbials kould have widely differing types 
of realization, and we have seen that broadly speaking a particular semantic 
role or grammatical function does not determine a particular type of 
realization structure. This seems true of the sentence adjuncts relating to 
time (position) in the following: 

I 

/ (then. 
recently. 

(when last Thursday's meeting was over. 

In other words, for the most part, the choice of realization type is a direct 
function of the degree of specificity required, and the foregoing examples 
have ranged from a purely anaphoric reference (then), indicating a time 
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which the speaker can assume has been adequately specified elsewhere, to a 
precise indication of a particular point on a particular day. 

But we have seen evidence of a direct tie between realization and role such 
that (for instance) adjuncts of process (manner) are normally realized by an  
adverb phrase with an adjective-derived (-ly) adverb as head (cf8.78), while 
adjuncts relating to space (position) are usually realized by prepositional 
phrases (cf 8.40). 

There is a still more general relatiob between role add realization to which 
attention has been given only implicitly. We have doted that, the longer the 
adverbial, the more weight of information it rather obviously carries. 

The corollary of this is that the adverb phrase (the more especially when 
this, in turn, is realized by an unmodified adverb) is relatively low in  
information content and that the adverbial roles that are most frequently so 
realized are presented to the hearerlreader as a rather minor contribution to  
the content of a sentence. This assessment we clearly endorse when we 
choose to place an adverbial at M: 

John has recently been offered promotion. 
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Syntactic functions of prepositional phrases 
9.1 In the most general terms, a preposition expresses a relation between two 

entities, one being that represented by the prepositional complement, the 
other by another part of the sentence. The prepositional complement is 
characteristically a noun phrase, a nominal wh-clause, or a nominal -ing 
clause : 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASE 

PREPOSITION COMPLEMENT 

on the table 
from what he said 

by signing a peace treaty 
in terms of money 

at variance with theofficial reports 

Fig 9.1 Examples of prepositional phrases 

Prepositional phrases have the following syntactic functions: 

(I) POSTMODIFIER in a noun phrase (cf 17.378): 
The people on the bus were singing. 

(11) ADVERBIAL 
(a) Adjunct (cf8.24ff): 

The people were singing on the bus. 
In the aBernoon, we went to Boston. 

(b) Subjunct (cf 8.88ff): 
From apersonalpoint of view, I find this a good solution to the problem. 

(C) Disjunct (cf8.121ff): 
In all fairness, she did try to phone the police. 

(d) Conjunct (cf 8.1348): 
On theother hand, he made no attempt to help her. 

(111) COMPLEMENTATION 

(a) Complementation of a verb (cf 9.60fl, also prepositional verbs, 16.3ff): 
We were looking at  his awfulpaintings. 

(b) Complementation of an adjective (cf 9.60ff, 16.688): 
I'm sorryfor hisparents. 

As complementation of a verb or an adjective, the preposition is more 
closely related to the preceding word (look at, sorry for), which determines 
its choice, than to the prepositional complement. 

The positions and functions of prepositional phrases as adverbial are 
discussed in Chapter 8. The functions of prepositional phrases as modifiers 
in noun phrases are further dealt with in 17.37ff. 
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Note [a] Like adverbs (cf 7.46fl). prepositional phrases may occasionally take a nominal function, for 
example as subject of a clause (cf 10.15) : 

A : When are we going to have the next meeting? 

Between 6 and 7 may be convenient. 
Such nominal uses can be viewed as related to sentences that have been restructured so as to 
leave only the adverbial prepositional phrase: 

(The proposal that we meet) on Tuesday. . . 
(To meet) in March. . . 
(Meeting) during the vocation . . . 

The preposition can be omitted under the same conditions as stated in 9.40fl: 

C6 and suits me. TuesdOyl 
With the preposition omitted, however, there is ambiguity (cf 10.15 Note [bl), as in: 

'Meeting on Tuesday 
Tuesday will be fine. {..,.he on Tuesday] will be fine.' 

[b] In addition to the functions of prepositional phrases mentioned in this chapter, we have a 
quasi-adjectival function as complement (cf 10.1 l), eg: 

This machine is (very) out of dote. 
This dress seemsout offashion. 

The adjectival nature of these prepositional phrases is evident from: 
(i) their semantic similarity to adjectives, eg: 

out-a/-date['obsolete'; cfi an our-ofidatemachine, 17.1 1 l] 
(ii) their possibility of being coordinated with, or appositional to, adjectives, eg: 

They're happy and ingood heol~h. 
an old and out-of-order telephone 

(iii) their use as cbmplementation also for copular verbs other than be (cf 16.23), eg: 
They seem ingood health. ['healthy'] 

[c] ~xceptionallyi (mainly in fixed phrases), an adverb or an adjective may function as 
prepositional coniplement (cf 7.26 Note): 

a t  last at  Ieost at  once at  worst before long 
byfor in brief in there since when until now 

[d] Prepositional phrases can themselves act as prepositional complements, so that two 
prepositions may occur in sequence: 

He picked up gun 
ram under the table. .. {$ram behind the counter, 

We didn't me& untilojer the show. 
Food has been scarce since before the war. 
The  weather has been fine except in the north. 

[e] Some prepositions form a correlativeconstruction with a conjunction or another preposition, 
eg: l 

between ~ o s t o b  and New York from six to seven 
[l] The function of verb complementation (IIIa above) may alternatively be regarded as 
adverbial (cf 16.5). 

A definition of 'preposition' 
9.2 There are several points of similarity between prepositions and other word 

classes and constructions in English grammar, in particular conjunctions and 
adverbs, but also participles and adjectives. Before discussing the marginal 
cases, it will be useful to try to define central prepositions. 

CENTRAL prepositions in English can be defined negatively with three 
criteria. They cannot have as a complement: 

(i) a that-clause 

(ii) an infinitive clause 
(iii) a subjective case form of a personal pronoun: 

+at (that) she noticed him. 

*at she. 
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That-clauses and infinitive clauses, although they frequently have a nominal 
function in other respects (cf 15.4), do not occur as prepositional complements 
in English. 4lternations between the presence and absence of a preposition 
are observed in cases like the following: 

that she noticed him. [lal 
to see her. [2a1 

P a l  
at  her attitude. 
at  what he saw. 

of the need for more troops. 
of how many troops they needed. 

They convinced him they needed more troops. 

[ }send for more troops. 

Such alternations show that the preposition that normally cooccurs with 
certain verbs and adjectives is omitted,before a that-clause or infinitive 
clause. Further examples of verbs and adjectives which can have either 
prepositions or that-clauses are (cf 16.3f/; 16.68ff): 

ask (for) inform (of) be bad (at) be sorry (about) 
decide (on) tell (oflabout) be aware (of) be interested (in) 

When omission of the preposition is impossible, some construction other 
than a that-clause or infinitive clause must be used, eg: 

the meeting with you. [noun phrase] 
I'm looking forward to [-ing clause] 

what you will say. [wh-clause] 

That-clauses can often become in effect prepositional complements through 
the use of an appositive construction with a 'general' noun such as fact (cf 
17.26), often resulting in a rather clumsy expression: 

They convinced him of the fact that they needed more troops. 

Note The preposition preceding a wh-clause is optional in certain circumstances (cf 16.35, 16.73): 
I wasn't certain (of) what to do. 

Prepositions, conjunctions, and verbs 
9.3 Both prepositions and conjunctions have a relating or connecting function. 

Compare: 

when she arrived [when = conjunction] 
of her arrival [of = preposition] 
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In certain cases, the same items can function both as prepositions and 
conjunctions, eg: after, as, before, since, until: 

I before she arrived [before = conjunction] 
the day before her arrival [before = preposition] 

One distinguishing criterion between the two word classes is that prepositions 
introduce complements which are nominal or nominalized, whereas the 
corresponding conjunctions (subordinators) introduce a subordinate clause 
(cf 14.11 ff). 

The situation is however complicated in the case of nonfinite clauses, since 
-ing clauses are permitted after a preposition in English (cf 14.6ff): 

On arriving she took a taxi. 

Compare after, which can be used either as a conjunction or a preposition, 
with on the one hand when, which can only be a conjunction, and on the 
other by,  which can only be a preposition: 

Table 9.3 Constructions after prepositions and  conjunctions 

when = afier = by = 
conjunction only conjunction or  preposition only 

preposition 

(a) 4- FINITE 
CLAUSE 

when she spoke after she spoke *by she spoke 

(b) + when speaking after speaking by speaking 
CLAUSE 

(c) + NOUN PHRASE *when her speech ajier her speech by her speech 

Some -ing and -ed participial forms can function both as marginal 
prepositions (cf !9.8), as nonfinite verb forms, and as conjunctions, eg:  
considering and ggen : \ 

PREPOSITIONS : 
Considering his age, he has made excellent progress in his studies. ['If 

one considers his age . . .', 'In view of his age . . .'l 
Given thepresent conditions, I think she's done rather well. ['If one takes 

into accodnt . . .'] 
PARTICIPLES : 

Considering the conditions in the ofice, she thought it wise not to apply 
for the job. ['When she considered the conditions. . .'l 

Given the chance, I'd do it again. ['If I were given the chance. . .'l 
CONJUNCTIONS : 

Considering that he is rather young, his parents have advised him not to 
apply. 

Given that this work was produced under particularly difficult 
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Other -ing and -ed forms that can be used as conjunctions are seeing (that) 
and provided (that) (cf 14.12). 

Note [a] h~stead of may be classified as a marginal preposition. It fulfils the third criterion for a 
preposition (cf9.2) in requiring the oblique case form: 

I propose you i n s t e o d o ~ { , ~  

It fails the first criterion since it can have an infinitive clause as complement: 
It must be so frightful to have to put things on in order to look better, instead of to strip 

things o f .  (Margaret Drabble, A Summer Bird-Cage) 
Although instead of + infinitive has been attested in good written English, many would here 
prefer: '. . . insteodofstripping . . .'(which, however, would spoil the parallelism with toput that 
may have motivated the use of tostrip here). 

Insteadof also introduces a finite asclause, thus violating also the second criterion: 
He pictures people as he sees them insteadofas they are. 

[b] On account of is also used in familiar style as a conjunction, especially in AmE, violating the 
first condition in 9.2: 

I was sitting over there wishing I could write, on account ofI've thought up what I think's a 
pretty good spy story. (Kurt Vonnegnt, Jr, Mother Night). 

The directly corresponding standard English w n s t ~ c t i o n  on account of nly having thought up is 
generally clumsy and unidiomatic in the colloquial style here: because or seeing (rho!) would be 
the common alternative constructions. 
[cl Combinations such as except that, saw that, but that [=except that], and in that, which 
introduce finite clauses, are complex subordinators, not preposition + that (cf 14.12). 

Functions of than and like 
9.4 The gradience between prepositions and conjunctions also appears in 

comparative constructions (cf 15.63ff), such as: 

He's bigger than {z' 
With the definition of preposition given in 9.2, than is a conjunction in [la] 
and [l b], and a preposition in [lc]. However, the choice between [l  b] and [lc] 
is a well-known prescriptive issue in traditional grammar, and it may be  
argued that than is both a conjunction in [la] and a preposition in [lc], and 
that than I in [lb] is not a reduction of [la] than I am but a hypercorrect 
variant of [lc] than me. 

As and like are two other items which have functions that are difficult t o  
classify in terms of traditional word classes. The following examples with 

' like illustrate the need for a gradient rather than a discrete form of  
classification: 

She looks rather like [*F'} 121 

Like (*?} she's a blonde. 131 

She's a teacher, just like you and { ?*F] [41 
. . 

No one can write like [51 l 
circumstances, the result is better than could be expected. (?)She can't write like she used to. [61 

I l 
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Like in [2] is adjective-like in accepting the intensifier very and comparison 
(cf 7.2): 

She looks more like me. ['She resembles me more.'] [2al 

In [3], the prepositional use of like has a quasi-coordinative function (c$ 
with, along with; 10.40): 

She's a blonde, and so am I. [ W  

In [4], the hypercorrect subjective form is avoided by many, although it 
occurs commonly enough when not immediately preceded by like. Compare: 

*like I and you. 
a teacher {?like you and I. [4al 

In [5], the meaning of Iike is similar to that in adverbial clauses 'in the 
same manner as (she does)', 'as well as (she does)', but the normal form is the 
objective like her; *like she is generally considered unacceptable. 

In [6], like introduces a finite clause with obligatory subjective pronoun 
form (like she used to), and thus functions as a conjunction. This use of like 
instead of as is widely criticized but common in informal style, especially in 
AmE. The situation is similar with Iike in clauses of comparison, such as [7]: 

(?)He treats me like I was his sister. [71 

Here, many would prefer as ifor as though, since Iike is widely regarded as 
nonstandard in this function. By contrast, out of hypercorrectness, as is 
sometimes used instead of like even as a preposition where a useful distinction 
should be kept!between them (cf 9.48), as in: 

a s  a leader of mankind. ['in the capacity of'] 
He spoke {likes leader of mankind. [.in the manner of'] 

Note Another group of items with fuzzy borders between word classes includes but, except, and besides 
(c/ 9.58). I 

i ,\ 

Prepositions and adverbs 
9.5 Prepositions are items which are often formally identical with and 

semantically similar to adverbs. Compare the following pairs: 

She looked bp the hill. 
She lookedlup the word. 
She walked across the street. 
She walked across. 

Both up in [l]  andacrossin [21 are prepositions with prepositionalcomplement 
(up the hill, across the street). However, in [la], up is an ADVERB PARTICLE in a 
phrasal verb look 'up with, for example, positional mobility. Compare: 

She looked the word up. 
*She walked the street across. 

Phrasal verbs are discussed in 16.31: Across in [2a] with the complement 
omitted is called a PREPOSITIONAL ADVERB (cf 9.65f). 
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The distinction between preposition and adverb is not clear in expressions 
like the following: 

He is near to (being) mad. ['nearly'] 
This seems next to impossible. ['almost'] 
Close to 200 people came. ['almost'] 
She is farfrom (being) weak. ['anything but'] 

The simple preposition near and the complex prepositions near to and close 
to (all locative; cf 9.20) satisfy all three criteria for prepositions. At the same 
time, they have certain affinities with adjectives and adverbs. Near (to) and 
close to are the only prepositions which have both comparison and 
intensification : 

I (quite) close to I 
nearer (to) 

Shesat { (much) [ closer to } me. 
nearest (to) 
next to 
closest to 

About is an adverb in the following use: 

She is about forty. 131 

That the function is adverbial appears from the possibility of omission [3a], 
substitution by adverbs [3b], and postposition [3c]: 

She is (about) forty. 

She is roughly }forty. 
approximately 

about. (informal) she is {approximate~y. 134 

Note Some phrases consisting of preposition +noun have become fixed and function as closed-class 
adverbs (c/ 7.46). eg: of course ['naturally'], in fact ['actually']. Sometimes the combination is 
spelled as a single word: indeed, instead. 

Deferred prepositions 
9.6 Normally a preposition must be followed by its complement, but there are 

some circumstances in which this does not happen. 
In the following three cases the DEFER MEN TO^ the preposition is obligatory. 

(a) Passive constructions with a prepositional verb where the subject 
corresponds to the prepositional complement in the active (cf 3.69, 16.14): 

Has the room been paid for? - Has X paid for the room? 
.r *Has for the room been paid? 
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She was sought ajier by all the leading impresarios of the day. [also in 
premodification : 'a much sought-afer singer'] 

He was not paid attention to. 

(b) Infinitive clauses with thematization of the prepositional complement 
(cf 18.36): 

He's impossible to work with. 

(c) -ing clauses with thematization: 

He's worth listening to. 

With interrogative and relative pronouns as prepositional complement, 
there are often alternative positions available: one formal with the preposition 
in its normal place beforethe complement [l, 21, the other informal with the 
preposition deferred to final position [la, 2a]: 

WH-QUESTIONS (cf l l .l4ff, 16.15): 
At which house did you leave the car? (formal) 
Which house did you leave the car at? 

Usually (cf 11.14 Note [e]): 

Where did you leave your car? [lbl 

RELATIVE CLAUSES (Cf 17.16) : 
about which I was telling you is empty. (formal) [2] 

The 'ld house {(which) I was telling you about is empty. [2al 

A prejudiFe against such deferred (or 'stranded') prepositions [la, 2a] 
remains in formal English which, for direct or indirect questions and for 
relative clauses, offers the alternative of an initial preposition [l ,  21. The 
alternative construction is often felt, however, to be stilted and awkward, 
especially in speech. In some cases, such as the following, the deferred 
preposition has no preposed alternative: 

What di8,she look like? \, 

What I'm convinced of is that the world's population will grow to an 
unforeseen extent. 

All she could talk about was her dog. 

In general, it is the most common and the short prepositions which can be 
deferred, in pprticular spatial prepositions (9.15ff), compare: 

l 

He left his coat in the car. 

- . . . the car in which he left his coat 
(that) he left his coat in 

He left politics because of the election results. 
because of which he left politics - . . . the election results *(that) he left politics because 

The plane was destroyed through thepilot's carelessness. - . . . the pilot's through which the plane was destroyed 
(*(that) the plane was destroyed through 
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Simple and complex prepositions 

Simple prepositions 
Most of the common English prepositions, such as at, in, and for, are SIMPLE, 
ie they consist of one word. Other prepositions, consisting of more than one 
word, are called COMPLEX (cf 9.10ff). The following is a list of the most 
common simple prepositions. In view of the different stress patterns (cf 9.9), 
they have been divided into mono- and polysyllabic. References are given to 
sections in this chapter where the uses of the prepositions are discussed. 

(a) Monosyllabic prepositions 
as Basis of comparison 7.86; Role 9.4,48 
at Space 9.15f, Time position 9.34; Goal, target 9.46; Stimulus 9.51 ; 

Standard 9.62; Reaction 9.63 
but Exception 9.58 
by Space 9.20; Time 9.34,39; Means and instrument 9.49; Agentive 

9.50; Stimulus 9.51 ; Reaction 9.63 
down Movement 9.26,32; Orientation 9.27 
for Duration 9.36, 38, 42; Cause, etc 9.44; Purpose, intended 

destination 9.45; Recipient 9.46; Support 9.53; Standard 9.62 
from Space 9.1515; Orientation 9.27; Resultative 9.28; Originator 9.32; 

Duration 9.37; Cause, etc 9.44; Source, origin 9.47; Substance 
9.61 

in Space 9.15ff, 32; Time position 9.34; Measurement into the future 
9.35 

like Manner 9.4,48 
near (to) (also comparative and superlative: nearer (to), nearest (to)) Space 

9.20 
of Cause, means 9.49 Note [b]; various relations 9.54f; Subject matter 

9.60; Material 9.61 
off Space 9.15ff 
on (cf: upon) Space 9.15ff, 32; Time position 9.34; Target 9.46 Note 

[b]; Means and instrument 9.49 Note [a]; Respect 9.57; Subject 
matter 9.60 

out (esp AmE) Negative position 9.18 Note 
past Passage 9.25; Orientation 9.27; Resultative 9.28,32 
per Distributive frequency 5.18, cf 8.64 
pro (see Note [a]) 
aua (see Note [a]) 
re 
round 
sans 
since 
than 
through 

till 
to 

Respect 9.57, (see Note [a]) 
(esp BrE) Space 9.22; Movement 9.26; Orientation 9.27 
(see Note [a]) 
Time 9.38 
Basis of comparison 9.4,7.85 
(in informal AmE also spelt thru) Relative position 9.22; Passage 
9.25; Orientation 9.27; Pervasive 9.29; Perseverance 9.32; 
Duration 9.36f; Intermediacy 9.50 
(cf: until) Duration 9.37f 
Space 9.15fj'; Movement 9.26; Recipient 9.32; Duration 9.37; 
Reaction 9.63 
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UP Movement 9.26,32; Orientation 9.27 
via (see Note [a]) 
with Space 9.20; Pervasive 9.29; Manner 9.48; Means and instrument 

9.49f; Accompaniment 9.52; Support and opposition 9.53; 
'Having' 9.55; Ingredient 9.61 

(b)  Polysyllabic p1 
a'bout 
a'bove 
a'cross 

'afrer 
a'gainst 
a'long 

almid(st) 
almong(st) 
'anti 
a'round 

a'top 
be'jore 
be'hind 

be'low 
be'neath 
be'side 
be'sides 
be'tween 
be'yond 
'circa 
de'spite I 

'during 
l 

ex'cept 
in'side 
'into 
,notwith1standing1 
'onto 1 
'opposite 
out'side 
'over 

'pace 
'pending 
through'out 

repositions 
Space 9.22; Respect 9.57; Subject matter 9.60 
Relative position 9.19,32 
Relative position 9.22; Passage 9.25, 28; Movement 
9.26; Orientation 9.27 
Relative position 9.19; Time 9.38 
Position 9.17 Note [b];  Opposition 9.53 
Movement 9.26; Orientation 9.27; Pervasive 9.29 (also 
a'longside) 
( formal) Space 9.21,32 
(amongst esp BrE) Space 9.21 ; Relation 9.32 
(see Note [a]) 
(esp AmE for some uses) Space 9.22; Movement 9.26; 
Orientation 9.27; Pervasive 9.29 
(esp AmE;  literary) Relative position, cf 9.19 
Relative position 9.19; Time 9.38 
Relative position 9.19; Relative destination 9.23; 
Passage 9.24 
Relative position 9.19,32 
(formal) Relative position 9.19,32 
Space 9.20 
Addition 9.20, 58 
Space 9.21 ; Relation 9.32; Time 9.39 
Orientation 9.27,32; Exception 9.58 
(see Note [a]) 
Concession 9.56 , 
Time position 9.34;'~uration 9.36 
Exception 9.58 
Space 9.15 Note [a], 9.55 Note 
Space 9.15E Movement 9.26,32 
(formal) Concession 9.56 
Space 9.15ff 
Space 9.20 
Space 9.15 Note [a], 9.55 Note 
Survey o f  different senses 9.30; Relative position 9.19; 
Relative destination 9.23; Passage 9.24; Movement 
9.26; Orientation 9.27; Resultative 9.28; Pervasive 
9.29; 'more than' 9.32 Note [a];  Duration 9.36; Subject 
matter 9.60 
(see Note [a]) 
Duration 9.38 Note [b] 
Pervasive 9.29; Duration 9.36 
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tolward(s) 
'under 

un'like 
un'til 
u'pon 
'versus 
'vis-6-'vis 
with'in 
with'out 

(to'ward esp A m E )  Movement 9.17,26 
Relative position 9.19; Relative destination 9.23; 
Passage 9.24; Subjection, etc 9.32; 'less than'9.32 Note 
[a1 
(formal) Relative position 9.19; Relative destination 
9.23; Passage 9.24 
Manner 9.48 
Duration 9.37f 
(formal) (see on above) 
(see Note [a]) 
(see Note [a]) 
Space 9.15 Note [a], 9.55 Note 
Means and instrument 9.49f; Accompaniment 9.52; 
'Having' 9.55 

Note [a] Some of the prepositions Listed above are restricted in termsof frequency, style, or usage. The 
following are foreign borrowings that are restricted to certain contexts, usually formal or 
technical. Those that have not yet been fully anglicized are often italicized in print. 

Latin origin: anti, circa,pace,pro, qua, re, versus [abbreviated v (BrE), us (AmE)], via 
French origin: sans, uis-6-uis 

[b] The prepositions agin and onent are rare and stylistically restricted; agin is common in Scots 
and so is outwith /'aut,wrO/ ['except', 'outside']. Also (BrE dialectal): while ['till]. 
[C] In poetic style, the reduced forms 'tween and 'twixt ['between'] may occur. 
[d]'Unto ['to'] is archaic and biblical. 
[e] As indicated in the lists above, there are differences between AmE and BrE in the useof some 
prepositions. One such example is towardltowards (cf 7.46 Note [a]). 

Marginal prepositions 
9.8 In addition to the prepositions listed in 9.7, there are some words which 

behave in many ways like prepositions, although they also have affinities 
with other word classes such as verbs or adjectives (cf 9.3f), eg: 

Granted his obsequious manner, I still think he's ambitious enough to  
do the job. 

He gave Mary all bar ['except'] three o f  the sketches. 
T w o  gold-hilted swords, each worth £10,000, were sold at Sotheby's last 

Monday. 

Here is a list o f  some marginal prepositions with verbal affinities: 

bar, 'barring, ex'cepting, ex'cluding; save (formal) (Exception 9.58) 
con'cerning (formal), con'sidering (cf 9.3,57), re'garding, re'specting, 

'touching (formal or literary) (Respect 9.57) 
'jailing, 'wanting 
'jollowing, )ending (formal) (Time 9.38 Note [b]) 
'given, 'granted, in'cluding (cf 17.73) 

Less, minus, plus, times, and over form a special group in their use with 
numerals (cf 6.68), eg: 

6 + 2 is read as 'six plus two'. 

In informal style, minus and plus can also occur in nonnumerical contexts: 



.. 
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I hope he comes minus his wife. ['without'] 
She's had mumpsplus measles. ['and'] 

Plus can even be used as a conjunction (cf 13.5 Note [b]): 

You can get what you want,plus you can save money. (esp AmE) ['and 
in addition', 'also'] 

Stressing of simple prepositions 
9.9 As regards stress, simple prepositions can be divided into two groups: 

(a) Prepositions which have no reduced form in their pronunciation (cf App 
II.9), eg: like, round, since, through. For example: 

A: What's its SHAPE like /lark/? B: It's like /lark/ a dusage. 
(b) Prepositions which have reduced forms, eg:fiom /from, fram, frm/ and 

where the choice of phonetic form varies according to function. For 
example : 

A : Where's he FROM /from/? B : He'sfiom Ifram/ New lk~sey. 

Monosyllabic prepositions are normally unstressed; polysyllabic prepositions 
are normally stressed. However, stressed monosyllabic prepositions are by 
no means uncommon, especially in coordination: 

Trains both 'to and lfrom London are late this morning. 
. . . government 'of the people, 'by the people, and lfor the people 

Stressing of Prepositions also occurs in repeated patterns where the stress 
shifts from a 'given' item to a 'new' item (cf 19.25), as in: 

A: Why don't you borrow the book from the ~ibrary? 
B: It's not i~ the library. 

Yet stressing ,fakes place not only in such contrastive use, but also in some 
other cases where the prepositional complement is unstressed or is the 'tail' 
of the tone unit (cf App II.15), eg: 

Where are you FROM? He's PAST it. 
They took it OFF him. What's it FOR? 
What OF it? 

The stress shift from the complement of the preposition, as in [l], to the 
preposition, as lin [2], is clearly conditioned by the desire to avoid stressing 
the pronoun it (cf 6.16): 

to this STdry. 

Special stress patterns are used for special effects. Note the different 
meanings according to whether the preposition by is stressed or not in: 

BP her. ['near herself'; place] (esp BrE) 
She wants to have a [by H&. rwritten by'; agentive; cf 9.501 

Note also the different meanings of for with varying stress in the following 
set: 
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Our vote is F ~ R  /'f3?/ the sttrdents. ['in favour of the students'] 
The exams are for /far/ the s~irdents. ['are designed for the students 

to take'] 

Note Stressing monosyllabicprepositions has-become rather fashionable,althoughsome people regard 
it as annoyingly affected. Public speakers and radio commentators tend to stress monosyllabic 
prepositions where weak forms are expected. Speakers may stress them when searching for the 

l 
appropriate complement, eg: 

FROM. . .. /ah:/. . . the Palace GATES . . . the Royal carriage proceeds. . . 
However, some speakers do it when there is no such motivation, eg: 

' 6 ~  this record1 Benny plays beautiful vis~sl  
I 

Complex prepositions 

Two-word sequences 

i 9.10 Complex prepositions may be subdivided into two- and three-word sequences. 
In two-word sequences, the first word (which usually is relatively stressed) 

is an adverb, adjective, or conjunction, and the second word a simple 
preposition (usually for, from, of, to, or with). For example: 

Except for Margaret, everybody was in favour of the idea. 
We had to leave early because of the bad weather. 
I sat next to an old lady on the train. 

Here is a'list of some two-word prepositions: 

'up against 'as per 

'asfor (9.57) 'but for (9.59) 
ex'cept for (9.58) 

I a'part from (9.58) a'sidefrom (esp AmE) (9.58) 

l a'way from (9.158) 'asfrom 

a'head of 'as of 
'back of (informal AmE) be'cause of (9.44) 

(9.11 Note) de'void of 
ex'clusive of in'side of 
in'stead of irre'spective of (9.57 Note) 
'offof (informal AmE) 'out of (9.15ff, 28,32,61) 
outside of re'gardless of (9.57 Note) 

I 'upwards of 'void of 

ac'cording to (9.57,63) 'as to (9.57) 
'close to (9.20) 'contrary to 
'due to 'near(er) (to) (9.20) 

i 'next to (9.20) 'on to [cf: 'onto] (9.7, 15 Note [bl) 
L '0 wing to pre'liminary to 
! 
i pre'paratory to 'previous to 

'prior to pur'suant to (formal) 
'subsequent to 'thanks to 

I ,  'up to (9.37) 

a'long with to'gether with 
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Note As with simple prepositions (c/ 9.7 Note [a]), there are also complex prepositions of French 
origin which have not yet been fully anglicized and are often italicized in print, eg: & 10 (cf 17.60 
Note) and apropos (o f )  ['with regard to'] (cf 9.57). 

Three-word sequences 
9.11 The most numerous category of complex prepositions is the type consisting 

of three words, as in: 

Prep1 + Noun + Prep2: in view of the election [l]  

Other examples: 

In terms of money, her loss was small. 
Two men were interviewed at Bow Street Police Station in connection 

with a theft from an Oxford Street store. 
How many delegates are in favour of this motion? 
His biography of Eisenhower is in many places at variance with the 

official reports. 
In line with latest trends in fashion, many dress designers have been 

sacrificing elegance to audacity. 

With three-word sequences we also include complex prepositions where the 
noun is preceded by a definite or indefinite article: 

in the light of the election 
as a result of I 

Complex prepositions may be subdivided according to which prepositions 
function as Prepl and Prep2, eg: 

in + noun + of: 
in aid of 
in behalfof (AmE) 
in charge of 
in (the) face bf 
in front of (9.119) 
in lieu of 
in place of 
in quest of 
in search of 
inviewof i 

in back of 
in case of 
in consequence of 
in favour of 
in (the) light of 
in need of 
in (the) process of 
in respect of 
in spite of (9.56) 

in + noun + with: 
in accordance with (9.63 Note) in common with 
in comparison with in compliance with 
in conformity with in contact with 
in line with 

by + noun + of: 
by dint of 
by virtue of 

by means of 
by way of 

on + noun + of:  
on account of (9.44) on behayof 
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on (the) ground(s) of on the matter of (9.57) 
on pain of on the part of 
on the strength of on top of (9.19) 

Other types : 
as far as (9.17) 
at the expense of 
for (the) sake of 
in exchange for 
in addition to (9.58) 
withlin regard to (9.57) 
withlin respect to (9.57) 

at variance with 
at the hands of 
for/jirom want of 
in return for 
in relation to 
withlin reference to (9.57) 
with the exception of (9.58) 

Note Some complex prepositions consisting of three-word sequences tend to be shortened to two-word 
sequences in casual speech, eg: (in) bock of, (by) way of, (by) nreans of, (on) pain of, (for) sake ol, 
(in) spite of: 

Spiteof this, I think we should go right ahead. 
Let's do this sake of consistency. 

Gradience between complex prepositions and free noun-phrase sequences 
9.12 In the strictest definition. a comulex ureuosition is a seauence that is 

A A -  

indivisible both in terms of syntax and in terms of meaning. However, there 
is no absolute distinction between complex prepositions and constructions 
which can be varied, abbreviated, and extended according to the normal 
rules of syntax. Rather, there is a scale of 'cohesiveness' running from a 
sequence which behaves in every way like a simple preposition, eg: in spite of  
(the weather), to one which behaves in every way like a set of grammatically 
separate units, eg: on the shelf by (the door). Nine indicators of syntactic 
separateness are listed below. 

(a) Prep2 can be varied : 
on the shelfat (the door) [but not: *in spite for, etc] 

(b) The noun can be varied as between singular and plural: 
on the shelves by (the door) [but not: *in spites o n  

(c) The noun can be varied in respect of determiners: 
on althe sheyby ; on shelves by (the door) [but not: *in althe spite ofl 

(d) Prepl can be varied: 
under the shelfby (the door) [but not: *for spite o n  

(e) Prep + complement can be replaced by a possessive pronoun (cf Note [c] 
below) : 

on the surface of the table - on its surface 
[but: in spite of the result - *in its spite] 

(f) Prep2 + complement can be omitted: 
on the shelf [but not: *in spite] 

(g) Prep2 + complement can be replaced by a demonstrative: 
on that shelf [but not: *in that spite] 
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(h) The noun can be replaced by nouns of related meaning: 
on the ledge by (the door) [but not: *in malice o n  

(i) The noun can be freely premodified by adjectives: 
on the low shelfby (the door) [but not: *in evident spite o n  

In all these respects, in spite of 'qualifies' as a complex preposition, whereas 
on the shelfby does not. To these syntactic criteria of cohesiveness, a lexical 
criterion may be added: unlike syntactic constructions, the complex 
preposition in spite of has a synonymous simple preposition despite. 

As examples of sequences which lie between these two poles, we may take 
in quest of, in search of, in comparison with, and in defence of, as showing 
progressively less of the character of a preposition and more of the character 
of a free syntactic construction. 

In quest of is slightly less cohesive than in spite of in that it has property (h) 
(c) in search of) .  

In comparison with goes further, in that it has property (d) (c) bylthrough 
comparison with), as well as properties (f) (cf: in comparison) and (h) (cf: in 
common with). In defence of goes yet further, having four of the properties of 
a free construction, viz (c) in the defence of, (e) in her defence, (h) in support of, 
and (i) in keen/stubborn/bold defence of: 

On the other hand, all these types might reasonably be considered 'complex 
prepositions', in that they have more in common with in spite of than with on 
the shelfby. 

Note [a] The cohesiveness of complex prepositions (as compared with free constructions) should be 
related to complex subordinators like in that, in order that, as long as (cf 14.12ff). and to phrasal 
lexicalization (cf App I.9ff). 
[b] Legal English id notable for complex prepositions, the following being among those found 
mainly in legalistic'or bureaucratic usage: in case of, in default of, in lieu of, in pursuance of, in 
respect of, orr pain of: 
[c] Some complex prepositions ending in of have an alternative genitive construction (cf (e) 
above and 5.120), eg: 

/or thesakeofthe people - for the people's sake 
on behalfof Jim -on Jim's behalf 
at the expense of Susan - at Susan's expense 

[d] Occasionally ther; appear variants of complex prepositional sequences, eg: in light of for the 
regularly used in the light of, and the rather idiosyn&atic for dint of (obviously based on by dint 
of) in the following example from Norman Mailer, Marilyn: 

. . . unable to put down a word for dint of listening to her . . . ['because he was listening'] 

Boundary between simple and complex prepositions 
9.13 The boundary between simple and complex prepositions is also an uncertain 

one. Orthographic separation is the easiest test to apply, but anomalies such 
as writing into as one word but out of as two, and instead of as two words but 
in lieu of as three, merely emphasize the arbitrariness of the distinction 
between one and more than one word in writing. - 

A test that can be applied to many cases is that a preposition when simple 
is identical in form to its corresponding prepositional adverb (cf 9.65f), eg: 
by in: 

She stood by the door. 
She walked by. 

Note 

9.14 

9.15 
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A complex preposition, on the other hand, loses its final element when 
transferred to the function of adverb (cf 9.66): 

on top of the car. 

In colloquial AmE use, on topoccurs alsoas a preposition (on top thecar), perhaps just by syncope 
of /a/ to which of is reduced. . . 

Prepositional meanings 

As we said in 9.1, a preposition expresses a relation between two entities, 
one being-that represented by the prepositional complement. Of the various 
types of relational meaning, those of SPACE and TIME are easiest to describe 
svstematicallv. Other relationshius such as INSTRUMENT and CAUSE mav also 
be recognized, although it is difficult to describe prepositional meanings 
svstematicallv in terms of such labels. Some ~reoositional uses may be 
eiucidated best by seeing a preposition as related-to a clause, eg: 

the man with the red beard ['the man who has the red beard'; cf 9.55, 
17.371 

my knowledge of Hindi ['I know ~ i n d i ' ;  cf 17.411 

We shall relate semantic categories to their most usual syntactic functions, 
but one semantic category often has more than one syntactic function (cf 
9.1). For example, prepositional phrases of place can postmodify in 
nominalizations (cf 17.51ff), as in [l], as well as in their more usual adverbial 
function [2]: 

his departurefrom Paris 
He departed from Paris. 

In the survey of prepositional meanings, to which most of this chapter is 
devoted, space and time relations will be dealt with first, and will be followed 
by a more cursory exemplification of other relations such as 'cause', 'goal', 
and 'origin'. So varied are prepositional meanings that no more than a 
presentation of the most notable semantic similarities and contrasts can be 
attempted here. 

Prepositions denoting spatial relations 

Dimension 
When we use a preposition to indicate space, we do so in relation to the 
dimensional properties, whether subjectively or objectively conceived, of the 
location concerned. Consider at in example [l]: 

My car is at the cottage. [l] 
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Here the use of at treats cottage as a dimensionless location, a mere POINT in 
relation to which the position of the car can be indicated. This is dimension- 
type 0. Compare on in [2]: 

Our cottage is on that road. [ a  

In [2], the road is viewed as a LINE ['along that road'], ie dimension-type 1. 
But on can also be used to denote an area, as in [3] and [4]: 

There is some ice on that road. 
There is a new roof on the cottage. 

In [3] and 141, the road and the cottage are viewed as two-dimensional areas, 
ie as SURFACES. 

Finally, compare in, as in [5]: 

There are only two beds in the cottage. [S] 

In [5], the cottage is viewed as the three-dimensional object which in reality 
it is. In is also capable of being used with objects which are essentially two- 
dimensional, as in [6]: 

The cows are in thefield. [61 

Herefield is conceived of as an enclosed space (contrast: 'We walked on the 
beach'). In therefore belongs to dimension-type 2 or 3. Figure 9.15 below sets 
out the dimensional oAentation of the chief prepositions of space: 

destination position destination position 

to at (away) away 
I j iom j iom 

.--.X e x  X- X 

on(to) on ofl ofl 

1 1. f "- 
in(to) m our of out of 

DIMENSION-TYPE 0 
(point) 

DIMENSION-TYPE l Or 2 
(line or surface) 

DIMENSION-TYPE 2 Or 3 
(area or volume) 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE 

Fig 9.15 Space  and dimension 

Note [a] Some of the prepositions in the above figure can be replaced by other prepositions with the 
same meaning. Upon is a formal equivalent of on where a surface is referred to, or is the basis of, 
the metaphor concerned. When used metaphorically in archaic expressions, upon is obligatory: 
upon/*on my word, upon/*on my soul, etc. In some cases, inside and within can substitute for in, 
and outside for out ol, but only within (not in) can be used in the following expressions: within 
shooting distance, within thesefiur walls. 
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[b] Onto is sometimes spelled as two words, especially in BrE: 

she jumped {:'L] the horse. 

I think y o u h  {zt;} there. (informal) . ,  
The particle on + the preposition to are always written as two words: 

From Lancaster we went on to York. ['continued to'] 
[c] Into is obligatory in fixed metaphorical expressions like get into trouble, get into debt (cf 9.32). 

Positive position and destination: at, to, on, onto, in, into 
9.16 Prepositional phrases of place are typically either adjuncts (relating an event 

or state of affairs to a location) or postmodifiers (relating some 'object' to a 
location). 

Between the notions of simple position (or static location) and destination 
(movement with respect to an intended location) a cause-and-effect 
relationship obtains: 

DESTINATION POSITION 

Ann went to Oxford. AS A RESULT: Ann was at Oxford. 
Ann climbed onto the roof. AS A RESULT: Ann was on the roof. 
Ann dived into the water. AS A RESULT: Ann was in the water. 

A prepositional phrase of 'position' can accompany most verbs, although 
this meaning is particularly associated with verbs of stative meaning (cf 2.43, 
4.28fj'), such as be, stand, live, etc. The'meaning of 'destination' generally 
(but by no means always, cf 9.24ff) accompanies a verb of dynamic 'motional' 
meaning, such as go, rnove,jTy, etc. 

In many cases (especially in colloquial English), on and in may be used for 
both position and destination when onto and into make an unnecessary 
emphasis on the combination of destination + dimension: 

She fell on the floor. 
He put his hands in his pockets. 

Note There are various restrictions, especially in BrE, on the interchangeability of on with onto and in 

~ with into: most verbs of motion such as walk, slide, swim require onto and into for destinational 
meaning. Note the difference between: 

Don't run in the school. ['when you are inside the building'] 
Don't run into the scl~ool. [ie from outside it] 

Causative verbs such as place, stand, lay, sit, on the other hand, usually permit combinations 
both withand without to, onto, and into: 

She put the typewriter case on(to) the top shelfand the key in(to) the drawer. 
But there appear to be some restrictions: 

I 
I The mother sat the baby the chair. l 

9.17 Here are some more examples of each dimension-type. 

Dimension-type 0: 
at the bus stop 
at the North Pole 
at the end ofthe road 
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Dimension-type 1 and 2: 

on the River Thames. 
line: The city is situated 

on the coast. 

on the wall. 
surface: A notice was pasted 

on my back. 

Dimension-type 2 and 3 : 

area: in the world volume : in a box 
in the village in the bathroom 
in a park in the cathedral 

The contrast between on ['surface'] and in ['area'] has various implications 
according to context, as these examples show: 

The frost made patterns on the window. [window = glass surface] 
A face appeared in the window/mirrm. [window/mirror = framed area] 
The players were practising on thefield. Feld = surface for sports] 

in thefield. &e/d = enclosed area of land] 
on the grass. [surface, ie the grass is short] 

thegrass. [volume, ie the grass is long] 

In is used for sizeable territories such as: 

continents, countries: in Asia, in China 
provinces, counties: in British Columbia, in Cheshire 
city districts: in Brooklyn, in Hampstead 

But for towns, villages, etc, either at or in is appropriate, according to point 
of view: atlin Stratjord-upon-Avon. A very large city (such as New York, 
London, or Tokyo) is generally treated as an area: 

He works in London, but lives in the country. 

But even a large city may be treated as a point on the map if global distances 
are in mind: 

i ,\ 

Our plane'refuelled at London on its way from New York to Moscow. 

Note the following difference between at and in: 

at Oxford. ['She's a student at Oxford University.'] 
in xford. ['She's staying, etc in the City of Oxford.'] P 

With buildings also, both at and in can be used. The difference here is that 
at refers to a building in its institutional or functional aspect, whereas in 
refers to it as a three-dimensional structure: 

Ann works (E] apublishing house. 

With school, we can find the following three constructions: 

Note 
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at school. 

in the scl~ool. 

The meaning 'enrolled in' is expressed by [l] in BrE and by [2] in AmE; the 
meaning 'at the place, not at home' is expressed by [l]  or [2] in BrE, and by 
[l]  in AmE; the meaning 'within the building' is expressed by [3] in both BrE 
and AmE. On the zero article with school, cf 5.44. 

To denotes completive movement in the direction of a place, as in: 

The Smiths drove to Edinburgh. [suggests actual arrival] 

Towards expresses movement without the idea of completion (cf 9.26; on 
the choice of the -ward/-wards forms, cf 7.46 Note [a]): 

They drove towards ~ d i n b u i ~ h .  

Compare to, with progressive aspect, and set out for, neither of which express 
the idea of completion: 

They were driving to Edinburgh. 
They set outfor Edinburgh. 

As far as stresses the length of the journey (space only, not time): 

They drove as far as Edinburgh. 

With the perfective aspect, to may also be used in a way which appears to 
make it interchangeable with at or in: 

tolat Oxford. ['as a student'] 
has been {to/in Odord.  ['as a visitor] 

This occurrence of been followed by to, however, is a result of the substitution 
of the -ed participle of be for the -ed participle of go (gone) in order to convey 
the resultative sense of go (cf 4.22 Note [b]). 

[a] When a place is being regarded as a destination rather than a position, it is more natural to 
see it vaguely as a geographical point than as an area. Hence the more frequent use of to than of 
into in reference to countries, etc: 

Thegypsiescanre to Englandin the fifteenthcentury. [Contrast: Thegypsies werein England.] 
[b] Against is commonly used as a preposition of simple position or destination in the sense 
'touching the side surface of': 

He's leaning against tlle ~vall. 
[c] Additional uses of on as a preposition of position: 

Humpty Dumpty sat on !/re wall. ['on top o f ]  
There are still apples on the tree. ['hanging from'] 

We may see these as extending the basic meaning of on to include the most obvious static 
relationship of contiguity between a smaller and a larger object. 
[d] Prepositions denoting position (not destination) are used with the verb orriue and the noun 
orriual: 

She arrived in Lotrdo~r/Kenya/British Columbia 
on her arrival] [at the shop/bus stop~sea.~ide 

Source or negative position: away from, ofl out of 
There is a cause-and-effect relation with negative destination and position 
parallel to that of positive destination and position: 
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Ann drove (away)from home. - Ann is awayfrom home. 
The book fell offthe shelf. - The book is oflthe shelf. 
Tom got out of  the water. - Tom is out of the water. 

The negative prepositions awayfrom, off, and out of may be defined simply 
by adding the word not to the corresponding positive preposition: away from 
['not at'], ofl['not on'], out of ['not in']. 

Note In AmE, our is more commonly used than our of in such an expression as: 

She looked { our the window. (AmE and informal BrE) 
our of the window. (BrE or AmE) 

In this usage, there needs to be a reference to an opening or aperture: 
The children gathered some bluebells before they went 

T f  the woodand returned home. { out l 
Relative position: over, under, etc 

9.19 Apart from simple position, prepositions may express the RELATIVE POSITION 
of two objects or groups of objects. Above, over, on top of; under, underneath, 
beneath, and beiow express relative position vertically, whereas in front of, 
before, behind, and after represent it horizontally. Figure 9.19 depicts the 
relations expressed by above X, behind X ,  etc. 

t 
above X 
over X 

on to! oj X 

injront oj'X I behind X +- - - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - -x - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+  
bejore X I a#er X 

under X 
below X 

beneath X 
underneath X 

$ 

Fig 9.19 Vertic A 1 and horizontal direction '\ 

The antonyms above and below, over and under, in front of and behind are - 
converse opposites: 

The is abooe the mantelpiece. 
= The dantelpiece is below the picture. 

The bus is infront of the car. 
= The car is behind the bus. 

Over and under as place prepositions are roughly synonymous with above 
and below, respectively. The main differences are that over and under tend to 
indicate a direct vertical relationship or spatial proximity, while above and 
below may indicate simply 'on a higherllower level than': 

The castle stands on a hill {,,::::} the valley. 
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Keep this blanket you, 

The doctor and the policeman were leaning { * z v e }  the body when 

we arrived. 

Underneath and beneath (formal) are less common substitutes for under. 
Underneath, like on top of, generally indicates a contiguous relation: 

The police found the stolen money under/underneath the carpet. 
We placed the skis on top of the car. 

The following prepositional adverbs (cf 9.65j-j or fixed phrases correspond to 
the prepositions of position: 

PREPOSITIONAL ADVERBS 

overhead 
underneath (formal) 
infron t 
on top 
above 
below 
behind 
beneath (formal) 

PREPOSITIONS 

over 
under, underneath <formal) 
in front of 
on top of (cf 9.13) 
above 
below 
behind 
beneath (formal) 

Example : 

infront? [Prepositional adverb] 
you like to sit {infront ofUS? [~repositionl 

Note [a] The actual use of the prepositions relating to relative position varies considerably. The 
frequencies for the bottom vertical set in Fig 9.19 are as follows in the LOB and Brown printed 
corpora (note the similar frequencies in BrE and AmE): 

Table 9.19 Frequencies of  under, below, beneath, and underneath 

Total (BrE) (AmE) 

under 1352 645 707 
below 295 150 145 
beneath 117 60 57 
underneath 22 11 11 

[b] Berleath is obligatory in fixed metaphorical expressions like beneath herdignity, beneafh 
conternpf (cf 9.32). 

Space: by, beside, with, near (to), close to, opposite 
9.20 Other prepositions denoting space are by, beside, and with: 

He was standing bylbeside the door. ['at the side of'] 
I left the keys with my wallet. ['in the same place as'] 

Beside is usually a locative and besides a nonlocative preposition: 
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Beside Mary there stood a young man. ['at the side of'] 
Besides Mary there were several other students in the hall. ['in 

addition to]  

However, the preposition beside is often used, especially in AmE, to mean 
'in comparison with', 'apart from'. Unlike beside, besides may also be an 
adverb meaning 'in addition' (cf 8.137,9.58): 

She is intelligent. Besides, she is good-looking. 

As a locative preposition, the simple preposition near meaning close to can 
be replaced by the complex preposition near to: 

{near (to)}me. She was sitting close to 

Near (to) and close to are the only prepositions which inflect for comparison 
(cf 9.5). Unlike the absolute form, nearer and nearest usually require to. Next 
always does so: 

She was sitting nearer (to)/nearest (to)/next to me. 
closer to/closest to me. 

Opposite means 'facing' and has optional to: 

Her house is opposite (to) mine. 

Space: between, among, amongst, m i d ,  amidst 
9.21 Between relates the position of an object to a definite or exclusive set of 

discrete objects, whereas among relates to nondiscrete objects. Thus: 

between two farms. The house stands 
among farms. 

Switzerland lies ('g,",":] France, Germany, Austria, and Italy. 

He likes getting among people. ['likes mixing with'] 
I saw Bill standing (in) between Mrs Bradbury and the hostess. 

Amid and amidst (which are both formal) mean 'in the midst of' and, like 
among, can apply to an indefinite number of entities: 

The deserted house stood amid snow-covered fir trees. (formal) 
I 

Note [a] The frecluencies'in the LOB and Brown corporaof printed English indicate that some of the 
prepositions in 9.21 are rare; in the case of amongst there is also a clear difference in usage 
between AmE and BrE. See Table9.21, which, however, includes all uses, not just spatial. 

Tabk 9.21 Frequencies of between, umong(st), and umid(st) 

Total (BrE) (AmE) 

between 1597 867 730 
among 683 313 370 
amongst 49 45 4 
amid 23 9 14 
amidst ~8 5 3 
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[b] It is common, but not accepted by all speakers, to say bern,eett each house instead of betn~een 
each house and the next. 

Space: around, round, about 
9.22 Around and round refer to surrounding position or to motion: 

We were sitting (a)round the campfire. 
The spaceship is travelling (a)round theglobe. 

About and around often have a vaguer meaning of 'in the area of' o r  'in 
various positions in': 

The guests were standing about/around the room. 
There are very few taxis about/around here. 

In AmE, about is rarer and more formal in this sense than around. In general, 
BrE often tends to use about or round where AmE uses around. 

Relative position can also be expressed by prepositions which usually 
denote passage or path (cf 9.25f), eg: 

The tree lay across the road. 
The road runs through the tunnel. 

Note The frequencies of around and round in the LOB and Brown corpora of printed English are as 
follows (all uses): 

Table 9.22 Frequencies of around and round 

Total (BrE) (AmE) 

around 806 245 561 
round 410 336 74 

Relative destination: over, under, behind, etc 
9.23 As well as relative position, the prepositions listed in9.19ff(but not, generally, 

above and below) can express RELATIVE DESTINATION: 

He threw a blanket over her. 
The bush was the only conceivable hiding place, so I dashed behind it. 
When it started to rain, we all went underneath the trees. 

This use is distinct from that denoting 'PASSAGE over, under, behind', etc (cf 
9.24). 

Passage: over, under, behind, etc 
9.24 With verbs of motion, prepositions may express the idea of PASSAGE (ie 

movement towards and then away from a place), as well as destination. With 
the prepositions listed in 9.198, this occurs in sentences like [l  -31: 

He jumped over a ditch. 
Someone ran behind the goalposts. 
The ball rolled underneath the table. 

In sentences such as [2] and [3], there is an ambiguity. In 131, we can supply 
either the meaning of 'passage' (= 'the ball passed under the table on the way 
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to some other destination') or the meaning of 'destination' (= 'the ball rolled 
under the table and stayed there3). 

Note A triple ambiguity may in fact arise with the above sentences, or more clearly with: 
A mouse scuttled behind the curtain. 

This sentence may he interpreted not only in the senses of 'passage' and 'destination', but also 
(less plausibly) in the static sense, implying that the mouse stayed (scuttling back and forth) 
behind the curtain all the time. 

Passage: across, through,past 
9.25 The sense of 'passage' is the primary locative meaning attached to across 

(dimension-type 1 or 2), through (dimension-type 2 or 3) and past (the 
'passage' equivalent to by which may also, however, be substituted for past 
in a 'passage' sense). Note the parallel between across and on, through and in 
in Fig 9.25 : 

DIMENSION-TYPE 1 OR 2 A on the grass - across the grass 

DIMENSION-TYPE 2 OR 3 1 in the grass grass through the grass 

Fig 9.25 On and across, in and through 

The upper pair treat the grass as a surface, and therefore suggest short grass; 
the lower pair, by treating the grass as a volume, suggest that it has height as 
well as length and breadth - that is, that the grass is long. There is a meaning 
of over corresponding to across in this sense: 

The ball roiled {zss} the lawn, 

Movement with reference to a directional path: up, down, along, across, etc 
9.26 Up, down, along,,across (in a slightly different sense from that of 9.25) and 

(a)round, with vybs  of motion, make up a group of prepositions expressing 
movement with rfference to an axis or dirqctional path, as illustrated in Figs 
9.26a and 9.26b:: 

Fig 9.26a up and down Fig 9.26b along and across 

Up and down contrast in terms of vertical direction, eg: 

We walked up the hill and down the other side. 

But up and down are also used idiomatically in reference to a horizontal axis: 
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1 walked up and down the platform. 
upldown the road. 

she went {up/down the coast. 

Up and down here express the notion of 'along', and need not have any 
vertical implications (cf 19.32). 

Along denotes 'from one end towards the other' or 'in a line parallel with', 
eg : 

We walked along the streets, just looking at people. 
I took my dog for a walk along the river. 

Along contrasts with across ['from one side to another'] in terms of a horizontal 
axis : 

Be careful when you walk across a street. 

With (a)round, the directional path is an angle or a curve: 

weran  (a)round the corner. 

Towards indicates both 'real' and 'implied' motion, 'in the direction of': 

We walked towards the old farmhouse. 
The window faces towards the south. 

The concept of 'implied' motion also accounts for the use of other 
prepositions, eg: to, over, and into: 

Is this the bus to Oxford? 
She glanced over her shoulder. 
He spoke into the microphone. 

Note On the adverbs (walk) home/homeward(s), etc corresponding to some prepositional phrases 
above, cf 7.46. 

Orientation: beyond, over, past, up, across, etc 
9.27 Most prepositions which express relative destination, passage, and movement 

with reference to a directional path (cf 9.26) can be used in a static sense of 
' orientation. This brings in a third factor apart from the two things being 

spatially related: viz a POINT OF ORIENTATION, at which (in reality or 
imagination) the speaker is standing. 

Beyond ['on the far side of'] is a preposition whose primary meaning is one 
of orientation. Over, past, across, and through combine the meaning of 
'beyond' with more specific information about dimension, as described in 
9.26: 

They live across the moors. [ie 'from here'] 
past the bus stop. 

(through the wood. 

Up, down, along, across, and (a)round are used orientationally with reference 
to an axis in: 
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the shop down the road ['towards the bottom end of. . .'l 

i up the stairs. ['at (OR towards) the top of .  . .'; = upstairs] 
Her office is down the stairs. ra t  (OR towards) the bottom of 

'. - . . . , - downstairs] 
There's a hotel acrosslalong the road. ['on the other sideltowards the 

other end o f .  . .'l 
We  live just (a)round the corner. 

We can, if we like, specify the viewpoint by using a from-phrase: 

H e  lives up/down/along/across the road from me. 

Resultative meaning: from, out of, over, past, etc 
9.28 Prepositions which have the meaning of motion, as in [l], can usually have 

also a static resultative meaning when combined with be, indicating 'the 
state of having reached the destination', as in [2] (cf 8.42): 

The horses jumped over thefence. 
The horses are over the fence. ['have now jumped oved 

Out of context, resultative meaning is not always distinguishable from other 
static meanings. Its presence, however, is often signalled by certain adverbs 
(already, just, a t  last, (not) yet, etc). Resultative meaning is characteristically 
found with negative prepositionsfrom, out oj; etc, or with prepositions of 
'passage' such as across, through, and past: 

At last we a're out of thefirest. 
When you'repast the next obstacle, you can relax. 

Pervasive meaning: over, throughout, with, etc 
9.29 Over (dimension-fype 1 or 2) and through (dimension-type 2 or 3), especially 

when preceded by all, have pervasive meaning (either static or motional): 

That child was running (all) over theflower borders. 

Throughout meaning (all) through is the only preposition whose primary 
meaning is 'pervasive': 

Chaos reign{d (all) through the house. 
The epidemic has spread throughout the country. 

Occasionally the 'axis' type prepositions of 9.26 are also used in a pervasive 
sense: 

There were crowds (all) along the route. 
They put flowers (all) around the statue. I 

With also has pervasive meaning in expressions such as the following: 

The ground was covered with snow. 
The garden was buzzing with bees. 

Similarly: loaded with, paved with, surrounded with, dotted with, etc. 
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Eight senses of over 
9.30 Let us now see how one preposition (over) may be used in some different 

senses : 

POSITION (9.19) : 
DESTINATION (9.23): 
PASSAGE (9.24) : 
ORIENTATION (9.27) : 
RESULTATIVE (9.28) : 
PERVASIVE [STATIC] (9.29) : 
PERVASIVE [MOTION] (9.29) : 
ACCOMPANYING CIRCUMSTANCES : 

A lamp hung over the door. 
They threw a blanket over her. 
They climbed over the wall. 
They live ooer the road. ['on the far side of'] 
At last we were over the crest of the hill. 
Leaves lay thick (all) over the ground. 
They splashed water (all) over me. 
We discussed it over a glass of wine. 

Verbs incorporating prepositional meaning 
9.31 When a verb contains, within its own meaning, the meaning of a following 

preposition, it is often possible to omit the preposition. The verb then 
becomes transitive, and the prepositional complement becomes a direct, 
locative object (cf 10.27). The following examples have mainly spatial 
meaning, but other examples are included to show that this process is not 
restricted to spatial uses of prepositions: 

roam (about/around) the city ponder (on) a question 
pass (by) a house turn (round) a corner 
flee (from) the country attain (to) a position 
cross (over) a street climb (up) a mountain 
jumplleap (over) a fence pierce (through) the defences 

In many cases there is a difference in meaning between the two constructions. 
The construction with preposition draws attention to the process, whereas 
the direct object construction has perfective meaning, indicating that the 
objective is achieved. Compare: 

Let's swim across the river. 
She was the first woman to swim the Channel. 

Metaphorical or abstract use of place prepositions 
9.32 Many place prepositions have abstract meanings which are clearly related, 

through metaphorical connection, to their locative uses. Very often 
prepositions so used keep the groupings (in terms of similarity or contrast of 
meaning) that they have when used in a literal reference to place. This is 
often true for example of temporal usage (cf 9.33fn. 

One may perceive a stage-by-stage extension of metaphorical usage in such 
a series as (a) to (d): 

(a) in shallow water [purely literal] 
(b) in deep water [also metaphorical: 'in trouble'] 
(c) in d~@culties [The noun is not metaphorical, but the preposition is.] 
(d) in a tough spot ['in a difficult situation'; The preposition is analogous to 

that of (C), but another locative metaphor is introduced by the noun. 
The result is a phrase that could not occur in a literal sense, because 
spot would then require at  or on (dimension-type O).] 
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Examples in relation to the literal meanings are the following: 

inlout of; amid, amidst (both formal and rare) (cf 9.21 Note [a]) 
position -t state, condition: 

to be inlout of danger to keep out of trouble 
to be inlout of office to be out of a job 
to be in difficulties amidst many troubles 

enclosure abstract inclusion: 
in books/plays inlout of the race 
in a group/party 

intolout of 
destination -+ abstract condition or circumstance: 

He got into difficulties/trouble/debt/a fight. 
Can you get me out of this mess? 

inlon 
position membership, participation: 

in the army 
on the board/committee/project 

above/below/beneath 
vertical direction 4 abstract level: 

to be above/below someone on a list 
above/below [not: *beneath] one's income 
Such behaviour is beneath [not: *below] him. 
He's above [not: *over] such behaviour. 
above (the) average 
above suspicion 

under 
vertical direction -t subjection, subordination; process: 

under suspicion/orders/compulsion 
He has a hundred people working under him. 
The bridge is under construction. 

l 

upldown i 
\ 

movement on vertical axis -+ movement on list or scale: 
move upldown the scale 
climb upldown the social ladder 

frornlto 
l 
I 

starting point/dehtination -+ originator/recipient: 
a letterlpresentfrom Browning to his wife (cf 9.46f) 

beyondlpastlover 
resultative meaning; physical -t abstract: 

belief 

recovery 
We are over the worst. 
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between/among/amongst (cf 9.21 Note [a]) 
relative position -B abstract relation between participants: 

a fiahtlmatch between X and Y - .  
We quarrellagree among ourselves. 
relationship/contrast/affinity between two things 

through 
passage -+ perseverance, endurance: 

She came through the ordeal. We put him through his paces. 
We are through the worst. 

Note [a] Ouer and under act as 'intensifying prepositions' with the meanings 'more than' and 'less 
than'in expressions of measure (cf intensifiers in 7.87fl: 

The car was travelling (at) sixty miles per hour. { l 
Cf: ouerage; ouerconfrdent ['overly confident'] 

For denoting temperature, aboveand belolv are also used: . . 

The temperature is {below/under] abouelover 300' 

But with zero degrees only: aboue/belo~v zero. 
[b] A few prepositions (chiefly in and our o n  can operate in an apparently converse relationship. 
For example: 

The horse is in foal. ['There is a foal in the horse's womb.'] 
The office isout ofenwlopes. ['There are no envelopes in theoffice.'] 
We are in lucklout of hck. 

[c] The infinitive marker to may be viewed as related to the spatial preposition to through 
metaphorical connection. Compare the series: 

John went 
to thepwl. [Direction: 'Where did he go?'] 
to thepoolfir a swim. [Direction + purpose: 'Why did he go to the pool?'] 
for aswim in the pool. ' [Purpose + location] 
for a swim. [Purpose: 'Why did he go there?'] 
to swim. ['Metaphorical connection' of infinitive marker (in 

to-infinitive clause)] 
swimming. [Nonfinite verb clause] 

Prepositions denoting time 
9.33 A prepositional phrase of time usually occurs as adjunct (He came on Friday), 

postmodifier (the party on Friday), or predication adjunct (That was on 
Friday); but it can occasionally be itself the complement of a temporal 
preposition (cf 9.1 Note [d]): 

a voice from out of the past 

The temporal uses of prepositions frequently suggest metaphorical 
extensions from the sphere of place similar to the metaphorical extensions 
discussed in 9.32. 

T i e  position: at, on, in, by 
9.34 At, on, and in as prepositions of 'time position' are to some extent parallel to 

the same items as positive prepositions of position (cf 9.16), although in the 
time sphere there are only two 'dimension-types', viz 'point of time' and 
'period of time' (cf 8.5 l ff). 
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At is used for points of time (chiefly clock-time [l]) and also, idiomatically, 
for holiday periods [2]: 

at ten o'clock, at 6.30p.m., at noon [l] 
at the weekend (BrE; but in AmE: on the weekend), at Christmas, 

at Easter [21 

The reference is to the season of Cliristmas/Easter, not the day itself. At can 
be used for periods when conceived of as points of time, as in: 

at thelthat time, at breakfast time, at night 

On is used for referring to days as periods of time: 

on Monday, on the following day, on May (the)jrst, on New Years Day 

Also in the expression : 

Trains leave the station on the hour. ['hourly', ie 1 o'clock, 2 o'clock, etc] 

In or, less commonly, during is used for periods longer or shorter than a 
day: 

in the evening in summer 
in August during Holy Week 
in 1969 in the eighteenth century 
in the months that followed 

On Monday morning, on ~aturday afternoon, on the following evening, etc 
illustrate an exceptional use of on with a complement referring to a PART of a 
day, rather than a WHOLE day. This use also extends to other cases where the 
time segment is'a part of a day which is actually mentioned: on the morning 
of l June, etc. But with phrases like early morning and late afternoon it is 
normal to use in: in the late afternoon. 

When we want to refer to a period of the night we use in. Compare: 

I woke up syveral times in the night. 
At night I usually have the window open. ['during the night'; as opposed 

to in the edening, in the day] 

By occurs in the idioms by day and by night, which replace during the day/ 
the night with some activities such as travelling: 

We preferre$ travelling 
I [2::h;ie night. 

We stayed up during the night. 

Measurement into the future: in 
9.35 To denote measurement from the present time, the postposed adverb ago is 

used for a span back to a point of time in the past, and in for a similar span 
ahead into the future (cf 8.58f): 

We met three months ago. 
in three months' time. 

we"1 meet [(in) three monthsfiom ,tow. 
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The construction in [2-31 is only acceptable with the meaning of 'at the end 
of a period of three months starting from now'. In measuring forwards from 
a point of time in the past, only the following construction is normal: 

f in threemonths. I'in thespaceofthreemonths 
from when he started it'] 

He finished 1 ?(in) three months Tm., then. 
I*& three months' ;me. [61 

Duration: for, during, over, (all) through, throughout 
9.36 Phrases of duration answer the question How long? Duration is usually 

expressed by for. Compare duration and time-position: 

A: How long did you camp in Scotland? 
B: We camped there for thesummer. ['all through, from the beginning 

to the end of the summer'] 
A: When did you camp in Scotland? 

B: We camped there in the summer. ['at some time during the 
summer'] 

The duration phrase for the summer indicates that the stop lasted AS LONG AS 

the summer period; the time-when phrase in the summer indicates that the 
stop was INCLUDED in the summer period. During the summer could be used 
here with the same meaning as in, although during usually suggests duration: 

We managed to stay awake during ihe whole meeting. 

Without such durative markers as stay and whole, during refers to a point or 
period WITHIN DURATION rather than duration itself: 

She spoke during the meeting. 

During our Japan we met several old friends. 
visit to 

For is also used in idiomatic phrases likeforever, for good ['foreverl],for years 
(and years). 

Over, (all) through, and throughout have a durational meaning parallel to 
their pervasive meaning in reference to place (cf 9.29): 

We camped there over the holiday/over Christmaslover the weekendlover 
the Sabbathlover night. 

We camped there through(out) the summer. 

Over normally accompanies noun phrases denoting special occasions (such 
as holidays and festivals), and so generally refers to a shorter period of time 
than through(out). Since Saturday and Sunday are 'special' compared with 
other days of the week, we have over Saturday and Sunday whereas ?over 
Wednesday is not generally used. Expressions like over the last three years, 
over the last generation seem to have become increasingly common. 

Note For has different meanings in the following two sentences: 
I've done that for years. 111 
I've not done thatfor years. c21 

In the positive [l], the action is included in the for time span, ie included duration. In the 
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negative 121, on the other hand, the action is excluded from the /or time span, ie excluded 
duration ('It's years since I've done that', 'I haven't done that in years'). Note that, here, in (esp 
AmE) can be used only in negative sentences: 

I  done that inyeors. 

Duration: from. . . to, until, up to 
From . . . to (or till) is another pair of prepositions whose locative meaning is 
transferred to duration. The AmE alternative expression (from) . . . through 
avoids the ambiguity as to whether the period mentioned second is included 
in the total span of time (cf: between . . . and, 9.39; cf also 'forward span'; 
8.58f): 

We  camped there Cfrom) June through September. (AmE) 
['up to and including Sept?mb?r'] 

We camped therefrom June September. {%} 
['up to (?and including) September'] 

But with from absent, only until, till, up to (but not always simple to), and 
through (AmE) can be used: 

until 

We  camped there (:to ) September. 
through (AmE) 

On the other hand, to can be used alongside till in: 

You can siay toltill the'end of September. 
The meeting can be postponed toltill September. 
There are only a few days to/till September. 
I have only a few years to/till retirement. 

From and up to &re used to denote, respec\tively, starting and ending points of 
a period. Up to fiormally specifies that the longer period does not include the 
period named in the prepositional complement: 

From 1982 (onwards) the rules were changed. 
We  worked up to Christmas (but not over Christmas). 

Informally, until and till are also sometimes preceded by up: 

I worked (up) till last week. (3 
Till and until can only cooccur with durative verbs, ie verbs that denote a 

period of time (such as camp and work). Contrast: 

My girlfriend  there till Christmas. 

The situation for until and till is thus the reverse of that for by denoting an 
end point, which cooccurs only with momentary verbs (cf 9.39): 

She { * ~ : ~ ~ ~ ]  by Christmas. 

In negative contexts, until and till are acceptable with both durational and 
momentary verbs, as for example: 

She didn't arrive there till Christmas. 

The two meanings of till and until are, however, different with positive and 
negative predications. With positive predications, till and until specify a 
terminal point ('up to'), whereas, with negative predications, they specify a 
starting point ('before'): 

We slept untilmidnight. ['We stopped sleeping then.'] 
We didn't sleep until midnight. ['We started sleeping then.'] 

Before, after, since, till, until 
9.38 These words are conjunctions as well as prepositions (cf 14.12fl). AS 

prepositions, they occur almost exclusively as prepositions of time, and are 
followed by either 

(a) a temporal noun phrase (a/?er next week); 
(b) a subjectless -ing clause (since leaving schoo[); or 
(c) a noun phrase with a deverbal noun (cfApp I.34f) or some other noun 

phrase interpreted as equivalent to a clause: 

before the war ['before the war started or took place'] 
till/until the fallof Rome ['until Rome fell'] 
since electricity ['since electricity was invented'] 

To express the stretch of time (after the starting point denoted by since) we 
usefor (cf9.36): 

We have lived in New York or l {T lgao, 
We lived in Chicagofor I5 years. 

For verb forms with since-clauses, cf 14.26. 
Before and afer indicate relations between two times or events and have 

opposite meanings (cf9.19,9.35ff): 

The meeting will take place after the ceremony. 
= The ceremony will take place before the meeting. 

Note [a] As a preposition, until is more frequent than till (cf 8.58). 
[bl Pendingis used in formal, especially legal style: 

The decision must waitpending his trial. ['until'] 
Pendingnegoriations, the two parties should stop further action. ['during and till the end of'] 

Thuspendingcan also include a sense of 'during'. 

Between.. . and, by 
9.39 Between . . . and is used for periods identified by their starting and ending 

points but, in contrast tofrom . . . to (cf 9.37), does not refer to the whole time 
span: 
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We'll probably arrive some time between 5 and 6 o'clock. 
I'll phone you between lunch and dinner. 

Between X and Y can include X and Y, as in : 

I'll ring between Thursday and Saturday. 

This expression does not mean that the call will be on Friday, but could also 
be Thursday or Saturday. Thus between . . . and here means 'about', ie 'some 
time on Thursday, Friday, or Saturday'. Between is further required to 
indicate intervals between similar objects or events which occur repeatedly: 

between meals/dances/acts/classes 1 
By refers to the time at which the result of an event is in existence: g1 l 

Your papers are to be handedin by next week. ['not later than'] 
She should be back by now (but I'm not sure). I 

By specifies an end point. Already, still, yet, and any mare are related in 
meaning: I 

By the time we'd walkedjve miles, he was already exhausted. 

Contrast: 

By that time he was already exhausted. ['He was then exhausted.'] 
Until then he was not exhausted. ['Before then he was not exhausted.'] 

i 
I 

Thus by-phrases do not cooccur with durative verbs (cf 9.37): 
I 
l 

The troops remained there midnight. 

Note As with prepositions of place (cf 9.32). prepositions and prepositional adverbs of time can have 
metaphorical uses, eg in viewing life as a journey: 

A t  birth.. ./ram the age of two. . . reaching the age of 16, he left school days behind, and 
adulthood was infront ofhim. . . a// through middle age . . . up to 1945. 

Absence of prepbsition in point in time exppions  
9.40 In many cases, 'a preposition of time is absent, so that the time adverbial 

takes the form of a noun phrase instead of a prepositional phrase. 
Prepositions of time-when are always absent immediately before the deictic 

words last, next, this, that, and before the quantitative words some and every: 

I saw her 

I'll mention it next time I see her. 
This year, plums are more plentiful than last. 
Some day you'll regret this decision. 
Every summer she returns to her childhood home. 

Also nouns which have 'last', 'next', or 'this' as an element of their meaning 
lack prepositions : 

The prepositions which are absent in point in time expressions seem to be 
restricted to at, on, in; before and since, for example, are obligatory: 

(o" Monday. } ; + 
Monday. 

''l1 see before Monday. 
Monday. 

I haven't seen her since last week. 

The preposition is usually optional with deictic phrases referring to times a t  
more than one remove from the present, such as: 

(on) Monday week 
(on) the day before yesterday 
in the January before last (BrE) 
the January before last (AmE and BrE) 

The preposition is also optional in phrases which identify a time before or 
after a given time in the past or future: 

(in) the previous spring ['the spring before the time in question'] 

} t h e m w i n g  weekend 
(on) (AmE) 
(on) the next h y  

Thus, there are alternatives in cases like the following: 

on the following day. on that day. 
we met {the following day. 

On the whole, the sentence without the preposition tends to be more informal 
and more usual. 

Postmodified nondeictic phrases containing the often have the preposition 
in BrE whereas it is optional in AmE: 

the day 

the spring (esp AmE) ]Of 

But without postmodification, the preposition is always obligatory: 

We met in the spring. f: We met the spring. 

The preposition is usually present in phrases like the following when the 
word order (next Sunday, last January) is inverted (in BrE): 

(on) Sunday next (in) January last 

Note Within a given week, if we refer to the name of the day that is yet to follow, the expression next 
X-day (eg: next Friday) will be used by some to mean 'X-day of the same week', by others 'xday 
of the week to follow'. On the other hand, thisx-doy (cg: this Friday) will always mean 'X-day of 
the present week'. The same applies to months of the year, as in next September and lhis 
September. 

today. I saw her I I'll see her tomorrow (evening). 
yesterday (morning). . 
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Absence of preposition in frequency expressions 
9.41 There is no preposition in frequency phrases like: 

Every Sunday we usually go for a walk. 

Without a frequency indication such as every, the preposition is optional, 
and nouns denoting weekdays may be either singular or plural. The 
construction without a preposition is informal in style (esp AmE): 

On Sunday(s) 
Sunday(s) 1 we usually go for a walk. 

*On every Sunday . 

Three times a week 1 we play darts. *At three times a week 

But other frequency constructions always require the preposition: 

with + adjective +frequency: with regularfrequency 
at + adjective + intervals: at irregular intervals 
on + adjective + occasions: on specijic occasions 
from time to time: We saw each other from time to time. 
at althe rate of + noun: at the rate of $20 an hour 
betweenlat + each + singular 

noun, or all + plural noun: He had dropped the habit of 
drinking coffee at all hours. 

I! 
I! Absence of preposition in duration expressions 

9.42 For refers to a:stretch of time. The preposition is often absent in phrases of 
duration with a verb used with stative meaning: 

We stayed there @r) three months. 
The snowy weather lasted @r) the whole time we were there. 
(For) a lot o[the time we just lay on the beach. 

The prepositibn is obligatorily absent in phrases which begin with all, such 
as all (the) week,'aN day. But compare the synonymous whole (cf 5.17): 

all (the) week. 

*for all week. 

I haven't sden her all day. 

However, the preposition is obligatory with dynamic verbs where the action 
of the verb is clearly not continuously coextensive with the period specified. 
Compare : 

or three years. 
I lived there {hree years. 

for three years. 
I laugh' her {?*thre eYearS. 

Similarly: 

for three months. I haven't spoken to her 
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The preposition is also required in initial position in the clause: 

For 600 years, the cross lay undisturbed. 
The cross lay undisturbed uor) 600 years. 

Similarly, when they occur initially, the preposition is usually required in for- 
phrases: for ages, for days, for years, etc. However, coordination in the time 
expression improves acceptability. Compare : 

For years 
(?)Years and years we have all been expecting this event. 

?Years 1 
Ranges of meaning other than place and time 

9.43 We now survey the more important prepositional usages apart from those of 
place and time. Fields of prepositional meaning are notoriously difficult to 
classify, and in some cases i t  is better to think of a range or spectrum of 
meaning, first as a single category, then as broken up into separate 
overlapping sections. First, therefore, we deal with two important spectra 
which may be referred to, for brevity, as CAUSE/PURPOSE and MEANS/ 

AGENTIVE. In part, our reason for putting various meanings under a single 
heading is that some of them have, as a linking element, association with 
particular prepositions and wh-words: for and why and how in the case of 
causelpurpose, and with and how in the case of meanslagentive. Here are the 
two ranges with an illustration of each meaning: 

THE CAUSE~PURPOSE SPECTRUM (9.44-47) 
Cause (9.44): She lost her job because of her age. 
Reason (9.44) : He was finedfor drunken driving. 
Motive (9.44): She did it out of kindness. 
Purpose (9.45) : Everyone ranfor shelter. 
Destination (9.45): I'm leavingfor Seattle. 
Target (9.46): This novel is aimed at a young audience. 

THE MEANS/AGENTIVE SPECTRUM (9.48-51) 
Manner (9.48) : She performed the operation with great skill. 
Means (9.49): They left byplane. 
Instrument (9.49): She tried to open the lock with a knife. 
Agentive (9.50): They were noticed by no one. 
Stimulus (9.51): I'm astonished at your reaction. 

The causelpurpose spectrum 

Cause, reason, motive: because of, on account of, for, from, etc 
9.44 At one end of the causelpurpose spectrum, we have' prepositions expressing 

either the material cause or the psychological cause (motive) for a happening. 
Phrases of cause, reason, and motive answer the question Why . . . ? Some 
examples: 

We had to drive slowly because of the heavy rain. 
On account of his wide experience, he was made chairman. 
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The survivors were weakfiom exposure and lack offood. 
Some support charities out of duty, some out of a sense ofguift. 
I hid the money, forfear of what my parents would say. 
The plane was destroyed through the pilot's carelessness. 

On account of is a more formal alternative to because of as an expression of 
cause or reason. Out of and for are mainly restricted to the expression of 
motive, ie psychological cause: out of gratitude/kindness, etc. 

For is found with a relatively small number of expressions, eg: 

" - . 
{;"thing. (informal) 

H e  offered to fix my sinkfor ree. esp 

Purpose, intended destination: for 
9.45 For is  used to express PURPOSE in the following examples: 

He'll do anything for money. 
Everyone ran for shelter. 
For the journey, they packed three large picnic baskets of food. 

In this use ofjbr, there is a corresponding paraphrase with a clause (in order) 
to (cf 15.48): 

for money = in order to gain money 
for shelter = in order to reach shelter 

TO express 1,NTENDED DESTINATION, for is used with verbs such as run, start, 
head, leave, and set out. For example: 

He set out for London. 

With to-phrases, the assumption is that the destination will be reached. 
Compare : 

He {L;;-) London. Is this the train {2r} l o n ?  
\ 

Phrases of puriose or destination answe; the questions Why . . . ?, What . . . 
for?, Where . . .for?, or Who . . .for? They occur as postmodifiers [I], as well 
as adjuncts [2], and complements in copular clauses [3-41: 

The scenery for the play is splendid. 111 - -  - 
She came$; theplay. 
This present is for you. 
This machine is for washing dishes. 

Note Note the difference in meaning between forfun and in fun: 
He did it forfun. I'with the object of getting amusement'] 
He said it in fun. ['jokingly', 'in jest'] 

Recipient, goal, target: for, to, at 
9.46 When for is followed by noun phrases denoting persons or animals, the 

meaning IS rather one of INTENDED RECIPIENT: 

He laid a trap for his enemies. 
She made a beautiful doll for her daughter. 
He cooked a dinner for her. 

Denoting intended recipient (her daughter may or may not have actually 
received the doll), thejbr-phrase can often be equated with an indirect object 
(cf 10.7, 16.56): 

She made her daughter a beautiful doll. 
He cooked her a dinner. 

In contrast to the notion of intended recipient expressed by for, the 
preposition to expresses ACTUAL RECIPIENT in sentences such as: 

She gave a beautiful doll to her daughter. 

Here again, there is often a relationship with the indirect object construction: 

the book to myfiiend. 

But not, for example: 

I delivered the book to myfrend. ,-+ *I delivered myfiiend the book. 

At, in combinations such as aim at (where the prepositional phrase is 
complementary to the verb), expresses INTENDED GOAL or TARGET: 

After aiming carefully at the bird, he missed it completely. [41 
A vicious dog was snapping at her ankles. [S] 
She smiled at me. [61 

As sentence [4] shows, the intended goal need not be achieved. A contrast in 
many cases (kick at, charge at, bite at, catch at, shoot at, chew at) may be 
drawn between this use of at, in which some idea of 'aim' is implied, and the 
direct object construction, which indicates attainment of the goal or 
consummation of the action as planned. She shot at him means something 
very different from She shot him: to the first one could add 'but missed him', 
whereas one could not to the second. In other cases, where the verb is 
intransitive, to must be used if the attainment of the goal is to be stressed: 

She ran at me. [denotes hostility: 'attacked'] 
She ran to me. [denotes movement to a goal] 

I Similarly :point atlto, throw atlto 

Note la] There is a comparable difference between at and to when combined with verbs of speaking 
such as roar, bellow, shout, mutter, growl. Sentence [7] suggests that I am being treated merely as 
a target (eg of abuse), while 181 implies that the shouter is communicating with me, ie that I am 
the recipient of the message: 

He shouted at me. L71 
He shouted to me. [g] 

At here usually suggests hostility. Similarly, laugh at indicates hostility 191, unless the object is 
something intended to provoke laughter, such as a joke [101: 

Theyfirst laugl~ed at us. 191 
They laughed heartily at our jokes. [l01 
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[b] With work + target the preposition is on in AmE but either on or at in BrE: 

She is working{:(BrE her new play. 

Source, origin: from 
9.47 The converse o f  to ['goal'] isfiom ['source'] (cf 18,31 Note): 

Bill lent the book to me. - I borrowed the bookjiom Bill. 

From is also used with reference to 'place o f  origin': 

He comesfiom Scotland/Glasgow. ['He is a Scot/a Glaswegian.'] 

This type o f  prepositional phrase occurs not only as an adjunct, but also as a 
complement in copular clauses [ l ]  and as a postmodifier [2]: 

I'm from Madrid. 
This is a friend o f  mine from London. 

The meanslagentive spectrum 

Manner: in.. . manner, ~ike,  with 
9.48 Manner can be expressed by in. . . manner and with. For example: 

The job was done in a workmanlike manner. 
W e  were received with the utmost courtesy. 

With transitive or intransitive verbs, Iike can have the meaning of 'in a 
manner resembling'; with copular verbs, its meaning is purely that o f  
'resemblance': 

The army Swept through the city like apestilence. 
Life is like) dream. \ 

This meaning bf  'resemblance' is common with disjuncts (cf 8.121f) in 
sentences whose main verb may be noncopular. Contrast: 

Bill writes poetry Iike h i s ~ ~ o ~ ~ e r .  ['in a manner resembling that o f  his 
brother'p poetry'] 

I Like his B R ~ T H ~ ~ ,  Bill writes Pb8Try. 
Bill writes P ~ B T I ~ ,  like his B R ~ T H ~ ~ .  

The last pair o f  examples show that the difference in meaning is not entirely 
a matter bf ordering. 

Unlike is used with the meaning of negative resemblance 'not like': 

Unlike his brother (who writes poetry), Bill writes science fiction. 
Bill writes science fiction, unlike his brother (who writes poetry). 

As distinct from like, the preposition and conjunction as refers to actual 
role (cf 9.4): 
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like a LA wyer. ['in a manner resembling'] 
as a LA wyer. ['in that capacity'] 
as a LA wyer does. ['in that manner'] 

There is frequently commutability between manner phrases and manner 
adverbs: with courtesy - courteously. Manner phrases and manner adverbs 
can both sometimes be evoked by the question How . . . ?, especially i f  the 
sense of  'means' is excluded by the context or the meaning of  the verb: 

competently. A :  How did she speak? B: She spoke 

By air. BUT: A:  How did you travel? B: 

Means and instrument: by, with, without 
9.49 Phrases of  means and instrument answer the question How . . . ? By can 

express the meaning 'by means of' (note the omission o f  the article; cf 5.45): 

I usually go to work by bus/train/car/boat. [mode of transport] 
Communication took place by letter/telex/radio/post (BrE)/mail 

( AmE). [means o f  communication] 
The thief must have entered and left the house by (= through) the back 

door. 
By working thepumps, we kept the ship afloat for another 40 hours. 

With, on the other hand, expresses instnimental meaning (cf 9.50): 

Someone had broken the window with a stone. 
He caught the ball with his left hand. 

There is a correspondence between sentences [l-21 (which normally require 
a human subject and a direct object) and sentences [la-2a] containing the 
verb use + a phrase with (in order) to + infinitive: 

Someone had used a stone to break the window. [ l 4  
He used his left hand to catch the ball. t2al 

There is also an alternative construction in which the noun phrase denoting 
the instrument becomes the subject (on 'instrumental' subjects, cf 10.21): 

A stone had broken the window. 
His left hand caught the ball. 

For most senses of with, including that o f  instrument, without expresses the 
equivalent negative meaning: 

I drew it without (using) a ruler. ['I  did not draw it with a ruler.'] 

Note [a] Mode of transport is expressed by on as well as by: on the bus/the trainla ship/a plane. These 
are not purely locative phrases - location in such cases would be expressed by in rather than on 
(cj9.16f) - but rather indicatea condition of being 'in transit*. Compare sentences [3-61: 

1 go to work on the bus. [3l 
I go to work by bus. 141 
I met Peter on the bus. [51 

i *I met Peter by bus. [a] 
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Sentence [3] is a less common alternative to [4]; but although one can say [S], one cannot say 161. 
Absence of the article is normal with the unmodified noun phrase after by, but not obligatory: 

It's easier to go to town by the bus (rather than by the train). 
On is used instead of by in the phrases on foot, on horseback. Notice the absence of the article in 
these phrases, as well as in by bus, etc (cf 5.45). Modification of the noun phrase is not allowed 
after by unless a determiner is added: 

the last bus 

by I the 2 o'clock bus 
'lost bus 

[b] Of is used with the verb die in He died ofhu~rger, etc. This meaning is poised between 'cause' 
and 'means': on the one hdnd, one speaks of the 'cause of death' (c/: He died from exposure); on 
the other hand, this type of phrase would be evoked by the question How did he die? (or What 
did he die of?) rather than Why did he die? 

Instrument and agentive: with, by 
9.50 In 9.49 we had the following example [l], where with expresses the meaning 

of INSTRUMENT: 

Someone had broken the window with a stone. [l] 

We saw that [l]  has correspondences with sentences [la] and [lb]: 

Someone used a stone to break the window. [lal 
A stone had broken the window. [lbl 

Sentence [l] is also related to the passive sentence [lc]: 

The window had been broken with a stone by someone. [lc] 

By in [4] would exclude a human agency: a storm may have caused the 
branch to cause the damage. By contrast, with in [4a] would exclude the 
natural cause and would suggest that human agents had used the branch 
broken from a tree to inflict the damage. 

We thus make a distinction between AGENTIVE, ie the animate being 
instigating or causing the happening denoted by the verb, and the 
INSTRUMENT, ie the entity (generally inanimate) which an agentive uses to  
perform or instigate a process. Both agentive and instrument may be said to  
denote the semantic role of AGENCY. 

The by-phrase also occurs as a postmodifier to denote authorship (cf 17.46 
Note [c]) : 

a picture by Degas ['painted by Degas'] 
a novel by Tolstoy ['written by Tolstoy'] 
a five-year-old horse by Willwin out of Lady Barle 

[parentage of a horse] 

Through implies intermediacy in: 

They are related through their grandmother. 
The presidents had to communicate through an interpreter. 
through Jesus Christ Our Lord [used as a formula at the end of a prayer] 

Note [a] One reason why we distinguish'instmment' and 'agentive' is that they cannot be coordinated, 
or collapsed, by coordination, into a single prepositional phrase (cf 13.40): 

'He was killed by a man and (by) an arrow. 
If however different urocesses are involved, coordination is possible, though with an effect 

In the passivesentence, the AGENTIVE is expressed with a by-phrase (cf 3.65): similar to that of zeugha (cf 13.87): 

by someone. However, in most passive sentences, the agent by-phrase is The area was ravaged byfloodsand by guerillaforces. 
[b] Outside the passive clause proper, agentive and instrumental by-phrases can occur after -ed 

actually omitted, as in [Id]: participial adjectives with passive meaning (cf 3.74ff): 

The window had been broken with a stone. [Id1 I was veryaiarmedby the news he brought. L81 
The child was unwanted by irsparents. [g] 

In a passive sentence like [lc], the by-agent has the agentive role (cf 10.19), 
corresponding to the agentive role of the subject in an active sentence [l]. 
The agentive is the initiating cause and typically animate, usually personal, 
as also in: ' \ 

A passing stranger observed us. 
We were observed by a passing stranger. 

However, we may also find inanimate by-phrases, as in [3a]: 

Frost ha; ruined the crops. 
The crops have been ruined by frost. 

In cases like [ld], the instrument can also be expressed with a by-phrase: 

The window had been broken by a stone. [lel 

Either of the sentences [Id] and [le] could describe the same incident, but 
there can be a difference in meaning, as appears more clearly in the following 
two sentences: 

by the branch of a tree. 
My car had been damaged the branch of a tree. 

His services to the comm"niti have not gone unnoricedby those who have benefited. [l01 
The intensifier very in [S], the prefix un- in [9] and [IO], and the copular use of go in (101 (cf 16.21) 
are indicatorsof the adjectival status of the participle (7.15ff). 
[c] The by-phrase may indicate either 'means'or 'instmment'in a sentence such as: 

The news was confirmed by a telegram. [either 'Someone confirmed it by means of a 
telegram' or 'A telegram confirmed it'l 

Since the instrumental sense is tied to a passiveclause, only the'means'interpretation is possible 
in an activeclause: 

The news came by (a) telegram. 

Stimulus: at 
9.51 The relation between an emotion and its stimulus (normally an abstract 

stimulus) can often be expressed by at or by the instrumental by (69.50): 

Both of these can be treated as passive equivalents of: 

His behaviour alarmed me. [lal 

The noun phrase following at may be treated as a semi-agent. Further 
exemplification of this use of at is given in 9.63 and 16.69. 
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The  idea o f  'stimulus' is sometimes expressed by other prepositions, in 
place o f  at, which function as semi-agents (cf 3.76): 

I'm worried about this. ['This worries me.'] 
He's interested in history. ['History interests him.'] 
His plans were known to everyone. ['Everyone knew his plans.'] 

Note In BrE, with rather than at is used when the stimulus is a person or object rather than an event: 
I was furious with John. 
I was delighted with the present. 

But in AmE, at is quite usual: 
I wasfurious/angry/liuid/madot Christine. 

With abstract nouns, at is equally acceptable in BrE and AmE: 
I was furiousat Christine's behaviour. 

At has a common alternative in about: annoyed atlabout, pleased at/obout, etc. (Cf further 
examples in 16.69.) 

Accompanimen t :  with 
9.52 Especially when followed by an animate complement, with has the meaning 

'in company with' or 'together with' (comitative function): 

I'm so glad you're coming with us. [ l ]  
Jack, (together) with several of his noisy friends, was drinking till 

after 2 in the morning. 121 

In [2], the with-phrase serves a function very close to coordination with and. 
Note however that, unlike and, with has a singular verb (cf 13.103): 

Jack and several o f  his noisy friends were. . . [2al 

An  example o f  B phrase o f  accompaniment occurring as postmodifier is: 

Curry with rice is my favourite dish. 

In this sense, as in most other senses (but cf 9.53), without is the negative o f  
with (ie 'unaccompanied by'): 

Y o u  never ske him without his dog. %~ 

She was without her children. 
Without you, I'm not going. 

With is also used to express 'accompanying circumstances', as in [3], and 
to introduce a subject (cf 9.55, 14.15ff), as in [4]: 

With all thehoise, she was finding it hard to concentrate. L31 
It all started with John('s) being late for dinner. c41 

In both these uses, with implies cause: [3] 'Because o f  all the noise. . .'; [4] 'I t  
all started as a result o f  John('s) being late. . .'. 

S u p p o r t  and opposition: for, with, against 
9.53 For conveys the idea o f  support ['in favour o f ' ]  and with that o f  solidarity or 

movement in sympathy: 

Are you for or against theplan? ['Do you support or oppose the plan?'] 
Remember that every one o f  us is with you. ['on your side'] 
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In this use, there is no negative without contrasting with with. The contrary 
idea o f  opposition is conveyed by against: 

It is prudent to go with rather than against the tideofpublic opinion. 
the movement against nuclear arms ['anti-nuclear'; cf prefixes o f  

attitude, App 1.251 

However, with conveys the idea o f  opposition between people infighf with, 
quarrel with, argue with, etc. Compare: 

He's always arguing with his sister. against nuclear power. 

The verbfight is used with the preposition with to denote opposition infight 
with somebody, which can mean fight somebody (cf 9.31) or fight against 
somebody; however, with in fight with X against Y denotes support ['on X's 
side']. But there is no prepositional form in:fight a bad cause,fight an illness. 
Play can be constructed in two ways, as in: 

(a game o f )  chess with Sam. 
I 'layed {Sam at chess. 

Other prepositional meanings  

Various relations indicated by of 
9.54 The most common preposition, of, occurs chiefly as a postmodifier in noun 

phrases in a function similar to that o f  the genitive (cf 5.1 1581, eg: 

the gravity of the earth - the earth's gravity 

The corres~ondence between the genitive and the of-construction is most 
conveniently discussed in the chapter dealing with the noun phrase (17.38fl). 

However, postmodifying of-phrases also have a wide range o f  other uses 

(a)part of the city [partition] 
a kind of wood [quality] 
a lot of people [quantity] 

Here are some more examples withofpluases: 

the courage of the man ['the courage that the man shows'] 
a typewriter of my father's ['a typewriter that m y  father has'] 
the envy of the world ['the envy that the world feels'] 
the trial of the conspirators ['the trial that the conspirators face'] 
the virtue of thrift ['the virtue that consists in thrift'] 
a flock of sheep ['a flock that is made up o f  sheep'] 
a glass of water ['a glass that contains water'] 
seven of myfiiends ['seven from among my friends'] 
people of the Middle Ages ['people who lived in the Middle Ages'] 
the house of my dreams ['the house which I see in my dreams'] 
the College of Surgeons ['the college to which surgeons belong'] 
a boat ofjibreglass ['a boat made o f  fibreglass'] 
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'Having': of, with, without 
9.55 The meaning o f  [ l ]  is related to all the noun phrases [la-d]: 

The man has courage. 
the man having courage 
the man's courage 
the courage o f  the man 
a man o f  courage 

Both [ lc]  and [Id]  have postmodifying of-phrases. They differ in that the 
head o f  [Ic] (the courage) is the notional object, whereas the head o f  [Id] (the 
man) is the notional subject. In the latter type o f  construction, of is limited to 
the expression o f  abstract attributes, as in: 

a pianist ofgreat talent ['a very talented pianist'] 
a performance of distinction ['a distinguished performance'] 

The notion o f  'having' is more generally expressed by with, especially with 
concrete attributes: 

a man with a red nose ['who has a red nose'; 'a red-nosed man'] 
an industrialist with a house on the Costa Brava ['who has a house. . .'] 
a woman with a large family 
a box with a carved lid 

Compare the following constructions: [2] can have either of or with, but only 
with is generally accepted in [3]: 

a woman;{$th} with strongfielings [abstract] L21 

a woman{?$th} strong hands [concrete] [31 

The negative o f  with is without (cf 9.52): 

a play without any faults ['a play wi:h no faults'] 
women without children ['childless women'] 
the house without aporch ['. . . which has no porch'] 

The correspondence between phrases with with or without and relative 
clauses with have applies also to have-existential sentences (cf 18.54): 

the girl wfo has a boyfiend in the navy - the girl with a boyfriend in the navy 

With and without can also introduce a nonfinite or verbless clause as 
postmodifier in a noun phrase: 

the factory with its smoking chimney 
a room with its door open 

Furthermore, they can introduce finite and verbless clauses as adverbial: 

He wandered in without shoes or socks on. 
With so many essays to write, I won't have time to go out tonight. 
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The fuller clausal equivalent is a participial adverbial clause expressing 
contingency (cf 15.46): 

Having so many essays to write, I won't have time to go out tonight. 

Since with and without in these functions introduce clauses, they are 
subordinators, not prepositions. The nonfinite clause may also be a to- 
infinitive. Compare: 

With Mary being away 
With no one to talk to 
With Mary away John felt miserable. 
With the house empty 
Without anyone to talk to 

In this construction,' with and without require a noun phrase (not necessarily 
a subject): 

* With being away : . . 
This is a further indication that they function here not as prepositions but as 
subordinators (cf 14.15). Prepositions can, have -ing clauses but not to- 
infinitive clauses as complement (cf 9.2): 

*On to arrive 

The clause-introducing function o f  with and without is similar to that o f  for in  
cases like the following (cf 14.6): 

I bought a car for Mary to drive to work in. 

At the same time, we must recognize a relationship between their uses as 
conjunction and preposition. Compare: 

With Mary I always feel happy. 
Without Mary I always feel miserable. 
I bought a car for Mary (so that she could drive to work in it). 

! Note In this group, without has two meanings: (a) 'not with' and (b) 'outside': 
(a) They work both with and without assisto~~ce from me. 

(b) They operate both { ~ ~ ~ f , " ~ ~ ~ ]  the organization. 

Note, however, that there is an imbalance in that without in the second sense can be used only 
when coordinated with within: 

(a) They work  ou out] assistanCe from me. 

(b) They operate {?r$F:ut] theorganization. 

Concession: in spite of, despite, for all, with all, etc 
9.56 In spite of is a general-purpose preposition o f  concession; despite is rather 

more formal: 

l I admire him, in spite of his faults. 
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Despite strongpressurefrom thegovernment, the unions have refused to 
order a return to work. 

With all and for all 'despite' are more colloquial and rather restricted in 
their use: 

with\ all his boasting and ostentatious training, he was knocked out 
For 

in the first round. 

In concessive use, all must be present after both prepositions: with aN and for 
all. In causal use, aNis optional: with or with all. Compare: 

this noise I managed to get some sleep. [concessive : 'in spite of'] 

2 '3 this noise, I couldn't sleep. [causal: 'because of'] 

Notwithstanding ['in spite of'] is formal and rather legalistic in style, 
particularly when postposed: 

notwithstanding his tedious rhetoric, 
Thornas /his tedious rhetoric notwithstanding, -, 

is a master of thk sublime in prose style. 

Compare the adverbial use of notwithstanding, as in: 

Notwithstanding, the case must be prosecuted. ['notwithstanding any 
conditions'] 

Respect: with rejerence to, with regard to, as for, etc 
9.57 Some of the prepositions denoting respect are used in rather formal contexts, 

typically business letters, eg: 

With reference to [less usual: In reference to] your letter/request/enquiry of 
April 29th,, I confirm my Directors' agreement to advance a further 
sum of £2000. (formal) 

With regardtto the date of delivery . . . [less usual: In regard to or Re /ri:/; 
typically introducing a secondary or tertiary topic in such a letter] 

Re functions like with regard to but is more common in notes than in formal 
letters, eg: 

Re your idea of extending the canteen. . . 
Other prepositions within the same general area of meaning are regarding, 
with respect to, in respect of, respecting, on the matter of, about, concerning, as 
to (cf subject matter, 9.60). 

As to functions like with regard to, as regards, etc: 

As to the question you raise in your last letter, I think that. . . 
As to is also used in the sense of according to, eg: correct as to size and colour. 

As for, on the other hand, introduces a topic transition, so it cannot 
normally occur at the beginning of a discourse. It has the meaning of 
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'returning to the question of', and is less formal than the other complex 
prepositions denoting respect: 

We had a delightful weekend in the country. As for the trafic, we had 
no difficulty. 

There is a predisposition for initial as for to indicate a contemptuous attitude: 

As for his book, I suppose you've read the reviews! 

There are a number of marginal prepositions that have affinities with verbs 
which belong here: concerning, regarding, and touching <formal) (cf 9.8), eg : 

Concerning the recent proposal by the chairperson, I suggest we . . . 
Considering is used like in view of ['taking into consideration'], often 'if one 
takes into account the'rather surprising fact that': 

Considering the job situation, there were surprisingly few applications 
this year. 

Prepositional phrases as adverbials denoting respect are chiefly used as 
disjuncts or conjuncts. Most of them can also function as postmodifiers in 
noun phrases: 

l on I 
}legal abortion? Has the candidate expressed an opinion concerning 

with regard to 
We await your decision as to whether these repairs are to be carried out 

immediately. 

Note The use of irregardless ( o n  for regardless (on  is widespread, especially in AmE, but is considered 
nonstandard by most people. It appears to be the result of a confusion between regardless and 
irrespective, or perhaps a choice of a double negative (ir + less) which is felt to be suitably 
emphatic. 

Exception and addition 
9.58 The most common prepositions denoting exception are: exceptfor, with the 

exception of, apart from, aside from (esp AmE), except, excepting, excluding, 
but, and save (formal). When used in adverbials, prepositions denoting 
EXCEPTION function primarily as disjuncts (cf 8.121ff): 

We had a pleasant time, except for the weather. 
With the exception of James, none of us had any money. 

apart from the war, 
The worst period of my life, asidefrom the war (esp AmE), 

} was 

when I was out of work. 

Except and excepting function normally, and but exclusively, in postmodifying 
phrases : 

All ] the captain were rescued. 
except(ing) 
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Ibut ]the typewriter, Finally we had packed everything except 

Any time but now. ['any other time'] 

Thus but cannot occur initially as a preposition: 

* ] me, everyone was tired. 
Except for 

The prepositional phrase, in such constructions, is often separated from its 
noun head, and postposed to the end of the clause (cf discontinuous noun 
phrases, 18.39): 

Everyone but me was tired. - Everyone was tired but me. 

Further, the noun phrase with but-modification must contain a determiner or 
indefinite pronoun of absolute meaning (positive or negative): no, all, any, 
every, each, nobody, anywhere, everything, etc or an interrogative wh-word 
(who?, where?, etc). Hence one may say all but one, but not, eg: *some but one, 
or *many but one. Other examples : 

This car is anything but slow. 
We've bought everything but milk. 
Who should turn up but our old friend Tom. 

Bar and barring are rarer substitutes for except and excepting: 

This is the most versatile microcomputer on the market, bar none. 
Barring accidents, we'll be there on time. 

Beyond is sometimes used in nonassertive contexts in the sense of except 
Cfor) : 

Beyond the press release, there are no further comments. 
He didn't help, beyond showing a mild interest. 

ADDITION can be expressed by the prepositions besides, as well as, and in 
addition to. For example : 

There were three people present (.... } thecommittee. in addition to 
A s  well as learning to swim he has been taking Spanish lessons this 

summer. 

Compare the difference in meaning between except and but (both denoting 
exception), on the one hand, and besides (denoting addition), on the other, in 
the following examples: 

Everyone passed ' {zt] Richard. ['Richard did not pass but everyone 
else did.7 

Everyone passed besides Richard. ['Everyone passed, in addition 
to Richard.'] 

In the negative, the difference is cancelled out, so that the following two 
sentences are synonymous: 

No one passed {z~:~} Richard. 
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Note [a] But as a preposition has to be distinguished from but as a conjunction (cf l3.Sf). Both the 
resemblance and the contrast between the two functions are brought out in: 

Everyone had a good time but John. [preposition = 'with the exception of', 'except for'] 

The students had a good time "Of John' 
{b .  John did not) 

However, there is often indeterminacy between the preposition and conjunction status of except 
and but, as can be seen in the variability of constructions such as: 

He does everything in the house the children to bed. H l . . .  . 
PI As we have seen above, prepositions of exception and addition quite often have a 
prepositional phrase or clause as complement (cf 9.1 Note [d]): 

except in the southeast 
apart from when I last spoke to you 
except for what I ordered 
in addition to being a fine colleague 

[cl The combination allbut is used colloquially as an intensifier: 
He all but ['very nearly'] strangled me. 
C/: She is but ['only'] a child. [where but is a restrictive subjunct, cf 8.1 16 Note [b]] 

Negative condition: but for 
9.59 But for is not used in the sense of exception, but rather that of 'negative 

condition': 

But for Gordon, we would have lost the match. ['If it hadn't been for 
Gordon . . .', 'If Gordon hadn't played as he did. . .', etc] 

Many people use except for in the same way as but for to denote negative 
condition. However, except for normally denotes exception (cf 9.58). Note 
the difference in meaning between the following two sentences : 

would all have died. ['If it hadn't been for John 

all died. ['With the exception of John. . .'l 

' 
Prepositional phrases used chiefly in 
complementation of verbs and adjectives 

Subject matter: about, on 
9.60 With the meaning 'on the subject of', 'concerning', about and on can combine 

with a considerable range of verbs and adjectives (cf 16.28, 16.69), eg: 

new techniques of management. 

He told me {*:F] his adventures. 
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Other examples: 

ABOUTION 
argue aboutlon 
be knowledgeable aboutlon 
communicate aboutlon 
confer aboutlon 
holdforth about/on 
preach aboutlon 
speak aboutlon 
write aboutlon 

ABOUT 

find out about 
hearabout . 
inform (someone) about 
learn about 
keep quiet about 
quarrel about 
read about 
teach (someone) about 

On is chiefly reserved for deliberate, formal linguistic communication (public 
speaking, lecturing, writing, etc), and is therefore inappropriate for verbs 
like chat or quarrel. Thus [l]  would suggest she was making a formal speech 
['gave a lecture on'], whereas 121 could refer equally to an informal 
conversation or casual allusion: 

This difference of meaning occurs also with postmodifying phrases where 
on and about mean 'on the subject of': 

a book aboutlon butterflies a story about a princess 
a talk aboutlon antiques ignorance about sex 
a discussion aboutlon drugs the facts about nuclear power 
a wordabout/on the garden a fuss about nothing 

Prepositional phrases introduced by both about and on may function as 
obligatory predication adjuncts with the verb be: 

This book is 

A less usual, and more formal, alternative to about and on is concerning (cf 
9.57): a dispute concerning land rights. 

Over is also used to denote 'on the subject of', 'in connection with': 

They quarrelled over money. 
It's no use crying over spilt milk. 

Of is a somewhat rarer and more literary alternative to about in tell, speak, 
talk, inform . . .OF etc. Both about and of are frequently used with think, but 
with a differency of meaning: 

He thought{ about the problem. ['He pondered/considered the problem.'] 
of theproblem. ['He brought the problem to his mind.'] 

Ofcan also be used in variation with about in noun phrases (cf above), as in: 

a story of a princess ignorance of sex the facts of nuclear power 

Material, ingredient:  with, of, out of; substance:  from 
9.61 With verbs of 'making', with indicates an ingredient; of and out of signify the 
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material or constituency of the whole thing; and from indicates a substance 
from which something is derived: 

This cake is made with lots of eggs. ['Eggs are an important ingredient.'] 
He made the frame (out) of wood. ['Wood was the only material.'] 
Beer is made from hops. 

With also enters into such pervasive expressions as paved with brick, filled 
with water, loaded with hay (cf 9.29). 

Of (used with nouns denoting 'material') is found in a postmodifying 
function as well as in adverbials: 

a bracelet of solid gold ['made out of', 'a solid gold bracelet'] 
a table ofpolished oak ['made/consisting of polished oak', 'a polished 

oak table'] 

It may also be used metaphorically: 

a man of steel 
a heart of stone [cf'a woman of/with strong feelings', 9.551 

Standard: for, at 
9.62 A comparative adjective must be related, explicitly or implicitly, to a basis 

of comparison (cf 7.86). Thus we cannot say [l], without some such implicit 
relation: 

This boy is bigger. 111 

Similarly, a gradable adjective without the comparative form implies some 
standard or norm; big in [2] means something different from big in [3]: 

This elephant is big. 
This cat is big. 

The reason is that 'big for an elephant' presupposes a larger scale, and a 
larger norm, than 'big for a cat'. 

We can make the norm explicit by a for-phrase [4-51: . 

He's not badfir a youngster. ['considering that he is a youngster'] [4] 
That dog is long-legged for a terrier. [51 

A further way in which one may specify the meaning of a gradable adjective 
or noun is to useat to indicate the respect in which the adjective is appropriate 
to the subject (cf 16.69), as in [6-71: 

He's good/clever/brilliant/an expert at organizing things. 
He's bad/better/terrible/no good at games. 

The use of for and at is not restricted to adjectival complementation: these 
prepositions occur also in a number of other grammatical roles, as the 
following examples show: 

I'm a complete dunce at mathematics. 
She's getting on very well at her job. 
For an Englishman, he speaks foreign languages remarkably well. 
It's a dreadfully expensive toy for what it is. 
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9.64 Prepositional meanings (particularly of time and place) are subject to 
modification as regards degree and measure, and prepositions may therefore 
(like many adjectives and adverbs) be preceded by intensifiers (cf 7.61). For 
example : 
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Reaction: at, to 
9.63 Consider these three sentences: 

Their rejection of the offer surprised me. 
I was surprised by their rejection of the offer. 
I was surprised at their rejection of the offer. 

Sentence [l] presents, by means of a straightforward subject-verb-object 
construction, the relationship between an event, an emotional reaction, and 
the person who undergoes the reaction. The same relationship can be 
expressed by the passive [la] (cf 3.63ff), or, alternatively, by the passive with 
the preposition at replacing the agentive preposition by [Ib]. Here at (as we 
saw in 9.51) signals the relation between the emotive reaction and its 
stimulus. Surprised in this context is a participial adjective (note that it can 
be preceded by very; cf 7.15), and it is with such adjectival forms that at 
['stimulus'] characteristically combines (cf 3.76,16.69): 

alarmed at disgusted at 
amused at delighted at 

Less commonly, verbs and nonparticipial adjectives have this construction: 

/augh/stare/gaze/glance/ah/rejoice . . . at 
be angrylglad . . . at 

Another way to state the same idea is to let the main clause represent the 
event acting as a 'stimulus', and to let the REACTION be expressed by the 
preposition to followed by an abstract noun of emotion, eg: to my regret, to 
my annoyance, to my relief, to my surprise, to my horror, to my delight: 

I 

To my regret, they rejected the offer. 

To m y  regret in this context is a content disjunct, comparable with adverbs 
such as regrettably (cf 8.127). 

The reaction can also be expressed by to + personal pronoun or a phrase 
with to + possessive pronoun + mind, in + possessive pronoun + opinion, 
etc, to identify )he person reacting: \ 

In this sense, yo is not limited to emotive reactions but applies equally to 
intellectual or perceptual responses: 

To a mind based in common sense, his ideas are utterly absurd. 
It looked to me like a vast chasm. 

However, in this last case the to-phrase is not a disjunct, but an adjunct. 
According to is used to identify not so much a reaction to, as an 

interpretation of, events. It is used chiefly for a 3rd person (cf8.127 Note [a]): 

To himlyoulme this is quite unexpected. 
According to him/?you/??me 

I left itjust (inside) the garage. ['a little way'] 
He had wandered right (off) the path. ['completely'] 
Now their footsteps could be heard directly (above) my head. 
I got up justlsoon (after) ten. 
There was rubbish all (over) the place. 
They followed close (behind) me. 
This cake mix comes straight (out of) the packet. 
The dog was lying right (in the middle of) the floor. 

There is doubt in such cases as to whether the intensifier should be treated as 
applying to the whole prepositional phrase, or to the preposition alone. In 
the examples above, however, the intensifiers can modify the prepositional 
adverbs: right in the middle, etc. 

Prepositions and prepositional adverbs 

9.65 A prepositional adverb is a particle which is formally identical to or related 
to a preposition, and which often behaves like a preposition with ellipted 
complement: 

A car drove past the door. [past is a preposition] 
past. a [past is a prepositional adverb] 

Thus a prepositional adverb shares the form, but not the syntactic status, of 
a preposition. It is capable of standing alone as an adjunct, conjunct, 
postmodifer, etc without the addition of a prepositional complement: 

Despite the fine weather, we stayed in all day. 
Besides, I don't feel like a walk just now. 
The day before, I had spoken to her in the office. 
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Prepositional adverbs normally receive stress, whereas simple prepositions 
(especially monosyllables, cf 9.9) normally do not. In each of the following 
pairs, in is a stressed adverb in the first and an unstressed preposition in the 
second example: 

{ 
She stayed f ~ .  [l] 
She stayed in the HOUSE. [lal 

{ 
He thrust /N his HAND. [2] 
He swam in the LAKE. [2al 

I Which prisoner did they march f ~ ?  L31 
Which uniform did they MARCH in? Pal 

Both prepositions and adverbs commonly appear in idiomatic wmbina- 
tions with a preceding verb, eg: make for, make up, make up for. Here, 
however, we shall pay attention only to their meaning and syntactic behaviour 
as individual items, idiomatic usage being a concern of the dictionary rather 

7. than of the grammar. Phrasal verbs and prepositional verbs, ie combinations 
D; - of verb + adverb and verb + preposition which behave syntactically or 
d. 
Cl semantically as a single unit, are discussed in 16.2fi 

c: *I Note The relation between prepositional adverbs and prepositional phrases [4] may be compared to 
41 that between intransitive and transitive use of certain verbs [S] (c/ 16.19): 

She stayed in (the house). L41 1. She ate (breakfast). 61 
1: 
II 
U 

9.66 (a) The following list includes some prepositional adverbs related to simple 
l prepositions (cf9.7), as in: 

before 7 o'clock? 
Why didn't you come 

a'board 
a'cross 
a'longside 
be'hind 
be'sides 
bv 
in'side 
on 
'over 
since 
'under 
with'in 

a'bout 
'after 
a'round 
be'low 
be'tween 
down 
near ('nearer, 
'opposite 

I past 
I through 

,under'neath 
with'out 

a'bove 
a'long 
belfore 
be'neath 
be'yond 
in 

, 'nearest) 08 
out'side 
round 
through'out 

All, with the exception of without and the conjunct besides, are primarily 
adjuncts of time or space. 

(b) The following list includes some prepositional adverbs that are related 
to complex (two-word) prepositions (cf 9.10), as in: 

instead of going to a museum. 
Paul wants to go to the Zoo 
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a'head a'way back 
close east, etc 'eastward(s), etc 
in'stead out over'head 
to'gether 

(c) The following list includes some prepositional adverbs related to 
complex (three-word) prepositions (cf 9.1 l), as in: 

on top of the car? Why don't you put the trunk 

at variance in addition in aid 
in case in charge in common 
in comparison in context in exchange 
in favour in front in lieu 
in line in need in relation 
in return on top 

Most of the common prepositions listed in 9.7ffcan also act as prepositional 
adverbs, for example: 

Position (9.16): Is your sister in? - No, she's outlaway. 
Destination (9.16): She went outlawaylin. 
Passage (9.24): The dog jumped overlthrough. 
Path (9.26): Move along. 

She came round to see me. 
Orientation (9.27): The man (who sat) opposite kept looking at her. 
Resultative (9.28): The price of oil is up again today. 
Pervasive (9.29): There were lots of people around. 

Prepositional phrases and prepositional adverbs can be seen as the 
extremes on a scale with a stepwise reduction in explicitness as we proceed 
from [l] to [5]. In the sentence pattern 'They are all. . .'we can have: 

in (great) favour of the proposal 111 
(greatly) in favour of theproposal [21 
(greatly) in favour of it I31 
(greatly) in its fauour 141 
(greatly) in favour P I  

We have in [l] a free syntactic noun phrase with favour as head which admits 
adjectival premodification; in [2] a complex preposition infivour of with the 
proposal as complement; in [3] the pronominal substitute for the nominal 
complement in [2]; in [4] a possessive determiner its; and in [5] the 
prepositional adverb in favour, which relies for its interpretation on previous 

I mention in the linguistic or situational context. The reduction in [4] 
(premodification) as compared with [2] and [3] (postmodification) is dealt 
with in connection with the noun phrase. The step from [4] to [5] is one step 
beyond premodification structure. 

Note [a] For and against are used as prepositional adverbsonly in phrasessuchas votesforandagainst. 
[bl To is used as a prepositional adverb in set 'to (andfnbh), turn 'to (and help), and in a few 
idioms such as (walk) to andfro. Compare the prepositional phrase in walk to and from work. 
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[C] There is no prepositional adverb corresponding to contrary to (cf 9.10). But note the similar 
use of the reduced expression to the contrary. 

contrary to mirle. 
His vote was ( to the corttrary. 

Compare also the conjunct adverbial (8.137): 
On the contrary, 
To the contrary 

what l said was this year, not next. 
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Clause patterns 

Simple and multiple sentences 
10.1 Sentences are either SIMPLE or MULTIPLE. A simple sentence consists of a 

single independent clause. A multiple sentence contains one or more clauses 
as its immediate constituents. Multiple sentences are either COMPOUND or 
COMPLEX. In a compound sentence the immediate constituents are two or 
more COORDINATE clauses. In a complex sentence one or more of its elements, 
such as direct object or adverbial, are realized by a SUBORDINATE clause (cf 
further 14. If). 

Elements such as subject and verb are constituents of sentences and also 
of clauses within sentences. We shall speakof CLAUSES and CLAUSE STRUCTURE 
whenever what we say applies both to sentences and to the clauses of which 
sentences are composed. Thus a complex sentence with one subordinate 
clause can be analysed twice over, once for the sentence as a whole and once 
for the subordinate clause included within the sentence: 

subordinate clause 
I 1 

sentence 

Fig 10.1 Sentence and  clause elements 

In the present chapter we are primarily concerned with simple sentences. 
Discussion of coordinate clauses is deferred to Chapter 13 and of subordinate 
clauses to Chapters 14 and 15. The present chapter is further restricted to 
aspects of the simple sentence chiefly involving the elements subject, verb, 
object, and complement. The adverbial, as a clause element that is generally 
more detachable and more mobile than the others, receives detailed 
consideration in Chapter 8. 

Note [a] We use the term 'simple sentence' for an independent clause that does not have another 
clause functioning as one of its elements. Thus, [ l]  is a complex sentence in which ifyou need it 
functions as an adverbial: 

You can borrow my car need it. 111 
However, a simple sentence may have a clause functioning within a phrase. In that case the 
complexity is at the level of the phrase, not at the level of the sentence or clause. Thus [21 is a 
simple sentence: 

You can borrow the car that belongs to my sister. I21 
In [2] the relative clause that belongs to my sister is a postmodifier within the complex noun 
phrase constituting the object element the car that belongs to my sister. Clauses functioning as 
modification of noun phrases are discussed in Chapter 17. Clauses functioning in  the 
complementation of adjective phrases are discussed in Chapter 16. 
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The term 'simple sentence' is frequently used elsewhere, but not in this book, for an 
independent clause that does not contain another clause, regardless of whether the contained 
clause is an immediate constituent of the sentence or not. In some grammars, nonfinite 
constructions (which have a nonfinite verb as their verb element) are considered phrases rather 
than clauses. We treat such constructions as clauses because they can be analysed into clause 
elements (c/ 14.5). Nonfinite clauses themselves are intrinsically subordinate and therefore do 
not constitute simple sentences in thecanonical forms (but 4 1  I .41). 
[b] A simple sentence is not necessarily simple in a nontechnical sense. For example, a simple 
sentence may be very complicated because its phrases are complex: 

On the recommendation of the committee, the temporary chairman, who had previous 
experienceof the medical issues concerned, made thedecision that no further experiments 
on  living animals should be conducted in circumstances that might lead to unfavourable 
press publicity. 

Other factors apart from the complexity of phrases are mentioned in 14.2. 

Clause structures 
10.2 We now turn to a further consideration of the clause structures outlined in 

2.13ff: We there distinguished five functionalcategoriesof clauseconstituents, 
three of which were further subcategorized. 

subject 

-object complement (C,) 

By eliminating optional adverbials, we established seven major clause types, 
based on the permissible combinations of the seven functional categories, 
the clause elements. Table 10.2 opposite exemplifies the major clause types in 
their normal order in a simple declarative sentence, the canonical form of 
the sentence. 

The clause ty$es are determined by the verb class to which the full verbs 
within the verb Lonstituent belong. ~ifferent verb classes require different 
complementation (Odr Oi, CS, C,, A) to complete the meaning of the verb, or 
(in the case of SV, where the verb is intransitive) no complementation. 

to a number of different classes (cf App I.54), and hence enter into a number 
of different clause types. The verb get is a particularly versatile one, being 
excluded only from Type SV (and even then not universally; cf Note): 

SVO He'll get a surprise. 
SVC He's getting angry. 
SVA He got through the window. 
SVOO He got her a splendid present. 
SVOC He got his shoes and socks wet. 
SVOA He got himself into trouble. 
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Through the multiple class membership of verbs, ambiguities can arise: I 
found her an entertaining partner, like She called him her favourite waiter, could 
be interpreted either as belonging to the SVOCor SVOO types. 

The complementation of verbs receives detailed treatment in Chapter 16. 

Note In informal (especially dialectal) AmE, get is used even as an intransitive verb(='leaveat once') 
in Type SV:  She told him to get. 

Verb complementation 
10.4 The elements, Od, CS, CO, and A in the patterns exemplified in 10.2 and 10.3 

are obligatory elements of clause structure in that they are required for the 
complementation of the verb. Given the use of a particular verb in a 
particular sentence, the sentence is incomplete if one of these elements is 
omitted, eg: *Your dinner seems (type SVC) and *You can put the dish (type 
SVOA) are unacceptable. In somecases, however, a direct object or an object 
complement could from one point of view be considered grammatically 

They're eating. [S V] - cf They're eating lunch. [S V 0 ]  
We elected her. [S V 01 - cf We elected her our delegate. [S V 0 C] 
He's teaching. [S V] cf He's teaching chemistry. [S V 01 

He's teaching them chemistry. [S V 0 01 

We regard these as cases of conversion, whereby a word such as eat is 
transferred from the transitive to the intransitive category. Thus, They're 
eating is an instance of type SV rather than of SVO (with optional deletion of 
the object). We adopt this approach because there is to a greater or lesser 
extent a shift in,meaning. 

To justify treating object omission as a matter of conversion, we may 
notice that it applies to some transitive verbs but not to others: 

They're hunting deer. - They're hunting. 
They're chabing cats. - *They're chasing. 

\ 
Also, one can fihd nonce object omissions, which again points to a word- 
formation process rather than a syntactic process. Thus (*)John is licking 
today is a highly improbable sentence for which one could (as with all nonce- 
formations) find a plausible use if one tried hard enough (eg a situation in 
which two people are alternatively employed in licking and sticking stamps 
on letters). Coniersions from one verb category to another, including from 
transitive to intransitive verbs, are exemplified in App 1.54. 

A similar approach may be made to instances where the indirect object is 
omissible : 

She gives expensive presents. [S V O,] 
cf She gives her friends expensive presents. [S V Oi O,] 

But here the case for conversion is not so strong, and one may regard the 
indirect object with many verbs as an optional element similar in status to an 
optional adverbial. 

We should in principle distinguish different types of omission of objects, 
though the distinction may be blurred in particular instances: 
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(1) A specific object is recoverable from the preceding linguistic context: 

A: Show me your essay. B: I'll show you later. 
Let's do the dishes. I'll wash and you dry. 

In such instances the verb may be analysed as genuinely transitive with 
ellipsis of the direct object. 

(2) A specific object is understood from the situational context: 

Keep off [sign on grass] Shake well before use. 
Watch! Don't touch. 
The tie doesn'tfit. 

(3) A specific reflexive object is understood when the verb allows such an 
object (cf 6.25): 

I'm shaving. They're dressing. 

Some verbs allow omission of either a reflexive or a nonreflexive object: She's 
washing (herselfor the clothes). 

(4) A nonspecific object is semantically entailed (cf 16.19): 

Are you eating again? Do you drink? 
He teaches. I don't want to catch you smoking again. 
They can't spell. I can't come now, because I'm cleaning. 
I don't want to read. 

The range of understood nonspecific objects is restricted with some verbs 
when they are used intransitively. For example, Do you drink? refers to the 
drinking of alcoholic drinks, Z'm cleaning refers to domestic cleaning and not 
(say) to cleaning teeth or cleaning a pipe, and to catch you smoking again 
normally excludes (say) smoking fish. In other instances, the intransitive 
verb may lack the causative meaning of the transitive verb: Contrast He 
walked and He walked the dog (410.22). 

Note In some instances the omission of a sentence element radically changes the sense of the verb. 
Contrast the use of the verbfind and run in these examples: 

I have found her reasonably helpful. [S V 0 C] 1 have found her. [S V O] 
He is running a business. [S V 01 He is running. [S V] 

Syntactic functions of clause elements 

10.5 A partial characterization of the clause elements based on formal criteria is 
given in 2.24. Formal criteria usually suffice to identify the verb element 
within a clausal context, since the verb element is always realized by a verb 
phrase. We have also noted its syntactic importance in determining what 
other elements may or must occur in the clause (cf 10.3f). We now give 
further consideration to the other clause elements. 
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Distinctions between the elements-and between types within the 
elements - are based on (i) forms (noun phrase, verb phrase, adjective phrase, 
finite clause, etc), (ii) position, (iii) syntactic function other than positional 
potentialities, and (iv) semantic role. It is primarily on the basis of (iii) and 
(iv) that a distinction is made between Od and Oi, C, and C,. The following 
sentences contain final phrases that are identical in form and position: 

They told the mayor. {They told his life story. 
They admired the mayor. They admired his life story. 

But the identity stops there. While the process of admiring the mayor is 
parallel to that of admiring his life story, telling the mayor involves something 
very different from telling his life story. The difference is confirmed by 
coordination: 

They admired the mayor and his life story. 
*They told the mayor and his life story. 

Equally, if we attempt to introduce apposition, we can contrast: 

They admired the mayor, ie his life story. 
*They told the mayor, ie his life story. 

In other words, the mayor and his lge story are realizations of the same type 
of 0 with admire but are realizations of different types of 0 with tell. 
Consequently, we cannot have: 

*They admired the mayor his life story. 

But we can have: 

They told the mayor his life story. 

Hence it is necessary (for this last sentence) to distinguish Oi (the mayor) 
from 0, (his life story). 

Note If the verb is in tlie simple present, it may be iddistinguishable from a noun in a sentence in 
block language (cf 11.45), where determiners are commonly omitted: 

Mail leaves tomorrow. ['Mail the leaves tomorrow.'or 'The mail leaves tomorrow.) 

Subject 
10.6 Of the clause elements other than the verb, the subject is the most important 

in that (except for the verb) it is the element that is most often present. It is 
also the element for which we can find the greatest number of characteristic 
features. In characterizing the subject and the other clause elements, we 
identify the four types of distinction listed in 10.5. Because of its 
conspicuousness we treat position separately from other syntactic functions. 

(a) FORM 
The subject is normally a noun phrase (cf Chapters 5,6, and 17) or a nominal 
clause (cf15.3fn. 

(b) POSITION 

The subject normally occurs before the verb in declarative clauses, and after 
the operator in yes-no interrogative clauses (cf 11.5fi: 
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! 
Everbody [S] has left [V] for the day. 
Has [op] everybody [S] left for the day? 

In wh-interrogative clauses, subject-operator inversion also occurs except 
where the wh-element is itself the subject: 

What have [op] you [S] seen today? 
What [S] has [op] kept you so long? 

(C) SYNTACTIC FUNCTION 
(i) A subject is obligatory in finite clauses except in imperative clauses, 

where it is normally absent but implied (cf 11.24ff). 
(ii) In finite clauses the subject determines the number and person, where 

relevant, of the verb (cf 10.348): 

Nancy [S] knows[V] my parents. [singular number concord] 
Nancy and Dauid [S] know [V] my parents. [plural number concord] 
Z[S] am [V] your new colleague. [singular number and 1st person 

concord] 

(iii) The subject normally determines number of the subject complement 
when that is a noun phrase (cf 10.46): 

Caroline [S] is my sister [C]. 
Caroline and Vanessa [S] are my sisters [C]. 

(iv) The subject determines the number and, where relevant, the person 
and gender of the reflexive pronoun as direct object, indirect object, subject 
complement, or prepositional complement (cf 6.23, 10.48, 10.50). The same 
concord relation generally applies when the emphatic genitive my own, etc is 
used (cf 6.30) : 

Z[S] shaved myself[O] with my own razor. 
He [S] shaved himself[O] with his own razor. 

(v) The subject requires the subjective form for pronouns that have 
distinctive case forms (cf 6.4): 

I [S] like him. 
He [S] likes me. 

I 
l (vi) There is a systematic correspondence between active and passive 

clauses in that the direct or indirect object of an active clause becomes the 

l 
subject of a passive clause while the subject of the active clause is either 
omitted or made the complement in a by-agent phrase (cf 16.26): 

My son [S] has prepared lunch [O] today. [active] 
Lunch [S] has been prepared by my son today. [passive] 

l (vii) The subject is repeated in a tag question by a pronoun form (cf 11.8ff): 

I The milk is sour, isn't it? 
l 

I (viii) The implied subject of a subjectless nonfinite or verbless clause is 
normally identical with the subject of the superordinate clause: 

l Susan telephoned before coming over. ['. . . before Susan came over'] 
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(d) SEMANTIC PROPERTIES 
(i) The  subject is typically the theme (or topic) of the clause (cf 18.9fl. 
(ii) I t  typically refers to information that is regarded by the speaker as 

given (cf 18.8fn. 
(iii) In  a clause that is not passive, the subject is agentive if the agentive 

role is expressed in the clause (cf 10.33). 

Note [a] For adverbial forms functioning as subject, cJIO.1S. On adjectives functioning as heads of 
noun phrases (theyoung), cf 7.23fi 
[b] For declarative clauses with subject-operator or subject-verb inversion, c/ 10.58f, 15.36, 
18.22fi 
[C] For the questionof there as a subject in existential sentences, c/ 18.46. 
[d] The implied subject of apostmodifyingparticiple clause is the head of the noun phrase: 

I haven't yet seen thefriendsstaying with you. 
['The friends are staying with you.'] 

These are theflowersgiuen to us by our children. 
['The flowers were given to us by our children.'] 

[e] The identity of the subject can be tested in an independent declarative clause through a wh- 
question with who or what. The subject is the element that can be replaced in its normal position 
by the wh-item: 

Joan [S] wants a piece of cake. - Who[S] wants a piece of cake? 
The bright light [S] is disturbing Percy. - What [S] is disturbing Percy? 

Other clause elements require fronting and subject-operator inversion: 
Joan wants apieceofcake[O]. What [O] does Joan want? 

Object: dire& and indirect 
10.7 Direct and indirect objects have some characteristics in common, and this 

fact justifies their sharing the term object: 

(a) FORM 
Like the subjecf, the object is normallyf noun phrase or a nominal clause. 
There are constraints on the types of nominal clauses that can be indirect 
object: generally, only nominal relative clauses (cf 15.8f). 

(b) POSITION 
The object normally follows the subject and verb (butcf 10.58f, 11.14f, 18.20). 
If both objectslare present, the indirect object normally comes before the 
direct object (bht cf 18.38): 

I gave him [Oil my address tod]. 

(C) SYNTACTIC FUNCTION 
(i) The object function requires the objective form for pronouns that have 

distinctive case forms: 

They amuse me [Od]. They gave me [Oil some chocolate. 
I amuse them [Od]. I gave them [oil some chocolate. 

(ii) If an object is coreferential with the subject, it usually requires a 
reflexive pronoun which agrees with the subject in person and, where 
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relevant, in number and gender. Similar agreement is required for an 
emphatic genitive (my own, etc) within theobject (cf 6.30): 

You [S] can please yourself[Od]. 
I[S] have given myself[Oi] a treat. 
They [S] type their own letters [Od]. 

(iii) The object of an active clause may generally become the subject of the 
corresponding passive clause (but cf Note [c] below, 16.27): 

We have finished the work [O,]. - The work [S] has been finished. 

If both objects are present, it is often possible tomake either the subject in a 
corresponding passive clause: 

We sent Jack [Oil a copy of the letter [Od]. - Jack [S] was sent a copy of the letter [Od]. - A copy of the letter [S] was sent Jack [Oil. 

But [l] is far more common than [2]. Instead of the retained indirect object 
in [2], the prepositional paraphrase is more usual: 

A copy of the letter was sent to Jack. 124 

(iv) The indirect object generally corresponds to a prepositional phrase, 
which is generally placed after the direct object: 

I'll send Charles another copy. - I'll send another copy to Charles. 
Pour me a drink. - Pour a drink for me. 

(v) The indirect object can generally be omitted without affecting the 
semantic relations between the other elements: 

David saved me a seat. - David saved a seat. N David saved me. 

Hence, if there is only one object present, it is generally the direct object. But 
with a few verbs that are normally ditransitive, the indirect object may be 
retained while the direct object is omitted. In that case the only object present 
is the indirect object: 

Bob is teaching the older children. 
You can pay me instead. 

(d) SEMANTIC PROPERTIES 
(i) The direct object typically refers to an entity that is affected by the 

action denoted in the clause (cf 10.19, but cf also 10.27ff): 

Norman smashed a window in his father's car. 

(ii) The indirect object typically refers to an animate being that is the 
recipient of the action (cf 10.19, but cf also 10.32). 

Note [a] We do not, as some do, apply the term 'indirect object' to the corresponding prepositional 
phrases (eg: for me in Pour a drinkforme), though we use the term 'prepositional object' for the 
complement in such phrases (cf16.56, 16.60). Some apply the term 'direct object' to an indirect 
object if it is the only object (eg: you in I'llshow you or his children in He's teaching his children). 
Others again apply the term 'object'exclusively to the first (or only) object. 
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[b] Speakers vary in their acceptance of wh-questions in which the wh-interrogative pronoun 
replaces an indirect object. The corresponding prepositional phrase is fully acceptable: 

?Who did the detective show his badge? - Who did the detective show his badge to? 
-To whom did the detective show his badge? (formal) 

Similar variation applies to relative clauses: 
?The person I sent the book has not acknowledged receiving it. 

-The person I sent the book to has not acknowledged receiving it. 
-The person to whom I sent the book has not acknowledged receiving it. (formal) 

It also applies to retained indirect objects in passive clauses: 
?No reply has been given me. 

-No reply has been given to me. 
Retained indirect objects are generally restricted to pronouns. 

All.three conStructions have been exemplified by indirect objects with corresponding 
prepositional phiases introduced by to. The constructions are less acceptable with other 
correspondences (eg : for-phrases) or no correspondences. 
[c] In instances where the passive is inapplicable because the object is a clause, we can test for 
the presence of an object by adding a coordinate clause with a pro-form and making the second 
clause passive. 

I asked whether he was there and his parents asked thot too. 
-That was asked by his parents. 

[d] The identity of the direct object can be tested in an independent declarative clause through 
a wh-question with who or what; fronting of the wh-item and subject-operator inversion are 
required: 

The buzzer signals tlrc end of the game [Od]. - Whot [O,] does [op] the buzzer [S] signal? 
On the difficulty of applying this test to the indirect object, cf Note [bl above. 

~ o m ~ l e m e { t :  subject and object 
10.8 Both complements are in a copular relationship with another clause element. 

The subject complement relates to the subject, and the verb is copular (cf 
16.21ff): 

My glass is empty. [l] 
Their daughter has become an accountant. [2] 

; 
The object coniplement relates to the di'rect object: 

We find them very pleasant. L31 
Carol made Joshua and Peter her assistants. [4] 

The implied relationship between the object and the object complement can 
be expressed b) means of a corresponding SVC sentence with a copular verb, 
be if the object complement is acurrent attribute and become if it is a resulting 
attribute (cf 10.20): 

They are verypleasant. 134 
Joshua and Peter became her assistants. L44 

(a) FORM 
The complement is normally a noun phrase or an adjective phrase, but it may 
also be a nominal clause (cf 15.4ff). It is a defining characteristic of 
complements, in contrast to objects, that they may be adjective phrases. 

(b) POSITION 
The subject complement normally follows the subject and the verb. The 
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object complement normally follows the direct object. (But cf 11.15, 11.31, 
18.208, 18.37). 

(C) SYNTACTIC FUNCTION 
(i) If it is a noun phrase, the subject complement normally has concord of 

number with the subject, and the object complement normally has concord 
of number with the direct object (but cf 10.46). Contrast [2] and [4]. 

(ii) If it is a reflexive pronoun, the subject complement has concord of 
number, person and, where relevant, gender with the subject: 

She is not hersewtoday. 

(iii) Unlike the object, the complement cannot become the subject of a 
corresponding passive clause. There is no corresponding passive clause for 
the SVC type. With the SVOC type, the direct object can of course be made 
the subject of a passive clause: 

His friends call him Ted. [Ted is C,] [S] 
-He is called Ted by his friends. [Ted is C,] 154 

The object complement becomes the subject complement in the passive 
clause. 

(iv) The complement can be questioned, but there is no one general way 
of doing so (cf 11.5 Note [e], 11.15 Note [i]). 

(v) If the subject complement is a pronoun, there is a distinction between 
subjective and objective forms; the subjective form is more prevalent in 
formal use (especially in AmE): 

This is he. (formal) That's him. 

(d) SEMANTIC PROPERTIES 
The complement typically identifies or characterizes the referent of the clause 
element to which it is related (cf 10.20). 

Note [a] With some verbs, object complements can be omitted (c/ 16.44f): 
We appointed her our delegate to the conwntion. -We appointed her. 
They have named their baby Roger. -They havenamed their baby. 

[bl The object complement cannot be the normal reflexive pronoun, but it can have a 
corresponding form with selflselues: 

I prefer George his normalseIJ I did not find them their usuolselues. 

Adverbial 
10.9 Adverbials are the most diverse of the clause elements, and we therefore 

distinguish several major types (cf Chapter 8, 15.178). 

(a) FORM 
The adverbial is norinally an adverb phrase, prepositional phrase, or 
adverbial clause. It may also be a noun phrase (cf 8.13). 

(b) POSITION 
In general, the adverbial is capable of occurring in more than one position in 
the clause. Constraints on its mobility depend on the type and form of the 
adverbial. The adverbial in the SVA type normally follows the subject and 
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verb, and the adverbial in the SVOA type normally follows the direct object 
(cf 10.10, also 8.27). Other predication adjuncts (cf 8.341: 15.22) normally 
appear at the end of the clause. 

(C) SYNTACTIC FUNCTION 
(i) Except for the obligatory adverbial in the SVA and SVOA types (cf 

10.10), adverbials are optional: they may be added to or removed from the 
clause without affecting its acceptability and without affecting the relations 
of structure and meaning in the rest of the clause. 

(ii) Other syntactic potentialities depend crucially on the typeof adverbial. 
At the most general level, the adverbial may be characterized negatively: it 
does not have the syntactic features listed for the other clause elements (cf 
10.6fl). 

(d) SEMANTIC PROPERTIES 
The adverbial refers to the circumstances of the situation (adjunct and 
subjunct), comments on the form or content of the clause (disjunct), or 
provides a link between clauses (conjunct). A more specific semantic 
characterization relates to the semantic subtypes of adverbials (cf Chapter 8 
and 15.248). 

Note The term 'adjunct' is sometimes applied by others to all types of adverbial. 

Obligatory adverbials: subject-related and object-related adverbials 
10.10 Obligatory adverbials are a subclass of predication adjuncts (cf 8.27) that 

belong to the SVA and SVOA types. Inasmuch as they are obligatory, they 
are central elevents of the clause (cf 2.13), part of the clause nucleus. They 
may be adverbiphrases, prepositional phrases, or adverbial clauses. In 10.1 1 
we suggest that some obligatory adverb phrases and prepositional phrases 
may be analysed as complements, belonging to the SVC and SVOC types. 

Obligatory adverbials are commonly required as complementation for the 
verb BE in the ;SVA type, but they are also found as complementation for 
other verbs. The adverbials in this type are subject-related. Many are space 
adjuncts that dehignate the position of the referent of the subject: 

Your children are outside. 
Our car isn't in thegarage. 
We are now living in a small village. 
The plane's off  the ground. 
Dorothy is remaining at Oxfird. 
Sam is staybng at a nearby motel. 
Your scarf is lying on thepoor. 
The road begins in Denver. 

Some express other types of space relations: 

We got offthe train. 
We all got into my car. 
I stole into her room. 
All roads lead to Rome. 
The lawn goes all the way around the house. 
The hills extend from here into the next county. 
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Others express metaphorical extensions of space relations: 

They're into yoga. ['are keen on yoga'] (informal) 
We got into a heated argument. 
He's off cigarettes. 

Time adjuncts commonly cooccur with an eventive subject (cf 10.25): 

Their holiday extended through the summer. 
The next meeting is on Monday. 
The last performance was at eight o'clock. 
The play lasts for three hours. 

On the conditions for omitting the prepositions in the last three examples, cf 
9.408. 

We briefly exemplify other semantic types of obligatory adverbials in the 
SVA, type: 

The two eggs are for you. 
The drinks are for the journey. 
Iffruitpricesare higherthis year, it'sbecause 

of the bad harvest. 
Transport to the mainland is byferry. 
Entrance was by special invitation only. 
Payment is by cash only. 
Melvin's main interest is in sporr. 
Jack and Nora are with me. 
The painting was by an unknown artist. 
How much is this jacket? It's f60. 

[recipient, 9.461 
[purpose, 9.451 
[reason, 9.441 

[means, 9.491 
[means] 
[means] 
[stimulus, 9.511 
[accompaniment, 9.521 
[agent, 9.501 
[measure, 8.91 

The connection of subject-related adverbial with subject is parallel to that 
of subject complement with subject: 

Ronald is offcigarettes. [S V A,] 
Ann is happy. [S V C,] 

Similarly, the connection of object-related adverbial to direct object parallels 
that of object complement with direct object: 

We kept Ronald offcigarettes. [S V Od A,,] 
We kept Ann happy. [S V Od CO] 

i @ Here are examples of object-related adverbials: 

t'" 
F!, 
:$ 

I put the kettle on the stove. ['The kettle is now on the stove.'] 
They are placing the blame on us. 
I'm keeping most of my money in the bank. 
I stuck the wallet in the drawer. 
He set the typewriter on the table. 
You should have your hands on the wheeI. 
He directed his speech at the workers. 
She wants the payment in dollars. 

Like optional adverbials of the same semantic types, most obligatory 
adverbials can be questioned with wh-interrogative adverbials such as where, 
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when, how long, why. The exceptions include the metaphorical extensions of 
space relations, but also the semantic relations of recipient, means, agent, 
stimulus, and accompaniment. 

Note [a] In certain instances, a verb of motion is implied before theobligatory adverbials: 
She asked them in. Truth will out. I let the cat out. 
i'll show you out. I want you inside. 

The construction with the intransitive verb is common in some varieties of colloquial AmE and 
Scottish English, especially with want: 

The dog wants out. I want offal Sixth Street. 
[b] The obligatory manner adverbial with behave in He's behaving badly is related to the subject, 
though we do not have a corresponding sentence with the copula ('He is badly) because of the 
adverb form. We similarly lack corresponding sentences when the prepositional phrase begins 
with directional into, as in We all got into my car, though we have the metaphorical infomfal 
They're into yoga. Compare also the metaphorical They're on to his machinations ['aware or]. 
[c] The obligatory manner adverbial in They treated him badly seems to be related both to the 
subject (They are behaving badly.') and to the object ('He is in a bad way.'). 

Gradience a n d  multiple analysis 

Prepositional phrases and adverbs as complement 
10.11 Some clause structures and clause elements can be analysed in more than one 

way. In this and the following sections we examine instances that are best 
treated through gradience and multiple analysis (cf 2.60f). 

The distinction between obligatory adjunct and complement is not clear- 
cut for all prepdsitional phrases. Some prepositional phrases are semantically 
similar to adjective or noun phrases functioning as complement: 

They were out of breath. - They were breathless. 
That is ofno imuortance. - That is unimportant. 
He is under,fuspicion. - He is a suspect. 
She is in goog health. - She is healthy. 
They are not at ease. - ~ h > ~  are not relaxed. 

More importantly, such prepositional phrases can be coordinated with, or 
placed in apposition with, adjective phrases that undoubtedly function as 
complement : 

She is younb and ingood health. 
They were out of breath and extremely tired. 
They are not at ease, ie not relaxed. 

Furthermore, unlike clear instances of obligatory adjuncts, they can be used 
as complementation for copular verbs other than BE, a characteristic of 
adjective phrases functioning as subject complement: 

They appear out of breath. 
That seems of no importance. 
She feels in good health. 

Here are other examples of prepositional phrases functioning as subject 
complement: 

They are in love. 
We're over the worst. 
The demonstration got out of hand. 
He feels at home. 
That child seems in trouble. 
I don't feel up to it. 
The house seems in good condition. 
He sounds in great danger. 

We similarly find prepositional phrases functioning as object complement : 

They put me at my ease. ['I'm at my ease.'] 
I don't consider myself at risk. 
He didn't feel himself at home. 
She didn't want me in any danger. 
He imagined himself on thepoint of death. 
I found him in trouble. 

Some adverbs can also be complements: 

The milk seems off.  sour'] (informal) 
The performance is over. 
In technology we are ahead. 
I am behind in my rent. 
The television is still on. 
He imagined himself ahead. 
I declare this meeting over. 
They let us oft: 

The adverbs and prepositional phrases that function as complement are 
metaphorically related to space adverbials. Unlike the latter, however, they 
cannot be questioned by adverbial where. Contrast in this respect: 

A:Wherearethey? B:{ They're out of town. 
*They're out of breath. 

On the other hand, how may be used in some instances to question these 
complements, as it is for adjective phrases functioning as complement: 

A : How does she feel? 
8 : { 

She feels very happy. 
She feels in good health. 

Note [a] speaker; may vary in particular instances as to whether a copular verb other than BE is 
acceptable; for example, in Pm on time (c(: Pm early) or You're on your own (c/: You're alone). 
Contrast: (?)Iseem on time and, with look as a copular verb, (?)You look on your own. 
[bl Off in The milk is off has moved into the adjective class for those who accept its 
premodification by wry. 
[cl There may be semantic differences between prepositional phrases and parallel adjective 
phrases. For example, She is healthy suggests a more permanent condition than She is in good 
health. 

Particles and clause types 
10.12 We have so far considered the verb element as realized only by a verb phrase. 
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That assumption requires us to analyse [l] as SVA, with looked as verb and 
into the recent complaints as adverbial : 

The board looked into the recent complaints. [l] 

But there are also grounds for analysing looked into as the verb, parallel to 
investigated in : 

The board investigated the recent complaints. [21 

In that case the recent complaints would be direct object in both [l] and [2]. 
One of the reasons for the alternative analysis is the possibility of making the 
recent complaints the subject of a corresponding passive clause: 

The recent complaints were looked into by the board. [ h ]  

Another is that the recent complaints can be questioned by a what-question, 
whereas into the recent complaints cannot be so questioned: 

What did the board look into? 
*What did the board look? 

This alternative analysis views combinations of verbs and particles 
(whether the particles are prepositions or adverbs) as multi-word verbs. 
Examples can be found for six of the seven major clause types, the exception 
being type SVOA. We here give an example of each type, with the verb 
element (sometimes discontinuous) indicated in italics: 

(1) sv The soldiers gave in. 
(2) SVO Randolph is paying for the meal. 
(3) SVC It turned out a huge success. 
(4) SVA : We areputting up at a motel. 
(5 )  SVOO They spoke to us about the problem. 

They provided her with everything she needed. 
(6)  SVOC They looked on me as their role model. 

They mistook him for the new supervisor. 

For this alternative analysis, cf 16.2fj: 

Note [a] A similar multi-word analysis can be posited for verb-plus-adjective combinations (make 
clear, cut short) and for combinations of verb plus noun phrase plus preposition (make fun of, put 
a stop to) (cf 16.17, 16.58). Compare also takea lookat, give a jump (10.30). 
[b] Some particles provide obligatory complementation for the verb in the SV type, in that the 
verb otherwise cannot be used intransitively (make up, give in). Others are required for the SVO 
type (lookat, listei to). Similarly, while consider can be used with or without the particle as in the 
SVOC type - I consider them (as) acquaintances - other verbs require a particle for this type, eg: 
regardas, mistake for. In a pattern with close analogies (cf16.56n. a few verbs in the SVOO type 
have alternatives in which one of the objects requires a particle: She blamed us for the failure, 
She blamed the failure on us. 
[c] In a sentence such as I won't put up with such nonsense, the multi-word verb is put up with and 
is monotransitive under this analysis, such nonsense being a direct object. In Theyput themistake 
down to my inexperience, the analysis is less clear. We might consider the multi-word verb to be 
put down to, in which case the verb is ditransitive with two objects. We can support that analysis 
by noting that wh-pronominal questions apply for both noun phrases: What do they put down to 
my inexperience?; What do they put the mistake down to? On the other hand, only the first noun 
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phrase can be made subject of a corresponding passive: The mistake was put down to my 
inexperience. Furthermore, the indirect object in a ditransitive construction normally has 
personal reference, the exceptions occurring only when it takes an affected role (cf 10.32), but 
here neither noun phrase is personal. If we still wish to treatput down to as a multi-word verb, 
we must consider both noun phrases as direct objects; we should perhaps do the same for They 
ascribed the mistake to my inexperience, ascribe to being the multi-word verb, since both noun 
phrases here too may be questioned by what. 

Extent and measure phrases: object or adverbial 
10.13 Noun phrases of measure after certain verbs denoting measure and phrases 

of extent in space are indeterminate between direct object and adverbial: 

EXTENT MEASURE 
He ran a mile. It costs ten dollars. 
I hobbled a fewfeet. In length it measures sewnfeet. 
She jumped ten feet. It weighed almost a ton. 

Both types do not generally permit the passive, but we occasionally find the 
extent phrase as passive subject in a generic sentence: 

A mile can't be run in two minutes. 

Both types allow adverbial questions: 

How far did he run? How much does it cost? 

But the measure phrases can also be questioned by what: 

What does it cost? 

The adverbial question indicates that the structure is SVA. On the other 
hand, the pronominal question and the possibility of passivization are 
indications that the structure is SVO. One further difference between the two 
types is that the measure phrases are obligatory complementation. 

Note [a] If the phrases other than those of extent follow motion verbs, passivization is generally 
possible and the phrases can only be questioned by what; the structure is therefore SVO (cf 
10.27): 

The French team climbed the mountain. -The mountain was climbed by the French 
team. 

In some cases, passivization is possible only if the agentive by-phrase is absent: 
Once that corner was turned, the road was easy to drive on. 

[b] The indeterminacy applies also to some clauses in the SVOO pattern which allow both the 
What and How much questions, though they also allow the passive: 

She charged me twenty dollars. I paid her threeoounds. 
In I bet him a large sum that the horse would win, we have either three objects (the first of which is 
0,) or two objects and an adverbial (a largesum). 

Middle verbs 
10.14 A small group of apparently transitive verbs, the most common of which is 

have, normally occur only in the active. They are all stative relational verbs, 
and therefore normally do not occur in the progressive (but cf Note [c]): 

Jack doesn'tpossess a life insurance policy. [*A life insurance policy 
isn't possessed by Jack.] 
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They have a small house. 
Dennis lacks confidence. 
Will this course suit them? 
This dress doesn't become you. 
The coat doesn'tjt me. 
Five times six equals thirty. 

Because of their other characteristics (cf 10.7) these could be considered 
transitive verbs complemented by a direct object. Notice, for example, that 
the noun phrase following the verb requires the objective form in pronouns 
that have that form. On the other hand, the verbs are sometimes treated as a 
special class termed MIDDLE VERBS. The final element may then be assigned a 
general term such as VERB COMPLEMENT. The same analysis may be extended 
to clauses that contain obligatory measure phrases (cf 10.13). . 

Note [a] For most speakers, resemble is a middle verb; for some it can occur in the passive: 
(?)Geoffrey is resembled by his eldest child. 

[b] Strike. . . as in She struck me as happy and consist of in The group consists of ten men and eight 
women cannot wcur in the passive, and therefore may also be considered middle verbs. 
[C] Marry is a middle verb in the sense 'enter into a marriage', but it is dynamic and can 
therefore occur in the progressive: 

My sister ismarrying Ron. 
Marry in the senses 'give in marriage' (more usually marry off) or 'perform the marriage 
ceremony for' is a transitive verb occurring in the passive: 

David and Judith aremarryingofftheir eldest son next week. 
Father Brown will be marrying Ron and Joan. 

Adverbial foras as subject 
10.15 The subject islnormally realized by a noun phrase or a nominal clause. In 

I certain restricted contexts (all informal) prepositional phrases, adverbs, and 
adverbial clauses -all of which normally realize the adverbial element in the 

I 
I clause - function as subject. Two conditions allow this use of adverbials: 

(i) the adverbial is a fragment of an understood clause (cf 15.16), or 
(ii) the sentence can be related to one with prop it (cf 10.26): 

l 
Slowly is ekactly how he speaks. ['Speaking slowly is exactly how . . .'l 
Out on the lake will be splendid. ['A trip out on the lake will be splendid'] 
Whenever you are ready will be fine. ['It will be fine whenever.. .'; 

cf: Sunday will bejne, 10.261 
Will afrer the show be soon enough? 
Because ~ 4 1 1 ~  wants to leave doesn't mean that we have to. 

Note [a] An adverb may be subject in the stereotyped construction with the predicate does it: 
Carefully 
Slowly does it. 
Gently 1 

Easy may be subject in this construction too; although it has the same form as the adjective, it is 
presumably an adverb in this stereotyped construction. Compare easy in other stereotyped 
constructions: Easy come, easygo; Takeit easy; Go easy on . . . 

In this construction we cannot substitute a prepositional phrase (*With great care does it) or 
change the form of the verb ('Carefully did it). 
[b] Today, yesterday, etc regularly function as subject. But these are on thegradient from adverb 
to noun. Clauses such as Today will befine illustrate blurring of nominal and adverbial functions. 
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The sentence is ambiguous betweenSToday, the time you stipulated, will be a suitable time' and 
'The weather will be fine today'. 

Subject complement or verbless clause 
10.16 There is a gradient relating the functional categories of complement and 

adverbial. The copula at its purest, ie a verb having merely a linking function, 
is the verb BE. Other copular verbs combine pure linking function with other 
meanings. For example, become has a resultative meaning, grow (He grew 
angry) usually adds a notion of gradual change, and look (She looked happy) 
adds a notion of inference from appearance. 

The element following the verb is clearly a complement if the verb can 
acceptably be replaced by be with the final element retaining its sense and if 
the verb cannot be intransitive. Thus very quiet in He became very quiet is a 
complement because we can have He was very quiet and we cannot have *He 
became. The final element is a complement also when the verb cannot be 
intransitive in the same sense. Thus very quiet in He grew very quiet is a 
complement, since we cannot have Hegrew in the same sense. 

At the other extreme of the gradient, the final element is a verbless clause 
with adverbial status where the independence of the construction is marked 
by intonation or punctuation: 

He waited, anxious for a reply. ['He waited', 'He was anxious for 
a reply.'] 

She was standing, apicture of innocence. 

Here, we can substitute be, but the verb retains its full sense without the final 
element. The adverbial status of the final element is shown by the possibility 
of omitting it without affecting the acceptability of the sentence. Adverbial 
status is confirmed when the element can readily be fronted: 

Anxious for a reply, he waited. 

Along the gradient from that extreme, we find similar instances without 
intonation or punctuation separation: 

He died apoor man. ['He was a poor man when he died.'] 
They married young. 
He came in drunk. 
They parted goodfriends. 

Further along the gradient we find greater collocational restrictions 
between the final element and the verb, ie fewer adjective or noun phrases 
can provide complementation for the verb, showing a closer connection 
between the final element and the verb. The first set readily allows omission 
of the final element without affecting the meaning of the verb : 

The fire is burning low. 
The sun shone bright. 
He blushed scarlet. 
The door banged shut. 

In the second set, complementation of the verb is more usually required in 
the same sense: 

l 
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The weather is continuing mild. 
They are pleading guilty. 
This detergent washes whiter. 

We come next to instances where the verb cannot be intransitive, at least 
in the same sense. These are more clearly copular verbs, with the final 
element as subject complement. Some verbs are restricted in the complements 
they allow, restricted either syntactically (to adjective phrases only or to noun 
phrases only) or collocationally (to a relatively few lexical items) or in both 
respects : 

Jane will make agood doctor. 
The children are going hungry. 
They turned conservative. 
Bob's explanation doesn't ring true. 
Your hands feel cold. 
The room smells musty. 
Mary fell silent. 
Dan's hair is wearing thin. 
The well ran dry. 

Some verbs are somewhat less restricted, though noun phrases are less usual 
in AmE : 

She seemed the right choice. [also: She seemed to be the right choice.] 
Max appears upset. [also: Max appears to be upset.] 
Nora looked sober. 

The verbs beiome and rernain.are closest to the pure copula in that they 
impose no restrictions on the choice of the complement. 

Note [a] In this section we are concerned withadjectiveand noun phrases functioning as complement 
or as adverbial. The distinction between adjective and adverb is discussed in 7.6ff. 
[b] In some idiomatic collocations the final element may be considered a complement even 
though we cannot readily replace the verb with BE and retain a similar sense-relationship; for 
example,  is joke&llfla~. 
[c] Verbless adverbial clauses realized solely by adjective phrasescan follow subject complements 
(type SVC): 

They are happier free. He will be no use dead. 
They can also follow other clause types: 

We took a swim naked. 
She ran the business Itype SvO1 
She gave usobr coffee black. [type SVOO] 
He came horde miserable. [type SVAI 
They sent him home sober. [type SVOA] 

While the implied subject of the verblessclause isusually the subject of the superordinate clause, 
it can also be the direct object, as two of these sentences demonstrate COur coffee was black', 
'He was sober'). 
[d] The verbless clause can often be preposed, a further indication of its adverbial status (c/ 
further 15.58ff). 

He drove the damaged car home completely und~smayed. - Completely undismayed, he drove the damaged car home. 
[e] In the rare pattern SVO,C,, we have a combination of optional indirect object with subject 
complement: He made her a good husband ['He was a good husband for her.']. 
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Order of clause elements 

10.17 The order of the clause elements is relatively fixed, in general following the 
sequence in the designation of the clause types (SVC, SVOO, etc). But a 
number of factors may interfere with the order: 

(a) Optional adverbials may intervene between the elements in the clause 
pattern. Although most multi-word adverbials occur finally, certain types of 
adverbials realized by adverbs or short prepositional phrases regularly occur 
medially (qf8.23); and initial position is typical for conjuncts: 

Does it often rain in London? 
You have perhaps heard the story before. 
They may in fact be at home now. 
On the other hand, we aren't going either. 
In  any case, why should I make the first move? 

(b) The basic order is that of the canonical declarative clause. But the order 
may be affected by variations in the syntactic form of the clause: 

(i) In yes-no questions, the operator precedes the subject (cf 11.5): 
Have [op] you [S] heard from Roger? 

(cf 12.49f for elliptical questions such as You seen Roger?) 

(ii) In wh-questions, the questioned part (the wh-interrogative or the whole 
phrase of which it is a constituent) and the operator precede the subject, if 
the questioned part is not identical with the subject (cf l l.14fl: 

What [Od] did [op] they [S] tell you? 
Where [A] are [op] you [S] staying? 

(iii) In relative clauses, the relative word or the whole phrase of which it is 
aconstituent precedes the subject if it is not itself the subject (cf 17.10f): 

I know the food that [Od] they [S] like. 
Can you please show me the room where [A] the lecture [S] is being held? 
This is the friend about whom [A] you [S] have heard so much. 

Contrast, with the relative item as subject: 
Let me introduce you to someone who [S] has been wanting to meet you 

for a long time. 

(iv) In exclamative sentences, the what- or how-phrase precedes the subject, 
except in the rare instances where the what-phrase is identical with the 
subject (cf 11.3lf): 

What a good time [O,] we [S] had! How polite [C,] they [S] are! 

(v) Second-person imperative sentences normally have no expressed 
subject (cf 11.24ff): 

Show [V] me [Oil your paper [O,] now [A]. 

(c) Considerations of informational highlighting and emphasis may prompt 
the movement of elements from their normal position, usually to initial or 
final position (cf 18.20ff) : 
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That question [Od] I won't answer. In [A] you go. 
Sheila wants to leave, and so does Henry [S]. Here comes Ethel [S]. 

(d) A longer element in the predication, particularly if it is a clause,'tends to 
be placed after a shorter element (cf 18.37f): 

The discovery has made possible [C,] new techniquesfor 
brain surgery [O,]. 

She told him [oil calmly [A] what she thought of him [Od]. 

(e) It is stylistically preferable for the part following the verb to be longer 
than the part preceding it (cf 18.39): 

A petition [S] was circulated [V] askingfor a longer lunch break [S]. 
In this example the subject is apetition asking for a longer lunch break, but the 
postmodifier of apetition is placed after the verb. 

Note [a] A study of part of the Brown Corpus revealed that in 9 out of 10 cases the subject was 
immediately followed by the verb in clauses containing both S and V, and the verb was 
immediately followed by the direct object in clauses containing both V and Od. 
[b] For the alternative BrE order in which the direct object precedes the indirect object (eg: She. 
goueitme), cf 18:38 Note [al. 

Semantic roles of clause elements 
I Participants 

10.18 In terms of meaning, every clause describes a situation in which a number of 
participants are involved. By PARTICIPANTS we understand entities realized 

l by noun phrases, whether such entitiesfre concrete or abstract. Thus, we 
have three participants in: 

John foundca good spot for the magnolia tree. 

The sentence The child tore my book contains a verb describing the nature of 
the action, a supject denoting an agentive participant (the agent or doer of 
the action), an4 a direct object denoting an affected participant. 

Clause elements denote semantic roles in the situation apart from the 
participants. Thus, the verb -or the copular verb in combination with a 
complement - is the primary device for distinguishing situation types as 
stative or dynamic and as subtypes of these two types (cf 4.27ff and the 
summary in Fig 4.27). The subject complement and the object complement 
denote attributes of the subject and direct object respectively. Adverbials 
denote such circumstances of the situation as time, place, and manner of 
action, express the speaker's evaluation of the situation, or provide logical 
connections across clauses or sentences. 
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Analysis of participant roles has not achieved a general consensus, nor has 
it fully explored all distinctions. Our description must therefore be considered 
tentative. 

Note [a] The term CASE is often used for participant roles. This semantic use of the term is to be 
distinguished from its use as a grammatical category realized (usually through inflections) in 
varying formsof nouns and pronouns (cJS.1 IZB; 6.103. 
[b] We do not deal in this chapter with the semantics of adverbials or of subordinate clauses in 
general. See Chapter 9 for prepositional phrases, Chapter 8 for adverbials, and Chapters 14 and 
IS for subordinate clauses. 

Agentive, affected, and recipient roles 
10.19 The most typical semantic role of a subject in a clause that has a direct object 

is that of the AGENTIVE participant: that is, the animate being instigating or 
causing, the happening denoted by the verb :, 

Margaret is mowing the grass. 

The most typical role of thedirect object is thatof ~ ~ ~ A P F E C T E D  participant: 
a participant (animate or inanimate) which does not cause the happening 
denoted by the verb, but is directly involved in some other way: 

Many MPS criticized the Prime Minister. 
James sold his digital watch yesterday. 

The most typical role of the indirect object is that of the RECIPIENT 
participant: ie of the animate being that is passively implicated by the 
happening or state : 

I've found you a place. We paid them the money. 
( Note [a] Other terms used for A P F E m D  are PATIENT and oelacnve. Another term for RECIPIENT is 

DATIVE. 

[b] Some distinguish a benefactive or beneficiary role Cintended recipient') from the recipient 
role: 

I've found you a place. She made her son a scarf. 
The benefactive indirect object is paraphrasable by afor-phrase: 

I've found a place for you. She made a scarffor her son. 
The two roles can cooccur in the same clause if the benefactive role is expressed by a for-phrase: 

She gave me a scarf for her son. 
[c] Although rue foundaploce for the mognolio tree and Pue Joundaplace for Mrs Jones appear to 
be equivalent utterances, only the second can be transformed into a clause with indirect object: 
fDp/oundMrs Jonesoplace, not ?I've found themagnolio treeaplace. This is because the magnolia 

I tree is not animate and therefore does not qualify for the recipient role (c/ also 8.32). 

Attribute 
10.20 The typical semantic role of a subject complement and an object complement 

is that O~ATTRIBUTE. Wecan distinguish twosubtypesof role for the attribute: 
identification and characterization: 

IDENTIFICATION: 

Kevin is my brother. 
Brenda became their accountant. 
His response to the reprimand seemed a major reason for his dismissal. 
Henry's room is the one next to mine. 
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CHARACTERIZATION : 
Dwight is an honest man. The soup is too hot. 
Martha was a good student. Daniel remains helpful. 
The operation seemed a success. 

Three syntactic features are associated with this semantic distinction: 

(a) Only identification attributes normally allow reversal of subject and 
complement without affecting the semantic relations in the clause, if the 
copula is BE: 

Kevin is my brother. - My brother is Kevin. 

If the copula is other than BE we can test for reversal by substituting Be. 

(b) Only characterization attributes can also be realized by adjective phrases. 

(c) Identification attributes are normally associated with definite noun 
phrases. Noun phrases used as characterization attributes are normally 
indefinite. 

The same semantic distinction applies to object complements. The subject- 
comvlement reversal cannot take place, but we can test for its possibility by 
forming a clause from the object and the complement. 

I made Maurice my assistant. - Maurice is my assistant. 
-My assistant is Maurice. 

IDENTIFICATION : 
They called their daughter Edna. 
She considers Susan her role model. 
We made John our representative. 

CHARACTERIZATION : 
The teacher called their daughter a good student. 
I consider the operation a success. 
She made them-comfortable. 

We can further subdivide attributestnto current or existing attributes 
(normally with verbs used statively) and resulting attributes, resulting from 
the event described by the verb (with verbs used dynamically) (cf 16.21f). 
Here are examples of the distinction for both subject and object complements: 

CURRENT ATTRIBUTE : 
He's my brqther. She remained silent. 
He seems unhappy. I want my food hot. 
We lay quiet. I prefer my coffee black. 
We felt cold. They consider me their closestfriend. 

RESULTING ATTRIBUTE : 
We became restless. They elected him president. 
He turned traitor. The heat turned the milk sour. 
He felt ill. He drives me mad. 
She'll make a good worker. 
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Note [a] If the identification attribute is a noun phrase with an optionally omitted determiner, 
subject-complement reversal cannot occur: 

Joan is president of the company. 
Contrast: 

Joan is thepresident of the company. .- Thepresident of the company is Joan. 
[bl A subject complement may be realized by agenitive noun phrase: 

That writing must be Tom's. [subjective genitive] [l] 
That newspaper is mine. [possessive genitive] [21 
The idea was Kathy's. [genitive ofattribute] L31 

The phrasesexpress various genitive meanings (cf 5.1 16). In[l] the complement has the agentive 
role (c/: That writing m& be by Ton]), in [2] and [3] the role of recipient (cf: That newspaper 
belongs to me; Kathy had that idea). 
[C]  The notion of characterization extends to various measure and extent phrases: 

Now she is thirteen (years old). The paperback is threedollors. 
He is six fwt  (tall). The envelope is one ounce. 

Similar to these are expressions that denote time or period: 
It'sjw o'clock. I'm your age. The house is seventeenth century. ('seventeenth-century 

style'] 

Subject as external causer, instrument, and affected 
l 10.21 We now turn to the roles of the subject, apart from its typical role as agentive 

(cf 10.19). 
The subject sometimes has the role of EXTERNAL CAUSER; that is, it 

I expresses the unwitting (generally inanimate) cause of an event: 

The avalanche destroyed several houses. The electric shock killed him. 

It may also have the role of INSTRUMENT; that is, the entity (generally 
inanimate) which an agent uses to perform an action or instigate a process: 

A stone broke his glasses. 
A car knocked them down. 
The computer has solved the problem. 

With intransitive verbs, the subject also frequently has the AFFECTED role 
elsewhere typical of the direct object: 

Jack fell down (accidentally). Thepencil was lying on the table. 

The term 'affected' has been extended generally to subjects of copular verbs: 

Thepencil was on the table. 

But we can make some further distinctions within the affected role for 
I ' subjects according to whether the subject complement as attribute identifies 

or characterizes (cf 10.20). Thus, the subject is IDENTIFIED in [l] and 
CHARACTERIZED in [2] : 

Keoin is my brother. 
Martha was a good student. 

The assignment of the affected role to the subject of an intransitive verb 
seems clearest when there is a corresponding transitive verb with which the 
same noun phrase is a direct object in the affected role: 

I am frying thefish. [O, as affected] 
Thejish is frying. [S as affected] 
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We can also make [31 passive: - - -  

Thefish is being fried. [S as affected] 
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therefore occasionally find combinations where the same event seems to be 

But there is a difference between [3a] and [3b]: [3a] focuses on the process, 
without implying (as in the passive) human agency. In being given the subject 
function, thefish acquires a status that appears to assign it some responsibility 
for the process. Hence, there is greater constraint on what can appear as 
subject in the intransitive construction than in the corresponding passive 
construction. Contrast: 

We raised an alarm. - An alarm was raised. 
**An alarm rose. 

In certain intransitive constructions, an adverbial is generally required: 

Her books translate well. The sheets washed easily. 
The sentence reads clear1.v. My teapot pours without spilling. 
My shirts have dried very quickly. 

The adverbial imputes a characteristic to the referent of the subject ('Her 
books are of the type that are good in translation'). The construction therefore 
does not correspond to a transitive construction. For example, Tom translates 
her books well imputes the characteristic to Tom and not to the books ('He is 
a good translator of her books'). The same imputation applies even when an 
adverbial, though usual, may be omitted. Thus My books sell well implies 
that the selling well is not being necessarily ascribed to the effect of an agent 
of the selling. 

In some casQs the SV clause may diverge from a corresponding SVO, 
clause when an optional adverbial is added if an agent is required only for 
the initiation ofthe action: 

The water is boiling vigorously. 
#Someone is boiling the water vigorously. 

The water has been boilingforfive minutes. 
# Someo e has been boiling the wqterfor$ve minutes. 3 

The boundary between agentive and affected subjects depends on whether 
an element of causation or volition is present. Some verbs allow both 
interpretations: Suddenly he jumped might suggest an involuntary action (eg 
after being stung by a wasp) or a deliberate one. A purpose adverbial (eg: in 
order to attract a tention) or a volitional adverbial (eg: deliberately, on purpose) 
can be added on \ y to the agentive type. The subject must be agentive in, for 
example, Jack fell down on purpose. 

One of the reasons for distinguishing the roles is that we generally cannot 
coordinate subjects with different roles. We can say Thegamekeeper wounded 
him (agentive subject) and A gun wounded him (instrumental subject), but not 
*The gamekeeper and a gun wounded him. Coordination is possible if two 
events are involved, as in the combination of external causer and agentive in 
Hurricanes and marauding bands devastated the region (at different times). On 
the other hand, when an instrument or external causer is the subject of a 
transitive verb it acquires metaphorically some notion of agency. We can 

Note 

10.22 

involved: Clumsy musicians and poor instruments (together) spoiled the 
performance of the symphony. . . 

[a] The role of external causer has also been termed 'force'. 
[bl The tendency towards a metaphorical perception of agentiveness in nonagentive subjects, as 
used in everyday language, is conspicuous in examples such as Guns kill; Matches startjires; A 
car droue by; The door refused to open. 
[c] A different analysis allows more than one role for one element and allows for the repetition 
of  the same role in one clause. In one such analysis, the external causer and affected roles can be 
combined with the agentive role. Here are examples of such an analysis: 

Hurricanes [external causer] devastated the region [affected]. 
Marauding bands [agentivelexternal causer] devastated the region [affected]. 
The soldiers [agentive/external causer] paraded. 
The warden [agentive/external causer] paraded the prisoners [agentive/affected]. 

Where two agentives c m c u r  in the same clause, the first has sometimes been distinguished as 
the 'initiator'of the action. 
[dl The situation described with an agentive subject may be the result of an implied action: She 
blew a f i e  ['She did something which caus+a fuse to blow.'], He burnt the food. 
[el Animate subjects of copular verbs followed by an emotive complement might be assigned 
the role of 'experiencer': 

The workers are angry. He is unhappy. 
The same applies to animate subjects of certain transitive verbs used in nonvolitional sense: 

I've hurt my knee. ['My knee is hurt.'] 
Here Iis  experiencer and my knee affected. 
[fl In The kettle's boiling, the affected subject is related by metonymy to The water's boiling. 

There is sometimes a regular relation, in terms of clause function, between 
transitive verbs expressing CAUSATIVE meaning and corresponding intransi- 
tive verbs or adjectives. In the first three groups below, the subject may be 
agent, external causer, or instrument; in the last group, it is agent. 

(i) SVO SV 
Tom is cooking the dinner. The dinner is cooking. 
GeoffreyIThe wind/My key opened The door opened. 

the door. 
Brenda is improving her writing. Her writing is improving. 

(ii) SVO SV 
Someone raised an arm. An arm rose. 
The frost has killed the flowers. The flowers have died. 
My axe has felled that tree. That tree has fallen. 

(iii) SVO SVC 
They have dimmed the lights. The lights became dim. 
The sun (almost) blinded him. He (almost) went blind. 
His manner angered me. I got angry. 

(iv) SVO SV 
The sergeant paraded the company. The company paraded. 
I am exercising my dog. My dog is exercising. 

While in many cases (Group (i)) the identical verb performs both transitive 
and intransitive roles without a change of form, in other cases (Group (ii)) 
the intransitive verb has to be replaced by another verb, which may resemble 
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it in spelling and pronunciation. In Group (iii), an adjective X is matched by 
a causative verb (of the same, or slightly different, form) with the meaning to 
'cause to be X'. Group (iv), on the other hand, shows that the subject of an 
intransitive verb may itself be agentive, in which case the switch to a 
causative construction may entail changing the role of the subject to affected. 
Thus, He paraded the soldiers does not necessarily imply any volition on the 
part of the soldiers; rather, it suggests the opposite. 

In Groups (i-ii) the intransitive subject of the SV type generally has the 
affected role. In the sentence The dinner is cooking, however, the dinner is 
resultant, as in the object of Tom is cooking the dinner (cf 10.28). Other 
examples of resultant subject: 

The cake is baking. A new type of camera is developing. 

Note There are some triplets showing a combination of the relations in Groups (i) and (ii); eg: open 
(adjective); open (intransitive verb) [='become open']; open (transitive verb) [='cause to be 
open']. 

Recipient subject 
10.23 The subject may have a recipient role with verbs such as have, own, possess, 

benefit worn), as is indicated by the following relation: 

Mr Smith has given his son a radio. [So now his son has a radio.] 

The perceptual verbs see and hear also require a recipient subject, in 
contrast to look at and listen to, which are agentive. The other perceptual 
verbs taste, smell, andfeel have both an agentive meaning corresponding to 
look at and a recipient meaning corresponding to see: 

~oolishl~,: he tasted the soup. 
*Foolishly, he tasted the pepper in the soup. 

The adverb foolishly requires the agentive; hence [la], which can only be. 
understood in a nonagentive manner, does not make sense. The soup in [2] 
has the affected role, just as in [l]: 

The soup tasted good. ' 121 
'\ 

Verbs indicading cognition or emotion may also require a recipient subject: 

I thought you were mistaken. [cf: It seemed to me you were mistaken.] 
I liked the play. [cf: The play pleased me/gave me pleasure.] 

Normally, reci~ient subjects go with verbs used statively (cf 4.288)). Some of 
them (notably dave and possess) have no passive form (cf 10.14): They have a 
beautijicl house, but not *A beautiful house is had by them. 

Note [a] A passive form of HAVE occasionally occurs in idioms: A good tbne was had by all; Haue you 
ever been had? {informal) [=tricked; also with sexual meaning]. Possess has a passive in He was 
possessed by the fear that she would leaue him. 
[b] Alternatively, subjects with perceptual, cognitive, and emotive verbs might be assigned the 
role of 'experiencer'(cf 10.21 Note [el). 

Positioner subject 
10.24 The subject may have the role of POSITIONER with intransitive stance verbs 

(cf 4.23) such as sit, stand, lie, live ['dwell'], stay, remain, and with transitive 
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verbs related to stance verbs such as carry, hofd, keep, wear. The transitive 
verbs are causative and the direct objects that follow them have an affected 
role. In this positioner role the participant is in control, but the situation is 
not resultative in that no change is indicated in the positioner during the 
period in which the situation lasts: 

I have lived in London most of The hijacker was holding a revolver. 
my life. 

They are staying at a motel. He kept himself upright. 
My friend is sitting in a chair near the door. 

Contrast the role of subjects in these two sentences: 

Your sister [positioner] is lying on the bed. [stance] 
Your book [affected] is lying on the bed. [state] 

Note [a] As with the agentive type, a purpose adverbial (to rest) or a volitional adverbial (reluctantly) 
can be added to the positioner type. 
[b] Sit down is a punctual verb. Sit may also be an action verb when it is used in the same sense 
as sit dawn, in which case the subject is agentive. 
[c] Contrast the three uses of holdin these sentences: 

Carol was holding a passenger's arm. [l]  
They were holding the passengers against their will: L21 
Do you hold a British passport? l31 

In [l] hold ['keep in grasp'] is a transitive verb related to stance verbs and Carolis positioner; in 
[2], hold ['detain'] is an activity verb and they is agentive; and in [3] hold ['have'] is a verb 
denoting relation and you is recipient (c( 10:23). In Mary held a New Zealand passport, hold is 
ambiguous between the meanings in [I] and [3] and therefore Mary may beeither positioner or 
recipient. 

Locative, temporal, and eventive subjects 
10.25 The subject may have the L O C A ~ V E  role of designating the place of the state 

or action, or the TEMPORAL role of designating its time: 

Los Angeles is foggy. ['It's foggy in Los Angeles.'] 
My tent sleeps four people. ['Four people can sleep in my tent.'] 
Thispath is swarming with ants. ['Ants are swarming all over this 

path.'] 
This jar contains coffee. ['There's coffee in this jar.'] 
Yesterday was a holiday. ['It was a holiday yesterday.'] 

Verbs following locative subjects normally have no passive or progressive 
form : 

The bag holds seven pounds. 
-*Seven pounds are held by the bag. 
-*The bag is holding seven pounds. 

An important role of the subject is EVEN~VE.  The noun at the head of the 
noun phrase is commonly deverbal (cf App. 1.47) or a nominalization (cf 
17.51): 

The match is tomorrow. 
The Norman invasion took place in 1066. 
The explosion caused many casualties. 
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The dispute over the inheritance lasted a decade. 
There has been an accident. 

Prop it subject 
10.26 There are clauses in which no participant is required. In such cases, the 

subject function may be assumed by the 'prop' word it (cf 6.17), which has 
little or no semantic content. 

Prop it mainly occurs in clauses signifying (a) time, (b) atmospheric 
conditions, and (c) distance: 

(a) time 
It's ten o'clock precisely. It's already midnight. 
It's very late. It's Sunday tomorrow. 
It's our wedding anniversary next month. 

(b) atmospheric conditions 
It's too windy in Chica~o. It's getting dark. 
It's very hot in here. It was sunny yesterday. 
Is it raining? It's freezing outside. 

(c) distance 
It's not very far to York. 
It's a long way to Denver. 
It's just one more stop to Toronto. 
It's only a hundred miles from here to Philadelphia. 

In many cases a clause with prop it subject corresponds to a clause in 
which a locative or temporal phrase is the subject (cf 10.25). The 
correspondenc4 applies for the (a) set when the subject complement refers to 
a period of time and an adverbial is present that is a noun phrase: 

It's sunday tomorrow. [l] 
-Tomorrow is Sunday. [lal 

Sentences [l] and [la] differ from the seemingly analogous [2] and [Za]: 

It's our wedping anniversary next mo~th.  [2] 
-Next month is our wedding anniversary. [2al 

The difference is clearer for [la] and [2a]. In [la] tomorrow is identified as 
Sunday, the latter having the function of subject complement and the role of 
identifying attribute. In [2a], on the other hand, next month appears to be a 
fronted adverbi,hl with consequent subject-verb inversion ('Our wedding 
anniversary takes place next month', cf: Our wedding anniversary is in 
January. - In January is our wedding anniversary.) 

With one type of exception, the correspondence also applies for the (b) set 
when an adverbial is present that is a noun phrase or a prepositional phrase 
containing a noun phrase: 

It's too windy in Chicago. .V Chicago is too windy. 
It was sunny yesterday. Yesterday was sunny. 

The exception is when the verb is not a copula (for example, rain or snow): 

It's raining in Manchester. .r *Manchester is raining. 
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The correspondence generally applies for the (c) set: 

It's not far to York. 
-York is not far. 

It's only a hundred miles from here to Philadelphia. 
-Philadelphia is only a hundred miles from here. 

The (c) set readily allows prepositional phrases as subject (cf 10.15): 

To York is not very far. 
From here to Philadelphia is only a hundred miles. 

Note [a] Prop it has also been termed 'ambient' it, in accordance with the view that it has some 
generalized reference to the environment in a given context. Thus, we can use it for a more 
restricted environment in It's too muddy to walk. In clauses of time and weather the environment 
may be general and unspecified, but it may be specified by a locative or temporal phrase, as in It 
was very chilly in my bedroom or in some of the examples given above. Another term for prop it is 
'expletive'it, the term indicating the view that this it merely fills a syntactic gap (that of subject) 
and is otherwise meaningless. 
[b] On other uses of it as a personal pronoun, c/ 6.15J The prop subject it here should be 
distinguished from the anticipatory it of sentences like If was a great pleasure to see you again (c/ 
18.33h, where it has cataphiric reference to a postponed clausal subject (To see you again was a 
great pleasure). 

Locative object 
10.27 We turn now to roles of the direct object. The most typical role of the direct 

object, that of the affected participant, has been mentioned in 10.19. The 
direct object may have a LOCATIVE role with such verbs as walk, swim, pass, 
jump, turn, leave, reach, surround, cross, climb (cf further examples in 9.31): 

We walked the streets. ['We walked through the streets.'] 
She swam the river. ['She swam across the river.'] 
He passed a cyclist. ['He passed by a cyclist.'] 
The horse jumped thefence. ['The horse jumped over the fence.'] 

Superficially, these objects may seem to be adverbials with an omitted 
preposition (cf: We stayed three days, 9.40ff). In most cases their status as 
objects is clear, however, from their ability to assume subject role in a 
corresponding passive clause, eg: The fence was jumped by the horse. 

Note [a] We should include here locative objects after such verbs as occupy and inhabit, where no 
preposition can be inserted: 

We occupy a spacious apartment. 
They had inhabited the island for over a century. 

BrE may have a locative object after visit: 
They are visiting Amsterdam. 

AmE, on the other hand, restricts the direct object to personal reference, and requires uisit in for 
places. In informal AmE, visit with is used in the meaning 'chat with': 

I was visiting with Carol yesterday outside the bank. 
[b] A related category of object consists of phrases of extent (He ran a mile; cf10.13). 

-- 

Resultant object 
10.28 A RESULTANT object is an object whose referent exists only by virtue of the 

activity indicated by the verb: 
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The more frequent eventive object can sometimes be related to a cognate . 

object in that it substitutes for the major lexical meaning of the verb whereas 
the cognate object repeats the lexical meaning. Compare: 

Baird invented television. They are designing a new car. 
John has painted a new picture. She made afire. 
I'm writing a letter. I baked a cake. 

Theyfiught for a long time. [verb + adverbial] 
They fought a longfight. [verb + cognate object] 
They had a longfight. [verb + eventive object] 

With an agentive subject and an affected object, one may always capture 
part of the meaning of aclause (eg: Xdestroyed Y) by saying 'X did something 
to Y'; but this does not apply to a resultant object: Baird invented television 
does not imply 'Baird did something to television'. Contrast the affected 
object in I'm digging theground with the resultant object in I'm digging a hole. 

In one type of resultant object, the activity recreates the referent: 

The construction with the eventive object provides greater weight than the 
corresponding SV type, especially if there are no optional adverbials, and is 
often preferred to the S V  construction in informal English. 

Some noun heads in eventive objects are not derived from verbs. For 
example there is no verb effort, although an effort is eventive in I'm making an 
effort, and whereas work in He did some work is deverbal, there is no related 
verb for homework in He did some homework; other examples: have a game, 
have a haircut, make fun (of), make peace (with), (c$ make war (on)).In some 
instances, the verb is not normally used intransitively: I made a mistakelan 
attemptla correction. In other instances, the combination clearly does not 
have the same meaning as the verb alone, eg: make love (to), take trouble 
(over), make a dgerence. In a few instances, the combination has (or may 
have) a passive meaning, particularly with have: 

She acted the part of Ophelia. They are playing the Egmont Overture. 

Note [a] Other terms for the resultant object are'object of result' and 'effected object'. 
[b] We should distinguish between I baked a cake, where a cake is resultant, and I baked some 
potatoes, wheresomepotatoes is affected. Contrast similarly: 

Shecooked a meal. [resultant] 
She cooked some carrots. [affected] 
He's frying an omelet. [resultant] 
He's frying an egg. [affected] 

[c] In some cases it may be unclear whether the activity createsor recreates the referent: 
Janet told me a joke. 

I had a fright. ['I was frightened.'] 
The baby's having a bath. ['The baby is being bathed.'] 
I'll have a shampoo, if I may. ['I want my hair to be shampooed.'] 
He took offence at my remarks. ['He was offended by my remarks.'] 

Cogna te  object  
10.29 A COGNATE object is similar to a resultant object in that it refers to an event 

indicated by the verb: 

Chris will sing a song for us. She lived a good life. 
They fought a cleanfight. He breathed his last breath. 
He died a miserable death. 

Here are some common collocations.of verb and eventive object where the 
noun heads in the object are derived from verbs: 

DO adance a leftlright turn a somersault 
a dive a report a translation 
a drawing a sketch some work 

In this type of Abject, the noun head is semantically and often morphologically 
related to the verb. The object can therefore not be considered a participant. 
Its semantic function is to repeat, wholly or partially, the meaning of the 
verb. Most cognate objects tend to convey a rather orotund style. 

The noun is generally modified. The verb and theobject are then equivalent 
to the verb an&,a corresponding adverbial: 

g Verbal nouns are commonly used as objects, eg: 
some cleaning some repairing 
some drawing some sewing 
some knitting some thinking 
some painting some writing 

\ 
They fought a cleanfight. They fought cleanly. 

Note [a] The object of ran a race might also be classed as a cognate object, although it is like a locative 
object in being replaceable by a prepositional phrase: ran in a race. 
[b] There are rare cases in which it is the meaning of the subject that is presupposed by the verb: 
The frost froze har Day dawned, The wind is blowing. P 

id GET a glance (at), a look (at), a shot at (informal), a view (of) 

GIVE advice, an answer, a cheer, consideration (to), a cough, a cry, a 
definition, a description, encouragement, an explanation, help (to), a kick, 
a kiss, a laugh, a nod, permission, a push, a reply, a sigh, a smile, a wash, 
a wave Eventive object  

10.30 A frequent type of object generally takes the form of a.deverba1 noun 
preceded by a common verb of general meaning, such as do, give, have, make, 
take. This EVE'WIVE object (cf 10.25) is semantically an extension of the verb 
and bears the major part of the meaning. Compare: 

HAVE an argument, a bash (informal), a bath, a bite (informal), a chat 
(informal.), a dream, a drink, an effect, a fight, a guess (esp BrE), a 
holiday (esp BrE), an influence (on/over), a lie down (informal BrE), a 
look (at), a meeting, a nap (informal), a quarrel, a rest, a seat, a shave, a 
shower, a sleep, a smoke, a swim, a talk, a taste, a walk, a wash . They are arguing. [verb only] 

They are having an argument. [verb + eventive object] 



MAKE an accusation (against), an agreement (with), allowances (for), an 
attack (on), a bargain (with), acall (on), a choice, acomment, a contribution 
(to), a copy (of), a criticism (of), a decision, a discovery (that), an escape, a 
fuss, a guess, (an) inquiry (intojof), an impression (on), an improvement 
(on), an investigation (intolof), a note (of), an objection (to), an observation 
(that), an offer (that), a payment, a promise (that), a proposal (that), a 
recommendation (that), a reduction in, a reference to, a report (on), a 
request (thatlfor), a start, a suggestion, a turn, use of 

OFFER an apology, one's resignation, a suggestion 

PAY attention (to), a call (on), a visit (to) 

PUT emphasis on, an end to, a question to, a stop to 

TAKE a bath, a bite (informal), a breath, care (of), a dislike to, a dive, a 
drink, a glance (at), a guess, a look (at), a nap, (a) note (of), notice (of), 
offence (at), a photograph (of), pity (on), a rest, a risk, a seat, a shower, a 
shave, a sleep, a smoke, a swim, a vacation (esp AmE), a walk, a wash 

It will be noticed that several noun phrases collocate with both have and 
take. In such cases, have is the typical British verb and take is the typical 
American verb. 

Most of the subjects in clauses with an eventive object are agentive. But 
some are recipient (or experiencer, 10.21 Note [e]): Bill got a view of the 
candidate, I had a wonderful dream, Sally took an instant dislike to the new 
tenant. Others are affected: Saul took a fall, The team has taken a beating, At 
the sudden noise Bob gave a jump. The verbs do, make, offer, pay, and put 
always take agentive subjects. 

I 

Note [a] Haw can more easily take an affected subject than take: The baby's having a bath (also in 
AmE), generally not ?*The baby's taking a bath. Do and make overlap in the eventive objects 
they can take, but only do takes -ing verbal nouns. 
[b] The verbs vacation <esp AmE) and holiday (esp BrE) are less usual than the expanded 
constructions. 
[c] Contrast: 1 She gave a shriek. [an involuntary shriek] \ She had a good sdriek. [voluntary and for own enjoyment] 

She did a (good) shriek. [a performance before an audience] 

Instrumental dbject 
10.31 The object may occasionally be instrumental (cf 10.21): 

We employ a computer for our calculations. 
She is playing thepiano. 
He nodded his head. 

Note Occasionally the notion of instrument is incorporated into the verb: 
He headed the ball into the goal. ['He hit the ball with his head . . .'l 
He kicked the ball into the goal. ['He hit the ball with his foot. . .'l 

This applies to nod, too: his head in the example in the text would be implied if omitted. 
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,P  Affected indirect object 

, $$ 10.32 The indirect object normally takes the role of recipient (cf 10.19, and Note 
:B [c] below). It occasionally takes an affected role with a few of the verbs that 
<,l,- combine with an eventive object (cf 10.30). The most common verb in the g 

S g;< 
latter construction is give: 

She gave me a push. ['She pushed me.'] 
I gave Helen a nudge. ['I nudged Helen.'] 
We gave the baby a bath. ['We bathed the baby.'] 
I should give the car a wash. ['I should wash the car.'] 
Give the car a push. ['Push the car.'] 
Judith paid me a visit. ['Judith visited me.'] 
Derek owes us a treat. ['It's Derek's turn to treat us.'] 

The indirect object has the same role as the affected direct object in the 
paraphrases. Unlike the recipient indirect object, the affected indirect object 
is not normally paraphrasable by a prepositional phrase: 

I gave Helen a nudge. 
'L. ?I gave a nudge to Helen. 

The reason is that this type of construction is intended to focus on the 
nominal equivalent of the verb (nudge in this example) and therefore the 
direct object should receive end-focus (cf 18.3fl. 

Note [a] In this use, giw may be compared with get, haw, and receiw in a parallel passive sense: Igot 
a surprise, The car has had apalish, I received a shock. There is also an interesting equivalence of 
They gaw (or shot) each other glances and They exchangedgtances ['They glanced at each other.]. 
[b] We should include here metaphorical uses of other verbs, where paraphrases indicate that 
the indirect object has an affected role: Itaught hima lesson [roughly ' I  disciplined him.']. 
[c] The indirect object has the role of 'comitative' ['together with'] or perhaps 'opposition' in 
this example: 

I played Sam a game of chess. ['I played a game of chess withlagainst Sam.'] 

Summary 
10.33 As a summary, we present in Table 10.33 over page the chief semantic 

functions for each clause type, with example sentences. Although, as the 
, table shows, the semantic functions of the elements (particularly S and Od) 

are quite varied, there are certain clear restrictions, such as that the object 
cannot be agentive; a subject (except in the passive) cannot be resultative; 
an indirect object normally has only two functions - those of affected and 
recipient. The following system of priorities generally obtains: 

l If there is an agentive, external causer, or positioner, it is S; if not, 
If there is an instrument, it is S; if not, 
If there is an affected, it is S; if not, 

I If there is a temporal, locative, or eventive, it may be S; if not, 
The prop word it is S. 

Naturally, in passive clauses the role of the direct or indirect object is 
assigned to the subject. 
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Table 10.33 Semantic roles 

Type S 0, 0, 

SVC aff 
agent 
loc 
temp 
event 
it 

S V A  aff 
agent 
POS 
event 

S V  agent 
POS 
aff 
ext 
it 

SVO agent aff 
ext aff 
POS aff 
instr aff 
recip 
agent 

aff.. 
reap 

instr recip 
agent loc 
loc ' aff 
agent 1 cog 
agent result 
agent event 
agent instr 

SVOC agent a ff 
ext aff 
instr aff 
recip I aff 

SVOA agent aff 
ext aff 
instr aff 
recip aff 

I 

svoo agent rehp aff 
agent aff event 
agent recip result 

C, CO A 

attrib 
attrib 
attrib 
attrib 
attrib 
attrib 

loc 
loc 
loc 
temp 

attrib 
attrib 
attrib 
attrib \ 

loc 
loc 
loc 
loc 

ext(erna1 causer) 
instr(ument) 
(prop) it 
loc(ative) 

I Example 

She's happy. 
He turned traitor. 
The Sahara is hot. 
Last night was warm. 
The show was interesting. 
It's windy. 

He was at school. 
She got into the car. 
He b lying on the flour. 
The meeting is at eight. 

He was working. 
She is standing. 
The curtains disappeared. 
The wind is blowing. 
It's raining. 

He threw the ball. 
Lightning struck the house. 
He is holding a knife. 
The stone broke the window. 
She has a car. 
We paid the bus driver. 
The will beneJils us all. 
They climbed the mountain. 
The bus seats thirty. 

1 Theyfought a cleinjight. 
I wrote a letter. ' They had an argument. 
He nodded h b  head. 

He declared her the winner. 
The sun turned it yellow. 
The revolver made him afaid. 

1 Ifound it strange. 

Heplaced it on the shelf: 
The storm drove the ship ashore. 
A car knocked it down. 
Iprejer them on toast. 

Ibought her a gf t .  
She gave the door a kick. 
She knitted me a sweater 
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Subject-verb concord 

General rule 
10.34 CONCORD (also termed 'agreement') can be defined as the relationship 

between two grammatical units such that one of them displays a particular 
feature (eg plurality) that accords with a displayed (or semantically implicit) 
feature in the other. The most important type of concord in English is 
concord of 3rd person number between subject and verb. The normally 
observed rule is very simple: 

A singular subject requires a singular verb: 

My daughter watches television after supper. [singular subject + 
singular verb] 

A plural subject requires a plural verb: 

My daughters watch television after supper. [plural subject + 
plural verb] 

When the subject is realized by a noun phrase, the phrase counts as 
singular if its head is singular: 

The CHANGE in male attitudes is most obvious in industry. 
The CHANGES in male attitude are most obvious in industry. 

Finite and nonfinite clauses generally count as singular: 

How you got there doesn't concern me. 
To treat them as hostages is criminal. 
Smoking cigarettes is dangerous to your health. 

Prepositional phrases and adverbs functioning as subject (cf 10.15) also count 
as singular: 

In the evenings is best for me. Slowly does it! 

An apparent exception for clauses is the nominal relative clause. Nominal 
relative clauses are on the continuum from clause to noun phrase (cf 15.8f). 
For the purpose of concord, their number depends on the interpretation of 
the number of the wh-element. With the determiners what and whatever, the 
concord depends on the number of the determined noun. Contrast [3] and [4] 
below: 

What were supposed to be new proposals were in fact 
modifications of earlier ones. 111 

What was once a palace is now a pile of rubble. [a 
Whatever book a Times reviewer praises sells well. [31 
What ideas he has are his wife's. [4] 

A verb counts as singular if the first verb in a finite verb phrase has a 
singular form: 

no intention of spending a vacation with me. My sons have 

been sent to every applicant. Two letters have 
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The application of the general rule is restricted in several general respects: 

(1) Except for the verb BE, the verb shows a distinction of number only in 
the 3rd person present. Hence, the verb generally does not show concord in 
the past: 

watched television after supper. 
My daughters 

The verb BE displays concord also in the 3rd person past: 

My daughter was watching television in my bedroom. 
My daughters were watching television in my bedroom. 

(2) Number concord is displayed only in the indicative. Nonfinite verbs, 
imperatives, and subjunctives make no number distinctions. 

(3) Modal auxiliaries (cf 3.39ff) make no number distinctions: 

may watch television after supper. 
My daughters 

Note [a] I t  is possible to generalize the rule of concord to 'A subject which is not clearly semantically 
plural requires a singular verb'; that is, to treat singular as the unmarked form, to be used in 
neutral circumstances, where no positive indication of plurality is present. This would explain, 
in addition to clausal subjects, the tendency in informal speech for is/was to follow the pseudo- 
subject there in existential sentences such as There's hundreds of people on the waiting list (cf 
18.44n. Similarly, interrogati9e who and what as subjects normally take a singular verb even 
when the speaker has reason to believe that more than one person or entity is involved: Who is 
making a/ /  that noise?However, a plural verb may be used if other words in thesentence indicate 
that a plural subject:is expected in the answer (Who have not receiued theirposses?). 

On the other han'd, the principle of proximity (cf 10.35) effects a change from singular to 
plural more often than the reverse, perhaps because the plural is the form that ismorphologically 
unmarked. 
[b] Apparent excephons to the concord rule arise with singular nouns ending with the -S of the 
plural inflection (measles, billiads, mo!hema!ics, etc, cf 5.75). or conversely plural nouns lacking 
the inflection (cattle,people, clergy, etc. cf 5.78): 

Measles is sometimes serious. Our people are complaining. 
[c] Plural phrases (inpluding coordinate phrases) count as singular if they are used as names, 
titles, quotations, etc (cf further 17.90): \ 

Crime and Punisllment is perhaps the best constructed of Dostoyevsky's novels, but The 
Brothers Karamazou is undoubtedly his masterpiece. 

'The Cedars'has a huge garden. 
'Senior citizens'means, in common parlance, people over sixty. 

Such noun phrases can be regarded as appositive structures with an implied singular head: the 
book 'Crime and Punrbhment', the expression 'senior citizens'. The titles of some works that are 
collections of stories, ktc, may be counted as either singular or plural: 

The Canterbury Tales {zy} in many manuscripts. 
. , 

[d] On the treatment of data, media, criteria, and phenomena as singular nouns, c/ 5.91, 5.98 
Note. 
[e] Zero plural nouns (c/ 5.86) do not display number. Hence, when they are subject and the verb 
is a modal or simple past, number differences manifest themselves only covertly through pronoun 
reference (c/ covert gender, 5.104): 

The sheep jumped over the fence, didn't "? {they? 
[a It is a peculiarity of English that -S is the regular inflection for singular in the verb but for 
plural in the noun. 
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Principles of grammatical concord, notional concord, 
and proximity 

10.35 The rule that the verb matches its subject in number may be called the 
principle of GRAMMATICAL CONCORD. Difficulties over concord arise through 
occasional conflict between this and two other principles: the principle of 
NOTIONAL CONCORD and the principle of PROXIMITY. 

Notional concord is agreement of verb with subject according to the notion 
of number rather than with the actual presence of the grammatical marker 
for that notion. In British English, for example, collective nouns such as 
government are often treated as notionally plural: 

The government have broken all their promises. (BrE) 

In this example, the plural notion is signalled not only by the plural verb 
have, but also by the pronoun their. 

The principle of proximity, also termed 'attraction', denotes agreement of 
the verb with a closely preceding noun phrase in preference to agreement 
with the head of the noun phrase that functions as subject: 

?No one except his own supporters agree with him. 

The preceding plural noun supporters has influenced the choice of the plural 
verb agree, although the subject No one except his own supporters is 
grammatically singular, since the head no one is singular. On the other hand, 
the proximity principle is here reinforced by notional concord ('Only his own 
supporters agree with him'), making the sentence somewhat more acceptable 
than if the proximity principle alone applied. The choice of the verb may 
also be influenced by preceding coordinated noun phrases, even if they are 
singular: 

?*A good knowledge of English, Russian, and French are required for 
this position. 

Conflict between grammatical concord and attraction through proximity 
tends to increase with the distance between the noun phrase head of the 
subject and the verb, for example when the postmodifier is lengthy or when 
an adverbial or a parenthesis intervenes between the subject and the verb. 
Proximity concord occurs mainly in unplanned discourse. In writing it will 
be corrected to grammatical concord if it is noticed. 

The three principles and their interaction will be illustrated below in three 
areas where concord causes some problems: where the subject contains (a) a 
collective noun head; (b) coordination; and (c) an indefinite expression. 

English speakers are often uncertain about the rules of concord. 
Prescriptive teaching has insisted rather rigidly on grammatical concord, 
with the result that people often experience a conflict between this rule and 
the rule of notional concord, which tends to prevail over it. When the 
proximity principle is followed in defiance of the other principles, the result 
is likely to be condemned as an error. 

Note [a] The principle of notional concord accounts for the common use of a singular with subjects 
that are plural noun phrases of quantity or measure. The entity expressed by the noun phrase is 
viewed as a single unit: 
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Ten dollars is all I have left. ['That amount is. . .'l 
Fifteen years representsa long period of his life. ('That period is. . .'l 
Two miles is as far as they can walk. ['That distance is. . .'] 
Two thirds of the area isunder water. ['That area is. . .'l 
C/: Sixypeople meansa hugeparty. ('That number of people means. . .'l 

[b] We also find a type of number concord at the phrase level in that certain determiners agree 
in number with their noun heads that idea, those ideas. There are apparent exceptions with 
measure noun phrases: 

tltat five dollars (also: those five dollars) every few miles 
this last two weeks(also: these last two weeks) each ten ounces 
another two days another five per cent 
a happy three months 

A few and a gwdmany function as units: 
agood many friends a few days 

[cl Grammatical concord is usually obeyed for more than and many a,  though it may conflict 
with notional concord: 

More than a thousand inhabitants haue signed the petition. [l] 
More than one member has protested against the proposal. L21 
Many a member has protested against the proposal. [31 

Although the subject is notionally plural in 121 and [3], the singular is preferred because member 
is analysed as head of the noun phrase. Contrast: 

~ n ~ " , " e ~ ~ ~ s t h a n  
haul protested against the proposal. 

Collective nouns and notional concord 
10.36 Singular collective nouns may be notionally plural. In BrE the verb may be 

either singular or plural: 

The audienbe were enjoying every minute of it. [ l]  
The public are tired of demonstrations. [21 
England have won the cup. [31 
Our Planning Committee have considered your request. L41 

The choice between singular or plural verbs depends in BrE on whether the 
group is being cqnsidered as a single undivided body, or as a collection of 
individuals. Thus,, in BrE plural is more likely in [l] than singular, because 
attention is directed at the individual reactions of members of the audience. 
On the other hand, the singular is more likely in these sentences: 

The audience was enormous. 
The public cynsists of you and me. 
The crowd hps been dispersed. 

In contrast to [la], The audience were enormous might be interpreted to refer 
to an audience of enormous people. On the whole, the plural is more popular 
in speech, whereas in the more inhibited medium of writing the singular is 
probably preferred. It is generally safer in BrE to use the singular verb where 
there is doubt, in obedience to grammatical concord. 

AmE generally treats singular collective nouns as singular. Terms for the 
government and for sports teams are nearly always treated as singular in 
AmE, but other terms may (less commonly than in BrE) take plural verbs: 

The administration has announced its plans forstimulating theeconomy. 
America has won the cup. 
The public has a right to know. [also in AmE: The public have a right to 

know.] 
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But, as in BrE, plural pronouns are often used in AmE to refer to singular 
collective nouns: 

The committee has not yet decided how they should react to the 
Governor's letter. 

Note [a] If thecollective noun subject occurs in the plural, the verb is of course plural in both BrE and 
AmE: The various committees are now meeting to discuss yourproposal. 
[b] When a noun referring to a collection of people has plural concord, the pronouns for which 
it is antecedent tend to be who/whom/they/them rather than whichlit. Compare: 

a family who quarrel amongst themselws 
a family which dates back to the Norman Conquest 

[c] Couple in the sense of two persons normally has a plural verb even in AmE: The couple are 
happily married. When it denotes a unit, the singular verb is used: Each couple was asked to 
complete a form. 

Coordinated subject 

Coordination with and 
10.37 When a subject consists of two or more noun phrases (or clauses) coordinated 

by and, a distinction has to be made between coordination and coordinative 
apposition (cf 10.39). 

Coordination comprises cases that correspond to fuller coordinate forms. 
A plural verb is used even if each conjoin is singular: 

Tom and Alice are now ready. ['Tom is now ready and Alice is 
now ready.'] 

What I say and what I think are my own affair. ['What I say is my own 
affair and what I think is my own affair'; but cf: What Zsay anddo is 
my own afair, 10.381 

A plural verb is similarly required in asyndetic coordination (without a 
coordinator): 

His camera, his radio, his money were confiscated by the 
customs officials. 

Conjoins expressing a mutual relationship (cf 13.60), even though they can 
only indirectly be treated as reductions of clauses in this way, also take a 
plural verb: 

Your problem and mine are similar. ['Your problem is similar to mine 
and mine is similar to yours.'] 

What I say and do are two different things. ['What I say is one thing 
and what I do is another thing.'] 

Note [a] If a singular noun phrase is followed by etc and similar abbreviatory expressions (and so on, 
andsoforth), a plural verb is normal: 

The size etc are less important for our purposes. 
[bl Preposed each or euery has a distributive effect and requires a singular verb: 

Every adult and every child was holding a flag. 
Each senator and congressman was allocated two seats. 

Contrast: 
Each of them has signed the petition. They haw each signed the petition. 
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[C] The  coordination markers respectiue and respectiuely (cf 13.62n occur in coordination, but 
not in coordinative apposition. 
[d] The  principle of notional concord explains: 

The hammer and sickle was flying from the flagpole. 
Danish bacon and eggs makes a good solid English breakfast. 
The Bat and Ball sells good beer. 

Despite the coordination, the subject names a single flag, a single meal, and a single pub 
respectively. Contrast: 

Danish bacon and eggs sellvery well in London. 
[e] Arithmetical sums may be used with a singular or plural verb: 

Two and two{fre}four. 

So also Ten timesfiue is (or are)fijry; Twofiues make (or makes) ten. But Twofiues are ten; Ten 
minus two is eight; Ten intofirfly isfiue. 

Coordination within a singular subject 
10.38 A singular noncount noun head may be premodified by phrases coordinated 

by and. As subject, the resulting noun phrase may imply two (or more) 
separate sentences, and may then be legitimately followed by a plural verb: 

American and Dutch beer are (both) much lighter than British beer. 
['American beer is . . . and Dutch beer is. . .'] 

White and brown sugar are (equally) acceptable for this recipe. 

But a singular verb is often used in this context, and is required when the 
phrases are postmodifying: 

Beer from America and Holland is much lighter than British beer. 

When the subject is a nominal relative clause, coordination reduction 
allows some variation in number interpretation: . 

What I say and do are my own affair. ['What I say is. . . and what I 
do.  . .':; cf 10.371 

What I say and do is my own affair. ['That which I say and do. . .'] 
A generic noun phrase with a singular count head requires a plural verb 

when the head ,is premodified and the premodification contains coordination 
by and: I 

i \ 
The short-term and (the) long-term loan are handled very differently by 

the bank. 
A first-language and (a) second-language learner share some strategies 

in their acquisition of the language. 

These noun p$rases are notionally plural ('short-term and long-term loans'; 
'first-language and second-language learners'). 

Coordinative apposition 
10.39 With the less, common CooRDrNATIvE APPOSITION, no reduction is implied, 

since each of the coordinated units has the same reference. Hence, a singular 
verb is required if each noun phrase is singular: 

This temple of ugliness and memorial to Victorian bad taste was 
erected in the main street of the city. 

The two opening noun phrases here both refer to one entity (a statue). The 
following example, however, could have either a singular or plural verb, 
depending on the meaning: 

His aged servant and the subsequent editor of his collected papers 

{ E ~ ]  with him at his deathbed. 

Singular was is used if the servant and the editor are the same person, and 
plural were if they are two different people. 

Some latitude is allowed in the interpretation of abstract nouns: 

Your fairness and impartiality {tze] been much appreciated. 

Her calmness and confidence astonishing. 
{:re} 

Law and order {tze} been established. 

Invoking the principIe of notional concord, we may use either singular or 
plural, depending on whether qualities are seen as separate or as a complex 
unity. 

Note [a] The correlatives both. . . and.  . . (c/ 13.35) mark coordination in subject noun phrases: Both 
her caln~nessand her confidenceareastonishing. Withsubject wmplements they markcoordinative 
apposition: She is both secretary and treasurer. Contrast: 

Both my wife and my secretaly were there. [two persons] 
She was both my wife and my secretary. [one person] 

[b] Noun phrases are usually apposed without a coordinator. If they are subject, a singular verb 
is of course required if the noun phrases themselves are singular: 

This templeof ugliness, a memorial to Victorian bad taste, war erected in the main street of 
the citv. 

[C] A repeated determiner biases the choice to plural: 
Your fairness and your impartiality have been much appreciated. 

Quasi-coordination 
10.40 Subject noun phrases may be linked by quasi-coordinators (cf 13.103), ie 

prepositions (such as along with, rather than, and as well as) that are 
semantically similar to coordinators. Grammatical concord requires a 
singular verb if the first noun phrase is singular: 

The captain, as well as the other players, was tired. 
One speaker after another was complaining about the lack of 

adequate sanitation. 

Occasionally the principle of notional concord (sometimes combined with 
the proximity principle) prompts the plural, especially in loosely expressed 
speech: 

?One man with his wife, both looking very anxious, were pleading with a 
l guard to let them through. 

?The President, together with his advisors, are preparing a statement on 
the crisis. 
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If an  adverbial is attached to a second noun phrase linked to the first noun 
phrase by and, the construction is considered parenthetic, and grammatical 
concord similarly requires the verb to agree in number with the first noun 
phrase : 

A writer, and sometimes an artist, is invited to address the society. 
The ambassador - and perhaps his wife too - is likely to be present. 

The same grammatical rule applies when the second phrase is negative, 
whether or not linked by and, though here the principle of notional concord 
reinforces the use of the singular: 

The Prime Minister, (and) not the monarch, decides government policy. 

. Coordination with or and nor 
10.41 The rules are different for subject phrases or clauses which are coordinated 

with (either. . .) or: 

Either the Mayor or her deputy [l]  

What I say or what I think [2] 

Either the strikers or the bosses misunderstood the claim. [3] 

{ }at fault. Either your brakes or your eyesight .,are [41 

 ith her yo+ eyesight or your brakes {?r} at fault. 151 

All these involve nonappositional coordination. Grammatical concord is 
clear when each member of the coordination has the same number: when 
they are both singular (as in [l] and [2]), the verb is singular; when they are 
both plural (as in [3]), the verb is plural. A dilemma arises when one member 
is singular and the other plural (as in [4] and [5]). Notionally, or is disjunctive, 
so that each member is separately related to the verb rather than the two 
members being considered one unit, as when the coordinator is additive and. 
Since the dilemma is not clearly resolvable by the principles of grammatical 
concord or notional concord, recourse is generally had to the principle of 
proximity: whichever phrase comes last determines the number of the verb, 
as in 141 and [51; 

Where the disjunctive force is weak and or approaches the meaning of 
and, the plural verb is sometimes found with singular subject phrases, 
especially in informal usage: 

Jogging or swimming supposed to be good for the heart. 

When or is used for coordinative apposition (cf 10.39), grammatical 
concord requires the number of the verb to agree with the first appositive if 
the two appositives differ in number: 

The hero, or main protagonist, is Major Coleman. 
The hawks, or bellicose officials, are in the ascendancy. 
Gobbledygook, or the circumlocutions of bureaucratic language, is 

intentionally difficult to understand. 
The circumlocutions of bureaucratic language, or gobbledygook, are 

intentionally difficult to understand. 

The rules for the negative correlatives neither. . . nor are the same as for 
either. . . or in formal usage. In less formal usage, they are treated more like 
and for concord. Thus, [6] is more natural in speech than [7]: 

Neither he nor his wife haue arrived. 
Neither he nor his wife has arrived. 

This preference is probably connected with the use of the plural verb with 
neither as a determiner or pronoun (cf10.42), but it may also reflect notional 
concord in that logically 'neither X nor Y' can be interpreted as a union of 
negatives: 'both (not-X) and (not-Y)'. 

If the number alternatives for the verb are both felt to be awkward, 
speakers may avoid making a choice by postposing the second noun phrase 
or sometimes by substituting a modal auxiliary (cf10.44): 

Either your brakes are at  fault or your eyesight is. 
He hasn't arrived, nor has his wife. 
Either your brakes or your eyesight may be at  fault. 

Note [a] The coordinating correlatives nor. . . but and nor only/jwt/mereIy. . . but (alsojeven) behave 
like or with respect to number concord: 

Not only he but his wife has amved. 
Not (only)one but all of us were invited. 
Not just the students but even their teacher irenjoying the film. 

Where the noun phrases differ in number, the principle of proximity determines the concord. 
[b] The mixed expressions one or two and between one and two follow the principle of proximity 
in having plural concord: 

One or two reasons were suggested. 
Similarly one and plus a fraction or percentage has plural concord, since the notion of plural 
applies not to at least two but to more than one: 

One and a half years haue passed since we last met. 
The selection of the plural is reinforced also by the principle of proximity. But note: 

A year and a half has passed. 
The conjoint phrase is treated like 'a period of a year and a half', though the singular verb may 
be reinforced by the immediately preceding a hall. 

Indefinite expressions as subject 
10.42 Another area of ambivalence for subject-verb number concord is that of 

l indefinite expressions of amount or quantity, especially with the determiners 
and with the pronouns no, none, all, some, any, and fractions such as half. 
They have both count and noncount uses. 

With noncount nouns (present or implied), the verb is of course singular: 

So far no money has been spent on repairs. 
None (of the money) has been spent on repairs. 
Some cement has arrived. 
Some (of the cement) has arrived. 
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With plural count nouns (present or implied) the verb is plural: 

No people of that name live here. 
Some books have been placed on the shelves. 

(of the books) have been placed on the shelves. All 
Half 

None with plural count nouns is in divided usage: 

been placed on the shelves. 

Prescriptive grammars have tended to insist on the singular verb, but notional 
concord invites a plural verb, which tends to be more frequently used and is 
generally accepted even in formal usage. With either and neither the singular 
is generally used : 

and either 
The two guests have arrived, 

But a plural verb sometimes occurs in informal usage when either or 
(particularly) neither is followed by a prepositional phrase with a plural 
complement, both because of notional concord and because of the proximity 
rule : 

of them are welcome. ['Both are (not) welcome.'] (informal) 
Neither , 

The plural is eJen more favoured in such constructions with none: 

None of them have been placed on the shelves. 

10.43 The proximity principle may lead to plural concord even with indefinites 
such as each, every, everybody, anybody, and nobody (or indefinite phrases 
such as every one, any one), which are othknvise unambivalently singular: 

Nobody, not even the teachers, listening. 

{ was } pleased Every memper of the vast crowd of 50000 people ?were 

to see hid.  

Although these sentences might well be uttered in casual speech, or 
inadvertently written down, most people would probably regard them as 
ungrammatical, because they flatly contradict grammatical concord. 

Other, more acceptable, instances arise with expressions involving kind 
and number. The number choice in the verb is usually influenced by notional 
concord : 

::) {F:d} of 
are dangerous. (informal) 

type 

A (large) number of people have applied for the job. 
The majority are Moslems. 
Lots of the stuff is going to waste. (informal) 

[l] illustrates an idiomatic anomaly: there is a discrepancy in number 
between the noun and the determiner those, as well as with the verb. 
Rephrasing can avoid the anomaly: 

Those kinds of parties are 
That kind of party is 
Parties of that kind are 

[2] and [3] show seemingly singular phrases being treated as plural; notionally 
they are equivalent to many and most. Use of the singular in these sentences 
would be considered pedantic in [2], and unacceptable in [3] because of the 
plural complement (cf the pedantic but acceptable The majority agrees with 
me). The opposite phenomenon, attraction to the singular, is observed in [4] 
where lots of is treated as if equivalent to singular plenty of and much of; but 
the singular is also influenced by the proximity of singular stuff. Contrast: 

Lots of people are coming to our party. 

Notional concord ('many people') is reinforced by the proximity of plural 
people. 

Note [a] For the analysis of quantifiers likea number of, cf 5.25. 
Ibl Determiners other than those or these are found in plural concord with the nouns in [I], eg: 
some, any. Like a (large) number of in [2] are locutions such as a lot of. a (whole) set of, a spate of, 
plenty of; analogous to the (or a)  majority in [3] is the (or a) minority, and to lots in [4] are many 
other informal quantifiers, such as loads oj, heops of. 
[c] The proximity principle may be extended to mean that concord is determined by whatever 
immediately precedes the verb, the position of the subject (which normally determines concord). 
The principle can then explain a singular verb in cases of inversion or of an adverbial quasi- 
subject: ?Where's the scissors?; ?Here's John and Mary; ?There's several bags missing. As what 
precedes the subject here is not marked for plural (cf 10.34 Note [a]), the singular verb follows 
by attraction. The occasional use of the singular verb in instances such as ?*Is the scissorson the 
table? and ?*Has my glasses ['spectacles'] been,fiund? may be explained by a combination of two 
factors: these summation plurals (cf 5.76) are notionally singular, though morphologically and 
syntactically plural; since the verb precedes the subject, the influence of the subject on number 
is somewhat reduced. Compare the greater unacceptability of *My glasses has been found. All 
these are colloquial examples; in formal English plural forms of the verb would be substituted. 

, [d] If a relative clause follows a noun phrase containing oneof plus a plural noun phrase, there is 
often a choice as to whether the verb in the relative clause should agree in number with one or 
with the plural noun phrase: 

He's one of those students who never get(s) a piece of work done on time. 
The choice of singular or plural can depend on whether attention is directed to the generality or 
to the uniqueness. Compare: 

Charlatanry is one of the many words in English that ore of French origin. 
[=Of the many words in English that areof French origin, charlatanry is one.] 

Charlatanry is one of the common vices that is particularly contemptible. 
[=Of the common vices, charlatanry is one that is particularly contemptible.] 

Concord of person 
10.44 In addition to 3rd person number concord with the subject, the verb in the 

present tense may have person concord (cf 3.2, 3.52) with the subject - 1st 
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and 3rd person concord with BE and only 3rd person concord with other 
verbs : 

1 am your friend. [Ist PERSON SINGULAR CONCORD] 

[3rd PERSON SINGULAR CONCORD] 
H e  knows you. 

Are is  the unmarked form for the present of BE with persons other than 1st 
and 3rd singular; in all other verbs the base form is used in the present for 
persons other than the 3rd singular. Only the past of BE has further 
distinctions: 

I was your friend. [Ist and 3rd PERSON SINGULAR CONCORD] 
H e  was your friend. 

The unmarked past form of BE - were - is used with the 2nd person singular 
and all the plural persons. Like number concord, person concord applies only 
to the indicative; the subjunctive has one form for all persons. 

A coordinate subject with and as coordinator requires a plural verb. Person 
concord does not apply, since there are no person distinctions in the plural 
(You and I know the answer; She and I are in charge). If the coordinator is or, 
either . . . or, or neither. . . nor, in accordance with the principle of proximity 
the last noun phrase determines the person of the verb: 

Neither you, nor I, nor anyone else knows the answer. 
Either my wife or I,am going. 

Because of the' awkwardness of this choice, a speaker may avoid it by using 
a modal auxiliary which is invariable for person (eg: Either my wife or I will 
be going) or by postposing the last noun phrase (eg: Either my wife isgoing or 
Iam) (cf 10.41); 

Note [a] In archaic English, there is also concord of 2nd person singular pronouns and verbs in the 
present and past (cf 6.14 Note [c]) Thou, Lord, host redeemed us; Thou didst hear my prayer. (C/ 
3.4 Note [b] for archaic 2nd and 3rd person forms of verbs.) 
[b] In relative clauses and cleft sentences, a relative pronoun subject is usually followed by a 
verb in agreement uhth its antecedent: It is I who am to blame, It is Kay who is in eonrmand, It is 
they who are complbining. But 3rd person concoh prevails in informal English where the 
objective case pronoun me is used: It's me who's to blame. Similarly, 3rd person singular may be 
used in informal English in these constructions when the pronoun you has singular reference: 
Irk you who's to blame. 

In the archaic Our Father, which art in Heaven, agreement is with the 2nd person status of the 
vocative Our Father, ie: Our Father, lhou which art in heaven. Contrast a modem version Our 
Father, who is in ~ e d v e n  Phe who is in Heaven']. 

I 

Summary 
10.45 We suggest that the following generalizations apply to the system of subject- 

verb concord in English. 

(a) The principle of GRAMMATICAL CONCORD tends to be followed in formal 
usage and has the sanction of teaching and editorial tradition. 

(b) The principle of NOTIONAL CONCORD is most natural to colloquial English. 
(c) The principle of PROXIMITY, despite its minor decisive role in cases where 

the other two provide no guidance, is generally felt to lack validity on its 
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own, and has more of an auxiliary role in supporting notional concord i n  
colloquial speech. 

Grammatical and notional concord generally work in harmony together. I t  
is only occasionally that these principles are in conflict. 

Other types of concord 

Subject-complement and object~omplement concord 
10.46 Between subject and subject complement and between direct object and 

object complement, there is usually concord of number (but not of person): 

My child is an  angel. I consider my child an angel. 
My children are angels. I consider my children angels. 

This type of concord arises naturally from the semantic role of the two 
complements (cf 10.20). There are, however, exceptions: 

My only hope for the future is my children. [also are] 
More nurses is the next item on the agenda. [also are] 
Their principal crop is potatoes. 
That man is nuts. (slang) ['insane'] 
Good manners are a rarity these days. [also is] 
The younger children are a problem. 
The next few bars are pure Tchaikovsky. [also is] 
Dogs are good company. 

Thecomplement in[1] seemscondensed, withperhapsan impliedpreposition: 
My only hope for the future is in my children. The subject of [2] may similarly 
be analysed as condensed (something like 'the question of more nurses') or 
may perhaps be treated as a title (cf 10.34 Note [c]). In [3] the subject 
complement is a generic noun phrase, which might equally be singular: Their 
principal crop is the potato. Sentences 14-81 contain a subject complement 
which, although nominal in form, has a characterizing function closer to that 
of an adjective. There is often no singular/plural contrast; for example, we 

' do not have *The houses are bricks, only The houses are brick. 

Note [a1 The complements in [l], [21, and [3] are identifying (cf 10.20), as is shown by the potentiality 
for subject-complement reversal: My children are my only hope for the future; The next item on the 
agenda is more nurses; Potatoes are their principal crop. 
[bl Pseudo-cleft constructions with a fronted object what may have a plural subject complement 
(cf10.34): 

What we need most is books. 
But what is ambivalent in number, often interpreted as equivalent to either 'the thing that' or 
'the things that', so that we also find a plural verb in concord with the subject what-clause: 

What we need most are books. 
Some prescriptive teaching requires thesingular both for the verb within the what clause and for 

I the verb that is in concord with theclause: 
What is needed most is books. 
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Wealso find a singular verb when the what-clause issubject complement, but there areobjections 
to this infringement of the concord ~ l e :  - 

?*B& is { what we need most. 
what is needed most. 

[C] If the subject is singular there is no subject-complement concord with the idioms be allears, - 
be all elbo~vs, be allfingers and thumbs. For example: f m  all ears ['I'm listening with all my 
attention.']. 

Distributive number 
10.47 The distributive plural is used in a plural noun phrase to refer to a set of 

entities matched individually with individual entities in another set: 

Have you all brought your cameras? ['Each has a camera.'] 
Hand in yourpapers next Monday. ['Each has to hand in one paper.'] 

While the distributive plural is the no*, the distributive singular may also 
be used to focus on individual instances. We therefore often have a number 
choice : 

The students raised their hand(& 

Some children have understanding fathers. 
an understanding father. 

We all have { good appetites. 
a good appetite. 

Pronouns agiee-wjth their antecedent(s). 
Their (noses need) to be wiped. 

nose needs 
The e2ercise was Aot good for their back(s). 

The singular ;is sometimes obligatory or preferable with idioms and 
metaphors: 1 

We are keeping an open mind. [?open minds] 
They vented their spleen on him. [*their spleens] 
They can't put their finger on what's wrong. [*theirfingers] 

The distributive,singular is sometimes used to avoid ambiguity: 
I 

Students were asked to name their favourite sport. 

The singular makes it clear that only one sport was to be named. Similarly: 

Children must be accompanied by aparent. 

Pronoun reference 
10.48 Agreement betdeen a pronoun and its antecedent (cf 12.88) should probably 

be considered coreference rather than grammatical concord, but it is 
appropriate to treat the phenomenon here. 

Concord of number, person, and gender is necessary between subject on 
the one hand, and object or complement on the other hand, if the second 
element is a reflexive pronoun (cf 6.238): 

He injured himserfin both legs. 
She bought herselfa raincoat. 
I haven't been myselffor weeks. ['I haven't felt well.'] 
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The same concord relation holds when the reflexive pronoun occurs in other 
functions (eg as prepositional complement), or when the emphatic genitive 
his own, etc is used : 

She's making a sweater for herseg 
Iwrote to them about myself. 
They're ruining their own chances. 

For coreference relations of the type exemplified by Everybody. . . their, cf 
10.50. 

Note [a] In BrE, collective noun subjects permit, as one might expect, plural concord: Tlte navy 
congratulated themselws on, ifnot a victory, at least an avoidance of defeat. In both BrE and AmE, 
plural reflexives often follow the indefinite pronouns (cf 10.50): Euerybody behaued themselues; 
some, however, avoid the construction. 
Ib] The concord relation may be with an element other than the subject, notably an object: 

I wrote to my brother about himself: I drove them in their own car. 

10.49 This type of concord may extend beyond clause boundaries. Thus the relative 
pronouns who, whom, and which agree with their antecedent in the 
superordinate clause in gender, the first two being personal, and the last 
nonpersonal : 

Here's the hammer which I borrowed yesterday. 
That's the man who(m) I saw talking to your parents. 

Whose is used with either personal or nonpersonal antecedents: 

The man whose wallet he stole. The house whose rafters were burned. 

There is a feeling, however, that whose is more appropriate to personal 
antecedents, presumably because of its morphological relationship to who 
and whom, and some speakers feel uneasy about its use with nonpersonal 
antecedents. 

Personal and possessive pronouns in the 1st and 3rd persons agree with 
their antecedents in number. Those in the 3rd person singular (he, she, it) also 
agree with their antecedents in gender: 

Tom hurt his foot. 
Beatrice knows that she is late. 
The books were too heavy, so I left them. 

, The violation of concord in the case of nonreflexive pronouns does not lead 
(as it does in the case of reflexive pronouns) to an unacceptable sentence, but 
to a different interpretation. One may compare [ l ]  with [4]: 

Tom hurt her foot. 141 

In [4] the pronoun must refer to someone else, someone mentioned or known 
from the situational context. Of course, in both [l]  and [2] the pronoun may 
also refer to somebody other than the subject. 

Note In phrasesdenoting body parts and close personal belongings (cf 5.35), possessive pronouns refer 
I back to the subject where some languages prefer the definite art~cle: 

I John shook his head. She dlrtied her shoes 
So also m [l], if the reference is to the subject. 
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10.50 The pronoun they is commonly used as a 3rd person singular pronoun that is 
neutral between masculine and feminine. It is aconvenient means ofavoiding 
the dilemma of whether to use the he or she form. At one time restricted to 
informal usage, it is now increasingly accepted even in formal usage, 
especially in AmE. (On sexual bias in pronoun usage, cf 6.10.) 

Rather than use he in the unmarked sense or the clumsy he or she, many 
prefer to seek gender impartiality by using a plural form where possible in 
reference to the indefinite pronouns everyone, everybody, someone, somebody, 
anyone, anybody, no one, nobody: 

Everyone thinks they have the answer. 111 
Has anybody brought their camera? 121 
No one could have blamed themselves for that. [31 

A similar use of the plural occurs with coordinate subjects referring to both 
sexes, as in [4], and with a singular noun phrase subject having a personal 
noun of indeterminate gender as head, as in [5]: 

Either he or she is going to have to change their attitude. 141 
Every siudent has to hand in their paper today. [51 

In formal English, the tendency has been to use he as the unmarked form 
when the gender is not determined. The formal equivalent of [l], though 
increasingly ignored now, is therefore: 

Everyone thinks he has the answer. [lal 

A more cumbersome alternative is the conjoining of both masculine and 
feminine pronpuns: 

~ n e r ~  student has to hand in his or her paper today. [sal 

This device is particularly clumsy if the pronouns have to be repeated: 

If a student does not hand in his or her paper today, he or she will 
not be allowed to continue the course. [5bl 

\ 
One way of avdiding the dilemma is to make the subject plural: 

All students have to hand in their paper today. [ ~ C I  

Similar methods can usually be employed for the indefinite pronouns too: 

ANof they think they have the answer. 
Have any bfyou brought your camera? 

For [4] the only alternative in formal English is to rephrase the sentence: 

Either he is going to have to change his attitude or she hers. L44 

The indefinite pronoun one is followed in formal usage by the same 
pronoun for subsequent references: 

One should choose one's friends carefully. [61 

But AmE may also use the masculine pronoun: 

One should choose his friends carefully. [6al 
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In accordance with the tendency to avoid the use of the masculine pronoun 
to subsume both male and female references we may expect that AmE will 
increasingly replace indefinite one with indefinite we, you, or they, as 
appropriate: 

We should choose our friends carefully. [6bl 

We have noted (cf 10.36) that, especially in BrE, singular collective nouns 
have plural subject-verb concord in cases where the speaker thinks of the 
group as made up of separate individuals. The same principle extends to 
pronoun concord: 

The government are cutting their losses. (BrE) 171 
The government is cutting its losses. 181 

Although there is no number contrast in relative pronouns, the number 
distinction can be reflected in the choice of personal who (ie the group thought 
of as a set of individuals) as opposed to nonpersonal which (ie the group as an 
indivisible abstraction). Thus corresponding to [7] and [8], we may have: 

the government, who are cutting their losses (BrE) 174 
the government, which is cutting its losses [sal 

Hybrid forms are rare, and seem odd: 

?the government, who is cutting itsltheir losses 
?the government, which are cutting itsltheir losses 

Note [a] Informally, with indefinite pronoun subjects, they is commonly used in subsequent tag 
questions: Ewrybody is leaving, aren't they?, Nobody is leaving, are they? 
[b] For introductory it, that, and this, cf 6.17. Examples: 

Somebody opened the door. It was David. 
Hello! This is Susan. Is that GeoRtey? <on phone) 

Semantic restrictions 

10.51 Apart from concord, there are other ways in which the choice of one clause 
element may affect the choice of another: 

The men scattered. 
not *The man scattered. 

The police contingent dispersed the rioters. 
not *The police contingent dispersed the rioter. 

John and Mary collided. 

not collided. 

but John colli ed with Mary. 
The workers assembled. 

not *The worker assembled. 
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Each of the above pairs shows how a particular verb requires a particular 
type of subject or object: collide requires a plural subject, a collective singular 
subject (The team collided), or a prepositional phrase entailing notional 
plurality with the subject ( I  collided with her); scatter, disperse, and assemble 
require a plural affected participant - ie a plural subject or a collective 
singular subject (The crowd scattered) when used intransitively, or a plural or 
collective object when used transitively (The police contingent dispersed the 
rioterslthe mob). 

Rules of this kind differ from rules of concord in that they do not involve 
two elements sharing the same feature, but one element projecting on to 
another a feature which is necessary for its meaningful use. That it is 
'plurality' as a semantic feature rather than as a strictly grammatical feature 
that is in question here is shown by the possibility of substituting a collective 
singular for the plural noun. 

Other features commonly entering into such semantic restrictions include: 

'concrete' vs 'abstract': I The glass contains water. 
*The glass contains kindness. 

'animate' vs 'inanimate': A pedestrian saw me. 
*A lampshade saw me. 

Finally we got married. 
*Finally the snakes got married. 

These restrictions are frequently violated in poetry and in other imaginative 
uses of languages. The incongruity, in such cases, indicates that the speaker 
intends us to make sense of his words at some deeper level, eg by metaphorical 
interpretation. In poetry, leaves may dance, stars may bless, fears may lurk or 
linger, and a look may contain kindness. 

Semantic restrictions apply not only to verbs, but also to other word 
classes, notably adjectives and prepositions. The oddity of *The music is too 
green is explained by the requirement that green should be in a copular 
relationship with a concrete noun (unless the noun is a superordinate term as 
in The colour (Illike best) is green or unless green has the metaphorical sense 
'immature'). The oddity of *They ran until the town is accounted for by a rule 
that until requires a prepositional complement or a clause with temporal 
meaning (They ran until six; They ran until it was dark). 

Note [a] Semantic requiiements of the types that have been exemplified have sometimes been called 
'selectionalrestrict~ons'. 
[h] Semantic restrictions apply of course within phrases and not just between clause elements: 
*those marriedsnakes, *the green music. 
[c] There are semantic restrictions that apply to particular lexical items. FOJ example, the two 
verbs eat and k e d ,  used intransitively, tend to require personal and nonpersonal subjects 
respectively; whereas Janet and Joe are eating implies that Janet and Joe are persons, Janet and 
Joe areheding implies that they are animals. Similarly, elder (unlike older) requires a personal 
subject or head noun : Carol is the elder, but not 'This building is Be elder. To take a very different 
example, many speakers do not accept that unique can be modified by an intensifier or 
comparative: ?Herplay is very unique. 
[dl There are also restrictions that hold between lexical items. Both want and wish may be 
intensified (for example, by very much), but we can say I badly wanted to see them and not * I  
badly wishedto see them. Such restrictions have been termed 'collocational restrictions: 
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Vocatives 

10.52 A vocative is an optional element, usually a noun phrase, denoting the one or 
more persons to whom the sentence is addressed. It is either a CALL, drawing 
the attention of the person or persons addressed, singling them out from 
others in hearing, as in [l], or an ADDRESS, expressing the speaker's 
relationship or attitude to the person or persons addressed, as in [2] and [3]: 

J ~ H N ,  ~ i ~ n e r ' s  ready. [voc S V C,] ' [l] 
And d~, my PR~EMIS, concludes my SPBECH. [voc S V Od] [21 
My BACK is aching, &tor. [S V voc] 131 

Sentences [l-31 show that a vocative may take initial, medial, or final 
position in the sentence; in its optionality and freedom of position, it is more 
like an adverbial (or, more precisely, like a disjunct; cf 8.121ff) than any 
other element of clause structure. 

Intonationally, the vocative is set off from the rest of the clause either by 
constituting a separate tone unit or by forming the tail of a tone unit (cfApp 
11.15). The most characteristic intonations are shown above: fall-rise for an 
initial vocative functioning as a call, and otherwise rise; rise for a vocative 
functioning as an address (cf also Note [b]). 

Note [a] When you precedes the vocative, the distinction between a vocative and an appositive may 
be neutralized in writing, though not in speech: 

You, Robert, will have to work harder. 
I have been looking for you, my friend. 

[b] There are formsof address that are general in character and therefore have low informational 
value. They form the tail of a tone unit when they are medial as well as when they are final. Such 
addresses rarely occur initially: 

I shall send youa cho, sir, when the suit is ~ b ~ y .  
We mustn't he L~.TE, dear, MCST we? 
Don't be ~ ~ L L Y ,  darling. 

Forms of vocatives 
10.53 Vocatives may be : 

(a) Names: first name, last name, full name, with or without a title, or a 
nickname or pet name: Daoid, Caldwell, Sarah Peterson, Mrs Johnson, Dr 

, Turner, Ginger 

(b) Standard appellatives, usually without modification: 
(i) terms for family relationships (sometimes with initial capitals): 
mother, father, son, uncle, aunt, grandfather, grandmother; or more 
familiar forms like mom(my) (AmE), mum(my) (BrE), dad(dy), auntie, 
granny, grandma, grandpa. 
(ii) titles of respect (sometimes with initial capitals for your): madam, 
ma'am (esp AmE), sir, my Lord, your Honour, your Excellency, your 
Majesty, your Ladyship. 
(iii) markers of status (sometimes with initial capitals even for those not 
so marked here): Mr President, Prime Minister, Father [for priest], Sister 
[for a nun], Bishop,professor, doctor, general, major, vicar. 
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(c) Terms for occupations : waiter, diiver, cabbie (informal), barmaid -(BrE), 
bartender (AmE), attendant, conductor, nurse, oficer [for a member of the 
police force]. 

(d) Epithets (noun or adjective phrases) expressing an evaluation: 
(i) favourable (some also preceded by my): (my) darling, (my) dear, (my) 
dearest, (my) love, honey (esp AmE), (my) friend, handsome, beautgul, 
(my) sweetie-pie (esp AmE). 
(ii) unfavourable (also preceded by you in noun phrases); bastard, 
coward, fatty, idiot, imbecile, liar, pig, rotter (BrE), skinny, slowcoach 
(BrE), slowpoke (ArnE), stupid, swine. 

(e) General nouns, but which are often used in more specialized senses: 
brother, buddy (ArnE), girl, guys, lady, ladies and gentlemen; man, mate 
(BrE), partner (ArnE), son. Except for ladies andgentlemen, these are usually 
familiar and considered im~olite when addressed to Dersons with whom one . -. .. - - 

is not familiar. Boy is avoided in the US because of its racial connotations. 

(f) The personal pronoun jou (You, why haven't you finished yet?); it is 
markedly impolite. An indefinite pronoun; eg: Get me a pen, soinebody is 
abrupt. 

(g) Nominal clauses (very occasionally): Whoever said that, (come out here). 
Other examples: whoever you are, what's your name. 

(h) Items from (a), (d), (e), and (0 may be expanded by the addition of 
modifiers or appositive elements of various kinds: 

(a) my dear Mrs Johnson; young David 
(d) my very dearest; my old friend; you silly bastard; youfilthy liar 
(e) old m&, young man; old boy (B~E)  ; old chap (B~E)  ; oldfellow (BrE); 

my de@r fellow ( BrE) 
(f) you over there; you with the red hair. Less impolite and more jocular 

in tone are appositives like you boys, you people, you chaps (BrE), 
you @ung) fellows. You-all (Southern. AmE) and you guys (esp 
AmE) y e  not impolite. 

I \ Items in (bi) and (bii), unless the terms have unique reference (as in mother 
or Mr President), may be combined with names in (a): Uncle David, grandma 
peterson, Professor Johnson. 

Terms for occupations in (c) differ from markers of status (biii), which also 
denote occupatjons, in that occupation terms are normally used as vocatives 
only when the person addressed is functioning in that role, whereas status 
markers may be used at  all times. For example, we may address a person as 
professor or doctor when we do not have a professional relationship with that 
person, but we only address a person as waiter or nurse in situations when we 
are interacting with the person in that particular role. 

Some vocatives are listed in more than one set. For example, son in (bi) is 
used by a parent, but in (e) it is used by a superior who is not a parent. 
Similarly, father in (bi) is a kinship term, but in (biii) it is a status marker. 
Moreover, some items in (di) may express a varying degree of evaluation: 
love may be used between intimates, but in BrE it may be used generally for 
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strangers by a female bus conductor; and bastard may also convey the 
speaker's admiration for the addressee's ingenuity. 

In addressing somebody one knows by name, last name preceded by title 
(Mr Jones, Miss Smith, Mrs Brown, Dr Robinson) is a politely formal manner 
of address, while first name (John, Mary) indicates friendly familiarity. I t  is 
now much easier to be 'on Christian name terms' (BrE) or 'on a first name 
basis' (esp AmE) than formerly; address by family name alone (which used 
to indicate male comradeship, as in Holmes and Watson) is rarely heard 
today, except in special situations (armed forces, school). 

Vocatives addressed to strangers are not neutral, since they always express 
some relationship or attitude. Their effect and frequency also vary 
considerably in AmE and BrE. For example, miss, ma'am, mister, and sir are 
used far more extensively in AmE as vocatives addressed to strangers; mister 
is considered nonstandard in BrE, and miss is unacceptable to some, while 
sir is much more formal in BrE than in AmE. Professional vocatives are also 
used sparingly nowadays, mainly Doctor, Father, Vicar, Counsellor (ArnE). 
In most neutral interchange with strangers, no vocative is used, nor is one 
felt to be necessary. To gain the attention of strangers, speakers often rely on 
Excuse me or I beg your pardon (AmE) rather than a vocative. Hey is often 
used for the same purpose, but it is impolite when addressed to strangers. 

Most vocatives that are realized by unmodified common nouns - except 
for the family relationship terms in (bi) - are syntactically different from the 
same nouns in other functions in that they do not require a determiner. 
Hence we can use dear as a vocative in Come here, dear. But we cannot of 
course say *Dear came here. Adjectives such as handsome, and stupid cannot 
be used in such contexts either. 

Note It is conventional to place a salutation above the body of the letter. The salutation, which is on a 
line of its own, is generally introduced by Dear; 

Dear Ruth Dear Dr Brown Dear Madam Dear Sir 
When the sex of the addressee is unknown, it is customary in business letters to use Dear Sir or 
Madam. When the family name of a woman is known but her marital status is unknown or is 
considered to be irrelevant, many use MS (Dear MS Wright), but women differ strongly on 
whether they wish to be addressed, or referred to, by MS (c/ 5.66 Note [a]). When there is doubt 
over who should be the addressee, it is customary to write To whom it may concern (formal). 
Dear isoften omitted in informal notes. Occasionally it is omitted in very formal lettenaddressed 
to a large number of people (Friends; Gentlemen). 

I 

Negation 

Types of negation 
10.54 We distinguish three types of negation: 

(a) CLAUSE NEGATION, through which the wholeclause is syntactically treated 
as negative (cf 10.55A; 10.67f); 

(b) LOCAL NEGATION, in which one constituent (not necessarily a clause 
element) is negated (cf 10.66); .- 

(c) PREDICATION NEGATION, a minor type applying only after certain 
auxiliaries, in which the predication is negated (cf 10.69). 
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Note [a] This chapter deals only with negation as a syntactic process within the clause. On affixal 
negation, cf App 1.21. In certain contexts, clauses with affixal negation are approximately 
synonymous with clauses negated by the clause negator not (eg: That is not true - That is untrue). 
[b] For negative questions, cf Il.7/, 11.17; for negative directives, cf 11.28. Transferred negation 
is treated in 14.36. 
[c] The difference between positive and negative has been termed a difference in mLARITY. 

Clause negation 

Clause negation through verb negation 
10.55 A simple positive sentence (or a positive finite clause within a complex 

sentence) is negated by inserting the clause negator not between the operator 
and the predication (cf 2.48): 

POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
I have finished. I have not finished. 
The children are playing. The children are not playing. 
They have been told. They have not been told. 
He may be working. He may not be working. 

The operator here (as for questions) is the first auxiliary verb of a complex 
verb phrase, or either BE or (especially in BrE) stative HAVE (cf Note [a]) as 
the verb in a simple verb phrase. Thus the negation of They are noisy is They 
are not noisy, and one negation (especially BrE) of He has enough money is He 
has not enough money. 

If an operator is not present in the positive sentence, the dummy (or 
substitute) auxiliary DO is introduced. Like modal auxiliaries, it is followed 
by the bare infinitive: 

She works hard. She does not work hard. 
They know you. They do not know you. 
I paid the porter. I did not pay the porter. 

Except in formal English, the negator more usually occurs also in the 
enclitic contracted form n't: 

I haven't fibished. ~he~\don ' t  know you. 
The children aren't playing. I didn't pay the porter. 

Contracted negative forms of auxiliaries are listed in 3.32J 3.36,3.39. 
The uncontracted form is of course required when the nucleus is on the 

negator for emphasis : I did NOT say that. 
l 

Note [a] The dynamic main verb haue requires oo as operator: 
We didn't have a party last week. -*We hadn't a party last week. 
They don't have an argument every day. -*They haven't an argument everyday. 
I didn't have a look at your material. -*I hadn't a look at your material. 

The stative main verb have usually has oo as operator, though (especially in BrE) it does not 
need to. In BrE especially, got is often added in informal style: 

He has enough money He doesn't have enough money. (esp AmE) 
{He hasn't (got) enough money. (esp BrE) 

For the distinction between dynamic and stative verbs, cf 4.4,4.27fl 
[b] For the restricted occurrence of certain negative forms, especially mayn't, cf 3.23. 
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[c] If the verb is subjunctive, the negator is positioned immediately before the verb, but without 
an operator: 

I t  is important that he not stay beyond the end of the month. 
I requested that they not interrupt me. 

This use of the subjunctive is more common in AmE. In BrE putative should (cf 4.64.14.25) or 
(to a lesser extent) the indicative are more likely with the consequent normal negation with the 
operator: 

It is important that he (:z$y) beyond the end of the month. 

I requested that they (?);!$P"'t interrupt me. I l 
[dl For examples such as Iflmistake not, cf 3.22 Note [cl. 
[el Some positiveclauses are likely to be negated only in denials of previous statements: 

A: kIe is p to succeed. B: No, he to succeed. 

Contracted forms of negator and auxiliaries 
10.56 If the ooerator can be contracted to a form enclitic to the subiect. there are . , 

two possibilities for contraction in negative clauses (though neither is used 
in formal English)--negator contraction and auxiliary contraction: 

Jane isn't responsible. Jane's not responsible. 
We aren't ready. We're not ready. 
He wouldn't notice anything. He'd not notice anything. 
She won't object. She'll not object. 
They haven't caught him. They've not caught him. 

For the factors determining the choice between negator and auxiliary 
contraction, cf 3.23. 

Note There is no standard negator contraction to parallel I'm not ready. For the status of ain't, cf 3.22 
Note [bl. 

Syntactic features of clause negation 
10.57 Certain syntactic features differentiatenegativeclauses from positive clauses: 

(i) They are followed by positive checking tag questions (cf l l .8fn: 

She doesn't work hard, does she? 
[cf: She works hard, doesn't she?] 

(ii) They are followed by negative tag clauses, with additive meaning: 

I haven't finished, and neither 

[cf: I've finished and so have you.] 

Like positive clauses, however, they may be followed by positive tag clauses 
that do not have subject-operator inversion: 

1 have_n't finished, but 'you AVE. 
[cf: I've finished, and 'YOU have ~60.1 

On neither and nor, cf 13.36. 
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(iii) In discourse, they are followed by negative agreement responses: 

A: He doesn't know Russian. B: NB, he ~ d ~ s n ' t .  
[c$ A : He knows Russian. B : YES, he D ~ E s . ]  

(iv) They are followed by nonassertive items (cf 10.60): 

A: He won't notice any change in you. 
B: She won't notice any change in you, either. 

[c$ She'll notice some change in you, too.] 

(v) They do not cooccur with items that have positive orientation (cf 10.62): 

*It isn'tpretty late. [cf: It'spretty late.] 

Features (i-iii) apply only to independent declarative clauses, whereas 
features (iv-v) apply also to subordinate finite and nonfinite clauses. Features 
(iv-v) do not differentiate negative from positive clauses in other nonassertive 
contexts, particularly questions and conditionals (cf further 10.60 Note.): 

something { }toeat? Don't you want anything 

Isn't it pretty late? 
If you ever want my advice, don't hesitate to ask for it. 
If you see her at all, give her my best wishes. 

Note [a] Features (iv-v) do not apply to denials . of positive . statements previously stated or implied: 

A: I understand she showed him {.an,, 'Ome }photographs. 
- 

B :  No, she Dtpn't (show him 

p] Like (ii) are tags with eitheror (in suitable contexts)not eoen: 
1 haven't finished, and you haven't either. 

[cl: I have finished, and you have too.] 
The baby.couldn't walk, not even crawl. 

[c] There are other features in discourse, apart from (iii), that differentiate negative from 
positive sentences; for example, disagreement responses: 

He doesn't know Russian. - Oh yes, he &B. 
He knows Russiin. -Oh no, he Mssn't. 

l \ 

Clause negation other than through verb negation 

Words negative i i  form and meaning 
10.58 Clausal negation may be accomplished by negating a clause element other 

than the verb with no or not, or by using a negative word such as none or 
never. We then sometimes have a choice between verb negation and negation 
of some other element (cf also 10.60): 

VERB NEGATION NEGATION OF OTHER ELEMENT 
That was not an accident. That was no accident. 
He is not a friend of yours. He is no friend of yours. 
She isn't any different. She is no different. 
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An honest man would not lie. No honest man would lie. 
Dogs are not permitted here. No dogs are permitted here. 
She isn't a fool. She is no fool. 
I don't see any clouds. I see no clouds. 
He wouldn't say a word. He would say not a word. 
We didn't leave one bottle behind. We left not one bottle behind. 
They are not staying with us any They are no longer staying with 

longer. US. 

I won't make that mistake ever I will never make that mistake 
again. again. 

If the negated subject is not generic (in contrast to the subject in No honest 
man would lie), there is no corresponding negation with an operator: 

Not one guest arrived late. None of us were ready. 
Neither of them wanted to stay. Not many people came to the 
No one listens to me. party. 

Where negation with an operator is also possible, it has a different meaning 
because the scope of negation (cf 10.64) is different. For example, Many 
people did not come to theparty implies the absence of many people, whereas 
Not many people came to theparty implies the presence of few people. In other 
instances, negation with an operator is not possible because a nonassertive 
form would be required to replace the negated subject, but it cannot precede 
not in the sentence No one listens to me - *Anyone doesn't listen to me. 

In formal style, the negative element may be moved out of its usual position 
to the initial position, in which case subject-operator inversion is often 
required (but cf 10.66 for some initial negative adverbials that do not require 
inversion) : 

Not a word would he say. 
Not a moment did she waste. 
Not one bottle did we leave behind. 
No Ionger are they staying with us. 
Never will I make that mistake again. 
Under no circumstances will she return here. 
Not until yesterday did he change his mind. 
To no one will they admit their guilt. 

All the examples in this section have clausal negation, as shown by their - 
acceptance of the criteria listed in 10.57; for example they require the positive 
tag question: 

No dogs are permitted here, are they? 
Under no circumstances will she return here, will she? 

They also require nonassertives: 

Neither of us has ever had a university education. 

Negation with no may have different implications than verb negation with 
not. While He is not a teacher denotes that his occupation is not teaching, He 
is no teacher indicates that he lacks the skills needed for teaching. The 
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determiner no converts the usually nongradable noun into a gradable noun 
that characterizes the person. Contrast I'm not a youngster ['I'm not young.'] 
with I'm no youngster ['I'm quite old'; cf the idiom Z'm no chicken], She's not a 
fool with She's no fool ['She's very intelligent.'], and They didn't pay any tax 
this year with They paid no tax this year ['They certainly should have done 
so.'], He's not a diplomat with He's no diplomat ['He's not diplomatic.']. A 
straightforward negation is She isn't a politician, but She is no politician 
evaluates her role and introduces gradability (c8 She is no politician by any 
stretch of the imagination). 

Except for a few fixed phrases (nogood, no dzferent), the adverb no modifies 
adjectives only when they are comparatives (by inflection or by periphrasis): 
no worse, no tastier, no better behaved, no more awkward, no less intelligent. 
(Compare the positive with the: He is the worsefor it.) For no as a modifier in 
local negation, cf 10.66. 

Note [a] If an initial negative adverbial does not cause subject-operator inversion, the negation is not 
clausal but local (cf 10.66). Notice the negative tag question in such instances: 

Not long ago, they lived in Montreal, didn't they? 
Not surprisingly, he is on a diet, isn't he? 

There is no inversion with negative conjuncts (eg: nevertheless; no doubt) and negative disjuncts 
(eg: not unreasonably; not to my surprise). 
[b] Not yet does not occur initially in a finite clause: *Nor yet have I seen him. The combination 
can occur initially in nonfinite or verbless clauses, where there is a neutralization of I and M 
positions (cf 8.20 Note [b]): 

Not yet having received her visa, she was unable to make arrangements for the tour. 
Not yet sixteen, he has never been to an X-rated movie. 

[c] Some speakers position no more initially, with subject-operator inversion, as a response in 
discourse followingla negative sentence: 

A :  I don't plaqtennis. 
B: No more do I. ['Indeed, I don't either.'] 

The usual equivalent responses are Neither do Ior Nor do I. In a BrE construction that some find 
archaic or dialectal,:no more also occurs initially without subject-operator inversion: 

A:  I thought you didn't play tennis. 
B : No more I (id, until this year. 

i \ 

Words negative in meaning but not in form 

I 10.59 There are several adverbs and determiners which are negative in meaning 
but not in form. They include: 

seldom, rare(y 
scarcely, haidly, barely 
little, few (in contrast to the positive a little and a few) 

These can effect clause negation: for example they are followed by 
nonassertive forms, and sentences in which they appear generally require a 
positive tag question: 

I seldom get any sleep. 
Hardly anyone wants the job. 
Few changes have ever taken so many people by surprise. 
I can barely speak to any of my colleagues. 
They scarcely seem to care, do they? 
They hardly have any friends, do they? 
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As with other initial negative adverbials (cf 10.58), the adverbs normally 
cause subject-operator inversion when they are positioned initially as 
adverbials or as modifiers within an adverbial in literary and oratorical style: 

Rarely does crime pay so well as many people think. 
Scarcely ever has the British nation suffered so much obloquy. 
Little did I expect such enthusiasm from so many. 

As well as the determiners, the adverbs scarcely, hardly, and barely function 
within a noun phrase subject, effecting clause negation: 

Scarcely any wine has yet arrived, has it? 
Barely any arms were accumulated before the war. 
Little help can be expected from Peter. 
Hardlyjjiypeople were in the vast hall. 

Only is to some extent negative. When it focuses on a subject noun phrase, 
the latter is followed by nonassertive items: 

Only two of us had any experience in sailing. 

And when it focuses on a fronted initial element other than the subject, it 
may occasionally (but need not) take subject-operator inversion: 

Only his mother will he obey. 
Only on Sundays do they eat with their children. 

Contrast: 

Only his mother he will obey. ['It's only his mother that he will obey.'] 

Verbs, adjectives, and prepositions with negative meaning may be followed 
by nonassertive items, particularly any and its compounds: 

He denies I eoer told him. 
Iforgot to ask for any change. [also: some change; The meaning would 

then be 'I wanted some change, but forgot to ask for it.'] 
She avoided ever speaking to us. 
We are unaware of any hostility. 
They were unwilling eoer to accept our help. 
I'm against going out anywhere tonight. [also: somewhere] 
They decided to leave without telling any of their friends. [also: some of 

theirfriends] 

Nonassertive items also follow implied negation: 

Take it before he says anything. ['. . . so that he doesn't say anything'; 
also : something] 

Note [a] Rarely may be positive when placed initially, in whichcase it does not cause subject-operator 
inversion: 

Rarely, crime pays well. ['On rare occasions, crime pays well.'] 
[b] The noun phrase on which only focuses may contain an assertive item, but not a nonassertive 
item: 

Onh. {,::] of us had any experience in sailing. 
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Contrast : 
Scarcely 
Hardly }  ofus us had any experience in sailing, 

?Barely 
[C] Informally, hardly and (toalesser extent)scarcely sometimescooccur with theclause negator, 
although there are prescriptive objections to this usage on the grounds that these adverbs are 
negative in themselves. The most common combinations are can't hardly and couldn't hardly: 

?I can't hardly see the words. 
[d] Speakers vary in the extent to which they accept negative tag questions following these 
negative words. The tag questions seem most acceptable when positioned close to the end of the 
sentence: 

He sees his parents rarely, doesn't he? 
Hardly seems most resistant to a negative tag question: 

?*He was hardly audible, wasn't he? 
[e] Just is the positive adverb that is closest semantically to these negative adverbs. Compare 
hardly and jusr in these sentences: 

He hardly slept a wink. 
He just slept a little. 

I could hardly see her. 
I could just see her. 

bad hardly arrived when the orchestra started. 
had jusr arrived when the orchestra started. 

Nonassertive items and negative items 
10.60 As has already been pointed out (cf 10.57ff), clause negation is frequently 

followed (not necessarily directly) by one or more nonassertive items. 
Common nonassertives are listed below in the third column, and the 
corresponding assertive and negative items are given in parallel columns. 
(On nonassertiye pronouns, cf further 6.59ff). 

SYNTACTIC CLASS ASSERTIVE NONASSERTIVE NEGATIVE 

(I) determiner 
(2) determiner 

(3) pronoun ! 
(4) pronoun 
(5) pronoun 
(6) pronoun 
(7) pronoun 
(8) process adverb 
(9) place adverb 

(10) time adverb 

some 
(either one or the 
other) 

some 
(one or the other) 
something 
somebody 
someone 
somehow 
somewhere 
someplace 
(informal AmE) 
sometime(s) 
always 

(I l )  time adverb 
(12) time adverb 

(13) degree adverbial 
(14) degree adverbial 

(15) additive adverbial 

already 
still 

(to some extent) 
somewhat 

as  well, too 

any 
either 

.,,any 
either 
anything 
anybody 
anyone 
(in any way) 
anywhere 
anyplace 
(informal AmE) 
ever 
anytime 
(informal AmE) 
Yet 
any more 
any longer 
a t  all 
any (the) 

either 

M 
neither 

none 
neither 
nothing 
nobody 
no one 
(in no way) 
nowhere 
no place 
(informal AmE) 
never 

- 
no more 
no longer 
- 
no, (none the) 
(cf [l41 below) 
(C/ Note [al) 
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The combination of not with a nonassertive form can be replaced, in most 
instances, by the negative word in the right-hand column; there are 
consequently two negative equivalents of each positive sentence : 

{we 
haven't had any lunch. 

[l] We've had some lunch. - We,ve had no lunch. 

He didn't see either man. 
[2] He saw one man or the other. - He saw neither man. (unusual) 

We haven't had any. 
[3] We've had some. - { We've had none. 

L 

{ ~ e  didn9t see either of the men. 
[4] He saw one or other of the men. - He saw neither of the men. 

bought anything for you. 
151 I've bought something for you. - bought nothing for you. 

l61 I was speaking to somebody. - 
I wasn't speaking to anyone. 

[7] I was speaking to 

181 They'll finish it somehow. 

He won't meet us anywhere. 
19] meet us somewhere' - {He'll meet us nowhere. (cf Note [b]) 

He doesn't ever visit us. 
[l01 He sometimes [or always] visits us. - 
[l l ]  They've arrived already. - They haven't arrived yet. 

[l21 He's still at school. - He's not at school any more. 
He's no longer at school. 

[l31 I can help (to some extent). - I can't help at all. 
(I'm not any (the) wiser now. 

[l41 I'm (somewhat) wiser now. - 
{zne the} wiser now, 

[l51 Her mother's coming, too. - Her mother's not coming either. 

In all cases (except possibly that of never), the combination of not (-n't) and 
the nonassertive word is more colloquial and idiomatic than the negative 
variant. The absence of a negative word for yet, at all, and either means that 
there is only one negative version in examples 11,13, and 15 (but cf Note [a]). 

Assertive items may follow a negative if they fall outside the scope of 
negation (cf 10.64). 

The primary difference between some and any (and between the some- and 
any- compounds) is that some is specific, though unspecified, while any is 
nonspecific. That is, some implies an amount or number that is known to the 
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Note 

speaker. This difference tends to correlate with the difference between 
positive and negative contexts: 

I have some money on me. [a specific, though unspecified amount 
of money] 

I don't have any money on me. [an unspecified, and also nonspecific 
amount of money; no limit on the amount is assumed] 

[a] It is not quite true to say that there is no negative word corresponding to the adverb either; 
neither and nor both occur as negative additive subjuncts, but only in an initial position with 
negative inversion: 

He couldn't speak, (and) neither could he walk. 
He couldn't speak, nor could he walk. 
He couldn't speak, and he couldn't walk either. 
He couldn't speak or walk either. 

All these sentences mean the same, but the first two are somewhat literary in tone, while the last 
two are decidedly colloquial. 
[b] Nowhere is more usual when a modal auxiliary is present. Compare Icanfind it nowhere with 
the unusual I found it nowhere and I've found it nowhere. But cf the usual It's nowhere to be found 
['It can't be found anywhere.']. 

Nonassertive contexts 
10.61 Apart from negative contexts, nonassertive items appear in a number of 

other contexts. They include : 
(i) Yesno questions that expect a negative response or are neutral in 
expectation (l l.6f): 

Do you know any of the teachers here? 

(ii) wh-questions (1 1.1413"): 
Who has ever read the play? 

(iii) putative shoyld-clauses (14.25): 
It's odd that Jhe should ever notice it.\ 

They can prevent any demonstrations. 
I fail to see any force in your arguments. 
I'm reluctant to give her any advice. 
It's hard to do any work under these conditions. 

Note [a] Some verbs (sometimes in combination with certain modal auxil~aries) tend to occur in 
I negative or other nonassertive contexts: 

(iv) conditional ciauses (15.33ff): 
If anyone ever says that, pretend not to hear. 

(v) comparative clauses (10.63ff): 
I have more stamps than I've yet shown you. 

(vi) restrictive rdlative clauses modifying generic noun phrases, where the 
clauses have conditional meaning: 

Students who have any complaints should raise their hands. 
['If students have any complaints, they should raise their hands.'] 

All that he has ever said confirms my suspicions of his motives. 
(vii) after words that are morphologically negative or that have negative 
import: 

It's unlikely that she has ever been to Scotland. 
You still have time before you have any need to register. 

['You don't have any need to register now.'] 
He's too old to play any rigorous games. 

['He doesn't play any rigorous games.'] 

I [ 2 : ~ ~ , , )  {zi} that type of music. [cf ?Icon bear that typeofmusic.] 

They don't mind waiting. [c/: 'They minded waiting.] 
I wouldn't care to be in his shoes. 
My parents didn't budge from their first offer. 
I won't let on what I saw. 

On the other hand, wouldrathercannot be negated in a declarativesentence(43.45): 
I'd rather have an apple. [cf: -I wouldn't rather have an apple; acceptable only as a 

denial sentence] 
Would(nSt) you rather have an apple? 

The lexical verb can be negated: M rather not tell you about it. 
When used as modal auxiliaries, need <esp BrE as a modal) and dare are restricted to 

nonassertive contexts. Stereotyped I daresay is an exception. 
[b] Much, many, andfar tend to be restricted to nonassertive contexts when unmodified: 

I don't like them (very) much. 
I don't have (very) much money. 
We didn't see (very)many on our last visit. 
They don't live (very) far from us. 

On the other hand, other items that are semantically similar tend to be restricted to assertive 
contexts: 

a good many 

Contrast: 
ueryjhr 

h e y ,  live] { a  } from us. 
a long way 

Temporal long and very long tend to be restricted to assertive contexts: 
I can't stay (very) long. 

Contrast: 

Negative intensification - 
10.62 There are various ways of giving emotive intensification to a negative, some 

examples of which are given here. Nonassertive expressions of extent besides 
at  all include : 

by any means in any way 
in the slightest a bit (informal) 
in the least 

Negative determiners and pronouns are given emphasis by at all, whatever, 
and whatsoever: 

I found nothing at  all the matter with him. 
You have no excuse whatever. 
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Never is repeated for emphasis, or else combined with an intensifying phrase 
such as in (all) my life: 

1'11 never, never go there again. 
I've never in all my life seen such a crowd. 

Never itself may serve for some as an emphatic informal negative in denials: 

(?)I never stayed there last night. ['I certainly didn't stay there 
last night.'] 

The combinations not one and not a (single) are emphatic alternatives to no as 
a countable determiner (cf 10.58): 

Not a word came from her lips. We left not a single bottle behind. 

Other emotively coloured expressions include : 

He didn't give me a thing. (informal) 
I don't care a damn whether we win or lose. (familiar) 
She didn't say a wordabout it. (informal) 
No way will I accept such an offer. (familiar) 

Some expressions are formed in combination with specific verbs: 

He won't lifr aafinger to help you. I won't drink a drop. 
I didn't sleep a wink. He didn't move a muscle. 
She didn't bat an eye(1id). We didn't see a soul. 
They won't budge an inch. 

On the other hand, the intensifiers quite, pretty, and rather are assertive: 

They drive pretty fast. {:::j 
Contrast the unacceptability (except in denial sentences) of: 

Similarly, far as intensifier of comparatives is assertive: 

The food was far better than I expected. 
*The food wasn't far better than I expected. 

Other assertive intensifiers include no end (of ), which intensifies noun phrases 
as well as verbs: 

She praised the play no end. It was no end of a mess. 

For assertive rather in would rather, cf 10.61 Note [a], and for assertive much, 
cf 10.61 Note [bl. 

Note [a] To speak ofis an informal nonassertive downtoner (8.11 18): 
They haven't any money, to speakof: 

[b] Quite is acceptable in a negative sentence when it modifies a phrase with the postmodifier 
enough : 
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They don't drive quire fast enough. It wasn't quite long enough. 
[cl In informal style, too may be synonymous with wry; hence, there may be a shift of meaning 
in negation or when too modifies words with negative meaning: 

They drive too fast. ['They drive faster than they should'; 'They don't drive slowly enough.'] 
They don't drive too fast. ['They don't drive very fast'; the sentence can also be a denial of 

the positive statement.] 
That's too bad. ['That's very bad.'] 

[d] Could care less (esp AmE) is sometimes used in the same sense as couldn't care less, but there 
are prescriptive objections to the locution. 
[e] Ever is sometimes used as an intensifier in combination with never: r l l  never ewr stoy wizh 
them again. 

More than one nonassertive item 
10.63 If a clause is negative, it is usually negative throughout, or at least until the 

beginning of a final adjunct (cf 10.64). Nonassertive items must normally be 
used after the negative element inplace of every assertive item that would 
have occurred in the corresponding.positive clause : 

I've never travelled anywhere by air yet. 
I haven't ever been on any of the big liners, either. 
No one has ever said anything to either of us. 
Not many of the refugees have anywhere to live yet. 

Notice that negative items (normally only one) must always precede the 
nonassertive items, as in this series of corresponding clauses: 

I don't give any pocket money to any of my children at any time. 
I give no pocket money to any of my children at any time. 
I give pocket money to none of my children at any time. 
I give pocket money to my children at no time. 

The further the negative word is postposted, the more questionable the 
sentence is, because the sentence is at first perceived as positive and then has 
to be reinterpreted as negative. 

Note In nonstandard English, a negative item can be used wherever in standard English a nonassertive 
item follows a negative: 

S T ~ A R D :  NO one ever said anything to anybody. 
NONSTANDARD: NO one never said nothing to nobody. 

, Such double or multiple negatives are condemned by prescriptive grammatical tradition (cj 
further 10.70). 

Scope of negation 
10.64 A negative item may be said to govern (or determine the occurrence of) a 

nonassertive only if the latter is within the SCOPE of the negative, ie within 
the stretch of language over which the negative item has a semantic influence. 

I The scope of the negation normally extends from the negative item itself to 
I 

the end of the clause, but it need not include an end-placed adverbial. In a 
clause with the clause negator not or a negative word such as never or hardly 

l 

in the same position after the operator, adverbials occurring before the 
negative normally lie outside the scope. There is thus a contrast between: 

I 
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She definitely didn't speak to him. 

['It's definite that she didn't speak to him.'] 

She didn't definitely speak to him. 
I I 

['It's not definite that she spoke to him.'] 

(The scope is marked by the horizontal brackets.) 
When an adjunct is final, it may or may not lie outside the scope: 

I wasn't ~istening all the T~ME.  
U 

I wasn't listening all the T~ME.  
L I 

The difference of scope, which is here marked by intonation, reflects an 
important difference of meaning: [l]  means 'For the whole time, I wasn't 
listening', whereas [2] means 'It is not true that I was listening all the time'. 
If an assertive form is used in the adjunct, the adjunct must lie outside the 
scope; therefore [3] and [4] below parallel [l] and [2]: 

I didn't listen to some of the speakers. [31 
U 

['There were some of the speakers that I didn't listen to.'] 

I didn't listen to any of the speakers. [4] 
l I 

['There Were not any speakers that I listened to.'] 

Disjuncts and conjuncts (cf 8.121ff) always lie outside the swpe of clause 
negation, whatever their position: 

She doesn't know him, unfortunately. 
L 

She doesn't know him, however. 

W .  
The scope can somet~mes extend Into a subordinate clause: 

She didn't know I would come to her whenever she needed anv advice. 

I wouldn't like you to disturb anyone. 
I 

Note When a negative adlerbial is positioned initially, the subject and operator follow the negative 
item. In that case, the subject may havea nonassertive form: 

Never have any of them been interested in music. 
Very occasionally, the scope of negation may extend to an adjunct that has been fronted from its 
normal position, in which case a nonassertive may occur in the adjunct (without subject- 
operator inversion): 

To  any of those speakers I wouldn't listen. (rare) 
A more common fronting (with subject-operator inversion) is: 

To none ofthose speakers would I listen. 
The normal form is: 

I wouldn't listen to any of those speakers. 
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Focus of negation 
10.65 We need to identify not only the scope, but also the FOCUS of negation. A 

special or contrastive nuclear stress falling on a particular part of the clause 
indicates that the contrast of meaning implicit in the negation is located at 
that spot, and also that the rest of the clause can be understood in a positive 
sense. To distinguish the parts that are to be understood negatively and 
positively, we need to refine our notion of scope to allow for DISCONTINUOUS 

SCOPE and also to allow for the part preceding the negative item to come 
within the scope of negation. Different placements of the focus distinguish 
the following sentences. The parts that arenot within thescopeare understood 
positively: 

I didn't take Joan to swim in the P ~ L  today. - I forgot to do so. 
I I 

I didn't take J ~ A N  to swim in the pool today. - It was Mary. 
3 1- 

I didn't take Joan to s w i ~  in the pool today - just to see it. 
'4 1- 

I didn't take Joan to swim in the P&L today. - I took her to the 
L( W seaside. 

I didn't take Joan to swim in the pool t0~i . r .  - It was last week that I 
L( ) did so. 

i didn't take Joan to swim in the pool today. - It was my brother who 
L( I-' took her. 

The positive implications can be made explicit by alternative negation: 

I don't like cii~fee, but I do like T ~ A .  

Y W  
I don't mind the N6lse, but I do mind the H ~ A T .  

L( 1- 
or by focused negation: 

It's not c d ~ f e e  that I like (, but tea). 
U 

It's not the N ~ I S E  that I mind (, but the heat). 
U 

Scope and focus are interrelated such that the scope must include the focus. 
From this it follows that one way of signalling the extent of the scope is by 
the position of the focus. Indeed, since the scope of the negation is often not 
otherwise clearly signalled, we can indicate it by where we place the 
information focus. One example of this is when the scope of the negation is 
atypically extended to include a subordinate clause, with a contrastive fall- 
rise to emphasize this: 

I didn't leave H ~ M E  because I was afraid of my F ~ T H ~ T .  [l] 

[ = Because I was afraid of my father, I didn't leave home.] 
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I didn't leave home because I was afraid of my  her. 121 '-+ 1 I 
[= I left home, but it wasn't because I was afraid of my father.] 

With more usual intonation, [l] allots a separate tone unit to each clause, and 
so places the because-clause outside the scope of the negative. (This 
interpretation can also be singled out by a comma in writing.) But [2] extends 
a single tone unit over both, and places a contrastive fall + rise on father. 
The effect of this is to place negative focus on the because-clause, so that the 
main clause is understood positively. Variable scope applies also to the when- 
clauses in [3] and [4]: 

She didn't come to ske him when he ASKED. 131 

[= When he asked, she didn't come to see him.] 

She didn't come to see him when he ~ K E D .  

4 )--------' 
[= She dame to see him, but not at the time he asked her to 

come to see him.] 

In [3] the when-clause is an adverbial of the sentence, whereas in [4] it is an 
adverbial of the preceding infinitive clause. 

Intonation may be crucial also in marking whether or not the subject is the 
focus of negation, a distinction that may be needed in subjects containing 
one of the universal items aN or every: 

All the children didn't SLBEP. ['All the children failed to sleep.'] [S] 
U 

LLL the children didn't sleep. ['Not all the children slept.'] 161 

[IS] has contrasiive (fall + rise) information focus. The construction of [5] is 
unusual; more'common is the paraphrase with a negative subject: None of 
the children slept. 

Note [a] In denial sentedces the clause negator may have the focus, since the rest of the clause has ' 
already been asserted or implied: \ 

I did N ~ T  offer her some chocolates. ['It is not true that I offered her some chocolates.'] 
U 

The same effect is achieved by focus on a negative operator: 
I o i ~ n ' t  offer her some chocolates. 

- :  

or some other negative word : 
I ~ P v e r  offeredlher some chocolates. 
&body offered her some chocolates. 

[b] When the focus is on a gradable item, the effect is usually to indicate less than the norm: 
The room isn't L ~ G E ,  but it will do. 

But the context may indicate the reverse: 
The room isn't (just) L ~ R G B ,  it's enormous. 

Local negation 
10.66 Local negation negates a word or phrase, without making the clause negative 

(cf 10.57). A common type is exemplified in [l]: 
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in some ways. She's a not unattractive woman, *in any respect. [l] 

In [l]  not negates unattractive but not the whole clause, as we can see from 
the inadmissibility of the nonassertive item any. Contrast the clausal negation 
in [2], where the tag question is positive: 

She's not an attractive woman l in any respect, is she? She isn't an attractive woman 121 

The effect of not in [l] is merely to reverse the already negative force of the 
following expression. Such double negative phrases are devices of understate- 
ment, She is a not entirely unintelligent woman meaning 'She is a fairly 
intelligent woman'; similarlv. He's not a too svm~athetic doctor means 'He's a 
ratherinsympathetic docto;:The double negatke phrases require a gradable 
adiective or adverb as head, the negation indicating a point between the two 
extremes of the gradable scale; for [l] the i; somewhere between 
unattractive and attractive. Here are other examples of double negative 
phrases: 

They made some not unintelligent observations. l31 
 he; are paying a not inconsiderable amount in rent. 141 
The announcement was followed by a not unexpected silence. 151 
I visit them not infrequently. 
He writes not inelegantly. 

Each of these sentences corresponds to a positive sentence in which the 
double negative is replaced by a downtoner (cf 8.111ff). Thus, [3] may be 
paraphrased by They made some fairly intelligent observations and [4] by They 
arepaying a rather considerable amount in rent. We may similarly paraphrase 
the double negative phrases in the other three sentences by positive phrases 
with downtoners: a somewhat expected silence [S], fairly frequently [6], rather 
elegantly [7]. 

Some content disjuncts (cf 8.127ff), those either having a negative prefix 
or conveying unexpectedness, may be negated : 

Not unnaturally, we rejected their complaint. 
Not surprisingly, they missed the train. 

Not unnaturally in [8] is a double negative phrase, and the effect of the 
neeation is to understate r'as was rather ex~ected'). as in the double negative - 
phrases in [l-71. In [g], not simply negates surprisingly ('that's not surprising'). 

In another tvve of local negation. not modifies a degree adverb. which in 
turn modifies ;positive gradable adjective or adverb: - 

They own two not veryjierce dogs. ['rather docile'] [l01 
I saw a not too sympathetic report about you. ['rather 

unsympathetic'] [ I l l  
I visit them not very often. 1121 
Janet arrived not much earlier than Bob. [l31 
Derek drives not as wellas expected. [l41 

Sentences [12-141, with the gradable adverbs, correspond to negative 
sentences; for example, [l21 corresponds to Idon't visit them very often, though 
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[l21 exhibits local negation, not clause negation. On the other hand, sentences 
[l01 and [l  l ]  do not correspond to negative sentences, because the adjective 
phrases are not clause elements, but are embedded in noun phrases that are 
elements. The adjective phrases correspond to an antonymous adjective 
modified by adowntoner: 'rather tame dogs'[lO], 'a somewhat unsympathetic 
report' [l l]. 

Not may also modify adverbial expressions of extent in distance or time: 

They live nor far from us. [l51 
I saw Dave not long ago. ['fairly recently'] 1161 
We were there not many years after the war. ['just a few years'] [l71 

Since the modified phrase is a clause element in [15], the sentence corresponds 
to a negative sentence ('They don't live far away from us.'). 

The quantifiers a few and a little may be negated by not and the quantifier 
little by no: 

They have not afew eccentrics in their family. 
I sensed not a little hostility in his manner. 
They displayed no little interest in her progress. (formal) 

These negative quantifiers have the clear force of understatement. A similar 
effect is conveyed by the comparatives more, less, and fewer when they are 
negated by either not or no: 

You may take no more than an hour's break for lunch. 
They'll pay you not less than ten dollars an  hour. 
I have been able to collect nofewer than sixty signatures for the 

petition. , 

No is somewhat @ore emphatic than not in these contexts. 
Prepositional ~h rases  may also be negated, whether as adjuncts or as 

postmodifiers in noun phrases, by a negative word within the complement: 

He was decorated by none other than the President. 
I'll give it to you for nothing. 
We cleared the table in no time. 
She replied with not a momentS hesitat>on. 

[cfi without a moment's hesitation] 
The brothers set out on their hike with never a worry in the world. 
Our house has one wall with no windows. 
It was a decision of no consequence. 

An unusual typ/e of local negation appears in noun phrases that express a 
compressed predication : 

No news is good news. 
['Receiving no news is good news.'] 

The company promised no victimization. 
['The company promised that there would be no victimization.'] 

Something is better than nothing. 
['Having something is better than having nothing.'] 

The children want nothing but television. 
['The children want to do nothing but watch television.'] 
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In local negation, an initial negative adverbial does not cause subject- 
operator inversion (cf 10.58f). We may therefore contrast local negation in 
the [a] sentences below with clause negation in the [b] sentences. The [a] 
sentences are distinctly less usual: 

In no time we cleared the table. 
['We cleared the table within a short time.'] [18al 

At no time was war as imminent as now. 
['War wasn't as imminent as now at any previous time.'] [18bl 

Not even ten years ago you could see such a film. 
['You could see such a film as recently as ten years ago.'] [ W  

Not even ten years ago could you see such a film. 
['You couldn't see such a film even ten years ago.'] [19bl 

(Even) with no coaching he will pass the exam. 
['He will pass the exam (even) without coaching.'] [20al 

With no coaching will he pass the exam. 
['Whatever coaching is provided will not enable him 

to pass the exam.] [20bl 

The paraphrases show that semantically the [a] sentences are positive and 
the [b] sentences are negative. The [a] sentences take a negative tag question 
(In no time we cleared the table, didn't we?) whereas the [b] sentences take a 
positive tag question (At no time was war as imminent as now, was it?) 

It is convenient to refer briefly here to the uses of the negative response 
word no. The selection of no is determined by whether it negates the implied 
or given statement: 

A: I didn't do too good a job today. B : No, you DiDn't. L211 
A : I did a good job today. B : No you DiDn't. L221 

Notice that the use of no is not determined by the speaker's disagreement 
with a previous speaker's statement, since in [21], unlike [22], speaker B 
agrees with speaker A. Contrast: 

A: I didn't do too good a job today. B : Yes, you D~D.  D31 
A : I did a good job today. B : Yes, you D ~ D .  L241 

Yes is used in [23] even though speaker B disagrees with speaker A. The same 
, principle applies to responses to yesno questions: 

A:Isitraining? B:{ Yes (, it is). 
No (, it isn't). 

But since the yesno question typically asks for a response on the truth value 
of the corresponding statement ('Is it or is it not true that it's raining?), the 
responses coincide with an assertion (yes) or a denial (no) of its truth value. 

Note [a] Local negation also occurs in correlation with but when not is positioned before a clause 
element (cf 13.42): 

They want not your pity but your help. 
[cfclause negation: They don't want your pity but your help.] 
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You should pay attention not to what they say but to what they do. 
I saw not ~ N E  official, but THREE. 

A tone unit boundary is normal beforenot. 
[b] They argued about ~wthing is ambiguous between clause and local negation: 'They didn't 
argue about anything'or 'They argued, but the argument was about nothing (of significance)'. 
[C] For not as a pro-form for a negative direct object clause (as in Ibeliew not, Ilrope not, Iguess 
not), c/ 12.28. 

Negation of modal  auxiliaries 

Present forms of modals 
10.67 The scope of negation may or may not include the meaning of the modal 

auxiliaries. We therefore distinguish between AUXILIARY NEGATION and MAIN 
VERB NEGATION. The contrast is shown in the two following sentences with 
may not, where the paraphrases indicate the scope of negation: 

AUXILIARY NEGATION 

You may not smoke in here. ['You are not allowed to smoke in here.'] 
I I 

MAIN VERB NEGATION 

They may not like the party. - 
['It is possible that they do not like the party.'] 

We give examples below of the modal auxiliaries, according to whether the 
scope of negation usually includes the auxiliary or excludes it. The senses of 
the modal auxiliaries are discussed in 4.49fl 

AUXILIARY NEGATION 
may not [= 'perhission'] 

You may not go swimming. ['You are not allowed. . .'l 

cannot, can't [in all senses] 

You can't be serious. ['It is not possible that. . .'l 
I \ 

You :an? gd swimming. ['You are not allowed to. . .'l 

He can't ride a bicycle. ['He is not able to. . .'l 

need not, needn't (both esp BrE) 
I 

You needn't pay that fine. ['You are not obliged to.  . .'l 

It needn't always be my fault. ['It is not necessary that . . .:l 
dare not, daren't 

I daren't quarrel with them. 

MAIN VERB NEGATION 
may not [ = 'possibility'] 

They may not bother to come if it's wet. 
I 1 

['It is possible that they will not bother to come. . .'l 
shallnot, shan't (all senses; esp BrE; shan't rare even in BrE) 

Don't worry. You shan't lose your reward. 

['I'll make sure that you don't lose your reward.'] 

I shan't know you when you return. ['I predict that I will not know. . .'l 
I I 

must not, mustn't ['obligation'] 

You mustn't keep us waiting. 

['It is essential that you don't keep us waiting'] 

ought not, oughm't [both senses; for ought with the bare infinitive, cf 3.43 
Note [a]] 

You oughtn't to keep us waiting. ['obligation'] 

He oughtn't to be long. ['tentative inference'] 

The distinction between auxiliary and main negation is neutralized for will 
in all its senses, as the paraphrases below indicate: 

Don't worry. I won't interfere. ['I don't intend to interfere'; 'I intend 
not to interfere.'] 

He won't do what he's told. ['He refuses to do what he's told'; 'He 
insists on not doing what he's told.'] 

They won't have arrived yet. ['It's not probable that they've arrived 
yet'; 'I predict that they haven't arrived yet.'] 

The auxiliary negation of must in the logical necessity sense is usually 
achieved through can't: 

They must be telling lies. ['It is certain that they are telling lies.'] - They can't be telling lies. ['It's not possible that they are telling lies.'] 
But must not and mustn't occur in this sense occasionally in AmE and, still 
more occasionally, in BrE. This use (instead of can't) seems to be gaining 
favour. A less emphatic negation of must in the same sense may be achieved 
with needn't and don't have to (esp AmE), both of which have the epistemic 
meanings of 'not necessary' and 'not obliged to': 

It must be hot now in Florida. 

- 1t{ be hot in Florida now. needn't 

['I haven't got the courage to quarrel with them.'] 
['~t's not certain that it is hot in Florida now'or 'It's not necessarily 

the case that it is hot in Florida now.'] 
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The auxiliary negation of must in the obligation sense is needn't or don't have 
to : 

A : Must we pack now? 

B: No, we {$,":'p to} pack till tomorrow. 

['It is not necessary for us to pack till tomorrow'; 'We are not obliged 
to pack till tomorrow.'] 

Because of the diametric opposition of meaning between 'permission' and 
'obligation', an odd-seeming equivalence exists between may not ['not 
permitted to'] and mustn't ['obliged not to']: 

You mustn't go swimming today. 

= You may not go swimming today. 

In the possibility sense, cannot and can't, which take auxiliary negation, 
contrast with may not, which takes main verb negation: 

She can't be serious. ['It's not possible that she's serious.'] 
U 

She may not be serious. ['It's possible that she's not serious.'] 
U 

Past forms of modals % 

10.68 The past tense negative auxiliaries (mightn't, couldn't, wouldn't, shouldn't) 
follow the same negative pattern as their present tense equivalents (but cf 
4.61fl: 

AUXILIARY NEGATION 
could not, couldn't [in all senses] 

She couldn't be siiaious. ['It is not possible. . . , is it?] 
l I 

We couldni't smoke in the restaurant. ['We were not allowed to. . .'l 
He couldni drive a car. ['He was no; able to . . .'l 

MAIN VERB NEGATION 
might not, mightn't 

They migqt not be telling lies. ['It is possible that they are not. . .'l - 
should nor, shouldn't [all senses] 

You shouldn't say anything. ['You are advised not to say anything.'] - 
We shouldn't be long. ['According to my information, we won't be 

L---l long'.] 

They shouldn't be there yet. ['It is probable that they are not there yet.'] 
U 
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As is the case with will (cf 10.67), the distinction between auxiliary and 
main verb negation is neutralized for would in all senses: 

He wouldn't carry the baby. ['refused to carry'or 'insisted on 
not carrying'] 

He usually wouldn't drive to work. ['was not in the habit of driving' or 
'was in the habit of not driving'] 

That wouldn't be the doorbell. ['It's not probable that it's the doorbell' 
or 'I predict that it's not the doorbell.'] 

The past tense negative auxiliaries display contrasts in the scope of 
negation similar to those for the present tense form. Could not and couldn't 
contrast with might not and mighln't: 

She couldn't be serious. ['It's not possible that she is serious' or 'She was 
not able to be serious.'] 

She might not be serious. ['It's possible that she is not serious.'] 

Similar contrasts are found between shouldn't, on the one hand, and couldn't, 
needn't, and don't have to, on the other hand: 

It shouldn't be hot in Florida now. ['It's likely that it's not hot in 
Florida now.'] 

It couldn't be hot in Florida now. ['It's not possible that it's hot in 
Florida now.'] 

needn't be hot in Florida now. doesn't have to 

['It's not certain that it's hot in Florida now.'] 

[a] Might and might not in the permission sense are rare, occurring chiefly in polite questions: 
Might I (not) have a word with you? 
I wonder whether I might (not) have a word with you. 

[b] The marginal modal auxiliary need forms its past equivalent with haue (esp BrE) : 
Youpeedn't have paid that fine: ['You didn't need to pay. . . (BrE and AmE)] 

The marginal modal auxiliary dare has a past fonn dared (esp BrE) : 
I dared not quarrel with them. 

l I 
Negation with do and the bare infinitive is usual both for the present and the past: 

dare quarrel with them. 

The lexical verbs are more commonly used: didn't need to, didn't dare to (cf 3.40flfor a more 
detailed discussion). 

Predication negation 
Very rarely, PREDICATION NEGATION occurs in the context of denials and 
permission. In predication negation, amodal auxiliary is used with a different 
scope of negation than is normal for that auxiliary. With a special emphatic 
pause before not, one might say: 

They may 'not go swimming. ['They are allowed not to go swimming.'] 
W 
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You can (simply) 'not obey the order. ['It's possible for you not to obey 
L----l the order.'] 

In such instances of main verb negation, the clause is not negated (cf 10.57), 
since we can say (though it is unusual to do so): 

A: They don't want to go swimming. 
B : I suppose so. OK, let's agree that they may 'not go swimming. 

A: YBS, they MAY. 
You can 'not obey the order, can't you? 

On the other hand, this predication negation differs from local negation (cf 
10.66) in that it can extend over several clause elements beginning with the 
main verb. 

Predication negation may also be followed by nonassertive forms: 

You could 'not attend any of the meetings. ['It's possible for you not to 
attend any of the meetings.'] 

Because both kinds of negation may occur with the same auxiliary, 
acceptable instances of two negators in the same clause sometimes arise: 

I can't 'not obey her. ['It's not possible for me not to obey her', 'I have 
to obey her.'] 

You can't 'not admire him. ['It's not possible for you not to admire 
him', 'You have to admire him.'] 

More natural ways of expressing a corresponding negation would be: 

I can't h,elp obeying her. 
I can't h'ylp but obey her. ['The only thing I can do is to obey her.'] 

You can't help admiring him. 
You can't (help) but admire him. 

On the subjunct use of but, cf 8. l 11. 
Occasionally, two negators may be used with auxiliaries other than modals: 

She didn't 'not like them. ['She didq't dislike them.] 
They dontt often 'not remember her birthday. 

['They don't often fail to remember her birthday.'] 
He hasn't ever 'not understood a lecture. 

['He hasn't ever failed to understand a lecture.'] , 
l 

Double negation 
10.70 As we have seen in 10.69, two negatives occasionally occur in the same 

clause. Our example there involved a combination of auxiliary and main 
verb negation, but other combinations occur: 

Not all imperatives have no subject. ['Some imperatives have a 
subject.'] 

Never before had none of the committee members supported the 
mayor. 

['Some of the committee members had always supported the 
mayor before.'] 

None of us have never told lies. ['All of us have told lies at some time.'] 

These sentences are somewhat similar to the double negative of logic: each 
negative has its separate value, and it is possible to find paraphrases, like 
those just given, which cancel out each negative, leaving an entirely positive 
sentence in meaning. Syntactically, however, the sentences are negative; for 
example, they require positive tag questions (cf 11.8fn: 

Not all imperatives have no subject, do they? 

The double negation in standard English is very different from the double 
or multiple negation in nonstandard English, where the additional negatives 
are used in place of nonassertive words in standard English (cf 10.63 Note). 
The additional negatives in nonstandard English do not cancel out previous 
negatives. 
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Not many people have nowhere to live. ['Most people have somewhere 
to live.'] 

No one has nothing to offer to society. ['Everyone has something to 
offer to society.'] 

Nobody has nothing to eat. ['Everyone has something to eat.'] 
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Sentence types 

Formal classification 
11.1 In Chapter 10 we described the simple sentence primarily in terms of 

declarative sentences. We now turn to the other major types of sentences. 
These are more easily described in relation to the declarative, since to 
describe them we require additional rules; for example, we need rules for the 
insertion of M> as operator in many yesno interrogatives, for the initial 
positioning of the wh-element in wh-interrogatives and in exclamatives, and 
for the presence or (generally) absence of a normally obligatory subject in 
imperatives. 

Simple sentences may be divided into four major syntactic types 
differentiated by their form. Their use correlates largely with different 
discourse functions (cf 11.2). 

(I) DECLARATIVH are sentences in which the subject is present and 
generally precedes the verb: 

Pauline gave Tom a digital watch for his birthday. 

On exceptional declaratives not containing a subject cf 12.468 

(11) INTERROGATIVES are sentences which are formally marked in one of 
two ways: 

(i) yes-no interrogatives: the operator is placed in front of the subject: 

Did Pauline give Tom a digital watch for his birthday? 

(ii) wh-interrogatives: the interrogative wh-element is positioned initially: 

What did Pauline give Tom for his birthday? 

(111) IMPERATIVS are sentences which normally have no overt grammatical 
subject, and whose verb has the base form (cf 3.2): 

Give me a digital watch for my birthday. 

(IV) EXCLAMATIVES are sentences which have an initial phrase introduced 
by what or how, usually with subject-verb order (cf 11.31.f): 

g What a fine watch he received for his birthday! 

There are also some minor sentence types, which will be considered in 
11.38ff. 

Note [a] For (11) above, the operator need not be placed immediately in front of the subject (c/ 11.7). 
[b] For dependent interrogatives, cf 15.51; for dependent exclamatives, c/ 15.7; for correspond- 
ences in indirect speech, cf 14.33. 

Discourse func t ions  
11.2 Associated with these four sentence types are four classes of discourse 

functions : 

2 (a) STATEMENTS are primarily used to convey information. 
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(b) QUESTIONS are primarily used to seek information on a specific point 
(cf l l .4B. 

(c) DIRECTIVES are primarily used to instruct somebody to do something 
(cf 11.24fn. 

(d) EXCLAMATIONS are primarily used for expressing the extent to which 
the speaker is impressed by something (cf 11.31fl. 

Direct association between syntactic class and semantic class is the norm, 
but the two classes do not always match, as the following sentences illustrate: 

Pauline gave Tom a digital WATCH? 
What do i care? 
I'd 'love a cup of TBA. 
Isn't Christine c ~ t v e r !  

[l] is  a declarative question (cf 11.12); it is syntactically declarative but 
semantically a question. On the other hand, the rhetorical question (cf 11.23) 
in [2] is syntactically an interrogative but semantically a statement ('I 
certainly don't care'). In [3] the declarative is semantically a directive 
suggesting that the hearer bring the speaker a cup of tea. Finally, [4] is 
syntactically interrogative but semantically an exclamation; contrast How 
clever Christine is!, which is syntactically exclamative as well as semantically 
an exclamation. 

Note A traditional term for directive is 'command', but that has a more restricted meaning in this 
book, cf 11.29. 

lllocutionary acts 
11.3 The four semantic classes of discourse functions constitute a closed class of 

sentence categories that distinguish discourse functions at the most general 
level. But we can make many more refined distinctions. For example, a 
statement can be used to make an assertion [l], to make a prediction [2], or 
to offer an apology [3]: 

Engineers bre building massive hydroelectric projects in China. [ l]  
It's going to rain any minute now. 
I'm sorry about the delay. 

[21 
[31 

Assertion, prediction, and apology are pragmatic categories that indicate 
how the semantic classes of sentences are used in actual utterances. 

Utterances Of sentences are SPEECH ACTS, ie acts of verbal behaviour 
(spoken or written). When a person performs a speech act, that person a t  one 
and the same time utters a particular utterance, namely a LOCUTIONARY ACT. 

We use ILLOCUTIONARY ACT to refer to a speech act identified with reference 
to the communication intention of the hearer. The intended effect of an 
illocutionary act is its ILLOCUTIONARY FORCE. Occasionally, the speaker 
explicitly refers to the illocutionary act being performed by using a 
PERFORMATIVE VERB : 

I apologize for my remarks. 
Your presence at the meeting is requested. 

Ipromise you a bicycle for your birthday. 
Smoking in this compartment isforbidden. 

But generally, performative verbs are not present in speech acts. 
Illocutionary acts are typically associated with particular semantic classes 

of sentences - for example, inquiry with questions; and requests, commands, 
and invitations with directives - though statements are related to a very large 
range of illocutionary acts. But semantic and pragmatic classes are not always 
directly associated, any more than semantic classes and syntactic types (cf 
11.2). Sentences from one semantic class are very often used to express an 
illocitionary act typically associated withsentences from a different semantic 
class. In such instances, the sentence retains its normal semantic status but 
is at the same time indirectly used to perform another type of illocutionary 
act. Here are some examples of such INDIREC~SPEECH ACTS: 

I think you'd better leave at once. [request by statement] 
Dinner is ready. [request to come to eat by statement] 
Could you please make less noise? [request by question] 
Do you happen to have a pencil? [request to be given a pencil 

by question] 
Tell me what you want. [inquiry by directive] 
I'd like to know the name of your last employer. [inquiry by 

statement] 
Do you want another cup? [offer by question] 
Remember that I'm always ready to help. [offer by directive] 
Why don't you take an  aspirin? [advice by question] 
I'd sell your car if I were you. [advice by statement] 

The illocutionary force of an utterance is dependent on the context, and a 
particular utterance may have different illocutionary force in different 
contexts. For example, the sentence My husband will be back soon may be 
intended, among other possibilities, as a promise, a threat, or a warning. 
Furthermore, the categorization of illocutionary acts might suggest discrete 
distinctions that we often cannot make. Thus Why don't you take an aspirin? 
is indeterminate, in the same context, between advice and recommendation, 
and Would you like to come outside and sit in the sun? is poised between 
invitation and suggestion. 

Note [a] Some performative verbs may be required or may be usual in ritual or legal situations: 
+ I sentence you to one year's imprisonment. I name this ship Dreadnought. 

The possible insertion of hereby is an indication of the performative use of the verb: 
I hereby name this ship Dreadnought. 

The same verb may be used in sentences which merely report the performative speech act: 
She named that ship Dreadnought. 

[b] One type of indirect speech act involves HEDGED PERFORMATIVES, which refer to the 
performance of a speech act indirectly, even though a performative verb is present: 

I must apologize for my behaviour. 
I can swear that I locked the door. 
I would like to thank you for your hospitality. 
I am happy to inform you that you have passed the examination. 

For example, in I must apologize for my behaviour the sentence merely refers to an obligation to 
perform an apology, but the implication is that the acceptance of the obligation is equivalent to 
the performance. 
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Major classes 
11.4 Questions can be divided into three major classes according to the type of 

reply they expect: 

(1) Those that expect affirmation or negation, as in Have youjnished the 
book?, are YES-NO questions (cf 11.5fl; 
(2) Those that typically expect a reply from an open range of replies, as in 
What is yollr name?or How old are you? are WH- questions (cf 11.14fl); 
(3) Those that expect as the reply one of two or more options presented in 
the question, as in Would you like to go for a WALK or stay at H ~ M E ? ,  are 
ALTERNATIVE questions (cf 11.20f). 

Logically well-formed replies, responses that conform with expectations, 
are a subset of pragmatically appropriate answers. Many answers that are 
apparently irrelevant become relevant in terms of the implicatures they 
convey : 

A: Have you seen my chocolates? 
B: Well,'the children were in your room this morning. 

It is therefore possible for a question to be answered by another question: 

A:  Are you\oing to watch television again? 
B : What blse is there to do? , 

A: Is that ydur baby? 
B: What do Y ~ U  think? [sarcastic: 'Of course it's my baby.'] 

Any utterance of a question that has the illocutionary force of an inquiry may 
be answered by Idon't know or l'm not sure, or by a refusal to answer, eg: It's 
none ofyour busi ess (impolite), or by an evasion, eg: Good question, or by a 
challenge to a p f esupposition of the question, eg: Do you like Joan Parker? - 
Idon't know any Joan Parker. 

Questions primarily have the illocutionary force of inquiries. But they are 
often used as directives conveying requests, offers, invitations, and advice 
(cf11.3, 11.16fl. For exclamatory and rhetorical questions, cf 11.22f. 

Note [a] Affirmation and negation may be conveyed by words or expressions other than yesor m ,  eg: 
certainly; of course; not at all;  newr. Yes-no questions may also be answered by replies that lie 
somewhere along the affirmation-negation scale, eg: probobly; perhaps; I t  appears so; to some 
extent; occasionally; wry ojten. 

[b] An answer may be truthful and yet misleading: 
A: Did you enjoy the play? 

B: No. 
B'sanswer is truthfuleven if B has not seen the play, but it is misleading in that both the question 
and the answer imply that B had seen the play. 
[c] While questions generally imply that the speaker does not know the answer, they are also 
used in certain contexts where the speaker knows the answer but wants to know whether the 
hearer also knows it. Examples of such contexts are written examinations, exercises in textbooks, 
and questioning by teachers, parents, and interviewers to test the hearer's knowledge. 
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[e] The indirectness of a speech act is commonly due to tact on the part of the speaker, who : 

leaves i t  to the hearer to make the appropriate inferences. Thus, Itk cold in here may indirectly 
convey a request to close a window or door or to turn on a heater, or it may indirectly convey a 
suggestion for those present to move elsewhere. The hearer is given a choice of responses. 
Similarly, Your tie is not straight allows the hearer to draw inferences, and is therefore more 
polite than Straighten your tie. 

Yes-no questions 

Form of yes-no questions 
11.5 Yes-no questions are usually formed by placing the operator before the 

subject and giving the sentence a rising intonation: 

The boat has LBFT. - Has the boat L B ~ ?  
Ann is writing a pher.  - Is Ann writing a pher? 
Our team was BkATen. - Was our team BhATen? 
He could have broken his LBG. - Could he have broken his LBG? 
She'll be waiting O U ~ ~ D E .  - Will she be waiting outsi~e? 

If there is no item in the verb phrase that can function as operator, DO is 
introduced, as with negation (cf 10.55): 

They live in Sydney. - Do'they live in Sydney? 
Her efforts proved successful. - Did her efforts prove successful? 
He likes driving. - Does he like driving? 

Again as with negation, main verb BE functions as operator; in BrE main 
verb HAVE often acts as operator, but informally HAVE . . . got is more 
common : 

Patrick was late. - Was Patrick late? 

She has a cold. Does she have a cold? (esp AmE) 
Has she (got) a cold? (esp BrE) 

Note [a] Obviously, 1st and 2nd person pronouns are exchanged for one another when a question is 
converted into anequivalent statement in a logically well-formed reply: 

Have Imet you before? - Yes, you have. 
Do you like this climate? - Yes, Ido. 

[b] Declarative questions (c/ 11.12) are exceptional in not requiring subject-operator inversion. 
[c] Rising intonation is the norm for yes-m questions, but falling intonation occurs quite 
frequently. In a collection of yes-no questions taken from the files of the Survey of English 
Usage, chiefly in surreptitiously recorded unscripted spoken material, 430 questions ended in a 
rise and 290 in a fall. Further analysis showed that yes-m questions with the modal operators 
can, could, may, might, and would tended to have almost as many falling tones as rising tones. 
[d] By placing the nuclear stress in a particular part of a yes-no question, we are able to focus 
the interrogation on a particular item of information which, unlike the rest of the sentence, is 
assumed to be unknown (c/ focus of negation, 10.65). Thus the focus falls in different places in 
the following otherwise identical questions: 

Was he a famous actor in m6se days? 
['I know he was once a famous actor - but was it then or later?'] 
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Was he a FAMOUS actor in those days? 
['I know he was an actor in those days - but was he a famous one?'] 

[e] Yesno questions have also been called POLAR QUESTIONS (cf 10.54 Note [c]). 

Positive yesno  questions 
11.6 Like negative statements, yes-no questions may contain nonassertive forms 

such as any and ever (cf 10.60). The question containing such forms is 
generally neutral, with no bias in expectation towards a positive or negative 
response. 

STATEMENT QUESTION 

Someone called last night. Did anyone call last night? 
The boat has left already. Has the boat left yet? 
I live somewhere near Dover. Do you live anywhere near 

Dover? 
I suppose some of the class will ask Do you suppose any of the class 

some boring questions. will ask any boring questions? 

But questions may be CONDUCIVE, ie they may indicate that the speaker is 
predisposed to the kind of answer he has wanted or expected. Thus, a positive 
question may be presented in a form which is biased towards a positive 
answer. I t  has positive orientation, for example, if it uses assertive forms 
rather than the usual nonassertive forms: 

Did someone call last night? ['Is it true that someone called last night?] 
Has the boat left already? 
Do you live somewhere near Dover? 

A positive queition may also have negative orientation. Notice the effect of 
really in: i . 

Do you redlly want to leave now? ['Surely you don't want to.'] 

A question that,is not conducive, ie that has no bias for eliciting a positive or 
negative response, can be said to have NEUTRAL POLARITY. 

\ 

Note Assertive forms in okers such as Would you like some cake? make the offer more polite, because 
of the assumption of:a positive reply. 

Negative yes-no questions 
11.7 Negative questions are always conducive. Negative orientation is found in 

questions whicG contain a negative form of one kind or another: 
I 

Don't you believe me? Have they never invited you home? 
Aren't you joining us this evening? Has nobody called? 
Hasn't he told you what to do? 

Negative orientation is complicated by an element of surprise or disbelief. 
The implication is that the speaker had originally hoped for a positive 
response, but new evidence now suggests that the response will be negative. 
Thus, Hasn't he told you what to do? means 'Surely he has told you what to 
do, hasn't he? I would have thought that he had told you.' Here there is a 
combining of a positive and a negative attitude, which one may distinguish 
as the OLD EXPECTATION (positive) and NEW EXPECTATION (negative). Because 
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the old expectation tends to be identified with the speaker's hopes or wishes, 
negatively orientated questions often express disappointment or annoyance: 

Can't you drive straight? ['I'd have thought you'd be able to, but 
apparently you can't.'] 

Aren't you ashamed of yourself? ['You ought to be, but it appears 
you're not.'] 

Notice the nonassertive items in the next two examples of negative orient- 
ation: 

Hasn't the boat left yet? ['I'd hoped it would have left by now, but it 
seems it hasn't.'] 

Didn't he recognize you either? ['I'd thought he would, but it seems he 
didn't.'] 

If a negative question has assertive items, it is biased towards positive 
orientation: 

Didn't someone call last night? Didn't he recognize you too? 
Hasn't the boat left already? 

Such questions are similar in effect to type (i) tag questions (cf 11.8), or 
alternatively to statements showing disbelief: 'Surely someone called last 
night!' 

The position of the negative particle varies according to whether the full 
or enclitic negative particle is used; n't precedes the subject, whereas not 
generally follows it: 

Didn't they warn you? ~ a v e n ' t  they left? 
Did they not warn you? Have they not left? 

The construction with not after the subject is generally considered rather 
formal, and therefore the enclitic is usually preferred in spoken English. The 
formal alternative is particularly unlikely if the subject is lengthy. Both orders 
obey the general rule of subject-operator inversion, but since enclitic n't is 
fused with the operator into one grammatical word, it necessarily moves with 
the operator in subject-operator inversion. 

Some speakers accept a third construction, also rather formal, in which 
the full particle is in the same position as the enclitic: 

Is not history a social science? 

This construction is especially likely in formal contexts where the subject is 
lengthy: 

Does not everything we see about us testify to the power of Divine 
Providence? 

The construction is an apparent exception to the regular placement of the 
subject immediately after the operator, but in print it may merely represent 
the printed equivalent of the attached enclitic. Focusing subjuncts (cf 8.1 16ff) 
can also appear between operator and subject, and their presence makes a 
preceding full particle more likely in formal contexts: 

$ I  Did not even a single student come to the lecture? 
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Note [a] If the subject isorcontains a quantifier, there is a difference in meaning according to whether 
the negative particle precedes or follows the subject: 

Doesn't anyone know the answer? ['Surely someone knows the answer.'] 
Does anyone not know the answer?['Is there anyone whodoes not know the answer?'] 

[b] Negative exclamatory questions are discussed in 11.22, and negative rhetorical questions in 
11.23. 
[c] Although a negative subject of a statement cannot be replaced by not + nonassertive form 
(c/ 10.58), the same restriction does not apply to negative questions, where the subject follows 
the clause negator not. Two question forms therefore correspond to the single positive form No 
one believes me: Does no one beliew me? and Doesn't anyone beliew me? 
[d] Negative questions sometimes occur as elliptical responses. The negative question affirms 
the speaker's agreement with what another speaker has just said: 

A: Her performance in Rigoletto was outstanding. B: Yes, wkn't  it? 
Compare a fuller response in which the tag question might also have a falling tone: 

Yes it was, wkn't  it? 
The positive question as response here (WAS it?) would suggest that the speaker was not present 
at the performance and therefore cannot express an opinion. The positive question is also used 
to express disagreement, often ironically: 

A: Isn't it a lovely day? B: is it? 

Tag questions 
Maximum conduciveness is expressed by a further type of yes-no question 
which conveys positive or negative orientation - a tag question appended to 
a statement: 

The boat hasn't left, has it? 
Joan recognized you, didn't she? 

The general rules for forming the most common types of tag question are: 

(a) The tag question consists of operator and subject in that order (enclitic 
n't, if present, is attached to the operator, cf 11.7): is he?, didn't she?, can't 
I?, will you?. In formal English the negative particle is placed after the 
pronoun : did they not?, isshe not?That position is usual in informal English 
in Northern BrE dialects. 

(b) The operitor is generally the same as the operator of the preceding 
statement (cf Note [c] below): 

I haven't seen you before, have I? 

If the statement has no operator, the dummy auxiliary DO is used, as for 
yes-no questions in general (cf 11.5): 

She knowk you, doesn't she? 

(c) The subject of the tag must be a pronoun which either repeats, or is in 
coreference with, the subject of the statement, agreeing with it in number, 
person, and gender. 

(d) If the statement is positive, the tag is generally negative, and vice 
versa (but cf 11.9). 

(e) The nuclear tone of the tag occurs on the auxiliary, and is either rising 
or falling. 

Note 
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Four main typespf tifg question emerge from the observance of these rules. 
(The formula + S - T represents a positive statement with falling nuclear 
tone followed by a negative tag with rising tone. The other formulae are 
similarly explicable.) 

POSITIVE + NBGATIVE 
RISING TONE FALLING TONE 

(i) + S - ? (iii) + S - ?  
He likes his JOB, ~ b ~ s n ' t  he? He likes his JOB, mj~sn't he? 

NEGATIVE + POSITIVE 

RISING.TON!l FALLING TONE 

(ii) - S + T (iv) - S + 
He doesn't like his J ~ B ,  ~ 6 ~ s  he? He doesn't like his JOB, ~ 6 %  he? 

The meanings of these sentences, like their forms, involve a statement and 
a question; each of them, that is, asserts something, then invites the listener's 
response to it. Sentence (i), for example, can be rendered 'I assume he likes 
his job; am I right?, (ii) means the opposite: 'I assume he doesn't like his 
job; am I right? (cf also 11.11). Clearly these sentences have a positive and a 
negative orientation respectively. A similar contrast exists between (iii) and 
(iv). But it is important, again, to separate two factors: an ASSUMPTION 

(expressed by the statement) and an EXPECTATION (expressed by the question). 
On this principle, we may distinguish the four types as: 

(i) Positive assumption + neutral expectation + S - 'k 
(ii) Negative assumption + neutral expectation - S + 

(iii) positive assumption + positive expectation + S - T 
(iv) Negative assumption + negative expectation - S - T 

The tag with a rising tone invites verification, expecting the hearer to decide 
the truth of the proposition in the statement. The tag with the falling tone, 
on the other hand, invites confirmation of the statement, and has the force of 
an exclamation rather than a genuine question. In this respect, types (iii) and 
(iv) are like (though not as emphatic as) exclamatory yes-no questions with a 
falling tone (cf 11 22). Compare, for example, Isn't it wonderful w ~ ~ t h e r !  with 
It's wonderfuf wz~ther, isn't it? and Wasn't she ANgry! with She was ANgry, 
wAsn't she? 

[a] The tag normally mirrors the subject and auxiliary of the main clause of a complex sentence. 
There are exceptions, however, with verbs likesuppose when they are introduced by a 1st person 
subject and followed by a that-clause: 

I suppose you're not serious, are you? [not 'I suppose you're not serious, don't I?] 
A further stage of irregularity is introduced in cases of transferred negation (cf14.36): I don't 
suppose he's serious, is he? Here, the subject of the tag is taken from the that-clause, but the 
absence of negation from the tag is explained with reference to the negative particle of the main 
clause, which applies semantically to the that-clause, since Idon't suppose he's serious is equivalent 
to I suppose he isn't serious. 
[bl If the sentence is long, the tag question is occasionally inserted in the middle, but between 
constituents: 

It's true, isn't it, that you're thinking of giving up yourjob? 
[C] The negative tag question following a positive statement with modal auxiliary may poses a 
problem because the abbreviated form mayn't is rare (virtually not found in AmE). There is  no 
obvious solution for the tag question, though some speakers will substitute mightn't or can't, or - 
when the reference is future - won't: 
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?I may inspect the baoks, {:,":F I' 

?They may be here next week. 1 
The unabbreviated form is fully acceptable, but limited to formal usage: 

I may inspect the books, may I not? 
They may be here next week, may they not? 

In a tag question following a statement with used to, the operator is did: 
(clldn't they? 

They used to write to you, they not? 

{ 
usedn't <esp BrE) (cf 3.44) 

They used not to write to you, did they? 
didn't use (esp AmE) 

Sl~ouldn't is sometimes substituted for oughrn't as an abbreviated form: 

{shouldn't we? 
We ought to go now. oughtn,t we? 

(On aren't I, cf3.32). 
[d] When the focus of a positive sentence is on a gradable unit, a negative tag question with a 
falling tone can be used as a response utterance to express agreement: 

A: Their daughter is very clever. 
B : (Yes,) isn't she? rI  agree'] 

Otherwise, the tag response with a rising tone expresses surprise, the tag being in constant 
polarity with the preceding statement: 

A : Their daughter isn't very clever. 
B: isn't she? ['I thought she was.'] 

A: They're moving to New York. 
B: h s  they? ['I didn't know that.'] 

A: They aren't moving to New York. 
B: 6 ~ s n ' t  they? PI thought they were.'] 

11.9 There is a furthe'r, less common, type of tag question in which both statement 
and question arg positive: 

Your car is OU~S~DE, is it? 
You've had an  Accident, HLVE you? 

The tag typicall$ has a rising tone, and the statement is characteristically 
preceded by oh br so, indicating the sphker's arrival at a conclusion by 
inference, or by: recalling what has already been said. The tone may 
sometimes be one of sarcastic suspicion: 

So AT'S your little, game, is it? 

We may therefol'e add a fifth, less usual, type of tag question to the earlier 
four types: 1 

POSITIVE + POSITIVE 
RISING TONE 

(v) + S + i' 
So he likes his J ~ B ,  ~ 6 ~ s  he? 

The tag of this type sometimes has no nucleus, but is part of the preceding 
tone unit. Its effect may be scolding (Oh, you've had another accident, have 
you?), sarcastic (So that's your game, is it?), or sarcastically contradictory (So 
your car is outside, is it?). 
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Note Logically we should expect an equivalent sixth type in which both statement and tag are 
negative: 

NEGATIVE + NEGATIVE 
RISING TONE 

(vi) - S - 'f 
So he doesn't like his JOB, h ~ s n ' t  he? 

This type, however, has not been clearly attested in actual use. 

Tag questions with imperatives and exclamatives 
11.10 Tag questions can be appended also to imperative sentences (cf 11.24fn, 

where they invite the listener's consent. For positive imperatives, types (i), 
(iii), and (v) are available. The auxiliary in the tag is usually won't for the 
negative and will for the positive, and the subject is usually you: 

(i) Open the &R, W ~ N ' T  you? 
(iii) Open the &R, WBN'T YOU? 
(v) Open the &R, W ~ L L  YOU? 

Type (i) tag is least insistent, and type (v) tag is most insistent. Other 
auxiliaries and subjects also occur: 

Open the door, can't you? 
Hand me a knife, won't somebody? 
Turn on the light, will somebody or other? 
Save us a seat, can one of you? 
Have another one, why don't you? 

Negative imperatives are less commonly followed by tag questions. The only 
type that seems possible is will you? in type (iv), with a falling tone on the 
tag : 

(iv) Don't make a N ~ E ,  W ~ L L  YOU? 

The tag is a persuasive softener of the imperative. However, if the will you? 
is nonnuclear, it increases the peremptoriness of the directive. 

First person plural imperatives (cf 11.26) may take shall we? as a tag 
question : 

Let's play another game, 
Let's not discuss it now, 

Type (iii) tag and the (only occasionally used) type (i) tag are appended to 
exclamatives (cf 11.31f). The tag questions invite the hearer's agreement: 

'(iii) How TH~N she is, isn't she? 
(i) What a beautiful  PAINT^^^ it is, isn't it? ['Or don't you agree?'] 

The tag may also be appended to abbreviated verbless exclamations: 

What a beautiful painting, isn't it? 
How odd, isn't it? 

Note The imperatives and the tag may be positive and have falling tones, but the sentence is then 
very peremptory and is considered ill-mannered : 

Open the &R, W ~ L L  you? 
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Invariant tag questions 
11.11 Several other tag questions inviting the listener's response may be appended 

to statements and exclamations. They have the same form whether the 
statement is positive or negative, and take a rising tone: 

f am I r i ~ h t ?  .. 
isn't that so? 

They fK% foreet 
to attend the lecture, 

L ( wouldn't you say? 

She passed the exam, right? (informal) 
She didn't pass the exam, eh? / e~ /  (casual, may be impolite) 

Again the falling tone is more insistent than the rising tone. 

Note Comment clauses (such as you know and Ihope, cf 15.54) may in general be considered invariant 
tags, though they are usually not questions. 

Declarative questions 
11.12 Not all yes-no questions have subject-operator inversion. The declarative 

question is a type of question which is identical in form to a declarative, 
except for the final rising question intonation. It is rather casual in tone: 

You've got the exp~bive?  
They've spoken to the amsbsador, of course? 
You realize what the Ris~s  are? 
Boris will be &RE, I suppose? 
He didn't finish the ~ C E ?  

Declarative q'uestions are conducive (cf11.6), and resemble tag questions 
with a rising tone in that they invite the hearer's verification. Positive 
questions have positive orientation (cf 11.6), and can therefore accept only 
assertive forms (cf 10.60f): 

\ 
He wants sqmething to eat? \ 
Somebody is with you? 

When followed by a comment clause, the declarative may have a fall: 

GAther. 
You realize ,what the RISKS are, I 

l 
Negative questions have negative orientation, and nonassertive forms may 
be used following the negative: 

Yes-no questions with modal auxiliaries 
11.13 The formation of yesno questions with modal auxiliaries is subject to certain 

limitations and shifts of meaning. (For the negation of modal auxiliaries, cf 
10.67f). The modals of permission (may (esp BrE), and can) and of obligation 
(must (esp BrE), and have to) generally involve the speaker's authority in 
statements and the hearer's authority in questions: 

A : { e v e  n o w  ['Will you permit me . . .'l 

may . will permit you. . .'l B : Yes, You ICan } 
:k A: {::;iave to] leave now? 

['Are you telling me. . .'l 
$6 

.M 
B: Yes, you have to . Imu" I ['I am telling you . . .'l 

!&l 

This means that the question form anticipates the form appropriate for the 
answer. 

A similar switch from hearer to speaker takes place with shall [volition], 
which (esp in BrE) involves the speaker's will in statements, but the hearer's 
will in questions: 

You shall suffer for this! [rare; 'Iintend to make you suffer. . .!'l 
Shall I switch off the television? ['Do you want me to. . .?l 

Shall is rare with you as subject,'and generally infrequent in AmE, except for 
inviting or requesting agreement (Shall we eat now?). It is unlike the other 
modals in two respects. First, its use in questions is virtually restricted to first 
person subjects. Secondly, its declarative use is not symmetrical with its 
interrogative use; hence, shall is not repeated in the response to a question 
with shall. The expected response after shall I and exclusive shall we is 
agreement, and may be a 2nd person imperative. After inclusive shall we it is 
a 1st person imperative: , 

A: Shall we carry your suitcases? ['Would you like us to. . .?'l 
B: Yes, please do (so). 

A: Shall we have dinner? ['Would you like us (including you) to. . .?'l 
B: Yes, let's. 

1 May in the possibility sense is not often used in questions: 
/ ' 
a: May we be doing him an injustice? 

Can or (more commonly in AmE) could replaces it: 
You didn't get anything to eat? j 
You want nothing to eat yet? A: {E?} they have missed the bus? 

Nobody ever stays at your place? '1 
{ may have. 

B: Yes, might have, 
Note [a] A second interrogative use of the statement construction is for echo questions (cf 11.34ff). 1 

[b] A tag question may be added to a declarative question. i 
You've got the ex~ujsive, nive  you? 1 The hypothetical uses (cf 4.62) of the auxiliaries might [permission], would 

In that case the declarative usually has a falling tone. [volition], and could [volition] require special treatment, since in yes-no 
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questions these past forms are regularly used for politeness. If modal 
auxiliaries are retained, the present forms are generally substituted for might 
and would in responses, and the present form is usual for could: 

A : Might I call you by your first name? 
B: Yes, you may. [l] 

A : Would you pay for me? 
B: Yes, I will. [21 

A : Could I see you for a moment? 
B: Yes, you can. [Also may (esp BrE), and less usually, could] [3] 

A more common response for [l -31 would be (Yes,) of course. Other responses 
might be (Yes,)please do for [l] and I'll beglad to for [2]. The questions have 
the polite past forms appropriate to their illocutionary force as requests. 

Need (esp in BrE) is used as a nonassertive modal auxiliary, although (esp 
in AmE) the main verb need (cf 3.41 f )  and do have to are common substitutes: 

Need they leave now? <esp BrE) 

Do they E} leave now? 

But the corresponding positive forms are must, have to, or the main verb 
need : 

must. 

need to. 

On the other haid, must in the necessity sense has positive orientation: 

Why must it always rain when we want to have a picnic? 

(On this last example, cfthe discussion of rhetorical questions in 11.23.) 
Notice the assertive always after must, in contrast to the possible nonassertive 
ever after need : . 

Must it alwais happen this way? , 
Need it ever [also: always] happen this way? 

Dare is occasionally used as a nonassertive modal auxiliary, especially in 
BrE. Common substitutes are the main verb dare and (esp in AmE) the blend 
construction with dare (DO and the bare infinitive, cf 3.42): 

l 

Do you dareko cast aspersions on my character? 
Dare I suggest a compromise between your two positions? <esp BrE) 
Do we dare tell them the truth? (esp AmE) 

Negative responses may repeat the same verbs, but positive forms require 
the main verb dare: 

Yes, they dared to complain. 

Note As with the negative, ought may occur either with the to-infinitive or with the bare infinitive 
(cf 3.43). 
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Wh-questions 

Form of wh-questions 
11.14 Wh-questions are formed with the aid of one of the following simple 

interrogative words (or wh-words): 

who/whom/whose, what, which, when, where, how, why 

Unlike yesno questions, wh-questions generally have falling intonation. As 
a rule, 

(i) the wh-element (ie the clause element containing the wh-word) comes 
first in the sentence (apart from some conjuncts, such as on the other hand) ; 
(ii) the wh-word itself takes first position in the wh-element. 

The only exception to the second principle occurs when the wh-word is within 
a prepositional complement. Here English provides a choice between two 
constructions, one being formal. In formal style, the preposition precedes the 
complement, whereas otherwise the complement comes first and the 
preposition is deferred to the end of the sentence: 

On what did you base your prediction? (formal) 
What did you base your prediction on? . 

We may perhaps express this difference more neatly by saying that neutral 
style generally requires that the wh-word comes first, but formal English 
requires that the wh-element as a whole comes first. 

Note [a] Wh-questions are also called INFORMATION QUESTIONS. 
[b] The wh-words are sometimes modified (except in formal style) by the intensifier ever, which 
emphasizes the bafllement or emotional involvement of the speaker. Usually they are spelled as 
two separate words, and why ewr is invariably spelled so. They are thereby distinguished from 
the subordinating wh-words whenever, whoever, however, etc. 

Why ever didn't he tell me? How ever did you find the key? 
What ever are you doing? Who ever would want such a magazine? 

Various other ways exist of intensifying the emotive effect of a wh-question: 
Whoon earth opened my letter? (informal) 
Who the hell are you? (casual) 
What in heaven'snamedo you think you're doing? <casual) 

[c] In a collection of 858 wh-questions from the files of the Survey of English Usage, chiefly in 
surreptitiously recorded spoken unscripted material, 775 had falling intonation. 
[d] On factors affecting the choice between who and whom, cf 6.35,6.38,7.14$. 
[e] The construction with a preposition in final position (c/ 9.6) is less desirable when the 
preposition is remote from its complement or when it is syntactically bound closer to the 
complement than to the verb. Awkward sentences like What time did you tell him to meet us a t ?  
are general!y avoided. A sentence like that would be replaced by At what time did you tell him to 
meet W? in formal style or, more generally, by When didyou tellhim to meet us?or prepositionless 
What time did you tell him to meet us?The awkwardness reaches comic proportions when several 
final oarticles cooccur: What did vou brina this book to be readout ofuo for? - . -  

The prepositionssince and during occur only at the beginning of the question: Since whendo I 
haw to explain my actions to you?, During which years were you liuing in Germany? Until is also 
usually placed initially, although till can be regularly deferred: ?When are you staying until?, 
When are youstaying till? (c/ also 11.15 Note [a]). 
[f] There are occasional declarative wh-questions, where the wh-element remains in the position 
normal in declaratives for that item. They are associated with interviews and intermgations: 

A: So you boarded the train where? B: At Los Angeles. 
A: And you got off at  what station? B : At San Diego. 

These declarative wh-questions are to be distinguished from echo questions (c/ l1.34ff). 
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Functions of wh-element 
11.15 The following sentences exemplify the various clause functions in which the 

wh-element operates: 

Who ever opened my ~ f ~ t e r ?  [wh-element: S] 
Which books have you LBNT him? [wh-element: O,] 
Whose beautiful ~ I I T ~ Q u E S  are these? [wh-element : C,] 
How wide did they make the B ~ K c ~ S ~ ?  [wh-element: C,] 
When will you be p r o ~ h ~ e d ?  [wh-element: A] 
Where shall I put the ~ L h e s ?  [wh-element: A] 
Why are they always c o m ~ ~ i ~ ~ i n g ?  [wh-element : A] 
How did you MBND it? [wh-element: A] 
How much does he CARE? [wh-element : A] 
How long have you been wA~ring? [wh-element: A] 
How ofen do you visit New Y ~ R K ?  [wh-element: A] 

We see above that normal statement order o f  elements is altered in wh- 
questions not only by the initial placing o f  the wh-element, but by the 
inversion o f  subject and operator in all cases except when the wh-element is 
subject, where the rule that the wh-element takes initial position applies, 
overriding the rule o f  inversion. 

Subject-operator inversion is the same in its application to wh-questions 
as in its application to yes-no questions; i f  there is no operator in the 
equivalent statement, m is introduced as operator in the question. The main 
verb BE and (occasionally, esp in BrE) HAVE act as operator: Where is she?, 
What kind of car have they? 

Note [a] Adjuncts of instrument, reason, and purpose are normally questioned by the prepositional 
constructions: 

Whot shall I mend it with? Whot did you do thatfor? 
Although the latter wuld be replaced by Why did you do that?, it has no alternative with a 
preposed preposition: *For what didyoudo thot?In this respect it is like informal questions with 
BE followed by a f ina~~~re~os i t ion :  Whot wasit like?(but not 'Like what was it?); Whot was it in? 
(but not *In what wasit?). 
[b] Abbreviated questions consisting of a wh-word and a final preposition (which in this 
construction regularly bears nuclear stress), eg: Whot F ~ R ? ,  Where F R ~ M / T ~ ? ,  What WITH?, Who 
wITH/BP?, are as popular in informal speech as questions consisting of the wh-word only: 
Where?, Why?, Who? There is a common abbreviated negative question Why NOT? (cf 11.17), 
and an informal abbreviated reason question (esp in k m ~ )  How C ~ M E ?  (cf also 11.40 Note [a]). 
[c] Although there is no wh-word for the verb, the content of the predication can be questioned 
by what as the object of the generalized agentive verb do or as subject of the generalized event 
verb happen: 

A: What are you doing? B: I'm reading. 
A: What have you done with my book? B: I've hidden it. 
A: What's happehing? B: It's snowing. 

I 
[d] Many speakers do not accept an indirect object as wh-element: ?Who(m) did you giue the 
present? They use the equivalent prepositional complement construction instead: Who(m) did 
you giue the present to? or (in formal style) To whom did you giue the present? Some speakers, 
however, find the construction acceptable if there is no ambiguity as to which object is direct 
and which indirect. (There is ambiguity in Whodid youshow your daughter?) 
[c] In wh-questions of the SVC pattern, it is possible to distinguish between noun phrases as S 
and C by signals of case and concord, where these apply: Which is me? (wh-element as S -said, 
for example, when looking at a photograph) contrasts with Which am I? (wh-element as C). 
Whosein the SVC sentence pattern must be C:  Whose is !hot book? 

The potential response may also indicate the clause elements: 
A: Who was Hamlet? B: My brother was. 

[Who is S ,  identifying a character in a play1 
A: Who was Augustus? B: Augustus was a Roman Emperor. 

[Who is C, referring to identity] 
A:What was your brother? B: He was Hamlet. 

[What is C, characterizing a role in a play, cf 6.391 
Notice the ambiguity of Who in the following: 

A: Who is the captain? 

I B: My brother is. [Who is S] 
B: The captain is my brother. [Who is C] 

[f] Why (esp AmE) and whot are used in informal speech as introductory words to express 
surprise, both with questions and with statements: 

Why, what did she say? What, is the bus here already? 
Why, they won't object. What, he couldn't have passed. 

Why is also used informally after conditional clauses, especially in AmE. It is a more emphatic 
conjunct than then (cf8.135): 

If HB doesn't want to press charges, why Y ~ U  should. 
[g] For irregular wh-questions-such as those beginning with ho'w come, how obout, and whot 
obout - c/ l l .40. 
[h] How goes it? is a surviving common example of a wh-question that lacks the usual operator 
and inversion (c/: How did it go?). 
[i] Interrogative how has various senses. Notice the ambiguity of How does it work?, where how 
may refer to process or effect. How is also used as a wh-word for a complement as current 
attribute (cf 10.20): 

A: How is she? B: Fine. [evaluation of health or some other aspect] 
A: How was the book? B: Excellent. [evaluative] 

For how in the nonhealth evaluative sense, What. . . like? is available as an informal synonym 
(cfNote [a] above). How, how much, how for, and to whot extent are used with gradable verbs as 
intensifying wh-elements: How did you like her?, How much do you miss him?, How for do they 
agree with us?. To what extent would you trust them? 

Positive wh-questions 
11.16 A wh-question may generally be matched with a statement called its 

presupposition. This is a statement which, in place of the wh-element, 
contains an indefinite expression such as somebody. The presupposed 
statement, which is assumed to be true by whoever uses the question, 
preserves o f  course normal statement ordering. Hence, i f  we list the 
presuppositions corresponding to some o f  questions [l -1 l ]  in 11.15, we can 
clarify the syntactic ordering o f  wh-questions in relation to statements: 

!$ PRESUPPOSITIONS 

Someone opened my letter. 
You have lent him some of the books. 
You will be promoted sometime. 
You mended it somehow. 
You visit New York sometimes. 

Modifying what and which (cf 6.39) have different presuppositions : 

What composer(s) do you like best? - You like some composer(s) best. 
Which composer(s) do you like best? 

- You like { z ~ } ~ f  the composers best. 
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In some cases there is no sensible presupposition: 

How does he feel? - *He feels somehow or other. 
Where was she born? - She was born somewhere. 
What time is it? - It's some time or other. 
How should I know? 
Why should I ?  

As the above examples indicate, a positive wh-question may generally be 
matched with a positive presupposition. There may, however, be no 
presupposition if nonassertive items (cf 10.60) are present: 

When will we ever win any prizes? 
What help have they ever given us? 
Who has any money? 

The questions are conducive, having a negative orientation. Questions 
introduced by Why do you have a positive presupposition, but a negative 
orientation when they have the illocutionary force of directives: 

Why do you bother to reply? ['You are replying but shouldn't bother 
to reply.'] 

Why do you make so much fuss? ['You are making a lot of fuss but 
shouldn't make so much fuss.'] 

As a directive, it cannot have a past form. Thus Why did you bother to reply? 
is an inquiry, not a directive, though the overtone is still negative. 

The abbreviated form with the bare infinitive is always a directive: 

Why bother to reply? 
Why mak'e so much fuss? 

Note On rhetorical wh-questions, cf 11.23. 

Negative wh-questions 
11.17 Wh-questions c?n also be negative: 

Who hasn't had any coffee? \ 
[l1 

Why didn't you tell me? 121 
When shouldn't I call? L31 
Which books don't you want? 141 
Where did:'t you clean? [S] 
How long qaven't you heard from them? [61 
How often didn't he pay his rent? [71 

The presuppositions can be listed just as for positive questions (cf 11.16): 

Somebody hasn't had any coffee. [lal 
You didn't tell me for some reason. [ W  
I shouldn't call at  some time. Pal 
You don't want some books. [4al 
You didn't clean in somepIace. [sal 
You haven't heard from them for some time. [6al 
He didn't pay his rent a number of times. Pal 
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In [la-7a] the presupposed particular unknown is outside the scope of  
negation (cf 10.64). Thus [4a] may be paraphrased by 'There are some books 
that you don't want'. 

Questions beginning with Why don't you and the abbreviated Why not are 
commonly used as directives (ef 11.16). The directives are invitations o r  
(more commonly in AmE) suggestions or instructions: 

Why don't you shave? 
Why don't you clean your teeth? 
Why don't you come for a meal one day next week? 
Why don't you make yourself an egg? 
Why don't you revise this paper? 
Why not ignore their remarks? 
Why not go by train? 

Why don't you conveys advice, but it frequently has a critical and irritable 
tone, since it is used when the hearer has not performed or is not performing 
the recommended activity: 

Why don't you take sleeping tablets? ['Anyone else would.'] 
Why don't you see a doctor? 

Why don't you, unlike Why not, may also be used as an inquiry. Like the 
inquiry, the directive allows nonassertive items (Why don't you ever write?), 
but unlike the inquiry, the directive does not allow a past form of the verb 
(Why didn't you write?). On the other hand, the directive takes the operator 
do before be : Why don't you be quieter? (cf the inquiry Why aren't you quieter?). 
In these syntactic features, directives beginning with Why don't you and Why 
not resemble imperative sentences, which normally have the illocutionary 
force of directives. 

Especially in AmE, Why don't I is used for offers (Why don't Zgive you a 
hand?), or Why don't we for offers (Why don't we give you a hand?) or 
suggestions (Why don't we have a rest now?). 

Pushdown wh-element 
11.18 In 11.15, the wh-element was shown to operate in various clause functions. 

But it can also operate indirectly in the main clause, as part of another clause 
element. We call the wh-element in such cases a PUSHDOWN element. Here 
are instances in which the wh-element is a pushdown element, the 
presuppositions being given in parentheses. 

(I) wh-element as prepositional complement within a noun phrase: 
(i) the prepositional phrase as adjunct: 

What side of the road was he driving on? 
On what side ofthe road was he driving? (formal) 

[He was driving on one side ofthe road.] 

(ii) the prepositional phrase as modifier of a nopn phrase: 

Which country is Caracas the capital of?  (informal) 
Of which country is Caracas the capital? 

[Caracas is the capital of some country.] 
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(11) wh-element as element in a nominal that-clause or a to-infinitive or -ing 
clause; the clause functions as direct object in the main clause: 

How long did he tell you (that) he waited? 
[He told you (that) he waited for some length of time.] 

What would you like me to buy? 
[You would like me to buy something.] 

What kinds of novels do you enjoy reading? 
[You enjoy reading some kinds of novels.] 

(111) wh-element as prepositional complement within a noun phrase, the 
noun phrase in turn functioning as element in a nominal clause - a 
combination of (I) and (11): 

Who did the textbook say (that) Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of? 
(informal) 
[The textbook said that Queen Elizabeth was the daughter of some 

person] 

(IV) wh-element as element (or part of an element) in a clause that is 
complemexitation to an adjective: 

What is he ready to confess to? 
To what is he ready to confess? (formal) 

[He is ready to confess to something.] 
How much is she ready to pay? [She is ready to pay something.] 

Note [a] There arelimits to what can be a pushdown wh-element. Among the exclusions are: 
(i) the compleqent of a prepositional phrase functioning as disjunct (to my regret) or conjunct 

(on the contrary), cf8.121A: 
(ii) the complementof many prepositional phrases functioningasadjunct, when thecomplement 

refers to a :  specific time (Monday), place (Denuer), or process (great firmness). The 
complement can, however, often be questioned by a wh-element witha general noun (What 
day did you meet on?, What city did you go to?, In what manner did you speak to them?) 

(iii) an element in a relative clause or an adverbial clause. 
(iv) an element in a nominal interrogative or nominal relative clause. This restriction is 

sometimes re\axed for nominal interrogative clauses in unscripted speech, particularly for 
yes-no interrogative clauses introduced by'whether and functioning as direct object; a 
pronoun is inserted in the subordinate clause if the preposed wh-element functions as 
subject in the subordinate clause. These are felt to be deviant, but they are sometimes used 
because there is no obvious alternative: 

?Which exam did you ask whether he would pass? 
?Who else did you notice whether they passed the exam? 

(V) an element i)l a coordinated phrase or clause. 
[b] In complex sehtences a pushdown wh-element may be ambiguous, functioning either in the 
main clause or in a subordinateclause: 

When did she promise to meet him? 
When may refer to the time of promising or to the time of meeting. 

More than one wh-element 
11.19 Ordinary questions can have more than one wh-element (for echo questions, 

cf11.34ff): 

I heard that Sylvia and Jane accused their husbands of various 
misdeeds, but who accused whom of what? 

Which present did you give to whom? 
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If one of the wh-elements is subject, it must be initial: 

Who said what to whom? 

Otherwise, there is a choice as to which wh-element is fronted, so that the 
same question may be put in more than one way. Consider the presupposition: 

You have hidden something somewhere. 

We can move from it to either of these questions: 

What have you hidden where? Where have you hidden what? 

Generally, only one wh-element is fronted, but adverbial wh-elements may 
be coordinated : 

When and where did they meet? How and why did it happen? 

Alternatively, the second coordinated wh-element may be appended (cf 
13.94): 

When did they meet, and where? 

If only one wh-element is adverbial and the other is direct object, only 
appended coordination is fully acceptable: 

What does she teach, and where? Who did he hit, and why? 
?What and where does she teach? ?Who and why did he hit? 

Note Declarative wh-questions (c/ l 1.14 Note [f]) may rarely also have more than one wh-element: 
Well now, you say your wife is a teacher. She teaches wl~or where? 

Alternative questions 
11.20 There are two types of alternative questions. The first resembles a yes-no 

question, and the second a wh-question: 

Would you like cH6colate, v a ~ i ~ l a ,  or s ~ ~ i w b e r r y  (ice cream)? [l]  
Which ice cream would you L~KE? ca6colate, v a ~ i ~ l a  or 

s~r&wberry? [21 

The first type differs from a yes-no question only in intonation; instead of the 
final rising tone, it contains a separate nucleus for each alternative: a rise 
occurs on each item in the list, except the last, on which there is a fall, 
indicating that the list is complete. The difference of intonation between 
alternative and yes-no questions is important, in that ignoring it can lead to 
misunderstanding - as the contrast between these replies indicates: 

alternative: A: Shall we go by B ~ S  or TRAIN? B: By sirs. 
yes-no: A: Shall we go by bus or TRAIN? B : No, let's take the CAR. 

The second type of alternative question is really a compound of two separate 
questions: a wh-question followed by an elliptical alternative question. Thus 
[2] might be taken as a reduced version of: 

Which ice cream would you L~KE? Would you like cH6colate, vani~la,  
or sTaAwberry? 

An alternative question presupposes the truth of only one of the 
propositions : 
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Are you a D ~ M O C ~ ~  or a Re~cslican? 
[You are either a Democrat or a Republican.] 

Do you want s ~ h b e t ,  ~bghurt ,  or F R ~ I T ?  
[You are being given a choice of only one of the three.] 

A yes-noquestion presupposes that oneof twomutually exclusive possibilities 
is true: 

Are you R~ADY? 

Converting a yes-no question into an alternative question introduces this 
tautology into the presupposition: 

h~ YOU ready or i ~ ~ n ' t  you ready? 
[Either you are ready or you are not ready.] 

The second conjoin may be reduced to or not: 

ARE YOU ready or N ~ T ?  

The tautology gives a petulant tone to the question and explains why such 
questions are not normal. 

Note [a] An alternative question corresponding to a yes-no question is distinctly odd in certain 
sentences; for example, if the question has the illocutionary force of an invitation or a request: 

?Would you have some more coffee or not? 
?Will you open the d w r  pleaseor not? 

There is no tautology if there is a nontrivial alternative: 

Will you open the door please, or Should I? {would you rather not? 

[b] The second pa<t of the wlt-alternative question may be considered a kind of appositive to the 
wh-element: ' 

Who 
WhYh em] do you like best, Ton1 or Derek? 

11.21 The structure of alternative yes-no questions follows the pattern of 
coordination (cf113.43ff), the ellipted forms generally being preferred, where 
they are 

Did i ~ a l y  win the World Cup or did B r a z i ~  win the World Cup? 
Did i ~ a l y  win the World Cup or did Braz i~?  
Did i ~ a l y  win the World Cup or Braz i~?  

Often the rema(hing part of a second or subsequent alternative question is 
fronted to the appropriate position in the first question: 

Did i ~ a l y  or B r a z i ~  win the World Cup? 

This type of fronting is also possible for the vacuous negative alternative: 

Are you c b ~ i n g  or AREN'T you (coming)? 
ARE YOU or AREN'T YOU coming? 

There is no fronted version of Are you comingor not?(*Areyou or not coming?) 
because fronting would violate the requirement of structure equivalence of 
conjoins (cf 13.49). 
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Minor types of questions 

Exclamatory questions 
11.22 The exclamatory question is +nterrogative in structure, but has the 

illocutionary force of an exclamatory assertion. Typically it is a negative yes- 
no question with a final falling instead of rising tone: 

Hasn't she G R ~ W N !  

Wasn't it a marvellous c b ~ c e r t  ! 

These invite the hearer's agreement to something on which the speaker has 
strong feelings. The meaning, contrary to the appearance of the literal 
wording, is vigorously positive. 

A positive yes-no question, also with a falling tone, is another (but less 
common) way of expressing a strong positive conviction: 

'Am 'I H ~ N G T ~ !  'Did 'he look ~ ~ N ~ Y E D !  'Has 'she G R ~ W N !  

Both operator and subject usually receive emphatic stress. In written English 
an exclamation mark is usual at the end of the sentence for both kinds of 
exclamatory question. 

The falling tone for negative and positive exclamatory questions has a n  
effect similar to, but more emphatic than, the falling tone in tag questions 
(cf 11.8). 

It seems odd that pairs of sentences which contrast in positive-negative 
polarity should have roughly the same effect: Has she grown! Hasn't she 
grown! There is, however, a slight difference: the negative question has, as a 
feature of its meaning, an appeal for the listener's confirmation; the positive 
question, on the other hand, implies that the positive response is self-evident, 
and would therefore be more appropriate where the listener's agreement 
would normally not be solicited, as in Am I hungry! (The experience reported 
here is of course not shared by the listener.) In situations where both the 
negative and the positive questions are possible, the difference is roughly 
represented by these paraphrases: 

Wasn't it a marvellous ~ d ~ c e r t !  = 'What a marvellous c0Ncert it was!' 
Has she G R ~ N !  = 'She I& grown!' 

Exclamatory questions do not admit nonassertives: Hasn't she yet grown? 
is an inquiry. Negative exclamatory questions must take enclitic n't; Has she 
not grown? is an  inquiry, not an exclamation. 

Note In AmE an exclamatory question can be pronounced with a rising tone: 
Wasn't the concert teraific? 

But in this case, the expectation of a response is stronger. 

Rhetorical questions 
11.23 The rhetorical question is interrogative in structure, but has the force of a 

strong assertion. It generally does not expect an answer. 
A positive rhetorical yes-no question is like a strong negative assertion, 

while a negative question is like a strong positive one. 
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POSITIVE : 
I s  that a reason for d e s e i ~ ~ ?  ['Surely that is not a reason. . .'l 
Can  anyone doubt the wisdom of this action? ['Surely no one can 

doubt. . .'l 
NEGATIVE : 
Isn't the answer OBV~OUS? ['Surely the answer is obvious.'] 
Haven't you got anything better to ~ 6 ?  ['Surely you have something 

better to do.'] 

Unlike exclamatory questions, these rhetorical questions have the normal 
rising intonation of a yesno question, and are distinguished chiefly by the 
range of pitch movement. 

There are also rhetorical wh-questions. The positive question is equivalent 
to a statement in which the wh-element is replaced by a negative element: 

Who K N ~ W S / C ~ E S ?  ['Nobody knows/cares' or 'I don't know/care.'] 
What ~ i ~ f e r e n c e  does it make? ['It makes no difference.'] 
How should i know? ['There is no reason why I should know.'] 
What S H ~ U L D  I say? ['There is nothing that I should say.'] 
What makes YBU think you can do better? ['Nothing should make 

you think you can do better.'] 
How can i help it? ['There is no reason why I can help it.'] 

Nonassertives may occur: 

What has ~8 ever done for you? 
Who has any  hey to spare these days? 

The less commbn negative question is equivalent to a statement in which the 
wh-element is replaced by a positive element: 

Who D B E s ~ ' ~  know? ['Everybody knows.'] 
How c6u~Dn't  you remember? ['You certainly should have 

remembered.'] 
I 

Wh-questions &nerally have a rise-fall tqne, less commonly a simple falling 
tone. 

Rhetorical questions may also be responses to previous questions: 

A : Do you want to eat? B : Do I look ~ i r ~ g r y ?  

Note Some questions, termed RATIOCINATIVE QUESTIONS, are self-addressed. They are like rhetorical 
questions in not exdectingan answer from others: 

Let me see. Should I take the car or go by bus? 
But the speaker may answer such a question: 

What do I want to BAT? Well, a roll will do. 
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Directives 

Directives without a subject 
11.24 Directives typically take the form of an imperative sentence, which differs 

from a declarative sentence in that: 

(i) it generally has no subject, but cf 11.25; P 
(ii) it has either a main verb in the base form or (less commonly) an  

auxiliary in the base form followed by the appropriate form of the 
main verb. 

Otherwise, the clause patterns of imperative sentences show the same range 
and ordering of elements as declaratives (cf 10.2): 

(S) V: Jump. 
(S) VO: Open the door. 
(S) VC: Be reasonable. 
(S) VA: Get inside. 
(S) VOO: Tell me the truth. 
(S) VOC: Consider yourself lucky. 
(S) VOA: Put the flowers on the table. ' 

The imperative verb lacks tense distinction and does not allow modal 
auxiliaries. The progressive form is rare, and the perfective even rarer: 

Be listening to this station the same time tomorrow night. 
Be doing your homework when your parents arrive home. 
Start the book and have finished it before you go to bed. (cf Note [a]) 

Passives with be occur chiefly in negative directives, where they generally 
have the meaning 'Don't allow yourself to be . . .': 

Don't be deceived by his looks. Don't be made to look foolish. 
Don't be bullied into signing. Don't be told what to do. 

They are less common in positive directives: 

Be guided by what I say. 
Be reassured by me. 
Hire a Rolls Royce and be driven around by a uniformed chauffeur. 

What might be treated as passives occur with get (cf 3.66 on the get-passive): i 
Get washed. Get transferred. Get known. 
Get dressed. Get weighed. Get introduced. 
Don't get misled by their promises. 
Get lost. ['go away' (informal)] 
Don't get dressed yet. 

Imperatives are restricted to predications that allow a dynamic interpret- 
ation, hence the incongruity of *Need a car, *Be old, *Sound louder. Many 
predications that are stative with respect to disallowing the progressive 
(cf4.27ff) are easily available with a dynamic interpretation for imperatives: 
Forgive us, Love your enemies, Owe nobody anything, Be early, Be glad that you 
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escaped ~vithout injury, Don't be a stranger, Be a pilot, Know the poem by heart 
by the ne.ut lesson. 

Imperatives refer to a situation in the immediate or more remote future 
and are therefore incompatible with time adverbials that refer to a time 
period in the past or that have habitual reference: *Come yesterday, *Usually 
drive your car. Imperatives also do not cooccur with comment disjuncts (cf 
8.127), since these disjuncts comment on propositions (cfthe same constraint 
with questions): *Unfortunately, pay your rent now. On tag questions with 
imperatives, cf 11.10. 

Note [a] The rare perfective construction Havefini.$l~ed it before you go robed is to be contrasted with 
the common causative complex-transitive Have itfinished before you go to bed, where have is an 
active imperative andfinished is a simple passive in the dependent clause; cj: Get itfinished 
before you go to bed. The two sentences, however, are closely similar in meaning. The idiomatic 
Have done with iris presumably to be analysed as having a perfective imperative verb. 
[b] The perfective passive may very occasionally be found with past time reference in a private 
prayer referring to information not yet known to the speaker: ?Please, dad, don't hove been in tlrar 
plane. 
[c] For reported imperatives in indirect speech, cf 14.33. 
[d] Be seated and bepreporedare examples of pseudo-passives (cf 3.77). 

Directives with a subject 
11.25 It is intuitively clear that the meaning of a directive implies that the omitted 

subject is the 2nd person pronoun you. The implication can be demonstrated 
by the occurrence of you as subject of a following tag question (Be quiet, will 
you?), by the occurrence of only yourselfor yourselves as the reflexive (Behave 
yourselfor Behave yourselves, not *Behave myself, etc), and by the occurrence 
of only the eniphatic possessive your own (Use your own comb, not *Use her 
own comb, etc)! 

There is, however, a type of directive in which the stressed subject you is 
added. You may be noncontrastive and admonitory: 

'You be ~ q ~ e t !  
'You 'mind your own sirsiness, and 'leave this to ME! 
'You 'showjme what to DO. 
'You 'take (he B ~ K .  \ 

They frequently express strong irritation or (as in the last two examples) 
merely insistence. On the other hand, noncontrastive you may be persuasive: 

I know you can do it if you try hard enough. 'You 'show me what you 
can DB. ' l 

You may also be contrastive in the sense of addressee-distinguishing, singling 
out one person or one set of persons. The identity of the persons may be made 
clear by a vocative or by some gesture such as pointing: 

Don't tell ~2 to be quiet. YOU be quiet! 
Here! YBU take the book! 
'You take TH~S chair, and I'll take T H ~ T  one. 

Vocative you, as opposed to imperative subject you, is very impolite: 

you1 'come HBRE~ 

1 
Note 
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Third person subjects are also possible: 

Somebody open this door. 
Everybody shut their eyes. 
Parents with children go to the front. 
Nobody move. 
Men in thefront row take one step forward. 

It is easy to confuse the subject, in these commands, with a vocative noun 
phrase (cf 10.52f). But whereas the subject always precedes the verb, the 
vocative is an element that can occur in final and medial, as well as initial, 
positions in the sentence. Another difference is that the vocative, when 
initially placed, has a separate tone unit (typically fall-rise); the subject 
merely receives ordinary word stress: 

VOCATIVE: ~ R Y ,  play on M? side. 
Play on MP side, M ~ Y .  

SUBJECT: 'Mary play on M? side. 

The distinctness of vocative and imperative subject is confirmed by the 
possibility of their cooccurrence: 

J ~ H N ,  'YOU listen to ME! 

[a] Apart from will you?, other tag questions heard with an imperative are would you?, could 
you?, can you?, won'tyou?, can't you?, ~wuldn'ryou?, couldn'tyou? Also the familiar wh-question 
why don't you? is sometimes appended: Take a rest, why don't you? 
[b] Directives with 3rd person subjects take either 2nd or 3rd person pronouns in the tag 
question: Somebody open thisdoor, willyou?/will they? 
[c] There is similar uncertainty about the person of a reflexive pronoun after a 3rd person 
subject: Ewryone behave yourselws and Ewryone behaue themselves both seem acceptable. (On 
the use of a plural substitute pronoun for ewryone, cf 10.43.) With a vocative, in contrast, only 
the 2nd person reflexive, in agreement with the understood subject, is allowable: Behave 
yourselves, everybody. 
[d] Another confusion easily made is that between a directive with youas subject and a statement 
with you as subject as used, for example, in giving street directions: You go up there until you 
reach the bridge, then you turn right . . . It is the unstressed subject of the statement that 
distinguishes it formally from the directive, since the subject of a directive is always stressed, 
even if a pronoun: 'You go up there. Needless to say, the admonitory tone of the directive would 
be quite unsuitable in giving street directions. (The negative don't you is less peremptory.) 

Directives with let 
First person imperatives can be formed by preposing the verb let followed by 
a subject in the objective case (cf 3.51): 

Let us all work hard. 
Let me think what to do next. 
Let me see now. Do I have any money on me? 

(Cf also ratiocinative questions, 11.23 Note). The same applies to 3rd person 
subjects : 

Let no one think that a teacher's life is easy. 
Let each man decide for himself. 
If anyone shrinks from this action, let him speak now. 
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Except for the let me type, these are generally rather archaic and elevated in 
tone. A colloquial alternative to let us, however, is the common abbreviated 
form let's: 

Let's have a party. 
Let's enjoy ourselves. 

In very colloquial English, let's is sometimes used for a 1st person singular 
imperative as well: Let'sgive youa hand. There are no 2nd person imperatives 
with let: *Let you have a look. 

[a] This type of imperative, in which let is no more than an introductory particle. should be kept 
separate from the ordinary 2nd person imperative of let as a transitive verb. That they are 
distinct is shown by the fact that Let usgo in the sense 'Permit us to go' cannot be abbreviated 
to Let'sgo. Furthermore, the full verb let is followed by a tag question with you as subject (Let us 
go, willyou?), whereas the 1st person imperative is followed by a tag question with we assubject 
(Let's go, shall we?). In Let's don'tfirget (esp AmE), the particle is institutionalized (cf3.51 
Note [bl). 
[b] Let's have a look can refer to the speaker alone. Compare Give us a hand to get the car started, 
where us can also refer merely to the speaker. 

summary of forms of imperatives 
We can now summarize the structural types of imperative: 

I st PERSON 2nd PERSON 3rd PERSON 

without subject - (i) Open - 
the door. 

without - (ii) You open (iii) Someone open 
let , the door. the door. 

with (iv) Let me open subject with the door. (v) Let someone 
- 

let Let's open open the door. 
the door. 

By far the most: common type is the subjectless 2nd person imperative (class 
(9). 

Negative imperatives 
To negate the ,first three classes of imperative, one simply adds an initial 
Don't or Do not; replacing assertive by nonassertive items where necessary: 

l 

Open thk door. 
Consider, my friends, that all is lost. 

Don't open the door. 
Do not, my friends, consider that all is lost. (formal) 

Don't you open the door. (ii) You open the door. - You don't open the door. (less common) 

Don't anyone open the door. (iii) Someone open the door. - No one open the door. 
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First person imperatives, on the other hand, are generally negated by the  
insertion of not after the'pronoun following let: 

(iv) { Let's not say anything about it. 
Let us not say anything about it. 

(iv) Let me not believe such accusations. (formal, rare) 

Informally, however, the negation with Don't is frequently heard: 

(iv) Don't let's say anything about it. (esp BrE) 
(iv) Let's don't say anything about it. (esp AmE) 
(iv) Don't let me disturb you. (esp BrE) 

Third person imperatives with let are negated by not after let or (more 
informally) by an initial don't: 

(v) Let not anyone fool himself that he can get away with it. (formal, rare) 
[Also: Let no one fool himself that he can get away with it.] 

(v) Don't let anyone fool himself that he can get away with it. 

The distinction that we have noted (cf 11.25) between contrastive and 
noncontrastive you in positive directives applies also to negative directives: 

Don't " Y ~ U  say anything. [contrastive] 
Don't 'you say Anything. [noncontrastive] 

Note [a] The more formal full particle do nor cannot replace don't in classes (ii) and (iii), though it can 
in classes (i), (iv) and (v). 
[b] Negative directives are seldom followed by tags. The only operators that seem possible are 
the positive auxiliaries will and can: Don't make a noise, will you?/ can you? The tag has a falling 
tone. 

Illocutionary force of imperatives 
11.29 Imperative sentences are used for a wide range of illocutionary acts. It is not, 

however, always possible to make precise distinctions because the illocution- 
ary force depends on the relative authority of speaker and hearer and on the 
relative benefits of the action to each. Here are some examples of sentences 
that may be used for different illocutionary acts, but we should be aware that 
illocutionary force depends in most cases on the situational context. (For 
verbless directives, cf 11.42, 11.53.) 

ORDER, COMMAND 

Fire! [fire as verb] Make your bed at once. 

PROHIBITION 

Don't touch. 
REQUEST 

Shut the door, please. 
PLEA 

Help! 
ADVICE, RECOMMENDATION 

Take an aspirin for your headache. 
Lock the door before you go to bed. 
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WARNING 
Lookout! Be careful! Mind your head! 

SUGGESTION 
Ask me about it again next month. 
Let's have a party. 

INSTRUCTION 
Take the first street on the left. 

INVITATION 
Make yourself at home. Come in and sit down. 

OFFER 
Have a cigarette. 

GRANTING PERMISSION 
Help yourself. 

GOOD WISHES 
Enjoy your meal. Have a good time. 

IMPRECATION 
Go to hell ! 

INCREDULOUS REJECTION 
Oh, come now. ['You don't really mean that.'] 

SELF-DELIBERATION ' 
Let me see now. ('Should I go straight home?') 

Note [a] Imperative clauses joined by and or or to a following clause may have a conditional 
implication (c/13!25, 13.30). The illocutionary force of the construction varies: 

REQUEST 
Sit next to loan and she'll explain what you have to do. 

PROMISE 
Finish your homework and I'II give you some ice cream. 
Don't makeany noise and I'II take you inside. 

THREAT 
Make a movk and I'II shoot. 
Don? make $ move or I11 shoot. \ 

[These two sentences convey the same meaning, but the positive imperative carries a 
stronger'expectation of the hearer's readiness to move.] 

WARNING 
Join the committee and you'll regret the waste of time. 
Don't eat so much or you'll be sorry. 

rope and he'll hang himsel/, the sentence is close to being a pure conditional 
erblessdirectivesof this type, cf 11.53 Note. 

[b] Instructional imperatives are often used in writing: 
Take one tablespoonful three times a day after meals. 
Remove the bolt from the handle socket and slide the cord retainer into the slot at the back 

of the handle socket. 
Written instructions are often in abbreviated form (c/ 11.48). 
[c] Please and (to a lesser extent) kindly (cf8.90f) may be added to imperative sentences with 
the illocutionary force of a request to convey greater overt politeness: Please eat up your dinner; 
Kindly maue to the next seat. Requests are often expressed by questions and statements, eg: Will 
you shut the door, please?, Would you mind shutting the door?, Could you shut d e  doorfor me?, I 
wonder whether you ~vould mind shutting the door. Questions that convey indirect requests need 
not have a question mark (cfApp 111.23 NoteIb]). 

Do with positive imperatives 
11.30 A positive imperative can be made more persuasive or insistent (esp in BrE) 

by adding do (with a nuclear tone) before the verb. Do reinforces the positive 
sense of the imperative. For many people this persuasive use of do seems 
more typical of female than male speech: 

DZ, have some more tea. ~6 let's go for a walk. 

This use of do applies only to classes (i) and (iv), and we therefore do not 
have *Do you have some more tea. 

Note [a] Do, like don7 and let% acts as an introductory imperative marker, and is not identical with 
the emphatic do of statements (c/ 18.56). To see this, notice that neither do nor don't in 
imperatives fulfils the strict conditions of dosupport ( c -  3.37); they are not introduced to make 
good the lack of an operator, but indeed are added to the front of an operator if one is present: 
Do be seated; Don't be silly. (Contrast the unacceptability of *He does be silty.) This peculiarity 
of imperativedo is also found in the quasi-imperative Why don't youconstruction: Why don't you 
be more careful? 
[b] Do, don'r, let's, and let'snot are used in isolation as elliptical directives: 

A: Should l open the door? B: {$::",t, 
Yes, Iet6. 

A: Should we watch the game? B: ( No, let's not. 

Exclamatives 

11.31 Exclamatives as a formal category of sentence are restricted to the type of 
exclamatory utterance introduced by what or how. For exclamatory questions, 
cf 11.22. 

. Exclamatives resemble wh-questions in requiring the initial placement of 
an exclamatory wh-element. The syntactic order is therefore upset to the 
extent that the wh-element (which may be object, complement, or adverbial 
as well as subject) may be taken from its usual (statement) position and put 
into a position of initial prominence. On the other hand, in contrast to wh- 
questions, there is generally no subject-operator inversion: 

wh-element as subject: 
What an enormous crowd came! [S V - the rarest type] [l] 

wh-element as object: 
What a time we've had today! [O, S V A] 

wh-element as complement: ' 

How delightjiul her manners are! [C, S V] 
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wh-element as adverbial: 
How I used to hate geography! [A S V Od] 
What a long time we've been waiting! [A S V] 
How quickly you eat! [A S V] 

In addition, the wh-element, like the wh-element of the wh-question, can act 
as prepositional complement: 

What a mess we're in! 

It can occur even as a pushdown element of an indirect statement (again like 
the interrogative wh-element, cf 1 1.18) : 

How foolish you must have thought I was! 

It is possible (but again rare) for the prepositional phrase as a whole to occur 
initially as wh-element: 

In what poverty these people live! 
For how many years did I live in that dreamworld of fantasies and 

false hopes! 

This latter example and the following sentences illustrate the occasional 
inversion of subject and operator in literary English, particularly with a 
preposed adverbial, subject complement, or direct object: 

How often have I bitterly regretted that day! 
How strange is his appearance! 
What magnificent characters does she present in her latest novel! 

Inversion is pieferred with negative rarely: 

How rarlly do I see you! (rare and rhetorical) 

For tag questibns with exclamatives, cf 11.10. 

11.32 Only two wh-words can be used to form the wh-element in exclamatory 
sentences: whjt as predeterminer in a noun phrase, cf [l], [2], and [4b] in 
11.3 1 ; and h04 as intensifier of an adjkctive, adverb, or clause, cf [3], [4a], 
and [4c] respectively in 11.31. The limitation to these functions is not 
surprising when one realizes that the wh-word indicates an extreme position 
on some scale of value, and therefore can only appear at  points in the 
sentence where an expression of degree is possible. Exactly the same 
functions are fFlfilled (especially in some women's speech) by the emphatic 
degree items such (as a determiner) and so (as an intensifier) in statements 
and questions (cf 18.57): 

We've had such a time. Why did they tease you so? 
Her manners are so delightful. 

Exclamatives are very frequently indeed reduced by ellipsis to the single 
wh-element: What a terrible wind!, How encouraging! 

Note [a] How is like so (in exclamatory utterances) in that when it is an intensifier, it cannot modify 
an adjective which itself has a premodifying function. Instead of: 
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'a ho~t*/so noisy party 
We must prepose how noisy or use what or sucli as intensifiers of the noun phrase. 

holv noisy a party 
~~loI /s i ich a noisy party. 

[b] The generalized exclamatory ond h0119 (esp AmE) is used informally to refer to a previous 
statement or question by the same or another speaker: 

He can argue, and how! ['How he can argue!'] 
A: We had a wld winter last year. B: And how! 

Echo utterances 

11.33 Echo utterances are utterances which repeat as a whole or in part what has 
been said by another speaker. They may take the form of any utterance or 
partial utterance in the language, but in their discourse function they are 
either questions (cf 11.34ff) or exclamations (cf 11.37). Echo questions are 
either recapitulatory (cf 11.34f) or explicatory (cf 11.36). 

Recapitulatory echo questions 
11.34 A recapitulatory echo question is simply a question which repeats part or  all 

of a message, as a way of having its content confirmed. The simplest type is 
a yes-no question which merely repeats, with rising intonation, what has just 
been said : 

A: I didn't like that meal. B: You didn't L ~ K E  it? 
A: The Browns are emigrating. B: Bmigrating? 
A: Switch the light off, please. B: Switch the L ~ G H T O ~ ~ ?  

To make the meaning explicit, one could prefix to each of these questions the 
words 'Did you say . . .?' Sometimes, indeed the invariant tag clause (did) 
you say? is added: Switch the LiGHT off, did you say? (cf l l .  l I). 

There is also a wh-echo question which indicates, by the wh-word, which 
part of the previous utterance the speaker did not hear or understand: 

A: It cost five dollars. B: H ~ W  much did it cost? 
A: He's a dermatologist. B: WHAT is he? 
A: We're leaving him here. B: w d ~  are you doing with him? 

In this case '. . . did you say?' could be supplied immediately after the wh- 
element: ~ 6 w  much did you say it cost? These wh-echo questions, as we see 
above, have a characteristic intonation pattern: a rising intonation with the 
nucleus on the wh-word itself. 

In the examples above, the wh-element is fronted as in normal wh-questions 
and inversion takes place according to the regular rule for wh-questions (cf 
11.14f). In avariant typeof wh-echo question, the statement order is retained: 

A: I'll pay for it. B : You'll w d ~ ?  
A: I saw Ted Dawson today. B: You saw W H ~ ?  
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The order where no fronting takes place is obligatory for directives: 

A :  Switch the light off. B: Switch w A ~ o f f ?  

What and who are not restricted in echo questions to their normal functions, 
but may replace a single noun or an adjective phrase. There is a declining 
acceptability the further one gets away from the normal functions of who and 
what: 

A: His son is a macroengineer. 
B : His son is a W ~ T ?  

A:  She always wears a quizzical expression. 
B: She always wears a W ~ T  expression? 

Furthermore, what may be made plural: 

A: Astronomers have discovered some more black holes. 
B: They've discovered some more a n ?  

It may even replace a verb: 

A :  She sat there and ratiocinated. 
B: She sat there and m ~ t e d ?  

Although recapitulatory echo questions are ostensibly requests for the 
re~et i t ion of information, they frequently have other functions, such as to . . 

express irony, incredulity, or merely to fill in a conversational gap. They are 
familiar, or even impolite, in implication unless accompanied by an apology: 

Sorry, WI$T was his job? 

Note [a] The generalized recapitulatory wh-question wffifdidyou say? is sometimes truncated to the 
monosyllable WHAT? (impolite except among friends), just as the alternative formula I beg your 
pordon?can be reduced simply to Pardon? Other abbreviated requests for repetition are Pardon 
me? (AmE), Excuse me? (AmE), and Sorry? (BrE). 
[b] Whatlon its own can also express general incredulity: 

A:  I paid ElOF for that picture. B: d ~ ?  You must be mad. 

l \ 

Questions adout questions 
11.35 Since an echo question can refer back to any type of utterance, a special case 

of it is a question about a question, sometimes called a question raised to the 
second power:, 

A: Have jou borrowed my P ~ N ?  B: (Have I) borrowed your PBN? 

This is a yes-no question about a yes-no question. In addition, there are three 
further types: 

Yes-no question about wh-question: 

A : Whatdo you think of the picture? 
B: What do I TH~NK of it? ['Did you say what do I think of it?'] 

Wh-question about yes-no question: 

A : Have you ever been to Valladolid? 
B : (Have I ever been) WHBRE? 
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Wh-question about wh-question: 

A: How did you enjoy the carnival? 
B: How did I enjoy WHAT? 

Explicatory echo questions 
11.36 The second main category of echo question is the explicatory echo question, 

which asks for the clarification, rather than the repetition, of something just 
said. It is always a wh-question, and is identical to the recapitulatory wh- 
question, except for the substitution of a falling tone for the rising tone on 
the wh-word: 

A: Take a look at this! B: Take a look at w n i ~ ?  
A: He's missed the bus again. B: WH$S missed the bus? 
A: Oh dear, I've lost the letter. B: WH~CH letter have you lost? 

The last example could be paraphrased 'Which letter do you mean - [rather 
than 'did you say'] - you have lost?' The wh-word replaces some definite item 
of information meaning (eg a personal pronoun) that needs clarification in 
the context. 

Note [a] There are abbreviated forms of these as of other wh-echo questions- A: Look over there! 
B :  WH~RE? The general explicatory echo question rvHi~ may also be noted. Its meaning is 
roughly 'What do you want?'- A:  John! B: W H ~ T ?  

[b] An explicatory echo question may follow an incomplete question: 
A: How did you enjoy the er er. . .? 

B: How did I enjoy the W ~ T ?  

Echo exclamations 
11.37 The echo exclamation, like the echo question, repeats part or all of a 

preceding utterance; but in contrast to the rising tone of the echo question, it 
is characterized by a rise-fall (or high fall) tone. The form of the utterance to 
be repeated may be declarative, interrogative, imperative, or even exclama- 
tive: 

A : I'm going to London for a holiday. 
B: To ~ONdon!That's not my ideaof a rest. 

A: Have you been to Paris? 
B: Been to phis! I'll say I have! 

A: Open the door, please. 
B: Open the D ~ O R !  Do you take me for a doorman? 

A : What a beautiful day! 
B: What a beautijiul~lr! You must be joking. 

A : He must be the only applicant. 
B : Must be the 6 ~ l y  applicant! That can't be true. 

Such exclamations, expressing astonishment at what has been said, are very 
similar in role to the incredulous typeofechoquestion. Indeed, the repetitions 
italicized above could be spoken either with an exclamatory falling nucleus, 
or with the rising tone of the echo question. 

Either in the echo question or the echo exclamation, one could repeat the 
earlier utterance with varying degrees of completeness. Thus, rather than To 
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London! in the 'first example, one could have said You're going to London!, 
Going to London!, or simply London! Some irregular subject-predicate 
constructions in which the finite verb is omitted are produced in these 
exchanges : 

A : I hear you're a linguist. 

{ 
B: I a linguist! (formal) 
B : Me a linguist! 

A:  Ted's going to write the music. 
B: Ted write the music? What a splendid idea! 

Irregular sentences 

11.38 Some sentences do not conform to the regular patterns of clause structures 
(cf 10.2) or to the variations of those structures in the major syntactic classes 
(cf 11.1). It is not possible to make precise distinctions, but we can mention 
several ways in which sentences are IRREGULAR: 

(a) They contain forms not found in regular sentence structures, for 
example the subjunctive in the main clause ofLong liue the Queen (cf 11.39). 

(b) They are marked as subordinate, for example by the subordinator ifin - .  

Ifonly I had been there! (cf 11.41). 
(c) They aie FRAGMENTARY, lacking constituents that are normally 

obligatory. ~ h k  ellipsis may be recoverable from the linguistic form of the 
sentence (cf 12.46fS), for example the omission of the subject I and the verb 
am in: 

Sorry to hear about your father. 

Or it may be re&erable from the preceding linguistic context, as in B's reply 
in the following/exchange: \ 

A : W hen can I see you? 
B : Tomorrow morning. ['You can see me tomorrow morning?'] 

On ellipsis, cf Chapter 12. 
There are ot er instances where it is less convincing to postulate ellipsis 

and we shall 1 ot attempt to do so. We consider such instances to be 
NONSENTENCES, since we cannot analyse them with confidence in terms of 
clause elements. For example, we would not want to suggest that the sign 
Exit is elliptical for This is the exit, and that therefore Exit is a subject 
complement, though defective because it lacks a determiner such as the. We 
would not want to do so because it is equally possible to say that the sign 
stands for (among other possibilities) The exit is here (where The exit is 
subject). Other cases are more arguable; for example, A good idea! might 
reasonably be considered to be a subject complement, because of the tag 
question that we could add to it: A good idea, isn't it? 
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Irregular sentences may occur also as independent clauses in a compound 
sentence. For example: 

Not BAD, that JOKE, but I've heard better. 
A: Are you coming with us? 

B : Ofcourse, and so is Daniel. 

Some irregular types are commonly used as parts of sentences, for example 
Please God as in : 

Please God, there hasn't been an accident. 

In the sections that follow we generally group irregular sentences by their 
form, but it is sometimes convenient to treat together certain features that 
are characteristic of a variety of the language. We deal separately (cf 11.54) 
with common formulae, most of them nonsentences, used for stereotyped 
communicative situations. 

Sentences with optative subjunctive 
11.39 One type of irregular sentence contains the optative subjunctive, used to 

express a wish(cf 3.51). Theoptativesubjunctive survivesinafew expressions 
of a fairly fixed type. It is combined with subject-verb inversion in: 

Far be it from me to spoil the fun. So be it. 
SuJice it to say we lost. So help me God. 
Long five the Republic! 

It is found without inversion in: 

God save the Queen ! 
bless you !  lord) {jorbid! 

Heaven help us! 
The devil take you. (archaic) 

A less archaic formula (also with subject-verb inversion) for expressing 
wishes, usually blessings, is may + subject + predication: 

May the best man win! May you always be happy! 
May all your troubles be small! May you break your neck! 

Another archaic formula is would (to God) followed by a that-clause with 
past forms of verbs: 

Would (to God) that I'd never heard of him! 

Irregular wh-questions 
11.40 There are several types of irregular wh-questions, which occur mainly in 

conversation : 

(i) How about and what about are generally followed by noun phrases or 
-ing clauses. They are principally used as directives: 
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How about another kiss? 
What about following us in your car? 

But they are also used as inquiries: 

How about your parents? Are they well? 

(ii) How come is used in informal speech (esp in AmE) to introduce reason 
questions : 

How come you're so late? ['How does it come about (that) you're so 
late?'] 

The stereotyped how come is followed by a clause that follows the normal 
subject-verb order. 

(iii) An irregular why-question is formed without subject or auxiliary: why 
(+ not) + predication, the verb being the base form. It is used as a directive 
(cf 11.16f): 

Why (not) listen to him? ['Why should(nYt)/do(n't)/did(n't) you listen to 
him?'] 

(iv) There .is a verbless why-question, which is used as an inquiry. The 
questions correspond to existential sentences (cf 18.44ff): 

Why no classes today? - Why are there no classes today? 
Why all the noise? - Why is there all the noise? 

(v) Wh-questions (except for why-questions) without a subject and with a 
to-infinitive as the verb are occasionally found as inquiries: 

What to do next? ['What should I/we do next?'] 
Who to she? 
Which way to go? 

(vi) Depencent finite wh-interrogative clauses are used as directive 
headings in written English for suggestions: 

How you 'tan make your fortune 
Where yoy should eat in Los Angeles 

I 
\ 

A dependent why-clause is used as a statement heading: 

Why you should have a medical examination once a year 

(vii) Dependent infinitive wh-clauses of the same form as those in (v) are 
more commonly used than the finite clauses in (vi) as directive headings: 

l What to do in an emergency ['What one should do in an emergency.'] 
W here to go for help ['Where one can go for help'] 
Who to phone after office hours 
When to send in your application 
How to mend a puncture 
How to learn a foreign language 

(viii) What ifand how ifintroduce questions used as inquiries: 

What if it rains? ['What happens if it rains?'] 
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The questions are also used as directives: 

What if you join us for lunch? [invitation] 
What if you don't join us for lunoh just this once? [suggestion] 

What ifand (occasionally, esp in BrE) What though may have the meaning 
'What does it matter if .  . .?': 

What if they  RE illiterate? What though they ARE filthy? 

Note [a] What about it?, What of it?, and So what? are used as responses to question the significance 
of what has been said by another speaker ('What difference does it nlake?'). How about that? is 
used (esp in AmE) to express surprise combined with approval or disapproval: 

A:  Fred and Pam have just got married. B: Well, how about that? 
[b] On verbless exclamatory sentences such as How verjl thoughtjul! and What a gmd idea! 
c/ 7.30. 

Subordinate clauses as irregular sentences 
11.41 Apart from the subordinate wh-clauses discussed in 11.40, several other kinds 

of clauses that are subordinate in form are used as irregular sentences. They 
generally have the illocutionary force of exclamations, the omission of the 
matrix clause (cf 14.4) being mimetic of speechless amazement. 

(i) That-clauses generally contain the putative should that may accompany 
expressions of surprise (cf 14.25). They typically convey disapproval or 
regret: 

That he should have left without asking me! 
That you could ever want to marry such a man! 
That it should come to this! 
That I should live to see such ingratitude! 

But they may also convey approval or relief: 

That all your friends should be so sympathetic! 

These sentences are distinctly more formal than the infinitive sentences in 
(ii) below. 

(ii) To-infinitive clauses convey kinds of illocutionary force similar to 
those for that-clauses. A common type begins with To think (that), and is very 
similar in its illocutionary force to the that-clauses in (i), though less formal: 

To think that she could be so ruthless! 
To think that I was once a millionaire! 
To think that they would turn me down! 
To think that he should be so mean! 
To think that you might have been killed! 

The implied subject in such sentences is the first person pronoun (cf Note [b] 
below). When the infinitive clause begins with some other verb than think, 
its subject is understood from an introductory subject (cf18.58) or vocative, 
or it may be apparent from the previous context: 
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That brother of yours, to be so uncouth! 
You fool, to forget your wedding anniversary! 
You're going to be in trouble. To say something like that! 

(iii) Infinitive clauses introduced by oh express an exclamatory wish. The 
style is poetic or archaic, except when jocular: 

Oh to be in England! ['I wish I were in England.'] 
Oh to be free! ['I wish I were.free.'] 

(iv) Negative if-clauses, usually preceded by well or why, are used to 
express surprise: 

Well, if it isn't the manager himself! ['It is indeed the manager 
himself !'l 

Why, if it isn't Susan! ['It is indeed Susan!'] 

(v) Subordinate clauses beginning ifonly and containing the form of the 
verb appropriate to conditional clauses (cf 15.36) also express an exclamatory 
wish: 

If only I'd listened to my parents! ['I wish I had listened to my 
parents.'] 

If only he were not so timid! 
If only I could make them understand my point of view! 

A similar construction has only, just, or but before the main verb: 

If I'd only listened to my parents! 
If I could just make them understand my point of view! 
If I could bzjt explain! 

(vi) ~ubordinkte clauses beginning with supposing may have the same 
force as What if(cf 1 1.40) or, indeed, of the imperative suppose: 

Supposing Idon't see her. [inquiry: 'What would happen if I .  . .?'l 
Supposing you come with us. [invitation] 
Supposing t$ey LRE poor? ['What d ~ e s  it matter if they. . .?'l 

(impatience or scepticism) 

Note [a] Verbless clauses consisting of Oh for followed by a noun phrase also express an exclamatory 
wish. Like the analogous infinitive clauses, they are poetic or archaic unless used jocularly: 

Oh for a drink! O h  for another glimpseof her! 
On the other hand, th t  stereotyped exclamation Ohfir. . . 'ssakeexpresses impatience or  anger: 

Oh, for heaven'slsake! (casual) Oh, for Christ'ssake! (familiar) 
In AmE, for heaven's sake and for goodness'sake are used by some speakers to express surprise. 

Exclamatory Now for. . . is used to express gratified anticipation that something wished for is 
indeed available immediately: 

Now for a good hot bath! 
[b] Infinitive clauses introduced by To think (dat) may be interpreted as  something like It 
surprisesme to think. . . o r  It surprisesoneto think. . .,though the fuller formsare not exclamatory. 
[c] Stereotyped Not to worry! is an  informal friendly directive ('Don't worry!'). It is often self- 
addressed. 8 
Adverbials as directives 

11.42 Adverbials may have the illocutionary force of commands. Generally a verb 
of motion is implied : 

Forward! On your feet! Faster! 
Left, right! At the double! To the left! 
At ease ! Inside! That way! 

Two adverbials may be combined: 

Full speed ahead! Back to work! 

Or a noun phrase subject and an adverbial: 

Everybody inside! All aboard! Citizens to the left! 

The implied verb of motion may be causative, the noun phrase being a direct 
object: 

Backs to the wall! ['Put your backs to the wall!'] 
Hands up! Shoulders back! 
Heads up! Eyes down! 
Hands on heads! Thumbs up! 

One kind of verbless command is constructed with an adverbial followed 
by a with-phrase : 

On with the show! ['Begin or continue the show.'] 
Off with his head! ['Cut off his head!'] 
Off with, yourjacket! ['Take off your jacket!'] 
Out with it! [set expression: 'Tell me about it.'] 

Constructions with up and down are generally used to express approval and 
disapproval respectively: 

Up with democracy! Down with racism! 

Note [a] In two stereotyped verbless sentences a verb of motion is implied after the auxiliary: 
Murder will out. ['Murder will come out'; 'Murder will become known'] 
Truth will out. 

[b] Occasionally adjective phrases' functioning as subject complement may be directives: 
Careful! ['Be careful!'], Quiet! 

Aphoristic sentences 
11.43 The aphoristic sentence structure is found in many proverbs. The common 

. structural feature is the balancing of two equivalent constructions against 
each other: 

(i) The more, the merrier. The sooner, the better. 
The less said, the better. 

(ii) Least said, soonest mended. Easy come, easy go. 
Nothing ventured, nothing gained. Here today, gone tomorrow. 
Once bitten, twice shy. First come, first served. 

(iii) Spare the rod, and spoil the child. Marry in haste, repent at leisure. 
Love me, love my dog. Waste not, want not. 

(iv) More haste, less speed. In for a penny, in for a pound. 
No work, no money. Out of sight, out of mind. 
Like father, like son. So far, so good. 
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All are to some extent anomalous. Items in set (i) appear to be elliptical. 
Thus, the first example may be considered elliptical (depending on the 
context) for something like The more there are of us, the merrier we are, a 
pattern which, although still on the aphoristic model, is more productive 
than those of any of the other sets. This pattern is dealt with under 
proportional clauses (cf 15.51). 

In (ii) the verb is nonfinite; the first part is semantically subordinate 
(mostly conditional). In (iii) the verbs may be analysed as imperatives, the 
two clauses being in a conditional relationship similar to that in the regular 
structure exemplified in Spare the rod, and you (will) spoil the child (cf 13.25). 
In (iv) both parts are verbless. 

Note [a] A single verbless comparative clause introduced by the may occur as a response: 
A: I didn't call her. B: The more fool you! 

It may be further reduced by the omission of the: More fool you! Similarly, The more haste, the 
lessspeed is equivalent to the form found in the saying More haste, lessspeed. 
[b] Other saylngs of anomalous form: 

Better late than never. First things first. 
No sooner said than done. Handsome is as handsome does. 

In the last example, the adjective handsonre is used in both positions as if it were a noun. 
[cl New formations on the model of No. . . no. . . are occasionally produced : 

No dinner, no dessert. ['If you don't eat your dinner, I won't give you any dessert.'] 
No homework. no TV. 

Subject-plus-complement constructions 
11.44 Several types of verbless sentences or clauses, most of them existential, have 

the basic structure of subject and subject complement, or of complement 
alone. , 

(i) In one colloquial type, the subject is appended like a noun-phrase tag 
(cf 18.59): 

Not B ~ D ,  that ~ A ~ m o n .  
ODD sort, those N ~ I G H ~ O U ~ S  of yours. 
Just our LQCK, SCE finding out. 

\ 
(ii) A verbless clause consisting of subject and subject complement (in 

that order) may be linked by and to a preceding clause with regular clause 
structure. Various logical relationships may be expressed: 

How could you be so spiteful and her your best friend? ['. . . seeing 
that she'is your best friend?'] l You could have left before the speeches, and nobody the wiser. 
[conditional relationship: '. . . and if you had done so, nobody would 

have been the wiser.'] 

Less commonly, the subjective case is used for a subject pronoun: 

They left without a word, and he so sensitive. ['. . . though he was so 
sensitive.'] 

(iii) A more colloquial pattern contains an existential verbless clause 
consisting of complement alone. The clause is a comment on the preceding 
clause, and is linked to it by and: 
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They are thick as thieves, and no mistake. 
['They are thick as thieves, and that is no mistake.'] 

She left him, and a good thing too. ['. . ., and it's a good thing too'] 
He finally begged for help, and no wonder. 

(iv) A literary and somewhat archaic type of verbless rhetorical wh- 
question (cf 11.23) is followed by but in the second clause. The ~vh-clause 
consists of subject followed by subject complement or of subject complement 
alone. The sentence, also existential, expresses a comparative relationship: 

What belief so foolish but some will embrace it? 
['There is no belief so foolish but that there will be some who will 

embrace it.'] 
Who so honest but some will doubt his integrity? 

['There is none so honest but that there will be some who will doubt 
his integrity.'] 

(v) Another version of the rhetorical wh-question, but less formal, contains 
a comparative : 

What better than a hot shower? Who more fitting than you? 

Note A stereotyped subject-complement sentence occurs in All clear. Similar stereotyped sentences, 
but with an adverbial instead of a complement, are All in good time and Allouer~It's finished']. 

Block language 
11.45 Block language appears in such functions as labels, titles, newspaper 

headlines, headings, notices, and advertisements. Simple block language 
messages are most often nonsentences, consisting of a noun or noun phrase 
or nominal clause in isolation; no verb is needed, because all else necessary 
to the understanding of the message is furnished by the context. Here are 
some examples: 

Entrance 50 mph limit 
No entry No dogs without leash 
National Forecast Danger: falling rocks 
English Department The New York Times 
Fresh Today Pure Lemon Juice 
For Sale All the News That's Fit to Print 
A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language 
The First Luxury Bound Collector's Edition of Agatha Christie's Work 

to be Available in This Country 

Some forms of block language have recognizable clause structures. Those 
forms deviate from regular clause structures in omitting closed-class items of 
low information value, such as the finite forms of the verb BE and the articles, 
and other words that may be understood from the context. 

Newspaper headlines 
11.46 Newspaper headlines commonly contain block language because of pressure 

on space. They can generally be analysed in terms of clause structure, though 
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frequently scrutiny of the text below a headline obliges us to reinterpret the 
structure. 

FILM STAR MARRIES EX-PRIEST [S V Od] 
OIL SPILL THREAT DECREASING [S V] 
PRESIDENT CALLS FOR CALM [S V A] 
SHARE PRICES NOW HIGHER THAN EVER [S A C,] 
STUDY LINKS DEATHS TO CROWDING IN PRISONS [S V Od A] 
THREE JOCKEYS HURT [S V] 
CAMP HELPS ADULTS REDISCOVER WILDS [S V Oa C,] 

The regular structure of the last two examples, for instance, would be Three 
jockeys are hurt and The camp helps adults rediscover the wilds. 

In addition to those mentioned for block language in 11.45, certain other 
syntactic features are characteristic of newspaper headlines: 

(i) The simple present is used instead of the present perfective, which in 
other styles (for example in conversation) would be normal for recent news: 

MEAT PRICES RISE AGAIN ['Meat prices have risen again.'] 

(ii) To is commonly used to express the future or a predicted arrangement 
(cf: be to, 3.45f): 

SENATOR TO SEEK REELECTION ['The Senator is to seek reelection.'] 

(iii) Asyndeton (cf 13.1) is more common: 

WOMAN CLAIMS DRUG CAUSED CANCER, SUES ['A woman has claimed that 
a drug had caused her cancer, and she has sued somebody.'] 

UTILITY P ~ L E  FALLS, KILLS PHONE COMPANY WORKER 
['A utility pole has fallen and has killed a phone company worker.'] 

(iv) Verbs that are generally transitive are used intransitively: 

BRITISH VICTORY SURPRISES ['The British victory has surprised 
(?) experts.'] 

! \ 
Note [a] The use of past caused in the headline WOMAN CLAIMS DRUG CAUSED CANCER, SUES follows 

the normal backshift rule in indirect speech (cj'14.31). Substitution of present causes changes the 
time referenceof the verb to habitual. 
[b] The example in (iv) is structurally ambiguous. In addition to the interpretation given above, 
which presupposes a noun phrase as subject with surprises, surprises may be a noun head of the 
noun phrase that comprises the whole of the title. 

l 

Personal letters, cables, diaries 
11.47 Block language is common on postcards, where space is restricted, and is 

also often used in informal personal notes. The first person pronoun and 
perhaps also amobvious auxiliary are often omitted: 

Sorry about Jane. ['I'm sorry about the news about Jane.'] 
Wish you were here. ['I wish you were here.'] 
Having wonderful time. ['I'm having a wonderful time.'] 
Weather marvellous. ['The weather is marvellous.'] 
Know who I saw? ['Do you know who I saw?'] 

Elliptical sentences like the last example are also common in informal 
conversation (cf 11.49). 

The language tends to be even more abbreviated in cables. The sender is 
likely to omit whatever can be understood by the receiver from a knowledge 
of the situation: 

NO MONEY SEND HUNDRED [L1 have no money. Send me a hundred 
dollars.'] 

NEGOTIATIONS PROGRESSING RETURNING END JULY STOP LETTER 

FOLLOWING ['The negotiations are progressing well. 1 am returning at 
the end of July. A letter will follow this cable.'] 

MANUSCRIPT RECEIVED CHANGES ACCEPTED PRINTING JANUARY ['Your 
manuscript has been received and your corrections have been 
accepted. Printing of the book will take place in January.'] 

The language used in diaries is also abbreviated: 

Got up at  6, phoned Bill. Bill said he was ill, so had to cancel meeting. 
Went to office instead. Worked till 12 on government contract. 

Note [a] STOP is used in cables in place of punctuation to indicate the ends of sentences if there is a 
danger of ambiguity. 
[b] Notes taken from lectures, books, or articles are likely to be abbreviated, the form and extent 
of the abbreviation varying with the individual writer. 
[c] The increasing use of telex instead of cable has rendered the extreme condensed form of 
cable language less common. 

Abbreviated sentences in instructional writing 
11.48 Abbreviated structures are typical of instructional writing, such as technical 

manuals, consumer leaflets on assembling or using products, instructional 
labels on products, and recipes. As in newspaper headlines, articles are often 
omitted. It is characteristic of this style to omit direct objects that can be 
understood from the context. 

Tighten to hold bracket snugly against wall, but without excessive 
tightening of screws. 

Disconnect cleaner from electrical outlet before replacing belt. 
Add one can of cold water to the contents of this can. Heat to boiling 

point. Allow to simmer a few minutes and serve. 
When mixing is finished, turn mixer off, unplug cord from outlet and 

eject beaters. 
Cook to golden brown. 
Beat egg lightly with fork. 
Keep away from heat. 
Just heat and serve. 
Lay flat. 

Occasionally the subject is omitted: 

Makes four servings, f cupful each 
Contains whiteners and brighteners 

Note [a] Ostensive identification indicates that a direct object has been omitted and that it refers to 
the article on which the sentence is written: 
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Refrigerate after opening [l] 
Keep cool L21 
Keep out of reach of children 131 
Stand upright L41 

Out of context, sentences [ l  -41 would be interpreted to refer to the addressee's keeping cool, etc. 
[b] Spoken demonstrations, for example of cooking. sometimes adopt these character~stics of 
instructional writing. 

Abbreviated sentences in informal conversation 
11.49 Initial words in a sentence are frequently omitted in informal conversation: 

Don't know where they are. ['I don't. . .'l 
Want another cup? ['Do you. . .?'l 
Lost something? ['Have you. . .?'l 
Serves them right! ['It serves. . .'l 
Good to see you again. ['It's good. . .'] 
Anything wrong? ['Is anything. . .?l 
Hot? ['Are you (feeling) . . .?'l 

The pronouns and auxiliaries to be understood are partially cued by the 
words that begin the sentence and in case of ambiguity are dependent on the 
situational context. For example, Hot?could be interpreted as either Are you 
hot? or Is it hot? 

For further discussion of such sentences in conversation, cf 12.46ff. 

Abbreviated senten=es in broadcast commentaries 
11.50 Commentaries on radio and television often contain abbreviated sentences, 

usually with the omission of there is, it is, or a form of the verb BE: 

The first lilp is over. Five more to come. 
Sport, and we have the latest from Wimbledon. 
Another batsman out. 
Two players wounded. 
And now a band of the marines. 
And again the sound of bugles. 

I \ 
Elliptical seniences in dialogue 

11.51 In conversation and in written dialogue, it is common to find ellipsis in 
sentences that respond to, comment on, or question previous sentences 
spoken by another speaker. The ellipsis is interpreted from a preceding 
sentence; it avoids repetition so as to focus on the new material. The resultant 
fragmentary sehtences can be analysed for clause functions through a 
reconstruction, based on preceding sentences, of the full forms: 

A : Is your daughter at home? 
B: Probably. [A -She isprobably at  home.] 

A : Who sent you? 
B : The manager. [S - The manager sent me.] 

A : I'm leaving. 
B : Why? [A - Why are you leaving?] 

A : I can't play baseball. 
B: I know. [S V - I know you can't play baseball.] 
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A: Nobody's here. 
B: Obviously. [A - Obviously, nobody's here.] 

A: When will you leave? 
B: With luck, on Tuesday. [A A - With luck I'll leave on Tuesday.] 

Elliptical sentences without change of speaker 
11.52 Fragmentary elliptical sentences may also occur without change of speaker 

or writer. In writing, they appear especially in certain styles of fiction and 
advertising: 

Two strange figures approached. Martians! 
Janet felt uncomfortable. Yes, very uncomfortable. 
It has a very distinctive taste. Crisp and fresh. 
Designed in Sweden, this teak desk is a terrific buy. Shown with our 

exceptionplly priced desk chair. 

Note These fragmentary sentences are to be distinguished from the sentence fragments that are merely 
the result of a punctuation device to indicate a dramatic pause for emphasis. They are also 
common in fiction and advertising: 

He was drunk. Andpenniless. 
We have all kinds of contemporary furniture. For ewry room in the house. 

Nonsentences 

11.53 Nonsentences, usually but not exclusively noun phrases, occur frequently in 
speech, mostly in informal conversation. We can do no more than give some 
examples with their illocutionary force. (An optional vocative can frequently 
be added.) 

(i) Exclamatory noun phrases modified by a restrictive relative clause (in 
most instances with the zero relative) generally express disapproval: 

The clothes she wears! [cf: What clothes she wears!] 
The things they get up to! 
The way he complained about the food! 
The fuss they made! 

(ii) Also expressing scornful disapproval are exclamatory phrases consist- 
ing of a noun phrase, generally a pronoun, followed by and and another noun 
phrase with a matching possessive pronoun: 

You and your statistics! ['I deplore the way you so frequently resort to 
statistics.'] 

Him and his malicious gossip! 
Pat and her childish hobbies! 

The subjective case is less commonly used for the first pronoun: He and his 
malicious gossip! 
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(iii) Exclamatory prepositional phrases beginning with Of all express 
strong disapproval: 

Of all the impudence! Of all the stupid things to say! 

.(iv) Exclamatory noun or adjective phrases may express approval or 
disapproval : 

Charming couple! Dirty place! Stupid! 
Excellent meal! Very interesting! Poor thing! 
(A) good idea! Disgusting! Big baby! ['What a helpless 

person you are!'] 

Notice that articles are often omitted. 
If the phrase is directed at the person addressed, it may be prebced by 

you; eg : You angel! ['You're an angel !'l, You poor thing!, You idiot! To express 
a more familiar - and more affectionate:- relationship my is used; eg: My 
poor baby!, My silly boy! 

(v) Noun phrases may have the force of commands or requests. Where 
appropriate, an  adverbial such asplease may accompany the noun phrase: 

Attention! Patience! A pound of butter, please. 
Action stations! Lights! Another coffee, if you 
Taxi! P hone ! don't mind. 
Your turn. Just a drop more! The letter, please. 
Scalpel! My hat, please! The door! 
Scissors, somebody! Next slide, please. 

In some instandes, the interpretation depends on the situational context. For 
example, The door! might mean 'Shut the door!', 'Watch the door!', 'Open 
the door!', or even 'Leave the room!' For other verbless commands, cf 11.42. 

(vi) Noun phrases may have the force of offers or invitations, particularly 
when they are spoken with rising intonation: 

Cigarette? ) My apartment? 
More coffee, anyone? Another round? 

Again the interpretation may depend on the situational context. Alternative 
questions may have the same force: T ~ A  or Cd~fee?, My PLACE or YOURS? 

(vii) Noun and adjective phrases with rising intonation may have the 
force of inquiriek. They may function as yes-no questions: 

New hat? Good flight? Boring? 
Your book? Any luck, Ron? Tasty? 
Next slide? False alarm? 

In place of these questions, it is possible to use a noun phrase followed by a 
tag question, eg: Too hot, are you?, New hat, is it?, Goodflight, was it?. 

They may also function as alternative questions: 

Y ~ U R  car or your M O T H ~ ~ S ?  HOT Or COLD? 

or as an inquiry having the force of wh-questions: 
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Your NAME? ['Your name is.  . .?'l Your AGE? Your RANK? 
Your occupAtion? 

These can be analysed as corresponding to (for example) What is your name?, 
Tell nte your name, Could you tell me your name? 

(viii) Noun phrases may make assertions, conveying information: 

False alarm No news 
No luck That way ['They went that way.'] 
Business call ['The phone call was a business call.'] 

(ix) Exclamatory noun phrases may convey a warning: 

Fire! [noun] The police! Timber! Avalanche! 

(X) Exclamatory negative noun phrases may convey a prohibition: 

No smoking! No more noise! No pushing! 

(xi) Noun phrases (with possible expansions) may merely 'convey soci- 
ability: 

Nice day again. Good weather we're having. Lovely evening. 

(xii) Exclamatory noun phrases may be self-addressed, expressing the 
hearer's alarm or frustration after a period of forgetfulness: 

The cake! ['I should have taken the.cake out of the oven.'] 
My husband's birthday! ['I've forgotten my husband's birthday.'] 
My interview! 

(xiii) Vocatives (cf 10.52f) are used alone for a variety of purposes: for 
example, to summon, to rebuke, to question whether the person addressed is 
present, or to remind of an order or a request. 

(xiv) Names or noun phrases referring to persons are used in verbless 
introductions, generaliy with a vocative: 

Ladies and gentlemen, the next president of the United States of 
AmErica! ['I present the next president. . .!'l 

My mother and  ath her, scsan. ['These are my. . .'] 
DAD - John ~ o b i n ,  a good friend of mine. ['Dad, let me introduce. . .'l 

Two or more persons may be introduced to each other, gestures perhaps 
indicating the different persons: 

JOAN, my sister - JOHN, a good FR~END of mine 

Other examples of verbless sentences appear in the list of formulae (cf 
1 1.54). 

Note Verbless clauses appear as the first clause in coordinated constructions that express a conditional 
relationship (cf 1 1.29 Note [a], 13.25). 

(a) The construction may have the force of a directive: 
One more step and I'll shoot. [cJ  Take one step more and I'll shoot.] 
Twenty pounds and you can have the radio. [c/ Give me twenty pounds and you can have 

the radio.] 
Another drink or I'll die of thirst. [c/ Give me another drink or 1.11 die of thirst.] 
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A stereotyped sentence has verbless clauses in both parts: 
Your money or your life! [cfi Give me your money or I'll take your life.] 
Trick or treat!(AmE) rGive me a treat or 1'11 play a trick on you.'] 

(b) The construction may have the force of a statement: 
A minute more and we would have missed the train. 

['If we had arrived a minute later, we would have missed the train'] 
Another such storm and the river would have overflowed its banks. 
A few more feet and you would have gone over the cliff. 

Notice the use of would have, typical in conditional sentences (cf15.36). 

Formulae 
11.54 Most formulae used for stereotyped communication situations are grammat- 

ically irregular. Only in a very limited way can they be analysed into clause 
elements. In the following list, we give a few examples of the major types: 

GREETINGS: G O O ~  morning, Good afternoon, ~ o o d  kvening <all formal) ; 
Hello; Hi (familiar) 

FAREWELLS: Goodbye, Good night, All the best .(informal), Cheers, 
Cheerio (BrE, familiar), See you (familiar), Bye(-bye) (familiar), So 
long (familiar) 

INTRODUCTIONS: HOW do you do? (formal), How are you?, Glad to meet 
you, Hi  (familiar) 

REACTION SIGNALS : 
(a) assent, agreement: Yes, Yeah /jet; All right, OK (informal) 
Certainly, Absolutely, Right, Exactly, Quite (BrE), Sure (esp AmE) 
(b) denial, disagreement: No, Certainly not, Definitely not, Not at  all, 
Not likely 

THANKS: Thank you (very much), Thanks (very much), Many thanks, Ta 
(BrE slang), Thanks a lot, Cheers (familiar BrE) 

TOASTS: Godd health (formal), Your good health (formal), Cheers 
(familiar), Here's to you, Here's to the future, Here's to your new job 

SEASONAL GREETINGS: Merry Christmas, Happy New Year, Happy 
Birthday, Many happy returns (of your birthday), Happy Anniversary 

ALARM CALLS : Help ! Fire ! 
WARNINGS: M p d ,  (Be) careful!, Watch out!, Watch it! (familiar) 
APOLOGIES: (I 'p) sorry, (I beg your) pardon (formal), My mistake 
RESPONSES TO APOLOGIES: That's OK (informal), Don't mention it, No 

matter (formal), Never mind, No hard feelings (informal) 
CONGRATULATIONS: Congratulations, Well done, Right on (AmE slang) 
EXPRESSIONS OF ANGER OR DISMISSAL (familiar; graded in order from 

expressionsjof dismissal to taboo curses): Beat it (esp AmE), Get lost, 
Blast you (BrE), Damn you, Go to hell, Bugger off (BrE), Fuck off, 
Fuck you 

EXPLETIVES (familiar; likewise graded in order of increasing strength): My 
Gosh, (By) Golly, (Good) Heavens, Doggone (it) (AmE), Darn (it), 
Heck, Blast (it) (BrE), Good Lord, (Good) God, Christ Almighty, Oh 
hell, Damn (it), Bugger (it) (esp BrE), Shit, Fuck (it) 

MISCELLANEOUS EXCLAMATIONS: Shame (familiar), Encore, Hear, hear, 
Over my dead body (familiar), Nothing doing (informal), Big deal 
(familiar, ironic), Oh dear, Goal, Checkmate 
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Note That's OK (informal), Don't mention it, You're welcome (esp AmE), and Noproblem (esp AmE) 
are also used asresponses to thanks. 

Most of the formulae allow for little or no change in their form. The greeting formula 
(appropriate toa first meeting) Howdo youdolhas a regularclause structure, but in the formulaic 
sense the verbcannot be made past (*Howdidyoudo?), the subject cannot bechanged from you 
(*How do they do?), the sentence cannot be subordinated as an indirect question (*The.v asked 
him hoiv he did.) or answered in equivalent statement form ('I do very well). The appropriate 
response to the greeting is the repetition How do you do? 

Some imprecations are imperative in form, but they do not have the structural potentialities 
of imperatives. For instance, there are no negative forms *Don't blast you, 'Don't bugger it, and 
an indefinite object, such as some students, is not possible: *Blast some students! Similarly, the 
formulaic Don't me~rtion it cannot be made posilive ('Mention it). 

Interjections 
11.55 Interjections are purely emotive words which do not enter into syntactic 

relations. Some of them have phonological features which lie outside the 
regular system of the language. Whew, for instance, contains a bilabial 
fricative [ h ] ,  [ a ] ;  rut-rut consists of a series of alveolar clicks, [U]. What we 

1 produce below are the spelling conventions for a wide range of sounds. 
Secondary pronunciations are derived from the spelling conventions (cfNote 
[c] below). In addition, many interjections may be associated with 
nonsystematic features such as extra lengthening and wide pitch range. 

Ah (satisfaction, recognition, etc); Aha (jubilant satisfaction, recognition); 
Ahem, [a?am] (mild call for attention); Boo (disapproval, usually for a 
speaker at gathering; also surprise noise); Eh? [e~]  (impolite request for 
repetition, but cf 11.11); Hey (call for attention); Mm (casual 'yes'); Oh 
(surprise); Oho (jubilant surprise); Ooh (pleasure or pain); Oops (mild 
apology, shock, or dismay), Ouch [autfl, Ow [au] (pain); Pooh (mild 
disapproval or impatience); Sh [J] (request for silence or moderation of 
noise); Tut-cur [l11 (mild regret, disapproval); Ugh [m] (disgust); Uh-huh, 
also Uh-uh (agreement or disagreement); Wow (great surprise) 

Note [a] The above is not intended as a complete list. Some interjections are less frequent, eg: Yippee 
(excitement, delight), Psst [ps] (call for attention, with request for silence). The archaic 
interjection Alas(sorrow) may be encountered in literature. 
[b] 'Interjections are sometimes used to initiate utterances: Oh, what a nuisance; Ah, that'spegfect. 
[C] There are also some spelling pronunciations: [ ~ g ]  for ugh; [ t ~ t  tat] for tut-tut, often with an 
ironic tone; [hau haul and [ha: ha:], both representing laughter, are always ironic. 
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Introduction 
12.1 The preceding chapters have been concerned with the basic structures of 

English sentences. We turn in this and the following chapters to the ways in 
which these basic constituent structures can undergo elaboration (or 
expansion) and reduction (or abbreviation). In 2.9-10 SUBORDINATION and 
COORDINATION were introduced as two principles whereby the structure of a 
simple sentence can enter into a more complex structure. In the case of 
subordination, one clause is embedded in another, while in the case of 
coordination, one clause, or part of a clause, is combined with another 
constituent of equivalent status in the structure of the sentence. In principle, 
both these processes, if they are used iteratively, allow a limitless complexity 
of grammatical structure. 

In contrast to subordination and coordination, REDUCTION (cf 2.52) is a 
grammatical principle whereby the structure of a sentence is abbreviated, 
avoiding redundancy of expression. We have so far (cf 2.51-2) recognized 
two kinds of reduction, the use of PRO-FORMS, and ELLIPSIS: 

MEANS OF STRUCTURE REDUCTION MEANS OF STRUCTURE EXPANSION 

Pro-forms (12.8-30) Coordination (Chapter 13) 
Ellipsis (12.31 -70) Subordination (Chapters 14 and 15) 

These devices of expansion and abbreviation will now be more thoroughly 
investigated; but it will be convenient to divide the whole topic into three, 
concentrating in this,chapter on reduction, turning in the next chapter to 
coordination, and leaving until Chapters 14 and 15 the detailed study of 
subordination. 

Reduction and coordination 
1 

12.2 There is good) reason, apart from convenience, for dealing with reduction 
and coordination in neighbouring chapters. When we coordinate two or 
more units, we duplicate the same kind of structure; for example, Clause + 
Clause; Noun Phrase + Noun Phrase + Noun Phrase. This kind of 
duplication does not normally occur without a paralle:ism of meaning or 
function between the conjoins. Such parallelism, in turn, implies an overlap 
of content and structure. For example, two clauses which apparently have no 
connection of meaning, like those of [l], are not likely to be juxtaposed or 
coordinated : 

Pushkin was Russia's greatest poet. 
Special terms are available for senior citizens. 1 [l1 

But more commonly juxtaposed are sentences like [2], which share some 
common ground : 

Pushkin was Russia's greatest poet. 
Tolstoy was Russia's greatest novelist. l 

.&% 
( 1  
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This common ground, moreover, often shows itself in the sharing of a 
common structure; eg each sentence of [2] has the structure SVC. It shows 
itself further in the repetition of the words themselves: thus both sentences 
of [2] contain the word sequence was Russia's greatest. This sharing of 
common lexical content is a typical condition under which the reduced 
alternative is chosen. Not only can [2] be expressed as a single unreduced 
sentence by the device of coordination: 

Pushkin was Russia's greatest poet, and Tolstoy was Russia's 
greatest novelist. [ h ]  

It can also be reduced to a more compact form by, for example, the 
combination of ellipsis of the second verb with the pro-form her: 

Pushkin was Russia's greatest poet, and Tolstoy her greatest 
novelist. [2bl 

So close is the association between coordination and ellipsis that we cannot 
very well understand the one phenomenon without understanding the other 
(c/ further 13.44ff). 

1 Reduction as a syntactic phenomenon 
12.3 Although reduction may in general be regarded in semantic or pragmatic 

terms as a means of avoiding redundancy of expression, what kinds of 
reduction are permitted is largely a matter of syntax. English permits, for 

l example, no reduction of the form of [l], whereby the repetition of all three 
1 words was Russia's greatest is avoided : 

*Pushkin was Russia's greatest poet, and Tolstoy novelist. [ l]  

One of the major tasks of this chapter will be to explain the conditions for 
ellipsis and the use of pro-forms, whereby, for instance, 12.2 [2b] is 
grammatical and [l] above is not. Such an explanation must give an account, 
also, of the different degrees and types of reduction which may be available 
to the language user as synonymous alternatives. For example, [2a-f] are 
reduced alternatives to [2] : 

The girls swam faster than it was expkcred that the girls would 
swim. l21 

The girls swam faster than it was expkcred that they would swim. [2a] 
The girls swam faster than it was expkc~ed that they would do. 

[2bl 
The girls swam faster than it was expic~ed that they would. L24 
The girls swam faster than it was expkcred they would. t2dl 
The girls swam faster than was expkc~ed. Del 
The girls swam faster than expkcred. [2fl 

Motivation for reduction 
12.4 Such synonymous possibilities as are illustrated in 12.3 [2a-fl are not equally 

acceptable. Whatever grounds there may be in any given case for expressing 
oneself with maximum explicitness, there are generally strong preferences 
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for the most economical variant, viz the one which exhibits the greatest 
degree of reduction. Other things being equal, language users will follow the 
maxim 'reduce as much as possible'. This generally means preferring ellipsis 
to the use of pro-forms, where there is a choice between them. Thus [2c] is 
slightly more economical than, and to that extent preferable to, [2b]; similarly 
the ellipsis allowed in [la] below is slightly more economical than the use of 
pro-forms in [I bl: 

She might sing tonight, but I don't think she will (sing tonight). [la] 
She might sing tonight, but I don't think she will do so. [lbl 

Such preference for reduction is not merely a preference for economy: it can 
also contribute to clarity, by reducing items which are shared as 'given 
information', so that attention will be focused on fresh material, or 'new 
information' (cf 18.8), as in the dialogue below: 

A : Have you spoken to Bob? B:, Not yet &. [21 

From here on we use. when convenient, the convention of marking ellipsis 
by the symbol ,. ~ l t h o u ~ h  the full, unreduced version of a sentenceis often 
stvlisticallv unfavoured, we shall also, from time to time, follow the practice, 
aGeady introduced in [la], of showing optionally ellipted words in 
parentheses : 

A : Have you spoken to Bob? B: (I have) Not yet (spoken to Bob). 

We have mentioned above a maxim 'reduce as much as possible'; but it 
should be added that reduction is avoided, at least in careful written style, 
where it would lead to ambiguity or some other kind of difficulty for the 
interpreter: 

After Her Royal Highness had named the ship, she slid smoothly 
and gracefully down the slipway, hitting the water with barely 
a splash. D] 

In the cgurse of the play, Atreus kills his wife Aerope, Aegisthus 
his uncle Atreus, and Pelopia kerself. L41 

Only my cousin, the housekeeper, and Mrs Baldwin were in the 
house a t  the time of the burglary. L51 

Ill-advised reduction can have various effects; eg the amusement caused by 
[3], where the ship is clearly the intended antecedent of she (cf 5.11 1 Note); 
and the con(usion or puzzlement which is likely to be a reader's first reaction 
to [4], where the double ellipsis of the verb kills adds to the comprehension 
problems caused by the Greek names. Further, sentence 151 exhibits 
ambiguity, since it is not clear whether the housekeeper is coordinated or 
appositive. This ambiguity could be avoided by using a relative clause instead 
of apposition (my cousin, who is the housekeeper), or by inserting an additional 
and (my cousin and the housekeeper. . .; cf 13.17). 

Note Unreduced forms are used for rhetorical effect in cases of 'expressive repetition'; cf 19.23. In 
addition, repetition may sometimes be avoided by the substitution of coreferential expressions 
(cf 19.49). such as the coreferential noun phrase the teacher in: 

Peter Sand denied he ever neglected his students: the thacher claimed that the school 
administration had a grudge against him. 
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Coordination and reduction as cohesive devices 
12.5 There is a further reason, apart from the fact that coordination often involves 

ellipsis, for including reduction and coordination in neighbouring chapters. 
The two processes of reduction and coordination, although dissimilar in that 
one expands whereas the other contracts structure, actually have related 
functions, in that they provide cohesion in discourse (cf 19.1 1,19.44ff, 19.57). 
When we examine how a sequence of sentences can be combined to form a 
spoken or written text, the two devices which most pervasively mark the 
connections between one idea and another are, on the one hand, the overt 
linkage of conjunctions and conjuncts, and, on the other hand, the covert 
linkage of coreference and substitution which exists by virtue of pro-forms 
and ellipsis. The phenomena we shall be discussing in this chapter can be 
illustrated not only through connections within sentences, but through 
connections between them, as in 12.4 [2]. Nevertheless, our treatment of 
coordination and reduction in this chapter will be largely confined to single 
sentences. The role of coordination and reduction in intersentence connection 
will be taken up in Chapter 19. 

Recoverability 
12.6 One aspect of reduction as a cohesive device in texts is the fact that the full 

form of what has been reduced is generally RECOVERABLE FROM CONTEXT. 
The relevant 'context' is often the linguistic context: ie a neighbouring part 
of the text; but (as noted in 5.28-31) there are other sources from which what 
has been reduced can be recovered. We shall first mention the most important 
type of recoverability from the grammatical point of view: 

(i) TEXTUAL RECOVERABILITY: the full form is recoverable from a neigh- 
bouring part of the text. 

To this we add two lesser kinds of recoverability, which do not contribute 
directly to cohesion of text: 

(ii) SITUATIONAL RECOVERABILITY: the full form is recoverable from the 
extralinguistic situation. 

(iii) STRUCTURAL RECOVERABILITY: the full form is recoverable not through 
knowledge of context, but simply through knowledge of grammatical 
structure. 

A reduced form such as the pronoun she may be said to presuppose knowledge 
on the part of the hearer, as well as of the speaker, of its intended referent. 
We can recover the identity of the referent either from the situation outside 
language [l], or from the linguistic context [2-31, ie from information given 
in the discourse itself: 

Is she badly hurt? [l] 
Thepoor girl did not complain, although she was badly hurt. 121 
Although she was badly hurt, the poor girl did not complain. l31 

One can imagine someone saying [l] on arriving at  the scene of an accident 
in which a girl has been struck by a car. It would be evident from the 
situation, without further elaboration, which person was meant by she. In  [2] 
and [3], on the other hand, the identity of 'she' is given by the linguistic 
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context. We recognize two kinds of textual recoverability : [2] is an example 
of the ANAPHORIC use of the pronoun and [3] is an example of the CATAPHORIC 
use (cf 6.19). We should, moreover, make the same point here as in Chapters 
5 and 6: textual recoverability is best regarded as a special case of situational 
recoverability; ie the information given elsewhere in the text is, for the 
purpose of the discourse, the explicit part of the situational knowledge which 
is available to addresser and addressee. It is natural, then, that anaphoric 
reference (reference to some antecedent which has already been mentioned) 
should be much more common than cataphoric reference (reference to some 
'antecedent' to be mentioned later). Although the term ANTECEDENT (cf 2.44) 
literally means 'going before', we apply it, as others have done, to items 
which follow the pro-form or ellipsis, as well as items which precede it. 

The third kind of recoverability, structural recoverability, is illustrated by 
the optional omission of the conjunction that in: 

It is strange (that) nobody heard the noise. 141 

Since the word that is uniquely recoverable in [4], it is reasonable to include 
it under the heading of ellipsis. But in this case, contextual information is 
irrelevant: the optionality of that is purely a matter of grammatical structure 
(cf 15.4). 

12.7 Recoverability is crucial to the use of pro-forms. Pro-forms such as personal 
pronouns have very unspecific meanings; eg: she means simply 'the female 
person we know about', it 'the thing we know about', etc. Therefore it is 
necessary, for the interpretation of these words, to have information from 
which we can uniquely predict their intended referents. This information is 
usually found; in a preceding or following part of the text, but it may also be 
found in the situation. The task of interpretation is the same for pronouns 
such as he, she, it as for definite noun phrases such as the old lady (cf5.28ff), 
except that since the meaning of a 3rd person pronoun is less specific, there 
is consequently more dependence on context. In the case of 1st and 2nd 
person pronouns, on the other hand, the referents are usually easily 
recoverable from the situation. 

Essentially the same distinctions apply to ellipsis. The normal understand- 
ing of the terni ELLIPSIS is that words are omitted where understanding can 
be achieved without word repetition, as in: 

She might sing tonight, but I don't think that she will (sing tonight). [l] 

This is a caselof textual recoverability, specifically of ANAPHORIC ELLIPSIS, 
since the antekedent occurs earlier in the text. The other possibility, that of 
CATAPHORIC ELLIPSIS, is illustrated in : 

If you want (me to (buy the tickets)), I'll buy the tickets. 121 

(On the omission or retention of to in such cases, cf 12.64.) As with pro- 
forms, however, the redundancy need not relate to words implied by the 
linguistic context. The words may be obvious from the situation. For 
example, a host may invite a guest to eat a sandwich with the words: Like 
one? In this case, the sentence may be regarded as an elliptical variant of 
Would you like one? (cf 12.49). 
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Pro-form substitution 

The difference between coreference and substitution 
12.8 The bond between a pro-form and its antecedent may be of two different 

kinds: COREFERENCE and SUBSTITUTION. These relationships are in principle 
quite distinct, but in practice they overlap, as will be seen in 12.9. 

Coreference, as the name implies, means the bond of 'cross-reference' 
between two items or expressions which refer to the same thing or set of 
things. It is, as we have seen, a typical function of personal pronouns such as 
she and they, as well as a common function of definite noun phrases containing 
the, this, that, these, and those (cf5.30J 6.44). In this chapter, however, we 
shall be more concerned with the relation of substitution than with that of 
coreference. 

Substitution, as its name suggests, is a relation between pro-form and 
antecedent whereby the pro-form can be understood to have 'replaced' a 
repeated occurrence of the antecedent. A major test of substitution, therefore, 
is whether the antecedent can be copied, without change of meaning, into 
the position taken by its pro-form substitute. For example one substitutes for 
afirst prize in [l], as the equivalence of [l], grammatically and semantically, 
with [la] shows: 

Bill got afirstprize this year, and I got one last year. 111 
Bill got afirstprize this year, and I got afirst prize last year. Ha1 

It is clear that the pronoun one is grammatically and semantically equivalent 
to afirstprize in [l], but it is also clear that it does not refer to the same prize 
as does afirst prize. In other words, the substitution relation between a pro- 
form and its antecedent is not necessarily a relation of coreference. 

Conversely, a relation of coreference between two items is not necessarily 
a relation of replaceability : 

Twoplayers injured t/zemselves during the match. [2] 

In [2], the two phrases in italics are coreferential, in that the set of persons 
denoted by twoplayers is the same set ofpersons as that denoted by themselves. 
We could not, however, replace themselves by two players without a change 
of meaning : 

Twoplayers injured t~voplayers during the match. [ W  

(In other cases of coreference, on the other hand, such replacement is 
possible; cf 12.9.) 

Substitution does not imply an exact copying of an expression. When the 
repeated expression is restored in the position of the substitute, it may differ 
morphologically from the antecedent: 

This coat is more expensive than the I saw in the market. 

In this respect, substitution is analogous to what we later call standard ellipsis 
(cf 12.38). 

Note On theother hand, substitution brings with it the requirement that the repeated expression have 
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the same meaning in both o f  its occurrences. Thus it would be impossible, except in joking, to 
substitute one for the repetitive occurrence of a r~ail in [3]: 

I hurt my rmil while hammeringo rruilinto the wall. [31 
1 hurt my nail while hammeringor~c into the wall. Pal  

Characteristics of substitution 
12.9 Although there are points at which coreference and substitution overlap, we 

should in general treat them as distinct kinds of cohesive relation. The main 
characteristics which distinguish substitution from coreference are: 

(i) As already shown by examples 12.8 [l]  and [la], a substitute pro-form 
can be replaced by the antecedent without unacceptability on structural 
grounds and without change of meaning. This, of course, is subject to 
structurally predictable variation, as mentioned in 12.8. 

(ii) A substitute pro-form (eg: one, ones, some) can be either definite or 
indefinite, while a coreferential pro-form (eg: he, she, they) is always 
definite. 

(iii) Coreferential pro-forms are always pronouns or pronoun-related adverbs 
(eg: there, then; cf 12.10f), but substitute pro-forms may be outside the 
pronoun category (eg the substitute verb do). 

(iv) A substitute pro-form is normally highly dependent on its linguistic 
context for interpretation; eg it is difficult to make sense out of context 
of: 

I've never met one. Did you do any? 
Agnes said so. I hope not. 

Coreferential pro-forms, on the other hand, can be placed on a scale of 
text-dependence in this sense. Pronouns such as he and she tend to be 
highly dependent on linguistic context, whereas other words (such as 
the, this, and that) often point to something which is known or observed 
in the situational context. 

While these distinctions will be illustrated in the following sections, it is as 
well to begin with a commonly ari&ng example of the difficulty of dis- 
tinguishing between these two relations: 

George was the best runner in our school, and so everyone 
expected that he would win the prize. [ l]  

This is a str?ightforward case of coreference by personal pronouns: unless 
the context suggests another antecedent, it will generally be understood that 
George and he refer to the same person. But in this case, unlike 12.8 [2], the 
substitution of the antecedent for the pronoun will normally leave the 
meaning of the sentence unchanged: 

George has  the best runner in our school, and so everyone 
expected that George would win the prize. [lal 

In  fact, the distinction between coreference and substitution as specified in 
criterion (i) above becomes indistinct wherever both the pro-form and the 
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antecedent are definite. For this reason, it is important to consider the whole 
set of criteria (i-iv) above, rather than to rely on the first criterion only. 

Note Even so, it is sometimes argued that the failure to reduce a noun phrase to a pronoun, as i n  [la]. 

I invites a different interpretation from that of the reduced equivalent [I]. It  is argued, that is, that 
the two Johns in John thinks John wiil win are not coreferential, and that therefore Jolm thinks 
Johrl IV~N atin and John thinks he will win have different meanings, only the tatter involving 
coreference. More realistically, however, we can admit that both these sentences are ambiguous 
in that they may or may not be interpreted as containing coreference. For example, the two 
Johrn in John thbtks John lvill win may be coreferential, if the use of a pro-form is avoided for 
some special rhetorical effect, such as the irony of: John'sgreatest admirer is John. 

Lists of pro-forms 
12.10 In illustrating criteria (i-iv) in 12.9, we may take it that criterion (i) has been, 

and will continue to be, exemplified without the need for any further 
discussion. Criterion (ii), that of definiteness, can best be explained by a 
listing of the main pro-forms in each category: 

..- 
.:R LIST 1 : PRO-FORMS USED FOR COREFERENCE 

I 

(a) PERSONAL PRONOUNS (6.158) such as he, she, it, they; her, them 
(b) REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS (6.23ff) such as myse[f; himself; themselves 
(c) POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS (6.29f) such as my, his, her; mine, hers, theirs 
(d) DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (6.40ff) this, that; these, those 
(e) DEFINITE ADVERBS of time (8.5lff) then; and of place (8.39ff) here, there 
(f) the DEFINITE PRONOUN AND PREDETERMINER such (6.44 Note [b]). 

g LIST 2 : PRO-FORMS USED FOR SUBSTITUTION 

(a) INDEFINITE PRONOUNS (6.45ff) one(s), some, any, none, either, neither, few/ 
fewerlfewest, many/more/most, (a) little/less/least, much/more/most, several, 
enough, each, all, half; both, other(s), another. These are indefinite 
(quantitative) pronouns of the kind which enters into the of-construction 
(6.48). 

(b) DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (6.40ff) that, those 
(c) PRO-PREDICATE and PRO-PREDICATION do (12.21ff) 
(d) PRO-COMPLEMENT, PRO-PREDICATION, and PRO-CLAUSE SO (12.27ff) 
(e) PRONOUN and PRO-COMPLEMENT the same, likewise, similarly (1 2.20) 
(f) ADVERBS of process (8.78ff) so, thus; and of degree or intensity (8.104ff) 

so, that. 

From these lists, it is evident that pro-forms used in coreference are all items 
of definite, rather than of indefinite meaning. A large proportion of the items 
in the list of substitute forms, however, are indefinite. 

Many of the pronouns which occur in List I are functionally parallel to 
noun phrases introduced by definite determiners, such as the bag, this time, 
those new boots. Coreference is a general feature of definite noun phrases, as 
has already been made clear in Chapters 5 and 6 (cf 5.30J 6.19,6.44), and as 
will be further discussed in 19.44fl 

List 2 includes do only as a main verb. The auxiliary do, and parallel 
'stranded' modal auxiliaries, are sometimes analysed as substitute forms in 
examples such as: 
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A: [fill you leave early? 

B : yes o f c b u n s ~  we [$I. [21 

In fact, we will not analyse such auxiliaries in terms of substitution, but 
rather in terms of ellipsis; for further discussion of this point, cf 12.60. 

The items in List 3 consist of more than one pro-form, in some cases 
bringing together aspects of coreference and substitution: 

LIST 3 : COMPLEX PRO-FORMS which are substitutes for PREDICATES 

or PREDICATIONS 
do so, do it, do (just) that, do the same, do likewise (1 2.23ff) 

Note That and rlrose are exceptional in occurring in both List 1 and List 2. They can obviously be 
coreferential. On the use of these items as substitute forms, cJl2.19. 

Adverbs with a coreferential or substitute function 
12.11 Criterion (iii) in 12.9 makes the point that coreference is primarily a 

characteristic of pronouns. Yet in List 1, not only pronouns but adverbs 
occur. This apparent anomaly will now be explained. The concept of reference 
involves the naming of some object or set of objects in the world, and this 
referential function is characteristically performed by noun phrases. 
Pronouns, which have a noun-phrase-like character, are therefore the primary 
instruments of coreference. On the other hand, substitution can in principle 
apply to any type of constituent: 

Please sign)our name if you haven't already done so. 

Here done so act': as a substitute for the predication signed your name. 
However, the adverbs (e) and the predeterminer such (f) which appear in 

List 1 belong here because they contain definiteness as part of their meaning, 
and can be easily paraphrased by means of noun phrases: then can often be 
paraphrased by 'rft/after that time', here and there by 'at this/that place', and 
the  predetermine^ such (as in such a day),can similarly be paraphrased by 
'like this' or 'like that'. These items are typical of coreferential pro-forms in 
that they lend themselves to situational as well as to anaphoric or cataphoric 
interpretation. 

The coreferential use of these items is illustrated in the following: 

One morningkhe captain invited us to the bridge. He told us then 
l about his secret orders. [ l]  

Between London and Oxford there is a famous inn called the 
George and Dragon. Here we stopped for lunch. L21 

With the above examples, as with previous examples of coreference, the pro- 
form cannot be replaced by the antecedent without some changeof reference. 
For example, if we replace then by one morning in [l], it is not clear whether 
the morning mentioned in the first sentence is the same as the one mentioned 
in the second sentence. On the other hand, such replacement would be 
possible in [3], where both pro-form and antecedent are definite: 
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If you look in the top drawer, you'll probably find it there. L4 
The adverbs in List 2, however, are best classified as substitutes: 

Professor Sands was attending to one of the routine laboratory tasks. 
While he was thuslso engaged, however, he observed that one 
of the rats was behaving oddly. (formal) [41 

To the Greeks, Pan was a herdsmangod, half-man, half-goat; and 
he is thuslso represented in their sculpture. (formal) 151 

Though Bairstow designed the car to exceed 400 milesper hour, few 
so fast. people believed that it would go that fast. (formal) 161 

(cf further 7.89, 19.50.) 
Here, although paraphrase with such phrases as 'in that manner' or 'to 

that extent' is possible, the meaning is more abstract than in the case of here, 
then, etc. For example, [S] is paraphrased by: 

TQ the Greeks, Pan was a herdsman god, half-man, half-goat; and 
he is represented as a herdsman god, half-man, half-goat in their 
sculpture. [Sal 

Even though the repetition in [Sal maintains synonymy with [S], the italicized 
phrases in [Sal contain indefinite rather than definite noun phrases. We may 
therefore regard these adverbial uses of so and thus as instances of substitution 
rather than of coreference. 

At the two poles of coreference and substitution the distinctivenessof 
these two cohesive relations is clear, but it is in the adverb category in 
particular that there tends to be a middle ground of overlap, as indicated in 
Fig 12.11. 

Coreference Substitution ca 
Fig 12.1 1 Pro-form-Antecedent Relations 

Anaphoric, cataphoric, and situational use of substitution 
12.12 Criterion (iv) of 12.9 is that the substitute pro-form almost always requires 

textual recoverability, whereas this is not generally true of coreferential pro- 
forms. For example, the forms this and that frequently have extralinguistic 
reference, as in Is thislthat my plate? The same is true, less frequently, of 3rd 
person pronouns such as he, she, and it (cf 6.15, 12.6). On the other hand, 
substitutes such as the pronoun one and the pro-predication do so normally 
require an antecedent. The relation with the antecedent may be anaphoric, 
as in [l], or, occasionally, cataphoric, as in [2]: 

There's a clean towel in the cupboard, if you need one. 111 
If you need one, there's a clean towel in the cupboard. [21 
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Even with substitute forms, however, situational reference cannot be entirely Substitution for noun phrases and their constituents 
excluded. Examples.such as Would you like one? may be heard, where the 
meaning of one is only recoverable from the situation (eg where the speaker 12.14 Substitute pro-forms will be considered in the following order: 
is carrying a bowl of peaches, so that one is interpreted as synonymous with 
a peach). Pro-forms replacing noun phrases and their constituents (12.15-20) 

Pro-forms replacing clauses and their constituents (12.21 -30) 
Note The conditions governing the cataphoric use ofsubstitute forms are the same as those governing 

the cataphoric use of personal pronouns (cf6.19) or of ellipsis (cf 12.45). 

Cross-reference of it .  this. that. and so to clauses and sentences d '  
12.13 We turn now to a further respect in which coreference and substitution are 

sometimes difficult to distinguish. In both kinds of cross-reference, there can 
be a lack of correspondence in the grammatical status of the pro-form and its 
antecedent. This is clearly illustrated in the following examples, where the 
pronouns it, this, and that refer respectively to a clause, a sentence, and a 
seauence of sentences (cf further 19.44ff): 

Ifyou don't study for the examination, you'll regret it. [ie: you'll 
regret not studying for the examination] [l] 

A: She'sexpecting twins. B: How do you know THAT? [2] 
Afrer many weeks of rain the dam burst. Millions ofgallons of water 

plunged into the valley, and villages were swept away in thejood. 
In a short time, thousands of square miles of low-lying ground were 
cooered with water. This was a disaster on a scale which no one 
had foreseen. It led to loss of life, and widespread damage to 
livestock and crops. [31 

Similarly, so as a substitute pro-form can substitute for a whole clause or 
sentence : ' 

A: The Finance Minister has resigned. 
B: Who said so? [ie: Who said that the Finance Minister has 
resigned ?] l41 

The difference between itlthislthat and so in this connection is discussed in 
12.28. For the Ginds of cross-referentialkrelation illustrated here, the term 
'pro-clause' is appropriate. 

The present section shows that, in the case of substitution, it is necessary 
to distinguish three different grammatical expressions: (i) the substitute item 
itself; (ii) the expression which it replaces, and which in turn could replace 
it; and (iii) the aytecedent which supplies the textual recoverability condition 
for the substitution. This may be illustrated with reference to [4] above: 

(i) The substitute pro-form: so 
(ii) the expression it replaces (a clause): that the Finance Minister has 

resigned 
(iii) the antecedent (a sentence): The Finance Minister has resigned. 

When a substitute form is referred to as a 'pro-X, X identifies the item for 
which the pro-form substitutes, and not necessarily the antecedent. 

We begin with noun phrases. Parentheses will be used to indicate the 
possibility of ellipsis where both substitution and ellipsis are possible. 

One as substitute form 
12.15 There are two substitute pro-forms one: one has the plural some, and the 

other has the plural ones. Both are invariably unstressed, and are thereby 
distinguished from the numeral one (cf 6.54). Both types of one are restricted 
to substitution for phrases with count nouns as heads. 

(i) onelsorne is a substitute for an indefinite noun phrase: 

A :  Can you give me a few nails? I need one. 
B: I'll get you some soon. . , 

Compare : 

I need a nail. I need some nails. 
{one. { some. 

The antecedent of one, however, may be definite: 

The clean towels are in the drawer - if you need one. [= 'a clean towel'] 

Note Only stress distinguishes the numeral one from the substitute pronoun one in contexts such as the 
following: 

Have you any postage stamps? I only want to [numeral1 [[l 
{B6Rrow one. [pronoun] L21 

In [I] ofre is a reduced version of one stamp (in contrast to ~ I I ' O ,  three, etc). In [2], one is a reduced 
version of a stamp, and the nucleus on borrow implies the contrast 'l want you merely to lend me 
a stamp, not to give me one'. 

12.16 (ii) onelones has as its antecedent a noun phrase head with or without one or 
more modifiers. We call this unit a NOMINAL EXPRESSION: it acts as a 
single constituent for purposes of substitution and ellipsis (cf 13.75): 

A: Have you any knives? I need a sharp one. 
B: I can get you several very sharp ones, but this is the best (one) 

I have. 

Unlike he, it, etc which stand for noun phrases, onelones is more literally a 
'pro-noun'. 

In the above example, one substitutes twice for knife, and ones for knives. 
In all three instances onclones is a substitute for a single word -the noun 
head. In other cases one may substitute for a nominal expression including 
premodification, as well as a head: 
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If you want to buy an electric heater, you may be interested 

in this ~n the window. [I] 

or for head + postmodifier: 

I wish I'd bought a few jars ofhoney. Did you notice 

the they were selling by the roadside? [2] 

or for premodifier + head + postmodifier: 

He goes about interviewing retired sailors who served in thepre-1914 
navy. The one that he met in Devon last week was a fascinating 
storyteller. 

One as a pro-form for a noun phrase is not accompanied by determiners or 
modification, whereas one as a pro-form for a nominal expression must have 
an overt determiner or modifier. The former one can be regarded as a merger 
of the latter one with a preceding indefinite article: a + one. This simplifying 
assumption has two advantages: (a) it explains why *a one does not occur 
(but cf 6.55 Note); and (b) it reduces the two homomorphic forms one (i) and 
one (ii) to a single substitute form. 

For noncount nouns, the noun phrase substitute is some: 

Shall I pass the butter? 0 r  have you got {*r] already? 

Note Ellipsiscan be usbd instead of substitution both for count and noncount nouns: 
Which must~rd would you prefer? Englishor French,? 
Which heaty(s) do you use? Electric orgas,? 

t Some, none.<etc as substitute forms 
12.17 The indefinite r uantifier pronounssome, none, any, few/fewer/fewesr, many/ 

9 q  morelmost, littlg/less/least, much, several,~nough, each, either, neither, UN, both, 
halfcan all act as substitutes for noun phrasesintroduced by the corresponding 
determiners (cf 5.10ff). For example: 

Can you give me {a few I N ~ E D  some. [ = some nails/oil] [I] a little oil? 

When theichildren entered, each [= each child] was given a small 
present. L21 

Some equipment has been damaged, but none [= no equipment] 
has been lost. [3] 

I'd like sqme more colouredpaper, if you HAVE any. [= any more 
coloured paper] 141 

Both the aircraft's engines had been hit, and neither [=  neither 
engine] could be relied upon to bring us safely home. [S] 

John and I went looking for mushrooms. He found a few [= a few 
mushrooms], I found several[= several mushrooms], and we 
soon had enough [= enough mushrooms] for breakfast. [61 

Note 
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I asked for a dozen tickets, but they couldn't spare many. [= many 
tickets] L71 

This year we produced more coal, but we sold ~ f s s .  [= less coal] [8] 
This year we produced more coal, but we didn't ~ B L L  SO M~JCH. 

[ = so much coal] [g1 
His sons go to the same school as he did, and all [= all his sons] 

want to become doctors. [l01 

With some quantifiers, the substitute may be preceded by another word, 
which determines or modifies it: 

I asked for a dozen tickets, but they couldn't 

SPARE [ aslso many as THAT. 
'that Mhy. (rather informal) 

John found a few mushrooms, and I found s e v e r a l ~ b ~ ~ .  

In that many, the adverb that modifies the pronoun many; and in severalmore, 
the determiner several determines the pronoun more. (That many is sometimes 
regarded as 'bad English', so many being preferred.) 

With some other quantifiers, neither, either, and both, it is'reasonable to 
regard the substitute pronoun as replacing a phrase beginning with a 
corresponding correlative conjunction: 

Proust and James are great novelists, but I like Tolstoy better than 
E I T H ~ ~ .  [= either Proust or James] 

Proust and James are great novelists, but neither [= neither Proust nor 
James] is easy to read. 

It is difficult to tell, in these cases, whether the pronoun is to be considered 
an example of substitution or ellipsis. None is the only quantifier pronoun 
whose form is different from that of its corresponding determiner (no). In all 
other cases, the pronoun and the determiner (or coordinator) are homo- 
morphic (cf2.38), and it seems reasonable to treat the construction as one of 
ellipsis rather than of substitution. For example: 

I'd like some more colouredpaper, if you ~ V E  any,. 

However, we shall propose to deal with cases like this as 'virtual ellipsis' (cf 
12.40), ie as cases of a substitution of X for Y, where Y contains a homomorph 
of X. There is particular justification for this in the case of some, since some 
as a determiner can be reduced to an unstressed form /sam/ or 
Ism/, whereas the pronoun some cannot. 

[a] Accepting this analysis will still, however, lead to uncertainty as to whethera reduction is to 
be treated as substitution or ellipsis. This is because many examples will accept a different type 
of analysis, if the antecedent is a definite noun phrase. Compare 12.17 [l-31, for example, with: 

Can you give me a few of ttrese nails? I N ~ E D  sonte (of these nails). []a1 
When the childrerr entered, each (of the children) was given a small present. [ W  
Some of the equipnterrr has been damaged, but norrc (of the equipment) has been lost. [3a] 

The problem of classification is highlighted by [3] and [3a]: it is clear that the sentence as 
analysed in (31 is a case of substitution, where norrc substitutes for rro equipmnettt, and it is equally 
clear that the sentenceasanalysed in [3a] is a case of ellipsis. These two typesof reduction are so 
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similar, however. that ellipsis hiis sometimes been considered a kind of substitution, uiz 
'substitution by zero'. In this light, the problem of distinguishing between substitution and 
ellipsis may seem a mere technicality. But it is a technicality which, as will be shown in this 
chapter, is important in enabling us to make generalizations about grammatical reduction. 
[b] A further uncertain case is that of an antecedent consisting of coordinated proper names: 

Marrjir and Slreri/applied fors scholarship. Eacl~ was able to present excellent references. 
Each here can be treated as an elliptical variant of Each of Manjit arrd SlrcriJ. but in other cases 
such an analysis would mean postulating a source sentenceof limited acceptability: 

Jolm, Bob, and Slcsarl were at the party last night. 
All (?of John. Bob. and Susan) are good dancers. 

[c] There are restrictions of countability and number on the use of the indefinite pronouns we 
have been considering. Some are count, some noncount,some singular, etc. The details aregiven 
in 6.48. 
[d] On problemsof concord involving some of these pronouns, cf 10.425 

That and those as substitute forms 
12.19 As demonstrative pronouns, that and those can function not only as 

coreferential pro-forms (cf 6.44) but as substitute pro-forms. In this latter 
function, they are always followed by restrictive postmodification, and are 
equivalent to the one and the ones respectively: 

Towards the end of his life, Schubert wrote two remarkable trios: that 
[= the trio] in B flat, and that [= the trio] in E flat. (formal) 

Thepaintings of Gauguin's Tahiti period are more famous than those 
[= the ones] he painted in France. 

That can also be used as a substitute with a noncount noun, where the one 
could not be used : 

The victiG9s own blood was of a different blood group from that [= the 
blood] found on the floor. 

But whereas that is less restricted than those in this respect, it is more 
restricted in that i t  cannot have a personal antecedent: 

I { the you were dancing with. The b~ond{~irl  I saw was older than, *that 

The blonde girls I saw were older than  you were dancing with. 

It follows that the combination *that who. .  . is unacceptable, whereas those 
who is perfectly/acceptable. Another restriction on that as a substitute is that 
it cannot normally precede a zero relative clause: 

The confronting us today [!re] not dissimilar 

that which the nation confronted in the 1930s. 
[those (which) 1 

Perhaps this restriction is due to a potential confusion of the demonstrative 
that with the relative that. This use of that is decidedly formal, and tends to 
be restricted to written English. Those, on the other hand, is only slightly 
formal. 
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Note [a] Once again, the distinction between substitution and ellipsis, while important in principle, 
is difficult to draw in practice. Although the above cases of that and those can only be analysed 
as substitutes (for insertion of the relevant head noun would not produce an appropriate noun 
phrase), there are other, similar instances for which the postulalion of an ellipted noun or 
nominal expression would yield a reasonable analysis: 

The topic of cellular physiology is regrettably among tllose, which lie outside the compass 
of this book. 

The possibility of insertingropicsafter those, and thereby analysing this as an instance of ellipsis, 
has to be accepted in the stylistic context of formal wrillen English, since in this variety of the 
language that and those are used as 'strengthened'equivalents of cataphoric the (.cf 5.32). There 
is little difference between rlre and those in the following sentence, except that those is more 
emphatic: 

.Cellular physiology is regrettably among the/tlrose topics which lie outside the compass of 
this book. 

[b] A further restriction on that as a substitute form is that it rarely combines with the relative 
pronoun that; the combination those that, on the other hand, is acceptable: 

those (hat 
More modern methods of horticulture [L::] replaced {?that that )] 

[A more modern method] tlre one that 

prevailed at the time of the College's foundation. 

Note, in this connection, other instancesof avoiding repetition where one item fully or partially 
echoes a preceding one which has a different function (cf 3.5 Note [dl. 4.40 Note [a]). 

The same as substitute form 
12.20 The same can be a substitute for a noun phrase: 

A: Can I have a cup of black coffee with sugar, please? 
B: Give me the same, please. . 

It can sometimes also be a substitute for an adjective phrase or prepositional 
phrase acting as a complement expressing a current attribute (cf 10.20): 

Yesterday I felt under the weather, and today I feel the same. 
The soup smells delicious, and the turkey smells the same. 

A further function of the same is as substitute for a nominal clause, especially 
after say: 

A : (I say) Oxford is likely to win the next boat race. 
B: I say the same. [= that Oxford is likely to win the next boat race, 

too] 

In both these latter functions, the same partially overlaps with so (cf 12.29); 
in a similar way, do thesame overlaps with do so (cf 12.23). 

In all substitute uses, however, the same rather perversely implies that the 
two events being referred to by the antecedent and by the substitute are not 
the same event. For example, the same could not replace so in the following 
sentence : 

Tomphoned for the doctor, but didn't tell his mother he had done so. 

But the same could replace so in the following: 

Tomphoned for the doctor, but didn't realize that his mother had just 
done so. 

As illustrated in this example, there is an additive element of meaning in the 
same, which is not present in otherwise equivalent. substitute forms. 
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Consequently, Give me the same, please can be roughly paraphrased, Give me 
one too please; Joan said file same can be paraphrased Joan said so too; and 
The same goes for me can be paraphrased That goesfor me, too. The same 
implies a comparison between two objects or events. 

Note [a] But the same was formerly used coreferentially without any implicdtio'n of comparison: I 
incited Dr Jones to see me, and lvas visited by the same [= him] at 3p.m. This use is now rare and 
possibly nonstandard. It is associated with legal or bureaucratic jargon: 

I recovered the weapon and delivered (the) same to the sergeant. 
The variant in which the is omitted is felt to be especially objectionable. 
[b] The use of the some as a noun phrase substitute should be distinguished from its use with a 
followingellipsis: 

A: Is that a new bicycle? 
B: No, it's thesame (one) as ( I  had) before. 

In such constructions, where identity of reference is implied, the addition of the pro-form one is 
preferred. Ellipsis is felt to be less acceptable particularly when a postmodifying clause follows: 

A: We're staying at the Excelsior Hotel. 
B: ?Is that the same aslthat you stayed in last summer? 

Substitution for clauses and clause constituents 

The verb do in substitution and ellipsis 
12.21 When we turn from the noun phrase to substitutive processes in the clause, 

the units to which primary attention must be given are the predicate and the 
predication. The two most important and versatile items to consider in this 
connection are the pro-predicate or pro-predication do, and the pro-clause, 
pro-complement, or pro-adverbial so. 

A careful distinction must be made, however, between do as an auxiliary 
verb with the status of dummy operatonand do as a main verb (cf 3.36ff). It 
is in the latter function that do is a substitute form. 

As an auxiliary, on the other hand, do is structurally parallel to other 
operators: 

Martin drives a car, and his sister does ., TOO. 

Martin cab drive a car, and his sister can ., TOO. 

In such cases, we will talk of ellipsis of the predication, rather than of 
substitution for the predicate. Further discussion and exemplification will be 
given in 12.60. 

In the following sections 12.22-6, on the other hand, we examine the 
substitute role of do as a main verb. In this role, it is necessary to distinguish 
a transitive use of do from an intransitive one. There is also a problematic 
function of do in the expression do so: this is problematic in the sense that it 
is difficult to determine (partly because of variation between BrE and AmE) 
whether do is in this case transitive or intransitive (cf 12.26 Note). 
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Do as main verb 

Do as intransitive verb 
12.22 In BrE many allow the possibility of adding after the operator an optional do 

as an intransitive substitute verb. This can take place only rarely after do as 
an operator (a), but is more common after a modal (b), or after perfective 
have (c) : 

(a) Bob says he is going to join the Labour Party. It will be interesting to 
see whether he DOES (do). 

(b) The Americans are reducing their defence expenditure this year. I 
wonder if the ~dss ians  will (do) T&. 
A: Will you be attending the meeting this evening? 

B : I MXY (do). 
(c) I didn't touch the television set; but PBRCY might have (done). 

As the last example shows, this do form can also occur after a sequence of 
auxiliaries. 

The intransitive substitute do must be distinguished both from the 
transitive substitute verb (cf 12.25) and from the general-purpose activity 
verb do (as in Have you done the dishes? cf3.38). 

Note [a] In some Northern varieties of BrE, it is also possible for the -ing form of the substitute verb 
do to be used after progressive be: 

A:  Why don't you sit quietly? B: I h (doing). [= sitting quietly] 
[b] This use of do does not occur in nonfinite clauses: 

A :  Peter hunts rabbits. B: 'Yes, he wanted me to do, too. 
Similarly, because this use of do is intransitive, it cannot occur in a passive construction. 

The combination do so 
12.23 The combination of pro-forms do so, seen as a unit, acts as a substitute for a 

predicate or predication, and contains the main verb do, rather than the 
operator do. We therefore find that the combination occurs not only in the 
finite form of does so, do so, and did so, but also in nonfinite forms following 
a modal, be, or have, or in infinitive and -ing participle clauses. (Unlike the 
intransitive do of 12.22, the do in do so is usually stressed, and the so is always 
unstressed.) Examples representative of these various contexts are: 

They planned to reach the top of the mountain, but nobody 
knows if they did (so). [= reached the top of the mountain] [l] 

You can take the train back to Madrid, but I shouldn't (do (so)) 
until tomorrow morning. [= take the train back to Madrid] [2] 

The America2 team will have to think of some new tactics, and 
are probably doing so at this very minute. [= thinking of some 
new tactics] [3l 

Would you mind feeding the dog, if you haven't already (done 
(SO))? [= fed the dog] [41 

As no one else has succeeded in solving the mystery, I shall 
attempt to (do so) myself. [= solve the mystery] [S] 

As no one else has succeeded in doing so, I shall attempt to solve 
the mystery myself. [= solving the mystery] [61 
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The do so construction is somewhat formal, and in general there is an 
alternative ellipsis of the predication (cf 12.59) which is preferred in informal 
use, and which is indicated by the brackets in the above examples. In [2] and 
[4], also, the use of a main verb do without so is possible (as described in 
12.22) in BrE. 

There are some cases where the elliptical alternative is not possible (eg in 
the -ingparticiple clause of[6]), and other cases where the elliptical alternative 
is avoided, (eg in [3]), perhaps because ellipsis of the predication would leave 
the meaning unclear, especially when the ellipsis is medial (cf 12.62). 

?The American team will have to think of some new tactics, and 
are probably, at this very minute. I3aI 

Note [a] There is one further major instance of the construction in which do so occurs: do so may 
follow another occurrence of do, this time as operator: 

They planned to reach the top of the mountain. but nobody knows if they DID ((do) so). 
[= reach the top of the mountain] 

The repetition of do here, however, is felt to be awkward, and tends to be avoided. Again, the 
option with do but without so is associated with BrE. 
[b] The combination doing so, whether in finite progressive constructions, or in -ing participle 
clauses, can be inverted to so doing: 

Roberts was rounding up the cattle. When asked why he was so doing, he replied: 'Orders 
are orders.' 

The rescue crew attempted to land a helicopter on the platform; but the fire and the fierce 
wind prevented them from so doing. 

[C] There is a similar inversion (rare and formal) of do and so in a to-infinitive construction: 
Newspapers should not include editorial comment in their news columns. . . 

To 'do " is to betray the confidence of their readers. 

When it is fronted in this way, so receives stress. Another variant of the same construction 
involves placement of so between to and do: to 'so 'do. This is particularly rare, perhaps because 
of the prescriptive objection to a 'split infinitive'(cf8.21). 

Comparison of 20 so with do it and do that 
12.24 The predicatiop-substitute do so is simikr to two other combinations, do it 

and do that. All three can be used in: 

A: Rover is scratching the door. 

B: Yes, jne always 'does it when he wants attention. 

I does 'that r" 1 
Mr Brown goes to the hospital for treatment every week: 

'doing so 
ever since I have known him. 

'doing 'that 

On more careful inspection, however, these expressions are used somewhat 
differently. 

Do that and do it are combinations of the transitive main verb do (cf 3.38) 
with the demonstrative that and the pronoun it. As such, they combine the 
substitute function of do with the coreferential function of itithat. 
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In the following, a subtle difference between these and the d o  so 
construction is highlighted: 

Martin is painting his house. I'm told he does it every four years. [ l ]  
Martin is painting his house. I'm told this is merely because his 

neighbour did so last year. [2] 

Although do it and do so could be interchanged in these examples, the use of 
do it is favoured in [l]  because the same action (the painting of Martin's 
house) is being described on bothoccasions; while the use of do so is favoured 
in [2] because it is merely the same general type of action (painting of houses) 
that is being described. 

Do it and do that, on the other hand, differ in that do that gives more 
prominence to the object (that), which often receives nuclear stress, and is 
treated to some extent as new or contrastive information (cf 18.8). The it of 
do it, on the other hand, is always unstressed: 

Is Connie still trying to light the stove? She should have &NE it 
by N ~ W .  L31 

Are you trying to light the stove with a match? I wouldn't do 
THAT I41 

In [3] the nature of the task described by done it is entirely given, and so the 
focus of information comes upon the completive implication of done. But in 
[4]  the nature of the task itself is a cause of surprise, and so emphasis falls on 
that. 

Note In addition, do that and do it differ for some speakers to some extent in meaning, in that do it 
substitutes for a narrower set of predications, those which convey volition on the part of  the 
subject: 

A: When you chop off a chicken's head and it's already dead, it still kicks afiw times. 
B: Why doesitdom.i~?[B: 'WhydoesitDbit?] 

But do iris acceptable where the reason is not asked: 
A: When you chop off a chicken's head and it's already dead, it still kicks a/ew rinles. 

B: I wonder how it D ~ E S  it. 
The do it pro-forms appear to be acceptable only where kick implies agency on the part of the 
chicken. In the last example, B talks as if the chicken were still alive and had control over its 
movements. 

12.25 Both do it and do that are straightforward verb + direct object constructions, 
and are parallel to other constructions in which a pro-form acts as object of 
the pro-verb do : 

What is she doing? She's making some coffee. 
What I did next was (to) open the window. (cf 18.29f) 
She asked me to make some coffee, which Idid. (cf 15.57) 

It is possible for it or that to become the subject of the corresponding passive 
clause : 

A: Have you noticed that the front wheel is buckled? 
B : That was done ages ago. 

For do so, however, there is no corresponding passive *So was done ages ago. 
The do itithat constructions are also typical of the use of do as a transitive 
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The plants are healthy enough now, but I wonder how long they 
be (?so). will remain so. 

La Gioconda is so called because of her enigmatic smile. 
Prices at  present are reasonablysfable, and will probably stay that way. 

The combinations more so'and less so substitute for a comparative adjective 
expression : 

Although the poor girl was exhausted, she was less so than we feared. 
The weather was hot in Cairo, but at Luxor it was even more so. 

Other combinations of this kind are too much so and so much so: 

The weather was hot in Cairo -so muchso, that we stayed indoors all 
day. 

Note [a] So as pro-complemt?nt can also appear in initial position in the clause: 
We hoped that the programme would be a success, and so it turned out. 

[b] Following the verb be in sentences such as That is so, so is not a substitute form, but a 
synonym for trueor the cose. Other comparable examples are: 

I t  may be so. This must be so, because. . . 
It is perhaps this construction that occurs with subject-verb inversion in the literary archaisms 
So be it and Be it so. 
[c] Other~sise can be a negative counterpart of so as pro-comple_menti - 

They promised that the vessel would be in good condition 
we it Lzherwise.] 

So and not as substitutes for that-clauses 
12.28 A more frequent use of so is as a pro-clause substituting for a that-clause as 

direct object. The antecedent is often an entire sentence: 

Oxford is likely to win the next boat race. All my friends say so. [= . . . 
that Oxford will win the next boat race] 

Jack hasn'(,found a job yet. He told me so yesterday. [= . . . that he 
hasn't fopnd a job yet] 

I \ 
This use of so applies both to reported speech (cf 14.30ff) and to reported 
beliefs or assumptions: 

Many people believe that the international situation will deteriorate. 
My father thinks so, but I believe not. 

As this exampie shows, the negative substitute equivalent to so in this 
construction is not. Unlike so, however, the substitute not usually receives 
nuclear stress: 

A: Has the news reached home yet? 
B : I'm ~FR.&ID SO. 

B : I'm afraid NOT. 

Apart from the adjective afraid, this use of not is restricted mainly to verbs of 
belief or assumption, while the corresponding use of so is also found in some 
verbs of saying such as say and teN. Verbs that commonly allow both so and 
not (cf 16.31 -2) include: 
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appear expect hope presume seem suspect 
believe guess imagine reckon suppose think 

In this list, appear and seem occur with an initial anticipatory it (cf 16.34, 
18.33ff) : it appears solnot, it seems solnot. 

The pro-form not is occasionally used with the verbs say and tell, but the 
use of the positive pro-form so is much more frequent with such verbs of 
saying. With other verbs and adjectives, such as know and (be) sure, neither 
of these forms can normally be used, but the whole that-clause can be ellipted 
( I  know; I am sure; cf 12.65), or else the pronoun it can be used: I know it 
(AmE) ; I am sure of it. For other examples of ellipsis in place of so (eg: Who 
says? Iagree) cf 12.65. 

So as a pro-clause occasionally occurs in initial position, with or without 
subject inversion: 

A: Oxford will win the boat race;at least, so all my Oxford FR~ENDS say. 

B: { And so say most of the S P ~ R T S  writers, TOO. 
So most of the SP6RTS writers say, T&. 

When the subject is a pronoun, however, no inversion is possible: 

A: Most people are backing the Oxford crew. 
B: So I believe; but that doesn't mean they'll win. [*So believe I] 

The fronting of so does not occur with afraid (*So I'm afraid), and occurs only 
marginally with certain verbs (?So Iguess; ?So we are hoping). On the other 
hand, So it appears and So it seems are common expressions. 

Note [a] The idiomatic clause so they say (where they refers to 'people in general'; cf 6.21) is often 
added to the end of a sentence, and has a status similar to that of a final comment clause (cf 15.55 
Note [a]): 

The town hall is going to be ~ ~ B ~ I L T ,  so they du. 
[b] With verbstaking transferred negation (eg: think, suppose; cf 14.361, the use of ~ ~ o t a s  a clause 
substitute is rather formal, and is often replaced by the use of so preceded by negation in the 
main clause: 

1 don't think so. (- I think not.) 
I don't suppose so. (- I suppose not.) 
I don't believe so. (- 1 believe not.) 

This construction with so is especially common when I is subject. With verbs not taking 
transferred negation, this alternative construction is not possible: 

1 don't hope so. c I hope not. 
[c] There is sometimes a contrast between so and itlthot as pro-forms following verbs such as 
believe and say: 

{E::] believe (:hat]. [on receiving a piece of news; NOT *l can7 believe 4 

I really believe so. [confirming an opinion] 
(A: Come in!) 

B: { Who'says so? [ = Who gives permission?] 
Who said 'that? [= Who said 'Come in'?] 

In such cases itlthat refers to an actual utterance, while so refers to the content of an utterance. 
Compare the similar contrast between do so and do itlthat (cJ12.24f ). 
[d] Exceptional combinations of a verb with the substitute so or ~iot occasionally occur. For 
example, I know so is sometimes acceptable if it is used contrastively in a 'second instance' 
utterance: 

A: Do you think Tom will succeed? 
B: I don't THINK SO, I K N ~ W  SO! 
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l 

Equally, d verb such as ~ l a r n ~  or tcll mdy occur except~ondlly with trot as substitute when the 
context demands contrdstlve emphds~s l,) ' 

I thought they hdd agreed to wrlte an lndemn~ty Into the contract But THEY CLAIM NOT {I' l $1. 

S 
Initial so 

12.29 Three constructions with initialso have already been noted: the one in which 
so precedes do in nonfinite clauses (eg: in so doing, cf 12.23 Notes b and c), the 
one in which so is a pro-complement (cf 12.27), and the one in which so is a 
that-clause substitute (cf 12.28). But here we need to consider particularly 
two superficially similar constructions in which stressed 'so precedes a subject 
and operator: 

SO + Op 4- S CONSTRUCTION WITH SUBJECT-OPERATOR INVERSION 

Y ~ U  asked him to leave, and 'so did i. [= I asked him to leave, too] 
The corn is ripening, and 'so are the Apples. [= the apples are ripening 

tool 
You've spilled coffee on the table, and 'so have i. [= and I've spilled 

coffee on the table, too] 

SO + S + Op CONSTRUCTION WITHOUT SUBJECT-OPERATOR INVERSION 

You asked me to leave, and 'so I D ~ D .  [= and I D ~ D  leave] 
A: It's starting to snow. B: 'So it is! 
A : You've spilled coffee on your dress. B: Oh dear, 'so I HAVE. 

In the former construction (So + op + S) so is not a pro-form at all, but an 
additive adverb, equivalent in meaning to too or also (cf 8.116). Notice, in 
confirmation of this, that the construction is elliptical, and that the missing 
predication can be supplied (cf 12.21): 

Y ~ U  asked him to leave, and 'so did WE (ask him to leave). [I] 

In fact, the nonelliptical variant in [l] is rarely used, because it involves 
needless repetition. But the fact that it is possible implies that the connection 
between the clause so did we and its antecedent clause is made by ellipsis, 
rather than by a spbstitute form. A further pointer to this conclusion is that 
so in this construCtion is precisely parallel'to the negative additive adverbs 
neither and nor, which similarly take subject-operator inversion (cf 13.36ff): 

The corn isn't ripening, and neitherlnor are the apples (ripening). 

It is possible to apply a rule whereby So + op + S is changed into S + op, too 
(without change 6f meaning) for all clauses of this pattern. 

l 
Note [a] In spite of the parallel with the negative constructions NeitherINor + op + S, So + op + S is 

occasionally used (in very informal style) with a negativeoperator, and in this case it refers back 
to a negative clause: 

A : My sister can't drive a car. 
B: So can't a lot of otherpeople, but that doesn't prevent them from trying. 
[= Neither can.  . .] 

The simpler construction of ?*So dotit Ior ?'So can't she, on the other hand, would be extremely 
unlikely as an alternative to Neither do lo r  Neither can she. 
[b] Although we have described so in thisconstruction as an additive adverb, it actually has the 
valueof a conjunct, and may becompared withso as a resultiveconjunct (cf 8.140). 

So as pro-predication 
12.30 For the second construction with initial so, that without subject-operator 

inversion, the possibility of supplying an ellipted predication is extremely 
doubtful: 

A: You've spilled coffee on your dress. 
B : ?*Oh dear, 'so I AVE spilled coffee on my dress. 

and therefore it seems more reasonable to consider so in this construction to 
be not an adverb, but rather a predication substitute, equivalent to the so in 
do so. There is therefore little difference, except for the inversion, between: 

I told Bob to eat up his dinner, and 'so he D ~ D .  [= indeed he DID] 
I told Bob to eat up his dinner, and he D ~ D  so. 

The only change of meaning brought about by the initial so here is an 
emphasis which might otherwise be conveyed by indeed or in fact. In replies, 
So + S + op expresses surprised confirmation of what the previous speaker 
has asserted: 

A : It's past midnight. B : [looks at watch] 'So it is! 

Note [a] In some varieties of popular speech, for example in dialects of Scotland and Northern 
England, tltat is used as a predication substitute rather like so, both in the initial and final 
positions: 

A: He'll regret what he said. B: 'That he W~LL. 
A: Have you been working here long? B: I 'have T H ~ T .  

When in final position, that carries the nucleus. The meaning of this construction is stronger 
than that of the so construction, and tends to be one of emphatic confirmation or agreement. 
[b] In some regional varieties, particularly Irish English, a clause of the construction so + S + 
op (pronounced at a low pitch) can be added to a statement as a comment clause, by way of 
general emphasis: 

He spoils those children to DBATH, SO he does. 
[C] In another restricted variety of speech, the pro-form so is given nuclear emphasis: 

A: They didn't hurt her. B: They did so. 
[d] Yet another regionally restricted variant is the use of nor as a negative pro-predicate with 
inversion (corresponding to the positive so) in: 

A: I couldn't do anything for her. 
B: Nor you COULD - but you might have got someone else to help. 

[e] On the initial intensifier so in constructionslike Soottgry aIass11e. . .,c/ 15.74 Note [bl, 18.24 
Note [a]. 

Ellipsis 

The nature of ellipsis 
12.31 Ellipsis may be more strictly described as 'grammatical omission', in contrast 

toother kinds of omission in language. There is, for example, the phonological 
loss (aphaeresis) of a syllable in the familiar form of because (often spelled 
'cos). In word formation (cf App I.74), the clipping of words (eg: Ju from 
influenza) may well be regarded as a process of this kind: the omission is 
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describable in terms of phonological units (syllables) rather than in terms of 
morphological units (morphemes) or grammatical units (words). There is 
also, arguably, semantic omission. In: 

Frankly, he is very stupid. 

The disjunct frankly implies a comment by the speaker on the way he is 
speaking (cf 8.124f). But there is no one set of missing words that can be 
supplied. We can expand frankly to (among many forms) I am speaking 
frankly when I say . . . or I f I  may put itfiankly I would tell you . . . Similarly, 
in : 

He's drunk, because I saw him staggering. [ l]  

there is an implicit meaning (cf 15.21) that might be expressed by: 

He's drunk, and I claim this because I saw him staggering. l21 

But equally we can express this understood meaning in other forms, such as 
and I know, and I am sure of it, and I am convinced of it, and the proof is that. . . 
In such cases it is difficult to pin down in exact words what has been omitted, 
so it is more appropriate to describe this phenomenon as SEMANTIC 

IMPLICATION rather than as ellipsis. 

Criteria for ellipsis 
12.32 To distinguish ellipsis from other kinds of omission, it is important to 

emphasise the principle of VERBATIM RECOVERABILITY that applies to ellipsis; 
that is, the actual word(s) whose meaning is understood or implied must be 
recoverable. Even so, like those of so many other grammatical categories, 
the boundaries ,of ellipsis are unclear, and it is best to recognize different 
degrees of 'strength' in the identification of examples of ellipsis. To be ellipsis 
in the strictest sense, an example must satisfy all the criteria specified in 
12.33-6. 

(a) The ellipted words are precisely recoverable 
12.33 This means that in a context where no ambiguity of reference arises, there is 

no doubt as to wHat words are to be suppl;ed: 

She can't sing tonight, so she won't [ l]  

Examples like this contain an ellipsis that presupposes words in a previous 
part of the same1 sentence. It is clear that in [l] it is the word sing that has 
beep ellipted. ~ b t  by 'precisely recoverable' we do not necessarily mean 
'unambiguously recoverable'. Consider the following: 

If he works hard, I won't have to .. [21 

In one context, the assumption will be made that work hard is ellipted at  the 
end of the sentence; but in another context, this assumption can prove false: 

A : You ought to speak to James about his laziness. 
B: If he works hard, I won't have to (speak to James about his 

laziness). 
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There are also cases of simultaneous ambiguity, such as: 

The suspect admits stealing a car from a garage, but he can't remember 
which ,, . 

where which could mean either 'which car' or 'which garage'. 
This ambiguity of anaphora is parallel to the ambiguity of pronoun 

anaphora noted in 12.4 [3] above. In saying that with ellipsis the omitted 
words are precisely recoverable, we do not mean to exclude from ellipsis such 
cases of genuine ambiguity. Rather, we exclude indeterminate cases like 
12.31 [l] above, where there is no clear-cut choice between one verbalization 
and another. 

1 Note Verbation recovery does not necessarily mean that the items replaced are morphologically 
! identical to the items constituting the antecedent; cJl2.36 below. 

l 
1 (b) The elliptical construction is grammatically 'defective' 

12.34 Typically, ellipsis is postulated in order to explain why some normally 
obligatory element of a grammatical sentence is lacking. If such 'gaps' did 
not occur, there would be no obvious grammatical motive for invoking the 
concept of ellipsis in the first place. For example, in 12.33 [l] above, the 
auxiliary won't occurs without a following main verb (cf 2.27). Similarly, in 
[2] the infinitive marker to occurs without the infinitive verb which it 
normally introduces. While we might agree that such cases involve some 
structural 'gap', however, there are many other cases for which this is less 
clear. Would we decide, eg, that [3] below is deficient if the optional infinitive 
clause is omitted? 

Visit me tomorrow, if you wish (to visit me tomorrow). [31 

This depends on whether we accept as 'normal' the occurrence of wish as an  
intransitive verb. Here, as in many other cases, the recognition of a structural 
'deficiency' depends on a prior descriptive decision of grammar. The merits 
of each case must be argued on the basis of available evidence (cf for example 
10.3 on intransitive and transitive verbs). 

Some structures are clearly in some sense 'defective' but do not match the 
condition of precise recoverability. Thunks, for example, can act as a 
complete utterance, but lacking a clause structure, it does not fulfil the normal 
requirements of sentencehood (cf 11.38). It is not clear, however, what 
missing elements are left unexpressed. We could expand Thanks in various 
ways, for example: 

I owe you my thanks. I give you thanks. 

Thanks is therefore not properly elliptical according to criterion (a) (12.33). 
Rather, it resembles examples like Hello in that it has a formulaic status, and 
cannot be readily analysed according to any productive grammatical pattern 
(for further examples cf 11.54). This suggests that the criterion of structural 
'deficiency' cannot be usefully applied in isolation from that of precise 
recoverability. 

Another kind of grammatical 'deficiency' which is not included in the 
category of ellipsis is illustrated by some postmodifying clauses: 
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Her hair is not so black as it was. [black] [41 
Mrs Trent is very charming to speak to. [Mrs Trent] 151 

For the completion bothofthesenseandofthegrammaticalcomplementation 
of the verb in the subordinate clauses of [4] and [S], it would be necessary to 
add the words in square brackets. But if we add these words, [4] and [5] 
become ungrammatical. This brings us to criterion (c). 

(c) The insertion of the missing words results in a grammatical sentence (with 
the same meaning as the original sentence) 

12.35 This third condition of ellipsis is met by all the examples we have so far 
considered except for [4] and [S] of 12.34. But it distinguishes between the 
following comparative constructions: 

He always wakes up earlier than I. (formal) [l] 
He always wakes up earlier than me. (informal) [21 

T o  [l]  could be added the ellipted words wake up, but not to [2]: 

He always wakes up earlier than I wake up. 
*He always wakes up earlier than me wake up. 

This difference means that [l] is a more definite example of ellipsis than [2], 
and indeed partly explains why prescriptive teaching has favoured [l] as the 
'more correct' form (cf 15.67). Another contrast in terms of this criterion is 
provided by participial clauses (cf 4.67, 14.19, 15.58) such as: 

While (I was) eating my lunch, I heard a loud noise. 151 
(*Since I was) Knowing no French, I could not express my 

thanks. 161 

The insertion is not ~ossible in 161 because know belongs to a category of - - - - - 
verbs of stative meaning which lack progressive forms: *I am knowing French 
(cf 4.4). Thus while [S] can by this criterion be classified as ellipsis, [6] is not. 

The bracketed part of criterion (c) above - 'with the same meaning as the 
original se11tt;nce'- is needed because there is always the assumption that 
whatever is ''understood' through elqpsis is part of the meaning of the 
elliptical sendence. In fact, without the proviso of synonymy between the full 
and ellipted forms of the sentence, there would be no way of confining the 
concept of ellipsis within reasonable limits. This proviso excludes from 
ellipsis such cases as the following, in which the insertion leads to a 
grammatical,sentence, but the meaning is slightly altered : 

The podr (people) need more help. [71 

Noun phrases such as thepoor presuppose, for their interpretation, some such 
general noun as people; but if we add such a noun, as in [7], the noun phrase 
changes its gene& meaning into aspecific meaning (cf 5.26,5.52-9). Generic 
meaning requires that we delete the article: Poor people need more help. 

Note The following observation lends some confirmation to the argument for not treating tllepoor as 
having an ellipted noun: 

The poor in spirit need more help. 
*The poor people in spirit need more help. 
The people poor in spirit need more help. 
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Where poor is postmodified, but not otherwise, the noun people must be inserted before the 
adjective if the result is to be a grammatical sentence. A different form of ellipsis must therefore 
be posited according to whether a phrase like bt spirit is added or not: 

the poor, 
The , poor in spirit 

But there is yet a further complication: with prepositional phrases that can be analysed as 
reduced relative clauses, the general noun can appear only after the adjective: 

The poor (people) in the ghettos need more help. 
While irl spirit postmodifiespoor, in the ghertos postmodifies puor (people). 

Since no consistent account of ellipsis can be given for this construction, it is just as well that 
our analysis regards it as nonelliptical. 

(d) The missing word($ are textually recoverable, and 
(e) are present in the text in exactly the same form 

12.36 Of these two related criteria, the latter is dependent on the former. It may be 
held that textual recoverability is the surest guarantee of ellipsis, since 
without it, there is usually room for disagreement on what particular word or 
expression has been ellipted. To return to an example similar to that of Like 
one? in 12.7: it would be difficult to insist, for a situation in which a guest is 
offered peanuts with the words Like some? that it is peanuts that is ellipted 
after some rather than (say) nuts or of these peanuts. However, within the 
textually recoverable category there is an even stronger criterion, which 
distinguishes [l]  from [2]: 

She might sing tonight, but I don't think she will (sing tonight). [l] 
She rarely sings, so I don't think she will (sing) tonight. [21 

The ellipted expression in [l] is an exact copy of the antecedent (sing tonight), 
while in [2] the ellipted verb is morphologically different from its antecedent. 
Criterion (e) might be trivially subsumed under that of (c) if we simply noted 
the ungrammaticality of the following: 

*She rarely sings, so I don't think she willsings tonight. I N  
But it is important to recognize that [ l]  and [2] illustrate what, for most 
grammatical purposes, is the same kind of ellipsis: it remains true, in 
particular, that the ellipsis of sing is 'precisely recoverable' in the sense of 
12.33. It is only in some cases (eg some types of coordination; cf 12.68) that 
criterion (e) is significant. Compare these superficially similar cases of 
coordination : 

The club always haspaid its way, and always will (pay its way). [3] 
?The club always has (paid its way) and always willpay its way. [4] 

Both these sentences violate the 'exact match' criterion (e), in that different 
forms of the verb pay are required in the two clauses. But whereas the ellipsis 
of [3] is widely treated as quite acceptable, that of [4] is widely regarded as 
incorrect (cf 13.88). A similar pair of examples is: 

This is one of the oldest buildings in town, 
if not (actually) the oldest .. [S] 

?This is one of the oldest ., if not the oldest, building(s) in town. [6] 

Hence the technicalities of ellipsis, which we have been exploring in 12.33- 
6 ,  are not mere technicalities, but have importance in enabling us to make 
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different generalizations about what kinds of reduction are possible in 
English grammar. 

Note [a] In [6], both the singular building and the plural buildings would be open to stylistic criticism, 
but buildit~gs would be the more acceptable alternative. 
[b] The disfavoured types of ellipsis illustrated in [4] and [6] are liable to occur, but will generally 
be avoided in careful spoken and written use. 

Ellipsis defined in terms of gradience 
12.37 In view of the variable application of the above criteria (a*) for ellipsis, it is 

reasonable to use the term 'ellipsis' in a way which acknowledges different 
degrees of strictness in its interpretation. Table 12.37 illustrates that the kinds 
of omission discussed above show various kinds of family resemblance to 
one another, and may be loosely ranged on a gradient extending from the 
strictest form of ellipsis (1) to semantic implication (9): ' 

Table 12.37 Criteria for ellipsis 

(a) (b) (c) ( 4  ( 4  

+ + + + + (1)I'm happy if youare (happy). 

+ + + + - (2) She sings better than I can (sing). 

+ ? - + (+) (3)She works harder than him ('works). 

+ + + - 0 (4)(I am) Glad tosee you. 

- + + + - ( 5 )  {Kgg: was)) Angry, he stalked out. 

+ ? + -! 0 (6)I believe(that) you are wrong. 

- + + -, 0 (7) The man (that/who/whom) I saw was half asleep. 

- ? + -'  0 (8) Houses (thatlwhich are) owned by Mr Smith. . . 
- + - 0 (9) The door opened and (thenlafter that/. . .) Mary entered. 

Criteria 
(a) The missing ;?pression is precisely recoverable. 

\ 

(b) The elliptical bonstruction is 'defective'. ' 
(c) The insertion of the missing expression results in a grammatical sentence with 

the same meaning as the elliptical sentence. 
(d) The missing expression is recoverable from the neighbouring text (rather than 

from the structural or situational context). 
I 

(e) The missing dxpression is an exact copy of the antecedent. 

The criterion is satisfied. 
The criterion is not satisfied. 
There is doubt about the criterion's satisfaction. 

(+) With the required grammatical change, the criterion would apply. 
The criterion is not applicable. 

Types of ellipsis 
12.38 To show how the criteria operate with respect to the specimen constructions 

(1 -9), we add a few comments on each example, and also introduce the terms 
which will be used where necessary to describe the various subcategories or 
marginal categories of ellipsis. 

(1) This is S T R I ~  ELLIPSIS, to which all five criteria apply, and which is 
applicable mainly to coordination (cf 13.44fl). 

(2) This is STANDARD ELLIPSIS, to which only the 'exact copy' criterion need 
not apply (we cannot expand the sentence to *She sings better than I can 
sings, since only the infinitive may follow can). We shall use the term 
'standard ellipsis' in cases where criterion (e), that the ellipted word(s) be 
an exact copy of the antecedent, is not required, but may well be 
incidentally satisfied as a result of constraints of constituent structure. 
For example, we may say that She sings better than Ican (*sings) and She 
can sing better than Ican (sing) both exemplify standard ellipsis, and that 
the latter also happens to exemplify strict ellipsis. Standard ellipsis 
applies to those cases studied under the heading of 'general ellipsis' in 
12.53-65. 

(3) This is less strict than example (2), because the full form of the sentence 
cannot be recovered without changing the objective pronoun him to he. 
It is preferable to treat this as a case of substitution rather than ellipsis, 
and we shall call it QUASI-ELLIPSIS (cf 12.40). 

(4) As an example of SITUATIONAL ELLIPSIS, this does not satisfy criteria (d) 
and (e) (cf 12.468)). 

(5) This example falls short of the criterion of unique recoverability (a), 
because various conjunctions, or alternatively a nonfinite verb, could be 
inserted: Since he was angry, As he was angry, Being angry, etc: (On 
verbless clauses such as (5), cf 14.9,15.61.) 

(6) Being structurally recoverable (cf 12.6), this may be termed STRUCTURAL 
ELLIPSIS. 

(7) This might similarly be regarded as structural ellipsis; however, it does 
not quite match up to the 'precise recoverability' criterion, since an 
alternative relative pronoun, who or whom, could have been used. 

(8) This is a nonfinite clause (cf14.6ff) which can be analysed as a reduced 
version of a finite relative clause, with ellipsis of the relative pronoun and 
the verb be. Like (7), however, this example just falls short of standard 
ellipsis by criterion (a), since an alternative relative pronoun, which, 
could have been inserted. 

(9) This example illustrates the endpoint of the ellipsis gradient, and indeed 
is more fittingly classified not as ellipsis at all, but as a case of SEMANTIC 

IMPLICATION (cf 12.31). Although the concept of sequence in time 
(expressed by then) is understood in the sentence The door opened and 
Mary entered, we cannot easily maintain that this is ellipsis, for there is 
no reasonable way of choosing between different adverbials conveying 
roughly the same concept: then, after, afterwards, after that, thereupon, 
etc. 

Because the boundaries of ellipsis cannot be easily defined, we shall use the 
term quite generally for grammatical reduction through omission. For cases 
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like (5), (7), and (g), where the choice of what to insert, although not unique, 
is restricted to a small number of grammatical alternatives, the term WEAK 

ELLIPSIS may be used. 

Note The 'fuzziness' of the concept of ellipsis goes with an unclarity, in many cases, as to the 
acceptability ofcertain typesofellipsis (rfforexample, 13.88-9). 

Ellipsis and substitution 

12.39 One consequence of the gradience of ellipsis is that it is sometimes difficult 
to distinguish between ellipsis and the use of pro-forms as substitutes. The 

of pro-form substitution (cf 12.8130) closely parallels ellipsis, 
in that a pro-form may be regarded as a replacement for a unique expression: 

Our house is quite different from theirs. [ie their house] [l]  
Many buildings were damaged, but none [ie no building] was 

destroyed. L21 

In these exaniples, however, the substitute pro-form is morphologically 
related to one of the replaced items. If we had chosen his rather than theirs in 
[l], and few rather than none in [2], the result would seem to fit the criteria of 
strict ellipsis: 

Our house is quite different from his (house). [31 
Many buildings were damaged, butfew (buildings) were destroyed. [4] 

\ 

The reason for'this technical difference'between [l]  and [3] is that he is 
exceptional as a personal pronoun in that it has the same genitive form in the 
determinative and head functions (hislhis), in contrast to mylmine, your/ 
yours, etc. Thus the choice between substitution and ellipsis seems to rest at  
this point merely on an irregularity of English pronoun morphology: the 
neutralization df his and his. (A similar point can be made about few and few 
in [4].) But there is another way of looking at this demarcation problem: a 
case can be made, despite appearances, for treating [3] as substitution. 

The argument is that his [determinative] and his [head] are different words, 
in the sense that they are different grammatical forms which happen to be 
hornomorphic (cf2.38). On this basis, we may distinguish them as his, and 
his,, and maintain that the contraction of [3] by the omission of house 
amounts to the substitution of hisz for his, house, just as that of [ l ]  amounts 
to a substitution of theirs for their house. A similar analysis may be made of 
[4], involving the substitution offew, [pronoun] for few, [determinerlpeople. 

Y 
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Quasi-ellipsis and virtual ellipsis 
12.40 According to the argument in 12.39, we subsume under substitution: 

(a) Examples such as theirs for their house [l]  and none for no person [2], where 
the substitute form is a grammatical variant of the word or construction 
which appears in the replaced expression (we may call this QUASI- 

ELLIPSIS). 
(b) Examples such as his for his house in [3] and few for few people in [4], 

where the substitute form is a homomorph of a grammatical form in the 
replaced expression (we may call this VIRTUAL ELLIPSIS). 

Quasi-ellipsis may reasonably include not only cases such as theirltheirs, in 
which there is a replacement by a different morphological form of the same 
lexical item, but also cases such as the DO-support construction, where the 
unstressed dummy operator fills the position of a 'stranded' operator (cf 3.26, 
12.60) : 

SHE understands the problem better than HE does. l51 

Compare the modal auxiliary as operator in: 

SHE would understand the problem better than HE would. L61 

It is possible to regard understand the problem as ellipted in [6], but it would 
not be possible to regard understand(s) the problem as ellipted in the parallel 
case of [5] : 

SHB understands the problem better 
*does understand the problem. 

than H' {*does understandS 1 
We may, however, view [S] as a case of quasi-ellipsis, in which the DO- 
support construction occurs as a regular variant of the present or past tense 
verb construction in circumstances (such as that of operator 'stranding') 
where the grammar of English requires an operator (cf further 12.60). 

Whether quasi-ellipsis or virtual ellipsis are to be treated as cases of ellipsis 
or as cases of substitution is a matter of definition. We classify them 
technically as substitution, but at the same time, their labels are a reminder 
of the close interconnection between substitution and ellipsis. 

Note [a] In other cases, the operator W is followed by standard ellipsis (cJ12.60). 
[b] Certain pronouns which exemplify quasi-ellipsis and virtual ellipsis in [l-41 above (none, 

I Itis,fiw) would in other contexts provide instances of standard ellipsis. For example: 
Many of the buildings were damaged, but nonelfiw . were destroyed. 

Here we can postulate a straightforward ellipsisof the prepositional phraseoJthebuildings, since 
in both the elliptical and the antecedent constructions the quantifier is a pronoun. Such an 
explanation could not have worked for [2] and [4], however, because to match the antecedent, 
the noun phrase in its unreduced form would have to contain a pronoun in the determinative 
position, and would thereby become ungrammatical: 

*Many buildings were damaged, but ~ t o ~ a / f i ~ v ~  buildings were destroyed. 

1 Hence for these sentences, explanation in terms of quasi- and virtual ellipsis is required. 
An attempt to analyse [Z] and [4] as standard ellipsis of of the buildings would come to grief 

because of would have to be added and the would add a meaning of definiteness not warranted 
by theantecedent. Once this addition of meaning were allowed, it would be impossible to adhere 
to the requirement of unique recoverability, since the ellipted expression could as easily be oJ 
those buildings or of these buildings, etc. instead of ofthe buildings. 
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' The classification of ellipsis 

12.41 In examining instances of ellipsis, we find it necessary to distinguish three 
major factors: (a) RECOVERABILITY TYPE; (b) FUNCTIONAL TYPE; and (C) 
FORMAL TYPE. Unless all three of these factors are taken into account, it is 
impossible to say exactly how and where ellipsis can take place. 

Recoverability type 
12.42 We have already made the relevant distinctions in 12.6f: 

Textual --[ Anaphoric 

F Cataphoric 
Situational 

Fig 12.42 

Functional type 
12.43 . When examining instances of textual ellipsis, whether anaphoric or 

cataphoric, it is often necessary to consider the relation of the antecedent 
construction to the elliptical construction within the larger construction of 
which they are both a part. For example, ellipsis in coordinate and 
comparative constructions is in some respects freer than in other kinds of 
construction, and merits separate treatment. Notice, in this connection, the 
difference between [l  -21 and [3]: 

Mary can beat Ann and A Phyllis easily. 111 
[ie Mary.can beat Ann easily and Mary can beat Phyllis easily.] 

Mary can beat Ann more easily than ,, Phyllis. [21 
[ie Mary can beat Ann more easily than Mary can beat Phyllis.] 

* M a y  can beat Ann if A Phyllis easily. L31 
[ie Mary can beat Ann easily if Mary can beat Phyllis easily.] 

In the second c+rdinate clause of [l] and the comparative clause of [2], it is 
possible to omit the subject and verb if tKese repeat the subject and verb of 
the other clause, But the parallel ellipsis cannot be carried out within the 
subordinate $clause of [3]. 

Similarly, ellipsis is relatively free in response forms in dialogue (cf 
11.51jf). 

l A: Whom can Mary beat most easily? 
B: (Mary can beat) Phyllis (most easily). 

Here, as in [ l ]  and [2], the subject and verb Mary can beat may be ellipted. 
The freer categories of ellipsis illustrated are possible only in certain 

constructions. On such grounds, we distinguish between GENERAL ELLIPSIS, 
where the functional relation between the elliptical and antecedent 
constructions is not important, and SPECIAL ELLIPSIS, where the possibilities 
of omission are closely determined by the relation (eg a coordinative or 
comparative relation) between these two constructions. In the present chapter 
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we shall confine ourselves chiefly to general ellipsis, since special ellipsis is 
more appropriately handled in the chapters dealing with special relations 
such as coordination or comparison. 

General (12.53-65) 

(Textual ellipsis only) Nonfinite and verbless clauses (14.6-9) 

Special Coordinate constructions (1 3.4483 

Comparative clauses (15.668) 

Response forms ( l  l.5lf) 

Fig 12.43 Functional types of ellipsis 

Formal type 
12.44 Formally speaking, elliptical constructions divide into three main categories. 

We shall distinguish INITIAL ellipsis, where initial elements are ellipted, from 
FINAL ELLIPSIS, where final elements are ellipted. For example, in [l]  the $ 
clause is an example of initial ellipsis ('ellipsis on the left'), whereas in [2] the 
comparative clause is an example of final ellipsis ('ellipsis on the right'): 

He will come later, if (he comes) at all. 
I have eaten more than you (have eaten). 

The conjunction if, because of its peripheral introductory role (cf 13.54), may 
be disregarded in judging an example like [l] as initial ellipsis. There is also 
a category of MEDIAL ellipsis, where only medial elements of a unit are 
omitted. But often it is better to argue that 'medial ellipsis' is a structural 
illusion which results from looking at too large a constituent in the sentence. 
If we examine conditions of ellipsis more carefully, medial ellipsis can often 
be treated as a special case of either initial or final ellipsis. 

For example, within the clause it is often convenient to represent initial 
and final ellipsis as follows: 

INITIAL (ellipsis on the left) FINAL (ellipsis on the right) 

Subject Operator 1 Predication Suhjecr Operator Predication 
+l t t  

l I 

Fig 12.44a 

That is, initial ellipsis applies to the subject and operator, and final ellipsis 
applies to the predication. But this scheme applies primarily to the more 
central elements of the clause. The more peripheral elements (cf 2.13) such 
as introductory conjunctions and optional adverbials are in general less 
essential features of the clause; and conversely, under ellipsis, it is these 
elements which are permitted to occur when others do not: 

I know we have not yet set the record straight, but we will ,, (some 
day). L31 
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Just as in [l] the conjunction remains as a'clause introducer, so in [3] the 
adverbial some day remains when the rest of the clause after the operator is 
omitted. Note that by contrast, the object or object complement in [3] could 
not be retained except as part of the whole predication: 

*. . . but we will A the record straight some day. 
*. . . but we will A straight some day. 

It may therefore be proposed that optional elements such as optional 
adverbials do not enter into the process of ellipsis: 

Clause 

I l set rhe record straight some duy 

On this basis, the ellipsis in [3] will be classified as final rather than medial. 
Ellipsis which is definitely medial is also found, but in rather restricted 

circumstances (it will be discussed, with reference to coordination, under the 
heading of GAPPING in 13.92f). In general, final ellipsis predominates over 
both initial and medial ellipsis. It is a general condition that final optional 
elements (adverbials or postmodifiers) may be retained under conditions 
where final ellipsis operates. To conclude this general consideration of 
categories of ellipsis, we summarize the types mentioned in 12.41-4 in Fig 
12.44~ : 

Anaphoric 
(antecedent precedes) 

Cataphoric 
(antecedent follows) 

FUNCTIONAL '-I 
L ~ i n a l  

Fig 12.44~ Main categories o f  ellipsis 

Nonfinite 

r and verbless 
clauses 

Coordinate 
constructions 

,Special 
Comparative 
clauses 

L Response 
forms 
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1 Categories of ellipsis: recoverability 
l 

Anaphoric and cataphoric ellipsis 
12.45 Returning to the recoverability types of ellipsis (cf 12.42), we begin with 

textual ellipsis, and the distinction between ANAPHORIC and CATAPHORIC 
reference (cf 12.6). Just as final ellipsis is the dominant formal type of ellipsis, 
so anaphoric ellipsis is the dominant type of textual ellipsis. In fact, ellipsis 
is governed in this respect by the same restrictions as pronoun reference (cf 
6.19): the antecedent must normally have 'precedence' over the elliptical 
construction, by taking either an earlier position in the sentence, or a higher 
position (where 'higher' refers to a higher position in the tree diagram 
specifying the constituent structure of the sentence). Typically, cataphoric 
ellipsis occurs in a clause which is subordinate in relation to the clause in 
which the antecedent occurs. 

u y o u  want me to A ,  I'll lend you my pen. 
We try, whenever we can ., to leave a window open. 
Those who prefer (to) A can stay indoors. 
Don't ask me why A ,  but the stone has been moved. 

(Both the elliptical clause and the antecedent expression are italicized in 
these examples.) 

Note [a] It is difficult to specify the limits of acceptability for cataphoric ellipsis. Some kinds of 
ellipsis (including many cases of what we call general ellipsis) are acceptable if anaphoric, but 
only marginally so if cataphoric. For example, ellipsis of a noun head after an adjective: 

I'll buy the red wine if you'll buy the white .. 
?If you'll buy the white ., I'll buy the red wine. 

The following valedictory sentence regularly used by a humorous broadcaster (John Ebdon, 
BBC Radio Four) illustrates the stylistically marked effect that often results from cataphoric 
ellipsis: 

If you have been .. thanks for listening. 
[b] However, when twonoun phrases are in a parallel relationshipsimilar tothat ofcoordination, 
cataphoric ellipsis of  the head (and postmodifiers) of the first phrase is quite usual: I can't tell 
real J i o m  imiration jewellery; rlre charigejiom afeudol . ro a democratic way oflge. This type of 
ellipsis appears to be modelled on a similar type ofellipsis in coordinated noun phrases; eg: real 
or inlitarion jelvellery (cf13.79). 

Situational ellipsis 
12.46 We have already seen that some types of ellipsis are not dependent on the 

linguistic context for their interpretation. In such cases, the interpretation 
may depend on knowledge of a precise extralinguistic context. For example, 
Get it? in one situation might be understood to mean the same as Did you get 
it? (eg 'Did you get the letter/shopping/etc?'), and in another situation Do 
youget it?(ie 'Do you understand?'). Similarly, Told youso might be expanded 
in one context to I told you so, and in another to We told you so. In still other 
contexts, the exact words ellipted might be unclear. The term SITUATIONAL 
ELLIPSIS can apply to such cases of weak ellipsis, and also to other cases where 
it happens to be quite clear what has been omitted; eg only it can be the 
ellipted subject in Looks like rain. 

Situational ellipsis is sometimes final; for example, the weakly recoverable 
ellipsis How could you A ?said as a rebuke to someone who has just committed 
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some situationally known folly. But more typically, situational ellipsis is 
initial, especially taking the form of omission of subject and/or operator; eg: 
(Do you) Want something? In such cases, which are restricted to familiar 
(generally spoken) English, the ellipted words are those that normally occur 
before the onset of a tone unit (cf App 11.1 l), and hence have weak stress and 
low pitch. It may therefore be more appropriate to ascribe the omission to 
subaudible utterance or some other reductive process on the phonological, 
rather than on the grammatical level (cf Note [b] below). 

In what follows, declarative sentences are treated separately from yes-no 
questions, since the operator isobligatory in the full form of yes-no questions. 

Note [a] Imperative sentences without a subject (eg: Sir down) cannot be considered comparable to 
declarative and interrogative sentences with initial ellipsis. The implied subjectofthe imperative 
verb is you (cf 11.24). but absence of the subject is the norm with imperatives, and where the 
imperative subject you does occur (cf 11.25). it receives stress; eg: 'You sif down. These factors, 
together with the fact that it is not restricted to familiar style, distinguish the subjectless 
imperative from the types of situational ellipsis we are now considering. 
[b] The explanation of situational ellipsis in terms of phonological reduction is favoured by the 
occurrence, in recorded speech, of 'phrasal aphaeresis'in such examples as: 

'k you. /kju/[= Thank you] 
'S it matter?/,s~t/[= What does it matter?] 
'd you rather. . .? /dju/ [ = Would you rather?] 
'S anyone there? /'zenr/ [= Is anyone there?] 
'S all right. /=:l/ [= It's all right] 

It is difficult to say whether the missing syllables are lost because their utterance is subaudible, 
or because of more abstract phonological processes. In other cases, however, it is less realistic to 
talk in terms of subaudibil~y, since more than one syllable is lost: 

.Your name? 

.Two loaves of white bread, please. 
Whatever the correct explanation of such initial ellipsis may be, it seems unquestionable (a) that 
the omissions ire a t  least in pan phonologically determined; and (b) that habits of rendering 
such omissionsin writing (eg in popular fiction) have helped to conventionalize them in the form 
of omission of certain unstressed words. 

Ellipsis in declarative sentences 

(a) Ellipsis of subject alone 
\\ 

12.47 Either no auiiliary is available for ellipsis (eg: .Serves you right) or one is 
included in the sentence (eg: ,Can't see). The element ellipted can be: 

(i) the 1st person pronoun, normally I :  
, Beg jour pardon. .Told you so. 
, ~ o x / d e r  what they're doing. ,Hope he's there. 
,Don't know what to say. ,Think I'll go now. 

Most of the verbs in such elliptical constructions can take a clause as object. 

(ii) the 2nd person pronoun: 
,Turned out all right? .Had a good time, did you? 
,Want a drink? A Want a drink, do you? 

The 2nd person pronoun is ellipted, as the examples on the left show, in 
declarative questions (cf 11.12). It is ellipted in statements only if a tag 
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question is added. (Want a drink? can also be interpreted as an ordinary yes- 
no question with Do you ellipted, cf 12.49). 

(iii) the 3rd person pronouns he, she, they: 

(HelShe) Doesn't look too well. 

(HelShelThey) Can't play at  all. 

(iv) it: 
.Serves you right. A Looks like rain. 
,Doesn't matter. .Must be hot in Panama. 

The it ellipted from the two examples on the left is related to the anticipatory 
it (cf 18.33) found in sentences with extraposition, as in It serves you right that 
you fell. In the sentences on the right, it is the 'prop' subject in sentences like 
I t  is cold (cf 10.26). These ellipted sentences could refer directly, however, t o  
an action in the situational context; for example Serves yoli right might be  
said to a child immediately after a fall, if the child had been warned not to 
act in a dangerous way. On the other hand, it may be used in reference to 
something identified in'the situation: 

.Seems full. A Makes too much noise. 

And some other expressions may be interpreted out of context as having 
ellipsis of either type of it: 

.Sounds fine to me. A Won't be any use. 

(v) there: 
A Ought to be some coffee in the pot. 
A Must be somebody waiting for you. 
A May be some children outside. 
A Appears to be a big crowd in the hall. 

This is the existential subject there (cf 18.44$), as distinct from the 'true 
subject' following the verb. The elliptical construction is unlikely to contain 
the modal will, but won't is common: 

(There) Won't be anything left for supper. 

Note In category (i) above, ( I )  bet you. . . is sometimes rendered nonstandardly in writing as Bercha 
. . . ; eg: Befcha don't kttow what this is! 

' 

@) Ellipsis of subject plus operator 
12.48 If the main verb BE is ellipted, the elliptical sentence begins with what would 

be a subject complement in the full form: 

(i) the 1st person pronoun (particularly I) plus BE: 

(I'm) Sorry I couldn't be there. 
(I'mIWe're) Afraid not. 

We alone cannot be ellipted, eg: *Are afraid not. For many speakers, the 
same applies to the singular pronoun I: for them Afraidnot is acceptable, but 
not *Am afraid not. 
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(ii) it plus is: 

,Good to see you. ,Odd he won't help us. 
,No wonder she's late. ,(A) Shame he's late. 
,No use worrying. , Not that I mind. 

The ellipted it here is generally the anticipatory it just mentioned in 12.47. 
The last example Not that Imind, however, exemplifies the empty 'prop word' 
it. 

(iii) the 1st person pronoun followed by an operator other than be: 

(I'll) See you later. (We've) Got to go now. 

Note [a] In familiar style the common elliptical phrases (I've) gor ro and (I'm) goillg to have acquired 
semi-institutionalized nonstandard spellingsgor~o and gonna respectively: Corrago now; Conna 
go now (cf 3.47/). 
[b] Had is commonly ellipted in spoken English in the semi-auxiliary had better (c/ 3.45n: You 
berhr rry it again. It is also possible to ellipt the subject: Berrcr r r~ ,  if again. 
[c] There is also the possibility of medial omission of the operator alone in You gorta be carejirl, 
I gonno do wl~ar I like, where the nonstandard written form, including the omission, reflects 
phonological processes of reduction, as in Notes [a] and [b]. 

Ellipsis in interrogative sentences 

(a) Ellipsis of subject plus operator 
If the subject and a main verb BE are omitted in a yes-no question, the 
resulting elliptical sentence begins with a subject complement or an adjunct: 

(Are you) Happy? (Are you) In trouble? 
(Are you) Afraid of him? (Is it) Hot? 
(Are you) Hot? (Are they) Torn? 
Why can't he get up? (Is he) Too weak? 
(Is there) Anyone in? 
(Is there) Any coffee left? 

If the operator is auxiliary BE, HAVE, or DO, the elliptical sentence may begin 
with a nonfinite main verb, sometimes preceded by an adverbial: 

(Do y o u ) ' ~ a n t  some? (Are you) Looking for anybody? 
(Have you) Got any chocolate? (Have you) Ever seen one of these? 

In such questions, the ellipted subject is generally you, but other interpreta- 
tions would be possible in context; eg: (Are they) Happy? (Is she) In trouble? 

1 

Note [a] wanno, as a honstandard spelling of wan1 ro (especially in AmE), occurs in such sentences as 
Wanna have ago? with subject + operator ellipsis (cf12.48 Note [c]). 
[bl Some questions in category (alabove could alternatively be classified asdeclarative questions 
(C/ 11.12) with ellipsis of the subject only. For example, Wont some? could be a reduced version 
of You wan1 some? rather than of Do you ~vant sonle? 

(b) Ellipsis of operator alone 
12.50 There are also elliptical yes-no questions in which, although the operator is 

omitted, the subject is pronounced. This will be the case if, for any reason, 
the subject receives stress: 
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(Is) 'Anything the matter? (Does) 'Anybody need a lift? 
(Are) 'You hungry? (Has) 'Joanna done her homework? 
(Is) 'That you, Shirley? (Is) 'Nothing coming? 

(Would) 'You rather I waited? 

The examples on the left illustrate the omission of BE as main verb, while 
those on the right show the omission of an auxiliary. 

Note [a] There are also comparable sentences in which the subject is partially ellipted: 
Why isn't he here today? (Is his) 'Car still not working? 

Here the determiner of the subject noun phrase is ellipted, while the head is realized. 
[b] There is occasionally medial omission of the operator in ~vh-questions: Wlterc jou going? 
Whar you wlanr? (cf12.48 Notes [b] and [c]). This is characteristic of casual speech, hut is often 
felt to be nonstandard in its written form. You in such questions is readily reduced to /ja/, and 
additional phonological simplification and assimilation following Wltar can result in an affricated 
pronunciation represented in nonstandard spellingssuch as Wharcha; Worclier. 

Other casesof situational ellipsis 
12.51 There are several other variants of the familiar initial type of situational 

ellipsis illustrated in 12.47-50. However, these further examples are less 
productive, and tend to occur only in idiomatic expressions: 

(a) Ellipsis of an  article : 
(The) Trouble is there's nothing we can do about it. 
(The) Fact is I don't know what to do. 
(A) Friend of mine told me about it. 

The omission of the indefinite article is common in the construction 'a(n) + 
noun phrase + of prepositional phrase', as in (a)friend of mine. The omission 
of a/an or the may also combine with other ellipses: 

(It is a) Pity he won't help. 
(It is a) Shame they won't be there. 
(Is the) Television not working? 

(b) Ellipsis of a preposition: 
(Of) Course he's there. 

Such cases as these provide further evidence that initial situational ellipsis is 
a phonological, rather than a grammatical process. It is clear that in cases 
like Pity he won't help or Car still not working? (cf 12.50 Note [a]) the ellipsis 
cuts across the boundaries of grammatical constituents, and is terminated by 
the first stressed syllable of the fully-realized sentence. The truncation of of 
course to course is prevalent for the same reason. Such omissions relate to the 
fact that the ellipted syllables have a low information value within the 
situation. 

Note There are also cases where the initial syllable of a word is omitted: 
(I am a-)Fraid I won't be there. 

The aphaeretic spelling 'Fraid, in this particular case, is semi-institutionalized. A less common 
case is 'Deed in 'Deed I do (for Indeed). On the other hand, the analogous spelling of because as 
'cause or 'cos (BrE) probably does not belong to the same category. This truncation, although 
also restricted to familiar style, is not necessarily found at the beginning of a sentence: 

He did it 'cause he wanted to. 
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A parallel, though less common, example is the spelling of esccpt as 'cepr. These cases of 
aphaeresis, together with the many examples of word clipping in English (eg: (tcle)phone, 
photo(graph). (in)/?u(enza)), belong more to the lexical processes of word-formation than to 
grammar (c( App 1.74). 

Structural ellipsis 
12.52 There is no clear dividing line between situational ellipsis and structural 

ellipsis (cf 12.6), where the ellipted word(s) can be identified purely on the 
basis of grammatical knowledge. Without entering into arguments on this 
score, we can illustrate structural ellipsis by citing the zero conjunction that 
(cf 15.4) in [l], and the ellipted prepositions (cf9.40ff) in [2] and [3]: 

I believe (that) you are mistaken. [l] 
The Club meets (on) Monday evenings. (familiar) [21 
We're staying there (for) another three weeks. (informal) [31 

Further examples are provided by the common omission of determiners, 
pronouns, operators, and other closed-class words in block language (cf 
11.45fl); eg in headlines, book titles, notices; also in lecture notes, diaries, 
telegrams, etc: 

US heading for new slump. [ie: The US is heading for a new slump.] 

Such structural ellipsis is confined to written style, and contrasts with the 
initial situational ellipsis characteristic of familiar spoken English, and 
discussed in 12.47ff. Both styles of ellipsis function as devices of economy, 
through the omission of items of little informational value. In the written 
elliptical styles known as 'headlinese' and 'telegraphese', however, closed- 
class items are often suppressed not only in initial position but also in the 
middle of sentences. 

Categories of ellipsis: function 
I 

General ellipsis 
12.53 General textual ellipsis is typically (i) final and (ii) anaphoric, and it is on 

such regular cases that we concentrate in the following sections. We find it 
convenient to distinguish three major formal categories: (a) elliptical noun 
phrases, (b) elljptical clauses, and (c) other elliptical constructions. 

Elliptical noun phrases 
12.54 Elliptical noun phrases (except in coordinate noun phrases) result from final 

ellipsis. This means that postmodifiers (if any) and heads tend to be ellipted: 

My own camera, like Peter's A ,  is Japanese. [l] 
He had to admit that Sarah's drawings were as good as his own ,. [2] 
You can't tax one set ofpeople without taxing the other .. [3] 
Thefirst expedition to the Antarctic was quickly followed by 

another two .. L41 

Tomorrow's meeting will have to be our first and our last .. 151 
Although Helen is the oldest girl in the class, Julie is the tallest .. [6] 

In these examples, the second noun phrase in italics is noteworthy in that its 
head is a word that elsewhere normally acts as a premodifier. In [l]  the head 
is a genitive noun; in [2] and [3] it is a postdeterminer; in [4] it is a cardinal 
numeral; in [5] it is an ordinal numeral; and in [6] it is a superlative adjective. 

Noun phrase ellipsis, like clause ellipsis (cf 12.59ff), involves some degree 
of parallelism between the elliptical construction and the antecedent. By 
virtue of this, some item(s) in the elliptical construction can be said to 
REPUDIATE, or semantically cancel out, some item(s) in the antecedent. Thus 
the tallest in [6] may be said to repudiate the oldest. This term is especially 
appropriate where the two constructions are in a contrastive relationship. 

The shift of function from modifier to head in these examples is to be 
explained by the obvious fact that an 'understood' noun has been ellipted; 
eg: the noun camera in [l] and the noun meeting (twice) in [5]. In some 
examples, viz [3-61, postmodifiers are also ellipted; eg: set ofpeople is ellipted 
in [3] and girl in the class in [6]. There is considerable variety in the structural 
relation between the elliptical noun phrase and its antecedent noun phrase. 
This variability is the hallmark of what we have termed general ellipsis. 

Note [a] Although the reduced genitive constructions Peter's [ l )  and his own 121 are examples o f  
I ellipsis, similar constructions with a possessive pronoun as head (eg: his, hers) are treated as 

virtual ellipsis or quasi-ellipsis (c/ 12.40), and therefore, strictly speaking, as substitution. 
: 1 [b] Examples of genitives or possessive pronouns functioning as heads, but without an 
I i 
' l antecedent, may sometimes be treated as situational ellipsis. For example: 

Let's go round to Mona and Fred's. tonight. 
It's about time you went to the barber's .. (c/ 5.125) 

[c] Cataphoric ellipsis of the head occurs somewhat exceptionally in examples such as: Herjirsr 
was bad enough, but this second husband is an absolute bore. 

Adjectives and nouns as heads 
12.55 Not all premodifying elements can readily act as heads of elliptical noun 

phrases. Comparative adjectives, and (even more so) absolute adjectives (cf 
7.74) are restricted in this function. The following, however, are acceptable: 

Helen is the older girl, but Julie is the taller.. 
This recipe requiresplain~our, not self-raising .. 
We've put some chocolate aside for you: six bars ofplain A and six . of 

fruit and nut .. 
For reasons which are not totally clear, these are much more acceptable than 
examples such as: 

?*Thoseplastic containers will last longer than those wooden .. 
?*As the centuries went by, thedevout monks were replaced by 

more worldly .. 
Even less acceptable is ellipsis of the head of a noun phrase when preceded 
by the indefinite article and another modifier: 

*We turned off the (main) road on to a quieter .. [ l ]  
*This (previously unprotected) species is now classified as an 

endangered .. [21 
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As [ l ]  and [2] show, the existence of a parallelism between the 'stranded' 
modifier and a modifier in the antecedent noun phrase plays little role in the 
acceptability of the ellipsis. In this, general ellipsis of the noun phrase differs 
from ellipsis associated with coordination (cf 13.64ff). Noun modifiers (cf 
17.104ff), which are normally closely associated with the head noun, can 
rarely act as head of an elliptical phrase. Different degrees of acceptability 
are illustrated in : 

Do you prefer silver rings to gold A ? L31 
(?)The recipe requires wine vinegar, not malt .. L41 

*One tends to look after personal books better than library A .  [51 

This limitation may be partly due to the ambiguity which arises, in the case 
of a noun head, as to whether the noun phrase is elliptical or not. Thus in [4], 
malt might be taken to refer simply to malt, rather than to malt vinegar. But 
more generally, there appears to be a principle that the closer a modifier is 
linked, by position and meaning, to its head, theless acceptable is the ellipsis 
of the head without the modifier. 

Note [a] As observed in 12.35, we do not always regard noun phrases with adjectives as head as cases 
of ellipsis; eg: the rich, the French, the absurd are not elliptical. ' 

[b] Similarly, wedo not count cases like these as ellipsis: 
I'd like a pint of bitter. [= bitter beer] 
This apple is my famurite. [ = my fauourite apple] 

In spite of appearances, bitter and facourite here are not adjectives, but nouns derived from 
adjectives by conversion (cf App 1.48). We note, in support of this, that such words can be 
inflected for plural number, like count nouns: Two bit/ers,please! These apples are my facourites. 
[c] Cataphoric ellipsis with adjectives (eg: Yuu shuuM~~ever mix old A ~vitlr nelv wine) in contrast 
to anaphoric ellipsis, requires a parallelism between the adjectives: 

?*Nevermixol$,, with chilled wine. 
Such ellipsis (as already noted in 12.45 Note [b]) shows a close connection with coordination. 

Ellipsis of modifiers 
12.56 The dominance of final ellipsis in the noun phrase means that ellipsis will 

tend to take according to the following order of precedence: '~ 
: I I I 

Determinative(s) I Premodifier(s) I Head 

I I l 

Thus we find: , 
(a) ellipsis of p'ostmodifier(s) alone: 

Stan spent PAR TO^ his winnings, and the rest A he saved. 
If you need any of thatfirewood, I can give you plenty .. 

Since postmodifiers are in general optional, it is difficult to recognize ellipsis 
in this position. The postmodifiers most readily omitted (as in the above 
examples) are partitive of-phrases. 

(b) ellipsis of head + postmodifier(s) as in [3], [4], and [6] in 12.54 above: 

The sccond novelshe wrote was very different from the F~RST A .  
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(c) ellipsis of piemodifier(s) + head + postmodifier(s): 

The sEcond historicalnovelshe wrote was very different from the F~RST.. 

Here it is understood that the whole expression historical novel she wrote is 
ellipted, including the premodifying adjective. 

As postmodifiers are optional in any antecedent noun phrase, we may also 
find cases of final ellipsis which correspond to (b) and (c), except that no 
postmodifier is ellipted. 

(d) ellipsis of head alone, as in [l], [2], and [5] in 12.54: 

Her skcond novel was very different from her F~RST a 

(e) ellipsis of premodifier(s) + head: 

~iebknedht's best pentathlonperjbrmance is well ahead of Lessing's ,, . 

Note [a] Although ellipsis of type (a) is limited because of potential ambiguity, the meaning of an 
elliptical rather than a nonelliptical construction can be singled out by the contrastive use of 
intonation, as already indicated in examples above. In the followingcase, thecontrastivenucleus 
on novel is obligatory if the elliptical interpretation is intended: 

Hardy's ~civels about Wesse.r are better known than his &ems.. 
Compare the nonelliptical interpretation of: 

Hardy's novels about wbsex are better known than his &ems. 
[b] In appearance, type (b) above may be indistinguishable from type (c), and type (d) from type 
(e). The follow~ng are thus ambiguous, according to whether we read the italicized premodifierb) 
as part of the meaning of the elliptical noun phrase or not: 

The last t~vo stanzas of the poem imitate theJirst ((two) stanza(s) of the poem). 
My uncle built a little ~~roodett house next to myfitlter's (((little) wooden) house). 

The nonoccurrence of initial general ellipsis 
12.57 As one would expect with final ellipsis, it is possible to omit postmodifiers 

alone, as in type (a) above, but not (in general ellipsis) to omit premodifiers 
without omitting the head. If initial ellipsis of premodifiers were permitted, 
we should expect that the second occurrence of Wessex or digital could be 
ellipted in: 

Hardy's Wessex novels are better known than his Wessex poems. 
Digital wristwatches are as cheap as digital alarm clocks. 

However, if Wessex or digital is omitted, the meaning of the sentence is 
different: 

Hardy's Wessex novels are better known than hispoems. 
Digital wristwatches are as cheap as alarm clocks. 

We may contrast this with the initial ellipsis of Wessex and digital which can 
occur in noun phrases in coordination (cf 13.67): 

Hardy is best known for his Wessexnovels andpoems. 131 
This shop specializes in digital wristwatches and alarm clocks. [4] 

Sentences [3] and [4] are ambiguous according to whether the adjective is 
understood to modify the second conjoin of the noun phrase. But no such 
ambiguity occurs in [I] and [2]. The contrast between general ellipsis, which 
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is final, and the initial ellipsis which can occur in coordinate constructions is 
clearly illustrated by these two examples. 

I t  also follows that ellipsis of every part of a noun phrase except for 
postmodifier(s) is impossible in general ellipsis: 

*Joan prefers the trios of Mozart, while I prefer, of Haydn. 

(Contrast the acceptability of Joan prefers Mozart's trios, while I prefer 
Haydn's h .) 

Here, as often elsewhere, ellipsis is in complementary distribution with 
substitute forms: the sentence above becomes grammatical if we insert the 
substitute head those before of Haydn (cf 12.19). In addition there is, of 
course, the option of replacing the final prepositional phrase by a genitive: 

Joan prefers the trios of Mozart, while I prefer Haydn's. 

Medial ellipsis 
12.58 However, like clauses (cf 12.44), noun phrases can occur with medial ellipsis. 

This arises if an optional postmodifier is retained while the head of the 
phrase is ellipted: 

They claim that Danish butter is thejnest , (in the world). 
That letter was the last, (I ever receivedfrom her). 
A bird in the hand is worth two , (in the bush). [a proverb] 

In other cases of medial ellipsis, one or more modifiers, as well as the head, 
may be ellipted: 

His recent pedormance of Macbeth is the best , he has ever done. [ l]  
That new thickplastic rope that they sell is stronger than any other 
, you can get. [21 

Once again, the elliptical phrase in [l] and [2] is ambiguous, according to 
whether the italicized modifiers are assumed to be an  implicit part of the 
elliptical phrase. In fact, the ambiguity may be multiple. In [2], any other you 
can get might be regarded as an elliptical variant of any of the following: 

any other rdpe you can get 
\ 

any other plastic rope you can get 
any other thick plastic rope you can get 
any other new thick plastic rope you can get 

To avoid such bmbiguity, one has to repeat the words of the antecedent 
rather than ellidt them. 

Elliptical clauses 

Ellipsis of the predication in finite clauses 
12.59 General ellipsis in the finite clause is similar to general ellipsis in the noun 

phrase, in that the dominant type of ellipsis is final. Typically, the clause is 
divided into two parts: subject and operator (which remain), and predication 
(which is ellipted). In terms of V, 0 ,  C, apd A (cf 2.12ff), the constituency of 
the ellipted predication can be varied. For example: 

SUBJECTCOMPLEMENT only (the verb BE being the operator): 
I'm happy if you are,. 

SUBJECT COMPLEMENT + ADVERBIAL : 
If they're not ready by lunchtime, they ought to be .. 

ADVERBIAL only: 
His father wasat Osford when Harold Wilson was .. 

NONFINITE PART OF VERB only: 
Tom will beplaying, but I don't think Martin will (be) ,. 
I'll do what I can , . 

NONFINITE PART OF VERB + ADVERBIAL: 

When Shirley resigrzsfrom the committee, I'm sure that a number of other 
people will , . 

NONFINITE PART OF VERB + OBJECT + ADVERBIAL: 

Who is cooking dinner today? John is ,. 
All these, and many other possibilities, are summed up in the generalization 
that predications can be ellipted. 

Note [a] Other possibilities, however, do not occur. Thus the lexical verb cannot remain 'stranded' 
preceding the ellipsis of an object, complement, or adverbial: 

'I'll open an account if you'll open ,. 
*He always becomes tired faster than anyone else becomes ,. 
*As soon as the one aircraft had taken off, the other one took ,. 

Nor can an auxiliary alone be ellipted, nor an entire verb phrase: 
'Susan was happy because Alice , miserable. 
'Tom will play the guitar if Mary A sing. 

[b] On the other hand, in special constructions such as the zero relative clause (c/ 14.20, 17.14), 
the object can be ellipted: the girl (whom) I met. This, however, is structural rather than textual 
ellipsis. 
[c] An auxiliary in its reduced form cannot precede ellipsis: 

'Ned is as keen on boxing as {*:km] A (on fmtball), 

DO as 'stranded' operator 
12.60 Ellipsis of the predication is one of the constructionsof English which require 

DO-support. That is, if the clause in its unreduced form has no operator, to 
create the conditions for omission of the predication it is necessary to 
introduce the dummy operator DO: 

Sam kicked the ball harder than Dennis kicked the baN, I" 
This is strictly, however, not ellipsis, but quasi-ellipsis (cf 12.40), since the 
insertion of the omitted predication after did would result in an unacceptable 
sentence : 

*Sam kicked the ball harder than Dennis did kick the baN. [l]  

[l] is unacceptable because DO occurs in a context where the dummy operator 
cannot occur. But there are other constructions (eg clause negation, subject- 
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operator inversion, emphatic operator constructions) in which the operator 
would occur for independent reasons, and in these cases m fulfils the 
conditions of standard ellipsis of the predication: 

Rupert wanted to attend the bullfight, although his wife didn't 
(want to attend the bullfight). [2] 

I don't like living in the country. Do you (like living in the 
country)? [31 

A:  Does she like playing with dolls? 
B : Yes, she DOES (like playing with dolls). [4] 

In [4], where DO has nuclear stress, the conditions for ellipsis are met even in 
a positive declarative sentence, since DO is used as an emphatic operator in 
the equivalent unreduced form. 

Note It has been argued, contrary to the view presented here, that (like do) can, rvould, l~aue, etc are 
substitute forms (ie pro-predicates) when they are"stranded'operators. 

Ellipsis of the predicate 
12.61 Ellipsis of the predicate means in general that the only part of the clause to 

remain is the subject. This type of ellipsis is not widespread: it comes under 
the heading of special ellipsis, and occurs only in certain special constructions, 
such as comparative, coordinate, and response constructions: 

Nigeljnished the exam at the same time as George .. [ l ]  
Nigelfinished the exam first, then George .. L21 
A: Whofinished the examfirst? B: George .. D] 

The restricted distribution of this kind of ellipsis is evident if we compare [ l ]  
with [4]: 

*I finished the exam when George .. 141 
I finished the exam when George did. [51 

In the comparative clause [l], the whole predicate can be ellipted, but this is 
not possible in the adverbial clause in [4]. To make [4] grammatical, we have 
to add the dummy operator did, as in [5]. '.. 

Note [a] When the 'stranded'subject of the elliptical clause is a pronoun, in informal use an objective 
form of the pronoun is preferred (for further discussion cf 6.4). Thus George in [l -31 could be 
replaced by either I <formal) or me (informal). The use of the objective form is, however, 
traditionally regarded as an error. Structurally, as me replacing as George at the end of [ I ]  would 
be classified as a pr ' ositional phrase (cf 15.67). "P . . .  [b] The statement that lt 1s ~mpossible to ellipt the whole predicate of an adverbial clause 
appears to be contradicted by the following: 

NigeI finishedthe exam {::zre]Cieorge. F] 

The acceptability of [7], in contrast to [4], appears to be due to the Pact that unlike ~rherr, the 
wordsajrer and before are prepositions, as well as conjunctions (cf9.38). Strictly, therefore, a/ier/ 
before George in [7] may be described not as an elliptical clause, but as a prepositional phrase 
with George as its complement. In support of this analysis, note that a subjective pronoun in the 
position of George is unacceptable: 
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*Nigel finished the exam I .  

It is striking, however, that despite this difference of analysis. 171 is interpreted as if it were an 
elliptical variant of [6]. 

Medial ellipsis 
12.62 As noted earlier (cf 12.44), an optional adverbial can easily be added after an 

ellipted predication, so that the ellipsis becomes apparently medial rather 
than final: 

When Shirley resignsfrom the committee, I'm sure that a number of 
other people will ,, (too). 

There are more hungry people in the world today than there were A (in 
1900). 

This last example shows how an adverbial in the elliptical clause can 
REPUDIATE (cf 12.54), or cancel the meaning of, one in the antecedent clause. 
In this case, where one adverbial of time (in 1900) repudiates another (today), 
the ellipsis is genuinely medial. In the same category we may place the 
following, where only the lexical verb is omitted: 

I'll gladly pay for the hotel, if you will A for the food. 

Since for the hotel is in this case repudiated by for thefood, the only part of 
the antecedent clause that is recovered by ellipsis is the verbpay. 

Medial quasi-ellipsis also occurs with auxiliary DO. The dummy operator 
can be followed by an adverbial (for example an adjunct of time or space) 
repudiating a similar adverbial in the antecedent clause: 

We paid more for the tickets TH~S year than we 

did LAST year. 
have in P R ~ ~ V ~ O U S  years. {- 

A: ~ i d  Sato take the plane to ~ b ~ y o  today? 
B: ~ b ,  I don't think he D~D. But his W ~ F E  did to bsaka. 

In the last example, will could replace did: there is no difference, in respect 
of such repudiatory constructions, between m and other auxiliaries. 

Unlike adjuncts, disjuncts and conjuncts (cf 8.1218) are excluded from the 
antecedent when they occur after a 'stranded' operator. We can contrast in 
this respect the adjunct usually with the disjunct wisely: 

A: Does Bob usually walk to work? 
B: No, but his sister does. [= usually walks to work] 

A: Bob wisely walks to work, doesn't he? 
B: Well, at least he CLXIMS he does. [= walks to work] 

Similarly, a 'stranded' operator such as do or have excludes from the 
antecedent other, contrasting auxiliaries: 

Not many people could have enjoyed that trip as much as your mother 
did. 

In this example, did is interpreted to mean 'enjoyed that trip' rather than 
'could have enjoyed that trip'. 
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Note There is also a less usual form of repudiatory medial ellipsis, in which the predication is omitted 
except for an object. Such ellipsis is of variable acceptability: 

(?)I'll gladly l e ~ d  hirn the clothing, if you will. the money. 
She wasexamining the pictures while I was. the sculptures. 

(Cfgapping, 13.92f). 

Ellipsis in wh-clauses 
12.63 A more thorough-going reduction of a clause by ellipsis involves ellipsis of 

the whole clause, or the whole clause except for an introductory word. One 
such clause is a wh-clause which is reduced, by ellipsis, to the wh-word alone. 
In such circumstances, the stranded wh-word normally receives nuclear 
stress: 

Somebody had hidden my notebook, but I don't know 
WHO/WH?/WH~RE A .  

Have you ever wanted to start a successful business? This book tells you 
HOW ,. 

This type of ellipsis is restricted to ~vh-interrogative clauses (cf 15.5). It does 
not apply to the relative type of nominal wh-clauses (cf 15.8f), nor to clauses 
introduced by ifor whether (cf15.6): 

*Somebody has hidden my notebook, and I'll punish whoever A .  

*They say the treasure was buried, but no one is sure whether a or not. 

The elliptical wh-question is found not only in dependent, but also in 
independent interrogative clauses (cf 11.14): 

A: We're bound to win the prizesome day. 
B: Yes,lbut WHBN ,? 

There is also a reduced negative wh-question, but this occurs only with why 
and with wh-infinitive clauses (cf 15.5): 

Why N ~ T ?  1 don't K N ~ W  why not. 
I don't want to accept, but I don't know how not (to). 

Note [a] Elliptical wh-questions are discussed further in 11.15 Note [b]. 
[b] The following are idiomatic examples of informal elliptical ~vh-interrogative clauses, in 
which the ellipsis is.situationa1: ?'/l fellyou rrplrat; Say ~vlfen. Their meanings, roughly, are: 'I'll 
tell you what we can/should do'; and 'Say when you have enough to drink in your glass'(said by 
the person serving a drink). I'll tell you ~vltar can be ellipted still further, by initial ellipsis (cf 
12.44), to Tell you whut : 

(I'll) Tell you what - let's meet again when all the results are in. 
I 

Ellipsis in to-indnitive clauses 
12.64 Like the elliptical wh-clause just described, the elliptical to-infinitive clause 

normally consists of just one word: in this case, the introductory unstressed 
particle to. Since to is unstressed, the nucleus of the tone unit normally falls 
on the preceding verb or noun: 

You can borrow my pen, if you WANT to A .  

You will speak to who(m)ever I TBLL you to ,. 
Somebody ought to help. Shall I ask piter to ,? 

A 'stranded' to also occurs as a result of ellipsis following the marginal modals 
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l \ 

:f ought to and used to, and following semi-auxiliary constructions such as be 
able to, be going to, have to, and be supposed to (cf 3.47) : 

1' used to ,. 
We don't save as much money these days as we 

! 
I won't drsturb you again unless I have to A .  

As with to-infinitive clauses in general, these abbreviated clauses are made 
negative by placing not before to: 

She borrowed my pen, although I told her N ~ T  to. 

Both the elliptical dependent wh-clause and the elliptical to-infinitive clause 
are normally restricted to a function of complementation (cf 16.35ff). For 
example, in [l]  to is the complementation of like; in [2], to is part of the 
complementation of want; and in [3] to is part of the complementation of ask. 
It is for this reason that it is rare to find ellipsis of these types in nonfinal 
position in the sentence. However, it is possible for to to be followed by 
medial ellipsis with a final optional adverbial: 

The committee did not discuss yourproposal, but it hopes to , 
(next month). 141 

,P I. , ,, 
;:,: Note Whether or not to is in a final position in the clause, if it is followed by an ellipsis it is normally .. 
>G,? pronounced in an unreduced form /tu:/ or /tu/ rather than as a fully reduced or weak form Ital. 
,! . ,. ~ 

. ,  : 
In this respect it resembles auxiliary verbs, which also remain unreduced in these circumstances 

. , (cf 12.59 Note [c]). Compare the unacceptability of: 

In very informal AmE, however, reduction of to to ltal occurs finally in examples like: 
Well, I don't wanna. So there! 

Ellipsis of an entire clause 
12.65 One stage further, in clause ellipsis, is the ellipsis of an entire clause, 

including introductory words, if any. This total clause ellipsis is limited, 
obviously enough, to dependent clauses, and mainly to to-infinitive clauses. 
It is also limited to clauses acting as complementation of other clauses. For 
example, the to in 12.64 [l]  and [3] can be ellipted, so that no trace remains 
of the infinitive clause: 

{they'lInext month. 
'The committee did not discuss your proposal, but they hope next month, 

You can borrow my pen, if you WANT ,. 
Somebody ought to help. Shall I ask ~Bter A ? 

Normally the word whose complementation clause is ellipted is either a verb 
of saying or thinking, such as ask, know, wish, or an adjective such as eager, 
sure, and willing. Contrast: 

Whole to-infinitive clause omissible To not omissible 

I was willing (to (come)). I would hate you to (see this). 
She begged us (to (help)). I would love you to (stay). 
They forced him (to (recant)). He advised us to (leave). 
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Other clauses which may be ellipted are some -ing clauses, some 111at-clauses, 
and some wh-clauses : 

please warn me (that I am going too fast). If I am going too fast, 
please stop me (going too fast). 

I asked when she was leaving, and she said she didn't know ,, 

I t  may be argued, however, that precise recovery of an ellipted clause cannot 
be insisted on here; and that therefore this is a case of weak ellipsis only. 

Note [a] Certain subordinate clauses with an ellipted infinitive clause, such as (f you like, are 
formulaic, and resemble comment clauses (c/ 15.53). One sign o f  their idiomatic status is an 
inability to  be expanded by the addition of fo: instead or (/'you like to. speakers would say I/ 
you'dlike to. Conversely, i/you'd like 10 cannot normally be reduced to ilJ.orr'dlik~. 
[b] There is some variation between AmE and BrE in the use of ellipsis or a pro-form in 
colloquial sentences such as I krto~v and Isuppose so (c/ 12.28). For example, possible variants in 
AmE, but not in BrE, are I know if and Isuppose. 
[cl There can be total clause ellipsis in comparative constructions (q: He's older rhotl I tholrght) 
and in dialogue (eg: I knou~;  Who toldyou7and W l ~ y  do you ask?) cf 15.65J 

Special typesof ellipsis 
12.66 We now turn from general ellipsis to the special types of ellipsis (cf 12.43) 

which are defined by a particular structural relation between the elliptical 
construction and the antecedent construction. Unlike general ellipsis, all 
cases of special ellipsis allow initial ellipsis. 

In nonfinite and verbless clauses 
12.67 Since these wili be discussed fully in Chapter 14 (14.6-9), it is sufficient to 

note that typically nonfinite and verbless clauses lack both subject and 
operator, and that their relation to their main clause can be explained if we 
postulate, in many cases, an ellipsis of these elements, the identity of the 
subject being recoverable from the main clause. (The ellipsis may be either 
anaphoric or cafaphoric.) The clearest cases of such ellipsis are adverbial 
clauses such as the following (cf 14.18j; 15>34, 15.39): 

NONFINITE CLAUSES : 
Although (he was) exhausted by the climb, he continued his journey. 
Dogs will learn fast if (they are) working in reasonable conditions. 

VERBLESS CLAUS S : 
While (she !4 as) at  Oxford, she was active in the dramatic society. 
Though (he was) already middle-aged, he took a swim every morning. 
Whether (it is) right or wrong, the government always wins the argument. 

In coordination 
12.68 When clauses are coordinated by and, or, or but, a second clause or other 

noninitial clause is often reduced by general ellipsis, the antecedent being a 
parallel construction in the preceding clause: 

I told him togo home, but he wouldn't,. 111 

But there is also a special kind of ellipsis associated with coordination. 
Coordination is essentially a relation between two or more structurally 
parallel units, which may be whole clauses or sentences, but which are often 
smaller units such as noun phrases or predications: 

Margaret is [selling her bicycle] and A [buying a car]. 121 
S11e has bought [a green dress] and , [a silver necklace]. [31 

There is no structural reason for postulating ellipsis in such cases. Instead we 
recognize that units may be coordinated in conjoint units which function, as 
far as clause structure is concerned, in the same way as one of their conjoins 
(cf 2.10). However, from a semantic point of view, 121 and [3] are generally 
equivalent to [2a] and [3a] respectively: 

Margaret is selling her bicycle and Margaret is buying a car. [2al 
She has bought a green dress and she has bought a silver 

necklace. [3aI 

For this reason, it may be claimed that coordination allows both initial 
ellipsis, as in [2] and [3], and final ellipsis, as in [l]. In one respect, however, 
coordination is more restrictive than general ellipsis: coordination normally 
requires strict ellipsis rather than standard ellipsis (cf 12.37-8). Hence the 
foliowing are usually regarded as ungrammatical (although they occur readily 
enough in the casual unconsidered use of language): 

?*The city always has , and will beproud of its achievements. L41 
?*The product is as good A or even better than its competitors. [51 

For further discussion, cf 13.44f, 13.88. 

In comparative clauses 
12.69 Like coordinate constructions, comparative constructions show a parallelism 

between one structure and another, and hence lend themselves to ellipsis. 
Although comparative clauses will be described later (cf 15.63ff) it is to be 
noted here that, as in coordination, so in comparative clauses, both final and 
initial ellipsis is allowed. Hence the ambiguity illustrated by: 

My uncle loved that dog more than his family (loved that dog). 
My uncle loved that dog more than (my uncle loved) his family. 

, The resemblance between coordination and comparison accounts for the 
existence of quasi-coordinators such as rather than, which share in the 
characteristics of both (cf 13.103). There is, however, a major difference 
between coordination and comparison: in the latter case the ellipsis- 
antecedent relation obtains between a subordinate clause and a matrix 
clause, rather than between two constructions of the same level of constituent 
structure. 

In appended clauses 
12.70 An appended clause can be regarded as an elliptical clause (usually 

parenthetical or an afterthought) for which the whole or part of the preceding 
or interrupted clause constitutes the antecedent: 
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I caught the train - just. [ l]  
H e  told them (presumably with his tongue in his cheek) how he 

came to be late. l21 

These two sentences presuppose that two separate assertions are being made. 
The usual form for [l] is I (only) just caught the train, so to explain the unusual 
word order of [ l ]  we suppose it to be an elliptical version of: 

I caught the train - I just caught the train. 

Compare: 

I caught the train, but , only just ,. 
The same sort of analysis applies if the items added as an afterthought are in 
their normal order: 

The train arrived - on time, for a change. 

Whereas in these examples the whole of the initial clause acts as an 
antecedent for the elli~tical parenthesis or afterthought, another kind of 
appended clause repudiates part of the original clause,so that only part (the 
part italicized below) acts as an antecedent: 

They are meant to wound, perhaps A to kill. 
He is playful, A even mischievous. 
Her performance will be judged by her superiors - and even more 

importantly - , by her colleagues. 

On the related construction of appended coordination, cf 13.94. 

Note [a] A clause involving quantifiers interestingly illustrates how the appended clause sometimes 
has to be interpreted as repudiating part of the preceding clause: 

Theyvisit many schools, sometimes in an official car. 
This does not mean the same as: 

They sometipes visit many schools in an official car. 
Rather, it presupposes two assertions: 

They visit many schools. l31 
They sometimes visit schools in an official car. 141 

The second assertion [4] does not imply that they visit many schools. 
[b] Appended clabses consisting of an adverbit1 only are closely related to nonrestrictive 
adverbials (cf15.23): 

I only met him once - at your place. [S] 
In [S], a t  your place is nonrestrictive ('I only met him once - and that was at your place'), in 
contrast to Ionly met him once at  yourplace ('but I've met him many times elsewhere'). 
[c] An appended clause sometimes contains a repetition of some part of the antecedent clause: 

I found their behaviour odd -very odd, in fact. 
[d] Appended cla;uses resemble some types of apposition (c/ 17.65fl), in which there is a 
duplication of an element structurally and semantically parallel to an element of the preceding 
clause: 

We - that is to say, John and I - intend to resign. 
You could have given them to a charity - to Oxfam, for example. 
He tried tomake treaties with the Indians: first with theSioux,and then with thecheyenne. 
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Syndetic and asyndetic coordination 

13.1 The term COORDINATION is used by some grammarians for both syndetic (or 
linked) coordination, and asyndetic (or unlinked) coordination. The 
difference between the two constructions is that syndetic coordination is 
marked by overt signals of coordination.(and, or, but), whereas asyndetic 
coordination is not overtly marked. Sentence [la] exemplifies syndetic 
coordination, with and as explicit marker, while [Ib] exemplifies asyndetic 
coordination, with and omitted : 

Slowly and stealthily, he crept towards his victim. [lal 
Slowly, stealthily, he crept towards his victim. [lbl 

Linking words which explicitly indicate coordination are termed COORDINAT- 

ING CONJUNCTIONS, Or (more simply) COORDINATORS. Not all juxtaposed 
words, phrases, or clauses are manifestations of asyndetic coordination. The 
possibility of insertifig the coordinator and with little alteration of meaning 
is evidence that a construction is one of asyndetic coordination. It is this that 
distinguishes [I b] from other types of construction, for example the appended 
clauses of 12170. 

Syndetic coordination is the more usual form, and we shall therefore 
generally exemplify coordination with a coordinator present. Asyndetic 
coordination is usually stylistically marked. It is used for dramatic 
intensification, as in [I b], or to suggest an open-ended list: 

Mrs Varley sold sweets, chocolate, toffee apples - anything a child 
could desire. 

In asyndetic cbordination, the conjoins are generally separated by a tone- 
unit boundary in speech, or by a punctuation stop in writing. In the spoken 
form, the conjoins are typically marked by a parallelism in the tone of the 
nucleus; for example: 

 SLOW^^, S T ~ A L T H ~ ~ ~ .  . . or: S L ~ W ~ Y ,  S T ~ A L T H ~ ~ ~ .  . 

Note In the present chaptqr we restrictour attention tocdordination within the sentence. Coordination 
as a link between sentences is discussed in 19.57ff. 

Coordinatibn and subordination 

13.2 Explicit indicators of subordination are termed SUBORDINATING CONJUNC- 

TIONS or SUBORDINATORS. (They are more fully discussed in 14.1 lff.) Both 
coordination and subordination (cf 14.14) involve the linking of units of the 
same rank; but in coordination the units are constituents at the same level of 
constituent structure, whereas in subordination they form a hierarchy, the 
subordinate unit being a constituent of the superordinate unit (cf 14.2f for 
the relevant tree diagrams). Coordination and subordination are special 
cases of two types of syntactic arrangement traditionally known as PARATAXIS 
('equal arrangement') and HYPOTAXIS ('underneath arrangement'). Thus, to 
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take an example within a phrase (cf 17.1 16), in hisfirst and best t~ovel, the 
coordinate adjective phrasefirst and best functions as a premodifier of novel, 
and in that phrasefirst and best are equal constituents. On the other hand, in 
hisfirst successful novel, the adjective first does not modify novel directly; it 
modifies successful novel, and successful in turn modifies novel. Thus there is a 
hierarchy in relationships, andfirst and successful are in a hypotactic rather 
than a paratactic relation. 

The opposition between coordination and subordination, and that between 
parataxis and hypotaxis, are often treated as equivalent. But we may 
distinguish them as follows. Parataxis applies not only to coordinate 
constructions, but to other cases where two units of equivalent status are 
juxtaposed: for example, an appended clause as discussed in 12.70 is in a 
paratactic relation to the clause preceding it; and a tag question is in a 
paratactic relation to the statement preceding it. But in neither of these cases 
could we insert an overt coordinator. Similarly, there are other hypotactic 
relations (such as the embedding of one phrase in another, cf 2.8), quite apart 
from the relation between a subordinate clause and the clause of which it is a 
part. 

Semantic differences between coordination and subordination 
13.3 A major difference between coordination and subordination of clauses is that 

the information in a subordinate clause is often placed in the background 
with respect to the superordinate clause (cf 19.60). Thus the syntactic 
inequality of subordination tends to bring with it a semantic inequality which 
is realized by syntactic hierarchization, as well as by position. This is 
particularly noticeable in the case of certain adverbial clauses, which present 
information as if it is presupposed as given (cf 18.8) rather than asserted as 
new: 

He has quarrelled with the chairman and has resigned. [lal  
Since he quarrelled with the chairman, he has resigned. [lbl  

He tried hard, but he failed. D 4  
Although he tried hard, he failed. [2bl 
He tried hard, although he failed. Pc]  

The cause-result relationship between the two events is expressed by a 
coordinator in [la] and by a subordinator in [Ib]; the semantic difference, 
however, is that in [lb] the hearer is assumed to know about the quarrel 
already. A similar observation applies to the concessive relationship expressed 
by but in [2a] and although in [2b] and [2c]. 

A third means of expressing the same relationship is a linking sentence 
adverbial, or conjunct (cf 8.134ff'), such as yet: 

He tried hard, yet he failed. [2dl 

Unlike the other two words, however, yet can be preceded by a coordinator: 

He tried hard, and yet he failed. Del 

Despite its appearance, therefore, [2d], in contrast to[2e], illustrates asyndetic 
coordination (but cf further 13.1 I). 
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13.4 It is sometimes said that an important difference between coordination and 
subordination is that only in the former case can the relation between the 
two linguistic units be reversed without a change of meaning; ie (in symbolic 
terms): 

A + conjunction + B = B + conjunction + A 

This is no more than a half-truth. It is true that the order can be reversed in 
certain cases of coordination: 

Mary studies at a university and John works at a factory. 
= John works a t  a factory and Mary studies at  a university. 

But this potentiality is dependent on many factors, only one of which is the 
relationship of meaning between the coordinated units. Some of these factors 
are syntactic, others are a matter of semantic or pragmatic asymmetry (cf 
13.22-7). For example, the following are obviously not synonymous: 

He died and he was buried in the cemetery. 
He was buried in the cemetery and he died. 

Note When two coordinated units are placed in sequence, the second unit gains focal prominence 
from its position (cf 18.3ff). This prominence in terms of information focus also attaches to the 
final element in a subordination relation, but in the latter case the positional highlighting is 
combined with a highlighting based on the formal inequality of subordination. 

Coordinators 

Coordinators identified 
13.5 We regard thkse conjunctions as clear@ coordinators: and, or, and but. And 

and or are central coordinators, but but differs from them in some respects. 
On the gradient between 'pure' coordinators and 'pure' subordinators arefor 
and so that (meaning in this chapter, unless otherwise stated, 'with the result 
that'). There is also a gradient relatingcoordinators to conjuncts : for example, 
yet and so arg two words which we shall classify as conjuncts, but which 
nevertheless jesemble coordinators in some respects. Nor is not a clear case 
of a coordinator, since for many speakers it can be preceded by another 
coordinator (a potentiality not available to the central cases and, or, and but, 
as we shall see). Nor also contains a negative feature, which introduces some 
syntactic differences (cf 13.36ff). 

Both, either, and neither are used as the first item in a correlative pair with 
and, or, and nor respectively. These anticipatory words are optional 
endorsements of the coordination, and are obviously closely related to the 
corresponding determiners both, either, and neither (cf 5.12ff). Such 
ENDORSING ITEMS are not in themselves coordinators, since, like nor, they can 
be preceded by a central coordinator (and or or). 

p Note [a] We class the conjunct~ons for and so that as subord~nators ~n t h ~ s  book. but cf below 13.8, 
?( 13 10 

: [b] Another coord~nator In marg~nal use ~splus 
Mainframe computers are becom~ng less expenswe, 'plus the best software IS ava~lable for 

: i desktops which of course are chedper still 

. i Thus used, plus rs normally stressed, and 1s an emphat~c dlternat~ve to and In an a d d ~ t ~ v e  sense 
(cf 13 27) 

t 
Syntactic features of coordinators . t 

$ 1  
13.6 In 13.3 we showed how the same semantic linking function could be 

$ 1  performed not only by coordinators, but by subordinators and conjuncts: 

He tried hard, but he failed. 
He tried hard, although he failed. 
He tried hard, yet he failed. 

Since all three of these word classes can in a general sense be termed LIMCERS, 
it is important to understand the syntactic basis of the distinctions between 
them, and at  the same time to appreciate that these distinctions are gradient 
(cf 2.60) rather than clear-cut. 

We shall therefore examine six features which apply to the central 
coordinators, and and or. For each feature, we note whether it is applicable 
not only to and and or, but also to items which resemble them. At this stage 
we restrict ourselves mainly to central coordinators as CLAUSE LINKERS. 

l (a) Clause coordinators are restricted to clause-initial position 
13.7 And, or, and but are restricted to initial position in the clause: 

John plays the guitar, and his sister plays the piano. 
*John plays the guitar; his sister and plays the piano. 

This is generally true of both coordinators and subordinators, but it is not 
true of most conjuncts: 

i John plays the guitar; his sister, moreover, plays the piano. 

Note [a] Thereare twoor three subordinators which are exceptional in that they can occurnoninitially 
(cf15.39): 

Though he is poor, he is happy. Poor though he is, he is happy. 
[b] In colloquial Australian English (cf 1.26) but can occur in noninitial position; this indicates 
that in this variety, it resemblesconjuncts (cf 8.134f). 

(b) Coordinated clauses are sequentially fixed 
13.8 Clauses beginning with and, or, and but are sequentially fixed in relation to 

the previous clause, and therefore cannot be transposed without producing 

1 unacceptable sentences, or at  least changing the relationship between the 

l clauses: 
They are living in England, or they are spending a vacation there. 

*Or they are spending a vacation there, they are living in England. 

This is true for coordinators and conjuncts, but not for most subordinators. 
Contrast the unacceptability of [la], containing the conjunct nevertheless, 
with the acceptability of [lb], containing the subordinator although: 
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*Nevertheless John gave it away, Mary wanted it. 
Although Mary wanted it, John gave it away. 

In this respect, however, the subordinators for and so that resemble 
coordinators. Contrast: 

*For he was unhappy, he asked to be transferred. 
Because he was unhappy, he asked to be transferred. 

and the resultative so that in [2] with the purposive so that (cf 15.48f) in [3]: 

*So that we arrived home late, the rush hour traffic delayed us. L21 
So that he could buy a car, he sold his stamp collection. l31 

13.9 Related to the fixed position of the coordinate clause is the fact that when 
clauses are linked by the coordinators and, or, and but (also by for and so 
that), a pronoun in the first clause cannot normally have cataphoric reference 
to a noun phrase in the second clause. For example, she in [la] and [Ib] does 
not corefer to my mother: 

She felt ill, and my mother said nothing. [lal 
She felt ill, but my mother said nothing. [Ibl 

On the other hand, a pronoun can (but need not) have cataphoric reference 
when it occurs in an initial subordinate clause (cf 6.19): 

Although she felt ill, my mother said nothing. [ l 4  

But the most common position for a subordinate clause is final, in which case 
a coreferring pronoun will be anaphoric: 

My mother said nothing, although she felt ill. [Id1 

Again, as dith cataphoric reference, the antecedent must be in the 
superordinate clause: 

She said iothing, although my mother felt ill. L21 
l 

In [2], She canqot cataphorically refer tqmy mother. 

Note There are both apbarent and real exceptions to the rule that a pronoun cannot have cataphoric 
reference to an element in a following coordinate clause. Consider: 

N o  one who met her on social occasions could imagine a harsh word passing her 
lips - but Petligre~v was notorious for speaking her mind on matters of 
business. r [31 

The two occurreqbes of her in the first clause appear to corefer cataphorically to Liz Peltigrew; 
but this sentence would normally occur in a context in which Liz was already being discussed. 
These pronouns could then be explained as anaphoricatly coreferring to part of an earlier 
sentence. Exceptionally, however, a sentencesuch as[3]could occurwithout precedinganaphoric 
reference - eg at the beginning of a novel. 

(c) coordinators are not preceded by a conjunction 
13.10 And and or do not allow another conjunction to precede them. This is also 

true for but, for, and so that (of which the latter two will be treated as 
subordinators; cf 13.18f). On the other hand, subordinators as well as 
conjuncts can usually be preceded by conjunctions: 

He was unhappy about it, and yet he did as he was told. 
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In [l]  and [2] two subordinate clauses are linked by and, which precedes the 
second subordinator because and the second subordinator so that (with 
purposive meaning): 

He asked to be transferred, because he was unhappy and because 
he saw no prospect of promotion. [ l]  

She saved money so that she could buy a house, and so that her 
pension would be supplemented by a reasonable income after 
retirement. l21 

In contrast, the conjunctions but, for, and resultative so char (cf 15.49) cannot 
be preceded by and in this way: 

*He was unhappy about it, and but he did what he was told. 
*He asked to be transferred, for he was unhappy and for he saw no 

possibility of promotion. 
*We paid her immediately, so (that) she left contented and so (that) 

everyone was satisfied. 

Note A subordinate clause cannot normally be coordinated with a superordinate clause; but this is 
what appears to happen in the following case: 

She wouldn't do it -and (all) because I didn't ask her in person. 
The explanation ofthis example, however, is that the coordinated construction in italics is an 
elliptical appended clause (cf 12.70). the because clause being subordinated to this appended 
clause, rather than to the initial clause She wouldn't do it. 

13.11 In initial position, some conjunct adverbs resemble coordinators in that they 
commonly occur with asyndetic coordination, and therefore provide a link 
similar to coordination : 

I told her to go home, yet she refused to move. [cf: but she refused . . .l 
The rain fell, so we all went home. [cf: and we all . . .] 
Tom doesn't drink, neither does he use bad language. 
The car turned suddenly, then screeched to a halt. 

The ease with which the coordinator is omitted in these cases suggests that 
not only the possibility of adding a coordinator, but the probability of its 
being omitted should be considered a factor in comparing the behaviour of 
linkers. One way of explaining the unexpected likelihood of asyndeton in 
such cases is to postulate an optional merger of the coordinator and with the 
adverb; eg: and +yet merge into yet; and + so merge as so. This is a more 
convincing analysis where, as in all the examples except then above, the 
adverb is immobile in initial position. Other adverbs which behave similarly 
are nor (cf 13.18), otherwise, neither, only (as a conjunct), and hence. 

On the use of comma punctuation with this set of adverbs, cfApp 111.6. 

(d) Coordinators can link clause constituents 
13.12 And and or may link constituents smaller than a clause; for example, they 

ii may link predicates, thus in effect allowing ellipsis of a second or subsequent 

l subject (on the treatment of ellipsis in such cases, cf 13.44#, 13.52f): 

[I may see you tomorrow] or [I may phone later in the day]. 
I [may see you tomorrow] or A [may phone later in the day]. 
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Less frequently, this feature also applies to but: 

The  Polish athletes [have succeeded today], but, [may not repeat their 
success tomorrow]. 

However, it does not apply to for and so that: 

*He [did not want it], for A [was obstinate]: 
*He [did not spend very.much], so that ,, [could afford a trip abroad]. 

Nor does it apply to other conjunctions or to most conjuncts. But this 
construction seems to be acceptable with the conjunct yet and (to a lesser 
extent, a t  least in informal spoken English) with the conjunct so and the time 
adverb then (meaning 'after that'): 

They didn't like it, yet (they) said nothing. 
They were tired, so (they) left early. 
They went home, then (they) went straight to bed. 

13.13 A subordinator, on the other hand, does not allow ellipsis of the subject even 
when its clause is linked by a coordinator: 

*She didn't say anything about it because he was new and because 
looked unwell. [l] 

If the second subordinator of [l]  is omitted, ellipsis is possible: 

She didn't say anything about it because he was new and (he) 
looked unwell. [lal 

This is  allowed, being a regular case of coordination of predicates (cf 13.52), 
whereas that of [ l ]  is an  ungrammatical type of ellipsis (cf 12.44). For the 
same reason, ellipsis is possible preceding or following a conjunct (such as 
nevertheless) if fhe ellipted subject is itself preceded by a coordinator: 

A nevertheless H e  went to bed early, but { }felt tired. 

\ nevertheless A 

(e) Coordinators can link subordinate clauses 
13.14 As well as linking two main clauses, and and or, as we saw in 13.10 [l] above, 

can link subordinate clauses: 

H e  asked to be transferred, because he was unhappy, (because) he 
saw no drospect of promotion, and (because) conditions were 
far better at  the other office. [l] 

I wonder whether you should go and see her or whether it is better 
to write to her. [21 

Usually, as in [l], the second and any subsequent subordinators may be 
omitted. Suchlinking is not possible forconjunctsor for theother conjunctions 
except but. But, however, is restricted to linking a maximum of two clauses 
(cf 13.16): 

She said that John would take them by car but (that) they might be 
late. [31 
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Even so, but can link only certain types of subordinate clauses: 

(a) That-clauses (cf 15.4) as in [3] above; only with that-clauses can the 
second subordinator, the one following but, be omitted. 

(b) Temporal adverbial clauses: 

I spoke to him ajier the conference was over, but before he started 
work. 

(c) Clauses introduced by the same conjunctions, such as in order that, so 
that, and because, or by the same wh-words. In such cases the first part of 
the sentence has to be negative, so that it contrasts with the positive 
meaning of the part which follows but (cf 13.42): 

She didn't see who M ~ T  the ambassador, but who took him a w A ~ .  
l He didn't save in order to go to school, but in order to buy a car. 

l 

13.15 But cannot link most other subordinate clauses, because such clauses normally 
lie outside the scope of negation (cf 2.55,10.64f), and so cannot contrast with 
the negative implication of the first conjoin: 

?They won't help you ifyou pay them, but ifyou promise to help them in 
return. 

*They didn't stay although they were happy, but although they were bored. 

An example with $clauses, such as the one above, is marginally acceptable 
in a context which enables it to be interpreted as a reformulation of what 
someone has said or implied. Moreover, if the negation is outside the verb 
phrase, but can more easily link adjunct and subjunct clauses, including such 
if-clauses as : 

It might have turned out all right, not ifhe had been more forceful but if 
he had been more tactful. 

On further aspects of the not. . . but construction, cf 13.42. 

(Q Coordinators can link more than two clauses 
13.16 And and or can link more than two clauses, and the construction may then be 

called one of MULTIPLE COORDINATION. All but the final instance of these two 
conjunctions can be omitted. Thus: 

The battery may be disconnected, the connection may be loose, or 
the bulb may be faulty. [ l ]  

is interpreted as : 

The battery may be disconnected, or the connection may be loose, 
or the bulb may be faulty. [21 

In this respect, and and or differ from subordinators and conjuncts. They 
differ even from but, since but semantically speaking can only link two 
conjoins at the same level. While it is possible (though unusual) to construct 
a sentence such as : 

John played football, Mary played tennis, but Alice stayed at  home. [3] 
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such a sentence is interpreted as if the first two clauses had been linked by 
and: 

John played football, and Mary played tennis, but Alice stayed at 
home. [41 

An indefinite number of clauses can be linked by and or or. But there is 
another way in which more than two elements can be combined by 
coordination: one set of coordinate clauses may become the conjoin of a 
higher-level coordinate construction. This is indeed what happens in [4], 
where the coordination by but is at  a higher level than the coordination by 
and. The constituent structure can be conveniently shown by bracketing: 
[[A] and [B]] but [C]. When two different coordinators occur, like this, in the 
same complex construction, structural ambiguities are liable to arise. The 
ambiguity can be demonstrated by different bracketings. For example, in the 
following sentences, [A], [B], and [C] represent three clauses: 

[A] I'll pay for the meal and [B] you pay for the taxi, or [C] 
perhaps I'll pay for both. [S] 

The relationship between the clauses can be represented as follows: 

[[AI and [B11 or [Cl. 

On the other hand, the sentence: 

[A] His parents live in New York and [B] he writes to them from 
time to time or [C] (he) phones them. 161 

can be represented by a bracketing in which [B] and [C] make up a single 
conjoin of and? 

[AI and [[B1 or [Cl]. 

The contrast between [5] and [6] can be also represented by tree diagrams: 

Fig 13.16 1 

Note Punctuation is often used to make clear which is the major constituent structure boundary in 
mixed multiple coordinate constructions such as [5] and [6]. Thus, the potential ambiguity of the 
above two constructions can be eliminated by placing a comma before the main coordinator: 

[[AI and B11, or [Cl; [Al. and [[B1 or lCI1. 
A similar distinction can be made prosodically, by placing a tone-unit boundary before the 
major coordinator, and using additional forms of prosodic emphasis if required. 

Polysyndetic coordination 
13.17 When a construction with and or or has more than two conjoins, the ellipsis 

of all but the last coordinator is customary. Hence 13.16 [l]  above, rather 
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than [2], illustrates the usual pattern. In this way, the insertion of the 
coordinator between two conjoins signals that the last conjoin is about to be 
added. But where a coordinator occurs between each pair of conjoins, eg in 
[A] and [B] and [C], the construction is traditionally termed POLYSYNDETON: 

The wind roared, and the lightning flashed, and the sky was 
suddenly as dark as night. [7] 

Polysyndetic coordination thus contrasts both with asyndetic coordination 
and with ordinary syndetic coordination (c j  13.1). Since it transgresses the 
principle 'reduce where possible' (cf 12,.4), polysyndeton tends to be reserved 
for stylistically marked effects; for example, in [7] above it is used to 
emphasize a dramatic sequence of events, and in 13.16 [2] it suggests (in 
contrast to [l]) that the list of three possibilities may not be complete. 

Note On the use of a punctuation mark as a separator of nonfinal conjoins of multiple coordinate 
constructions, cjApp 111.7-9. 

Coordination-subordination gradient 
13.18 Table 13.18 displays the gradient from the central coordinators and and or to 

subordinators like ifand because, with but,for, and so that on the gradient. 
The conjuncts yet, so, and nor are added to the Table, because, as we have 
seen, they in some respects resemble coordinators. The six features of and 
and or noted in 13.7-17 have provided six criteria used in constructing the 
matrix. If an item satisfies a criterion, this is indicated by a '+' in the 
relevant cell. If it fails to satisfy the criterion, '-'is entered. The combination 
' k' takes care of cases, explained in the previous discussion, where the item 
satisfies the criterion only under certain conditions. The six criteria to be 

. applied to each item are : 

(a) It is immobile in front of its clause. 
(b) A clause beginning with it is sequentially fixed in relation to the previous 

clause, and hence cannot be moved to a position in front of that clause. 
(c) It does not allow a conjunction to precede it. 
(d) It links not only clauses, but predicates and other clause constituents. 
(e) It can link subordinate clauses. 
(f) It can link more than two clauses, and when it does so all but the final 

instance of the linking item can be omitted. 

Table 13.18 Coordination+onjunct-subordination gradients 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) 

coordinators and, or 

but 

conjuncts yet, so, nor 

however, therefore 

subordinators for, so that 

if, because 
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The cross ' X  ' in column (c) records the fact, already noted in 13.11, that 
words like yet, so, and nor, although they allow a preceding coordinator, also 
allow the omission of the coordinator more readily than other conjuncts. In 
other words, they favour asyndeton, and to that extent resemble coordinators 
with respect to column (c) as much as they resemble conjuncts. 

Note [a] When because introduces a disjunct clause (cf8.124, 15.21). it resemblesfir and so that, in 
that the clause which it introduces cannot be moved to initial position in the sentence: 

She PAID for the book, because1 s i w  her. # Because I saw her, she paid for the book. 
This explains the ' f ' in column (b). 
[b] Formany speakers, especially in AmE, nor cannot be preceded by a coordinator. In BrE, the 
combination but nor is somewhat more acceptable than and nor. 

13.19 Although Table 13.18 demonstrates the absence of a clear divide between 
coordinators and other linking items, we can justify the traditional inclusion 
of but among the coordinators and the exclusion of for and so that or yet and 
so by pointing to two facts which distinguish but from these words: (i) it 
behaves like a coordinator with respect to subject ellipsis (cf 13.12 and 
criterion (d) above), and (ii) it resembles coordinators in its ability to link 
two clauses subordinate to the same main clause (criterion (e)). The latter . .. 
potentiality, in particular, reflects its status as a coordinator, in that it links 
constituents at  the same level. By the same criteria, for and so that are shown 
to be subordinators rather than coordinators; and yet they are more 
coordinator-like than the more typical subordinators ifand because. Similarly, 
yet, so, neither, and nor are best treated as conjuncts which are nevertheless 
more coordinator-like than more typical conjuncts such as however and 
therefore. These words which share some of the distinguishing features of 
coordinators may be called seMI-cooRDINAToRs (cf also QUASI-COORDINATORS, 
13.103). j 

Coordination of clauses and of lesser constituents 
13.20 In the above ,comparisons, we have assumed in general that the units to be 

linked are clapses. This has meant ignoring (except with reference to criterion 
(d)) an important distinguishing characteristic of coordinators: that they can 
be used to link elements which are parts of clauses, rather than whole clauses. 
Thus the conjoins in the following examples are adjectives acting respectively 
as subject complement and premodifier: 

The weqther will be cold and cloudy. - col4 and cloudy weather 
The weather will be rainy or changeable. - rainy or changeable weather 
The weather will be warm but windy. - warm but windy weather 
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Tim's squat yet ferocious bulldog could be heard growling on the patio. 
I immediately recognized Sarah's bold ifbarely legible handwriting. 
Martin was inclined to boast about his rich though disreputable 

ancestors. 

(On the concessive use of ifhere, cf 15.40.) 

These concessive items can link not only adjectives, but other clause 
constituents, such as adverbials: 

The admiral walked clumsily, (7' }with dignity. 
though 

Similarly, nor, in its capacity as a correlative conjunction after neither (cf 
13.37), can link constituents such as adjectives or adverbials: 

They were neither able nor willing to provide the necessary capital. 

The gradience and overlap between coordinators, subordinators, and con- 
juncts has not, therefore, been exhausted by Table 13.18. 

We shall note such in-between cases as they arise; but even withcoordination, 
it is sensible to begin with the conjoining .of clauses as the most basic 
construction. This is because in many cases (but by no means all; cf 13.45-6) 
the coordinating of smaller units may be elucidated as an elliptical reduction 
of clause coordination. For example, the coordinating of predications as in: 

Sam has trimmed the hedge and mowed the lawn. 

can be analysed as an elliptical coordination of clauses in which the initial 
subject and operator are repeated: 

Sam has trimmed the hedge, and Sam has mowed the lawn. 

Similarly, the following sentence with verb-phrase coordination: 

I washed and ironed the clothes. 

can be seen as a reduced version of: 

I washed the clothes and I ironed the clothes. 

In this analysis, we can treat ellipsis as a relation of SYSTEMATIC 
CoRREsPoNDENCE in the sense of 2.20, rather than attempting to explain it as 
a process of deriving the reduced construction from the fuller one. 
Nevertheless, it will be helpful to concentrate largely on clause coordination 
in the following sections, 13.22-32, therefore confining our attention to 
COMPOUND SENTENCES as defined in 14.2. It should be noted, however, that 
the semantic relations to be discussed apply to coordination of clause 
constituents, as well as of entire clauses. 

Here again, however, we note that linking words which are not coordinators 
nevertheless resemble coordinators. Certain concessive subordinators and 
conjuncts, in particular, are capable of replacing but in the above types of 
construction : 
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The use of coordinators 

The uses of and 
13.22 And is the coordinator which has the most general meaning and use. The 

only restriction on the use of and as coordinator is the pragmatic one that the 
clauses should have sufficient in common to justify their combination. Thus 
the following is odd simply because it would be difficult to find any connection 
between the content of the clauses: 

The youngsters went off to a dance and the equator is equidistant from 
the two poles. 

In logical terms, and merely conveys (for declarative clauses) that if the whole 
sentence is true, then each of its conjoined clauses is true. But the pragmatic 
implications of the combination vary, according to our presuppositions and 
knowledge of the world. The relation connoted by the link between the two 
or more conjoins can generally be made explicit by the addition of an 
adverbial. By using the term 'connotation', we intend to indicate that the 
relations of meaning between conjoins are not hard and fast: they vary in 
strength, and more than one can coexist in the same occurrence of and. For 
each connotation that we exemplify in the following sections, we insert 
(wherever possible) an adverbial that would make the relationship explicit 
(cf 19.20). For simplicity, we illustrate the connotation with sentences 
containing just two clauses. 

Of the eight types of connotation, in only three - (c), (f), (g) - can the 
sequence of clauses perhaps be reversed without changing the relationship 
between the clauses. Even in these cases, the sequence is rarely random. 

Note Thus the general principle of communicative dynamism (cJ18.3ff) determines that when two 
units are coordinated, the secoqd is placed in focus against the background of the first. 

13.23 (a) The second clause is a CONSEQUENCE or RESULT of the first; ie, the first 
conjoin presents the circumstances (frequently the circumstantial 
backgrourd) enabling the event described in the second conjoin to take 
place. Th? entails that the order of\the clauses also reflects chronological 
sequence :: 

He heard an explosion and he (therefore) phoned the police. 

(b) The second clause is chronologically sequ~wr  to the first, but without 
any implipation of a cause-result relationship: 

I waihed the dishes and (then) I dried them. 

In (a) and (b), the verb of each clause is normaliy dynamic rather than stative. 

Note [a] There can obviously be no implication of chronological sequence if the clauses are given in a 
sequence contrary to chronological order. Thus, if the second clause is tense-marked to indicate 
that its content is prior chronologically, coordination of the two clauses is unacceptable in the 
intended meaning: 

?I dried the dishes and1 had washed them. 
This also applies when there is the additional implication of a cause-result relationship: 

?He phoned the police and he had heard an explosion. 
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Such sequences, however, can be quite acceptable without linking by and: 
He phoned the police; he had heard an explosion. 

As such examples show, parataxis differs from coordination in allowing a relation between two 
clauses whereby thesecond gives the REA~ONO~EXPLANATION for the event described in the first: 

Bader's car dropped out of the race: the engine was overheating. 
[b] The association of attd with chronological sequence does not rule out the possibility that the 
two clauses linked by atrd refer to simultaneous events or states; eg: 

Mother was reading and (at the same time) 1 was having a bath. 
In this case, where the relation of meaning is ADDITIVE (cJ13.27). there would be no diKerence 
of meaning if the clauses were placed in the opposite order: 

I was having a bath andmother was reading. 

13.24 (c) The second clause introduces a CONTRAST: 

Robert is secretive and (in contrast) David is candid. 

(d) The second clause is felt to be surprising in view of the first, so that the 
first clause has a CONCESSIVE force: 

She tried hard and (yet) she failed. 

In both (c) and (d), and could be replaced by but. 

13.25 (e) The first clause is a CONDITION of the second : 

Give me some money and (then) I'll help you escape. [l] 
Let's give him some money and (then) he won't tell anybody - - 

what we did. L21 

The implication of the first sentence is shown by the paraphrase: 

Give me some money. If you give me some money (then) I'll help 
you escape. 

This illustrates a pattern which is usual with the conditional use of and: 
the first clause is a directive and the second clause describes the 
consequence which will ensue if the directive is obeyed. It is not 
necessary, however, for the first clause to be in the imperative mood, or 
for the second clause to contain will or shall. One idiomatic pattern 
consists of two imperatives : 

Go by air, and save time. 
Join the navy and see the world. 

Another pattern is illustrated by the following: 

One more word from you, and I phone the police. [S] 

Here the first clause is verbless, and the second illustrates the dramatically 
'instantaneous' use of the present tense (cf 4.7). 

Like the corresponding conditional use of or (cf 13.30), this use of and 
is associated with certain directive speech acts, such as promises (eg [l]) 
and threats (eg [S]). 

Note [a] Since it is normal for the first clause to retain some directive force, there is no exact 
paraphrase relation between (say) [I] above and the following sentence with an i/-clause: 

If you give me some money, I'll help you escape. 
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On the other hand, there is a proverbial type of sentence in which the imperative clause lacks a 
directive meaning, and where the conditional sentence with ijwould offer a suitable paraphrase: 

Ask me no questions, and I'll tell you no lies. 
Give a dog a bad name, and he'll live up to it. [= 'If you give. . .'] 

[b] A quasi-conditional use of and in prohibitions is illustrated in the slogan: Don't drink arrd 
driw [ = 'If YOU drink, don't drive']; cf 13.48. 

13.26 (f) The second clause makes a point SIMILAR to the first: 

A trade agreement should be no problem, and (similarly) a cultural 
exchange could be easily arranged. 

13.27 (g) The second clause is a 'pure' ADDITION to the first, the only requirement 
being that the two statements are congruent in meaning: 

He has long hair and (also) he often wears jeans. 

(h) Similar to (g) is a sentence in which the second clause adds an appended 
COMMENT on or EXPLANATION of the first: 

They disliked John -and that's not surprising in view of his 
behaviour. 

There's only one thing to do now - and that's to apologize. 

A sentential relative clause, eg: . . . which is not surprising . . . (cf 15.57), 
can replace the second clause here. 

Note In type (h), if the first clause is long, the second is sometimes inserted parenthetically within it. 
Such parenthetical coordination gives the impression of being an ad hoe or unplanned 
interpolation: 

Many studehts at our university - and it is difficult to explain this - reject the proposed 
reforms id university administration. ,.. For a different kihd of  interpolated coordination, cf l3.95fl 

:) i 

3 
m.. 8.0 

I.' I.. 13.28 
The uses of or 
Or introduces an alternative. Logically, in contrast toand(cf 13.22) it conveys 
the meaning (with declarative clauses) that if one of the individual conjoins 

I is true, then the, whole sentence is true. Bpt as withand, there is the pragmatic 
requirement that the contents of the two clauses should have sufficient in 
common to justify their juxtaposition as alternatives. Typically or is 
EXCLUSIVE; that is, it excludes the possibility that both conjoins are true, or 
are to be fulfilled: 

You can sleep on the couch in the lounge or you can go to a hotel. 
l 

The person who makes the above suggestion does not expect the hearer to 
reply 'Thanks, I'll do both'. But even when both alternatives are clearly 
possible, as in : 

You can boil yourself an egg or (else) you can make some sandwiches. 

or is normally interpreted as exclusive. The meaning of or in such cases can 
be strengthened by the conjunct else or alternatively. 

There can also occur, however, an INCLUSIVE interpretation of or, where it 
is implied that both conjoins may be true. This inclusive meaning is clearly 
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signalled where a third clause is added to make it explicit, as in the following 
example : 

You can boil an egg, (or) you can make some sandwiches, or you can 
do both. 

In written varieties of the language where precision is required (eg in official 
instructions), the third possibility can be explicitly included by the com- 
bination of coordinators andlor : 

If the appliance is defective, write directly to the manufacturer andlor 
complain to your local consumer protection service. 

Note The exclusive meaning of  or acquires a specialized use in alternative questions (cf 1 I.ZOf), in 
alternative interrogative clauses introduced by whether or i j  (cf 15.6). and in alternative 
conditional-concessive clauses (cfl5.41). 

13.29 The alternative expressed by or may also be a restatement or a CORRECTIVE 
to what is said in the first conjoin: 

(at least) 
They are enjoying themselves, or they apPi?A~ 

to be enjoying themselves. 

Insuchcases the second conjoin is, or purports to be, added as an afterthought. 
Such constructions are discussed under the heading of INTERPOLATED 
COORDINATION in 13.95ff. 

13.30 In addition to introducing alternatives as indicated above, or may imply a 
NEGATIVE CONDITION. Thus in : 

Give me some money or (else) I'll shoot. 

the implication can be paraphrased by the negative conditional clause: 

Give me some money. Ifyou don't give me some money I'll shoot. 

The conditional use of or is thus the negative analogue of the conditional use 
of and (cf 13.25). Unlike and, however, or typically follows a negative 
imperative clause: 

Don't be too long, or you'll miss the bus. 

In this case, the most appropriate paraphrase with an $clause is positive 
instead of negative: 

. : . if you are too long, you'll miss the bus. 

Another difference between conditional and and conditional or is that the 
latter can readily occur after declarative, as well as imperative clauses: 

They (must have) liked the apartment, or they wouldn't have 
stayed so long. [l1 

Here or may be viewed as the negative counterpart of because used as an 
inferential disjunct (cf 15.21): 
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They (must have) liked the apartment, because they stayed there 
the whole summer. [lal 

The implication of or in [l] can be emphasized by adding the conjunct else 
(cf 8.137, 8.144, 8.146): . . . or else they wouldn't have stayed so long. Or can 
also be replaced by the conjunct otherwise: . . . otherwise they wouldn't have 
stayed so long. 

The negative conditional or and the conditional anddescribed in 13.25 are 
contrastingly related in meaning, as can be seen from the virtual synonymy 
of: 

Make a move, and I'll shoot! 
Don't make a move, or I'll shoot! 

Note As with conditional at~d, the first conjoin with conditional or may be a verbless clause: Your 
nioney or Ishoot. There is even the possibility that both conjoins are verbless: Your money or your 
liJe [= 'Give me your money, or I'll take your life'] (cf 11.53 Note). 

Andin  relation to or 
13.31 Because and and or contrast with one another in meaning, or following a 

negative is in some respects equivalent to and. Thus: 

He doesn't have long hair or wear jeans. [ l]  

is logically equivalent to the combination of two negative statements 'He 
doesn't have long hair AND He doesn't wear jeans'. Conversely: 

He doesn't (both) have long hair and wear jeans. [21 

is logically equivalent to the inclusive disjunction of two negative statements: 
'EITHER He doesn't have long hair OR He doesn't wear jeans (or both)'. The 
reversal of meaning arises because in [l] and 121, the coordinator is within 
the scope of negation (cf 10.64). 

Hence or tends to replace and in contexts which we have called 
NONASSERTIVE (cf 2.53), and more generally in subordinate positions in the 
sentence: \ 

Soldiers who mutinied or deserted were punished by death. 
[= 'Soldiers who mutinied were punished by death, and soldiers who 
deserted were punished by death.'] 

If we complain or demand compensation, nothing happens. 
[= 'If w'e complain nothing happens, and if we demand 
compeAsation nothing happens.'] 

He is good at  painting with watercolours or with oil paints. 

The same replacement takes place following can, may, and other expressions 
of permission or possibility: 

You can go swimming or simply sit on the beach. 
Permission has been granted for the play to be performed in public or 

private theatres. 

In this last sentence, and could be substituted for or without effective change 
of meaning. 
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1 P 
I :, The use of but 

13.32 But expresses a contrast which could usually be alternatively expressed by 
i 
. 

and followed by yet. The contrast may be in the unexpectedness of what is 
said in the second conjoin in view of the content of the first conjoin: 

! 
John is poor, but he is happy. ['. . . and yet he is happy'] 

This sentence implies that his happiness is unexpected in view of his poverty. 
The unexpectedness depends on our presuppositions and our experience of 
the world. It would be reasonable to say: 

John is rich, but he is happy. 

if we considered wealth a source of misery. 
The contrast expressed by but may also be a repudiation in positive terms 

of what has been said or implied by negation in the first conjoin (cf 13.42): 

Jane did not waste her time before the exam, but studied hard 
every evening. [l1 

In such cases the force of but can be emphasized by the conjunct rather or  on 
the contrary (cf 8.137): 

I am not objecting to his morals, but rather to his manners. [21 

With this meaning, but normally does not link two clauses, but two smaller 
constituents; for example, the conjoins are two predicates in [l] and two 
prepositional phrases in [2]. The conjoins cannot be regarded as formed 
simply by ellipsis from two full clauses, since the not in the first clause conjoin 
is repudiated in the second. Thus the expansion of [2] into two full clauses 
must be as follows: 

I am not objecting to his morals, but (rather) I am objecting to his 
manners. 

I 

1 
Correlatives 

13.33 To reinforce or clarify the conjoining function of and, it is frequently possible 
to place the word both in front of the first conjoin: 

He has met (both) her mother and her father. 

Similarly, either can be placed in front of the first conjoin to reinforce or, and 
there is a further correlative pair neither. . . nor: 

He has met (either) her mother or her father. 
He has met neither her mother nor her father. 
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This last construction is equivalent to: 

H e  hasn't met either her mother or her father. 

where either and or are within the scope of negation (cf 13.31). 
These pairs both . . . and, either . . . or, and neither . . . nor are termed 

CORRELATIVES, composed of an endorsing item (cf 13.5) and a coordinator. 
We may add to them two correlatives with but: n o t . .  . but and not only . . . 
but (cf 13.42). Attention will first be given to either . . . or as the most 
straightforward correlative pair. 

Note [a] On correlative subordinators such as ij. . . then, whether . . .or, 614.13 
[b] On the 'misplacing' of the endorsing item, cf13.40. 

Either. . . or 
13.34 Either . . . or emphasizes the EXCLUSIVE meaning of or (cf 13.28): 

Either the room is too small or the piano is too large. 

The conjoins may be complete clauses, as above, or else smaller constituents 
which are.often related by ellipsis to complete clauses: 

You may either [stand up] or [sit down]. 
Either [Sylvia] or [her sister] will be staying with us. 

These sentences illustrate coordinated predications and coordinated subjects 
respectively. , 

Both. . . and 
13.35 Both . . . and emphasizes the ADDITIVE meaning of and(cf 13.27). It separates 

the conjoins and puts them on the same footing, thereby dissociating the 
conjoins from'the consequential or sequent relation (cf 13.23) that might 
otherwise be implied. Contrast: 

David loves Joan and (therefore) wants to marry her. 
David both joves Joan and wants to marry her. '. 

Both . . . and al<o singles out the segregatory meaning of and (cf 13.59-63) 
rather than the combinatory use. Note the difference between: 

David and Joan got divorced. [ie 'from each other'] 
Both David and Joan got divorced. ['so now they can get married'] 

At first sight, both.  . . and appears to stand in the same relationship to and 
as either. . . or does to or. But in fact, both. . . and is not admissible where the 
conjoins are full finite clauses. There must be some kind of ellipsis. Hence, 
while we can have: "'- 

Mary washed the dishes and Peter dried them. 

we cannot have: 

*Both Mary washed the dishes and Peter dried them. 

On the other hand, both can be inserted if the conjoins are predicates or 
predications : 
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Mary both washed the dishes and dried them. 
This new machine will both accelerate the copying process and improve 

the quality of reproduction. 

or if the conjoins are phrases: 

Both Mary and Peter washed the dishes. 
The regulations are both very precise and very detailed. 

Note Both . . . and can be awkward when they coordinate subordinate (finite or nonfinite) clauses, 
especially when those clauses have an overt subject: 

We want someone both who is able and whom we can trust. 
They have asked both for the floor to be repolished and for the lighting to be improved. 

The second of these sentences is less objectionable than the first. 
l 

Nor, neither 
13.36 Nor and neither can be used as negative additive adverbs (cf 8.116) without 

being a correlative pair. They generally presuppose that a previous clause is 
negative either explicitly, as in [l], or implicitly, as in [2] and [3]: 

He did not receive any assistance from the authorities nor did he 
believe their assurance that action would soon be taken. 
(rather formal) [l]  

Many people are only dimly aware of the ways in which the 
environment can be protected. Nor have governments made 
sufficient efforts to educate them. (formal) L21 

All the students were obviously very miserable. Nor were the 
teachers satisfied with the conditions at the school. (formal) [3] 

Notice that nor in these examples is not the equivalent of or plus not, as might 
be thought from its morphological composition. Rather, it is nearer to being 
the equivalent of and plus not (cf 13.31). Thus: 

They never forgave him for the insult, nor could he rid himself of 
feelings of guilt for having spoken that way. (formal) l41 

has much the same meaning as the more informal: 

They never forgave him for the insult, and he could not rid himself 
of feelings of guilt for having spoken that way either. W4 

In all the sentences [l  -41, neither can replace nor without change of meaning. 
For many speakers (cf 13.18 Note [b]) both neither and nor can be linked to 
preceding sentences by andor but: 

They never forgave him for the insult, {$$)} {:F} could he rid 

himself of the feelings of guilt for having spoken in that way. [4b] 

This possibility excludes them from the class of central coordinators (cf 
13.10, 13.19). Moreover, as the above examples show, neither and nor require 
subject-operator inversion when they introduce a clause, a feature which 
they share with negative adjuncts such as never and nowhere when they occur 
initially (cf 18.24). 
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On the other hand, by the criteria of meaning (and + not), of immobility, 
and susceptibility to asyndetic use (cf 13.1 l), neither and nor show themselves 
to be among that class of linking adverbs which most resemble coordinators. 

Note In a formal and elevated style nor can be used where there is no negative implication at all in the 
first clause: 

This unique product carries a brand name that represents an entire country; nor is this an 
accident. [='and this is no accident'] 

The correlatives neither. . . nor 
13.37 When neither . . . nor constitutes a correlative pair, on the other hand, nor 

functions as a central coordinator, like and and or, and neither as an endorsing 
item, like both and either. For example, the coordinated predicates of: 

David loves Joan and wants to marry her. 

can be negated either by adding the negator not in each predicate: 

David doesn't love Joan, and (so) doesn't want to marry her. [ l]  

or by substituting the correlatives neither. . . nor: 

David neither loves Joan, nor wants to marry her. [ a  

Whereas [l], however, tends to connote a consequential relation between the 
clauses, the correlatives in [2] emphasize that the negation applies to both 
conjoins. Correlative neither is mobile, its position reflecting the scope of 
negation (cf 10.63): 

Sam neitier [has long hair], nor [wears jeans]. 
Mary wai neither [happy] nor [sad]. 
Neither [peter] nor [his wife] wanted the responsibility. 

The same restriction applies to neither. . . nor as to both . . . and (cf 13.35); 
these correlatives cannot be used to negate whole clauses, as in: 

*Neither Pefer wanted the responsibility, nor his wife did. 
I 

Note The correlative neither . . . nor, being the negative counterpart of both . . . and, conveys a 
correspondingly additive meaning. Thus the use of and for other than additive purpose (eg to 
express a contrast or a condition; c/ 13.24-5) has no parallel in neither. . . nor. 

A 'mixed' copstruction with neither. . . nor 
13.38 In 13.36-7 we1 have discussed neither and nor first as additive adverbs and 

second as correlative coordinators. These two grammatical roles are in 
principle quite distinct, but in practice are often superficially similar. It is 
not surprising that there exists a 'mixed' construction, in which neither and 
nor behave like additive adverbs, but are at the same time correlative, and 
have the 'segregatoryl meaning associated with both. . . and (cf 13.59ff): 

Sam neither has long hair, nor does he wear jeans. 
Mary was neither happy, nor was she sad. 

?Peter neither wanted the responsibility, nor did his wife. 
They have neither replied to my letters, nor have they answered my 

telephone calls. 
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Here, neither appears in a medial adverbial position in the first clause, and 
nor appears in initial position in the second clause, followed by subject- 
operator inversion. The meaning of this construction is the same as that of 
the corresponding construction with correlative coordination (cf 13.37). But 
the units which follow them in each clause are not equivalent, as one would 
expect them to be if this were a construction of coordination. This is clear 
when square brackets are inserted in the examples above, enclosing putative 
conjoins: 

Sam neither [has long hair], nor [does he wear jeans]. 

Careful users of the language may indeed prefer to recast such a sentence in 
accordance with the principles outlined in 13.40: 

Sam neither [has long hair], nor [wears jeans]. 

Restrictions on correlatives 
13.39 According to a didactic tradition, the use of correlative coordinators is 

unacceptable when there are three or more conjoins: 

?We are both willing, able, and ready to carry out the survey. [l1 
?Either the Minister, or the Under-secretary, or the Permanent 

Secretary will attend the meeting. l21 
?Tompkins has neither the personality, the energy, nor the 

experience to win this election. 131 
(This restriction is felt especially strongly in the case of both.) Both, either, 
and neither (like whether; cf 15.6) are all historically associated with dual 
constructions, and these words have dual meaning when they occur as 
determiners in noun phrases (cf 6.50, 6.61, 6.62). The parallel between 
examples such as the following suggests that the initial word in [41 is in fact a 
determiner just as it is in [5]: 

Both { her mother and her father 
her parents 

But both cannot be classed as a determiner in sentences where the conjoins 
are not noun phrases: 

He is a well-known writer both in Britain and on the Continent. 

It is perhaps understandable, then, that the use of correlatives with more 
than two conjoins is judged if anything a more obvious stylistic 'fault' in [6], 
where the conjoins are noun phrases, than in [l], where they are not: 

?*Both her mother, her father, and her brother are still alive. 161 
Although commonly stigmatized, multiple correlatives such as [l  -31 can add 
clarity to constructions whose complexity might otherwise cause confusion. 
For this reason, such constructions are sometimes used even in careful 
written English, eg in the rubric of an examination paper: 

Candidates are required to answer EITHER Question 1 OR Question 2 OR 
Questions 3 and 4. 
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13.40 Grammatical tradition also holds that correlative coordinators should 
introduce constituents of equivalent function and status. (This reflects a 
general constraint that the conjoins of a coordinate construction must be 
equivalent; cf 13.88.) Hence in written English [la] is preferred to [Ib], and 
[2a] to  [2b]: 

?Evelyn is either [stupid], or [pretends that she is]. [lal 
Either [Evelyn is stupid], or [she pretends that she is]. [Ibl 

?I admire both [the drawings of Rembrandt] and [of Rubens]. [2al 
I admire both [the drawings of Rembrandt] and [those of Rubens]. [2b] 

The bracketed portions of the above sentences are the conjoins which are 
marked off by the correlatives. The conjoins are comparable units in [lb] 
(where they are whole clauses) and [2b] (where they are noun phrases), but 
not in [la] and [2al. 

With both . . . and and either . . . or, the constraint that the conjoins 
delimited by the correlatives should be constituents of the same kind of status 
is frequently violated in speech, but is generally observed in careful written 
English. With neither . . . nor, as we saw in 13.37J the constraint is more 
frequently ignored, because there is a tendency to treat nor as an adverb (with 
subject-operator inversion; cf 18.24) rather than as a coordinator. 

13.41 A further restriction on correlatives is that the first correlative word both, 
either, etc can occur only at  a point which is the beginning of a phrase. Hence 
in the following examples, the [a] sentence is acceptable, whereas the [b] 
sentence is not': 

I 

The building is both [very old] and [very decrepit]. [lal 
*The buildi,ng is very both [old] and [decrepit]. [ lbl  

The car's disappointing performance is due to either [faulty 
steering] or [faulty suspension]. [2al 

*The car's d'sappointing performance is due to faulty either 
[steeringior [suspension]. \ [2bl 

(Again the conjoins are marked by square brackets.) The unacceptable 
feature of [Ib] and [2b] is the placement of the initial coordinator between 
the modifier and the head, rather than at  the beginning of the phrase. To 
avoid this, we can place (as in [la] and [2a]) the coordinator in front of the 
modifier, and ifpeat the modifier in the second conjoin. This restriction 
means that the ambiguity of old men and women (cf 13.67) cannot occur with 
a correlative such as both . . . and. 

Not (only) . ... but 
13.42 The negator notln't or the combination notln't only may be correlative with a 

following but : 

He didn't come to help, but to hinder us. 
They not only broke into his office and stole his books, but (they) (also) 

tore up his manuscripts. 
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The repudiatory meaning of norln't . . . but has already been noted (cf 13.32). 
The meaning of not only . . . but is essentially additive, like that of both . . . 
and: it distinguishes rather than equates the conjoins, forcing us to look a t  
the first conjoin as 'given' ground. But with nor only . . . but the emphasis is 
greater, suggesting that the content of the first clause is surprising, and that 
that of the second clause, often reinforced by an adverb such as also or even, 
is still more surprising. what particularly makes these combinations resemble 
correlatives is the ovtion of moving the negative particle out of its normal 
position following the operator, soas  to mark thd parallelism between the 
two conjoins: 

Not [Henry], but [his wife] is the owner. [ l ]  
He came not [to help], but [to hinder us]. L21 
Not only [did they break into his,office and steal his books], but 

[they also tore up his manuscripts]. L31 

The more dramatic effect achieved by positioning not only initially, with 
subject-operator inversion (cf 18.24), is illustrated by [3], where the two 
conjoins are entire clauses. 

Note [a] The nor. . . but . . . construction frequently occurs in a cleft sentence (cf 18.26fl): It isn't the 
players, but the supporters, that are responsibleforfootbol hooliganism. 
[b] The correlatives (just) a s .  . . so, which have an emphatic effect similar to that of not only. . . 
but (olso), are correlative suboidinators rather than correlative coordinators (cf 14.13): 

Just as they must put aside their prejudices, so we must be prepared to accept their good 
faith. 

Cfalso the correlatives rother. . . than and nor so much. . . OS (13.103, 15.52). 
[c] Once not is moved out of its post-operator position, as in [l-31 above, it cannot of course 
occur in its enclitic form. 
[d] There is a type of repudiatory coordination and not . . . in which the relation between the 
clauses is the reverse of that of not. . . but described above : He came to help, and not to hinder us. 
In this type, where the negative occurs in the second conjoin, a repudiatory force can also be 
expressed asyndetically, by omitting the coordinator: He came to help. not to hinder us. 

Coordination of clause constituents 

13.43 Although we regarded the clause as the most appropriate unit to start with in 
considering the use of coordinators (cf 13.20), the exemplification of 
correlative; in 13.33-42 has shown that the conjoins of g coordinate 
construction in many instances are, and in some instances have to be, smaller 
than a clause. In the following sections we deal in detail with single clauses 
or clause constituents which may be coordinated by means of and, or, or but. 
We will call this usual kind of coordination SIMPLE COORDINATION, and will 
distinguish it from less straightforward and less common types of coordina- 
tion, viz COMPLEX COORDINATION or coordination of groups of constituents (cf 
13.90-93), and APPENDED COORDINATION (cf 13.94). For the purpose of simple 
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coordination, a conjoin may be any constituent such as a predicate, a 
predication, a phrase, or a word. The important point, however, is that the 
conjoins of each construction are parallel to one another in meaning, 
function, and also (generally) in form (cf 2.12). 

Ellipsis and simple coordination 
13.44 There are two different ways of examining simple coordination of clause 

constituents. On the one hand, we may examine aconstruction as an elliptical 
version of clause coordination, noting what elements are ellipted; and on the 
other hand, we may examine the construction in terms of the conjoins 
themselves- viz the elements which are left intact. These two different 
approaches are reflected in different principles of analysis. For example, the 
coordinate construction in : 

They have already [finished their work] and A [gone home]. 111 

can be viewed as a clause coordination in which a subject, operator, and 
adverbial have been ellipted; or it can be viewed as a single clause containing 
two coordinate predications. For simple coordination (though less so for 
other kinds of coordination) there are advantages in adopting the latter 
method as the major one (cf especially 13.47, 13.60). Thus in [ l ]  we shall be 
interested in the fact that the conjoins (marked here, and in subsequent 
examples, by square brackets) are predications, and less interested in what 
elements have been omitted at  the point marked by the symbol .. 

Note 

l. 

1.1 
t'.. 

We regard ellipsis gs a relation of systematic correspondence (c/ 2.20) between sentences. We 
therefore do not consider the explanations of [ l]  in termsof ellipsis and in terms of coordination 
of clause constituehts as in competition with one another. Rather, they are complementary 
accounts: one focusing on sentence structure, and the other on intersentential relations (cf 2.20, 
2.46). 

Limits of ellipsis 
Not all cases of coordination can be explained in terms of ellipsis. Although 
[l]  in 13.44 could, be expanded into: ,. 

They have already finished their work and they have already gone . - 
a.. 

...l home. : 114 

.... 
m-. 

a similar expansion could not be attempted for such cases as: 

Many youn wives [go to work] and [put their children in a 
play grou jl. [21 

I have never grown [apples] or [pears]. 131 
The national flag of Japan is [red] and [white]. 141 
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I have never grown apples or I have never grown pears. [a] 

The lack of synonymy, in these two examples, can be explained in terms of 
scope (cf 2.55ff): the scope of the quantifier many includes and in [2] but not 
in 171; similarly, the scope of the negative word never includes or in [3] but 
not in [S]. 

It is for a semantic reason, too, that [4] cannot be regarded as a reduction 
of the self-contradictory sentence: 

*The national flag of Japan is red, and the national flag of Japan is 
white. [g] 

On the other hand, it is grammatical concord that prevents the expansion of 
[5] into: 

*My sister live in Texas and her husband live in Texas. 1101 

13.46 The last example in 13.45 is a reminder that two or more singular noun 
phrases, when coordinated by and, become plural, and therefore require 
concord with a plural verb (cf 10.37). With [6] in 13.45 above, the difficulty 
of the explanation of coordination by ellipsis is compounded: not only does 
grammatical concord fail in the unelliptical version [6a], but also the 
reciprocal pronoun each other cannot make sense in the absence of a plural 
noun phrase : 

*Your house are similar (to each other), and mine are similar (to 
each other). [6al 

This nonsensical sentence also illustrates the more general point that, in 

l 
addition to each other, there is a whole range of expressions (be similar, be 

l different, be the same, be in love, play chess, get married, etc) which, when 
predicated of a noun phrase coordinated by and, can be interpreted in a 
reciprocal or symmetric manner (cf 13.60): 

1 Margot and Dennis are in love. [l 11 
I 

l 
Thus in one obvious interpretation, [ l  l ]  expresses a mutual relation ('. . . in 
love with each other') which is not suggested by the sentence: 

Margot is in love and Dennis is in love. [l21 

We return to such differences under the heading of combinatory and 
segregatory coordination (cf 13.59-63), but for the present we simply note 
the problems of concord, meaning, and scope that arise when a general 
attempt is made to interpret constituent coordination in terms of ellipsis. 

[My sister] and [her husband] live in Texas. 151 I( I " t 
: ; Semantic implications of constituent coordination 

[Your house] and [mine] are similar (to each other). L61 > ,  
:G 13.47 These observations, and others, may be looked at from the opposite point of 

In the first place, [2] cannot be seen as an elliptical version of: ,; view - as evidence in favour of regarding simple coordination as what it 
d ,  appears to be on the surface - viz as a formation of a compound unit which 

Many young wives go to work, and many young wives put their is functionally analogous to each of its conjoined members. To understand 
children in a playgroup. L71 the verb phrase coordination of Peter washed and dried the dishes, for example, 

since [2] has a different meaning from 171. The same applies if we try to we do not have to postulate a rather complex ellipsis of the object in the first 
expand [3] to: clause and the subject in the second: 
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Peter washed (the dishes) and (Peter) dried the dishes. 

but instead can treat washed and dried in [l]  below as a verb element 
functionally comparable to washed in [2] and dried in [3]: 

Subject Verb Object 

Peter washed and dried the dishes 
Peter washed the dishes 
Peter dried the dishes 

This analysis is strengthened by the fact that in [l]  washed and dried is 
typically interpreted as a single combined activity (What are you doing to the 
dishes? I'm washing and drying them), rather than as two separate activities. 

A further example, this time of verb-words coordinated to form a single 
verb phrase of complex construction, shows the same principle at work at  a 
lower level in the hierarchy of grammatical units: 

Adam is checking and revising his manuscript. [41 

There is, in other words, a close correspondence between the structural 
aspect of coordination and the semantic aspect which accompanies it. This 
matching of meaning to form applies more strikingly in cases where the 
difference of meaning between clause coordination and constituent coordi- 
nation is more obvious, as in questions with coordinated predications: 

Did Peter [tell lies] and [hurt his friends]? 

This is a single question about two events in combination; but: 

[Did pet& tell lies], and [did he hurt his friends]? 

is interpreted 6s two separate questions. Similarly: 

Did ~ o h i  [break the window] but [refuse to pay for it]? 

is a single question about John's past behaviour, which may be answered yes 
or no. But in this case a corresponding example of clause coordination would 
be impossible, because there is no intelligible way in which but can serve as 
a link between kwo questions: \ 

*Did John break the window, but did he refuse to pay for it? 

This difference may be explained in terms of the scope of interrogation (cf 
2.55). 

i 
Note In similar questions containing or, there is an ambiguity, signalled by intonation, between 

interpretation as an ordinary yes-no question and as an alternative question (cfll.20-21): 
Did you [play football] or [go for a WALK]? 
Did you [play ~b~bal l ]or[go  fora WALK]? 

Only in the lattercase can the sentence be expanded into a coordination of two complete clauses: 
[Did you play rt~orball] or [did you go for a WALK]? 

13.48 There is a similar implication of combined process when the two conjoined 
predications are within the scope of negation (cf 13.45). For example: 

' ; l  This is a denial of the statement: 

' ! John [broke the window] but [refused to pay for it]. L21 

As a negation of a combined process, [ l]  could evoke the retort Yes, he did. 
On the other hand, two separate processes are expressed by the clause and 
predicate coordinations of [3] and [4], and the scope of negation in the first 
conjoin does not extend to the second conjoin: 

John didn't break the window, but he offered to pay for it. C31 
John didn't break the window, but he refused to pay for it. 141 

[= 'The claim is not that John broke the window, but that he 
refused to pay for its repair.'] 

Clearly [4] cannot be regarded as a semantically-equivalent unreduced 
version of [l]. 

There is a similar effect of negation in the slogan Don't drink and drive, the 
force of which is not to forbid either activity, but only to forbid both in 
combination. This directive therefore has a different meaning from the more 
severe prohibition: Don't drink and don't drive. 

13.49 There is no doubt that ellipsis is important to the understanding of 
coordination, particularly with respect to meaning and style. But in the first 
instance, there is more to be gained from a purely structural view of 
coordination. This means that we regard coordination as a type of linkage 
whereby the resulting CONJOINT construction is equivalent, structurally 
speaking, to each of its members. For example, a noun phrase may act a s  
subject of a clause; and likewise, a coordinated construction (or CONJOINT 
NOUN PHRASE) whose conjoins are noun phrases may also act as subject. 
Equally, if an adjective may act as head of an adjective phrase, then a 
coordinated construction whose conjoins are adjectives may also act as head 
of an adjective phrase. In more formulaic terms: 

If [A], [B], . . . are conjoins of the conjoint construction X, then any 
structural function which may be taken individually by [A] or [B] or 
. . may also be taken by X. 

This generalization applies to all cases of simple coordination, and after 
slight extension will also apply to other cases of coordination. 

. L 

' ;? 
, I 

Note [a] The generalization above should not be understood to deny that the privilege of occurrence 

!I of X may be different from those of[A], [B], . . . wlth regard to concord; eg [A] may be singular, 

l 
and X may be plural, as m [John] ond[Mary] arefriends ( g 1  3.46) 
[b] Apart from coordination, there are other types of construction for whlch the whole 

\ constmction has the same privilege of occurrence as its members; eg some types of apposition 
(cf 17.6Sf): 

S !, We have been invited to meet the Pr~ncrpal, Mrs Joyce. 

John ~ i ~ n ' t  [break the window] but [refuse to pay for it]. [ l]  
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Types of simple coordination 

Coordination of clauses 
13.50 We have already illustrated the coordination of complete independent 

clauses: 

[The winter had come at last], and [snow lay thick on the ground]. 
[Who are you], and [where do you live]? 
[Have a look at the engine], but [don't take it to pieces]. 

Dependent clauses may also be coordinated, so long as they belong to the 
same function class: 

If you pass the examination and (if) no one else applies, you are 
bound to get the job. 
[COORDINATE ADVERBIAL CLAUSES] [l]  

The Minister believes that the economy is improving, and (that) 
unemployment will soon decrease. 
[COORD~NATE NOMINAL THA T-CLAUSES] L21 

I didn't know who she was, or what she wanted. 
[COORDINATE NOMINAL WH-CLAUSES] 

Someone who knows the area, but whose home is outside it, is more 
likely to be a successful representative. 
[COORDINATE RELATIVE CLAUSES] [4] 

In [l -21, therepetition of tlie introductory subordinator could be avoided by 
ellipsis of the,second subordinator. However, against the principle of 'reduce 
where possible' must be set the opposite tendency to avoid ellipsis where it 
leads to ambiguity. It is more likely that the second ifwould be omitted in [l] 
than the secohd that in [21, because in [2] the sentence would be ambiguous, 
the second conjoin. . . and unemployment willsoon decrease being interpretable 
as a main clause. 

Nonfinite dependent clauses (cf 14.6-8) may also be coordinated: 

I've asked him to come this evening:or (to)phone us tomorrow. 
[COORD~NATE TO-INFINITIVE CLAUSES] 151 

Samantha is fond of working at night and getting up late 
in the morning. 
[COORDINATE -ING PARTICIPLE CLAUSES] [61 

All the villagers helped to rebuild the houses damaged by the storm 
or waded away by thefloods. 
[COORDINATE -ED PARTICIPLE CLAUSES] 171 

Again, if the initial subordinating word (such as the to in [5]) is common to 
both clauses, it may be omitted in the second and subsequent occurrences. A 
final category to bd illustrated is that of coordinate verbless clauses (cf 14.9, 
15.60): 

With George ill and (with) the children at home, Jenny is finding life 
very difficult. 
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13.51 As noted earlier (cf 13.47, 13.49), the members of coordinate constructions 
tend to be parallel both in their structure and in their meaning. It is therefore 
quite usual for coordinate subordinate clauses to belong to the same semantic 
as well as functional category, or to share the same subordinator (as in [ I  - 
21). Conversely, it is unusual for adverbial clauses to be coordinated if they 
belong to different categories, such as those of time and place (cJ8.28). The 
following are therefore unusual: 

In order that you may submit a claim ~vithout delay and because you did 
not receive theform we sent earlier, I suggest that you write again 
giving the fullest details. 

The book will be dispatched as soon as thepayment is received and unless 
the order is cancelled. 

When the pale sun rose briefly over the horizon, and wherever they looked, 
the desert of ice seemed to stretch out to infinity. 

A preferred construction in the last case would be one in which the two 
clauses functioned as adverbials of the same clause, but in different positions, 
and without being coordinated: 

When the pale sun rose briefly over the horizon, the desert of ice seemed to 
stretch out to infinity wherever they looked. 

On theother hand wh-clauses introduced by different wh-words, such as those 
of 13.50 [3], can be coordinated with relative ease. 

It is scarcely acceptable for different types of nonfinite clause to be 
coordinated, or for finite dependent clauses to be coordinated with nonfinite 
clauses, even where there is a strong semantic affinity between the two 
clauses. Occasional examples such as the following occur: 

The empress, nearing her death and surrounded by doctors and 
necromancers, was no longer in control of her ministers. 

The curfew bell rang a t  sunset every evening, to warn the citizens that it 
was time for bed, and so that secret defensive measures could be taken by 
the army. 

But it seems impossible, for example, to coordinate a nominal infinitive with 
an -ing clause: 

*George likes going to the races and to bet on rhe horses. 

Nor is it normal to coordinate a postmodifying relative clause with a post- 
modifying nonfinite clause: 

?Charles was longing to talk to the girl sitting in the corner and who had 
smiled at him. 

Instead of such hybrid coordinations, means have to be found to preserve 
equivalence of both the form and function of the conjoins: 

Charles was longing to talk to the girl who wassitting in the corner and 
who had smiled at him. 

or else we have to juxtapose the modifiers without coordination, thus 
including the first modifier in the scope of the second: 
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Charles was longing to talk to the girl sitting in the corner who had smiled : 
at him.(= [[the girl sitting in the corner] who had smiled at him]) 

Note [a] When clauses are wnjoined, the noninitial conjoins often contain general ellipsis of the 
kinds dealt with in 12.59-65: 

[Bob seemed angry], and [Eva certainly was .l. 
[Mary's parents did their best to protect her], but [[she wished that they wouldn't .l, and 

[finally she asked them not to .]l. 
This does not affect the status of the conjoins as clauses (c/ also appended coordination, 13.94). 
[b] O n  the coordination of subordinators (ifand when, when and where, etc) cf 13.83. 

Coordination of predicates 
13.52 In coordination of predicates (cf2.47), which is very common, the conjoined 

predicates may be described as sharing the same subject: 

Peter ate the fruit and drank the beer. [l] 
I send you m y  very best wishes, and look forward to our next 

meeting. 121 
Margaret is ill, but will soon recover. [31 

The predicates may, of course, have varied structures in terms of clause 
elements. For example, [l] and [2] have structures which can be represented 
as follows : 

Such sentences may be seen as elliptical alternatives to coordinated clauses, 
for example :, 

Peter ate thefruit, and Peterthe drank the beer. [ W  

But, on the +hole, repetition of the subject is avoided where possible. In 
other cases (cf 13.45f), no elliptical explanation of the sentence is possible: 

Two youhg men ate the fruit and (also) drank the beer. L41 
[# Two young men ate the fruit, and two young men drank the beer] 

This is because for coordination of two predicates to take place, the subject 
of the one preqicate must be coreferential with the subject of the other. Thus 
[4] is synonynious with the sentence which differs from it only in that a 
coreferential they is inserted before the second verb: 

Two young men ate the fruit and they (also) drank the beer. M4 

Note [a] I t  is common to insert a comma (or other punctuation) before the coordinator in conjoined 
~lauses, but it is I uch less common to insert a comma before the cwrdinator in conjoined 
predicates. Henck;;] above is written with no comma, whereas in [La] the comma, is inserted. 
(The commas inserted in 121 and [3l are optional; cjApp III.7.) This characteristic difference is 
one sign of the greatercohesivenessof the coordinated predi~ate: something which accords with 
the view that the major constituent boundary in such cases is betwcen the subject and a vonjoint 
predicate, rather than between the end of one clause and the beginning of another. Putting it 
more simply, we may say that in [la] there arc two clauses, while in [I] there isoneclause with a 
conjoint predicate; this is shown in Fig 13.52 opposite. This cor)stituent-structure account of 
predicate coordination does not, of course, prevent the postulation of ellipsis where criteria (cf 
12.32-38) of ellipsis apply; cf 13.44 Note. 
[bl The distinction between coordinate predicates and other coordinate constructions is 
sometimes neutralized. In the coordination of imperative clauses, eg: Sit down and listen to this, 

I Clause [ l a l  

t 
[ l1 A 
Subject Pred~ca te  and Pred~ca te  and 

1 Fig 13 52 
Subject Pred~ca te  Subject Predicate 

where there is no overt subject, this construction wuld be equally described as a coordination 
either of clauses or of predicates. (Contrast the imperative with a subject: You sit down and listen 
(to this) is likely to be one clause with coordinate predicates, whereas Sit down andjust you listen 
(to this) has to be two coordinate clauses.) In Mary skippedandjunrped, on the other hand. there 
is a different type of neutralization: this example wuld be analysed as containing two conjoined 
predicates, skipped and jumped, or alternatively as containing a single predicate (skipped and 
jumped) within which two verb phrases are conjoined. Yet a third possibility is that skipped and 
jumped is a single verb phrase, within which the main verbs are conjoined. Similar alternative 
analyses arise with coordination in relation to the scope of adverbials (cj13.54-5). 

i i 
, l  

Coordination of predications 

> l  
13.53 Coordination of predications (cf 2.48), as of predicates, is very common, and 

I often involves ellipsis. Consider the following examples: 

Most people will have read the book or seen thefilm. [ l ]  
They should have washed the dishes, dried them, and put them in 

I the cupboard. [2] 
' $ 1  You must take the course and pass the examination. D] 

I They were married in 1960, but divorced in 1970. l41 
I 
I 

Are you working or on holiday? 151 
Why couldn't she havefinished work late and still be travellinghame? [6] 

In all cases it is possible to regard the auxiliary or auxiliaries preceding the 
predication as ellipted. Thus [l], although we cannot regard it as equivalent 
to two coordinated clauses, can be regarded as an ellipted version of predicate 
coordination: 

l ,i Most people will have read the book or ((will) have) seen the film. [la] 
! 

i' As with predicate coordination itself, however, the most reduced form of the 
sentence will tend to be preferred; hence the omission of will have will be 
preferred in [la]. As [2] shows, more than one auxiliary can be ellipted in the 
second and subsequent conjoins; and as [6] shows, it is also possible (though 
rare) for the coordinated predications to contain auxiliaries. What is not 

' possible, however, is the omission of a repeated operator combined with the 

1 realization of a repeated or coreferential subject: 

*You must take the course and you A pass the examination. 
*Are you working or ,,you on holiday? 

F This would no longer be a case of simple coordination, since the conjoins 
would consist of two separate constituents which are not coconstituents of a 
larger constituent: viz subject and predication (cf 13.90f). 

l Note [a] For the same reason, 11 1s not poss~ble for the second of two repedted duxll~ar~es to be ell~pted ! wlthout the e l l~ps~s  of the first 
E 
i 

'Most people will have read the book or wlll seen the film 
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[bl As with coordinate clauses, so with coordinate predicates and predications, general ellipsis 
(c/ 12.43) often occurs in a second or subsequent conjoin of the construction. In the following. 
for example, the head of the object noun phrase is ellipted in the second predication: 

We wanted fried fish, but were unfortunately given boiled .. 
And in the following, medial ellipsis (cf12.62)occurs in the second conjoin: 

My brother is using his car this morning, and will be . again this afternoon. 

Coordination and the scope of adverbials 
13.54 In the typesofcoordination we have discussed, adverbials, as more peripheral 

elements of the clause (cf 2.13), often stand outside the structure of 
coordination : 

Yesterday [the sun was very warm] and [the ice melted]. [ l ]  
Although this example can reasonably be called coordination of clauses, the 
initial adverbial actually stands outside the two conjoins, and its meaning 
applies simultaneously to both of them. The structure of this sentence may 
be represented: A [S V C ]  f [S V]. Just as in 13.45 and 13.47 we noted that 
coordination could take place within the scope of interrogation and negation, 
so here we may say that the two conjoins are within the scope of the adverbial 
yesterday. The role of yesterday in [l] is therefore rather different from that 
which it has in the following: 

[Yesterday the sun was very warm] and [during the morning the 
ice melted]. [21 

[Yesterday the sun was very warm] and [the ice has melted]. L31 
In [2], the appearanceof an adverbial of the same semantic class in the second 
clause limits the scope of the first adverbial. In [3], for reasons of tense and 
aspect (cf 4.231, yesterday cannot apply to the second clause, and so it is 
restricted to ttie first conjoin. The formulae for these two examples are: 

There is godd reason for saying that in a clause with an initial adverbial, 
as in Yesterday the sun was very warm, the whole of the clause including and 
following the subject is in the scope of the adverbial. This is partly on 
semantic grou 'ds, and partly on grounds of punctuation and prosody: it is 9 notable that if ai prosodic or punctuation.boundary occurs in such a clause, it 
will normally be located between the adverbial and the rest of the clause. The 
remainder of the clause, which thereby becomes a constituent in its own right 
(rather than a sequence of subject and predicate), may be termed the KERNEL 
of the clause. The type of coordination illustrated by [l]  is classified as a 
coordination of two clause kernels. It is less common for a coordinate 
construction to bome within the scope of a final adverbial; eg the analysis of: 

The train arrived and we met our guests on time. L41 
would be [S V] + [S V 0 A] (where on time applies only to the second clause), 
rather than [S V] + [S V 0 ]  A. 

Note The second interpretation of [41 could be obtained, however, if the sentence were a case of 
interpolated coordination (cf' 13.95-7). with intonational or punctuational separation of the 
second conjoin: 

The train ~ I R ~ V E D ,  and we met our G~JESTS, on T ~ M E .  

?X 

$ 13.55 It is more usual, however, for a coordinate construction to be within the 
1 r 
1'1 

scope of adverbials where the conjoins are predicates or predications; eg: 

Unfortunately we [missed the train] and [had to wait six hours]. [ l]  
The guests were [walking], [talking], and [drinking wine] in the 

garden. 121 

In [l], an example of predicate coordination, both the missing of the train 
and the long wait are regarded as unfortunate; and in [2], an example of 
predication coordination, all three activities are assumed to take place in the 
garden. (There is another possible interpretation of [2], however, whereby 
only the wine-drinking takes place in the garden.) 

In the following more complex example of predicate coordination, the 
coordination takes place within the scope of three adverbials; one in initial, 
one in medial, and one in final position: 

In those days they often used to [shoot the birds], [bring them 
home], [cook them] and [eat them] on a single day. 131 

Although the scope of the adverbial on a single day is ambiguous here, 
perhaps the more likely interpretation is the one in which it applies to all 
four actions, as shown by the square brackets. But it is clear that the initial 
time adverbial has within its scope the whole of the rest of the sentence, and 
that ofren includes within its scope the whole of the predicate which follows 
it. Therefore a representation of the more likely interpretation of this 
sentence, with square brackets marking scope relations as well as the 
individual conjoins, is as follows: 

In those days they [often used to [[shoot, the birds,] [bring them home,] 
[cook them] and [eat them] on a single day]]. 

For an example of this complexity, it is obvious that no postulated elliptical 
conjoins could lead to a plausible correspondence with clause coordination: 

?In those days they often used to shoot the birds on a single day, 
in those days they often used to bring them home on a single day, 
in those days they often used to cook them on a single day, and 
in those days they often used to eat them on a single day. 

I I Coordination of noun phrases and their constituents 
l 

m I 
I Noun phrase coordination 

13.56 In all positions where a nounphraseoccurs(egas subject, object, complement) 
there is also the possibility of a conjunction of two or more noun phrases, 
making up a CONJOINT noun phrase (cf 2.10,13.49): 

[Some of the staff], and [all of the students,] have voted for these 
changes. [SUBJECT] 

On this farm, they keep [cows,] [sheep,] [pigs,] and [a few 
chickens.] [OBJECT] 

Lucy Godwin is [a well-known broadcaster] and [winner of the Novelist 
of the Year Award for 19781. [SUBJECT COMPLEMENT] 
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The plan was opposed by [Frederick,] [Mary,] and 
[me]. [PREPOSITIONAL COMPLEMENT] 

Jane plays three instruments: [the piano,] [the viola,] and [the French 
horn]. [NOUN PHRASES IN APPOSITION] 

These examples show how the conjoined noun phrases may be simple or 
complex, and may have a noun or a pronoun as their head. In fact, the 
structural possibilities of the conjoins are the same as for individual noun 
phrases (cf 2.25). One of the implications of this is that noun phrases in 
coordination may contain general ellipsis of the kinds discussed in 12.54-58. 
The first conjoin will often contain the antecedent for ellipsis in subsequent 
conjoins : 

Which do you prefer: [the red dress,] [the green ,,l or [the white .l? 
It's [the longest single-span bridge in this country,] and [the second 

longest A in the world]. 
That must be either [John's writing] or [Bridget's .l. : 

There's little to choose between [that method] and [the other .l. 

Note [a] When one of the conjoins is a personal pronoun, it is considered polite to follow the order of 
placing 2nd person pronouns first, and (more importantly) 1st person pronouns last: Jill and I 
(not I and Jill); you and JiN, (not Jillandyou), you, Jill, or me (not me, you, or JilO, etc. 
[b] A complication arises if any of the coordinated noun phrases exemplified above is ac- 
companied by one or more adverbials; eg: 

occasionolly, 
Jane plays three instruments: the piano, the viola, and 

We can then no longer, strictly speaking, talk of noun phrase coordination; rather, this falls into 
a category of complex coordination to be discussed in 13.903: 

But as a noun Bhrase coordinator 
13.57 The use of but as a coordinator between noun phrases is restricted. But is 

seldom used in subject position, except where it has a repudiatory force 
following not;pr an  additive force following not only: 

Not only [the students,] but [some of the s t a a  have voted for these 
changed. \ 

We were Aisappointed to learn that not [a thousand,] nor [a hundred,] 
but [a mere twenty-three] had turned up for the inaugural meeting. 

Even with these constructions, however, a nonsubject position is much more 
usual : 

They appiauded not the players but the referee. 

Coordination of noun phrases by but in a nonsubject position is also liable to 
occur when but is followed by the adverb only, or by the clause substitute not 
(cf 12.28): 

On this farm, they keep [[cows] and [sheep,]] but [only 
a few chickens]. [ l]  

[The plan was opposed by Frederick], but [not Maria]. [21 

Strictly, this last example is again a case of clause coordination, not noun 
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phrase coordination. Elsewhere, but is frequently inappropriate as a phrase 
coordinator: 

*On this farm, they keep cows but sheep, andonly a few chickens. 

When the conjoint noun phrase follows a preposition, as in [2], it is often 
stylistically preferable, for reasons of parallelism and clarity, to repeat the 
preposition, thereby replacing a conjoint noun phrase by a conjoint 
prepositional phrase, as in [3]: . 

The plan was opposed not [by Frederick] but [by Maria]. [31 

Note Another reason for repeating the preposition in [3] is the oddity of placing not between a 
preposition and its complement: ?Theplan was opposed by not Frederick but Maria. 

Multiple coordination of noun phrases 
13.58 In noun phrase coordination, as in clause coordination (cf 13.16f), we have 

seen that it is possible to form constructions which are of more than two 
conjoins : 

She asked me to buy [four oranges,] [a pound of plums,] and [a melon]. 

Asyndetic coordination (cf 13.1) of more than two noun phrases is also 
possible : 

We had no friends, no family, no material resources. 

and noun phrases may have poiysyndetic coordination (with more than one 
coordinator; cf 13.17) : 

She asked me to buy [four oranges,] and [a pound of plums,] and [a 
melon]. 

There may also be, as in clause coordination, more than one level of 
coordination: 

She asked me to buy [four oranges,] and [[one large melon] or [two 
small ones]]. 

Combinatory and segregatory coordination of noun phrases 
13.59 When phrases linked by and function in the clause, they may express 

COMBINATORY or SEGREGATORY meaning. Combinatory coordination is 
, cwrdination for which it is inappropriate to provide a paraphrase in terms 

of coordinated clauses; this is because the conjoins function 'in combination' 
with respect to the rest of the clause. When phrase coordination is segregatory, 
on the other hand, we can paraphrase it by clause coordination. The 
distinction applies to various kinds of coordinate construction, but is clearest 
with noun phrases. For example: 

[John] and [Mary] make a pleasant couple. 
[ #  *John makes a pleasant couple, and Mary makes a pleasant 
couple] 

[John] and [Mary] know the answer. 
[= John knows the answer, and Mary knows the answer] 
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Many conjoint noun phrases are ambiguous between a combinatory and a 
' segregatory interpretation: 

[John] and [Mary] won a prize. 

This may mean either (a) that John and Mary each won a prize, or (b) that 
the prize was awarded jointly to them both. Reading (b), however, is 
preferred unless the insertion of each makes it clear that reading (a) is 
intended. (On the related topic of distributive number, cf 10.47.) 

13.60 We may distinguish three kinds of combinatory meaning: 

(a) JOINT PARTICIPATION 
The conjoins are interpreted as jointly constituting a single participant (cf 
10.18ff) in the process or relationship described by the clause. The sentence: 

John and Mary played tennis against Susan and Bill. 111 

may refer to a single combined process, viz a game of doubles, as shown in 
Fig 13.60a; but the same sentence might also have a segregatory interpreta- 
tion, referring to four games of singles as shown in Fig 13.60b. 

A further segregatory interpretation involving two singles games, as 
represented in Fig 13.60c, is the one that would be selected if the adverb 
respectively were added to [l] (cf 13.63): 

Fig 13.60a 

Fig 13.60d 

Fig 13.60b 

M. 
Fig 13.60e 

M-B 
Fig 1 3 . 6 0 ~  

KEY 
J John 
M Marv 
S sus& 
B Bill t} other players 

(b) MUTUAL PA TICIPATION i The conjoins a e interpreted as entering into a symmetric or reciprocal 
relation to each other, as indicated in Fig 13.60d. This is one interpretation 
of: 

John and Mary played tennis. 

But this sentence also allows a segregatory interpretation 'John and Mary 
each played tennis (with somebody)' as suggested by Fig 13.60e. The 
symmetric interpretation can be made explicit by adding or substituting 
some expression containing each other or one another. 
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Further examples of mutual participation are: 

Peter and Bob separated. 
Paula and her brother look alike. 
Mary and Paul are just good friends. 
John and Peter have different tastes. 

Note the use of the plural nouns in complement position to indicate re- 
ciprocity : 

Mary and Susan are sisters/cousins/colleagues (of each other). 

The corresponding singular complement cannot be used with reciprocal 
meaning: ?Mary is a cousin and Susan is a cousin. But with the segregatory 
meaning of Mary and Susan are teachers, the corresponding conjoined 
singular constructions make an acceptable paraphrase: Mary is a teacher and 
Susan is a teacher. The same meaning of mutual participation occurs with 
three or more conjoins: Smith, Brown, and Robinson became partners. 

(C) UNITARY PARTICIPATION 
In some cases the conjoins are so closely linked in meaning that they 
participate in the meaning of the clause as if they referred to a single object. 
The whole phrase may behave as a singular noun phrase for purposes of 
concord (cf 10.378): 

l .- Law and order is a primary concern of the new administration. 

Other examples arejish and chips, a ball and chain, bread and butter, the Stars 
and Stripes, and titles and names such as Fathers and Sons (a novel by 
~ u r ~ e n e v )  and the Fox and Hounds (a public house). I t  is a characteristic of 
such unitary phrases that the order of the conjoins cannot be varied, and that 
no determiner precedes the second conjoin (cf 13.67). 

Note [a] The distinction between combinatory and segregatory meaning applies not only to conjoint 
noun phrases, but to plural noun phrases in general. Thus the combinatory meanings of: 

They are married. The threegirls look alike. 
We haven't met before. He painted the cars in two colours. 

contrast with the segregatory meanings of They arejeuerish; The threegirls hauea cold. 
[b] A special case of mutual participation is the use of and as a noun phrase coordinator 
following between (cf 9.39). 

l 
Indicators of segregatory meaning 

13.61 Certain markers explicitly indicate that the coordination is segregatory: 

both (. . . and) neither. . . nor respectively (formal) 
each respective (formal) apiece (rather rare) 

While John and Mary have won a prize is ambiguous, we are left in no doubt 
that two prizes were won in: 

John and Mary have each won a prize. 
John and Mary have won a prize each. 
Both John and Mary have won a prize. 
John and Mary have both won a prize. 
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However, because of the distributive meaning of each (cf 6.51), there is a 
potential difference of meaning between [l]  and [2]: 

John and Mary have each won prizes. 
John and Mary have both won prizes. 

Both permits the distributive interpretation of prizes which occurs in [I] 
(= John has won prizes and Mary has won prizes), but also permits the 
nondistributive interpretation whereby prizes might refer to one prize won 
by John and another prize won by Mary. 

Corresponding to the positive correlative both . . . and is the negative 
correlative neither. . . nor, which likewise has segregatory force: 

John and Mary didn't win a prize. 
Neither John nor Mary won a prize. 

Whereas [3] is ambiguous, [4] is unambiguously segregatory, making it clear 
that two prize-winnings were involved. Or following a negative (cf 13.31) has 
a simi~a~effect,  seen in the contrast between the combinatory/segregatory 
ambiguity of [5] and the segregatory meaning of [6]: 

He wouldn't lend his books to Tom and Alice. 151 
He wouldn't lend his books to Tom or Alice. [61 

Note [a] Apiece, a less common adverb which marks segregatory meaning, is normally placed finally 
after a direct object: 

John and Mary have won a prize apiece. 
It is restricted to clauses with an object, to which it gives the distributive interpretation of each. 
[b] The ambiguity observed in [2] above remains when the coordinate subject is replaced by a 
plural noun phrase: My children have both wonprizes. (Cf 13.66 Note [d] and 10.47 on distributive 
number.) , 

Respective ' 
13.62 The adjective ,respective premodifies a plural noun phrase, eg as object, to 

indicate segregatory interpretation of a preceding conjoint noun phrase. In 
this function, it is normally preceded by a plural possessive pronoun: 

I 
~ i l ~ a n d  Be; visited their uncles. \ 

This could mean: 

(a) Jill visited her uncle(s) and Ben visited his uncle(s). 
(b) Jill and Ben together visited the uncles they have in common. 
(c) Jill an Ben together visited Jill's uncle(s) and also Ben's. 4 

On the other hand : 

Jill and Ben visited their respective uncles. 

can only mean (a). The use of respectivedoes not, however, help us distinguish 
the number of uncles, since respective cannot be used with a singular noun- 
phrase head : 

*Jill and Ben visited their respective uncle. 

The related noun phrases do not have to be in a subject-object relationship: 
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We interviewed'the Director and the Producer in their respective offices. 
Mary and Susan went to their respective homes. 

They can even be in different clauses or sentences: 

Bob and his best friend have had some serious trouble at school lately. 
Their respective parents are going to see the principal about the 
complaints. 

Note Like other markers of segregatory meaning, respecriw can be used analogously with preceding 
plural noun phrases: Tlte boys visited their respectiue uncles. 

Respectively 
13.63 The adverb respectively is used to indicate segregatory meaning, and also tells 

us which constituents go with which when there are two parallel coordinate 
constructions. For example, if there are two sets of conjoins [A] and [B] . . . 
[C] and [D], respectively makes it clear that [A] goes with [C], and [B] goes 
with [D]. It can be added to the front or end of the second coordinate 
construction. Some illustrations follow: 

John, Peter, and Robert play football, basketball, and baseball 
respectively. . 
[= John plays football, Peter plays basketball, and Robert plays 
baseball] 

Arnold and his son were respectively the greatest educator and the 
greatest critic of the Victorian age. 
[ = Arnold was the greatest educator of the Victorian age, and his son 
was the greatest critic of the Victorian age] 

Smith and Jones are going to Paris and to Amsterdam respectively. 

The respectively construction is generally limited to formal discourse. In other 
contexts it smacks of pedantry. 

Coordination of  p a r t s  of noun  phrases  
13.64 When coordination takes place within a single noun phrase, it is often possible 

to postulate ellipsis from a full form in which coordination takes place 
between noun phrases : 

They sell [manual] and [electric] typewriters. 
Your [son] and [daughter] look so much alike. 

These may be expanded respectively to: 

They sell [manual typewriters] and [electric typewriters]. [lal 
[Your son] and [your daughter] look so much alike. [2al 

There is a further type of coordination within the noun phrase which allows 
no ellipsis at all. Thus [3] is not usually paraphrasable by [3a], or [4] by [4a]: 

They made [salmon] and [cucumber] sandwiches. 131 
# They made [salmon sandwiches] and [cucumber sandwiches]. [3a] 

[Spacious] and [well-furnished] apartments to let. 141 
# [Spacious apartments] and [well-furnished apartments] to let. [4a] 
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Note 

Here again, there is a distinction to be made, withand, between COMBINATORY 

and SEGREGATORY coordination. Combinatory coordination is associated 
with nonelliptical interpretation, and segregatory with ellipsis or quasi- 
ellipsis (cf 12.40). In the combinatory interpretation illustrated most clearly 
by [3], the conjoins act semantically 'in combination' with respect to the rest 
of the sentence. In the segregatory interpretation illustrated by [l], however, 
the parts of the noun phrase, and even of the clause, which are outside the 
conjoins can be regarded as the antecedents of an ellipsis or quasi-ellipsis, so 
that the noun phrase can be paraphrased by means of a coordination of noun 
phrases and ultimately of clauses. A test of segregatory coordination is 
whether the endorsing word both can be inserted before the first conjoin (cf 
13.35): [ l ]  means They sell borh manual and electric typewrirers, but [3] does 
not normally mean They made both salmon and cucumber sandwiches. 

For somecases, it is possible to postulate yet a further stage ofellipsis, and toexpand the conjoint 
noun phrase into a conjoint clause: 

[They sell manual typewritersland[they sell electric typewriters]. [Ibl 
But such an analysis leads to results which are both nonsensical and ungrammatical for other 
examples: 

'[Their son look alike] and [theirdaughter look alike]. 

As can be seen from the comparison of 13.64 [l] and [3] above, the 
combinatory/segregatory distinction may be made at various levels for the 
same construction. For example, the italicized phrase in: 

Those are the shelves fo; books on [skills,] [trades,] and [hobbies]. 

permits a combinatory interpretation of skills, trades, and hobbies whereby 
each of the books in the whole set is assumed to deal with all three subjects; 
but if we assume a segregatory interpretation at  this level (ie, 'books on skills, 
books on trades, and books on hobbies'), there is still another level at  which 
the combinatory interpretation is possible: viz the shelves in question could 
each contain a mixture of the three types of book. In contrast, a segregatory 
interpretation4 n this level would mean that each shelf is reserved for one e kind of book [-T 'shelves for books on skjlls, shelves for books on trades, and 
shelves for books on hobbies']. In this way coordination creates possibilities 
of multiple ambiguity, and ingeneral, the further down the treeof constituent 
structure the coordination occurs, the greater are the opportunities for 
ambiguity, in the manner indicated by Fig 13.65: 

segregatory segregatory segregatory 

7combinat~ry 7combinatory 7combinatory etc 

Fig 13.65 . 

To avoid confusion, then, it is best to use the terms 'combinatory' and 
'segregatory' in respect to a given contrast of interpretation, rather than with 
more general reference to a grammatical construction. 

Coordination and number 
Essentially the question of whether a given noun phrase (simple or conjoint) 
is singular or plural depends on whether it refers to one or more than one 
member of a class of denotata. (For special problems of concord, cf 10.378) 
For instance, two noun phrases, even when both are singular, form a plural 
conjoint phrase when they are coordinated by and: 

[Jane is well] and [Susan is well]. BUT: [Jane] and [Susan] are well. 

Similarly with more complex noun phrases: 

[The King of Denmark] and [the Queen of Denmark] have arrived. [ l]  

The plural have is appropriate in [l], because the subject refers to more than 
one person. The same is true when the determiner and modifier are ellipted, 
so that King and Queen are coordinated within a single noun phrase: 

The [King] and [Queen] of Denmark have arrived. [lal 

If on the other hand the modifiers are coordinated, the noun head changes 
from singular to plural, thus indicating the plurality of the whole expression: 

The Presidents [of Greeceland [of ~ustrial~uere present at  the ceremony. 
(= '[the President of Greece'] and [the President of Austria]') 

If the head, in such a case, is noncount, it cannot change to the plural, and 
there arises the oddity of a singular noun acting as head of a plural noun 
phrase (cf 10.38): 

[Indian] and [Chinese] tea smell totally different from each other. 

(The plural teas would also be possible here, but would have the slightly 
different meaning of 'kinds of tea'.) Another example is: 

[Red] and [white] cabbage are (both) useful ingredients for a salad. 

(Here the plural cabbages would be ludicrous, suggesting that each salad 
should contain whole cabbages; while the singular is would suggest that the 
variety of cabbage in question is particoloured red and white.) 

; :l Note [a] An apparent exception which proves the rule is the case of coordinative apposition (cf 10.39). 
where two singular count noun phrases are placed in apposition to form asingular noun phrase: 

i [Tom's father] and [Suzanne's uncle] is waiting for you. 
The only possible interpretation of this is that Tom's father and Suzanne's uncle are the same 
person. A similar conclusion must be drawn when two singular nouns are coordinated as heads 

l ofa  singular noun phrase: 

i The [owner] ond[editorl of the Doily Post was a member of the club. 
[b] On the singular or plural number of noun phrases containing coordination by or, cf 10.41. 
[c] There is uncertainty over number where the many o construction (cf 5.23 Note [C]) is Followed 
by singular heads conjoined by and: 

Many a boy andgirl (:;:]left homeless. 
\ J 

Id] A further uncertainty arises when a noun is postmodified by a prepositional phrase, the 
complement of which contains coordinated nounsor noun phrases with segregatory meaning: ht 
rhe cos&) of France ond Germany; or the hack(s) of the srores and osfces. Normally the singular 
will indicate combinatory meaning (eg: or the back ofrhe srores andosfces will suggest that the 
stores and offices comprise a single building or block of buildings). But where the singular is to 
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some degree a 'froz&' part of a complex preposition (cf 9.1 I), the plural would not be acceptable: 
*in casesof/ireand rhefr; *on rhepartsofallconcerned. Yet even in idiomsof this kind the ability 
to pluralize is exercised in other constructions ( c .  10.47): 

fanart  1 
We must all play 1.;. l in achieving victory. 

parts 

Coordinated noun heads 
13.67 It is evident from what has been said in 13.64fthat various ambiguities arise 

when the constituents of noun phrases are coordinated. 
When coordinated heads are preceded by a determiner, the usual inter- 

pretation is that the determiner applies to each of the conjoins: 

a [knife] and [fork] (= a knife and a fork) 
the [head] and [shoulders] (= the head and the shoulders) 
his [wife] and [child] (= his wife and his child) 

(On the interpretation of quantifiers such as many in many girls and boys, cf 
13.76.) 

A similar analysis in terms of segregatory coordination (cf 13.59) usually 
applies when the coordinated heads are preceded or followed by modifiers: 

old [men] and [women] (= [old men] and [old women]) 
some [cows,] [pigs,] and [sheep] from our farm (= some cows from our 

farm, some pigs from our farm, and some sheep from our farm) 

But then there is also the possibility of interpreting these phrases as conjoint 
noun phrases: 

[Old men] and [women] were left to organize the community. 
At the niarket were [some cows,] [pigs,] and [sheep from our farm]. 

If the determiner is not repeated in the noninitial conjoins, however, an 
ellipsis of thegeterminer is normally assumed: 

the [boys], and [girls] staying at the hostel (= [the boys staying at  the 
hostel] nd [the girls staying at t?e hostel]) B 

Coordinated piemodifiers 
13.68 If modifiers are coordinated, there may again be ambiguity according to 

whether the construction is understood to be segregatory. Thus: 

He speci lizes in selling [old] and [valuable] books. 7 
may mean 'bobks which are old and valuable' (combinatory meaning) or 'old 
books and valuable books' (segregatory meaning). Only the segregatory 
meaning is possible when the coordinated modifiers denote mutually ex- 
clusive properties: 

old and new furniture one-pound and two-poundjars 

Exceptions to this are colour adjectives (as in red, white, and blueflags), which 
allow the combinatory sense of 'partly one colour, partly another'. On the 
other hand, only the combinatory interpretation is available if the head is a 
singular count noun : 

L 
c t 
- i He is a dishonest and lazy student. 
i i 

Another sign of combinatory meaning is the possibility of replacing and by 
asyndetic coordination: 

He's a d i s ~ o ~ e s t ,  ~ d z y  s~cdent .  
They sell old, bartered furniture. 

/ i 
:;I This is not normally acceptable with segregatory meaning: 

) I  ?*They sell old, new furniture. 

In fact, for a combinatory interpretation of modifiers, asyndetic coordination 
is generally preferred to syndetic coordination. Again, however, colour 
adjectives are exceptional: and in such expressions as a red andgreen uniform 
cannot be omitted, even though the meaning is combinatory. 

The endorsing item both placed at the beginning of a noun phrase identifies 
coordination of premodifiers as segregatory : 

1 both young and old people [= both young people and old people] 

But when the adjectives are placed in a predicative position, the converse 
applies, and the combinatory interpretation is selected : 

*Men who were both young andold were invited. 
Students who are both honest and clever always succeed. 

Note [a] If the adjective phrase is postpositive (7.21). both . . . and is possible with either type of 
meaning, but the segregatory meaning is often marked by pitch movement, as indicated below: 

Men both 1 old and 1 young were invited. 
Students both honest and clever always succeed. 

[b] With a series of adjectives, the final and is occasionally omitted even with segregatory 
meaning: 

Old, young, wise, foolish, tall, (and) short men were invited without distinction. 
[c] Occasionally a noun modifier is coordinated with an adjective modifier, as in country and 
western music. 
[d] With or and either . . . or, the segregatory interpretation of premodifiers occurs even with 

1 
singular heads; eg: It's a Georgian or Regency sofa. 

I Coordinated postmodifiers 
i 13.69 Coordinated postmodifiers, like coordinated premodifiers, afford the possi- 

l , bility of either a segregatory or a combinatory interpretation of and. The 
following is likely to have a combinatory interpretation: 

The bus for the Houses of Parliament and (for) Westminster Abbey 
leaves from this point. 

But if the phrase is in the plural, an ambiguity results: 
l 

I the buses for the Houses of Parliament and (for) Westminster Abbey 

This could in theory mean either: 'the buses which go both to the Houses of 
Parliament and to Westminster Abbey' or 'the bus(es) for the Houses of 
Parliament and the bus(es) for Westminster Abbey'. The singular head bus 
does not allow the second segregatory interpretation with and. 

The second preposition in examples such as these may be readily omitted, 
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so that the.coordination becomes one of prepositional complements rather 
than of prepositional phrases. But then a combinatory meaning is favoured; 
whereas if the preposition is repeated, a segregatory meaning is more 

- -  . 

probable. Hence these are likely to have different interpretations: 

Elsa Graham's books on [reptiles] and [amphibians] 
(probably combinatory) 

Elsa Graham's books [on reptiles] and [on amphibians] 
(almost certainly segregatory). 

Note Here again (cf 13.68 Note Id]), the segregatory interpretation is possible with a singular head 
and with or as coordinator: 

You have to take a busfir the HousesofParliament orf ir  Westminster Abbey. 

Further ambiguities of coordination in the noun phrase 
13.70 If a phrase containing modifiers coordinated by and has a singular count 

noun head, only one interpretation, the combinatory one, is possible. But if 
it has a plural head, there are four possible segregatory interpretations for a 
noun phrase containing two conjoins: 

the meetings on Monday and on Tuesday 
[= 'the meeting on Monday and the meeting on Tuesday' 
OR 'the meetings on Monday and the meeting on Tuesday' 
OR 'the meeting on Monday and the meetings on Tuesday' 
OR 'the meetings on Monday and the meetings on Tuesday'] 

Every time a; extra conjoin is added (as in the meetings on Monday, Tuesday, 
and Wednesdqy) the number of interpretations is doubled. The ambiguities 
can be avoide?, if desired, by the use of the nonelliptical equivalents. 

In addition4 this phrase allows a combinatory interpretation: viz that the 
meetings, or some of the meetings, lasted for both days. The combinatory 
interpretation would, however, be more likely if the second preposition were 
ellipted : the meetings on Monday and Tuesday. 

A similar set';of readings is possible for: 

bills for gai and (for) electricity \ 

the taxes on earned and (on) unearned income 

Since tax is sometimes a noncount noun, it is also possible to read the 
segregatory readings into the corresponding singular phrase: the taxon earned 
and (on) unearnhd income. 

l 
Note The following example shows how the segregatory reading of tax on earned and unearned income 

can be associated with the mutual participation (cJ13.60 Note [bD of between: 
There is no difference between the tax on earned and [= 'that on1 unearned income. 

Although the occurrence of a singular noun phrase as complement of between seems irregular, 
this sentence is in.fact constructed regularly according to the principles outlined in preceding 
sections. 

Coordination of determiners and numerals . 
13.71 The coordination of determiners is comparatively rare. The following are 

possible, but are unidiomatic: this or other books, these and those chairs, a few 

I 
1 

or many students, and there is a preference for a synonymous construction 
with conjoint noun phrases, such as this book and that (one), a few students or 
many, where the second conjoin is a noun phrase reduced by substitution or 
ellipsis. Comparative forms are more easily coordinated: 

Would you prefer M ~ R E  or LESS sugar? 
[= '. . . more sugar or less sugar?'] 

but even here the equivalent noun-phrase coordination, with reduction of the 
second conjoin by standard ellipsis, may be preferred: 

I\ Would you prefer M ~ R E  sugar or LESS A ? 

There are some instances of idioms in which determiners are coordinated; eg 
the redundant and emphatic conjoining of each and every in: 

!l The secret was kept by each and every one of us. 

Cardinal numerals are frequently coordinated with or, but here again there 
is an idiomatic function. Five or six means, for example, 'approximately in 
the range of five and six'; ten or twenty means 'a number in the region of 10 
or 20'; and the most frequently-occurring coordination of this type, one or 
two, has the special idiomatic sense 'a small number'. This approximative 
use of numerals does not apply when the correlative either. . . or is used: 

I i I am inviting one or two students to a party. 

I does not mean the same as: 

l I am inviting either one or two students to a party. 

Note [a] Occasionally a postdeterminer such asfew or many may be coordinated with an adjective: 
hisfew but brtelligent remarks. Note also the idiomfew atrdfir between. 
[b] The coordination of a singular with a plural determinative leads to an anomaly of concord: 
logically, the head of the noun phrase could be either singular or plural. The difficulty is resolved 
(cf10.41) by making the head agree with the last conjoin: one or two students (NOT *one or two 
student); this and other arguments (NOT *this and other argument). 
[c] Mention should be made of the rarity and ad hoc quality of coordinations of the definite and 
indefinite articles: She is the (or a) professor in the department; He may be a,  or even the, Vice- 
Choirman of the party. Such coordination takes place only with or, and the unreduced 
pronunciations of the articles Uel/ and /6i:/) are normally required. 

I , Coordination of genitives 
13.72 Like determiners, genitives, when used in determinative function, are not 

often coordinated, and there is some uneasiness about the appropriate 
construction to use. A coordination of genitives such as John's and Mary's 
children resembles a coordination of modifiers in that it may be interpreted 
in either a combinatory or a segregatory fashion: 

i 

combinatorymeaning: 'the children who are joint offspring of 
John and Mary' (A) 

segregatory meanings: 'John's child and Mary's child' (B) 
OR 'John's children and Mary's child' (c) 
OR 'John's child and Mary's children' (D) 
OR 'John's children and Mary's children' (E) 
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And as in the case of postmodifiers, a further ellipsis is common if the 
combinatory meaning is intended. The following can be given only reading 
(A) above: 

[John] and [Maryl's children (cf the children of John and Mary) 

Here-the 'S is outside the coordinate construction, and is added to the whole 
conjoint noun phrase John and Mary. In this, it resembles the 'S of group 
genitives (cf 5.123), which is a suffix to a phrase rather than to a single word. 

Note The group genitive construction of John and Mary'schildren is characteristic of informal speech. 
In formal English, this conslruclion is sometimes felt to be incorrect, and the construction of the 
children of John and Mary or (less commonly) John's and Mary's children might be preferred 
instead. The latter construction, however, is forced and awkward, especially if the conjoins are 
strongly associated with one another: ?Laurel's and Hardy's hilarious screen comedies. 

Coordination of possessive pronouns 
13.73 Another problem of usage arises over the coordination of possessive pro- 

nouns. Two alternative constructions are the following: 

(a) [POSSESSIVE] + [POSSESSIVE] + . . . HEAD 
eg: your and my problems; their and our students 

(b) [POSSESSIVE -l- . . . HEAD. . .] + [POSSESSIVE] 
eg: your problems and mine; their students and ours 

In (a) both possessives have a determinative function, while in (b) the second 
possessive pronoun has an independent function (cf 6.29f), so that strictly 
this is a conjoining of noun phrases rather than of possessives. Construction 
(b) is often preferred to construction (a), which can seem to be awkward. All 
these constru'ctions, however, suggest a segregatory interpretation, and if a 
combinatory meaning is intended, a periphrasis may be preferred; eg: her 
and my policy/poficies may be replaced by the policy/policies which she and I 
share. Yet anbther construction is sometimes encountered, but is not fully 
acceptable: , 

(C) [POSSESSIVE] + [POSSESSIVE + . . . HEAD . . .] 
eg: ?youb and my problems; ?theirs and our students 

l 

This differs frdm (a) in that the first &join is an independent possessive 
pronoun such as yours, or hers, and differs from (b) in that the order of the 
conjoins is reversed. Of course, in many situations the awkwardness of this 
coordination of pronouns can be avoided by an inclusive use of our or your: 
our problems, etc. 

l 
Note [a] The polite order of conjoined personal pronouns (cf 13.56 Note [a]) may be applied to 

possessive pronouns, as well as to pronouns in the subjective or objective case: your, his, andmy 
reports; your and my books; etc. 
[b] The difference between constructions (b) and (c) above is neutralized in the case of his, since 
there is no contrast in this pronoun between the determinative and independent form of the 
possessive pronoun : his and myjbuourite drink. 

Coordination of genitives with possessive pronouns 
13.74 Three constructions corresponding to (a-c) above are also available when 

mixed coordinations of genitives and possessives are required. Here again, 

some uneasiness is felt in the choice of construction. For (a) and (b), there 
are variant orders: the possessive may precede the genitive, or vice versa: 

[GENITIVE] + [POSSESSIVE]. . . + HEAD 
[POSSESSIVE] + [GENITIVE]. . . + HEAD 

f eg: ?my husband's and my names; ?your and your wife's bank accoutlt 

I This construction is rarely used, and is felt to be awkward. 

[GENITIVE + . . . HEAD. . .] + [POSSESSIVE] 
[POSSESSIVE + . . . HEAD]. . . + [GENITIVE] 

eg: my husband's name and mine; your bank account and your husband's 

This construction is less awkward than (a), but is clearly associated with 
segregatory coordination. Thus your bank account and your husband's could 
not normally refer to a joint bank account shared by husband and wife. Also, 
since (b) is technically a coordination of noun phrases rather than of 
determinatives, this construction does not permit a 'segregatory singular' 
interpretation of a plural noun as head. For instance, Jack's and my dogs 
could mean 'Jack's dog and my dog'; but Jack's dogs and mine would tend to 
imply that Jack has more than one dog. 

A construction corresponding to (c) in 13.73, where the independent 
possessive pronoun (cf 6.29) precedes the genitive, is a further possibility, 
which however has limited acceptability: 

(C) [POSSESSIVE] + [GENITIVE] . . . + HEAD] 
?yours and your husband's bank account 

I Note There is yet one further option, which corresponds to the construction of John and Mary's 
children (cf 13.72), and which resembles it in being associated with informal style and 
combinatory meaning: you and your husband's bank account. This will often be felt to be 

, j unacceptable where the first conjoin is a noun, or a phrase with a noun head, or a pronoun in the 
subjective case: ?Ihey and their friends' surprise; ?John and her book. The use of an objective 

I pronoun for the first conjoin is also possible, but is nonstandard: ?me and my husband's bank 
account. 

;l Other elliptical coordinations within the noun phrase 
13.75 We have already noted (cf 13.67) that when heads of noun phrases are 

it conjoined, the determiner is often ellipted, resulting in a coordination at  

l ' word level rather than at phrase level, with two nouns sharing a single 

l ' determiner: 

a [boy] or, [girl] 
that [butter] and , [milk] 
the [house] and A [gardens] 
my [father] and A [mother] 

The same kind of ellipsis may be observed when the determiner is 
accompanied by one or more modifiers: 

f those delicious [pies] and . [pastries] 

Yet another kind of ellipsis takes place when one or more modifiers are 
included in the conjoins. The units thus coordinated are neither words nor 
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phrases, but the intermediate units we earlier called- NOMINAL EXPRESSIONS 
.(cf 12.16): 

those [mince pies] and [Danish pastries] 
those delicious [mince pies] and [Danish pastries] 
those delicious [mince pies] and [Danish pastries] that you bought 

In such constructions, the limits of the conjoins are variable, and this leads 
to ambiguity. My elder brother and sister, for example, may be interpreted as 
my elder [brother] and [sister] (= 'my elder brother and my elder sister'), or as 
my [elder brother] and [sister] (= 'my elder brother and my sister'). Of these 
two interpretations, the former is preferred, for the latter meaning would be 
singled out by the repetition of my before sister. The following illustrates a 
similar but more complex kind of ambiguity of construction: 

The Municipal Art Gallery is famous for its still lgepaintings and 
drawings by Van Gogh. 

Four interpretations are possible: 

(a) its still life [paintings] and [drawings] by Van Gogh 
(b) its [still life paintings] and [drawings] by Van Gogh 
(c) its [still life paintings] and [drawings by Van Gogh] 
(d) its still life [paintings] and [drawings by Van Gogh] 

Other things being equal, an interpretation which preserves a parallelism 
between the conjoins will be preferred to one which does not. On this ground, 
(a) and (c) are more likely readings of the above example than (b) and (d); 
reading (b) is quite possible, however, because of the close association 
between still life and paintings. 

I 

Scope of quat$ifiers and numerals in the noun phrase 
13.76 In 13.45 we studied the way in which quantifiers within the clause include 

coordinate constructions in their scope. A similar phenomenon occurs in the 
noun phrase, when quantifying determiners or numerals include within their 
scope the coordination of nominal expressions such as those discussed in 
13.75 above. $I such cases, the nounqhrase cannot be expanded in the 
regular fashion, by repetition of the determinative item: 

They have no books or magazines for sale. 
[= no books and no magazines. . .] 
[ #  no books or no magazines. . .l (cf 13.3 1) 

They're gbing to plant several flowering trees or shrubs. 
l [ #  several flowering trees or several flowering shrubs] 

There are ten boys and girls in the playgroup. 

In the last example, ten may or may not include boys and girls in its scope. 
Hence it is possible that this phrase refers to a group of children adding up 
to a total of ten, rather than to a group of ten boys and ten girls. The former 
interpretation is not always selected, however, since ten husbands and wives 
or ten knives and forks would invite the contrary reading 'ten of the one and 
ten of the other'. This is because a husband and wife, or a knife and fork, 
form a unit in a way in which a boy and a girl do not. 
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Coordination of other constituents 
13.77 All the main variations of construction we have noted in connection with 

clauses and noun phrases are also found in verb phrases, adjective phrases, 
adverb phrases, and prepositional phrases. The central coordinators and and 
or, and to a lesser extent but, are used as linkers. In the cases of and and or, 
there may be more than two conjoins in a given construction. Coordination 
is asyndetic, syndetic, or polysyndetic. When and is the coordinator, there is 
a further choice between combinatory and segregatory readings. Some 
representative examples of other phrases are given below. 

Coordination of verbs and verb.phrases 
13.78 Verb phrase coordination is illustrated in: 

Heinrich Schmidt [was born,] [lived,] and [died in the city of Vienna. [ l ]  
Good cooking [can disguise,] but [cannot improve,] the quality of 

the ingredients. [21 
Yesterday we [bought] and [sold ten paintings. l31 

The implication of chronological sequence which is found in clause 
coordination (cf 13.23) is also found, if the main verb has dynamic meaning, 
in verb phrase coordination. We may contrast, in this respect, the stative 
verb meanings of She knows and admires your work and the dynamic verb 
meanings of George repaired and sold the car. 

Coordination of main verbs, with shared auxiliary verb(s), is common: 

I have washed and dried the dishes. 
The guests were sitting or lounging around in the front room. 
Quite a large number of people might have been killed or injured by 

the explosion. 

Coordination of auxiliary verbs is less common and somewhat formal: 

The country can and must recover from its present crisis. 
Staffordshire pottery always was, is, and will be prized by collectors. 

It is perhaps less rare when the auxiliaries are conjoined by or: 

He may, or (certainly) should, resign. 

But coordination then has the character of an interpolation (cf 13.95ff). 

Note When two dynamic verbs of opposite meaning are conjoined, especially when combined with 
the progressive, the meaning of theconstruction isoften iterative (c/ 13.101): Helay tliereopening 
and shutting his eyes [ie repeatedly]; Visitors cantc and went throughout the suntnrer. 

Coordination of adjectives and adjective phrases 
13.79 Adjective phrases are coordinated in: 

The journey was long and extremely arduous. 
Our team is veryjit, very keen, and ready to face the strongest competition 

in the world. 

In the following, there is a coordination of adjective heads: 

I'm feeling younger and healthier than I have felt for years. 
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But in the following, there is an ambiguity, according to whether the 
premodifier belongs to the first conjoin or to both conjoins: 

The souvenirs they bought were very cheap and gaudy. 

It is unclear whether the analysis should be: 

[very clleap] and [gaudy] OR very [cheap] and [saudy] 

But the second reading, in which the premodifier applies to the whole 
sequence, is preferred. A change in the order of the words will eliminate the 
ambiguity: 

The souvenirs they bought were [gaudy] and [very cheap]. 

Adjectives can be coordinated either in predicative position, as above, or in 
attributive position: 

His clear and forceful delivery impressed his audience. [ l ]  

In attributive position (cf 13-68), the coordinator and is often omitted: 

His clear, forceful delivery impressed his audience. [21 

The asyndetic construction in [21 is combinatory, and is associated with 
nonrestrictive modification (cf 17.95). It also suggests, more than the syndetic 
one, that the two epithets are meant to contribute to the same general effect: 
ie '. . . clear and, I may go so far as to,say, forceful'. The syndetL construction 
of [ l ] ,  on the other hand, has the additional possibility of a segregatory 
interpretation if the head noun is plural or noncount: 

old and dilapidated buildings wet and windy weather 

These phrases, ifi contrast to those of [l]  and [2], are ambiguous. 

Coordination of adverbs and adverb phrases 
13.80 Coordinated adverbs and adverb phrases are normally of the same semantic 

class (eg of time, of place, of manner): 

She made thk announcement quietly &t quite confidently. 
The Governor never arrives earlier or later than the time of an 

appointment. 
The piston moved up and down with increasing speed. 
I have only spoken to her once or twice. 

In this last examile, once or twice is likely to have the vague meaning 'a few 
times', comparable to the use of one or two as discussed in 13.71. The rarer 
case of coordination, in which the adverbs or adverb phrases are of different 
semantic classes, is illustrated by: 

He complained strenuously and open. 
They met somewhere and sometime, but I have forgotten how or why. 

Coordination of prepositions and prepositional phrases 
13.81 The following illustrate coordination of prepositional phrases: 
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He spoke for thefirst motion but against the second motion. 
John complained both to Mary and to Peter. 
They are going to France, to Germany, or to Switzerland. 
The talks held in 1951, in 1952, and in 1955 met with only limited 

success. 

If the two or more prepositions are identical, all but the first preposition can 
be ellipted; eg: to Mary and Peter; in 1951 and 1952 (but a combinatory 
meaninn is then allowed; c f  13.70). Further possibilities are the ellipsis of 
part of ;he prepositional coinplemknt in the first or subsequent conjoin (the 
former, cataphoric option being more formal): 

He spoke for thefirst A but against the second motion. 
He spokejbr thefirst motion but against the second A .  

or the ellipsis of the prepositional complement altogether, in which case the 
construction is simply one of coordinated prepositions: 

He climbed up and over the wall. 
[= He climbed up the wall and over the wal4 

Did you speak for or against the motion? 
Do you like your coffee with or without milk? 

Note Also possible is a constmction synonymous with the above in which ellipsis occurs in the second 
conjoin: 

Did you speakfor the motion or againsr .? 
Do you like your coffee with milk or tvithout . ? 

These appear to resemble cases where a prepositional adverb replaces a prepositional phrase (cf 
9.65-6); but in fact they belong to a different category, because they occur with words (~virhout 
and against) which cannot normally be used as prepositional adverbs. We must therefore 
describe these asunusualcasesof ellipsis in which a prepositionappears without its prepositional 
complement. This analysis may be further extended to cases like Asparagus is expensive our of 
seoson ond in. where, although in may be a prepositional adverb, in this instance it is obviously a 
preposition parallel to out oJ The effect of placing in at the end, with ellipsis, in this way is to 
give it the emphasis associated with end focus (cJ18.98). 

Mixed coordination of adverbials 
13.82 The general principle governing the coordination of phrases and words is 

that the conjoins must belong to the same category, formally, functionally, 
and semantically. Sometimes, however, the normal formal parallelism is not 
maintained, so that there is coordination of different adverbial categories. In 
the following, adverb phrases are coordinated with prepositional phrases, 
and noun phrases with adverbial clauses. In each case, however, a close 
semantic parallel between the conjoins is maintained: 

The enemy attacked quickly and with greatforce. 
You can wash them manually or by using a machine. 
They can call this week or whenever you wish. 
I prefer the sentences below and on the nextpage. 

Coordination of subordinators 
13.83 If two subordinate clauses are identical except for their conjunctions, one of 

the clauses can be omitted, normally the first, so that coordination takes 
place between the conjunctions: 
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I am prepared to meet them when and 1v11ere they like. 
[= . . . when they like and where they like] 

They will be arriving either before or after the show begins. 

Note [a] On the formulaic coordination i/andonly if, cf15.35 Note [i]. 
[b] Ifand when is a stereotyped expression weakening the expectation (conveyed by arhen alone) 
that the condition in theclause will be realized: 

I /and when he buys a car, I'll try to persuade him to buy the insurance from me. 
With r a n d  when ellipsis may be disregarded, since g a n d  elien has become a unit. Other 
institutionalized conjoinings of conjunctions are: as and when; unless and unril. 

Coordination of interrogative words and relative pronouns 
13.84 Coordination can also take place between other clause-introducing words, 

such as interrogative words, whether they introduce an independent or a 
dependent clause (cf 11.14f): 

I am determined to find out who or what caused this uproar. 
How and why did you break into my room? 

A coordination of wh-words is not possible if the wh-words function as 
different elements of structure. For example, it is impossible to coordinate a 
subject who with an  adverbial why: 

*Who and why broke into my room? 

But such a sentence becomes grammatical if the second wh-word is appended 
to the clause: 

Who broke into my room, and why? 

This is becausk the appended why? counts as an elliptical clause (cf 12.63) 
(= 'why did tyey break into my room?'), and so the structural equivalence 
between the first conjoin and the second is restored. 

The same principle of structural and functional equivalence prevents 
coordination of relative pronouns, but the coordination of prepositional 
phrases contailiing a relative pronoun is quite common at the beginning of 
relative clauses :l, 

\ I want to kAow by whom andfor whom it was ordered. 

I 

l 

Additional constraints on coordination 

Restr ic t ions  o n  coordination of word-par ts  
13.85 The minimal unit which can normally be coordinated is the word. There are, 

however, occasional exceptions to this limitation. Some derivational prefixes 
which tend to be contrasted and which tend to be loosely attached to their 
base can be conjoined; eg: ante- (or pre-) and post-natal; pro- and anti- 
establishment; sub- and super-human. Tightly-attached prefixes do not permit 
such coordination: *im- and ex-ports. 
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Similarly, constituents of a compound can sometimes be coordinated, with 
ellipsis of the other constituent; eg: factory- and oflce-workers, sons- and 
daughters-in-law, hand-made and -packed, out- and in-patients, psycho- and 
sociolinguistics. Once again, these constituents are loosely attached, and we 
do not find linking in more cohesive compounds such as roothache and 
headache: *tooth- and headaches. 

Order of  con jo ins  in w o r d  and  phrase coordination 
13.86 Apart from semantic factors such as chronological sequence (cf 13.23) the 

order of conjoins in word and phrase coordination is relatively free. The 
order of conjoined words can, however, be influenced by a tendency for the 
longer word to come second (perhaps a variant of the end-weight principle; 
cf 18.9). This is particularly noticeable in so-called BINOMIALS, ie relatively 
fixed conjoint phrases having two members; eg: big and ugly, cup and saucer. 
One principle at  work here appears to be a principle of rhythmic regularity: 
eg the dactylic rhythm of 'ladies and 'gentleman, and the trochaic rhythm of 
'men and 'women, are preferable to the less balanced rhythm of *'gentlemen 
and 'ladies and *'women and 'men. It has also been argued that semantic 
factors play a role; eg that other things being equal, the first position is given 
to the semantically salient or culturally dominant member, as in father and 
son, gold and silver, great and small, this and that. Phonological constraints 
have also been suggested: that low vowels come after high ones; that back 
vowels come after front ones, etc. Whatever the constraints may be, they 
lead to stereotyped coordinations where the conjoins are virtually in an  
irreversible order; eg: odds and ends, bread and butter, law and order, by hook 
or by crook, through thick and thin; knife, fork, and spoon. 

Note [a] Arguably 'cultural dominance'can beextended to include the traditional sexual bias (cf 6.10) 
shown in the tendency to place male terms before female ones in cases like men and women, boys 
andgirls, ( i f )  he or she (wishes). This tendency is reversed in mother andfather (where cultural 
dominance works in the opposite direction) and in ladies and gentlemen (influenced by the 
courtesy convention of 'ladies first'). 
[b] On the ordering of you and I ,  etc, cf 13.56 Note [a]. 

'ill-assorted' coordinat ion : (a)  seman t i c  
13.87 The requirement that the conjoins match one another in form, function, and 

meaning is observed with varying degrees of strictness. The following are 
apparently examples of a semantic violation oftheconstraint, but nevertheless 
such constructions can be used for humorous or rhetorical effect: 

She made up her mind and then her face. 
I drove home in a hurry and a borrowed car. 

Such examples can be expanded, by supplying ellipted elements, into 
grammatical sentences; eg: 

She made up her mind and then she made up her face. 

But it is clear from this that the ellipsis is based on an incongruous association 
of two homonymous idioms, make up (one's mind) and make up (one's face). I t  
is to such examples of semantically ill-assorted coordination that the 
traditional term ZEUGMA is applied. 
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' ill-assorted' coordinat ion:  (b) grammatical  
13.88 A different kind of 'ill-assorted' coordination is illustrated by the following: 

We have washed, dried, and put the dishes away. [l] 
By giving the police a pay rise, the Minister hopes to strengthen 

and make the force more efficient. [21 

There is no difficulty in understanding such sentences; this time the anomaly 
is a matter of structure. They contain a false parallel, in that away in [l]  and 
more eficient [2] are structurally outside the coordinate construction, and yet 
semantically apply only to the last conjoin. Sentence [l] ought to be a reduced 
form of: 

*We have washed the dishes away, we have dried the dishes away, and 
we have put the dishes away. 

but clearly this does not make sense. Such sentences are likely to occur in the 
impromptu use of language, but will be 'corrected' in the more considered 
and especially in the written use of language; [l], for example, can be changed 
to : 

We have [washed,] [dried,] and [put away] the dishes. [lal 

(On the ordering of the verb put and the adverb away here, cf 16.4fj.) The 
term 'corrected' above has been advisedly enclosed in quotation marks, since 
it is not clear how far such examples are to be regarded as sentences which 
are ungrammatical in a descriptive sense, or as acceptable sentences 
stigmatized merely because of prescriptive tradition. Other instances of a 
similar kind are : 

The spy [was in his forties,] [of average build,] and [spoke with a 
slightly foreign accent]. [31 

Had the queen [lived five years longer] or [had given birth to an 
heir], th'e subsequent history of the nation would have been 
very diqerent. [4l 

Either [the,children did not know what had happened], or [were 
trying to'@otect their parents]. [51 

?Our ancient city [has], and [always ~$11, be proud of its 
achievements. 

I am fond both [of dogs] and [cats]. 
l61 
[71 

The anomalous structure of such sentences can be discovered by expanding 
each coordination construction to a postulated unreduced version, ie by 
repeating befor or after each conjoin the parts of the sentence which lie e outside the coo dinate construction. The result will be an unacceptable 
sentence in each case. By way of illustration, the unreduced versions of [3] 
and [7] are: 

*The spy was in his forties, the spy of average build, and the spy 
spoke with a slightly foreign accent. [ W  

*I am fond of dogs and I am fond cats. [7al 

The expansion in example [7a] is based on the principle that correlatives 
such as both . . . andmark the beginning of each conjoin. In fact, both cannot 
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introduce clause coprdination (cf 13.35), and would therefore be omitted 
from an unreduced sentence such as [7a]. 

Note Grammatically ill-assorted coordination can also occur at the morphological level: 
The reader is invited to try the experiment for hisor herserbefore reading on. 

The problem with this example is revealed if we expand the first conjoin to bissel/(which is not 
grammatical in standard English) by assuming, as the construction seems to require, an ellipsis 
of Compare a related difficulty of coordinated possessive pronouns in 13.73. 

' ill-assorted coordination': ( c )  lexical 
13.89 A third type of 'ill-assorted' coordination is illustrated by the following: 

He was ashamed and alarmed at the vengeful attitude of the 
War Cabinet. 

Here the speaker confuses the prepositions of the two combinations ashamed 
of and alarmed at. The cause of the false parallel in this case is lexical, in the 
specific combinations of adjective and preposition (cf 16.69), rather than 
grammatical. Such confusions, which are not unusual, can be remedied by 
an insertion of the appropriate first preposition: He was ashamed of and 
alarmed a t .  . . 

Less common types of coordination 

Complex coordination 
13.90 Up to this point we have been concerned with simple coordination: that is, 

the coordination of single grammatical constituents such as clauses, 
predications, phrases, and words. We turn now to three less regular and less 
common types of coordination, viz complex coordination, appended 
coordination, and interpolated coordination: these types of coordination 
may be seen as related, by ellipsis, to the coordination of clauses. 

We apply the term COMPLEX COORDINATION to coordinate constructions of 
which the conjoins are combinations of units, rather than single units. In the 
clause, for example, it is possible not merely to coordinate objects or to 
coordinate complements; but also to coordinate one combination of object 
and complement with another combination of object and complement. 

13.91 Our first examples illustrate coordination of contiguous combinations of 
elements in final position in the clause. (We reserve noncontiguous cases 
until 13.92.) 

(i) INDIRECT OBJECT + DIRECT OBJECT 
We gave [William a book on stamps], and [Mary a book on painting]. 

(ii) OBJECT + OBJECT COMPLEMENT 
Jack painted [the kitchen white] and [the living room blue]. 
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(iii) OBJECT + ADVERBIAL 
You should serve [the coffee in a mug] and [the lemonade in a glass]. 

(iv) ADVERBIAL + ADVERBIAL 

Paula is flying [to Madrid tonight] and [to Athens next week]. 

Such coordination usually establishes a strong parallelism between the 
conjoins, and for this reason it tends to be associated with a premeditated, 
written style of English, rather than with informal conversation. 

But there is another type of complex coordination where there is no strong 
parallelism. In this type, the conjoins are unequal because one conjoin 
contains one or more adverbials where the other does not: 

I found the music [unexciting] and - [frankly - discordant]. 
H e  wears [smart clothes], and [sometimes a yachting cap at weekends]. 

Such examples are more likely to occur in informal speech. 

Gapping 
13.92 The phenomenon known as GAPPING occurs when a second or subsequent 

conjoin of a complex coordination contains a medial ellipsis. This happens 
whenever the elements being coordinated are noncontiguous elements in the 
clause. For example: 

(i) SUBJECT + OBJECT 

[One girl has written a poem], and [the other , a short story]. 
(ii) SUBJECT + ADVERBIAL(S) 

[Smith completed the course in thirty-five minutes], and [Johnson , 
in thirty-seven]. 

(iii) S U B J E T  + COMPLEMENT 

[Jane has looked more healthy], and [Maurice , more relaxed], since 
their holiday. 

There is normilly prosodic separation of the conjoins, and in addition, the 
'gap' or medial,ellipsis is often marked by the end of a tone unit: 

Maggie orhered a banana S P L ~ T ~  and ~ i . r a I  an ice-cream shdae.1 

Coordination hith gapping is apparently more difficult to decode and 
comprehend than coordination without gapping. An indication of this is that 
nongapped interpretations are preferred to gapped interpretations in cases 
where a sentence permits both kinds of interpretation. In a sentence such as 
[l], for example, the interpretation indicated by [la] will be chosen in 
preference to tqat of [lb]: 

~ a r b a r a  gave Sue a magnolia and Ada a camellia. [ l]  
[= Barbara gave Sue a magnolia and Barbara gave Ada a 
camellia] [ lal 
[ f Barbara gave Sue a magnolia and Ada gave Sue a camellia] [ l  b] 

Note [a] An additional, rather rare, kind of gapping is that in which the conjoinsconsist of a subject 
followed by a predication (the finite verb being ellipted): 

John can clean the shed and Sidney . feed the chickens. 
The fortress had been attacked and its commander A killed. 
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[b] The first element of a gapped coordination is normally the subject of the clause; but 
exceptions to this occur with fronting (cf 18.20), if the first element is an object or an adverbial, 
and the subject is ellipted: 

The towns they attacked with tanks, and the villages A with aeroplanes. 
To God he committed his soul, and to the fire A his body. 

[c] Coordinations of nonfinal sequences of clause elements, eg subject + verb, will be viewed 
not as complex coordination, but as interpolated coordination (cf13.95). 

13.93 For a construction to count as an acceptable gapping, it is necessary that 
each conjoin consist of a sequence of units at the same level of structure: viz 
at the level of clause structure. It is not possible, for instance, for each conjoin 
to consist of a verb phrase together with the first word (a preposition) of a 
prepositional phrase. Thus: 

Roberts won in 1979 and Dingwall in 1980. 

is grammatical, but not: 

*Roberts won in 1979 and Dingwall1980. 

Note This applies even to clauses where the verb and the preposition form a 'prepositional verb' (c/ 
16.5f). and where the prepositional complement resembles a direct object. Although the 
preposition in such cases appears to be more closely related to the verb than to its complement, 
the ellipsis of the preposition is not permissible: 

*I looked at Agnes, and she me. 
Contrast: 

I saw Agnes, and she me. 

Appended coordination 
13.94 There is a loose kind of coordination in which the second conjoin is appended 

to the clause in which the first conjoin occurs (cf appended clauses, 12.70). In 
fact, it is preferable to regard all such cases as clause coordination with 
ellipsis: 

John writes extremely well - and d ~ l y ,   TO^. [ l]  
My mother plays badminton, and sometimes even tennis. 0 1  
He got a bike for his birthday, and a book and a fountain pen. [3] 
His left hook could fell the champion, and indeed any other boxer 

in his class. t41 

Unlike complex coordination, this type of coordination is characteristic of 
informal speech. We could argue that [la] is a case of noun phrase 

, coordination, and is a variant of [l]  without a discontinuous subject: 

John and Sally write extremely well. [lal 

But this does not account for the singular verb in [l], and it is more realistic 
to classify such a construction as a coordination of clauses in which the 
second conjoin, which is elliptical, is added as an afterthought. This latter 
description also accords better with examples like [2] in which the appended 
subject is accompanied by an adverbial. In [2] it is the object of an elliptical 
clause which is appended, rather than a subject. 

With and, appended coordination has the air of a makeshift improvisation, 
sometimes accompanied by rhetorical emphasis (as in [4]). But with or and 
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but, i t  is more likely to occur in careful and/or written types of language: 

I a m  not sure whether J ~ N E  wrote the letter, or s i ~ l y .  [S] 
P B T ~ ~  plays football, but not J ~ H N .  [61 

In [S] the alternative interrogative clause (cf 15.6) allows the possibility of a 
postponed conjoin. The same applies to direct alternative questions, and 
alternative conditional-concessive clauses (cf 11.20J 15.41). In [6] the 
repudiatory use of but (cf 13.32, 13.42 Note [d]) allows a postponed negative 
conjoin. These are special constructions in which appended coordination 
occurs freely. 

Interpolated coordination 
13.95 Another less regular type of coordination may be called INTERPOLATED, 

because one of the conjoins behaves as if it is inserted, as a parenthesis, in 
the middle of the clause. Once again, the coordination can be regarded as an 
elliptical reduction of clause coordination, and in some cases there is a direct 
parallel between interpolated coordination and clause coordination with 
general ellipsis in the second conjoin: 

or wAs at any rate, 
H e  is, [or at least he 

H e  is a major composer, or at  least he w L  .. [lal 

Similarly, appended coordination such as that of [l] of 13.94 can be reordered 
so as to  produce an example of interpolated coordination: 

John - and Sally, too -writes extremely well. L21 

If we attempt to analyse [2] as having a coordinated subject, we have to deal 
with the curiosity of a plural subject with a singular verb; but if we treat it as 
a case of interpklated coordination, we accept that the subject-verb concord 
will be unaffected by interpolated elements. 

Note The coordination of the definite and indefinite articles (cf 13.71 Note [c]) may be treated as a 
case of interpolated~oordination. 

l .  
:I 13.96 Two main distinguishing marks of interpolated coordination are these: 

(a) The second'conjoin is normally separated by prosody (in speech) or 
punctuation (in writing) from the rest of the clause, and thereby shows 
itself to be syntactically dislocated. 

(b) There is nq requirement that the interpolation acting as second or 
subsequent /conjoin should constitute a grammatical unit, or even a 
sequence of grammatical units of the same rank. For example, the second 
conjoin in [la] in 13.95 is at least he was [ A  S V], whereas in [3] below the 
second conjoin consists of an adverbial at least, a main verb believes, and 
the first part of a subordinate clause that he is: 

He is, or at least believes that he is, a major composer. l31 
He may be, and (certainly) believes that he is, a major composer. [3a] 

This sequence of words has no autonomy as a grammatical unit, and does not 
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Note 

match the grammatical form of the first conjoin, is. But with interpolated 
coordination this does not matter: the onlv im~ortant requirement is that the  . m 

second conjoin (o;interpolation) be capable of replacing the first conjoin, so 
that the result of the substitution is a grammatical sentence. This condition, 
which is less exacting than that whGh applies to simple coordination (cf 
13.43, 13.49, 13.88) is fulfilled in 13.95 [la] and 13.96 [3]: 

He is a major composer. 
At least he was a major composer. 

He is a major composer. 
He at least believes that he is a major composer. (cf D]) 

Like complex coordination, interpolated coordination is a device of restricted 
use, normally associated with the premeditated, primarily written, use of 
English. Further examples are: 

The folk music of his native Romania [inspired], and [provided the 
thematic material for], his greatest work. 

She [can], and [probably will,] beat the world record. 
Sam [often thought about,] but [never revisited,] the haunts of his 

childhood. 
In these days, few people [learn,] or [indeed see any point in learning,] 

the languages of Homer and Virgil. 

Stylistically, such interpolated coordination is often awkward, and is best 
avoided if a more straightforward construction can produce the same 
meaning and effect. Thus instead of the first sentence above one could write: 

The folk music of his native ~ o m a n i a  inspired his greatest work, and 
provided the thematic material for it. 

Interpolated coordination may be distinguished from PARENTHE~CAL cooRDrNAllON, where an 
unreduced coordinate clause is inserted parenthetically within another clause: 

They asked Bill Judd -and he's one of the best managers in the country - if he would take 
over the team next season. 

C o m p a r e a l s o P A r t e m s n c A r . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  where the parenthetically includedclause iscompletely 
independent of the other clause: 

Enterprising businessmen sell earthworms (they are one of the best soil conditioners) in 
hundreds of retail stores across the United States and Canada. 

Some types of coordination which, on purely formal grounds, belong with 
complex coordination seem to belong with interpolated coordination in terms 
of prosody and style. These are coordinations where the conjoins consist of a 
sequence of nonfinal clause elements: 

(i) SUBJECT + VERB 

[Richard admires], but [Margaret despises], the ballyhoo of modern 
advertising. 

(ii) ADVERBIAL + VERB 

Gregory Peck [always was], and [always will be], her favourite 
Hollywood star. 
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(iii) VERB + OBJECT (when the object is not at  the end of the clause) 
Mrs Symes [gave a thousand dollars], and [promised several thousand 

more], to the fund for disabled athletes. 

To see that these have the character of interpolated coordination, we note 
firstly the strength of the intonation boundaries enclosing the second conjoin: 

Gregory Peck always w6sl and always W ~ L L  be1 her favourite 
Hollywood STARI 

and secondly, the ease with which these examples could be changed by 
inserting or subtracting words from either conjoin. For example, if we add or 
subtract adverbials from one or the other conjoin in the above example, this 
is only a superficial variation within the basically versatile pattern of 
interpolated coordination: 

Gregory Peck {E& was,] and (no doubt) always will be, 

her favourite Hollywood star. 

Idiomatic and expressive uses of coordination 

pseudo-coordination : try and come, etc 
13.98 When they precede and, members of a small class of verbs or predications 

have an idiomatic function which is similar to the function of catenative 
constructions (cf 3.49) and which will be termed PSEUDO-COORDINATION. The 
clearest example is try: 

I'll try and,come tomorrow. 

This is roughly kquiva~ent to rll try to cdme tomorrow, but is more informal in 
style. Further: 

They sat and talked about the good old times. 

is similar in meaning to They sat talking about the good old times. Pseudo- 
coordination b longs to informal style, and many examples have aderogatory 
connotation: I 

Don't just stand there and grin. [= stand there grinning] 
He went and complained about us. 
They've gone and upset her again. 
Run and tell him to come here at once. 
Why did you go and do a silly thing like that? 

Like try in being followed by a to-infinitive in the corresponding regular form 
are stop, go, come, hurry up, and run. Like sit are stand and (positional) lie. 
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This quasi-auxiliary use of try appears to be limited to the base form of the 
verb. Contrast the acceptability of: 

Try and see him tomorrow. 
He may try and see us tomorrow. 
They try and see us every day. 

with the unacceptability of: 

*He tried and saw us yesterday. 
*She has tried and spoken to him. 
*He tries and sees us every day. 

Instead of coordination, in such cases, we have to use the to-infinitive; eg: 

He tried to see us every day. 

Note [a] Of the two -ed participle forms of  go (cf 3.19 Note [b]) both gone and been occur in pseudo- 
coordination in BrE, but only gone occurs in pseudocoordination in AmE: 

They'vegone and spilled wine on the floor. (BrE and AmE) 
They've been and spilled wine on the floor. (BrE) 

The normal meaning of go is lost in these sentences. There is no aspectual difference between 
them, of the kind normally associated withgone and been (cf4.22 Note [b]), and both usages are 
informal and derogatory. BrE has a humorous usage in which both been and gone are conjoined 
with a third verb: Look what you've been and gone and done. 
[bl In familiar speech we also find the idiom: 

He and hit me. She (:hed] a 3  left him. 

Pseudo-coordination : nice and warm, etc 
13.99 Again in informal speech, there is a special use of some commendatory 

adjectives as first conjoin of a coordination by and. The most common 
adjective of this type is nice: 

This room is nice and warm. [= 'warm to just the right degree'] 

The semantic role of the first adjective is more like that of an intensifier than 
that of an adjective, hence this, too, may be regarded as pseudo-coordination. 
Other examples include: 

His speech was nice andshort. 
It was louely and cool in there. [= 'comfortably cool'] 

Some speakers (esp in AmE) use good in the same way: 

The road is good and long. 

even where the adjectival form following and is used as an adverb: 

I hit him good and hard. She drovegood and fast. 

Note [a] In attributive rather than predicative function, adjectives of the kind just illustrated 
commonly occur without and (cf 17.1 14): 

It's a louely warm day. He made a niceshort speech. It was a good long way 
to the corner. 

[b] A comparable construction is the stereotyped use of the conjoined adverbs well and truly as 
in: 

Some of the guests were welland truly drunk. 
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T h e  in tens i fying use  of  coordinat ion 
13.100 There are a number of circumstances in which a word or phrase is coordinated 

with itself. With comparative forms of adjectives, adverbs, and determiners, 
the effect is to express a continuing increase in degree. The comparative 
forms more and less, or else the inflected forms in -er, are often coordinated 
in this way: 

She felt more and more angry. 1 [= She felt increasingly angry.] She felt angrier and angrier. 

The car went more and more slowly. [= The car went increasingly 
The car went slower and slower. l slowly.] 

Coordination of this kind with more than two conjoins also occasionally 
occurs : 

The noise got louder and louder and louder, until it sounded as if a 
whirlwind had entered the house. 

Asyndetic coordination is rare, but not impossible here: The noisegot louder, 
louder, louder. . . 

The  i t e ra t ive  o r  cont inuat ive  u s e  of  coordination 
13.101 Another kind of expressive repetition withand conveys the ideaof a repeated 

or continuing process.This iterative use of coordination may be found with 
verbs : 

He talkeq and talked and talked. [= He talked for a very long time.] 
They knocked and knocked. [= They knocked repeatedly.] 

both with and: without the conjunction: 

They kept talking, talking, talking all night long. 

It also occurs' with adverbs, especially with again and the prepositional 
adverbs over, o ~ ,  around, up, down, etc: 

\ I've said it'again and again [= repeatedly], but she still takes no notice. 
He kept repeating the name over and over. 
She talked on and on and on. [= continuously] 
The balloon went up and up into the sky. [= continuously upwards] 

Again, asyndetb coordination can be used for special dramatic emphasis: 

The b a ~ ~ o d n  went up, up, up, until it was a tiny speck in the sky. 

A similar effect of iteration or alternating movement is sometimes achieved 
by coordinating contrasting prepositions or prepositional adverbs: on and 
ofi ofland on, in and out, up and down, backwards andjxwards, etc: 

Jill and Eric have been seeing one another ofland on for the last five 
years. [= intermittently] 

We watched the mother bird going in and out of the nest [= repeatedly 
in and out] trying to satisfy the appetite of the hungry fledglings. 
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The combination of this type of coordination with the repetitive coordination 
above produces a more vivid and emphatic effect: , . 

- $ The soldiers marched up and down, up and down to the music of the 
i band. 

i The repetitive types of coordination mentioned in this and the preceding 
I sections, and especially the last type, are particularly characteristic of popular 
l narrative style. 
I 

l Other  express ive  u s e s  of  coordination 
\ 13.102 The coordination of identical items also occurs with nouns. The effect, if the 

l/ noun is repeated once, may be to suggest that different types, especially good 
and bad, can be distinguished: 

There are teachers and teachers. [roughly: 'good and bad teachers'] 
You can find doctors and doctors. [roughly: 'good and bad doctors'] 

But if the noun is repeated more than once, the effect is to suggest a large 
number or quantity: 

We saw dogs and dogs and dogs all over the place. 
There was nothing but rain, rain, rain from one week to the next. 

Somewhat similar to these last examples is the intensifying effect of repetition 
of attributive adjectives and of degree istensifiers: 

an old, old man [= 'a very old man'] 
very, very, very good [= 'extremely good'] 

But this type of coordination is always asyndetic. 
In informal speech, the coordination of a noun phrase with. . . or so is used 

to express approximation. The noun phrase is normally a phrase of 
measurement. Compare the following with the coordination of numerals 
(cf 13.71): . . 

The limitations become clear with additional examples; thus although we 
can speak of: 

a dollar or so to spend a glass of beer or so 
a pound or so of butter or so of beer 

we cannot speak of *a chair or so, *a child or so, and still less of *the chair or 
so, though 'another chair or so' is acceptable. Hence the head nouns preceding 
the or so approximation must be units of measurement bear, pound) or items 
contextually rendered units of measurement (another N). It may be worth 
mentioning that 'a glass of beer or so' has the structure: 

a [glass [of beer]] or so. 
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Note [a] The  stereotyped coordination in our and out has an intensifying effect in premodification of 
nouns: 

He's an out and out liar. [= an utter, thoroughgoing liar] 
Out-and-oa~ is often hyphenated. 
[b] I n  informal speech, expressions like yes, no, ~vell, OK,  allright are often repeated foremphasis 
(c/ 18.58 on repetition). 

13.103 In addition to the semi-coordinators nor, so, and yet mentioned in 13.19, 
there are several linking items which we may call QUASI-COORDINATORS, 
because they behave sometimes like coordinators, and at other times like 
subordinators or prepositions. The most prominent of them are clearly 
related to comparative forms (cf 15.63ff): 

as well as, as much as, rather than, more than 
4 

Others are ifnot, not to say, and the correlative not so much. . . as. 
In the following examples, the quasi-coordinators do not introduce clauses 

or noun phrases, and resemble coordinators in that they link 'conjoins' of 
varying grammatical constituency: 

He [publishes] as well as [prints] his own books. 
The speech was addressed [to the employers] as much as [to the 

strikejs]. 
It was [bow well] more than [how loud] she sang that impressed me. 
He is [tdbe pitied] rather than [to be disliked]. 

Her manner was [unwelcoming] {zo say} [downright rude]. 

His latestiplay is not so much [a farce] as [a burlesque tragedy]. 
\ 

In other senterlces, however, they clearl; have a prepositional or subordinat- 
ing role, and have the mobility of adverbials, in that they can be placed in 
initial or final position (cf 15.52): 

( A S  well as printing the books, he publishes them. 

In this they resemble prepositions such as with, in addition to, and afer  more 
than coordinators like and; compare: 

John, with his brothers, was responsible for the loss. 
One senator afer another has protested against the ban. 

Compare, however, interpolated coordination (cf 13.95), where there can be 
a similar lack of plural concord, even with and. These observations remind 
us that coordination is related by gradience to subordination (cf 13.18f), and 
suggest that just as semi-coordinators such as for and so that are placed on  
the scale between coordinators and subordinators, so quasi-coordinators such 
as as well as may be regarded as taking their place on a scale between 
coordinators and prepositions. 

Note [a] Nonrestrictive relative clauses have also been considered semantically equivalent to 
coordinated clauses. Such a classification seems particularly appropriate in the case of sentential 
relative clauses (cf15.57). where the relative clause has the rest of the superordinate clause as its 
antecedent: 

Pam didn't go to the show, which is apity. ['. . .and that is a pity'] 
[b] Less common examples of quasi-coordinators are still less and its informal synonym let alone: 

I've not even read the first chapter, finished the book. { l 
To these may be added the infinitive construction not to mention, which is, however, more 
restricted in that it requires a following noun phrase: 

He wrote twenty novels, not to mention six thick volumes of verse. 
[c] The parallels between interpolated coordination ([I] cf 13.95f). quasi-coordination ([31), 
prepositional phrases ([Z]), and adverbial clauses ([4] cf15.17#') is illustrated in the following: 

The next meeting, {G:] the one after it, will be very important. [l1 
121 

The next meeting, as wellas theonelast month, will be very important. 131 
The next meeting will be very important, as was tAeo~~e last month. (41 

Whereas [5] is unacceptable because of the requirement that conjoins should be mutually 
substitutable, 161 is acceptable because of the status of lrke as a preposition: 

*The next meeting, and the onelast month, will be very important. l51 
The next meeting, like the one last month, will be very important. l61 

noun phrase is singular: 

John, as much as his brothers, was responsible for the loss. 

\ ~ e  publishes the books, as well asprinting them. I 

l 

[ Rather than cause trouble, I'm going to forget the whole affair. 
I'm going to forget the whole affair, rather than cause trouble. : 1 

He packed his clothes, his books, his papers, etc. 

And so on and and so forth (and their combination and so on and so forth) are 

Abbreviations for coordination 

13.104 .The tags and so on, and so forth, and et cetera (Latin = 'and others', ab- 

Another reason for not treating these items as fully coordinative is that in j / breviated in writing as etc) are abbreviatory devices which are added to a 

subject position, they normally do not bring about plural concord if the first coordinated list, to indicate that the list has not been exhaustively given: 
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used in the same way, but are restricted to informal use, and tend to occur 
after coordinated clauses rather than coordinated phrases. A less common 
phrase of the same kind IS and the like. 14 The complex sentence 

Note [a] Another abbreviatory devlce used in a similar way to erc is the Latin et a1 (in full er alii/aliae/ 
alia = 'and others'), which indicates incompletion of a list of names. It is most common in legal 
documents and in scholarly writing or lecturing, in the latter case to avoid repeating a list of 
coauthors: 

J C Brown et al. 
[b] Mention should also be made of the learned abbreviation ct seq (Latin et sequens) meaning 
'and the following (page)'. This sometimes has a plural form with letter reduplication et seqq, 
paralleling the use of reduplic;~tion of (final) letters to indicate plurality in other abbreviations 
such asfi MSS,pp (cJ5.81 Note). 
[c] The abbreviation i r in  logical and mathematical discourse means 'i/and only if'. 
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i 14.1 In Chapters 10 and l1  we studied the simple sentence, a sentence consisting 

.40 Subordination versus coordination 1040 of a single clause in which each of its elements (subject, object, adverbial, 

.41 Structural ambiguity etc) is realized by a subclausal unit - a phrase. The multiple sentence, on the 
1042 I other hand, consists of more than one clause. One of the two major devices 

j for linking clauses within the same sentence is coordination, which we 
Bibliographical note  1044 

I discussed in Chapter 13. We there distinguished coordination from the other 
major device, subordination (cf 13.2ff). In this chapter we examine the 
complex sentence, a sentence in which one of the elements is realized by a 
subordinate clause. Here we discuss the structural types of subordinate 
clauses, the formal indicators of subordination, and the choices affecting the 

l verb phrases of subordinate clauses. 

Compound  a n d  complex  sen tences  
14.2 The major types of multiple sentences are the compound and the complex 

sentence. A compound sentence consists of two or more coordinated main 
clauses; the clauses of a compound sentence provide classic instances of a 
paratactic relationship (cf 13.2), that is they have equivalent function, as 
diagrammatically indicated in Fig 14.2a overpage. The two main clauses in 
the Figure are equal constituents of the sentence, and are linked by the 
coordinator but. 

A complex sentence is like a simple sentence in that it consists of only one 
main clause, but unlike a simple sentence it has one or more SUBORDINATE 
clauses functioning as an element of the sentence. Subordination is an  
asymmetrical relation: the sentence and its subordinate clauses are in  a 
hypotactic relationship (cf 13.2), that is they form a hierarchy in which the 
subordinate clause is a constituent of the sentence as a whole -an adverbial 
in the example diagrammed in Fig 14.2b overpage. 

Subordination is not the only factor that enters into either the length or the 
complexity of sentences, when 'complexity' is understood in a nontechnical 
sense. Phrases may be complex in the degree of their modification; the 
vocabulary may be obscure; because of their compression, nominalizations 
(cf 17.51ff) may be more difficult to understand than corresponding 
subordinate clauses; the coherence of the sentence as a whole may be difficult 
to understand; the content of the sentence may presuppose knowledge that 
is not generally available. 

With respect to its function, a subordinate clause may be viewed as 
downgraded to a subclausal unit, such as a prepositional phrase: 

Although I admire her reasoning, I reject her conclusions. 
['Despite my admiration for her reasoning, I reject her conclusions'] 

Both the subordinate clause and the prepositional phrase in the paraphrase 
are functioning as adverbials within their sentence. 

A clause that is not subordinate to another clause is an INDEPENDENT 
clause. Hence the two main clauses in Fig 14.2a and the main clause (identical 
with the sentence) in Fig 14.2b are independent clauses. 
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sentence 

main  clause main clause 

/T\ i l l  
A 
I i P  

I adtnirc, her reosotitg hut I reject her cottclusions 

Fig 14.2a Compound sentence: coordination 

Fig 14.2b Coniplex sentence : subordination l 
Note [a] Main clauses have also been called 'principal clauses'or (less commonly)'head clauses'. 

[b] Subordinate 4auses (sometimes abbreviated to 'sub-clauses') have also been called 
'dependent', 'embddded', 'included', 'constituent'bnd 'syntactically bound' clauses. 
[C] Some grammaiians have extended the tenn sentence to cover what we have termed clause. 
[dl Main clauses are generally also independent clauses. But if a coordinated main clause when 
it is isolated from the rest of the sentence is unacceptable as a simple sentence, it is not an 
independent clause. For example, the second clause below is structurally deficient as a simple 
sentence because of the ellipsis, the acceptability of the clause depending on its relationship to 
the first clause: I 

The plot was kxciting and the characterizationplausible. 

Subordinate and superordinate clauses 
14.3 Figures 14.2a and 14.2b present uncomplicated examples involving just two 

clauses. In Fig 14.2b the two clauses in the complex sentence are the 
subordinate clause and the SUPERORDINATE clause, of which the subordinate 
clause is a constituent; the superordinate clause is therefore also the main 
clause. But a clause may enter into more than one relationship; it may be 
subordinate to one clause and superordinate to another, as indicated in Fig 
14.3a opposite. 
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sentence 

I 

He predicted 

l 
subordinate/superordinate clause [X] 

AYA 
rltat he would discocer the tiny particle 

I 

subordinate clause [ Y ]  

/PP 
whet? he cottduaed his ne.rt esperintettt 

Fig 14.3a Superordinate and  subordinate clauses 

Clause [W] is superordinate to clause [X], which is in turn superordinate to 
clause [Y]. Conversely, clause [Y] is subordinate to clause [X], which is in 
turn subordinate to clause [W]. Clause [X] is therefore both superordinate to 
clause [Y] and subordinate to clause [W]. The relationships may be further 
clarified by labelled bracketing: 

W- X- 
(He predicted [that he would discover the tiny particle 

Y- -Y-X-W 

{when he conducted his next experiment} ] ) 

In each instance the subordinate clause is included in its superordinate 
clause: [X] functions as object in [W], while [Y] functions as adverbial in [X]. 

The device of subordination enables us to construct a multiple hierarchy 
of clauses, one within the other, sometimes resulting in extremely involved 
sentences (cf 14.37ff). Further complexity and structural variability are 
provided by the interrelation of subordination and coordination. Each main 
clause in a compound sentence may include one or more subordinate clauses, 
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each of which may in turn include subordinate clauses. An example, by no 
means unusually complicated, appears in Fig 14.3b, where the labelling has 
been abbreviated: 

sentence 

and 

I think 0 I U-ould hope 0 
I I 

that your new position 
demands sensitive 
judgments 

I 
subordinatelsuperordinate clause 

subordinate clause 

as the years go by 

Fig 14.3b Compound sentence with subordinate clauses 

Similarly, coordination may occur at any level. In Fig 1 4 . 3 ~  the two 
subordinate clauses of the complex sentence are coordinated : 

sentence 

,. i$ i 
t Subordinate and matrix clauses 
1: 14.4 We have pointed out that a subordinate clause is a part of its superordinate 
L '  clause, functioning as one of its elements. Thus, we can match clauses with 

phrases or words in the same function, direct object in [l]  and adverbial 
in [2]: 

that they were nervous. 
We noticed (their nervousness. 

as the years go by. One matures eventually. 

We have no more reason to designate We noticed and One matures as clauses 
in their own right when they are followed by subordinate clauses than when 
they are followed by phrases or words. For both alternatives in [l] and [2] the 
clause that begins the sentence concludes the sentence. 

Nevertheless; we find many occasions in this chapter, particularly in 
discussing adverbial clauses, when it is useful to distinguish between a 
subordinate clause and the rest of the superordinate clause of which it is part. 
When we have needed to do so, we have used the term MATRIX clause to 
designate the superordinate clause minus its subordinate clause. For example, 
we have referred to the situation described in the matrix clause as contingent 
on that of the subordinate conditional clause (cf 15.35): 

I I'll lend you some money if you don't have any money on you. L31 

The matrix clause Tll lend you some money conveys an offer that is consequent 
on the fulfilment of the condition expressed in the subordinate clause i fyou 
don't have any money on you. Similarly, we have referred to the matrix clause 
in discussing the time reference of adverbial clauses of time. For example, 
subordinators such as before and until indicate that the situation described in 
the matrix clause occurred before or led up to that in the subordinate clause 
(cf 15.27). 

We illustrate in Fig 14.4 what we have termed a matrix clause. 

""r- 
main/superordinate clause 

1 
S 

l 
Fig 14.3~ Complex sentence with coordinated clauses 

l 
1 ' I 

She 
I 

telephoned 
I 

A subordinate clause may function not only as a clause element of a 
superordinate clause but also as a constituent of a phrase, for example as a l 

matrix clause 
relative clause postmodifying a noun phrase: 

The school which my children attend is within walking distance. while / I  you mre I out I 
We consider such noun phrases to be complex, but we do not consider a 
sentence with a complex noun phrase to be a complex sentence merely on the 
grounds that it contains a complex phrase (cf 10.1 Note [a]). 

I Fig 14.4 Matrix and subordinate clause 

Note Some have used the term 'main clause' for what we term matrix clause. 
1, j 
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Finite, nonfinite, and verbless clauses $1 
14.5 We recognize three main structural types ofclauses: '1 :I , 

FINITE CLAUSE: a clause whose verb element is finite (such as takes, 
took, can work, has worked, is writing, was written; cf 3.52ff), eg: 

I can't go out with you because l a m  studying this evening. 

NONFINITE CLAUSE: a clause whose verb element is nonfinite (such as to ji 
work, having worked, taken; cf 3.53), eg: c 

Knowingmy temper, I didn't reply. 

VERBLESS CLAUSE: a clause that does not have a verb element, but is 
nevertheless capable of being analysed into clause elements, eg: 

Although always helpful, he was not much liked. 

We recognize nonfinite and verbless structures as clauses because we can 
analyse their internal structure into the same functional elements that we 
distinguish in finite clauses. Consider, for example, the analysis of the 
nonfinite clause in: 

Knowing [V] my temper [Od], I didn't reply. 

The analysis depends on the analogy with the corresponding finite clause: 

I[S] know [V] my temper [O,]. 

Similarly, the verbless clause although always helpful in: 

~lthoudh [conj] always [A] helpful [C,], he was not much liked. 

It is analysed as in the corresponding finite clause: 

~ I t h o u ~ h  [conjl he [S] was [V] always [A] helpful[Cs], he was not much 
liked. 

\ 
One structurai type of clause may be embedded within another: 

Too nervous to reply after other speakers had praised her devotion to 
duty, Margaret indicated that she would speak later. [ l]  

The italicized subordinate clause in [l] is a verbless clause that contains a 
subordinate ponfinite clause (beginning to reply) that in turn contains a 
subordinate finite clause (beginning after other speakers). 

Note We recognize a structure as a clause only when it is describable in terms of clausal rather than 
phrasal structure. Hence the subject in [21 is considered anoun phrase becauseit has the structure 
of a noun phrase with conquest as its head: 

William's conquest of England brought about a change in the status of the English 
language. [21 

Compare William's conquests of other countries, where the head of the phrase shows that it can 
take the number contrast that is characteristic of most nouns. On the other hand, the phrase 
structure of William's conquest of England is related to clause structure (William conquered 
England) through nominalization (cf 17.51ff). Both the clause and the phrase can be described 

semantically as a sequence of agentive, activity, and affected, but semantic grounds are not 
sufficient for syntactic analysis. Only the clause do we analyse syntactically as a sequence of 
subject, verb, and object. For example, considerpart-time teaching in : 

I enjoypart-time teachir~g. 
It has the structure of a noun phrase with teaching as head and part-time as premodifier. Contrast 
reaching undergraduates in : 

I enjoy reachbig undergraduates. 
It has the structure of a clause (as in I teach undergraduates) with teaching as verb and 
undergraduaresas object. On the other hand, there is structural ambiguity in: 

I enjoy teaching. 
Teaching may be a noun phrase with only a heador a clause withonly a verb (c/ 15.13). 

l 

Nonfinite clauses 
14.6 The nonfiniteclause may be withor without asubject. The classes of nonfinite 

verb phrase (cf 3.53) serve to distinguish four structural classes of nonfinite 
verb clauses: 

(i) TO-INFINITIVE 
without subject: The best thing would be to telleverybody. 
with subject: The best thing would be for you to telleverybody. 

The infinitive clause with to plus a subject is found characteristically in 
constructions with anticipatory it (cf 18.33ff),fir being used to introduce the 
subject : It would be better for you to tell everybody. 

(ii) BARE INFINITIVE 
without subject: All I did was hit him on the head. 
withsubjeci: Rather than you do the job, I'd prefer to finish it 

myself. 
The bare infinitive is found characteristically in pseudo-cleft sentences 
(cf 18.29f), where the infinitival to isoptional: 

What they did was (to) dig a shallow channelaround the tent. 

(iii) -ING PARTICIPLE 

without subject: Leaving the room, he tripped over the mat. 
with subject: Her aunt having left the room, I asked Ann for some 

personal help. 

When the subject of -ing clauses is expressed, it is often introduced by a 
preposition (cf 14.19 Note [b]): 

With the audience turning restive, the chairman curtailed his long 
introduction. 

On the question of genitive subjects, cf 15.12. 

(iv) -ED PARTICIPLE 
without subject: Covered with confusion, they apologized abjectly. 
with subject: The discussion completed, the chairman adjourned 

the meeting for half an hour. 

Categories (i) and (iii) are used most frequently; category (ii) is relatively 
rare. 
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Except for the -ed clause, which is inherently passive (cf 14.7), all types of 
nonfinite clauses have both active and passive forms, for example: 

It would be possiblefor my son to drive you to the airport. 
-It would be possible for you to be driven to the airport by my son. 

Rather than Michaelguarantee the loan, it can be done by his father. 
-Rather than the loan beguaranteed by Michael, it can be done by 

his father. 
The parents havingpaidfor the damaged window, the police were not 

called. - The damaged window having been paidfir by the parents, the police 
were not called. 

Progressive and perfective forms may function in the verb phrase of nonfinite 
clauses, though the nonfinite verb paradigm is somewhat defective (cf 3.56). 
But modal auxiliaries are excluded, since they have neither infinitives nor 
participles. 

In  negative nonfinite clauses, the negative particle is generally positioned 
before the verb or the to of the infinitive: 

It's his fault for not doing anything about it. 
. The wisest policy is (for us) not to interfere. 

Adverbs and brief prepositional phrases that intervene between not and the 
verb in finite clauses may also come-between not and the verb: 

. It's his fault for not ever doing anything about it. 

When not is inserted, there is often some aspectual marking: 

The purse not having been found, we went to the police. The purge not yet found, 

On the split ihfinitive, cf 8.21. 

14.7 The normal range of clause types (cf 10.2) is available for most nonfinite 
clauses, as in this set of to-infinitive clayses: 

SV I expect them to come. 
SVO They wanted us to learn economics. 
SVC Joe supposed the stranger to be friendly. 
SVA It's great for everybody to be here. 
SVOO I$'s best for you to give him a call. 
SVOC Paul prefers me to make the drfference clear. 
SVOA He got her to put the car in the garage. 

The subject of nonfinite clauses, however, is commonly absent. 
Because it is generally both syntactically and semantically passive, the -ed 

participle clause is restricted to the four types of passive clauses. In [l]  the 
subordinator when introduces the -ed clause: 

(S) V,, - active SVO 
When questioned, she denied being a member of the group. 111 

(S)VwC - active SVOC 
Considered works of art, they were admitted into the country 

without customs duties. 
(S)VpJ - active SVOA 

L21 

Kept in the refigerator, the drug should remain effective for at 
least three months. [31 

(S)VmO - active SVOO 
Allowed unusualprivileges, the prisoner seemed to enjoy his 

captivity. l41 

14.8 Because nonfinite clauses lack tense markers and modal auxiliaries and 
frequently lack a subject and a subordinating conjunction, they are valuable 
as a means of syntactic compression. Certain kinds of nonfinite clause are 
particularly favoured in written prose, where the writer has the leisure to 
revise for compactness. We recover meanings associated with tense, aspect, 
and mood from the sentential context. We can also normally see a 
correspondence with a finite clause with a form of the verb BE and a pronoun 
subject having the same reference as a noun or pronoun in the same sentence 
(cf 15.588). For examples 14.7 [l-41, one might make the following 
insertions : 

When (she was) questioned, she denied being a member of the 
group. [lal 

(Since/Because/As they were) considered works of art, they were 
admitted into the country without customs duties. [2al 

(If it is) kept in the refrigerator, the drug should remain effective 
for at  least three months. Pa l  

(Since/After he was) allowed unusualpriuileges, the prisoner 
seemed to enjoy his captivity. 144 

On the other hand, [5] shows how the advantage of compactness must be 
balanced against the danger of ambiguity; for the absence of a subject leaves 
doubt as to which nearby nominal element is notionally the subject: 

I We met you (when you?/we? were) leaving the room. [51 

With infinitive clauses, a corresponding finite clause also enables one to 
identify an understood subject: 

I asked to go. - I asked ifIcould go. 
I asked him to go. - I asked ifhe would go. 

When no referential link with a nominal can be discovered in the linguistic 
context, an indefinite subject may be inferred, or else the 'I'of the speaker: 

To be an administrator is to have the worst job in the world. ['For a 
person to be . . .'l 

The prospects are not very good, to be candid. ['. . . if I am to be candid'] 
. b Contrast: 

It's hard work to be a student. [indefinite subject; cf 10.42fl 
It's hard work, to be honest. [I as subject; cf 8.1251 
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Verbless clauses 
14.9 Verbless clauses take syntactic compression one stage further than nonfinite 

clauses and like them are also commonly subjectless. Once again (cf 14.8), it 
is often possible to postulate a missing form of the verb BE and to recover the 
subject, when omitted, from the context: 

Whether right or wrong, he always comes off worst in argument. 
['whether he is right or wrong'] 

One should avoid taking a trip abroad in August wherepossible. ['where 
it is possible'] , . 

Verbless clauses camalso sometimes be treated as reductions of nonfinite 
clauses : 

Too nervous to reply, he stared a t  the floor. ['Being too nervous to 
reply. . .'l 

(Here the verbless clause itself contains a subordinate nonfinite clause, to 
reply.) 

When the subject is present, only the verb has to be recovered, though it is 
not always possible to insert it without juxtaposing the clause (cf [2] below): 

73 people have been drowned in the area, many of them children. 
['many of them being children'] [ l]  

There he stood, a tray in each hand. ['a tray was in each hand'] [2] 

The subject is often introduced by with (cf 14.15): 

With the children at  school, we can't take our vacations when we 
want to. L31 

Since it is uiually possible to interpret the clause as having an omitted BE, 
the verbless clause is limited to the two clause-types SVC and SVA, with or 
without a subordinator (sub): 

She looked at  him expectantly, her eyes fullofexcitement and 
curiosityi [S (V) C] [4l 

I do not wish to describe his assertiops, some of them offensive. 
[S (V) C1 [51 

He looked remarkably well, his skin clear and smooth. [S (V) C] [6] 
Though somewhat edgy, she said she would stay a little longer. 

sub [S (V) C] 171 
We can myet again tomorrow, ifnecessary. sub [S (V) C] t81 
Mavis sat in the front seat, her hands in her lap. [S (V) A] [g1 
While at  college, he was a prominent member of the dramatic 

society. sub [(S V) A] [l01 

It is also possible in [g] to view the understood verb as HAVE ('having her 
hands in her lap', cf 'with her hands in her lap'), in which case the structure 
is [(S V) 0 A]. 

Optional adverbials may also be added, either initially or finally: 

'Thank you very much,' said Raymond, ever mindful of his manners. 
[(S V) Afrequency Csl 
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Loath to reply for fear of offending herparents, she strode out of the 
room. [(S V) C, A,,,,I 

Though now frail, they were quite capable of looking after themselves. 
sub [(S V) At,,, CS] 

When the verbless clause is reduced to its minimum of a single complement 
or adverbial, it may not be easy to distirlguish it from an appositive 
construction (cf17.65ff), a nonrestrictive postmodifier (cf 17.48f), or a n  
adverbial which is a direct constituent of the main clause. The initial 
prepositional phrase below is an adverbial of the sentence: 

Of humbleparentage, he began his working life in a shoe factory. 

It might be regarded as an adverbial realized by a verbless clause consisting 
of just a complement, because its analysis is directly parallel to nominal or  
verbless clauses like: 

A man of humble parentage, . . . -Born of humble parentage, . 
Similarly, if the final noun phrase below had been placed next to the subject 
we would have recognized it as full apposition: 

The river lay in its crescent loop entirely without movement, an artifice 
of green-black liquescent marble. 

As it is, we could regard it as a verbless clause functioning as an adverbial. 
Indeed, many instances of partial apposition with noun phrases (cf 17.66) 
could be equally regarded as verbless clauses, eg: 

Judge Clement Turpin, now a federal appeals court judge, is being 
considered for appointment to the US Supreme Court. 

Formal indicators of subordination 

14.10 Subordination is generally marked by a signal in the subordinate clause. The 
signal may be of various kinds: 

(i) The clause is initiated by a subordinating conjunction (14.1 lff). 
(ii) The clause is initiated by a wh-element (14.20). 

(iii) Initial elements in the clause are inverted (14.20). 
(iv) The presence of certain verb forms in finite clauses is determined by 

the type of subordinate clause (14.21ff). 
(v) The verb element of the clause is either nonfinite or absent (14.20). 

More than one subordination signal may cooccur in the same subordinate 
clause. For example, a nonfinite or verbless clause may be introduced by a 
subordinating conjunction (cf 14.15ff). 

Note [a] The verb form in the superordinate clause may also be affected by the type of subordinate 
clause. The clearest example is in the hypothetical condition relationship (cf 15.36). 
[b] For nonfinite and verbless clauses that are not part of a superordinate clause, cf11.40/: 
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Subordinators 
14.11 SUBORDINATORS (or more fully SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS) are the most 

important formal device of subordination, particularly for finiteclauses. Like 
prepositions, which they resemble in having arelatingfunction, subordinators 
forming the core of the class consist of a single word, but there is a larger 
range of complex subordinators which function, to varying degrees, like a 
single conjunction. In addition, there is a small class of correlative 
subordinators, which combine two markers of subordination, one being a 
subordinator. 

Subordinators may be restricted to particular types of clauses, as the 
following sections show. 

Subordinators for finite clauses 
14.12 Most subordinators may introduce finite clauses. Here is a list of those 

subordinators. They are divided into simple, complex, and correlative 
subordinators. The correlative subordinators-are listed and discussed in 
14.13. 

SIMPLE SUBORDINATORS 

after, although, as, b.ecause, before, directly (informal, esp BrE), if, 
immediately (informal, esp BrE), lest (esp AmE), like (informal, esp 
AmE), once, since, that, though, till, unless, until, when(ever), where(uer), 
whereas, whereupon, while, whilst(a minority alternative to while, esp BrE) 

COMPLEX SUBORDINATORS 
ending with that: 

but that, in that, in order that, insofar that (formal, rare), in the event that, 
save that (literary), such that 

ending with dptional that: 
(a) participle form: 

assuming, considering, excepting, given, granted, 
granting, provided, providing, seeing, supposing ](that) 

(b) others: \ 
except, for all, l (that) \ 
now, so 

ending with as: 
according as, as far as, as long as, as soon as, forasmuch as (formal), 
inasmuch as (formal), insofar as, insomuch as (formal) 

Others: 1 
as if, as though, in case 

Note [a] The distinction in form between the simple and complex subordinators is in part 
orthographic, since some of the simple subordinators are internally (that is morphologically) 
complex. But their orthographical unity points to the central place of the simple subordinators 
in the system. 
[bl In addition, the following archaic subordinators still have a limited currency: albeit, whence, 
whereat, lvlrerefore, whither. 
[cl Many of the subordinators indicate more than one logical relationship. The relationships are 
discussed in subsequent sections of this chapter. 
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[d] The omission of an optional that in the complex subordinators tends to lower the level of 
formality. On the other hand, the inclusion of tlrot may avoid ambiguity (~(14.41). 
[e] About and without are used as subordinators for finite clauses in informal style, but are not 
generally considered acceptable: 

?She explained to us about there's nothingfor teenagers to do in the village. 
?We can't even read in our bedroom without one of the children comes barging in wanting 

something. 
They are among recent examples of a continuing trend to use prepositions also as subordinators. 
On account (on (esp AmE), another recent example, has achieved somewhat greater 
acceptability in informal style: 

I can't come now on account ( o n  I how to look afier my baby brother. ~ ~ .. . . . .  
[I] But that is a subordinator in the sense 'except (that)': 

She would have ignored Edward hut tlrot she knew he would have complained to her sister. 
Occasionally tlmt is omitted: 

It never rains but it pours. 
Except is used without that in the sense 'unless'(cf 15.34): 

I wouldn't be here except 1 had to. 
But that is often added when except has the senseAonly'(cf 15.44): 

I'd lend you my car except (that) I may need it later this afternoon. 
[g] The temporal subordinators, interrogative whether and if, and conditional ifcan alone serve 
as truncated subordinate clauses functioning as exclamation tags: 

A: Brian will attend the class when it suits him. If 1 . . 
B: (*h, yes) !,Ah! 

Virtually any conjunction can function alone as an echo question: 
A: I11 let you know ifthere are going to be refreshments. 

B: in But surely you promised you would arrange it. 
A: We're arriving in New York aJier you leave. 

B: i ~ t e r ?  But I was hoping to see you there. 

Correlative subordinators 
The correlative subordinators are divided into five sets, listed below. The 
second correlative endorses the meaning of the first. For correlative 
coordinators, cf 13.338. 

CORRELATIVE SUBORDINATORS 

such 

such " )  1 . . . (that) 

l e s s  } } . . . than 
more (/-er) 
no sooner . . . than, when (informal) 
barely 
hardly } } . . . when, than (informal) 
scarcely 

(C) the . . . the 
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(e) subordinator plus 
optional conjunct 

. . .yet, nevertheless, etc (even) though 

Once } } . . then in that case 
since [reason] 
unless 
because . . . therefore seeing (that) 

The (a) set consists of the unique proportional correlative as . . . so 
(cf 15.51), also typical of formal and deliberative style. The conjunct 
emphasizes the relationship indicated by the initial subordinator: 

As the strength of the defenders failed, so the courage of the attackers 
grew. 

The omission of so tends to give a temporal interpretation ('all the while 
that') to the subordinator as. 

The (b) set contains comparative correlatives (cf 15.63ff). In this set the 
subordinate clause is positioned finally. The first element functions as degree 
modifier in the superordinate clause, while the second is a subordinator 
introducing the final subordinate clause: 

, {more ashamed angrier than I have ever been. 

He had no sooner arrived than he asked for food. 

The (c) set]consists of the unique pair of proportional correlatives the . . . 
the (cf 15.51): 

The harder they worked, the hungrier they became. 
['As they worked harder, so they became hungrier.'] 

If the order Qf the two clauses is reversed, the meaning relationship is 
changed (cf Nfte [d] below): 

\\ 

The hungrier they became, the harder they worked. 
['As they became hungrier, so they worked harder.'] 

The (d) set contains the whether . . . or correlatives used in two different 
types of suboqdinate clauses: alternative interrogative clauses (cf 15.6) and 
alternative cdnditional-concessive clauses (cf 15.41). In the interrogative 
construction the or-clause is optional: 

They didn't tell me whether I should write to the manager (or whether 
I should see him personally). 

In the conditional-concessive construction, on the other hand, the or-clause 
isobligatory. In both instances, the correlativeor coordinates twosubordinate 
clauses (cf the either . . . or correlative, 13.33f), unlike the previous sets, 
where only one correlative is attached to the subordinate clause. Or is also an 
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optional correlative in the alternative interrogative clause introduced by g 
(cf 15.6). 

The (e) set combines a subordinator in an initial subordinate adverbial 
clause with an optional conjunct (cf 8.134ff) in the superordinate clause. The  
conjunct emphasizes the relationship indicated by the subordinator: 

Though the workers were unhappy with some aspects of the proposed 
new contract, nevertheless they overwhelmingly voted in favour of it. 
[CONCESSIVE CLAUSE; ~f 15.39ff 1 

Ifthis year's harvest is good, then they will not need to import wheat. 
[CONDITIONAL CLAUSE; cf 15.33ff ] 

Because you have not replied to my formal letter of May 1, I am 
therefore withdrawing my offer. 
[REASON CLAUSE; cf 15.45ff ] 

Some writers avoid the conjunct as redundant in these examples. Its insertion 
is more usual in an insistently persuasive argument or in a formal and 
deliberative style of writing, especially if the initial subordinate clause is 
lengthy and the relationship then needs to be recalled. The effect is to balance 
the two parts of the system, an effect akin to parallelism (cf 19.7), and to 
remind the reader or hearer of the force of the argument. 

Note [a] The range of correlative subordinators can be extended somewhat in literary style to include, 
for example, where. . . there and when . . . then: 

When her imagination was stirred, then there descended upon her a frenzy to inscribe her 
thoughts. 

[b] The following occur with ~ubject-o~eratir inversion (c/ 18.24) in the first clause: 
no sooner. . . than barely/hardly/scarcely . . whenlbefore 

There is traditional objection to the use of when as correlative with no soorler and to the use of 
than as correlative with the three negative adverbs. 
[c] Since subordinate adverbial clauses are usually in E position, the correlative in sets (a), (b), 
and (c) can be seen as providing the condition for the clause to be in I position and subsequently 
endorsing the force of the clause. 
[d] The may be used in two ways to introduce a final subordinate clause without a preceding 
initial correlative the. In the first use, it correlates with a comparative in the superordinate 
clause, the construction then belonging to set (c): 

They became (the) hungrier the harder they worked. 
The construction is equivalent in meaning to the correlative the. . . the construction: 

The harder they worked, the hungrier they became. 
[cf *Harder they worked, hungrier they became.] 

The equivalence provides an argument for suggesting that the firs1 clause is semantically 
subordinate, as in sets (a) and (b). 

In the second use, the is noncorrelative. It combines with a comparative, chiefly to introduce 
a final subordinate clause of purpose, especially a to-infinitive clause: 

They moved to the front, the better to hear the speaker. 
Less formally: 

They moved to the front in order to hear the speaker better. 
In formal style, the purpose clause may be initial: 

Themoreeasily to induce witnesses to testify, we areconductingour hearings in private. 

Marginal subordinators 
14.14 As with complex prepositions (cf9.10ff'), it is difficult to distinguish 

categorically between complex subordinators and free syntactic construc- 
tions. Several marginal types require discussion. 
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Type 1 consists of a habitual combination of a subordinator with a 

preceding or following adverb; for example even $and $only. We regard 
these as subordinators because the meaning of the subordinator is affected 
by the presence of the adverb. In contrast, combinations such as only tyand 
just as consist of a premodifier preceding a subordinator. 

Type 2 consists of noun phrases that commonly function as temporal 
adverbials; for example, the moment (that) and every time (that). We consider 
these to be more like free syntactic constructions than like complex 
subordinators. The relationship between the moment and the following clause, 
for example, can be explained as the head of a noun phrase modified by a 
restrictive relative clause, the noun phrase functioning as adverbial of time. 
Compare : 

I recognized him that moment. I recognized him the moment I saw him. 

The phrase permits the range of structural variations that one would expect 
from that analysis. For example: 

at { ~ f : ~ }  I saw him, I recognized him. 
precise 
very 

Other examples of such free constructions include during the period when, 
until such time as, since the days that. 

Type 3 consists of prepositional phrases ending in the fact that. They 
express relationships of reason or concession. Because they can be replaced 
more concisely by a simple conjunction, they are considered to be stylistically 
clumsy. Examples include : 

becausepf the fact that 
due to the fact that ['because'] 
on accoupt of the fact that 
in (the) light of the fact that 
in spite ojthe fact that 
regardless of the fact that } M t h o ~ h l  

These allow some variation of the preposition and considerable variation of 
the head of the noun phrase. Compare: 

that they were sick, I went to visit them. 

my belief 

Only in spite of the fact that can be replaced by a simple conjunction (eg: 
although), yet it is clear that all the phrases have a similar function. We 
should therefore regard them as prepositional phrases followed by a clause in 
apposition to the noun-phrase complement. 

Type 4 consists of participle fonns such as supposing (that) and provided 
(that). The participles form a gradient. Some retain certain properties 
characteristic of verbs, while those that are most like simple conjunctions 
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.have lost all such properties. Thus, like other particifiles, supposing and 
assuming can be expanded by adverbials: 

supposing for the sake of argument 
assuming 1 { as a result of your advice 

]that 

But such expansion is not permitted for some of the other participle ~OITIIS : 

for the sake of argument 
as a result of your advice 

On the other hand, like many verbs, seeing and considering can be followed 
by conjunctions other than that: 

Seeing how he reacted . . . Considering 

But most important of all, the conjunctional seeing, provided, providing, and 
given are now distinct from the participles in meaning and in not requiring 
subject identification (cf 15.58f), so that they cannot be viewed as the verb in 
a participle clause. 

Note [a] The premodifier in the free constructionsof type 1 may be focusing (cf 8.1 16). as in even when 
and only if; intensifying (cf8.104), as in ewr since and just as (in the similarity sense); or 
specifying further the time relationship, as in just whenand afew days before. 
[b] There are other conjunction-like prepositional phrases similar to those in type 3, but not 
ending in thefact that; for example, in the event that, on thegrounds that, in thesense that. 

Subordiiators for nonfinite and verbless clauses . 

14.15 Nonfinite and verbless clauses are subordinate by virtue of the absence of a 
finite verb as the verb element of the clause. They are, however, sometimes 
introduced by a subordinator, which generally signals the clause to be 
adverbial. 

The structural classes of clauses vary in the subordinators that they admit. 
However, all the classes except for that of the bare infinitive clauses may be 
introduced by the subordinators with and without. A noun phrase (not 
necessarily the subject) is required after the subordinator: 

Without you to consult, I would be completely lost. 
With the mortgagepaid, they could afford to go abroad for their 

vacation. 
Don't walk around with your shirt hanging out. 
With you as myfriend, I don't need enemies. 

Note Rather than is found with all types of clauses, including finite clauses, but it is generally best 
treated as a quasi-coordinator (cf 13.103), with matching forms in the clauses (but cf4.19 Note 
[cl): 

They were screaming rather than singing. She telephoned rather than wrote. 
He wanted to sunbathe rather than (to) swim. 

The part after rather than refers to an earlier assumption that is rejected; rather than is here 
equivalent to 'and not'. 

Subordinators for bare infinitive clauses 
14.16 Bare infinitive clauses are limited to the two synonymous subordinators 

rather than and sooner than (cf 14.15 Note for the function of rather than as 
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quasi-coordinator). The matrix clauses express the subject's preference (cf 
15.52): 

He paid the fine rarher than appeal to a higher court. 
Sooner than waitjor a reply to your letter, I would telephone her. 

The bare infinitive clause occasionally takes a subject: 

Rather than ~cirrerr drive in his present state, I'd prefer to drive him home 
myself. 

Note [a] In contrast to the constraints on the quasi-coordinator ratlter than, when clauses are 
introduced by the subordinators rather than and soofter than the verb forms do not need to match 
and the subordinate clause may be initial as well as final. 
[b] If aouldor should is in the matrix clause, radcr and sooner may be moved into that clause 
when the subordinate clause is final: 

He would rather pay the fine tllan appeal to a higltcr court. 
Such sentences have an obvious resemblance to comparative constructions and admit various 
comparative adverbs: 

pay the fine than appeal to a higher court. 
c h e e w y  

Subordinators for to-infinitive clauses 
14.17 To-infinitive clauses may be introduced by several subordinators: as if, as 

though, fir, in order, so as, whether . . . (or), with, and without. For in this 
function is restricted to infinitive clauses with their own subject, and indeed 
is often obligatory (cf 15.10): 

It would be an absurd ideajbr them to move to another house at this stage 
of thefr careers. 

Since for may be combined with the subordinator in order to, it seems to be a 
device for introducing the subject rather than to be a true subordinator: 

In order for you to be eligibte for a student grant, your parents must 
receiv less than a stipulated annual income. e 

Whether (with or without correlative or) introduces a subordinate interroga- 
tive clause: , 

I don't know whether to put on the air-conditioning today. 

In the absence of a subject in the subordinate clause, the subject is 
understood a$ identical with that of the matrix clause. 

Subordinators for -ed clauses and verbless clauses 
14.18 Clauses with an -ed participle and verbless clauses may be introduced by 

some subordinators that are also used for finite clauses (cf 14.12): 

although, as [manner], as if, as soon as, as though, even if, if, once, though, 
unless, until [only -ed participle clauses], when(euer), where(ver), whether 
. . . or [conditional-concessive], white, whilst (esp BrE) 

These clauses can be related to finite clauses for which the subject and the 
verb BE are supplied (cf 14.9): 

Note 
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When taken according to the directions, the drug has no side effects. 
['When the drug is taken . . .'l [ l ]  

Although not yet six months old, she was able to walk without 
support. ['Although she was not yet . . .'] [2] 

Unless told otherwise, be here every night. ['Unless you are told 
. . .'; you is implied subject of the imperative superordinate 
clause] U1 

lfnecessary, he will take notes for you. ['If his taking notes is 
necessary, . . .'l 141 

The subject of the subordinate clause must generally be understood as 
identical with that of the matrix clause, but for verbless clauses such as 
necessary and wherepossible it may refer to the matrix clause as a whole, as in 
example [4]. 

[a] The if-clauses may be used for hypothetical conditions (cf 14.19 Note [a], 15.35): 
The milk would not turn sour ifboiled. pif it were boiled] 
I would have typed your manuscript for you ifnecessary. ['if it had been necessary to d o  so'] 

[b] There is a stereotyped construction in which the -ed participle follows no sooner than: 
(It was) no sooner said than done. 

Subordinators for -ing clauses 
Clauses with an  -ing participle may be introduced by any of the subordinators 
for -ed participle clauses (cf 14.18), except that the subordinators where, 
wherever, as [manner], and as soon as are excluded (cf Note [a] below) : 

although, as i f ,  as though, even i f ,  if, once, though, unless, until, when(ever), 
whether. . . or [conditional-concessive], while, whilst (esp BrE) 

Unlike -ed participle and verbless clauses, however, these -ing participle 
clauses cannot be regarded as strictly elliptical clauses, since the -ing participle 
does not necessarily represent a progressive form in the equivalent finite 
clause. The -ing participle neutralizes that aspectual distinction : 

When returning merchandise, be sure to bring your receipt. ['When you 
return. . .' or 'When you are returning. . .'l 

The nonequivalence of the -ing participle in these clauses with the finite 
progressive is most conspicuous when the progressive aspect is ruled out, as 
with the perfective or a verb used statively (cf 4.27ff): 

Once having left thepremises, you must buy another ticket to reenter. 
['Once you have left. . .) 

Though understanding no Spanish, she was able to communicate with the 
other students. ['Though she understood no Spanish, . . .'l 

[a] -ing clauses introduced by if, even if, and unless are restricted to open conditions (cf 15.33, in 
which they are roughly equivalent to'in cases where'. Even so, ifsounds somewhat stilted: 

Ifcomingbycar, take the A10 and turnoffat theA414. 
Euen ifand unless are relatively more acceptable in such contexts: 

i2sr} rcceiuing uisim, patients must observe normal hospital rules. 

[bl Afier, before, and since (subordinators with finite clauses) differ from subordinators such as 
when or while in that they are followed by -i~tgclauses but not by -edclauses or verbless clauses: 

He took a shower kz:] returnin; home. 
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Since nroving here, I have felt more relaxed. 
These three also differ from the subordinators listed above in 14.19 in that they allow a subject 
in the -ing clause : 

Since nry conring here, life has become more comfortable for my parents. L31 
The differences suggest that after, before, and sirace are better classed with prepositions such as 
on and tlrrongl~ (both ofwhich permit a subject in the-ingclause) rather than with subordinators: 

He took a shower 011 returnit~glton~c. []a] 
Tl~rarrglr my nroving here, life has become more comfortable for my parents. 

[c] Like as ~ ~ s l l a s  and instead a/. rarher t h ~ n  is a preposition, not a quasi-coordinator (cf 13.103), 
when it is followed by an -ing participle clause that does not match the verb in the matrix clause 
(cf 14.15 Note): 

Their actions precipitated the war rathcr tlran auerting if. 
As lvellas visiting Niagara Falls. we spent a day in Toronto. 
He intends to go as he is, instead ~J'clionging into his best clothes. 

Other indicators of subordination 
14.20 We now turn to other indicators of subordination apart from subordinators. 

(i) Wh-elements are initial markers of subordination in subordinate 
interrogative clauses (cf 15.5f) and subordinate exclamative clauses (cj15.7), 
in wh-relative clauses (cf 15.8f, 17.9ff), and in conditional-concessive clauses 
(cf 15.41j). The subordinating wh-words are: 

who, whom, whose, which 
when, where, what, why, how 
whoever, whomever (rare), whichever 
wherever, whenever, whatever, however 
whosoever, whomsoever, wheresoever, whatsoever, howsoever (all rare; 

legal ?nd religious) 

(ii) The relative pronoun that, which can often replace wh-pronouns, is a 
subordination marker in restrictive relative clauses (cf 17.9f): 

The style that we are examining in this exhibition was an unusual one. 

The relative pFonoun is to be distinguished from the subordinator that, which 
does not operate as an element in the subordinate clause. 

I \ (iii) Subject-operator inversion is a marker of subordination in some 
conditional, similarity, and comparative clauses (cj15.36,15.50 Note, 15.74). 
It is typical of a literary and elevated style of persuasion. The operators that 
permit the inversion are had, were, should, and (less commonly) could and 
might: 

I Had I been less forthright, I would have acquired more support. 
Were she here, she would support the motion. 

Inversion of a different kind - the fronting of the whole or part of the 
predication - may occur with the subordinators as, though, and that (cf 15.39, 
15.47): ' 

Eloquent though she was, she could not persuade them. 

(iv) The absence of a finite verb is itself an indicator of subordination, 
since nonfinite and verbless clauses are necessarily subordinate: 
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Denying any interest inpolitics, she claimed that she wished to continue 
in forensic medicine. 

There are only two types of subordinate clauses that have no clear indicator 
of subordination within them: 

(a) Nominal that-clauses allow the omission of that in certain contexts 
(cj15.4), but they may be said to be recognizable as subordinate through the 
potentiality for the insertion of that: 

I suppose I can use your phone. - I suppose that I can use your phone. 

Compare also the omissibility of relative that, 17.13ff. 

(b) Some comment clauses (cf 15.54) have no overt mark of subordination,. 
but - as with the zero relative clauses mentioned in (a) -they generally lack 
an obligatory verb complementation: 

I have no alternative, Isuppose. 
It could be worse, you know. 

= You know, it could be worse. 
# You know (that) it could be worse., 

The verb phrase in subordinate clauses 

14.21 In general the rules for the uses of forms and categories of the verb phrase - 
such as tenses, aspects, and modal auxiliaries - apply both to subordinate 
and independent clauses. Nevertheless, there are cases in which choices 
affecting the verb phrase of a subordinate clause are determined by the 
particular type of subordinate clause it belongs to. With temporal since- 
clauses, on the other hand, it is the choice of verb phrase in the matrix clause 
that is more obviously affected. 

Such determinations constitute a signal of subordination additional to 
other signals, such as initial subordinators. They are a particularly 
conspicuous signal when the verb phrase in the subordinate clause prevents 
that clause from constituting an independent sentence, even with the 
omission of the subordinator, as in (Though) he be the President himself: Less 
obviously, the meaning of the verb phrase would be different in an 
independent clause, as in (When) the game ends. 

Note Dependency relations ofthis kind are not necessarily found in disjunct clauses, particularly style 
disjunct clauses (cf 15.21), where verb choices are primarily deuendent on the circumstances of.  
the speech act. Contrast, for example, the matching tenses in [l), where the since-clause is an 
adjunct, with the absence of matching in [2], where the since-clause is a style disjunct: 

Since they really wanted to know, they conducredtheir own investigation. [I] 
Since you really want to know, they conducted their own investigation. [21 
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The present tense in adverbial and nominal clauses 
14.22 The simple present is commonly used in preference to the auxiliary willor (in 

BrE, optionally with I and we) shall in certain types of adverbial clauses to 
express future meaning (cf also 14.26): 

W hen 
After 
Before 
As 
If 
As soon as 
Once 

- he arrives, the band will play the National Anthem. 

Even if tomorrow's match is cancelled, Lancashire will still be at the top 
of the league. 

He'll come in case he's wanted. 
While I am away, the children will look after the house. 
Whether or not they win this battle, they won't win the war. 
Whatever they say, I won't pay. 
Wherever she goes, I'll go. 

The subordinators involved belong to the temporal, conditional, and 
conditional-concessive categories (cf 15.25, 15.34, 15.4lf). Temporal since, 
however, is excluded (cf 15.26). 

Clauses of similarity (cf15.50) and proportion (cf 15.51) may also have the 
simple present to express future meaning: 

Next time I'll do as he says. 
The har$er you exercise, the better you'll feel. 

Nominal that- and wh-clauses tend to contain the simple present when the 
matrix clause (as well as the subordinate clause) refers to the future; but 
when the matrix clause refers to the present, will is likely to be used in the 
subordinate clause. Contrast: 

In a few4'?inutes I'll ask him what he wants tomorrow. 
The question is what he will want tomorrow. 

However, thete are exceptional verb hnstructions like hope, bet, see (to it), 
take care, be careful, and (both in the imperative) suppose and assume, after 
which the simple present is often or (for take care and be careful) regularly 
used : 

I hope t$at the parcel comes in time. [also will come] 
Suppose be loses his way. 
Let's assume our opponents win the election. [also will win] 
I'll see that nobody disturbs you. [also will disturb] 
Take care that she doesn't fall. 

Will and won't occur in adverbial clauses, particularly in $clauses, in 
certain uses. In general, the difference between the simple present and the 
modal is that the simple present refers to an assumed future actual situation 
whereas the modal refers to the assumed predictability of a situation or of 
situations. More specifically, willand won't are commonly used: 

If the water rises above this level, then we must warn everybody. 
[cf'when the water rises above this level, if it does so'] [ l  Oal 

Replacement of the modal by the simple present in [l11 and [l21 produces 
uninterpretable sentences. 
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(i) where the modals have a volitional meaning: 

If you'll help us, we can finish early. ['are willing to'] [ l]  
If you won't help us, all our plans will be ruined. ['refuse to'] l21 
If he'Npay, I'll go with him. l31 
If you'll use it, you can have it. l41 

The use of the simple present in [l -41 would suppress the volitional meaning. 
In [5] the volitional meaning is metaphorically transferred to inanimate 
objects: 

If your car won't start, call me any time and I'll help. ['refuses to'] [5] 

(ii) where the modals express timeless and habitual prediction: 

If drugs willcure him, this drug should do the job. [61 
If sugar willdissolve in a hot liquid, this chemical will do so too. [7] 

Will can be replaced by can in [6] and [7]. In both sentences, the conditional 
clause does not refer to a specific actual situation. 

(iii) where the modals express the present predictability of the occurrence or  
nonoccurrence of a future situation: 

If you won't arrive before six, I can't meet you. ['If you won't be 
arriving before six'] K81 

If the game won't befinished until ten, I'll spend the night at  your 
place. ['If the game is not going to be finished until ten'] 191 

If the water will rise above this level, then we must warn 
everybody in the neighbourhood. ['If the water is going to rise 
above this level, then we must now plan to warn everybody in 
the neighbourhood'] [l01 

If she won't be here before midnight, there's no need to rush. [l11 
If we definitely won't win, why should we bother to play? ['If we 

definitely aren't going to win, . . .'l [l21 

The simple form is less usual in [g-121 than the progressive. 
In [8-121 the matrix clause expresses the present consequence of the 

present predictability. In [8-91 the consequence is a present decision to take 
a future action, while in [IO- 121 it is a present decision that affects present 
action. 

The modal can be replaced by the simple present in [g-91, but with a 
different implication. Contrast [g] with [gal: 

If you don't arrive before six, I can't meet you. ['in the event of 
your arrival after six'] [gal 

The situation in the conditional clause of [8a] is viewed as possibly occurring. 
In [l01 replacement of the modal by the simple present yields the implausible 
sentence [loa]: 
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Note [a] The simple present may be used for future reference in relative clauses that together with 
their antecedent express similar relationships 10 those expressed in the adverbial clauses: 

1'11 speak to her the first opportunity I haw. 
And similarly in appositive that-clauses modifying an appropriate noun phrase head : 

We'll be there tomorrow on the assumption that it doesn't rain. 
[b] The simple present in a conditional clause may refer to a state in present time: 

If you likeit, I'll give it to you. 
For dynamic situation types, the present progressive is used to refer to present time: 

If she's ~vorking, 1 won't interrupt her. 

The  hvpothet ica l  p a s t  a n d  p a s t  perfective . - 
14.23 The verbs in hypothetical conditional clauses are backshifted, the past tense 

form being used for present and future time reference and the past perfective 
form for pas t  time reference (cf 15.36). When these forms have such 
hypothetical implications we term them HYPOTHETICAL PAST and HYPOTHET- 

ICAL PAST PERFECTIVE. The general rule for verbs in both clauses of 
hypothetical conditions may be expressed thus: 

Table 14.23 Verbs in hypothetical conditions 

future 
reference 

HYPOTHETICAL PAST PERFECTIVE MODAL 
PAST PERFECTIVE 

The modal host  commonly used in the matrix clause is would. It is used to 
express the hypothetical implication, without necessarily any other modal 
implications : 

If she {:F to try} harder next time, she wouldpass the examination. 

[future r~ference: 'but I expect s h ~  won't try harder'] 
If they were alive, they would be moving around. 

[present reference: 'but I assume they are not alive'] 
If they had invited him to the conference, he would have attended. 

[past reference: 'but they didn't invite him'] 

As the brackefed implications indicate, the hypothetical meaning is more 
absolute in the past, and amounts to an implied rejection of the condition; 
whereas with present and future reference the meaning may be merely one 
of negative expectation or assumption, the positive not being ruled out 
completely. Depending on the lexical verb, the progressive might be necessary 
to convey present reference, as is indeed the case for try: 

If she were trying harder, her parents wouldn't be so anxious. 

When modal auxiliaries are used in hypothetical conditional clauses they 
combine with past and past perfective. In the matrix clause they replace 
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would, since two modal auxiliaries cannot cooccur. Modals in hypothetical 
conditions, apart from hypothetical would, are would in other uses, could, 
might, and should: 

If they would help us, we couldJinish early. [volitional would, 'would be 
willing to'] 

If we had enough money, we could buy a typewriter. 
If you could type, you might save a lot of time. 
I might have married her if she would have agreed. 
If they had asked me, I would have had ro speak. [have to as substitute 

for must, which lacks a past form] 
If he had apologized, you should have done so too. [obligational should] 

Some BrE speakers maintain a distinction between would and should in the 
matrix clause parallel to that between will and shall (cf4.42): 

If I had been at home last night, I should have heard the noise. 

Hypothetical past or past perfective are obligatory in certain other 
constructions that have hypothetical meaning: 

It's time you were in bed. 
I wish this bus went to the university. 
If only I had listened to my parents! 

They are optional with other constructions that also have hypothetical 
meaning (on the subjunctive were, cf14.24): 

He acts as if he knew you. 
It's not as though we were poor. 
Suppose we told her the truth. 
Imagine your child played truant. 
I'd rather we had dinner now. 

Generally a negative inference can be drawn, which is more strongly negative 
with the hypothetical past perfective. Thus vonly I had listened to my parents 
implies 'I did not listen to my parents', and He acts as ifhe knew you implies 
the expectation 'He doesn't know you'. In I'd rather we had dinner now, the 
hypothetical past may express tentative politeness rather than hypothetical 
meaning. 

Note [a] The hypothetical past is also used after an archaic Would that, which expresses a wish: 
Would that everyone treated me as considerately. 

[b] Restrictive relative clauses modifying generic noun phrases (cf 15.34 Note [il) and their 
matrix clauses take the same forms as hypothetical conditionals if they refer to a hypothetical 
situation: 

Any person who had behaved in that way would hate been dismissed. 
[c] We have shown that the rules for past reference in a hypothetical condition require a past 
perfective in the conditional clause and a past perfective modal, generally would have, in the 
matrix clause: 

If I had seen her, I would haue told her. 
The operators are frequently contracted in informal style: 

If I'd seen her, I'd haue told her. 
In informal speech, the haue in the second phrase is frequently reduced to /av/ or /a/. so that I 
would haue may be rendered /a~da/. Informal AmE speech may have matching modals in both 
clauses: 

If I'dhatx seen her, I'dhaue told her. 
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The first part of both clauses may then be rendered lardal. The contraction for the operator in 
the conditional clause is sometimes misinterpreted as replacing had rather than ~vould, giving 
rise to an error that is found in uneducated writing and its fictional representation: 

If I hadda seen her, I ~votrlrla told her. 
The nonstandard spelling I'da is similarly found as a representationof la~dal, and ofis a frequent 
misspelling of have when hauc follows a modal. 
[d] In informal AmE the hypothetical past is sometimes used for past reference in place or the 
hypothetical past perfective: 

If they invited her to the conference, she would have attended. 
[e] Ambiguities are occasionally found between open and hypothetical conditions (cf 15.35). 
since open conditions take the full range of verb forms: 

If he found a patient listener, he ~vouldpourout his troubles. 
This sentence may be a hypothetical condition referring to the future ('I don't think he'll find a 
patient listener') or a n  open condition referring to the past (mould having a habitual meaning). 
[r] In subordinate clauses following I 11Ch (that), the hypothetical past may be replaced by 
hypothetical ~vouldor by a to-infinitive: 

she visited 

her to visit 

The present and past subjunctive 
14.24 The present subjunctive (cf 3.58ff) is used very occasionally in formal style 

in open conditional clauses (cf 15.33 Note [d], 15.36) and in concessive 
clauses (cf 15.41 Note [b], 15.42 Note [b]): 

If any person be found guilty, he shall have the right of appeal. 
Whatever be the reasons for their action, we cannot tolerate such 

disloyalty. ' 

Whether she be right or wrong, she will have my unswerving support. 

More usually, the simple present indicative is used. 
Clauses of   on cession (cf 15.398) and purpose (cf 15.48) may also very 

occasionally ih formal style contain a present subjunctive (esp in AmE) to 
express putative rather than factual meaning (cf 14.25): 

Though he be the President himself, he shall hear us. 
They rem4ved the prisoner in order that he not disturb the proceedings 

any fu r t ly .  
l 

The more usual verb forms for the th>ugh-clause are the simple present 
indicative or pdtative should followed by the infinitive. Clauses of purpose 
require modal auxiliaries, and therefore only the should-construction is a 
possible alternative. 

The present ,subjunctive is also used in that-clauses (esp in AmE) after 
verbs, adjectivqs, or nouns that express a necessity, plan, or intention for the 
future : 

Congress has voted that the present law be maintained. [ l ]  

We insistes that {:L~~] leave at  once. l21 

They expressed the wish that 131 

I t  is essential that a meeting be convened this week. 141 
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l 
Notice that this mandative subjunctive (cf 3.59) is used even when the matrix 
verb is past (cf 14.25 Note [c]). If the matrix verb is present, the distinction 
between subjunctive and indicative is neutralized except in the third person 
singular or if the verb is be. In BrE, putative should with the infinitive is far 
more common. In both AmE and BrE, indicative forms are also occasionally 
used in this construction; for example, lefi in [2] and is in [4]. 

In general, the present subjunctive occurs more frequently in AmE than in 
BrE; in BrE it occurs chiefly in formal style. 

The past (or were-) subjunctive (cf 3.62), which is a form distinct from the 
past indicative only in the first and third person singular forms of be, is used 
in formal style in hypothetical conditional clauses and in other constructions 
with hypothetical meaning exemplified in 14.23: 

I wish she were not married. L51 
~f only I were not so nervous. 161 
If she were here, she would speak on my behalf. l71 
The stuffed dog barked as if it were a real one. 181 
Suppose he were lost. [g] 
I'd rather I were in bed. [l01 

In nonformal styles, hypothetical past or indicative forms replace subjunctive 
were: . 

I wish she was not married. [sal 
If only I was not so nervous. [6al 
If she was here, she would speak on my behalf. L74 
The stuffed dog barked as if it was a real one. 

* .  
[8al 

Suppose he {r} lost, what would you do? [gal 
L ,  

I'd rather I was in bed. 

The present indicative is a possible alternative after as ifand as though when 
the reference is to present time (eg: 'The stuffed dog bark$ as if it is a real 
one') and after imperatives suppose and imagine. 

Note [a] The use of the present subjunctive seems to be increasing in BrE in that-clauses. There is a 
greater use of the subjunctive than the indicative if the agentive (perhaps implied) in the that- 
clause is shown to be willing to perform the action. Contrast: 

The committee was impressed by the candidate, but recommended that she reapply when 
she had been awarded her PhD. 

He was uery reluctant to leave, but I recommended that he went. . But in both instances the usual form for BrE is the should-construction, here shouldgo: 
[b] The were-subjunctive cannot replace the hypothetical past in constructions introduced by 
It's rime (that), eg: It's time I was in bed. 
[c] May and ntigltt are alternatives, also in formal style, to the present subjunctive in purpose 
clauses (cf 15.48). in concessive clauses with though, euen though, and even f(cf 15.39fl), and in 
conditional-concessive clauses (415.41 f) :  

Poor though you might be, you cannot live all your life on charity. 
Let us fight on, that the light ofjustice and freedom may not die in our land. 
Whatever may be the justification for their actions, we cannot tolerate such disloyalty. 

But there may be a difference in meaning between the subjunctive and the modal auxiliaries. In 
the last example, the subjunctive does not cast doubt on the factuality of its clause; that is, 
Wltateucr be the jusrificarion for their actions presupposes that there is justification, whereas the 
sentence with may allows the possibility that there is nojustification. 
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[d] Present subjunctive come is used in a temporal clause (generally initial) without a 
subordinator: 

Conre winter, we'll have to pay a good deal more for vegetables and fruit. ['When winter 
comes, . . .'l 

Putative should 
14.25 The modal auxiliary should is used extensively (esp in BrE, cf 14.24) in that- 

clauses to convey the notion of a 'putative' situation, which is recognized as 
possibly existing or coming into existence. Contrast: 

I'm surprised that he should feel lonely. 
I'm surprised that he feels lonely. 

While [l] questions the loneliness, [2] accepts it as true. Here, as often, the 
difference is mainly one of nuance, since the factual bias of the matrix clause 
overrides the doubt otherwise implicit in the should-construction. On the 
other hand, the nonfactuality is clearer in these examples: 

It's unthinkable that they should deny my request. 
I prefer that she should drive. 
I'm anxious that I shouldn't be in the way. 
They've arranged that I should absent myself for part of the committee 

meeting. 
I can understand their eagerness that you should be the main speaker. 
It worries me that their children should travel alone. 

The nonfactual bias of the should-construction emerges most clearly in 
instances where the construction is close in meaning to a conditional if- 
clause : 

It's a pity that they should be so obstinate. 
It's a pity ifthey are so obstinate. 

In a further stage of remoteness, the conditional clause has putative should: 

It's a pity ifthey should beso obstinate. ['It would be a pity if they 
turned out to be so obstinate'] 

Putative should is used in that-clauses when the matrix clauses contain 
verbs, adjectiles, or nouns that conveygn emotional reaction or that express 
a necessity, plan, or intention for the future. In the latter case, a that-clause 
with should is frequently replaceable by an infinitive clause: 

I prefer her to drive. 
They've arranged for me toabsent myselfforpart of the committeemeeting. 

It is also freqhently replaced (esp in AmE) by a present subjunctive (cf 14.24): 

I prefer that she drive. 
We insisted that the meeting be adjourned. 
It was intended that you be the candidate. 

Indicative firms are occasionally used in BrE instead for [3] and [4]. 
A past verb in the matrix clause does not necessarily affect the form of 

should in the subordinate clause, even though the subordinate clause refers to 
a past situation: 
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I was surprised that he should feellonely when he was in California. 

But it is also possible to use a perfective form: 

I was surprised that he should havefelt lonely when he was in California. 

Note (a] Should is also used in a subject that-clause when the matrix clause contains such verbs as 
show, indicate, prove, demo~lstrate, require, and demand: 

That they should r e h e  to sign the petition required great courage. 
It shows how considerate she is that she sliould drive you all the way to the airport. 

[b] Putative should also occurs in some idiomatic questions and exclamations: 
How should I know? 
That he should dare speak in that tone of voice to me! [cf 1 1.411 
Who should come in but my youngest sister! 

[c] The use of the present subjunctive or putative should in the subordinate clause evokes clearly 
the suasive meanings (cf 16.32) of the matrix verbs insist and suggest: 

1 insisted['required'] that he :,":Echonge his clothes. 1 l L61 

I insisted ['asserted'] that he changed his clothes. [71 

She suggestedl'recommended'] that I tiauld be responsible for the arrangements [g] 1 1  
She suggested rsaid tentatively'] that I om responsible for the arrangements. [g] 

While 161 and [g] are unambiguously suasive, [7] and [9] may also be suasive for those who use 
the indicative even after suasive verbs. 

The putative and obligational meanings of should sometimes merge: 
The report recommended that education for theover-sixteensshould be improved. ['. . . that 

education for the over-sixteens be improved'or '. . . that education for the over-sixteens 
ought to be improved'] 

[d] Similar to putative should is the tentative should used in open conditions with if-clauses 
(cf15.36): 

If she should be interested, I'll phone her. 
I t  is also used in somewhat literary style, with inversion: 

Should she be interested, I'll phone her. 

The perfective with temporal clauses 

The perfective with temporal since-clauses 
14.26 A temporal since-clause generally requires the present perfective in the 

matrix clause when the whole construction refers to a stretch of time up to 
(and potentially including) the present: 

I have lost ten pounds since I started swimming. [l]  
Since leaving home, Larry has written to his parents just once. [21 

The perfective is also required when the clause contains a prepositional 
phrase introduced by since or the prepositional adverb since, just as it is 
required for certain other prepositional phrases and adverbs (cf 4.23): 

Scholars have been writing English grammars since the sixteenth 
century. 

They called to see us three years ago, but I haven't seen them since. 

In informal AmE, and increasingly in informal BrE, nonperfective forms are 
commonly used in matrix clauses with since-clauses and in clauses with 
preposition or adverb since: 
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I lost ten pounds since I started swimming. (informal) [lal 
Since leaving home, Larry wrote to his parents just once. 

(informal) [2al 

There are some exceptions to the general rule for matrix clauses. In most 
cases, both perfective and nonperfective forms are possible. 

(i) Verbs used statively (cf 4.28ff) -particularly be and seem - may take 
nonperfective forms when the predication is durative: 

It's OK since I had it fixed. 
Things are different since you've gone. 
Since Pat left, it seems dull here. 
I'm feeling much better since I had an operation. 

In all these instances, perfective forms may also be used, eg: Things have been 
different since you've gone. 

The most common pattern that falls under this exception is It + BE + a 
time expression, in which the verb may be in the simple present or simple 
past, or have the will-future. Nonperfective forms are normal here: 

It's ten years since they were last here. 
How long is it since you last spoke to them? 
I t  was ages since they last paid their bills on time. 
Next Tuesday it will be six years since I became an American citizen. 

Other verbs, particularly seem, also fit into this pattern: 

It seems a long time since we last met. 
It feels like ages since 1-was Iast here. 

Perfective forms may also be used here too, eg: It's been ten years since they 
were Iast here; I t  had been ages since they last paid their bills on time; Next 
Tuesday it wilf have been six years since I became an American citizen. 

(ii) Modal auxiliaries, particularly can and could, or semi-auxiliaries occur in 
the matrix clause in nonperfective forms. Ever is usual here: 

(Ever) si 'ce my teeth were pulled out I can't eat anything solid. [3] 
I have to 3 se crutches (ever) since 1,had a car accident. [41 
They won!t smoke (ever) since they Baw a film on lung cancer. 

[won't # 'refuse to'] [S] 

The modals cannot be used here in perfective forms, but perfective forms are 
available for semi-auxiliaries or equivalent lexical verbs: 

(Ever) sihce my teeth were pulled out I haven't been able to eat 
anything solid. L34 

I have had to use crutches (ever) since I had a car accident. W4 
refused smoke (ever) since they saw a film 

on lung cancer. 
l 

[5al 

' \ Since he lefi home, Larry may haue written to his parents just once. 

Perfective modals may be used when the matrix clause refers to a situation 
in the past: 

(iii) The simple present or the present progressive is sometimes used in the 
matrix clause when that clause has habitual reference: 

(Ever) since we bought that car we go camping every weekend. 
I'm doing well since I invested in the money market. 

When the whole period under consideration is distanced in past time, the 
past perfective is generally used in the matrix clause: 

Since the country had achieved independence, it had revised its 
constitution twice. l61 

Ever since they had joined the organization, they must haue had 
little time for leisure activities. 171 

1 The past perfective may be replaced by the simple past, eg: 

l Since the country achieved independence, it revised its 
constitution twice. [6al 

l When the period in the matrix clause refers to a future situation, a modal 
perfective (generally will haue) is used in the matrix clause: 

If the promotion is confirmed, you will have been promoted three times 
since you joined the company. 

By tomorrow Daniel will have been in bed for a week since he caught 
the flu. 

Their car should soon have run 100,000 miles since they bought it 
second-hand. 

When the period in the matrix clause refers to a future time in the past, ie a 
future from the viewpoint of a past period (cf 4.48), a past modal perfective 
(generally would have) is used in the matrix clause. The construction is rare: 

A: By next Sunday Harry will have completed 1200 miles since he 
started his walk. 
B: At that rate, he would have covered 1000 miles by last Sunday. 

We now consider the verb in the since-clause. When the whole construction 
refers to a stretch of time up to (and potentially including) the present, the 
general rule for the temporal since-clause is that the simple past is used when 

I the clause refers to a point of time marking the beginning of the situation 
referred to in the matrix clause and the present perfective is used when the 

i ' 
clause refers to a period of time lasting to the present: 

I POINT OF TIME 

She has been talking since she wasone year old. 
Since I started swimming, I have lost five pounds. 
Since I saw her last, she has dyed her hair. 
Derek hasn't stopped talking since he arrived. 

1 
I Similarly: 

By tomorrow Daniel will have been in bed for a week since he caught 
the flu. 
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PERIOD OF TIME 

Max has been tense since he's been taking drugs. 
Since I have been here, I haven't left my seat. 
Since I've known Caroline, she has been interested in athletics. 
I've had a dog ever since I've owned a house. 
I've gone to concerts ever since I've lived in Edinburgh. 

Similarly: 

By next year Mary will have written her second book since she's been at 
this university. 

The present perfective may also be used in the pattern It + BE + time 
expression, when there is no explicit indication of point of time, such as last: 
It's been a long time since I've seen Gerald (CS: I haven't seen Gerald for a long 
time). The present perfective is similarly used occasionally for other since- 
clauses that refer to a point of time, eg: I've been lonely since you've lef. 

When the whole period is placed in past time, the past perfective or the 
simple past is used in the since-clause (cfbackshift, 14.31). The past perfective 
corresponds to a past of the simple past or a past of the present perfective. It 
tends to be used more commonly for periods of time, corresponding to the 
use of the present perfective in the constructions previously discussed: 

Since the country (had) achieved independence, it (had) revised its 
constitution twice. 

Since he { ~ ~ ~ ]  her, she {z been] a journalist. 

Similarly: 

By last Sunday he would have covered 1000 miles since he (had) started 
his walk. 

Note [a] The  nonperfective fonns car1 remember and could remember are used in since-clauses to 
indicate the span over which personal memory extends: 

My parents have spent their summer vacations in France ever since I can remember. 
Ever since she could remember, the winters in her home town had been severe. 

Euer is commonly used with this collocation. 
[b] When we say thet the construction refers to a stvtch of time up to the present, we mean that 
the situation occurred within a period of time leading towards, but not necessarily up to, the 
moment of utterance: 

I've read ten books since I left college (but I haven't read any bwks in the last couple of 
months). 

Since we've owned a car we've gone camping every year except last year (and I'm afraid 
we're going to have to miss this year again). 

On the anterior time zone, cf4.185 

The perfective with other temporal clauses 
14.27 When an after-clause refers to a past event, the verb may be in the past 

perfective, though it is more commonly in the simple past: 

Ireturned ] from the game. We ate our meal after we had returned 
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If a construction with a when-clause refers to a sequence of two past events, 
the clause allows the same choice: 

We ate our meal when we {returned had returned ] from the game. 

All four forms of these sentences are acceptable, and mean roughly the same. 
The only difference is that when and the simple past (probably the most 
popular choice) suggests that the one event follows immediately on the other 
in sequence. 

There may, however, be a contrast if the suborainator is when and the 
predication in the subordinate clause is durative rather than punctual 
(cf4.33ff): 

They walked out when I p ] the lecture. had given 

The variant with the simple past would normally mean 'as soon as I started 
giving the lecture' or 'during the time I was giving the lecture', whereas that 
with the past perfective means 'after the lecture was over'. 

If the sequence of events is habitual, the verb in the afer- or when-clause 

I 
may be in the present perfective, though it is more commonly in the simple 

l 
present : 

Every day we eat our main meal {after ] we {return ] when have returned 
from the game. [41 

l Again, there may be a contrast when the predication is durative: 

The audience claps when she sings. 
has sung. 

The differences in the interpretations of the when-clauses in [4] and [5] parallel 
those for the when-clauses in [2] and [3] respectively. 

The present perfective is sometimes used in both clauses of a temporal 
construction to imply the repetitiveness of the situation: 

In the past, when(ever) I've visited London, I've seen them. 
My usual practice is that as soon as I've taken a shower, I've eaten 

breakfast. 

l The use of the present perfective rather than the simple present suggests that 
' 

the situation may not apply in the future (for example, that I'm no longer 
going to visit London). 

The present perfective is common in temporal as well as conditional 

i clauses for a future event that precedes the future event referred to in the 
matrix clause (cf 14.22): 

When I've read the chapter, I'll put the kettle on. L61 
When they've scored their next goal, we'll go home. [71 
As soon as I've retired, I'll buy a cottage in the country. [S1 
After they have lef, we can smoke. [g] 
If I've written the paper before Monday, 1'11 call you. [l01 
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A common alternative for [7-101 is the simple present, which is excluded 
from [6] because the when-clause is durative. A leis common alternative, 
permitted also for [6], is will or (in BrE optionally with I or we) shall plus the 
perfective, eg: When I'll have read the chapter, I'llput the kettle on. 

The use of the past perfective in before-constructions requires special 
consideration. These four sentences seem to be equivalent in meaning: 

I saw him before he saw me. 
I had seen him before he saw me. 
I saw him before he had seen me. 
I had seen him before he hadseen me. 

Sentence [l31 appears to be paradoxical in that the second in the succession 
of events is marked with the past perfective, contrary to what we have noted 
above in after- and when-clauses. The explanation (cf 15.27) is that the before- 
clause in [13], and perhaps also in [14], may be nonfactual; that is to say, the 
event in the before-clause may not have taken place ('He did not get a chance 
to see me, because I evaded him'). 

Note [a] If the verb phrase in the matrix clause is progressive, or contains a verb used statively, when 
generally indicates simultaneity, rather than successivity, of the events: 

When Paul returned home, his children were using the computer. 
We were asleep when Norma telephoned. 

However, when may sometimes have the meaning of 'after'even if the verb is used statively : 
When I returned home, I heard my children playing in my bedroom. 
I didn't know what to do when they left. 

When always indicates simultaneity when the conditions apply to both clauses: 
Pamela was always popular when she was at school. 
The sun wasshining when we wereplaying. 
They were working when I was there. 

[b] Whenever requires the verbs in the matrix and subordinate clauses to be matched in both 
tense and aspect. Hence if whenever replaced when in [2] and [3] above, both verbs would be in 
the simple past, and in [4] and [5] both would be in the simple present. , 

Reporting the language of others 
I 

14.28 There are seveial modes in which other people's language may be reported. 
The most explicit modes are introduced by a REPORTING CLAUSE referring to 
the speaker and the act of communication in speech or writing (Caroline said; 
Caroline wrote), and perhaps also to the person or persons spoken to (Caroline 
told us), to the manner of speaking (Caroline said hesitantly), or to the 
circumstances of the speech act (Caroline replied; Caroline explained; Caroline 
said while washing her hair). 

If a reporting clause introduces the report of the communication, the 
REPORTED CLAUSE (which refers to the utterance itself) may take the form of 
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DIRECT SPEECH (cf 14.29) or INDIRECT SPEECH (cf 14.30ff). Direct speech 
purports to give the exact words that someone (who may be the reporter) 
utters or has uttered in speech or in writing. Indirect speech, on the other 
hand, conveys in the words of a subsequent reporter what has been said or 
written by the original speaker or writer (who again may be the same person 
as the reporter). Contrast the direct speech in [l] with the indirect speech in 
[la]: 

David said to me after the meeting, 'In my opinion, the 
arguments in favour of radical changes in the curriculum are 
not convincing.' [l] 

David said to me after the meeting that in his opinion the 
arguments in favour of radical changes in the curriculum were 
not convincing. [ lal  

Two secondary modes related to the primary modes of reporting are FREE 
INDIRECT SPEECH and FREE DIRECT SPEECH. In both these secondary modes 
there is no reporting clause; the act of communication is signalled by, for 
example, shifts in the tense forms of verbs (cf 14.35). 

The report may be a representation of mental activity (internal communi- 
cation), which by its nature is unspoken. Thus, [2] and [2a] contain direct 
speech and indirect speech respectively: ' 

'Should I tell them now,' I thought to myself, 'or should I wait 
until they're in a better mood? 121 

He asked himself whether he should tell them thenor wait until 
they were in a better mood. , [2al 

Obviously, this type of direct or indirect speech normally involves a report of 
the supposed mental activity of the speaker of the reporting clause. The 
notable exception is in prose or verse fiction, where by convention the 
narrator is often assumed to have access to the thoughts and feelings of the 
characters. 

Indirect speech frequently involves paraphrase or summary, and therefore 
the hearer or reader cannot uniquely recover the original speech or writing. 
The original utterance of [l]  might well be reported as in [l  b]: 

David told me after the meeting that he remained opposed to any 
radical changes in the curriculum. [lbl  

Indeed, the act of communication may not be indicated at all: 

I saw David after the meeting. It's a pity that he remains opposed 
to any radical changes in the curriculum. [Ic] 

While [I b] is indirect speech, although a paraphrase of the original, [Ic] does 
not have the recognizable form of a reported communication, and is irrelevant 
to the present discussion. 

Note [a] Direct speech is also termed 'oratio recta', and indirect speech is also termed 'oratio obliqua' 
and 'reported speech'. Free indirect speech is also known by the German term erlebte Rede and 
by the French term style indirect libre. 
[b] For the omission of reporting clauses with direct speech in certain written styles, cf 14.29. 
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Direct speech 
14.29 Direct speech, is usually signalled by being enclosed in quotation marks 

(cf App 111.21): 

The President said, 'A failure by Congress to approve new taxes 
will lead to larger budget deficits, higher interest rates, and 
higher unemployment.' [ l]  

The reporting clause may occur before, within, or after the direct speech. 
Medial position is very frequent. When the reporting clause is positioned 
medially or finally, subject-verb inversion may occur if the verb is in the 
simple present or simple past: 

(John said) 
borrow your bicycle.' [2] 

said John 
Elizabeth complained. 

[31 
complained Elizabeth. 

Inversion is most common when the verb is said, the subject is not a pronoun, 
and the reporting clause is medial, as in [2]. It is unusual and archaic, 
however, when the subject of the reporting clause is a pronoun, even when 
the verb is said (eg: said he). 

Direct speech may extend over many sentences. The reporting clause is 
then usuallv positioned within the first sentence. - - 

Reporting clauses are often omitted, however, in the representation of 
conversation in fiction writing when the identity of the speakers is obvious 
from the context; quotation marks are sometimes omitted too. Reporting 
clauses and qbotation marks are regularly omitted in written plays, in formal 
reports of mekings, and in some types of headlines; instead the name of the 
speaker (usu$lly in capitals or italics and followed by a colon or period) 
prefaces the direct speech. 

The structural relationship between the reporting clause and the direct 
speech poses some analytical problems. In some respects the direct speech 
functions as a subordinate clause: 

I 

Dorothy kid ,  'My mother's on the;hone.' [41 

In [4] the direct speech seems to be a direct object. We can ask a what- 
question and elicit the direct speech as a response: 

A: What Pid Dorothy actually say? 
B: 'Myimother's on the phone.' 

We can make it the subject complement in a pseudo-cleft construction 
(cf 18.29f): 

What Dorothy said was 'My mother's on thephone.' l61 

Furthermore, in both [4] and [6] the structure is defective without the direct 
speech, which obligatorily complements said in [4] and was in [6]. Compare 
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The words that Dorothy actually used were 'My mother's on the 
phone.' 

Here were requires complementation by a subject complement. Then, the 
direct speech may be appositive to a unit that is clearly a part or the whole of 
the direct object: 

Dorothy used the following words: 'My mother's on thephone.' 

Finally, coordination with a following clause suggests that the reporting 
clause is an obligatory part of the first clause, in that coordination would 
otherwise not be possible: 

'The radio is too loud,' Elizabeth complained, and she then stalked back 
to her room. 

On the other hand, we can view the reporting clause as subordinate, 
functioning as an adverbial. Thus, like most adverbials it can be positioned 
variously and can - at least sometimes - be omitted. Both syntactically and 
semantically, it resembles the most important type of comment clause 
(cf 15.54). Compare the reporting clause in [7a] with the comment clause in 
[7b] and the adverb in [7c]: 

'GeneraIs,'they a[[eged, 'never retire; they merely fade away.' [7a] 
Generals, it is alleged, never retire; they merely fade away. [7bl 
Generals, allegedly, never retire; they merely fade away. [ ~ C I  

Moreover, the direct speech clause behaves like a main clause in that it can, 
for example, be a question or a directive: 

Dorothy said, 'Is my mother on thd phone? [g] 
Dorothy said, 'Tell my mother I'll be over soon.' [g1 

1 But, of course, the reporting clause behaves likewise: 

Did you really say to Ronald, 'You're my best friend'? [l01 
Tell Richard, 'You're my best friend.' [ I l l  

Finally, we may note the usual punctuation separation of the reporting clause 
(though this is not necessarily reflected intonationally), which suggests 
another parallel with comment clauses and many other adverbials. Indeed, 

I if the direct speech clause is analysed as an object, this is the only construction 
where the subject and verb are separated from the object by a comma (cf 
App 111.9, App 111.21). Contrast the punctuation of [l  l ]  for direct speech , 

1 with that of [ l la]  for indirect speech: 

Tell Richard (that) he's my best friend. [ l  lal 

It is best to recognize that there is a gradient from direct speech that is 
clearly independent to direct speech that is clearly integrated into the clause 
structure. At the most independent extreme we have direct speech without a 
reporting clause. Next along the gradient are instances where the reporting 
clause is medial or final and it exhibits subject-verb inversion: 

'I wonder', said John, 'whether I can borrow your bicycle.' 
also : 

Here there are severe restrictions on the form of the verb, and pronouns are 
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generally excluded as subject. Fprther along the gradient are instances where 
the ieporting clause is medial or final but without subject-verb inversion. 
Notice that the reporting clause is restricted also here to some extent in that 
it cannot readily be a question or a directive, a restriction that applies also 
when there is subject-verb inversion. There follow sentences like [4], where 
the reporting clause is initial and suffers from fewer restrictions. Most 
integrated are the partial quotations, as in this version of [l]: 

The President said that a failure by Congress to approve new 
taxes would lead to 'larger budget deficits, higher interest rates, 
and higher unemployment.' 114 

Here we have a mixture of indirect and direct speech, the direct speech being 
only a part of a clause, and the reporting clause being implicit: '. . . would 
lead to what he said were larger budget deficits, higher interest rates, and 
higher unemployment'. 

Here are some reporting verbs of speaking or thinking that are frequently 
used with direct speech, the most common of which is say: 

add comment object say 
admit conclude observe shout (out) 
announce confess order state 
answer cry (out) promise tell 
argue declare protest think 
assert exclaim recall urge 
ask explain remark warn 
beg insist repeat whisper 
boast maintain reply wonder 
claim note report write 

In addition, ithere are numerous other verbs indicating the manner of 
speaking that are occasionally used with direct speech; for example, falter, 
mumble, murthur, mutter, snap, sneer, sob. 

Note [a] Pronunciatioh and other speech features may be imitated in a spoken rendering of direct 
speech. In writing it may be indicated by irregular spelling or, to a limited extent, by italics or 
underlining. In both media, the reporting clause may have indications of the manner of speaking 
(Tom lisped, ~ac~u&l ine  whispered, Charles hinted qrkly, John said casually). Such indications are 
common in some Action writing. 
[h] In conversatioh, says you, says he, etc (with the invariant -S) are sometimes used in casual 
style as an impolite retort meaning 'That's what you say', 'That's what he says', etc: 

A : I'm going to win this game. B : Says you! 
In old-fashioned speech, the nonstandard inversionsays Isometimesoccurs. The historic present 
(cf 4.8) is occasion~lly used in spoken narrative. 
[C] In journalistic/writing, a reporting clause with inversion sometimes occurs even in initial 
position : Declared tall, nineteen-year-old Napier: 'The show willgo on'. 
[d] Unlike indirect speech, direct speech may acceptably contain grammatical errors or even be 
in another language if it purports to give a record of the communication of another person: 

He said, 'I know not well English.' 
[e] It is common in newspaper reporting to omit quotation marks in what appears to be direct 
speech, as exempfified in the first sentence in the following: 

New horses will strengthen the breed. Mr Steiner claimed. He said the newcomers lvould 
arrive after the epidemic was halted. 

The second sentence switches to indirect speech, as indicated by the tense backshifts (cJ14.31). 
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Indirect s p e e c h  
14.30 Typically, indirect speech is used to report statements, and takes the form of 

a nominal that-clause (cf 15.4): 

Neighbours said that a s a  teenager he had earned hispocket money 
by delivering newspapers. [ l ]  

In [l]  the indirect speech is a direct object, but in [2] it is an extraposed 
subject and in [3] a subject complement: 

It was said that as a teenager Max had earned his pocket money by 
delivering newspapers. 121 

What neighbours said was that as a teenager he had earned his 
pocket money by delivering newspapers. [31 

Reporting verbs that are used with indirect speech include those listed as 
frequently used with direct speech (cf 14.29). Lists of verbs of speaking and 
thinking used with indirect speech may be found in 16.31. Among the  
common verbs are believe, feel, imagine, know, mention, realize, recognize, 
suppose. 

We have observed earlier (cf 14.28) that a reporter using indirect speech 
may paraphrase or summarize; changes may be made from the original 
wording without affecting the essential truth of the report. For example, the 
original wording may be as in [4]: 

'My first task today,' said the teacher, 'will be to examine current 
views on the motivations for armed conflicts.' 141 

The indirect speech in [4a] approximates as closely as possible in that mode 
to the original wording: 

The teacher said that his first task that day was to examine 
current views on the motivations for armed conflicts. L44 

The hearer or reader, however, cannot be sure how close the indirect speech 
of [4a] is to the original wording, since [4a] could legitimately report the 
wording in [4b] instead : 

'What I want to do now,' said the teacher, 'is to look at 
contemporary theories of the causes of wars.' [4bl 

If, however, the report had been conveyed by [4c], there is no clear 
correspondence with the reported clause in direct speech: 

The teacher announced his intention of discussing the causes of 
wars. [4cI 

When the report is conveyed through indirect speech as in [4a], we can 
specify the changes in wording that are required because the situation of the 
utterance by the reporter may differ in certain respects from that of the 
utterance by the original speaker. The differences affect the use of deictic 
features of the language, those features that relate to the time and place of 
the utterance and to the persons referred to in the utterance. They include : 

(i) tense forms of the verb 
(ii) other time references, eg: yesterday, now, last week, next Monday 
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i 
(iii) place references, eg: here, there I 

(iv) personal pronouns 
(v) the demonstratives this and these 

Changes in tense forms are discussed in 14.31 and the other changes in 14.32. 
Further changes may be required to identify references in the original 
utterance that may not be known to the person receiving the report, for 
example the identity of persons or things referred to by pronouns. 

Note As with other tl~at-clauses, the conjunction that is frequently omitted from the reported clause in 
less formal indirect speech. 

Backshift in indirect speech 
14.31 The reporting verb may be in the present tense for communications in recent 

past time, as in [l] and [2]: 

Joan tells me she's going to the airport in an hour's time. [l]  
She says she was too busy to join us last night. [21 

The present tense is also used for reports attributed to famous works or 
authors which have present validity, as in [3] and [4]: 

The Bible says there's no end to the writing of books. D] 
Chaucer somewhere writes that love is blind. L41 . 

The choice of verb form in the reported clause depends on the time reference 
of the verb. Thus, the verbs in [l], [3], and [4] exemplify the state present 
(cf 4.9, while was in [2] refers to a time previous to the time of reporting as 
well as to the time of the original utterance. 

Verbs of cognition may also be used in the reporting clause in the present 
tense: ' 

I know they don't care. 
Sylvia thinks Paul went to Lancaster last night. 

When the \ime reference of the origjnal utterance (or mental activity) no 
longer applies at the time that the utterance (or mental activity) is reported, 
it is often necessary to change the tense forms of the verbs. Such a change of 
verb forms in indirect speech is termed BACKS HI^. The resulting relationship 
of verb forms in the reporting and reported clauses is known as the SEQUENCE 
OF TENSES (cJ19.39). The changes can be illustrated best if we postulate an 
exact corresgondence for the reporting clauses of direct and indirect speech. 

DIRECT SPEECH BACKSHIFTED IN INDIRECT SPEECH 
(i) present - past 

(ii) past - past or past perfective 
(iii) present perfective 
(iv) past perfective 

Thus, if the present deictic references in the direct speech become past 
deictic references in the indirect speech, there is a corresponding shift of 
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verb forms fnto the past, or if necessary into the past perfective. Examples of 
each part of the rule are: 

' I  am beingpaid by the hour,' she said. - She said she was being paid by the hour. 151 
'The exhibition finished last week,' explained Ann. 

- Ann explained that the exhibition 

preceding week. . L61 
'I've been waiting over an hour for you,' she told him. - She told him that she had been waiting over an hour for him. [?l 
' I  hadstudied French for four years at school,' I said. - I said that I hadstudied French for four years at school. [8 1 

The choice in [6] represents the usual choice of a simple past in place of a 
past perfective when the context makes the relative time references clear, in 
this instance by the use of the preceding week. There is no change in [8] 
because the past perfective already expresses 'past in the past' and no further 
backshift to 'past in the past in the past' can be expressed. As [5] and [71 
illustrate, the rule is not affected by combinations of the simple and perfective 
forms with progressive and passive forms. 

Backshift is optional when the time-reference of the original utterance is 
valid at  the time of the reported utterance, cf [5], [?l, and [8]. Thus, the shift 
is obligatory in [g], but optional in [IO]: 

' I  am a citizen, not of Athens, but of the world,' said Socrates. - Socrates said that he was a citizen, not of Athens, but of the 
world. [g] 

'Nothing can harm a good man,' said Socrates. 

- Socrates said that nothing [l01 

Since the statement by Socrates in [g] deals with what is now past, it has to 
be reported by application of the backshift rule. The statement in [10], on the 
other hand, is a universal rule which, if it was true for Socrates' lifetime, 
should also be true today; the backshift rule is therefore optional. 

Here are other examples where present forms may be retained in indirect 
speech : 

Their teacher had told them that the earth moves around the sun. 
Sam told me last night that he is now an American citizen. 
I heard her say that she is studying Business Administration. 
A Yale professor has said that the Brooklyn Bridge is the most 

majestic embodiment of the American experience of the road. 
They thought that prison conditions have improved. 
I didn't know that our meeting is next Tuesday. 
She said that they are being discriminated against. 
The waiter told me that lunch is now being served. 

In all these sentences, past forms may also be used, by optional application 
of the backshift rule. Sentence [l l ]  has the simple present in its timeless use, 
whereas the verbs in the subsequent sentences have a limited time-reference. 
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The  appropriateness of the present forms in [12-181 therefore depends on 
their reference at the time of the reported utterance. For example, if at  that 
time Sam had changed his citizenship, or if his citizenship was then in doubt, 
an  appropriate form of [l21 would be, for example: 

Sam told me in 1970 that he was then an American citizen. [12al 

Similarly, if a long time had elapsed between the original utterance reported 
in [l51 or if there was doubt as to its present validity, the past perfective 
would be used : 

They thought that prison conditions had improved. [ l 5 4  

Again, if [l81 were reporting what the waiter had said not five minutes ago 
but five days ago it would have read: 

The waiter told me that lunch was then being served. D8aI 

Note [a] If the indirect speech itself contains a subordinate clause, then the verb of that subordinate 
clause may be in the present tense because of current validity even though both the main verb of 
the sentence and the superordinate verb are in the past: 

They reminded us that they had frequently denied that the drug has any therapeutic value. 
She thought she had toldme that breakfast isserved between seven and ten. 

[b] Backshift from simple past to past perfective is necessary when the simple past in the 
indirect speech may be misinterpreted as representing a simple present: 

She said, 'I was married (, but my husband died last year).' 
-She said that she had been married. 

Contrast, where there is no possibility of misinterpretation: 
She said. 'I was married in church.' 

was married - She said that she {hadbee,, n,arried] in church. 

[C] Backshift is normal if the proposition in the indirect speech is considered to be false: 
The ancienk thought that the sun moved around the earth, but from the time of Galileo it 

was known that the reverse is true. 
[d] When can't or couldn't is combined with say or tell in a reporting clause, one meaning of the 
combination is roughly the same as don't know or didn't know: 

I canl  where she is. ['I don't knowW] 

They couldn' t)(~~~me} whocaIIed. ['They d q ' t  know'] . , 
[e] Since the simple past in indirect speech may represent either the simple past or the simple 
present of direct speech, it may give rise to ambiguity where both interpretations are plausible: 

A: She told me the game started at seven. 
B: (1t didfl;. 

It doesn't. 

Other changes in indirect speech 
14.32 If the identities of the person speaking and the person addressed are not 

identical in the situations of theoriginal and reported utterances, the personal 
pronouns need to be changed. PRONOUN SHIFT requires the shift of 1st and 
2nd person pronouns to 3rd person pronouns or to nouns, when the persons 
referred to in the original utterance are absent in the reported utterance: 

'rll behave myself,' he promised. - He promised that he'd behave himself: 
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'Ilike your tie,' she told John. - She told John that she liked his tie. 
'You know my family,' she said. - She told him [or Tom, for example] that he knew her family. 
'You are too noisy,' Pamela told them. - Pamela told them that they were too noisy. 

1st and 2nd person pronouns are used as appropriate to the reporting 
situation: 

'You should be ashamed of yourseK' she told me. - She told me that I should be ashamed of myself: 
'I am your friend, Bob,' he said to me. - He said to me that he was my friend. 

Similarly, in reporting to Margaret a statement about herself: 

'Margaret is very clever,' Tom said to me. - Tom told me that you are very clever. 
'Margaret is in my class,' I said to him. - I told him that you were in my class. 

We mention briefly other shifts that may be necessary. If the time 
relationship between time references in the indirect speech and the time of 
the utterance has changed between the original utterance and the reported 
utterance, it k necessary to make adjustments. Time references are changed 
variously according to the time of the reported utterance: for example, 
yesterday to the day before yesterday, last Monday, or June 10; now to then; 
next Monday to last Monday or Monday two weeks ago. If the places of the 
utterances are different, place references are changed accordingly: for 
example, here to there, or (if the reference is to the place of the reporting 
utterance) there to here, or the places may need to be specified by name. 
Demonstratives are also changed if the relative distancing has changed: this 
and these to that and those, but again the reverse if there is greater proximity 
at the time of the reported utterance. 

Indirect statements, questions, exclamations, and directives 
14.33 Our examples have so far been of indirect statements; but all the main 

sentence types (questions, exclamations, directives, as well as statements) 
, may be converted into indirect speech. The constructions are as follows: 

INDIRECT STATEMENT: that-clause (15.4) 
INDIRECT QUESTION: dependent wh-clause (15.5f) 
INDIRECT EXCLAMATION : dependent wh-clause (1 5.7) 

INDIRECT DIRECTIVE : 
that-clause (15.10f) 
to-infinitive clause (without subject) (15.10f) 

Here are examples of the last three categories: 

'Are you ready yet? asked Joan. [YES-NO QUESTION] - Joan asked (me) whether I was ready yet. 
'When will the plane leave?' I wondered. [WH-QUESTION] - I wondered when the plane would have. 
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'Are you satisfied or not?' I asked her. [ALTERNATIVE QUESTION] - I asked her whether or not she was satisfied. 
'What a brave boy you are!' Margaret told him. [EXCLAMATION] - Margaret told him what a brave boy he was. 
'Tidy up the room at once,' I said to Tom. [DIRECTIVE] 

- I insisted that Tom tidy (esp AmE) 
should tidy (esp BrE) 

- I told Tom to tidy up the room. 
'Have another apple,' Carol suggested (to me). [DIRECTIVE] 

AmE) another apple. -Carol suggested that I have (esp BrE) 1 
-Carol asked me to have anotl~er apple. 

All the types of changes outlined in 14.3lf apply to questions and 
exclamations as well as statements. With directives, there is no tense 
backshift in the verb forms exemplified above: mandative subjunctive, 
putative should, to-infinitive (cf 14.24f ). 

Directives in fact involve the summary type from which it is not possible 
to reconstruct the exact words of the direct speech. 

If the to-infinitive construction is used for an indirect directive, the 
reporting clause normally requires an indirect object or a prepositional 
object: 

'Eat your food up,' she begged him. - She begged him to eat his food up. 
'Sit down,' I snapped at'him. - I s n a ~ o e d  at  him to sit down. , * *  
'Don't say anything,' he whispered to her. - He $hispered to her not to say anything. 

Note [a] If the subject bf the infinitive is not present in an indirect directive, it is understood to be 
identical with the indirect object or prepositional object when it is present: 

She told me tb call again lomorrow. ['that I should call again tomorrow'] 
I whispered t; them to bequiet. ['that they should be quiet'] 

The subject may introduced by for, especially in AmE, except when the reporting verb is 
ditransitive tell: ' 

She said for us to sit down. I shouted f o ~ l ~ e m  to clear the way. 
IT the verb is say 'and the for-construction is not used, the subject is understood from the 
situational context: 

She said to sit down. 
[b] Echo questions occasionally occur in indirect speech: 

A : Are you going home? B :  Am I going home? A :  Yes, that's what I asked. 
The second senten'e might appear in indirect speech as I asked gyou asked i/I was going home. 
There are, howeve!, no indirect constructions for echo exclamations. 

The subjunctive and modal auxiliaries in indirect speech 
14.34 There is no indirect speech construction for the optative subjunctive 

(cf 11.39), but when it is used to express a wish the construction with may 
(with a possible backshift to might) is sometimes a near-equivalent: 

'God bless America!' she said. - She expressed the wish that God might bless America. 
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There is no backshift for the mandative subjunctive (cf 3.59): 

'We insisted that he leave at  once,' she said. - She said that they (had) insisted that he leave at once. 

The past subjunctive (cf 14.24) or hypothetical past (cf 14.23) is backshifted 
to hypothetical past perfective if there is a change in time reference: 

'If he were here, he would vote for the motion,'she said. - She said that if he had been there, he would have voted for the 
motion. 

'If she stayed another day, he would drive her home,' he said. - He told me the following week that if she had stayed another day, 
he would have driven her home. 

Backshift is optional if the proposition in the indirect speech is still valid: 

'If I were in New York, I would visit the current exhibition at the 
Metropolitan Museum,' he said. 

would visit - He said that if he [ ~ ~ ~ P o n ]  in New York, he [would haue visited 

the current exhibition at  the Metropolitan Museum. 
l 

If there is a change in time-reference, a modal auxiliary is backshifted from 
present tense forms to past tense forms even if the past tense forms do not 
normally indicate past time in direct speech: 

'You may be able to answer this question,' he told her. - He told her that she might be able to answer that question. 
'I won't pay another penny,' I said. - I said that I wouldn't pay another penny. 

If a modal auxiliary in the direct speech is already in the past tense form, 
then the same form remains in the indirect speech: 

'You shouldn't smoke in the bedroom,' he told them. 
' - He told them that they shouldn't smoke in the bedroom. 

'We could be wrong,' I told them. - I told them that we could be wrong. 
'I could speak Spanish when I was young,' I said. - I said that I could speak Spanish when I was young. 
'When I was in college I would study till two or three in the morning,' 

she recalled. 
{W" ] in college she would studytill - She recalled that when she had been 

two or three in the morning. 

In the last two examples (with could and would), the modal auxiliaries have 
past time reference in the direct speech, and therefore backshift entails 
changing to the perfective. 

Several modal auxiliaries or marginal modals have only one form: must, 
ought to, need, and had better. That form remains in indirect speech: 
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, 'You must be hungry,' he said. - He said that they must be hungry. 
'You had better not say anything about this,' he warned me. - He warned me that I had better not say anything about that. 

In its obligational sense, however, the past of must may be replaced by had to 
in indirect speech: 

'You tl~ust be in by ten tonight,' his parents told him. 

} be in by ten that night. - His parents told him that he had to 

As always, backshift (where possible) is optional if the proposition in the 
indirect speech is valid at the time of utterance: 

'Persistence can overcome all obstacles,' she said. 

- She said that persistence {z:,~} overcome all obstacles. 

Note [a] If they are followed by a perfective infinitive, modal auxiliaries in the reporting clause are 
counted, for purposes of backshift, as past tense forms: 

'What are you doing? I ought to have asked. - I ougkt to haue asked what he was doing. 
[b] Backshift normally occurs in the subordinate clause after an attitudinal past used for 
politeness (cf 4.16): 

What did you say your name piaS? 

I wondered if you ~vould lend me some flour. 
We were hoping you would stay with us. 

There is no  implication in these examples of past time reference. 

Free indire<t speech and free direct speech 
14.35 FREE INDIRECT SPEECH is used extensively to report speech or (particularly in 

fiction) the stream of thought. It is basically a form of indirect speech, but (a) 
the reporting clause is omitted (except when retained as a parenthetical 
clause. as indirect speech), and (b) thepotentialitiesof direct-speech sentence 
structure are retained (for example, direct questions and-exclamations, 
vocatives, tag huestions, and interje~ti~ns). It is therefore only the backshift 
of the verb, togkther with equivalent sh~fts in personal pronouns, demonstra- 
tive~, and time'and place references, that signals the fact that the words are 
being reported, rather than being in direct speech. The italicized verbs below 
are backshifted to the past tense: 

So that was their plan, was it? He well knew their tricks, and wouldshow 
them a ihing or two before he was finished. Thank goodness he had 
been alerted, and that there were still a few honest people in the 
world ! 

FREE DIRECT SPEECH is also used in fiction writing to represent a person's 
stream of thought. It is basically a form of direct speech, but it is merged 
with the narration without any overt indication by a reporting clause of a 
switch to speech. It is distinguished from the past time reference of the 
narration by its use of present-tense forms. In the following examples the 
parts in free direct speech are italicized: 

Transferred negation 1 0 3 3  

I sat on the grass staring at  the passers-by. Evetybody seemed in a 
hurry. Why can't I have something to rush to? 

A fly kept buzzing around, occasionally trying to settle on me. I 
brushed it off. I t  came back. Keep calm! Wait until it feels safe. There! 
Got it. On my hand was adisgusting flattened fly, oozing blood. I 
wiped my hand on the grass. Now Ican relax. 

We understand these as if there were quotation marks around the free direct 
speech. 

Note For direct speech with a medial reporting clause but without quotation marks, cf 14.29 Note [e]. 

~ransferred negation 

14.36 TRANSFERRED NEGATION, particularly common in informal style, is the 
transfer of the negative from a subordinate clause (generally a that-clause), 
where semantically it belongs, to the matrix clause. For example, Zdon't think 
it's a good idea can have two meanings, one in which the negation applies to 
the matrix clause, and one in which it applies through transferred negation 
to the subordinate clause ('I think it isn't a good idea'). It is the difficulty of 
distinguishing the first meaning from the second that in part accounts for the 
transfer. Another explanatory factor is that generally the focus is on the 
content of the subordinate clause, which is pragmatically more important: 
the meaning of the sentence approximates to 'It's probably not a good idea'. 
The first meaning, however, becomes prominent if the focus is on think: Z 
don't T H ~ K  it's a good idea; I KNOW it is. In this context, transferred negation 
does not take place. Because of the presence of the two meanings of the 
matrix clause, the negative force of the transferred negation in I don't think 
it's a good idea is weaker for the subordinate clause than in the less common 
I think it isn't a good idea, where the negative is actually present in the clause. 

The matrix verbs that allow transferred negation fall into several semantic 
groups: 

(a) OPINION: anticipate, be supposed to, believe, calculate, expect, figure 
(informal AmE), imagine, reckon (informal, esp AmE), suppose, think 

I don't believe I've met you before. ['I believe I haven't met you 
before'] 

She didn't imagine that we would say anything. ['She imagined 
we wouldn't say anything'] 

He didn't expect to win. ['He expected not to win'] 

(b) PERCEPTION: appear, seem; feel as if, look as if, sound as if [these 
three verbs are also used informally, especially in AmE, with like in place 
of as if] 
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It doesn't seem that we can get our money back. ['It seems that we 
I 

can't get our money back'] 
The baby doesn't appear to be awake. ['The baby appears not to be 

awake'] 
It doesn't look like it's going to rain. ['It looks like it isn't going to 

rain'] 

Transferred negation is an unclear phenomenon: intuitions may differ as to 
whether and to what degree two sentences with differently placed negatives 
are synonymous. Consider, for example, negative sentences with likely and 
probable: 

It isn't { ~ F ~ ~ b l e }  that oil prices will fall this year. [ l]  

It is not clear to what extent [l]  is synonymous with [2]: 

It's firlgble} that oil prices won't fall this year. [21 

A lack of skonymy becomes evident if the adjectives are intensified: 

It isn't very {:::Lble] that oil prices will fall this year. [lal 

It's very {EF:E~*~} that oil prices won't fall this year. t2al 

Not all verbs in the same semantic field allow transferred negation. For 
example, assume, presume, and surmise, though similar to some of the verbs 
listed in (a) above, do not generally allow the transfer (cf Note [e]). The 
following two sentences, for example, are not equivalent in meaning: 

I didn't assume that he knew me. 
I assumed that he didn't know me. 

The additid? of modal auxiliaries or adverbials in the matrix clause may 
prevent transferred negation with verbs that otherwise allow it: 

I can't believe that they are married. 
You mustn't think he's stupid. 
I wouldn't have imagined that Sandra would be here. 
I didn't eyer suppose they were happy. 
It just didn't seem that it would rain. 

Note [a] Transferred negation has also been termed 'negative raising'and 'negative transportation'. 
[b] Wish allows transferred negation in infinitive clauses, but not in finite clauses: 

I don't wish to be rude. ['I wish not to be rude'] 
[c] Say allows transferred negation if it is used with some modal auxiliaries (principally wouldn't 
and couldn'f) : 

I wouldn't say I trust them. ['I would say that I don't trust them'] 
[d] In can'f seem and couldn'r seem, the meaning of the modal auxiliary is also transferred: 

They can't seem toconcentrate. ['They seem not to be able toconcentrate'] 
[e] Verbs like assume sometimes allow transferred negation: 

I don't assume it need happen under those circumstances. 
I don't presume it would be in your best interest to acknowledge the insulting remarks. 
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[l] Many of the matrix verbs that allow transferred negation appear also in comment clauses 
(cf 15.54). In comment clauses they do not permit the transfer of negation: 

My parents won't say anything about it, I think. 
It won't rain today, I (don't) believe. 
They don't care, I (don't) suppose. 

But verbs not otherwise allowing the transfer also appear in comment clauses, eg: know: see. 
[g] The subordinate clause is under the scope of negation (cf 10.64) and therefore accepts 
nonassertive items (cf 10.60f): 

They didn't think I'd ever met you before. 
1 don't suppose you've paid for it yet. 

But this feature applies to subordinate clauses when transferred negation does not apply: 
They didn't know I'd ever met you before. 

When the subject of the matrix clause is I, the tag question corresponds with the subordinate 
clause: 

I don't imagine he CARE., DOES he? [- I imagine he doesn't CARE, ~ d ~ s l f e ? ]  
I don't think she knows FR~NCH, EdEsshe? [ - I think she doesn't know FR~NCH, DOES 

she?l 
The use of the positive tag question with a falling tone is another indication that the subordinate 
clause is under thescope of negation. But again this feature isnot limited totransferred negation: 

I'm not sure he C ~ E S ,  DOES he? 

Sentence complexity and comprehensibility 

Combining subordination devices within a sentence 
14.37 For simplicity of illustration, most of our examples in this chapter have been 

of sentences with just one subordinate clause. We now give some examples 
that illustrate how several devices of subordination can be combined in 
sentences. The sentences are fairly brief and not unduly complicated. All of 
them consist of one main clause, and none of the subordinate clauses are 
coordinated. 

A B C 
[They point out [that India has not had the luxury, [as the United States 

C D E 
did,] of [finding a fresh, virgin land at  its disposal at the moment [when its 

EDBA 
modem development began.] ] ] ] 

(The New York Times, August 16, 1982,1.4) [l]  
AB B 
[ [To keep dirt roads even marginally useful,] barrier gates are swung shut 
C C D 
[when drops begin to fall,] [lest the roads become churned into 

DA 
impassability.] ] 

('Paraguay' by Gordon Young, National Geographic, August 1982, 
p. 259) L21 
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A B C 
[He was irritated at [Edwin taking [what seemed to him like an unfair 

CB D E E 
advantage] l, [though [where the advantage lay] he could not have 

D A 
said.] 1 

(Quartet in Autumn by Barbara Pym, Perennial Library, 1980, Harper & 
Row, p. 95; first published 1977) [3] 

A B B C 
[In Kowloon he hired a car from the biggest outfit [he could find], [using 

D E E 

the escape passport and driving licence [because marginally [he thought] 
F FDCA 

the false name was safer [if only by an hour.]] ] ] 
(The Honourable Schoolboy by John Le Carrk, Bantam Books 1978, 
p. 462; first published 1977) L41 

A B 
[A House-Senate conference committee agreed today [to preserve a feature 

C D 

of the tax code [that allows businesses [to deduct the cost of certain meals 
DCB E F 
] ] ] [as it moved toward final agreement on a bill [to raise taxes by $98.9 

PEA 
billion over three years.] ] ] 

(The New York Times, August 16,1982,l.l) [51 

One of the factors which determine the order in which the constituent clauses 
of a sentence are arranged is the principle of RESOLUTION, the principle that 
states that the final clause should be the point of maximum emphasis (cf 
communicative dynamism, 18.3). In reading aloud, the resolutory effect of 
the final clause is often pointed by intonation. A typical reading of [l]  would 
put rising or falling-rising tones on all points of information focus (18.98) 
except the last: 

As rising and p4lling-rising tones have i~plications of nonfinality, the effect 
of this pattern i,s to build up a continuing sense of anticipation, which is at 
last resolved by the finality of the falling tone. This principle of resolution is 
the counterpart, on the sentence level, of the principle of end-focus (cf 18.3f) 
in the tone unit. 

The principlg of resolution is illustrated effectively in sentences [l-41. It is 
infringed, however, in [5], since the as-clause is peripheral: meals, indeed, 
would probably receive a falling tone, although it is not the last point of 
information focus. This sentence was the first in this particular news item, 
and perhaps its arrangement accords with the journalistic practice (in 
contravention of the resolution principle) of presenting the most important 
information a t  the very beginning of the lead sentence. Nevertheless, the 
sentence would read more smoothly if the as-clause were positioned initially. 

Note [a] The letters in sentences [l-51 serve to keep track of the bracketing. They do not always 

indicate a superordinate-subordinate relationship. For example, in sentence [Z], clauses [B], [C] ,  

and [D] are all adverbials that are immediately subordinate to the complex sentence [A]. 
[b] The princ~ple of resolution, along with the intonation pattern associated with it, is generally 
applicable only to restrictive adjunct clauses (c/ 15.23). It does not apply to other syntactic types 
of adverbial clauses. 

Positions of subordinate clauses 
14.38 Subordinate clauses may be positioned initially, medially, or at the end of 

their superordinate clause (cf 8.14ff for adverbial positions). Initial position 
and end position are here taken to be the very beginning and the very end of 
the superordinate clause, except that a subordinate clause cannot of course 
precede the conjunction (if present) of the superordinate clause. For example, 
the $clause in the following sentence is in I position in the superordinate 
that-clause: 

I suspect that ifit rains we won't go. 

We visually represent the three arrangements in Fig 14.38a. The triangle 
marked 'M' represents the matrix clause and the triangle marked 'S' 
represents the subordinate clause. 

Fig 14.38a Placement of subordinate clauses . 

The lower clause is the subordinate clause, and its relative position in the 
superordinate clause (the combination of matrix and subordinate clauses) is 
indicated by the point from which the line leading to the lower triangle 
branches downward. Initial clauses are said to be LEFT-BRANCHING, medial 
clauses NESTING, and final clauses RIGHT-BRANCHING. 

Examples of these three arrangements: 

INITIAL: When you're ready, we'll go to my parents' place. 
MEDIAL: We'll go, when you're ready, to my parents' place. 
END: We'll go to my parents' place when you're ready. 

We can now diagram in Fig 14.3813 overpage the relative positions of the 
subordinate clauses in the five sentences in 14.37. If a subordinate clause is 
not an immediate constituent of its superordinate clause, we have inserted 
the triangle representing it within that for the superordinate clause; for 
example in [l], clause [D] is a complement of the preposition of and clause [E] 
is a postmodifier of the moment. 

Clauses that are constituents of phrases almost always occur at the end of 
the phrases. If we consider the clauses that are immediate constituents of 
their superordinate clauses in [l  -51, we see that most of the triangles in Fig 
14.38b are right-branching. It is, in fact, a dominant tendency of syntactic 
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structure that the greatest depth of subordination is, reached in the final part 
of the sentence. 

t 

14.39 Right-branching clauses are the easiest to comprehend. Considerable left- 
branching is possible in the noun phrase, as illustrated in the following 
genitive construction, although comprehension becomes more difficult as the 
complexity of left-branching increases: 

12345 5 4 3 2 I 

[[[[[Tom's] sister's] husband's] mother's] house] 

But in clause structure, left-branching tends to be limited to two degrees of 
embedding: 

I 2 3 4  4 3 

[He said [that [if [when you've finished] you'd close the door] he'd be 
21 

very grateful.]] 111 

In [l] the when-clause is initial in the if-clause, and the if-clause in turn is 
initial in the that-clause. However this extent of embedding becomes 
extremely awkward and indeed incomprehensible if the clausesare positioned 
initially in the sentence, where the length and complexity of the clauses 
contravenes the principle of end-weight (cf 18.9): 

* That if when you'oefinished you'd close the door he'd be very grateful was 
obvious to everyone present. [ la l  

In initial position in the sentence, one degree of left-branching is possible, 
though still awkward: 

12 3 3 2 I 

[[That [if you could] you would help me] is of small comfort] L21 

We can reduce the awkwardness of [2] through extraposition of the subject 
(cf 18.33ff), thereby converting left-branching into right-branching: 

I 2 3 321 

[It is of small comfort [that you would help me [if you could]]] [2a] 

Extraposition is usual, and the resulting sentence [2a] is much more 
acceptable than [2]. The change from [2] to [2a] brought about by extraposition 
is visually presented in Fig 14.39. 

Fig 14.38b Structuresof sentences 14.37 [ l  -51 
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Nesting (medial branching) causes the most awkwaidness, if the nested . . 
clause is long and is'itself complex: 

Vanessa, whose brother Jim likes to tell at great length how he 
used to play tennis with famous movie stars when he lived in 
Los Angeles, is my best friend. L31 

Although the subordinate clauses within this nested relative clause are all 
right-branching, the nesting of just the one superordinate relative clause is 
sufficient to reduce the acceptability of the sentence. Contrast [3] with [3a], 
where by a switch of subject and subject complement the relative clause 
becomes right-branching, resulting in a much more acceptable sentence: 

My best friend is Vanessa, whose brother Jim likes to tell at great 
length how he used to play tennis with famous movie stars 
when he lived in Los Angeles. [ h ]  

There is a further factor contributing to the awkwardness of [3]: it violates 
the principle of end-weight. At the sentence level, this principle requires that 
the part of the sentence following the verb should be as long as, and preferably 
longer than, the part that precedes the verb. 

Posing particular difficulties for comprehension is SELF-EMBEDDING, the 
medial subordination of one constituent within another constituent of the 
same kind. While the sentence (found in a well-known nursery story) This is 
the. . . rat that ate the malt that lay in the house that Jack built is tolerable and 
easily intelligible regardless of the number of relative clauses, the self- 
embedded alternative: . 

I 2 2 I 

?*This is the house [that the malt [that the rat ate] lay in] 

is extremely awkward and not easy to understand, even though there is only 
one layer of e elf-embedding. We need add only a second layer of self- 
embedding to render the sentence completely baffling: 

I 2 3 3 2 

*This is the house [that the malt [that the rat[that the cat killed] ate] lay 
I 

in] : 
\ 

The various ariangements of subordinate clauses, therefore, do not just 
concern stylistic options and their relative merits, but also the more basic 
question of what constitutes a possible English sentence. 

Note Despite the overal! tendency towards final subordination, certain types of adverbial clauses 
favour initial positipn. They includeconjuncts (c/ 15.18). subjuncts (c/ 15.19), most styledisjuncts 
(cf15.21). and sentence adjuncts (c/ 15.22). Moreover, adverbial correlative constructions with 
a correlative adverbial in the second clause (c/ 14.13) not merely favour but require initial 
placement ofthe subordinate clause. 

Subordination versus coordination 
14.40 Coordination is the kind of link most used for optimum ease of comprehen- 

sion. At the same time the link, especially with and, is vague in that it leaves 
the specific logical relationships to the inference of the speaker (cf 13.22ff). 
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In the following examples we seek to demonstrate correspondences between 
: coordination and subordination, while preserving the information ordering. 
l /  This ordering, however, has the effect of suggesting an initial positioning of 

subordinate clauses that is more frequent than usual. 

SUBORD: Reaching for the phone, he asked for the operator. [ l ]  
CWRD: He reached for the phone and (then) asked for the operator. [ la] 

SUBORD: Although admission was free, few people attended the 
lecture. [21 

COORD: Admission was free, but (nevertheless) few people attended 
the lecture. P a l  

SUBORD: If YOU push the door hard, it will open. L31 
COORD: Push the door hard, and (then) it will open. P a l  

SUBORD: Unless yo; give it back to me, I'll tell your mother. [41 
CWRD: Give it back to me or (else) I'll tell your mother. &l 
SUBORD: Over fifty demonstrators were arrested, some of them 

women. 151 
COORD: Over fifty demonstrators were arrested, and some of them 

were women. [5a1 

SUBORD: When the ship arrived at Naples, the sailors were given 
shore leave for twelve hours. 161 

COORD: The ship arrived at  Naples, and the sailors were (then) 
- given shore leave for twelve hours. [6al 

SUBORD: I lent my bicycle to Robert, who lent it to David. 171 
COORD: I lent my bicycle to Robert, and he (then) lent it to David. [7a] 

SUBORD: Whereas the Northeast and the Midwest are rapidly losing 
population, the Sun Belt states are receiving more people than 
they can cope with. l81 

CWRD: The Northeast and the Midwest are rapidly losing 
population, and/but (at the same time) the Sun Belt states are 
receiving more people than they can cope with. [8al 

SUBORD: Mortimer exploded a firecracker during the lesson, as a 
result of which he was suspended from school for a week. L91 

COORD: Mortimer exploded a firecracker during the lesson, and as a 
result of that he was suspended from school for a week. P a l  

SUBORD: Discovered almost by accident, this substance has 
revolutionized medicine. [l01 

COORD: This substance was discovered almost by accident, and it 
has (since) revolutionized medicine. [ l 0 4  

SUBORD: AS Jane was the eldest, she looked after the others. [l11 
COORD: Jane was the eldest, and (so) she looked after the others. [ l  la]  

The conditional uses of and and or exemplified in [3a] and [4a] are rarely 
encountered in written English. On the other hand, the adverbial participle 
clauses in [l] and [l01 (cf15.58ff) are rarely encountered in spoken English. 
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Parataxis without a coordinator (cf 13.2) is also a common substitute for 
subordination. The clauses may be punctuated as separate sentences or they 
may be separated by semicolons or (in restricted circumstances, cf App 111.6) 
by commas within the same orthographic sentence. The three examples are 
based on the last three pairs above: 

Mortimer exploded a firecracker during the lesson; as a result he 
was suspended from school for a week. [9bl 

This substance was discovered almost by accident. It has since 
revolutionized medicine. [lob1 

Jane was the eldest, so she looked after the others. [ l lb l  

Structural ambiguity 
14.41 Ambiguities may arise in complex sentences when two interpretations are 

plausible. If a complex sentence contains two final subordinate clauses, as in 
[l], the last subordinate clause may be interpreted as subordinate (a) to the 
sentence as a whole or (b) to the preceding subordinate clause. The two 
paraphrases are given in [la] and [lb] respectively. 

1'11 let you know whether 1'11 need you here when the doctor 
arrives. [l1 

When the doctor arrives, I'll let you know whether I'll need you 
here. [ l 4  

I'll let you know whether, when the doctor arrives, 1'11 need you 
here. [lbl 

The two structures are shown in Fig 14.41a. 

Fig 14.41a Structural ambiguity of[I] 

l If the (a) interpretation is intended, the last subordinate clause should be 
preposed, as in the paraphrase in [la], since generally a final subordinate 
clause is interpreted as subordinate to the immediately preceding clause. But 
the final placement in [l] for the (a) interpretation is not uncommon. In 
conversation, any misinterpretation can be immediately corrected, but in 
writing the misplacement in [l] for the (a) interpretation is a stylistic error. 
The same ambiguities may occur with phrases as well as clauses: 

Doris watched her children doing their homework forashort time. 
I remembered having told Tom soon ajierwards. 

A similar ambiguity occasionally arises with two coordinated clauses 
followed or preceded by a subordinate clause: 

John reported to me and I informed Bob that everything was 
ready. l21 

If Mary has recovered from the flu she is in the supermarket and 
the children are at  a play centre. D] 

The interpretation of the sentences depends on whether the subordinate 
clause belongs (a) to both main clauses or (b) to only one of them. Punctuation 
(and in speech, intonation) can distinguish the two interpretations of [2]: 

John reported to me, and I informed Bob, that everything was 
ready. I24  

John reported to me, and I informed Bob that everything was 
ready. [2bl 

For the [2a] interpretation of [3], separation by punctuation or intonation of 
only the subordinate clause may be sufficient: 

If Mary has recovered from the flu, she is in the supermarket and 
the children are at  a play centre. Pal  

A clearer alternative is to subordinate the second clause: 

If Mary has recovered from the flu, she is in the supermarket 
while the children are at a play centre. [3a11 

For the (b) interpretation, the main clauses may be switched: 

The children are at  a play centre and, if she has recovered from 
the flu, Mary is in the supermarket. [3bl 

Alternatively, the subordinate clause may be placed at the end of the first 
main clause: 

Mary is in the supermarket, if she has recovered from the flu, and 
the children are at  a play centre. [%'I 

Yet a further type of ambiguity involves a final coordinated clause which 
follows a subordinate clause. The ambiguity depends on whether the final 
clause (a) is a main clause or (b) is coordinated with the preceding subordinate 
clause : 

I know (that) he's cheating and I can't do anything about it. [41 

If a relation of coordination is represented as M, then the two 
interpretations of [4] can be represented as in Fig 14.41 b. 

Fig 14.41b Structural ambiguity of[4] 
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To make it clear that interpretation (b) is intended, we could insert rhar at  
the beginning of the final clause as well as at the beginning of the first 
subordinate clause : 

I know that he's cheating and that I can't do anything about it. [4b] 

If we do not change the wording of [4] there is no sure way of insisting on 
interpretation (a), but the major syntactic break after cheating can be 
indicated at that point by a semicolon, or by a tone unit b2undary and a 
pause. A clearer alternative requires in addition the omission of and: 

I know that he's cheating; (however) I can't do anything about it. [4a] 

In our discussion of structural ambiguity we have considered five devices 
that can be used to avoid ambiguity: 

( I )  changing the order of the clauses, as in [la] [lb], [3b], [3b'] 
(2) using punctuation to mark the major (ie least embedded) clause 

boundary, as in [2al, [2bl, [3al 
(3) using intonation, if necessary endorsed by pause, to mark the major 

clause boundary, as in [2a], [2b], [3a] 
(4) supplying ellipted elements, as in [4b] 
(5) changing the structural relationship of the clause, eg from coordinate 

to subordinate, as in [3a'], or from coordinate to paratactic without a 
coordinator, as in [4a]. 
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Syntactic functions of subordinate clauses 

15.1 Subordinateclauses may function as subject,object, complement, or adverbial 
in a superordinate clause: 

1 subject: That we need a larger compuzer has become obvious. 
direct object: He doesn't know whether to send a gift. 

indirect object: You can tell whoever is waiting that I'll be back in ten 
minutes. 

subject complement: One likely result of the postponement is that the cost 
of constructing the college will be very much higher. 

object complement: I know her to be reliable. 
adverbial: When yousee them, give them my best wishes. 

In addition, subordinate clauses may function within these elements, eg: 

postmodifier in noun phrase: (Few of the immigrants retained) the 

l customs that they had brought with them. 

prepositional complement: (It depends) on what we decide. 
adjectival complementation: (We are) happy to see you. 

Note There are constraints on the functioning of clauses as indirect objects or as object complements. 
Among the finite clauses, only nominal relative clauses function as indirect object (but c/ 15.4 
Note [a]) or as object complement. 

Functional classes of subordinate clauses 
1 15.2 On the basis of their potential functions, we distinguish several major 

categories of subordinate clauses: NOMINAL, ADVERBIAL, RELATIVE, and 
COMPARATIVE. The functional classification resembles to some extent that of 
subclausal units such as noun phrases and adverbs. 

NOMINAL CLAUSES have functions that approximate to those of noun 
phrases: subject, object, complement, appositive, and prepositional comple- 
ment. Every nominal clause may function in some or all of these functions. 
Unlike noun phrases, however, nominal clauses may also function as 
adjective complementation without a preposition (cf 16.70): 

I'm not sure that Ican remember the exact details. 

The privilege of occurrence of nominal clauses is more limited than that of 
noun phrases because semantically the clauses are normally abstract; ie they 
refer to such abstractions as events, facts, dates, and ideas rather than to 
perceptible objects. The one exception to this generalization is the nominal 
relative clause (cf 15.8 f ) ,  which may refer to objects (including persons) and 
which has some of the properties of a noun phrase consisting of head and 
postmodifying relative clause, the head and relative pronoun coalescing to 
form a single wh-element. Compare the equivalent sentences: 

What pleases oneparty infuriates the other. 
That which pleases one party infuriates the other. (formal) 
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Since indirect objects normally refer to persons, we can see why the nominal 
relative clause is the only type of clause that can normally function as an 
indirect object. Nominal clauses that are involved in the complementation 
of verbs and adjectives are examined in detail in Chapter 16. 

ADVERBIAL CLAUSES (cf 15.17.8') function mainly as adjuncts or disjuncts 
(cf 15.20 f). In those functions they are like adverb phrases, but in their 
potentiality for greater explicitness, they are more often like prepositional 
phrases: 

We left after the speeches ended. 
We left afrer the end of the speeches. 
We left afrerwards. 

RELATIVE CLAUSES generally function as restrictive or nonrestrictive 
modifiersof noun phrases and are therefore functionally parallel to attributive 
adjectives. Compare: 

a man who is lonely - a lonely man 

But they are positioned like postmodifying prepositional phrases: 

tourists who come from Italy - touristsfrom Italy 

These adnominal relative clauses are discussed in detail in Chapter 17, the 
chapter concerned with noun phrases. Two typesof relativeclauses, however, 
are discussed in this chapter: the nominal relative clause (15.8 f )  and the 
sentential relative clause (15.57). The status of the nominal relative clause is 
indeed equivocal between noun phrase and nominal clause, but its 
resemblance to nominal clauses proper is sufficient to justify its treatment 
together with them. The sentential relative clause does not function as a 
modifier of a,noun phrase; its relative item refers anaphorically to a unit 
larger than a phrase, usually to a clause but sometimes even to a series of 
sentences. The inclusion of the sentential relative clause in this chapter is 
warranted by its resemblance in certain respects to adverbial clauses. 

COMPARATIVE CLAUSES (cf 15.63 ff) resemble adjectives and adverbs in their 
modifying functions: 

He's not a$ clever a man as I thought. 
I love you pore deeply than I can sal: 

Semantically, the comparative clauses together with their correlative element 
(eg: more, as, -er) are equivalent to degree adverbs. 

Nominal clauses 

15.3 Nominal clauses (clauses approximating in function to noun phrases) fall 
into six major categories: 

that-clauses, or subordinate declarative clauses (15.4) 
subordinate interrogative clauses (15.5 f )  
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subordinate exclamative clauses (15.7) 
nominal relative clauses (15.8 f )  
to-infinitive clauses (15.10 f )  
-ing clauses (15.12 ff)  

Nominal clauses may take it or that as pro-forms: 

i know that you mean well, but THBY don't know it. 
How a book sells depends on the author, but it also depends on the 

publisher. 
I hope to see you tomorrow, but that depends on the weather. 
Collectingstamps was her hobby, but she has given that up. 

That-clauses 
15.4 Nominal that-clauses may function as: 

subject: That the invading troops have been withdrawn has not affected our 
government's trade sanctions. 

direct object: I noticed that hespoke English with an Australian accent. 
subject complement: My assumption is that interest rates will soon fall. 
appositive: Your criticism, that no account Itas been taken ofpsychological 

factors, is fully justified. 
adjectival complementation: We are glad that you are able to join us on our 

wedding anniversary. 

They may not, however, function as object complement or (but cf 9.2) as 
prepositional complement. 

When the that-clause is direct object or complement, the conjunction that 
is frequently omitted except in formal use, leaving a zero that-clause: 

I know it's late. 

It is similarly omitted frequently when a subject that-clause (with anticipatory 
it) is extraposed (cf 18.33ff): 

I It's a pity you don't know Russian. 

But otherwise that cannot be omitted in a subject clause, since without the 
subordinate marker the clause would be initially misinterpreted as a main 
clause : 

l 
*You don't know Russian is a pity. 

Subject that-clauses are usually extraposed. Extraposition is particularly 
preferred when the superordinate clause is interrogative or passive: 

Is it possible that they can't afford to rent that apartment? 
It was thought that the cease-fire still held. 

If the superordinate clause is exclamatory, extraposition is obligatory: 

How strange it is that the children are so quiet! 
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Object that-clauses are normally extraposed when they cooccur with an 
object complement: 

Their daughter's success makes it very likely that she will return to 
California. 

Note [a] A nominal that-clause functioning as indirect object is marginally acceptable and rare: 
They would not give that she passed her c.varnirroriu ~rith disti~rction any consideration in 

determining her salary. 
[b] The  zero that-clause is particularly common when the clause is brief and uncomplicated. 
Retention of that is necessary under cerlain condilions other than when the clause is an 
unextraposed subject: 

(i) to clarify whether an adverbial belongs to the matrix clause or the that-clause: 
They told us once again rhar tlre situatiorr ~i~asseriffrts. 
They told us that orlce again ttre situatiorr nos seriorr.~. 

(ii) to prevent a coordinated that-clause from being misinterpreted as a coordinated main 
clause (cf 14.41): 

I realise that I'm in charge and that ecerj~body accepts rn)' leaderslrip. - I realize that I'm in charge, and everybody accepts my leadership. 
(iii) when the object that-clause is fronted (as with an initial subject clause): 

That she euer said suclr a thi~tg I simply don't believe. 
(iv) when a clause or a long phrase intervenes between the verb and the that-clause: 

We decided, in view of his special circumstances, that ~vc iiauldadnrit him for a 
probatiorraryperiod. 

[cl Like most other nominal ciauses, nominal that-clauses cannot be object complements, but 
alternative to-infinitive constructions are available with some verbs (cf 16.50f): 

*I thought his argument that Iveshouldpay. - I thought his argument to be that iir skoaldpa~~. 
Also a finite construction: . - I thought (that) his argumenr was (that) ive shozrldpay. 

[d] If the subject of the that-clause is a pushdown ~vh-element (cfll.l8) and is therefore moved 
to the front of the superordinate clause, the subordinator thot must be omitted, perhaps to 
prevent that being initially misinterpreted as subject of the following verb: 

Who did she hope would be the winner? [l] 
*Who did she Aope that would be the winner? [lal 
They pointed'out the damage which they supposed had been done by last night's 

storm. (21 
'They pointed out the damage which they supposed that had been done by last 

night's storm. Pal  
Contrast [lb] with ['l] and [lal: 

Wlta did she hdpe (that) that would be? , [Ibl 
In [Ib], the second ihat is indeed the subject of the rlrar-clause; who is the subject complement 
and therefore the subordinator that may be optionally retained, the presence of a subject thot 
before the verb preventing misinterpretation. 

Here are several other examples of optional that when the ~sh-element is not the subject and 
hence a subject appears before the verb in the that-clause: 

Wllo do you expect (that) tlrey have chosen? 
She told me hop she thought (that) the machine worked. 
They mentioned the name of the men (ado) they knew (that) you had spoken to. 

Wh-interrogative clauses 
15.5 Subordinate wh-interrogative clauses occur in the whole range of functions 

available to the nominal that-clause (cf 15.4) and in addition may function as 
prepositional complement: 

subject: How the book willselldepends on the reviewers. 
direct object: I can't imagine what they want with your address. 
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1 subject complement: The problem is who will water my plants when I am 

I away. 
appositive: Your original question, why he didnot report it to thepolice 

earlier, has not yet been answered. 
adjectival complementation: I'm not sure which she prefers. 
prepositional complement: They did not consult us on whose names should 

be put forward. 

These subordinate clauses resemble wh-questions semantically (cf 1 1 .14m 
in that they leave a gap of unknown information, represented by the wh- 
element. Contrast the known information expressed in the that-clause with 
the unknown information in the wh-clause: 

I know (that) Caroline will be there. 
Do you know who will be there? 

I'm sure (that) Ted has paid. 
I'm not sure who has paid. 

The type of subordinate wh-interrogative clause that most closely resembles 
wh-questions is the indirect wh-question (cf 14.33): 

She asked me who would look after the baby. 

Compare the direct question: 

She asked me, 'Who will look after the baby? 

But we can claim a chain of resemblance from the request for an answer to a 
question (as in the indirect question ) through uncertainty about the answer 
(as in I'm not sure who will look after the baby), certainty about the answer (It's 
obvious who will look after the baby), expressions of other mental states or 
processes about the answer ( I  found out who will look afer the baby, It's 
irrelevant who will look afer the baby), and informing about the answer ( I  told 
you who would look after the baby). In all instances a question is explicitly or 
implicitly raised, a question focused on the wh-element. 

There are also grammatical similarities to independent wh-questions: 

(i) the wh-element is placed first in its clause, as in all the examples in this 
section. If the wh-element is a prepositional phrase, we have the same choices 
as for the wh-element in wh-questions (cf 11.14, and Note [a] below): 

I asked them on what they based their predictions. (formal) 
I asked them what they based their predictions on. 

(ii) The wh-elements have the same range of functions as the wh-elements 
in wh-questions (cf 11.15). 

(iii) Although the subordinate clause usually does not have subject- 
operator inversion, such inversion may occur, particularly when the clause 
functions as complement and the superordinate verb is BE or when it functions 
as appositive: 

The problem is who can weget to replace her. 
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Your original question, ~vhy did he not report it to the police earlier, has 
not yet been answered. 

Furthermore, the superordinate predications that allow ~vh-clauses will 
generally also allow yes-no interrogative clauses: 

Whether the book will sell depends on the reviewers. 
I'm not sure whether sheprefers cofee. 
They did not consult us on whether our names should be put forward. 

An infinitive wh-clause can be formed with all wh-words, though instances 
with u~hy are rare: 

I don't know what tosay. [' . . . what I should say.'] 
You must explain to them how to start the motor. 

[' . . . how one/they should start the motor.'] 
I never know who to speak to. [' . . .who one11 should speak to.'] 
I'm wondering where to put my coat. [' . . . where I should put my coat.'] 
I'm wondering why to go at  all. [' . . . why I should go at all.'] 

The infinitive clause has an obligational sense. 

Note [a] As with wh-questions (cf 11.15 Note [a]), the final preposition following BE in certain informal 
questions must be deferred : 

I can imagine what it is like. [*like what it is] 
I'm not sure who it'sjbr. ['for whom it is] 

The preposition is generally deferred in: 
I can't understand what you did thatfor. ['for what you did that] 

[b] In literary style, subject-verb inversion occasionally occurs when the wh-element is the 
subject complement or an obligatory adverbial, parficularly if the subject is lengthy: 

She told us hojv strong was her niotiuotion to engage in research. 
I t  took me some time to discover in whicli uiilage stood the memorial to our fallen comrades. 

In addition subject-operator inversion is common in Irish English and dialectally: 
Whenever I see her, she asks when will Ibe uisiting her mother. 

[c] Prepositions are optionally omitted before wli-clauses: 
We have solved the problem (of) who wasat fault. 
I'm not sure (about) what to do. 

[d] There may be mpre than one wh-element in the clause: 
I don't know who wants what. \ 

Compare the multiple wh-elements in lvh-questions (cf 11.19). 
[e] The case distinction in formal contexts between subjective who and objective whom depends 
on the function of the wh-word in its clause: 

I d o  not know who wantsyou. 
who you want. 

I do IWhom you want. (formal) 
The distinction apblies regardless of a governing preposition in the superordinate clause, since 
the complement of the preposition is the whole clause, not the wh-word: 

I t  depends on who wants you. 

I t  depends on { who you want. 
whom you want. (formal) 

Nevertheless, the preceding preposition sometimes influences speakers to use objective whom as 
a hypercorrection even when it has the function of subject in the wh-clause. Except in formal . - 
contexts, who is used for all functions. 

What we have said in this Note applies equally to the case distinction between subjective 
whoever and formal objective whomeuer in nominal relative clauses. 
[I] Some noun phrases correspond semantically to subordinate wh-clauses, in contexts where 
such clauses are also appropriate: 
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~e eiplained the way to the park. p .  . . how to get to €he park.'] [I] 
We found out the time it takes to get there. [' . . . how long it takes to get there.'] l21 

1 don't know the { culprit. [' . . .who theculprit is'.] 
person you want. l31 

She asked the reason for the delay. [' . . . why there was a delay.'] l41 
Example 131 can also mean 'l am not acquainted with the culpritlthe person you want'. 

Yes-no and alternative interrogative clauses 
15.6 Subordinate yes-no interrogative clauses (cf 11.5fl) and subordinate 

alternative interrogative clauses (cf 11.20 f )  occur in the whole range of 
functions available to subordinate wh-interrogative clauses (cf 15.5), and may 
include infinitive clauses. The yes-no clause is introduced by the subordinators 
whether or if: 

Do you know whether the banks are open? 
I wonder ifyou can help me. 

The alternative clauses are formed with the correlatives whether . . . or or  
if. . .or: 

I can't find out [F] theflight has been ~ ~ L A ' Y E D  or 

[F] it has been ~ c e l l e d .  [ l]  

If, as in [l], the second unit is a full clause, the subordinator is repeated. I t  is 
not repeated in [2-41, where the second unit is an abbreviated form: 

They didn't say whether it will RAIN or be srfnmy. 
I asked them ifthey wanted M E A T O ~  F~SH. 

I don't care ifthey J ~ I N  us or NBT. 

The abbreviated forms parallel those for independent alternative yes-no 
questions (cf 11.21). Repetition is optional with to-infinitive clauses: 

He didn't tell us whether to wait for him or (whether) to go on without him. 

But the subordinator is not repeated if the second clause is abbreviated by 
the omission of the infinitival to: 

He didn't tell us whether to wait for him or go on without him. 

Whether-clauses pose alternatives more obviously than if-clauses, which can 
be ambiguous between this construction and that of conditional clauses. 
Whether-clauses, unlike if-clauses, may be used where there is little 
resemblance to an indirect question: 

It's irrelevant she's under sixteen. 

You have to justify {,pether} p u r  journey is really necessary. 

lftends to be more frequent than whether in informal style for yes-no clauses. 
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On the other hand, ifis more restricted syntactically than whether. It must 

occur a s  complementation of verbs and adjectives, in consequence of which 
it is excluded from certain contexts: 

(i) If cannot introduce a subject clause unless the clause is extraposed: 

Whether she likes the present is not clear to me. 
*If she likes the present 

It's not clear to me {F] . she likes the present. 

(ii) If cannot introduce a subject complement clause: 

M y  main problem right now is whether I should ask for another loan. 
?*My main problem right now is iflshould ask for another loan. 

(iii) The if-clause cannot be the complement of a preposition: 

I t  all depends on whether they willsupport us. 
?*It all depends on ifthey willsupport us. 

(iv) The if-clause cannot be an appositive: 

You have yet to answer my question, whether Ican count on your vote. 
?*You have yet to answer my question, i f lcan count on your vote. 

In addition: 

(V) If cannot introduce a to-infinitive clause: 

I don't knqw whether to see my doctor today. 
*I don't know i f  to see my doctor today. 

(vi) Ifcannot be followed directly by or not: 

H e  didn't say whether or not he'll be staying here. 
*He didn't say ifor not he'll be staying here. 

But or not can be postposed: 
l 

H e  didn't S;? ifhe'll be staying here or\not. 

Note [a] There is a close connection between conditional if and interrogative if; both convey doubt 
about the truth value of the clause. Compare: 

If she wants you, (then) she will say so. 
Does she want you? (Then) she will say so. 

Where ambiguity mhy arise, intonation or punctuation separation may sometimes be necessary 
to distinguish the in[errogative from the conditional clause: 
interrogative [SVO,OJ: 

I'll tell you later iflcanj'ind the time. [if= whether] 
conditional [SVOlA]: 

I'll tell you later, VI canj'ind the time. ['If I can find the time, I'll tell you later.'] 
[b] As with either (cf 13.39fl), whether or if can be used for more than two choices, despite a 
tradition of binary association (cf 15.41 Note [d]): 

I don't care whether you do your homework or play outside or go to bed. 
[C] On whether- and if-clauses as complementation of verbs such as doubt. cf 16.73. 
[d ]  There is some prescriptive objection to or not as redundant. 
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Exclamative clauses 
15.7 Subordinate exclamative clauses generally function as extraposed subject, 

direct object, or prepositional complement: 

extraposed subject: It's incredible how fast she can run. ['It's incredible 
that she can run so fast.'] 

direct object: I remember what a good time I had at your party. 
['I remember that I had such a good time at your party.'] 

prepositional complement: I read an account of what an impression you 
hadmade. ['I read an account that you had made an excellent (or a 
terrible) impression.'] 

As in independent exclamative clauses (cf 11.31 f ) ,  the exclamative element 
is formed with what as predeterminer in a noun phrase and how as intensifier 
of an adjective, adverb, or clause; the exclamative element is positioned 
initially regardless of its normal position in a declarative clause. 

Subordinate exclamative clauses generally have the same form as 
subordinate interrogative clauses introduced by what or how (cf 15.5). 
However, in exclamative clauses what is a predetenniner (preceding the 
indefinite- article), while in interrogative clauses what is either a central 
determiner or a pronoun. Thus [l]  with predeterminer what is unambiguously 
exclamative, while [2] with central determiner what and [3] with pronoun 
what are unambiguously interrogative: 

They didn't know what a crime he had committed. 
[' . . . the terrible crime he had committed.'; cfi What a crime he 
had comrnitted.l] [ l ]  

They didn't know what crime he had committed. 
[' . . . the identity of the crime he had committed.'; cfi What 
crime had he committed?] l21 

They didn't know what the crime was. 
[' . . . the identity of the crime'; cf: What was thecrime?] L31 

The distinction between predeterminer and central determiner what is 
neutralized for noncount nouns (what foolishness) and plural nouns (what 
crimes). 

If the superordinate clause has a predication appropriate for both types of 
clauses and the wh-words are how or what with a noncount or plural noun, the 
subordinate clause may be ambiguous: 

You can't imagine what d~pculties I have with my children. 

exclamatory interpretation: You can't imagine the great difficulties I 
have with my children. 

interrogative interpretation: You can't imagine the kinds of difficulty 
I have with my children. 

I told her how late she was. 

exclamatory interpretation: I told her she was very late. 
interrogative interpretation: I told her the extent to which she was 

late. 
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We all saw how strange a look she gave him. 

exclamatory interpretation: We all saw that she gave him an extremely 
strange look. 

interrogative interpretation: We all saw the extent to which the look 
she gave him was strange. 

Nominal relative c l auses  
15.8 Nominal relative clauses resemble wh-interrogative clauses (cf 15.5) in that 

they are also introduced by a wh-element. Indeed, a major reason for 
including nominal relative clauses in this chapter is that it is often difficult to 
distinguish them from the interrogative clauses. 

On the other hand, in some respects nominal relative clauses are more like 
noun phrases, since they can be concrete as well as abstract and can refer 
even to persons. In fact, we can paraphrase them by noun phrases containing 
a noun head with general reference that is modified by a relative clause: 

Whoever did that should admit it frankly. 
['The person whodid that. . .'] 

I took what they offered me. 
[' . . . the thing(s) that they offered me.'] 

Macy's is where I buy my clothes. 
[' . . . the place where I buy my clothes.'] 

Compare also the paraphrase when the wh-element is a determiner: 

I took what books shegave me. [' . . . the books that she gave me.'] 

Furthermore, nominal relative clauses share with noun phrases a wider range 
of functions than are available to other nominal clauses (see below). In 
addition, like'noun phrases, they may display number concord with the verb 
of the sentence (cf 10.34). Contrast for example: 

Whatever book you see is yours to take. 
Whateverbooks I have in the house are borrowed from the public library. 

The nominal kelative clause is basic?lly a noun phrase modified by an 
adnominal relative clause (cf 17.9ff), eltcept that its wh-element is merged 
with its antecedent (the phrase to which the wh-element refers). In that 
respect the nominal relative clause is more self-contained than the adnominal 
relative clause and can function as an element in a superordinate clause. 
Compare the 9ominal relative clause in [l] with the noun phrase in [la]: 

I eat whad I like. 
I eat that which Ilike. (formal) 

In [la], which has approximately the same meaning as [l], the antecedent of 
the adnominal relative clause is that. 

The wh-item may be a pronoun, such as what in [2], a determiner, such as 
what in [3], or an adverb, such as where in [4]: 

She tasted what I bought. 
She saw what food I bought. 
Here is where I bought the food. 
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On the wh-items that function as nominal relatives, cf 6.35 Note [b]. 
The wh-element may function within the nominal relative clause as subject, 

direct object, subject complement, object complement, adverbial, or 
prepositional complement : 

subject: What happened (upset him). 
(They welcomed) whatever visitors came their way. 

direct object: What he saw (upset him). 
(She took) what she needed. 

subject complement: What she became in later life (distressed her friends). 
(I'm happy with) what I am. 

object complement: (That's) what she calls her sister. 
adverbial: Where she went (was Manchester). 

(Now is) when I need you. 
prepositional complement: (I'll show you) what you can open the bottle 

with. 

There are some restrictions on the use of the wh-element: 

(a) The determiner what is only marginally acceptable when the wh-element 
is subject. Contrast [5] with [5a]: 

?(They gladly accepted) what money came their way. 
[wh-element as S] l51 

(They gladly accepted) what money people gave to them. 
[wh-element as Od] [sal 

Contrast [5] also with [5b], where the determiner whatever is fully acceptable: 

(They gladly accepted) whatever money came their way. [5bI 

(b) Which, whom, and who (in its nonspecific meaning, cf 15.9) are restricted 
to cooccurrence with a small semantic class of verbs (choose, [ike,please, want, 
wish) : 

whom(ever) shepleases. (formal) She can marry wholever) she oleases. 
L . ' -  

['. . . anyone that/who/whom she pleases.'] 
J 

You can take which(ever) you like. 
[' . . . any (that) you like.'] 

In this environment, the three relatives have a nonspecific meaning (cf 15.9). 

(c) Who in its specific meaning (cf 15.9) is most frequently found in a clause 
functioning as subject complement, particularly after that's: 

You're not who I thought you were. [' . . . the person I thought you were.'] 
So that's who he's working for. 
I'm who you're looking for. 

How and why are generally restricted to the same environment (cf also Note 
[b] below): 
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That's how she works. [' . . . the way (that) she works.'] 
That's'how long it takes. [' . . . the length of time (that) it takes.'] 
This is how big it was. [' . . . the size (that) it was.'] 
That's why Zdon't go there anymore. [' . . . the reason (that) I don't go 

there anymore.'] 

Nominal relative clauses have the same range of functions as noun phrases. 
In addition to the functions available generally to nominal clauses, they can 
function as indirect object and object complement: 

subject: What I want is a cup of hot cocoa. 
direct object: You should see whoever deals with complaints. 
indirect object: He gave whoever askedjbr it a copy of his latest paper. 
subject complement: April is when the lilacs bloom. 
object complement: You can call me what(euer) you like. 
appositive: I'll pay you the whole debt: what Ioriginally borrowed and what 

Zowe you in interest. 
prepositional complement: You should vote for which(ever) candidate you 

think best. 

Like noun phrases, nominal relative clauses require prepositions in adjective 
complementation : 

He's aware of what I write. 
the.books I write. 

Contrast the optionality of the preposition with wh-interrogative clauses (cf 
15.5 Note [c]). , 

To-infinitive clauses may be nominal relative clauses, but they seem to be 
restricted to ;the functions of subject complement and prepositional 
complement: ' 

subject complement: That's where to gojbr your next vacation. 
[' . . . the place to go.  . .'l 

prepositional,complement: The book is on how to use a computer. 
[' . . . the way to use. . .'] \ 

Excluded as relatives in to-infinitive clauses are all the -ever compounds and 
which, why, and the determiner what. The pronominal relatives who(m) and 
what do  not function as subject within the infinitive clause, but otherwise 
have the same range of functions as in the finite clauses: 

direct 0bject:i~ere's what to eat. [' . . . the thing to eat.'] 
indirect object: That's who(m) to ask. [' . . . the person to ask.'] 
subject complement: That's who to be. [' . . . the role to be.'] 
object complement: Here's what to call your dog. [' . . . the name to call 

your dog.'] 
adverbial: This is where to be. [' . . . the place to be.'] 
prepositional complement: This is what to season the rice with. [' . . . the 

spice to season the rice with.'] 

Note [a] Nominal relative clauses have also been called'independent'or 'Tree' relative clauses. . 
[h] IVhy is sometimes used in a pseudo-cleft sentence with a correlative 'because in the 
superordinate clause (cf 15.46 Note [h]): 

Why we lert early was becz~use we were tired. 
[c] There may be occasional ambiguity between a nominal relative clause and a universal 
conditional-concessive clause (d15.42): 

Come here, alhoeuer you are. 
relative interpretation: Come here, you ( I  don't know your name). 
concessive interpretation: Come here, no matter who you are. 

[d] On the choice between subjective wl~oeuer and formal objective ~~l~onreuer, cf 15.5 Note [e]. 
[c] When a verb can be used transitively or intransitively, there may be ambiguity with time or 
place adverbials both with nominal relative clauses and corresponding noun phrases with 
relative clauses: 

~vhert .site saw me. She remembered {,,le ww rile,] [direct object or time adverbial] 

15.9 The wh-element may express either a SPECIFIC meaning (generally indicated 
by the absence of the -ever suffix) or a NON~PECIFIC meaning (generally 
indicated by the presence of the -ever suffix): 

SPECIFIC: 

I took what was on the kitchen table. [' . . . that which was on the 
kitchen table.'] . [l]  

May is when she takes her last examination. [' . . . the time when 
she takes her last examination.'] l21 

NONSPECIFIC: 

Whoever breaks this law deserves a fine. ['Anyone who breaks this 
law . . .'] 131 

I'll send whatever is necessary. [' . . . anything that is necessary.'] [4] 

As the paraphrases indicate, the wh-element in [l] and [2] is specific, while in 
[3] and [4] it is nonspecific. The contrast is highlighted in: 

Quality is what counts most. [' . . . is that which counts most.'] 
Quality is whatever counts most. [' . . . is anything that counts most.'] 

The first sentence, with specific what, is a pseudo-cleft sentence (cf 18.29f) 
corresponding to Quality counts most ['Quality is supremely important.']; the 
second sentence, with nonspecific whatever, purports to define quality. The 
two meanings parallel those conveyed by specific some (and its compounds) 
and nonspecific any (and its compounds); cf 6.59ff. 

There are problems in some instances in distinguishing nominal relative 
clauses from wh-interrogative clauses. They differ syntactically in several 
respects: 

(a) While an interrogative clause as subject must take a singular verb, a 
nominal relative clause may take either a singular or a plural verb, depending 
on the meaning of the wh-element: 

What money I have is yours. ['The money (that) I have is yours.'] 
What possessions I have are yours. ['The possessions (that) I have are 

yours.'] 
What were left behind were five empty bottles. ['The things (that) were 

left behind were five empty bottles.'] 
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For the number choice, cf 10.34,10.38. As we havesuggested earlier (cf 15.8), 
the number variation is indicative of the gradience between the wh-element 
of a nominal relative clause and a noun phrase. 

(b) While an interrogative clause allows a choice in the placement of the 
preposition in a ~vh-element (cf 15.5), a nominal relative clause requires the 
ivh-word to be placed first and the preposition to be deferred: 

They ate what they paid for. 
-*They ate for what theypaid. 
(c$ They ate the things for which theypaid. [adnominal relative 
clause]) 

Whoever they lend the money to must be trustworthy. 
(cfi Anybody to whom they lend the money must be trustworthy) 

Make sure you include in the examination paper whatever questions they 
didn't know the answers to last time. 
[pushdown nominal relative clause, cf 11.181 

(c) Who, whom, and which are common in interrogative clauses, but in 
nominal relative clauses they are restricted to cooccurrence with a small 
semantic class of verbs (choose, like,please, want, wish); cf 15.8. 

(d) The compound forms in -ever are used in nominal relative clauses, but 
not in interrogative clauses. Thus while They asked me what I didn't know is 
ambiguous (see below), They askedme whatever Ididn't know is unambiguously 
relative ('They asked me those things that I didn't know.') (cf Note [c]). 

(e) Unlike ip interrogative clauses, determiner what in nominal relative 
clauses has a paucal meaning : 

Whatfriertds she has are out of the country. 
['The few friends she has are out of the country.'] 

He collected what information he couldfind. 
['He collected the little information he could find.'] 

In this function,:what can be followed by only the paucal quantifiers few and 
little (what fewfriends, what little information) and not by the multal quantifiers 
many and much or by cardinal numerals. For some speakers the determiner 
whatever does not necessarily have a paucal meaning. Like what it cannot be 
followed by numerals or the multal quantifiers, but for some speakers it 
cannot be followed by the paucal quantifiers either. 

The semantio distinction between the interrogative wh-clause and the 
nominal relativdclause is easier to exemplify than todefine. The interrogative 
clause contains a gap of unknown information, expressed by the wh-element, 
and its superordinate clause expresses some concern with the closing of that 
gap, with supplying the missing information. The nominal relative clause 
does not contain a gap in information, and therefore the superordinate clause 
is not concerned'with the closing of that gap. The information may indeed 
be known to both speaker and hearer, as in I took what was on the kitchen 
table. Since only the nominal relative clause can be concrete, when semantic 
restrictions indicate that the clause is a physical object, the clause is 
unambiguously relative: Isent them what they needed. In other instances the 
clause may be ambiguous : 
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Do you remember when we got lost? 
relative interpretation: Do you remember the occasion, the time we 

got lost? 
interrogative interpretation: Do you remember when it was we got 

lost? 
['When did we get lost? Do you remember?'] 

They asked me what Ikneiu. 
relative interpretation: They asked me things that I knew. 
interrogative interpretation: They asked me, 'What do you know?' 

What she wrote was a mystery. 
relative interpretation: She wrote a mystery story. 
interrogative interpretation: I don't know what she wrote. 

Note [a] The nonspecific meaning of the wh-element often implies plurality of persons, things, or 
situations: 

Write to who(m)ewr you want. ['any persons'] 
Give me back whatever you took from my desk. ['the various objects'] 
He was happy with wltatever she did. ['any actions'] 

The specific meaning leaves the number undetermined, except through context: 
I took in what I found outside the door. rthe thing'or'the things'] 

[b] Nonspecific who is occasionally found in nominal relative clauses that are not functioning as  
subject complement: 

Who sltould run the busittess is me. [clause as S] 
I've found who you were looking for. [clause as O,] 

[c] We distinguish the compound wh-words in -ever (eg: ~vhoeuer, whatever) from the informal 
intensifying combinations that are normally spelled as two words (eg: who ever, who1 ewr), which 
occasionally occur in subordinate interrogative clauses: I can't imagine who ever lvould ntorry hint 
[' . . . who on earth. . .'l (cf 11.14 Note[b]). 

To-infinitive clauses 
15.10 Nominal to-infinitive clauses may function as: 

subject: To be neutral in this conflict is out of the question. 
direct object: He likes to relax. 
subject complement: The best excuse is to say that you have an 

examination tomorrow mor~iirzg. 
appositive: Your ambition, to become a farmer, requires the energy and 

perseverance that you so obviously have. 

adjectival complementation: I'm very eager to meet her. 

The presence of a subject in a to-infinitive clause normally requires the 
presence of a preceding for.When the subject is a pronoun that distinguishes 
subjective and objective cases, it is in the objective case: 

For your country to be neutral in this conflict is out of the question. 
For us to take part in the discussion would be a conflict of interest. 
I'm very eager for them to meet her. 

When the clause is a direct object, however, for is generally absent before the 
subject: 

He likes everyone to relax; 
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But, especially in AmE, certain verbs of wanting and their antonyms allow 
an optional for in the object clause (cf 16.41): 

H e  didn't like me to be alone at  night. 
H e  didn't like for me to be alone at night. (AmE only) 

Prepositional verbs with for and adjectives complemented by a prepositional 
phrase with for allow for to have the additional function of introducing a to- 
infinitive clause with a subject: 

I a m  waiting for her to say something. (cf: I am waiting for her reply.) 
She must be impatient for me to be appointed. (c$ She must be impatient 

for my appointment.) 

As with that-clauses (cf 15.4), extraposition is more usual for subject clauses: 

It's important (for us) to agree on ourposition before the meeting. 

Object clauses are obligatorily extraposed when they cooccur with an object 
complement: 

I think it wiser (for me) to leave at once. 
They consider it their duty to speak to hisparents. 

For other types of nominal to-infinitive clauses, see also the sections dealing 
with wh-interrogative clauses (cf 15.5), yesno and alternative interrogative 
clauses (cf 15.6), and nominal relative clauses (cf 15.8 f). 

Note [a] When the infinitive clause is not functioning as direct object, for is generally available. 
Contrast: 

Every employee in my company would preferfor me to retirenow. (AmE only) 
For me to retire now would be preferred by every employee in my company. 

For is obligatorily dmitted, however, in certain constructions where the focus is on the subject of 
the infinitive clause. Thus, for is optional in the sentence 

He didn't likeyor me to be alone at night. (AmE only) 
But the cleft sentence focusing on the subject of the clause is: 

It was me he didn't like to be alone at night. 
And thematic fronting of the subject (cf 18.20f) produces: 

Me he didn't like to be alone at night. 
Similarly,/or is omitfed in a question focusingon the,subject: 

Who(m)didn3t hk like to be alone at night? 
On theother hand, in a pseudo-cleft sentence that focuseson the whole infinitive clause for may 
be retained, and is indeed more usual even in BrE: 

What he didn't like was (for) me to be alone at night. 
[b] Some AmE speakers also usejbr with the subject in an object clause following want: 

He wantsjornte,to go with him. 
[c] Where the subjeq of the infinitive clause can be made passive in the superordinate clause, 
the construction is complex transitive complementation of the superordinate verb (cf16.50f): 

They considered her to be the best candidate. 
-She was considered to be the best candidate. 

By analogy w ~ t h  They considered her the best candidate, to be the best candidate may be analysed 
as object complement of her. 
[d] For sentences such as It ~vas cleuer ofher For with and without, cf 14.15. 

15.11 The nominal to-infinitive clause often indicates that the proposition it 
expresses is viewed as a possibility or a proposal rather than something 
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already fulfilled (c$ -ing clauses, 15.12). The infinitive clause is then closest 
semantically to a that-clause with putative should (cf 14.25): 

It's natural for them to be together. 
It's natural that they should be together. 

This putative feature of the infinitive clause may often be paraphrased by a 
conditional clause : 

I prefer them to stay with us. 
I prefer it ifthey stay with us. 
It would be unwise for you to marry him. 
It would be unwise ifyou were to marry him. 

On the other hand, the infinitive clause may also refer to an actual fact. Thus 
[l]  can also be paraphrased by [Ib]: 

: It's natural that they are together. [ lbl  

Indeed, the infinitive clause may refer clearly to a proposition that is assumed 
to be true or (through the use of perfective have) to a situation that is assumed 
to have already occurred: 

They found him to be mentally competent io stand trial. 
I'm happy to have met you. 

The subject and the subject complement may both be to-infinitive clauses, 
in which case the second clause expresses a characterization of the first: 

To be human is to err. ['If one is human, one will err.'] 
To be a member of the Space Club is to belong to one of the most exclusive 

clubs in the world. 

-ing clauses 
15.12 Nominal -ing clauses (or more fully, nominal -ing participle clauses) may 

function as: 

subject: Watching television keeps them out of mischief. 
direct object: He enjoyspIayingpractica1 jokes. 

subject complement: Her first job had been selling computers. 

, appositive: His current research, investigating attitudes to racial 
stereotypes, takes up most of his time. 

adjectival complementation: They are busy preparing a barbecue. 
prepositional complement: I'm responsible for drawing up the budget. 

If the -ing clause has a subject, the item realizing the subject may be in the 
genitive case or otherwise in the objective case (for pronouns having a 
distinctive objective case) or common case (for all other noun phrases). In  
general, the genitive is preferred if the item is a pronoun, the noun phrase 
has personal reference, and the style is formal (cf 16.42): 

I intend to voice my objections to their receiving an invitation to 
our meeting. [ l]  
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Contrast the preference for the common case in [2], where the item is a 
nonpersonal noun phrase and not a pronoun and the style is not formal: 

I didn't know about the weather being so awful in this area. l21 

Traditional stipulation of the genitive case is based on the assumption that 
the -ing form in such clauses is a verbal noun (cf 17.52fj'). That assumption is 
incorrect, as we can see from the direct object (an invitation to our meeting) 
that follows the -ing form in [l], which demonstrates that the -ing form has 
the force of a verb. On the other hand, the use in [l]  of the genitive (which is 
a determiner in noun phrases) itself provides the -ing form with a nominal 
characteristic (cf also 15.13.) 

The genitive is avoided when the noun phrase is lengthy and requires a 
group genitive (cf 17.1 19): 

Do  you remember the students and teachersprofesfing against the new 
rule? 

On the other hand, the genitive case is preferred when the item is initial in 
the sentence: 

My forgetting her name was embarrassing. 

Some are troubled by the choice of case here. In some instances, an acceptable 
alternative is'a that-clause, which is normally extraposed: 

I t  was embarrassing that Iforgot her name. 

Unlike subject that-clauses (cf 15.4) and to-infinitive clauses (cf 15.10), 
subject -ing clauses are not normally extraposed. The superordinate clause 
can be interrogative or passive without the extraposition: 

Will our saving energy reduce the budget deficit? 
Postponing theproposedlegislation is being considered by the 

subcom'mittee. 
I 

Note [a] Nominal -ing ciauses are sometimes called 'gerundive'or 'gerundival clauses'. Their verb is 
commonly called a 'gerund'. 
[b] For monotransitive and complex-transitive complementation with -iitg clauses, cf 16.39, 
16.42. For adjectives that allow complementation by an -ing clause, cf 16.83. 
[c] The prepositional status of ~vorth (c/ 9.6) is confirmed by the fact that it can govern a noun 
phrase, a nominaf.-ingc)ause with a genitive subject, and a nominal relative clause (but not a 
[hat-clause or a to-~nfin~ttve clause): 

requent visits. 
San is l o u r  ~isiti~igfiequet~t/y 

The  bicycle is not worth what youpaidfir ir. 
[d] The -ing form in the -ing clause occasionally takes determinatives other than the genitive: 

I'm tired orall fhatjidi~rg rhea~~imals euery rlay. 
This smoking your pipe on every possible uccasioi~ will ruin your health. 

On no and any as determiners in this construction, cj'15.14. 

15.13 A nominal -ing clause may refer to a fact or an action: 

fact : Your driving a car to New York in your condition disturbs me 
greatly. [ l ]  

action: Your driving a cat to New York took longer than I expected. [2] 
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When an -ing form occurs alone or preceded just by a genitive noun phrase, 
the construction is syntactically ambiguous between an -ing clause and a 
noun phrase with a verbal noun in -ing as its head (~1'17.528): 

My hobby is swimming. 
I hate /ying. 
They liked our singing. 

Our singing in [S] can refer either to the action of singing or to the mode of 
singing. Without further expansion by an object or an adverbial, the genitive 
biases towards a mode interpretation. In contrast, the objective in [Sal allows 
only an action interpretation: 

They liked us singing (while they worked). [sal 

Since the -ing clauses in [l]  and [2] do not allow a mode interpretation, it 
appears that this interpretation belongs to the noun phrase structure rather 
than to the clause structure. Similarly, when we expand [S] by adding an 
object and thereby making the -ing construction unambiguously a clause, the 
mode interpretation is no longer available. In [5b] the -ing clause refers to an  

; action: 

They liked our singing folk songs. [5bl 

Conversely, where only the mode interpretation is available, we may assume 
that the construction is a noun phrase: 

Your driving has improved considerably since I last saw you. t61 

Contrast also [7] and [8], distinguished only by the position of fast: 

I warned him against fast driving. 
I warned him against driving fast. 

In [7] fast is an adjective premodifying the noun driving, which is the head of 
the noun phrase. In [8] the adverb fast is an adverbial in the -ing clause driving 
fast. Compare the analogous contrasting pair in [7a] and [8a]: 

I warned him against careless driving. 
I warned him against driving carelessly. 

When the -ing form is alone and is the direct object, as in [4], two 
interpretations of the implied subject are often possible. Thus, I hate lying 
may mean 'I hate it when I lie', linking the action specifically to the subject 
of the superordinate clause, or it may generalize ('I hate it when people lie'). 
When the -ing construction contains a direct object or an adverbial and is 
therefore unambiguously clausal, the usual interpretation is that there is an 
implicit link to the superordinate subject: 

I hate telling lies. ['I hate it when I tell lies.'] 
They enjoy singing while playing the guitar. ['They enjoy it when they 

sing while playing the guitar.'] 

But this restriction is not absolute. It does not apply after verbs of speaking, 
where the generic interpretation holds: 
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She condemned attacking defenceless citizens. 
[' . . . that people attack defenceless citizens.'] 

They recommend notpaying taxes. [' . . . that people not pay taxes.'] 

In other instances, the implied subject of the -ing clause may be taken from 
the context of the sentence: 

Writing that letter was his downfall. [He wrote that letter] 
Driving in heavy traffic makes me nervous. [I drive in heavy traffic] 

But it may also be drawn from the previous linguistic context or even from 
the situational context: 

Borrowing such a large sum was a big mistake. 

And some sentences may allow a generic interpretation: 

Borrowing large sums is a big mistake. 

Note [a] An -ing form may also be a concrete noun (cf the discussion in 17.54). 
[b] In That Ivas aplan ofhisjriend's deuising, the -ing form is an -ing nominalization (cfL7.5lff). 
Compare Hisjriend deuised the plan. 
[c] On the distinction between They likedour singingand They liked us to sing, cf 16.40, 16.42. 

15.14 An -ing clause may be the subject of a bare existential clause (cf 18.47), in 
which case it normally appears in nonassertive contexts (cf 10.61). As with 
the -ing clause that has a genitive as its subject (cf 15.12), this construction is 
anomalous because the -ing form is preceded by a determiner, generally no 
but less commonly any: 

There's no mistaking that voice. ['One could not mistake that 
voice.'] [l1 

There was no lightingfire~vorks that day. ['One could not have lit 
fireworks that day.'] [21 

There isn't any telling what they will do. ['One could not tell what 
they will do.'] [3] 

There must be no standing beyond the yellow line. ['One must not 
stand beyond the yellow line.'] ' L41 

If the -ing construction contains a direct object, it is generally paraphrasable 
with modal auxiliaries, as in [l  -31. In [4], where the construction lacks an 
object, a modal auxiliary is present in the sentence. Abbreviated forms with 
just the negative -ing clauses generally have the force of a prohibition: 

l 

No smokidg. No parking here. No playing loud music. 

The nonmodal interpretation is occasionally found, usually in certain fixed 
expressions: 

There was no turning the other cheek. ['No one turned the other cheek.'] 

It is encouraged by the -ing nominalization (cf 17.51f): 

There was no shooting ofprisoners. ['No one shot prisoners.'] 

If there is no direct object or of-construction, the -ing construction is 
ambiguous between the -ing clause and the -ing nominalization: 

There was no smoking in the corridors. 
(i) 'Smoking was not allowed in the corridors.' 

(ii) 'No one smoked in the corridors.' 

Note [a] Only the -ing nominaIization occurs in the positive: 
There was shooringofpriso~~ers. ['They shot prisoners.'] 
There was smoking in the corridors. ['They smoked in the corridors.'] 

[b] The following sentence is triply ambiguous: 
There'sno writing on the blackboard today. 

(i) -ing clause with modal interpretation: 
'We can't write on the blackboard today (because we have no chalk).' 

(ii) nominalization with nonmodal interpretation: 
'We're not going to write on the blackboard today (because there's going to be an 
exam).' 

(iii) deverbal noun: 
'There's nothing writtenon the blackboard today.' 

Bare infinitive clauses 
15.15 The nominal bare infinitive clause (without to) is severely limited in its 

functions. If may be the subject complement or (rarely) subject in a pseudo- 
cleft sentence (cf 18.298): 

subject complement: What the plan,does is ensure a fairpension for all. 

subject: Mow thelawn was what I did this afternoon. (rare and informal) 

It may also be the subject or subject complement of a variant of the pseudo- 
cleft sentence, where a noun phrase of general reference replaces what: 

Turn oflthe tap was all I did. 
The best thing you can do now is write her an apology. 

The to of the infinitive is obligatorily absent when the infinitive clause is 
subject in these constructions, but it is optionally present when the clause is 
subject complement: 

What they must do is (to) propose an amendment to the resolution. 
The thing you should do is (to) show them your diploma. 

The bare infinitive requires the substitute verb DO in the other subordinate 
clause. Contrast the obligatory to in [l] with the optional to in [2]: 

All I wanted was to help him. 
All I wanted to do was (to) help him. 

A bare infinitive clause may function as object complement with a relatively 
few superordinate verbs ( cf 16.52): 

They made herpay for the damage. 

Finally, the bare infinitive clause may follow prepositions of exception (cf 
9.58): 

She did everything but make her bed. 
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Verbless clauses 
15.16 The nominal verbless clause is a more debatable category than the other 

nominal clauses. The category seems to be required to account for 
constructions which, althougli superficially noun phrases, have some of the 
semantic and structural characteristics of clauses: 

A friend in need is ajiiend indeed. [proverb] 
Wall-to-wall carpets it1 every room is their dream. 
Are bicycles wise in heavy traflc? 

These may be paraphrased by nominal nonfinite existential clauses (cf 
18.44ff): 

To be afriend in need is to be a friend indeed. [lal 
Having wall-to-wall carpets in every room is their dream. [2al 
Is it wise to have bicycles itr heaoy traflc? [or: ' . . . for there to be 

bicycles in heavy traffic?'] D 4  
Various syntactic features differentiate these constructions from noun 
phrases: 

(i) The prepositional phrases in [l] and [2] are not of the kind that 
postmodify the head in a noun phrase. A friend in need as a noun phrase, for 
example, would mean 'a friend who is in need', whereas [l]  means '(to be) a 
friend when another is in need' (ie 'Friendship in a time of need is indeed 
friendship'). 

(ii) The verb in [2] is singular, which would be difficult to explain if the 
subject were a plural noun phrase. 

(iii) Semantic restrictions (cf 10.51) would make it anomalous to combine 
the noun-phrase head bicycles as subject with the attributive or predicative 
adjective wise (*wise bicycles; *The bicycles are wise). In the paraphrase [3a], 
wise complements the infinitive clause to have bicycles in heavy trafic. The 
proximity principle (cf 10.35) may account for the plural verb. The structure 
SVC, on the other hand, biases the syntax of the sentence towards clausal 
grammar and the consequent singular number concord (cf10.15): 

Bicycles in heavy traffic is sheer madness. 

Syntactic f nctions of adverbial clauses i 
15.17 In Chapter 8 we distinguished four broad categories of syntactic functions 

for adverbials: adjuncts, subjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts. Adverbial 
clauses, however, function mainly as adjuncts and disjuncts. 

In the next two sections we briefly consider adverbial clauses functioning 
as conjuncts and subjuncts. They will not be treated further in this chapter. 

Conjuncts 
15.18 The syntactic status of conjuncts is discussed in 8.134ff. They are peripheral 

to the clause to which they are attached. Only a few adverbial clauses 
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function as conjuncts. They are stereotyped or virtually stereotyped, and can 
be comprehensively listed. 

One finite clause type, the nominal relative clause (cf15.8ff), functions as 
a reinforcing conjunct : 

What is more, 
What is most worrying, 
What interests me more, 

In addition, that is (to say) is an apposition marker. 
A number of to-infinitive clauses function as listing or summative 

conjuncts : 

to begin (with), to cap it (all) (informal), to conclude, to continue, to recap 
(informal), to recapitulate, to start (with), to summarize, to sum up 

These allow a direct object or prepositional complement, eg: to summarize 
the argument so far; to begin our discussion. In addition, there are two to- 
infinitive clauses which require a prepositional complement: 

to return to [eg] my earlier discussion 
to turn to [eg] the next point 

All of these to-infinitive clauses have corresponding -ing clauses, but most of 
them require complementation of the verb. Only a few can be used without 
complementation: capping it all, continuing, recapitulating, recapping (infor- 
mal), summarizing, summing up. 

Note The nonfinite conjuncts imply as subject the I (or authorial we) of the speaker. In this respect, 
they resemble style disjuncts (cf 8.124) such as toput it bluntly andfiankly speaking. Indeed, they 
could alternatively be analysed as style disjuncts. 

Subjuncts 
15.19 The syntactic status of subjuncts is discussed in 8.1 16. Subjuncts are generally 

not realized by clauses, the exception being viewpoint subjuncts. 
Both finite and nonfinite (participle) clauses function as viewpoint 

subjuncts. The verbs in the clauses constitute a restricted semantic set, 
principally be concerned and go (only in the finite clauses as far as . . . and so 
far a s .  . .), consider, Iook at, view: 

As far as the economy the next six months are critical. 

If we Iook at  itfrom an historical point of view, they have little claim on 
the territory. 

Looking at it objectivelyI he is definitely at fault, 
Viewed objectively, 

Note As with the conjunct clause (cf 15.18 Note), the -ing clause as viewpoint subjunct implies as 
subject the I of the speaker. On the other hand, the subject of the -ed clause is implicitly the 
matrix clause itself. Compare the anaphoric reference of the pronoun it in the corresponding 
$clause: I/it is viewed objectively, he is definitely at fault. 
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Adjuncts and disjuncts 
15.20 Adjuncts and disjuncts tend to differ semantically in that adjuncts denote 

circumstances of the situation in the matrix clause, whereas disjuncts 
comment on the style or form of what is said in the matrix clause (style 
disjuncts) or on itscontent (content or attitutlinal disjuncts). The prim&y 
difference is that they differ syntactically in that disjuncts are peripheral to 
the clause to which they are attached. 

The syntactic difference does not manifest itself in differences in form or 
position. For example, finite clauses that function as adjuncts and disjuncts 
may share the same subordinator, and in both functions the clauses may be 
positioned initially or finally. The peripheral status of disjuncts is indicated 
mainly negatively: they do not allow a number of syntactic processes to apply 
to them that are allowed by adjuncts, processes that reflect a measure of 
integration within the superordinate clause. 

In this section we consider the differences between adjunct and disjunct 
clauses. Below we exemplify the contrasts between adjunct clauses in the [a] 
sentences and content disjunct clauses in the [b] sentences: 

temporal since [a] and reason since [b]: 
I have been relaxing since the children went away on vacation. [a] 
He took his coat, since it was raining. [bl 

temporal while [a] and concessive while [b]: 
He looked after my dog while I was on vacation. [a] 
My brother lives in Manchester, while my sister lives in Glasgow. [b] 

purpose so that [a] and result so that [b]: 
They took a plane so that they couldget there early. [a] 
We know her well, so that we can speak to her on your behalf. [b] 

I 

conditional if; [a] and conditional unless [b]: 
They'll send it to you fyou ask them politely. 
I'll get lost unless I canfind my compass. 

temporal as [a] and reason as [b] : 
The po~ickman stopped them as t h y  were about to enter. [a] 
I went to dhe bank, as I had run out of cash. [bl 

The syntactic difference between adjunct and content disjunct clauses will 
be illustrated by two finite clauses, an adjunct because-clause and a disjunct 
since-clause. Both are incorporated within the same superordinate clause, 
and both are claqses of reason : 

He likes thim because they are always helpful. [lal 
He likes them, since they are always helpful. [Ibl 

Both can be positioned initially, although the adjunct clause is more usual 
finally : 

Because they are always helpful, he (really) likes them. [2al 
Since they are always helpful, he (really) likes them. [2bl 
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The syntactic differences between the two types of clauses mainly involve 
focusing devices: 

(i) Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of a cleft sentence: 
It's because they are always helpful that he likes them. [3al 

*It's since they are always helpful that he likes them. [3bl 

(ii) Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of a variant of the pseudo-cleft 
sentence : 

The reason he likes them is because they are always helpful. E44 
*The reason he likes them is since they are always helpful. [4bl 

(iii) Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of a question, as we can test 
with alternative interrogation: 

Does he like them because they are always helpful or because they 
never complain? [sal 

*Does he like them since they are always helpful or since they 
never complain? [Sbl 

(iv) Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of negation, as we can test 
with alternative negation: 

He didn't like them because they are always,helpful but because 
they never complain. [6al 

*He didn't like them since they are always helpful but since they 
never complain. [6bl 

Contrast similarly: 
He liked them, not because they are always helpful but because 

they never complain. [7al 
*He liked them, not since they are always helpful but since they 

never complain. [7bl 

(v) Only the adjunct clause can be focused by focusing subjuncts (cf 
8.116 f f )  such as only, just, simply, and mainly: 

He likes them only because they are always helpful. [8al 
*He likes them, only since they are always helpful. [8bl 

Contrast also: 
Only because they are always helpful does he like them. [gal 

*Only since they are always helpful does he like them. [9bl 

(vi) Only the adjunct clause can be the response to a wh-question formed 
from the matrix clause: 

Why does he like them? Because they are always helpful. [ l  oal 
*Why does he like them? Since they are always helpful. [lob1 

Here are some further examples of content disjunct clauses (cf 8.127): 

He brought me a cup of coffee although I had askedfor tea. 
William has poor eyesight, whereas Sharon has poor hearing. 
You can return to a normal diet now that you have lost enough weight. 
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I'll take you for a ride provided that your parents give you permission. 
He paid for a seat, when he could have entered free. [concessive when] 
They ridiculed him until she felt obliged to come to his aid. [result until] 
They will starve before they will surrender uncondiiionally. [negative 

result before] 

I n  final position, content disjunct clauses tend more commonly than 
adjunct clauses to be separated from their matrix clauses by intonation or 
punctuation, though punctuation usage varies. Such separation is particularly 
common when the subordinator of a disjunct clause is frequently used as the 
subordinator of an adjunct clause, a condition that applies to reason since 
and as, concessive while, and result so that. I n  initial position, all adverbial 
clauses, regardless of form or function, are separated by intonation and 
(usually) by punctuation from their matrix clause. 

Style disjuncts and content disjuncts 
15.21 The syntactic differences enumerated in 15.20 apply equally to style disjuncts 

and content disjuncts. Style disjuncts are distinguished semantically in that 
they generally imply a verb of speaking and the subject I. The style disjuncts 
implicitly refer to the circumstances of the speech act, while the content 
disjuncts refer to the content of the matrix clause. The style disjuncts are 
therefore more peripheral to their superordinate clause than are the content 
disjuncts. 

Here are some contrasts between either adjuncts or content disjuncts [a], 
and style disjuncts [b]: 

adjunct because [a] and style disjunct because [b]: 
We have no electricity, because there's apowerfiilure. [a] 
I have nothing in my bank account, because I checked this 

morning. [bl 

adjunct if ia] and style disjunct if [b]: 
We'll take along Sharon, ifshe's ready. [a] 
We can do with some more butter, ifyou're in the kitchen. [bl 

content disjknct since [a] and style disjunct since [b]: 
since ydu know Latin, you should\be able to translate the 

inscription. [a] 
What does the word mean, since you're so clever? [bl 

content disjunct though [a] and style disjunct though [b]: 
She enjoys driving, though she doesn't like to drive in heavy trafic. [a] 
He deskrved the promotion, though it'snot my place to say so. [b] 

We exemplify the semantic and syntactic differences by two finite clauses, 
a content disjunct although-clause and a style disjunct since-clause: 

Elizabeth enjoyed last night's concert although part of the 
programme included Wagner. [lal 

Elizabeth enjoyed last night's concert, since her brother toldme so. [lb] 
The concession in [la] refers to the content of the matrix clause, but the 
reason in [lb] refers to the speaker's motivation for the assertion ('I tell you 
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this since her brother told me so'). The more peripheral status of the style 
disjunct is shown in its greater independence with respect to pro-forms. 
Thus, the style disjunct more readily allows the repetition of a noun phrase, 
whereas the content disjunct normally requires pronoun substitution: 

Elizabeth enjoyed last night's concert altllough theprogramme was not 

entirely to [2al 

Elizabeth enjoyed last night's concert, since (yrS] brother told 

me so. [2bl 

Style disjuncts realized by clauses are always separated from the matrix 
clause by intonation and punctuation. 

Here are some further examples of style disjuncts: 

While we're on the subject, why didn't you send your children to a public 
school? 

Ifyou willallow me to say so, your attitude is equally racist. 
The latest unemployment figures are encouraging, as it were. 
Before you leave, where can I reach you? 
Since you don't seem to know, all further negotiations have been 

suspended. 
Before you say anything, you have the right to be silent. 
I'm in charge here, in case you don't know. 
Ifyou're so clever, what's the answer? 
Speaking of the devil, here comes my nephew. 
Stated bluntly, I have legal control over their estate. 

Note [a] The same form of clause can be a style disjunct in a statement and an adjunct when it is a 
response to a question. Style disjuncts can be the response to a question if the implied 
superordinate clause is made explicit. Compare the adjunct clause in 131, [3a], and [4al with the 
style disjunct clause in [4]: 

We have no electricity, because there ,vasapower failure. L31 
-A:  Why do you have no electricity? 

B: Because there was apower failure. Pa l  
I have no money in my bank account, because Ichecked this morning. L41 

-A:  Why do yousay that you have nomoney in your bank account? 
B: Because I checked this morning. [4al 

The sentence relating to the question-response set in [Sal is [S], which (like [Sal) contains an 
adjunct because-clause; the question asks for some verification of the claim in the matrix clause 
in [S]: 

I know that I have no money in my bank account, because Ichecked this morning. [S] 
-A:  How do you know that you have no money in your bank account? 

B: Because I checked this morning. Pa l  
Notice that the adjunct because-clauses in [3] and [S] can be positioned initially, but not the 
because-clause in [4], cf Note [c] below. 
[b] In 161 the because-clause is an adjunct, while in 171 it is a style disjunct: 

He likes them because they are always helpful. 161 
He likes them, because his wife told me so. 171 

Since two clauses with different syntactic functions cannot be coordinated, the two because- 
clauses cannot be coordinated : 

'He likes them because they are helpful and because his wife told me so. 
They can cooccur in the same sentence, though the juxtaposition is stylistically clumsy in written 
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English. The disjunct clause is then positioned peripherally: 
?He likes them because they are helpful, bec:luse his wife told me so. 

[C] The style disjunct becatrsc-clause is exceptional in that it must follow the matrix clause: 
I have nothing in my bank account, because I checked this mornbtg. 

*Beca~ise I checked thL ri~oraing. I have nothing in my bank account. 
Contrast: 

I'm up to my ears in debt, since jou ask me. 
Sirlce you ask me, I'm up to my ears in debt. 

[d] W e  have noted the analogies between clauses functioning as conjuncts (cf 15.18 Note) and 
viewpoint subjuncts (cf 15.19 Note), on the one hand, and style disjuncts, on the other hand. 
With respect to their integration within their superordinate clause, conjuncts are most like style 
disjuncts. Viewpoint subjuncts are closer to content disjuncts, as shown by the test involving 
repetition of  a noun phrase: 

As far as { ? ~ ~ m a v k }  economy is concerned. Germany shows signs of improvement. 

[e] The style disjunct as it  ere ['as if it were so'] is roughly synonymous with so to speak. 

Predicat ion a n d  sen tence  adjuncts  
15.22 For adjunct clauses, a major distinction can be made between PREDICATION 

ADJUNCTS and SENTENCE ADJUNCTS. Predication adjuncts can in turn be 
divided into obligatory and optional adjuncts (cf 8.26ff). All obligatory 
adjuncts are predication adjuncts. 

Predication adjunct clauses are normally positioned finally; fronting of a 
predication adjunct exceptionally occurs for rhetorical purposes. Obligatory 
adjunct clauses resemble direct objects and subject complements in providing 
complementation to the verb. Sentence adjunct clauses are more mobile than 
predication adjunct clauses: they may appear initially as well as finally, and 
occasionally even medially. 

Obligatory adjunct clauses (cf 10.10) may provide complementation for 
the verb BE in the SVA type: 

Your coat is where you left it. 
Dinner will be when everybody has arrived. 
The traffic jam was because there was an accident. (informal) 
The water is in case you feel faint. (informal) 
The purpose of the inquiry was so that all complaints would be made 

public. , 
And they may provide complementation for other verbs in the SVA type: 

The water will last until you return. 
My grandparents lived before television was invented. 
H e  looks d,s ifhe's tired. 
Jane look$as ifshe doesn't know me. 
You may live wherever you like. 
They are coming to see us next week. 

They may also function as the adverbial in the SVOA type: 

I put it where Z found it. 
He treated them as ifthey were young children. ['He behaved to 

them. . .'l 
They wanted the money where it would earn the highest interest rates. 

Even when they are optional, direction adjuncts (cf 15.31) depend on the 
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semantic category of verbs with which they cooccur - verbs denoting 
direction: 

They moved where the climate was milder. 
Throw it where you wish. 

Similarity adjuncts (cf 15.50) are a blend of similarity with manner when 
they cooccur with verbs used dynamically: 

She walks exactly as her mother used to. 
as Zdo. 

the word [like I d o  (informal, esp AmE) 

Likewise, comparison clauses (cf 15.50) are a blend of comparison with 
manner when they cooccur with verbs used dynamically: 

He talks as ifhe has a hot potato in his mouth. 
She is running as ifher life depended on it. 
Calvin laughed as though he really understood the joke. 
They talk like they know what they're doing. (informal, esp AmE) 

Other optional predication adjuncts relate solely or predominantly to the 
verb complementation rather than to the matrix clause as a whole. The most 
common are position adjuncts: 

I found the book where you said it would be. ['The book was where you 
said it would be.'] 

She hit him where it hurts. ['She hit'him in that part of him where it 
hurts.'] 

Sentence adjunct'clauses are not dependent on the predication and are 
therefore more mobile. The examples that follow are placed in initial position 
to show their ready acceptability in that position; these types of adjunct 
clauses could just as easily (and most would more usually) be at E. 

Before Zcould sit down, she offered me a cup of tea. 
When he saw us, he smiled. 
To emphasize her point, she invited me to visit her village. 
Because it is near Madrid, tourists come for the day. 
Zfthey achieve independence, conditions will improve. 
As we ran toward the beach, it started to rain. 
Whenever Zcome here, the hotels have new owners. 
Where he stood, he could see sand dunes stretching for miles. 
While she was in school, she became friendly with a boy whom she later 

married. 

Note The subordinate clause in H e  treated them as fthey were young clzildrerz is an obligatory adjunct 
only if treated has the meaning 'behaved toward' in which case treated requires to be 
complemented by a manner adjunct. If treated is interpreted as 'gave medical treatment to' or 
'gave a treat (or treats) to', the as $clause is an optional predication adjunct. 

Restrictive a n d  nonres t r ic t ive  adverbial c l auses  
15.23 Some linguists have attempted to apply the distinction between restrictive 

and nonrestrictive modification in noun phrases (cf 17.3) to adverbials, 
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thereby distinguishing between RESTRICTIVE and NONRESTRICTIVE adverbial 
clauses. The semantic analogy with modification in the noun phrase is that 
the restrictive adverbial restricts the situation in the matrix clause to the 
circumstances described by the adverbial. The nonrestrictive adverbial, on 
the other hand, makes a separate assertion, supplying additional information. 

The restrictive/nonrestrictive distinction overlaps with some of the 
distinctions that we have made earlier. All disjunct clauses have been earlier 
characterized as peripheral because they do not give circumstantial 
information about the situation in the matrix clause (cf 15.20); they are 
therefore necessarily nonrestrictive. The same applies to the limited range of 
conjunct clauses (cf 15.18) and subjunct clauses (cf 15.19). On the other hand, 
obligatory adjunct clauses must be restrictive, since they are required to 
complete the description of the situation in the matrix clause. The restrictive/ 
nonrestrictive distinction therefore applies only to optional adjunct clauses. 

Perhaps the clearest parallel to a nonrestrictive adjunct clause is the type 
that has been characterized as an appended clause, a type of clause that is 
usually parenthetic or an afterthought (cf 12.70): 

Susan sees her father - when her mother insists on it. [ l]  

Utterance of the sentence in [l]  conveys two separate assertions: Susan sees 
her father; she does so when her mother insists on it. On the other hand, the 
when-clause in [2] is normally interpreted as restricting the circumstances in 
which Susan sees her father (Susan sees her father only on those occasions): 

Susan sees her father when he comes to London. L21 

The nonrestrictive clause is marked by intonation separation whether it 
follows or precedes its matrix clause. Punctuation practice is less consistent. 
In particuIar,!punctuation may be omitted when the nonrestrictive clause is 
preposed. Bdt, in fact, punctuation is a redundant signal when the 
nonrestrictivd clause is preposed, since a preposed clause is always 
nonrestrictive. Thus, both [la] and [2a] are nonrestrictive: 

When her mother insists on it, Susan sees her father. flal 
When herJather comes to London, Spsan sees him. [2al 

The semant;? difference between r ehc t ive  and nonrestrictive adjunct 
clauses manifests itself when the matrix clause contains a focusing dev&e. 
Nonrestrictive clauses cannot be the focus of such devices, and in this respect 
are syntactically similar to disjuncts (cf 15.20). For example, the focus of the 
negation can be on the restrictive when-clause in [2b], but not on the 
nonrestrictive Clause in [l  b]: 

Susan doesn't see her father when he comes to ~ d ~ d o n .  
['Susan sees her father, not when he comes to London, but at  
other times.'] [2bl 

Susan doesn't see her &her - when she can UVOID it. 
['Susan doesn't see her father - the times she does are when she 
can't avoid it.'] [lbl 

Notice that if the when-clause in [2b] is preposed, it is outside the scope of 
negation : 
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When herfather comes to London, Susan doesn't see him. [2cI 

The semantic difference is even sharper for because-clauses. Contrast the 
restrictive clause in [3a] with the nonrestrictive clauses in [3b] and [3c]: 

Raven didn't leave the party early because cA~ol  was there. t3al 
['Raven left the party early, not because Carol was there, but for some 
other reason.'] 

Raven didn't leave the party BARIY, because cA~ol  was there. [3bl 
['Raven didn't leave the party early, and the reason he didn't was that 
Carol was there.'] 

Because CAROI was there, Raven didn't leave the party E ~ R I Y .  [3cI 
[ = DbIl 

We can now distinguish three because-clauses: restrictive adjunct [4a], 
nonrestrictive adjunct [4b], and style disjunct [4c]: 

Raven didn't leave the party early becazcse cA~ol  was there. [4al 
Raven didn't leave the party E ~ R I ~ ,  because cA~ol  was there. [4bl 
Raven didn't leave the party ~ h l y ,  because I CHECKED. 144 

Similarly, we can distinguish four while-clauses: predication (and restrictive) 
adjunct [5a], sentence (and nonrestrictive) adjunct [5b], content disjunct [Sc], 
and style disjunct [Sd]: 

I didn't send my children to a boarding school while I was in f ~ d i a .  [5a] 
While I was in India, I didn't send my children to a boarding 

school. t5bl 
My children enjoy jazz, while Iprefer classical music. [ ~ c I  
While we're on the subject, I prefer classical music. W1 

I Semantic roles of adverbial clauses 

15.24 We now turn to the semantic roles of adverbial clauses. The roles may be 
related to those for adverbials in general (cf Chapter 8) and for prepositional 
phrases in particular (cf 9.1448). 

I For each semantic set, we first discuss finite clauses and then turn to 
nonfinite and verbless clauses introduced by a subordinator or (in some 

1 instances) a preposition (cf 15.25ff). We then consider separately nonfinite 
and verbless adverbial clauses that do not begin with a subordinator or 

1 preposition (cf 15.58 ff). We conclude by discussing the verb phrase in those 
cases where the choice of form is linked to particular types of subordinate 

1 
I 

clauses. 
Semantic analysis of adverbial clauses is complicated by the fact that many 

subordinators introduce clauses with different meanings; for example a since- 
clause may be temporal or causal. Furthermore, some clauses combine 

I1 
meanings, for example time with purpose or result (cf 15.48 f ) ;  in such cases, 
we treat the clauses under sections that deal with what appears to be their 
primary meaning. 
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Clauses of time 

Subordinators and structural types of clauses 
15.25 Adverbial finite clauses of time are introduced by one of the following 

subordinators: after, as, before, once, since, till, until, when, n~henever, while, 
whilst (esp BrE), now (that), as long as, so lorzg as, as soon as, immediately 
(informal, esp BrE), directly (informal, esp BrE) : 

Buy your ticket as soon as you reach the station. 
When I last saw you, you lived in Washington. 
My family, once they saw the mood I was in, left me completely alone. 
Drop by whenever you get the chance. 
All applications, when they are received before the deadline, are dealt 

with promptly. 
While I was asleep, I dreamed about you. 
We came in just as it started to rain. 
As I drove away, I saw them waving goodbye. 
Wait until you're called. 
Since Isaw her last, she has dyed her hair. 
I'll give you an answer immediately roefinished reading yourfile. 

(esp BrE) 

Adverbial -ing clauses of time are introduced by one of the following 
subordinators: once, till, until, when, whenever, while, whilst: 

He wrote his greatest novel while working on a freighter. 
Be careful when crossing streets. 
Once having made apromise, you should keep it. 

In addition, they are introduced by the prepositions after, before, on, and 
since (cf 14.19)Note [b]): 

They washed their hands before eating. 
Since coming here life has been much more pleasant. 
I took a bath after working in the garden all day. 
On becomivg a member, you will receive a membership card and a 

badge. [!When you become a member,. . .'] 
Some speakers find untilonly marginally acceptable with -ing clauses: 

?Untilmeeting yourparents, I had no idea that you were annoyed with 
me. 

?I'll wait hire until hearingfrom you again. 

Adverbial -kd clauses of time are introduced by one of the following 
subordinators that are also used with finite clauses: as soon as, once, till, until, 
when, whenever, whilst (esp BrE) : 

Spinach is delicious when eaten raw. 
The dog stayed at  the entrance until told to come in. 
Once seen, that painting will never be forgotten. 
He slept while stretched out on thefloor. 
Whenever known, such facts should be reported. 

As soon as is only occasionally possible as a subordinator for -ed clauses: 

completed. 
The documents will be returned as 

required. 

Verbless clauses of time are introduced by the same subordinators as -ed 
clauses: as soon as, once, till, until, when, whenever, while, whilst (esp BrE) : 

When in d~pculty,  consult the manual. 
Complete your work as soon aspossible. 
While in Rome, be sure to see the Colosseum. 

Clauses with as soon as seem to be limited to a few adjectives that are used 
predicatively with nominal clauses and convey the modal meanings of 
possibility or necessity, principally available, feasible, necessary, possible. The 
implied subject of the verbless clause is it, referring to the matrix clause ('as 
soon as it is possible'). The same implication is common, though not required, 
for the other subordinators. 

Some speakers find until and till only marginally acceptable with verbless 
clauses : 

?Margaret stayed with her parents until well. 
?Sam watched TV until too tired to do so any more. 

They seem acceptable in instructional language: 

Beat the mixture untilfiuffy. 
File the edges until smooth. 

To-infinitive clauses without a subordinator or a subject may have temporal 
function, expressing the outcome of the,situation: 

I rushed to the door, only to discover that it was locked and barred. 
He left, never to return. 
I awoke one morning tofind the house in an uproar. 
She turned around, tofind the cargone. 
The curtains parted, to reveal a market scene. 
He survived the disgrace, to become a respected citizen. 
Leech rose above the University College defence to bullet the header a 

fraction over from a free kick. 

These clauses are restricted to final position, suggesting an analogy between 
them and result clauses (cf 15.49), which they resemble in meaning. The 
sentences can usually be paraphrased by reversing the relationship of 
subordination (cf 15.28 Note [a]), and using a when- or after-clause: 

When Iawoke one morning, I found the house in an uproar. 
After he survived the disgrace, he became a respected citizen. 

With durative verbs in the matrix clause, the construction expresses duration 
of time together with outcome: 

She lived to be 100. ['She reached 100 years of age.'] 
You'll live to regret it. ['You'll eventually regret it.'] 
The show went on to become a great success. ['The show eventually 

became a great success.'] 
He lingered on to see his daughter's wedding. 
She grew up to be a successful actress. 
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Some of the verbs in this type of construction have become catenatives (cf 
3.49) : grow to, come to, turn out to. 

Finally, -ing clauses without a subordinator or a subject may also express 
time relationship : 

Returning to my village after thirty years, I met an old schoolteacher. 
[' When/After I returned . . .'] 

The stranger, having discarded his jacket, moved threateningly toward 
me. [' . . . after he had discarded. . .'l 

Adverbial clauses of time are adjuncts. Since they are commonly sentence 
adjuncts (cf 15.22), they often appear initially and occasionally medially, as 
the examples in this section indicate. 

Note [a] Noun phrases (sometimes introduced by a preposition) modified by a relative clause may 
bdve a semantic role similar to adverbialclauses of time(cf 14.14): 

Euery time (that) the telephone rings, he gets nervous. 
Remain in your seats until such fimeas you are told that you can leave. 
By the time the alarm want 08, I was awake. 
'They made me feel at home the moment I arrived. 
Things have changed a great deal since the last time you were here. (cj: since you were here 

last time) 
Throughout theperiod I was in London, it rained heavily. 

These noun phrases and prepositional phrases are adverbials of time, though not adverbial 
clauses. 
[b] The correlativesno sooner. . . than (cf 14.13 Note [bl) express time relationship: : 

The meeting had no sooner started 
N o  sooner had the meeting started} Ihan lhere was an 

The meaning is similar to that of an as soon as clause, but it additionally expresses surprise. 
Syntactically, the no sooner clause is the matrixclause. 

Time relationsdips 
15.26 An adverbial clause of time relates the time of the situation denoted in its 

clause to the tiine of the situation denoted in the matrix clause. The time of 
the matrix clause may be previous to, subsequent to, or simultaneous with, 
the time of the adverbial clause. The situations in the clauses may be viewed 
as occurring once or as recurring. The time relationship may additionally 
convey duration:and the relative proximity in time of the two situations. 

Some of these time relationships are expressed not only by the choice of 
subordinator, but also by other devices in the two clauses: tense and aspect, 
the semantic category of the verbs, adverbs and prepositional phrases of 
time, and adjectives and nouns expressing time (cf 19.35). Temporal 
relationships between clauses may be implied by their semantic relationships 
in juxtaposed ob coordinated clauses (cf 13.22ff). Here we are concerned 
mainly with the temporal subordinators. 

Time before 
15.27 Until, till, and before indicate that the situation in the matrix clause occurred 

before or leading up to the situation in the subordinate clause. Till is used in 
the same way as until, but is far less frequent as a subordinator. Until marks 
the time up to which the situation in the matrix clause applies: 

I disliked Maurice until Zgot to know him. 
'The children were noisy until told to be quiet. 

The matrix clause must be durative, theduration lasting to the time indicated 
by the until-clause. A negative clause is always durative, even though the 
corresponding positive clause is not durative (cf 8.58), since the absence of 
the event extends throughout the indicated period: 

I didn't start my meal until Adam arrived. 
*I started my meal until Adam arrived. 

Before also marks the time from which the situation in the matrix clause 
applies, but the matrix clause need not be durative: 

I started my meal before Adam arrived. 

The situation in until-clauses is generally presupposed to be true, but that 
is not always so for before-clauses. Nonfactual before-clauses may imply 
preference, as in [l], or implausibility, as in [2]: 

He'll beg for food before he'llask hisparentsfor money. ['He won't 
ask his parents for money'; 'He would rather beg for food than 
ask his parents for money.'] 111 

Pigs will fly before he'll become a mathematician. ['He'll never 
become a mathematician.'] [21 

Or the situation in the matrix clause may prevent that in the before-clause 
from taking place: 

He died before writing a will. 
Sally stopped Ted before he had a chance to reply. (cf 14.27) 

Some before-clauses may be interpreted as either factual or nonfactual: 

I sent a donation before Z was asked to. 

Before-clauses may imply purpose (cf 15.48) and result (cf 15.49) as well as 
time: 

I had to put my complaint in writing before they would take any action. 
[' . . . so that they would take some action and with the result that they 
took action'; also 'They wouldn't take any action until I put my 
complaint in writing.'] 

Until-clauses may imply result as well as time: 

She massaged her leg until it stopped hurting. [' . . .with the result that it 
stopped hurting.'] 

The until-clause expresses the result of the activity described in the matrix 
clause. 

When the matrix clause is imperative, the sentence with a before-clause 
may imply a conditional relationship as well as time: 

Go before Zcall thepolice. ['Go! If you don't go, 1'11 call the police.'] 

Compare the coordinate constructions implying the same relationship: 
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G o  or I'//ca/l the police. Go and I won't call the police. 

Nonassertive items (cf 10.60) can appear in before-clauses, perhaps because 
before-clauses, like conditional clauses (cf 15.33#), inherently relate to 
matters unfulfilled in respect of the matrix clause: 

I spoke to them before Ieuer heardanygossip about them. 
['At the time I spoke to them I had not heard any gossip about them'] 

Contrast: 

*I spoke to them after I had ever heard any gossip about them. 

Before may be modified to indicate relative proximity of time (cf  after, 15.29) 
by a range of modifiers, eg: just, right, immediately, sometime, a long time, 
many days: 

I took the examination a year before my brother did. 

Until is restricted to the modifiers just and right. 

Note [a] Constructions with before and affer are not necessarily converses. If we designate the first 
situation as 'X'and the second as 'Y', then in the factual use of before: 

X before Y = X happened before Y happened. 
On the other hand, theafier construction has two interpretations: 

Y afier X = (i) Y happened after X happened. [converse] 
(ii) Y continued to happen after X began to happen. [not converse] 

I f Y  i s  nondurative, the two constructions are converses: 
I shaved [X] before I went to the party [Y]. D1 

= I went to the party [Y] offer I shaved [X]. L41 
However, if Y is,durative, the two constructions need not mean the same: 

I knew Catliy [X] beforeshe practised medicine[Yl. [S] 
# Cathy practised medicine [Y] offer I knew her [XI. [61 

Sentence161 allows the possibility that Cathy practised medicine even before I knew her. 
Nonfactual befoie-clauses rule out an equivalent offer-clause: 

Sally stopped Ted [X] befire he had a chance to reply [Y]. L71 
# Ted had a chance to reply [Y] affer Sally stopped him [XI. 181 

Sentence [7] implies that Ted did not have a chance to reply. 
When the offer-clause implies cause, there is no equivalent befire-clause: 

Affer Norma kpoke, she received a standing ovation. 
# Norma Spoke before she received a standing ovation. 

p ]  When both matrix and subordinate clause differ only in their subjects, a prepositional phrase 
corresponds to the before- or offer-clause: 

Notice the use of the objective case in [IO]. In some contexts there may be ambiguity between 
temporal and positional befire: 

They should stand up before me. ['before I do'or 'in front of me'] [I l l  
Positional befareis used infrequently. 
[c] Similar to the subordinators are prepositional phrases with unril, till, and bejore followed by 
noun phrases modified by relative clauses, eg: till the moment (that), before the rime (that), cfl5.25 
Note [a]. But the before-phrases cannot be used in place of nonfactual before-clauses. 
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[d] Until-clauses, like before-clauses, may express a combination of time, purpose, and result. 
Contrast: 

Larry polished the table until 

If the subject of the matrix clause and the until-clause are here coreferential (for example Lorry 
and he), all three meanings are combined. If they are not coreferential, the until-clause convevs 

~ ~ .-  
only time and result. 

Same time 
15.28 Several subordinators indicate the simultaneity of the situations in the matrix 

and subordinate clauses, or at least an overlap in time of the two situations: 
as, as long as, so long as, while, whilst. When, whenever, and now (that) may 
have the same function. 

As, as Iong as, so long as, while, and whilst always denote simultaneity when 
they are used as temporal conjunctions. Temporal clauses introduced by the 
last four of these subordinators are duration adverbials. 

As denotes merely simultaneity of two situations: 

Just as she was about to speak, she was handed a note. 
As it grew dark, we could hear the hum of mosquitoes. 

For as long as and so Iong as, both clauses must be durative. Generally, these 
subordinators imply that the situations begin and end at the same time: 

As long as I live here, I do it my way. 
He'll continue working so long as he has the strength. 

They emphasizemore strongly than the other subordinators both simultaneity 
and duration. While and the less frequent whilst require that their clause must 
be durative, but the matrix clause need not be: 

They arrived while I was sunbathing. 
He cut himself while shaving. 

Whenever is primarily used to introduce a frequency adverbial, denoting 
that the situation is repeated. It may also imply that the two situations 
overlap in time if at  least one of the clauses is durative: 

It rains whenever we're camping. [' . . . at any time we're camping.'] 
She visits her parents wheneverpossible. 

Like whenever, when may imply simultaneity if one of the clauses is durative: 

When I dream I see angels running up and down a ladder. 
Be careful when crossing streets. 

When may also imply repetitiveness, in which case it is synonymous with 
whenever: 

When I read I like to be alone. 

As long as and so Iong as may imply condition ('provided that') as well as 
time : 

I'm happy as long as my children are. 
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Now that combines reason with temporal meaning, in present or past time. 
It may be used to indicate simultaneity: 

We  are happy now that everybody ispresent. 
Now that she could drive, she felt independent. 

Note [a] A type of  when-clause, obligatory at Eposition, represents climactic information in narrative: 
The last man was emerging from the escape tunnel ~vltcn a distant shout signalled its 

discouery by the gtrards. [I] 
I was playing the piano, 1r311e11 there wasa k~ock  at tilt door. 121 
I was watching the television, ~vhe~t snddertly the lights went our. [31 

The more important information is given in the subordinate clauses, which indicate that an 
event happened within a period referred to in the matrix clause. Notice that the matrix verb is 
in the progressive and that the ~vlten-clause is positioned finally. The effect is to provide a 
dramatic and emphatic climax. The wlten-clause is nonrestrictive (cj 15.23). and is usually 
separated by intonation and punctuation from the matrix clause. 
[b] Certain noun and prepositional phrases combine with relative clauses to convey a meaning 
similar to that of these subordinators, cf 15.25 Note [a]. They include euery time (that), as  oflen 
as, at the very moment (that), during the period (that), throughout the time (that). 

Time after 
15.29 Several subordinators indicate a sequence in which the situation in the 

matrix clause occurs after that in the subordinate clause: after, as soon as, 
directly (esp BrE), immediately (esp BrE), once, since, when, whenever. Now 
(that) may have the same function. 

As soon as, immediately, directly, and once add the notion of proximity in 
time of the two situations: 

As soon as'lleft, I burst out laughing. 
We'll eat once Zfinish preparing the meal. 

ZmmediateZy an? directly particularly emphasize proximity: 

She returned immediately she heard the good news. 

A similar effect is obtained by adding appropriate modifiers to after and as 
soon as, eg : imniediately after, just as soon as. 

After merely marks the sequence of the clauses. Modifications (cf: before, 
15.27) may indi4ate relative proximity, eg: just, right, immediately, moments, 
some time, a long: time, soon, three days, a year: 

Come over right after you'vefinished working. 
I went to sleep soon after hearing the news. [after as preposition] 

Unlike the proximity subordinators, after allows the possibility that the 
situation in the matrix clause applied before the event: 

He was still tired (even) after he had had eight hours of sleep. 
*He was still tired immediately he had hadeight hours ofdeep. 

Since marks the beginning of the period after which the situation in the 
matrix clause applies (cf 8.60f, 14.26): 

He feels much more relaxed since he left school. [l]  
Since returning home, Carol has been working in her parents' 

business. [since as preposition] 121 
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Since Zlast saw you, I have given birth to a beautiful daughter. [3] 
They had not read any books since they left school. L41 

The period marked by since may extend to the moment of utterance, as in 
examples [l -31, or to the past time of narration, as in [4]. But since does not 
rule out an extension beyond the period. The matrix clause may be durative, 
as in [l], [2], and [4], in which case we can premodify since by ever and ask a 
How long? question to elicit the since-clause. On the other hand, it may be 
nondurative, as in [3]. The matrix clause (it followed by B E )  may merely 
specify the time period: 

It has been two years since Zlast saw you. ['I last saw you two years 
ago.'] 

The period, however, may be left vague: 

It's been time} since you were here. 

When and whenever may indicate a sequence when the two clauses are 
nondurative : 

She was shocked when she heard hisstory. 
When(ever) I cry, my eyes get puffy. 
I drink coke when(ever) I feel sick. 

Now (that) does not have that restriction, but it combines circumstantial (cf 
15.45) with temporal meaning: 

Now that they've moved, we won't see them very often. 

The sequential meaning of after, when, and whenever may induce' an  
implication of cause, as in [5] and the following: 

He felt better after he had a short nap. 
I hit him back when he hit me. 
My heart leaps whenever Zsee you. 

When, whenever, and once may combine time with condition, as in [7] and the 
following: 

Zmake up my mind to do something, I do it immediately. 
Once 

When and whenever may also combine time, cause, and condition, as in [6]. 
When may imply concession as well as time. Like whereas (cf 15.43), it 

requires antithesis between two situations, but additionally has the meaning 
'in that same situation' or 'in those same situations': 

They were gossiping, when they should have been working. 
[' . . ., whereas they should have been working.'] 

She cleans the house by herself, when she could easily have asked her 
children to help her. 

In this use, the when-clause is nonrestrictive and is usually in final position. 
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Note [a] The  preposition untilmay introduce ajrer-clauses: 
Don't leave until ajfer I've spoken to you. 

[b] Several prepositions may combine with relative when, which is not to be confused with the 
subordinator: by, since (esp BrE), till, until: 

Two years ago I bought a packet of your razor blades, si11re when 1 have used no others. 
['since which time'] 

They settled in Seattle, by nrl~etr she had obtained a master's degree in economics. ['by 
which time'] 

These constructions are sentential relative clauses (cf15.57). 
[c] Proximity may also be conveyed by phrases such as the (cery)nroment that andfionr the nrirrute 
(that) followed by a relative clause, cj15.25 Note [al. Other phrases that combine with relative 
cla.Bes to convey a meaning similar to that of subordinators in this section includefin1 the very 
first time (that), by the time (that), since the days (~vl~en). 
[d] See 15.25 for to-infinitive clauses that blend time with outcome. 

Clauses of contingency 
15.30 The meaning of several subordinators that primarily express time, place, or 

condition may be neutralized in certain contexts to convey a more abstract 
notion of recurrent or habitual contingency: when, whenever, once; where, 
wherever; if. The subordinators may then be paraphrased by such preposi- 
tional phrases as 'in cases when' or 'in circumstances where': 

there's smoke, there's fire. 
children are involved, divorces are 

If particularly unpleasant. 
111 

Once known, such facts have been reported. 

When(ever)) send up a flare. 
Where(ver) in doubt, see me. [2] 

i ossible, you should test all moving parts. If 9 

conscious of an infringement of his rights, he always 
Once protested to the manager. [3] 

She always~wrote an encouraging remark, even where the essay 

paper was poor. 1 L41 

Once, whenever, and wherever cannot be focused by focusing adverbs such as 
even, and are therefore excluded from [4]. 

Nonfinite and verbless clauses without a subordinator may also express 
recurrent contihgency : 

Driving at  high speed, one may well miss direction signs. 
The sentence is ambiguous, taken out of context. 
Freshfrom the oven, rolls are delicious. 

We can supply the subordinator when for these clauses, and ffor the -ed and 
verbless clauses. 

Thecorrelative construction with the-clauses(cf 15.51) sometimes expresses 
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a meaning similar to that of a contingent relationship, the first ihe-clause 
roughly corresponding to a when-clause or an ifclause: 

The harder he worked, the happier he felt. 
When he worked harder, he felt happier. 

Clauses of place 
15.31 Adverbial clauses of place are introduced mainly by where or wherever. Where 

is specific and wherever nonspecific (cf 15.9). The clause may indicate position 
[l] or direction 121: 

Where rhejre had been, we saw nothing but blackened ruins. [ l]  
They went wherever they couldfind work. ['to any place where'] [2] 

The meaning of place merges with the general contingency meaning 'in cases 
where'(cf 15.30) in the following: 

He put colons where(ver) he should have put semicolons. 

Where-clauses may combine the meanings of place and contrast: 

Where Isaw only wilderness, they saw abundant signs of life. 

Notice that the contrast subordinator whereas, which can replace where 
above, is a compound with where as one of its members. 

Several temporal subordinators may have primarily a place meaning in 
descriptions of scenes, when the scenes are described dynamically in terms 
of movement from one place to another: 

Take the right fork when the road splits into two. 
The river continues winding until it reaches a large lake. 
The building becomes narrower as it rises higher. 
The road stops just after it goes under a bridge. 
Once the mountains rise above the snow line, vegetation is sparse. 

Note . [a] Where and ~vherewr also introduce -ed and verbless clauses (where grown, wherever necessary), 
but the clauses then convey the general contingency meaning. 
[b] The same place relationship may also be expressed by prepositional phrases with relative 
clause postmodification (at the place that . . ., in the direction where . . .) or with a where- or 
lvherewr-clause a s  complement (to~vard(s) where. . ., to wherever. . .). 
[c] The archaic forms whence ['from where'] and whither ['to where'] are occasionally found, 
particularly in religious language. 

Clauses of condition, concession, and contrast 

Overlap of semantic roles 
15.32 We have seen that some clauses of time and place may express a general 

notion of a contingency relationship between the situations described in the 
subordinate and matrix clauses, a relationship also conveyed by conditional 
ifclauses (cf 15.30). We have also noted that some temporal clauses may 
imply relationships of condition (cf 15.27ff) and concession (cf 15.29), and 
that some clauses of place may imply contrast (cf 15.31). We now further 
note that many subordinators and conjuncts expressing those three logical 
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relationships of condition, .concession, and contrast may otherwise convey 
meanings of time and place, as in the examples in Fig 15.32. 

Fig 15.32 Subordinators and conjuncts with overlapping roles 

There is also considerable overlap in adverbial clauses that express 

conjuncts 

then, in rho? case 

besides, yet 

on rhe orher hand, instead 

conditional 

concessive 

contrastive 

condition, concession, and contrast. conditional clauses (cf 15.33 f f )  convey 
that the situation in the matrix clause is contingent on that in the subordinate 

- 
subordinators 

as long as, in rhe event rhar 

whereas, while 

whereas, while 

clause : 

Ifthe weather isfine, (then) we'll have a barbecue. 

Clauses of contrast (cf 15.43) merely convey a contrast between two 
situations: , 

Whereas the US has immense mineral wealth, Japan (in contrast) has 
comparatively little. 

Concessive clauses (cf 15.39ff) may also imply a contrast, but their main role 
is to imply that the situation in the matrix clause is unexpected in the light of 
that in the concessive clause: 

Although admission was free, (nevertheless) few people attended the 
lecture. 

The parenthesized items illustrate the different conjuncts that optionally 
correlate with the three clauses (cf 14.13). 

The overlap between the three roles is highlighted by the overlapping use 
of subordinators: for example, if introduces all three types of clauses and 
whereas both cpntrast and concessive clauses. Furthermore, even ifexpresses 
both the contfngent dependence of y e  situation upon another and the 
unexpected nature of this dependence: 

Even ifthey offered topay, I wouldn't accept any money from them. 

All three types of clauses tend to assume initial position in the superordinate 
clause. , 

l 
Conditional clauses 

Direct and indirect condition 
15.33 The central uses of conditional clauses express a DIRECT CONDITION: they 

convey that the situation in the matrix clause is directly contingent on that of 
the conditional clause. Put another way, the truth of the proposition in the 
matrix clause is a consequence of the fulfilment of the condition in the 
conditional clause. Here is an example: 

Ifyouput the baby down, she'll scream. [l]  
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In uttering [l] the speaker intends the hearer to understand that the truth of 
the prediction 'she'll scream' depends on the fulfilment of the condition of 
'your putting the baby down'. The hearer also in practice infers the converse: 

Ifyou don't put the babj3 down, she won't scream. 

However, the speaker may cancel this implication by hedging (expressing 
some uncertainty, 48.124, 8.126): 

Ifyouput the baby do~rv~,  she'll scream. But she may scream anyway. 

More peripheral uses of conditional clausesexpressan INDIRECTCONDITION. 
The condition is not related to the situation in the matrix clause. Consider 
PI :  

She's far too considerate, ifI may say so. [21 

In uttering [2], the speaker does not intend the truth of the assertion 'She's 
far too considerate' to be dependent on obtaining permission from the hearer. 
Rather, thecondition is dependent on the implicit speechact of the utterance: 
'I'm telling you, if I may, that she's far too considerate'. In conventional 
politeness, the speaker is making the utterance of the assertion dependent on 
obtaining permission from the hearer;though the fulfilment of that condition 
is conventionally taken for granted. Here is another example: 

She and I are just good friends, ifyou understand me. 

The speaker warns the hearer that the correct interpretation of the utterance 
'She and I ar,e just good friends' depends on the hearer understanding what 
the speaker means by the utterance: 'I'm telling you that on the assumption 
that you understand me correctly'. 

In direct conditions, the if-clause is an adjunct (cf 15.20f); in indirect 
conditions, it is a style disjunct (cf 15.21). 

Subordinators and structural types of clauses 
15.34 The two simple subordinators for conditional clauses are ifand unless. The 

most common and most versatile of the conditional subordinators is if; we 
therefore generally employ it in the sections that follow to illustrate the 
different uses of conditional clauses. The negative subordinator unless is the 
next most common. Other conditional subordinators are: 

as long as, so long as, assuming (that), given (that) (formal), in case, in the 
event that, just so (that) (informal), on condition (that), provided (that), 
providing (that), supposing (that) 

General recurrent contingency is expressed by once, when, whenever, where, 
and wherever (cf 15.30). In addition, several subordinators combine condition 
with time: before (cf 15.27), as long as, so long as, when, whenever, once (cf 
15.28). Except that and conjunctive only combine exception with condition 
(cf 15.44). 

All these subordinators are used with finite clauses: 

Ifyou want some more, you should ask me. 
Unless the strike has been called off, there will be no trains tomorrow. 
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He doesn't mind inconveniencing others just so he's comfortable. 
(informal) 

She may go, as long as hegoes with her. 
You may leave the apartment at any time,provided that yougive a 

month's notice or pay an additional month's rent. 
111 case you want me, I'll be in my office till lunchtime. 
Given that x = y, then n(x + a) = n(y + a) must also be true. (in formal 

argumentation) 
Assuming that the movie starts at eight, shouldn't we be leaving now? 
Supposing they won the rage,  what would they do with an extra car? 

Of the subordinators that are specifically conditional, only if and unless 
introduce nonfinite clauses (mainly -ed participle clauses) and verbless 
clauses. They are marginally acceptable in -ing participle clauses (cf 14.19 
Note [a]) : 

The grass will grow more quickly ifwatered regularly. 
Unless otherwise instructed, you should leave by the back exit. 
Ifwet, the pipe won't give you a good smoke. 
It has little taste, unless hot. 

Here belong the positive and negative conditional pro-clauses ifso and ifnot. 
The implied subject is the matrix clause itself (or part of it) in some verbless 
if-clausks, including the common ifpossible and ifnecessary: 

Marion wants me to type the letter ifpossibIe. 
['if it is possible for me to type the letter'] 

I can discuss the matter with you now, ifnecessary. 
['if it is,necessary to discuss the matter with you now'] 

Nonfinite and verbless clauses with with or without as subordinator may 
express a conditional relationship: 

Without me to supplement your income, you wouldn't be able to manage. 
With them.on our side, we are secure. 

I 

Cf 15.36 for fjnite conditional clauses, without a subordinator but with 
subject-operator inversion: 

Had Mark been in charge, it wouldn't have happened. 

l 

Note [a] The traditional terms PROTASIS for subordinate clause and ~PoDosls for matrix clause are 
especially used for/conditional relationships. 
[b] Unless, except (informal AmE), and archaic save also combine exception with condition, CJ 

15.35 Note[fl: 

I'm not going {:tzt] you go with me. 
. . 

[C] Conditional relationships are also implied in certain kinds of clauses coordinated by and and 
or (cJ13.25, 13.30) and in paratactic constructions such as waste not, want nor (cJll.43). 
[d] Among somecommon stereotyped conditional expressions without subordinators are: 

(a) absolute clauses (cJ15.58; and 9.58 for expressions such as barring bad weather): 
time weather] permitting God willing 

C '  for the time being 
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(b) subjectless clauses with a subjunctive verb: 
come to that ['if it comes to that', 'if I may add to that'] 
please God rif it pleases God'] 

[e] CJI 1.41 for f~ lauses  as sentences. 
If] Contingency relationships may also be expressed by various complex prepositions, eg: 

on the {:E:;::) that case breaking out 

on condition thar 

with the t?$:tion] fhar in the euent 
an accident 
an accident occurring 

[g] Infinitive clauses sometimes combine condition with other contingency relations (cJ 15.73) 
such as purpose or reason: 

You must  STRONG to lijl that neigh!. ['. . . in order to lift that weight', '. . . because you 
were able to lift that weight*, '. . . if you were able to lift that weight'] 

You'd be a fool nor to take rhescholorship. ['if you didn't . . .'l 
To be conrideredfir admission, you must make a formal application. ['If you are to be 

considered . . .', 'In order to be considered . . .'l 
[h] CJ15.6 Note [a] for the relationship between conditional fand interrogative if: 
[il Restrictive relative clauses modifying generic noun phrases (cJ5.26) may be paraphrased by 
meansof a conditional clause: 

People who want security shouldn't take a job in commerce. ['ljpeople wont security, they 
shouldn't take a job in commerce'] 

The same somethnes applies toother restrictive modifiers with generic noin phrases: 
Careless drivers cause accidents. ['lfdriuers are coreless, they cause accidents'] 
Cars manufactured abroad are less expensive. ['ljcars are ntanufacturedabroad, they are less 

expensive'] 

Direct condition 

Open and hypothetical condition 
15.35 A direct condition may be either an OPEN CONDITION or a HYPOTHETICAL 

CONDITION. Open conditions are neutral: they leave unresolved the question 
of the fulfilment or nonfulfilment of the condition, and hence also the truth 
of the proposition expressed by the matrix clause: 

ZfColin is in London, he is undoubtedly staying at  the Hilton. 

The sentence leaves unresolved whether Colin is in London, and hence it 
leaves unresolved whether he is staying at the Hilton. 

A hypothetical condition, on the other hand, conveys the speaker's belief 
that the condition will not be fulfilled (for future conditions), is not fulfilled 

. (for present conditions), or was not fulfilled (for past conditions), and hence 
the probable or certain falsity of the proposition expressed by the matrix 
clause: 

If he changed his opinions, he'd be a more likeable person. [l] 
They would be here with us ifthey had the time. L21 
Ifyou had listened to me, you wouldn't have made so many mistakes. [3] 

The conditional clauses in these sentences convey the following implications: 

He very probably won't change his opinions. [lal 
They presumably don't have the time. D 4  
You certainly didn't listen to me. [3al 

The precise formulation of the speaker's belief depends 6n the time reference 
of the conditional clause. For future reference as in [l], the condition is 
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contrary to expectation; for present reference as in [2], it is contrary to 
assumption; for past reference as in [3], it is contrary to fact. Ifis the main 
subordinator used in hypothetical conditions. 

The distinction between open and hypothetical conditions is important 
grammatically because the verbs in hypothetical conditions are backshifted 
(cf backshifting in indirect speech, 14.31). 

conditional clause matrix clause 

PAST MODAL 

PAST PERFECTIVE PAST PERFECTIVE MODAL 
reference 

Fig 15.35 Verb forms with hypothetical conditions 

On the verb forms, cf further 14.23. 
Conditional clauses - particularly clauses introduced by iS, in case, and in 

the event that - are like questions in that questions are generally either neutral 
in their expectations of an answer or biased toward a negative response 
(cf 11.6n. Therefore, like questions, they tend to admit nonassertive forms 
(cf 10.60f): 

In the event that he is at all interested, I'll speak to him. 
If you ever touch me again, I'll scream. 
If you had ever listened to any of my lectures, you would have known 

the anslver. 
She's tak:ng a stick with her in case she has any trouble on the way. 

Nonassertive items also appear in indirect conditions (cf 15.38): 

They're going steady, if it's of any interest to you. ['I don't know if it's 
of any interest to you.'] 

I'll be in m,y office all DAY, in case you have any ~ ~ 6 s l e m  at all. ['I'm 
telling you this in case you have any problem at all.'] 

Most subordinators are not used, or rarely used, in hypothetical conditions. 
Their clauses tend to contain assertive forms: 

I won't phone you, unless something unforeseen happens. 

second-instande ifclauses may have assertive forms: 

A: I've got something to tell you later. 
B : Well, if you've got something to tell me, tell me now. 

Note [a]Open conditions have also been termed 'real','factua19, and 'neutral'conditions. Hypothetical 
conditions have also been termed 'closed', 'unreal', 'rejected', 'nonfactual', 'counterfactual', and 
'marked' conditions. 
[b] Ifand when is sometimes used for future open conditions. 
[c] Ifonly is an intensified equivalent of i/, typically used in hypothetical clauses to express what 
the speaker wishes would happen, would be happening, or would have happened: 

Ifonly you lvould help me next week, I would not be so nervous. 
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Ifonly they were here now, we would be able to celebrate their wedding anniversziry. 
Iforrly somebody had told us, we could have warned you. 

When positive, the conditional clause generally contains assertive forms, and nearly always 
precedes the matrix clause. The clause is sometimes used on its own as a hypothetical wish 
(c/ 11.41): Ifonly I hadn't lost it!The combination only ifis quite different: ifis restricted by the 
focusing only. 
[d] Giuen (that)and assumbrg (that) are used for open conditions which the speaker assumes were, 
are, or will be fulfilled, and from which a proposition is deduced. A clause introduced by granted 
(thor) is also used as a premise for a deduction, but usually implies a previous statement on which 
the premise is based. Ifmay be used in the same way: Ifyou were there (and you srr!,~'oa were), 
you ttrust /row see11 her; and so also in $clauses with clausal pro-forms: ifso, ifrrot, !/'that's true, 
ifthat's thecase, and (with nonassertives) ifanything, ifat a#. Giwn (that) and gronrerl(that) tend 
to be used in formal written style, particularly in argumentation. 
[e] As long as and so long OS are less formal than the semantically similar but formal provided 
(that) and providing (that). Just so (tl~ot) tends to appear in informal conversation. They all mean 
'if and only if'. 
[f] Unless introduces a negative condition; the unless-clause is usually roughly similar to a 
negative $clause. With unless there is a greater focus on the conditions as an exception ('only if 
. . . not'). There are therefore contexts in which the unless-clause cannot occur: 

ifhe doesn't come with us. 
''I much happier {*unless he comes with us. 

Ifyou hadn't studied hard, 
'Unless you hodstudied hard} you'd have failed Ihe exam' 

[g] In case (cfalso 15.46) is used for open conditions, normally with future reference ('if it should 
happen that3): 

I'll let you know in case they come by here. 
In formal AmE it also has the meaning 'on condition that': 

The verb is plural (only/jusl) in case the subject is plural. 
[h] In the event (that) can generally replace ifin open conditions. Because of its greater length, it 
is regarded as stylistically clumsy. 
[i] The form ifand only ifis used in mathematics and formal logic to introduce a necessary and 
sufficient condition on the truthof the matrix clause. It is sometimes abbreviated iff: 

The verb phrase in the conditional clause 
15.36 The present subjunctive is sometimes used for open conditions in conditional 

clauses, instead of the normal present tense: 

I If any vehicle be found parked on these premises without written 
permission, it shall be towed away at the expense of the vehicle's 
owner. 

I This use is mainly confined to very formal, legal, or quasi-legal contexts. 
Two ways of expressing future hypothetical conditions are occasionally 

used in formal contexts. They have overtones of tentativeness: 
(i) was to or were to followed by the infinitive: 

If it {WO' ] to rain, the ropes would snap. They're far too tight. [I] were 

I (ii) should followed by the infinitive (cf putative should 14.25): 

If a serious crisis should arise, the public would have to be 
informed of its full implications. 121 

In [l]  were is the singular past subjunctive form of be and not the simple 
past form, were being used in the past subjunctive for the singular as well as 
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the plural (cf 3.62). As [l] illustrates, both the past subjunctive and the past 
indicative forms are possible for hypothetical conditions, the subjunctive 
being preferred by many, especially in formal written English: 

If John } here, we would soon learn the truth. were 

The idiom i f Z .  . . you by convention usually contains the subjunctive were, 
though was also occurs frequently. 

We may signal the conditional relationship, without using a subordinator, 
by subject-operator inversion. The most common use of this inversion in 
conditional clauses is with the operator had: 

Had I known, I would have written before. ['If I had known, . . .'l 
For the negative, not is placed before the lexical verb, the enclitic n't not 
being possible: 

Had Znot seen it with my own eyes, I would not have believed it. 

Inversion may also occur in a somewhat literary style with subjunctive were 
and tentative should: 

Were it to reveal its secrets, that house would collapse in shame. 
Were she in charge, she would do things differently. 
Should you change your mind, no one would blame you. 
Should she be interested, 1'11 phone her. 

More rarely, the operator may be could or might: 

2;) iy see my native land, I would die a happy man. 

For this const'ruction, these two operators require an adverb such as but or 
just before the lexical verb. 

On the choice of verbs in both the conditional and the matrix clause, cj  
14.23. 

i ~\ 

Rhetorical conditional clauses 
15.37 Rhetorical conditional clauses give the appearance of expressing an open 

condition, but (like rhetorical questions, cf 11.23) they actually make a strong 
assertion. There are two types of rhetorical if-clauses, one in which the 
assertion is de wed from the conditional clause and the other in which it is 
derived from t l e matrix clause. 

(a) If the proposition in the matrix clause is patently absurd, the proposition 
in the conditional clause is shown to be false: 

Ifthey're Irish, I'm the Pope. ['Since I'm obviously not the Pope, they're 
certainly not Irish.'] 

Ifyou believe that, you'll believe anything. ['You certainly can't believe 
that.'] 

Ifshe doesn't getfirstprize, she's no daughter of yours. ['She certainly 
will get first prize.'] 

(b) If the proposition in the conditional clause is patently true, the 
proposition in the matrix clause is shown to be true. This type is used with 
measure expressions with the implication of at least the measure stated in 
the conditional clause. The $clause is positioned finally: 

He's ninety ifhe's a day. ['If you'll agree that he's at least a day old, 
perhaps you'll take my word that he's ninety.'] 

The package weighed ten pounds ifit weighed an ounce. ['The package 
certainly weighed ten pounds.'] 

The painting must be worth a thousand dollars ifit's worth a cent. ['The 
painting must certainly be worth a thousand dollars.'] 

Note The matrix clause in type (a) has some fixed expressions which state patent falsehoods, with 
some variation in the person of the subject, such as I'lleot niy hat and He's a Dutchnto~r: 

If Dave's younger than me, I'll eat my hat. ['Dave's certainly not younger than me.'] 
More stereotyped, because restricted to an I-subject, are I'llbe (or I'm)damnedand I'llbe (or I'm) 
hanged, both familiar in style: 

;F] damned $Iopologize. r1.11 certainly not apologiz;.'] 

As a result, these can stand alone as expressions of amazement, eg: Well, I'll be danoted. Taboo 
expressions also occur in the matrix clause with rhetorical conditional clauses(eg: Fuck me $I'm 
going to lifi afinger to help them). 

Compare also the stereotyped patterns in She's nothing fqo t  tough ['She's certainly tough.'] 
and He's nothing ifnot cruel ['He's certainly cruel.']. 

Indirect condition 
15.38 Indirect conditions are open conditions (cf 15.35) that are dependent on an 

implicit speech act of the utterance (cf 11.3), and are therefore style disjuncts 
(cf 15.21). They are mainly realized by $clauses. We can distinguish several 
classes of style disjuncts: 

(a) The conditional clause is a conventional expression of politeness which 
makes the speaker's utterance seemingly dependent on the permission of the 
hearer (cf 8.124f): 

Ifyou don't mind my saying so, your slip is showing. ['If you don't mind 
my saying so, I'm telling you that. . .'l 

ZfZmay be quite frank with you, I don't approve of any concessions to 
ignorance. 

Other examples include : 

i f  I may say so (without contradiction), if I may put it bluntly, i f  I may be 
personal, ifyou can be serious for just this once, ifyou can keep a secret, if we 
can be practical for a moment, if1 may put the matter as simply as possible, if 
Zmay interrupt, i f lmay change the subject 

(b) The conditional clause is a metalinguistic comment (cf 8.126) which 
hedges the wording of the utterance, either suggesting that the wording is not 
quite precise or that it should not be misunderstood in some sense not 
intended by the speaker. It explicitly or implicitly calls for the hearer's 
agreement: 
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His style is florid, ifthat's the right word. ['I'm not sure thatjorid is 
the right word.'] [ l]  

The Big Bang Theory of the origin of the universe bears a 
startling resemblance to the description of creation in Genesis, 
ifone mayput it so. ['I'm not sure that one may phrase the 
resemblance in that way.'] [21 

She is resigning, ifyou know what I mean. [Perhaps: 'You are to 
interpret that to mean that she has been asked to resign.'] [31 

In [l]  and [2] the speaker is uncertain of the correctness of the wording. In [3] 
the speaker is uncertain whether the hearer will interpret the wording 
correctly and therefore warns the hearer to interpret it in the intended way. 
Other examples include : 

i f l  may put it so, if that's the correct term, ifthat's the wordfor it, ifyou see 
what I mean, if 1 may phrase it delicately/loosely/crudely/figuratiuely, if you 
will (formal), ifyou like 

Although the clauses with I indicate explicitly the speaker's uncertainty, 
clauses such as if I may put it so may be used to convey a warning more 
indirectly. ' 

(c) The conditional clause expresses uncertainty about the extralinguistic 
knowledge required for a correct interpretation of the utterance. The 
uncertainty may be the speaker's or the hearer's: 

I met your girl friend Caroline last night, ifcaroline is your girl 
friend. [41 

Chomsky's views cannot be reconciled with Piaget's, i f 1  
understcind both correctly. 151 

The war j a s  started by the other side, ifyou remember your history 
lessons. 161 

Einstein's theory of gravitation is based on a mathematical 
concept;,ifyou've not forgotten already. (ironical) [71 

The conditional clauses in [4] and [5! hedge about the speaker's own 
knowledge, whekeas those in [6] and [7] hedge about the hearer's knowledge. 
The possible clhuses for this type are open-ended, particularly for those 
expressing the speaker's uncertainty. Other examples include: 

if I'm I understand you correctly, if we can believe the experts, in 
case you don'tlremember, ifyou remember, ifyou know what I'm referring to, 
in case you,doA't know 

(d)The conditional clause expresses the condition under which the speaker 
makes the utterance: 

Ifyou're going my way, I need a lift back. ['If you're going my way, 
will you please give me a lift back.'] l81 

In case he ever asks you, I don't know you. ['In case he ever asks 
you, tell him that I don't know you.'] [g1 

Ifyou want to borrow a shoebrush, there's one in the bathroom. ['If 
you want. . . use the one in the bathroom.'] [l01 
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Where did your parents go, ifyou know? ['If you know, tell me. . .'] [ l  l ]  

Notice that the utterance of [81 and [g] has the illocutionary force of indirect .. .. 

requests, [10]ofan indirectoffer, and [l  1]of adirect question. Theconditional 
clause expresses uncertainty. If the speaker is certain of the fulfilment of the 
condition, a since-clause is used instead: 

Since you're going my way, I need a lift back. [Sal 

For all four types the uncertainty of the condition provides a tentativeness 
which adds politeness to utterances. 

Note Apart from other subordinators used to introduce indirect conditions are in case (that),  
assuming (that), in the event (that), and supposing ( t l~af ) .  

Clauses of concession 

Subordinators and structural types of clauses 
15.39 Clauses of concession are introduced chiefly by although or its mbre informal 

variant though. Other subordinators used with concessive clauses are: 

i f ,  even i f ,  even though, when, whereas (formal), while, and whilst (esp BrE). 

Cf also below the exceptional concessive uses of as and that (BrE). 

Although he hadjust joined the company, he was treated exactly like all 
the other employees. 

No goals were scored, though it was an exciting game. 
While Idon't want to make a fuss, I feel I must protest at your 

interference. 
Whereas the amendment is enthusiastically supported by a large majority 

in the Senate, its fate is doubtful in the House. 
She paid when she could have enteredfree. 
He borrowed my mower even though I told him not to. 

Except for when and whereas, the concessive subordinators may introduce 
-ing, -ed, and verbless clauses: 

While not wanting to seem obstinate, I insisted on a definite reply. 
Even though given every opportunity, they would not cooperate with us. 
Though wellouer eighty, he can walk faster than I can. 

The same types of clauses may also express concession without a 
subordinator though they then generally require a correlative conjunct to 
make the relationship clear: 

Not wanting to give offence, they did so all the same. 
Trained in karate, he nevertheless used a gun to defend himself. 
Aware of the dangers to American citizens during the crisis, she still 

insisted on staying with the others. 

Like conditional clauses (cf 15.36), concessive clauses sometimes have 
unusual syntactic orderings when the subordinator is as or though. In a rather 
formal style, the predication in the concessive clause may be fronted: 

Genius though she was, she was quite unassuming. 
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Fail though I did, I would not abandon my goal. 
Naked as I was, I braved the storm. ['Even though I was naked, . . .'l 
Change your mind as you will, you will gain no additional support. 

['Even though you change your mind, . . .'l 
The ordering is optional for though, but obligatory for as, which would not be 
concessive if placed initially (but cf Note [d] below). 

That is also used concessively with the same obligatory ordering as as, but 
in AmE only a noun phrase functioning as subject complement can be 
fronted : 

Fool that he was, he managed to evade his pursuers. ['Even though he 
was a fool, . . .'l 

The noun phrase has the role of a characterizing attribute (cf 10.20). On the 
other hand, in BrE an adjective phrase functioning as subject complement 
can also be fronted: 

Poor that they were, they gave money to charity. {BrE) ['Even though 
they were poor,. . .'l 

For a similar reordering of as and that in circumstantial clauses, cf 15.47. 

Note [a] Concession may also be expressed by several prepositional phrases followed by a relative 
clause: 

despite 
in spite of 

regardless of 
notwithstanding 

Because of their gteater length than the subordinators, they are considered stylistically clumsy. 
[b] For though as a,conjunct ofconcession, c/ 8.137. 
[cl In concessive clauses such as greatly though Iadmire her and much as I would like to help, only 
the adverb is in the obligatory initial position. This type is limited to the subordinators lhough 
and as. 
[d] The noninitial placement of concessive as is perhaps to be related toas. . . as in the following 
example of an infrequent type of concessive clause: 

As widespreados theeffectsmay be, the Midwest still bears the brunt of the recession. 
['Even thouih the effects may be widespread,. . .'l 

The noninitial as may therefore be regarded as a &relative to an omitted initial as. See also the 
similar omission of the initial comparative as (c/ 15.71). 

Concessive relationships 
15.40 Concessive clauses indicate that the situation in the matrix clause is contrary 

to expectation lin the light of what is said in the concessive clause. In 
consequence od the mutuality, it is often purely a matter of choice which 
clause is made subordinate : 

No goals were scored, although it was an exciting game. 
I t  was an exciting game, although nogoals were scored. 

Often they also imply contrast between the situations described by the two 
clauses. 

Although and the more informal though are the most versatile of the 
subordinators, since they may in fact relate clauses in which the situations 
are similar: 
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Although Sum had told the children a bedtime story, June told them one 
too (anyway). 

While and whilst are more restricted, but they may relate clauses in which the 
contrast is muted, the concessive relationship arising from a contrary 
expectation : 

While he has many friends, Peter is (nevertheless) often lonely. 
While Zadmit I did it, (nevertheless) I didn't intend to. 

Whereas is the most restricted of the four subordinators, requiring antithesis 
between two situations: 

Whereas it would be naive to maintain that inflation is no longer of concern, 
(nevertheless) all the economic indicators suggest that the money 
supply can now be safely increased. 

Even though and even when are more emphatic forms of though and when, 
the modifying even also expressing unexpectedness. Even if, on the other 
hand, combines the concessive force of even with the conditional force of if; 
hence the semantic contrast between [l] and [2]: 

Even though you ~ ~ S L ~ K E  ancient monuments, Warwick Castle is 
worth a visit. [l! 

Even ifyou dislike ancient monuments, Warwick Castle is worth a . 

visit. [21 

Whereas the even though clause in [l] presupposes 'you dislike ancient 
monuments', the even ifclause in [2] leaves open whether that is so or not. 
The presupposition of [l]  can be cancelled by adding modal may or a hedging 
adverbial such as perhaps. 

I f  by itself may be used concessively: 

Ifhe'spoor, he's (at least) honest. ['He may be poor, yet he's at  
least honest.'] E31 

Ifhe'spoor, he's (also) honest. ['He is poor, yet he's also honest.'] [3a] 

In [3] it is paraphrased as synonymous with even if and in [3a] with even 
though. These two different uses of concessive ifare frequently realized in 
abbreviated verbless clauses: 

It's possible, i fdiffult .  ['It may be difficult.'] 
My car is as clean as yours, ifnot cleaner. ['It may be cleaner.'] 
He spoke ungraciously, ifnot rudely. ['He may have spoken rudely.'] 
They were in good health, ifsomewhat fatter than desirable. ['They were 

somewhat fatter than desirable.'] 
Her salary was good, ifnot up to her expectations. ['Her salary was not 

up to her expectations.'] 

Note On when withooncessive implications. cfl5.29. 

Alternative conditional-concessive clauses 
15.41 The overlap between condition and concession, already noted with even if 

(cf 15.40), is particularly marked in the two types of adverbial clauses termed 
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ALTERNATIVE CONDITIONALCONCESSIVE and UNIVERSAL CONDITIONALCONCES- 

SIVE. 

The correlative sequence whether. . . or (whether) is an alternative condition 
in that logically it combines the conditional meaning of ifwith the disjunctive 
meaning of either. . . or (cf also Note [a]). It is thus a means of coordinating 
two subordinate clauses. If the second unit is a full clause, whether may be 
repeated, as in [l]; cf15.6: 

Whether Martin paysjbr the broken vase or (whether) he replaces it 
with a new vase, I'm not inviting H ~ M  again. [l] 

You will have to face the publicity, whether you want to or not. [21 
Whether or not hejrzds a job, he's getting married. [31 

The concessive meaning emerges from the unexpected implication that the 
same situation applies under two contrasting conditions. Thus, [3] may be 
paraphrased 'Even if he finds a job or even if he doesn't find a job, he's 
getting married.' On alternative orderings for [2] and [3], cf Note [a]. 

The longer and more emphatic constructions It doesn't matter whether 
(initial only) and No matter whether can also be used to introduce clauses that 
are alternative conditional-concessive (cf 15.42). 

You will have to face the publicity, no matter whether you want to 
or not. [2al 

I t  doesn't matter whether or not hefinds a job, he's getting married. [3a] 

The same subordinators also introduce nonfinite and verbless clauses: 

Sarah is always intense, whether working orplaying. [41 
Whether (rained or not, Marilyn is doing an excellent job. [S1 
No mattefi whether right or wrong, your son needs all the support 

you can give him right now. [61 

The subordinitor may be omitted, but the clause is then normally initial: 

workingorplaying, Sarah is always intense. 
Trainedor:not, Marilyn is doing an excellent job. 

There are alsh verbless clauses introduced by with, which is then correlated 
with without: 

We'll buy the house, with a bank loan or without one. L71 
With or without a bank loan, we'll buy the house. [7aI 

1 

The same meshing may be conveyed merely by the coordinated noun phrases 
if the second is begated by the determiner no: 

We'll buy the house, bank loan or no bank loan. F81 

This construction is also available when the implied verb is be rather than 
have: 

I have to go to work, rain or no rain. 
['. . . whether or not there is rain.'] 

A further reduction is possible, though less common, by the omission of the 
second noun phrase. The reduced clause is then usually placed initially: 

Bank loan or no, we'll buy the house. [l01 

In all the types exemplified by [7-101, the verbless clause may be either initial 
or final. In the types exemplified by [8-101, the indefinite article is omitted in 
the parallel structure before count nouns such as bank loan. 

Note [a] We may see a relationship also with alternative interrogative clauses (cf 15.6). Compare [I] 
above with: 

I don't know whether Martin will pay for the broken vase or whether he will replace it. I'm 
not inviting him again anyway. 

The subordinate clause in [2] can be reordered as ~rhether or nor ~ o r r  want to and that in [3] as 
whether hejindsa job or not. Cf alternative questions, I1.20f. 
[b] Occasionally alternative conditional-concessive meaning is expressed by a finite clause 
withouta subordinator, in which the verb issubjunctive(cfl5.34 Note [d], 15.42 Note [bl): 

Rainor shine, we're having our party outside today. ['Whether it rains or shines,. . .'l 
Compare : (Conre) wind or raitt ['Whether wind or rain comes.']. A rarer and somewhat literary 
construction involves the use of subjunctive be: 

(Be he)j?iend orfoe, the law regards him as a criminal. ['Whether he is (or be) friend or 
foe. . . .'l 

[C] The alternative in the second clause may be parallel to only part of the first clause. Thus, the 
finite clause corresponding to [61 is: 

No matter whether he's right or wrong, . . . 
and a slightly amended version of [S] might be: 

Whether trained as a nurse or as a radiologist. . . 
Id] As with either (cf13.39ff), some speakers allow more than two choices (cf 15.6 Note [bD: 

Whether you do your homeworkor play or watch television, you must not disturb me. 
[e] Like no matter whether are regardlessof whether and irrespectiveofwhether (cf15.39 Note [a]): 

Regardless ofwhether or not hefinds o job, he's getting married. 

Universal conditional-concessive clauses 
15.42 The contrast between alternative clauses and universal clauses is parallel to 

that between alternative questions (cf 11.20f) and wh-questions (cf 11.1415) 
or to that between their corresponding dependent clauses (cf 15.5f). The 
alternative conditional-concessive clause gives a choice between two (or 
occasionally more, cf 15.41 Note [d]) stated conditions, normally in sharp 
opposition, whereas the universal conditional-concessive clause indicates a 
free choice from any number of conditions. Compare: 

Whether Zshout at  them orplead with them, I can't keep them 
quiet. [two stated alternatives] [l] 

Whatever Zsay to them, I can't keep them quiet. 
[any number of choices] [21 

The concessive implication in [2] comes through the inference that, for 
example, I can't keep them quiet even if1 promise them a treat. 

The alternative clauses are introduced by the wh-words that are 
compounded with -ever and by the longer constructions It doesn't matter 
(initial only) and No matter (cf 15.41) followed by wh-elements. The clauses 
share with other wh-clauses the initial placement of the wh-element, and the 
consequent shift of that element (unless it is the subject) from its normal 
syntactic order: 

Stand perfectly still, wherever you are. [A S V] 
However much advice you give him, he does exactly what he wants. 

10,s V Oil 
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Don't let them in, whoever they are. [C, S V] 

There is a subtle semantic difference between the universal clauses and the 
apparently identical time and place clauses beginning whenever and wherever. 
The contrast can be shown in a sentence such as: 

Wherever you live, you can keep a horse. 

The locative meaning is 'You can keep a horse at any place where you may 
live' (cf specific locative where: You can keep a horse where you live). The 
conditional-concessive meaning (more applicable to a city-dweller) is 'It 
doesn't matter where you live, you can keep a horse (and the horse need not 
be in the same place as you live)'. 

Note [a] The verb be can be omitted from a universal clause if the subject of an SVC clause is an 
abstract noun phrase: 

Whatewryourproblems (orelmay be), they can't be worse than mine. 
However great rhepir/aIls (arelmay be), we must do our best to succeed. 

[b] Occasionally the universal meaning is expressed by a finite clause without a subordinator, in 
which case the verb is subjunctive and is initial (cf 10.34 Note [d], 15.41 Note [b]): Come what 
may ['Whatever may happen.], Be that as it may ['However that may be.']. 

Clauses of contrast 
15.43 Clauses of contrast are introduced by several of the subordinators that 

introduce concessive clauses (cf 15.39): whereas, while, and whilst. Indeed, 
there is often a mixture of contrast and concession. The contrastive meaning 
may be emphasized by correlative antithetic conjuncts such as in contrast and 
by contrast when the contrastive clause is initial: 

Mr   arson teaches physics, while Mr Corby teaches chemistry. 
I ignore them, whereas my husband is always worried about what they 

think of us. 

The three subordinators are interchangeable, except that the less common 
whilst is found especially in BrE. 

Clauses of contrast are very similar to clauses coordinated by but. This is 
particularly so ;when the contrastive clquse is final. When the contrastive 
clause is initial; it is viewed as containing the subordinate information, the 
point of departure for the contrast. 

1 

Clauses of ejception 
15.44 Clauses of exception are introduced by several subordinators: but that 

(formal),except (that);less frequently excepting (that) and save that (formal). 
Several of the subordinators also blend exception with condition. Except 
(that), excepting (that), and save that have very similar uses, apart from the 
stylistic restriction on save that: 

I would pay you now, except Zdon'r have any money on me. 
No memorial remains for the brave who fell on that battlefield, save 

that they will leave their image for ever in the hearts and minds of their 
grateful countrymen. (formal) 
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l But that, like the preposition but, requires that the matrix clause precede it 
i and be negative: 

l Nothing would satisfy the child but that Iplace her on my lap. 
(formal) [l] 

i More usually an infinitive clause would be used : 

Nothing would satisfy the child but for me toplace her on my lap. [ la] 

In stereotyped sentences, but alone may occur: 

It never rains but it pours. 

Only, restricted to informal style, also expresses the meaning of exception 
(cf Note [a] below) : 

I would've asked you, only my mother told me not to. 

Unless combines condition with exception ('except if'), hence the negative 
meaning;provided (that) and its synonyms are the positive equivalent. 

For prepositions of exception that introduce bare infinitive and to-infinitive 
clauses, cf 9.58. 

Note [a] Only is a borderline case between wnjunct and conjunction. It is unclear whether a 
coordinating conjunction (for example, but) can be inserted between the clauses; if it can, it has 
one of the defining characteristics of the class of conjuncts (cf 8.134f). but if it cannot, its 
syntactic status is similar tofor, which is on the gradient between coordinator and subordinator 
(cf 13.181 ).It may be paraphrased 'The only thilig is'. 
[b] Except (that), excepting (that), and save that can usually be replaced by the coordinating 
conjunction but. They can also usually be replaced by longer, and hence stylistically clumsy, 
prepositional phrases followed by relative clauses, eg: except forlapart from the fact (that). 
Contexts excluding replacement by the conjunction and the prepositional phrases are where but 
that is admissible. 
[c] AmE prefers the present subjunctive for the verb in the subordinate clause in [l], while BrE 
prefers putative should (c/ 14.24j). 

Reason clauses 

Direct and indirect reason relationships 
15.45 We subsume under clauses of REASON several types of subordinate clauses 

that convey basic similarities of relationship to their matrix clauses. For all 
types there is generally a temporal sequence such that the situation in the 
subordinate clause precedes in time that of the matrix clause. As the 
paraphrases indicate, the word reason is a superordinate term available for 
all types : 

(a) Cause and effect: the construction expresses the perception of an 
inherent objective connection in the real world: 

The flowers are growing so well because Zsprayed them. ['The cause for 
the flowers growing so well is that I sprayed them'or 'The reason that 
the flowers are growing so well is that I sprayed them.'] 

He's thin because he doesn't eat enough. 
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(b) Reason and consequence: the construction expresses the speaker's 
inference of a connection: 

She watered the flowers because they were dry. ['The reason that she 
watered the flowers was that they were dry.'] 

Since she's mjlfiiend, she must have put in a good word for me. 

(c) Motivation and result: the construction expresses the intention of an 
animate being that has a subsequent result: 

I watered the flowers because my parents told me to do so. ['My 
motivation for watering the flowers was that my parents told me to 
do so'or 'The reason that I watered the flowers was that my parents 
told me to do so.'] 

You'll help me because you're n ~ y  friend. 

Agency and intention are always involved in motivation. 

(d) Circumstances and consequence: the circumstantial clause combines 
reason with a condition that is assumed to be fulfilled or about to be fulfilled, 

. the construction expressing a relationship between a premise in the 
subordinate clause and the conclusion in the matrix clause: 

Since the weather has improved, the game will be held as planned. ['In 
view of the fact that the weather has improved, the game will be held 
as planned' or 'The reason that the game will be held as planned is 
that the weather has improved.'] 

Seeing that it is only three, we should be able to finish this before we 
leave today. 

The example{ we have given so far express a DIRECT REASON relationship 
between the reason clause and the matrix clause. More peripheral uses of 
reason clauses express an INDIRECT REASON. The reason is not related to the 
situation in the matrix clause but is a motivation for the implicit speech act 
of the utterance: 

I Percy is in,Washington, for he phone,d me from there. ['Since he phoned 
from there, I can tell you that Percy is in Washington.'] 

As you're in charge, where are the files on the new project? ['As you're in 
charge, I'm asking you. . .?'l 

Vanessa is your favourite aunt, because yourparents toldme so. ['Since 
your parents told me so, I can say that Vanessa is your favourite 
aunt.'] / 

As Iong as you're here, why don't we discuss our plans? 
Since you seem to know them, why don't you introduce me to them? 

['Since you seem to know them, I ask you to introduce me to them.'] 

Since and because are the most common subordinators for indirect cause. 
Clauses expressing an indirect cause are style disjuncts, cf 15.21. 

Subordiiators and structural types of clauses 
15.46 Reason clauses are most commonly introduced by the subordinators because 

(also 'cause) and since. Other subordinators are as and (in somewhat formal 
style) for: 
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I lent him the money because he needed it. 
As June was the eldest, she looked after the others. 
Since we live near the sea, we often go sailing. 
Much has been written about psychic phenomena, for they pose 

fascinating problems that have yet to be resolved. 

In case combines reason with contingency ('because it may happen that'): 

Take your umbrella in case it rains. ['Take your umbrella because it may 
rain', '. . . because of thepossibility that it will rain.'] 

You should write a will in case something happens to you abroad. 

Circumstantial clauses (cf 15.45) are introduced by the simple subordinators 
because, since, and as and by several complex subordinators: seeing (that); as 
Iong as; inasmuch as (formal) : 

Seeing that it seems as ifit will rain soon, we had better leave now. 
As long as you're here, we might as well talk about your last game. 
It is doubtful whether research proposals by Freud himself would have 

been approved by reviewers, inasmuch as he was not afiliated to any 
academic institution. (formal) . 

Clauses introduced by with may also be circumstantial: 

With the exams coming next week, I have no time for a social life. 
With so many children to support, they both have to work full time. 

Cf also circumstantial now (that), 15.28. 
In that (formal) combines reason with point of view: 

The evidence is invalid in that it was obtained through illegalmeans. 
['The evidence is invalid in this respect: it was obtained through 
illegal means.'] (formal) 

When while introduces a style disjunct, it blends time and reason: 

While you're in the kitchen, bring me another drink. 

Clauses without a subordinator may imply the meanings discussed in this 
section: 

Knowing their tastes, she was able to bring a gift that they would like. 
Constructed according to my specifications, the building was able to 

withstand the earthquake. 
Assured of your support, he would not compromise. 

It is a testimony of the close and obvious connection between reason and 
temporal sequence that as and since are conjunctions of time as well as of 
cause. This dual function can give rise to ambiguity: 

As he was standing near the door, he could hear the conversation in the 
kitchen. ['Since he was standing near the door. . .'or 'While he was 
standing near the door. . .'] 

Note [a] A number of prepositional phrases are used to introduce reason relationships, but they are 
often considered to be stylistically clumsy because of their greater length: 
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because of 
by virtue of 
in (the) light of 
in view of the fact (that) 
on account of 
owing to 
due to 1 

For prescriptive objections to the use of due to as a preposition, cf 15.59 Note [d]. For the use of 
on account of as a subordinator in informal style (esp AmE), cf14.12 Note [e]. 
[b] Infinitive clauses may convey a meaning similar to that of reason in that: 

He's foolish to ntakesuch aluss. ['. . . in that he makes such a fuss.] 
They may also blend reason with condition, cf 15.34 Note [g]. 
[el The stereotyped clause conre to think of it, with no subordinator and with a verb in the base 
form is similar to now that Icome to thinkofit: 

Come to thinkofit, shouldn't you write to her? 
[d]The reasonlcontingency meaning of in case easily merges into a negative purpose meaning (cf 
15.35 Note [g], 15.48). Compare: 

Write a will in case you die. ['. . . because you may die.'] 
Write a will in case you die without providingjor your fomily. ['. . .because you may die 

without providing for your family', 'in order that you do not die without providing for 
your family'] 

[e] Circumstantial what with refers to one or more given circumstances of an unspecified set, 
whereas ciicumst'antial with implies only one: 

What with theprices (being) so high, (and (with) my wife being out of work), I can't afford a 
new refrieerator. 

Notice that it is possible to add informal andall if a coordinated and (with). . . is not present: 
What with Carol (6eing)ouf of workand all, we didn't send any Christmas cards this year. 

There is a stereotyped phrasal analogue: 
What with one thing andanother, I couldn't sleep last night. 

[fl As followed by a noun phrase may correspond to a finite clause: 
As l'm your mother, 
As your mother,, ] '''l decide' 

But the restriction to noun phrases suggests that as is here a preposition. 
[g] An adjunct because-clause, but not a style disjunct because-clause, corresponds to a 
prepositional phrase introduced by because of: 

The flowers well because Ifertilized them. 
{becauseOfmYfeItilizinl them, 

[h] A because-clause is sometimes used informally as equivalent to a that-clause: 
(Just) because   object to hispromotion doesn't m y n  that I'm vindictive. ['The (mere) 

fact that I objdct . . .'l [ l ]  
There are prescriptive objections to this use. Alternatives are: 

My objection 
My objecting] to his promotion doesnl mean that I'm vindictive. [ W  

I can't be accused of being vindictive (just) because I object to his promotion. [Ibl . . 
There are also prespriptive objections against the alleged redundancy in the informal use of a 

because-clause that cdrrelates with a previous why or the reason (that): 
Why 

reason (that)] they didnl go to see the house is because they prefer to live in an 

apartment. 121 
Similar objections apply to the use of the reason why in place of the reason (that). The fully 
acceptable alternatiye to [2] would replace because by that. 

15.47 Most subordinators used for direct cause introduce content disjuncts, but 
because, in case, and in that introduce adjuncts (cf 15.20). 

Adjunct because-clauses tend to be in I position, while style disjunct 
because-clauses are always at  E. For, which is close to coordinator status, is 
always a t  E. Table 15.47 draws on an analysis of British English based on a 
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100 000-word sample from both the London-Lund corpus (which contains 
most of the SEU spoken texts) and the LOB written corpus to provide figures 
for the positions of clauses introduced by the major reason subordinators. 

Table 15.47 Distribution of reason clauses in 
samples from the written LOB corpus and the 
spoken London-Lund corpus 

LL LOB Total 

as 7 19 26 
initial 2 9 11 
final 5 10 15 

because (cos) 355 70 425 
initial 4 8 12 
medial 4 2 6 
final 347 60 407 

for (all final) 0 64 64 

since 5 33 38 
initial 2 12 14 ' 
medial 1 0 1 
final 2 21 23 

When as is a circumstantial subordinator, the predication may optionally 
be fronted: 

Writing hurriedly as she was, she didn't notice the spelling errors. 
Tiredas they were, they went to bed as soon as they came back. 

That may be a circumstantial subordinator, when the subject complement is 
obligatorily fronted: 

Clumsy idiot that he was, Michael completely ruined the dinner. 

Cf 15.39 for a similar fronting with concessive clauses. 

Clauses of purpose 
15.48 Clauses of purpose, which are adjuncts, are more often infinitival than finite: 

To open the carton, pull this tab. 
I left early to catch the train. 
My publisher sent it for me to comment on (it). 

More explicit subordinators of purpose are in order to (formal) and so as to: 

They left the door open (in order) for me to hear the baby. 
Students should take notes (so as) to make revision easier. 
The committee agreed to adjourn (in order) to reconsider the matter when 

fuller information became available. 

Finite clauses of purpose are introduced by so that or (less commonly and 
more informally) by so, and (more formally) by in order that: 
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* l 
The school closes earlier so (that) the children can get home before dark. 
The jury and the witnesses were removed from the court in order that 

they might not hear the arguments of the lawyers on the prosecution's 
motion for an adjournment. 

These finite clauses, which are putative (cf 15.49), require one of these modal 
auxiliaries: can, could, may, might, should, would. 

Negative purpose is expressed in the infinitive clauses by so as not to and 
in order not to : 

Turn the volume down so as not to wake the baby. 
I ignored the remark in order not to prolong the dispute. 

In finite clauses it is expressed by in order that . . . not, but also by specific 
subordinators: for fear (that) (formal), in case (BrE), or the very formal lest: 

They left early for fear (that) they would meet him. 
They evacuated the building in case the wall collapsed. 

For fear (that) conveys also the meaning of apprehension and requires a 
modal auxiliary, but in case need not have a modal auxiliary. In [2] there is 
an implicit negative purpose 'in order that, if the wall collapsed, they would 
not be affected.' Archaic lest tends to have a modal auxiliary or (esp in AmE) 
the present subjunctive: 

Earthen mounds were being hastily erected lest an attack 

should be 
be (esp AmE) launched that night. 

Note [a] The implied subject of an infinitive clause may be the object (indirect or direct) of the 
superordinate clausq: . 

I lent Paul a dollar to get home. ['. . . (for Paul) to get home.'] 
The purpose infinitive clause can be fronted when the implied subject is the subject of the 
superordinate clause; 

Toget home, I had to borrow money from Paul. 
[b] As a subordinator for finite clauses of purpose, that is archaic: 

esses were removed from the court that they might not hear thearguments 
ofthe lawvers. \ 

Should !;or hear <esp &E) and not hear (esp AmE) could also be used instead of might not hear. 
[c] Purpose may be expressed by an g<lause containing the semi-auxiliaries be to or begoing to: 

I / h  to be there on time, I must leave at once. 

Clauses of resylt 
15.49 Clauses of result $re introduced by the subordinators so that (formal) and so. 

These clauses overlap with those of purpose both in meaning and in 
subordinators. The chief semantic difference is that result clauses are factual 
rather than putative: both express result, but in the result clause the result is 
achieved, whereas in the purpose clause it is yet to be achieved - it is a 
desired or aimed-at result. Hence finite clauses of result do not require a 
modal auxiliary: 

We paid him immediately, so (that) he left contented. [result] [ l]  
We paid him immediately so (that) he would leave contented. 

[purpose1 [21 
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As we see from these examples, so and so that express both purpose and 
result, but so that is more commonly used for purpose and so for result. When 
that is omitted in the result clause, the conjunction so is indistinguishable 
from the conjunct so in asyndetic coordination. If and is inserted, so is 
unambiguously the conjunct : 

We paid him immediately, and so he left contented. [ lal  

Result clauses differ syntactically from purpose clauses, in that result clauses 
are disjuncts whereas purpose clauses are adjuncts (cf 15.20). Furthermore, 
result clauses can only appear finally. Unlike the purpose clause, the result 
clause introduced by so (that) is separated by comma punctuation. 

The result relation is the converse ofthat of motivation (cf 15.45). Consider 
the following sentence: 

I took no notice of him, so hejfew into a rage. 

Its meaning can be expressed by reversing the matrix and subordinate clauses 
and using a conjunction such as because: 

He flew into a rage because I took no notice of him. 

That may introduce a final clause with resultative meaning in interrogative 
sentences: 

What have I done, that you should insult me? 

In one type of comparative clause, the clause expresses result. This type 
(cf 15.74) has the correlatives so . . . (thai) or such . . . (that), in which so and 
such are intensifiers: 

Her parents gave her so many toys (that) she couldn't possibly play 
with them all. [cf Note [b]] c31 

She is such a good lecturer (that) all her courses are full. [4] 

Such that (formal) combines result with manner: 

The two halves of the human brain behave independently, such that 
each halfcan be taught opposite solutions to simple problems. ['. . . in a 
way that has the result that. . .'] 

Note [a] Cf 15.25 for to-infinitive clauses that blend the meanings of time and outcome. 
[bl If that is omitted in [31 and [4] above, an intonation break is normal at that place. If so 
intensifies a verb it may appear at  the end of the clause, and an intonation break (or in writing, 
a comma) is normal after so: 

They wanted it so, (that) they agreed tapay more than the normalprice. [so = 'so much'] 
Compare the result clause with the complex subordinator so that: 

They wanted it, so (that) they agreed topay more than the normalprice. 
In formal style, so may be a manner adverb rather than an intensifier, in which case that must 
be retained: 

They so arranged the seating that allhad a clear view of tl~estage. [so = 'in such a way'] 
(formal) 

Again, so may be postposed: 
They arranged the seating so, that all had a clear view of the stage. (formal) 

[C] In interrogative and negative sentences, that may introduce a result clause that is related to 
the correlative so . . . that comparative clause exemplified in 131 and [4] above, except that the 
intensifier so is omitted. The style is formal and archaic: 

Do you know her intimately, thot youpresume to address her in such a casual nlatmer? 
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(Compare: Do you know her so intinrately that. . .) 
They are not destitute that they need your help. 

In the negative sentence, the result clause is counterfactual ('they do not need your help'). 

Clauses of similarity and comparison 
15.50 Adjunct clauses of similarity are predication adjuncts (cf 15.22). They are 

introduced by as and like (informal, esp AmE). As and like are commonly 
premodified by just and exactly: 

She cooks a turkey (just) as her mother did. ['. . . in a way that is 
similar to the way that. . .'l 111 

Please do it (exactly) as Isaid. [21 
?Say the word (exactly) like I did. (esp informal AmE) [cfNote [b]] [3] 
I t  was Uust) a s  Iimagined. ['. . . similar to what I imagined.'] 141 

When the verb is dynamic, as in [l-31, similarity is combined with manner. 
The clause in [4], on the other hand, expresses pure similarity. 

If the as-clause is placed initially, as in [S], correlative so introduces the 
matrix clause in formal literary style: 

(Just) as a moth is attracted by a.light, so he was fascinated by her. [5] 

The clause then expresses an  analogy. 
Adjunct clauses of comparison are also predication adjuncts. They are 

introduced by as if, as though, and like (informal, esp AmE). As with 
similarity clauses, when the verb is dynamic they also convey a manner 
meaning. If the comparison is factual, the verb in the comparison follows the 
normal rules for temporal reference: 

He ljoks as ifhe's getting better. 

If the comparison is hypothetical (implying lack of reality), a subjunctive or 
hypothetical past may be used as an alternative (cf 14.23f): 

(I'm 1 
She treats me as if I was a stranger. 

{I were] 
\ 

He talks as k{i: apoato in his mouth. 

She treated me as though I were a stranger. {i ::i b e e j  
I 

The subordinLtors as, as if, and as though introduce nonfinite and verbless 
clauses : 

Fill in the application form as instructed. 
He bent down as iftightening hisshoe laces. 
You should discuss the company with him as though unaware that you 

were being considered for a job. 

As ifand as though may also introduce to-infinitive clauses: 

She winked a t  me as ifto say that Ishouldn't say anything. 
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Note [a] An as-clause that blends manner with similarity may allow subject-operator inversion if:the 
clause consists only of the subject and the operator: 

His conducting of the third movement shows the subtlety of his interpretation, as does liis 
earlier recording ofthe Mass in C. 

The present owner is a keen art collector, as were severalof her ancestors. 
[bl There are prescriptive objections to the use or like as a subordinating manner or comparison 
conjunction, but it is commonly used as such in informal style, especially in AmE. It is more 
acceptable when it expresses pure similarity, as does the preposition like, though it still tends to 
be confined to informal style: 

It was Gust) like I inlagined. (informal) 1 4 4  
Compare the casual : 

?It was (just) like what I imagined. (casual) [4bl 
[c] Adverbial clauses of comparison are not to be confused with the comparative clauses in 
15.63g 

Clauses of proportion 
15.51 Proportional clauses involve a kind of comparison. They express a pro- 

portionality or equivalence of tendency or degree between two situations. 
They may be introduced by as, with or without correlative so (formal), or by 
the fronted correlative the. . . the followed by comparative forms: 

As he grew disheartened, (so) his work deteriorated. 
As the lane got narrower, (so) the overhanging branches made it more 

difficult for us to keep sight of our quarry. 
The more she thought about it, the less she liked it. 
The harder he worked, the happier he felt. 

' The fronting of the comparative elements results in the kind of syntactic 
ordering found in relative and wh-interrogative clauses: 

The later you arrive [A S V], the betterthe food is [C, S V]. 
The more you tell him [O, S V Oil, the less notice he takes [O, S V]. 

On the correlative the-clauses, cf further 14.13 and (as expressing a con- 
tingency meaning) 15.30. 

I Note [a] Correlative clauses of proportion are found in some aphoristic sentences such as The more, 
the merrier (cf11.43). 
[b] The subordinators insofar as, inasmuch as (formal), and insofar rhat (formal, rare) introduce 
adjunct clauses of extent or degree: 

We agreed with the lecturer only insofar as she condemned thegovernment's domesticpolicies. 
['. . .only to the extent that. . .'l 

Corresponding prepositions are to the extent that and to the degree rhat. 
l 

Clauses of preference 
15.52 Clauses of preference are mainly introduced by the subordinators rather than 

1 and sooner than, with the bare infinitive as the verb of the clause: 

Rather thango there by air, I'd take the slowest train. ['I'd prefer to 
take the slowest train.'] [ l]  

They'll fight to the finish sooner than surrender. ['They prefer to 
fight to the finish.'] 121 

The combination 'd rather [= would rather or had rather] is a modal idiom 
(cf 3.45 f). Corresponding to [l] is [la]: 
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I'd rather take the slowest train than go there by air. [lal 

The subordinate clause may very occasionally have its own subject: 

Rather than you say a~zj~thing, I would speak to the manager 
myself. ['I'd prefer to speak to the manager myself.'] [31 

A rare and formal finite clause of preference occurs with putative should 
(cf 14.25): 

Rather than she sl~ould feel lonely, her friends arranged to take her 
with them on the trip. 141 

The subordinate clause expresses the rejected alternative. That negative 
meaning allows it to contain nonassertive items (cf 10.60), as in [3] and [5]: 

Rather than ever admit that he has any pain at all, he'll suffer for 
weeks. [51 

The matrix clause expresses an implied conditional meaning ('if there's a 
choice'), and therefore the matrix verb tends to contain a modal auxiliary. 

Note [a] On rather than as a quasi-coordinator, cf 14.15 Note, and as a preposition with -ing clauses, 
cf14.19 Note [c]. 
[b] The preference construction extends the notion of priority in time to the notion of priority in 
choice. It is therefore not surpris~ng that temporal expressions other than sooner are used to 
convey preference: notably the subordinator before, but also such comparative adverbs as 
quicker, fasrer, more readily, plus than. Both clauses take modal auxiliaries: 

He'd sit alone in the dark before he'd ~vatch television. ['He prefers to sit alone in the dark.'] 
She'll use the telephone before she'llput pen to paper. 
They would volunteer their own work more readily than they would contribute money. 

. I'd buy a typewriter faster than I'd buy a television set. 
In earlier periods of English, rother also had temporal meaning. 

Comment clauses 
15.53 Comment clauses are parenthetical disjuncts. They may occur initially, 

finally, or medially, and thus generally have a separate tone unit: 

K ~ N G S ~ O ~ ,  las youprobably  KNOW,^ is the capital of J a ~ h c a  I 
\ 

Comment c1au;es are either content disjuncts that express the speakers' 
comments on the content of the matrix clause, or style disjuncts that convey 
the speakers' views on the way they are speaking (cf 15.20f). Here we 
consider forms of these clauses that we have not discussed in the previous 
sections on the ~emantic roles of adverbial clauses. 

We distinguikh the following types: 

(i) like the matrix clause of a main clause: 
There were no other applicants, I believe, for that job. 

(ii) like an adverbial finite clause (introduced by as): 
I'm working the night shift, as you know. 

(iii) like a nominal relative clause: 
What was more upsetting, we lost all our luggage. 
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1 (iv) to-infinitive clause as style disjunct: 
I'm not sure what to do, to be honest. 

(v) -ing clause as style disjunct: 
I doubt, speaking asa layman, whether television is the right medium 

for that story. 

(vi) -ed clause as style disjunct: 
Stated bluntly, he had no chance of winning. 

In each category, there are idiomatic or cliche expressions: you see, as I say, 
what's more to thepoint, to befair, generally speaking, put bluntly. Similarly, in 
each category there is at  least some freedom to coin new expressions. 

Comment clauses, many of which are characteristic of spoken English, are 
generally marked prosodically by increased speed and lowered volume. 

15.54 Type (i) comment clauses, which are the most important, generally contain a 
transitive verb or adjective which elsewhere requires a nominal that-clause 
as object (cf 15.4). We can therefore see a correspondence between sentences 
containing such clauses and sentences containing indirect statements: 

There were no other applicants, I believe, for that job. [ l ]  
Ibelieve that there were no other applicants for that job. [21 

To convert a sentence with a that-clause such as [2] into a sentence such a s  
[l], we have to reverse the relationship of subordination between the two 
clauses, making the that-clause into the matrix clause, at  the same time 
omitting the subordinator that, and making the matrix clause into the 
comment clause. Because of this reversal of syntactic roles. the two sentences 
[l] and [2] are not exact paraphrases; but ;he relationship between them 
illuminates the function of the comment clause. Furthermore, the verb in the 
comment clause may have only one of the meanings possibld for the verb in 
the matrix clause. Verbs like believe and think may have a more definitive 
meaning or may merely hedge (express a tentative meaning); but only the 
hedging meaning is present in comment clauses. The possible difference is 
highlighted in the contrast between [3] and [4], and between [5] and [6]: 

I believe that there is a God. 
['I assert the belief that there is a God'or 'There may be a God.'] [3] 

There is a God, Ibelieve. ['There may be a God.'] 141 
You know that it belongs to me. ['You know that'] [S1 
It belongs to me, you know. ['I want you to know that1] [61 

Since the that of an object that-clause is normally deletable (cf 15.4), only 
the intonation (reflected by comma separation in writing) distinguishes an  
initial comment clause from an initial matrix clause: 

You KN~W,I I1 think you're W R ~ N G I .  [you know is a comment 
You know. I lthink vou're WR~NGI. 
You ~know.(that) I ihink you're w k d ~ ~ l .  [You know is a matrix clause] 

Comment clauses resemble main clauses in that they contain at least a 
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subject and a verb and are not introduced by a subordinator. However, they 
are not independent clauses, since they are defective syntactically: the verb 
or adjective lacks its normally obligatory complementation. 

Many type (i) clauses are stereotyped, eg: Ibelieve, you know. Outside this 
group, however, clauses can be fairly freely constructed, permitting variations 
of subject, tense, and aspect, or additions of adjuncts, etc: 

The Indian railways (my uncle was telling mesomr time ago) have always 
made a profit. 

Type (i) comment clauses that are stereotyped may have various semantic 
functions : 

(a) They hedge, ie they express the speaker's tentativeness over the truth 
value of the matrix clause. Commonly, the subject is Iand the verb is in the 
simple present, but the subject may be an indefinite one or they or (usually 
with a passive verb) it and the verb may (for example) have a modal auxiliary 
or be in the present perfective. Here are some examples: 

I believe, I guess, I think, I expect, I feel ,  I hear, I presume, I assume, I 
understand, Isuppose, I consider, Isuspect, I'm told, I have read, I have heard, 
I have heard tell, I can see, I may assume, I daresay, I venture to say, one 
hears, they tell me, they allege, they say, it is said, it is reported, it is claimed, 
it is rumoured, it has been claimed, it seems, it appears 

The comment clause may be negative (with I a s  subject) if the matrix clause 
is negative : 

They aren't at home, Idon't believe. 

The matched:negative expresses greater tentativeness than the positive. The 
verbs that co$monly allow the negative are believe, expect, suppose, think. 

Some comment clauses are added to questions: 

What's he ~ b i n g ,  I wd~der?  
Are they to get a w i ~  with it, IASK myself? 

(b) They exgress the speaker's certainty. Commonly, the subject is I and 
the verb is in the simple present. Here ar.e some examples: 

I know, I claiin, I see, I remember, I agree, I admit, I'm sure, I'm convinced; I 
have no doubt; it's true, it transpires; there's no doubt; I must say, I must 
admit, I must tell you, I have to say 

Certainty may Iso be expressed by negation of a verb that expresses rejection B or lack of certainty, eg: Idon't deny, Idon't doubt. 

(c) They express the speaker's emotional attitude towards the content of 
the matrix clause. Again, usually the subject is Iand the verb is in the simple 
present. Some are followed by a to-infinitive verb of speaking. Here are some 
examples: ' 

I'm glad to say, I'm happy to say, I'm pleased to say, I'm delighted to say, I'm 
happy to tell you; I hope, I wish, Ifear, Iregret, I'm afraid; I regret to say, I'm 
sorry to say; it pains me to tell you, it grieves me to say 

i 

j 
Note 

I 
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Interjections such. as God knows and Heaven. knows, which express the 
speaker's lack of comprehension, perhaps belong here because they also 
imply an emotive attitude. 

(d) They are used to claim the hearer's attention. Some also call for the 
hearer's agreement. At the same time, they express the speaker's informality 
and warmth toward the hearer. The subject is usually you or the implied you 
of the imperative. Here are some examples: 

you know, you see, you realize; you can see, you may know, you may have 
heard, you must admit; mind you, mark you; it may interest you to know 

Negative questions generally call for the hearer's agreement, eg: wouldn't you 
say?, don't you think?, don't you agree?, can't you see?, don't you know? They 
are attached to declarative sentences: 

It's ethically wrong, wouldn't you say? 

Positive questions generally call for the hearer's attention. They are attached 
to interrogative sentences: 

What's she doing, do you think? 
Is the heating on, do you suppose? 

[a] The repotting clauses for direct speech (cf 14.29) are related to the semantic roles (a) and (b) 
of type (i) comment clauses, and may be considered an additional semantic category within type 
(i): 

'It's time we went,' Isaid. 
Like the other comment clauses, their verbs also normally require complementation. 
[b] Tag questions (cf 11.8ff) are related to the semantic role (d) of type (i) comment clauses, and 
may also be considered comment clauses: 

They're in a great hurry, aren't they? 
They may alternatively be analysed as related to the matrix clause by parataxis (cf 13.2) rather 
than by subordination, parataxis being a relationship that might be postulated for all type (i) 
comment clauses. 
[cl Although comment clauses are syntactically dependent in that their verbs lack the required 
complementation, someclauses identical in form to comment clauses may be used as independent 
utterances in responses: 

A: Will you be leaving tonight? B: Idaresay. 
A: Your tie is undone. B: I know. 

Other such responses require a clausal pro-form as complementation, eg: I think so. 
[dl Notice the difference between [7] and [8]: 

But is this R~GHT, { I wb~der? 
I wonder? 

But is this RfGHT, I wb~der? l81 
Where [71 expresses reservation, 181 expresses decided disagreement. The falling tone, as with 
tag questions, invites confirmation. 
[el In an informal use, Idon't think is attached to a positive sentence to indicate that the sentence 
is being used ironically: 

That's a mkterpiece, Idon't think. 
Idon't think has tail intonation (cf App 11.15). 
[fl Notice that some comment clauses in subtype (b) may have a concessive force, eg: It's true, I 
must say, Iadmit, I must admit. 

Type (ii) comment clauses, which are next in importance, are introduced by 
as. As serves one of two syntactic functions in these clauses: as a relative or 
as a subordinator. 
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In its relative function, as introduces a type o f  sentential relative clause 
that may precede or be inserted in its antecedent, in this case the clause or 
sentence to which it is attached. In its mobility, thisas-clause is intermediate 
between the relative and adverbial constructions. Like the sentential relative 
which (cf 15.57), as may function as a relative pronoun : 

She is extremely popular among students, as is conzmon knowledge. 
(cf: which is common knowledge) 

I live a long way from work, as you know. (cf: which you know) 

Other examples of clauses with relative as: as everybody knows, as you may 
remember, as you say, as I can see, as I have said, as I'm told, as you may have 
heard. 

As  a subordinator, as introduces a clearly adverbial clause, and the 
sentential antecedent is replaced by it. It is roughly synonymous with insofar 
as ['to the:extent that']: 

He is the best candidate, as it seems. ['. . . insofar as it seems that he is 
the best candidate.'] 

Other examples of clauses with subordinator as: as it appears, as it happens, 
as it transpired, as it may interest you to know, as Isee it, as I interpret it. 

The  two types of construction often merge, providing a choice whether or 
not to  insert it. Thus, some o f  the examples with subordinator as allow an 
optional it when they are extended: as (it) seems likely, as (it) ojien happens. 
Other examples with optional it: as (it) waspointed out, as (it) was said earlier, 
as I remember (it), as I understand (it). 

As (it) apiears from her essay, she has read widely in Romantic 
literatuke. 

Type (i)  comment clauses can often be converted to type (ii) comment 
clauses by the addition o f  as: 

The  1ndian railways, ((as) my uncle was telling me some time ago), have 
always made a profit. 

But the addition changes the meaninghhe type (ii) clause is affirmative, 
implying the truth o f  the matrix clause, whereas the type (i)  clause is neutral. 
The difference may be clearer with another pair o f  sentences: 

GBORGE, as you SAID, is a ~ i a r  (*but I don't believe it). 
GBORGE, y U said, is a ~ i a r  (but I don't believe it). '7 

The affirmatioi o f  truth value is even more striking when the as-clause comes 
first: 

As you said, George is a liar. 

Many o f  the stereotyped type (i) clauses become unacceptable i f  as is added 
(*as Isee, *as Idaresay) or change their meaning radically (as you know). 

Note [a] The clausal.pro-form so may be used in parenthetical clauses that correspond to type (i) in 
their meaning, although they resemble type (ii) in their form: so he says, so I understand, so it 
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seenis, so I beliew. The semantic resemblance to type (i) comment clauses lies in their neutrality 
as to the truth value of the matrix clause. 
[b] There are a few negative stereotyped comment clauses with you as subject, but they require a 
modal auxiliary. usually niay, niigltl, will, or ivould; eg: as you may nor rentember, OS you ~~lon't have 
heard, as you niight nor realize. 
[c] Relative as may have the function of subject in its clause, but only if the operator is be or 
another copular verb: 

{ 
~vas/seenied naturol. 

She has married again, OS was expected. 
*delighfed us. 

Contrast with the sentential relative: 
She has married again, which delighted us. 

This condition does not apply to the merged constructions where a subject it is optionally 
omitted: 

She has married again, as (it) ofren hoppens. 
There appears to be the additional requirement that theos-clause must be semantically congruent 
with its matrix clause: 

( 'as was unexpected. 

She has married again, which was unexpected. 

{ *OS was disgraceful. 
which was disgraceful. 

This requirement suggests that relative as retains some reason implication that is normal for as 
when it is a conjunction of reason. 

15.56 The other types o f  comment clauses can be dealt with more briefly. 
Type (iii) comment clauses are nominal relative clauses introduced by what 

(cf 15.8f): 

What's more surprising, he didn't inform his parents. [ l ]  

The what-clause must be initial. As with type (ii) (cf 15.55), sentences 
containing them correspond to sentences in which the relationship o f  
subordination between the two clauses is reversed. For example, [ l ]  
corresponds to [2] : 

It's more surprising (that) he didn't inform his parents. [21 

It also corresponds to a sentential relative clause (cf 15.57) as in [3], except 
that a sentential relative clause must be final: 

He didn't inform his parents, which is more surprising. D]  
It further corresponds to a sentence in which the nominal relative clause is 
subject and linked to the subject complement by the verb be, as in [4]: 

What's more surprising is (that) he didn't inform his parents. [41 

Other examples o f  type (iii) comment clauses: what's moreserious, what's most 
signifcant of all, what's very strange, what annoys me. 

Types (iv), (v), and (vi) o f  the comment clauses are style disjuncts (cf 
15.21). They are nonfinite clauses, differentiated by form. W e  give some 
examples o f  stereotyped clauses for each type. 

Examples o f  type (iv) comment clauses, which have a to-infinitive: to be 
honest, to be fair, to be frank, to be precise, to be truthful, to be serious for a 
moment, to speak candidly, to put it briefly. 
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Examples of type (v) comment clauses, which have an -ing clause: broadly 
speaking, loosely speaking, roughly speaking, figuratively speaking, speaking 
frankly, speaking generally, speaking personally, putting it mildly, putting it 
crudely. 

Examples of type (vi) comment clauses, which have an -ed clause: put in 
another way, rephrased, ~vordedplainly, stated quite simply. 

Sentential relative clauses 

15.57 Closely related to comment clauses of type (ii) (as you know, cf 15.55) and 
type (iii) (what's more surprising, Cf 15.56) are SENTENTIAL RELATIVE CLAUSES. 
Unlike adnominal relative clauses, which have a noun phrase as antecedent, 
the sentential relative clause refers back to the predicate or predication of a 
clause, [ l]  and [2], or to a whole clause or sentence, [3] and [4], or even to a 
series of sentences [5]: 

They say heplays tixant, which he doesn't. [l] 
He walks for an hour each morning, which would bore me. l21 

Relative clauses such as in [l] are used to affirm (if positive) or deny (if 
negative) an  assertion oc thought ascribed to others. 

Things then improved, which surprises me. [ l  
Colin marded my sister and I married his brother, which makes 

Colin an! me double in-laws. [41 

In [3] the antecedent matrix clause is a single clause and in [4] it is two 
conjoined clauses. But one might equally imagine a storyteller coming to the 
end of the story with the words: 

- which is how the kangaroo came to have a pouch. L51 

Here which could'refer back to the whole lgngth of the story. 
Sentential relabve clauses parallel nonrestrictive postmodifying clauses in 

noun phrases in that they are separated by intonation or punctuation from 
their antecedent. They are commonly introduced by the relative word which. 
In [l-51 which is a relative pronoun, but it may also be a relative determiner 
of general abstrakt nouns such as fact, case, event, or situation, or more specific 
verbal nouns sukh as failure or claim. The noun phrases, which may be 
prepositional complements, represent the antecedent: 

The plane may be several hours late, in which case there's nopoint 
in our waiting. [61 

They are said to have taught chimpanzees to use human 
language, which claim has been disputed by some scholars. 
(formal) 171 

The rather formal construction in [7] is more commonly replaced by a noun 
phrasewith a postmodifying relative clause, as in [a]: 

They are said to have taught chimpanzees to use human 
language, a claim which has been disputed by some scholars. 181 

The prosecutor charged him with lying, an allegation which he 
vehemently denied. [g] 

In [g] and [9] the noun phrase, including the postmodifier, is in apposition to 
the predication of the matrix clause. The determiner which may be found 
with prepositions other than in (exemplified in [6]): 

They were under water for several hours, from which experience they 
emerged unharmed. 

The last speaker assured the audience that the party would win the 
election, on which optimistic note the meeting ended. 

Furthermore, the pronoun which may be a prepositional complement: 

Mortimer exploded a firecracker during a lesson, as a result of which he 
was suspendedfiom school for a week. 

Her brother snatched the letter away, at which she was furious. 

In a rather formal style, the pronoun which may be the object of a nonfinite 
verb : 

There was a sudden increase in the readership of Sunday papers, after 
noticing which several editors changed their policy. 

Profits had to be increased, to achieve which object became the main 
" occupation of business executives. 

Two special types of appositional clauses should be noted here, because 
they provide common alternatives to sentential relative clauses. Both types 
contain a noun head modified by an adnominal relative clause: 

(a) RESUMPTIVE clauses repeat as the noun head a word or a morphological 
variant of a word: 

She expressed her belief in the economic recovery of the country, a 
belief that was well founded. 

The President announced that he would run for a second term, an 
announcement that was acclaimed by most members ofhis party. 

(b) SUMMATIVE clauses provide as the noun head a word that summarizes the 
matrix clause: 

Norman may be pretending to be sick to avoid going to school, 
a possibility that we cannot ignore. 

Relative words other than which are used to introduce sentential relative 
clauses. Whereupon ['after which', 'in consequence of which'] and whence 
['from which', 'in consequence of which'] are formal: 

At the annual meeting, the parishioners severely criticized the minister, 
whereupon he resigned. 

The army has been mobilized, whence we may deduce that an invasion is 
imminent. 

The combinations since when ['since which time' (esp BrE)], until when, from 
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when, and by when are also used as sentential relatives: 

She joined the editorial staffof a local newspaper, since when she has 
contributed to various monthlies. (esp BrE) 

The status of the sentential relative clause is somewhat anomalous. 
Semantically it is similar to comment clauses that are content disjuncts; 
compare which surprises me in [3] above with the comment clause what 
surprises me. However, the which-clause cannot be initial, while the what- 
clause must be. On the other hand, it is similar toother nonrestrictive relative 
clauses in that it follows its antecedent and in that it can be most nearly 
paraphrased by a coordinate clause in which the +vh-word is replaced by a 
demonstrative such as that; for example the relative clause in [4] can be 
replaced by and that makes Colin and me double in-laws, and the one in [6] by 
and in that case there's no point in our waiting. 

Note [a] There are several archaic compounds:with ~vhere- that introduce sentential relative clauses. 
They have themeaning'in consequenceofwhich'or'after which': wherealier, whereat, wherefire, 
wherewith. 
[b] The sentential relative clause is closest to the continuative nonrestrictive relative clause such 
as: 

Tom lent the book to Sue, who lent it to Pat, who returned it to Tom. ['. . . and she lent it to 
Pat, and she returned it to Tom.'] 

[c] Although the sentential relative clause is generally fixed in final position, it is occasionally 
found in medial position in informal conversation: 

Marvin and Terry - which is something I'll neuer understand- were quarrelling within a 
month of their marriage and were separated within three months. 

I 

 onf fin id and verbless adverbial clauses 

The attachnient rule for identifying the subject 
15.58 In our discusbion of the grammatical functions and semantic roles of 

adverbial clau$es, we have frequently ci'fed examples of nonfinite and verbless 
clauses. We conclude our discussion of adverbial clauses with a consideration 
of matters that particularly affect nonfinite and verbless clauses. 

Nonfinite and verbless adverbial clauses that have an overt subject but are 
not introduced by a subordinator and are not the complement of a preposition 
are ABSOLUTE lauses, so termed because they are not explicitly bound to the f matrix clause syntactically. Absolute clauses may be -ing, -ed, or verbless 
clauses, but not infinitive clauses: 

No further discussion arising, the meeting was brought to a close. [l] 
Lunchfinished, the guests retired to the lounge. [2] 
Christmas then only days away, the family was pent up with 

excitement. I31 

Apart from a few stereotyped phrases (cf Note [b] below), absolute clauses 
are formal and infrequent. 
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When a subject is not present in a nonfinite or verbless clause, the normal 
ATTACHMENT RULE for identifying the subject is that it is assumed to be 
identical in reference to the subject of the superordinate clause: 

The oranges, when (they are) ripe, are picked and sorted 
mechanically. l41 

In -ed and verbless clauses with a subordinator such as [4], an ellipsis of the 
subject and operator may be postulated. In other cases, a paraphrase by a 
finite clause reveals that the subordinate clause subject is identical with the 
superordinate clause subject. The attachment rule is commonly given for 
participle clauses, but it applies equally to infinitive and verbless clauses: 

Persuaded by our optimism, he gladly contributed time and money to the 
scheme. ['Since he was persuaded. . .'] 

Driving home after work, Iaccidentally went through a red light. ['While 
I was driving home after work. . .'] 

Confident of thejustice of their cause, they agreed to put their case before 
an  arbitration panel. ['Since they were confident. . .'l 

To climb the rock face, we had to take various precautions. ['So that we 
could climb. . .'l 

Note [a) As We see from the examples above, tense, aspect, A d  mood are also inferred in nonfinite 
and verbless clauses from the sentential context, cf 14.8. 
[b] Stereotyped absolute clauses include present company excepted, all told, weatherltime permit- 
ting, God willing. 

Unattached nonfinite and verbless clauses 
15.59 It is considered to be an error when the understood subject of the clause is 

not identifiable with the subject of the matrix clause, and perhaps does not 
appear in the sentence at all: 

?Driving to Chicago that night, a sudden thought struck me. [ l ]  
?Since leaving her, life has seemed pointless. 121 
?Walking down the boardwalk, a tall building came into view. [3] 

In these examples the implied subject of the clauses is presumably I, but I 
does not occur as the subject of the matrix clauses. If we wish to keep the 
nonfinite clauses as they are, we rephrase the matrix clauses to introduce I a s  
subject; for example : 

Driving to Chicago that night, I was struck by a sudden thought. [la] 
Since leaving her, I have felt that life seemed pointless. [2a1 
Walking down the boardwalk, I saw a tall building. [3al 

Clauses involved in this type of error, as in [l-31, are UNAITACHED clauses. 
Here are some further examples of unattached clauses: 

?After serving on several committees, the association elected her their 
secretary-treasurer. 

?Friend of statesmen andpatron of the arts, many honours were bestowed 
on him. 

?While in a hospital near the school, her teachers visited her regularly. 
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?To see theprocession, I put the child on my shoulders. 
?Being the eldest, the responsibility fell particularly on my shoulders. 
?Although the latest model, they didn't like the car. 
?Advised to study anthropology, his choice was psychology instead. 
?An author of cotisiderable distinction, people flocked to her public 

lecture. 

The same error may occur. when an -ing clause is the complement of a 
preposition : 

?On reaching the summit, the view delighted us all. 

As with [l-31, we can interpret correctly the implied subject in these 
sentences, but these unattached clauses are frowned upon. Such clauses are 
totally unacceptable if the sentence provides no means for identifying the 
implied subject: 

*Reading the eveningpaper, a dog started barking. 
*Using these techniques, a wheel fell off. 
*A result of the rise inprices, our economy is suffering. 

Sometimes the error suggests an absurd interpretation: 

*Opening the cupboard, a skeleton fell out. 
*Grilled on charcoal, everyone enjoyed the fish they ciught. 
*Having eaten our lunch, the steamboat departed. 

The attachment rule does not apply, or at  least is relaxed, in certain cases: 

(a) The clause is a style disjunct (cf 15.21), in which case the implied subject 
is the subject of the implied clause of speaking, normally I: 

Putting it &ildly, you have caused us some inconvenience. 
His moral:principles, to befrank, begin and end with his own interests. 
To say the least, their techniques are old-fashioned. 

(b) The implied subject is the whole of the matrix clause: 

I'll help yoJ $necessary. ['. . . if it is necessary.'] 
Unknown to: his closest advisers, he hkd secretly negotiated with an 

enemy emissary. ['It was unknown to his closest advisers that . . .'l 
The siren sounded, indicating that the air raid wasover. ['. . . which 

indicated that.  . .'] 
(c) If the impligd subject is an indefinite pronoun or prop it (cf 10.26), the 
construction is donsidered less objectionable: 

When dining in the restaurant, a jacket and tie are required. ['When one 
dines.. .'l 

Being Christmas, the government offices were closed. ['since it was . . .'l 
To-infinitive clauses are normal in this use: 

To borrow booksfrom this library, it is necessary to register as a member 
of the library. ['For one to borrow. . .'l 

(d) I n  formal scientific writing, the construction has become institutionalized 

Note 

where the implied subject is to be identified with the I, we, and you of the 
writer(s) or reader(s): 

When treating patients with language retardation and deviation of 
language development, the therapy consists, in part, of discussions of  
the patient's problems with parents and teachers, with subsequent 
language teaching carried out by them. 

To check on the reliability of thejirst experiment, the experiment was 
replicated with a second set of subjects. 

[a] The error of unattached clauses has traditionally been discussed in connection with participle 
clauses, particularly -ing clauses. Other traditional terms for the error are 'unattached', 
'unrelated', 'pendant', and 'dangling' participle. 
[b] The acceptability of unattached clauses perhaps varies according to how easily the particular 
hearer or reader can perceive the implied subject. Participle forms that are lexicalized as 
conjunctions or prepositions are of course exempt from the attachment rule: 

Prouided that a film entertains. few neonle care about its merits. . . .  
Considering its cost, this machine is not worth buying. 

[c] As-phrases are sometimes placed initially when they are related to an element in final position 
or to no element at  all. They then resemble unattached clauses: 

?As aprotection against infition, we must seek increasingly to diversify our investments. 
?As aprofessorofpoliticalscience, it has been interesting to spend a year in Germany. 

[Presumably: '. . . I have found it interesting. . :l 
[dl Due to is generally accepted as a complex preposition synonymous with owing to. Some 
speakers, however, consider that due functions as an adjective in that collocation and therefore 
object to its use in 141 as an infringement of the attachment rule for verbless clauses: 

?Due to bad weather, classes have been cancelled today. . [4 1 
For those whoobject to (41, [4al provides an acceptable alternative: 

Cancellation of classes today is due to bad weather. [W 

Supplementive clauses 
When adverbial participle clauses and adverbial verbless clauses are not 
introduced by a subordinator, there may be considerable indeterminacy as to 
the semaniic relationship to be inferred. Infinitive clauses, although they 
exhibit a number of semantic relationships, present no particular problem in 
this respect, but cf 17.31f. 

In their indeterminacy, adverbial participle and verbless clauses resemble 
the versatile relationships expressed by nonrestrictive relative clauses 
(cf 17.23) and the connective function of the coordinator and (cf 13.22ff). 
They are all capable of assuming, according to context, a more precise role: 

Jason, told of his son's accident, immediately phoned the hospital. [ l]  
Jason, who was toldof his son's accident, immediately phoned the 

hospital. [2] 
Jason was told of his son's accident, andhe immediatelyphoned the 

hospital. [31 

For all three sentences, although the mode of clause connection does not 
make this explicit, we infer a temporal sequence of events. On the other 
hand, in the next three sentences we infer that the logical connection between 
the clauses is primarily one of reason, although there is also a temporal 
sequence : 

John, knowing that his wijk was expecting a baby, started to take a 
course on baby care. [4] 
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John, who knew that his wife was expecting a baby, started to take a 
course on baby care. [51 

John knew that his wife was expecting a baby and hestarted to 
take a course on baby care. l61 

In [7] the connection is one of reason without temporal sequence: 

Julia, beinga nun, spent much of her life in prayer and meditation. [7] 

Sentences [l], [2], [4], [5], and [7] all contain subordinate clauses, but only [I], 
[4], and [7] are adverbial clauses, since they can be positioned initially, 
medially, and (except for [l]) finally. 

Adverbial participle and verbless clauses without a subordinator are 
SUPPLEMENTIVE CLAUSES; like nonrestrictive relative clauses and clauses in 
an and-coordination, they do not signal specific logical relationships, but 
such relationships are generally clear from the context. Subiectless supple- - - 
mentive clauses, ie those that (unlike supplementive absolute clauses, cf 
15.58) do not have their own overt subject, resemble nonrestrictive relative 
clauses in another respect: the implied subject in the supplementive clause 
provides a link with the matrix clause rather as the relative pronoun provides 
a link in postmodifying relative clauses. The formal inexplicitness of 
supplementive clauses allows considerable flexibility in what we may wish 
them to convey. According to context, we may wish to imply temporal, 
conditional, causal, concessive, or circumstantial relationship. In short, the 
supplementive clause implies an accompanying circumstance to the situation 
described in the matrix clause. For the reader or hearer, the actual nature of 
the accompanying circumstance has to be inferred from the context. Here 
are some illustrations of process adverbials: 

I 

Using a sharp axe, Gilbert fought his way into the building. ['By using a 
sharp axd, . . .'l 

Marilyn crawled through the narrow tunnel, hands infront. 
We spoke face to face. 
They stood dilently, their eyesfixed on the horizon. 
Elizabeth dijed in headfirst. 
They strolledjthrough the park with thqr arms intertwined. 

Note [a] Clauses introduced by with and wirhour often convey little more than a vague notion of 
accompanying circumstance: 

With rears ofjoy in her eyes, she saw her daughter married. 
Wirhour onyone nqficing, I slipped out of the rwm. 

[bl In -ing clauses, verbs used dynamically tend to suggest a temporal link, and stative verbs a 
causal link: 1 

Reachblg the river, we pitched camp for the night. ['When we reached the river, . . .'] 
Being afarmer, he is suspicious of all governmental interference. 

PSince he is a farmer, . . .'] 

Subjectless supplementive clauses 
15.61 The formal characteristics of subjectless supplementive clauses are: 
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(b) Their most typical positions ?n the superordinate clause are initial, final; 
and immediately after their antecedent, ie the noun phrase in the 
superordinate clause which is identical with their implied subject. 

The position immediately after the antecedent poses the most difficulties 
for analysis. When subjectless supplementive clauses occur in that position, 
they may be indistinguishable from postmodifying participle clauses or (in 
the case of verbless clauses) from noun phrases in apposition. Thus the two 
constructions may merge in that it is impossible (and semantically 
unimportant) to decide whether the participle clause in [l] is to be regarded 
as functionally equivalent to the nonrestrictive relative clause in [la]: 

This substance, discovered almost by accident, has revolutionized 
medicine. [ l ]  

This substance, which was discovered almost by accident, has 
revolutionized medicine. [ W  

Alternatively, it may be equivalent to a subjectless supplementive clause: I 

Discovered almost by accident, this substance has revolutionized 
medicine. 

There are, however, two types which in general may be unambiguously 
labelled supplementive: 

(a) -ing clauses containing auxiliary verbs or the verb be: 

The children, having eaten theirfill, were allowed to leave the table. 
The old man, being of sane mind, dictated and signed his will. 

Such -ing clauses generally cannot be postmodifiers of noun phrases. 

(b) verbless adjective clauses: 

Lawson, implacable, contented himself with a glare of defiance. 

Adjective clauses can, however, be nonrestrictive postmodifiers of noun 
phrases in certain circumstances: 

(i) if the clause is lengthy and contains weighty information: 

We took Joe, unable to stand because of weakness, to the nearest hospital. 
I met Betty, angry with me as always, at the luncheon. 

. Contrast: 

*We took Joe, weak, to the nearest hospital. 
*I met Betty, angry, at the luncheon. 

(ii) if the adjective can be object complement in the complementation of the 
superordinate verb : 

I found George, unconscious, a few hours later. 

Contrast: 

*I treated George, unconscious, at the hospital. 

In initial position, the clauses are unambiguously subjectless supplementive 
clauses. For supplementive clauses in final position, cf 15.62. 

(a) They are participle or verbless clauses. 
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Supplementive clauses in final position 
In spite of their resemblance to nonrestrictive relative clauses, supplementive 
clauses need not be separated from their matrix clause intonationallv when . -- -- 

they occur in final position. The following are therefore alternative renderings 
of the same sentence, differing only in that [l] has two focuses of information, 
whereas [2] has only one: 

The manager BPPR~ACHED US, s ~ i ~ i n g .  
The manager approached us s ~ i ~ i n g .  

One result of the alternative shown in [2] is the possible neutralization of the 
formal difference between nonfinite clauses functioning as supplementive 
clauses and those functioning as complementation of the verb. Thus [3] is 
ambiguous : 

I saw Pam going home. [31 

On one interpretation (that of the supplementive clause), I is the implied 
subject of going home, whereas on the other (that of verb complementation), 
Parn is the overt subject. 

Another result of the lack of intonation is illustrated in [4] and [5]. When 
the -ing participle immediately follows certain finite verbs with existential 
meaning, the latter seem close to being aspectual catenatives (cf 3.49): 

Frank sat reading the newspaper. 
Edith came running towards us. 

Further, a sentence such as [6] is ambiguous in more than one way: 

I caught the boy waiting-& my daughter. [61 

In addition tolthe two possible structures of [3], this may be interpreted as 
having a thircf' structure, in which the nonfinite clause is a postmodifying 
clause : 

'I caught the boy while I was waiting for my daughter.' [supplementive 
clause] : 

'I caught the boy in the act of waiting for my daughter.'[verb 
compleflentation] 

'I caught t l~? boy who was waiting far my daughter.' [postmodification] 

On the analogy: of [2], we may identify the final adjective phrases of the 
following examples (where there is no intonational separation) as verbless 
supplementive clauses: , 

The mana$er approached us full of apologies.' 
He drove the damaged car home undismayed. 

In each, the adjective phrase is in a copular relationship with the subject of 
the sentence, and is thus distinct from an object complement; which would 
be in a copular relationship with the direct object. Furthermore, an object 
complement could not normally be placed in initial position, whereas that 
position is perfectly natural for [7] and [S]: 

FUN of apologies, the manager approached us. 
Undismayed, he drove the damaged car home. 
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Adjective phrases in final position that cannot be preposed are generally 
nonrestrictive postmodifiers of the preceding noun phrases (cf 15.61 for 
medial nonrestrictive postmodifiers), even though they are separated 
intonationally from the rest of the sentence: 

The cows contentedly chewed the grass, green and succulent after the 
rain. ['which was green and succulent. . .'l 

The drill quickly penetrated the layer of rock, loose and crumbly with 
years of weathering. 

Noun phrases in final position that cannot be preposed are generally 
appositives of the preceding noun phrases: 

Shirley sent us a gift, a boxof chocolates. 

There is agradient relating the functional categories of subject complement 
and restrictive adjunct (cf  15.23) realized by a verbless supvlementive clause. 
We therefore find sentences in.which the final phrases cannot be preposed 
(at least without changing the meaning), because they are on the gradient 
towards subject complement status: 

They ended the season bottom of the league. 
He came out of prison a changed man. 
He began life a Protestant. 
She emerged from the conflict victorious. 

Note Prepositional phrases that may be construed as subject complement can also be viewed on the 
gradient between adverbial and complement (cflO.1 l): ' 

They ended the season at the bottonrof the league. 
He began life as a Protestant. 
She emerged from the conflict with a clear victory. 

Comparative clauses 

15.63 In a comparative construction, a proposition expressed in the matrix clause 
is compared with a proposition expressed in the subordinate clause with 
respect to Some STANDARD OF COMPARISON: 

Jane is as healthy as her sister (is). [l]  

The standard of comparison in [l] is health. 
Broadly conceived, comparison includes comparisons of EQUIVALENCE (cf 

15.71), as in [l], and comparisons of SUFFICIENCY and EXCESS (cf 15.72ff), as 
in [2] and [3] : 

Don is sensitive enough to understand your feelings. [21 
Marilyn was too polite to say anything about my clothes. [31 
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More narrowly considered, however, comparison concerns a standard 
measurable in terms of degree that is expressed by means of the correlative 
sequence more, less, or other comparative forms (cf 7.74ff) in the matrix 
clause, together with than in the subordinate clause. Such comparisons are 
COMPARISONS OF NONEQUIVALENCE : 

more healthy 

less healthy 

The clause element in the matrix clause which specifies the standard of 
comparison (health in [l]  and [4]) is the COMPARATIVE ELEMENT (abbreviated 
in our further discussion to 'comp-element'), in [l] and [4] as healthy, more 
healthy, healthier, less healthy. The BASIS OF COMPARISON is given in the 
COMPARATIVE CLAUSE, the correlative subordinate clause; it is Jane's sister in 
[l]  and [4]. The basis of comparison need not be overtly expressed, but it is 
then implied from the context. 

Comparative clauses of nonequivalence, equivalence, and excess may 
include nonassertive forms (cf 10.60): 

They pleased me more than they can in any way imagine. 
You have as much right to vote as you ever had. 
I am too young to remember any of the events during the last war. 

Note An alternative term for equivalence is 'equality'. Other terms for nonequivalence are 'inequality' 
and 'differentiation'. . , 

The comp-element 
15.64 We may imagine the semantics of the comparative construction arising from 

the answers [la] and [Ib], and [2a] and [2b] to the how-questions posed in [l]  
and [2] : 

How old is Mary (compared with Jane)? 
How old is Jane (compared with Mary)? 
Mary is oldy than Jane (is). 
Mary is youvger than Jane (is). \ 
Jane is younger than Mary (is). 
Jane is older than Mary (is). 

Of the four answers, [la] and [2a] are synonymous, being converses of each 
other; and similarly [lb] and [2b]. Less frequently, comparison is expressed 
through less, wh'ch indicates a tendency to the negative pole of the standard 
of comparison : / 

Mary is less old than Jane (is). [Icl 
Mary is less young than Jane (is). [Id1 

Again, paraphrase relationships hold: [lc] is synonymous with [Ib] and [2b], 
and [Id] with [la] and [2a]. Sentences like [Id], in which the marked member 
of the pair of adjectives (cf 7.88) is combined with less, are rare. Sentences 
like [lc] are not common when the adjective is inflected for comparison 
rather than taking periphrastic more. 

With other adjecti.ves comparison with less is common.enough when there 
is not an established pair of antonymous adjectives or when an available 
antonym sounds offensive: 

Caroline is less perceptive than Rosemary (is). 
Violet is less sophisticated than Felice (is). 

Or a comparison of equivalence in the negative is substituted (cf 15.71): 

Caroline is not aslso perceptive as Rosemary (is). 
Violet is not aslso sophisticatedas Felice (is). 

Both types of comparison seem clearer than more with a negative adjective: 

Caroline is more imperceptive than Rosemary (is). [%l 
Violet is more unsophisticated than Felice (is). [4b1 

In the comparative constructions in [la-Id], the comp-element (italicized) 
together with than forms a hinge by which the two wh-elements of the 
questions [I] and [2] could be said to be combined. This coalescence accounts 
for the appearance of defective structure in the comparative clause. For 
example, in [la] the comparative clause than Jane (is) contains (optionally) a 
form of the verb be, but not a complement or adjunct such as the verb be 
normally requires for complementation. Some grammarians have postulated 
an omitted repetition of the standard of comparison in the comparative 
clause: Mary is older than June is (old). But we do not follow this analysis. In 
the first place, the full form suggests that Jane is old and Mary even older. 
And obviously this is not necessarily the case for the comparative 
construction : both Mary and Jane may be babies. The standard of comparison 
involves a scale without commitment to absolute values. Furthermore, a 
comparative clause element corresponding to the comp-element in the matrix 
clause can occur only when the standards of comparison in the two clauses 
are different, two scales then being compared: Mary is cleverer than Jane is 
pretty. Further structural gaps arise through the optional ellipsis of other 
elements in the comparative clause, as discussed in 15.66ff. 

More and the inflectional variant in -er are the typical COMPARATIVE ITEMS 
within comp-elements. We therefore use them to exemplify comparative 
constructions in the sections that follow. 

Note [a] Constructions with more . . . than and less. . . Ihan do not necessarily introduce comparative 
clauses. There is a type of nonclausal comparison in which than is followed by an explicit 
standard or yardstick of comparison, normally a noun phrase of measure, or a noun phrase 
implying degree: 

I weigh more than ZUUpounds. 
I t  goesfaster than 100 milesper hour. 
The strike was nothing less than a narional catastrophe. 

Here than is best considered a preposition, and the phrase which follows it a prepositional 
complement. since there is no possibility of expanding the than-phrase into a clause: 

*It goes foster than 100 milesper hourgoes. 
[b] There is a second type of more. . . than construction not introducing a comparative clause. 
This is the quasi-coordinative typeof construction illustrated by: 

I was nlore angry tlranfiglltened. I'It is more true to say that I was,  , 
{I was angry more lhanfiightetled.] 

A distinguishing characteristic o f  this construction is the nonoccurrence of the suffixal form of 
comparison: 
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'1 was angrier than frightened. 
[C] The negative comparative clauses moreoflen than not and more likely than not, with the pro- 
clause not, are idioms that occur quite frequently: 

He was found out nloreoflen tha~i not. I'More often than he was not found out.'] 
She was satisfied with herjob morelikely tlran not. 

It is sometimes preposed: 
More likely tl~an not. she was satisfied with herjob. 

Otherwise negative comparative clauses are rare, because we have little occasion to use them. 

Clause functions of the comp-element 
15.65 Like the wh-element of a wh-question (cf 11.15), the comp-element of a 

comparative construction can be any of the clause elements, apart from the 
verb : 

S: More people use this brand than (use) any other window-cleaning 
fluid. 

Od : She knows more history than most people (know). 
My grandparents gave me more money than my parents (did). 

0,: That toy has given more children happiness than any other (toy) 
(has). 

C,: Lionel is more relaxed than he used to be. 
C,: She thinks her children more obedient than (they were) last year. 
A : You've been working much harder than I (have). 

Ann treats the children more harshly than George (does). 

The comp-element may also be a prepositional complement: 

She's applied for more jobs than Joyce (has (applied for)). 

Like wh-elements of various kinds (cf 11.18), the comp-element may 
represent a pushdown element within a nominal that-clause subordinate to 
the comparati,ve clause: 

Derek cabght morefish than I expected ((that) he would (catch)). 
She is better than she thinks ((that) she is). 
I felt more miserable than I can say ((that) I felt). 

or within a sukrdinate to-infinitive clause: 

You arrivad earlier than (it was) neyssary (for you to arrive). 

Ellipsis in compara t ive  c lauses  
15.66 Ellipsis of a part of the comparative clause is likely to occur when that part 

is a repetitionlof something in the matrix clause. Since it is normal for the 
two clauses to be closely parallel both in structure and content, ellipsis is the 
rule rather than the exception in comparative constructions. However, there 
is no necessary parallelism between the matrix and comparative clauses; the 
comparative clause, so long as it overlaps with the content of the matrix 
clause in respect of the comp-element, can be of independent structure. Thus 
we may taketwo ho~-~uest ions  of disparate clause types (SVand SVO) in [l]  
and [2] and use them to construct the comparative construction in [3]: 

How quickly does he speak? [l] 

How quickly can his secretary take dictation? 121 
He speaks more quickly than his secretary can take dictation. 131 

The most characteristic type of comparative clause, on the other hand, is 
one which imitates the structure of the matrix clause, and repeats its whole 
content except for one element, the differing elements providing the contrast. 
This type of clause, as we see below, allows optional ellipsis and optional 
substitutions by pronouns and by pro-predication: 

James and Susan often go to plays but 
(i) James enjoys the theatre more than Susan enjoys the theatre. 

(ii) James enjoys the theatre more than Susan enjoys it. 
(iii) James enjoys the theatre more than Susan does. 
(iv) James enjoys the theatre more than Susan. 
(v) James enjoys the theatre more. 

Ellipsis of the object generally cannot take place unless the main verb too is 
ellipted, as in (iii) and (iv), where there is a choice between the retention of 
an operator and its omission: 

*James enjoys the theatre more than Susan enjoys. 

But if the object is the comp-element itself, then in addition to (i-v) the verb 
alone may be retained: 

James knows more about the theatre than Susan knows. 

Compare also the corresponding pseudo-cleft construction: 

What James knows about the theatre is more than Susan knows. 

The subject is omitted in the comparative clause below: 

You spent more money than was intended to be spent. 

The omission suggests that than is functioning like a relative pronoun. 
Compare: 

You spent the money that was intended. 

Cf also as is common knowledge, 15.55. 

Note [a] Infinitive clauses with a pushdown element ( c l  11.18) can be ellipted fully or alternatively 
only the infinitive verb and what follows it can be ellipted, leaving a stranded to (cf 12.64): 

She enjoyed it much more than I expected (her to (enjoy it)). 
They did more than we made them (do). 

The verb be alone, however, cannot be so easily ellipted in this context: 
She was more beautiful than I imagined her to be. 

[also: than I imagined or than I imagined her] 
They wanted to be more playful than I let them be. 

[b] DrHerent than is a widely acceptable (esp AmE) sequence when a clause (particularly an  
elliptical clause) follows: 

Schools are different than they used to be. 
They are playing in a very different way than (they played) before. 

There are, however, widespread objections to different than when only a noun phrase follows, on 
the grounds that than is inappropriate in contexts where it can be viewed as a preposition: 

?Films are very different than plays. 
DiJjerent from is the preferred form. Cf further 16.74. 
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Ambiguity through ellipsis 
15.67 When normal ellipsis is taken to its fullest extent, we are often left with no 

more than the subject or object of the comparative clause: 

I speak Greek better than you (speak Greek). 
The photographs disappointed my parents more than (they 

disappointed) me. 

Ambiguity can arise as to whether a remaining noun phrase is subject or 
object: 

He loves his dog more than his children. 

The above example could mean either [l]  '. . . than his children love his dog' 
or [2] '. . . than he loves his children'. If his children is replaced by a pronoun, 
formal English makes the distinction: 

He loves his dog more than they. 
He loves his dog more than them. 

In other styles, however, the objective case them is used for both [l] and [2]. 
Prescriptive grammar requires the subjective case in [l], both on grammatical 
grounds (that they is the subject of the elliptical clause) and on grounds of 
clarity, since it preserves a useful distinction that can occasionally avoid 
potential ambiguity. On the other hand, we may account for the use of the 
objective pronoun for [l]  in other styles by pointing out that as than in this 
construction may be considered a preposition (cf 15.64 Note [a]), the pronoun 
falls within object territory (cf 6.5). Since both forms can be criticized (on 
account of stiffness on the one hand, and 'bad grammar' on the other), and 
since in any event we cannot be sure that the objective case in [2] represents 
choice in form$ style and is therefore unambiguous, we may wish to evade a 
choice by expanding the clause (than they do; than he does them). 

Multiple and partial contrasts 
15.68 If the two clauses in a comparison differed solely in the comp-element (*I 

hear it more clearly than I hear it), the comparison would of course be 
nonsensical; thehefore, a contrast of at lea@ one variable is required between 
the two clauses. :While the single-variable comparison is the most common 
type, more than one clause element can be contrasted. For example, there 
are two contrasts in: 

I i 2 I 2  

S more aboutfilms than Susan does about music. 

Even three-variable and four-variable comparisons are possible: 

I 2  3 I 2 
Walter played the piano more skilfully than his brother conducted 

3 
the orchestra. 

I 2  3 4 I  2  
Walterplayed the piano more often in Chicago than his brother conducted 

3 4 
concerts in the rest of the States. 

On the other hand, the contrast may affect only part of a clause element. 
For example, the verbs may be lexically identical and differ only in tense or  
in the addition of a modal auxiliary. In such cases it is normal to omit the 
rest of the comparative clause after the auxiliary: 

I hear it more clearly than I did. ['than I used to hear it'] 
I get up later than I should. ['than I should get up'] 

If the contrast lies only in tense, it may be expressed in the comparative 
clause solely by an adverbial: 

She'll enjoy it more than (she enjoyed it) last year. 

This provides the basis for the total ellipsis of the subordinate clause in 
examples like : 

You are slimmer (than you were). 
You're looking better (than you were (looking)). 

The only contrast may be in the modality expressed in the main clause or 
through a pushdown comp-element in the comparative clause (cf 15.65): 

He's a greater painter than people suppose (he is). 
She thinks she's fatter than she (really) is. 

. The comp-element itself may contain a partial contrast without the pushdown 
device : 

She is a better psychologist than ((she is) a)pathologist. 
The house is much taller than it is wide. 

When the contrast involves two points on the same scale, one higher than 
the other, the part following than cannot be expanded into a clause. Than is 
then functioning as a preposition in a nonclausal comparison (cf 15.64 Note 
[a]): 

It's hotter than just warm. (cf It's hotter than 90°.) 
He's taller than tall. 
She's wiser than merely clever. 
She became prettier than just middling pretty. 
We drove farther than (beyond) Chicago. 
They fought harder than that. 
We have to build it stronger than this. 

When the contrasts are not on precisely the same semantic scale, the 
construction is comparative and can be expanded : 

He's more shrewd than (he is) clever. 

(He's more shrewd than clever can also be the quasi-coordinative type, 'He's 
shrewd rather than clever', cf 15.64 Note [b]). 

It is perhaps the existence of this nonclausal comparison of degree that 
makes it necessary to repeat the subject and verb in sentences such as The 
house is much taller that it is wide, since *The house is much taller than wide 
would suggest the absurdity of a semantic overlap between talland wide. The 
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quasi-coordinative type, however, allows semantic disparity: It's a big house, 
but more tall than wide ['tall rather than wide']. 

Note [a] There is a restriction on the partial contrast in the verb element. It is acce~table to sav: 

I stared at her more often than I 
(should houe done. (BrE) 

But it is odd to use the simple present or future sholl/a~ill alone as the partial contrast in the 
comparative clause: 

*I liked her better than I do. 
*Tom saw Betty more often than he t~~ i l l .  

We need to add a temporal adverbial to point the contrast: 
I liked her better than I do now. 
Tom saw Betty more often than he will i t  thefiture. 

[bl Analogous to the nonclausal comparison exemplified in It> hotter than just worm is another 
type of nonclausal comparison expressed by more than followed by one of a range of syntactic 
units: 

I a m  more than koppy to hear that. 
He more than complained; he threw the whole book of rules at me. 
They were more thon slightly wounded. 
She behaved more thanfoirly to him. 

Semantically, more thon expresses a higher degree, but it also conveys a comment on the 
inadequacy of the linguistic expression. For example, the last sentence could be rephrased 
'Fairly is a n  inadequate word to describe the way she behaved to him'. 
[c] The contrast between the two clauses is, exceptionally, positive versus negative in the idioms 
more ojien thon not'and more likely than not (cf 15.64 Note [c]). 
[dl There are two other contexts in which the comparative clause is omitted. One is where there 
is anaphoric reference to an implied or actual preceding clause or sentence: 

I caught the bus from town; but Harry came home even later. [ie'later than I came home'] 
The other is where the reference is to the extralinguistic situation: 

You should have come home earlier. [ie'earlier than you did'] 

Functions of comparative more 
15.69 The comparative item (which, for present purposes, we identify with the 

word more) may have seven different functions within the comp-element: 

(i) determidative (cf 5.lOff): 
Isabelle has more books than her brother (has). 

(ii) head of a noun phrase: 
More (of qyjiiends) are in New York than (are) here. 

(iii) subjunct (Q8.88ff): \ 
I agree with you more than ((I agree) with) Robert. 

(iv) modifier of an adjective head: 
The article was more objective than I expected (it would be). 

(v) modifier of a premodifying adjective: 
It was a more heated discussion than we thought it would be. 

(vi) modifier okan adverb: 
The time passed more quickly than (it passed) last year. 

(vii) modifier of a premodifying adverb: 
I am more severely handicapped than you (are). 

In each of the above examples, the whole comp-element is in italics. It will 
be noticed that in some cases more can constitute the whole of the comp- 
element. More is a determiner in (i), a pronoun in (ii), and an adverb in all 
the others. 
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In functions (i) and (ii), more refers to quantity and can be replaced in 
count contexts by a greater number of, as in the first two sentences above, and 
in noncount contexts by a greater amount of. 

Function types (iv) and (v) have to be distinguished because of the semantic 
implications of (v). Consider: 

There are more intelligent monkeys than Herbert. [ l]  

In [l] we normally imply that Herbert is a monkey of a certain level of 
intelligence (c$ How intelligent a monkey is Herbert?). That is, by placing the 
comparative adjective before the noun, we imply that the noun is part of the 
comp-element and therefore is also implied in the comparative clause. On 
the other hand, by placing the comparative adjective after the noun, we 
readily admit the more plausible interpretation that Herbert is a man: 

There are monkeys more intelligent than Herbert. 

This difference of meaning accounts for the insult implied in: 

I've never met a more intelligent monkey than our Chairman. 

?'he same distinction applies to the difference between (vi) and (vii): 

I've never seen a dog more obviously friendly than your cat. 
*I've never seen a more obviously friendly dog than your cat. 

This last sentence is semantically unacceptable because it implies that the : 
dog is a cat. 

The normal position for the adjective phrase is shown in the example for 
(v), but it can also be preposed 121, or (less usually) postposed [2a]: 

It was more heated a discussion than we thought it would be. 121 
I t  was a discussion more lively than we thought it would be. [2al 

The adverb phrase in (vii) can also be postposed: 

I am handicapped moreseverely than you (are). 

Note [a] In its determinative function in (i) or as modifier of an adjective in (iv), more is the 
comparative of the quantifiers many or much. Thus, more expensiueclothes is ambiguous in: 

Morton has more expensive clothes than I have. 
In one interpretation more modifies expensiue, the adjective phrase then being comparative; in 
the other interpretation more determines the noun phrase ('a greater quantity of expensive 
clothes'). 
[b] The modifying sequences more of a . . . and less of a . . . occur with gradable singular or 
noncount noun heads: 

He's more of a fool than I thought (he was). 
It was less of a success than I imagined (it would be). 

Cfthe howquestion, How much of afool is he? ['To what an extent is he (in your view) a fool?] 
[c] The comparative items more, -er, and less cannot be used in a definite noun phrase in the 
comparative construction: 

*Sally has the better radio than Daniel (has). 
Contrast: 

Sally has the better radio (of the two). 
In certain contexts we can use compared with or relative to instead: 

The superior reception of Sally's radio accounts for its higher price tag compared with that 
for Daniel's radio. 
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Contrast: 
Sally's radio has a higher price tag than Daniel's (radio) (has). 

[dl The determiner other is used as a comparative item: 
I don't have any otlrcrcups than those((that1which) I have)in thesink. 

It  can be (less usually) postposed: 
I don't have cupsother than those ((thatlwhich) I have) in the sink. 

15.70 When more is a determinative or a head of a noun phrase - functions (i) and 
(ii) in 15.69 - the unit no more ( . . . ) than is synonymous with only as many 
( . . . ) as in countable contexts or with only as much ( . . . )as in noncountable 
contexts : 

Paul has no more friends than I have. 1'. . . only as many as .  . .'] 
I have no more money than you have. [' . . . only as much as.  . .'] 
Ted got no more (of the votes) than he needed. [' . . . only as many 

as . . .'l 
She said no more than we expected. [' . . . only as much as .  . .'l 

But when more is an adverb (or its inflectional variant -er is used), as in the 
other function types in 15.69, no more . . . than has special implications. 
Consider: 

Rachel is no more courageous than Saul (is). 

The sentence implies that both Rachel and Saul are not courageous ('Rachel 
is not courageous, any more than Saul is courageous'). Here are some further 
examples : 

Tom is no more athletic than he ever was. ['Tom is not athletic, any 
more than he ever was athletic.'] 

I can no more apologize than I could kneel to them. 
I would no more think of hitting a student than I would a policeman. 

No more.  . . than has the same meaning when more modifies a gradable noun: 

She is no more a fool than you (are). ['She is not a fool, any more than 
you are', 'She is not more foolish . . .'l 

They are np more scholars than my,pby (is). ['They are no more 
scholarly. . .'l 

The rhetorical effect of the construction is not so much to make a comparison 
as to intensify the negation. That effect is most obvious when the comparison 
is absurd (cf rhetorical $clauses, 15.37): 

He's no mbre your friend than I'm your mother. 

Not any more ( . . . ) than is an emphatic variant of no more . . . than: 

Paul hasn't any more friends than I have. ['only as many as.  . .'l 
Rachel isn't any more courageous than Saul (is). ['Rachel isn't 

courageous, any more than . . .'] 
Not more . . . than, on the other hand, is different from both no more. . . than 
and not any more . . . than when more is an adverb or modifies a gradable 
noun : 

This last sehtence allows for the possibility that Rachel is less courageous 
than Saul. It may also be merely a denial sentence in response to Rachel is 
more courageous than Saul (is). 

Similar distinctions apply to no Iess ( . . . )than, not any less ( . . . ) than, and 
not less ( . . . ) than, except that the double negative is less common and as a 
consequence the distinctions are somewhat blurred. 

Comparisons of equivalence: as .  . . as 
15.71 Broadening our discussion of comparison, we take into account not only 

comparisons of nonequivalence (lack of equivalence on some scale) such as 
those expressed by more and less, but also comparisons based on other 
relationships. One such relationship is that of equivalence, expressed 
principally by the correlatives as . . . as. 

The as . . . as construction is grammatically parallel to the more . . . than 
construction, except that the asparadigm lacks the determinative, pronoun, 
and subjunct functions of more; these gaps are filled by as many (count) and 
as much (noncount). We can therefore parallel the functions of more listed in 
15.69, substituting as many and as much where necessary: 

(i) determinative: Isabelle has as many books as her brother (has). 
(ii) head of a noun phrase: As many of my friends are in New York as 

(are) here. 
(iii) subjunct: I agree with you as much as ((I agree) with) Robert. 
(iv) modifier of an adjective head: The article was as objective as I 

expected (it would be). 
(v) modifier of a premodifying adjective: It was as lively a discussion as 

we thought it would be. 
(vi) modifier of an adverb: The time passed as quickly as (it passed) last 

year. 
(vii) modifier of a premodifying adverb: I am as severely handicapped as 

you (are). 

The reason for differentiating (iv) and (v) and also (vi) and (vii) are the same 
as in the more . . . than construction (cf 15.69). Contrast I've never seen a dog 
as friendly as your cat with the unacceptable *I've never seen as friendly a dog 
as your cat. 

Notice that the adjective phrase precedes the determiner in (v). The phrase 
can also be postposed (cf 15.69): 

It was a discussion as lively as we thought it would be. 

The adverb phrase in (vii) can also be postposed: 

I am handicapped as severe[y as you (are). 

There are parallels between a positive as . . . as sentence and negative more 
. . . than and less. . . than sentences: 

Caesar was as ruthless as Attila. 
Attila was not more ruthless than Caesar. 
Caesar was not Iess ruthless than Attila. Rachel is not more courageous than Saul (is). 
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But they are not.exactly synonymous, since [2] allows. the.possibility that 
Attila was less ruthless and [31 that he was more ruthless. Similar parallels 
exist between a negative as . . . as sentence and positive more . . . than and 
less. . . than sentences, but the negative as. . . as sentence (eg: Caesar W& not 
as ruthless as Attila) encourages the interpretation o f  less . . . than, though a 
heavy stress on the first as allows the interpretation o f  more . . . than (eg: 
Caesar was not as ruthless as Attila; indeed, he was more ruthless). 

In negative superordinate clauses, as .  . . as can be replaced by so . . . as, 
especially when there is total or considerable omission in the subordinate 
clause : 

He's not as naughty as he was. 
He's not so naughty as he was. 
He's not so naughty (now). 

Some prefer to use so . . . as with negative clauses. But for some people so 
tends to carry the absurd implication o f  a possibility that is then negated, 
and they therefore find it odd to say: 

(?)Her baby is not so old as I thought. 

The reason is that for them the sentence implies that a baby can be old. In 
other words, an unmarked term old (cf 7.88) cannot be used in this context to 
cover the whole scale. 

The first as in the as . . . as construction is sometimes omitted in two 
contexts: (a) after a copular verb; (b) where a copular verb is implied. 

(a) The omission o f  as tends to occur particularly in more informal style, 
especially i f  only a noun phrase follows. The single as provides a less 
emphatic compaiison and is closer to like when as is followed by a noun 
phrase: 

They were g k d  as gold while you were away. 
At the sight, she turned pale as a ghost. 
You look pretiy as ever. 

the subject complement may be fronted as in [4], or it 
se the subject and copul\a are ellipted, as in [5]: 

White as sno;, it was. 
Proud as ever, isn't he? 

l (b) In a rather llterary style, the first as may be omitted in verbless and 
subjectless suppledentive clauses: 

Lawson, implacable as ever, contented himself with a glare of 
defiance. [61 

Cautious as the rest of her family, she would not give an immediate 
reply to myquestion. [71 

He climbed over the wall and dropped onto the ground on the 
other side, agile as a cat. L81 

The addition of  a verb (where that is possible) would convert the clause 

into a finite concessive or circumstantial clause with fronting o f  the subject 
complement (cf 15.39, 15.47): 

Cautious as the rest of the family was, she seemed willing to give an 
immediate reply to my question. 

Note [a] Count as nrany ( . . . ) as and noncount as n~uch ( . . . ) as are equivalent to more ( . . . ) than 
when they are premodified by a times-phrase: 

Five times as many peoplecame to the demonstration as (did) last time. 
Five times niorepeaple came to the demonstration than (did) last time. 

1 paid three times as much for the meal as they did. 
I paid three times more for the meal than they did. 

Other lexical comparatives can also be used: 

={ 
The Gross National Product isfour timesas much/high as (it was) a decade ago. 
The Gross National Product isfour timesmore/higher than (it was) a decade ago. 

Twice is used with asmany asor asmuch as rather than with more. 
Fractions are also used in the as many ( . . . )as and as mucli ( . . . )as constructions: 

We have a thirdas many students in our class as we had last term. ['a third of the number'] 
I paid halfas much for the meal as they did. ['half the price'] 

When again is added, the meaning is equivalent to niore ( . . . ) than: 
Houses cost a thirdas muchagain this year as they did five years ago. 

= i ['The price is one third higher.'] 
Houses cost one thirdmore this year than they did five years ago. 

['Housescost a third more.'] 

= i There were a thirdasmany orrestsagain for assault this year as there were last year. 
There were a thirdmore arrests for assault this year than there were last year. 

But there is uncertainty and divided usage with the constructions when again is added. Some 
speakers find percentages odd in these constructions: 

5Oper cent as much 
{?50per cent as much again] as Iasi year' 

[b] The construction analogous to mareof a .  . . than (cf 15.69 Note [b]) is as much of. . . as: 
It was asmuch ofa successas I had imagined it would be. 
He's as much of a fool as I thought (he was). 

Analogous to lessof a .  . . than is as littleofa . . . as: 
It was aslittleofa successas I had imagined it would be. 

There are no such constructions for plural nouns. 
[c] As. . .as is used like more. . . than and less. . . than in a nonclausal comparison containing an 
explicit standard of comparison after the second as (cf 15.64 Note [a]): 

. The car goes as fast as 100 miles an hour. 
A reliable quartz watch can cost as little as ten dollars. 
He drinks as many as three bottles of milk a day. 
Our factory consumes as much as 500 tons of solid fuel per week. 

Comparisons of sufficiency and excess 
15.72 Comparative clauses o f  sufficiency and excess combine the notions o f  

sufficiency or excess with the notions o f  purpose (cf 15.48) or result (cf 15.49). 
They differ from comparative clauses of  nonequivalence and equivalence 
(cf 15.63ff) in that they do not match the matrix clause in terms o f  identical 
and contrasting elements, and therefore they do not lend themselves to 
ellipsis. Their structure is relatively independent o f  the structure o f  the 
matrix clause. 
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Enough and too 
15.73 One type of comparative construction contains a word or phrase expressing 

the notion of sufficiency or excess followed by a to-infinitive clause of 
purpose, result, or condition (cf 15.34 Note [g]). The most common word for 
sufficiency is enough (as adverb, determiner, or pronoun) and the most 
common word for excess is the adverb too. Here are some examples of this 
type of comparison: 

You're old enough to look ajier yourself. ['. . . so that you can look after 
yourself.'] 

I'm much too tired to go out. ['. . . with the result that I won't go out.'] 
Your teacher was excessively generous to give you an A. ['. . . if he gave 

you an A.'] 
They must bepretty cruel to do that. ['. . . if they do that.'] 
They worked enough to be hungry. 
He protested too much to be sincere. 
This coat is just the right length to j t  you. 
There was enough food to feed an army. 
She knows enough about the topic to explain it to you. 
Four thousand dollars is an excessive amount to charge even for a luxury 

cruise like this. 
There isn't suficient milk to give everybody some. 

Paraphrase pairs may,be constructed with antonymous items, in which 
one sentence is positive and the other negative; one sentence has enough or 
one of its synonyms, and the other tooorone of its synonyms: 

~ h e ~ ' r e  rich enough to own a car. 
They'relnot too poor to own a car. 

The bodk is suficiently simple to understand. (formal) 
The book is not excessively difficult to understand. (formal) 

If the context all'bws, the infinitive clause may be omitted. Suficient(1y) and 
excessive(1y) are  ore formal synonyms of enough and too. 

The negative force of too is shown ip the use of nonassertive forms 
(cf10.60f). Contrast: 

She's old enough to do some work. ['She is old enough so that she can do 
some work.'] 

She's too oldfo doany work. ['She is so old that she can't do any work.'] 

Here are further kxamples of too followed by nonassertive forms: 

He's too weak to help you at all. 
She's too polite to ever say anything like that. 

The infinitive clause may also contain a subject: 

I t  moves too quickly for mostpeople to see (it). 
The television in the apartment above was loud enough for us to 

hear (it). 
My ambitions are modest enough for me to fufil (them). 
He was old enough for us to talk to (him) seriously. . 

Her parents are sufficiently generous for her to take a long vacation 
abroad at  their expense. 

As the first four of these examples indicate, a direct object or the object of a 
prepositional verb in a to-infinitive clause may be omitted or retained if i t  
substitutes for the superordinate subject. When there is no subject in the 
infinitive clause, it is identified with the superordinate subject or with a n  
indefinite subject: 

She writes quickly enough tofinish thepaper on time. ['for her to finish 
the paper on time'] 

The knife is sharp enough to carve the turkey. ['for it to carve the turkey'] 

And there may be ambiguity as to which identification to make: 

She was too young to date. ['. . . to date others' or 'for others to date her'] 

When the subject of the superordinate clause is agentive (cf 10.19), it may be 
redundantly repeated: 

She writes quickly enough for her tofinish thepaper on time. 
She's too politefor her to ever say anything like that. 

A: Will John lend me money? 
B : John's much too mean for H ~ M  to lend you money. 

That optional redundancy (sometimes justifiable for emphasis) parallels the 
optional redundancy that we have. just observed for a direct object or  
prepositional object. The infinitive may be passive in form: 

The writing is too faint to be read. 

In that case the implied subject is identical with the superordinate subject 
and it is either the implied agent known from the situational context or 
previous linguistic context or it is indefinite ('to be read by anyone'). But the 
infinitive may be active without a subject or object (cf Note [bl): 

The writing is too faint to read. ['for anyone to read'] 
The food is good enough to eat. 

When neither subject nor object is expressed in the infinitive clause, 
ambiguity is possible with verbs that may be used transitively. 

She is friendly enough 

[(for us)] to eat ["". ] The lamb is too hot (for it) (anything). 

As we see from the last example, when an adjective phrase modified by too 
in turn modifies a singular count noun, the phrase precedes the indefinite 
article (cf 15.71 : as lively a discussion'as . . .). There is no plural or noncount 
equivalent for this construction. Instead, we have to postpose the adjective 
phrase: It's food too good to throw away; They arepersons too good to swindle. 
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The same problem does not arise withenough, which is usually a postmodifier; 
but enough usually premodifies when it is a determinative: We have enough 
money to last. 

Note [a] There is a threefold ambiguity in If's too hot to eat. Two o f  the meanings have been illustrated 
above : The larrrb is too hot @r it to eat (artyfhing)) and The lamb is too hot Vor us/me/artyone) to eat 
( i f) .  In the third meaning it is the prop-it used as a subject to refer to the weather. Both a subject 
and a direct object can then be supplied: It is too hot (fbr arryone) to eat (anyfhirrg). 
[b] Traditionally, grammarians have regarded the infinitive clause in The writing is too/aint to 
read as having a passive meaning ('to be read'), but we analyse it as having an unexpressed 
subject and object ('for anyone to read the writing'). 
[C]  The  constructions enough o / a  . . . and.too much of a . . . should be compared with those 
mentioned in 15.69 Note [bl and 15.71 Note [b]  (eg: moreoja . . . thanand asmuchofa . . .as):  

He's enough o f  a coward to do that. 
That's toomuch o f  a bother to think about. 

CJalso : He ~vas/oolenough to go out ~vithout a coat. 

So. . . (that) and such . . . (that) 
15.74 The pairs of correlatives so . . . (that) and such . . . (that) also introduce 

constructions that combine the notion of sufficiency or excess with the notion 
of result. The adverb so premodifies an adjective or adverb, whereas the 
predeterminer such precedes a noun phrase. The adjective premodified by so 
may itself premodify the head of a noun phrase. For both so and such, the 
noun phrase may have either the indefinite article or the zero article. So 
precedes the indefinite article together with the adjective it premodifies, but 
such (whose noun phrase need not have an adjective) does so alone. 

I'm so happy to hear your good news that I could kiss you. 
They walked so quickly that I couldn't catch up. 
So few (p'pople) came to the meeting that it was adjourned. 
The children had so good a time that they wouldn't leave. 
The soldiers encountered such (great) resistance that they retreated. 
The apartment has such a (beautiful) view that I intend to rent it. 

The correlativk that is sometimes omitted in informal style: 

He polisheb the floor so hard you could see your face in it. 
1 \ 

There is a ciose correspondence between so . . . that and such . . . that 
constructions, when the that-clause is negative, and constructions with too 
and an infinitive clause: 

It's so good a movie that we mustn't miss it. - It's too good a movie to miss. 
It was sucd a pleasant day that I didn't want to go to school. - It was too pleasant a day to go to school. 

There may also be a close correspondence between on the one hand so . . . 
that and such . . . that constructions, when the that-clause is positive, and on 
the other hand'constructions with enough and an infinitive clause: 

It fliesso fast that it can beat the speed record. - It flies fast enough to beat the speed record. 
I had such a bad headache that I needed two aspirins. - I had a bad enough headache to need two aspirins. 

But the correspondence often does not obtain, since so and such are not used 
with adjectives and adverbs in their unmarked sense (cf7.88); they indicate 
a high degree. Thus, the enough-construction cannot replace the so . . . that 
and such . . . that constructions in the following contexts: 

The lion was so tame that the lionkeeper could enter its cage. [ l]  
The lion was tame enough for the lionkeeper to enter its cage. [21 
It was such a clear introductory lecture that we decided to take the 

course. [31 
It was a clear enough introductory lecture for us to decide to take 

the course. [4l 

While [l]  asserts that the lion was very tame, [2] does not; and similarly [3] 
asserts that the lecture was very clear but [4] does not. 

So expresses a high degree when used alone with a verb, and such does the 
same when its noun phrase does not contain an adjective premodifier: 

I so enjoyed it that I'm determined to go again. 
['I so much enjoyed i t .  . .'] 

There was such a crowd that we couldn't see a thing. 
['There was such a large crowd . . .'] , 

Compare exclamatory how and what: How I enjoyed it!, What a crowd there 
was! In a more formal variant, so and such may be positioned before 
correlative that; an intonation break (or in writing, a comma) is normal 
before that: 

I enjoyed it so, that I'm determined to go again. 
The crowd was such, that we couldn't see a thing. 

Such can be positioned here only if the sentence is rephrased to make it 
follow a copular verb. It also differs here from so in that it identifies ('of that 
type') and does not intensify (cf also 15.49 Note [b]). 

In another variant, found in informal style, the that-clause is positioned 
first, but that is omitted: 

Icouldn't keep my eyes open, I was so tired. PI 
The first clause is semantically and intonationally subordinate, but it is 
preferable to regard the construction as paratactic. Compare: 

I was so tired, I couldn't keep my eyes open. [sal 

In a more formal variation of [5] the element containing so is fronted; 
subject-operator inversion is usual: 

He had no need to make speeches, so impregnable was hisposition. [6] 
She was exhausted by four, so hard had she worked. [7] 

Another informal variant (with regional restriction) of [5] substitutes 
intensifier that for so: 

I was 'that tired I couldn't keep my eyes open. 15bI 

But intensifier that is more common without the correlative clause: 

Why should you be (all) that tired in the morning? [81 
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1 
Note [a] In a formal and.somewhat archaic usage, the subordinate.clause in a such . . . as construction i i  

is finite: .l i 
They were fed such sumptuous fare as kings dream 05 

The paraphrase of such.. . as by 'of a kind which' suggests that these clauses are relative rather 
than comparative. Less restricted is so . . .as with the infinitive: 

His temper was so violent as to make even his closest conlpa~rionsfear him. 
[b] In formal (especially literary) style, the comp-element is sometimes fronted, accompanied by 

:i 
!{ 

subject-operator inversion: I 
To such lengths did she go in rehearsal that two actors walked out. 

[c] In philosophical exposition, such that is often used, sucl~ here being identifying: 
If there is a four-sided figure such that three of its angles are 90°, the remaining angle will 

also be 90". 

Syntactic function of comparative clauses 
15.75 There are two major analyses for the syntactic function of the comparative 

clause in comparisons of nonequivalence (more/-erlless (. . .) than) and of 
equivalence (as. . . as). One traditional analysis is presupposed in our use of 
the term comp-element - the comp-element on its own is a clause element 
and the comparative clause is an adverbial: 

S V C, A 
~ o h n  is'more intelligen! khan Bill is! 

One argument in favour of this analysis is that in inflected comparative 
adjectives or adverbs (eg : longer, faster) the comp-element is morphologically 
one word. But morphological and syntactic units do not necessarily coincide; 
otherwise, for example, we would need to give different syntactic analyses to 
she's not and she isn't. Closer parallels might be the syntactic function of the 
genitive inflection in the group genitive (eg: the President of Mexico's 
daughter, cf 17.1 19) and of the inflections in the structure of the verb phrase 
that exhibit morphological discontinuities to express aspectual and voice 
categories (eg:'the discontinuous combination of be and -ing to express 
progressive aspect in She's running). 

An alternative, and better, analysis is to regard the comparative clause 
together with the preceding comparative item (including instances where 
that item is the i jflection -er) as a degree ydifier,  even though it is commonly 
a discontinuous modifier: 

John is more intelligent than Bill (is). 
Susan spoke longer than Zexpected (she would (speak)). 
There was less noise than (there was) yesterday. 
Helen is as nergetic as Tom (is). e 

The comparativk clause then provides complementation for the comparative 
more or the inflection -er. The modifier is sometimes postposed, and is then 
continuous : 

more (so) than l Bill (is). 

This construction is possible even for an adjective or adverb that is normally 
inflected, but in that case more replaces the inflection: 

John looks good, more (so) than Ted (does). 
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In this second analysis, neither the camp-element nor the comparative 
clause are clause elements. See Figs 15.75a and 15.75b: 

structureof sentence: 

S v c, 
John islmore intelligent than Bill is' 

structure of C,: 

comp-element comparative clause 
I i n t e l r l  'that1 r is' 

premodifier 

degree modifier of HEAD 

Fig 15.75a Comparative construction with more 

structure of sentence: 

S v c, 
Mary  i&ounger rhan Tom is' 

..structure of C,: 

compelement comparative clause 
I 
younger L G Z  

A ,base suffix, 

HEAD complementation of -er suffix 

Fig 15.75b Comparative constructon with -er suKx 

The comparative clause is usually separated from the comp-element when 
the comp-element is the subject: 

More fatal accidents occur in the home than on the roads. 

But such a separation of premodification and noun head from postmodifica- 
tion is not unusual when a long noun phrase is subject (cf l8.39f): 

[gy] dficult questions were posed [it::] were convincingly 

answered by the panel of experts. 

On the other hand, in comparisons of sufficiency and excess (cf 15.72ff) the 
comparative clauses are more appropriately analysed as adverbials, since 
those clauses can properly be identified with adverbial clauses of purpose or 
result (cf 15.48f). Their restriction to final position is easily explained: 
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adverbial clausesof result are always positioned finally; adverbial clauses of 
purpose, though,normally mobile, are restricted to final position in these 
comparative constructions because they are linked to a first correlative (eg: 
as, too). 
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Introduction 
16.1 In 2.32 we defined COMPLEMENTATION as 'part of a phrase or clause which 

follows a word, and completes the specification of a meaning relationship 
which that word implies'. In this chapter, we examine the ways in which 
lexical verbs and adjectives determine, in this way, the grammatical patterns 
that follow them. We began this task in 2.19, where verbs were classified into 
various types (transitive, intransitive, copular, etc) according to their 
complementation. Now we must go further, and examine patterns of greater 
variety. But before doing so, we must analyse the phenomenon of multi-word 
verbs, a topic of peculiar importance in English. This study will occupy the 
first seventeen sections of the chapter, as a necessary prelude to the study of 
verb complementation. 

Multi-word verbs 

Verb-particle combina t ions  . 
16.2 The main category of multi-word verbs consists of such combinations as 
; drinkup, disposeof, andget away with, which we will study under the headings 

of PHRASAL VERB, PREPOSITIONAL VERB, and PHRASAL-PREPOSITIONAL VERB 

respectively. However, these combinations are considered multi-word verbs 
only where they behave as a single unit. 

Since the verb has been considered a class of word (cf 2.35), it may seem a 
contradiction $0 speak of 'multi-word verbs'. The term 'word' is frequently 
used, howeveri not only for a morphologically defined word class, but also 
for an item which acts as a single word lexically or syntactically (cf 9.10ff on 
complex prepbsitions). I t  is this extended sense of 'verb' as a 'unit which 
behaves to some extent either lexically or syntactically as a single verb' that 
we use in labels.such as 'prepositional verb'. Thus in the sentence: 

We dispose$of the problem. 
l \ the word disposed remains morphologically a verb, being the item which has 

variable inflection (dispose/disposes/disposed, etc); but the sequence disposed 
of also functions in various ways as a single unit, such that for some purposes 
the sentence can be reasonably divided into: 

[We] [dispol?ed ofl [the problem]. 

rather than into! 

[We] [disposed] [of the problem]. 

The words which follow the lexical verb in expressions like drink up, 
dispose of, and 'get away with are morphologically invariable, and will be 
given the neutral designation PARTICLES. They actually belong to two distinct 
but overlapping categories, that of prepositions and that of spatial adverbs 
(though such adverbs are not necessarily used with spatial meaning). The 
term 'particle' will therefore apply to such words as these (see the fuller lists 
in 9.7 and 9.66), when they follow and are closely associated with verbs. 
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PARTICLES 
(A) against, among, as, at, beside, for, from, into, like, of, onto, upon, with, etc. 
( B )  about, above, across, after, along, around, by, down, in, off, on, out (AmE), 

over, past, round, through, under, up, etc. 
(C) aback, ahead, apart, aside, astray, away, back,forward(s), home, infront, 

on top, out (BrE), together, etc. 
(On out as a preposition, cf 9.18 Note.) 

Those grouped in list (A) are prepositions only; those in (C) are spatial 
adverbs only (unless they form part of a complex preposition, as in out of); 
and those in (B) can be either prepositions or spatial adverbs, and in the 
latter function are known as 'prepositional adverbs' (cf 9.65f). List (C) 
includes adverbs like away and on top, which correspond to complex 
prepositions such as away from and on top of and so are also known as 
prepositional adverbs (cf 9.66). Thus we include particles which form the 
first element of a complex preposition: 

Come along (with uslme). They moved out (of the house). 

The most obvious difference between the ure~ositions and the s ~ a t i a l  adverbs - - 
is that where prepositions require a following noun phrase as a prepositional 
complement, there is no such requirement for adverbs (cf: however. the 
phenomenon of deferred prepositions, 9.6). Hence ~lasses ' (~) ,  (B), and (C) 
can be distinguished as follows: 

. - 
PREPOSITIONAL CONSTRUCTION ADVERBIAL CONSTRUCTION 

(A) The dog went for me. *The dog went for. 
(B) Jack fell down the hill. Jack fell down. 
(C) *We must not look back thepast. We must not look back. 

Particles of Class (B) are the only ones which are acceptable in both 
constructions. 

Not all multi-word verbs consist of lexical verbs followed by particles. We  
shall illustrate other types, such as those of takepride in, cut short, seefit, or 
putpaid to, in 16.7-8 and 16.17. 

Note [a] Although the inflection of a multi-word verb is regularly attached to the lexical verb, the 
occurrence of'slipsof the tongue'such as the following (noted during a radiointerview) deserves 
attention: 

*The editor must do precisely as he seefits. 
This anomalous shift of the inflection from the verb to the adjective testifies to a tendency for 
speakers to perceive the multi-word verb as a single grammatical unit. 
[bl On the exceptional use of some Class (A) words as adverbs (eg: to), cf 9.66 Notes [a] and [b]. 
[cl The lexical verbs occurring in multi-word verbs are frequently the most common lexical 
verbs, and are typically associated with physical movement or state: eg: come, fall, get, giw, go, 
keep, make, put, and toke. At the other extreme, however, are words which occur as verbs only 
when combined with particles, eg: beaver in beawr oway, egg in egg on, and eke in eke out: 

She egged him on. *She egged (him). 
Note also that some normally intransitive verbs can become transitive when combined with a 
particle, and that conversely some normally transitive verbs can become intransitive when 
combined with a particle: 

They arelivitrgit down. *They are living it. 
The plane took off. *The plane took. 
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Phrasal ,  preposit ional,  a n d  phrasal-prepositional ve rbs  

Type I (intransitive) phrasal verbs 
16.3 Our procedure in 16.3-9 will be to illustrate the main categories of multi- 

word verbs, before the criteria for certain distinctions are considered more 
carefully in 16.1 1 - 16. One common type of multi-word verb is the Type I or 
intransitive phrasal verb consisting of a verb plus an adverb particle, as 
exemplified in : 

The plane has just touched down. Did he catch on? 
He is playing around. The prisoner finally broke down. 
I hope you'll get by. She turned up unexpectedly. 
How are you getting on? When will they give in? 
The plane has now taken off. The tank blew up. 

Such phrasal verbs are usually informal. The particles above come from 
Class (B) in 16.2, but similar examples can be given with particles from Class 
(C) : 

One of my papers has gone astray. 
The news made him reel back. . 

The favourite romped home. 
The two girls have fallen out. [= 'quarrelled'] 

The particle functions like a predication adjunct (cf 8.26fn, and usually 
cannot be separated from its lexical verb: 

?*The news made him reel distractedly back. 

Although some of these are more idiomatic and cohesive than others, we will 
draw a distinction between such phrasal verbs, on the one hand, and FREE 

COMBINATIONS'~~ which the verb and the adverb have distinct meanings on 
the other. In phrasal verbs like give in ['surrender'], catch on ['understand'], 
and blow up ['explode'], the meaning of the combination manifestly cannot 
be predicted from the meanings of verb and particle in isolation. But in free 
combinations t i e  verb acts as a normal iytransitive verb, and the adverb has 
its own meaning. For example: 

He walkedpast. [= 'past the object/place'] 
I waded across. [= 'across the river/water/etc'] 

Past and across here are adverbs (cf 9.65,16.4 Note [d]), but their function is 
equivalent to t a t  of a prepositional phrase of direction. The separability of 
verb and adver $ in terms of meaning is shown by possible substitutions: for 
wade in wade across, for example, we could substitute walk, run, swim, jump, 
fly, etc; and for across we could substitute in, through, over, up, down, etc. In 
other cases, the particle may have an intensifying or aspectual force, as in 
liven up, go on, or chatter away. 

There are also syntactic signs of cohesion. In free combinations, it is often 
possible to place a modifying adverb right (or sometimes straight) between 
the adverb particle and the verb: 

G o  rightlstraight on. Drink right up. Walk straight in. 
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This insertion is to differing extents unacceptable with phrasal verbs: 

?The prisoner broke right down. 
*She turned right up at last. 

Another sign of a free combination is the possibility of placing the adverb 
before the verb with subject-verb inversion (or without inversion where the 
subject is a pronoun): 

Out came the sun. 
Up you come. 
On we drove into the night. 

But with phrasal verbs this is not possible: 

*Up blew the tank. 
*Up it blew. ['exploded'] 
*Out he passed. ['fainted'] 

However, in this as in other criteria, there is an unclear boundary between 
phrasal verbs and free combinations. With They chattered away the inversion 
is very marginally acceptable: ?*Away they chattered. Some examples are 
more acceptable if the particle is reduplicated according to the pattern of 
iterative coordination (cf 13.101): 

On and on he went about his wife and family. 

And where the phrasal verb makes metaphorical use of spatial adverbs, 
inversion seems quite acceptable: 

Down came the prices, and up went the sales. 
There was a gust of wind, and out went the light. 

We examine the boundary between multi-word verbs and free combinations 
more genera!ly in 16.12. 

Type I1 (transitive) phrasal verbs 
16.4 Many phrasal verbs may take a direct object, and may therefore be described 

as transitive. However, to simplify comparison with prepositional verbs, we 
will call them Type IIphrasal verbs, as contrasted with Type I (or intransitive) 
phrasal verbs. Examples are: 

We will set up a new unit. He can't live down his past. 
Shall Iput away the dishes? I can't make out what he means. 
Findout if they are coming. We pushed home our advantage. 
She's bringing up two children. She looked up her friends. 
Someone turned on the light. I've handed in my registration. 
They have called off the strike. They may have blown up the bridge. 

Examples here and in 16.3 show that some combinations, such as give in and 
blow up, can be either Type I or Type 11. In some cases, eg: give in, there is a 
substantial difference in meaning, and in others, eg: blow up, there is not (cf 
App 1.18). 

With most Type I1 phrasal verbs, as with free combinations of the same 
pattern, the particle can either precede or follow the direct object: 
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They turned on the light. They turned the light on. 

Bearing in mind the adverbial status of the particle, we would indeed expect 
the latter order (SVOA) to be the more usual, even though it means a 
separation of the particle from its verb. When the object is a personal 
pronoun, the S V 0 A order is in fact the only one allowable: 

*They switched on it. They switched it on. 

The particle tends to precede the object if the object is long, or if the intention 
is that the object should receive end-focus (cf 18.3f). 

As  before, phrasal verbs have to be distinguished lexically from free 
syntactic combinations of verb and prepositional adverb. Contrast: 

She took in the box. ['brought inside'] [FREE COMBINATION] 
She took in her parents. ['deceived'] [PHRASAL VERB] 

The verb and particle in put out the cat, for instance, preserve their separate 
meanings in that combination, as well as in a wide range of comparable 
combinations: put + down/outside/away/aside; take/turn/bring/push/send/ 
drag + out. A highly idiomatic expression likeput off['postpone'] has no such 
variants at all, for the two wordsput and offare fused into a unit which allows 
for n o  substitution for the individual elements. Once again, there are unclear 
cases between these two extremes: some substitutions, but a limited number 
only, can be made in a 'semi-idiomatic' example such as Turn out the light: 

WithType 11 phrasal verbs, there isno sensitive method of testing cohesion 
by placing th$ particle before the subject (cf 16.3), as this construction is 
scarcely possible even with free combinations: ?*Out he took a gun. The 
other test of independence, insertion of an adverb before the particle, can 
however be used: 

The pilot jd ked the lever right back. r The danceqthrew her hands wildly about above her head. 

(Again, right is 'an intensifier of the particle, rather than an adverbial in 
itself.) Contrast the phrasal verb ?*They put the meeting hurriedly off. Where 
there is an ambiguity between idiomatic and nonidiomatic interpretations of 
the same combination, insertion of an adverb will select the nonidiomatic 
one. Thus [I], uqlike [2], can mean 'She reared the girls': 

She brought the girls up. 
She brought the girls right up. 

But [2] can only have a spatial meaning 'She caused the girls to come up (the 
stairs, etc)'. .. 

Like transitive verbs in general, Type I1 phrasal verbs can normally be 
turned into the passive without stylistic awkwardness (but cf Note [c]): 

Aunt Ada brought up Roy. - Roy was brought up by Aunt Ada. 
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Note [a] Some Type I1 phrasal verbs do not easily allow the possibility of placing the particle after the 
object (unless the object is a pronoun): 

They had giwn up hope. - ?They had giwn hope up. 
They laiddown their arms. - ?They laid their arms dowt~. 

This fixing of the SV A 0  order tends to occur, as the above examples illustrate, where there is a 
strong idiomatic bond (frequently matching a change from literal to metaphorical) between the 
phrasal verb and the object. In addition, the particle cannot normally be placed after a clausal 
object, such as an -ing clause, even when the clause is short: 

Shegaue up trying. - 'Shegave trying up. 
[b] Conversely, some phrasal verbs do not easily allow the placement of the particle before the 
object. In some cases the SVAO order is probably avoided because of ambiguity: 

Get that parcel offright away! - Get offthat parcel right away! 
Here the transitive phrasal verbget. . . offcan beconfused with the intransitiveverbget followed 
by the preposition off. This latter construction occurs, for example, in Get off that stool- it's just 
beenpainted! but would suggest an inappropriate meaning in the above sentence. Other reasons 
for avoiding the S V A 0  order include coordination of particles: 

I switched the light on andoff. - ?I switchedon andoffthe light. 
Also, as in [a] above, the order tends to be fixed by idiomatic convention: 

{ 
cryingmy eyesout. 

{ 
cryingout my eyes. 

1 was laughing my head 08 *I was laughitrg offmy head. 
sobbing my heart out. sobbing out my heart. 

In these cases of conventionalized hyperbole, the SVAO order is impossible. 
[c] Another restriction on phrasal verbs is that some of them do not have a passive. These are 
principally combinations for which the object is idiomatically limited to a particular noun or 
pronoun: 

The trainpickedup speed. - *?Speed waspickedup (by the train). 
Jill and her boss don't hit it off. - *It is not hit off(by Jill and her boss). 

rare not good friends'] 
[d] As in intransitive combinations, so in transitive verb-adverb combinations the adverb may 
be semantically equivalent to a reduced prepositional phrase, from which the complement has 
been omitted: 

Theypulled the cart along. ['along the road, etc'] 
Mow the furniture out. ['out of the house, etc'] 

These are clearly free combinations, not phrasal verbs. 
[e] Expressions like be fed up, be run down appear to be passive phrasal verbs without a 
corresponding active: 

I was fed up with the noise. - *The noise fed me up. 
Yet these are not true passives, but rather 'pseudo-passives'(cf 3.77). as we see from their ability 
to combine with an intensifier such as thoroughly, and a copular verb such as look: 

He looked thoroughly fed up. 
and also by the impossibility of an agent by-phrase: 

*I was fed up by the noise. 

Type I prepositional verbs 
1615 Here, as in 16.3, we use Type I as a label for multi-word verbs without a 

direct obiect. A ~re~osi t ional  verb consists of a lexical verb followed by a 
prepositibn with which it is semantically and/or syntactically associated. The 
preposition, as is to be expected, precedes its complement: 

Look at  these pictures. Can you cope with the work? 
I don't care for Jane's parties. I approve oftheir action. 
We must go into the problem. His eyes lighted upon the jewel. 

In these examples, the lexical verb is followed by a particle which is 
unequivocally a preposition (ie from Class (A) in 16.2). 

In using the term PREPOSITIONAL VERB we indicate that we regard the 
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second noun phrase in a sentence like [l] as the complement of the preposition 
at  and not as the direct object of a verb look at: 

Many people looked at thepictures. [ l]  
This is despite the fact that the passive is frequently possible (with some 
stylistic awkwardness) as in [la]: 

The picture was lookedat by many people. [lal 
The intransitive interpretation, on the other hand, is justified (for example) 
by the potentiality of adverbial insertion: 

Many people looked disdainfully at the picture. 

where insertion between V and 0, is usually avoided: 

*?Many people examined disdainfully the picture. 

The noun phrase following the preposition in such constructions is termed a 
PREPOSITION,4L OBJECT. 

There are therefore two complementary analyses of a sentence like She 
looked after ['tended'] her son: 

ANALYSIS 1 : S v A 
h- 

She looked after herson 
-U 

ANALYSIS 2: S v 0 

The former analysis is the one we follow if we call this kind of construction 
intransitive. Analysis 2, on the other hand, highlights the resemblance 
between She looked after her son and She tended her son. By naming this 
category of prepositional verbs 'Type 1', we avoid the unclarity which results 
from the use of 'intransitive' or 'transitive' in this connection. The above 
analyses are discussed further in 16.13- 15. 

Note Whereasa sequenceof verb and prepositionlikeliwat isapurely nonidiomatic freecombination, 
in prepositional verbs like look at, lookjor, etc the verb word has a literal use, but has a fixed 
association with the)preposition. These cases may, in their turn, be distinguished from other 
prepositional verbs, $: go into ['investigate'] wherqboth words form a semantically idiomatic 
(often metaphorical) Init (616.12 for a further exploration of these categories and their relation 
to a scale of idiomaticity). 

Prepositional verbs contrasted with phrasal verbs 
16.6 We must now briefly attend to another distinction between similar-looking 

constructions.  fie following exemplify Type I prepositional verbs which 
contain particles of Class (B) in 16.2, and are therefore capable of confusion 
with Type I1 phrasal verbs (cf 16.4): 

She called on her friends. You should invest in property. 
We saw through his imposture. She came by a fortune. 
I've come across a problem. The car ran over a bump. 

These are distinguished from almost all Type I1 phrasal verbs by the inability 
of the particle to be moved to a position after the following noun phrase: 
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(I) She called on her friends. - *She called her friends on. 
[ c -  (2) She switched on the light. - She switched the light on.] 

(la) She came by a fortune. - *She came a fortune by. ['acquired'] 
[c- (2a) She put by a fortune. - Sheput a fortune by. ['kept']] 

Similarly, the order of particle and pronoun is different: 

(lb) She calledon them. NOT *She called them on. 
(2b) She switched it on. NOT *She switchedon it. 

Another criterion is stress. Both constructions generally permit the corre- 
sponding passive, but in the Type I1 phrasal verb (2), a higher degree of 
stress (including nuclear stress when the particle is in final position) usually 
falls on the adverb particle. In the prepositional verb (l), on the other hand, 
the stress normally occurs on the lexical verb preceding the particle: 

(lc) He 'called on the dean. - The dean was CALLED on. 
(2c) She switched 'on the light. - The light was switched d ~ .  

The same contrast of stress is observed in other constructions with a 
postponed particle, eg relative clauses: 

(Id) the fortune (that) he CAME by. 
(2d) the fortune (that) heput BP. 

Compare also: 

(le) This is a dangerous road to G$T over. (also . . . to get over) 
(2e) It's a loss she will never get h e r :  

However, the 'stress test' is not entirely reliable, as polysyllabic prepositions 
like across, over, and without usually receive stress, and other factors such as 
contrastive focus may affect the positioning of the nucleus: 

I could have done withbrrr that ~ ~ B s e n t .  
-That's a present I could have done withdu~. 

She will never get over it. - It is a loss that she will never get over. 

We shall return to these distinctions in 16.16. 

Note [a] It is not unusual for the same sequence of verb + particle to function either as a phrasal verb 
or as a prepositional verb: 

He'tumed'on his S U ~ ~ R T ~ ~ S .  [phrasal verb: 'He excited them'] [ l ]  
He'turnedon his s u p ~ 6 u ~ e r s .  [prepositional verb: 'He attacked them] [21 

A reduced version of [l] would be He'turned fhem'on, while the correspondingly reduced version 
of [2] would be He 'turned on them. 
[b] A special case of the above homonymy occurs where the phrasal and prepositional verbs are 
not only identical in form, but similar in meaning. Examples are run through, run over, and look 
owr. Thus: 

The car ran him over. The car ran over him. 
These have virtually the same meaning, but the former (the phrasal verb) is reserved for the 
description of driving accidents, in which the object refers to a casualty. 

The car ran 'over a B ~ M P .  
therefore has no corresponding phrasal verb construction : 

*The car ran a'bump dver. 
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Type I1 prepositional verbs 
16.7 The Type I/Type I1 opposition applies not only to phrasal, but to prepositional 

verbs : 
TYPE I (without 0,) TYPE 11 (with 0,) 

PHRASAL VERB Please drink up. Please drink it up. 

PREPOSITIONAL He invested in property. He invested his money in 
VERB property. 

Type I1 prepositional verbs are followed by two noun phrases, normally 
separated by the preposition: the former is the direct object, the latter the 
prepositional object. Three subtypes may be distinguished; the italicized 
words indicate that the idiom has a different grammatical status in each case, 
as will be explained. 

TYPE IIa 
The gang robbed her of her necklace. 
H e  deprived the peasants of their land. 
They plied the young man with food. 
Please confne your remarks to the matter under discussion. 
This clothing willprotect youfrom the worst weather. 
Jenny thanked us for thebresent. 
May I remind you of our agreement? 
They have provided the child with a good education. 

TYPE 11b : 
They havq made a (terrible) mess of the house. 
Did you +ke (any) allowance for inflation? 
Mary too5 (good) care of the children. 

TYPE IIC 
Suddenly we caught sight of the lifeboat. 
Give way td traffic on the major road. 
I have lost touch with most of the family. 

I 
I The first and most numerous type has a p h i v e  of the regular kind, the direct 

object becoming subject of the passive verb phrase: 

She was robbed of her necklace (by the gang). 
The peasants were deprived of their land. 
The young b a n  was plied with food. 

With Type IIb, khere are two possible passives: the regular passive in which 
the direct object becomes subject (labelled (1) below), and a less acceptable 
passive construction in which the prepositional object becomes subject 
(labelled (2) below): 

( l )  A (terrible) mess has been made of the house. 
?)The house has been made a (terrible) mess oJ: 
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(1) (Good) care was taken of the children. 
(2) The children were taken (good) care of 

In Type IIc, on the other hand, the only acceptable passive is the irregular 
passive in which the prepositional object becomes subject: 

The lifeboat was suddenly caught sight of. 
?Traffic on the major road should always be given way to. 

(?)Most of the family has been lost touch wirh. 

Note [a] For completeness, mention must be made of a fourlh type of transitive prepositional verb 
which has no passive whatsoever; an idiomatic type in which the direct object is a reflexive 
pronoun (cf 3.70): 

He prided himsevon his craftsmanship. 
*Himseuwasprided on his craftsmanship. 

[b] In the interests of end-focus or end-weight (cf 18.9). it is sometimes acceptable to place an 
elaborate direct object after the prepositional object. Contrast: 

He had been known to reduce movie-stars to tears. 
He had been known to reduce to tears some of the most seasoned and idolized movie-stars 

in Hollywood. 

16.8 To a great extent, membership of Types IIa-IIc above depends on the 
idiomatic status of the prepositional verb. 

In Type ZIa the lexical verb and the preposition, although normally 
separated by the object, form an idiomatic combination. Here as elsewhere, 
the idiomatic 'cohesion' of the two may be of variable strength. Verbs such 
as accuse N of and thank N for (where 'N' symbolizes the direct object noun 
phrase) are not idiomatic in the sense that applies to phrasal verbs like put N 
off, for the lexical verb is used in its primary literal meaning. We may 
nevertheless speak of the verb GOVERNING the preposition, in the sense that 
the preposition is selected by reason of the verb, rather than by independent 
semantic choice. Thus despite similarity of meaning, different prepositions 
are selected with accuse and blame, viz: ofandfor respectively. 

of the crime. *of the crime. ' him{ for the crime. 

In less idiomatic cases, the verbs group themselves into restricted sets such 
as rob N of, cheat N of, and deprive N of, where of to some extent carries its 
own privative force. 

In a further subcategorization of Type IIa we need to recognize that the 
prepositional phrase is optional in some cases, but not in others: 

They the boy ofhis savings. They the boy. 

In yet another sub-type, the prepositional object forms part of the idiom: lick 
N into shape (informal) ; lull N to sleep; put N to rights; etc. 

In Type IIb as well as the verb word and the preposition, the head noun of 
the direct object forms part of the idiom: 

(1) Has (any) allowance been made for inflation? 
?Has inflation been made allowancefor? 

make a mess of take notice of lose hope of 
pay attention to take advantage of make mention of 
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But the object is still variable to some extent: eg an open-class adjective or a 
determiner can be added: 

make a horrible mess of take some notice of 
pay careful attention to take unfair advantage of 
lose all hope of make occasional mention of 

To this extent, the idiomatic bond is weakened, and it is easier, especially 
when the object contains a modifier or determiner, to separate the object 
from the rest of the construction by the regular passive transformation: 

Some notice was taken . . . Careful attention was paid . . . 
In Type IIc the direct object is more firmly welded in its idiomatic position, 
so that its separation by means of the regular passive construction is awkward 
if not impossible: ?*Sight was caught of the lifeboat. The object is typically 
invariable, and cannot easily be augmented by an adjective or a determiner: 
cross swords with, give rise to, keep pace with, keep tabs on, etc. Hence the 
dubious acceptability of ?*cross violent swords with, ?*keep fast pace with, 
?*keep watchful tabs on, etc. Other combinations of this kind are far more 
acceptable, however: keep close tabs on, give sudden rise to. 

Phrasal-prepositional verbs 
16.9 There is a further major category of multi-word verbs which will be called 

PHRASAL-PREPOS~TIONAL verbs, because they contain, in addition to the 
lexical verb, both an adverb and a preposition as particles. These combi- 
nations are largely restricted to informal English: 

We are all'looking forward to your party on Saturday. 
He had toput up with a lot of teasing at  school. 
Why don't you look in on Mrs Johnson on your way back? 
He thinks $e can get away with everything. 

l A common sign of idiomatic status here, as with other categories, is the 
existence of a one-word paraphrase: 

put up with = 'tolerate' look in on = 'visit' 

The prepositional passive with such verbs is not too common, and is liable to 
sound cumbersome. Examples such as the following, however, are normal 
and acceptable:/ 

These tantrums could not be put up with any longer. ['tolerated'] 
The death uenaltv has been recentlv done awav with. - rabolished'l 
Such must be squarely faled up to. . ['confronted'] 
They were'looked down on by their neighbours. ['despised'] 

In addition to the Type I phrasal-prepositional verbs already illustrated, 
there are also Type I1 ones requiring a direct object: 

fob N offwith (esp BrE) put N down to take N out on 
jix N up (with) let N in on put N up to 

(where 'N' again identifies the object noun phrase). Examples: 

Don't take it out on me! ['vent your anger'] 
The manager fobbed me offwith a cheap camera. (esp BrE) 
We put our success down to hard work. rattribute to'] 
I'll let you in on a secret. 

Only the regular passive occurs with these: 

I was fobbed offwith a cheap camera. (esp BrE) 
Our success can be put down to careful planning. 
Are youjixed up with a job yet? 

Note There are two equivalent phrasal-prepositional verbs in which the two noun phrases following 
the verb exchange roles: 

Hejbbbeda cheap camera offon the unsuspecting tourist. 
Hejbbbed the unsuspecting tourist ofwith a cheap camera. 

A summary of types of multi-word verb 
16.10 We have now reached a point where it will be useful to summarize the various 

categories described in 16.3-9. The picturetwhich emerges in Table 16.10 is 
a symmetrical one, with three binary contrasts, expressed in the formula: 

verb + direct object & adverb + preposition 

Table 16.10 Princi~al tvoes of multi-word verbs 

(:.sl.l/B& Adverb osition / 
2 (free combination) (A) send 
Type I1 PHRASAL (B) turn 

someone 
someone 

away 
down 

3 (free combination) (A) 
Type I PREPOSITIONAL (B) 
VERB 

4 (free combination) (A) 
Type I1 (B) 
PREPOSITIONAL VERB 

5 (free combination) (A) 
Type I PHRASAL- (B) 
PREPOSITIONAL VERB 

6 (free combination) (A) 
Type I1 PHRASAL- (B) 
PREPOSITIONAL VERB 

a] Examples (A) and (B) of each type illustrate respectively nonidiomatic and idiomatic 
variants. Thus (A) is a free combination, whereas (B) is a multi-word verb. 
b] The italicized words are those which make up the idiom or lexical unit. 

come 
come 

receiue 
take 

run 
come 

send 
put 

- 
- 

something 
someone 

- 
- 

someone 
someone 

- 

- 
- 

away 
up 

out 
up 

with 
across 

from 
for 

with 
with 

into 
for 

+me + a problem 

+ me 
+ a fool 

+it 
+ ananswer 

+ the world 
+ election 
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Some semantic and syntactic distinctions 
16.11 It will also be useful to analyse in a systematic manner three distinctions 

which underlie Table 16.10, and which have been found problematic by those 
dealing with this aspect of English grammar. The three distinctions. which 
have been touched on in preceding sections, are: 

idiomatic versus nonidiomatic status (16.12) 
prepositional verbs versus free combinations of verb + prepositionalphrase 

(16.13-15) 
phrasal versus prepositional verbs (16.16) 

The first two of these are gradient rather than clear-cut. 

Semantic criteria for idiomatic status 
16.12 (A) The semantic unity of multi-word verbs can often be manifested in 

replacement by a single-word verb; eg: visit for call for, summon for call 
up, omit for leave out, tolerate for put up with. This criterion, however, is 
not always reliable. First, there are multi-word verbs, like get away with 
and run out of, which do not have one-word paraphrases. Second, there 
are nonidiomatic combinations, such as go across (=cross), go past 
(=pass), and sail around (= circumnavigute) which do have such 
paraphrases. 

(B) The fact that the meaning of an idiom is not predictable from the 
meanings of its parts can'be verified by noting that the meaning of the 
verb or paqicle in the combination does not remain constant when other 
parts of the idiom undergo substitution. This criterion leads us to 
recognize three main cateaories: 
(i) Free, ionidiomatic c~nstructions, where the individual meanings 

of the components are apparent from their constancy in possible 
substitutions: 

bring} take { in out 
walk} { U P  

run doyn 
. . . ... . . .  . . . 

(ii) 'Semi-idiomatic' constructions which are variable but in a more 
limited way. The relation between the verb and particle is similar 
to that between a stem and an affix in word formation (cf App I.5), 
in that bhe substitution of one verb for another, or one particle for 
another! is constrained by limited productivity. In phrasal verbs 
like find out ['discover'], cut up ['cut into pieces'] and slacken off 
['reduce pacelenergy'] the verb word keeps its meaning, whereas 
the meaning of the particle is less easy to isolate. In contrast, it is 
the particle which establishes a family resemblance in the following 
groups: 

'persistent action' 'completion' 

chatter away fire away drink up break up 
work away beaver away finish up use up 

W E )  
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'aimless behaviour' 'endurance' 

play around mess around draw out eke out 
fool around wait around last out hold out 

Completion can also be signalled by out, as infind out, point out, 
seek out,figure out, workout, etc. 

(iii) 'Highly idiomatic' constructions such as bring up ['rear'], come by 
['acquire'], turn up ['make an appearance']. These are thoroughly 
idiomatic in that there is no possibility of contrastive substitution: 
bring upldown; come bylpastlthrough; turn upldown; etc. 

Putting a verb in the third category does not necessarily mean, however, 
that its meaning is completely opaque. We can see a metaphorical 
appropriateness in bring up for 'educate', and this is only one of many 
idiomatic verbs containing metaphors fairly clearly derived from their 
literal locative interpretations: gloss over (a difficulty); hand down (an 
heirloom), piece together (a story), etc. For our purposes it will be 
convenient in general to treat classes (11) and (111) as multi-word verbs. 

Syntactic criteria for prepositional verbs 
16.13 In distinguishing prepositional verbs such as call on ['visit'] in He called on 

the dean from other sequences of verb + preposition such as called before in 
He called before lunch (cf16.5), the semantic criteria of idiomaticity must be 
supplemented by syntactic criteria. 

We are chiefly concerned here with Type I verbs, whether these are 
prepositional verbs like caN on, or phrasal-prepositional verbs such as put up 
with. How are we to choose between the two analyses of 16.5, that of S V O  
(with a prepositional object) and that of SVA (or in the case of phrasal- 
prepositional verbs, SVAA)? First, there are good reasons for arguing that 
even an idiomatic case like He called on the dean contains a phrase boundary 
between the verb and the particle: 

(A) The whole prepositional phrase may be fronted, eg in questions: 
On whom did he call? 

(B) An adverb can be inserted between the verb and the particle: 
He called unexpectedly on the dean. 

(C) The prepositional phrase can be isolated in other constructions; eg 
(optionally) in responses, in coordinate constructions, or in comparative 
constructions: 

A:{ On whom did he call? Who(m) did he call on? 
Did he call on the dean or (on) his friend? 
He calls on the dean more often than (on) hisfriend. 

We do not reject the SVA analysis, therefore, but rather we offer the S V O  
analysis as, to varying degrees, a suitable alternative. 
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The prepositional passive 
16.14 We will accept the possibility of turning the prepositional complement into 

the subject of a passive sentence (cf 3.64) as one criterion favouring the SVO 
analysis. This construction, which leaves the preposition DEFERRED 
('stranded') in its post-verbal position, will be called the PREPosrTIoNAL 
PASSIVE. Contrast : 

The dean was called on. *Lunch was called after. 
The war wasput up with. *Andy wasgone out with. 

Notice that ambiguous combinations like arrive at  take the passive only 
when the preposition is part of an idiom: 

We arrived at  a station. -- *A station was arrived at. 
We arrived at a conclusion. -- A conclusion was arrived at. 

Combinations of verb and prepositional phrase which are awkward in brief 
sentences can, however, become more tolerable with an enlarged context: 

?*This office has been called/phonedfrom. 
This office has been called/phonedfrom so many times.that it was natural 

to assume that it was the source of the latest call. 

Here are some more usual cases of the prepositional passive, where the 
passive verb is a Type I prepositional verb: 

Though something very different from ordinary forest management 
is called for, the trees in the parks do need the forester's skilled 
consideration. 

This matter,will have to be dealt with immediately. 
Other possibilities are talked of by many of our colleagues. 
If a woman with a university degree rejects a career for marriage, her 

educatiod is not to be thought of as thrown away unless we count the 
family arena of no importance. 

Other prepositional passives are: 

be asked for 1 be done for 
I be shouted at 

be believed in I be hopedfor \be stared at  
be talked to I be don: away with be sent away for 

However, the passive is also quite acceptable with prepositions which have 
a locative meaning, and which on other grounds (eg the wh-question criterion 
of 16.15) must be judged as introducing a prepositional phrase of place: 

They must have playedon this field last week. [lal - This field must have beenplayed on last week. [lbl 
Visitors are not to sit on these Louis XV chairs. 12.4 - These Louis XV chairs are not to be sat on. [2bl 
Primitive men once lived in these caves. [3al - These caves were once lived in by primitive men. [%l 

We cannot, therefore, invariably regard the prepositional passive as a marker 
of a prepositional verb. Rather, the passive is primarily an indicator of the 
fact that the prepositional complement is being treated as an affected 

Note 
l 

participant in the clause (cf 10:19, 10.21). For example, in [lb] and. [2b] 
above, the function of the passive is'not merely to obtain end focus, but to 
imply that the subject of the passive clause refers to an object affected by the 
(unspecified) agent's action. The acceptability of the passive is thus accounted 
for in terms of clause participant roles (10.18f), as well as in terms of 
convention or idiomatic status. Both factors play a role in making the passive 
select the abstract metaphorical meaning in: 

They went into the tunnel. - *The tunnel was gone into. 
They went into the problem. - The problem was gone into. 

We may, in fact, recognize a strong association between these factors, and 
therefore between prepositional passives and prepositional verbs. 

The prepositional passive is paralleled by a similar prepositional use in -ed participle clauses: 
The shop broken into last week has now been reopened. 

'Prepositional participles' can also be converted into adjectives: the hoped* arrivol of the relief 
M e ;  the much-talked-about visit of the Pope. There are also'pseudo-passive'(cf 3.77) occurrences 
of prepositional verbs, as in I wosjeelinggot at (informal). The hyphen, in predicative position, 
is generally omitted. 

The criterion of question forms 
The second criterion for prepositional verbs is the formation of wh-questions 
with the pronouns who(m) and what (for personal and nonpersonal 
prepositional objects respectively), rather than with adverbial question forms 
Huch as where, when, how, or why: 

John called on her. - Who(m) did John call on? 
John looked for it. - What did John look for? 

Contrast : 

John called from the office. - Where did John call from? 
John called after lunch. - When did John call? 

Once again, the criterion is not clear-cut. There is firstly considerable overlap 
between the two question types: She died of pneumonia could be an answer 
either to the question How didshe die?or (more usually) to the question What 
didshe die of? Secondly, there are many types of prepositional phrases which 
are classified as adjuncts (cf 8.13, 9.14 - 53) but which regularly correspond 
with questions in who(m) or what. These are classes of adjunct for which 
English lacks an interrogative adverb, such as adjuncts of accompaniment: 

A:{ With whom did Peter go fishing? 
Who(m) did Peter go fishing with? 

B: ((He went fishing) with) his brother. 

The with-phrase in [2] can only be questioned by the interrogative pronoun 
who(m) in [la] and [lb]; and yet the mobility and optionality of the with- 
phrase, as shown in [3], are signs of its adverbial status: 

Peter (, with his brother,) went fishing. [31 

Since none of the criteria for prepositional or phrasal-prepositional verbs are 
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compelling, it is best to think of the boundary of these categories as a scale, 
such a s  that depicted in Fig 16.15 : 

Vparr Qpro NO Qadv 

+ + + The police have askedfordetails. 
+ - The queen slept in this bed. 

L41 + 
- + + White winegoes with poultry. 

[S1 

- - She died of pneumonia. 
[61 + 

- - + His job alsocomes into the picture. [71 

- - - She lefi before noon. B1 
[g1 

Vpasr = passive Q,, = pronoun wh-word Q,,, = adverb wh-word 

Fig 16.15 

Of these, [4] is a clear case of a prepositional verb, while [5] and [6] are 
marginally in that class. The matrix is so arranged that the larger the number 
of pluses, the stronger the characteristics of the prepositional verb. For this 
reason, the wh-adverb criterion is expressed in a negative form, ie a plus in 
this column means 'the prepositional verb CanNOT be the answer to a wh- 
adverb'. Ask for in 141 is thus the combination which most clearly meets the 
requirements of the SVO analysis, and lef before in [9], being least like a 
prepositional verb, is to be analysed with equal clarity as: 

She [S] left [V] before noon [A]. 

It is perhaps surprising that [S], with its idiomatic character, scores so low on 
the prepositional verb scale. This is because in this sentence not only the 
verb and particle (come into) but also the object (the picture) is part of the 
idiom, a factor yhich inhibits the passive and interrogative transforms of 
the sentence. 

An additional Criterion for prepositional verbs is our unwillingness to have 
the preposition cdtofffrom thelexicalverb by fronting the whole prepositional 
phrase in (eg) wh-questions and relative clauses (cf lI.l4ff, 17.9ff): 

A: ?*After whom did she look? 
A : Who(rnidid she look afer?} B: She looked after lim' 
A: With whbm did she agree? B\She agreed with lim. 
A: Who(m) did she agree with? 

Similarly What did she wish for? is fully acceptable, but not ?For what did she 
wish? By this test, lookafer and wish for come closer to the ideal prepositional 
verb than does agrhe with. 

l 
Note In addition to the mentioned wh-pronouns who(m) and what, there are other question forms with 

the determiners what and which; eg [S1 could answer the question: 
Which bed did the queen sleep in? 

This alternative construction is ignored for the purposes of the above matrix. 

Criteria for distinguishing phrasal and prepositional verbs 
16.16 The question here is not one of gradience, but of how to distinguish two 

superficially like constructions, that of a Type I prepositional verb like call 
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on in He called on the dean, and that of a Type 11 phrasal verb such as call up 
in He called up the dean (cf 16.6). 

The differences are both syntactic and phonological: 

(a) The particle of a phrasal verb can stand either before or after the noun 
phrase following the verb, but that of the prepositional verb must (unless 
deferred) precede the noun phrase. 

(b) When the noun phrase following the verb is a personal pronoun, the 
pronoun precedes the particle in the case of a phrasal verb, but follows 
the particle in the case of a prepositional verb. 

(c) An adverb (functioning as adjunct) can often be inserted between verb 
and particle in prepositional verbs, but not in phrasal verbs. 

(d) The particle of the phrasal verb cannot precede a relative pronoun at the 
beginning of a relative clause. 

(e) Similarly, the particle of a phrasal verb cannot precede the interrogative 
word at the beginning of a wh-question. 

(f) The particle of a phrasal verb is normally stressed (cf 16.6), and in final 
position normally bears the nuclear tone, whereas the particle of a 
prepositional verb is normally unstressed and has the 'tail' of the nuclear 
tone which falls on the lexical verb (cf App 11.15). 

These criteria are displayed in Table 16.16: 

Table 16.16 Diagnostic frames for phrasal and prepositional verbs 

TYPE I PREPOSITIONAL VERB TYPE I1 PHRASAL VERB 

callon = 'visit' call up = 'summon' 

They called on the dean. They called up the dean. 
(a) *They called the dean on. - They called the dean up. 

(b) They called on him. They called him up. 
U *They called him on. .c *They calledup him. 

(c) They called angrily on the dean. *They called angrily up the dean. 
(d) the man on whom they called *the man up whom they called 
(e) On which man did they call? *Up which man did they call? 
(f) Which man did they C ~ L L  on? Which man did they call UP? 

Other  mul t i -word ve rb  const ruct ions  
Apart from the types of multi-word verb summarized in Table 16.10, some 
other idiomatic verb constructions may be briefly noted. 

(a) VERB-ADJECTIVE COMBINATIONS 
These are similar to phrasal verbs. Compare: 

Megput the cloth straight. Megput the cat out. 

Like phrasal verbs, verb-adjective combinations form cohesive units; but 
unlike phrasal verbs, some of them allow comparative modification: 
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They may be either copular (clause pattern SVC), or complex transitive 
(clause pattern SVOC): 

SVC: break even, pleadguilty, lie low 
SVOC: cut N short, work N loose, rub N dry 
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verbs, or monotransitive verbs with a noun phrase object), we can give only 
a sample of common verbs. In any case, it should be borne in mind that the 
list of verbs conforming to a given pattern is difficult to specify exactly: there 
are many differences between one variety of English and another in respect 
of individual verbs, and many cases of marginal acceptability. 

Sometimes the idiom contains additional elements, such as an infinitive (play ,'L" 
- 3 7  

hard to get) or a preposition (ride roughshod over. . .). I,$ , l  Note The term 'valency' (or 'valence') 1s sometimes used, Instead of complementat~on, for the way In 
which a verb determ~nes the klnds and number of elements that can accompany it in the clause. (The 'N' above indicates a direct object in the case of transitive examples.) 1, Valency, however, Includes the subject of the clause, which 1s excluded (unless extra~osed) from 

(b) VERB-VERB COMBINATIONS 
I n  these idiomatic constructions (cf 3.49-51, 16.52), the second verb is 
nonfinite, and may be either an infinitive: 

make do with, make (N)  do, let ( N )  go, let ( N )  be 

or  a participle, with or without a following preposition: 

put paid to, get rid of, have done with 
leave N standing, send Npacking, knock ~ k ~ i n g ,  get going 

(C) VERBS GOVERNING TWO PREPOSITIONS 

These are a further variant on prepositional verbs: 

It developedfrom a small club into a mass organization in three years. 

Similarly: struggle with N for N, compete with N for N ,  apply to Nfor N, talk 
to N about N.  Normally either one or both prepositional phrases can be 
omitted; egj 

It developed into a mass organization in three years. 

Note To end this suqey of verb idioms and their grammatical characteristics, mention may be made 
of rare pattern4 such as make surelcertain followed by a that-clause; seefit followed by a to- 
infinitive; and Serb + noun combinations such as turn turtle and turn traitor. 

Verbs in r lation to verb co'mplementation 

16.18 In  16.20-67 we survey types of verb complementation, before turning to 
adjective complementation (16.68-83), and (more briefly) to noun comple- 
mentation (16.84-5). Many verbs are versatile enough to allow several 
complement ' ion types (cf the discussion, for example, of get in 10.3). It is 
therefore like "f y to be misleading to talkof 'intransitive verbs', 'monotransitive 
verbs', 'complex transitive verbs', etc. Rather, it is often better to say that 
verbs have 'monotransitive use', 'monotransitive complementation', etc. 
Although one verb may belong to a number of different complementation 
types, it is usually possible to observe a common ground of meaning in the 

f complementation. 

various uses. 
For each type of complementation, we give a list of verbs belonging to that 

pattern. No claim of completeness is made for these lists: when the 
membership of a type is small, a fairly exhaustive list of verbs is given, 
whereas when the membership is very large (as in the case of intransitive 

Verbs in intransitive function 
16.19 Where no complementation occurs, the verb is said to have an INTRANSITIVE 

use. Three types of verb may be mentioned in this category: 

(I) 'PURE' INTRANSITIVE VERBS, which do not take an object at  all (or a t  
least do so only very rarely): 

John has arrived. Your views do not matter. 

Examples : 
appear die fall happen rise 
come digress go lie wait 

(11) VERBS WHICH CAN ALSO BE TRANSITIVE WITH THE SAME MEANING, and 
without a change in the subject-verb relationship. Informally, such 
verbs can be described as having an 'understood object' (cf App 1.54) : 

He smokes (a pipe). I am reading (a book). 

But in some cases the intransitive verb acquires a more specific 
meaning, so that a particular kind of object is 'understood'; eg: John 
drinks heavily ['drinks alcohol']. 
Examples : 

approach drive help pass win 
drink enter leave play write 

(111) VERBS WHICH CAN ALSO BE TRANSITIVE, but where the semantic 
connection between subject and verb is different in the two cases; eg 
the intransitive use has an  affected participant as subject (cf 10.21f), 
whereas the transitive use has an agentive as subject (cf App 1.54): 

The door opened slowly. cf: Mary opened the door. 
The car stopped. cf: He stopped the car. 

Examples: 
begin close increase turn walk 
change drop move unite work 

Type (111) also idcludes intransitive verbs with MUTUAL PARTICIPATION 
(cf 13.60), as in: 

I have met you. - We have met. 
The bus collided with the car. - The bus and car collided. 

Intransitive verbs are numerous, particularly in categories (11) and 
(111). 
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Note [a] The following are examples of intransitive (ie Type I) phrasal verbs (cf 16.3): C 
fallout ['quarrel'] make off['escape'l passaway ['die'] l 
blow over [of a storm, etcl fallback ['retreat'] catchon['understand'] i 
come off ['succeed'] make up ['end a quarrel'] pull up ['stop'] 
look up ['improve'] foll through ['fail'] crop up ['occur'] 
come out ['bloom'] passout ['faint'] opt out [of a choice] 
come to ['become conscious'] fall off['decline'] 

Further examples are to be found in 16.3. 
[b] Category (I) includes the intransitive verbs lie and rise, which are sometimes confused by 
native speakers with their transitivecounterparts loy and raise, becauseof their formal similarity. 
A similar correspondence exists between fall (intransitive) andfell(transitive); eg: They felled a I 

free. I 
l 

Types of verb complementation 

16.20 There are four main types of complementation to consider: 

[A] Copular, eg : John is only a boy. 
[B] Monotransitive, eg: Zhave caught a bigjsh. 
[C] Complex transitive, eg: She called him a hero. 
[D] Ditransitive, eg: He gave Mary a doll. 

Although these complementation types have already been generally discussed 
in 2.16 and elsewhere, it is necessary now to list the verbs of each type in 
more detail, paying particular attention to the active-passive relation (cf 
3.69fn. In  this survey, we shall also list variants on the above patterns; for 
example, cases where the verb is followed by a finite or nonfinite clause. Such 
variants will be distinguished by numbers: [AI], [B2], etc. The various sub- 
types of complementation under these headings are illustrated in Table 16.20. 

In  addition, we shall use where necessary the suffixes 'ph' (for phrasal 
verbs), 'pc' (fop prepositional verbs), and 'ph-pc' (for phrasal-prepositional 
verbs). For ex~mple, [B4ph-pc] will refyr to a class of phrasal-prepositional 
verbs taking a, wh-clause as prepositional object (eg:find out about whether 
. . .). It is not always necessary to recognize such detailed classifications, but 
it is useful to be able to do so when the occasion arises. Two points may be 
noted about complementation of multi-word verbs. First, a phrasal verb 
cannot normal,ly be interrupted by a clause as object: 

He left oddriving a car. * *He left driving a car OK 

Second, a Type I prepositional or phrasal-prepositional verb is appropriately 
classified, for the purposes of complementation, as monotransitive, since the 
prepositional object is analogous (eg with respect to the active-passive 
relation) to a'direct object (cf 16.14). In general, multi-word verbs behave 
like other verbs of the same general type, and we will make a point of 
mentioning them or listing them separately only when they are numerous or 
where there is something special to be noted about them. 

(Note: in Table 16.20, +S = 'with subject'; -S = 'without subject'.) 

Table 16.20 Verb complementation types 

Variants Example Section 

COPULAR (Types SVCand SVA) 
[AI] Adjectival C, Thegirl seemed restless. (16.21) 
[A21 Nominal C, William is my friend. (16.22) 
[A31 Adverbial complementation The kitchen is downstairs. (16.24) 

MONOTRANSITIVE (Type SVO) 
[Bl] Noun phrase as 0 Tom caught the ball. (16.26) 

(with passive) 
[B21 Noun phrase as 0 Paul lacks confidence. (16.27) . . 

(without passive) 
(B31 That-clause as 0 I think that we have met. 
[B41 Wh-clause as 0 Can youguess what she said? 
[B51 Wh-infinitive as 0 Ilearned how to sail a boat. 
[B61 To-infinitive (-S) as 0 We've decided to move house. 
[B71 -Ing clause (-S) as 0 She enjoysplaying sqwsh. 
[B81 To-infinitive (+S) as 0 They want us to help. 
[B91 -Ing clause (+S) as 0 I hate the children quarrelling. 

COMPLEX TRANSITIVE (Types SVOC and SVOA) 
[Cl] Adjectival C, That music drives me mad. 
[C21 Nominal C. They named the ship 'Zeus'. 
[C31 0 + adverbial I Iefi the key at home. 
[C41 0 + to-infinitive They knew him to be a spy. 
[CS] 0 + bare infinitive Isaw her leave the room. 
[C61 0 + -ing clause Iheard someone shouting. 
[C71 0 + -ed clause Igot the watch repaired. 

DlTRANSlTIVE (Type Svoo)  
[Dl] Noun phrases as 0, & 0, They offered her some food. (16.55) 
[D21 With prepositional 0 Please say something to us. (16.56) 
[D31 0, + that-clause They told me that I was ill. (16.59) 

l [D41 0, + wh-clause Heaskedme what time it was. (16.61) 
1 [D51 0, + wh-infinitive clause Mary showed us what to do. (16.62)- 

[D61 0, + to-infinitive Iadvised Mark to see a doctor. (16.63) 

Within the sub-types [All, [A2], etc it is sometimes valuable to distinguish 
additional semantic sub-types, for which the roman numerals (i), (ii), etc will 
be used. Other distinguishing marks applied to verbs in the following sections 
will be explained where they occur. 

Copular complementation 

[All Adjective phrase as subject complement 
16.21 A verb is said to have COPULAR complementation when it is followed by a 

subject complement (C3 or a predication adjunct (cf 2.16, 2.22, 8.26fn, and 
when this element cannot be dropped without changing the meaning of the 
verb. The verb in such a clause is a COPULAR (or linking) verb, and is 
equivalent in function to the principal copula, the verb be. Copular verbs fall 
into two main classes, according to whether the subject complement has the 
role of CURRENT ATTRIBUTE or of RESULTING ATTRIBUTE (cf 10.20). This 
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distinction corresponds to that between CURRENT copulas and RESULTING 

copulas (cf conclusive verbs, 4.35). Normally, current copulas are stative (cf 
. 4.2881, and cannot cooccur with the progressive aspect. 

The distinction is illustrated below with an adjectival complement, the 
first kind of complementation we will consider: 

CURRENT: The girl seemed very restless. 
RESULTING: The girl became very restless. 

The following is a fairly full list of verbs regularly used in this pattern, 
together with typical adjectival complements: 

CURRENT RESULTING 

(i) be (friendly) [NI (iv) become (older) [NI 
(ii) appear (happy) [NI come (true) 

feel (annoyed) [NI end UP (happy) [M 
look (pretty) [NI get (ready) 
seem (very restless) [NI go (sour) 
smell (sweet) grow (tired) 
sound (surprised) [NI prove (rather useful) [NI 
taste (bitter) turn (cold) [AI] , , 

(iii) remain (uncertain) [NI 
keep (silent) 

turn out (fortunate) [IV] 
wind up (drunk) [NI (informal) 

, 

stay (motionless) [NI 

End up, turn out, and wind up are copular phrasal verbs. The verbs marked 
[NI in the list also occur with a noun phrase complement (though not all with : 

the same freedom or acceptability; cf 16.22). The roman numerals in the list 
identify semantic groups which are discussed in 16.24 below. 

In  addition :o the copular verbs above, there are verbs which have this 
function with Severe restrictions on the words occurring in the complement 
(cf 10.16). ~ h (  restriction may be a lexical restriction to certain idiomatic 
verb-adjective: sequences such as rest assured (cf 16.17), or it may be a 
semantic restriction (eg the meaning of blush restricts the adjective to a subset 
of colour words: blush scarlet, but not 'blush green). Some examples are given 
below, with typical adjective complements: 

CURRENT I RESULTING 
l 

( V )  burn (low) ; 
lie (flat) 
loom (large) 
play (rough)i[Nl 
plead (innocent) 
rest (assuredD 
stand (firm) [NI 
stand up (straight) 

\ 
(vi) blush (bright red) 

fall (silent) 
fall down (dead) 
freeze (solid) 
run (wild) 
slam (shut) 
spring (open) 
wax (eloquent) (archaic) 

[b] Die as in- He died younglpoor, etc does not fit easily in@ either of the categories listed. The  
verb die itself is conclusive, but the complement which follows it refers to a current attribute. 
The meaning is: 'He was younglpoor, etc at the time of his death'. 

l 
! [A21 Noun phrase as subject complement 

1 16.22 Again, the verb be is the principal copula used in this pattern: 

I I William is my friend. Oslo seems a pleasant city. 
! 

The verbs marked [NI in 16.21 can be used with noun phrase complements, 
as well as with adjective phrase complements. The following list of such 
verbs is fairly full. However, it should be noted that especially in American 
English, there is a tendency to avoid this construction with certain verbs. 
Instead, both AmE and BrE prefer an infinitive construction (Type [B61 in 
16.38 below) with to be following the finite verb: 

1 It appears the only solution. - It appears to be the only solution. 

There is also, especially in informal AmE, a tendency to prefer a construction 
in which a copular verb is followed by Iike (cf 16.24 Note [a]): 

I 
I It seems Iike the only solution. 

I CURRENT RESULTING 

(i) be (nly friend) (iv) become (an expert) 
(ii) appear1 (the only solution) end up (her slave) 

feel1 (a fool)  rove' (his equal) 
look' (a fine day) turn (traitor) 
seem (a genius) turn out (a success/disaster) 

sound' (a reasonable idea) wind up (a millionaire) (informal) 

(iii) remain (good friends) 

The classes (i-iv) match those in 16.21. (On the omission of the article in the 
complement in become president, etc, cf 5.42.) The superscript '1' indicates 
that such verbs do not often occur in this pattern but (particularly in AmE) 
are preferred in the construction with to be or like (see above). 

Note [a] With a noun phrase complement,/eel has the meaning 'have the sensation of being. . .'; but 
with an adjective complement, it has not only this meaning (as in Shefen ill), but also the 
meaning of 'cause a sensation . . .', as in The table felt rough (cf 4.29f). 
[b] The noun phrase following act as, count as, pose OS, passfor and similar combinations is in  a 
copular relation with the subject, and these combinations may be reasonably described as 

i 'copular prepositional verbs'on the analogy of intransitive and transitive prepositional verbs (cf 
' 16.5-7; also 16.47). Corresponding to these constructions with current meaning are resulting 

copular prepositional verbs such as change into, grow into, and turn into, with the general meaning 
of 'become'. Note the near-synonymy of He turned traitor and He turned intaa traitor. 

1 [c] Some verbsoccur more marginally in the above patterns; eg: stay in Theystayedgoodfiiends. 
Turn as in turn traitor is formulaic, and is more or less restricted to a small number of 
combinations. 

Many of these verbs resemble intransitive verbs, the complement being 
added almost as an optional specifier. 

[d] One or two verbs such as make and port can appear with a noun ~hrase  complement, but not 
with an adjective phrase complement: 

They ported the best of friends. 
They make a charming couple. 

Note [a] Go is current in go hungrylnaked, but is normally resulting elsewhere, as in go [='become'] (In a sentence like They partedfrrendly once more,fiiendly once more would be not a complement, 
sour/red/wild/mad. but a verblessclause; cf 10.16,14.9.) l 
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Semantic notes on copular verbs 
16.23 The .main verb be is the most central copular verb, and the most neutral in 

meaning. It is also overwhelmingly the most common. Although it genbrally 
has current and stative meaning, notice should be taken of its use 
reference to events and activities: 

There was a roar as the ball bounced off the goalpost. 
, 

You're being very helpful. (cf 4.31) 

In some cases, be is close in meaning to become: 

Ann will be a qualified nurse next year. 
Cora was angry when she heard about the accident. 

As the.lists in 16.21-2 show, copular verbs apart from be fall into three 
classes. First, there is the division between current and resulting verbs; then 
the current verbs divide further into 'verbs of seeming' (ii) (including seem, 
appear, and the perception verbs look, sound, etc), and 'verbs of remaining' 
(iii) such as remain, stay, and keep. The resulting verbs (iv) are in the main 
'verbs of becoming', but their meanings differ in detail, as we shall now briefly 
show. 

Become is a process verb (cf 4.34). placing emphasis on the duration of the 
change, whereas get places more emphasis on the agency behind the event or 
on the result of the change: Get ready! but not *Become ready! Go and turn 
tend to refer to changes which happen in spite of human agency, and 
therefore are often used for deteriorations: go mad; go wild; go sour; go stale; 
turn livid; turn white [of hair]; turn sour. Turn more especially seems to apply 
to natural changes from one state to its opposite: turn greenlbrown [of leaves]; 
turn fine/cold [of weather]; turn ripe (BrE). Grow is also associated with 
natural changes, especially with gradual changes (grow old, grow tall), and is 
likely to occur with comparative adjectives as in grow cooler, grow more 
content. In many cases, more than one verb can occur with the same adjective, 
and it is difflcult to give precise conditions for selecting one rather than 
another. , 

Note Come is veryrestricted as a copular verb, but it makes an interesting contrast withgo in examples 
likego wrong/comerrght. The associationofgo withdeterioration (go rotten, etc) iscomplemented 'I' by the association of come with improvement in come true, etc. These associations may be 
connected with the positive and negative direction (from the speaker's viewpoint) of come and 
go as verbsof motion. 

(A31 ~om~lem&tation by an adjunct 
16.24 The principal /copula that allows an adverbial as complementation is once 

again be. The domplementing adverbials, termed predication adjuncts in this 
function, are mainly space adjuncts (cf 8.3,8.39ff): 

The children are at  the zoo. The kitchen is downstairs. 

but time adjuncts too are common with an eventive subject (cf 8.76): 

The party will be at  nine. The outing is tomorrow. 

and other types of predication adjunct are grammatical (for further examples 
cf 10.10). 
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Get and keep are two more copular verbs which occur specifically with 
place adjuncts (or adjuncts metaphorically related to these): 

At last we got home. Get off that chair! 
They kept out of trouble. How did you get here? 

Be, get, and keep are clearly copular verbs in this function because of their 
inability to occur without the adjunct: *The children are; *At last we got; 
*They kept. More marginally, other verbs such as live, come, go, remain, stay, 
stand, lie belong to this category (cf 8.27). These also occur as intransitive 
verbs with roughly the same locative (or abstract locative) meaning, but are 
in many contexts felt to be incomplete unless some complementation is 
added : 

My aunt lives in Shropshire. 
?*My aunt lives. 

The need for the verb to be followed by some complementation is perhaps 
strongest in pure locative statements such as Cannes lies on the French Riviera. 
Whereas verbs like live and lie show the resemblance of adverbial comple- 
mentation to the 'zero complementation' of intransitive verbs, verbs like 
remain, stay, come, go, turn, and grow show its similarity to copular 
complementation by adjective phrases. The parallel is brought out by pairs 
such as : 

( He turned red. I She grew tau. 
He turned into a monster. She grew into afine woman. 

However, for our purposes it will be preferable to treat sequences such as 
turn into and grow into as copular prepositional verbs (cf 16.22 Note [bl). 

Note [a] The verbs of 'seeming' (cf 16.23) seem, appear, look, sound, feel, smell, and taste are 
complemented by an adverbial clause beginning as i/(or less frequently as though) in sentences 
such as the following: 

Jill lookedas fshe had seen a ghost. 
It seems as fthe weather is improving. 

(In a similar meaning, appear and seem can also be followed by a that-clause; cf 16.34.) An 
alternative construction is one in which the as fclause is replaced by a phrase introduced by 
like: 

That music soundslike Mozart. [ie 'like the music of Mozart'l 
Bill looks (just) like his father. 

After the same verbs, one also frequently hears clauses introduced by like, but these are often 
regarded as nonstandard: It seems like the weather is improuing. 
[b] There is also a curious idiomatic use offeellike (cf 16.22 Note [a]) meaning 'want': 

I/eellike a cup of coffee. 
Arguably, this is not copular; it belongs rather to the category of monotransitive prepositional , 

verbs [Blpr] (cf16.28). 
[c] More exceptional cases of verbs with adverbial complementation are: 
(i) behaue followed by an adverbial of manner: 

He prisoner of conscience. 
(However, behaue can also occur intransitively or reflexively as in: Why don't you behove 
(yourseln?) 

(ii) last and take followed by an adverbial of measure (duration): 
took 

The haymaking{laswd(fOr~a week. 
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I n  the case of take the duration adverbial is obligatory, since the verb entails the 
completion of the task. In the case of last, the adverbial is omissible in such examples as: 
The hot weatl~er won't last. 

Monotransitive complementation 
16.25 Verbs used in monotransitive function require a direct object, which may be 

a noun phrase, a finite clause, or a nonfinite clause. In addition to these 
categories the verb may be a Type I prepositional verb (cf 16.5) or phrasal- 
prepositional verb (cf 16.9), which for our present purposes will be treated as 
analogous to a verb with a direct object. We will begin by considering the 
straiehtforward case of verbs with a noun phrase as direct object, and then 
continue with variants of this basic pattern. 

Complementation by a noun phrase as direct object 

[Bl] With the passive 
16.26 Direct objects are typically noun phrases which may become the subject of a 

corresponding passive clause: 

Tom caught the ball. - The ball was caught (by Tom). 

(On the limitations of the passive transformation, cf 3.67ff.) Common 
examples of monotransitive verbs allowing the passive are: 

begin desire , 
believe do 
bite ' doubt 
bring : end 
call r enjoy 
carry i expect 
close ' feel 
cut find 
describe \follow 

get 
hear 
help 
hold 
keep 
know 
lead 
like 
lose 

love 
make 
marry 
mean 
meet 
mind 
move 
need 
obtain 

pass 
produce 
receive 
remember 
require 
say 
see 
start 
study 

support 
take 
use 
visit 
want 
wash 
waste 
watch 
win 

such as end and move, belong to types which can be 
or transitive (cf 16J9). Something of the range of 

can be seen by dividing them into semantic groups 
according to the kinds of subject and object that they take: 

(i) Typically ynimate subject + typically concrete object: 

Professo Dobbs won the prize. - Th i prize was won (by Professor Dobbs). 
carry cover examine see throw win 
clean eat lower stop warch - write 

(ii) Typically animate subject + either concrete or abstract object: 

~ v e r ~ b o d ~  understood the problem. - The problem was understood (by everybody). 
abolish define explain invent report utter 
cover discuss forget lose rule win 
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(iii) Typically animate subject + typically animate object: 
Mrs Wood liked the new neighbours. 5 - The new neighbours were liked (by Mrs Wood). 

admire despise hug kiss reject ridicule 
beat patter kill meet respect support 

(iv) Typically concrete or abstract subject + animate object: 
The news shocked our family. - Our family was shocked (by the news). 

affect bother fascinate incense satisfy trouble 
appal deceive grieve please surprise upset 

Note The following is a sample of monotransitive (or Type 11) phrasal verbs [Blphl with typical 
objects. Further examples are illustrated in 16.4. 

back up ['support' someone] let down rdisappoint'someonel 
blow down (a tree) make up (a story) 
breakoff(negotiations) passowr (a question) 
bring about (a change) put across (an idea) 
burn down (a house) put off (an appointment) 
draw up (a contract) telloff ['rebuke' someone] 
/irrout (a form) turnoff(the light) 
knock down (someone) . win owr ['convince' someone] 

These, like the verbs in (i-iv) above, can be used in the passive voice. 

IB2) Without the passive 
16.27 A few stative monotransitive verbs, the most common of which is have, 

normally do not allow a passive transformation: 

They have a nice house. - *A nice house is had (by them). 

These so-called MIDDLE VERBS, including have, lack,jit, suit, and resemble, are 
discussed in detail in 10.14. 

Note A related type of verb is found in expressions of measure such as cost ten dollars; weigh 20 kilos; 
but these can equally well be analysed as having an obligatory adjunct as wmplementation, 
since How much . . .?is an alternative question to What.. .?in eliciting this kind of expression 
as a reply: 

A: What B : Ten dollars. 
A: How much] does B : Twenty kilos. 

Variants of rnonotransitive complementation 

Complementation by noun phrase as prepositional object 

[Blpr] Prepositional verbs 
16.28 Although verbs such as look at have been classified as 'Type I prepositional 

verbs' (those without a direct object; cf 16.5), in the analysis of complemen- 
tation they fit more happily with monotransitive rather than intransitive 

! verbs. This is partly because of the resemblance of the prepositional object 

t 
to a direct object, eg in accepting a passive voice (cf 16.14), though usually 
with some awkwardness of style: 
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T h e  management paid for his air fares. - His air fares werepaid for by the management. 

But also when a prepositional verb is followed by a that-clause or a to- 
infinitive clause, the preposition disappears, and the prepositional object 
merges with the direct object o f  the monotransitive pattern. Compare the 
following two series, (A) with a prepositional verb and (B) with an ordinary 
monotransitive verb: 

on the meeting. 
[on it. 

on meeting each other. 
(A) They agreed / on when to meet. 

I (that) they would meet. 
to meet each other. [;: meeting. 

meeting each other. 
(B) They remembered 

I (that) they had met. 
to meet each other. 

Y e t  the preposition omitted before a that-clause can reappear in the 
corresponding passive: That they should meet was agreed (on), even in 
extraposition (cf 18.33fl, where the preposition immediately follows the 
passive verb phrase: 

It was agreed (on) eventually that they should meet. 

Examples o f  Type I prepositional verbs are: 
account for concentrate on look ajierlatlonlto 
add to I conform to object to 
adjust to consent to part with 
admit to : contribute to pay for 
agree withlonlto deal with pray for 
aim atlfor decide on preach about/on 
allow for dwell (up)on provide for 
apply for ) enlarge (up)on , quarrel aboutlwith 
argue about hear aboutlof read about 
arrange for hint at refer to 
ask for hope for rejoice at 
attend to insist on rely on 
believe in , interfere with resort to 
call for/(up)on learn about run for 
care for lecture aboutlon speak aboutlon 
comment on listen to take to 
complain about live on think aboutlof 
conceive of long for wish for 

Note [a] When to precedes an infinitive, it is an infinitive marker (as in forget to meet her) and not a 
preposition; when it precedes an -ing participle, however, it is a preposition (as iniihe consented 
to getting engaged). Other examples of to in a prepositional verb preceding an -ing clause are: 
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He admitted to doing his bit. I confiss to telling a lie. 
Thisamounts to doing nothing. She took to playing golf. 

[b] Prepositions may combine with that to form complex subordinatom such as in that, saw that, 
except that (cf 14.12). 
[c] In general, choice of preposition is the same for morphologically related verbs and nouns: 
refir to - re/eence to; beliew in - beliefin, etc. There are exceptions, however: hope as a verb is 
followed by for, while the corresponding noun construction has oj: He hopes for success, but His 
hope of success. 

[Blph-prl Phrasal-prepositional verbs 
16.29 Type I PHRASAL-PREPOSITIONAL VERBS also take a prepositional object. A s  

we saw in 16.9, such verbs can, like prepositional verbs, occur in the passive 
(eg: She dealt with the problem - The problem was dealt with); but many o f  
them are awkward, in fact barely acceptable, in this construction: ?*The 
discussion was walked out on (by the principal negotiator). In the sample list 
below, the verbs marked [P] are among those that can fairly readily occur in  
the passive: 

break in on 
(someone's conversation) 

catch up on (my reading) 
catch up with ['overtake'] 
check up on ['investigate'] [P] 
come down with (a cold) 
cut down on (expenses) 
do away with ['abolish'] [P] 
face up to ['confront'] [P] 
get away with (a crime) 
get down to (serious talk) 

keep away from ['avoid'] 
keep up with (the Joneses) 
look down on ['despise'] [P] 
Iook forward to 

['anticipate with pleasure'] [P] 
look out for ['watch for'] 
look up to ['respect'] [PI 
put up with ['tolerate'] [P] 
run away with 
stand upfor ['defend'] 
turn out for (a meeting) 

Phrasal-prepositional verbs are rather informal, and many o f  them have 
idiomatic metaphorical meanings which are difficult or impossible to 
paraphrase (eg: run away with). 

Complementation by a finite clause 

[B31 That-clause as object 
16.30 The conjunction in that-clauses which function as object may be zero, as in  I 

hope he arrives soon; but when the clause is made passive, the that cannot be 

l . deleted, and thus obeys the same rules as other that-clauses as subject (cf 
15.4). The normal passive analogue has it and extraposition, that being again 
optional : 

Everybody hoped (that) she would sing. 
l That she would sing was hoped by everybody. (stilted) 
i *She would sing was hoped by everybody. 

It was hoped by everybody (that) she would sing. 

That-clauses have one o f  three types o f  verb phrase, depending on the 
'governing' verb in the matrix clause: 
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I is coming alone. 
will be coming alone. 

(A) indicative verb: I suppose that he will.come alone. 

has come alone. 
(B)  putative should: I regret that he should be so stubborn. 
(C)  subjunctive verb: I request that she go alone. 

( A )  with the indicative is the most usual type. The putative should type (cf 
14.25) (B)  is more common in BrE than AmE, and (C) the mandative 
subjunctive (cf 3.58-9) is more common in AmE than in BrE. In BrE the 
subjunctive is felt to be formal, and is found typically in official styles o f  
writing. Corresponding to these three constructions, it is necessary to 
recognize only two main categories o f  superordinate verbs. Type (i) may be i 

l 

called FACTUAL, since it goes with the indicative verb (A),  and introduces 3 

what one might generally describe as factual or propositional information. 
Type (ii) may be described as SUASIVE; such verbs imply intentions to bring I 

about some change in the future, whether or not these are verbally formulated I 

as commands, suggestions, etc. Suasive verbs can be followed in the that- 
clause by all three constructions (A-C), but the indicative ( A )  construction is 
restricted, and is not generally accepted in AmE. 

There are two minor categories, Type (iii) emotive verbs (cf 4.29, 10.23) 
and Type ( i d  hypothesis verbs, which are dealt with in 16.33. These types 
are displayed in Fig 16.30: i 

CLASSES OF VERB VERB PHRASE IN THA 7-CLAUSE l I 
(16.31) (eg: claim) ! 
Type (ii) SUASIVE 

(B) putative should i 
Type (iii) EMOTIVE (C) mandative subjunctive verb 

Minor I 

Fig 16.30 Monotransitive verbs with a that-clauseascomplementation (Class [B3]) 

Type ( i  S) HYPOTHESIS I (16.33)\(eg: wish) 

Note In terms of the speech act classes of 11.2, Type (i) (factual) verbs are associated with the 
expression of speech acts concerned with STATEMENTS, while Type (ii) (suasive) verbs are 

(D) hypothetical past OR were- 
subjunctive 

Type (i): Factual verbs 
16.31 W e  may subdivide factual verbs into 'PUBLIC' and 'PRIVATE' types. The 

former consists.of speech act verbs introducing indirect statements: 

They agree/admit/claim that she was misled. 

The superscripts 1-5 in the lists below are to be interpreted as follows: 
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1 : The verb also occurs in the active with a to-infinitive.directly following: 
He promised to come (cf 16.38). 

2: The verb also occurs with a following noun phrase followed by a to- 
infinitive: They supposed her to be dead (cf 16.50). 

3:  The verb is also a member o f  the suasive group below, in 16.32. 
4 :  The pro-form so can stand in place o f  the that-clause (cf 12.28); eg: I think 

SO. 

5 :  Say occurs with an infinitive, as in She said to come before ten in the 
directive sense o f  'She told us to come before ten'. 

Examples: 
acknowledge2 boast declare2 mention report2 
add certifv2 deny2 object retort 
admit2 claim1 disclose predict4 say2.4. 5 

afirm2 comment exclaim proclaim2 statezv4 
agree1* complain explain2 promise'.2.4 submit 
allege2 concede3 forecast pronounce2 suggest3 
announce2 confess2 foretell prophesy swear 
argue confide guar~ntee'.~ protest testify2 
assert confirm2 hint remark vow' 
bet contend insist3 repeat warn2 

convey maintain4 reply ' write 

The 'PRIVATE' type o f  factual verb expresses intellectual states such as belief 
and intellectual acts such as discovery. These states and acts are 'private' in 
the sense that they are not observable: a person may be observed to assert 
that God exists, but not to believe that God exists. Belief is in this sense 
'private'. Examples o f  such verbs are: 

accept doubt imaginezv4 realize 
anticipate dream imply reason 
ascertain ensure3 indicate4 recall 
assume2s4 establish infer4 reckon'. 

estimate2 insure recognize2 
calculate expect ' 9  judge2 reflect 
check fancy2 know2 remember 
conclude learn1 reveap 
conjecture feel2 mean's2 see 
consider2 find2 note2 sense 
decide'. foresee n o t i ~ e ~ ' ~  show2 
deduce forget1 observe2 signify 
deem2 gather4 perceive2.4 suppose274 
demonstrate guess4 s ~ s p e c t ~ . ~  
determine'. hear4 presuppose2 thinkzv4 
discern hold pretend' understand2' 
discove? hope1' prove2 

Many o f  theseverbs, especially the 'public'verbs, are also used for introducing 
direct speech; eg: 

'Perhaps it's time to leave', suggested Tim. 
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For detailed discussion of this use of verbs of speaking and thinking, cf 
14.30fl. ' 

Note [a] Not included in the first list above are verbs expressing manner of utterance, such asntumble, 
mutter, shout, whimper, whisper, and yell. These can introduce direct speech quotations (eg: 'I am 
ill', she muttered), but they can also introduce indirect or reported speech by means of a that- 
clause: She muttered that she was ill. The list of such verbs is large, and some verbs occur more 
easily with that-clauses than others do. 
[bl All the following phrasal verbs belonging to this 'factual' category are 'public' verbs: chime 
in, let on, let out, make out,pointout, report back: 

Timpointedout that the train was often late. 
In this construction, the particle has to precede the that-clause. 
[c] Among the 'private verbs', see, suppose, and assume can be used with a that-clause in which 
the present tense refers to future time (cf14.23): 

See (to it) that they get something to eat. 
See here means 'make sure'. 
[d] Doubt, being a verb of negative meaning, is typ~cally followed by nlhether/f(cf 15.6. 16.35). 
But more especially when it is in a nonassertive context, doubt occurs with a that-clause: 

1 don't doubt (but) that they'll accept at once. 
Note that in thisconstruction, doubt is sometimes followed by but. Doubt cannot be followed by 
an alternative ivh-clause (cf15.6): 

*I doubt whether or not they'll accept. 

Type (ii): Suasive verbs 
16.32 These verbs can be followed by a that-clause either with putative should (cf 

14.25) or with the mandative subjunctive. A third possibility, a that-clause 
with an  indicative verb, is largely restricted to BrE: 

should leave 
People are demanding the company. [l]  

leaves (esp BrE) 

It is more difficult, in the case of suasive verbs, tomake a subdivision between 
'PUBLIC' and 'PRIVATE' verbs: for this reason, we present the verbs below in a 
single list. ~eSertheless, generally it is useful to see a distinction between the 
'public' verbs bhich describe indirect directives (such as request; cf 14.33), 
and the 'private' verbs which describe states of volition or desire, such as 
intend : 

agree' demand' 
allow2 \ desire'*2 
arrange' . determine1 
ask'. ' enjoin2 
beg'. ensure 
command2 entreat2 
concede 1 grant 
decide' i p t  
decree4 lnstruct2 

intend1. 
move4 
ordain2.' 
order2 
pledge', 
p r a ~ ' . ~ . ~  
prefer'.2*4 
pronounceZ 
propose1. * 

recommend2 
request1.* 
require 
resolve1 
rule 
stipulate 
~ u g g e s t ~ . ~  
urge2 
vote'.2 

The superscripts 1 , 2  and 4 have the same meaning as in 16.31 above. The 
choice between the three constructions in the that-clause in [l]  above varies 
between AmE.and BrE. For detailed discussion of these preferences, cf 
14.25. 

It will be noted that the noun phrase + infinitive construction (416.50) is 
a common alternative to the that-clause for suasive verbs: 

the news to be suppressed. 
intended{that the (should) be (more formal) 

With some verbs, such as allow, the infinitive construction is by far the more 
usual. 

Other types of verb with that-clause complementation 
Type (iii): Emotive verbs 

16.33 This consists of a small group of verbs such as regret, marvel, rejoice, and 
wonder, which can occur with (A) the indicative or (B) the putative should 
construction, but not with the mandative subjunctive construction: 

worries about it. 
should worry about it. 

*worry about it. 

Semantically, this group belongs with adjectival constructions such as be 
sorry, be anxious (cf 16.71). 

Type (iv): Hypothesis verbs 
The two verbs wish end (in the imperative) suppose may be followed by a 
that-clause containing a verb in the hypothetical past or the were-subjunctive: 
I wish (that) she were here; She wished she hadn't spent the money; Suppose 
(that) one of us died. Cf 14.24 on the use of tense and mood following these 
verbs, which may also occur in a number of other patterns. In particular, for 
otherusesofwish,cf16.38, 16.41,16.44, 16.46, 16.57. 

The modal idiom would rather (or its contraction 'd rather) (cf 3.46) is a 
third example of a hypothesis verb: 

I'd rather you didn't mention the piice. 
Many residents would rather that the bus service were subsidized. 

Complementation by an extraposed subject that-clause 
16.34 The that-clause in examples like It seems that you are mistaken is not an object 

of the verb, but rather an extraposed subject. Nevertheless, it resembles other 
that-clauses we have been examining (a) in having a deletable that, and (b) 
in being semantically associated with the preceding verb. Moreover, no 
nonextraposed that-clause is possible in this case (*That you are mistaken 
seems), and so it seems appropriate to include this with that-clause 
complementation. The main verbs occurring in this pattern form two groups 
of synonyms: (i) seem and appear; and (ii) chance, happen, and transpire: 

It appears that Frank lost his temper. 
It happened that the weather was exceptionally cold. 

The phrasal verbs come about [= 'happen'] and turn out [='transpire'] also 
belong here. Appear and seem can be followed by the pro-form so: It seems/ 
appears so. The adverb so sometimes occurs before happen or one of its 
synonyms: It so happenslhappened that. . . . 

Note [a] A related construction with extraposed object (c/ 18.35) occurs in the following transitive 
phrasal verbs: 

let (it) out; noise (it) about/abroad;put (it) about; rub (it) in: 
Jack let (it) out [ =  'divulged'] that the animal had been stolen. 
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The it which occurs as preparatory object is in this case optional, although the omission is not 
usual. In the comparable construction lake it that, the ir is obligatory: I take it that you are 
enjoying yourselves. 
[b] Compare the complementation of seem, appear, etc by an as fclause (cf16.24 Note [a]). 
[c] On the related constructions It strikes me that . . . , It accurs/seents ro me that . . . , cf 16.59 
Note, 16.60 Note. 

[B41 Wh-clause as object 
16.35 Many of the verbs which take a that-clause as object can also take a wh- 

interrogative clause (cf 15.5ff): 

I asked her to confirm whether the flight had been booked. 
Can you confirm which flight we are taking? 
They haven't yet confirmed how much the flight costs. 

Notice that in all three illustrative sentences above, confirm occurs in what 
may be described as a nonassertive context (cf 2.53). The use of the wh- 
interrogative clause (which generally implies lack of knowledge on the part 
of the speaker) is particularly common where the superordinate clause is 
interrogative or negative. On the other hand, there are some verbs which 
themselves express uncertainty, such as ask and wonder: these occur with the 
wh-clause without this nonassertive constraint. Examples of verbs taking the 
wh-interrogative clause are: 

anticipate [NA] doubt note [NAI3 
argue [NA]' enquire2p3 notice [NAI3 
arrange [NAI3 establish3 observe [NAI3 
ascertain3 explain3 perceive [NAI3 
askzs3 express point out [NA] 
beware2 fathom [NA] ponder3 
calculate [NA]~ find out2' predict [NA] 
care [NA]" I forget3 prove 
checkzp3 i guess realize [NA] 
choose3 hear [NA]' record [NA] 
confirm [NA] imagine [NAI3 reflect2 
consider [NAI3 indicate [NAI3 remember [NA]~ 
decide2. ' inquire2. say [NAI3 
demonstrad / judge3 see [NAI3 
depend2 know [NAI3 show3 
disc/ose /earn [NA]~ tell [NA]" 
discover3 make out [NA] think [NAI3 
discuss3 mind [NA]' wonder3 

The symbol [NA] 'after a verb indicates that this complementation is 
particularly likely 40 occur in a nonassertive context. The superscripts 1-3 
are interpreted as follows: 

1 : This verb is part of a negative or predominantly negative construction 
when combined with the wh-interrogative clause: not care; not mind; can't 
fathom; can't tell. 

2: The verb is basically a prepositional verb, and has a preposition which 
may be optionally added (see below). 
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3: The verb can also occur with a following wh-infinitive clause (cf 16.37); 
eg: I didn't know what to say. 

The preposition of a prepositional verb is optionally omitted before a wh- 
clause, and hence it is convenient to include in the above list verbs for which 
the wh-clause is basically a prepositional object. For example: 

I inquired (about) whether the tickets were ready. 
They haven't yet decided (on) which flight they will take. 

For the corresponding passive, again, the preposition is optional, whether or 
not the nominal clause is in extraposition: 

Which flight they will take has not yet been decided (on). 
It has not yet been decided (on) which flight they will take. 

Sometimes there is a slight difference of meaning if the preposition is 
included; contrast: 

She asked what he wanted. 
Z She asked about what he wanted.. 

Whereas ask introduces the question which the speaker actually asked and 
for which she requires an answer, ask about does not indicate what the 
question might have been. Other prepositional verbs in this class are: argue 
(about); beware (of) (cf 3.54 Note); not care (about); check (on); depend (on); 
hear (about); reject (on). There is also the phrasal-prepositional verbjind out 
(about). 

Note A few verbs are followed by a wh-exclamative clause (indirect exclamation; cf 10.104) beginning 
with what or how: I realized what a fool I had been; I know how busy you are. These clauses are 
difficult to distinguish from wh-interrogative clauses. Other verbs in the pattern include excfaim, 
express, marvel, refict, think. 

Complementation by a nonfinite clause 

Nonfinite clauses in complementation 
16.36 When a nonfinite clause follows the verb it is often difficult to separate three 

of the major types of complementation which we distinguished in 2.16. This 
is especially true if a noun phrase intervenes between the superordinate verb 
and the verb of the nonfinite construction: 

They like the children to visit them. 
, They supposed the children to be guilty. 

They asked the children to bring some food. 
l 

On the face of it, all three of these sentences conform to the same pattern 
(verb + noun phrase + to-infinitive . . .). But there are reasons for classifying 

i them differently : 

[l] exemplifies MONOTRANSITIVE complementation (16.38fn 
(c8 They like the children's visits - SVO) 

[2] exemplifies COMPLEX TRANSITIVE complementation (16.43fl 
(c8 They supposed the children guilty - SVOC) 
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[3] exemplifies DITRANSITIVE complementation (16.55m 
(c$ They asked the children a question - SVOO) 

We will return in 16.64ff to differences between examples such as these. At 
present, since we are dealing with monotransitive complementation, we are 
concerned only with the type illustrated by [l]. In nominal function, only two 
kinds of nonfinite clause normally occur: the to-infinitive clause and the -ing 
participle clause. Hence nonfinite clauses functioning as object can be 
distinguished, for the present purposes, in terms of the categories in Table 
16.36: 

Table 16.36 Nonfinite clauses as object 

Without subject With subject 

to-infinitive [B61 Jack hates [BSI Jack hates 
to miss the train. her to miss the train. 

-ing participle [B71 Jack hates [B91 Jack hates 
missing the train. her missing the train. 

In  Table 16.36, the italicized parts are analysed as nonfinite clauses acting as 
direct object. The status of the infinitive clause and its subject in pattern [B81 
is discussed in 16.41. Later, in 16.66, we consider the arguments for 
considering her an  object in the [B81 and [B91 examples. 

The following criteria confirm that the italicized portion of [B6-B91 is 
basically a nonfinite clause as direct object: 

(A) The nonfinite clause can be replaced by a pronoun it coreferring to a 
clause, or by a noun phrase nominalizing the meaning of a clause: 
Everyone Iiees it; He likes her frequent visits. 

(B) The nonfinite clause can be made the focus of a pseudo-cleft sentence (cf 
18.29): 

What eveyone likes (best) is to talk to her. 
What evebone likes (best) is talking to her. 
What he likes (best) is for her to call ojien. 

In this ve r s ib  of [B8], as the infinikve clause is now in complement 
position, the introductory for has to make its appearance. 

(C) For [B81 the introductory for itself, where it appears, is a marker of the 
construction a s  a nonfinite clause. 

(D) Correspondingly, for [B9], a subject pronoun in the objective case can 
often be replaced, in formal style, by a possessive pronoun (cf 14.6): 

He doesn't like melmy coming often. 
This is what one would expect (cf 15.12) given that me and-my can both 
be subjects of a n  -ing clause. 

Not all verbs that we consider direct objects satisfy all these criteria. 
Nevertheless, it is o n  this basis that the verbs listed below are included in the 
classes [B6-B91. 
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[B51 Wh-infinitive clause as object 
16.37 It is as well to begin the survey of nonfinite clauses as objects with clauses 

which happen to be immediately related to those dealt with in 16.35. These 
are wh-infinitive clauses (cf 15.5): 

He learned how to sail a boat as a small boy. 
You must not forget when to keep your mouth shut. 
I couldn't decide (on) which bicycle to buy. 

The last example illustrates the occurrence of the optional preposition with 
prepositional verbs, as already observed with finite clauses of the same type. 
The corresponding passive pattern also occurs: 

The Curies discovered how to isolate radioactive elements. - How to isolate radioactive elements was discovered by the Curies. 

The passive with extraposition (cf 16.30,16..35) is also sometimes possible: l 

Early in the present century, it was discovered how to isolate radioactive 
elements. 

The verbs marked '3' in the list in 16.35 above provide a sample of verbs 
occurring with the wh-infinitive clause as object. 

Note Many verbs which introduce wh-infinitive clauses rarely if ever introduce yes-no interrogative 
clauses (introduced by whether) of the same type: I haveforgotten how to swim but not ' I  have 
forgotten whether to swim. Among such verbs are demoytrote, discowr, and explain. Neveriheless 
in unusual contexts such sentences can be found: 

I have forgotten whether to unfieeze thisfood before cooking it. 

[B61 Subjectless infinitive clause as direct object 
When a subjectless infinitive clause is direct object, the 'understood' subject 
of the infinitive clause is always the same as the subject of the superordinate 
clause. Verbs taking this kind of complementation are listed below, 
subdivided into semantic categories: 

(i) dread [By, B81 (iv) choose [B71 (vi) ask (vii) affect 
hate [B7, B81 hope beg claim 
like [B7, B81 intend [B7, B81 decline profess [B71 
loathe [B7, B81 mean [B7, B81 demand (viii) afford [B71 
love [B7, B81 need [B71 offer attempt [B71 
prefer [B7, B81 plan [B71 promise contrive 

propose [B71 refuse 
(ii) begin [B71 endeavour 

want [B7, B81 swear 
cease [B71 fail wish [B81 undertake learn 
commence [B71 

UU W 
continue [B71 - (v) deign manage 
start 1 ~ 7 1  - disdain [B71 neglect - - 

(iii) forget [B71 help [B7, B81 
scorn [B71 

remember [B71 venture [B71 
regret [B71 

omit 
try [B71 
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The symbols to the right of some verbs indicate that these verbs also occur 
with the subjectless -ing clause (Type [B7]) or with the infinitive clause with 
a subject (Type [BSI). From the latter group, however, verbs such as ask are 
excluded, because the construction of sentences like He asked me to help is 
ditransitive (cf 16.63) rather than monotransitive. 

We now add a list of prepositional verbs belonging to the same pattern 
[B6pr]. The preposition is omitted before the infinitive clause object (cf 9.2), 
but is present where the prepositional object is a noun phrase or, for that 
matter, an  -ing clause. Compare : 

I about the baby. [Blprl 
She didn't bother about feeding the baby. [B7prI 

to feed the baby. [B6prI 
In  the following list, the verbs are placed in semantic groupings corresponding 
to some of those above (apart from an additional miscellaneous group (ix)), 
and the omitted preposition is placed in square brackets: 

(i) long B r ]  [BSI 
ache b r ]  
aim Vor] [BSI 
aspire [to] 
burn b r ]  
burst Vor] 
(not) care Vor] 
clamour Vor] [BSI 
itch Vor] [B81 
yearn h r ]  [BSI 

(iii) bother [about] [B7, B81 
condescend [to] 
delight [in] [B71 
hesitate [about] [B71 

(vi) agree [to/on/about] [B81 
assent [to] . 
consent ltol - - 

(vii) pretend [to] 

(viii) strive vor] 
seek Vor] 

6x1 arrange b r ]  [B7, B81 
decide [on] [B71 
resolveJon] [B71 
prepare Vor] [B71 
serve Vor] [B71 

Examples: ' 

Martin longe? to leave home. 
They sought tq make amends. 
I would hesitate to interfere. \ 
We've decided to move to a new house. 

Note [a] We distinguish the verbs of Type [B61 from catenative verbs (c/ 3.49) of 'seeming' and 
'occurrence' preceding infinitive clauses which are not direct objects, but which relate 
semantically to a that-' lause as subject: He appears to like the show - That he likes the show 
appears [true]. The veks  in this class correlate closely with those occurring with ohliytow 
extraposition of the subject (cfl6.34) appear, seem, chance, happen, turn out: 

It appearedlchanced that the children were asleep. - The children oppeared/chancedto be asleep. 
[b] Another group of verbs which are closely associated with a following infinitive but which do 
not belong to Type [B61 includes hasten, conspire, and set our: 

I hastened to reassure her. 
They conspired to murder Caesar. 
He set out toconquer the world. 
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The to-infinitive here, however, has a resnltative meaning which makes the construction 
resemble on the one hand that of a catenative verb, and on the other hand that of an intransitive 
verb followed by an adjunct. With pay and (to a lesser extent) wait, the adjunct status is more 
obvious, as is clear from thqpossibility of fronting the infinitive clause: 

You have to pay to go in. - (In order) togo in, you have to pay. 
He waited to see her. - ?(In order) to see her, he waited. 

Similarly, unlike begin + infinitive, the infinitive following stop is purposive; contrast: 
She [S] began [V] toeat lunch [O]. 

em: She [S] stopped [V] to eat lunch [A]. 
On the other hand, these two verbs have matching uses in complementation Type [B71: 

eating lunch 

[B71 Subjectless -ing participle clause as object 
16.39 Again, with this type of complementation, the subject of the nonfinite verb 

is usually identical with the subject of the preceding verb: 

I love listening to music. 
The accused denied having met the witness. ' - 

['The accused denied that heishe had met the witness'] 

This rule accounts for the restriction that when the participle is followed by 
a reflexive pronoun, the pronoun normally has to agree (in number, person, 
and gender) with the subject of the superordinate clause: 

E:] enjoys singing to [if',":!] 
- 

But with one small group of verbs (marked '2' in the list below) it is not the 
understood subject of the participle, but its understood object that is identified 
with the subject of the superordinate clause. In such cases, therefore, the 
participle construction matches in meaning the passive of the corresponding 
infinitive construction [B6]: 

mending. painting. 
That door needs{to be painted. 

(The above use of need is often replaced, in dialectally restricted usage, by an 
equivalent use of want.) 

For an additional group of verbs (marked '3' in the list below), the subject 
of the participle is indefinite, and is independent of the subject of the 
preceding verb. For example, in He recommended introducing a wealth tax, it 
is clear that the person recommending the tax is likely to be different from the 
person(s) who would be responsible for introducing it. The meaning of this 
sentence is equivalent to that of He recommended the introduction of a wealth 
tax. 

In the following list of verbs in the pattern of [B7], Types (i) and (ii) 
correspond to Type [B6(i)] ('emotive') and Type [B6(ii)] ('aspectual'). The 
verbs grouped under (iii) are however in this case a miscellany, since further 
semantic grouping is difficult. 
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(i) (can't) bear' (not) fancy1 miss' 
begrudge1 hate1 regret's4 
detestt like1 relish1 
dislike' loathe1 resent1 
dread' love1 (can't) stand1 
enjoy (not) mind' 

(ii) cease quit 
commence resume 
continue 

(iii) admit4 
avoid 
confess4 
consider 
deny4 
deserve2 
discouraget9 
envisage'. 
escape 

j i ~ r ~ e t ' . ~ . ~  
(can't) help' 
imagine1 
involve', 
just i j j~' .~ 
need'. 
permit1' 
propose 
r e ~ a l l ' . ~ . ~  

start' 
stop' 

recommend1. 
remember'. 
repent 
require2 
risk', 

The verbs of Type (i) preceded by a negative (such as can't bear) have a built- 
in negative bias, so that they cannot occur in straightforward assertive 
contexts : 

Cora doesn't mind waiting. ?*Cora minds waiting. 

They can, however, occur in nonassertive contexts: 

Do you mind waiting? 
How can anyone bear wearing clothes like that? 

and also in 'seiond instance' contexts, ie where the construction refers back 
to a nonassertive occurrence of the same construction earlier in the discourse: 

A: I working with that girl. don't fancy 

B: ~el l . '~~I 'm afraid you'll HAVE to 
I l 

Superscripts in (he above lists are interprkted as follows: 

1: The verb also occurs in pattern [B9], ie with a subject preceding the 
participle (cf 16.42). 

2: The participle has a 'passive' interpretation (see above). 
3: The participle has 'independent' interpretation; ie the subject of the 

participle clkuse is not necessarily coreferential with the subject of the 
preceding verb, and may have indefinite meaning. 

4: The participle may occur with a perfective construction: 
I admit having seen it. 111 

But with such verbs, the nonperfective construction can also be used with 
past meaning. Thus [l]  is synonymous with [2]: 

I admit seeing it. 121 
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This paraphrase relation, however, exists mainly with verbs of dynamic 
meaning; contrast verbs of stative meaning: 

I admit knowing him. 
# I admit having known him. 

5: On the construction with try, cf 16.40. 

Examples of prepositional verbs belonging to this class ([B7pr]) are: 

bank on1 decide on play at see about1 
count on1 delight in' resort to shrinkfiom 

Examples of phrasal verbs ([B7ph]) are: 

break o f f  give up leave off put off take up 

Examples of [B7ph-pr] are: 

do away with get around to go in for look forward to 

The following sentences illustrate these patterns: 

We countedon getting there early. [B7prl 
I've taken up playing tennis. ' [ B ~ P ~ I  
Jim is looking forward to having the house to himself. , [B7ph-pr] 

It is important to notice that the to inger around to, look forward to, and resort 
to is not an infinitive marker, but a preposition. Hence I am looking forward 
to seeing you is grammatical, but not *I am looking forward to see you. 

Note [a] The superscript 'l '  in the above lists is not added to verbs like stop, a1tho"gh a noun phrase 
can be inserted between the participle and the preceding verb in such cases: 

They stopped (her) working all night. 
This is because the construction containing the extra noun phrase (her in the above example) is 
arguably complex transitive (cf 16.53) rather than monotransitive (as is evident from the 
marginally acceptable passive ?She was stopped working UN night). 
[b] Also we exclude from the above lists catenative verbs such as go in We went running and get 
in Get mouing! (cf3.49). 

Choice between the infinitive and participle constructions ([B61 and [B7]) 
16.40 Where both constructions [B61 and [B71 are admitted, there is usually felt to 

be a difference of aspect or mood which influences the choice. As a rule, the 
infinitive gives a sense of mere 'potentiality' for action, as in She hoped to 
learn French, while the participle gives a sense of the actual 'performance' of 
the action itself, as in She enjoyed learning French. In the case of try, the 
double meaning is particularly clear: 

to bribe the jailor. 111 
tried(bribing the jailor. P ]  

[l] implies that Sheila attempted an act of bribery, but did not manage it; [2] 
implies that she actually did bribe the jailor, but without (necessarily) 
achieving what she wanted. With other verbs, the difference is more subtle, 
and may be overruled or neutralized by the meaning of the verb of the main 
clause. For example, the negative meaning of avoid and escape cancels out 
the sense of 'performance' in He escaped/avoided being branded as a traitor. 
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Let us  consider more carefully three classes of verb which take both 
constructions : 

(i) EMOTIVE VERBS (see ~ ~ p e  (i) in the lists in 16.38 and 16.39). With the 
verbs which take both constructions (dread, hate, like, loathe, love, and 
prefer) the bias of the infinitive towards 'potentiality' tends to favour its 
use in hypothetical and nonfactual contexts; eg: 

Would you like{?,::) my stamp collection? 

I hate{ ?seeming "Seem}rude, bYtyou're blocking the view. 

O n  the other hand, the participial construction is favoured where the 
speaker is referring to something which definitely happens or has 
happened : 

Brian loathed ~n the country. 

(But with would loathe, the infinitive is just as acceptable as the -ing 
participle.) 

Here to live implies that Brian could exercise choice about where to 
live, whereas living presupposes that he actually did live in the country, 
and probably had no choice in the matter. But in other contexts there is 
little appreciable difference between the two constructions: 

]for yourself, or [~:.~]i~ a restaurant? Do  you prefir cobking 

(ii) ASEECTUAL VERBS of beginning, continuing, and ending also in many 
cases take ;both constructions : 

Lucy stalted/continued/ceased {l0 writing write) while in hospital. 

In  such examples as this, there is no observable difference of meaning 
between the constructions. But in other cases, a contrast between 
'potentiality' and 'performance' may influence the choice: 

to speak, but stopped b'ecause she objected. 
speaking, and kept on for more than an hour. 

The association of the -ing participle with the progressive aspect may 
also influence a preference for the participle where multiple activities 
are involved: 

to open all the cupboards. He began opening all the cupboards. 

Here opening is more appropriate than to open. While some verbs in this 
group (begin, continue, cease, start), allow both constructions, others 
(finish, stop) allow only the participle construction. (Go on and keep (on) 
may be classified as catenative verbs (cf 3.49); onfinish/stop followed by 
the infinitive, cf 16.38 Note [b].) 
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(iii) RETROSPECTIVE VERBS. For three verbs forget, remember, and regret, the 
'potentiality'/'performance' distinction becomes extended into the past 
so that there is a temporal (as well as in part modal) difference between 
the two constructions. The infinitive construction indicates that the 
action or event takes place after (and as a result of) the mental process 
denoted by the verb has begun, while the reverse is true for the participle 
construction, which refers to a preceding event or occasion coming to 
mind at  the time indicated by the main verb: 

I remembered to fill out the form. ['I remembered that I was to fill 
out the form and then did so'] 

I remembered filling out the form. ['I remembered that I had filled 
out the form'] 

i I forgot togo to the bank. ['I forgot that I was to go to the bank, and 
therefore did not do so'] 

I forgot (about) going to the bank. [rare without about; 'I forgot that 
I went to the bank'or '. . . that I should have gone. . .'] 

I regret to tell you that John stole it. ['I regret that I am about to tell 
you that John stole it'] 

I regret telling you that John stole it. ['I regret that I told you that 
John stole it'or '. . . that I am now telling you . . .'l 

[B81 Complementation by to-infinitive clause (with subject) 
16.41 The verbs in this group (as distinct from the apparently similar 'object + 

infinitive' construction; cf 16.50) are restricted to a small number chiefly 
denoting (not) liking or wanting: (can't) bear, desire, hate, like, love, prefer, 
want, and wish: 

They don't like the house to be left empty. 
I wouldn't want you to lose your way. 

After these verbs, the noun phrase preceding the infinitive cannot be made 
the subject of a passive main clause: *The house isn't liked to be left empty (by 
them). 

There is moreover an alternative construction (chiefly restricted to AmE) 
in which the noun phrase is preceded byfor which marks it as the subject of 
an infinitive clause, rather than as object of the main clause: 

Jack prefers for his wife to drive the truck. (esp AmE) 

These two observations point in the direction of a monotransitive analysis of 
such verbs. 

In the following, however,for has a different status and must occur in both 
AmE and BrE : 

They arranged for Mary to come at once. 

In this case the construction is that of a prepositional verb arrange for 
([Blpr]), the infinitive clause acting as prepositional object. Other examples 
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where for occurs as part of a prepositional verb are: askfor, call for, ache for, 
aim for, burn for, burst for, care for, clamour for, crave for, hope for, itch for, 
long for, plan for, prepare for, wait for, yearn for: 

We were all aching/burning/bursting for the performance to begin. 
They planned for the mayor to arrive on the following day. 

For some of the verbs in these clauses, the that-clause with should ([B3(ii)]) is 
an alternative form of complementation : 

They planned that the mayor should arrive on the following day. 

A further reason in favour of a monotransitive analysis of verbs of Type 
[Blpr] is the possibility (in some cases) of a passive, with or without 
extraposition : 

For the administration to resign so quickly was not called for. 
I t  had been arranged for the food to be served indoors. 

Note [a] Some [Bgpr] verbs, such as arrange for, planfir, and preparefir, also have a [B21 construction 
in which they are followed by a direct object. Compare: Haw you arranged the meeting? Hove 
you arranged for the meeting? Compare also She asked for the children to leaue and She asked the 
children to leaue. 
[b] Desire, expect, and intend, although they fit into this category with respect to introductory for 
and the extraposed passive, also accept the passive of the 'raised object' which applies to [C41 
(cf 16.50). Thus expect, for example, permits two associated passives: 

It was not expected for the administration to resign. 
The administration was not expected to resign. 

The former of these, however, is felt to be awkward and of marginal acceptability. On such 
conflicts of classification cf 16.64ff. 

[B91 Complementation by -ing participle clause (with subject) 
16.42 Verbs which Ccept this pattern comprise a considerable subset of those 

verbs accepting the subjectless -ing clause as object: they include the verbs 
marked '1' in the list of 16.39. The genitive form of the subject is an option 
in formal English (cf 15.12), but is often felt to be awkward or stilted: 

I dislike himlhis driving my car. 
We look fortward to youlyour becoming our neighbour. 

l 
In some cases, particularly when the subjbct of the participle is not a pronoun 
and does not have personal reference, the genitive option is rare: 

Peter stopped the { ?vehicle's }crashing into the fence. 
, 

The genitive is a}so rare with a pronoun with nonpersonal reference: 

I look forward to getting warmer in spring. ' {?is] 

The verbs of negative meaning stop, prevent, and prohibit have a related 
ditransitive construction (cf 16.56f) in which the preposition from precedes 
the -ing clause as second object : 

They tried toprevent the planefrom landing on the runway. 
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Thus thefiom is optional. 
In the very few cases where we have a choice between an -ing participle 

and a to-infinitive construction there is usually felt to be a difference of aspect 
or mood such as that described in 16.40: 

I hate the children to quarrel [. . . they're ordinarily such good 
friends]. [ l]  

I hate the children quarrelling [. . . all the time]. L21 

[I] focuses on the children's 'potential' for quarrelling; [2] emphasizes their 
'performance' - the point being that they do quarrel, rather often in fact. An 
aspectua: difference is uppermost in: 

chiming (. . . all night long). 
to chime (. . .just when I'm going to sleep). 

The infinitive suggests a single chime, while the participle suggests continual 
chiming (cf4.35,4.67f). 

Note Verbs of the 'observational' type, eg: notice in I noticed him writing a letter, do not belong in this 
group, and are dealt with in 16.53. For such verbs, the genitive is not a possible alternative: *I 
noticed his writing a letter. 

Complex transitive complementation 
16.43 In 2.16 we applied the term COMPLEX TRANSITIVE to verbs in the patterns 

SVOC and SVOA. In this chapter we extend the term to other clause patterns 
in which an object is followed by another element which is not an object (eg 
a nonfinite clause). A distinguishing characteristic of complex transitive 

.. complementation is that the two elements following the verb (eg object and 
object complement) are notionally equated with the subject and predication 
respectively of a nominal clause. For example: 

MONOTRANSITIVE : She presumed that her father was dead. [ l]  
She presumed her father to be dead. 

COMPLEX TRANSITIVE : l21 
She presumed her father dead. [31 

In [3], her father (0) and dead (C) are equivalent in meaning to a separate 
clause, viz the that-clause in [l]. This relationship remains where the object 
complement is expanded into an infinitive clause, as in [2]. Yet her father to 
be dead, in spite of its clause-like meaning and appearance, does not act 
syntactically as a single constituent, as is evident in the passive, where the 0 

, is separated from its complement: 

Her father was presumed (by her) to be dead. 

This divisibility into two elements of a semantically clausal construction 
following the verb is the defining property of complex transitive complement- 
ation. 

We begin with three already familiar patterns of complex transitive 
complementation: those corresponding to [Al-A31 (cf 16.21 -4). 

Note On the similarities between complex transitive and ditransitive complementation, see 16.66fi 
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[Cl] Adjective phrase as object complement 
16.44 The SVOC pattern (cf 2~16) in which the object complement is an adjective 

phrase is found with verbs which, like copular verbs, may be divided into 
CURRENT and RESULTING types: 

You should keep the cabbage fresh. 
That music drives me mad. 

The verb keep in [l] introduces the current attribute fresh, while the verb 
drive in [2] introduces the resulting attribute mad. These two verbs therefore 
exemplify the two main categories of complex transitive complementation in 
this pattern. The current verbs (cf 16.21f) are usually staiive, and the 
resulting verbs are always dynamic. Further examples of each type are: 

CURRENT RESULTING 

(i) hold [C21 (v) drive [C41 
keep [C21 get [C41 
leave [C21 make lC2. C41 

(ii) call [C21 prove [B3; ~ 2 , - ~ 4 ]  

confess [B3, C2, C41 render [C41 

profess [B3, C2, C41 send 

pronounce [B3, C2, C41 turn 

report [B3, C41 (vi) certify [B3, C2, C41 

(iii) like 
prefer [B31 

declare [B3, C2, C41 
proclaim [B3, C2, C41 

want 
wish [B3, C2, C41 

(iv) believe [B3, C2, C41 
consider [B3, C2, C41 
deem [ ~ 3 :  C2, C41 
find [B3,(=2, C41 
hold [B3, C41 
imagine [B3, C2, C41 
judge [ ~ 3 , \ , ~ 2 ,  C41 
presume [B3, C2, C41 
rate [C2,&] 
reckon [B3; C2, C41 
suppose [B3, C2, C41 
think [B3, C2, C41 

Type (i) is a cate ory of current verbs of general meaning; Type (ii) consists 
of factual speech i ct verbs (cf 16.31); Type (iii) of volitional verbs; Type (iv) 
of verbs of intellectual state; Type (v) of general resulting verbs; and Type 
(vi) of resulting verbs referring to speech acts which have the performative 
force of declarations. (Hold occurs twice in the above list: as a general verb 
[Type (i), as in She held her head high]; and as an intellectual state verb [Type 
(iv), as in I hold you responsible]). The symbols added after some verbs 
indicate other related complementation types to which those verbs belong: 

[B31 The verb can also be used monotransitively (cf Note [a]) with a 
that-clause. 

[C21 The verb can also occur with a noun phrase as object complement. 
[C41 The verb can also occur with an object + infinitive construction. 

Examples: 

The secretary left all the letters unopened. (9  
The doctors pronounced her condition utterly hopeless. (ii) 
I want my coffee stronger than this. (iii) 
We've alwaysfiund the assistants veryfiiendly. (iv) 
The long walk made us all hungry. (v) 
They have declared the house unfit for habitation. (vi) 

Note that the adjectival complement may contain modifiers and adjectival 
complementation (cf 16.68-83). A passive construction in which the direct 
object becomes subject is also an important criterion: 

All the letters were lefi unopened (by the secretary). (i) 
Her condition waspronounced utterly hopeless (by the doctors). (ii) 

Note [a] There is sometimes a meaning difference between the object complement co?structlon and 
the corresponding that-clause [B31 or object + infinitive [C41 construction: 

I imagined myself severely ill. L31 
# I imagined myself to be severely ill. [4l 

Sentence [3] suggests that the speaker is indulging in a flight of fancy; sentence [41 suggests that 
the speaker is deluding himself (eg that he is a hypochondriac). A difference is also to be 
observed between 151 and [61: 

They got him angry. [4 
# They got him to be angry. [61 

where [5] suggests 'made him angry in spite of himself', and [6] suggests 'persuaded him to be 
angry'. (Yet a third meaning is represented by Don't get me wrong ['Don't misunderstand me'].) 
Two further contrasts are: 

We found the children undernourished. ['We encountered them in that condition'] [7] 
# We found the children to be undernourished. [g] 

['Our examination revealed their condition'] 
and : 

He declared the meeting official. L91 
He declared the meeting to be official. [l01 

where [g] has a performative and resultative force ('The meeting becameofficial as a result of his 
announcement') not regularly present in [IO]. 
[b] Haw in sentences such as We have two employees sick is not a member of the [Cl] category, 
but belongs to a special have-existential construction to be discussed, with existential sentences 
in general, in 18.51. Since it has no passive, thisclause construction lacks one criteria1 feature of 
complex transitive constructions: *Two employeesare hadsick. 
[c] There is a variant order in which the object complement precedes the object; eg: He thought 
desirable most of the women in the room (cf 18.37). This order tends to occur when the object is a 
long noun phrase. 

16.45 In addition to the verbs listed in 16.44 above, there are many verbs which 
belong more peripherally to Type [Cl]. Their membership is more peripheral 
in one or both of the following respects: (a) They occur only in restricted 
sequences such as rub . . . dry (cf 16.17); (b) They can occur in the [Bl] 
monotransitive construction without appreciable change of meaning; ie, the 
object complement is optional, and resembles an optional adverbial. In the 
following typical collocations, the object noun phrase is symbolized by N : 
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CURRENT RESULTING 

bring (a child) up healthy' Boil (an egg) so$' 
buy N cheap1 crop (hair) short1 
return (a'letter) unopened1 freeze N hard1 
serve (food) hot/coldl paint N redlbluel . . .' 
sell N cheap/newl roll N flat 

sweep (the floor) clean1 
colour N blue/yellow/. . . l  

dye N pinklgreenl . . . l  

knock (someone) senseless 
polish N smooth1 
scrape N clean' 
swing (a door) open 

For those combinations marked 'l', the object complement could be easily 
omitted without a change in the basic sense of the verb. 

Among resulting attributes, the adjectives open, loose,free, and clean are 
particularly common: push N open, shake N loose, set N free, wipe N clean. 

The collocations make sure and make certain are in that the object 
is a that-clause and always follows the adjectival complement: 

Please make sure/certain that you enclose your birth certificate. 

~ h e i e  is no passive *be made sure/certain . . . With other collocations, the 
that-clause object is postponed by extraposition (cf 18.35): 

H e  found it strange that no one else had arrived. 
I think it very odd that she left without saying goodbye. 
The emperor pronounced it illegal for landlords to enfranchise their 

tenants. 

Extraposition is optional with make N clear, and therefore the preparatory it 
may be omitted : She made (it) clear that we were regarded as trespassers. 

Note [a] Some collocations, require the object to be a reflexive pronoun: I laughed mysel/sick; They 
roared themselves hoaise. Here the object complement cannot be omitted: 'I laughed myself: 
[b] The resultative paqern illustrated in this section is quite productive, and occurs with rare or 
newly-converted verbs,such as sellotape and scotchtape: sellotape Nfi t  (BrE); scotchtape Nflat 
<AmE). Similarly: 1 \ 

I've deepjrozen the bread solid. 

[C21 Noun phrase as object complement 
16.46 Most of the verbs listed in 16.44 can occur also with a noun phrase 

l complement. In addition, there are a few verbs which occur with a noun 
phrase, but not with an adjective phrase, as complement, eg: appoint. These 
verbs, marked 'l' in the list below, can also occur with the object + infinitive 
construction : 

The queen ajpointed William Cecil (to be) her personal secretary. 

The list is subdivided into categories corresponding to those in 16.44: 

(i) hold2 (iv) believe (v) appoint1* 2* 

keep2 consider2 choo~e' .~.~ 
leave2 deem e l e ~ t " ~ , ~  

(ii) call esteem1* 2. make 
confess find prove 
profess imagine2 vote' 
pronounce judge2 (vi) 

presume 
(iii) wish certifv2v3 rateZ christenlS3 

reckon2 crown1s2v3 
suppose declare 
think proclaim 

n ~ m e l . ~ , ~  

The superscript '2' indicates that the as-construction (cf 16.47) is also possible. 
The superscript '3' indicates that the verb is also monotransitive, and that 
the verb retains the same meaning when the object complement is omitted. 
Hence She appointed him secretary implies that she appointed him. Examples 
of each sub-type follow. With profess and wish, which are used to illustrate 
sub-types (ii) and (iii) respectively, a reflexive pronoun as object is normal. 

She held her niece (a) captive for several years. 6 )  
The princeprofissed himself a supporter of free speech. (ii) 
I have often wished myself a millionaire. ' (iii) 
Charles does not esteem him a trustworthy adviser. (iv) 
The committee has elected you its chairman. (v) 
Her parents named her Sophia after her grandmother. (vi) 

Some verbs in this pattern are unlikely to occur in the active; eg: think, 
believe, reckon. The following are examples of the passive construction: 

Her niece was held (a) captive for several years. (i) 
She was named Sophia after her grandmother. (vi> 

As with Type [Cl], the object may be a clause postponed by extraposition: 

We have made it a condition that the new agreement be signed by ail the 
original signatories. 

He has proved it a fallacy that old age brings wisdom. 

Note [a] The zero article occurs optionally with captive and prisoner as object complements, as in  (i) 
above: She held her niece (a) caprice. Hold . . . captiw/prisoner and keep . . . captive/prisoner are 
unusual in that the omitted article is indefinite rather than definite. Examples of the zero article 
with definite meaning (cf5.42) are: 

Edgar was judged overall winner. 
They appointed Sue captain of the athletics team. 

[b] The object + infinitive construction with tobe, as with Type[CI], is not alwaysequivalent to 
the pattern with a phrasal object complement. For example, name can be used with to be only if 
the following noun phrase designates a future roleor status: 

Her parents named her ('to be) Gladys. 
The selectors named her (to be) a member of the touring team. 

As can be used with name only on the same condition as applies to to be: 'Her parents named her 
as Gladys (cf16.47 below). 
[c] The copular relation can obtain not only between the object and complement as in [l], but 
also between subject and complement as in [2]: 
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She made him a good husband. (SV0,C.) 
She made him a good wife. (SVOiCJ 

01 
(21 

[I] has the passiveanalogue He lvasn~adeagwdhusba~~d; but in the entirely different construction 
of 121, where the copular relation is between she and a good wi/e. no passive is possible. The 
meaning is: 'She was a good wife to him'. A prepositional verb of this same unusual pattern is 
strike. . . as in, for example: 

He struck me as a brilliant strategist. 
where a brilliant strategist is subject complement. 

[Clpr] and [C2pr] Object complement following prepositional verb 
The preposition as designates a copular relation, particularly in specifying a 
role or status associated with the direct object: Thechurch condemned the relic 
as a fraud. Following a complex transitive verb and a direct object, the 
prepositional complement of as functions semantically as an attribute, and 
may be termed a 'prepositional object complement' in the same way as the 
noun phrase following a transitive prepositional verb is called a prepositional 
object: 

a genius. [C21 
as a genius. [Czpr] 
to be a genius. [C41 

- He was cohidered (as) a genius. 
to be a genius. 

Consider as, like regard as, class as, etc, therefore exemplifies yet another type 
of prepositional verb: one that is followed by a prepositional object 
complement rather than a prepositional object. 

Occasionally the preposition for occurs in this copular function, instead of 
as : 

He took these words as evidence. He took mefor a fool. l 
In the fo~lowin~list, for verbs in column (i) the preposition is optional, where 
for verbs in col$mn (ii) the preposition is obligatory: 

(i) appoint (as)' 
choose (as) : 

count (as) 
deem (as) I 
esteem (as)' 
rate (as) 
reckon (as) 
report (as) / 
elect (as)' I 
certifv (as) 
crown (as)' 
make (into)' 
proclaim (as) 

(ii) accept as 
acknowledge as 
characterize as 
class as , 
define as 
describe as 
intend as' 
mistake for 
regard as 
see as 
take aslfor 
treat as 
use as 

Most verbs in [Clpr] and [CZpr] can also introduce an adjective phrase in the 
function of prepositional object complement: 
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The experts rated his paintings (as)poor but representative of 
their class. 

They classed Jane aspartially sighted. 
The media described the situation as hopeless. 

The situation was described as hopeless. 

Verbs not allowing this construction are marked '1' in the above lists. The 
construction is exceptional in allowing an adjective phrase to occur after a 
preposition. A more orthodox construction is obtained by adding the word 
being before the adjective phrase, and thereby converting the prepositional 
complement into a nominal -ing clause: 

The media described the situation as being hopeless. 

Note [a] Count as and rate as can also occur in an analogous asconstruction without the object, as 
'prepositional'copular verbs; eg: This counts/ratesasa notablesuccess (cf 16.22 Note Ibl). 
[b] Although as is classed as a preposition in the above pattern, it in some ways resembles the 
conjunction as which introduces clauses of comparison (cf 15.71). Consider the following curious 
examples, in which as introduces on the one hand a clause and on the other hand a noun phrase 
in an appositional relation to the clause: 

Report me as I am - a  superannuated don. 
He described her as hefound her, a liar. 

[C31 ~dmplementation by object and adjunct ., 
16.48 Our next category, Type [C3], consists of verbs which occur in the SVOA 

pattern (cf 2.16), ie verbs which have as their complementation an object 
followed by a predication adjunct. The most characteristic adjuncts to occur 
in this pattern are prepositional phrases of space, and more particularly of 
direction; eg: 

I slipped the key into the lock. 
He stood my argument on its head. 
Take your hands out ofyourpockets. 

The passive is illustrated by: 

The key was slipped into the lock. [lal 

Sentence [2] exemplifies the abstract or metaphorical use of such verbs and 
adiuncts. Manv of the verbs which fit into this pattern are causative verbs of 
motion: put, get, stand, set, sit, lay, place, send, bring, take, lead, drive, etc. 
The class is open-ended, since verbs normally without causative meaning 
can be adapted to this function; eg: show, see, elbow, etc in: 

The attendant showed us to our seats. ['conducted us. . .'] 
May I see you home? ['escort you. . .'l 
He elbowed and bribed his way to fame. 
They talked me into it. ['persuaded me. . .'l 

Other verbs are associated with space position adjuncts rather than direction 
adjuncts : 

They left the papers at my ofice. 
Always keep your eyes on the road when driving. 
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The attackers caught us offour guard. 
He wished them at thebottom ofthe sea. 

Again, the spatial meaning of the adjunct may beunderstood in some abstract 
or metaphorical sense, as in the third example above. 

Adjuncts of other semantic types are less common, but instances are the 
adjunct of manner following treat: 

badly. 
Her parents treated her 

asllike a small child. 

and the optional adjunct of duration following last: 

This money will have to last you (Cfor) sixmonths). 

Note [a] Treot has a different meaning when the adjunct is omitted: 
Her parents treated her. [= 'did something pleasant for her'] 

[b] Superficially similar to the above pattern is that illustrated by remind andfirnisl~ followed by 
an object and a prepositional phrase: 

She reminds me of my sister. 
They furnished all the passengers with lge jackets. 

These however are classed as transitive prepositional verbs (cf 16.7-S), and will be dealt with in 
16.56f below. The difference between these prepositional verbs and verbs of complementation 
Type [C31 is that in the former case the lexical verb governs a particular preposition, remind. . . 
oj; furnish . . . with. (Alternative prepositional constructions are sometimes available, however: 
provide . . . with,provide . . . f ir . )  

Variants of complex$ransitive complementation 
16.49 We now examine variants of complex transitive complementation in which 

the direct object is followed by a nonfinite clause acting as predication 
adjunct. All four kinds of nonfinite construction (cf 14.6-8) are possible: 

[C51 bare infinitive : [C71 -ed participle : 
I heard someone slam We saw him beaten by the 

The nonfinite clause in these patterns (in italics in the above table) has no 
subject itself, but its implied subject is always the preceding noun phrase, 
which is object of the superordinate clause. This noun phrase, which if a 
personal pronoun is in the objective case, is commonly termed a RAISED 

I OBJECT (cf further 16.64ff3: semantically, it has the role of subject of the 
nonfinite verb; but syntactically it is 'raised' from the nonfinite clause to 
function as object of the superordinate verb. Hence in general, this noun 
phrase (in italics in the table below) can become subject of the corresponding 
passive. (The passive of [C51 normally requires substitution of a to-infinitive 
for a bare infinitive; the passive of [C71 is of marginal currency; cf 16.54 
Note [a].) 
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I [C41 He was known to be a spy. [C61 Ann was caught reading my I diary. I 

On the face of it, the patterns [C41 and [C61 are indistinguishable from the 
monotransitive patterns [B81 (eg: She hates the train to be late) and [B91 (eg: 
She hates the train being late), in which the nonfinite clause has a subject of its 
own. The ability of the noun phrase preceding the nonfinite verb to become 
subject of a passive is, however, an  important distinction between them (see 
further 16.51 and 16.53). 

[C51 Someone was heard to slam 
the door. 

Note These patterns [C41 and [C61 are distinguished from corresponding patterns in which the 
nonfinite clause is an adverbial by the fact that the implied subject of the nonfinite verb is 0 
rather than S. Note the ambiguity of: 

She left him tofinish the job. She left him holding the baby. 

[C71 He was seen executed by a firing 
squad. 

[C41 Object + to-infinitive complementation 
16.50 The verbs in this group are rather numerous, and may be subdivided, 

semantically, into the following categories: " 

(i) announce (iii) intend (vii) assist 
declare mean bother 
proclaim 
pronounce 
report 
repute [esp P] 
rumour [P onlyl 
say [P onlyl 
tip (esp BrE) 

(ii) assume 
believe 
conceive (formal) 
consider 
expect 
feel 
find 
imagine 
know 
presume 
reckon 
see [P onlyl 
suppose 
take 
think [esp P] 
understand 

(iv) appoinf 
elect 
name 
vote 

(v) cause 
drive 
force 
get [no P] 
lead 
prompt 

bribe 
condemn 
dare 
defy 
encourage 
help 
induce 
inspire 
press 
summon 

(vi) allow 
authorize 
compel 
constrain 
enable 
entitle 
equip 
fit 
oblige 
permit 
require 

[P = Passive] 
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Types (i) and (ii) correspond to the factual verbs of category [B31 discussed 
in 16.31: the nonfinite construction following these verbs can often be 
replaced by a that-clause with an indicative verb. Compare: 

The police reported that the traffic was heavy. [B31 
= The police reported the traffic to be heavy. (formal) [C41 

{ 
John believed that the stranger was a policeman. [B31 

= John believed the stranger to be a policeman. (formal) [C41 
With factual verbs such as these, the nonfinite clause normally contains the 
verb be or some other verb of stative meaning. Especially when the nonfinite 
main verb is other than be, the finite clause (of pattern [B3]) is preferred to 
the infinitive one, except that the infinitiveconstruction providesaconvenient 
passive form: 

The traffic was reported to be heavy. 
The stranger was believed to be a policeman. 

Some verbs in this construction have no that-clause equivalent: 

They tipped him to be the next president. (esp BrE) - He was tipped to be the next president. 
(*They tipped that he would be the next president.) 

Some verbs (marked [P only] in the list above) occur only in the passive 
version of this construction: 

The field marshal was said to be planning a new strategy. 
(*Someone said the field marshal to be planning a new strategy.) 

Other verbs (marked [esp P]) occur chiefly in the passive: 

The Broadway production was thought to have made Max's fortune. 
(?Newsmbn thought the Broadway production to have made Max's 
fortune.) I 

Of the two classek of factual verbs, Type (i) consists of public verbs (cf 16.31) 
referring to a speech act, and Type (ii) consists of private verbs expressing 
belief, etc. :i 

! 
l \ 

16.51 Of the remaining semantic types, Type (iii) consists of verbs of intention (on 
intend itself cf 16.41 Note [bl); Types (iv) and (v) consist of causative verbs, 
where the infinitive clause identifies the resultant state (Type (iv) verbs also 
belong to class [?l]); Type (vi) consists of verbs with a modal character, 
expressing such cpncepts as enablement, permission, and compulsion; and 
Type (vii) consistk of a variety of verbs of 'influencing' between which a 
common factor appears to be that the nonfinite clause has a purposive 
meaning. Examples are : 

(iii) They intended Mary to sing an aria. 
(- Mary was intended to sing an aria.) 

(iv) The meeting elected Mr Martin to be the next treasurer. 
(- Mr Martin was elected to be the next treasurer.) 

(v) This optimistic forecast led the administration to promise tax cuts. 
(- The administration was'led (by this optimistic forecast) to 
promise tax cuts.) 

(vi) My contract allows me to take one month's leave. 
(- I am allowed to take one month's leave.) 

(vii) Our teachers encouraged us to think for ourselves. 
(- We were encouraged to think for ourselves.) 

In Type (iv), the infinitive main verb is normally be, and can be omitted: 
They appointed her (to be) the social secretary. This type overlaps with Type 
(v), 16.46. 

Note [a] There are a number of multi-word verbs in this category: IC4prl: count on . . . to . . .; depend 
on . . . to . . .; rely on . . . to . . .; [C4ph]: make . . . out to . . .; [C4ph-pr]: keep on ot . . . to . . . 
(which has no passive). Examples are: 

1 am depending on you to give us your full support. 
They made him out to be a monster of depravity. 
Why do you keeponat me to work harder? 

[bl Some passives of pattern [C41 (eg: be allowed, be supposed) have a semi-auxiliary (cf 3.47/) 
interpretation in which they lose their connection with the corresponding active construction, 
especially as regards agency. 

\ 

I [C51 Object + bare infinitive complementation 

l 16.52 This pattern occurs with a relatively small number of verbs: 

(i) have (ii) jkel overhear [P?] (iii) help [P?] 
let hear [P] see [P] know [P] 
make [P] notice [P?] watch 

observe [P] , 

Type (i) consists of verbs of coercive meaning; Type (ii) has perceptual verbs 
of seeing and hearing; and Type (iii) is a residual class of two verbs which 
are optionally followed by a toinfinitive. The marker [P] indicates that the 
passive (normally with a b-infinitive) is possible; [P?] indicates that the 
passive is of doubtful or limited acceptability. 

(i) You shouldn't let your family interfere with ourplans. 
We must make the public take notice of us. 

(- The public must be made to take notice of us.) 
(ii) Did you notice anyone leave the house? 

The crowd saw Gray score two magnificent goals. 
(- Gray was seen to score two magnificent goals.) 

, (iii) Sarah helped us (to) edit the script. 
I have known John (to)give better speeches than that. 

I 
(- John has been known togive better speeches than that.) 

Know followed by the bare infinitive is confined mainly to BrE, and to the 
perfective aspect: have known. Let in group (i) is in other constructions 
classified as similar to an auxiliary (cf 3.51). Let has an apparent passive in  
combination with such verbs as let go and let fall, but these are best regarded 
as fixed expressions, in which let has an auxiliary or particle-like function: 

l 
They let the prisoner go home. - ?The prisoner was let go home. 



Note that this apparent passive has the bare infinitive, in contrast, for 
example, to make, which has to have the to-infinitive in the passive: 

They made him understand. - He kas  made to understand. 

A third verb in group (i) is have, which (like have in monotransitive 
constructions) does not occur in the passive: 

They had me repeat the message. - *I was had (to) repeat the message. 

Note [a] The formulaic nature of let himgo and similar expressions is illustrated by variants such as 
[l-31, which cannot be fitted into any regular complementation pattern: 

{ 
go the rope. 

They let the ropego. 
[I1 

go ofthe rope. 
[21 
[31 

[b]Of the two constructions with help, that with to is more common in BrE, and that without to 
is more common in AmE. 
[c] A rare verb in category (i) is the now rather archaic bid, with a to-infinitive complementation 
in the passive: 

They bidlbade me sit down. - I was bidden to sit down. 

[C61 Object + -ing participle complementation 
16.53 The verbs in category [C61 consist of verbs of perception (Type (i)), verbs of 

encounter (Type (ii)), and two verbs of coercive meaning (Type (iii)): 

(i) feel [CS] see [CS] (ii) catch (iii) have 
hear [CS] smell discover get 
notice [CS] spot find 
observe [CS] spy leave 
overhear [CS] watch [CS] 
perceive 

Perception ve+s marked [CS] occur also with the bare infinitive pattern 
[CS]. With sue$ verbs there is an aspect difference between [CS] and [C6], as 
described in 4.61 f: 

Tim watched Bill mendlmending the lamp. 

The bare infinitiye, having nonprogressive meaning, implies that Bill did the 
whole job while Tim was watching; the-ingclause, with progressivemeaning, 
has no such implication. 

This complementation pattern differs from that of [B9], not only in its 
progressive aspect, but also in that the noun phrase following the 
superordinate verb cannot take the genitive (or possessive) form (cf 16.42): 

I saw him l$ing on the beach *I saw his lying on the beach. 

Another difference from pattern [B91 is that the -ing predication can normally 
be omitted without radically altering the meaning: 

I saw him lying on the beach. [entails: Isaw him] 

Contrast: 
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The,passive with this pattern is regular: ; 
We could hear the rain splashing on the rooJ 

The rain could be heard splashing on the roof. 
A teacher caught them smoking in theplayground. - They were caught smoking in theplayground (by a teacher). 

Prepositional verbs with this type of complementation ([C6pr]) include come 
across, come upon, listen to, and look at:  Look at those children climbing the 
wall. But these [C6pr] prepositional verbs have no prepositional passive: 

searching the building. 

Have in this construction (cf 18.51ff) also has no passive, in keeping with its 
use in other constructions: 

She had us working day after day. 
*We were had working day after day. 

Note Feel occurs especially with a reflexive pronoun object: Shefilt herselflolling in low. 
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IC71 Object + -ed participle complementation 
16.54 We can distinguish three small groups of verbs complemented by a raised 

object followed by an -ed participle clause: 

(i) CAUSATIVE verbs : get, have 
She gotlhad the watch repaired immediately. 

(ii) VOLITIONAL verbs: want, need, like 
I wantlneed this watch repaired immediately. 

(iii) PERCEPTUAL verbs: see, hear,feel (oneself), watch 
Someone must have seenlheard the car stolen. 

l A fourth group is peripheral to this construction: 

(iv) Verbs for which the -ed participle describes a resulting state:$nd, 
discover, leave 

Theyjbund/discovered/leji him worn out by travel and exertion. 

In this construction, as in that of [C6], have can have either an agentive 
causative meaning, or a stative meaning. Hence Theguardpatrol had two men 
shot is ambiguous, meaning either 'The patrol caused two men to be shot', or 

I 'The patrol suffered the loss of two men by shooting'. The latter meaning is 
that of the have-existential construction (cf 18.51ff). In general, this 
complementation type is semantically equivalent to one with an infinitive 
form of the verb be. Thus in Type (ii), I would like my room cleaned is 
synonymous with I would like my room to be cleaned; in Type (iii), He saw the 
team beaten is synonymous with He saw the team be beaten. 

Note [a] There is no passive for most verbs in pattern [C7], and at best the passive is dubious: ?The 
car must have been seen stolen. The acceptability of the passive with Type (iv) is exceptional: I hate my friends leaving early. [does not entail: I hate myfriends] 
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The car was found abandoned. This is, indeed, an indication that Type (iv) may not belong here 
so much as with the object complement construction [Cl], the participle construction being 
adjectival (cl: an abandoned car). 
[b] In addition to the two meanings of have + object + -ed participle above, a third meaning 
results if the -ed clause is analysed as a postmodifier of the object; eg: She had a book (which was) 
stole~~frorn the library. 

Ditransitive complementation 

[Dl] Noun phrases as both indirect and direct object 
16.55 Ditransitive complementation in its basic form involves two object noun 

phrases: an indirect object, which is normally animate and positioned first, 
and a direct object, which is normally concrete. The two noun phrases differ 
from those of [C21 in not being in a copular relationship: 

He gave the girl a doll 
U* 

S v : Oi Od 

The difference between this and complex transitive complementation is seen 
in : 

SVOC: He found her a loyal friend. 
(- She was a loyal friend) 

SVOO:: He found her an apartment. 
. (- The apartment was for her) 

The characteristics of indirect objects in contrast to direct objects are fully 
discussed in 10.7. 

Some ditransitive verbs have two passive analogues, which we shall 
distinguish as 'first' and 'second': 

The girl W;$ given a doll. [FIRST PASSIVE] 
A doll was given the girl. [SECOND PASSIVE] 

Of these two, the first passive, in which the indirect object becomes subject, 
is the more common. The prepositional paraphrase is more usual, as an 
alternative, than ihe second passive: A dol<was given to the girl. (For a list of 
verbs of Type [~1 '] ,  cf 16.57 below.) 

[D21 Object and prepositional object 
16.56 In the ditransitiqe category, prepositional verbs form an important group 

with its own subddivisions, and may therefore be given a separate category 
number [D2]. These verbs are those we have called Type I1 prepositional 
verbs (cf 16.7-8). Alongside the ordinary indirect object pattern, two main 
prepositional patterns may be distinguished: 

Indirect object + direct object. 
Direct object + prepositional object. 
Indirect object + prepositional object. 
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The indirect object is normally animate, and is the recipient or beneficiary of 
the process described by the verb (cf 10.19). Unlike ditransitive verbs of 
category [Dl] (eg: give), ditransitive verbs with prepositional objects normally 
have only one passive: 

We addressed our remarks to the children. - Our remarks were addressed to the children. 
(*The children were addressed our remarks (to)) 

We reminded him of the agreement. - He was reminded of the agreement. 
(*The agreement was reminded him (of)) 

Some verbs have all three possibilities of construction in the active; many 
have two; for others there isonly one possibility (in some cases the alternatives 
are not identical but very similar in meaning): 

The different constructional possibilities of certain verbs provide a means of 
achieving different focus (cf 18.37f). Compare the following pairsof sentences 
as pronounced with unmarked (end) focus: 

tell [D1 + 2a + 2b] 

offer [D1 + 2a] 

envy [D1 + 2b] 

wish [Dl] 

blame[D2a + 2bl 

say [D2a] 

warn [D2b] 

Mary blamed the broken vase on J&N. 
Mary blamed John for the broken VASE. 
(C': John was blamed. . . by &Y.) 

Mary told only John the secret. [D11 
Mary told the secret only to John. [D24 
Mary told only John about the secret. [D2bl 

John offered Mary some help. [D11 
John offered some help to Mary [D2aI 

She envied John his success. [D11 
She envied John for his success. [D261 

They wished him good luck. [D11 

Helen blamed the divorce on John. [D2a] 
Helen blamed Johnfor the divorce. [D2bl 

Why didn't anybody say this to me? [D2a] 

Mary warned John of the dangers. [D2b] 

The government supplied blankets for the H ~ M E ~ ~ S S .  

The government supplied the homeless with B L A N K ~ ~ S .  
(C '  Blankets were supplied. . . by the ~6vernment.) 

Note [a] The above constructions are presented in the most typical syntactic ordering, but post- 
ponement of the direct or indirect object may take place in contexts where end-focus or end- 
weight is required (cf 18.37); eg: John oflered to Mary the help that she needed. 
[b] Additional prepositional verb patterns should be briefly mentioned. There is, for example, 
the double-prepositional-verb pattern noted in 16.17(c): 
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I am applying to the hospitalfir a job. 
There is a further possibility that two prepositional objects may follow a direct object: : 

We are paying $100 to the garage for the repairs. 

Verbs of complementation types [Dll and [D21 
16.57 The following list gives some of the verbs that occur in Types [Dl], [D2a], 

[D2b], organized according to the cross-classifications of 16.56 above. We 
are interested here only in synonymous or nearly synonymous constructions, 
in which the same participant roles (cf 10.18Jn occur. Hence many possible 
prepositional verbs are ignored. Pay for, for example, is ignored because it 
introduces a further participant (the commodity bought) not included in pay 
(with) and pay (to). 

Table 16.57 
- 

Type [D11 Type [D2a] Type [D2b] 

EXAMPLE serve (Jack scampi) serve (scampi) serve (Jack) 
to (Jack) with (scampi) 

[D1 + 2a + 2b] pay Pay to pay with 
provide (AmE) provide for provide with 
serve , serve to serve with . 
tell tell to tell about 

[D1 + 2a] (i) bring 
deny 
give 
grant 

, hand 
' leave 
jlend . 
ioffer 
'owe 
!promise 
read 
qend 
show 
teach 
throw 

bring to 
deny to 
give to 
grant to 
hand to 
leave tolfor 
lend to 
offer to 
owe to 
promise to 
read to 
send to 
s h h  to 
teach to 
throw to 

(ii) do 
jnd  
hake  
order 
reserve 
save 
Spare 

dofor 
find for 
make for 
order for 
reserve for 
save for 
spare for 

(iii) ask ask of 
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[D1 + 2b] envy envy for , 

excuse excuse for 
forgive forgive for 

[D11 allow 
charge 
fine 
refuse 
wish 

[D2a + 2b] blame on blame for 
supply forlto supply with 

address to 
announce to 
communicate to 
explain to 
say to 

-- 

advise about 
punish for 
etc 

The membership of [D2b] is numerous. Here are further examples, arranged 
by prepositions: 

thankfor convince of rob of refer to 
prevent from deprive of suspect of sentence to 
protect from inform of warn of subject to 
interest in persuade of congratulate on treat to 
accuse of relieve of conjne to charge with 
convict of remind of introduce to compare with 

Note that reflexive verbs (cf 6.25) sometimes occur with a prepositional 
object; eg: We pride ourselves on the service we offer. Some of the verbs above 
(such as compare with) can have two inanimate objects. ~ 

In Table 16.57, we have distinguished, under [D1 + 2a], verbs taking to as 
their preposition from those taking for; eg : 

(i) She sent Paul a present. - She sent a present to Paul. 
(ii) She made Paul a meal. - She made a mealfor Paul. 

Occasionally, a preposition other than to and for occurs in this function: 

(iii) She asked Paul a favour. - She asked a favour of Paul. 

16.58 Distinct from [D2a] and [D2b] above is a kind of prepositional verb which 
has already been discussed in 16.7-8; a verb for which the direct object 
forms part of an idiomatic unit with the verb and the preposition. The 
syntactic properties of this type, which we label [D~c], have already been 
dealt with, and it is enough here to list a further sample of such idioms: 
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catch sight of make allowance for1 put a stop to 
give place to make fun of setfire to 
give way to make a fuss ouer/aboutl take account of 
keep pace with make room for take advantage of1 
lose sight of make use of l take care of1 
lose touch with pay attention to' take note of1 
lose track of put an end to take notice of' 

Those marked with a raised '1' can take not only a prepositional passive (cf 
16.7-8) but also can easily take a passive for which the idiomatically-fixed 
direct object becomes subject; eg: (Some) aNowance was made for loss of 
earnings; (Little) notice was taken of this event. Other verbs can take the 
passive, but with greater difficulty; with these examples, as with prepositional 
verbs in general, idiomatic cohesion is a matter of gradience. 

Variants of ditransitive complementation 

ID31 Indirect object + that-ciause object 
16.59 Corresponding tomonotransitive verbsof Type [B31 (cf 16.30) are ditransitive 

verbs for which the direct object is a that-clause: 

John convinced me (that) he was right. - I wasconvinced (bx John) (that) he was right. 

The second passive is unacceptable when the direct object is a clause: *That 
he was right was convinced me. Thus the first passive (cf 16.55) above is the 
only passive that can occu~ with this pattem. With some verbs, such as 
convince above, it is impossible to delete the noun phrase object: 

*John convinced (that) he was right. 

. With other verbs, such as show, the indirect object is optional: 

The professor of mathematics showed me that Pythagoras was mistaken. - The professor of mathematics showed that Pythagoras was 
mistaken. 

Ditransitive verb$ followed by a that-clause may be divided into a subtype 
introducing an indirect statement, and a subtype introducing an indirect 
directive (cf 14.33$. In the indirect statement, the that-clause contains an 
indicative verb; in the indirect directive the verb may be indicative or 
subjunctive, and often contains putative should or another modal verb (cf 
16.32 for the distribution of these options): 

INDIRECT STATEMENT : 
May I infor/n you that your order is ready for collection? 

INDIRECT DIRECTIVE : 

Shepetitioned the king that her father 

In the following list, Type (i) verbs introduce indirect statements, and Type 
(ii) verbs introduce indirect directives. The indirect directive construction is 
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rare and formal in comparison with the similar infinitive construction (cf 
16.63): 

help. (formal) ?I begged her that she should 

I begged her to help. (more uiual) 

For those verbs marked '0' the indirect object is obligatory; for those marked 
'(O)', the indirect object is optional; for those marked '((0))' the indirect 
object is not only optional, but unusual: 

(i) advise (0) 
assure 0 
bet (0) 
convince 0 
forewarn (0) 
inform 0 
notify3 0 
persuade1 0 
promise3 (0) 

remind 0 
satisjL 0 
show3 (0) 
teach3 (0) 
tell 0 
wager (0) 
warn (0) 
write2s3 (0) 

(ii) ask3 ((0)) 
beg3 (0) 
charge (0) 
command ((0)) 
instruct ((0)) 
order ((0)) 
petition3 (0) 
tell 0 

The superscripts are interpreted as follows: 

1 : Persuade in the sense of 'convince' belongs to Type (i); but it may also 
be used in a Type (ii) sense of 'persuade someone to do something'. 

2: Write is found with an indirect object + that-clause especially in AmE. 
3: With verbs so marked, the indirect object can be replaced by a 

prepositional object (cf 16.60). 

Note Superficially similar to the [D31 pattem is the 'impersonal' construction it strikes/stmck me (that) 
. . . , as in: 

It strikes me this work is for his own amusement. 
But here the thatclause (as in 16.34) is the extraposed subject of the verb. Compare: He strikes 
me as.  . . (cf 16.46 Note [c]) and It occurs to me that. . . (cf 16.34 Note [cl). 

lD3prl Prepositional object + that-clause object 
16.60 The verbs marked '3' in the above list can be optionally followed by a 

preposition, thus forming a category similar to [D2a] in 16.56: 

Hepromised ((to) me) that the debt would be repaid. 

For most verbs of [D31 which permit a prepositional object, the preposition 
is to: 

He wrote to me . . . He reported to me that. . . etc 

Exceptions are ask and beg, which (in somewhat formal usage) are followed 
by the preposition of: 

I asklbeg of you that you will keep this secret. (formal) 

There is, in addition, a group of verbs which were classified in 16.31-32 as 
monotransitive, but which optionally allow the preposition to preceding a 
prepositional object. These may be distinguished as Type [D3pr], and 
subdivided into sub-types (i) and (ii), as in the parallel description of [B31 
verbs: 
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Joan mentioned (to me) that her father was sick. [Type (i)] 
Dr Day recommended (to her) that the treatment be continued. [ ~ ~ p e  (ii)] 

For example : 

(i)  acknowledge declare remark (ii) propose 
admit explain report recommend 
announce mention SOY suggest 
complain point out signal 
confess prove state 

As before, Type (i) verbs introduce indirect statements, and the less numerous 
Type (ii)  verbs introduce indirect directives. As before, too, some exceptional 
verbs take a preposition other than to: 

She demanded of me that. . . She agreed with me that. . . etc 

Unlike the nonprepositional verbs o f  [D3], these prepositional verbs allow 
the that-clause to become subject o f  a corresponding passive clause, an option 
which is more acceptable with extraposition: 

That several ministers are resigning has been admitted to our 
correspondent. - It has been admitted to our correspondent that several ministers 

are resigning. 
It has been shown to us all that Miss Jones was innocent. 

Without the preposition, i t  with an ordinary indirect object, such sentences 
are at best marginally gra~matical: ?*It has beenshown usall that Miss Jones 
was innocent. 

Note The constructions of It a~~earslha~~ens/occurslseems to me that . . . superficially appear to belong 
to the pattern [D3prl: but in fact these contain monotransitive verbs with an extraposed that- 
clause as subject: ' 

It ocnrred/seemeh'to me that he was lying. 
Cf similar patterns widhextraposition in 16.34, 16.59 Note. 

ID41 Indirect object + finite wh-clause object 
16.61 This pattern o f  complementation is primarily found with the verb ask, which 

introduces a reported question: 
\ 

John asked mk what time the meeting would end. - I was asked (by John) what time the meeting would end. 

Also used with this pattern are verbs which take an indirect object followed 
by a that-clause (Type (i) o f  [D31), but for these the wh-clause tends to be 
limited to  nonasse$ve contexts (cf 16.35). Compare: 

George didn't tell them that the train was late. [ l ]  
George didn't tell them whether the train was late. L21 

The difference o f  meaning between the that- and whether-constructions can 
be stated in terms.of presupposition. Sentence [ l ]  typically implies that the 
train was late, while [2] is noncommittal on the matter. [D41 verbs can also 
introduce other question words such as where and how: 

Jim was reluctant to inform us (of) where he got the money. 
Would you remind me (about) how we start the engine? 

A preposition may always be placed before the wh-clause. In the above cases, 
the preposition is optional, but in the case o f  verbs like enquire of (Type 
[D4pr]) the preposition is obligatory: I enquired of the clerk which documents 
were needed. The complex preposition as to can be rather generally used for 
introducing the wh-clause; eg: I enquired . . . as to which documents were 
needed. 

(D51 Indirect object + wh-infinitive clause object 
This is yet another complementation pattern (comparable with [B51, 16.37) 
which may be taken by some verbs listed under [D31 in 16.59: 

advise ask instruct remind show teach tell warn 

The instructor taught us how to landsafely. - W e  were taught (by the instructor) how to land safely. 
They advised him what to wear in the tropics. 
Please remind me where to meet you afier lunch. 

The equivalent prepositional verb pattern [DSpr] is illustrated by suggest to, 
recommend to : 

Could you please suggest to the visitors which museums to visit? 

Here, as in the [D41 type, a prepositional phrase introduced by as to can be  
used: 

Helen advised us (as to) how to mainwin the machine. 

[D61 Indirect object + to-infinitive clause object 
W e  have seen that the [D31 pattern may be used to introduce indirect 
statements, and that the [D41 pattern may be used to introduce indirect 
questions. Now we turn to the verbs o f  class [D6], which introduce indirect 
directives (cf 14.33): 

I told/advised]persuaded Mark to see a doctor. 111 - Mark was told/advised/persuaded to see a doctor. B1 
This complementation category looks like those o f  [B81 and [CS], in  that the 
verb is followed by a noun phrase and an infinitive construction. But the [D63 
pattern differs from these in that the noun phrase following the verb is a n  
indirect object, as will be clarified in 16.66 below. As with other verbs 
introducing indirect speech, the subject refers to the speaker o f  some speech 
act, and the indirect object refers to the addressee. Like [D31 verbs, [D61 
verbs form only the first passive exemplified in [2] above: we do not find *To 
see a doctor was told Mark. The following verbs belong to this class: 

advise command entreat instruct remind teach 
ask counsel exhort invite' request1 tell 
beg detail' forbid order recommend urge 
beseech direct implore persuade 
challenge1 enjoin' incite' pray' 
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Those verbs marked with a raised 'l'do not have the equivalent construction 
with a that-clause containing a modal or a subjunctive verb (Types [B3(ii)], 
[D3 (ii)]). Contrast: 

Each of these sentknces consists of the sequence NI V NZ to V N3, and yet we 
have analysed them respectively as monotransitive (SVO), complex 
transitive (S V 0 C,), and ditransitive (S V O,Od). A different analysis, in 
some ways more revealing, would recognize an overlap between two 
competing descriptions of the intermediate noun phrase NZ. There is little 
doubt that in [I] this is to be analysed as subject of the infinitive clause (cf 
16.36); whereas in [3] there are equally strong reasons for regarding N* as 
(indirect) object of the main clause (cf 16.66): 

They {t:;::} her to stay another week. 

They {,t!?fzi] (her) that she would stay another week. 

The alternative that-clause construction, however, is more formal, especially 
when the indirect object is present. 

Note [a] The verb promise, when it occurs with this kind of complementation, is exceptional in that 
the understood subjectof the infinitive is identified with the subject rather than with the object 
of the main clause: 

Sam promised me to get some food. 

I = Sam promised me that he would get some food. 
# Sam promised me that Iwould get some food. 

The present pattern [D61 is, however, less common with promise than the [B61 pattern without 
the indirect object: Sampromisedfogef some food. 
p] Only order can be followed by a passive infinitive: HL ordered them to be imprisoned/released. Fig 16.64b Sentence [l] Fig 16.64~ Sentence [3] 

Sentence [2], however, partakes of both these descriptions. From the semantic 
point of view, it requires the analysis of Fig 16.64b (cfi They expected [that 
James would win the race]). But from the structural point of view, the analysis 

Multiple analysis and gradience in verb complementation 
16.64 Before we leave verb classification, it is important to reflect on the problems 

of dividing verbs into complementation ;types. The major division of 
complementation patterns into copular [A], monotransitive [B], complex 
transitive [C], and ditransitive [D] categories (introduced in 2.16) has been 
extended with little difficulty to include patterns in which the verb's 
complementation includes finite and nonfinite clauses. This is the basis for 
the classificatipn ~f verbs into types in 16.20-63 above. But unavoidably, our 
aim of presenting a clear classification has obscured some problems of 
gradience and! multiple analysis (cf 2.60ff), and to illustrate these we return 
to three superficially identical structures already discussed in 16.36. These 
are now illustrated with three new examples, each of which conforms to the 
pattern N, ViVz to V N3, (where N = noun phrase, and V = verb phrase): 

in Fig 16.64~ is more appropriate, reflecting N<s ability to become subject of 
the passive sentence : James was expected to win the race. We might reasonably 
say ihat in [2], NZ behaves like an bbject (0, rather than Oi) inrelation to the 
first verb, but like a subject in relation to the second, infinitive verb. The 
term RAISED OBJECT, applied in 16.49ff to the intermediate noun phrase of 
patterns [C4 - C7], incorporates yet another way of recognizing this double 
analysis, by envisaging a process whereby the subject of the infinitive 
becomes the object of the preceding finite verb. This raised object will be 
symbolized, in what follows, S/O. 

16.65 Given that the double analysis above provides some insight into clauses 
containing nonfinite complementation, we could take such an analysis 
further, and apply it to all complex transitive patterns, including the more 
straightforward SVOC and SVOA patterns of [Cl - C3]: 

that John is a good driver. 
John to be a good driver. 
John a good driver. 

Table 16.64a \ 
\ 

N I  : 

[c41 1 ; 1 ; 
They expected 

0 
, 

all parents 1 to visit the school 

The parallelism of meaning and phrasal relations demonstrated in these 
three sentences recommends an analysis in which the complementation of 

I 
V 

111 

0 

James 

NZ to V N3 

l+l 
to win the race [2] pattern [C2], John a good driver,. woild be regarded as a ciause in its own 

right: ie as a verbless clause consisting of S = John and C, = a good driver, 
without an intervening V. This description would not, however, displace the 
by now familiar SV Od CO analysis, but would rather be seen as an alternative 
way of looking at the same construction. the students to attend a lecture [3] 
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Gradience 
16.66 The technique of multiple analysis still leaves some subtleties unexposed. 

What this technique has suggested is that there are the following three 
categories corresponding to [l  -31 in 16.64: 

NZ = S: We like allparents to visit the school. [ l]  
N2 = S/O: They expected James to win the race. L21 
NZ = 0: We asked the students to attend a lecture. [31 

But more than three categories can be appropriately distinguished if we 
recognize [ l ]  and [3] as end-points of a gradient, with [2] at some point on the 
scale between them. This area of grammar affords a good example of 
gradience. 

At the monotransitive end of the scale, [I] can be characterized by a 
number of criteria which suggest that N, to VN3 (allparents to visit theschool) 
constitutes the direct object of an SVO pattern: 

(a) I t  can be replaced by a pronoun referring to the clause or noun phrase 
nominalizing it: We like it; We Iike allparents' visits. 

(b) I t  can be an  answer to a what-question: 
A: What do you like best? 

B: We like all parents to visit the school. 
(c) I n  some dialects, it can be preceded by the infinitive clause introducer 

for: We like (it)for all parents to visit the school. 
(d) I t  can easily (when preceded by for) be the focus of a pseudo-dleft 

sentence: What we Iike (best) is for allparents to visit the school, 
(e) When the sequence NZ to VN3 is turned into the passive form N3 to be 

Ved, by NZ, there is,no change of meaning: 
We like all parents to visit the school. 

= We like the school to be visited by all parents. 
(f) I n  a reduced construction the infinitive marker to remains: We like them 

does not have the same meaning as We like them to. 

At the other, hitransitive end of the scale, a contrasting set of criteria 
characterize [3), and support the analysis of N2 (the students) as an indirect 
object and to VN3, (to attend a lecture) as a clausal direct object: 

(a') to VN3 can be replaced by a pronoun, a noun phrase, or a finite clause, 
with NZ still functioning as indirect object: 

l 

We asked the students 
lwhat they wanted. 

(b') to VN3 can be the answer to a wh-question, while N2 functions as 
indirect o b r :  

A: W at did you ask the students? 
B : We asked them to attend a lecture. 

(c') When the sequence NZ to VN3 is turned into the passive sequence N3 to 
be Ved, by NZ, the meaning is always changed: 

They asked the students to attend a lecture. 
# *They asked a lecture to be attended by the students. 

(In this case, indeed, the passive transform results in an absurdity.) 
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(d') to VN3 can marginally become the focus of a pseudo-cleft sentence: 
?What they asked the students was to attend a lecture. (Contrast the  
decidedly unacceptable *What we like theparents is to oisit the schoot) 

(e') NZ, which like Oi in general is usually 'personal', can be detached from 
its place after the first V to become subject of a corresponding passive 
sentence : The students were asked to attend a lecture. 

(f') In a reduced construction, the infinitive marker to can be omitted: We 
asked them; We persuaded them; etc. 

Note [a] With some ditransitive verbs, criterion (a') has to be interpreted as the replacement of the 
infinitive clause by a preposition and prepositional object (cf 16.56-8): 

They reminded him of his responsibilities. 
One man challenged the other to a duel. 

[b] Criterion (d') is less reliable than the others, since the pseudosleft sentence is unacceptable 
for many verbs. But a pseudo-cleft sentence in which the indirect object is replaced by a 
prepositional object tends to be more grammatical: What they askedof the students was to attend 
a lecture. (The alternative construction with the substitute verb do, which alsooccurs with [l], is 
always more acceptable: What they asked the students to do was to attendo lecture.) 

16.67 To give a simplified illustration of the analysis of gradience in the sequence 
N, VN2 to VN3, we now take a subset of the criteria listed above, and apply 

: them to a range,of verbs on the gradient connecting [l] and [3] of 16.66. 

Fig 16.67 A complementation gradient 

The matrix uses only three criteria, and thereby distinguishes only four 
categories. This is sufficient to indicate the principle, however, that the three 
categories [B8], [C4], and [D61 of our taxonomy could be broken down into a 
finer spectrum of categories between which the differences are small. In  
effect, Fig 16.67 distinguishes two subcategories of [C4]: one (including elect 
and allow) which is closer to the ditransitive type, and one (including intend 
and expect) closer to the monotransitive type. Elect and allow respond to 
criterion (c') : 

They elected Miss Coe to succeed the present secretary. 
# *They elected the present secretary to be succeeded by Miss Coe. 

We don't allow residents to entertain visitors. 
# We don't allow visitors to be entertained by residents. 

(4) 
want, 
like, 
etc 

- 

- 

- 

(:;end, 
expect, 
etc 

- 

- 

+ 

t ,  
allow, 
etc 

- 

+ 

+ 

vERBcL*IB * !?k, 
tell, 
etc 

(a') to V N3 can be replaced by 
a finite clause 

(c') change of  meaning in passive 
of NZ ro V N3 

(e') N Z  can become subject of passive 

+ 

+ 
+ 
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while intend and expect do not: 

They intended the students to see the professor. 
= They intended the professor to be seen by the students. 

They expect the students to enjoy the classes. 
= They expect the classes to be enjoyed by the students. 

Note For verbs in group (3). the voice of the infinitive clause and the voice of the main clause may be 
independently varied, with the result that a sentence like They expected the students to enjoy the 
classes has three corresponding passives with the same meaning: 

{ 
They expected the classes to beenjoyed by the students. 

= The students were expected to enjoy the classes. 
The classes were expectedto beenjoyed by the students. 

The last example has a passive verb phrase in both the superordinate clause and the infinitive 
clause. 

Adjective complementation 

16.68 Categories o f  complementation in adjective phrases (cf 2.28, 7.21-2) are 
similar in variety to  those o f  verb complementation. W e  distinguish [El-E51 
as follows : 

[El]  Complementation by a prepositional phrase 
[E21 Complementation by a that-clause 
[E31 Complementation by a wh-clause 
[E41 Complementation by a than-clause 
[E51 Complementation by a to-infinitive clause 
[E61 Complementation by an -ing participle clause 

These complementation patterns can occur after an adjective (and its 
modifiers, i f  any) in  various syntactic functions. For example: 

The violin (rather) dficult toplay. 
(adjectivd phrase as CJ \ 

Mary found(the violin (rather) d13cuk toplay. 
(adjective' phrase as C,,) 

The violin is an instrument (rather) dz$cult toplay. 
(adjective phrase as postmodifier) 

The only positiob in  which an adjective cannot normally be followed by its 
complementation is the premodifying position in a noun phrase: *a keen 
child on chess. But here, too, with certain constructions (Types [E5(i)] and 
[E5(v)]) the complementation can follow discontinuously after the head 
noun: The violin is a difficult instrument to play (cf discontinuity with 
comparative constructions, 15.75). For illustrative purposes, we will confine 
examples in the following sections to the subject complement function. The 
lists, like the verb lists in 16.20-63, will be selective. 
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Note There is a considerable parallel, as the categories [El-ES] above demonstrate, between patterns 
associated with adiectives and those associated with monotransitive verbs. The chief difference 
is that adjectives cannot be followed by a noun phrase object. To bring out the parallel further, 
we could describe adjectives exemplified in 16.69 below (owrse to, conscious of, etc) as 
'prepositional adjectives' comparable with prepositional verbs. We could moreover identify 
'phrasaladjectives'(derived from participial formsofphrasal verbs) suchas nmdown('exhausted, 
depressed') and 'phrasal-prepositional adjectives' such as/ed up (with). These latter variants, 
however, are rare enough to be disregarded in the following lists. 

[E l ]  Adjective complementation by a prepositional phrase 
16.69 Like prepositional verbs, adjectives often form a lexical unit with a following 

preposition: good at, fond oj; opposed to, etc. The lexical bond is strongest 
with adjectives for which, in a given sense, the complementation is 
obligatory: Max is averse to games .-U *Max is averse. Such adjectives are 
marked ' l '  in the following lists. 

The lists make a distinction between participial (cf 7.15-19) and 
nonparticipial adjectives. The difference between participial adjectives and 
the -ed participle o f  the passive construction is discussed in 3.75-77. These 
lists provide only a small sample o f  the adjectives accompanying the 
prepositions concerned. In particular, it is often possible for the same 
adjective to go with two or more prepositions, as in angry about, angry at and 
angry with. 

ABOUT: He was very worried about her reaction. (cf 9.60) 
NONPARTICIPIAL ( PARTICIPIAL 

angry knowledgeable 
glad mad 
happy reasonable 

aggrieved frightened 
annoyed pleased 
delighted worried 

FROM: The village is remotefrom the bustle o f  city life. (cf 9.18,9.47) 
dtfjerent distant distinct free remote 

AT: She was badat mathematics. (cf 9.62) 

OF: She was aware of his difficulties. 

NONPARTICIPIAL 

angry good 
brilliant hopeless 
clever terrible 

NONPARTICIPIAL I PARTICIPIAL 

PARTICIPIAL 

alarmed disgusted 
amused pleased 
delighted puzzled 

ON/UPON: Their plan was based on cooperation. 
NONPARTICIPIAL PARTICIPIAL 

contingent1 intent1 reliant1 based1 set1 
dependent keen severe bent' 

afraid conscious' glad 
ashamed empty ~roudl  
capable fond1 short1 

convinced 
scared 
tired 

certain full worthy 
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TO: All capital gains are subject to taxation. 
NONPARTICIPIAL I PARTICIPIAL 

answerable close. liable1 accustomed1 
averse1 due' similar l allied1 

WITH: This plan is not compatible with our principles. 

NONPARTICIPIAL I PARTICIPIAL 

angry happy 
busy impatient 
comfortable incompatible' 
compatible' sick 
content uneasy 
familiar 
friendly 
furious 

annoyed 
bored 
concerned 
delighted 
depressed 
disappointed 
disgusted 
dismayed 
distressed 

drunk 
enchanted 
obsessed 
occupied 
overcome 
pleased 
satisJied 
taken1 

Note [a] In general, choice of preposition remains the same after morphologically related verbs, 
adjectives, and nouns: diflerentfron~, d8er from, drflerencefiorn. But this correspondence is not 
always to be relied on: contrastfullofwith filled 1virh;proud ofwithpride in. 
[b] Other prepositions which less commonly enter into adjective + preposition idioms includefor 
and towards: gratefulfir, sorry for, inclined towards. 
[cl Used followed by the preposition to, a more informal synonym ofaccustomed (to), is participial 
in spelling, but has the special pronunciation I'ju:sta/. Unlike accustonled, however, used does 
not occur with a following infinitive (cf 16.79). This adjectival used to, in spite of identity of 
spelling and pronunciation, is quite distinct from used to as a marginal modal (cf 3.44). Contrast: 

I'm used to hard work. I used to work hard. 
[dl In the past, prescriptive objections have been made to the use of to rather thanjiom after 
averse and dl@erent. However, to is the normal preposition to follow auerse, and dtflerent to is 
quite widely used (esp in BrE) as an alternative to dflerentjiom. On dlxerent than, cf 15.66 Note, 
16.74. 
[el With can be obitted after (in)compatible if the subject is plural, cf 'mutual participation', 
13.60: 

'Car1 is incom atible. B :  Carl and Eva are incompatible. P 

[E21 Adjective complementation by a that-clause 
16.70 Like that-claus S following a verb, that-clauses following an adjective may 

have : 7 \ 

(A) indicative verb: I am sure (that) he is here now. 
(B) subjunctive verb: They were insistent (that) we be ready. (formal) 
(C) putative should: I'm sorry (that) he should have left. (formal) 

The uses of th$ mandative subjunctive and of putative should have been 
discussed in 3.39 and 14.25 respectively. Putative should often occurs after 
expressions of emotion (sorrow, joy, displeasure, surprise, wonder, etc), and 
is often accompanied by intensifying expressions such as so, such, like this/ 
that, ever, or at  all. The indicative that-clause, on the other hand, refers to an 
established fact.. The following pairs illustrate choices of construction: 

(that) I have to leave so early. I am sorry (that) you should have been (so) inconvenienced. 
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{ 
(that) you didn't call the doctor before. 

I am surprised (that) anyone of your intelligence should swallaw a lie 
like that. 

With some adjectives (those in category [E2b(ii)], 16.72) the should-clause 
can be paraphrased by an infinitive clause with a subject: 

It was natural for him to go to London after the war. 
= I t  was natural that he should go to London after the war. 

That-clauses cannot be preceded by prepositions. Hence adjectives which 
are constructed with prepositions before noun phrases ([El]) drop the 
preposition before a that-clause (cf 16.28). Compare the following: 

I am convinced of his innocence. [Ell 
(that) he is innocent. [E21 

Many that-clauses following an adjective are actually subjects postponed by 
extraposition (cf 18.33): 

It is lucky (that) you came. - That you came is lucky. 

These are listed separately in 16.72. 

[EZa] Adjectives with experienwr (cf 10.23 Note) as subject 
16.71 (i) THAT-CLAUSE HAS INDICATIVE VERB ONLY (CS Note [a] below) . , 

These adjectives express degrees of certainty or confidence: aware, 
certain, confident, sure: , 

We were confident that Karen was still alive. 

(ii) THATCLAUSE HAS PUTATIVE SHOULD, OR SUBJUNCTIVE VERB 

(or marginally also an indicative verb) 
The three principal adjectives in this class are anxious, eager, and willing: 

{ 
he should be permitted to resign? 

Are you willing that he be permitted to resign? 
?he is permitted to resign? 

(On the distribution of these three alternatives, cf 16.30.) 

(iii) THATCLAUSE HAS INDICATIVE VERB OR PUTATIVE SHOULD 
These adjectives express emotions: 

I'm so thankful that nobody was hurt. 
Were you surprised that Ray should win the prize? 

NONPARTICIPIAL I PARTICIPIAL 

There is a tendency to prefer the putative should construction in 
nonassertive contexts, or where the adjective has negative or unfavour- 
able associations. 

afraid hopeful 
angry proud 
glad sad 
grateful sorry 
happy thankful 

alarmed depressed horrified 
amazed disappointed irritated 
amused distressed pleased 
annoyed disturbed shocked 
astonished frightened upset 
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Note [a] The restriction of Type (i) above to 'indicative verbs only' is meant to allow for the use of 
modal auxiliaries, including shouldin a nonputative sense; eg: lam aware that Ishould[= 'ought 
to'] how joined long ago. 
[b] Afraid is unique among adjectives iri that it accepts the pronoun so (and its negative 
equivalent not) as a that-clause substitute (cf 16.31): I h r  afiaidsolnot. 

[E2bl Adjectives with anticipatory it as subject 
16.72 The that-clause in this construction is an extraposed subject. Three types are 

again distinguished, matching those in 16.71. 

(i) THAT-CLAUSE HAS INDICATIVE VERB ONLY (cf 16.71 Note [a]) 
These adjectives have to do with truth or knowledge: 

It is true that she never comes on time. 

apparent evident likely possible untrue 
certain implicit obvious true well-known 
clear indubitable plain unlikely 

(ii) THATCLAUSE HAS PUTATIVE SHOULD, OR SUBJUNCTIVE VERB (or margin- 
ally, also, an indicative verb) 
These adjectives express concepts concerned with modality or volition: 

should be lifted tomorrow. 
I t  is essential that the ban be lifted tomorrow. 

(?) is lifted tomorrow. 

appropriate essential important necessary vital 
compulsory fitting impossible obligatory . 
crucial imperative improper proper 

Various de4erbal adjectives ending in -able also belong to this group, eg: 
advisable, desirable, preferable. 

(iii) THATCLAUSE HAS INDICATIVE VERB OR PUTATIVE SHOULD 

This group consists mainly of emotive adjectives, and includes a large 
number of participial adjectives ending in -ing: 

she should beio late. 

awkward logical 
curious , odd 
disastrous I peculiar 
dreadful 1 sad 
extraordinary silly 
fortunate tragic 
irrational unfortunate 

PARTICIPIAL 

alarming perplexing 
annoying pleasing 
depressing shocking 
disappointing surprising 
embarrassing 
frightening 
irritating 

Various -able/-ible adjectives also belong to this group: admirable, 
commendable, deplorable, despicable, incomprehensible, inconceivable, 
lamentable, remarkable, understandable, unjustifiable, etc. 

Note [a] Although the pro-forms so and not cannot be used after these [EZb] adjectives (cf 16.71 
Note [b]), there is a possibility of replacing the adjective + solnot by a related adverb + solnor: 

A: It is apparent that she lives/doesn't live here. B: Yes' obciously'fOrtu'tate'yso' 
' [B : No, eoidenfly/sadly not. 

[bl When an adjective of Type (iii) above occurs after a modal verb construction, the thot-clause 
is commonly replaced by an ifelause. If the modal verb in the main clause is hypothetical (eg: 
would), the verb in the $*lause is placed in the hypothetical past. Compare: 

It is sad that you have to leave. 
It will be sad ifyou haw to leave. 
It would be sad ifyou hod to leave. 

[E31 Adjective complementat ion by a wh-clause 
As with that-clauses, we have to distinguish those adjectives ([E3a]) which 
are predicated of an experiencer (normally a person) as subject, and those 
([E3b]) which go with anticipatory it. In the latter case, the wh-clause is an  
extraposed subject. Examples are: 

what I should say. [E3a] I was unsure 111 whether the problem was solved. [2] 
[E3b] I t  was unclear what the; would do. [31 

Type [E3a] consists of adjectives which are constructed with prepositions, 
and which therefore belong also to Type [El]. The preposition is sometimes 
omitted before the wh-clause (cf 15.5 Note [c]). In Type [E3b], on the other 
hand, no preposition can be inserted: *It was unclear oflabout what they would 
do. Also no infinitive wh-clause is possible (cf 16.37): It is unsure where to go 
is unacceptable unless it refers to some animate being (such as a mouse), and 
is consequently not interpreted in terms of extraposition. 

Returning to Type [E3a], we note that in some cases the adjective takes a 
wh-clause in assertive contexts: eg: careful (about), doubtful (as to), fussy 
(about), puzzled (as to), unclear (about), uncertain (of), undecided (about), 
unsure (of), unaware (of) : 

John is careful (about) what he does with his money. 

Most of these adjectives are intrinsically negative in meaning. In other cases, 
although elsewhere it is associated with an indicative that-clause [EZa(i)], the 
adjective tends to occur with a wh-clause in nonassertive contexts (cf 16.35), 
eg: aware, certain, clear, sure: 

Are you sure (of) how much the machine costs? 
I wasn't altogether clear (about) what we had to do. 

A similar division may be made among adjectives of the anticipatory-it 
type ([E3b]). Those which intrinsically express doubt, and therefore take this 
structure even in assertive contexts, include doubtful, uncertain, unclear, 
unsure, and unknown. Those normally occurring with an indicative that-clause 
(ie Type [E2b(i)]) include apparent, certain, obvious, and plain. They can take 
a wh-clause in nonassertive contexts. Each type is illustrated in: 

It was unclear whether an amendment would be accepted. 
It was not obvious how far the westernization process would go. 
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After adjectives of Type [E3a] there may also occur an infinitive wh-clause: I 
was uncertain (oJ) what to do. This is preferable to the finite clause in cases 
illustrated by [l-31 above, since the subject can remain unexpressed in the 
reduced nonfinite version. 

[E41 Adjective complementation by a than-clause 
16.74 There is an  unusual construction in which a noncomparative adjective is 

followed by a comparative than-clause as complementation. Different is the 
only adjective which fits into this pattern, and even then there is a tradition 
which regards the use of than here as improper. There is, however, no 
felicitous alternative to the different than construction in examples such as: 

She's quite a dlyerent girl than she wasfive years ago. [ l]  

The various stylistic variants of, and alternatives to, the than-clause after 
different are examined in 15.66 Note [b]. When the clause is reduced to a 
noun phrase, it becomes possible to usefiom as an alternative to than: 

The unions a n  taking a very different  attitude[$^^} the employers. 

When the noun phrase following than/from cannot be derived by ellipsis from 
a clause, than is decidedly less acceptable thanfrom: 

The main languages of southern India are totally different in origin 

{?g} those of the northern part of the country. 

Note [a] On different from and dflerent to, cf 16.69 Note [dl. 
[b] It is also possible for a than-clause to be used after the adverb d~rerently: 

In the west of the country, they pronounce their vowels quite d~rerenfly thon (they do) in the 
' east. 

The same prescripti<e objections are made to dfirently than as todifferent than. 

[E51 ~djective' complementation by a to-inf initive clause 
16.75 We distinguish seven kinds of construction in which an adjective is followed 

by a to-infiniti~e~clause. They are exemplified in the following sentences, 
which are superficially alike: 

l 
(i) Bob is splendid to wait. \ 

(ii) Bob is slow to react. 
(iii) Bob is sorry to hear it. 
(iv) Bob is hesitant to agree with you. 
(v) Bob is hard to convince. 

(vi) The food is r ady to eat. 
(vii) It is importa d t to be accurate. 

In Types (i-iv) the subject of the main clause (Bob) is also the subject of the 
infinitive clause. We can therefore always have a direct object in the infinitive 
clause if its verb is transitive. For example, if we replace intransitive wait by 
transitive build in (i), we can have: Bob is splendid to build this house. 

For Types (v-vii), on the other hand, the subject of the infinitive is 
unspecified, although thecontext often makesclear which subject is intended. 

In these types it is possible to insert a subject preceded by for; eg in Type 
(vi): The food is ready (fbr the children) to eat. 

E Note Infinitive complementation following adjectives modified by too and enough is discussed else- 
where, in 15.73. 

[ES(i)l Bob is splendid to wait 
16.76 Type (i) has an analogue in a construction involving extraposition (cf 18.33): 

It is splendid of Bob to wait. This type of construction also permits a head 
noun between the adjective and the infinitive: 

Ifo build }this house. Bob must be a splendid crajisman to have built 

As this example shows, the infinitive may be perfective. We may also 
compare constructions in which an evaluative noun with its determiner 
replaces the adjective: 

You're (~~'"~} to wait for me. 

Adjectives in this group are evaluative of human behaviour. They include : 

careful crazy mad silly wise ' 

caretess greedy nice unwise wrong 

These adjectives can also occur with anticipatory it and an ofphrase as 
additional complementation (416.82): 

i It wasfoolish of you to spend so much. 

[ES(ii)] Bob isklow to reuct 
16.77 In Type (ii), the sentence corresponds to one in which the adjective becomes 

an adverb, while the infinitive becomes the finite verb: 

I Bob is slow to react. - Bob reacts slowly. 

In another analogue, the adjective is followed by in and an -ing participle: 
Bob isslow in reacting. The infinitive verb phrase must be simple: for example, 
unlike the infinitive phrase in [E5(i)], it cannot be perfective: *Bob isslow to 
have reacted. Other adjectives in this small group are quick andprompt. 

Npte There is also a partial adverbial analogue (c/ 8.127ff) for Type (i), but in Type (i), unlike Type 
(ii), the perfective infinitive, and even the get-passive (cf3.66) can be used: 

Joan was wise to resign. - Joan wisely resigned. 
loan was careless to get beaten. - Joan carelessly got beaten. 
Joan is careless to have got beaten. 

[ES(iii)l Bob is sorry to hear it 
16.78 In Type (iii), the head of the adjective phrase is an emotive adjective 

(commonly a participial adjective), and the infinitive clause expresses 
causation : 
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I'm sorry t o  have kept you waiting. ['I'm sorry because I have kept you 
waiting'] : 

I was excited to  be there. [ -  'To be there excited me'] 

We are accustomed to take tea on the terrace. (formal) 
He was wont to leave the office at 5 p.m. (formal, archaic) 

[E5(v)I Bob is hard to convince 
16.80 In Type (v), the subject of the sentence is identified with the unexpressed 

object of the infinitive clause, which must therefore have a transitive verb; 
hence the unacceptable *Bob is hard to arrive. There is an analogous 
construction in which the adjective is complement to an infinitive clause 
acting as (extraposed) subject (cf 18.36): 

Adjectives in this group correspond closely to the adjectives followed by a 
that-clause in 16.71 (Type [EZa(iii)]): 

NONPARTICIPIAL PARTICIPIAL 

afraid happy 
angry impatient 
ashamed indignant 
content jubilant 
furious thankful 

. . glad 

annoyed disgusted overwhelmed 
astonished dissatisfied perturbed 
bored embarrassed puzzled 
concerned fascinated relieved 
delighted frightened surprised 
depressed interested worried 
disappointed overjoyed 

- To convince Bob is hard. 
Bob is hard convince.{- It is hard to convince Bob. 

Adjectives so used refer to degrees of ease or comfort, and include: 

awkward hard tough (informal) 
convenient impossible tricky (informal) 
d#cult nice (informal) unpleasant 
easy pleasarit 

IE5(iv)j Bob is hesitant to agree with you 
16.79 In Type (iv), the head of the adjective phrase expresses volitional meaning, 

or a modal meaning such as ability, possibility, or liability. Examples are: 
Unless there is ellipsis, we cannot omit the infinitive clause, and so there is 
no semantic implication between (say) The bread was hard to bake and The 
bread was hard. Unlike the preceding types, Type (v) permits for + subject to 
be inserted at the beginning of the infinitive clause: Those darts are tricky 
(for a beginner) to use. Where the infinitive has no overt subject, its implicit 
subject is understood to,have an indefinite meaning: 

NONPARTICIPIAL 

able keen 
anxious liable 
apt likely [E2b] 
certain [E2b] loath 
curious powerless 
due prone 
eager ready [E51 
eligible reluctant 
fit [E51 sure [E2b] 
free[E5] i unable 
greedy ; welcome 
hesitant ' willing 
impotent worthy 

PARTICIPIAL 

determined 
disposed 
fated [E2b] 
inclined 
poised Jack is easy to fool. = Jack is easy for anyone to fool. 
prepared 
(all) set 
unqual$ed 

Note With some adjectives in this group, such as nice or unpleasant, the entailment relation between 
be + adjective to V and be + adjective is less easy to avoid; eg: Jenny is nice to know implies that 
Jenny is nice. 

[ES(vi)l The food is recrdy to eat 
16.81 Again, in this type the subject of the main clause is identified with the object 

of the infinitive clause. But unlike Type (v), Type (vi) has no analogous 
construction with an infinitive clause subject: The adjectives marked [E2b] occur with a corresponding construction with 

extraposition of q~ that-clause: The food is ready to eat. *To eat the food is ready. 
l \ 

Jill is likely attend. - It is likely that Jill will attend. 
Also, we can generally (a) omit the infinitive clause, or (b) substitute a passive 
infinitive clause without change of meaning: 

Those marked [E51 are capable of occurring with an infinitive construction 
of 'passive' meaning, ie with an indefinite implied subject and a coreferential 
implied object: I 

l 

Are these cups available (to use)? 
= Are these cups available (to be used)? 

Some adjectives of this type, such as available,fit,free, ready, and sufficient, 
belong additionally to Type (iv), so that a sentence like The lamb is ready to 
eat is ambiguous, in one sense (the most accessible) being equivalent to the 
passive The lamb is ready to be eaten. Then there is a wider set of adjectives 
which often occur without complementation a t  all : 

They are not fit to eat. = They are not fit to beeaten. l 
Some of the most common adjectives in this list have a tendency to coalesce 
with the preceding copula to form a semi-auxiliary verb (cf 3.47): be able to, 
be willing to, be sure to. In addition to modal and volitional adjectives, some 
adjectives of aspectual meaning, such as accustomed and wont may be placed 
here : 

The air is frosty (to breathe). 
Its fur is soft (to touch). 
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In both Type (v) and Type (vi), the subject of the main clause can be equated 
with the prepositional object of the infinitive clause, so that the infinitive 
clause ends with a deferred preposition: 

She is pleasant to talk to. (- It is pleasant to talk to her.) 
This paper is terribly flimsy to write on. 
Is the cloth sufficient to make a dress out of? 

In Type (vi), as well as in Type (v), for + subject may be inserted before the 
infinitive verb: Are these books free Cfor visitors) to borrow? [= 'Are these 
books available. . . to borrow?']. 

[ES(vii)l It is important to be accurate 
16.82 We saw in 16.72 that a that-clause following an adjective may prove to be a 

subject postponed by extraposition (cf 18.33). A to-infinitive clause following 
an adjective may have the same source: 

It  is essential to spray the trees every year. - To spray the trees every year is essential. 

The infinitive clause can also be introduced by for + subject: 

It is vital (for the children) to be properly clad. 
It will be strange (for us) to be living alone. 

Adjectives of Types (ii) and (iii) in 16.72 ([E2b]) may have this construction: 
important, fortunate, lucky, surprising, etc. Possible also belongs to this group. 

An additional group of adjectives occurring after anticipatory it are those 
adjectives (chiefly naming evaluative attributes of persons) which occur in 
pattern [E5(i)] (cf 16.76). The adjective in this group is often followed by an 
of-phrase identifying the person(s) being discussed: 

It was wrong (of him) to tell lies. It is nice of you to phone. 

[E61 Adjective'complementation by an -ing participle clause 
L6.83 A number of sub-types of this pattern may be mentioned. 

(i) Busy is followed by an -ing participle clause without subject: 

Margery islbusy writing letters. , 
l 

(ii) Worth and worthwhile, on the other hand, occur both with and without 
subject: 

It  is scarcely worth(whi1e) (youlyour) going home. 
Here worth(whi1e) follows preparatory it, and the participle clause is an 
extraposed sqbject (cf 18.34). Other adjectives of this pattern arepointless 
and useless (It's pointless buying so much food), and adjectives of Type 
[E2b(iii)] (cf 16.72) also sometimes have this complementation: absurd, 
awkward, fortunate, annoying, etc. 

(iii) Elsewhere worth and worthwhile accompany an -ing participle clause 
without subject, but with a passive meaning, comparable to that of the 
infinitive clause in pattern [E5(v)] (cf 16.80): 
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The cartons are worth(whi1e) saving. 
(- It's worth(whi1e) saving the cartons). 

(iv) There is a variant construction in which a preposition occurs between 
the adjective and the participle clause. In some cases the preposition is 
optional (cf (i) above): 

I'm busy (with) getting the house redecorated. 
We're fortunate (in) having Aunt Mary as a baby-sitter. 

In other cases, the preposition is obligatory: 
We are used to not having a car (cf 16.69 Note [c]). 
I'm hopeless at keeping the garden tidy. 
She's not capable of looking after herself. 

Note [a] The adjectival constructions in (il) above may be compared, in some cases, with nominal . 
constructions of equivalent meaning: 

It's no goodluse telling him anything. 
There's no point (in) telling him anything. 

Such constructions are introduced either by anticipatory it (cf 18.33) or by existential there (cf 
18.45). AmE also has There's no use tellmng hrm anything. 
[b] Worthwhile is sometimes spelled as two words. The vacillation between the spellings 
worthwhile and worth while reflects an unclarity about the status of this sequence, which may 
alternatively be regarded as the preposition worth (cf9.6) followed by a noun. Compare: 

It's not worrh your while siaying. It's not 

Complementation of abstract nouns 

16.84 In this concluding section we will show, as a connecting link between this 
chapter and the next, how the patterns of complementation described for 
verbs and adjectives in 16.20-83 are also to be found with abstract nouns 
which are morphologically related to those verbs and adjectives. (Cf 
nominalization, 17.5 lfl, and appositional constructions, 17.26, 17.35.) For 
example, the noun likelihood is derived from, and semantically related to, the 
adjective likely. It is therefore not surprising that a construction associated 
with the adjective is found with the corresponding noun: 

It  is likely that Joan will get married. 111 
The likelihood is that Joan will get married. 121 
the likelihood that Joan will get married [3] 

But the assumption of correspondence cannot be automatic, for it may fail in 
both directions: 

Joan is likely to get married. 
*Joanls likelihood to get married 

*It is likely of Joan's getting married. 
n the likelihood of Joan's getting married 
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I n  t h e  following section, w e  illustrate how many  of  these patterns c a n  be  
matched wi th  corresponding patterns of noun complementation. Some fairly 
regular changes,  i t  will b e  observed, take place i n  the  conversion from t h e  
verb o r  adject ive pa t t e rns  t o  their nominalizations (cf 17.51jj'). F o r  instance, 
a preposition m u s t  b e  inserted between a head noun and  a n  immediately 
following n o u n  phrase  o r  adjective. T h e  list begins with monotransitive 
patterns, because the re  a r e  n o  nominalized forms of  copular ve rb  comple- 
mentation. ( M a n y  o f  t h e  noun  complementation particularl; in 
categories [C] a n d  [D], a r e  stylistically awkward.) 

16.85 Table 16.85 Verbladjective and noun complementation compared 

VERB~ADJECTIVE COMPLEMENTATION NOUN COMPLEMENTATION 

[Bl] He examined the room. 
[B21 Paul lacks confidence. 
[BZpr] They rely on  her. 
[B31 I predict that it'll rain. 
[B41 I doubt whether he will win. 
[B51 We enquired(about) where to 
[B61 She refused to  answer. 
[B71 He denied having taken it. 

[B81 X needs us to work harder. 
[B91 She resented his/him losing. 

his examination of the room 
Paul's lack of confidence 
their reliance on her 
my prediction that it'll rain 
my doubt (about) whether he will win 

go. our enquiry (about) where.to go 
her refusal to answer 
?his denialof having taken it 
(c8 his denial of the theft) 
the need for us to work harder 
her resentment of his/him losing 

[Cl ~ r l  Thev elected Joe (as) leader. their election of Joe as leader 
[ '~2pr j  X c&tified Max (&)insane. the certification of Max as insane 
[C31 X expelled Sue from school. the exmlsion of Sue from school 
[c41 ~ h e i  chose Jim to be boss. 
[C71 Wegot her elected. 

[Dl] Ipaid him five pounds. 
[D21 I t  protected Rio from attack. 
[D31 X warnedus that it would snow. 
[D3pr] He admitted to me that he told lies. 
[D41 X reminde'd us (of) who he was. 
[D51 X advised us (on) what to do. 
[D61 S ~ G  invited m e  to stay. 

their ihoice of Jim to be boss 
*our getting of her elected 

my payment to him of five pounds 
theprotection of Rio from attack 
the warning to us that it would snow 
his admission to me that he told lies 
X's reminder to us of who he was 
the advice to us on what to do 
her invitarion to me to stay 

[El] I was impazient with Freda. my impatience with Freda 
[E21 I t  was certdin that we would lose. \the certainty that we would lose 
[E31 I was carefil (over) what to say. my care over what to say 
[E51 Sam was qliick to reply. Sam's quickness to reply 
[E61 I was lucky meeting you. my luck in meeting you 

These structures, wi th  abstract  nouns will be  studied further i n  t h e  next  
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lntroduction 

T h e  indef ini te ly  c o m p l e x  n o u n  p h r a s e  
17.1 Just as the sentence may be indefinitely complex, so may the noun phrase. 

This mus! be so, since sentences themselves can be reshaped so as to come 
within noun-phrase structure. For example, the Sollowing sentences [la--c], 
simple and complex, can bccotnc one silnplc scntcncc [2] with n vcry complcx 
noun phrase as  subject: 

The girl is Mary Smith. [lal  
The girl is tall. [Ibl 
'I'hc girl was standing in Lhc corncr. IIcl 
You waved to thc girl when you cntercd. l ldl 
The girl became angry because you knocked over her glass. [Icl 
Tllc. tallgirl stnr~rlirlg irr tlre confer who hecnrtle (rtlgr~' hecorrse yolr 

litlocliecl o~!er her g/cr,s.s c~/ic,r~'orc 11~crr~ec1 to Ire. 11.1rcrl ~'otr c,rttcrecl is 
, Mary Smith. [21 

Moreover, starting from [2], we could reconstruct any of thc sentences listed 
in [la-e]- and in fact we could not understand the noun-phrase subject 
(printed in italics) of [2], unless we recognized its constituent parts as they 
are set out in [la-e]. 

Yet [2] has introduced many changes. We have, for example, suppressed 
all or part of the verbs in[Ic] and [Id]; we have put tall, which is complement 
in [I b], as a modifier before the noun girl; we have replaced the girl of [le] by 
1~110. 

After describing determinatives and nouns in Chapter 5, the purpose of 
the present chapter is to state the conditions governing the making of noun 
phrases by processes such as those indicated above. 

Noun-phrase  c o n s t i t u e n t s  
17.2 In describing noun phrases we need to distinguish the following constituent 

parts: 

(A) The HEAD, around which (for the most part) the other constituents 
cluster and which dictates concord with other parts of the sentence: 

[The tall girl standing in the corner] is my sister. 
[The tall girls standing in the corner] are my sisters. 

[The tall giri in the corner /*::L / has a blue sweater] is my sister. 

whiclt 
I saw the tall girl in [the was full of people]. 
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(c) ~x)sltlclcr~llincr.s, wl~iul~ li~llow c c ~ ~ l r ; ~ l  t l c l c ~ l ~ ~ i ~ ~ c ~ . s  11111 I ) ICC.C(ICI  
, premodifiers, eg adjectives. Postdeterminers include c3g numerals, 

mur~y,/rw, secerul (cf5.20.J): 

the mutfy new offices the.1i.11' survivors 

(C) The PREMODIFICATION, which comprises all the items placed before the 
hcad other than dcterminatives, notably adjectives (or, rather, adjective 
phrases, cj'7.20) and nouns: 

some furniture 
some experlsice furniture 
some r?cJry c.\pcr~.sir,c, furniture 
solnc r)~,ry ~'.v/i~,tf.sirr r$icr, l'urniturc 
some very cery e.~pe)@)f.si~e office furniture 

(D) The POSTMODIFICATION, comprising all the items placed after the head, 
notably: 

prepositional phrases: the car ofct.si(le rlrr .src~r;~rf 
nonfinite clauses: the car stor~clit~g otrr.sic1~ tile .srutiott 
relative clauses: the car tltat stoorl outsitl~~ the smriorl 
complementation (cf 15.63f): a bigger car rlrarr tl~crr 

Res t r i c t i ve  a n d  nonres t r i c t i ve  mod i f i ca t ion  
17.3 Modification can be restrictive or nonrestrictive. The modilication is 

RESTRICTIVE when the reference of the head is a member of a class which can 
be identified only through the modification that has bcen suppl~ed. The girl 
in example [2] in 17.1 is only identifiable as Mary Smith provided we 
understand that it is the particular girl who is tall, who was standing in the 
corner, and who became angry. Such modification would not have been 
actually necessary unless there had bcen other girls present, tall but not in 
the corner, or in the corner but not tall, or who had not become angry. 
Restrictiveness, then, indicates a l~mitation on the possible reference of the 
head. 

Alternatively, the referent of a noun phrase may be viewed as unique or as  
a member of a class that has been independently ident~fied (for example in 
the preceding context). Any modification given to such a head is additional 
information which is not essential for identification, and we call it 
NONRESTRICTIVE. For example, the relative clause is110 is irr the confer in [I] is 
nonrestrictive: 

Mary Smith, ~vlto is in the corner, wants to meet you. [I1 
By reason of being designated by a proper name, Mary Smith's identity is 
independent of whether or not she is in the corner (though the information 
on her present location may be useful enough). If a man says [2], the daughter 
is identified as being one out of two daughters in the family and also as  
younger than the other daughter: 

Come and meet my yourzgerdaughter. [21 
[2] is thus an example of restrictive premodification. If, on the other hand, a 

(B) The DETERM~NAT~VE, which includes 
(a) predeterminers, ie all items which can precede any central determiner 

(includingzero article) in a noun phrase, eg: all, both, double (cf 5.15,ff): 

all the furniture both those musicians 

(b) central determiners, including those items listed in 5.1 l,J; eg the 
articles, this, sorne: 

some new office furniture all those finelilusicians 
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man (in a monogamous society) says [3], the premodifier hercutyirl is 
~~n~lcrs toot l  ;IS nonrcstriclivc: 

Come and meet my hecrrc/$rl wife. 1.11 

Another cx;~mplc: 

l tlon'l want him I 0  put his rqly ~losc illto my I~ousc ; I ~ ; I ~ I I .  1111 

SCII~CI~CCS [I]. [3], ilnd [4] arc incvitahly nonrcstriolive since - being trcntctl 
as unique - Mary Snritlr, ii,i/h, iu1d nose, in tllcsc sentences will not :~tlini( 
restriction. But almost any head that can be restrictively modified is also 
susceptible of nonrestrictive modification, eg: 

The tall girl, iid~o is (I cl~~r~ti.st, is Mary Smith. L51 

Here the only infor~nation offered to identify the girl as Mary Smith is the 
allusion to her tallness; the mention of hcr work as a dentist is not offered as 
an aid to identification but for additional interest. 

Other nouns which have nonrestrictive postmodification include those 
with generic reference: 

The giant panda, which is to he jouiid in the remote parts of China, lives 
exclusively on bamboo shoots. 

Note In "o~ular narrative style, there is a nonrestrictive use of pre~nodifying adjective in c;ises like 
the.foilowing(cfcleft sentences. 18.26 Note [bl): 

Reporters hounded an  e~~lbnrrrrssed Ben Miles over his TV galfe I;lst week and in reply to 
one questioner the rr,l/ropp,v Milesmade things still worse by. . . 

17.4 The fact that nonrestrictive relative clauses are not essential for identification 
enables us in [ l ]  and [ la]  to make different parts of the sentence into a relative 
clause: 

My brother, who is all engineer, lives in America. Il l  
My brother, who lives in America, is an engineer. [lal  

Semantic equivalence is still preserved in [I] and [ la]  (although there is a 
difference in focus). A nonrestrictive relative clause may resemble an 
adverbial clause (cf simultaneous meaning, 15.28), eg: 

The predications OS the two clauses [2a] and [2h] are contrastive. 
Nonrestrictive relative cl;~uscs InEly ;~lso imply othcr ;ttlvcrhi;~l f~~nc t ions ,  

st~cll ;IS ci~tlsc ( ' I > C C ; I I I S ~  I I C  II;I(! 1hec11 very IIcI~IIII ' ,  'l'or I)ci111: vc1.y I I c I ~ I ' L I I ' )  ill 

[31: 

Hy conlr;Ist, rcstrictivc rclillivc cl;ltlscs will1 gc~icr;~l ;~~tIccctlcnIs (c:/'17.21) 
express conditional rcli~tionship, t.g: 

Students ivlro ~vork horcl pass thcir cx;tms. ['ISstt~tlcnts work hard, they 
pass their exams.'] 

17.5 Proper nouns cannot have restrictive modification whcn they have the 
normal unique denotation. However, whcn the proper noun tc~nporarily 
takes on features of a common noun, restrictive modific:ttion is possible 
(cf 5.64): 

the Springfield that is in Illinois 
the Johrrsor~ who wrote the dictionary 

[I] 
[21 

Nor are restrictive relative clauses possible with nonnoininal t~ntccedents 
(cf'sentential relative clauses', 17.9): 

He likesdogs, which surprises me. 131 
Nonassertive heads cannot have nonrestrictive modification: 

*I won.t see anyperson, 
{anyone, ) W ~ O  hrs  not made m appointment. 141 

By contrast, nonrestrictive modification is possible with assertive heads: 

Someone, who sounded like your mother, called to say she wanted 
to see you. 151 

Nonspecific determiners like any, all, and eoery usually have only restrictive 
modification : 

*Every hook, which is written to deceive the reader, should be  
banned. 

L61 *ANthestudents, who had failed the test, wanted to try again. [71 My brother, ivho has lived in Americafor over 30 years, can still 
speak Italian. [21 

In [2], the relative clause is grammatically optional, like any othcr 
nonrestrictive item, but semantically obligatory as the correlate of still in the 
superordinate clause. The relative clause here can be paraphrased as  an 
adverbial clause [2a], with initial position (unlike the relative clause) [2bl, or 
as  an adverbial prepositional phrase [2c]: 

My brother can still speak Italian, although he has lived in America 
jor over 30 years. P a l  

Altl~ough he has lived b~ America for over 30 years, my brother can 
still speak Italian. [2bl 

A$er over 30 years iii America, my brother can still speak Italian. [2c] 

However we may occasionally find nonrestrictive 'as well as  restrictive 
modification, as in: 

All thestudents, who had returned from their vacation, wanted to 
take the exam. 181 

But positional variation of all is possible only with a nonrestrictive clause 
(cf 5.16,6.50): 

The stude~lts, who had all (ofthenr) returned from thcir vacation, 
failed the test. 

P a l  *The students who had all (ofthenl) failed the test wanted to try 
again. 

[sal 
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17.6 WC sh;lll draw ilttcntion to the distinction between restrictive and 
nonrcstrictivc in thc clcscription of t l ~ c  ~notlil ic;~lio~l types 1;ltcr on, hut two 
general points may be of value now. 

First, modification at its 'most rcstrictivc' tcnds to comc nftcr the head: 

Any person ~ ~ h o  ~t~ishes to see me must make an appointment 

By contrast. ourdecision touscan item as a premodificr(such as nonrcstrictivc 
.silbt in o .sil/y,/i)on oltcn rcllccts our wish that it hc taken for granted and not 
be interprcted as a specilic idcntilicr. 

Secondly, restrictive modification tends to begiven more prosodieemphasis 
than the head, since there is n built-in contrast. as in (qfexamples in 17.3): 

Susan is my B ~ t ~ e r  d;~ughtcr 
John is my ~ A q l  son. 

Nonrestrictive modification, on the other hand, tcnds to be unstresscd in 
prehead position: 

In post-head position, its 'parenthetic' relation is endorsed by being given a 
separate tone unit (frequently with reduced prominence and narrow pitch 
range); or, in writing, by being enclosed by commas (cJ'17.22). 

Temporary and permanent modification 
17.7 There is a second dichotomy that has some affinities with the distinction 

between restrictive and nonrestrictive but rather more with the contrast of 
nonprogressive and progressive in predication (cJ'4.25ff'), or permanent and 
temporary in agential nouns (cJ'App I.34J'). Modificatiotl in noun-phrase 
structure may also be seen as permanent or temporary (cJ'7.21), such that 
items placed in premodification position are typically given the status of 
PERMANENT or, a t  any rate, characteristic features. Although this does not 
mean that postmodification position is committed to either temporariness or 
permanence, those adjectives which have to be predicative have a notably 
TEMPORARY reference. Thus [ l ]  would be understood as [la]:  

the corirteous man [I] 
the man w~ko is courteous 

[ie 'normally and not merely at this moment'] [ I d  

In contrast, [2] would be understood as  having reference only to a specific 
time, and this corresponds to the nonoccurrence of [2a]: 

The man is ready. 
*the ready man 

(On the relevance of the distinction in determiners between indefinite and 
definite, cf 5.26ff'.) On this basis, we see that timidity and fear are contrasted 
in part according as  the first is seen as  permanent [3], the second as  temporary 
[41: 

a man who is timid - a timid man [31 
a man who is &aid .c *an afraid man L41 

Just as some modifiers are too strongly identified with temporary status to 
:Ippcilr in prchc:lci position, so thcrc can hc motlilic;~lion constr:linccl to 
prchcad position hccausc it indicates pcrnlallcnt st;~ttts. 'l'lll~s the toe wllicl~ 
is characteristically (and permanently) big in rclation to thc rcst is called t l t ~  
hig too, and WC cannot say of it *The toe is hi8 willlout tlcstroying this 
permanent characteristic and making the cxprcssion sccm to rcl'cr only (for 
example) to a tcmporary swelling. Compilrc also 1/71> orifi.irtrr1 ['first, carlicst'] 
vprsioi~ beside His 118ork is quite origi~rol['of ;I new type'], which would permit 
;~dvcrhi:ll intlic:~tion oftimc sp;ld (IIOII,, o l~~.r~:s ,  ctc; cf7.K7). 

The explicitness of postmodification 
17.8 In gcneral, premodification is to be interprcted (and, most frequently, can 

only be interpreted) in terms ofpost~nodilic:~tion :~nd  its greater cxplicitncss. 
That is, sorne trill college girls will be interprctcd as 'son~e girls who are tall 
and who are (studying) at a college'. The prcn~odificd noun phrase [I] may 
include, for example, all of the relations which are explicit in the postmodified 
noun phrases [la-e]: 

an oil man Ill  
a man who sells oil [ la]  
a man who delivers oil [I bl 
a man who produces oil []cl 
a man who i?tvestigates oil [Id1 
a man who advocates the rise of oil []cl 

What normally happens, as in the case of big toe (in 17.7) and oilt~tan [I], is 
that ambiguity does not arise since one sense is selected in a specific context 
(cflexicalization, App I.9fl). Thus, for example, the question 'Will the oil 
man call today?' will normally carry only one interpretation in any given 
context. 

Explicitness in postmodification varies considerably, however. It is greater 
in the finite relative clause [21 than in the nonfinite -ing clause [2a], from 
which the explicit tense (is?/w)as?) is absent, though this in turn is more 
explicit than the prepositional phrase [2b], from which the verb indicating a 
specific posture is absent: 

the girl who was standing it7 the corller 
the girl standing in the corner 

L21 
l2al 

the girl in the corner [2bl 
Reduction in explicitness in the noun phrase is closely related to the 

linguistic and situational context. There is, typically, a progression from 
'more explicit' to 'less explicit' in a discourse. One instance of such sequential 
and gradual reduction from sentence [3], via relative clause [3a], via 
prepositional phrase [3bl, to pro-form [3c], can be seen in Anthony Burgess's 
novel Inside Mr Ettderby. When flying to Rome, the main character of the 
novel is warned by an  American passenger: 

'Your ticket does not entitle you to undisputed monopolization o f  
the john.' [ie the lavatory] [31 

The fellow passenger who issued this warning is subsequently referred to as: 
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t h ~  America~l who had olrsted Enderhy.fi.o~~l the johrt [ h ]  

I 
I 
1 
t 
l 

Postmodification by finite clauses 

:~nd finally: 

:ill A ~ ~ ~ c r i c : ~ l l ,  1101 tI1v jo1111 II I I~ , ,  l)c~isuI his C: I I I ICKI  I O  sl~oot I 3c l  

The order of presentation in this chapter will bc I'rom mosl cxplicil to lcast 
explicit. We therefore start with the most explicit type of noun-phrase 
modification, ie postmodification by finite clause. 

T y p e s  o f  p o s t m o d i f y i n g  f in i t e  c l a u s e s  
17.9 We distinguish two major types of finite clauses as noun-phrase postmodifiers, 

RELATIVE clauses [ l ]  and APPOSITIVE clauses [2]: 

The news that appeared in the papers this morning was well 
received. [ l ]  

The news that the team had won calls for a celebration. [21 

Although superficially similar, the difference between these two types of 
finite clause becomes apparent, for example if we try to replace that by which 
in the two examples: 

The news which appeared in the papers this mor~ling was 
well received. [ la l  

*The news which the team had wor~ calls for a celebration. P a l  

Thus that is not replaceable by a wh-pronoun in appositive clauses, as it is in 
relative clauses. More significantly from a general point of view, that in [2] 
has no function as clause element within the that-clause, as it has in relative 
clause structure. Thus in [l], the relative pronoun is subject; in [lb] it is 
object: 

The news which we saw in thepapers this m o r ~ ~ b ~ g  was well 
received. [ lb l  

Appositive clauses will be further discussed in 17.265 The type of relative 
clause represented by [ l ]  is called an ADNOMINAL relative clause, and will be 
discussed below. 

In addition to adnominal relative clauses, we distinguish NOMINAL relative 
clauses, as  in [3], and SENTENTIAL relative clauses, as in [4]: 

What surprises me is that they are fond of snakes and lizards. L31 
They are fond of snakes and lizards, which surprises me. [41 

Nominal relative clauses are unique among relative clauses in that they 
'contain' theirantecedents. They are discussed, with other nominal dependent 
clauses, in 15.8f: 
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In sentential relative clauses, the ;inteccdent is not nominal but clausal, ie 
in [4] the wholc clause Tlrcy trrc~,/i11111 r!/ s~lokibs 1111rl 1i;orils is postmotlifictl by 
11'11ir.11 .v~~r/~ri.sl~.v III~,. 'I ' II :II  lllis is so ~ : I I I  I)c sccn i l l  l l ~ c  clloicc 01'  S~IIL:LII : I I .  vc1.1) 
concord (sur/~risc,s). 'l 'l~c scntenlial rel;~livc clause h;~s ;~llinitics with, o n  tllc 
one hand, nominal rclativc clauses. ;~ntl ,  on the othcr hand, with coordinate 
clauscs ((:/'l 3.501'): 

The adnominal relative clause is the central type of relative clause, and, 
unless indicated otherwise, 'relative clause' here mcnns 'adnominal relative 
clause'. Within such relative clauses we make a distinction between restrictive 
[5] and nonrestrictive [6] (cf 17.3 f j ' ) :  

Snakes 1s11ich orc,l~oiso~~olr.v shoultl bc i~voidcd. [51 
Ratllcsnakcs, wlriclr itre poiso~to~rs, should hc avoidcd. 161 

Among those two types, the restrictive is the more common, and will be 
treated before the nonrestrictive. 

C h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of r e l a t ive  c l a u s e s  
17.10 Part of the explicitness of relative clauses lies in the specifying power of the 

relative pronoun. It may be capable of 

(i) showing concord with its antecedent, ie the preceding part of the  noun 
phrase of which the relative clause is a postmodifier [external relation]; 

and 

(ii) indicating its function within the relative clause either as an element 
of clause structure (S, 0 ,  C, A), or as a constituent of an element in the 
relative clause [internal relation]. 

Gender concord 
17.11 Concord is on the basis of a two-term 'gender' system, personal and 

nonpersonal (cf 5.1058,6.8j'), and applies only to the wh-series: 

Joan, lvllo. . . London, w11ich . . . 
the boy/people who. . . the fox/animals ~vhich. . . 
the human being who. . . the human body ~vltich , . . 
the fairy who. . . the unicorn 11hic11 . . . 

I t  will be seen from these examples that 'personality' is ascribed basically to 
human beings but extends to creatures in the supernatural world (angels, 
elves, etc) which are thought of as having human characteristics such as  
speech. Pet animals can be regarded as  'personal' (at least by their owners; 
cf 5.109f): 

Rover, wlto was barking, frightened the children. 

On the other hand, human babies can be regarded (though rarely perhaps by 
their parents) as not having developed personality: 

This is the baby which needs inoculation. 
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Thot1~11 ships m:~y I:~kc the pcrson:~l pronoun slrc,, the rcl:~tive pronoun is 
rcgul;trly ~~ot ipcrso~~; t l  (1.1 5.1 1 1  Nofc): 

Is {:llLj ~ / I ~ ~ , s / I $  iv11iiI1 is due to lci~vc L r  a (.itrihhc;~n cruisc tomorrow? 

Collcctivc nouns (cf5.IOX) arc norm;tlly Ircatctl as pcrson;~! when thcy 
have plural concord (csp in BrE), and as nonpcrson;tl whcn they havc singular 
concortl : 

responsible for this decision 

The gcndcr contrast is ncutralizcd whcn the 1l.11-series is rcplaccd by flrlrt or a 
zero relative: 

She must be the rricestpersort t l r~ t  ever lived. 
That must be the riice~r tlting that ever happened. 

With coordinated antecedents of mixed gender, the choice of relative 
pronoun Inay create a problem. I t  does not arise when zero relative is possible 
or when that is chosen, eg: 

she likes most 

With wh-pronouns, the principle of proximity seems to be favoured (cf 10.35): 

the people and things which amuse her most 
the things and people ivho l 

Which can have a personal noun as its antecedent when the relative is a 
complement with the semantic role of characterization attribute (cf10.20): 

He imagined himself to be an artist, which he was not 

Note [a] Other nonhuman creatures besides pets may take ~vho even in  sentences where this involves 
an annarent clash with the neuter pronoun i/; thus, from a recent work of nonfiction: . . 

the chameleon ,160 changes its colours 
This is less likely however when the relative pronoun is object in its clause, as we sec from the 
following examples on two successive pages of a work on zoology: 

the black rhinoceroses ,!'ha live in the park 
the white rhinoceros a,hicb we saw in the wildsoutside the park 

On the factors involved in this diference, cf 17.16. 
[b] I t  so happens that, in familiar speech, the word clrornctrr can be used in the sense of'person', 
and the wordpersor~nliry can be used for somebody who has achieved notoriety. In consequence, 
we may have not only [ I ]  and [2] but also [la] and 12x1: 

Charles has a fine character ~vhich he inherits from his father. [ I ]  
Smith has a strange personality ~vhiclr repels many people. L21 - .  
Charles is a strange character ~vlru dislikes parties. (familiar) [lal 
Smith is now a famous personality lvlro is often interviewed on television. [2;11 

17.12 The nominal relative clause is common with definite nonpersonal reference 
(though with a different pronoun from that used in adnominal relative 
clauses; cf15.8L 6.35 Note [b]): ~vhat, ivharever, whichever. 

What is most highly valued in the tribe is valour. [ l ]  

This is 117hrr1 I c-rrn't rtntlcrs~rr~~~l. L21 
S I I C ' I I  (111 I I ~ / ~ ~ I I ~ ~ I ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I , Y ~ ~ ~ ,  131 
Choose ~t:hiclrc~:c,r yorr like ho.vt. 141 

In the case of tlclinite personal rcl'crcncc, the only pronoun i \ ~t~l~ucr.r,r: 

*who 1 
Wl,oel.er~ hclpcd me h;ts gone. 

A pcrsonal pronoun + :I rel;~tivc pronoun, on thc olhcr h:111~l, i s  possihlc only 
in archaic or very formal contexts: 

He who made this possible deserves our gratitude. L61 
It is more acceptablc if Ire has gcncric rcfcrcncc, ;IS in [7], which howcvcr 
also sounds archaic: 

He who helps the handicapped deserves our support. L71 
The normal expressions are [7a] and [7b]: 

Anyone Allybody IIJIIO helps the handicapped deserves our support. l [7al 
Those who help the handicapped deserve our support. [7bl 

Replacement is impossible with plural *the), ~vho/~v/riclr, and also with 
singular *it which: 

What I can't understand is this: 

That is acceptable with which only in very formal style: 

That ~vhich is most highly valued in the tribe is valour. [[a1 

Note In relation to 'it ~td~iclf . . ., there is a similar coostraiat on postmodific;~tion by some other 
structures: 

?He ir~ thecorr~~r is my new boss. 
' N  in !he corrtrr is an antique. 

[a1 
[gal 

Postmodification followingy~~fr is possible in  informill and peremptory vocatives (cf10.53): 
You ir~ rhrc~~rrrer, stop chattering! [8bl 

Restrictive relative clauses 
17.13 The choice of relative pronoun is dependent, in particular, on the following 

three factors: 

(a) the relation of the relative clause to its antecedent: restrictive [ l ]  or 
nonrestrictive [2], eg: 

The woman who is approaching us seems to be somebody I 
know. [l1 

The Bible, 1141icl1 has been retrarulate~l, remains a bestsellcr. [2] 
(b) the gender type of the antecedent: personal [3] or nonpersonal [4] 

(cf 17.11 f ) ,eg:  

the person who I was visiting 
the hook which I was reading 
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(c) the function of the relative pronoun as subject, object, complement, or 
;~tlvcrbi;~l (inclucling its role ;IS prcposition;~l complcmcnt) or ;IS n 
constituent 01' :In clc~ilcnt in tllc rcl;~livc cl:~usc, :IS ;I tlclcrlni~lcr (in 
ll'h03~ /lOllW C/' 17. 14). 

In the Sollowingdiscussio~l ol'clioicc of  rcl;~tivc pronoun, WC will first m;~ke 
a ilivision i~i lo  rcslriclivt: a~i t l  no~lrcslriclivc rcl;~livc cl:~t~scs, :l1111 Illcl1 
consider other factors, such as metlial or linal position ol' tllc rclativc clause 
in rcl;ltion to tlic supcrortlinatc cl;lusc, ;lnd Icngtll of the rcl;ltivc cl;wsC. 

The set of rclativc pronouns has been givcn in 6.32/]: It is in the 
nonrestrictive relative clauses that the most explicit forms of relative 
pronoun, ie the ivlt-series (who, ivhonr, u'hich, wltose) are typically used 
(cfl7.22). In restrictive clauses, frequent use is madeof the ivh-pronouns and 
also tlrrrt or 'zero' relative. Tlrcrt dircrs from thc wh-scrics: 

(a) in not having gender marking and thus being independent of the 
personal or nonpersonal character of the antecedent; 

(b) in not having an objective form (like ~vlro/~~hom); 
(c) in not having a genitive (like whose of ivlto and which), thus not being 

able to function as a constituent of an element in the relative clause. 

17.14 In restrictive rclative clauses, the pronouns given in the survey bclow are 
used. When we indicate a parenthesized relative pronoun, it means that thcre 
is the option between that-relative and 'zero': 

This is the book (that) l bought a t  the sale 

When we use parentheses only '( )', this is to indicate 'zero': 

This is the book ( ) I  bought at the sale. 

S, 0 ,  C, A in the survey below means that the relative pronoun functions 
respectively as subject, object, complement, and adverbial (or complement 
in a prepositional phrase functioning as adverbial) in the relative clause with 
personal and nonpersonal antecedents: 

C:  This is 1101 lhc type o l ~ i i o ( l e r ~ ~  

( a! )~~lrorrr tlic burgl;~r lirctl tlic gun. 

I() J 
(or1 11,11iclr 1 was i l l  

A :  She arrivctl the day 
1 was ill (on), 

S: They are delighted with 

0 :  They are delighted with 

With a personal antecedent, the relative pronoun can show the distinction 
between ~vho and whom, depending on its role as subject of the relative clause, 
or as  object, or as prepositional complement: 

l 
who spoke to him [subject] [l1 

the person to whom he spoke [prepositional complement] [2] 
ivho(m) he spoke to [preposition;~l co~nplenicnt] [2a] 
uBo(m) he met [object] l31 

When the governing preposition precedes its complement, as in the rather 
formal [2], the choice of whom is obligatory. When it does not, as in [2a], o r  
when the relative pronoun is the object of the verb, as in [3], there is some 
choice between ivho or whom: the latter is preferred in formal English, the 
former is preferred in informal use, where however the zero form is by far 
the most common. 

If the pronoun is a possessive detecminer of the noun phrase, the form is 
whose : 

The woman ~vhosecio~rghter you met is Mrs Brown. ['The woman 
is Mrs Brown; you met her daughter.'] L41 

The house whose roof was damaged has now been repaired. ['The 
house has now been repaired; its roof was damaged.'] [S1 

In cases like [5] where the antecedent is nonpersonal, there is sorne tendency 
to avoid the use of ~ultose (presumably because many regard it as the genitive 
only of the personal ivlto), but avoidance involves stylistic difficulty. There  is 
the stiffly formal and cumbersome of ~l~hich: 

The house the roof of wlzich was damaged . . . [5al 
Other variants are clumsy or unacceptable in standard English: 

?The house that they damaged the roof of. . . [Sbl 
*The house that the roofwas damaged of. . . [5cl 

Satisfactory alternatives can however be found, such as [Sd], or even [5e]: 

The house that had its roof damaged. . . [sdl 
The house with the damaged roof. . . [5el 
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111 :iny c:~sc, in solnc liclds ol'disco~irsc sucll :IS m;tthc.m;tlics, no evasion is 
fclt to bc ncccssary : 

Thrtt :IS s111>.icct :tnd t11r11 or 'cro ;IS ol~,jccl ar t  p~,crcrrc(l 10 11~l1ii.11 when tllc 
antecctlcnl is nonpcrsonal (I//, ~~rj,l/tilrg, c,r:rrj,//riltg. /trn//ri~a, /i//k,, or /II~I(./I: 

Let ABC be n trianglc u~/~ose ,sic/(,.s ;tre of unequal Icngth. All 
~hu! strikes you as otld 
(thrrt) you find odd. . . The of'11'1ticIt construction is sometimes placed bcforc its hcad (like wdtose). 

Thus WC liavc [7] bcsidcs the more usual [7a] and [7h]: 
There was littl(> rho! ['not much that'] intcrcstcd him at the motor 

show. 
Much 1ht11 ['much of what'] has bccn s;~id tonight will soon bc 

forgotten. 

S tich the rc~.s~tl!.s will soon bc ptthlislied . . . 171 
t11c. r c ~ . s r i l t , s ~ / ' i ~ ~ l t i i . / ~  will sot111 hc pl~hlisl~cd . . . [7;1] The investiy;ltion ["l1' 

[ivhose results will soon be published . . . 17bI 

When the anteccdent is modificd by a stlpcrl;ilivc or hy one of t l ~ c  post- 
~lclcr~iti~icrs,/ ir .~t,  lrr,s!, I I O , V ~ ,  rj111),, the rcli~livc lpri111c1t111 :IS s~11~;ccI is ust~;tlly 
tItc11, ;~ntl, as  object, ~ / t a /  or zero r;rlhcr 111;111 1rItii.11 or 11~11o01r) (d'5.22): Relative pronoun as subject and objcct 

17.15 When thc antecedent is personal and the pronoun is the subject of the relative 
clause, who is favoured, irrespective OS the style and the occasion; thus [I] 
rather than [la], though there is nothing wrong or odd about the latter: 

She must be one of the most rcmarkablc wonicn thar ot:rr livcd 
They eat the finest food 

(!hat) money can buy. 
People who live in new houses . . . 
People that live in new houscs . . . In such sentences, an alternative to a postmodifying copular relative clause 

with an adjective as complement is pre- or postposition of the adjective 
(cj'7.21): Zero cannot replace the subject in a relative clause such as  [2] and [3]: 

*The table ( ) stands in the corner has a broken leg. D1 
*The man ( )stands over there I know. 131 

However, constructions 'are encountered that are arguably exceptions; for 
example, in very informal speech where the antecedent is an indefinite 

Note [a] The pronunciation of rAar as a relative pronoun is generally reduced to !Oat,, whcre;~s the 
demonstrative rllor (cf6.40) has the rull form /&at/. 
[blOne reason why zero relativesubject isun;icceptablelnay be rel;~led to perceptloll. In ex;~mple 
[Z], i t  isonly when encountering the verb/tos(tl~cscvenlll word in the sentvncc) III;II the reader/ 
hearer can interpret this sequence as a relative constrt~ction, inste;~d of an expccted S V A  
slructurc ending with canlcr, as in [Zo]: 

The table stands in the corner. [2;1] 
Compare the situalion with the ;tcceplable zero a~nstruction ol' nonsubject function in [Zb], 
where it is clear on reaching)olr (the third word) lhatyoa begins a new construction: 

The table you see svanding in Ihe corner has a broken leg. [2bl 

pronoun: 

?Anybody ( )does that ought to be locked up. H] 

The reason for putting a question mark in [4] is, first, that it is of doubtful 
acceptability; secondly, that many speakers would condemn it as  slovenly; 
thirdly, that it may result from the subaudibility of a relative pronoun who or 
tllat and thus not strictly be zero at all. 

A commoner type of example is to be found in existential and cleft 
sentences (cf 18.44ff; 18.25ff): Relative pronoun as object and prepositional complement 

17.16 With the antecedent still personal but with the pronoun now object of a verb 
or prepositional complement, there is a much stronger preference for thar or 
zero, perhaps to avoid the choice between ~vho and ivltortt. Thus [I] rather 
than [la]: 

There's a table ( ) stands in the corner. [S] 
It's Simon ( )did  it. [61 

Sentences [S] and [6] would again be very colloquial, and the use of that or a 
tvh-item would be regarded as more acceptable: 

People (t/zat) I {:::; ;; , . , ] 
There's a table (::i;chj stands in the corner. 

[6al 

However, there are good reasons for distinguishing such that/~vhich-clauses 
from adnominal relative clauses. The obligatory nature of such portions of 
existential or cleft sentences would argue against our equating them with 
postmodifications in noun-phrase structure (cf 18.48). 

Again, there is nothing actually wrong about [la];  but 1vho11r here would seem 
pedantic to many people, while ieho as object in rcliltive clauses is informal 
and tends to be regarded as incorrect. Since, thercforc, neither 117lto nor ivhont 
is wholly satisfactory, that (and particularly zero) is frequently used despite a 
personal antecedent. 
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Avoidance of whotrl may not be the only factor influenciog tliat 21s object 
with pcrson;~l ;~ntcccdcnt. C;l.:~~nrn;~tic;ll ol),jccls :~rc  more likely to he 
~ionpcrsonnl, or Lo ci~rry nonpcrso~l:~l implic:~tion. ~II:III s~10,iccI~. 

There are sevcral other faclors inlluencing the seleclion of a pronoun Ll1:1t 
is object or prcposition;~l coliiplctncnt in the relative clnusc, espccinlly wliert 
I I I C  ~ I I I I C C C ~ I C I ~ I  is I ~ O I ~ ~ C ~ S O I I ; I ~ .  011c is the proxi111ity ol' Ihc rcl;~tivc CI; IUSC to 
the head ol'lllc nnlccctlc~ll ~>llr;ise; ~ I I I ( I ~ ~ I C ~  is I I I C  ~ C ~ I C C  01 ~ o t ~ ~ l ) l ~ x i l y  I I I ' I I I C  
subject of the antecedent phrase. 

When complex phrases or clauses intervene between the antecedent head 
and the relative pronoun, ~vllich is generally preferable to that and very much 
preferable to zero: 

I have  interest.^ outside my immediate work and its problems] which I 
find satisfying]. 

When the antecedent of the relative clause is no more complex than 
determiner + head, t l~at is by many preferred to which and zero: 

I'll take you to [the building [that all elderly university teachers prefer]]. 

O n  the other hand, when the subject of the relative clause is a personal 
pronoun, zero is preferred to either which or that, especially if the relative 
clause itself is fairly short and simple: 

Who's drunk [the milk [( ) I bought]]? 

Finally, other things being equal, more informal discourse will tend to 
have a preference for zero. In the following example from an informal 
conversation, the zero construction could not appropriately have been 
replaced by any of theother relative pronouns that are available in the system 
(who, whom, that): 

You learn a lot about [authors [you didn't know too much about to start 
with]]. 
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general, it is certainly true that n41-pronouns with initial preposition a rc  used 
prctlornin;~ntly in (i~rrn;~l I'nglish: 

'I'lie pcrson to ~~,hotrr xrly cornplainls sllol~ld be ;~tltlrcssctl is . . . [ I ]  
Initiill prepositions are normally ;ivoiclcd in morc infot.~n;~l usc. where thcy 
woultl hc felt It1 Iic stillctl or polnpculs. A (lrkrr~.(l ~r tcposi l io~~ is tnorc 
gc~~cr ;~l ly  11hc0 wi l l1  ~ ~ r c p o s i l i ~ ~ r ~ ; ~ l  vcrl)s: 

That's the book ( ) he's been looking,for. (21 
But many prepositions (especially those dealing with temporal and other 
abstract relations) cannot easily be deferred (cJ"9.6): 

?That was the meeting (that) l kcpt filllilig ilslccp tlroing. I31 

One might find [3;1], but in familiar spcccli ;In :~tlvcrl>i:~l rcli~tivc with 11,hol 
or n~ltere (cj'17.18) would be preferred to rhrritrg ~i~liiclr: 

That was the meeting during vIlic11 I kept falling asleep. P a l  
Prepositions expressing spatial relations allow a deferred preposition even 
when the preposition is complex: 

This is the house he stood h,fiarit of: 141 
However, clarity of expression would often influence us in the direction of a 
construction otherwise regarded as formal if a final preposition leads to 
clumsiness. Consider the following sentence: 

It was in a book that a former teacher of mine thought o fa t  one 
time presenting me with some quotations from. [51 

Hearing or reading it, we may successively have to rcjcct tlic intcrprctations, 
first, that the former teacher thought of the book; second, that the tcacher 
thought of presenting me with the book, before the belated,frotri enables us 
to achieve thecorrect interpretation ('. . .from 1vhic11 a former teacher.  . .'). 

A deferred preposition may be the only natural choice when there is 
coordination of one prepositional and one nonprepositional construction in 
the relative clause. Thus instead of the clumsy [6], zero relative and a deferred 
preposition would be far more natural, as in [6a]: Relative pronoun as adverbial 

17.17 When the relat~vc pronoun is the complement of a prepos~t~on (and, together 
w ~ t h  the preposltlon funct~onlng as A), some cho~ce exists In plac~ng a 
preposltlon wh~ch  has a wh-pronoun as 11s complement No  such cho~ce  
exlsts w ~ t h  that, where postpos~tlon wlth deferred preposlt~on represents the 
sole pattern 

the dog ran torvardc 

under whlch the boy crawled 

the boy crawled under 

The cholce of relative clause structure ~nvolves s ty l~s t~c  d i s t~nc t~ons  In 

You should restrict yourself to words with il!l~ich you are familiar 
and whicli you can use confidently. [6l 

You should restrict yourself to words ( )you are familiar 11,ith and 
can use confidently. [6a] 

But note that [6a] requires subject ellipsis, since coordination with zero 
relatives is not fully acceptable: 

?You should restrict yourself to words ( )you are familiar ivitli and  
( )you can use confidently. [6bl 

17.18 In adverbial expressions of place, time, and cause, there is a wide range of 
choice in addition to what was statcd in 17.17 for the relative pronoun a s  
adverbial. The preposition + pronoun can be replaced by special adverbs 
(cf 7.53), q: 
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7'1ii1 t's tlrr pluc'e "l "llic'll ~ I i c  W;IS horn. wirerc, l 

That's the reaso~l she spoke. 

Note thnt,/i~r  hicl, cl, in 13) h:~s limited :~cccptahility. 
However, there are considerable and colnplicatcd rcstrictions on tllesc 11811- 

forms which operate in relative clauses expressing place, time, and cause. 
Many speakers find their use along with the corresponding antecedent 
somewhat tautologous -especially tlic type the recrsorr n,l~y - and prefer the 
ndl-clause without antecedent, ie a no~ni~la l  relative clause (cf 15.81'): 

Is this where she was born? [La1 

That was when she lived here. [2al 

That's why she spoke. [ h ]  

There is no relative how parallel to where, when, and ~ V ~ J J  to express manner 
with an antecedent noun [4], but only [4a]: 

*That's the way how she spoke. L41 

That.s h01" { she spoke. 
the wa,v (that) 

[4al 

The followingpatterns can be distinguished for time expressions in a sentence 
such as '. . . was Thursday'. 

Pattern l : antecedent + preposition + wh-pronoun: 

the day on ~diich she arrived 

Pattern 2: antecedent + I I~-pronoun + deferred preposition: 
the day which she arrived 011 

Pattern 3: antecedent + fhat + deferred preposition: 

the day that she arrived on 

Pattern 4: antecedent + zero relative + deferred preposition: 

the day she arrived on 

Pattern 5 : antecedent + wh-adverb: 

the day when she arrived 
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17.19 There ; ~ r c  i~lso restrictions on the ;~ntccctlcnt noc~ns. With rcl:~tive cl;~uscs 
wl~cre tlic aritcccdcr~t denotcs c;~usc or rc;lsoll, rz9tr.~orr is virtu;~lly the only 
possible antecedent; whcrc the ilntecedcnts dcnote place and time, the most 
generic nouns (plc~cp, period. tinre, ctc) tllso seem to he preferred. Thus pattcrn 
5 is acceptable: 

the office ithere he works 

Howcvcr, many woultl prcfcr altcrn;~tivc expressions (patterns 1 .  2. 3, 4, 
wlicrc piltlcrn I is most l i~rrn;~l ant1 p;ltlcrn 4 1c;lsl li)rm;~l): 

l 
at  icrltich he works [pattern I] 

the ofice which he works at [pattern 21 
that he works at [pilltern 31 
( ) Ire works at [pattern 41 

i 
011 ivhicll she was born [pattern I] 

the day >vhich she was born otl [pattern 21 
that she was born or1 [pattern 31 
( ) she was bent or1 [pattern 41 

Place adjuncts in relative clauses admit of two further patterns: one with 
where and omission of the preposition (pattern 5) ,  the other with the deferred 
preposition a t  (pattern 9): 

tlleplace wl~ei-e she works [pattern 51 

( ?where she works a t  [pattern 91 

Pattern 5 is acceptable, whereas pattern 9 is of doubtful acceptability. I t  
requires a fairly specific antecedent, eg: 

the governnlent briildir~g where she works a t  

With ageneral antecedent, such asplace, we may find the followit~g patterns, 
which however are not acceptable to all speakers: 

{ 
she stays when she's in London. 

(?)That's the place she uarks. 
[ l 1  

she studies. 
L21 
L31 

However, a final a t  (pattern 4) would be fully acceptable, at least in familiar 
usage: 

{ 
she stays at when she's in London. [ la l  

That's the place she ~tvrks at. [IaI 
she studies at. [3al 

With a generalized antecedent such as way, expressing direction, we usually 
have zero rather than 111at: 

Was that the way she werlt? ['Was that where she went?'] 

17.20 In expressions of time, omission of the preposition is usual whether the 
pronoun is that or zero: 
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(that) she normally arrives ((!l)? 

i~~/rc,n she normally arrives? 
* I I , / I , ~ ~  S I I C  I I (~II I : I I IY ;~rrivcs (I!'! 

What was t l r ~  tlay (thar) she Iefl (or!)'? 

When (less frequently and more formally) the pronoun is ,1~11icl1, however, the 
preposition must be expressed in all three instances, and it would be usual to 
make it precede the pronoun (pattern 1): 

5.30 is the tinw at which she normally arrives. 
1 don't remember the c h j ~  on which she left. 
He worked for the whole three months during ilhich he lived there 

With expressions of manner and reason, the zero construction is usual 
(occasionally that), and there is no preposition (patterns 6 and 7): 

That's the ,say (that) he did it. ['That's how he did it.'] t41 
Is this the reason (that) they came? ['Is this why they came?'] L51 

In more formal style, we might find pattern 1 : 

That's the way in which he did it. [ h ]  

The rare use of for which after reason strikes most people as clumsy and 
unnatural, while the reason why seems tautologous; there is general preference 
for zero [5a] or a nominal relative clause [5bl: 

the reason they came? [sal 
B lhat lwhY theY " m e ?  t5bl 

However, after other nouns whichexpress adverbial-related meanings similar 
to reason and way, no that or zero construction without preposition is possible. 
Thus not [6] and [7] but only [6a] and [7a]: 

*This is rhe style he wrote it. 
This is the style he wrote it in. 

11~ this the { ~ ~ ~ ~ e )  she came? 

[7al 

There is a tendency to favour nlhen or where if the antecedent is already the 
complement of a prepositional phrase, ie [8] rather than [gal (to avoid 
repetition of the preposition): 

nhen his son arrived. 
He died On the(fa~'{an ivl~icl~ his son arrived. 

Occasionally plural antecedentscan be met with, as in: 

T/IL~IIIOI?IL,III ( ).1~011 ( / [ I  .s~~~ll~~l/lifl~ I / I ~ : I ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ I A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~   will? lhcy are 211 your I l l roi~l  . . . l91 
Thr rlrolla~lll ( ).roll r~ll/i:(~ 1/11. i0li~orI~1111~(' ( I /  ~ l ! ! i ! ~ ! ~ l i ~ $ ~ ~ ( I r ~ ! k ~ ~ l ~  <(.III  hc ~ . r l l h i l ! r i l \ ~ i l l ~  

111 Y l l l l .  1101 
I Y I W  I'll iw~ou~~li~l.  ~ Y ~ ~ P I I I I J  SPPIIIS 10 Ihc lillr ~ I I c ~ I .  . I>  I I C I L . .  1111. V I ~ D ) C C  I 1 1  '11~.1v\'. 1,111 L I ~ ~ ~ ~ , ) , I I C  

1111: 
Tllr i/rl!> she, orril.nln1 lhe cwgircrr rv;!s sunny. 1 1 1 1  

Telescoped relative c la~~ses  
17.21 Thc distinction between restrictive ancl nonrcstrictivc is valu:~hle, but we 

should be prepared to view it as a gradient rather then as ;I dichotomy 
between two homogeneous categories. Onc type of relative construction 
which demonstrates the need for this approach can bc illustr;~ted by the 
following example of TELESCOPED relative construction : 

All this I gave up for the mother ~vho rlee(led r7rtJ. [I1 
In [I], mother may be seen as  having an appos~tional relation to a noun phrase 
whose head is a general noun such as l)ersorl, a,.comp;~n~cd by a r e l a t~ve  
clause as postmodifier: 

All this I gave up for al>ersorr who r~ee(lc~(ed rrre, ie 111q r~rotlrer. [!a1 
Another example: 

This book is about a Bloomsbury 1sirnpI.v clorr't rc~cogrlize. ['about a 
place I simply don't recognize; but I ought to recog~lize becausc 
I know Bloomsbury and the book says it is Bloomsbury'] t7.1 

Nonrestrictive relative clauses 
17.22 In nonrestrictive relative clauses, the most explicit formsof relative pronouns, 

ie the wh-series, are typically used. The relative pronoun can be subject, 
object, complement, or adverbial. Here is a survey of the dilferent forms for 
personal and nonpersonal antecedents: 

S:  I spoke to Dr  Spolsky, *th(rt was unwilling to give further details. 
{*:l 

has onlyjust bccn rcviewcd, was  

published a year ago. 

lvhorrr 

0 :  I spoke to Dr  Spolsky i:: I l met after the inquest. 

0:  This excellent book, Freda has only just received for review, 

was published a year ago. 
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11~1rk~h 

C: Anna is a vegetarian, [I!:: I not.11~ clsc is i t  our kttnily. 

1t~hic11 
C :  She wrtnts low-calorie food, {:/I; } this vcgctrblccurry certainly i s  

A : This is a tiew type of word processor, 
( aburct 11~11ic.11 there has been so t i ~ t ~ c h  publicity. 

11.11ic11 
[:/~;t } h e r e  I;IS bccti so tni~ch pi~hiici'y C I ~ O ~ I I .  

As cat1 be seen, the choice of pro~iouns is restricted to ~c~l~n(m) and 11~hic11. 
Nonsubject n~lto is thought by many to be moreobjectionable in nonrestrictive 
than in restrictive clauses (cf17.14). Zero cannot occur, and that is very rare. 

With nonrestrictive relative clauses, we usually have a tone unit boundary, 
often accompanied by a pause, before the relative clause; and, often, a 
repetition at the end ofthe relative clause of the nuclear tone of the tone unit 
preceding the relative clause. In writing, nonrestrictive relatiollship is usually 
marked off by commas (cf App 111.19). Compare: 

WRITTEN: Then he met Mary, who inuited him to aparly. 
SPOKEN: Then he ]met M ~ R Y ~  - who bll~~ited him to a  PAR^^( 

By contrast, with restrictive relative clauses, there is usually no tone unit 
boundary or pause before the relative clause; nor in writing is the relative 
clause separated by a comma from what precedes. Compare: 

WRITTEN: That's the girl (that) he nlet at theparty. 
SPOKEN: /That's the girl (thal) he rnet at the ~ i n t y l  

It must be emphasized that these are typical rather than obligatory prosodic 
features. The followingexample is exceptional in having a prosodic boundary 
before the relative clause though it is unquestionably restrictive: 

but In the /LONG R ~ J N ~  - \these are ~ b ~ c e s l  that wtll lb~tlmatelyl - (wln 
SUPPORTI from the mabor~ty of the people In thts c6uNtryI 

17.23 Nonrestrlctlve relatlonshlp IS often semantically very slmtlar to coordtndt~on, 
wlth or wtthout conjunction (cf l 3  l j ) ,  or adverbldl subordlnatton 
(cf 15 1 7 j )  Both types are lndlcated by paraphrdses in the following 

, 11,hir.11 w;ls cnvclt~pctl in liy:. 
I I C  got lost o n  Snowtlon ; il wits cnvclopctl i n  I'op. 

, 11dr(v1 it was cnvclopctl in fog. 

, tt./~ir/l slic lias sltrdictl. 
; she h;~s  stutlicd I/I(,I)I. 

She read a paper on lamprcys , 11~11ich slic h;ls done rcscarcl~ or,. 
, or1 11~11ic.h she has tlonc rcscarch. 
: she h:ts tlonc rcsc;~rcli o n  r11or11. 

My brother, 11,ho hits lived in A~ncric:~ sincc boyhood. can still 
speak fluent Italian. 

My brother can still speak fluent It:tlir~n, a~rrl Irc Ii;~s livctl in 
America sincc boyhood. 

My brother can still speak Italian ~lthurrgh he lias lived in 
America since boyhood. 

Note A nonrestrictive interpretation is occ;~sion;~lly introduced hy IImf when ;I premod~licr or 
determiner would make ;I rcstrictivc cl;~use ;~bst~rd, but when 11.hic.11. on the otller h:tnd, might 
imply too parenthetic a relation: 

I looked at A4nry:c sodjirre, rlrnr I hnd once so p;~s.;ion;~tely luvcd. I61 
I n  [61 we seem to have an  elliptic;~l form of an  appositive exprcsrion: 

1 looked at Mnr)z's sndlncr., o.hce rh~lf I had once so passionately loved. [&l] 
Here the appositive ufi~ccjustifies the rcstrictivc clausc that  follows. 

Usually the use of nonrestrictive that shows that a writer h;ts muddled w11;lt he 1i;ls aftlntcd to 
set down, as in the following example from a serious ;~rticle: 

One of the most important recent dcvelopmcnts in neutral hydrogen studies of our G;llaxy 
has been thediscovery ofhigh velocities in thecentre and in regions i~ in ty  from thc plane, 
tlfaat I I~avemcntioned. 

Despite the comma - and the corresponding prosodic separation i f  this is read aloud (a 
separation that is essential ifplarfe werenot to be thought the antecedent Ihe;~d) - i t  seems likely 
that the writer originally wanted the relative clause to be restrictive, as i t  could readily have 
been if placed earlier: 

. . . has been fhe~/i.~co~erj~ /h01 I have mentioned of high velocities . . . 
However, this position of the relative clause viol;ltes the rule that  prcposition;~l pllrases precede 
relative clauses as postmodifiers, producing a rl~etoric;~lly unncccpk~ble sentence (d.18.391). 

17.24 Where the relative pronoun is a determinative in a noun phrase, there is 
again less choice than in restrictive clauses. Expressions with njhich tend to 
be uncommon except in formally precise writing. The preposition usually 
precedes which, and explicitness often extends to completion of the 
prepositional phrase by a general noun, locative or temporal, as the case may 
be (making which a relative determiner, cj'5.14): 

In 1960 he came to London, ill which city he has lived ever since. [ l ]  

[21 

More commonly, we find where or wlrot instead of the 1r~l1ic11 expression : 

. . . to London, where . . . [ la l  

. . . i n  1960, whet1 . . . [.?.a1 
This is a point a t  which there islittle distinction between adnominal relative 

examples 

, she invlted hrnl to a party 
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clauscs and adverbial clauses of place and timc in complex scntcnce structure 
I s.2sfr).  

Nolc l l ~ c  possil)lc v:~ri:iIi(~~is i l l  wortl or(Icr will1 ,I/-I)V(IIIOIII~S (,SOIIIP, i ro~/f .  
[I//, I)oth, ctc; <:/'6.48,// ) : 

(both i ~ ' ~ l l i c l l }  good, 
Thcrc arc two schools hcrc, r,,.ll,lliclr llollr 

r,ll/s,,lrlr~ ,!l ~l~ll;,.ll I c:11c rc~lll111111~11~l. 
'IIierc arc scvc.;~l schwls Iicrc. { l!/ which 1 can recommend o l l / . s o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

For both there is also the possibility of the order n~l~iclr arc. both good (but 
hardly '?*nhiclr I can all recof~fmend). 

Note ;~lso the use of the construction with o/'pronouns when they modify 
the complcmcnt of ;I preposition: 

The hospitill ;~tlmittcd scvcrnl p;~tients tI1;tt month, 
for all(?/ ~vlloln chemotherapy was thc appropri;~te treatment. 

*of~~bom chemotherapy was the appropriate treatmentfor all. 
*whonl chemotherapy was the appropriate treatment jor all of. 

Relative pronoun as complement 
17.25 When the relative pronoun functions as nonprepositional co~nplement in the 

relative clause, the choice is limited to rvlriclr for both personal and non- 
personal antecedents, in both restrictive clauses (cf17.14) and nonrestrictive 
clauses (cf 17.22): 

He is a teetotaller, which I am not. 
This is a powerful car, rvlfich my last car was not. 

Apposit ive  clauses 
17.26 The remaining type of finite verb clause that plays a part in postmodification 

is the appositive (cj'17.35, 17.65ff'). This resembles the restrictive relative 
clause in being capable of introduction by the unstressed that /sat/: 
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She objected to the fact that a reply Aadnot been sent earlier. [restrictive 
appositive clause] 

The appositive clause differs from the relative clause in that 

(i) the particle that is not an element in the clause structure (functioning 
as subject, object, etc, as it must in a relative clause) but a conjunction, 
as is the case in nominal that-clauses generally; 

(ii) the nonrestrictive appositivc clause has the same introductory item as  
the restrictive, ie: that (cf 17.33): 

She rejected their excuses, even this last one, that investigations had 
taken several weeks. [nonrestrictive] 

(iii) the head of the noun phrase must be a general abstract noun such as 
fact, idea, proposition, reply, remark, ans~zler, and the like (cf 16.84): 

The fact that he wrote a letter to her suggests that he knew her. [l] 
The belief that no one is bfallible is well-founded. [21 

I agree with tile olrl .su!~inx thnt r~I~.s[,.rnlcc, nwkcs the heart grouj 
fi~ncler. 

l [c lic;~r(l t11~ IICII,.S t1111t 11i.v t1.i1111 h~111 I I , ~ I I I ,  
L31 
14 1 

As with apposition gcncrally (i:1'17.05,~/), wc can link the opposed units with 
he (where the copula typically has nuclear promincncc): 

l'hc Ifilct is1 I I I ; I I  Ilc Iwrolc ;I ~.i!~tcr I 0  hcl-l [1:11 
' 1 ' 1 1 ~  l~clicl';,~ I11;l t  I I ~ O I I ~  is i~~l ' :~lli l~lc,  [?:I/  
The old saying is that i~bsence makes thc 11e;u.t grow fondcr. [3a] 
The news ivas that his team had won. [4a] 

We should also note that nouns like belief with that-clauses correspond to 
verbs with object clauses (</'16.30f): 

I-lc hclic,ric,s that no on[, i,s in/ir/lil~k~. [2hl 
With both restrictive and nonrcstrictivc appositivc clauscs, an ;~ntcccdcnt 
noun is often a nominalization (cf17.51ff'): 

Thepolice reported rhat the drugs had been found. I51 
Thepolice report thot the drugs had been found (appeared in the 

press yesterday). [sal 

These restrictive examples have thc definite article before the hcad noun. 
This is normal, but by no meansinvariable (except with a few nouns referring 
to certainty, especially fact): 

A message tllar he rvouldbe late arrived by special delivery. 161 
The union will resist any proposal that Mr Johnson skoull 

be dismissed. 171 
Stories thot the ho~cse ivas hotatted nngercd the owner. L81 

Plural heads, as  in [8], are also rare with appositive postmodification, and 
are usually regarded as unacceptable with beliej; fact, po.ssibility, etc. W e  may 
contrast [9] with the perfectly acceptable plural head with relative clause 
postmodification [9a]: 

?Her mother was worried at thepossibi1itie.s that her daughter toas 
lazy and (that she) dislikedschool. L91 

The possibilities that she  cla as 1101s qflered seemed very attractive. [9a] 
However, we occasionally find examples of plural nouns with appositive 
postmodification, such as facts in the following: 

The reason probably lies in the.facts that the Intelligence Service is 
rather despised, tl~crt the individual mcmbcrs change rapidly and are 
therefore inexperienced, and that they feel bound to put their own 
special interests first. 

We have seen in 16.70 that certain verbs with that-clauses have a 
construction with putative should or with a mandative subjunctive, eg: 

They recommended that she (should) be pronloted. [l01 
When such verbs are nominalized (617.51 ff'), the object clause becomes a n  
appositiveclause, retaining the putative sl~ouldor the mandative subjunctive: 
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Tllcre wits 11 r r s c r ~ f f ~ ~ ~ r r 2 ~ ~ i / ~ r t i o ~ ~  thift ,she (.v/~ofl/rfl 111, prr~l? l~~te~/ .  I l on]  

The nolninalized verb may bc separated from the appositive cl;tusc undcr 
thc conditions for discontinoot~s noult phrases ((:/ 17.122, 18.39): 

771e ,s~lxge.gestio~r thnt tlrr rlclc7 rltle (.slrorrlil) he (~cli~l~ted camc from thc 
cIi:~irm;in. [I 1 1  

T11e s~tggestio~l cainc from the chnirtn;in tl~crt th(, II(,II> rlik, (.slrolrlil) . . 

Postmodification by nonfinite clauses 

P o s t m o d i f i c a t i o n  by -ing par t ic iple  c l a u s e s  
17.28 I'ostlnoclification of tltc noun pliritsc is possihlc with :III rltrcc oSIhc nonfinire 

clause types: -ing participle, -et1 participle. and infinitive cl;~uscs. The 
corrcspondct~cc between -its cl;tc~scs ;~nd rcl;itivc cl;lt~scs is lirnilcd t o  those 
rel;ttive clauses in which the relative pronoun is suh.jcct: 

The person lllo { ;:r,?& / ropi~rts is my collcrguc 17.27 Dcspitc tltc limited number of noun hcad types th:tt tnny hc postmodificd by 
:In ;tppositivc cl;tusc. tllc s~~pcr l ic i ;~l  sirnil:trily to rcl:ttivc cl:~usc post~no~lili- 
cation can sometimes cause momentary dilliculty. Total ambiguity, however, 
is rare since so many factors of selection Il:lvc to hc i~~volvcd bcforc anything 
like [ l l can  occur: 

A report that he stole was ultimately sent to the police. [I] 

The two interpretations ('he stole a rcport' or 'the report was that he stole') 
depend upon the possibility that a report can bc a physical object or an 
abstraction (that is, nominalizing the verb report); upon steal being 
permissibly transitive or intransitive; and several other factors: made in 
place of sent, for example, would prevent the ambiguity (though it might not 
prevent the hearer or reader from having temporary difficulty). 

Nonrestrictive appositive clauses like [2] can less easily resemble relative 
clauses since, irrespective of nonrestrictiveness, they still involve the particle 
that, in sharp contrast with nonrestrictive relative clauses: 

This last fact, (namely) that that is obligatory, should be easy to 
remember. l21 

In illustrating the previous point, example [2] also illustrates the next point, 
(namely) that appositive indicatorsnan~elyor viz can be optionally introduced 
in the nonrestrictive appositions, as can that is (to say) or ie (cj'17.73). It also 
illustrates the fact that with this type of clause, the antecedent head noun 
may be freely premodified by adjectives and with a choice of determiners. It 
will be recalled that, with restrictive appositives, the was obligatory before 
fact, and it may now be added that the only adjectives admissible would be 
nonrestrictive in scope ( c -  17.3ff). Contrast 131, where the restrictive clause 
permits only the nonrestrictive adjective, with [3a], where the nonrestrictive 
clause permits a restrictive adjective: 

Tlze ugly fact that he was holding a gun indicated his guilt. L31 
Tlre nlore relevantfact, that the gun had not been fired, was 

curiously ignored. [ h ]  

Note The nonrestrictive apposition may be closely related to a nonrestrictive relative clause (c/  
appositive tvlr-interrogative clauscs, 15.5). Cornpitre: 

The nonfinite clause 11~ritirg reports in [la] may be interpreted, according to 
the context, as equivalent to one of the more explicit versions in [I]. Other 
examples of postmodifying -irlg clauses: 

The dog barking next door sounded like a terrier. ['which rt.o.rhnrki~~g 
next door'] 

A tile falling froma roofshattered into fragments at his feet. [ 'whichjill  
from a roof] 

You should look for a man carryinga large r~tnbrella. ['who 111ifl be 
carrying a large umbrella'] 

It must be emphasized that -ing forms in postmodifying clauses should not 
be seen as  abbreviated progressive forms in relative clauses. Stative verbs, 
for instance, which cannot have the progressive in the finite verb phrase, can 
appear in participial form (cf 4.4, 14.19): 

This is a liquid with a taste resembli~lg that of soapy water. 
['which resembles'; not: '*which is resembling'] ' 

t21 
It was a mixture co?uisring of oil and vinegar. ['that consisted of ' ;  

not: '*that was consistingof'] L31 
In all instances, the antecedent head corresponds to the implicit subject of 

the nonfiniteclause. There is nononfinite postmodifier, therefore, correspond- 
ing directly to the relative clause in [I b], without recourse to the passive [Ic]: 

Reports that my colleag~te is u~ritirlg will be discussed tomorrow. [I b] 
Reports being written by mycoIleagz~e will be discussed tomorrow. [Ic] 

There are sharp constraints upon aspect expression in the participle clauses 
used in postmodification. We have just noted that resenlbling in [2] (a taste 
resembling that of soapy water) obviously could not represent the progressive, 
and the neutralization of the aspectual contrast can further be seen in [4] in 
contrast with [4a]: 

The person t~~riting reports is my colleague. [la] 

who is working 1 behind the desk 
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l l ~ c  i11i11l 1 l"orkirlg 1 hchind thc dcsk 1 */,,,~IIJ! 11,or1< ;I!): 1 
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being repaired by that n~cchz~nic now . . . 
ri>/~oirr~rl hy I I i i ~ t  mccli:~nic whcn it Iirci~ks 1l11wii . . . 
r ~ * / ~ ~ ~ i r ~ v / l ~ y  III:II I I I V C I I ~ I I I ~ K  I I C I I I I C  I I C  lrfl , , , 

On thc loss ol' this ;~s(lcclual (1istil)cti1)11 i l l  nonlinitc vcl-l> 11111:1scs. 1'1 3.50.  
Si~nilarly the perl.ectivc aspect cannot usually bc expressed in the nonlinilc 
cl:~usc. C'omparc (51 and [5:1]: 

'I'hc man nho 110.v I I ~ ~ I  t/11~ rr(l,ra is my I>rothcr. 151 

?*The man houirig 118orr the race is my brother. [5n] 

However, in a structure with an indcli~litc noun phl.;lsc as hc;~tl, as in 
perfective aspect is more acceptable: 

?Any person or persons Iiaving w~itrie,s.sed tlii~crtiack is undcr 
suspicion. c61 

The tense to be attributed to the -ing clause will usually be that of the finite 
clause in which the noun phrase occurs, especially if the noun phrase is 
object: 

Do you know the rnan talking to my sister? ['who is talking to my sister'] 
Did you know the niarz talkitig to tnysister? ['who was talking to my 

sister'] 

The tense of the nonfinite clause can also bc infcrrcd from thc context: 

The rnan sitting ,lest to her (now) was speaking on the radio (last 
night). ['who is sitting'] L71 

In a sentence like [7], the tense of the -ing clause would be assumed to be the 
present tense [8], unless the context suggests otherwise, as in 184: 

to her ['who is sitting'] 
the rnan sitting next 

[g1 
to her on that occasion ['who was sitting'] [8al 

In [9], the past tense was indicates the tense of being questioned and does not 
mean that he was no longer my brother, ie [9] = [9a]: 

The man being questiorled by the police was my brother. L91 
The man that was (being) questiotted by the police is my brother. [9al 

Note In some cases, -btg participles occur in frozen expressions wilh no rclntive clause alternative. ex: 

for the rime being (not: '"for the time that is'). 

P o s t m o d i f i c a t i o n  by -ed par t i c ip l e  c l a u s e s  
17.29 As with -ing clauses, there is corrcspondcnce only with relative clauses that 

have the relative pronoun as subject. The nonfinite -ed participle clause in 111 
can be related to the finite relative clauses in [la]: 

The car (being) repaired by that mechanic . . . [l1 

was (being) repaired 

The -ed participle clause [ l ]  will be interpreted, according to the context, a s  
equivalent tooneof  the finite clauses in [la]. Thus: 

Other examples: 

A report tt~rittctr />,I) 171.1, ~I>//~,[IA~III> i~ppc;~rc<I l;~st week. ['th;it II,II,Y//III,Y 
hit*rr w r i t t c ~ ~  . . .'] 121 

Any coinsjinoicl'otl thbsitemust be handctl to the police. ['that ore 
./i>urtcl . . .' or, more prcciscly, 'that r r r q  he,/i~rrritl . . .'] 131 

The antecedent is always identical with the implied subject of the  -ed 
postmodifying clause, as it is with the -ing construction. Also, postmodifying 
-ed and -ing participle cli~uscs Lire both usu:~lly rcstrictivc (hut c:/' 17.341'). 
I-lowevcr, in thc case of the -c,(/ construction, the participle cotlccrncd is as 
firmly linked with the passive voice as  that in thc -big construction is linked 
with the active. Since -ed participles can never be passive with intransitive 
verbs, there is no -ed postmodifier [4al corresponding exactly to the relative 
clause in [4]: 

The train wl~ich has arrived atplatforni I is from York. c41 
?*The train arriuedatpkatjorni I is from York. [ W  

Exceptions occur wl~erc the -e(lpilrliciple is prcccdcd hy ccrfi~in ;~tlvcrhs, its 
in : 

The train recently arrived atplatjbrni I is from York. 

A man just gone to India 
{come from the rneeliIlg] "ld me about [S] 

This phenomenon is related to our ability also to premodify nouns with 
participles which, unless themselves premodified, can only postmodify. 

There are constraints on aspectual expression in -edpostmodifying clauses, 
though they are not identical with those for -ittg clauses. Unlike -ing clauses, 
-edclauses can indicate progressive aspect. A progressive contrast is possible, 
as in [6a], which reflects the aspectual contrast in [6]: 

was meant for tomorrow. [6] 

Tile food z;"; eatell was meant for tomorrow. { I 
As with -ing clauses, there is usually no perfective aspect in -ed clauses: 

The food which has beet1 eotcri 
?*The food having been ealerl was m""" for tomorrow. l t6bl 

P o s t m o d i f i c a t i o n  by inf in i t ive  c l a u s e s  
17.30 Unlike -iiig and -ed clauses, infinitive clauses as postmodifiers in noun 

phrases allow correspondences with relative clauses where the relative 
pronoun can be not only subject, but also object or adverbial and, to a limited 
extent, complement: 
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S: Thc man to hcplp yolr is Mr Johnson. ['who can help you'] [I] 
0:  'l'hc Inan (/i~ryo~r) to .vc,rJ is Mr .lohns~)n. ('wl~o(nl) you 

shoultl sec'] I21 
C:: -1.11~ thing ui,ryorc) 10 h,, thcsc tl;iys is a systcms analyst. ['the 

thing that pcoplc will try to bc thcsc days is a systclrls 
analyst'; </,pseudo-cleft scntcnccs 18.29lfI L31 

A: The time (/',v J,OU) togo is July. ['at which you should go'] 141 
A :  Tlic placc (/i~rj,oii) to strry is thc university guest house. 

['wllcrc you sl10ultl st;1y'] 151 

Unlike [l], [2] can have an optional subjcct of the infinitive clausc introduced 
by,for (cj'14.6f). Without such a subject, the infinitive clause in [2] could be 
understood, according to context, as '(The man) that yorr/lte/et~c~ryor~r, etc 
should see'. 

Similarly, in [3-S] the subject of the infinitive may also be omitted. A less 
common and more formal alternative is then to introduce the relative 
pronoun and retain the infinitive clause: 

The time a t  11~11ich to go is. . . [4al 
The place at ivhicll to stay is . . . [5al 
A good place at i11hicl1 to eat is the pub round the corner. [61 

Compare also the formal [7] beside the informal [7b] (note that the preposition 
cannot be deferred in [7a]; nor can irt be kept in [7c]): 

i *which to do it in [ W  
the way to do it 17bI 

*to do it irt [7cl 

Alternatively, we might have fully explicit relative clause constructions with 
preposition + relative pronoun, or adverbial relative (without preposition; 
cf17.1af): 

The place {~:~~!~h} you should stay is thc university guest house [5b] 

anyone can eat is the pub round the corner. [6a] A good place 

As stated above, there is no -ing or -ed clause as postmodifier which allows 
correspondences with relative clauses where the pronoun is adverbial. 
Compare the syntactic flexibility and the possibility of different degrees of 
reduction in infinitive clauses compared with -ingclauses: 

*staying 

the place, you should stay 
(for you) to stay (at) 

Shc is not a pcrson 
(for one) 10 n.1~' 011. 

This is :I good instrument 
(for thc~ii) 10 r ~ r i ~ r . v r r , r ~  vi br:ition 11.ir11. 

17.31 Under certain conditions, functional ambiguity may arisc, as when the 
subject is not expressed by .fix . . . to and the verb con be used both 
intransitively and transitively. In  the latter case thcre are no semantic 
restrictions to exclude the antecedent from being intcrprcted as either subjcct 
or object. Consider sentence [I]: 

He is the best man to choose. [ l ]  
It can then mean either [la], iesubject interpretation and no equivalent finite 
relative clause possible, or [Ib], ic object interpretation and with a 
corresponding finite relative clause alternative: 

I to c10 the choosirg. 
to make the choice. 

He is the best man that we (etc) cart choose. 
for rcs (etc) to ci~oose. 
to be chosert (by us, etc). 

As the examples have now shown, it is by no means only tense that has to 
be inferred in the infinitive clause. Mood is a far more variable factor, and 
the range accounted for in the adverbial infinitive clause is available also for 
noun-phrase postmodification (cfalso 12-41 below and 17.32), 'g: 

The time to arrice is . . . ['at which you sho~tld arrive'] 

With infinitive clauses, aspect is also less restrained than with other nonfinite 
clauses: 

to have met 

T h e  postmodifying infinitive clause can be active or passive: 

Beside the active examples already given, we may consider the following 
passives, which also further illustrate the variety of implicit tense and 
modality: 

The case to be irmestigated ~otnorrolc . . .['that will, or is to, be 
investigated'] 121 

The animals to be found in Kenya . . . ['that can be, or arc, found'] [3] 
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The procedure to befollowed . . . ['that must, or should, or will, be 
S I ) I I ~ W C ~ I ' I  141 

In  sorne cases, only ;~ctive inlinitivcs postmotlifyi~~g cl;~uscs arc n;ttur;ll. I% 
[S]; in some, only passive [61: 

~ ' v c  got Icttcrs to 111ritc' tonight. 1 
,!~'ve g111 I C ~ I C I S  10 / W  I I ,~ ; I IC, I  I O I I ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ .  1 
The animals to be,fi,~otr/ in Kenya . . . 

?The animals toji~rd in Kenya . . . 1 
In other cases, either active or passive infinitives seem equally possible with 
no or little change of meaning: 

to i11r1ite. 
Give mc a list of the pcoplc 

The best thing (:~~dol,e) isas  follows: 

This is true also for the existential sentence pattern there + be + noun 
phrase + to-infinitive clause which is allied to relative clauses (cf 18.448'): 

to write. 

There is no passive equivalent if for is used to introduce a subject: 

consu't is Mr Johnson. 
to be cotrsulted 

The man 
l 

for you cOtrsulr is Mr  Johnson, 
*for you to be consulted I l 

Nor does a passive always sound plausible when the head is a quantifier: 

a lot to do. 
?a lot to be done. 

I to write. 
a 1 ~ r g e  number ofpages be iYritIe~l, l 

With a there-construction there is no voice restriction: 

(for everybo(1y) to do. 
ro be done (by everybody). 

There is 
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17.32 Postmodifying to-infinitive clauses can have cithcr a rnotlal or a nonmodal 
sense, hut the motl:~l intcrprcl:~tion scctns to hc norm;~l. :IS intlic;~lctl hy most 
(11'  lllc cx;tn~plcs give11 s11 I;lr. If t l~c  ;111tucc(Ic111 C I I I I C S I I ~ I I ~ I \  10 lllc L I ~ ? ~ C C I  01' 
the inlinitive, the liiodal interpretation is t l ~ c  only possible one: 

The thing to (10 is . . . ['The thing we should do is .  . .':  rot = 'The thing 
we c l 0  is . . . 'or '.l'Iic I l ~ i ~ i j !  wc ;trc f!,oinl! lot10 i' , . .'l 

Ifthcantccedcr~t corrcspi)~iiIstotl~e sul~jcctol'llic inlinitivc, the intcrl ,rctatio~~ 
may be nonrnodal, particul:~rly if thc anlcccdcnt has a 'rcstriclivc' marker 
such as lrst and the infinitive is equivalent to a rclativc cl;~usc: 

They were the 1~1.vt guests to arrive. ['They were the last guests who 
arrived.'] 

Sucli'rcstrictivc'mnrkers includc;~tljcctivcs ~ I I  thc supcrl;~livc dcgrcc, gcrlcral 
ordinals (next, last, ot~ly),Jir.st, or other ordinal numer;~l (~1'5.22). 

Blurred relationships in postmodification 
17.33 The sharply reduced explicitness in the -in~g, -H/, and infinitive clauses allows 

us to blur or neutralize the distinction between noun-phrasc postmodification 
and certain other types of construction. It is interesting. for example, that 
native English spe;~kers confronted by sentencc [I] arc likely to agrcc that 
they see little or no difference in meaning between [ l ]  and either of [Ia-b]: 

a niatr hidderr behind the bushcs. [I] 
a n ~ a r ~  ivho was hirklerr behind the bushes. [ ] a ]  
that a mnrz lvas /ridden behind the bushes. [Ibl 

So also with two other sentences of obviously different structure: 

He was warned by 11zr fact that a IightJoshed repeatedly 
a light thatJloshed repeatedijl. 

Grammatical rules for nominalization (c/'17.51.f) can readily provide for 
the relation of [2] to [4] and for the relation of both [2] and [3] to [5]: 

'Ire repeated/fas/ri~rg of a light. 
a lightflnshbzg repeatedly. 

Sentence [5] can be a variant of the rarer form with genitive noun (a IiglrtS) 
corresponding to the subject of [2] (cf15.12). The fact that [4] and [S] are 
virtually indistinguishable semantically means that, despite,our ability to 
relate [4] grammatically to [2] rather than to [3], it is pointless to speculate on 
whether [5] is to be grammatically related primarily to (21 or to [3]. 

The infinitive clause occurs in similar merged constructions, but with 
additional possibilities. Example [6] is broadly unambiguous: 

She expects somebody to repair /Ire TVset. 161 

However, it can be related to more than merely noun-phrase postmodification 
[71: 

She expects son~ebody II~IIO will repair the TV .vet. 171 
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l! rill1 :IISO \>C I.C\;IIC(\ 10 il C I ) I ~ I I ~ ~ C I I I C ' I I I : I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  t y p ~  tlcsrrihcd in 16.30tj; Ihc 
nonlinilc clausc corrcsl)oritli~~g lo it linilc clituse: 

She cxpccts thnt .\~<~rrrchrrtly i~~ i l l r cy~~ i r  !h(, Tl/.vt,t. 1x1 
There are relations also with two possible adverbial purpose clauscs [g] 

and [IO]: 

She expects somebody itt orrlrr !ha! he 11~il1 repair the TVset. ~ 9 1  
Slic expects somchody irt ortlvr tlrcrt .vl~(~ corr rcprir rho TV set (11.it11 

hi.7 help). [ 101 

However, both [9] and [l01 should be seen as rather cu~iibersome 
circumlocutions of thc natul.al cxprcssion in [61. Another i ~ n d  more t~;ttclr;ll 
allcrn:ltivc to [l01 would be [I I]: 

She expects somebody to hrlp her repair tlte TVset. [l 11 

It is doubtless convenient to have a structural type like [6] that has such 
flexibility. For example, the possibility of postmodifying the head (sontrbo(1y) 
is crucially important if we wish to expand such a sentence into the more 
explicit form [7] rather than [9]. Example [6a], with a proper noun as head, 
rules out a nonrestrictive clause [7a] as an analogue to [7]: 

She expects Jotlathan to repair rhe TVset. 
*She expects Jottatlratl n~ho ~vill repair tile TVset. 

So also, we can reduce [l21 to the nonfinite form [12a] without perceptible 
change or loss of meanin'g: 

~vho cliecks the TVset regularly. 
She has {(to) c/~eck t/he TVset regtiiarl]~. 

However, we must not assume that any sentence of the form [13], and still 
less of the form [14], can have the nonfinite clause expanded as a relative: 

She has X to c10 Y 
She has X do Y. 

Disc~~rrrrc~tlc~lriro.vt I?y (rc.citlntl, tlic suhsl:~nvc h:~s rcvoluli~,ni;.ctl 
mcdicinc. [2;1] 

But this mobility in fircl implies thiit nonfinitc nonrcslrictivc clauses ;ire 
equivocal between adnominal and adverbial role. Thus, thc nonfinitc clause 
in sentencc [41 could bc ;r red~rction of a rcl;rlivc cl:~llsc [4;1]. hut cc]u:~lly of a 
c;tus:~l clausc [4h], or a tc1npor:tl onc [4c]: 

The man, wearirtgsucll clarkgla.s.scs, obviously could not sce clearly. [4] 

{ 
wlro uas ~~'ecrrirrg . . . [4;1] 

Thc man, hecou.\c, It(, IIYI.Y ~lr~crrirrg . . . [4bl 
~vhertcaer he n.ore. . . [4cI 

So too, we can make the relative clause in [5] nonfinite: 

The cost, whicll irlcludes nreals, is 290 francs. [51 
However, we must then recognize that the result, irrclttdittg rneals, m a y  be 
regarded by a reader or hearer as a reduction of a conditional clause, 'if we 
include meals', or ittcluding may be regarded as a preposition (cf 9.8). 

Note [a] The range of sem;inlic possibilities and the mohility to initial position (hcforc the noun 
phrase) of nonrestrictive nonfinitc clauses make such cl;luses cquivoci~l hetrvec~~ noun motliliers 
and advcrbials (cj'8.150fl). 
[blCompare the discussion in this section wit11 that offinitc r~onreslrictiveclattses in 17.2?/1'and 
supplementive clauses in 15.60fl: 

Appos i t i ve  pos tmod i f i ca t ion  by inf in i t ive  a n d  -ing c l a u s e s  
17.35 Appositive postmodification by nonfinite clause occurs with infinitive and 

-ins clauses; -ed clauses cannot enter into appositive postmodification. 
Appositive postmodification is fairly common by means of infinitive clauscs. 
A restrictive example like [I] would correspond to the finite rltcrt people 
(~IrouId)give bloo(1, though such a use of the subjunctive or of putative should 
(cJ4.64, 16.70fl') is uncommon: 

Nonres t r i c t i ve  pos tmod i f i ca t ion  by nonf in i t e  c l a u s e s  
17.34 Nonrest r~ct~ve postmod~ficdt~on can also be achieved wtth nonfinlte clauses 

The apple tree, swaymggerltly tn the breeze, was d rem~nder of old 
tlmes ['whtch wasswaylng gently ~n the breeze '1 [ l ]  

The substance, discovered almost by acc~~lent,  has revolutlon~zed 
med~clne ['whlch was discovered almost by acc~dent '1 L21 

T h ~ s  scholar, to be founddatly m the Brrttslt Museum, hds devoted 
h ~ s  life to the h~story of sc~ence ['who can be found dally In the 
Brt t~sh Museum 'I [31 

As w ~ t h  restr~cttve nonfin~te clduses (cJ17 28J), nonrestrtctlve -11tg and -ed 
clauses only correspond to relatlve clauses where the relative pronoun IS 

subject But also ~n f in t t~ve  clauses have t h ~ s  constraint when they are 
nonrestrlctlve 

* T h ~ s  scholar, tofind 
*Thts place, to stay 

The appeal to give blood received strong support. [l1 
There are also nonrestrictive examples, eg [2]: 

This last appeal, to conteartd visit Itirtr, was never sent. [21 
A common feature of infinitive clauses, applying to restrictive and 

nonrestrictive alike, is that they leave the subject of the infinitive clause to 
be inferred from the context (as in [ l ]  and [2]), unless there is a prepositionally 
introduced subject, as  in [la] and [2a]: 

The appeal to give blood received strong support. 

This last appeal to come and visit him, was never sent. [2a] 

The -ing clause functions a s  appositive postmodific:~tion in examples like 
[3-51: 
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I'm looking for a job clrivirtg cars. ['a job as a drivcr'l l31 
WC can oKcr you ;I c:lrccr coro~.vc//ir~l: c/rvl;nq~tr,~r~.v. l41 
'1'11crc is p1c111y o~.work ( I i~ r  11s) ,YIIOIV//~~I~! ,SI~OII. .  151 

The typical postmodifying function of -ing clnuscs is ;IS complcmcnt ol' :l 
preposition (the joh r?/'tlrivitlg cars, the prohle~r~ c?/'Ieor~littg E~lgli.sh; 17.37.f). 

In :~l,posi~ivc structures.   in^ cl:luscs Ii;~vc prcpositic)ns whicll arc :tbscnl 
in the corresponding lir~itc cl:tuscs: 

Constructions with to-infinitive or of-phrase 
17.36 Appositive postmodification by means of an infinitive clausc [ l ]  may have 

no corresponding finite clause as  apposition [I b], but instead an alternative 
construction with a prepositional phrase [la]:  

to use his hands. 

*that he colild use his hands. 

Similarly: 
to leave early 

is against regulations. 
*that one should leave early 

However, the choice between to + infinitive clause and preposition (usually 
of) + -ing clause as  noun postmodification is also strictly limited. We may 
distinguish three main types of construction: 

(a) To-infinitive only: 
to win. 

wants to 

is wi l l i~~t~,  10 

- Antia's ~sillitrgr~ess tlic job 

A sccc)ntl typc is li~ctncl ;~f lcr  nourls whcrc lllc C ~ I I S I ~ I I I C I I I  CXI)~CSS~II[: ~no[J:~lily 
antl tlic following verb 1i;ivc dili'crcnt subjccls (irrcspcctivc ol'whctllcr or not 
the infinitive has an  cxprcssccl suhjcct), as in: 

Her father permitted her todo thc job. 

- her father'spermir.sion Vor her) { l0 ]the job *ifdobtg 

The subject may be implicit or explicit (introduced by Ji)r) in cascs like the 
following (where there is an open choice of subject): 

Type (c) with of -+ -ing clause seems to occur chiefly after nouns expressing 
extrinsic modality, ie after nouns whose meanings do not primarily involve 
human control of the action itself, but typically involve human judgnient, eg: 
hope, possibility, prospect, risk. Compare (on the choice of gcnitivc A~ttm'.~, 
cf15.12): 

It is probable that Anna will do the job 

- theprobability of(Anna('s)) doing 
*for Anna to do 1 the job 

Other examples: 

The team is running the risk of (us/olrr) losing another game. 
There is actually no hope of (themltheir) witlning the war. 

In type (b) there is variation between the two kinds of construction, but 
certain nouns tend to have predominantly postmodification by to-infinitive, 
such as: 

(b) Either to-infinitiveor of + -ing: 

T/leir chance {zing] abroad was lost. 

(c) Of + ingonly: 

{*l0 'OSe ] money too great. She found the risk oflosing 

Type (a) with to-infinitive is found chiefly after nouns which have intrinsic 
uses (cf4.49), ie those nouns which express modal meanings that involve 
human control over events, eg: 

agreenlent decision cletermination 
disinclination inclination invitation 
proposal readiness rejusal 
resolution (un)willingness will 

We may distinguish two types: one where the constituent expressing modality 
and the following verb share the implied subject. Compare: 

chance jieedom need 
obligation opportco~ity plan 
power 

The following are examples of nouns that have predominantly of + -ing 
construction: 

aim impos.sil~ility intcntiott 
necessity possibility responsibility 

One reason for the choice among the two alternatives may be found in the 
contrast between root and epistemic possibility (cf4.49), as  in: 

The possibility for man to cowisl with man is slight. 
[CS: 'It is possible for man to coexist. . .'with subject introduced by 
for; root possibility] 
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77r(2 /~i~,v,yiI~i/it,~ ~~ / ' ( t l r i~~~r / t / r~~ i r )  ci~c.~i,slitt,S is sliglll. 
[cj.: 'It is possjblc that.  . .'; cpislclnic ~)ossil)ilityl 

.I.hc construction with to-inlinitivc is cspcci;~lly suiti~hlc for cascs where t h ~  
subject of thc infinitive is cxprcssed: 

rcl;~tionship hctwccn cl'Yort ancl rcwi~rd. 

The construction with off  4 1 g  clnuse is especially convenient when no 
exprcsscd subjcct is present or implicit (generalizitlg fi~nction): 

The ji.ecclonl oj'hokdi~rg an opinion and cxprcssillg it is n Ilum;~n right. 

Postmodification by prepositional phrases 

Relation to more explicit modifiers 
17.37 In addition to reduction of sentences into noun phrases (cf17.1) by means of 

postmodification by finite and nonfnite clauses, we have the further 
possibility of reduction of postmodification by prepositional phrases, as in 
the last item of the following series: 

The car was standing outside the station. 
the car which was startding outside the statio~? 
the car startding outside the station 
the car outside the station 

A prepositional phrase (cf9,lff') is by far the commonest type of 
postmodification in English: it is three or four times more frequent than 
either finite or nonfinite clausal postmodification. The full range of 
prepositions is involved, including complex prepositions (eg: on board in [41 
and incaseof in[5]; cf9.10ff'): 

the road to Lincoln [l1 

this book on grammar L21 

a man from the electricity company [31 

oassenaers on board the ship [41 ,-, - 
action in case ofjre LS l  

c,, 

the meaning of this sentetlee 
the house beyond the church 
two years befire the rvar 
a delay pending further inquiry 
a tree by a streant 

It is natural to relate such prepositional postmodifiers as (tlte car) otctside 
the station to be-sentences ('The car is outside the station'), though in some 
instances the phrase seems to correspond with more than merely the finite 

verh 111.. For esi~mplc. we pres~ltn:~hly need to ~ C P ~ I I . ~  [l l ]  ;IS r ~ l i ~ t e d  to a 
somcwl~;~l  I'~rllc~~~~rcilic;~liotl [l I:I]: 

the uni vcrsity ns n polific.o~fir~(rrr I l l 1  
Tlic university is ;~cting/rcgardcd as a politicill k)rum. [I la l  

Again, although there is no problcm with [121, thc intcrprctation is not so 
straightforward for[13], wherean additional component has to hc understood 
[13a]: 

. I . hc prcscnL,/i~r Jo1r11 costs a grctti deal. ["l'hc prcscrlt is l i ~ r  John.'j [l  21 
The man.for tire job is John. 
The man is right/bcst for thc job. 

[l31 
[l301 

This is sccn still more clcarly in[14], which is a morccxplicit lorm ofscntcncc 
[13]: 

The right manfor tire job is John. (141 
Just as we do not wish to postulate [ 13bJ in relation to [l  31, so a e  do not wish 
to postulate [14a] in relation to [14]: 

*The man is for the job. [13bI 
*The right man is for the job. [14a] 

This problem will be seen in its more general context when we discuss 
discontinuous modification (cf 17.122). 

The preposition with is another that we cannot fully account for unless we 
consider inore than be-sentences; that is to say, these are adequate t o  explain 
[15], and even the idiomatic (and old-fashioned) [l6]: 

The woman with the child is Joan. ['The woman is with the child.'] [l51 
The woman with child is Joan. ['The woman is with child, 

ie pregnant.'] [l61 
But, in general, this is true only where rvitlt can be glossed as 'accompanied 
by'. No  such gloss is possible in [17-181: 

the man with a red beard [l71 
the girl 111itIt a funnj~ hat I181 

Here we need to connect the prepositional phrase with a hate-sentence: 'The 
man has a red beard', and hence with a relative clause: 'the man 1r.lro has a 
red beard' (cf 9.55). The commonest preposition in noun-phrase postmodifi- 
cation, of, has a close correspondence to have-sentences (cj 17.38). 

Note Among the prepositions used in postmodification, we should mcnlion like (cf9.4) which has the 
two senses of 'resembling in appearance' in 1191 and 'rcscmhl;~nce in char;lctcr' in [20]: 

The man IikcJol~rr is over rhcre. 
A man like Joh11 would never do that. 

1191 
P01 

The choice between the of-construction and the genitive 
construction 

17.38 In many cases there is a regular correspondence between an oJphrase and 
the genitive (cf 5.1 15). Compare: 
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The ship has a funnel. It is red. 
-.The ship h:ls ;I rcd funnel. - ~ ~ I ~ ' . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' . S , / I I I I I I ~ ~ /  is red. [~~,cniIivc c~11~~1111clioll~ 
- ?.l~e,/io~r~el ofthe sliip is rcd. [q/~construc(ion] 

T ~ c  GENITIVE CONSTRUCTION consists of ~ W O  llOUll  phmses: One a 110Un 
pl~r :~sc  III:II kccl lilr tllc j!cnitivc cast hy il~ilcclion; thc othcr :I succcctling and 
supcrordin:ttc I ~ O L I I I  I ~ ~ I ~ : I S C  I I I I I I I I I ~ ~ C ~ I  1i)v C:ISC i l l  wllicl~ 1l1c ):rl~i(ivr I I < I I I I I  

phrase isembedded withadctermin;ltivc (unction (cf 5.121). 'Uctcrminalivc' 
function means that the genitive noun phrase functions like a definite 
determiner: it plays a role in the superordinate noun phrase equivalent to 
that of a determiner such as rile or our (cf i l l f ) :  

the city's 

In the OF-CONSTRUCTION, which is often equivalent in meaning to the 
genitive construction, the superordinate noun phrase precedes a noun phrase 
introduced by oJ The genitive phrase and the ofphrase thus occur in different 
order in the two constructions: 

[[the city's] population] [ N  l's N21 
[the population [ofthe city]] [N2 of NI ]  

In  each construction, the two noun phrases may be expanded by modifiers, 
eg : 

[[the large city's] growing population] 
e growing population [of the large city]] 

However, the grammatical status of the genitive noun phrase is different 
from that of the ofphrase in that the former has the function of a definite 
determinative, whereas the second has the function of a postmodifier with 
the superordinate noun phrase either definite or indefinite. Thus, [I] shows 
direct correspondence with [la];  [2] corresponds to [2a]; [3] has no 
correspondence with a genitive construction: 

the funnel of the ship [ l ]  -the ship's funnel P a l  

the funnel of a ship [2] -a  ship's funnel P a l  

a funnel of the ship L31 

More distinctions can be made in post- than premodification generally, and 
this, as we can see here, is true also for the of-construction. 

The only type of genitive where indefinite reference is permitted is the 
'post-genitive', where the genitive and ofconstructions are combined 
(cf 17.46): 

a friend of n ~ y  brother's 

Note that the function of the genitive is not determinative in two uses: 
descriptive genitive, eg: a girl's school (cf 5.122, 17.110) and genitive of 
measure, eg: an hour's delay (cf 5.1 16). 

Wc will now discuss other f';~ctors which influencc thc choicc of 
construction : 

(:I) l.cxic:~l l':~clors ( 17.30) 
(b) Rel;~tion;tl faciors ( l  7.40) 
(C) Objective and subjective relation (17.41-43) 
(d) Synlilclic filctors (17.44) 
(c) ( ' ~ I I I I I I I I I I ~ C : I I ~ V C  I':~cIors (17.115) 

(a) Lexical factors 
17.39 As we have scen in 5.1 17, the genitive is favourcd by those gcnder classes 

which are highest on the gender scale, in particular where NI  is a personal 
name, a personal noun, and a noun with perso~i:tl ch;lracteristics, ie animal 
nouns and collective nouns: 

A17ti:s car -c *the car o/'Anr~ 
rhe /ady8.s car -c *?the car o/rhe /ar/y 
the dog's collar + ?the collar ofthe (log 
the J'arnily's car -c ?the car ofthe,far~7il!~ 

With inanimate, in particular concrete, nouns, the ojLconstruction is normally 
required : 

the roof of this house .c ?*this hotrse's roof 

There is, however, a group of inanimate nouns which pcrmit the genitive, 
especially geographical nouns and nouns denoting location and time 
(cf 5.1 18), eg: 

China's population - the population oJ'C11bia 
the ~a r ld ' s  economy - the economy oJ'rhe 11ar1d 
last year's profit -the profitfir last year 

What has been said so far about lexical factors relates to gender in the 
determinative noun (NI). Specific lexical noun heads (N2) like edge. le?lgth, 
etc also influence the choice of construction (cf5.120). The 'personal 
connection' of the genitive can be seen in a scale like the following where, 
without previous mention, N2 nouns that have the closest relation to the 
people of the country are most likely to be acceptable in the genitive: 

*China's rnap the n ~ o l ~  of China 
?China's clitnare the cliriiare of China 

(?)China's roads the roads of China 
China's ecorlomj~ the ecor~onry of China 

Note Whereas rho car uJ'the lady is unnccept;ihle when unmodified, i t  becomes acceptable when t l~erc  
is postmodification of the whole noun phrase, or part of i t  (~ j17 .44 ) .  Cornp;ire: 

"?rhc car ofrhc III~J. 
tlrc car qf the lady in /roar oJ,Jhir,r. 
the car ofthegirl he hop~,il to r~iurry. 

(b) Relational factors 
17.40 The relation between the two nouns, as described by means of setltential and 

phrasal analogues in 5.1 16, is a powerful conditioning factor in the choice of 
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construction. In particular, partitive constructio~~s of the quantitative and 
qu;llit;ltive types never h;ive a genitive variant: 

;I gl;~ss flf'f'nater .c *a ~scrrer's glass 
this kind r,l're.sarrri~lr .c *this rr,.v~r~rr,lt'.v kincl 

(c) Objective and subjective relation 
17.41 Thc vzlriable 'direction' of prcdications which correspond to noun phlxses 

postm~~(lilictl I,y q/'c(,n~rihutcs grc;~tly to the complexity of thcsc cxprcssions 
and has a bcaring on the corrcspontlcncc wit11 the genitive. 11' wc look at it i l l  

this way, we have left-to-right predicatio~l in the following: 

the imprisonment of the murderer - (Someone) imprisoned the murderer. 
a woman of courage 

-The woman has courage. 

We have right-to-left predication in: 

the train's arrival 
L31 

the funnel of the ship -The ship has a funnel. L41 

With the left-to-right examples [ l ]  and [Z], it seems reasonable to assume a 
verb-object relationship; similarly, the right-to-left examples [3] and [4] show 
a subject-verb relationship. These relations are more obvious in [ l ]  and [3], 
where the heads are deverbal nouns, than in [Z] and [4], where the 
predicational relationship is covert or implicit. When the genitive or of 
construction has the relation in [l], we shall call it OBJECTIVE; when the 
relationship is like that in [3], we shall call it SUBJECTIVE. 

With the objective relation, use of a premodifying genitive 'object' is 
rather uncommon and unnatural, as  compared with the ofphrase, except 
where the head is a deverbal noun. Thus: 

 he imprisonment of rhe murderer - the nrurderer's in~prisonnter~t 

But there is no 'S genitive corresponding to the following: 

a ~votnan of colrrage [but not: *courage's ~voman] - The woman has courage. 
the love ofpower [but not: *po~ver's love] - (Someone) loves power. 
reminiscences ofthe war [but not: *the war's remirtiscences] - (Someor~c) rernemhers the war. 
men ofscience [but not: *scier~ce's men] - Men (study) science. 

17.42 By contrast, full correspondence between the subjective of'phrase and the 
genitive is common with most types of head, irrespective of whether the 
subject-predicate relation is overt or not: 

the arrival of the train - the train's arrival 

the activity of the students - the studcnts':~ctivily ['Thc sludcnls ; ~ r c  nctivc.'] 121 
the W N ~  N(,qrriont of/by I3ritlen - Britten's War Roqtriolr['Brittcn composctl Ihc U'crr I<c~clrrk2tl~.'] [3] 

'I'his is easy enough toundcrstand in rcli~tion to121 and [3], where the 'sul>jcct' 
is the type of noun ('animate, especizllly personal') that readily admits the 
genitive (cf5.117.1'). For [I] and other such cxatnplcs, the o/;phrase may 
acquire, by implici~tion, some properties of ;lnitn;~tcncss through thc  very 
f:~cl that the noun in ilucstion II;IS:I sul>jcct I'unclion. 

Nevertheless, there are some subject constructions whcre rcpl;lccmcnt by 
genitive is impossible. For example: 

the joy of his return [hut nor: *his return's joy] ['His return 
gives joy.'] [41 

an  angel of a girl [hut not: *tlie/*a girl's angel] ['The girl is an 
angel.'; cf17.47] [51 

This constraint is marked by other restricted and special features in these 
examples, not least the property 'indefiniteness' in respect of the head noun, 
which is relevant also in: 

an  opera of Verdi's ['Verdi composed thisopera -and others'] [6] 
Here, however, there is no blocking of a direct correspondence with the 
genitive (one of Verdi'soperas). We shall return to this example in 17.46, 

17.43 Broadly speaking, the objective relation is usually expressed with the of: 
construction, and the subjective relation with either the o/~coostruction o r  
the genitive. Where the implicit verb is intransitive, eg: arrice in rhe a r r i ~ a l  
of the train, there can be no difficulty in interpreting the qfiphrase as  
subjective. But problems can arise where the verb is one that can be used 
either transitively or intransitively, eg: shoot, as in rl~e sl~ooth~g oj'rhe rebels. 
The ambiguity in such phrases ('X shoots the rebels' or ',The rebels were 
shooting') is usually resolved by the context. The following sentence in a 
newspaper, however, is ambiguous: 

The reminiscences of the Prime Minister were very amusing. [l1 
The report did not explain whether it was the Prime Minister who had been 
reminiscing or whether someone had been reminiscing nhour the Prime 
Minister. 

But in general it seems that, where an qFphrase can be interpreted as  
objective, it will be so interpreted unless there is a counter-indication. Thus 
[Z] and [31 will tend primarily to suggest that someone is examining the  
fireman o r  scrutinizing the tenants: 

the examination of the fireman 
the scrutiny of the tenants 

However, the converse would be perfectly reasonable, and indeed preferable 
with certain lexical items, as in [4]: 

the examination of the experts L41 
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Correspondingly, the genitive construction will probably be interpreted as 
sul?jcclivc in tlic :~hscr~uc  or:^ colinter-intlic;~tion. :IS in [h] nnd [ h ] :  

the lircman's cx;~min;~tion 1x11 
the tenatits'scrutiny [3o] 

But o lexical countcr-indication very easily swings interpretation in the other 
direction, as in [5]: 

the student's examination [51 

A clear indication of the relationships in the genitive construction is 
achieved by adding a prepositional phrase beginning with of' (after a 
construction of subjective relationship) and one beginning with by (after a 
construction of objective relationship). Such postmodifiers overrule any 
lexical pressure in the direction of a particular interpretation: 

the man's examination of the student [S V 01 L61 

the man's examination by the doctor [O V S] [6al 

the tenants' scrutiny of the landlord [S V 01 [71 

the tenants' scrutiny by the landlord [O V S] [7al 

Here, we are deiling with transitive 'verbs' which can tolerate deletion of 
their objects more easily than other verbs. The verb possess would scarcely 
yield a noun phrase in which the subject could be expressed without the 
object: 

?The man'sposses,sio~l worried me. [XI 

?The possession of the man worried me. [sal 

If we knew (from the context) that the man was subject, we would be inclined 
to ask 'What does he possess?' as a condition of trying to assimilate either of 
these sentences. Contrast: 

The pills came into thepossession of some children. ['Some children 
possess pills.'] L91 

Some children came into posses.siotl of thepills. P a l  

English,speakers would be inclined not to interpret the italicized portion of 
[9] as a noun phrase because there would not be a sentence having it as 
subject and preserving the subject-relation in the of'phrase: 

*The possession of some children would be dangerous. 

The objective relation, however, cannot bc cxprcsscd hy the genitive without 
change of word ordcr [I lal, and the of-construction rcquircs the complcx 
preposition in chorgeuf without article [I I ] :  

- John is in the childretl's 
control. 

Note I n  nouns with regular plural, the formill distinction i n  writing hrtween tl~egeniliveplur;~l (hol:r), 
the genitive singular (huy'.~), and also the common gender plur;~l ( h o ~ s )  does nut exist i n  the 
pronunciation I b ~ ~ z l  (~:/5.113). I n  order 10 preclude ambiguity, the use ol. the genitive o f  nouns 
with regular plural tends to be avoided in speech, unless the number appears rrorn the context 
(lhe 11vu buys' leacher, etch However, there is no problem will1 irregular pluri~ls: /hr. c/~i,i/Or~~,t'~ 
reuchrr. 

(d) Syntactic factors 
17.44 We have said that noun phrases may be indcfinitcly complcx (~f17.1) .  Since 

both the genitive and oj~construction consist of two noun phrases each of 
which, a t  least theoretically, admits indefinite expansion, the minimal 
structures [ l ]  and [ la]  may be expanded to, for example, [2] and [2a]: 

his daughter's arrival [l1 - the arrival of his daughter [ l a l  
his 19-year-old daughter's arrival from Hamburg [21 - the arrival from Hamburg of his 19-year-old daughter [2al 

There are some types of expansion of noun-phrase heads that are of particular 
interest to the present discussion: left-branchingstructure by premodification, 
and right-branching structure by postmodification, apposition, and coordi- 
nation (cf'17.121 f l. " ,  

Heavy restrictive postmodification of the head of the noun phrase 
constrains the choice of the of-construction, eg: 

the arrival of a friend which had been expected for several weeks [3] 
In such cases, the postmodification of the head is likely to be understood a s  
nonrestrictive: 

the arrival of a friend, which 

With restrictive modification, the genitive is compulsory or greatly preferred, 
in order to avoid awkwardness, discontinuity, or ambiguity: 

a friend's arrival which had been expected for several weeks [3al 
The choice of construction is the converse when the other noun phrase is 

postmodified, in which case the of-construction is the natural choice: 

The analogous portlon of [9a] would be more reddlly regarded as a unlt w ~ t h  
noun-phrase structure 

Possession of the pills would be dangerous 

In both [9] and [9a], however, (the)posressron seems to enter Into constructlon 
wlth came (mto) rather than w ~ t h  the subsequent part of each sentence. 
compare the constructlon take a rest and the phrasal verb type take advarltage 
of(cf 16 58) 

The sub~ectlve relat~on IS lndtcated by the art~cle (the charge/control of) In 
the follow~ng ofconstructton [IO], whtch has a genltlve alternative [IOa]. 
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t l~c;~rrival of;c friclitl whohotl hccn stutlyicll: for ;I yc::r 'It 
German university 141 

*a Fricntl's arrival who had been studying for a year at a German 
university [4:11 

Such 'split genitives' as in [4a] are not acceptable. In some cases, the 'group 
genitive' can be used, in which the genitive marker is affixed to the last item 
of the postmodilication, in particu1;ir prepositional phrases (cf'17.119), as in 
[51: 

the King of Spain's armada IS1 

*the King's of Spain armada [Sal 

Genitives after postmodification by finite clause, as in [6], would not be 
normally acceptable, but could well occur and be understood in a colloquial 
context: 

*?the lady I met in the shop's hat L61 

The same principles that have been illustrated for postmodification also 
hold for other heavy right-branching structures like apposition and 
coordination. Thus, when the determinative noun head is coordinate [7] or 
has appositive expansion [8], the genitive construction is often impossible: 

the arrival of his daughter and his German friend 
?*his daughter's and his German friend's arrival 1 [71 

the arrival of his daughter, a student of German 
*his daughter's, a student of German, arrival 1 [g1 

(e) Communicative factors 
17.45 The choice between the genitive and the of-construction is also conditioned 

by the linear organization of utterances in discourse, in particular factors 
(such as end-focus and end-weight, cf 18.3 f )  that encourage the placing of 
more complex and communicatively more important constituents towards 
the end of the superordinate noun phrase. The genitive (N  l's N2) is generally 
favoured when N2  has a higher communicative value than does N I  (example 
[l]), whereas the ofconstruction (N2 ofN1) is preferred when the thematic 
distribution is the reverse (example [2]): 

The speaker said that, among the global problems that face us 
now, the chief one is the world's econonty. [econonry is in focus] [l] 

He went on to say, however, that in order to succeed we must first 
tackle tlte economy of the it~dustrialized trations, which is the 
basis for the sound economy oj'fhe world. [world is in focus] F21 

The 'post-genitive' 
17.40 WC may sctu1.n now to examplc 161 ill 17.42 ;11ctI co~csitlcr I I I C  pcc~~lii~l.itics 01' 

this 'post-genitivc' usage (cf5.126). 11 will bc obscrvcd that the pos~modilicr 
must he ticfinite and hum;ln: 

an opera of VerrJi:~ nur NOT: *an opera q/ct cot~rl~osrr'.~ 
an opera oj'myfrietid's BUT NOT: *a funnel oftlrr .vhip'.~ 

There are conditions that also affect the head of' the whole nourt phrase. The 
hc;ld must bc cssc~lli:tlly intlcfinitc: 111;tl is, lllc hc;~tl nlosl hc sccn :IS onc of 
;In unspccilicd aumbcrofitclns attributcd to lllc posl~nodilicl.. '].hus[1 3 1  but 
not [4] : 

A./Iiettd of the doctor's has arrived. 
A daughter of Mrs Brown's has arrived. 
Atty claugllrer of Mrs Brown's is welcome. 

*Tire daughrer of Mrs Brown's has arrived. 

As a consequence of the condition that the head must be indefinite, the head 
cannot be a proper noun (cf 5.60f). Thus while we have [51, we cannot have 
[61 and [7] : 

Mrs Brown's Mary 
*Mary of Mrs  Brown 
* M a y  of Mrs Brown's 

The post-genitive thus involves a partitive as one of its components. The two 
constructions a friend of his faihcrk and one ofl~is,juther's,/riettds are usually 
identical in meaning. One difference, however, is that the forlnerconstruction 
may be used whether hisyather had one or more friends, whereas the latter 
necessarily entails more than one friend. Thus: 

Mrs Brown's daughter 
Mrs Brown's daughter Mary 
Mary, (the) daughter of Mrs Brown 
Mary, a daughter of Mrs Brown's 

[8] implies 'sole daughter', whereas [91 and [l01 carry no such implication; 
[I l ]  entails 'not sole daughter'. 

Since there is only one composition called the N'ur Requient by Britten, we 
have[l21 but not [l3]or[14]: 

The War Requienr of/by Britten (is a splendid work.) [l21 *The War Requietn of Britten's 
D31 *One of Britten's War Requiems D41 

Yet, we are able, in apparent defiance of this statement, to use demon- 
strative~ as follows: 

we have seen that there are a number of factors which, singly or in that wife of mine 
influence the choice of the oj~construction. The most severe this War Requiem of Britten's 

1151 

constraints on variation seem to be (i) the lexical constraint imposed by the 1161 

choice of inanimate, especially concrete, noun (NI) ;  and (ii) the use of the In these instances, which always presuppose familiarity, the demonstratives 
construction to express an objective relation. In both these cases, the of- 

are being used in a directly defining role; rather, one migllt think ofthem 

construction is obligatory or widely preferred. 
as us to see L V Y ~  and War Reqriiett~ as appositional, as ofa 
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class of objects: 'This instance of Britten's works, namely, Wor Rcclltiis1n'. 
l ivr l~  wl~crc nlorc 1h:lti (1nc ohjccl exists corrcspondinl: to the noun, the post- 
gcnilivc phrasc prccc(lccl by /his sll<n~ltl 111: ~.c~::~~.(lccl :IS I I ; I V ~ I I [ :  :\ I ! c ~ ~ r ~ i c  
partitive, eg: 

this hand of minc [I71 

lix:l~~ll)lc ( 1 ' 7 1  slloulcl Irc il~lrllirrlctl r111l :IS ' l l~ i \  otlr nl' I I I Y  (two) 11:111~~5' 11111 

rather as'this part of my body that I call "ha~ld"'. 

Note [a] So too, when flr/o~~xll~~~roJ'A{r,s .!lrt,a.tr'.r[I I] is alre;idy cslahlislrcd ill the lillguistic ~ ~ n t c x l ,  WC 

could refer to thelrhot d~tltgbicr ,,jMrs Broa'rl'.~ lll~nt I ri~o~ri(lln~~~/). 
[b] The use this and rhor in such conslructions p;~rallcls their use elsewhere, thc former 
<lirecting imlnedi;lte and oncn symp;itlrelic ;ittention, the latter ofie~l having a ncg;ltivc or even 
conlcmpluolls ring: rhrtt .sr,,r q/jrrttr.s(c/ 6.41). 
[c] Nolc tlle ~lilrcrcnl ~nc;lni~rgs i n  lllc li~llc~wing set ( ~ : I " ) .SO .  17.54): 

a paintingo~~~y,~isfrr',r[.done by my sislcr'<,r'hclo~lging lo my sistcr'l 
a painting qftiry skier I'represenling my sister'] 
a painting by sister ['done by my sister'] 
a vainling ofmy sister by ,ny hrorher('represenling my sislcr and done by my brother'] . - 

Comp;lre also: 
He's o stvdcnt ~JJesprrse,~. ['one who studies Jcsperscn's writings') 
He wnsnaudent oJ Je,~pc~r.serz's. rone who sludicd under Jcspcrscn'l 

Id1 In earlier Enalish, an appositional structure was obvious in sucl~ a v~lriant of firi.~ho~tdf!/'~ni~rr. . . . . 
as rhisnry hand. I t  is a variant still occasionally used with oratorical tone: 

Today, sadly, there is no room for humour in rhis our country. ('this country of ours'] 

A p p o s i t i o n  w i t h  o f - p h r a s e s  
17.47 Some noun phrases have a prepositional phrasc componcnl, eg: the city c!( 

Rome, which is not a regular postmodifier, as in tltepcople r.Ronte (~(17.37). 
Such expressions are relatable to he-sentences whose subjects are put into OF 
phrases, when an  indefinite complement is made definite: 

Rome is a city. - The city (that I mean) is Rome. 

/he./i~ol ~ J ' c r  l)olicctncrrt 
c111 nrlgrl ()(a girl 

[l1 

111i.v ii.11 (III i,v//i11,1 [21 
131 

This structure consisting of determiner + noun (N2) + (!/. + indclinitl: 
article + noun (NI )  is not a regular preposi1ion;ll poslmotlific;~tion. since NI  
is n(>lion;~lly the Iic:~tl. :IS c ; ~ n  hc sccn i l l  tllc ~x~r;~pl~l . :~qcs:  

77tf,/1i11ii~i,rt1i11r i,vir J;I~I/. [~iotc t l ~ c  AIIII< i111o1 I I I : ! ~  v:1ri:1111 ,~OI I~C/OO/  
policetntrri] [ l a ]  

The girl is c111 u~tgel. [2a] 
This island is a jewel. [3al 

The whole part N2 + c!( + a correspontls to an ;~tljectivc: 

thc,li~olislr policcm;ln 
an i~tzgc'lic girl [ [h1 
this jewel-like island 

12hl 
[3bl 

The natural segmentation is reflected in variant spellings, ;IS in the  familiar 
AmE expression a heNof'u guy (nonstand;~rtl spelling: a hellrrrcr gtcy). 

In this construction, the determiner of N I  must be the indefinite article, 
but there is no such constraint on the determiner of N 2 :  

a policeman 

that *policemarl 

Also, N2 must be singular: 

?*rltose.fi)ol.s of policemen 

The possessive determiner actually notionally deter~llines NI ,  not N 2 :  

her brute of a brother ['Her brother was a brute.'] 
the city ofRome Both N2 and N 1 can be premodified: 

Similarly we might postulate such a relation as the following (cf 17.26.f): a little mothy wisp of a man 
The team's victory was (announced as) news. this gigantic earthquake of a piece of music -. The news was the team's victory. a dreadful ragbag of a Brifi.s/t m~i.sicnl 

-the news ofthe team's victory this crescent-shaped jewel of a Sotrrh Sea is/a,~d 

We have here a basis for the prepositional postmodification which 
Res t r i c t i ve  a n d  nonres t r i c t i ve  p repos i t i ona l  postmodif icat ion corresponds directly to the clausal appositive (on the team versus the team's, 17.48 Pre~ositionalphrasesmay be restrictiveor nonrestrictive in both appositional 

cj'15.12): and nonappositional functions: 
that the team had won 

the news {of the team('s) having won The course on English grantmar starts tomorrow. 
[nonappositional, restrictive] 

Because of the obvious relation between, for example, The city is Ronle and This course, on Btglish gramntar, starts tomorrow. 
[l1 

, the city of ~ o m e ,  it is common to regard such noun phrases as simply [nonappositional, nonrestrictive] 
nominalizations of he-sentences in which the implied subject has become the 

[ la l  
The questioll of'studettt grants was discussed yesterday. 

head of the noun phrase. [appositional, restrictive] 
A special case of prepositional apposition is offered by singular count This question, of stude~t! grants, was discussed yesterday. 

[21 

[appositional, nonrestrictive] [2a] 
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But we must mention some limitations: [ la]  and [2a] are rare and rather 
;~wkward. Nonrcstrictivc :~ppositivcs could cqu:~lly have no preposition, as 
with: 

ThLs qur,vtir~r~, .strul~~~rt grtrr~ts, was tliscusscd ycstcrtl:ly. 12b1 

On the other hand, the noun phrase in [3] is ambiguous: 

It can either have appositional or nonapposilio11;~l meaning. In thc Inttcr 
sense [objective o j  'Someone issued student grants'], nonrestrictive function 
would be rare and unnatural, plainly suggesting a parenthetic afterthought: 

?Tile issue, ofstutkent grcr~lrs, was slow because there were so many 
applicants. 

Similarly: 

One man, ofaround,forty years, was convicted of bigamy. 
?A party, of children, entered the theatre. 
?The end, ofthe world, is at hand. 

An appositional interpretation is impossible when the postmodification is 
clearly restrictive: 

*The man, ofproperty, was Soames Forsyte. 

Nonrestrictive, nonappopitive modification is more usual with other 
prepositions than of': 

This textbook, by a colleague of mitre, will be out shortly. 
Tlrepassage, from ujamoru speech by Cl~urchill, has become proverbial. 

By contrast, complex prepositions (cf 9 .10f)  seem to lend themselves less 
readily to restrictive postmodification: 

His resignation, on account o fa  bribery scandal, was deeply regretted. 
?His resignation 011 account o fa  bribery scai~clal was deeply regretted. 

Position and varied functional relationship 
17.49 As with nonfinite postmodifiers when nonrestrictive, so with prepositional 

phrases: the nonrestrictive function merges with adverbial expressions 
(cf 8.44). Compare [ l ]  and [la]: 

The children { on the bus 
[I1 

! E f e n c e  ,jeered at the soldiers. l 

B(4ind tlle,li.rice, 
011 the, hrts, the childrcnjeered at the soldiers 

Again, thc prepositional phrase in [2] is poised bctwccn interpretation as  
nonrcstrictivc postmotlificr ;!nd as ;~tlvcrbi;~l: 

Money, ill critl~f ' the rejirgees, was collected from the stutlcnts 
and staff. [21 

In the former intcrprctation, thc moncy collcctctl was in aid of thc rcfi~gccs, 
and in thc latter, the act of collecting money was in ;lit1 of the rcfugccs, since 
in this case the adverbial modifies the whole predication just as it would in 
initial position: 

In aidofthe rejirgees, money was collected . . . I2aI 
Despite the similarity in meaning in the exa~nplcs discussed here, we do  

indeed have different constructions and not merely the additional possibility 
of placing a prepositional postmodifier in front of the noun-phrase head. 
This becomes clear when it is shown that, unless a given phrase can be an  
adjunct, it cannot be moved from its postmodifying position. For example, 
the restrictive postmodification in this leap right across thr,fissure can be made 
nonrestrictive: 

This leap, right across thefissure, was shown on television. [31 
But as the phrase cannot be adjunct in this sentence, it cannot be made initial 
[3a] : 

*Right across thefissure, this leap was shown on television. [3al 

17.50 Therestriction on initial position naturally appliesalso to 1heqJLpostrnodifiers 
that are almost solely restrictive: 

*Of children, a party entered the theatre. [I1 
But there is an apparent exception with partitive expressions. Thus beside 
[2] we may thematically prepose the of-phrase with no obvious difference in 
meaning [2a]: 

Only a few of the ten reviewers praised his play. 
Ofthe ten reuiewers, only a few praised his play 

This example is misleading, however, in giving the impression that the 
initially placed phrase of [2a] is identical with the postmodifying phrase of 
[2]. They are not identical, as  can be seen when we substitute zero article; 
this is acceptable when the phrase is in initial position, as  in [3] and [4], but 
not in postmodification, as in [3al and [ h ] :  

Often reviewers, only a few praised his play. 
Ol:fiurtee~~ lvonlerl, ten were highly critical of the proposal. 

[31 
[41 

?*Only a few of ten reviebvers praised his play. [3al 
?*Ten ofjourtee~l wornen were single. [4al 

The fact that [4a] becomes acceptable if the postmodifying phrase is 
introduced by out of (as in Ten oirt offourteen ~~~on ien ,  where the phrase can 
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also be initial) confirms 111;tt the initially placed (?/:phrase is functionally 
tlilTcrcnt, ;1lthou~I1 scm;~ntic:~lly sin1il;lr to thc postmodifying phr;lse. 

I l l  t)(llcr wor~ls, we s l l~~ l l t l  II.C:II .LI l l ~c  i ~ ~ i l i : ~ l  ~ ~ I I . ~ ) o : ( ~ I ~ o I I : I I  11l1r:lhc in ! ~ I I C ~ I  

exilmplcs as [.3] and [4] as :tdvcrbi;tl ;lnd not ;IS i1ispl:tccil post~nodilicotiol; 
indecd, os,/ijr and N.F to phrases, when denoting rcspcct (1:/'9.57), must alw;tys 
\)c inili;ll. pcrh;lps hcttcr, WC shot~ltl scc Ihc inili:~l p l ~ ~ t s e  in [3) as tlircctly 
rcli~tcil to ;III  cxislc~l[i;~l S I ; I I C I I I C ~ I I  l.ll~l(i:/ lX.44// ): 

Of ten reviewers that there were, only a few praisecl his play, 
There were ten reviewers, but 1 [3bl 

17.51 We should not exaggerate the difference between (a) the prepositional phrase 
as adverbial and (b) the prepositional phrase as postmodifier (cf 17.378). 
The second of these should rather be regarded as a special instance of the 
first, depending for its interpretation on our ability to relate it to a sentence 
in which it is adjunct. In [l], for instance, both the prepositional phrases are 
introduced as adjuncts: 

In the morning, a quarrel broke out overpay. [l1 

If now we wish to refer again to the quarrel, we may do so in relation to either 
of these adjuncts, which now become postmodifiers: 

The quarrel its the morning ruined their friendship. [ la l  

The quarrel overpay was the reason for his resignation. [ lb l  

The relation of postmodifier to adjunct may be even clearer if, instead of [l], 
we take a sentence like [lc]: 

In the morning, they quarrelled overpay. [lcl 

In [Ic], quarrel does not occur as  a noun but as  a verb, to which we also relate 
[la] and [lb], but in this case through the process of word formation called 
conversion (cf App I.43fl). Conversion should be distinguished from nomi- 
nalization. 

A noun phrase such as  the quarrel over pay in [Ib] which has a systematic 
correspondence with a clause structure will be termed a NOMINALIZATION. 

The noun head of such a phrase is normally related morphologically to a verb 
[2], or to an adjective [3] (ie a deverbal or deadjectival noun, cf App 1.348): 

his refusal to help - He refuses to help. [21 

the truth of her statement -Her statement is true. [31 

But the correspondence may also sometimes be based on a concrete noun 
and a denominal abstract noun: 

herfriendship for Chopin -She was a friend of Chopin. L41 

Norninalization 1289 

By describing such phrases as having a systematic corrcspondcllcc with a 
clause structorc, we tlo not wish to imply tI1;1t lilr cvcry cl:~llsc thcrc is a 
~ I I I ~ ~ ! ! ~ ~ ~ o I I ~ ~ ~ I I ~ !  11111lll ~l~lr;l%i!; lllc c ~ I I I L ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ~ v I I ~ ~ ~ !  i s ,  l,rhl s 3 ~ ~ , ~ ~  ;I,, O I > I : I ~ I I ~ I I ) :  i l l  
a less rcgulnr I';~shion, :und ns dcpcnding on w l ~ c ~ l ~ c r .  fol- cxa~nl,le. thcrc is ;I 
suitithle nominal lexicaliz;~tion of the vorh's n~cuni~lg  (1:/'App I.Xfl). Thc  
claim is, howcvcr, l h ;~ t  WC can rn;~tch c lc~~lcnls  of Illc IIOIII I  I ) I I ~ ; I S C  (hc;~d. 
11111(Iilicrs, ( l c l c r~ r~ i~~ ;~ l ivcs )  will1 C I C I I I I . I I I \  01' C I : I I I W  \ I I I I C ~ I I I C ,  c o ~ ~ \ i c l c ~ c ( l  
sctn;tnticaIly in lcrlns ol' the vcrb nntl ils i~ssociatcd particip;~nt roles 
(cf 10.1Rf) ofagcntive, ;~ffcctcd, etc. 

We can also distinguish, in thc casc of dcvcrb;~l noun he&, bctwcen 
active and passive nominalization patterns: 

the critics' llostile receptiot~ of thc pl;~y - Thc critics receirlecl thc play in ;I Ilostilc milnncr. 
[subjective, q/'17,4!lj'] 

the play's hostile reception by the critics 
IS1 

-The  play wcrs received in a hostile manncr by the critics. 
[objective, cf17.41f] [61 

17.52 The term nominalization may apply not only to noun phrases with an abstract 
noun head, as in [5] and [6]  in 17.51, but also to concrctc noun p h r  . I ~ S  : with 
an agential noun head (cf7.73), ;IS in: 

She is a good writer. - She writes well. 
He is a clever liar. - He lies cleverly. 

The relation between a nominalization and a corresponding clause 
structure can bemore or less explicit, according to how Ltr thc nominalization 
specifies, through modifiers and determinatives, the nominal or adverbial 
elements of a corresponding clause. In this respect we may cornpare (31 with 
[3a-fl : 

The reviewers criticized his play in a hostile manner. 
the reviewers' hostile criticizing o f  his play 

[3] 
[3al 

the revie~vers' hostile criticism of his play [3bl 
the reviewers' criticism of his play [3cI 
the reuiewers' criticism 
their criticisnt [3dI [3el 
the criticism [3fl 

These noun phrases are ordered from most explicit [3a] to least explicit [3f], 
but each of them could occupy the function of a noniinaliz;~tion as 
prepositional comple~nent in the following: 

Lanzarotti was disappointed by 

The extreme of inexplicitness is reached with an abstract or agential noun 
standing on its own as a noun phrase: 

Criticisni is always helpful. 1 3 ~ 1  

Some verbs have no corresponding dcverb;ll noun: for ex;~mple, corre- 
sponding to lie ['tell untruths'] there is no deverbal abstract noun, although 



there is the agential noun liar. In such cases, however, we can usually make 
use of a verbal noun ending with -irrg (c/' App 1.35): 

Lying is all too common. 
Ili.r,/irirrl: of Williatn was ;I rnist;lke 

(Contrast: Ili.ril;,v~~ri,s.volol'Willi;~m was ;I misl;~kc.) 

Some such -ing nouns can also be used in the plural: 

The number of reported sightirtgs of UFOs since 1980 is relatively 
small. 

17.53 Verbal and deverbal nouns differ in their acceptance of modification by 
prepositional phrases. Compare the following: 

their arriving,for a morrtlr 
?the(ir) arrival for a month 
their behaving with courtesy 

?the(ir) behaviour with courtesy 
their acting in a nasty ntanrzer 

*the(ir) action in a nasty manner 
their contributing otrt ofkindrress 

*the(ir) contribution out of kindness 

It appears that adjuncts relating to duration, manner, or cause are awkward 
or inadmissible as postmodifiers. Deverbal nouns (especially from punctual 
verbs like arriue; cf4.33) might be described as  mere records of an action 
having taken place rather than as descriptions of the action itself. Thus the 
postmodifiers are the adjuncts that can occur in sentences like the following: 

They arrived on Thursday. 
The arrival took place on Tlrursday. 

Contrast: 

They arrived for a month. 
*The arrival took place for a month. 

T h e  a r a d i e n c e  f r o m  d e v e r b a l  n o u n s  via  ve rba l  n o u n s  to - 
par t i c ip l e s  

17.54 As well as distinguishing between deverbal nouns like qzmrrel, arrival, 
behaviour, action, and contribution (cf App 1.35) and the corresponding verbal 
nouns in -ing (quarrelling, arriving, etc), we need to recognize . a complex ... 
gradience, as in the following example, from the pure count noun In 111, some 
pairrtingr ofBrown's, to the purely participial form in a finite verb phrase in 
[14], 'Brown ispainting his daughter': 

Brown'spainti~rgs of his duughter [[a] 'paintings depicting his 
daughter and painted by him'; or [b] 'paintings depicting his 
daughter and painted by someone else but owned by him'] [2] 

Thepainting of'Brown is as skilful as that of Gainsborough. [[a] 
'Brown's mode of painting'; or [b] 'Brown's action of painting'] [3] 

Bro~t~rr',v d l : / i ~ ~ ( t i ~ ~ t i t ~ l : ~ f ' k i . ~ ( / ~ ~ ~ l : h t c r  is ;I tlcligll( to walcll. ['It is ;L 
delight to watch while Brown dcRly pitints his tli~uglllcr.'] 

Bro~~,~r'.vrll:/ilj .pcti~rti~ifi hir rlrrr,qht~~r i s  :I clcligllt Io w:~lcIl. ( .-- [3h)  o r  
[41 

141 in meaning] [S] 
I dislike Brolvn'.rpaintitrg hisdatighter. ['I dislike either [a] the Fact 

or [bl the way that Brown does it.'] L61 
I dislike Brow~zpairtting hhl~cloughter (when she ought to be at 

school). [= [6a]] [71 
I watched Brorvrlpairztirtg Iris clalighter. [[a] 'I watched Brown as he  

painted'; or [b] 'I watched the process of Brown('s) painting his  
daughter.'] [81 

Broivn defrlypainting his daughter is a delight to watch. [ =  [3b] o r  
[41; cf 14.6ffl [91 

Pairzting his daughter, Brown noticed that his hand was shaking. 
['while he was painting'; cf5.12ff] [I01 

Brow~rpaintirzg his daughter that day, I decided to go for a walk. 
['since Brown was painting'; cf5.12flI [ I l l  

Themarzpaintirrg thegirlis Brown. ['who is painting'; </'l 7.281 [l21 
Thesilentiypaintingman is Brown. ['who is silently painting'; 

cf 17.981'1 [l31 
Brown ispainting his daughter. [cf4.25f] [l41 

In [ l ]  and [2] we have the DEVERBAL NOUNp~illtirlg~ with a plural ending. 
It could be replaced bypictttresorphotos; it is thus a perfectly regular concrete 
count noun, related only to the verbpnirrt by word formation. 

In [3] and [4]painting is also a noun, as can be seen by the definite article 
in [3], and in [4] not only by the genitive construction but also by the adjective 
premodifier defr (as compared with the adverb defllj~ in [5]). Yetpainting here 
could not be replaced by picture or photo, but only by abstract nouns like 
representatiorr,portrayal, portraiture, depictio~z, etc. Thus pait~ting in [3] and [4] 
is an abstract noncount noun of the kind that can be formed from verbs by 
adding -ing and inserting of before the noun phrase that corresponds to the 
subject if the object is not expressed (cf 17.41): 

thepointing ofBrorvn - Brown paints. 
the writing of Smith - Smith writes. 

This construction can also occur before the noun phrase that corresponds to 
the object, if this is expressed: 

their polishing of thefurniture - They polish the furniture 
the writhig of novels (by Smith) - Smith writes novels. 

Forms like painting in [3] and [4] are VERBAL NOUNS (cj'17.51, App 1.3 Note). 
In [5] and 161, the genitive Brols~r'.r is used, but in place of the adjective deft 

in [4] we have the adverb defrly in [S]; in place of the oj'phrase qf'lris dazcghtcr 
(in [4]), we have in [S] and [6] the noun phrase his rla~cgltter directly following 
painting, exactly as does the object of a finite verb phrase in [14]. Traditionally 
this mixture of nominal and verbal characteristics in the -ing form has  been 
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g i v e n  t h e  name 'gerund ' ,  w h i l e  the u s e s  o f  p u i r l t i n ~  i n  [7-141 h a v e  b e e n  
~ l i \ l i ~ ~ j ~ , ~ ~ i s l ~ c ~ l  ;IS 1110s~ i ~ l ' t h c  Y p r c s c n t )  p :~r l ic ip ic ' .  

Notc [a] Where no prc~nodi l ic ra~~pe;~rs .  gcr~itiveornthc~ wisc. the tr;ldition;ll viov held /*~ir~re~!: It, hc 
'gerood'. ; I  in [IS]. where the item is in a structure liloctioning o o ~ ~ ~ i o n l l y  (in this case ;Is 
huhicct): 11111 it wits ~ o ~ i s i d c ~ c d  :I pi~rticiplc if t l ~ c  sil~iic structorc [i~nctiooed ndvcrhit~lly. its In 
llol: 

/+,ir~rir~g <I r/ri/,/ is d~llicult. 1151 
J'r~i,:ti~~grr c h i l ~ l l l ~ i ~ t  morning. 1 quite forgot the time. [I61 

I lowcvcr, no ; ~ n ; ~ l o ~ o u s  v;~tcgor~;~l disti~lctinn was rn:~dc hctwce!l ro ~n~irr, it1 11 71 ~ I I I ~  [IXI: 
Topuifrt o chil~l is dillicult. 1171 

f i~pni~rr  ;I child, I bought a new canvas. 1181 

Here lllc tradition was content to regard to point as nn'infinitive' in both. 
For reasons that will now be plain, we do not find it uscrul to distinguish a gerund from a 

p;lrticiple, but terminologically class all llle -illl: items in [S  14) ;IS PAnTElPLEs. In 15 121, llle 
~i:~rticipfc is in each case the nonf i~~i tc  vcrb of;! nonfinite cl;~usc, in 1131 ;I prcmodificr, and in 
1141 the heid of a finite vcrb phr;~sc. By avoiding the binary distinction of gerund t~nd p;~rticiple. 
we seek to represent more s;~tiskctorily the complexity of the  difTcrcnt parlicipi;~l expressions :IS 

we move along the gradient to the'most verbz~l'end at 1141. 
One indication of the complexity of the -irr,y form is that what others have called the gerund 

carries in English both nonmodal meanings, as in (191, ;uld modal meanings, as in [201: 
There was 110 s l ~ o ~ r t i r ~ ~ ,  no nlerr~cnlakbtg, no s8aoir~g qfffags. ('No shouting, merry- 

making, or waving of flags took place.'] I191 
There was no nri~t~kbg~lrr,~,ycrz~o,rl. ['No one could mistake that scrcam.'l 1201 

Thus in [l91 the -irtg form corresponds to the Latin gerund, but in [20] to the Latin gerundive 
which,unlike thegerund, typically manifestsamodal meaning such as possibilityorcontingency. 
This lack of correspondence between the English gerund and the traditional use of the term can 
be advanced as a further reason for rcjccting the term gerund in English. 

Furthermore. there is potential ambiguity not only along the modal/nonmodal dimension hut 
also along the (traditional) gerund/deverbal-noun dimension (cf 15.14 Note [b]). For example, 
sentence[21] can be interpreted in three ways[2la, b, cl: 

There'srro ~vritirrgon the blackboard today. 1211 

as a modal 'gerund'I2taJ: 
'Wecnn't write on the blackboard today (because we llave nochalk).' L214 

The roud b a c k  is densc w i t h  traflic. 
T h e  wcry otrt w a s  h a r d  to f ind .  
7%1,1~1'0/11i, hr~ltirrrl w c r c  I :~ lk i r~j !  : t I I  111c l i t n c  

In [I],  w e  rccogl i ize  s o t n c  s u c h  par;tl)ll~.;lsc :IS '77tr. r(xr(/ wlliclt  1c;ltls hrtcX t o  
London' f r o m  w h i c h  e v e r y t h i n g  e x c e p t  ;In i m p o r t a n t  ; ~ t l j t t r ~ c l  h a s  t o  be 
t t n d e r s t o o d  f r o m  t h c  cot l lcxl .  Sirnil;trly, lijr 121: 'Tlr(, I I .~I I '  w l l i c h  l e a d s  n t r t  o f  
t h c  ; t u ~ l i t o r i u n l ' ;  : I I I ~  li)r 13): '7kr~pi,r1/)/i~ W I I O  w c r c  s i l l i r ~ g  I~r~l~i t r l l ' .  111 s o m c  
cases, t h e  p o s t m o d i f y i n g  i t c m  could  b e  r e g a r d c d  a l t c r n o t i v c l y  ;IS a p r c p o s i t i o n  

w i t h  o t n i t t c d  c o n i p l c m c n t :  'T/I~,~)IYJ[)/(, w h o  wcrc s i t t i n g  hc~lritril us'. 

There arc indecd a f c w  cases w h c r c  ;I p r c p o s i t i o n a l  i n t c r p r c t a t i o n  is I'orccd 
on us (cf9.53), eg: 

The uoresfor  f a r  o u t n u m b e r  t h o s e  agcrinst. [41 

In [4], the r e l a t e d  e x p l i c i t  s t r u c t u r e  has no a l t e r n a t i v e  fo fhc p r c p o s i t i o n a l  

phrase: 

The votes are for t h e  mot ion.  

But since most e x a m p l e s  can be e x p l a i n e d  as a d v e r b i a l  a n d  few as 
p r e p o s i t i o n a l ,  i t  seems best to regard t h e  f e w  that must be p r e p o s i t i o n a l  as 
b e i n g  m o d e l l e d  upon the a d v e r b i a l  ones. 

A s  i n d i c a t e d  i n  7.67 (where more e x a m p l e s  a r e  g i v e n ) ,  a t l v e r b s  w h i c h  

p o s t m o d i f y  nouns s i g n i f y  time or place .  In some p h r a s e s ,  t h e  a d v e r b  can be 
u s e d  either as a pre- o r  p o s t m o d i f i e r :  

h i s  h o m e t v a r d  j o u r n e y  - h i s  j o u r n e y  l lo t ,~eward 

Some noun phrases o f  measure, d e n o t i n g  s ize ,  a g e ,  e t c ,  can a l s o  be postposed : 

A man the size ofb gia t l t  came u p  t o  me. 
Somebody her age s h o u l d n ' t  do s u c h  s t r e n u o u s  exerc ises .  

as a nonmodal 'gerund' 121 b]: 
'We :ire not going to write on the blackboard today (since all our work is going to 

be oral).' [21bI 
as a nonmodal deverbal noun [Zlc]: 

'There's nothing written on the blackboard today (because we haven't used this 
classroom).' 121~1 

The sense of [21c] is doubtless more expected than either [21al or [21 bl. 
[bl One expects the name in [3] to be that of an artist of some reputation if the ol-construction is 
to be used; otherwise thc gcnitivc would be more natural to convey this mez~ning: 

Jnck'sp(~if~tifrg is nearly as good as his wife's. 
[c] Tltcre is an aspectual difierence betwecn verbal nouns, which tend to denote activity that is 
in process, and abstract deverbal nouns, which denote completed activity (cf App 1.35 Notc). 

Minor types of postmodification 

Postmodification by adverb phrase 
17.55 Some t y p i c a l  examples o f  p o s t m o d i f i c a t i o n  by adverb p h r a s e s  (cf7.67) are 

the f o l l o w i n g :  

Note O'clock is an adverb optionally ndded after numbers from I to I2 to denote timc of day: 
What time was the accident? 

- A t  I0 (o'clock) in the morningpat night. 
- A t  12 (o'clock) noon/midnight. 

O'clock is not used together with o.nl. ['before midday'] orp.rr1. ('iifter midd~~y'l:  
9 o'clock in the morning [ =  9 a.m.1 
9 o'clock in the evening [= 9 p.ni.] 

O'clock is used only in mentioning t l~e  exact hour, not the hour and ;I p;~rticul:~r number of 
minutes: 

at 7 o'clock, at 7 a.m.1p.m.; at 7.15 a.m./p.m. BUT NOT: 'at 7.15 o'clock. *at 15 past 7 
o'clock 

Postposed adjectives 
17.56 P o s t p o s e d a d j e c t i v e s ( c f  7 .21)can b e d i v i d e d  i n t o t h r e c  m a i n  t y p c s , d c p e n d i n g  

on whether the p o s t p o s i t i o n  i s  r e q u i r e d  b y :  

(a) the head of the n o u n  phrase (cf 17.571, eg: 

I want to t r y  somethirrg d~%feretlt [as opposed to a ctiffhrenf 

a p p r o a c h ]  [ l ]  

(b) the p o s t m o d i f i c a t i o n  or c o m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  the a d j e c t i v e  (c/ '17.58), 

eg : 
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a play popltlar ill tlle 1890s [as opposed to o po/~t~Iar play] [21 

(c) the particular noun ;tdjcctive col1lhill:tlion ((:/'l 7.591, ox: 
the heir olJporent [as opposed to rhe r~/~/~crrertt reasort, clre rich 

heir] 131 

Types (a) and (b) are central constructions and can be seen as reductions of 
relative clauses: 

sorrrcthi~ig (thot is) d[[/i,nvrt [lit] 
o / J / ( I ~  (t/l(ll IIVIS) / lo/~ll/( l~ if7 t/l(' /cyy().S 12;ll 

Type (c) is restricted to idiomatic phrases. 

Type (a): somebody bkger 
17.57 This type includes noun-phrase heads consisting of indefinite pronouns in 

-body, -o11e, -thing, and the adverb -~ultere, plus one or two ~~11-forms (~vltat 
else, v110 lle.ut, etc), which can only be modified postpositively (cf7.69): 

A~~yhody  yourlger would have done better. 

However, we cannot postpose with indefinites every modifying item that can 
be preposed with ordinary noun heads. While we have both a tallgirl and an 
ofice girl, we have somebody tall but not *soniebody ofice (cf 7.12). 

Even adjectives need generally to be 'permanent' and hence eligible for 
attributive use (cf 17.7); thussomebody tinlid rather than ?sontebodyafraid. 

Note [a] We not infrequently come upon noun phrases which defy the conditions described; for 
example, beside the regular sor~lcrhirrg rtast!, we have: 

Tlrul nasry sorncrlrir~g has reappeared. 
In such instances (which are almost always familiar, playful, or ironic), Ihe head items are not 
being used as compound indefinite pronouns (cJ'6.45.f) but as nouns. The motivation for the 
deviation will vary from one example to another, but a possible explanation for the example just 
provided would find ready parallels. We might paraphrase it thus: 'You mentioned seeing 
sorrlerhirrgnasfy; well, the thing you called "something" has reappeared'. 
[b] The type of postmodification consisting of pronoun in -l/tirtg+ adjective has an alternative 
construction with a + adjective + rkirrg as head: 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ]  happened tome on the way to work this morning. 

Sor~re Irasry thirrgs has the somewhat different sense of 'certain nasty things'. There is no *sonrc 
llrirrgs nosly. 

There is a possibility of usingorte (but not b o d ~ ~ )  as a head in this way: 
{ sorneo~r<'yollr~g ) 

1-d like \ a yol"lJrlc } for the job 
sovuntebof/j' Y ~ l l l l g  

*a gou~tg borlj' 

Any J W I I I I ~  body ['anybody young'] is dialectal. 

Type (b): a mistake typicalof beginners 
17.58 This type includes adjective phrases which are heavy in relation to the head, 

usually by having a prepositional phrase or a nonfinite verb phrase as 
complement. Whereas WC have only the normal order in [ l ] ,  postposition is 
required in [2]: 

a typical mistake 
:I mistitkc t)y~ico/ ( ~ j ' h q i r t ~ r ~ ~ r . ~  

Thus English accepts neither [2a] (utiless uscd ;td hoc ;~nd  specially markcd 
hy hyphens: 'Th:lt coultl hc tlcscri hcd ;IS rr t j~ l~ i r r r l -o / :h~ .h .~ i~ :~ r~r  r~iirtrrka') nor 
[2h]: 

*a lypical of bcginncrs mistake 
*an of beginners typical mistake 

With coortlin;~tccl ;ttljcctivcs, cithcr plc- or postposition is possil>lc : 

a horh typicol clrid cot~~t?rot~ mistake 
a mistake both typicol (~rtd ~ O I I I I J I ~ I I  

When a head is nonrestrictively modified by a coordinate string of adjectives, 
it is common to postpose them: 

A man, tit?tidnrtd hesitant, approached the official. L41 
However, the potential mobility of the string allows it to be detached from 
the noun phrase altogether (cf 7.27, 17.49) and shows it to be an adverbial 
rather than part of the noun phrase: 

Timidand hesirant, a man approached the official. [4al 
A man approached the official, titnidand hesitot~t. [4bI 

Even a restrictively modifying adjective can be postposed if it is itself 
modified (by an adjunct, not by the intensifier oery; cf 7.878 ): 

A man always tintid is unfit for this task. [but not: * A  t>iart rery 
titnid. . .] 14~1  

This construction is particularly common where the modification expresses a 
'temporary' attribute (6'17.7). Thus beside the dubiousness of ?sot~~ebody 
afraid (cfl7.49), complementation of the adjective (,sor~~choclj~ afiaid o f the  
ciark) results in complete acceptability. Comparison involving nouns of 
different gender classes requires postposition of the adjective as in [5]: 

a man taller than Mary 
+*a taller man than Mary 

Where the nouns are of the same class, postposition is optional (cf 17.122): 

a man taller tltan John - a taller man that1 Johtt 1 [61 

Type (c): thepresident elect 
17.59 This type of postposed adjective consists chiefly of the sprinkling of fixed 

noun-plus-adjective phrases (modelled on French) like thepresitle~~t elecr, 11eir 
apparent, blood royal (cffurthcr examples in 7.21). These are of little 
importance in themselves, being infrequently used (though our ability to 
form names like Hotel Majestic suggests that they are more than mere fossils), 
and it is likely that native speakers feel them to be very similar to compound 
nouns. Unlike the adjectives in free combinations, these postposed adjectives 
cannot be modified: 
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* The presi(1erit newly elect 
T/~epresicie~it newly elected will take ollice next Monday. 
T/it., rrc111/c. c/cct(,c/ pr<,.vic/~rit 1 

"171~ /r1,ir .v~i / lo~r /~(~r~~t i f  was l>ci111; wcll i ~ ~ l ~ ~ c : ~ l c ~ l ,  
?SIlc I I ; I ~  hlootl II,/MI//.I~ ,ugwl iu I~c r  vcit~s. 

With a quantifier we can say 'A lot of royal hloocl flowed in the French 
rcvolutiol~', I>t~t IIOL ' * A  lot of  hlootl roy:~l . . .'. In somc c;~scs, :I sctlt~c~lcc I I ; I S  
obviously bcen reanalysed as prcmotlilicr plus Itc:~tl; this can bc sccn in thc 
plural tntrrt-marlids (alongside court.v-~r~urti~~/; ~f5.102): 

No court-martials are held on Christmas Day 

Postposed 'mode' qualifier: Lobster Newbfrug 
17.60 There is ;tnothcr French modcl of postposition in English 111:11 we Inay call 

postposcd 'mode' qualilier, as in Lobster Nelshurg. ~l'houglt virtually conlincd 
to cuisine (rather than mere cooking), it is moderately productive within 
these limits, perhaps especially in AmE. In BrE one finds veal paprika and 
many others, but there is some resistance to this type of postposition with 
other than French lexical items, as in pit6 niaisott, sole borlne fimme. 
Nevertheless (perhaps partly because, in examples like the latter, the French 
and English head nouns are identical), the language has become receptive to 
hybrids like poached .salmon nrayonnaise, fitglislr scallops provencal. 

Note The prepositional phrase involving ri Ia (cf9.10 Note) is a related phenomenon. I t  tlppcars in 
culinary formations like cllickerr 2 lo king, but is very general in informal or facetious use to 
designate style. 'in the manner of': 

Anotlrerplay 6 la Sroppard has appeared, though I forgot who wrote it. 

Multiple postmodification 

17.61 Multiple modification arises through any or all of the following three 
conditions (a, b, c): 

(a) More than one modification is applicable to a single head. Thus the two 
sentences [I] and [2] can be brought together as [3]: 

the man in the corner 
the man talking to John 

talking to John 
the man in the cortter {( l )  and tolkittg to John 

The second postmodifier (talking to John) modifies the whole of the preceding 
complex noun phrase: 

[[the man [in the corner]] talking to John] 

The usual type of construction is with no conjunction. But, without a 
conjunction, there isambiguity (though often with IittletlilTcrence in meaning 
in practice) between a coortlin:~ted rcl:~tion of the postinotlilicrs as in Fig 
17.01:1 : I I I ~  :I I ~ i c r ; ~ ~ c l ~ i c : ~ l  r('l:lli(~l~ ;IS i l l  I.';): 17.01 11. 

Fig 17.61a 

Fig 17.61b 

(b) A modification is applicable to more than one head. Thus 141 can be 
brought together by multiple-head rules which permit the dctcrmincr to 
apply to both hcads (cJ'13.67) as [5]: 

the man in the corner and the woman in the corner 
[the [man and woman] [in [the corner]]] 

(c) By bringing together the types of structure elucidated in (a) and (b), we 
can produce complexes such as [6]: 

the man and woman in the corner talking to John [61 

The head of a modifying phrase may itself be further modified. We have 
already seen numerous examples of where such further modification is 
achieved by means of an adverb; we are here concerned with catenations 
like [9] from the linking of [7] and [8]: 

the man in the corner 171 
the corner nearest the door 
[the man [in [the corner [nearest the door]]]] 

By bringing (a), (b), and (c) together, we form [IO]: 

[the [man and woman] [in [the corner [nearest the door]]] [talking 
to John]] [l01 

Although the last postmodifier in this example (the nonfinite clause tcrlkbig to 
John) is rather far removed from the head, ambiguity is impossible: the door 
could not be talking to John. Nevertheless, many users of English would 
prefer to use a finite relative clause here (. . . 1dro are tulkirig lu Johri), n o  
doubt in response to a desire for maximal explicitness a t  a point which is 
relatively distant from the head. 

Probably more is involved than a need for explicitness: repetition of 



identical itcms (eg a scqucncc or prcpositio11:tl phrescs or rc1:ttivc clauses) is 
perhaps as  objectionable in a lengthy postmodification as is the danger of 
losing the thre;ttl. 0l)jcctions to the following setltcncc ;Ire ohvious: 

?He was [the man [who wrote the letter [which Mary found in the house 
Lwhich sllc rcnlctl frt)~n tllc man [wllo knew l ic~~~~nclc l l l l l .  

Ambigu i ty  a n d  c o n s t r a i n t s  o n  m u l t i p l e  pos tmod i f i ca t ion  
17.62 The instancesof mitltiple modification so far considered havc raiscd problems 

of style but hardly of actual ambiguity or structtrr.al un;tcccpt:tbility. 
Frequently, however, careful ordcring of constituetlts in a noun phrase is 
essential to communicate one's intention. To take an cxamplc, the following 
pair [I] and [2] differ in meaning and are not mcre stylistic variants: 

the man it1 black talking to thegirl [ l ]  
the man talkirtg to the girl in block L21 

One of the reasons for preferring the ofphrase to the genitive is to avoid 
discontinuity (with unwanted grotesque ambiguity, cj'17.44); thus [3] but not 
[41: 

the ears of the mart in the deckchair [31 
*the matl's ears in the deckchair [41 

P u s h d o w n  e l e m e n t s  
17.63 A special type of multiple postmodification that requires careful ordering 

occurs when the modifying clause becomes itself embedded in a clause 
('pushdown relative clause'; cf 11.18, 15.4 Note [d]). Consider the followillg 
series: 

John will send you a memo. [ l ]  
Pat hopes (that) John will send you a memo. L21 
I will read the memo (which) Pat hopes (that) John will send you. [3] 

In [3], the relative pronoun which is object in the relative clause which . . . 
Johtt n~ill sertd you. When, however, a relative pronoun is subject under 
analogous conditions, the conjunction that, which remained optional in [3], 
is obligatorily absent in [3a]: 

A memo will be sent to you. [ l 4  
Pat hopes (that) a memo will be sent to you. [2al 

{ be sent to you [3a] I will read the memo (which) Pat *hopes that will 1 
Since verbs in nominal clauses may be nonfinite or absent, variations in 

structure can be very considerable. Related to [4-61 we have the noun phrases 
[4a-6al: 

I (that) the boy was honest. [41 
We thought the boy to be hottest. (rather rare) 151 

the boy honest. [61 
~ s a s  hottest [4al 

the boy (that) we thought [sal 
hortest [6al 

Nonlinitc itt~d v~rbless po~t~nocIiIi~itt iot is less :~cccpt:~lllc wl~ctl tile :t~ljcctivc 
is 'temporary' (cf 17.7): 

Tlrr holl (that) we thought 

Clauseembedding in postmodification can son~ctimcs result in anocoluthon 
through the insertion of the personal pronoun, cspccially in specch (cl. I I .  14fj 
on tvh-qucstions): 

?*l'm going to a party that I don't know when it will end. [71 
?*The computer lvhich you said you would teach mc how it works 

has now arrived. [81 
?*There is in this country a trend i11hich I don't know how strong it is 

towards a disintegration of the traditional party system. [g1 
The relative clauses in [7-91 are deviant since they introduce a double 
pronominalization of the antecedent (that or ~rlricl~, it), but avoidance of the 
deviance involves rather radical reorganization. (,g: 

I'm going to a party which will end I don't know whcn. P a l  
and I don't know whcn it will end. f7bl 

(which you said you would teach me how to use 
The compuler { has now arrived. (821 

the operation of which you said you would teach 
me has now arrived. [8bl 

which I don't know the strength o f .  . . [gal 
of which I don't know the strength . . . [gb] 
whose strength I don't know. . . [9cl 

Note IaIThere isno problem, of course, if t l ~ c  clauses concerned ;Ire made p;~ra(nctic: 
I'm going 10 11 party; I don't know \\,hen it will cnd. Pc1 Thecomputerh;~~ arrived; you said you would lc;lch me how i t  works. [eci There is in this country a trend towards ;I disintegr;~tion of the tradilion;~l party 

system; I don't know how stronr i t  is. r 0 A i  
L'", [bl Conrusion of the finite with the nonfinite forms of embedded cl;~use produces liypcrcorrcct 

deviant sentences (cf6.35 Note [a]) like [IO]: 
*That is the man nhotrt 11.c rho11g111 ~r.o.v fror coffrbtg. (C/: Th;~t is the man ~l.hol,r wr 

thought IU b ~ ,  di/)iculr.) [l01 Rclntive clnuscs may be complicated more t l ~ ; l n  we h;lvc illustr;~lcd so f:~r, lhough one tends to 
avoid multiple embcddings will1 succcssive'p~~shdown'cl;~~~rcs: 

'?I have read Ihc hook 1l.hic11 .VUII ~h~tigbi I hud o.vkcd Jol~fr II./ICI/IC~ h? 111)r(l~l l~vld ~rtc. [ I  I ]  
I n  1121, the use of 1v11ot~ m;ly seem odd: 

. . . this Lady Mzlcbeth is lumbered umilh such an  alilrmiog 11ush;lnd whom H;lrold 
Carler plays. . .on the brink of madness. [I?] Thc reason may be thxt the actor actually plays thepurr oftlic husband. Hou,c\cr, the following 

construction [l&] may hnvc been consciol~sly i~voided ;IS being ~~rvkaard and loo heavy (and 
hardly necessary anyway): 

[cl There are also signs tli;lt rclativc chuscs, by involvi~~g lr;~naposition ol'Icxic;~l items. wenken 
the tics between lexical items and their approprii~tc comple~ncnt-l~>r~ning prepositions. Evcn 
reputable newspapers will occasionally print sentences like 1131: 



Apposition 

' The nature of apposition 
17.65 In 17.26 we looked a t  appositive postmodification by :hut-clauses, in 17.35 a t  

appositive nonfinite clauses, and in 17.47 at appositive prepositional phrases. 
We now consider the nature of apposition itself. Apposition is primarily, and 
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The ;lutharitics, against whom increasing numbers of refugees arc fleeing across the ,.., 
sc;~, have not ch;lnged their  policy. 1 1 . 0  

hlllrl,lll!lr tile r,llclity 111r v l ~ l ~ s ~ r u ~ t i r ~ l ~  ~ n i ~ y  woll p;~.;.i t~nllcrticc<l I r y  i < > ~ ~ r n : ~ l i s t  ~ I I I ~  rc:~(Icr itlike. 
llci(ller wollld ~ ~ ; ~ ~ c  scccl>lcJ tllc vcrlr f ~ucl~c~ili~lll <(.LII!CIICC i l l  I I iill: ... . 

*Tile arc Ilccing :lg:liosl Ihc :lllIllorilius. 11.1;11 

17.64 I:vcn with simpler cx;~mplcs ;11ic1 morc C ; I ~ C I . I I I  ordcri~lg. WC 11l:ly lint1 cI:~rily 
:~nd :~cccllt;~l,lc gri1111111;lr dillic111t 10 I ~ I ~ I ~ I I ~ : I ~ I I  i l l  111111lillIc ~ ~ ~ o ( l i l i ~ : ~ l i o l ~ .  AII 
example: 

She recalled the smiles of delight on all the faces. [I1 

A noun phrase based on sentence [ l ]  and having stniles as its head may be 
ambiguous in one ordering (Was it the smiles or the faces that she recalled?): 

[he smilcs of dclight o n  ;III thc ktccs that shc rcc;lllctl [I ;I] 

Another ordering [Ib] may be grammatically awkward, sincc it introduces 
discontinuity (cf 17.122) to avoid ambiguity: 

?the smiles that she recalled of delight on all the faces [Ibl 

When we go on from this same sentence to attempt a noun phrase which has 
faces or delight as head, the problems increase : 

?all the faces that she recalled the smiles of delight on [Icl 

One solution to this problem is to replace the relative clause by a construction 
with preposition + -irg participle clause (although the subject then has to be 
merely implicit): 

On recalling the smiles of delight on all the faces (she was 
reminded of birthday parties in her own childhood). [Id1 

Note The obicction in Llc] is not merely to the final preposition (cf 17.16), as is shown by the - ~ 

awkwardness also of [lel: 
?all the faces on which she recalled the smiles of delight Ilel 

Noun phrases with rlelighr as head are no less problematic: 
?the delight that she recalled the smiles of on all the faces 110 
*the delight of which she recalled the smiles on all the faces IIsl 
*the delight on all the faces that she recalled the smiles of Ilhl 

of which she recalled the smiles 
*delkhtOn faces she recalled ) Llil 

All these examples, however, involve discontinuous structures, which will be discussed in 17.122 
and 18.39. 

typically, a relation hetween noun phrases, and this is thc reason for treating 
apposition in this chaptcr. 

For linpl~islic uliits lo he ArBrBosl.rlvris, k, i l l  ;~lq)osili<rl~. l l~cy Intlsl !~orm;~l ly  
bc itlcntic:~l in rclcrcnce. l'hus in [I l, Atrrrrr i~ntl t r ~ ~ l ~ i ~ . ~ t . / i i ( ~ r r r l : ~ ~ ~ c  ci)rckrcnti;tl, 
and similarly, in 121. Pnctl Jorres :ind /hr di.~ti~r,~cti .sl~~~~l rrr/ c.ri/ic rc1i.l. to thc 
same person: 

AIIIIO, 111)~ I ~ I ~ , Y / , / I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ / .  W;IS I I C I C  li~sl r~igl~l .  1 1 1  
Purr1 jot re^, :Ire distinguished or: critic, dicd in his slccp 1;lst night. [2] 

Alternatively, the reference of one must be includcd in thc reference of the 
other, eg[3], where a neighbour is identified as Fred Brick: 

A r~eighhottr, Fred Brick, is on the tclcphone. 131 

Paul Jotres was the distinguiskedart critic 
Fred Brick is U neighbour. 

Such examples of apposition may be compared with nonrestrictive 
postmodification, in particular nonrestrictive relative clauses: 

Anna, who ismy bestfriend, was here last night. [lal  
The noun phrase my bes:friend in [l]  may be considered to be a reduction of 
the relative clause in [la]. Indeed, some grammariztns have it~cluded 
nonrestrictive relative clauses among appositives. Presumably this assign- 
ment is motivated 

(a) by the frequent possibility of expanding a second appositive into a 
relative clause; 

(b) by the loose attachment of the nonrestrictive relative clause to the 
sentence; and 

(c) by the requirement for coreference between the wh-word in the clause 
and an antecedent noun phrase. 

However, in this grammar we make a distinction between a noun phrase 
with its relative clause and apposition, the latter being primarily a relation 
between two noun phrases. One reason for this is that, unlike relative clauses 
where a relative pronoun is an element or constituent in the clause (cj'17.10), 
apposition has no such item. The similarity bctween nonrestrictive relative 
clauses and apposition is in fact limitcd to rclativc cl;~uses of the Sl'C type 
that have a noun phrase as complement, as in [la]. There is no appositional 
construction [4a] parallel to clauses like [4] (cf 17.22): 

Here is a letter from John, leho warits a job iri Lon[iorr. 
*Here is a letter from John, ajob br Lotl~ion. 

Thus, apposition differs from relative clauses in that it involves the linking 
of units of the same rank. 

Apposition resemblescoordination(c/'13.1/1') in th;~tnotonlydocoordinate 
constructions also involve the linking of units of the same rank, but the 



central coordinators and and or may themselves occasionally be used as 
explicit markers of apposition (cJ'13.22fl). 

Full and partial apposition 
17.66 Cir;ti~~tnari;iits vary in thcl'rcctlo~n with wl~icli lIicy:il?j?ly tliclcrm ';~ppositiolt' 

even in the quite specific sensc adoptcd hcrc. Some have rcstrictcd il morc 
narrowly to cascs where thc following conditions ore met: 

(i) Each of the appositives can be separ;~tely olnittetl without affecting 
the acceptability of the sentence. 

(ii) Each fulfils the same syntactic function in the resultant sentences. 
(iii) It can be assumed that there is no direfence between the original 

sentence and either of the resultant sentences in extralinguistic 
reference. 

For example, by omitting each appositive in turn from [l] we obtain the two 
sentences [la] and [ lb l :  

A ,teighbottr, Fred Brick, is on the telephone. [ l ]  

A rteigltbour is on the telephone. [lal  

Fred Brick is on the telephone. [Ibl 

The apposition in [I] meets the three conditions: 

(i) The resultant sentences are acceptable. 
(ii) Both noun phrases are subject of their sentence. 

(iii) Since Fred Brick and a neighbour are coreferential in [l], we can 
assume the reference of the two resultant sentences to be the same. 

Apposition meeting these three conditions we term FULL APPOSITION. 
On the other hand, we cannot exclude consideration of sequences which 

resemble such full apposition but nonetheless do not meet these three 
conditions entirely. If condition (i) alone is unfulfilled, the difference from 
full apposition is comparatively trivial. For example, from [2] only the second 
appositive can be omitted, as in [2a]: 

An unusualpresent was given to him for his birthday, a book 
on ethics. L21 

Ats ursrrsualpreset~t was given to him for his birthday. P a l  

Omission of the first appositive results in an unacceptable sentence [2bl, 
unless we reposition it initially [2c]: 

*Was given to him for his birthday, a book on ethics. D1 
A hook ott ethics was given to him for his birthday. 

The type of partial apposition where the position of the appositive is the sole 
difference might be considered 'discontinuous full apposition'. 

Condition (ii) is not met in [31: 

Nor~nan Jones, at one time a law student, wrote several best-sellers. [3] 

Norman Jones is subject in [3a], but at one time a law student cannot be subject 
in [3 b] : 

Norrnatt Jones wrote several best-sellers. [3;t] 
.c At one time a law srsitterit wrote scvcri~l best-sellers. l3bl 

However, the prepositional phrase may prcccdc tllc subject in odvcrbi;tl 
filnction will1 the samc 1nc:ining ;IS I!]: 

At one tirne tr law stirtlettt. Jotle.s/lie wrote . . . [3cl 
The pair [3] and [3c] illustrate the gcneral feature of grammar that a 
paraphrase relation often obtains between structures that are viewed as 
grammatically ditTerent. 

Finally, condition (iii) is not met in  141: 

The reason he gave, thnt Ile ttidrl't notice tke cur till too Irtc,, is 
unsatisfactory. [4l 

We can omit each of the appositives in turn, and cnch fulfils the function of 
subject in the resultant sentences: 

The reason he gace is unsatisfactory. [4a] 
Tha! he didn't notice the car till too lnte is unsatisfiactory. [4bl 

However, [4b] is different from both [4] and [h] since it does not assert that 
aparticularreason is unsatisfactory but that a particular fact is unsatisfactory : 

(The fact) tltat he dia'n't nolice tlse cur till too late is unsatisfactory. 

To designate the structures in [2], [3], and [4], we use the general term PARTIAL 

APPOSITION. 

Note Coreferential relationships where the units fulfil distinctly dill.crent synt;~ctic I.u~lctions are not 
considered 10 be apposifio~lal, cg: 

John washed hinrselj: [subject + object of pronoun, cj 6.2381 
June likes her own car best. [subject + determiner, c f 5 .  iO/J'] 
S(.TUII does whatever she wants. [subject + subject oTrmbeddcd cl;~use. c/ 14.4/1] 

Strict and weak apposition 
17.67 The appositives may belong to the same general syntactic class (g the central 

type noun phrase + noun phrase), as in [I]: 

Football, his only b~terest its liji., has brought him many friends. [I] 
In such a case we term the construction STRICT APPOSITION. 

On the other hand, appositives from different syntactic classes are said to 
be in WEAK APPOSITION (cf 17.92), for example, noun phrase + -irlg-clause in 
PI: 

His otsly interest in l&, pplayitlg football, has brought him 
many friends. l21 

Nonrestrictive and restrictive apposition 
17.68 Apposition may be NONRESTRICTIVE or RESTRICTIVE ((:1.17.!8.). So far. all our 

examples have shown nonrestrictive apposition. The appositives in nonre- 
strictive apposition are in separate information units (c/ ' l8.jj ' ) .  This fact is 
indicated, in speech, by their inclusion in separate tone onits (cf'App 11.16fl); 
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in writing, by their separation by commas or heavier punctuation. For 
cx;tmplc. the apposition is nonrcstrictivc in [I] hut restrictive in [la]: 

Mr ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I L ~ I I ,  11 /~II~:IY,~,  was ltcrc l:tsl ~tigltt. I l l  

A4r CnrilpheN the Irn:,.o. was here last night. [ie Mr Cnmpbcll the 
lawycr :IS opposcd lo ;my othcr Mr C;tmphcll we know] [In] 

In ~~onrcslriclivc :tpl>osilio~t. Ihc two :tl)l)osilivc unils cottlrihulc rcl;tlivcly 
independent information, with the lirst appositivc acting os thc Ul?l;lNl!U 

cxprcssion, and the sccorld ;rpposilivc 1l;tving a DI!PININO role ('the tlcfincr'). 
The defining role is reflected in thc fact that the sccond appositive is markcd 
as parenthetic by punctuation [2] or intonation [2a]: 

Tlre Presiclent of'the cotttpnty, Mr.7 Louise Porsorts, gave a Dress 
confcrencc nftcr the board meeting. (21 

The I~RBsident of  the company1 (Mrs Louise p i ~ s o n s (  (gave a press 
conference after the BOARD meeting1 [2a] 

In [2] and [2a], the President of'the contpar~y is the defined and Mrs Lortise 
Parsons the defining expression. On the other hand, in [2b], the roles are 
reversed : 

Mrs Louise Parsolts, the President oftke corltpany, gave a press 
conference after the board meeting. [2bl 

In [2b], Mrs Louise Porsctrts is the defined cxprcssion, and !he Prc:vielotl c?f'/hc, 
conrpany thedefiningexpression, thelatter constitutinga separate information 
unit. 
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Definedldefining relationships 
17.69 When apposition is full apposition ((./'17.66), it m;ty no1 hcclc:tr which of the 

;f~lrctsilivcs is lltc <lclit~ir~g onc: 

M)~Ji.ietld A~tncr was here last night. [full + strict] 
[I1 

The qtrevtiott 11,1rc,ther 10 corr/i,ss or trot trouhlctl thc girl. [fit11 -t wc;tk] 121 
In p;trti;~l rcslriclivc ;ipl>osilio~t, on the oll)cr II:III(I, OIIC o I ' I I I c  ; t~)~)osi~ivcs  is 
definer OS the other. In [3], thc defincr is/i,~ert~rirrl r.\p,rt: 

Ncxl S;iturd;iy,,/it~crr~cic~l e.v/~crt 7b111 7'i,11hc,r will bcgin writing a 
weekly column on the national economy. [partial +strict] 

L31 
(On the stylistic aspect of this example. cf 17.88.) Similztrly, in [4], the definer 
is I/JN[ /l[' ~fJllh/tl'l .SPl' //l(' CNl': 

The e.rplrt~niiort that he coleIc111't sec the ctrr is unsatisfitctory. 
[partial + weak] L41 

The syntactically subordinate role of one of the appositives is clear with 
partial apposition, since only the definer can be omittctl (cl. 17.66). 

Combinations of appositional types 
17.70 The thrce types of distinction we have madc ;~pply in comhin;ltion. as 

illustrated below: 

[either omissible] r c t i d  [only one t~rnissiblc] 

Note [a] The first (ie defined) appositive determines concord: 
bn l ,  0roh 11~eo1i1, r~il11101og,y - in other wods ecrr,~l~i,~g i*. nwcl-. ~lentiful in 

our country. 

Ecerytl~irtg we rrccd - larrd. hrobls, 11~~olr11, tecl~rtolrrgy - 
[b] A defining appositive is not the same as a tag exclamation (~1'18.59 Note (a]). An aside such 
as tlre uttrr fool in [3] is an irregular insertion and can come anywhere in the sentence: 

John (the uercrJuol) insisted on staying with them. L31 
Compare an interpolation such as in [3al: 

John (con yolr bcliccc it?) insisted on staying with them. (3.1 

Thedifference between the twoconstructions is highlighted in the ambiguity of [4l: 
Richard (the  illai air^) forced his sister into marriage. [41 

In one interpretation, rhc uillrrir~ is intended as a critical term, 'the bad character in the pkty', and 
is appositive to Richord; in the other interpretation, it is an cvnluntive colnlncnl sylronylnous 
wi thyhe  man', and is an exclamatory aside. The two interpretationscan be distinguished 
intonationally : 
Apposition: 

(Ricmrd( the /vi~lain( (forced his sister into hlh~riagel [4;1] 

Excl;tm;ttory ttsidc: 
(Ricward the vi~lain) lforced his sister into ~;\Rri;lgel [41)1 

The aside in [4b], as well ;IS being in the same tone unit 21s Richord, is also marked by a lowering 
of its pitch relative to that of the rest ofthe sentence. 
[c] The most common type of sep;~rator used in delimiting a nonrestrictive apposition in writing 
is the comma; but dashes or parentheses are also used (ss they arc for othcr types of parenthetic 

APPOSITION {fir:; [same syntactic class] 
[dilrercnt syntactic class] 

L {nonrytrictiue [diKerent information unit] 
restrrctive [same information unit] 

(i) FULL, STRICT, NONRESTRICTIVE 

Purr1 Jones, the clistbtgubhedort critic, died in his sleep last night. 

(ii) FULL, WEAK, NONRESTRICTIVE 

Playing foothall, his only intere.st it1 I(fe, has brought him many 
friends. 

(iii) FULL, STRICT, RESTRICTIVE 

My f'riettd Anr~u was here last night. 

(iv) FULL, WEAK, RESTRICTIVE 

The queslion rvhelher 10 cot,Srss or 1101 troubled the girl 

(V) PARTIAL, STRICT, NONRESTRICTIVE 

An talrrs~ml present was given to him for his birthday, er hook on 
ethics 

(vi) PARTIAL, WEAK, NONRESTRICTIVE 

Hi.7 expla~ration, lhat Ire cou1d11'1 see the car, is unsatisfactory. 

(vii) PARTIAL, STRICT, RESTRICTIVE 

Next Saturday, fiarrcial e.upert Tottr Tinther will begin writing a 
weekly column on the national economy. [typical of journalistic 
style] 
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However, if the second noun phrase in each sentence is separated from what 
precedes by a tone unit boundary in spoken English or by ;I c o ~ i l ~ n t ~  in written 
Englisl~, Il1e11 [ I I C  inIcrprcl:~~iot~ is wcip,l~lc~l i l l  f i ~ v o ~ ~ r o l ' l i ~ k i i ~ g  IIIC firs1 IIOIIII 

phrasc as dirccl object with thc sccor~tl noun pIir;lsc in ;cpposilion to i t :  

'l'hcy sc t~t  .lomr~, u ~t~iritrc:cc.,/'ri~r~t t/rc, hntl,l. 
['They scnt Jean (who w;~s ;I waitress from IIIC horcl).'] [Ibl 

They consitlcrcd Mi.er Ilcrrtley, cr 1rcr.y ,qoocl teac~lrcr. 
['They considercd Miss Hartley (who WEIS a vcry good tcachcr).'] [2b] 

Explicit indicators of apposition 
17.73 Numerous expressions are available for explicitly indicating nonrcstrictive 

apposition. They can be inserted between appositives. for example rta1iie1.l: in 
[l]:  

How can a solution be found to the current discase of 
contemporary society, natnely the internation;ll economic crisis? [ l ]  

(viii) PARTIAL, WEAK, RESTRICTIVE 
His clain~ tlrat he couldrr't sec, t l~e  car was unconvincing. 

More than two units in apposition 
17.71 .Tl~ougl~ we 11;lvc I'oulitl it convctlicnt to cxcinplify :~l>position with ~ncrcly 

two appositives, thcrc may occ;~sion;llly bc more Ll1;111 two i~nits in il l)~osiliot~ 
;1t the s;ltne level, as in [l]: 

They returned to their hirtliplace, their place i~/'rc~sitle~rce. tlte 
C ~ I I I I I I ~ J ~  i?/'11,11ic/r 11te.b I I Y , ~ ~ ,  ~itiz<~tt,c.. I l l  

111 [l], there seems to be no reason for combining any two of Lhc noun phrases 
as one unit in the appositional relationship. On the other hand, we oftcn find 
cases in which two or more noun phrases function as one appositive: 

She had a sp/e~~(litl tiaccrtior~ : a Mediterrarreorr cruise and o trip to the 
Bahamas. L21 

In this case, the coordinated noun phrases are together appositional to the 
general term a splendid cacatior~ in relation to which a Mediterrarlcan critise 
and a trip to the Baltamos are the particulars. But the units functioning as a 
single appositive need not be coordinated by crnrl: 

We have euerytkbrg ~ve  need: land, brains, ~vealth, (and) ?echnolog.~. [3] 

In  [3], the second appositive is an asyndetic series of juxtaposed units which, 
taken together, are included under the general first appositional unit 
etierytlri~ig weneed. There is yet another possibility: a hierarchy of appositional 
relationships, as indicated here by bracketing: 

We now find [a rte~v tjpe of student: [the reuolutio~tary - [the radical 
bent on chartgirrg the system and the anarchist bent on destroyi~ig 
itlll. 141 

A new type of student is the first appositive, while all that follows it in the 
sentence constitutes the second appositive. But within the second appositive 
there is further apposition: the revolutiorrary is the first appositive, while what 
follows in the sentence is appositive to it. 

Ambiguity between apposition and other constructions 
17.72 In 17.68 we noted the use of intonation and punctuat io~~ separation for the 

appositive in nonrestrictive apposition. Where the lexical items and syntactic 
construction allow for potential ambiguity, intonation or punctuation 
separation may or may not resolve the ambiguity. The pair of noun phrases 
in [ l ]  is interpreted as indirect object and direct object, respectively, 
synonymous with [lal:  

They sent Joan a waitress/i.om the hotel. 111 

They sent a waitress from the hotel to Joart. [lal  

On the other hand, the pair in [2] is interpreted as direct object and object 
complement, respectively, synonymous with [Fa]: 

They considered Miss Hortle)~ a uery good teaclrer. [21 

They considered Miss Itartley to be a very good teacher. Pa l  

If we add an  explicit indicator of apposition such as nortreb., thrlt is, ie, we do 
not regard this as changing full apposition into partial apposition, even 
though the presenceof the indicator may affect theability of tllcconstruction 
to meet the conditions for full apposition (cf 17.66). 

The indicators express certain semantic relationships between the 
appositives, and therefore cannot be used for all cases of apposition. Some, 
however, have the same semantic function, though they may be associated 
with different varieties of the language. Common indicators are listed below, 
those marking the same, or similar, relationship being grouped together 
(cf 8.137): 

that is tosay, that is, ie (formal and written) 
namely, viz (formal and written) 
to wit (formal, esp legal) 
in other ~vords 
or, or rather, or better 
and 
as follo~vs 
for e.~a~nple, for instance, eg (formal and written), .ra.y, i~~cl~irli~ig, 

included, sirch as  
especially, particularly, in partictrlar, ~rotahly, cl~ieJIJ., niah!v, ~i tos t l~ ,  
of 

Some of these indicators either precede or (less commonly) follow the second 
a positive: that is, that is to say,/or e.rantple,/or i~rstance, i~tparticular, in other 
words: 

most productive period, is ( t o s ~ )  the 1840s, 
{the 1840s. that is (to say), was a 

rate. 

l time when public demand for fiction was growing at a tremendous 

But other indicators can only precede the second appositive: ria~nely, atid, or, 
or rather, or better, as  folloivs, inclu(li~rg, sirch as, ok  and the abbreviated forms 
ie, viz, eg. Included can only follow the second appositive (cf 9.8): 
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Many people. won,t forgive him for that. 
my sister inclutl(,(l. 

The s c a l e  of s t r i c t  nonres t r i c t i ve  appos i t i on  
17.74 In i~tltlition to the rclntiotlships we hnvc suhsutncd so fiir under our definition 

01 ;1111~1siliol1. WC I C C . ~ I I I I ~ / C  :I sc111:111li(: SL.:I~C I I I I I I I ~ I I J !  1'1.0111 ~ ( l ~ ~ i v i l l c ~ l c c  (it' 
'most appositive') to loosc and uncqual rclntionsltip ('least appositive'), s11c11 
;IS cxcmplific;ttion. Tlicsc scm;lntic rcl;l~ionships arc ill(~stratcd in 1% 17.74: 

'most * (A) EQUIVALENCE (17.75-80) 
appositive' (Ai) appellation: rllitt is (10 scry) (17.76) 

(Aii) identification: rmmely (17.77-78) 
(A iii) designation: rhor h ro s(tv (17.79) 
(Aiv) rclbr~nul;~tio~i: ~ I I  ot11c~ 11ori1.v ( I  7.XO) 

(B) ATTR~BUTION [ =  nonrestrictive rcl;~tivc clnusc] (17.81--84) 
(C) INCLUSION (17.85-87) 

'least (Ci) exemplification : /or r.~o)nplc, so)) ( 17.86) 
appositive' ( ~ i i )  particularization: especially (17.87) 

Fig 17.74 A scale of semantic relationships in strict nonrestrictive noun-phrase 
apposition 

Of the three major semantic types (equivalence, attribution, and inclusion), 
inclusion is the most peripheral to the concept of apposition, in that this 
construction alone requires an indicator, such asparticularly in [3]. Compare: 

My best friend, (that is to say) Anna, was here last night. L11 
The house, (which is) an imposing building, dominates the street. [2] 

The children liked the artimals, particularly the monkeys. [31 

On the other hand, equivalence is the only type that allows either order of 
the appositives, as in [l]  and [la]: 

Anna, that is to say my bestfriend,. . . [La1 
*An imposing building, which is the house, dominates the street. [2a] 

*The children liked the monkeys, particularly the animals. [3al 

Thus, in terms of these two criteria, the scale from 'most to least appositive' 
is in the order equivalence -r attribution -r inclusion. 

Appositive-like relations exist also between other units than noun phrases, 
such as clauses [4], predications [5], and adjectives [61: 

Apposition 1309 

types of cquivalcncc rc1;ltionship: ;tppcllation, identification, dcsignation, 
and reformul;~tion. The types can hc partly tlilTcrenti:~tctl hy the dilrercnt 
opli1111;11 i~i(lici~lors tl~cy i ~ d ~ i ~ i l ,  

(Ai) Appellation 
17.76 With APPELLATION. ic ;I '11:lmitlg reI:~fi~tl'. 110fI1 ;~ppositiorl:~l nocln phr;tscs 

: I I C  <lclillilc, :III(I I I I C  S C C I ) I I ( ~  IS ~ j ~ ~ i c i ~ l l y  :I 1110111.1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 .  ' 1 . 1 1 ~  \ C C I I I I ~ ~  i ~ l > l ~ o s i l i v ~  
is more spccilic than thc lirst, and hcncc t l ~ c  11sc ~ I ' I ~ I I I I ~ ~ ~ ,  a n  intlici~tor that 
introtltcccs ;l morc spccilic opposilivc. Or is lcss co~nmonly l~sctl than tile 
other indicators, thtrt is (to sciy) ant1 irt orhcr ~tv)ril.s: 

The company commanrler, that is to say Captain Mc~cliso~t, 
assembled his men and announced their mission. [l1 

MY I~c.st,/i.ic~~tcl, in other wortls Arl~m, wits licrc 1;1st night. 
My hestjiiertd was here last night - AIIIIN. 

[21 
I31 

Sentence [31 is an  example of partial apposition. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the references of the two 

appositives with appellation. The second appositive can be replaced by a 
corresponding relative clause: 

The company comnta~tder, who is Captain Mn(li.rf~rt, asscmhled his 
men and announced their mission. [ la l  

(Aii) Identification 
17.77 With IDENTIFICATION, the first appositive is typically an indefinite noun 

phrase and the second appositive is more specific. Hence the optional relator 
namely may be inserted. If we makc the first appositive of [I] in 17.76 
indefinite, we now have identification: 

A comnpa~ty commarrder, (namely) Captain Madisorl, assembled his 
men and announced their mission. [IbI 

In [Ib] there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence, as there was with [I]. 
The second appositive identifies what is referred to in the first appositive. A 
similar relationship obtains if the first appositive is, or contains, a pro-form 
coreferring to the second appositive: 

We - that is to say Joktt ond I - intend to resign. 
She still enjoys s~tc11 books: scicrlce,fictior~, cl'tecti~c stories. 

[21 

historical novels. [31 
We have everj~thiilg we need: latrd, brab~s. ~vealth, tecl~nology. 141 

In partial apposition, the second appositive may be preceded by a colon as a 
graphological indicator of identification, as in [3], [41, and [5]: 

An unusualpresertt was given to him for his birthday: a book 
on ethics. l51 

Note Thcrc are other grammatical cons(ructions which arc somewh;tt simil;~r to ;~pposition in 
meaning. Compareexamples 131and [41 with, rcspcctivcly, thc corrcl;~tivcs~rch. . .<,S in [3a]and 
thecomplex preposition in[4a]: 

She still enjoyssrrdr books or science fiction . . . [3al We have everytl~ing we need in rhc ~lqvqJ'l;~nd, brains.. . . [4al 

Although she was reluctant, although she felt an urtderstandable 
hesztatron, she eventually agreed [41 

They had summo~ted help - called thepollce andfire brrgade PI 
She IS better, very much better, than she used to be L61 

However, to talk about apposltlon of unlts other than noun phrases makes 
the concept of apposltlon too weak Such appos~tlon-llke constructions w ~ l l  
be treated as except~onal 

(A) Equivalence 
17.75 Apposlttves In an  equ~valence relatlonshlp allow the Insertton of that is (to 

say) and, less commonly, of m other wordr As Fig 17 74 shows, there are four 
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Postponed and nnticipated identification 
17-78 special su~)typc of itlcntilication, WC  night c~)nsitlcr tht ~) l~c~to~ncl lol t  of 

'postponed' and 'anticipated' identilication. 
I>ostponed identification involvcs placing a pro-forln c~trlicr in thc scrltcncc 

while the noun phrase to which it refers is placcd li~lally :IS an amplilicnlory 
tag (cf.18.59). This construction, which is somctimes tcrmcd 'right disloc;~- 
tion9, is restricted to informal spoken English, whcrc it is vcry common: 

11~ 's  :I co~iiplctc idiot, tlrlrt 11r0t11vr o/'ytrrrr,v. Il l  

Such utterances are usually spokcn with divided focus ((:/'18.17), with ;I risc 
on the 'tag' confirming its 'given' status: 

11 \wen1 on f;tr too LONG\ konr c;kntal L21 

In informal spokcn English we also havc the reverse process, ';lnticipiitcd 
idcntification'(alsocallcd 'left dislocation'), whcrc anoun phrase is positioned 
initially and a reinforcing pronoun stands 'proxy' for it in the relevant 
position in the sentence: 

Your friend John, I saw him here last night. L31 

Thatplay, it was terrible. [41 

Note [a] In even more inrormal style, the operator is sometimes included with postponed identification 
(c/18.58): 

11 went on far too long, goargur~re did. 
[211 

In some dialects, there may be inversion when the verb is he: 
He's a compkte idiot, E;:,:::) Ilal 

[b] In the following sentences, postponed identification in 151 contrasts in intonation and article 
usage with apposition in [b], where the definite article may be zero: 

He's (had a lot of bad L ~ C K J  the Jnew mecHA~icl [S1 
He's Jhad a lot of bad L ~ C K  (the) poor man) L61 

We are using Siriris -- a ncwl ~rric,r~~~.or~rp~it~,r 11.it1r o Irrr~r rrrcSt~ror).. [ 5 ]  
Ilxamplcs ol'partii~l appositio~t : 

Arrna was herc last night, my Ihi~.~t,/'riorr~l. [2al 
Have some 1l~rucv.s with your C'liristmas tlrr nrost tli.sti~r~rti,sh(~rl 

.vIrerric~s yori car1 hrry. [61 

(Aiii) Designation 
17.79 DESIGNATION is the converse of appellation and identification. The second 

appositive is less specific than the first, and hence the optional insertions 
cannot include the indicator nanlely. Both appositives are commonly definite 
noun phrases ' 

Captarn Madson, (that IS to say) the company com~nander, 
assembled hts men and announced t h e ~ r  mlssion L11 

Anna, (that IS to say) my hest fr~end, was here last n ~ g h t  L21 

Land, brams, lvealrh, technology - In other words everythrng we 
need- are plent~ful In our country L31 

H e  sent ahead the sergeant, In other words the moyt experienced 
scout m the company L41 

Replacement of the second apposltlve by a correspond~ng relatlve clause IS 

possible 

He sent ahead the sergeant, who was the most experrencedscout 111 
the company. [4al 

Designation may also Include match~ng lndefinlte noun phrases' 

(Aiv) Reformulatio~i 
17.80 I~I~~;OI<MUI.A'I.ION is ;I rcworilitlg ill the sccolt(l ((lcli~~illp) ;~pp(~.;it ivc 01' tllc 

lexical contcnt o l  the lirst (dclincd) appositive. [:our groups of rcforrnulation 
may be distinguished: 

(a) Rcfortnulation based on linguistic knowlctlgc 
(b) Rcformulntion hascd o n  'tctual knowlcdgc 
(c) More precise formul:ttion 
(d) Revision 

(a) Reformulation based on linguistic knowledge 
In reformulation based on linguistic knowledge, the defining appositive is a 
synonymous expression: 

This is what is sometimes referred to as an irrrerrrio~rr~l 
terminological it~exactitude, in other words a lie. L1 l 

Sound units ofthe langnage, technically phortenres, are usually 
surrounded by slant lines: /p/. L21 

You should have consulted anophthalntologist, that is (to say) at1 
eye doctor. (31 

A synonymous word or phrase may replace the first formulation in order to 
avoid misinterpretation or provide a more familiar or a more technical term. 
In addition to the markers it shares with other types of reformulation (in 
particular or), this type admits a large range of expressions that specifically 
mark linguistic reformulation (cf 8.89, 8.137), g :  

(more) sinrply in Inore tir@ctrlt Iarrguage 
in sin~ple(r) rvords in scien~ific tern~it~olug,~ 
in sintple(r) terms ill nlure technical terms 
pul (more) sb?~pl)~ tecl~~~icall)* (spenkbig) 
toplit it (more) sirnply in words of one .syllable 

Partial apposition involving linguistic reformulation includes translations 
from foreign languages: "savoir ('know' in English)". 

(b) Reformulation based on factual knowledge 
In thisgroup, the reformulation is based less on linguistic knowledge than on 
knowledge about the external world : 

Pred- or Ginger as he is usually called - . . . L41 
The Nordic countries, or De~nnark, Finland, Iceland, Nor~tvy, 

Sweden, . . . L51 
The United States ofAmerica, or Anterica for short, . . . L61 

The distinction between linguistic and factual knowledge is not absolute as, 
for example, in: 
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A//ig[rtorpears, or ot~oco~los as thcy are usually callcd, . . . [71 

I I  C:III \,c ; ~ r g ~ ~ a l  III:II i l  i s  o11r ~ I I O W I C ( J ~ ~ , C  01' I11e C ) I I C ~ I I : I I  w(~rI(l t11:11 i s  
resnolisiblc for our awareness of thc grcntcr I'rcqucncy of the S ~ I I O ~ I Y I I I O L I S  

trl'I~l'~f~l~.T ill [7]. 
Rcfor~nul:~tion can ;~lso \,c ncgativc, ks llic motlifying appositive is not a 

You should havc collsultcd f r t r  o/~ht/ttrlrfrc~bgi.rl. ln~t (th:cl is) 0 1 1  

optician, for your eyes. [ h ]  

Without context, such a sentence as the following is potentially ambiguous 
in writing: 

Arrrtu Wilsort, riot tny bi~,st.fri~,rtd, voted against mc. [ R I  

It cithcr has a negative appositivc mciuning, ' A t ~ n o  Wilson, who hnppcns not 
to be my best friend, . . .' or a denial sense (cf10.66): 'It was Anna Wilson 
who voted against me, not the other person'. 

(C) More precise formulation 
This type conveys a more precise reformulation, or a correction in the 
defining appositive of what was said in the first appositive: 

They started going to the church, the Catholic Chzrrch. [91 

But the intention may be rhetorical (as indeed in [9]) to provide a climactic 
effect by repetition and expansion of the first noun phrase: 

You could cut the atmosphere with a kn@, a blunt kn f i  at that. [l01 

At that attached to the end of the modifying appositive in [l01 is an explicit 
marker of rhetorical intention. When it is present, ortd can be inserted 
(cf appended coordination, 13.94; coordinative apposition, 10.39): 

You could cut the atmosphere with o knife, and a blunt knife 
at that. [10al 

Perhaps under this type of reformulation we should include other instances 
of more precise formulation, some of which do not involve repetition but 
which have a constraining and antithetical force: 

this and just this these and these alone 
the women and on@ the women fhose and no others 
then and not before 

(d) Revision 
Under this heading we may include the form of 'editing' or 'self-correction' 
that is typical of impromptu spoken English whcre execution and planning, 
at least to some extent, take place simultaneously. Such editing is of course 
not limited to noun phrases. We may distinguish some different types: 

. 'Reference editing' by the use of that is (to say) as in : 

His party controls London, Greater Londor~ that is to say. [l11 

'Nuance editing' by the uscofor rrrtlrer bclbrc a substituted cxpression, as 
in: 

Sllc puls such r~itlrli~y (or ~.;~tllcr ~,iril i t~,)  ~ I I I O  I~cr pl;~y. (121 
'Mistake editing' by the use of Innvzrr in ordcr to correct ;I phonologic;~l or 

scm;~ntic ~nistnkc (which is cotnnion cnoi~gl~ in i~npl-omptu spccch). t tx:  

77r1,//t;rs/ ///;IIJ:. l ~ I I C : I I I  / / f~,, / ir ,v/  / / I I I I / :  10 I V ! I I ( : I I I ~ I ( . I  i\ l11;1! , , . 1131 
'l'hcn you atltl tlrr pccrc/re.s - 1 mean, tht,uprk~r~~,s . . . [l41 

'Claim editing' by the use of i~,ell when a speaker wants to modify a claim 
he finds excessive, g: 

All families, well (at least) those who cart cffbrdto, will be going 
away for thcir holiday. [l51 

(B) Attribution 
17.81 Attribution involvespredication ratherthan equivalence, and theequivalence 

indicators t l~ar is (to say) and irr other tvords are not admitted. On the other 
hand, we can replace the defining appositive by a corresponding nonrestric- 
tive relative clause. The defining appositive is commonly an indefinite noun 
phrase: 

Captain Madison, a cornpatty cononorrder, assembled his men and 
announced their mission. 

The house, an imposing building, dominates the street. 
Rort Pall, a blarant liar, claimed that he had won first prize. 

But the defining nppositive can also be definite, with cataplioric tire 
introducing a definite description (cf5.32): 

He introduced me to fhe young wonmrl, the heir to cr Jbrttrrle. 
Mar~y students, the cream of the school, died in the war. 
'I don't know what I would have done if I had seen him', exclaimed 

Mary, the prey of violent and obscure emotions. 

Defining appositive with article omitted 
17.82 In a type of partial apposition expressing attribution (particularly a unique 

role), an article (definite or indefinite) is absent from the defining appositive 
(cf 5.42): 

Mary Cordwell, 25-year-oldsinger or! televbiort shows, is being 
invited to tlie reception. [I1 

The omission of the article is optional in the dclining appositive which may 
be seen as a reduced relative clause: 

Robinson, (who is) (the) leader of t l ~ e  Democratic Rroup or1 tlie 
committee, refused to answer questions. [21 

Note [a] The omission of the ilrticle is one ofthe devices used ill headlines, where a sentence such as 
[2al would not be unusual: 

Donocraric IeaOer refuses to answer questions. 12al 

and precision. 
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(b] If the defining appositive is short enough, it can be prepared in  restriclivc apposition 
(ci17.68. 17.88): 

t ) r -~~s~r . r ,~ f ick~n~ / t * r  Rohiiison rcl~~scd l11 ;!nswer q~iesliolls. f.?1>1 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , I ~ - , ) / ~ I I ~ ~ I o ~ ~ . ~ ~ , I , I , ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~  Mary  ( 'or~lwcll  i h  lhcing i~ iv i l cd  10 ll~c rccc~iti~~ll. l l i ~ l  

This os;!gr is gcncr;tlly ;issoci:~tcd with tlie jot~rn;~lislic style of in;~g;~~incs. cspeci:~lly in Arnl!. I I  
is I<, hc ~ l i ~ t i ~ i ~ o i s l i ~ ~ l  f'roni c:~scs rvllclc t l ~ c  lirsl elcillcnt IS :ln ~,llic~;~l lillc. I ' r i ~ ~ ~ - l ' r ~ ~ r a k ~ ~ ~ ~  

l lun~q .  though, here too, their use is corninancr in A ~ n f i  1ll;in Ijrl:, 1 1 1 1 i ~ S ~ ~ r r ~ ~ 1 o r ~ o l S r r ~ ~ r  B111lh 

(hut hardly Fon~ijin Sccnzrrrrj8 H ~ I V I I ) .  

Tllr rehlios of :lpposilion to vrrblrss advcr11i:ll rln~lsr 
17.83 An adverbial ( I I I ~ I I ,  o h ~ i ~ u ~ l y ,  also, nor~~tcrll~, ctc) that is ;in clclncllt i l l  a 

verbless clause may occur with the defining appositive: 

Norman Jones, //ten a stiiderit, wrote several hest-sellers. 
Your brother, obviou,s/~~ an expert on English grantmar, is highly praised 

in the book I'm reading. 
They elected as  chairman Edna Jones, also a Cantbridge gradrrate. 
Jones and Peters, both oftotknou~r~ address, were charged with the 

murder of Williamson. 
At the entrance there are two pillars, one on each side. 

A somewhat different construction is where the defining appositive is a 
verbless clause comprising the structure subject + complement: 

The two men, one U Norrvegian and the other a Dane, were awarded 
medals. [l1 

In each case, the participle being can be inserted between the two internal 
constituents of the defining appositive: 

The two men, one (being) a Norwegian and the orlier (being) a 
Dane. . . [lal 

They can also be seen as  reduced relative clauses: 

The two men, one (of whom was) a Norwegian arid the other (of 

subject of the sentence, and is not marked off from the predicate by intonation 
or punctuation separation. 

Ilowcvcr, lhc vcrhlcss ntlvcrl~i:ll cl;tusc car1 occur aficr t l ~ c  sulljcct :lntl is 
then, like apposition, marked olT by inton:~tion or pilnct~l:~tion : 

Ilc.r,/ric,~rd, /h(, h(ir to a li)rr~ore, did nor care i1b0111 passing 
examinations. P a l  

Bah Rortd, a notorious hrrrglar, found it casy to forcc opcn the lock. [3] 
In such c;~scs, the lcxic;~l contcnt of thc scntcncc suggests Ihc morc prohahlc 
intcl.prctation. [.'or cx;~lnplc in [4l, o hl(rtunt liar can he i~ilcrprctcd as  a 
(verbless) adverbial causal clause, sincc it is rcasonnblc to ascribe the 
expulsion to Pall's being a blatant liar: 

Rort Pall, a blatat~t liar, was expelled from the group. L41 
In [4a], on the other hand, a blatartt liar would normally be understood as a 
case of apposition: 

Rot] PaN, a blatant liar, used to be in my class at school. [4al 
In [4a], there is no motivation for assuming that Pall's presence in the class 
had anything to do with his being a blatant liar. If, liowcvcr, the order of the 
appositives were reversed [4bl, one would assume that there is such a causal 
or explanatory intention: 

A blaranr liar, 17017 Pall, used to be in my class at school. [4bl 

(C) Inclusion 
17.85 Inclusion applies to cases of apposition where tlie reference of the first 

(defined) appositive is not identical with that of the second (defining), but 
rather includes it. The inclusion relationship appliesonly to partial apposition 
since the omission of the first appositive brings about a radical semantic 
change. 

There are two types of inclusion: (i) exemplification, and' (ii) particular- 
ization. Exemplification need not be indicated by explicit relators, while 
particularization must have them (cf 8.116). 

whom was) a Dane, [Ibl 

Defining appositive with adverbial 
17.84 An attrlbutlon apposltlve IS to be dlstlngulshed from a verbless adverb~al 

clause Verbless adverb~al clauses (cj 14 9) often occur ~n~ t l a l ly  and are 
character~sttcally Interpreted as concesslve or causal 

An even-tempered man, Paul nevertheless became extremely angry 
when he heard what had happened [ l ]  

Tlie helr to a fortune, her f r~end d ~ d  not care about passlng 
examlnatlons [?-l 

The verbless clause In [ l ]  IS Interpreted as  concesslve 'Though he was an  
even-tempered man' (Notlce that neuertheless refers back to the content of 
the ~ n ~ t l a l  clause 'In splte of h ~ s  being an even-tempered man'.) The verbless 
clause In [2], on the other hand, is Interpreted as causal 'Slnce she was the 
hex  to a fortune' These constructions d~ffer from ldent~ficatlon apposit~on 
(cf 17 77) in that, when they occur ~n~t la l ly ,  the second noun phrase is the 

(Ci) Exemplification 
17.86 In  EXEMPLIFICATION, the second appositive exemplifies the reference of the 

more general term in the first appositive: 

They visited seceralcities, for example Ronie arid Athe~is. 
His excuses, such as tlte breakdowti ofhis car, never seemed plausible 
Mull j~pe~p/e ,  including nty sister, won't forgive him for that. 

The explicit indicators of exemplification apposition are those in the group 
headed by for e.ranlple in 17.73. 

Sometimes there may be ambiguity between exemplification and identifi- 
cation (cf 17.77) if no indicator is prescnt: 

Fantous men - Henry James, Gandlli, Saul Bellolr - have visited this 
university. 
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Presumably the men referred to in the second appositive are not the only 
I ' ; I ~ I I I I I S  111c11 111 vi.;il llic t~nivcrsity, I ~ I I I  arc mc~ilionctl :IS cx;~mplcs of such 
visitors (;l, t l ~ c  list 01' I ~ : I I I I ~ S  is o ~ i c ~ ~ - e ~ ~ ~ l c ~ l ,  : I I I ~  is I I S I I : I I I Y  I I I : I I  k u l  :IS S I I C I I  i l l  

speech by rising intonation; cf'asyndctic coortlinution, 13.1). On 1hc othcr 
hand, it is n o t  irnpossible for the rel;~tionship to be interpreted as one of 
i(lrnlil ic;~lio~~ (;c Ihc list is closctl, which is ilt(lic:~lc(l Ily fillling lollc). If onc 
ol'lhc intlicnlors Ibr iclcnlilic;~tic~~~ r~rrrrr~~l~~, 111~11 i.v (10 .s(rr). ;!I o1/11.r II,II~I/.Y. 

of which arc oplionnl - is inserted, the ;~pposition must hc it11 instancc of 
idcn t i l i~a l i~n ;  il. (hc intlicators,kr c.xrrttc[)lc,,/r~r irt.vlrrrrcc~, c x ,  .vrry, or irrc/rrc/ifa 
are inserted (which is the norm), then we have an unambiguous case of 
exemplification. 

Note WC pcrh;lps include here inst:~nccs likc l l ~ c  li~llc~wirrg, wllcrc :I n~rrncrcll or ~lo:~nlificr in  

the second appositive indic~~lcs the inclusion: 
Tl~e 1 1 ~ ~  ,,tor, one o Do~rc, were awarded medals. 
TIrlc.soldier.s, some dnr~rk, started fighting each other. 
Scrcrolsailors, one looki~~g like sonleorle Ikrroa~, stepped up to the h r .  

(Cii) Particularization 
17.87 PARTICULARIZATION is the marked form of inclusion and requires an explicit 

indicator which shows that the particularization has been chosen because it 
is in some way prominent: 

The book contains some fascinatingpassages, notably an account oftheir 
trip to North Afiica. 

The children liked the atrimnls, particularly the monkeys. 
We want to invite a number oj'fiiends, especially Joat~ andBetry. 

Other indicators of particularization are br particular, chidy, nluinly, and 
mostly. 

S t r i c t  r e s t r i c t i ve  a p p o s i t i o n  
17.88 There are three types of strict restrictive apposition of noun phrases. 

In type (a), the first appositive is preceded by a definite determiner (and 
possibly premodifier) and is more general than the second appositive: 

that famous critic Paul Jones the number three 
the soprano Janet Baker the year 2000 
the novel 'Great Expectations' your brother George 

The type friend Anna usually implies criticism: 

Our friend Anna here doesn't think so, however. 

Paul Jones the critic Thompson the plumber 
Janet Baker the soprano Wright the lawyer 

Type (c) is like (a) but with omission of the determiner (cfl7.76, 17.82 
Note [b]); the examples in the right-hand column are especially AmE : 
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Brothcr Gcorgc Soprano Janct H;tkcr (csp AnlE) 
Farmer n n ~ w n  I.;~wycr Wri~!l~l /csp Aml:) 

'l'ypc (:I) is t h ~  lllost cc1111111o11. 'l'ypc (c)- wit11 o111issio11 11['tl1c c l c t c r ~ r ~ i ~ ~ c r ,  
produces partial apposition, with thc lirst appositive hcco~ning pre~nodifier 
and rcscmhling a title (Lord N(.l.s(~rr, Mr,v .Iolrrr.u)tr. clc: ~1'5.66). Gcncr;llly. 
S I I C I I  rc(It1c1io11 ol'lhc firs1 :~liliosilivc I I C ~ I I ~ S ~ I I I ~ ~  wI1r11 I I I V  S C C ~ > I I ( I  I &  1 1 1 ~ .  I I ; I I I , ~  

~ ) I ' : I  person. I Icncc we tlo no1 lincl * r~or~~~ l ' ( ; r~~~r I  IL\p~~l~t~rtb~rr.v' 01 *j.r.rrr 2000. 
Pronouns followed by rtoun pltr;lscs, sue11 its 1.orr~ir1.r ((:l 10.53). ,lnrr Rrilish 

(~1'7.25 NOIC [c]), and Ive ttrc,~~, can also bc analysctl as rcstriclivc i~pposition. 

Note Determiners are regok~rly omitted in proper noun IISC. as is observed nor only in  personal and 
geographical n;lrnes, but ;~lso in,  <,K: 

0pcr:ltion Abol i l i~~n ,  1lurric;lnc li(111;1, Mi\sion Irnpo\\ihlc 
Postpuscd numer:lls and letters perhaps imply the ellip\is 01 the u,urds ,rwrrhv o r  Icrtcr: 

line (number) l 2  room (number) IOA 
equation (number) 4 Ward (letter) C 

If that is so, the phr;lses contain ;~ppositional constructions, wit11 the liumhcr or letter heing in 
apposition to the clliptcd word rrrrnrhrr or Lrrer, eg: rrre~rbrr IllA - TII? I I ~ I J > I ~ P ~  i.7 lOA. We ;IISO 
find premodirying numbers and  letters, particuli~rly on signs likc ,\',I 2 Pl~~rfr~n~r. G R b r k .  ~ h e  
followingconstructions arc fully ;icccptahlc in onon~;~stic use: 

Number 3. No 3. (esp AmE) # 3 
Chbiplcr) 6, Class 2h, Fig(ure) B, Section 10, Table R,  Type A 

There is no type (;I) with 11 delinitc detcr~nincr po\sihle ill the li~ll(,wing use: 

Are you in ( Nte~rher 103? [NOT: 'the number 1031 
Roonr 103? [NOT: 'the room 1031 

Geographical names 
17.89 Geographical names (cf5.68) merit separate treatment because the proper 

noun is often preceded or followed by a descriptor ((:f5.60) which has  an 
appositive function. Certain names of individual mountaitls and lakes take 
Motrnt and Lake, respectively, as a title, ie type (c) (cf17.88): 

Mount Everest Lake Michigan 
Mount Vesuvius Lake Windermere 

We do not prefix them with a determiner. Most other gcographical names 
take a determiner, the general term being preceded by the proper noun as 
premodifier : 

the Atlantic Ocean the Rocky Mountains 
the Mediterranean Sea the Nilc Valley 

Some rivers allow either strict apposition type (a) orpremodification (cf 5.72): 

the (River) Rhine/Thames/Scinc/RhBne/Nilc 

New-world rivers have the proper noun before the descriptor: 

the Mississippi (River) 
{ m a c  1 

In names of some districts and a few cities and villages, there is n o  article 
and the descriptor comes second. These exi~mples of the 'name first' 
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construction are especially common and in North America have a restrictive 
implic;ltiol~, /c,: NW York ('icv is t l isti~lg~~isl~ctl  I'rr~nl, for cx;lmplc, Ni8\t~ Y i ~ k  
Stu1e: 

Ncw York City Mi1w;lukcc County 
Quebec Province Dulwich Villagc 

In a name like Kcinscis City, Citjr is in fact part orthe name and can hardly bc 
omitted. In other cases both orders are possible: Cuuntjr Corli or Cork Cortrlty 
(:~nd other Irish counties). 

lllstead ol'typc (a) of strict rcstrictivc apposition, thc two ;lppositivcs arc 
more commonly linked by Q/; in which case there is no implication of 
restrictiveness, for the names of months and for the names of villages, cities, 
districts, counties, and regions: 

the Borough of Camden the State of Guatemala 
the City of Westminster the Island of Cypr~ls 
the State of Washington the Continent of Australia 

In some cases we have a choice between the forms exemplified in W~rshbtgton 
State (as distinct from Washb7gtort, D.C.) and the State of Wasl~btgton. But, in 
many cases, the former option is not available: 

the City of London [not *London City] 
the Districtbf Columbia [not: *Columbia District] 
the month of December [not: *December month] 
the Continent of Africa or the African Continent [not: *Africa 

Continent] 
the Republic of France or the French Republic [not: *France Republic] 

Note Books of the Bible normally have the o/-construction: 
the book of Genesis the book of lob 

For other usesof the appositive indicator q/; cfl7.47J: 

Citations 
17.90 An important use of type (a) of restrictive apposition (cf 17.68) is found with 

citations and titles of books, films, etc: 

the term 'heavy water' 
the expression 'do your own thing' 

The first appositive is often absent: 

(The word) if'is a conjunction. 
(The noun) men is an irregular plural in English. 
I'm reading (the novel) Crime ant1 Put~ishrrrerrt. 
(The verb) hiss expresses by its very sound the meaning it conveys. 
The hook and the papers is a coordinated noun phrase. 

Appositives with names of persons 
17.91 With narncs, typc (1,) of rcslrictivc ;~pposi~ion ((:I I7.HX) is ~c~lricIc(I IO C ~ I S C S  

whcre thc first appositivc is the name 01. a pcrso~l ;tntl thc second is thc 
designation of  an occupation. rclstionship, ctc: Rill.Ji~lr~l.sro~r tlrr trrc.hit<~c.t. 

In typc (c) ol'rcstrictivc allposition, the first ;~ppositivc is usctl ;IS il. it wcrc 
a title in Architect John.stor~ (esp journalistic AmE). This use should be 
compared with institutionalized titles (cj'5.66): 

Presitlcnt Kenncdy Judge Il:lrris (csp A~n l : )  
DC Smith Vicc-prcsidcnt .lohnson (csp Anll') 

With appositives, a preposed determiner is normal (type a), along with type 
(c) : 

the critic Paul Jones the architect Bill Johnston 

But a determiner is not used with titles like qtrc,e~l and / ~ r o j i . .  'ss ( jr unless the 
noun phrases are modified: 

(the present) Queen Elizabeth 
(the sprightly) Professor Brown 
(the) Mr Porter (who lives next door to you) 

With appositives, postposition with the (type b), as in Parr1 Jorrc,.r the critic, 
is more common than pre-position without the (type c), as in critic Porrl Jones 
(cf17.88). 

Brown the farmer is perhaps on the borderline in this respect. Since we 
have my brother George, and hence George rrr)) brother, the in 'Georgc. the 
brother and analogous constructions with family relationships are ruled out, 
unless the is cataphoric: George, the brother ofJan~es. 

Pre-position is normal for titles, and those phrases that are nearest to being 
exclusively titles do not allow postposition a t  all: Sir John Cartlrright, M r  
Porter. 

We can now show the gradience from apposition in critic Paul Jones to full 
title in M r  Porter with the following examples: 

(1) (2) (3) 

critic Paul Jones (esp Farmer Brown Brother George 
journalistic AmE) the farmer Brown my brother George 

the critic Paul Jones Brown the farmer ?thc brother George 
Paul Jones the critic the farmer *George the brother 
the critic *farmer [vocative] the brother 

*critic [vocative] brother [vocative] 

(4) ( 5 )  (6) 

Professor Brown Dr  Smith [nonmedical] Mr Porter 
*the professor Brown *the doctor Smith *thc Mr Porter 
?Brown the professor *Smith the doctor *Porter the mister 
the professor *the doctor *the mister 
Professor [vocative] Doctor [vocative] mister [vocative; in 

nonstandard usage] 
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Nolc LA] M ~ I  ilpprrsitivc dcacriptors ilnd titles ciln be osc(l w i t h  ;I dctctlnirlcr i ~ l l d  wi t l lo~l t  llle PIoIlcr 
11<11111 : 

th,,/rr,,,,,,r. tIr(, ~rr,/~:~,, rhr /,r,.\irlr.rtt. tItr.1lrtr.Ir8r I w l t u ~ t  tl\r<l 1111 $1 ~!l?cIici!l 111:1cl i l i1~1l~tI  
11111 rrr i b l ~ l  , ) I I A ~ I , Y : I I L .  11111 I ~ ~ L I  I I I  I I I I *  W I I Y :  *I/,,, W, l k t .  ,,,,st#., ~ W C I I I . , : ~ , ~  I V ~ I ~ ~ ~ I : I I I I : U ~ I  11.11. ' I I ~ Y  

~ l u s ( ~ ~ l l ~ d ' ;  tt~i,y,vl,,s 1,111y [or y011r) wife'), 'l'/,,, 1.0rd [ ~ v i l l l  :l c:ll~iIibl 1.1 rclcts 10 (iod. 011  1 1 1 ~  

useofiniti;~l capit;~l lellcr for ;lppositive titles, c/App 111.29. 
(111 Most titlcs can he ~ ~ s c d  :IS V O C ~ I I ~ V C S  ((.1'10,5?/.) iand so ciln solnc il~positivcs S L I C I I  ils 1.'l!rlll~.r 
i l t l l l  /r,,,tr1,.,. ' I ' l lc  llllc hli,, ~ \ I I \ L . C ~  i l l  I I I P  V I I C ~ ~ ~ ~ Y P .  A1111: i a ~ ~ l  E ~ l ~ ~ ~ l i i l l  1)1 ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ' i l : ~ ~ l d i ~ ~ c l  l11.I". 
bol <,llbe~wi\c I\ gcl!c~;illy I<,llc,wctl lhy ;I I I : I I I IC.  ' I  I I C  i t ~ c o ~ l ! l > : t l t y i ! l ~  I I : I I I I ~  I I I I I L ~  I I C  111~. l i t 4  l l i l l l l C  

icl i ,~,~ ~ o l l ~ . , y  ilnd M;.\.v ,d/icr). except il l  ;ircI~;~ic ~ i l i l l o r ~ t y  USE ( C I I I C C ~ L I I I Y  S O I I ~ I I C ~ I I  A111li 
. .. 
i11id ~ ~ ( I - ~ ~ I s I I ~ I I I I ~ ~ I  IlrI:, j .  

011 lllc other h;lnd. sir w l l c~ l  osc(l ;IS ;I title is Ioll<rwcd Ihy Il~c l i t h l  o r  lu l l  I I~ I I I IC :  ,Sir .J,I/III 
(Spnrcrr) and not *Sir Sp~tlcer (c/ 5.66 Note [h]). The vocative sir (7Ai.s II~N),, sir!) is not ;In 

abbreviated form of the tille found in Sir Jo11i1 bul  the general polite vociitivc for i~ddress to all 
; ~ d u l t  milles. The vocetive rr~isrc~roccursonly in nonstiioditrcl IISC: YOII rr~rtic IIP~I', t~~isfcr. 

'I Ilc;lnnr,silivc I~s~r~'I~sc~lli~c'~is llsc(l ill 111 l ? ,  11111 v i r l u i ~ l l ~ o ~ l l y  i n  wrilill~(cl1iclly ill :nl(lrcs.;illl: .. . , . ,. , 
letters), ;lnd is poatpusc(l l(, ;I n:lmc consisting ol' ;l llllllily llilllle will, citller il first llillllc 01. 

inili;~ls: 
John Porlcr, Esq or J .  Porlcr, Esq 

This is a more formal alternative to: 
Mr  John Porter or M r  J. Porter or Mr Porter 

Mrand E ,Y~  arc not cornhined: 'Mr J .  Porlrr, Esq. E,sqcannot occur with surname alone (*S~lril/l, 
Erq) nor can it cooccur with other titles ('Sir Si<blc), Mnr.~, E.sq). 
[C] In certain titles, the proper noun is followed by 1111 ilrticle and ;~~Ijcclivc (cJ'5.64 Note [h]): 
Cuth<,rit~r (rlre Great); or numeral: Il?nry VIN ['the eighth']. In such designiltiuns there is 
occi~sion;~lly ;I reordering with the modification prcposcd: 

Pill the Youngeror the Younger Pit1 

t l c  gave thcm the ttcp~v.s: namely /lrcr/ /he tror~/~.s 11artl(1 h(, I~v r r~ i~a .  

'The lirsl :~pp~lsilivc r;111111)1 hc o l~~ i l l r ( l  w i l l~ ( l~~ l  J I ~ ( I I ~ I ~ , . ~ I I ~ ~  ; I I I  I I I I : I < . ( . V J I I ~ I ~ I ~ C  

s c ~ ~ l ~ ~ l l c c  (l:/ 1'7.00). '/Y~tt/ i.v (111 .vrr18) :III(I t~tttti(,/~, i ~ r r  I I I C  ( I I ~ I ~ I I I I I ~ I ~ )  i~lclic;tIo~s 
for this type ol'apposition. The cl;iusc can bc rcg;~rtlctl ;IS ;I rctluccd relative 
clause. 

II'thc govcr~~lncnl I1;1tl known wll;~t w;ts g o i ~ ~ g  to I1:1lq1cti, it wot~ltl not 
II(IIX~ i~rcr(~cl.v(~tl crc~clit,/irciliti~~.~ 11 I I J O I V ~  111rrt 111~~~1~1~~vrtt~~11 irr/Ir~~ir~rt, 

Apposition with general nouns 
17.93 Restrictive apposition is common with such gcne~xl notlns as tlrc, firct, the 

tlic,~~~, /Iics qrcc'.vlir~~~, yortr clrr(p : 

Tltejirct thot .she ~sozrlcltt'r hetrcq, 11ev fi.ie11t1.s is vcry much to 
her credit. 111 

I don't agree with tlte view1 tltot tltere i.7 rtu c~tlt.cttrtrrge i ~ i  hri~tg 
potietlt. 

Tlte questiott whether to co~!fi.ss or 1101 troublcd her. 
L21 
D1 

Yolrr drttjl to report the occic/e~rt takes prcccdcncc ovcr 
everything else. L41 

Finite appositive clauses likc [l -21 arc furtl~cr tliscusscd in 17.26/; inlinilivc 
clauses like [3-41 in 17.35. 

With participle clauses, and sometimes with nit-clauses, of is used as  an 
indicator (cf'l7.47): 

Tlte thought ofployitlg ogab~st t/iet?r arouses all my aggressive instincts. 
He didn't accept the ideo of workittg ~vlrile he 11,rr.s srrrrlj~ittg. 
Her accolott of~vhat she hod ciorte thot yeor did not satisfy her colleagues. 

Weak apposition 
17.92 In weak apposition, the appositives come from different syntactic classes (cf 

17.67). The optional indicator namely may be used if the second appositive is 
more. specific, which is the case when the second appositive is a clause (finite 
or nonfinite). Normally the noun phrase comes first, as  in these instances of 
full apposition: 

She has aproblem: namely shouldslze charge then1 for the danfoge or 
should slte.lbrget crbout it? 

Their solution, namely to appoint a committee, is deplorable. 

~ u t  the clause, particularly if it is a nonfinite clause, can come first: 

f i r  then? to p o ~ ,  I~itit a cotnmission - his own s~ggestion - seemed an 
acceptable idea. Premodif ication 

However, it would be more natural to have a relative clause: 'a commission, Types of premodifying item 
which was his suggestion. . .'. The second appositive, whether a noun phrase 17.94 In addition to detcrminatives that cooccur with the hcild of a lloun phrase 
or a clause, can indeed be regarded as a reduced relative clause: (c1'5.10fl), lexical and grammatical items of 8 wi(je r;lngc ;Ind incicfillite 

her job, (which was) teaching English. c o m ~ l c x i t ~  and interrelationship can precede a noun head to for,,, a noun 
She {tcoching Drgli,~lt, (which was) lzerjob. phrase whose modification is generally less explicit than that of postlnodifi- 

cation (c1'17.8). A relationship has already been inferred between the 
Again, when the first appositive is a nonfinite clause, the relative clause predicative adjective (Tlie girl is tcrN) and p r e m ~ d i f i ~ ; ~ t i ~ ~  (th', ttlllg;,.l), and 
construction would be preferable: '. . . teaching English, which was her job'. in 17.31 it was shown that such premodif i~at io~ can he restrictive or ' 

In partial weak a<$sition between noun phrase and clause, the noun nonrestrictive. 
phrase appears first: The major types of premodifyitig items arc the rollowing (the head 

His explanation, that is to say tltot he could~t't see the car, is unsatisfactory. indicated by angle brackets): 
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(a) ADJECTIVE (17.96-97): 

We ;IISO ~ n c t  hcr ~ l ~ ~ / i ~ l ~ t / i ~ l  {l'a~nily). 1.1 I c ~  1';1111ily is (lcligl~lf~~l. ' \  

(b) PARTICIPLE (1 7.98- 103): 
They never l'ound the t~ti.s,sirtg (report). ["fhc report was missing.'] 
Have you reported the stolni (car)? ['The car has bccn stolen.'] 

(C) NOUN (17.104- 109): 
I h:~tc city (traflic). ['traflic in the city'] 

In addition, there are some minor, ie less frequent and less productive, types 
of premodification : 

(d) GENITIVE (17.1 10): 
1 visited hisjisllert~tc~~r'.~ <cottage). ['The cottage belongs to a Iishcnnan' 

or'belonged to a fisherman'or'resembles thecottageof a fisherman.'] 

(e) ADVERB AND OTHER PHRASES (1 7.11 1): 
We have round-rhe-clock (service). ['The service is round the clock, b 

all day and night.'] 

(f) SENTENCE (17.112): 

She has asked I do11't know ho~v many (people) to the party. ['I don't 
I know how many people she has asked to the party.'] 

It follows that, as  modifiers, most ;~cljcctivcs and nouns dcscrihc permanent 
cl~;~~.;~cleristics wl~ilc Inosl p:~rticil>lcs tlcscril?~ I C I I I ~ I O ~ ; I ~ ~  OIICS. S ~ I I C C ,  :IS WC 

saw in 17.7, prchcad position in the nouu phfilsc is strongly ;issoci;~tcd with 
relatively permanent characteristics, it further follows that premcxlifici~tion 
by participles is frequently subject to conslr;~int but thitt prcmodification by 
adjectives and nouns is rarely so. 

Premodification by adjectives 
17.96 A premodifying adjective (or, more strictly, a preniodifylng adjective phrase; 

cf 7.20), especially when it is the first item after the determinative, can itself 
be premodified, as in [l], in the s;~rne way 21s it can in predicative position, as  
in[1;1]: 

Her family is [reallj~ [quire [rrrtbeliet:ahlj~]]] (delightfi~l). [I1 
her [really [quite [unbelievably]]] (delightful) family [ la l  

Some intensifiers tend however to be avoided with premodifying adjectives. 
Thus thepredicativephrase in [2] would seem a littlegushy in premodification 
[2a] : 

her daughter who is so beautiful 
her so beautiful daughter 

With indefinite determiners, including zero, so would be replaced by such. 
Thus, in place of so in postmodification, as in [3] and [4], we can have sltcl~ in 
premodification [3a] and [4a]: Restrictive and nonrestrictive premodification 

17.95 Before look~ng In more de t a~ l  a t  the major types of premod~ficat~on, there are 
two general~zat~ons to be made about the rest~~ct~ve/nonrestr~ct~ve and 
temporarylpermanent dist~nctlons 

Although there are few formal cues as  to whether a premodlficdt~on IS 

res t r~ct~ve or not, lt may be noted that, by t h e ~ r  ~mprov~sed nature Itself, 
types (e) and (f) tend to be restrlctlve and to be glven more prosod~c 
promlnence (cfApp I1 2ff) than the head of the noun phrase. Now, ~t IS a 
general rule that, where there IS no postmod~ficat~on, lt IS the head of a noun 
phrase that IS glven prosod~c prommence Although restr~ctlve premod~fiers 
need not affect thls rule, it IS ~n te re s t~ng  to note that where promlnence IS 

glven to a premod~fier (as ~t normally IS to apostmodlfier), the Item concerned 
must be restrlctlve Compare [ l ]  and [2] 

my ugly NOSE [I] 
*my u ~ l y  nose [21 

The noun phrase [ I ]  IS not nonsensical, but [2] normally IS, unless In the 
spec~al context of, for example, draw~ng attention to someone else's unk~nd  
allus~on In tbls connection ~t should be noted that, although proper names 
do not normally need restrlctlve mod~ficat~on (cf 17 3fl), they can have ~t 
when a d~st~nct lon IS b e ~ n g  made between more e n t ~ t ~ e s  bear~ng the same 
name 

Typ~cally, nouns and ad~ectlves are stat~ve, and verbsare dynamlc (cf 2 43) 

a daughter who is so beautiful 
BUT: sucli a beaut$ddaugllter 

daughters who are so beautiful 
BUT: such beau~ifuldaughters 

However, in rather formal contexts, so plus adjective can be placed before 
the indefinite article [3b]: 

so beautiful a daughter [3bl 
There is resistance also to transferring clause negation to a structure of 

premodification, which is possible only in limited circumstances (usually riot 
plus intensifier or negative affix); thus [5] and [6] allow the formation of [5a] 
and [6a] : 

very courreolcs behaviour 
unpleasant behaviour 

This gives a slight impression of improvisation (note that replacing liis by rlie 
in [5a] and [6a] makes the noun phrase slightly less acceptable). Thus many 
might prefer to reformulate by lexicalization (cf App I . 8 j ) ,  ie replacing the 
free, analytic negation not by an affixal negation (cf App 1.21). as in [5b], or 
by selecting a positive instead of two negatives [6b]: 
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his rtrther tli.sco~rrtc~otr.s hcliaviour 
his ~ / I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ I . ~ ~ I I I /  l?cl~:~viot~r 

llowcvcr, llavc Ilt)w c\l;lngctl tllc ~no;tlli~tg in lltc tlivcction 01' lltt~king lllc 
bcllaviour less courteous and more plcnsit~it. rcspcclively. 

Nol~l)rcdici~livc :~cljrcti~rs 
17.97 l.llcrc ;trc n I'cw pcriplicral adjectives t11;1t citnnot be uscil i l l  ~~rc~tl~~ilil ic;l(ioll ,  

and, conversely, sonie that cannot be predicative. Both types are discussed 
in 7.20fl; and here we will only give some further illustrations of adjectives 
which are restricted to attributive position. 

First, considcr the small group (rf'7,33,/f) e ~ ~ i n p l i t i e d  ;IS follows: 

illC llll,rl, lnCIl l i~~l ,  IIUS Nur: *'l I I C  111o1ilio11 is lllr~r~'. 
the only trouble 0u.r NOT: *I'lic trot~hlc is trt~/j'. 

These adjcctives behave irregularly also in not allowing intensification by 
very, though some will allow superlative use: 

The nlerest word was enough to upset him. 

Most of them are clearly related to adverb intensifiers: 

The mention was nterely of 
It was trrterly disgraceful. 

Some items in this class, however, have homonyms that are central adjectives 
(cf7.3). Compare: 

This is pure nonsense. [peripheral adjective] 
The air is (very)pure. [central adjective] 

Secondly, there is a group posing a special problem in that they are related 
to nouns (cf 7.128). While adjectives normally refer to quality or to 
resemblance with substance, some refer to the possessing of substance (cf 
7.37). Thus poetic can mean 'having the qualities of poetry' or 'consisting of 
poetry'; in the latter sense, it cannot be predicative or be intensified or 
graded : 

this very poetic image - This image is very poetic. - his output of poetry 
+ *His output is (very)poetic. 

Another example: 

her rather t~osol pronunciation - Her pronunciation is rather nasal. - the cavity of'the nose 
+ *The cavity is (rather) rtasal. 

Premodification 1325 

'~rrrti:/irl thanks' [but not: *'I-lis thanks arc ~rtrtc:/irl'; c:/ 8.90/'on courtcsy 
st~hiuncts]. Sitnilitrly : Irrr~t~lrl~~ (npr~krj:k,.v). kind (rc,j:nr(l.v). 

WC SI IOI I I ( I  ; I I S I I  111t.1tlio11 ~ I C I I I S  I V I I I < , I I  I ; I I I  I I ~ J I I I  I ~ I I ! ! ~ I I I ~ ~  1 1 1 ~ .  CIII!A-LI ~~I;I.\.s 
postltlcicrmincrs tliscusscd ill 5.2U//'itntl illso oulsitlc tllc c1;tss ol'ntljcctivcs as 
iiormally understood. Numerals, for example, cannot be frccly prctlicnted: 
hcsitle tlrc, I I I ' ~ ~ I I ~ J ,  1111~11. the prctlic;tlivc 7111. I I I I ~ I I  nrtJ I I I ~ , I I I I .  wot~ltl norm;llly 
II1C:lll l l l i l l  l l l ~y  \VCI.L. tl.L!l,,l l\vl.llly. ( I  I ~ \ \ . ( . \ ' c I .  ' I  l,)\\. 111:111!. i l l ( .  yilll'!' .WC ;llr 

Illroe', 'WC i~vc live', clc is ;I possihlc. i l '  t~nusui~l, scqucncc l i~ r  111c ~ ~ o v m a l  
'There are three of us.') Again, absolute comparatives ($1'7.85) like lrrtrer (tile 
latter questio~l) and upper (the upper storeys) must be in premodification 
position. 

Predication of the adjective is hlockcd whcn thc noun head is ugcntial and 
111c i~cljcctivc rcfcrs lo the i~clivity (1.1'7.36: ' ~ ~ o ~ ~ i ~ ~ l t c r r n l  :~tl,jcctivcs', 7.43): 

.- The worker is hord. 

Where the noun can only refer to activity, there is of course no difficulty: 

hisgood writing - His writing is good. 

Compare also an oldfriettd: 'He has been a friend for a long time' cannot be 
turned into thatfriend of jnitte is old, which only refers to the friend's age. 

Note Special contexts create their own usage wl~ere  the general rules of the I;lnguogc may bc waived. 
Someone addicted to the g;irne of hridge. lbr ex;~mple, lnay well ask: 'Ciood, now WC ;!re four, so 
Iel's start' without running Ihc risk of being understood ;IS rcl trr inp 10 age. 

P re rnod i f i ca t ion  by -ing par t i c ip l e s  
17.98 The possibility of modification by a present participle depcrids on  the 

potentiality of the participle to indicate a permanent or characteristic feature. 
T o  a lesser extent, gradability (especially as indicated through intensifi cation 
by very) is involved. Sentence [l]  shows i~tterestittg as fully adjectival (cf'7.2, 
7.158), despite the direct relation to the verb interest [2]: 

She has a very interesting mind. 
Her mind interests me very much 

But an item can be a premodifier and yet disallow very: 

a roaring bull [BUT NOT: "very roaring] 

And the converse can be true, viz a participle will have limited acceptability 
unless accompanied by an intensifier such as aery: 

rerissurirtg 

surprised 

reassurittg 

surprised 

This last example will illustrate the crucial significance of the 'permanence' 



characteristic; such participles can freely prcmodify nouns such as look and 
,slflile~ : 

MC greeted me with a very 

The man himself cannot have shock or surprise attributed permanently to 
him (though c j i  shell-,sl~uckerl), but a particular look can of course be 
perm;tnently associatcd with such a v;tlue. So too WC Inay spenk of a s~rilirfg 
,Jircr more ol.tcn than o fo  ,s~~rilB,gperso~~. It is tltus t1cccss;try to rc;tlizc lhat we 
are not here concerned with particul;~r p;rrticiples so much as with their 
contextual meaning. A ~vandering ntbl,sfrel is one habitually given to 
wandering, but if we saw a man wandering down thc street, we could not say 
[3] but only [4]: 

*Who is the ~vcm~lering man? [3] 
Who is the man vanhrirlgdown the street? [4] 

Again, someone who told good stories could be a (very) e~lfermb~ing persott 
but one would not say this of someone who happened at the moment of 
speaking to be entertaining his friends with a good story. 

Note The tendency towards permanence in the interpretation of premodifying participles is also see11 
in the nonprogressive interpretation of the participle in eg: u ~l'arkiflg nlnfr, ie 'one who does 
especially manual work', or 'one who works, especially manually'. 

17.99 The indefinite article favours the habitual or permanent, the definite article 
the specific or temporary (cf5.26). Thus some people find [l] strange, 
especially in BrE: 

?The approacltirtg train is from Liverpool. [I1 

in technical writing (cspccially in the soci;tl sciences) to admrt -btg participles 
rather more freely in premoclific;llion : tlrc. [lc~r.c~lo/~i~rg corrrrrric2s, t l r ~  (pcrr!icrl(l~) 
hc~crrilrg c./tiltl, a co~rlirflrirtg cmnnril~~rc~~~r, nn on~orrrg c.onc.rarr~. n rr,Iifrji I I I ~ , I I I ~ I * ~ .  

P remod i f i ca t ion  by -ed par t ic iples  
17.100 Much of what has bcen said of -ing participles (c/'I7.98/) applics to -cc/ 

participles also, but there are additional issues. In the first place, the -CC/ 
participle can be activc or passive hut, ;IS with postmodification ((:/'17.29), 
tllc nctivc is r:~rcly used in prcnio~lific;~tion. ( 'o~tl~.;~st:  

the immigrant who has arrir~c>d 
BUT NOT: *the urril~ecl immigrant 

The following are exceptional: 

the ~anbhed  treasure ['the treasure which has vanished'] 
a rerirerl teacher 
reducetlljirlleit/i,tcrea.~ed prices ; risen costs (in the technical language of 

economics) 

Premodification is somewhat more common when an active participle is 
modified by an adverb: 

the newly-arrived immigrant ['the immigrant who has arrived recently'] 
our recently-departed friend ['our friend who has departed recently'] 
a tvell-read woman ['a woman who has read a lot'] 
a soft-spoken person ['a person who speaks softly'] 

?a recently-arise11 problem ['a problem which has arisen recently'] 

Within the passive, we must distinguish the passive which refers to process 
from the passive which refers to state (cf'statal passive', 3.77). A statal 
example: 

On the other hand, [2] 1s fully acceptable 

He was fr~ghtened by an approath~ng train P-1 

Here, we are concerned perhaps with what IS chardcterlstlc In 'approach~ng 
trams' Slmllarly, some find [3] odd, compared wlth [4] 

?The barkrng dog 1s my neighbour's L31 
I was wakened by a bat k ~ n g  dog L41 

On the other hand, after an lndefinlte head has been postmod~fied by an  -~ng  
clause, the -rng part~clple can premodlfy the same head wlth the definlte 
ar t~cle  (cf the slm~lar condltlons for noun premodlficatlon, 17 104) 

a proposal offe~tdrng many members 
the offendr~~g proposal 

In  addltlon, the definlte artlcle may be used gener~cally and hence evoke the 
same generality and permanence as the lndefin~te article 

The begm~lrng student should be glven every encouragement 
['beg~nners In general', not = 'a particular beginner'] 

T h ~ s  last example represents what may be a current trend In journalism and 

some cor~iplicated machinery - The machinery is conlplicaterl. - The machinery was con~plicated by the designer 

With the statal type belong also born and some uses of hidden, n~arried, 
troubled, darkened, etc, but in preinodification they must either have 
'permanent' reference or be modified by an adverb: 

a born musician ['a natural musician'], a 1lel4~/~.-borrt child 
a marriedman, married life 

The carefully hidden spy illustrates the general contrast between -ing and 
-edparticiples. They are similar in postmodification: 

The spy, carefully hiddeft in the bushes, 
The spy, carefully hiding in the bushes,} kept watch On the 

But the -ing participle, unlike the -edparticiple, resists premodification: *the 
carefully-hiding spy. 

Note With the acceplability of a reccrrr1j~-arricen'pla~ beside *aft urrirpdplafle, compare R brotv~l-e~e~i 
girl beside 'or! eyedgirl (cf 17.102). 
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17.101 Most -ed participles have passive meaning, and only a few will easily admit 
Ihc pcrm:lncnt rcrercrtce Ih;ct will pcrtnit prc~notlifying usc. We may contrast 
thc [1:1r1icil1lcol'lllc slirlivc vcrh in I I I will1 I I I : I I  t~l'lllc ( I Y I I ; I I I I ~ C  vcrI> i l l  (71: 

Tlrc ~~lrrrtt~dri~ori was last sccn in Ci~nibridgc. 
[the man goes on being wanted by thc police] [I] 

*7'lrc~,/i~rur(ll~1rr,so was rcturnctl 111 its owncr. 
[the purse was found at a parliciilnr ~numcnt] 121 

But cr l o ~ t p t t r ~ e  is acccptablc, bcc;iuse, i~lthough a pursc is n o  longer reg;lrded 
as 'found' after it has been retrieved, a purse will be regarded as 'lost' 
throughout the period of its disappearance. This aspectual relation 
corresponds to that of the perfective of conclusive verbs (cf'4.33), as can be 
seen in the possiblc paraphrase: a lo.~t pur.se ['a pursc that has been lost']. 
Other examples: 

the defeated army, a damaged car, a broken vase 

Contrast: 

a wanted man ['a man who is wanted by the police'] 

But not, except in special contexts, such as second instances (cf 17.109), 
which we must ignore here: 

*a sold car *a built house 
*the mentioned article *a described man 

Exceptions to the general rule suggest that the semantic and aspectual 
factors are more complicated than we have indicated. For example, although 
a sum of money can go on being needed, one does not normally say ?the 
needed money; although a car is stolen at a moment of time, one can speak of 
the stolen car ['the car that has been stolen']. 

The premodifying participle usually characterizes a type rather than an 
instance: a muttered reply is a type of reply, and a drawn sword describes a 
typical posture. With art organized tour we may perhaps explain the 
premodification through the continuing and professional nature of the 
organization (ie 'a package tour', as distinct from a tour privately organized 
on a specific occasion); or perhaps we should supply an omitted adverb 'an 
(officially or specially) organized tour', since we must remember that all of 
the starred participial phrases become acceptable when modified by adverbs 
(on the tendency, esp in BrE, to hyphenate such premodifiers, cfApp III.4f): 

a recentlv sold car a well-built house 

But constraints o 
do not have 

These constraint 
hut cotnrnunical 
useful, ilontrivin 
spiders have legs 
U11 etlgirrc'[~ort~erc~fi 

By the same pr 
a ~vllite-bearded t 
fewer have white 
they express thc 
thought to be pe 
*I've lost my bear 
man ['a man wit1 
acceptable and p 

It finally rema 
-ed, but in eg: -, 
degree, amount, 

a potverful er 
a hairy cater 
a leggy spide 
apimply facc 

Thus this type oh 
well as a diesel-pc 

Intransitive ve 
plane, 17.100 No1 

17.103 If the -ed partici 
postmodification 
have 'the defeote 

the army d q  
the army d q  

ammuniti 

However, some 
postposition (cf5 

the amount 
for services 

Prepositional vet 

the sum agrt 
the pages rej 
an event unl 
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17.101 Most -ec/ participles have passive meaning, and only a few will easily admit 
Ihc pcrm:~ncnt refcrcncc tli;~t will permit prctnotlifying use. WC may contrast 
the 1):lrliciplc ol'tlic sl:~tivc vcrh in I I I wilh t l l :~ t  ol ' l l~c dylt:~nlic v c ~ h  i l l  (71: 

Tlrcs t~.ortt~d rttrrrl was last seen in C:unbridgc. 
[the Inan goes on being wantcd by thc police] 

*7h~,,/;~rr11ilpttr,x~ w;ls rcturnctl to its owncr. 
[the purse was i'ound at a p:~rticul;~r moment1 

But cr Io.,stpttrse is acccptablc, bccausc, although a purse is no longcr rcg:~rtlctl 
as 'found' after it has been retrieved, a purse will bc rcgardcd as 'lost' 
throughout the period of its disappearance. This aspectual relation 
corresponds to that of the perfective of conclusive verbs (cf4.33), as can be 
sccn in the possible paraphrase: a lost purse ['a pursc that has been lost']. 
Other examples: 

the defeated army, a damaged car, a broken vase 

Contrast: 

a wantedman ['a man who is wanted by the police'] 

But not, except in special contexts, such as second instances (cf' 17.109), 
which we must ignore here: 

*a sold car *a built house 
*the nterttioned article *a described man 

Exceptions to the general rule suggest that the semantic and aspectual 
factors are more complicated than we have indicated. For example, although 
a sum of money can go on being needed, one does not normally say ?the 
needed ntoney; although a car is stolen a t  a moment of time, one can speak of 
the stole17 car ['the car that has been stolen']. 

The premodifying participle usually characterizes a type rather than an  
instance: a muttered reply is a type of reply, and a drawn sword describes a 
typical posture. With art organized tour we may perhaps explain the 
premodification through the continuing and professional nature of the 
organization (ie 'a package tour', as  distinct from a tour privately organized 
on a specific occasion); or perhaps we should supply an omitted adverb 'an 
(officially or specially) organized tour', since we must remember that all of 
the starred participial phrases become acceptable when modified by adverbs 
(on the tendency, esp in BrE, to hyphenate such premodifiers, cf App III.4f ): 

a recently sold car a well-built house 

the above-mentioned article a carefully described man 

17.102 Modifiers in -ed may be directly denominal and not participles a t  all 
' (cf App 1.38): 

a bearded man ['a man with a beard', 'a man who has a beard'] 
the vaulted roof ['a roof with vaults'] 
a wooded hillside ['a hillside covered with woods'] 

But constraints occur: while we havc (I po~vc~jiil engine, and o l e g g ~ ~  .~pirlcr, we 
do not have 

*;I / I ~ I I I , ~ ~ L ~ ( I  cngi~tc I1rl.r: :I ~ l i i ~ s c ~ l - p r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  c t~~y i~ lc  
*;I l~'gfic,il spider I ~ U T :  it l ~ r t g - / ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ l  s l~ i~ lc r  

These constraints on unmodified -c(/ forms can hc cxp1;lincd hy the simple 
but communicatively rclcv:~nl principle III:II w11:lt O I I ~  ~ y s  S I I O L I I L I  c:~rry 
uscful, nontl-ivinl information. Thus all cngincs will producc powcr and all 
spidcrs have legs. 13owcvcr, -addcno~ninals which providc new informiltion, 
an er~girtepot~'erc(/by ciiesel, cr sljitker tvitl~ long logs, ctc, bccornc fully nccepta blc. 

By the same principle, both the unmodified o beirr(1ednratr and the modified 
a white-bearded man are acceptable, since not ell men have beards and even 
fewer have white ones. A common feature of;~cccpt;~blc -0r1adjcctivcs is that 
they express the notion of 'inalienable possession', ie they arc normally 
thought to be permanent attributes (cj: I'ce lost my car, but not normally: 
*I've lost rny beard). Those which express alienable possession, eg: *(I carred 
nran ['a man with a car'], *a ttvo-carrecl niart ['a man with two cars'], are not 
acceptable and productive formations. 

It finally remains to explain the acceptability of. adjectives not ending in 
-cd, but in eg: $U/, -y, -oris, -;c, -ish. Such formations express an unusual 
degree, amount, etc: 

apo~verjlrlengine ['an engine with unusual powcr'] 
a hairy caterpillar ['a caterpillar with an unusual amount of hair'] 
a leggy spider ['a spider with unusually long legs'] 
apimply face ['a face with an unusually large number of pimples'] 

Thus this type obeys the same principle that we invokcd for a heortl~dr~rcrrt as 
well as a diesel-powered engine: to carry useful, nontrivial information. 

Intransitive verbs rarely yield premodifying -ed participles ( c /  *(in arriced 
plane, 17.100 Note). 

17.103 If the -ed participle has a by-agent or other prepositional construction, only 
postmodification is possible (cf adjective complementation, 16.69). Thus we 
have 'the defeated army', but: 

the army defeatedby theenen7y [NOT: *the by the enemy defeated army] 
the army defeated for lack of anm~unitiotr [NOT: *the for lack of 

ammunition defeated army] 

However, some unmodified -ed participles in fixed expressions have 
postposition (cf7.2 I): 

the amount &manded/asked the earliest inventions known 
for services rendered money well spent 

Prepositional verbs normally follow the head: 

the sum agreed upon 
the pages referred to 
an event rotheard of [but also: 'an trnlteard-of event'] 
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Some -('(l pclrticiples h:~ve pre- or postmodifying position with different 

the people co~lcer~lctl ;I concer~~ctl expression 
['the pcoplc in question'] ['worried, ;~nxious'] 

the students i~~i~olvc~d an i~rr~olcc~d question 
['thc studcnts in question'] ['complicatctl'] 

jobs 113orrtc,d ~vcrr~tcv/ pcrsons 
[:jobs w;~ntcil by intliviilu;~ls'] ['persons w:~ntccl hy the policc'] 

Premodificetion 1331 

the I I ~ I I S C  h(:1~011d III(~ (.1111r(.h [7 ]  t l l c  ( . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( . l ~  ~ l o t l s ~  [7;11 
two years k:/irr(, tlro Ivtrr [XI * two ~twr yc;lrs [Xa] 
a d~l t ly  perlc/irg,/itrther - a /irrr/rt,r irrc/rtiry 

i t~q~ i i r~ ,  [g] tlclay [gal 
21 tree /:v N SI~L'NIII [ 101 - *a .strecr~rr trcc [I Oo] 

111 this set, only [ l a ]  and Pa l  arc I'ully possible prctnotlilication alternatives 
to postmodification by prepositional plirc~sc; [3;11, [4;1]. [s:t]. ;Incl h:lvc 
ullusu;ll ring i~bout tlicni as cquiv;~lcnts OI'[.?]. 141, [S] .  elntl [()I rcspcctivcly: 
[7aI3 [8:11, and [9;11 do not carry the respcctivc ~iice~nings of. [7], [X], and [g]; 
[10:1] is unacceptable. 

As observed in conticction with prcmotIiSying nouns in  the p l u r a l  

Premodification by nouns ((:1'17.10')), a phl.;lsc like [3;1] is somcwllat more likcly 10 he ~lsc(l i n  sccOlltl 

17.104 iqoun premodiliers arc ofic~l SO closcly associated with the hc;ld ;Is to instances, ie al'tcr the explicit rclutionship h;ls been f l l l l y  clarilicd: 
regarded ascompounded with it, as indicated by the Stresson the Wemodifying A : Today a f?ra~r./ron~ tlre, elc.ctricit~, conl,jtnlj' called, 
noun instead of the head: B : Oh, so what did the electricity cuntl~rrrg~ ri1011 say? 

his 'life story a 'dish cloth a 'Str.ssex man Also, [3al might conceivably be used in technic;~l jargon where explicit 
relations need not be indicated or in headline languagc whcre tllc explanation 

On the other hand, we say: follows. 

an ,iron 'rod ,/l/; imlprisonment a ,S~rsscx 'village 
An cxnmplc similar 10 whose interprek~tron was indeed tried Icg:,lls i s  ( l lc ~lloa,it lg: 

~h~ conditions under which the different stress patterns are adopted are by Dock work is arduous, 

no Incans wholly clear, but are connected with the degree to whichasequence It should be interpreted as 'work in or on 111e docks.. not ;,S 'work ne;ir ( l l c  (locks.. A ~ ~ i ~ i ~ l ~  

is 'institutionalized' as a lexical item, ie a compound ( ~ ~ A P P  1.57ff). Court of Appeal uplleld the above lil~guistic st;ltement, ; ~ n d  T/,P law rcporl llLld ,llc 
following headline in consequence: 

l n  most cases, premodifying nouns correspond to postmodification with Work near docks is not dock work. 
prepositional phrases: 

his life story - the story of his life l7.105 One noteworthy constraint against using nouns from postmodifying ,,hrases 

a disk cloth [NB singular] - a cloth Jor dishes as premodifiers is the relative impermanence of the modific;ltion in question. 

a Sussex man - a manfrom Sussex Thus [ l ]  will readily yield [la]:  

an iron rod - a rod of iro11 The table in the corner was laid for dinner. 
life imprisonment - imprisonment for life The corrrer table . . . 
a S~tssex village - a village in Sttssex 

a gift tax [NB singular] - a tax on gifts But we cannot do the same with [2]: 

accordance with the general tendency noted earlier (cf 17.8), the The man in the corner spoke to me. 
*The corner rim11 . . . L21 

prelnodifying structure has reduced explicitness in relation to the p0stmodi- [2a] 
fying structure, and if the relationships between the nouns become unclear However, this is not a property of the lexical item (in this instance, co,71c.r) 
or unpredictable, premodification is unacceptable. This becomes apparent if but of the semantic relation. Premodification confers relative permanence, 
examples [1-10] in 17.37 with the range of prepositions involved in and because a table is not free to move of itsclf, we can premodiry tc1hle but 
prepositional phrase postmodification are tested for noun premodification: not man by conler. 

the road to Lincoln [l]  - the Linco111 road [ h ]  Conversely, not all noun premodifiers have prepositionell phrase analogues, 

this book on grammar [2] - thisgrarnmar book [2al 
eg : 

a man from the electricity - ?an electricity compa~ly consumer goods - goods of tire cor~srarrer 
company [3] mar1 [ W  a we!fare state - a state qf'~~le//bre~ 

passengers opt board the - ?ship passengers [4al 
L41 

There is also an analogous relation betwecn some types of prcnlodification 
ship 

[5] - ?$re action [ 5 4  
and coordination: 

action in case of 're 
the meaning of this - ?this sentence meaning [6al The plane is both ajighter and a ho~prhrr. 

sentence l61 - ajighter-'bomber 
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Bernard Miles was hoth crctor crridproclrtcer. - thi, nctor-l~rorlrt~~~r Ilcrn:~rtl Milcs 

Similarly bctwccn prcmoililic;~tion and :~ppusition: 

Smith is a sergeatit. - Sergrcrrit 'Smith 
My friend is a jiirl. - my jiirlfricntl 

However, the kind of apposition found in titlcs is scvcrcly rcstrictcd by 
convention ;lnd stylc (t:/'5.66, 17.91). 

In some cases, both constructions arc ;lcccpt;ll>lc hut II;IVC tlilfcrcllt 
meaning, eg: 

a glass of~vine ['a glass containing wine'] 
a wine glass ['a glass for wine'] 

i a box oj'matclrw ['a box containing matches'] 
a nicrtclrhos ['a box made to hold matches'] 

17.106 The main types of prepositional paraphrase of noun + noun combinations, 
including both free syntactic phrases and compounds, are the following, 
arranged according to semantic relations. 

Source-result: a ,metal'sheet - a sheet o/'meml 

Part-whole: ,clav 'soil - soil u~itlt clry 

Place : a ,top 'drawer 'a drawer at the lop' 
a ,gardetl 'fence - a fence roirriti  he gcrrileti 

Time: a ,n~orriing 'train - a train in the mortiirig 
a ,night 'sky - a sky a t  night 

Whole-part: a ,boardlmember - a member ofthe board 

With the following class we are closer to lexical compounds, thus the main 
stress on the first element. (The combinations above could equally occur with 
the main stress on the first element in other semantic relations.): 

'seafood ['food from the sea'] 
a lfireplace ['a place for fire'] 
a 'bullet head ['a head like a bullet'] 

I t  should be emphasized that the semantic relations illustrated in this section 
indicate no clear boundary between noun phrases and noun + noun 
compounds (cfApp 1.57JI.). Stress on the first element is usually indicative of 
compounding, g :  !fireplace but ,top 'drawer. Conversely, the possibility of 
substituting one for the second constituent indicates that the first is a 
premodifier in a noun phrase: 

She wants an oak table but I'd prefer a teak one. 
BUT NOT: *That's not an oak tree but an elm one. 

17.107 In most cases, the constructions with both prepositional postmodification 
and with premodification are available, but the change from postmodification 

to premodification may have conscqucnccs other than ;I possible loss in 
cxplicitncss. Onc sucll ct>iisc(l~~cncc is Io%s oI'l11r ~lclil~ilr  :~~ l i c l c .  ;I.; i l l  : 

ollici;~ls irr tlr~, l ' ~ ~ t i t ~ r ~ i ~ t ~  - I'c~rttirjio~r ollici;~ls 
The use of articles is identical in the following: 

;I shcct r~j 'r~~otol - :I t r~ i~t~i l  sl~cct 
But it differs in: 

lifc in tr vill;~gc - villi~gc [ilk 
ilic shootil~g ol'tigcrs - tiger sllootillg 

Another consequence is the use of a prefix in premodification corresponding 
to the preposition in postmodification (c/'App 1.2Ifl.): 

demonstrations ugcrirut the Iijtrr - crtiti-~~~c~r demonstrations 
the period ufier the war - the po,stn,or period 

Plural attributive nouns 
17.108 Attributive nouns are normally number-neutral. As ;I further illustlntion of 

the principle that postmodification is relatively explicit as compared with 
premodification, nouns which are plural in postmodification clre singular 
(number-neutral) in premodification : 

a chair with orn1.s - an c~rr?ichair 
decay of teeth - tooth decoy 
the picking of hops - hop-picking 

A hyphen before the singular form is normal in expressions denoting age, 
time, weight, size, etc of the followi~lg type: 

a girl (who is) ten years old - a ten-j,c,ar-old girl 
a pause lasting three secorlds - a three-second pause 
inflation amounting to two digits - two-cligit inflation 
an agreement between four powers - a four-po~ser agreemcnt 
a bill worth ten dollars - a ten-dollor bill 

However, in quantitative expressions of the following type there is possible 
variation (cf 5.1 18 Note [b]): 

a ten clay absence [singular] 
a ten-clay absence [hyphen + singular] 
a ten claj~s absence [plural] 
a ten days'absence [genitive plur;~l] 

The use of singular holdseven for some nouns tll;~t otllcrwisc have no singular 
form (cf5.76): 

a sharpenerjor scissors - a 'scissor sharpener 
a press for trousers - a 'trouser press 

However, the plural attributive construction is on the increase. particularly 
in BrE where it is more common than in AmE, cg: 

careers guidance 
a grants committee 
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;I new ,sj~.st~~rn.s ;~n;~lyst 
:l11 O ~ I ~ I I I ~ ~ I I I ~ I ~ ~ ~ I ~ . ~  olliccr 
thc policy and rosottrccZs working party 

The choicc of prcmodifying nouns in the plural rathcr than thc singular may 
be attributed to a number of factors, but predominantly to thc fact that an 
entity has been institutionalizcd in plural Ibrm. Sincc thc plural attributive 
construction is relatively rare in AmE, the statements in the fvllowingsection 
:~pply, for tlic rnc~sl. only (0 131.1-<. 

17.109 (i) 'Exclusive plurals' 
Onc dill'crcncc betwcen hrnncl~ ,sri/x~rr~i,sor ancl hrotrclr(~.s srrl~cr~~isor is th;it the 
singul;~r is morc v;~guc i ~ n d  III;LY be inlcr~~rctcd ;IS ' S I I ~ ) C I . V ~ S ~ I I .  O ~ ; I  I)l.i1ncI1 or 
branches', whereas the plur;ll can bc inlerprctcd o~ily ns 'supervisor of several 
branches' and thus excludes the ambiguity of number. The semantic 
distinction seems to be institutionalized in cctreer girl 'a girl who puts 
advancement in her profession before other things' and careers girl 'a girl 
who has had several careers' or (more usually) 'a girl who deals with careers'. 
Such 'exclusive plurals' tend to occur wit11 collective nouns and names of 
institutions as heads, and the stress tends to be on the premodifying plural: 

parks department 
colirses committee 
e.ratt~inations board 
the heavy c/tenticals industry 
Scotland Yard's Obscene Pztblicatiotls Squad 
Chesterfield ffospitals Management Committee 
the British Museum Prints and Drawings Gallery 

Highly institutionalized plurals are always retained, in particular when the 
singular form might lead to ambiguity: 

an Arts degree ['a degree in the humanities', as opposed to an art degree 
'a degree in fine art'] 

Pluralia tantum (cJ'5.77) retain their plural since they have no singular: 

a clistoms officer + a custont officer 
a goods train - a good train 

(ii) Plural denoting variety 
There is a tendency for more generic terms to be plural and more specific 
terms to be singular: 

soft 'clrinks manu,facturer [drinks = 'kinds of drink'; 
BUT: 'car manu,facturer] 

ettter'tub~ntettts ,guide [etttertaiittnents = 'kinds of entertainment'; 
BUT: 'theatre ,guide] 

surgical app'liances manu,facturer [appliances = 'kinds of appliance'; 
BUT: 'baby ,carriage manu,facturer] 

(iii) 'Temporary institutionalization' 
As we have seen, in most cases there is variation available between 

premodific;ition by noun :~nd  postmodific;~tio~~ by prcposition;~l plir;ise, with 
cerli~in synt;lctic i~nd  se~iii~nlic C ~ I I S ~ I . ; I ~ I I ( S .  WIICII S I I C I I  v ; l r i :~ I i~ l~  is I'rccly 
availablc, thc choice may bc sccn ;IS conditioncd by the cxplicit/incxplicit 
distinction or simply by a desire for stylistic variation. I-lowever, it should 
also be seen in termsof communicative factors, as in the case of tlic variation 
between the genitive and the o/'construction (~/'17.3X//'). In a book on 
linguistics we may find the italicized part of [I] rcsumcd latcr, as n 'sccond 
instance', in the discussion by [lol (c1'17.8): 

f i e  itlccr q/lc~or~I.s has bcen ;I ~n ;~ jo r  issuc l i ~ r  a long time. 
t11e leuels idea [I 1 [lal  

A special instance of 'tcmporary institutionalizi~tion' is the use of plurals 
it1 hc:~tllines. A topic;~l issuc will c;~usc tlic plural lo hc retained in 
prcmodification when it is associated with a widely tliscussed public issuc. If 
there is controversy over the wearing of crash helmets by motorcyclists, this 
can become referred to in the media as the he11net.s is.rrre. In this way, during 
the internationally discussed crisis of President Nixon's administration 
concerning tape-recordings, we became habituated to read expressions such 
as : 

the tapes issue the Watergate tapes affair 
the tapes compromise the White House tapes mystery 

The frequent use of attributive structure in newspaper headlines. cg: jobs 
czrt for 'cut in jobs', would seem to contradict the given/new principle 
(cf 18.8). Other examples: 

PHONES ORDER HEADACHE PROBLEM 
PRIORITY PROJECT NUMEROUS WAR OFFICE STAFF RESIGNATIONS 

The flouting of the givenlnew principle may be explained not only as  a 
striving for brevity in a headline with limited space but also as'premeditated 
inversion' of the givenlnew sequence in order to arouse the reader's interest 
in going on to read the fully explicit text of the news item. . 

Prernodification by genitive 
17.110 The illustration of the genitive as premodifier with restrictive function in 

17.94 was the following example: 

I visited hisfi.shert~tatz'.r cottage. [ l ]  

The meaning is 'The cottage belongs/belongcd to a fisherman' or 'resembles/ 
resembled the cottage of a fisherman'. It should be noticed that if we had 
used another noun in the genitive, eg: hi.s.fiRt~clS cottage, we would have 
moved from nonrestrictive to restrictive function and, above all, changed the 
relationship of the constituents from premodification to determinative. The 
difference in structure is clearly brought out if further premodifying items 
are added : 

his oldjisltertnan's cottoge. 
his oldfrier~dS cottage. 
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Thc structures can hc sccn in a trcc diagram (Fig 17.1 10): 

Thus, in [la], o i l  modifics,ji,sher~~lo,r's colinge, whcrcas, in [I h], old lnotlilics 
the determinative genitive head jri~rld's. In [la], no itcm can intervcnc 
hclwccn Ji.rh~~rnlatr',s ant1 coltag(, ;~ntl tllc prc~notlif'Yi~~g gcnitivc may hc 
replaced by, for examplc, a noun (~/'17.104//'): 11i.soltl cocctl/rll cotlog('. I I I  [I h], 
the head of the superordinate noun phrase (cj'5.12l.J') can be further modilicd 
in the usual way: 

his old friend's delightjiil but crrmiblirig cottage 

Example [Ib] is, then, a fully syntactic structure of the type discussed in 
5.1 12fj.and 17.38ffwhere the genitive has a determinative function; in [Ia], 
on the other hand, the genitive acts as a descriptive premodifier (cf5.122), 
and is related to the use of the genitive in compounds, such as bull's-eye. 

P remod i f i ca t ion  b y  a d v e r b  a n d  o t h e r  p h r a s e s  
17.111 Another minor type of premodification is the adverb phrase, as in: 

She travelled to many jar-away placcs. ['The places are far away.'] 
I have this strange under-the-weather feeling. ['I feel under the 

weather.'] 

There is a medley of other premodifying phrases, some of which are common 
expressions, eg: 

round-the-clock service 
an  up-to-date timetable 
a tongue-in-clteelc remark 

Apart from a few institutionalized examples such as an away nmtch ['the 
match is being played away from the home ground', in contrast with a home 
match], the flexibility of this type of premodification tends to be exploited 
only colloquially, and most examples have (and seem deliberately to have) a 
flavour of originality, convention-flouting, and provisional or nonce awk- 

P remod i f i ca t ion  b y  s e n t e n c e  
17.1 12 Wli:~( was s;~itl ofatlvcrh phr;~scs applies : ~ t  Ic:~st c q ~ ~ ; ~ l l y  Io prc~nodific:ltion 

hy :I sclllcllcc: 

(?)I visited his bt>lrcrt-do-yoti-call-ii cottage [ c /  What do you c;~ll it when a 
cottage h:~s w;~lls made from overl;~pping picccs of'~imlier? 
( ~l:l~lllll:ll~l 1 

A I'cw inslit~~tion:~lizcd cx;~n~])lcs retain :I colloquii~l or sl;~ng Il;lvour: o 
~i~ho(11rrritsior~ isone about crime, and the nonst;lnd;~rd grammar and spelling 
arc prcservcd as part o f  the ironic sl;~ng. I ) r~- i / -~~o~tr .s l f ' ;~s  in n (10-it-yorrr.sc~l/' 
job has bccomc so often uscd as to p;~ssout ol'thc ;Irc;l ofsl;~ng (;~ntl somctimcs 
be reduced (esp in BrE) to DIY). 

So~ncwll:~t Inorc witlcly i~cccpt;~l>lc ;Ire 11o11n pl~r;~scs which can be 
intcrprctcd cithcr as having a scntcncc ;IS prc~notlilicr or ;IS bcirlg ohjcct 
(usually of know) in an embedded nominal clnosc: 

He Iclon't k ~ ~ o n ~ f ~ d w m a t ~ , ~  people. 

{ I l l  
Iclon't KNOW kolv many people. [ l a l  

With either intonation, the meaning is 'He asked a relatively large number 
of people, though I don't know precisely how many'. The meaning is 
somewhat different if the sentence is reordered, enforcing a different 
grammatical structure: 

I don't know how monypeople he a.~lce(I. ['I don't know the number of 
people he asked.'] 

For the most part, however, sentence premodifiers have an a i r  of the 
outrageous and improvised. Part of a political leader's election campaign 
was described by a journalist as 

today's meet the people (ifthey canfind you) tour 

Far more remarkable is the following quotation from a literary comment in 
which the sentence premodification itself has highly irregular and sophisti- 
cated punctuation to convey highly irregular coordination devices: 

His other comments ignore. . . the obvious fallacies inherent i n  the 
'But the poenr (play, noue0 nJas tnreat~t 10 be /e~Iio:rs/prctet~tio~~s/ 
pointless' line of critical argument. 

Re la t ive  s e q u e n c e  o f  p remod i f i e r s  
17.113 When a head has more than one premodifier, there arises the qucstion of 

relative order; why either [ l ]  or [la]?: 

a thin (lark face 
a dark thit: face 

But why only [21 and not [ h ] ? :  

a cardboard deterget11 carton 
*a detergctl! cardboarrl carton 

The problem becomes even more acute with longer strings of premodifiers. 

wardness: 

their day-after-day complaints 
her too-simple-to-be-true dress 
a come-and-jight-me attitude 

Examples like the following are more fully lexicalized, and may be regarded 
as cases of conversion (cf App 1.43ff): 

She's wearing a with-it dress. 
That is the in thing at present. 
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Although there is, theoretically, no grammatical upper limit to the number 
ol'prcmodilicrs, it is unusu;~l to fincl niorc tIi;~n thrcc or l i ) ~ ~ r .  Prcnlodifcntion 
is an area of English grammar where thcrc is corlsitlcrablc variation among 
thc varieties of thc 1angu;lgc. To a large extent, such variation, as well as  the 
existence of an upper limit, can bc given a psycholinguistic cxplan:~tion. For 
example, a technical manual, written exclusively forspace research scientists, 
may have very long and complex structures of prcmodifcation, as in: 

Apollo Block I1 fuel ccll voltage currclll V1 ch;~r:~clcristics 

Nothing comparable is likely to be used by the same scientist in a casual 
colfee-break chat where new topics will turn up unexpectedly and where 
concentration and perhaps audibility arc low. Thcre is indced evidence of a 
higher proportion of three-or-more itcnl scqucnccs in writtcn than in spokcn 
English. 

A sequence such as [3] may be unlikely. Yet, unlike [3a], it will be 
recognized as acceptable by a native speaker: 

all the many other small inconspicuous carved jade idols L31 

*other the all jade carved inconspicuous small many idols [3al 

In  order to describe the rules for the relative order of premodifiers, it will be 
helpful to divide the territory between DET (the determinative) and HEAD (the 
head) into four premodification zones (I, 11,111, IV), for example: 

DET I 11 111 IV HEAD 

this Jirst iniportarlt long Frenclr novel 

Precentral, central, postcentral, and prehead position 
17.114 The four zones are largely correlated with the semantic classes discussed in 

7.45. 

(I) Zone I : PRECENTRAL 

In the precentral zone we find peripheral nongradable adjectives (cf 7.42), in 
particular intensifying adjectives (cf 7.33f ): 

(i) emphasizers, eg: certain, clejt~ile, plain, pure, sheer 
(ii) amplifiers, eg: absolute, entire, extre~ne, perfect, tolal 

(iii) downtoners, eg: feeble, slight 

(11) Zone 11 : CENTRAL 
The central zone includes the central, gradable adjectives, ie the 'most 
adjectival items', which satisfy all four criteria of adjectival status (cf 7.3f), 
eg: big, funny, intelligent, keen, powerJu1, slo~v, thick. Central adjectives admit 
intensifiers (a very cold clay), comparison (It's colder than yesterday), and 
alternative predicative position (Last sirnttncr lvas very coll). Their function 
is to describe or characterize and, consequently, they often form contrastive 
pairs like big/small, good/had, hot/cold. They are typically inherent (cf 7.43) 
and include both nonderived adjectives (like those just mentioned) and 
derived adjectives, which are either deverbal (like interesting, interested, 
hesito~tt) or denominal (like angry, rainy, peacefun. 

This morphological classification has a bearing on the internal structure of 
the zone of central adjectives in that the usual order is NONDERIVED + 
DEVERBAL + DENOMINAL: 

a fall altraclivc woman 
this firi'rn Irill)~ slope 
;I .S(lll:ifk!(/ ,Y/c~/)J~ look 

Within thc cl:~ss of nonderived adjectives, thc order is 1;lrgcly arbitrary, but 
adjectives denoting SIZE, LENGTH, and HEIGHT normally prccede other 
nonderived adjectives. Thus we usually prefer: 

a .onall routrcl table to a roiir~d sninll tab/(,; 
long slrc~ifi/rI hoir to .slrrrig/rr long huir; and 
(I tci// angry mutr to crtr angry IN// t~rott 

Among adjectives in zone 11, we may further distinguish a group of 
emotive, evaluative, or subjective adjcctivcs (Ior~c~11~. ~ricv., ~ ~ n ~ t t C ~ ~ l i t l ,  trrril~lc., 
/lorribIe, nusty, etc), which usually preccde otlicr ccntr:tl adjcctivcs. Thus we 
prefer beaut(fii1 lor~g huir to long hecrri~ijifi,l hoir. Such emotionally tinged 
adjectives often have an  adverbial, subordinatcd relation as  indicated by 
their notional similarity with adverbs: 

beau~ijirl Ivarnt weather - beautijirll,~ ~ ~ a r n l  weather 

The statements made about the relative order of zone I1 premodifiers should 
however be understood to be tendencies rather than absolute rules. 

The relation of premodifiers in 'unbroken' sequences, ie without commas 
or coordinators, tends to be one of hypotaxis (cf 17.116). 

(111) Zone 111: POSTCENTRAL 
This zone includes, in particular, participles and colour adjectives, eg: 

a retired colonel a working theory 
a deserted village blue skies 

(IV) Zone IV : PREHEAD 

This zone includes the 'least adjectival and most nominal' premodifiers: 

(i) Adjectives with a proper noun basis denoting nationality (cf5.57), 
provenance, and style: Anierican, Gothic 

(ii) Other denominal adjectives with a relation to nouns (cf 7.37), often 
with the meaning 'consisting of', 'involving', or 'relating to': annual, 
eco~tomic, tnedical, social, poli~icol, rural 

(iii) Nouns: tourist (attraction), Yorkshire (women), college (student) 

Adjectives in zone IV are normally not central but peripheral adjectives, ie 
they do not generally admit intensifiers, comparison, or predicative position: 

all those merlicalexaminations for military service 
*all those very niedical examinations 
*The examinations are nrore medical thnrr . . . 

Similarly,politicaland rural in the following uses will normally be interpreted 
as nongradable adjectives (cf 7.42): 

all the political parties of this country 
the backward rural areas in the north 
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when  items from the same group cooccur, there is a tendency for those General principle for the order of premodifiers 

modifiers which denote place and time to take preccdcnce: 17.115 In part, the preferences scem cle;trly to corrcspontl to the 'natural' order of 
rccursivc qt~;~lific:ttion. T'ltlls [ I ]  wt~l~ltl hc 111o1.c I I S ~ I ; I I  I I I ~ I I I  I l : ~ ] :  

/OI~O/ ~,t~o~rorrrir~ i~~lcrcs ls  
the (rlrrlrrcrl lirrgui.sric. tllecting Illc two typit~trllrrr~~~ country I~ouscs 

the two /(rrge ?)picol country houses 
I l l  

premodifiers in the prehead zotle cannot usually be coordinated: [ la l  
In order to be typical, country houses must be large; but it would scarcely be 

the local rvoterboard authorities true that, in order to be large, they must be typical. This is factual, not 
*the [occrl gild warerboard authorities linguistic, information. The preferred order in the two noun phrases in [ l ]  

premodirying nouns, which are nortnally placed i~nmcdi;ttcly bcforc thcIlc;ld and [lit] thus rcflects rc;tlity in showing that tltc speaker had hcen obliged to 

ofthe noun phrase, may form a compound or quasi-compoulld with the head, specify the houses as country houses and the country houses as large, before 

as is suggested in the stress pattern on the first item as in 'tele~lphollc it became meaningful to specify the large country houses as typical. Again, 

~ f i ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ,  This is where noun-phrase structure impinges upon Corn- the preferred orders beautiful lo~rg hair and long slraighi hair perhaps reflect 

pounding (cf17.1~4ff,  pp I.57$), with two nouns forming a new the nonlinguistic world: length of hair may be a condition of its being 
adjudged beautiful, and the straightness of hair would tend to be a condition 

ceptual unit. 
ln some cases there is littleor no difference in meaning between denOminal of its seeming long. 

adjectives and nouns as premodifiers : Attempts to explain preferences of premodifier ordering have itlvoked 
rhythm (eg short items before longer ones); common items before rare ones; 

a Liverpudliair accent - a Liverpool accent restrictive before nonrestrictive. We suggest one principle accounting for all 
an icy patch - an ice patch premodifiers: a subjective/objective polarity. That is, modifiers relating to 
a glamorous girl - a glamour girl properties which are (relatively) inherent in the head of the noun phrase, 
a beautiful spot - a beauty spot visually observable, and objectively recognizable or assessible, will tend to 
a grassy strip - a grass strip be placed nearer to the head and be preceded by modifiers concerned 

one general distinctive feature is that the information provided the what is relatively a matter of opinion, imposed on the head by the observer, 

is felt to be  temporary or subjective, whereas that provided the not visually observed, and only subjectively assessible. 

noun premodifier is permanent, or objective, ie has a 'classifying' function. One need hardly add that, with criteria that are themselves so subjective, 

some examples of sequences of premodifiers are given in Table 17.l 14. there is plenty of room for difference of opinion. The writers and speakers 
will naturally arrange premodification semantically, ie according to their 
communicative intentions. However, there is no total freedom. 

Table 17.1 14 Examples of sequencesof~remodifiers 
Note Though there are many exceptions and few firm constraints, it seems that, to some extent, the 

PREMODlFlERS order oipremodifying adjectives is the inverse ofpredicotive orcler: 
DETER- Zone I: Zone 11 : Zone 111: Zone IV: HEAD br~arrrifirllortg hair - hair tha t  is lorrgrrrslb~~u~rtifi~l 
MlNATlVE   RE CENTRAL CENTRAL POSTCENTRAL PREHEAD lurtg.vlr~l!g/rr hair  - hair thxt  issmrighr orallr,r~g 

With tllis we mily cornpure the advcrbi;~l + object + head order in premodific;1tion with t he  

attractions inverse order ofcl;~use elements: 
agascigarrrre lighter - It lights cignrczrr~~.v by gas. 

tourist attractions Also adjunct + subject + head: 
Errsron rrairr arrivals - The rrairts nrrive or Err.vro,t. 

London tourist attractions Similarly, the sequence of modifiers with subjective and ohjcclive genitive (d17.41,fl) wllere, 
splendid African tourist attractions although inversion is not always involved. thes;~me principle oiorderccl clustering i n  relation to 

the head is mainti~ined: 
our numerous splendid African tourist attractions the men's examination ofthe student - The nlcrl esamincd the student. 

social security the men's examin:llion by the doctor -The men were exi~rnined by tllc doctor. 
all this costly theexamination ofthem by him -They wcreex:~mincd by him. 

a certain grey church tower 

these crumbling grey Gothic church towers Hypotactic relations and order of premodifiers 
intricate old interlocking Chinese designs 17.116 Different hypotactic relations of premodifiers will upset the normal order 

all the small carved Chinese jade idols described in 17.1 13ff. Thus while dirty Britbh books coultl be understood as 

Danish political parties 
books that had become grimy, Britis11 clirtji books could only mean books that 

both the major 'consisted of' or 'were characterized by' dirt (ie obscenity). 
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Whcn two nouns premodify, one which corresponds to the head as object 
to w i l l  h)llow ollc rcl;l{illg (o m;llcri;ll, IIIC:IIIS, instrulllcnl, Sp;lCC, Or ;lnY 
comparable adverbial relation: 

;I ilorc~rgerir rrrrrorl N I I ~  11 c~rrdhorrril c;~rton - a cardboartl deterge~lt carton ['Thc carton contains dctcrgcnt.'] 
c *a cletergerit ccrrc//~oar(/ carton [*'The carton contains cardboard.'] 

i my cigo'rettc, lighter and my 'gas lighter - m y  ,gns (,ijy'rc,ltc~ lighlcr 
*my cigarcltegtrs lighter 

a city bread delivery 
W *a hreudcity delivery 

vel passenger train 
?a passertger diesel train iL1&, 

i a jet freight aircraft 
W ?a freight jet aircraft 

Where an adverbial + verb sequence has prior institutionalized status, as  
with pressure cooker, this unit may be premodified by an object such as 
vegetable: 

a vegetable pressure cooker ['which cooks vegetables by pressure'] 

M u l t i p l e  ad j ec t ive lnoun  p remod i f i ca t ion  
17.117 The noun premodifier can be itself premodified by either an adjective or a 

noun and, if the latter, this can in turn be recursively premodified: 

e.ypensite office furniture 
ofice furniture 4 

10s office furniture l - income tax ofice furniture M 

L oorneus income tax office furniture 

Fi,ql7,Il7a 

I t  should be noted, however, that if we introduce an adjective in this last 
noun phrase, already clumsy and improbable, the adjective has to come 
immediately after the determiner and would normally be interpreted as 
relating directly to the head furniture: 

Fig 17.117b 

However, such straightforward left-to-right ordering of prctnodifers is not 
common. Comp;lrc thc structl~rc of the following Iwo cx:~mples from a 
ncwspapcr: 

thr [[[fi)oilpricc] rise,] [~t'trr~iirig l:s~:sti~rnl] 'a systcm for warning against 
rises in lhc price of hod '  

the [volu~itary [[price rise] [~sarnbg systet,~]]] ';I system which is 
voluntary for warning against riscs in prices' 

Thc two cx;ltnplcs look supcrfici:llly ;~likc hut arc in fact r:~tlic;llly tlifrcrcnt in 
noun-pIir;~se striiclurc. Thc it1cnlic:ll posilioning ol',/i~otl and r,i~lrrn~i~ry nlust 
not obscure the fact that the former modifiesl)rice and tlic latter system. 

However, there is potential ambiguity with multiple noun modification. 
Considcr: 

a new giarit size cartlbourd cletergerrr carton 

wltere size does not prcmodify carclhourrl and ccrrill~oorcl tlocs not premodify 
a'etergent but where the linear structure is rather as in: 

a [new [giant size] [cardboard [detergent carlonlll 

Such an example is not, of course, obscure. Indeed, it is generally t h e  case 
that obscurity in premodification exists only for the hearer or reader who is 
unfamiliar with the subject concerned and who is not therefore equipped to 
tolerate the radical reduction in explicitness that premodification entails. 

Take even a fairly simple example like the following: 

He had some French onion soup. 

If we are unfamiliar with this type of soup, there is nothing about the 
grammatical, orthographic, or prosodic form that will tell us whether it is 
soup made from French onions, or French soup made from onions, o r  onion 
soup made in the French manner. 

17.118 There are other special types of multiple premodifcation that should be 
mentioned. A friendship between a boy and a girl becomes: 

a boy andgirl friendship 

A committee dealing with appointments and promotions can readily be 
described as (on the plural, cf17.108f): 

the appointmenls aridprotnotio~is committee 

A committee whose business is the allocation of finance can be: 

the allocatiori qfjnarice committee 
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A noun phrase in which there is noun premodilication can he given the 
tlcnominol ollix which puts it into the 'consisting of '  class of adjectives 
(1;/7.37, l7,l  14) wl~ilc r c l : ~ i ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ r ,  ~ I I C  I IOII I I  prc~~~oilil icr;  IICIICC, I'ro111 111rrtv 
politics we 11;lve: 

a ptrrcv political broadcast 

S i~~~ i l :~ r ly .  ;I I I O I I I I  ~ I I ~ : I S C  I I : I V ~ I I I :  :I ~ I < ! I I O I I I ~ I I ; I ~  :~ilicclivc 111t1y ilsclf take :I 
clc~lolnill;~l ;~llix lu hccolnl: ;I ~,rcn~<)<lilicr i l l  :I I I O I I I I  I IIIIIISC. I:or ~ X ~ I I I I ~ I I C .  
beside cerebral palsy ['palsy of the cerebrum'], we havc ccr~,brtrl plrlsi~~il 
chiI(1rer1 which has the following structure: 

[[[ccrebralpalsi]ed] chil~lrert] NOT: *[cerebral [palsied childrenll 

We see two typesof modification with modified modifier in [ l ]  and [2]. The 
pl.cmotlifYing ;~tljcctivc c/c,li~l~!/itl is itself p~~cmotlilictl by the adverb phrnsc 
~~.NIIJJ ynilc, rrnrbi~lic~moh~~: 

his really quite ~trthelieuablj~ deIigh!/icl cottage [ l ]  

In [2], the genitive premodifier ivame~t's is itself premodified by these chic, 
and the whole genitive phrase could premodify another genitive: 

[[[these [chic wornert's]] employer's] clothing] [2] 

Although there is no theoretical limit to such sequences of genitives, there 
seems to be a practical limit of two - anything more being stylistically 
objectionable, comic, and difficult to comprehend: 

?these chic women's employer's wfe's clothing 

Note With a singular genitive there may be ambiguity, in that clric may modify ~votnarr'r 131 or clorhi~rg 
[3al: 

this [[chic ~vof~larr's] clol/rifrgl 
this [clric [11~ornmrkclorlfirfgl1 

The 'group genitive' 
17.119 One important type of multiple premodification is the 'group genitive' 

(cf 5.123): 

someone el.re's car The Wife of Bath's Tale 
Elizabeth the Second's heir a man of distbtction's influence 

While the affixing to a noun of the genitive inflection and the plural inflection 
follows similar rules for regular nouns in general, the rules for the two 
inflections are different if the noun is postmodified (cf Fig 17.1 19): 

Other examples involve coordinations: 

an hour and a havs discussion 
a week or so's sunshine 

The group genitive is not normally acceptable when the postmodification is 
a clause, though in colloquial use one sometimes hears examples like: 

Oldman what-do-you-call-him's house has just been sold. 
?Have you seen that matt startdirtg at tlte corner's hat? 
?Someone has stolen a mart I know's car. 

In normal use, especially in writing, such genitives would be replaced by of 
constructions: 

Have you seen the hat of that man startding at the corner? 
Someone has stolen the car of a man I krta~v. 

The group genitive is tolerable even with prepositional phrases provided it 
encourages no unwanted interpretation. Thus [I] might pass muster: 

the man in the car's ears [l1 
But [2]  would obviously be avoided if the meaning 'the ears of the man with 
the cat' was intended: 

the man with the cat's ears [21 

Multiple heads 
17.120 Modification may apply to more than one head (cf 13.68): 

the new table the new table and chairs 
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The ~nultiple head tlius produced (tohle and chairs) can now be subject to 
recursive modification or coortlinatio~l : 

the hecrtrt~ul rrew tcrhle and chairs 
the rrew (but) ugly table atrd choirs 

The reduced explicitness naturally makes ambigl~ity possible. Since WC can 
coordinate two noun phrases only one of which is pre~l~odificd, the resulting 
string will suggcst th:~t tlic modifier applies to both heads if it comcs first: 

He writes longpapers' - H, writes longpcrper.~ crnd hoolts. 
H e  writes books. 1 

In these circumstanccs, we may disambiguate by reordcring. by introducing 
separate determiners, etc: 

H e  writes hooks and longpapers. 
He writes some long papers artdsome hooks. 

Noun phrases with separate premodificatioll can however be jointly pre- 
modified, as in: 

books and long papers - excelle17t books and lorrg papers 

Spoken with one tone unit, this noun phrase can be interpreted as having the 
structure of Fig 17.120: 

[excellent [[books] and [long pi~erslll 

Fig 17.120 

This interpretation would be almost inescapable if a determiner such as some 
preceded excellent. It follows that if we wish tocoordinatenoun phrases both 
of which are premodified, we must introduce either prosodic or punctuation 
separators, or separate determiners, if maximal clarity is required: 

excellent books, and long papers 
some excellent books and some lorrg papers 

Alternatively, the order can be reversed: 

lolrg papers and excellent books 

Special relations between heads and modifiers 

S o m e  p r o b l e m s  o f  coo rd ina t ion  
17.121 Coordination provides some points of intcrest in relation to multiple 

modification. Considcr the phrase [I]:  

children lvho 11crur speech that is itnpnired 

This can be reduced to [ la]  or [l b]: 

childrcn ~vfro frcrc~e i117poircd.spcc~c.h 
children with bnpairedspeecl~ 

The normal premodified form (cfApp 1.38) is then [Ic]: 

.s/)ecch-irrrprrirEd c11 ildrcn [ Ic]  

But if the impairment is in speech and lartgtiage ( a  conventional conjoining 
recognized in speech therapy), the premodifcation form becomes: 

speech and lattgrrage impaired children [Id1 
The hyphen is omitted after lar~guage since this would entail one after speeclt 
as well, a type of ellipsis indication reserved for rather stiff and technical 
writing (cfApp 111.5 Note [b]): 

speech- and language-inlpaired children [ le l  
Ellipsis provides difficulties in noun phrases involving comparison also. The  
following is unobjectionable: 

an equally serious or more serious situation L21 
The sequence becomes objectionable when postmodifying complementation 
is added [2a] : 

?an equally serious or more serious situation fharr bc/orbrc~ [2al 
The phrase [2a] wrongly suggests that we have a possible sequence (cf17.122): 

*an equally serious situation than before [2bl 
A somewhat similar difficulty arises through coordination and rather 

careless ellipsis, as in [3]: 

?the similarity of his houses in New York and Connecticut L31 
A more fully explicit form without ellipsis will help to show what has  gone 
wrong: 

the similarity of his house1 in New York to his house' h7 
Connecticut [3al 

The rules for ellipsis (cf12.318) have to distinguish between identity of 
lexical item and identity of reference: if we have only the first without the 
second, there are constraints on ellipsis. Such constraints are not sufficient, 
however, to block ellipses like the following which retain complete 
acceptability: 

more tharz one lecturer sonte book or other one or rw~o books 
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Discontinuity between head and modifier 
17.122 It is not uncommon for the noun phrase to be interrupted by other items of 

s l r~ l c l~~rc .  Nolc, l'or itisl:~ncc. Ilic p l :~ci~~]!  of lhc linic ; ~ ( l j ~ ~ n c l  hclwccI7 
tllc llcatl :llid postli~odilic~. in tllc Ii~llowilly Ilclull 11lll':lsc: 

I Inet a n~arr this morning cn r r~~ i rg  a hnrty~p~rcel.  

Al~lnl~~l : l l  Illcrc is nolhinl! wren]! will1 lhis slrl~clnrc. Io :~voitl tlisconlinllily. 
the ;~dverbial c;ul hc ~novctl to inili:~l posilioll: 

.rhis morning I lnct a r?rtrn ccrrryinfi. (I h ~ e r l ~ ~  /J(ITCC/. 

Further examples of discontinuities in noun-phrase structure are prcsenteci 
in 18.39J together with some discussion of the COnSeqUences for information 
processing. 

Noun-phrase rnodi[i~rs which have their own complc1ncntatiOn Can often 
occupy alternative positions. The structure iseithcr continuous (noun head + 
adjective with complement) or discontinuous (adjective + noun head + 
adjective complement). We can distinguish the following types of comple- 
ment : 

(a) Adjective with a prepositional phrase as complement (cf 17.58): 

(b) Adjective with an infinitive clause as complement (d'16.75J): 

(c) Adjective in comparative degree with a comparative clause as  comple- 
ment (cf 15.638): 

a person more qualified 

w i t h  the following types it should be noted that alternative adjective position 
also entails change, compared with types (a-C), in the position of the 
indefinite article, such that it always immediately precedes the noun head. 

(e) So + adjective + that- or a s  to-clause: Conclusion 

Reduced explicitness and increased economy structure 
17'123 The phrase, then, is potentially very complex indeed, [t is hoped that 

by enough has been said to give some clear indication of the relationship 
that exists between types of noun-phrase structure and the forms of 

Conclusion 1349 

In some of these examples, the variation is not stylistically frce; for example, 
in relation to (a), many would prefer (at least in ;I more Tclrln;~l contcxt) the 
C I I I ~ ~ ~ I I I I O I I S  I I ~ ~ C I  1 l 1  111 Illc I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ I I I I I I I I S  1 l : I ] :  

I;~cililies conrl>errcrh/t~ to orrrs 
cor~rpnroble facilities to ours 

' l ' l~c ~ " . ~ I X I S ~ I ~ I ~ I I : I I  I>II~:ISL.S:III~I O I ~ I C I ~ S I I I I C I I I ~ I . ~  I ' I I I I C ~ ~ O I I  l ~ r ~ r  : I S C O I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ I ~ C I I I ~  
Io atUcclivas, not as ~iiotlilicrs ol' no~~n-phr ;~se  Ilc:ltls. ; IS in I ~ C I I '  ri~o,l.v to 
Lurrrlc~n. Thus we have rocrc/s to LJII(/~III hul not ~/ircililii~.v to orrrs. 

Cotnp;lre now the I'ollowing p;~irs: 

the ka~~d.~orne man that she kissed 
thefirst man that she kissed 

. . 
a11 cxtrcrorclirrory discovery th i~t  I m;itlc 
an early discovery that I made 

131 
[3a] 

The nio.rt recent play I know well is Bcclroonr Farce. 
L41 

The most recent play I've seen is Ifamlet. [h] 
The superficial resemblance within each pair must not prevent 11s from seeing 
that, in each case, the second member has an adverbial relation in what  is a 
plausible corresponding sentence: 

the m m  was the{fir'' }that kissed * han~lsonre 

a discovery that I made 
*extraordinary 

've seen The play I { ~ ~ ~ ~  ]most recently is Hainlet. 

Note Comparativesof adjectives with comparative clause complements like [S] and 161 can have as ad 
hoc 'compounds' the normally postponed comparative conslructions in [5;1] and [6a] (</'l 7.1 1 I : 
regarding the use of hyphenation, cfApp 1.17): 

Her salary is higher ~hott aueroge. 
His car looks lvorse than eoer. L51 

her hglrer-rlmtr-aceroge salary 161 15al 
his aorse-rltan-cr:cr-ionkirrg car [6nl Note that with a copular verb other than he [6:11, the vcrb is included in the premodification. 

But: 
'her higlrer-/Iron-oucroge-bcittg salary [6bl 
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pretlic;~tion to which they appear to have an essential if often indirect 
corrcspondcncc. By m c ; m  of the structures t11;it I1;ivc hectl tlcvcloped in the 
noun phrasc, we can take an indefinitely wide rengc of' grammatical xnd 
semantic tl;~l;i which hevc cilhcr hccn previously csl:~hlishcd in the discoursc 
or which can be assumed as  knowledge hcld in common bctwccn spcakcr/ 
writer and hearerlreader, and then express them, or refer to them, with 
greatly reduced explicitness, and consequently increased econotny. TO 
illus(ratc the dcgrcc of'complcxity t1i;lt occurs quite readily in English prose, 
here arc three examples: 

At the mouth of  the respiratory tube is a series oj't'elnr tentacles, 
correspondbtg exactly btpositiort to those of'on~pltiostrs, and 
serving to seporate the w~ourl~ urtrl oesophag~rsfront the respiratory 
tube while the la~nprey is.fcedirtg. [l1 

It was the beginning ofart operatiorl in ~dlich the power ofthe Holy 
Spirit was fuljilled in the person artd ~1ord.v urrd actions of a hunlan 
charocter. Jeszrs oJ'Nuzaretlz. L21 

Subsequerlt work by Huisgeft (1951) and Hey, Stctart-l~ebb and 
Williams (1951, 1952) on the depe~rtlertce oj'the rate of 
rearrartgemertt on both the aryl and uc)ilgrotips of the 
acylarylnitrosamine, and on the catalysis of'tke reactio~t by bases 
such as  piperidirte, has led to the form~rlation oj'tltc rearraflgerrferrt 
as a11 intra~nolecular process, as  indicated in equation 16), 
ii~uolob~g nzicleophilic attack, by at! blterrtal SN2 mechanicism, of 
the oxygen of the . . . nitrosyl gro~ip on the carbonyl carbott atom. [3] 

In the italicized noun phrase of [l], we are expected to understand that the 
tentacles form a series and that they correspond to the tentacles found in the 
species amphioxus. More interestingly, weare expected to relate the tentacles 
to the velum without prejudice as to whether they are appended to it (a 
partitive relationship) or actually constitute it (an appositive relationship), 
on which distinction some biologists would not wish to commit themselves. 

Types of noun-phrase structure in relation to variety 
17.124 It must be emphasized that anything approaching full exploitation of the 

potentiality existing in noun-phrase structure is relatively rare and relatively 
confined to specific fields of discoursc. A sample of some 17 000 noun phrases 
in the Survev of English Usage files yielded the striking contrasts that are ... .-- 

summarized in Table 17.124. 
'Simple' is here defined as nouns without modification, ie simple noun 

phrases (eg: John, she, the man). In view of their numerical and distributional 
importance, pronouns and names are distinguished as a subclass of 'simple'. 
'Complex' embraces all other noun phrases, but a subclass is distinguished 
comprising those having multiple modification (more than merely a single 
adjective premodifier or prepositional phrase postmodifier). Table 17.124 
shows that: 

(a) Less than one-third of the 17 000 noun phrases in the sample are 
'complex', even within these modest limits of 'complexity'. 

Tirble 17.124 Noun-phrase structure t~ntl distribution 

I I I 
C ' I I M I ' I ~ ~ X  

Names Multiple 

(b) Less than one-eighth have multiple modification. 
(C) Nearly one-half of the sample consists of pronouns or names. 

(d) The majority of simple noun phrases - and the overwhellning majority 
of names and pronouns -are subjects of clauses or sentences, but only 
rather less than a quarter of complex noun phrases are subjects. 

(e) When the whole sample is broken down into four types of text, one 
such type ('serious talk and writing') very closely follows the pattern of 
distribution for the sample as a whole. 

(f) In respect of these particular noun-phrase parameters, prose fiction 
and informal spoken English agree closely and are sharply distinct 
from the other two varieties represented in the sample; they have a 
much higher proportion of simple to complex and a much stronger 
association of simple with subject, and complex with nonsubject, than 
the other varieties. 

(g) Scientific writing differs greatly from the other vi~ricties in having a 
distinctly higher proportion of noun phrases with cotnplcxity (and 
multiple complexity); a distinctly lower proportion of names and 
pronouns among its simple noun phrases; and the weakest association 
of simple with subject and complex with nonsubject. 
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A survey o f  preposi t ional  phrases  highlighted a d i fc rence  be twcen  speech  
:1nt1 w r i t i n g  In ;I co rpus  of half ;I million wortls, prcpositional phrascs  were  
l&i~i(I t o  lie c o ~ ~ s i ~ l c r : ~ l ~ l y  111orc I I ~ C ~ U ~ I I ~  111 W I ~ I I C I I  III;III i l l  S I I I I I ( ~ I I  !n :~lcr i :~I ,  
respectively abou t  140 a n d  100 phrascs pcr  1000 words. Also, in  writlcll ICXlS, 

40 pcr  cent o f  the preposi t ional  p l ~ r n s e s  f i~t lct ioned a s  postmodif icat ion in  
noun plir:lscs, a s  compnrct l  w i th  only 33 pcr  c c n t  in spccch.  

[:vcn sllcll conl.sc-gr;lillc<l c<~i~l l , ;~r is t )r ls  :IS tlicsc make clc:~r  h o w  scnsi l ivc 
is tile noun  phrase as an index  01. style i111d how I-cspt~nsivc it c a n  1 1 ~  t o  l h c  

basic purpose a n d  subjcct  m a t t c r  in  varying typcs of discourse. 
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Introduction 
18.1 111 c:~rlicr ch:il)tcrs, wc II;IVC cx ; i~ l~ i~~c t l  t I~c  c o ~ ~ s l r ~ ~ c l i o ~ l  ol 'scnlc~~ccs ill tc r l i~s  

of the way in which units (such as subject, verb, and predication) are  brought 
together to form grammatical scciucnccs. alld WC h;~vc trc;~tctl the ordcr of 
such units in terms of positional norms. WC shall now look upon the 
construction of a sentcnce from the viewpoint of constructing ;I mcssage: 
segmenting the material into efrectivc prosodic units and ordcring the parts 
so ;IS to achieve the tlesircd rcsult. This mc;lns studying thc tlcviccs by which 
we Icatl our hc;~rcr/rc;~tlcr to rccogni/c Ilnrnis(;~k;~l>ly Ihc p i c c c o I ' i ~ ~ I i ) r ~ ~ ~ ; ~ t i o ~ i  
that WC sec as the highpoint of our tnessagc, at the same time providing 
enough additional material to ensure that the message is complete. If the  
message is heard, the highpoint will he markcd in utter;lncc by prosodic 
prominence; but even if thc message is writtcn and is silclltly rcnd by the 
recipient, the writer must still ensure that the reader will identify the 
highpoint by being able to give it an internal or 'imagined' prosodic 
prominence. Intonation and other prosodic features are therefore essential 
in the processing and receiving of information, whether written o r  spoken, 
and we shall be constantly referring to the phonological distinctionsdescribed 
in Appendix 11. 

But lexical choice and grammatical organization have an important role. 
Consider these examples: 

Will the new law help old people? [ l ]  
The road will ultimately be repaired. [21 
I'll visit them occasionally. 131 
The honeymoon couple returned to Edinburgh in bright sunshine 

today. [41 

In  the following variants, the truth value is unchanged, but the presentation 
is very different: 

In your view, will the new law give old people the help they need? [ l a ]  
I t  will be some time before the road is repaired. . [ h ]  
I don't think I can do more than pay them an occasional visit. [3a] 
I t  was bright sunny weather that welcomed the honeymoon 

couple back to Edinburgh today. L44 

It is not merely that the variants are more verbose. In each case, an  
introduction has been provided which puts the utterance in a communicative 
context, as in [la] and [3a], or which highlights an aspect of the utterance 
that is communicatively effective, as in [Za] and the journalistic [4a]. 
Moreover, care has been taken in [la], [3a], and [4a] to make the ending a n  
appropriate climax. But before we consider other modes of information 
processing we must look closely at the fundamental role of intonation and 
other aspects of prosody. 

Prosodic aspects 

18.2 Let us imagine that we know the answer to the question 'When shall we 
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I I 

She will delcide 'next WPEK~ 

'I'lic t l~cmc (r:/'IH.O). wliich in Illis scnlcncc is thc sul?jcct .vl!i,, would he 
t~l lcrc~l  will~otit c111~)11;1sis, si~icc i t  1'1111clio11s :IS ;I I I I C I C  c1lc I I I : I I  Ihc s~1c:lkcr is 
coopcl.ating in m;iking a rcply which h:~s the cxpcctcll sul>.jcct will1 ;I known 
identity. The verb phr:lsc 1r.iI1 d.c.irlL. is given somewhat lllore prominence, 
since ;~lll~ougli it is sc~n;~ntic;~lly congruent will1 the form o f  thc question, it 
is by no means wholly prcdict;~hlc in dc~~cctillg;ltIc11tiotl fro111 'ollr' ~ I ~ I ) W I C < I ~ C  
to M;~rv's decision. If', for example, the question had been 'When will Mary 
decide'!', the rcply might have beell: 

She will do so /next W ~ E K ~  

The verb phrase in tliis case would have little more prominence than the 
subject. But the m;~in prolnincnce is givcn to the t i~nc  adjunct, next vvec,k, 
and tliis prominence is conveyed by the intonation nucleus on the head noun 
~vrek. 

Such prosodic data do not concern speech alone. If we had received the 
inquiry in writing and had scribbled the reply on paper also, 'She will decide 
next week' would have been given the prosodic values of our spoken response 
as the receiver glanced a t  the written message. And if the receiver were to 
read it aloud to a friend, it would normally be read with these prosodic values. 
If this were not so, our message might be distorted or replaced by some other 
that we had not intended, such as: 

She will delciDE next week1 

Information and communicative dynamism 
18.3 COMMUNICATIVE D Y N A M I S ~ ~  refers to the variation in communicative va? as 

between different parts of an utterance. The subject, verb, and adjunct In: 

She will delcide 'next WEEK( 

were described in 18.2 as being uttered with sequentially increasing 
prominence, with the S conveying least information, the V rather more (for 
the reasons stated), and the A conveying most - as is natural since it conveys 
(or implies that it conveys) the information sought by the lvli-element of the 
question 'When (shall we know what Mary is going to do)?' A TONE UNIT is 
defined in Appendix 11.13 as a stretch of speech containing one intonation 
nucleus, and since each such nucleus serves to highlight a piece of 
information, it follows that a tone unit is coextensive with an INFORMATION 
UNIT. . .  . . 

the 'communicative dynamism' can range from very low [correspona~ng to 
weak stress, as  with the subject she), through medium (corresponding to 
nonnuclear stress, as with the verb phrase, it~ill decide), to very strong stress 
(corresponding to intonation nucleus, as with the . . adverbial, next week). And, . c,... 
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another (and better) way, it is common to process the inform;~tion in a 
message so as to achieve a lincz~r prcscnt:~tion from low to high information 
v;1111c ~1:/'19.12). We sI1;11l rcl'cr to Illis ;IS I I I C  pri~lciplc ~ ~ ' I : N I > - I , O I Y I S .  

18.4 ?'hough there is a one-for-one correspot~dcr~ce betwcen tone unit  and 
information unit, the correspondence is lcss direct between prosodic 
prominence :lntl inli>rtn:tlion value. I'romincncc hy slrcss or inton:~lion is 
rc;~lizcd on a .~.vl/iiblc~, ;l unit that h;~s no ncccssary ccirrclation with meaning, 
let alone information v;~luc. This is thc c;lsc wit11 the stress on -c.iil~ i n :  

She will delcide 'next W ~ E K ~  

The effect of prosodic prominence is to draw attcntion to the semantic unit 
within which the prominent syllable occurs (in this c;lse tlie verb phrase 1~;ll 
clecide) and hcncc to give that unit inrorm:~tion prominence. So ;ilso with the 
information climax in this example. Thc noun phrase, ne.rt ~veek, which 
realizes the adverbial, would have the main strcss on the hcad, week. It is 
therefore this syllable which carries the nuclear tone, though of course it is 
not the item week itself which is informationally prominent but the  wliole 
adverbial next n~eek. Compare the parallel distribution of informiltion in the 
following examples, noting the relation between the prosodically prominent 
syllables and the informationally prominent se11iantic units: 

H e  will delliver it on Tii~sdayl 
He should have relplied to my ~ k ~ t e r l  

If, on the other hand, my letter had already been established in the context, it 
would no longer be appropriate to make the prepositional phrase informa- 
tionally prominent. Instead, the nucleus would probably occur on replied and 
the adverbial might be lightened and abbreviated by pronominalization: 

He should have r e l s r l r ~  

I t  is such circumstances that lead some to define end focus in terms of the 
(stressed syllable of the) last open-class lexical item of tlie last clause element 
(but cf 18.12 Note [a]). 

Note I n  ;ill the examples so far, the 'scm;intic units' identified by prosodic;~lly pro~ninc~t sylll~bl~~ 
have ;tlso bccn gra~nmatical utiits (V,  A), hut tlic bro;lder term 'scm;lntic unit' is nccess:lry ;is ;I 

reminder th;tt the informationally prominent u n i t  n c a l  not be ;I synt;~ctic clement: 
It  was Ineither an ~iJ~ocraticl nor cnltircly a o6~ocr;ttic govcrnmentl 

(Sec furtltcr 18.15.) 

Tone units and grammar 
18.5 Every sentence has a t  least one tonelinformalion unit, and it is usuill forsuch 

a unit to be coextensive with a grammatical unit. Sometimes this is the 
sentence itself, as in the example we have been considering: 

She will delcide 'next W ~ E K I  

accordance with the linear progression OS the ~ntormatlon unlt. lu put 1 1  

But far more commonly, the tone 
within a sentence. This may be: 

unit corresponds grammatical unit 
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(a) An initially placed optional ndjunct (cf8.36). other than closed-class 
items: 

(After my i ~ ~ n e s s l  I \went to P R ~ N C E ~  

contrast: 

\Then I went to FRANCE! 

(h) An initially or fin;~lly pl:lced disjunct or conjunct, especially when 
realized by $1 polysyll;~bic itcm: 

(FRXNKI~~ it has bcen dis/GRAcEfilll 
Morelbver( the /chairman may not he w i ~ ~ i n g l  
It was dis/GRic~fuII (PRANKIYI 

(C) An initially placed vocative: 

~JOHNI are YOU \all R ~ G H T ~  
I~octor l  I'm \very A~xiousl 

A vocative in end position will also occupy a separate tone unit if it is given 
a rising nucleus, whether for politeness or to single out the addressee more 
specifically (cf App 11.15). following a different type of nucleus: 

I'm lmuch sBrterlI~6ctorl 
But I (don't think you're R ~ G H T ~  ( M A R ~ I  

Contrast: 

Are you \all R~GHT 'John1 
I'm \very A ~ x i o u s  'Doctor1 

(d) The subject, if this element is realized by a clause or a long noun phrase, 
especially one with postmodification (cf 17.lff, 17.61): 

\What we  WANT^ is (plenty of RAIN( 
The (tall 'lady by the DOOR( (spoke to J ~ H N (  

Contrast: 

\John 'spoke to the 'tall 'lady by the DOORI 

(e) A fronted object or complement (cf 18.208): 

Her IwRiringl I (find unin~k~l igible)  

(f) The coordinate clauses in a compound sentence, especially when the 
clauses have different subjects: 

She (won the RACE( and he was de(~iGHred( 
They ( W ~ L K E D (  they ~ w ~ M I  they lplayed G ~ L F I  

Contrast coordinated predicates and predications (cf 13.52f): 

H e  \went out and 'slammed the DOOR( 
I have (seen them and 'offered my  HELP^ 

On the segmentation of tone units, cf App 11.18. 

18.6 It will he noticed that, in each of thc c;lscs ~ncntioncd in 18.5, thc rcmnindcr 
ol'the scntcncc is both a tonc unit nntl ;I gr;~nim:~tic:~l unit: t l ~ c  prcdic;~tc in 
(d), a well-formed clause in (a), (h), (c), and (I). An untidicr situation, with 
no one-to-one relation between tone units and major grammatical units, 
occurs when such items as those specilicd in (a), (h), and (c) are placed 
medially. The items concerned may then continue to be given prominence 
by an intonation nucleus, but - especially in conversational English - the 
resultant division of the sentence into tonc units will not correspond to the 
gr;~tnmatical units that wc fincl it uscl'ul to tlistinp~~ish il l  this hook. ' l ' l~us: 

(a') A sentence with medially placed optional adjunct: 

You /should by ~ b w l  hc learning your ~ivingl  

(b') A sentence with mcdially placed disjunct or co~ljunct: 

It has (FRANKIY( bcen dis/GR,ic~fuI( 
The Ichairman 'may moreoverl lnot be w i ~ ~ i n g )  

(c') A sentence with medially placed vocative: 

You lshould 'really JOHN1 be learning your Living1 

A furthercommon circumstancein which toneunits and sentenceconstituents 
do not completely coincide is where a noun-phrase postmodification takes 
the form of a nonrestrictive clause or appositional structure. For example: 

The (Japa~EsEl whose \industry is r ~ ~ i v i n g l  are delservedly ~ ~ 6 s p e r o u s l  
I adlmire the JapaN~sEl whose lindustry is r ~ ~ i v i n g l  
IHarriet S M ~ T H ~  our lnew Represe~tativel /comes from Alanimal 
JLet me 'introduce you to 'Harriet SM~TH( our Jnew Rcpres~~ ta l ive l  

Contrast (cf 18.5 (d)): 

The IJapa'nese who 'live in r6kyol can [see Ka'buki 'theatre ~ ~ G u l a r l y l  

18.7 Thegeneralizations made in18.5-6 provide only guidelines: no rigid rule can 
be made about the relation of grammatical to tone units or about the precise 
points a t  which tone units will form their divisions. Since tone units constitute 
information units, they are by their very nature variable stretchesof language, 
readily adjustable to the demands of emphasis, grammatical complexity, 
speed of utterance, and other factors. For example, a sentence having a 
clausal object will generally form one tone unit, so long as all the elements 
are relatively short and simple. But if (i) we wish to highlight certain parts, 
or (ii) the length of the constituents goes beyond a certain point (very roughly, 
five or six words), the sentence will be split into two or more tonelinformation 
units: 

The (man 'said we could 'park HERE[ 
The lman SXID~ we could lpark  HERE^ 
The lman ~ S S ~ R E D  us1 that we could \park our c d ~ l  Illere 'opposite the 

~ O T E L ~  
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There are extreme cases where every single word can constitute a tone unit; 
thus, in cmphatic irritation, we might say: 

Given and new information 
18.8 When we construct a message, it is a courtesy to the receiver, as well as a 

convenience for ourselves, to provide the point of thc mcssagc with enough 
context for this point to be both clearly idcntificd and unambiguously 
utitlcrstood, ;IS well :IS being pl;~cctl in ;I norm:~l lingt~istic frnmcwork. T o  
return to the question at the beginning of 18.2: 

When shall we know what Mary is going todo? 

The answer might have been: 

We'll know next week. 

Here the unitalicized portion replicates material from the question; so far a s  
the receiver is concerned, it is entirely GIVEN. But as well as providing 
assurance that the answer is indeed attending to the question, it serves as  a 
convenient introduction to the actual point of the message, the NEW 
information conveyed by rtext week. Of course, in this instance, the message 
would have been adequately comprehensible if it had been confined to the 
new information alone: 

Next week. 

But in 18.2, the answer we considered was: 

She will decide next week. 

The italicized portion again presents the main point of the message and the 
entirely new information, but the introduction is less obviously and directly 
'given'. Nonetheless, it serves as  the necessary background and by contrast 
with the 'new' information it is relatively 'given'. The subject she and the 
futurity expressed by will are indeed entirely given, and in replacing ~ve  and 
know by she and decide (with consequently increased communicative 
dynamism; cf18.3) we oblige the receiver to infer that if, as we might expect, 
WC learn of her decision when it is made, the new information - in the context 
of this specific given information - constitutes an adequate answer to the 
question. 

(h1Tlle nolion of 'givcn' and 'new' isr~l;~tcs Illc two  pr~leb 111' lc;~st rind most communic;itive 
dynamism (c/18.3), such as Juoir and etdifi~~rril~l in: 

Ji>:!t~ li!i(Is se :~lo i~~l  i~~~lif!e~lil~le. 
I'llc ilrlll . w r , / # ~ r r l  is ~ I I ~ ~ I I I I C ~ I ; I ~ ~ ,  1,111 18,r Ilir I I ~ . I ~ L , I  w I I ~ >  k l \ o \ v \  111.11 111.111 .1(,11111, %1..11#1011. 1 1  i,  
lc~wi~rtls t l ~ c  'given' pole, wli~le l'or I I I C  Iie:lre~ !vI!u ~ I I W V ~  Il!:tl JO,III  SI!II'CIS I I C B I I ~  i ~ ~ t l i ~ e ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ i .  i~ 
rllily he nc;lrcr tlie 'ocw'polc. 1TIlie 11e;lrcr. 011 lllr otl~er 1r:ll~l. is c~hligcil 10 ; l \k .\Vlri, is Jc>;jn?'. 
the speaker kllows tI~:t t  hc llas ~nisjuclgetl cvcri wh:lt Ilr : I \ L I I I I I P ~  I O  I ~ c  .IIIO\I given'. 

( ' ,~ll l~>~;!c :,l\,,: 
1l:lvc yc~ll l l~rrl l  lu  1111: 1lljco11 C X I I I ~ > ~ I ~ ~ ~ I I ( < D ~  ( < I ( # I I ' I  yll8l I ~ K I  I ~ I : I I  k $ ~ , < f  01 I I : I I I , I I I , ~ (  

I I I  Ilie sccotld cl;~tlsc rhr,r kbrlolln,~,i!brr: is prcsc~,lc<l 'givc11'. t l l u  rllc.bkc~ : ~ \ t ~ n ~ i n p  I l ~ i l t  i t  will 
be known botll wl~icli  I);~coti is meant and ;llso the killcl ol.\%,ol.k Ihe'l~d. Needless to xiy. ;I Ilc;~rer 
is oflen in the posilion of needing lo ahsorb lllc l ~ i l i l  t11:1t liils been prcsclltcd :IS tlloupli it were 
unnecessary. 

Theme and focus 
18.9 There is commonly a one-to-one relation bctwecn 'givcn' in contrast t o  'new' 

information on the one hand, and theme in contrast to focus on the  other. 
THEME is the name we give to the initial part of any structure when we 
consider it from an informational point of view. Whcn it occurs in its 
expected or 'unmarked' form (but c j  18.19), its direct relation to  given 
information can be seen informally as announcing that the starting point of 
the message is established and agreed. In this sense, the definite article is 
thematic in relation to a noun phrase such as tlte lecttoer in announcing that 
the identity has been established; but, comparably, in the noun phrase the 
Iecrtirer's name, it is the genitive premodifier tlte ll~crrirer's that is thematic. 
More usually, however, we apply the term 'thenie' to the first element of a 
clause, such as  the subject in The IecrrirerS rimne ~va.rn't cirttiototced. Consider 
now these three examples as 'messages' in isolation: 

The lecturer. 
The lecturer's name. 
The lecturer's name wasn't announced. 

We should note a significant prosodic similarity between the italicized theme 
and the remainder of each structure. The theme's relative lack of stress 
mimes its status as 'given'and therefore in no need of emphasis. By contrast, 
the unitalicized portions are given greater prosodic prominence and it would 
be on these that the intonation nucleus would be placed if they were uttered 
as messages : 

(Who led the discussion?) The I~Bcrurerl 
(What did she want to know?) The (lecturer's NLMEI 
(Didn't she know who was lecturing?) The (lecturer's 'name wasn't 

~ ~ N O U N C E D ~  

In other words, the new information in each case is the 'focus'of the message, 
andjust as we saw in 18.8 that it seemed natural to place the new information 
after providing a context of given information, so we can regard Ibcus 
(identified prosodically as  we have explained in 18.4) as  most neutrally and 
normally placed at the end of the information unit. 

Since the new information often needs to be stated more fully than the 
given (that is, with a longer, 'heavier'structure), it is not uncxpected that an  



organization principle whichmay ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E N D - W E I G H T C O ~ ~ S  intooperation 
along with the principle of end-focus. The principle of end-weight can be 
seen operating in thc following examples: 

Shc visited him th i~ t  very d;ty. 
She visited her best friend that very day. 
She visited that very day an elderly and much beloved friend. 

Evcn had the spc:tkcr/writcr preferred to put thc focus on the time adjunct 
and to locatc this adjunct in its unm;~rkccl lin;~l posilion, thc wcight of the 
object noun phrase in the last example makes it prcfcrablc to have thc 
adjunct at iE (~1.8.22). An  even more preferred position might have been I: 
'Tltar L.c7rj.da},, she visited . . .' 

Note In contrast to 'given' ;find 'new'. which are co,~rcsr~~~lly established kind to that cntc~lt 
'extralinguistic'. ,theme' and 'focus' are linguistically defined, in terms of position and prosody 
respeclively. With .theme' there is an inviting alternative contrast. 'rheme', and the latter term 
(favoured by many linguists) will be used from time to time, especially in its adjectival form. 
'rhCmatic', since it provides a convenient way or referring to degrees of communicntive 
dynamism. Somelinguists use the distinction'topic~~con~ment~forour~then~e'~focus'or'thcme'/ 
'rheme' sometimes for our 'given'i.new'). Others spcak of given information as 'old', .~ . 
'shared', or 'presupposed' information 

18.10 Although it is easy to see that the focus is in some obvious sense the most 
relevant part of a message, we must not underrate the theme, which is 
certainly the next most relevant. In clause structure, initial position is 
important for thematic'presentation, and in this way it may be chosen for a 
wide range of items: 

(a) Subject in a statement: 

He and I have studied the instructions. 

(b) Subject in a directive: 
You study the instructions! 

(C) Operator in a yes-no question: 
Is she studying the instructions? 

(d) Wh-element in a wh-question: 
What is she studying? 

(e) A verb item in a directive: 

Study the instructions! 
Let's study the instructions! 
Do study the instructions! 

(fJ Adverbial (but cf 18.19) in a statement or directive: 
Yet she studied the instructions. 
Usually she studies the instructions. 
Please study the instructions! 

(g) Conjunction: 
. . . althouglr she studied the instructions. 

All the examples are concerned with a single issue, 'studying the instructions', 
with the focus on the objcct phrztsc prosotlic;~lly idctitificd by :In intonation 
nucleus on the strcsscd syll;~blc 01' tlic noun  Iici~tl in this phrase, which WC 

leave unmarked as to nucleus so that it niay hc clcar that no spccific type of 
nuclcar tone is dcmandcd: 

. . . the i n s ~ ~ u c r i o n s ~  

But the thcmc varies widely From example to example and in cz~ch c:tse plays 
;I scmanlicz~lly crucii~l p x l  in s l ip~~l :~l i~lg .  horn I11c ot~lscl. ;I govcrt~ing 
condition for the entire clausc that follows. This may hc a n  indication of the 
clause's structure (eg interrogative); or its structural relationsl~ip (eg subor- 
dinate); or it may indicate a semantic relation (c:$ concession). 

The theme type (;L), however, dilTcrs From thc others in bcing given 
significantly less prosodic prominence. This rcflccts the fact that thc subject 
of a clause or sentence (and especially a pronominal subjcct) is likely to be 
contextually 'given' information and hence to carry least communicative 
dynamism. It is doubtless also an acknowledgment that the declarative 
sentence with initial subject is grammatically the least 'marked' type of 
clause. 

The noticeably greater prominence given to the thematic items in (b-g), 
therefore, appropriately gives notice that a clause is riot beginning in the  least 
marked form. The necessity for such a distinction can readily be seen with 
(b) : 

]You 'study the insr~ircrionsl 

If we removed from gau the stress implied by the 'onset' (cf'App I1.13), the 
utterance would be interpreted as a straightforward declarative, just as it 
would be in the following: 

I notice that every time you set the alarm, you study the instructions. Is 
this because you keep forgetting them? 

Where, as in (b-g), themes are significant enough to be giverl prominence a t  
the tone unit's 'onset', they can be referred to as  ONSET THEMES. 

Nole Onsel theme should not be confused with 'm~~rkcd tllcme', 1./.18.19. though the distinction is 
ultimately gradient rather than absolute. 

The relation bet~veen focus and new information 
18.11 The focus indicates where the new information lies, and the intonation 

nucleus (which in turn signals the focus) occurs on the last appropriate 
syllable as determined by the prosodic rule outlined in 18.4. 

It is necessary to state the correspondence in this rather broad and general 
way, since the new informz~tion can be anything from a syllable to a whole 
clause. If the nucleus falls on the last stressed syllable of the clause (according 
to the unmarked end-focus principle), the new element could, for example, 
be the entire clause, or the last element (?g complement) of the clause, or the 
predication of the clause. In the following scntence, we mark the extent of 
the new information for three possible uses of the same sentence: 
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wotlld be common of course for ellipsis (c/ 1Y.44J1 10 perm11 only rxm* r r r w  rrmau.rr.-..~- .- -- 
uttered: c/ 18.8. For example, in plilcc of (21, [31,[4], and (51 we could have: 

Going to the ~Aces. 
[h] 

To the ~Aces. 
[h] 
,"..l 

wB are. 
W ~ ~ R E .  

[b]The contrast in the following is worth rem k' ' " j ,K~~( lz )~  Martin. 
Among those present werc thc Mayor and (mls(17,)) Mi\Htin, 

Marked focus 
18.12 The principle of end-foc~~s cnli~ils ~ l i : ~ t  wc can cc~nfitlcn~ly prctlict I I ~ ; I I  :I 

IC:I{IC.I will i111v1 1111.1 /~ / I IC;IS 1111. I~IC.:II iIv111 i t 1  1 1 1 ~  W I  1 1 1 ~ 1 1  : , V I I ~ C I I L , V :  

I am painting my living room blue. 

In  other words, we arc confident tIi;lt he wol~ltl rcatl i l  ;~loutl ;IS: 

1 ; I I I I  I l);~il~lil~g I I I Y  ' l i v i ~ ~ f i  I I I O I I I  I I I . ~ I I : ~  I 1  I 
with an increasing degree of communicative dyn;unisnl from licrbrti~lg to hltte. 
But as wc havejust seen in 18. l l ,  ~ / / o f t l l c  information in this sentence may 
be new, and when we reflect upon the sentence we must realize that in fact 
no part is necessarily more obvious or predictable than another. This means 
that it is perfectly possible to make the scnlcncc inform;ition:~lly appropriate 
with the ititonation nuclcus (nntl l~cncc Ihc inform;~tion l i ~cus)  clscwhcrc: 

I am lpainting my Living room 'blue1 121 
I am lpainting M? 'living room 'bluel [31 
I am ~ i r ~ t i n g  my 'living room 'blucl L41 
I @M 'painting my 'living room 'blue[ 
/i am 'painting my 'living room 'blue1 

l51 
I61 

It is when we move the focus from its predictable position as in [I] to another 
position as in 12-61 that we speak of MARKED FOCUS. 

The condition for marked focus arises when special emphasis is required. 
Frequently this special emphasis is needed for the purposes of contrast o r  
correction. Thus it would be easy to imagine 121 as following someone else's 
remark: 

I am lpainting my 'bathroom B L ~ E (  

or question: 

lAre you 'painting your 'kitchen B L ~ ~ E I  
Equally, 131 might follow on from: 

[John is 'painting his 'living room  BLUE^ 
or: 

lAre you 'painting 'John's 'living room B L ~ ~ E I  
Again, 141 might follow on from: 

I've lchanged my 'mind about ~ X ~ e r i n g l  

So, too, [5] might be a response to: 

IWeren't you in'tending to 'paint your 'living room B L ~ E I  
And [6] might follow on from : 

JSo 'John is 'painting your 'living room B L ~ E [  

But contrast, in the sense of replacing one presumed item by another, is not 
the only occasion for the special emphasis of marked focus. More generally, 
it is a matter of adjusting the focus according to what is presupposed in a 



IK.11: 

I W ~ R E  going to the 'races1 

It could ;tlso be the casc in [6] above if this was in rcspotlsc to a tvh-question: 

IWho's 'painting your 'living worn n~cr.:l 

~~t~ 1.1 jqot opcn-cl;~ss itcrns ;it B arc in end-focus. Wi th  llle wriltcn versioll of the 
rollowing sentence, we could not be conlidcnt about the assigning olllle rhcm;~tic nlicl~tls: 

I ;lm painling my living room at  present. 
Despite thc Fact thatpresetlr c;lo be an open-closs lexic;d item ( I : /  18.4), there are good grou~lds 
Ibr seeing unmarked focus ;IS follo~vs: 

I ;!m (painting my ~ivilig rtwm at  preselltl 
This is because the ndverbial a, prejmt need have little morc rule t h ; ~  merely to endorse the 
present tense olthc verb phrase. 
[b] Since in reading we assign end-locur unless the context makes it uoambigtlously clenr that 
the locus should be elsewhere, other devices than prosody are uselully invoked where end-locus 
would produce a misreading. For cx;~mple. the cleft-scntcnce structure; cj 18.26. But for some 
instances marked focus, as in [3], [4], and [5], considerable reworking is required. Thus in  
placco[.[3], we might havea written version: 

The living room 1 :>m painting blue is [ ~ ~ ~ ' )  [3al 

[c] Examples [3], 151, and (61 nbove illustr:~te the fact that ,  although focus is normally expected to 
fall on an open-class lexicai item, exceptions can readily be made where a closed-class item 
requires special emphasis for contrastive or other purposes (cJl8.14). Even the articles may be 
thus focused: 

Are you \talking about ~~B'Mrs'Reaganl (or OIIIY somcone else of the same name)? 
A: Did you \see the po'liccman conck~NED1 

B: Well 1 \saw i\ po'liccmanl [pronounced /et/l 
'ompare also: 

i~bu should worry([=This shouldn't worry ~ 6 ~ 1 1  

18.13 In certain circumstances, it is quite normal to have the tocus on a noun 
phrase as subject of a clause, in violation of the end-focus principle. This is 
frequently because, with the subject concerned, the predicate is relatively 
predictable and thus has lower communicative dynamism. More broadly, it 
reflects the fact that nouns generally convey more information than verbs. It 
is significant that the phenomenon in question is especially associated with 
intransitives, where (if English structure permitted it freely) we might expect 
the element order VS. Compare: 

The I~k~ephone ' s  'ringing1 
The  sir^ is 'shining1 
The J ~ ~ T t l e ' s  'boiling1 
A Jvisitor called( 
\Has your sister 'come 'home( 

Predictability is easy to see with the first two examples, but it is arguable 
analogously that, in a domestic context, the most obvious thing to announce 
about kettles is that they are boiling; a visitor cannot visit without 'calling' 

at one's house; and what morc predictable for a caller, intcrcsted in a person, 
t h m  to ask whether she is ;I( homc? C.on(r;tst : 

/Has your 'sister 'gone Our( 

llul il is not only lltis cxlrclnc tlcgrcc ~~I '~ rc t l i c l ;~ l~ i l i l y  1I1:11 111:lkcs ;I pr.cclic;~lc 
carry less communicative dynamism. Considcr thc Sollowing scntcnces: 

The / K ~ T ~ ] c  is 'missingI 
The IT~~cphone  is 'out of'ordcrl 

There seem in h c t  to bc scvcral possiblc (itctors [hat lead us to identify hy 
focus a subject as more important than the prcdicntc. First, Lhe suhjcct must 
be a known and named individual (John, Tlte Presitle~tt) or else an cntity or 
activity that has great generality or whose existence is well known ( A  ~. i~i tor ,  
Tile kettle). Second. the predicate denotes typically a very general or 
commonly associatetl activity (especially onc that prcscnts ;I starkly positive/ 
negative choice), such as  the act of ;1ppcarit1g/dis;tppcitri11g; or it dcnotcs 
demise or other misfortune, again of a gencral nnturc. Some cxaniples: 

The  BELL is 'ringing1 contrast: The /bell is c~ir ter ingl  
My /ears are ~ i ~ c ; i n g l  

JJOHN has ar'rivedl contrctst: ]John has ~ i ~ i s h e d ]  
The l ~ ~ ~ s i d e n t  has 'died1 contrast: ISomeone has D ~ E D ~  
My (COAT is 'torn( contrast: My jcoat is FAWN( 
I M ~ R ~  is 'ill a'gainl contrast: IMary is PRk~nant  again1 
A [WASP has 'settled on you( contrust: A lwasp has 'settled on your BACKI 
The /dby ' s  'crying1 contrsl: The Jbaby's s ~ i ~ i n g l  

Emphasis may begiven to an initial noun phrase (or indeed to any nonfinal 
item) by interposing a parenthesis with its own tone unit: 

IThis in S H ~ R T I  is lwhy I ~ ~ F U S E D (  

The device is comparably valuable in writing, where this conjunct would be 
separately punctuated and thus allow This to have more weight than it 
otherwise would: 

This, in short, is why I refuscd. 

Although we have associated this phenomenon with noun phrases as srthject, 
it arises more broadly with noun phrases in construction with succeeding 
verb phrases: 

Joan has a PLANE to 'catch( 
We have various ~ ~ d ~ l e m s  to 'solve1 

. . . sToDents to 'teach( 

. . . ~Uts r ions  to 'answer1 

. . . ~tGures  to 'add 'up1 

By contrast, where it is less congruetlt with or less predictably associated 
with the noun phrase, it is the verb phrase that might be focused: 

. . . students to r e p r i ~ i ~ ~ )  

. . . texts to ~01n~ljTerizel 
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Similarly, within a noull phrase, if the head is more gcncral and carrics less 
sctn:ltitic wcil:ht :~n(l spccilicity th:~n thc prcmotlilicr, it is the I;~ttcr that may 
somctimcs bc I'ocusccl: 

She's a Inni~liant 'pcrsot~l 
(COIII~,I.S~: She's a Ihrilliel~t ~ b r t o r l )  

~ ~ : ~ i l ~ ,  w l l c l ~  ( \ lL\  1101111 ~ ) I I I : I s ~ .  oI>ivci is $11 I- ,VII<,~:II I ~ I ~ ~ I ~ I I c . ~ , ,  I'OCIIS !II:IV 
niovcd forward on to tllc hc;~d ol'thc verb ~III':ISC: 

(a  'chap1 

You should /always 'try to GELP ;I 'fellow\ 
\ a  k U Y I  

(~ontrirst : You slioultl I;tlw;tys 'try to 'hclp ;I por.ic'r?m;~ri() 

Cornpare also noun phrases ofmcrc cxplctivc or cv;~luativc Ibrcc: 

I've been  CHEAT^^ by the dirty scoundrel. 
She's given me a new T ~ E ,  the 'little 'darling. 

The instances of marked focus in 18.12 involved putting the focus earlier 
than where it would occur in unmarked focus. But there are two further 
types, (a) and (b), to be considered: 

(a) First, the focus can be moved to a point subsequent to its expected 
position. This is sometimes because the unmarked focus is misleading, as it 
might be in: 

IWhat'firm is your  BROTH^^ with( 
[Who's the Novel by1 
I relfused to GO with him1 

If there were any danger that the hearer might take these as emphatic (for 
example, your hrorlier in contrast to your sister or your father; the novel in 
contrast to the rcwie,,~: go in contrast to stny tcrlkir~g), the q~lestions would be 
put with marked focus upon the prepositions: 

\What 'firm is your 'brother W ~ T H ~  

(Who's the 'novel B?( 

I relfused to go W ~ T H  him1 

Similarly, we may have: 

I \saw your 'sister W ~ T H  him1 

In an  exchange like the following: 

Thcrc was nothing that I COULD s;~y. 

Simil:lrly. an cx:~mplc I'rtrin :I 1~ro;t~lv;t~l in~crvirw: 

We must make clcar our positio~l .TO thc gcrvcr~~inc~~t .  

The placing oftlie nucleus on to was tlouhtlcss motivated hy thc fact that, in 
the 1 ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  COlllCXf, Ollr /l~l,s;/~/~l~. 1/10 } ~ ~ ~ l ~ l ~ r l l l l ~ ~ ~ l l l ,  ;lnl! 111,1~1' / ' / < ~ l r  1Vcrc 
:tIt~~tcly l~,ivcn. 

Marked I'ocus on such closcd-class items may altct.n;~tivcly occur whcn we 
want them to have special contrastive emphasis: 

JWho are you 'working FOR/ [ie not ~~>i!h] 

Something similar can occur with tlic p;~rticlc in phrasitl vcrhs, since, 
;~llliougl~ sucll items nor~n;~lly carry ;I tlcgrcc ol'slrcss t~ot  ;~ssoci;~tctl with 
~)rcposilions, lhcy ~ n n y  conslitutc citlicr ~ I I I  ~ in~n;~rkct l  l i ) c ~ ~ s  or a coiitrastivc 
one. Beside: 

He's lchasing the cattle iN( 

we may have: 

(Instead of chasing the cattle out) he's lchasing the cattle i ~ (  

Some further examples of marked focus: 

He was Ispeaking to MBI (1101 yoci) 
So we Jbought T H ~ S  'house1 (in.~tead uf that orle) 
I Itold you to put them ON the 'bed) (not urlcler it) 
[Put your 'hat ONI (it's raining) 
IHand your 'ticket ~ N I  (you're not allo~oeti to keep ii) 

In view of what was said in 18.12 Note [a], it would similarly be a case of 
marked focus if we gave special emphasis to the adverbial in: 

I am (painting my 'living room at ~ ~ f i s c n t l  

(b) Secondly, we can havc contrastive focus at prcciscly the point of  
unmarked focus. Thus: 

I am Jpainting my 'living room BLUE/ (or. . . "1 BLUE/) 

may connote in the context special emphasis ('Of all colours', 'Though it's 
the one I dislike most', or 'You arc wrong in thinking that I'm painting it 
yellow'). In speech, such marked focus may be realized with additional stress 
or wider range of nucleus (cf App 11.20). In writing, tlic comparrtble effect 
can often be conveyed only by expansion or rather elaborate paraphrasc, but 
sometimes typographical devices are invoked, especi;llly itilics. In S J 
Perelman's Last Laugh (1981), we find the followillg piece of dialogue: 

'Was that how you became a rustler?' 
'A rustler?' I repeated. 'Not a rustler, Miss Cronjagcr - a ~trestler.' 

The word that requires marked contrastive focus for corrcctive purposes 
comes at the point where unmarked focus would occur. Pcrclman presumably 
expects the reader to imagine a realization in which the first repetition is 
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Llt(crcti ;l witlcr ~)i(cll r;111gc iI1;111 w11~1.c il O T C I I ~ S  ill Miss Cro~~,iilgc'r '~ 
question, with special prosodic marking also 01' Lhc sccolltl 1~p~liliOII itlltl 111' 

the word that is to replace it: 

Was Ithat how you became a R~stlCr( 
A lairstlcrl . . . lNot a airstlcrl . . . a "lwnistlcr( 

ntldi,, ~ e ~ e Y i s i O l l  LIIIIII,LIIlc~r~ i n  ho111 A ~ ~ i c r i c ; ~  ;i~id Hrit:lin :Ire ol'lcn :~ccuscd ol'ovcrusing 
11l;irkcd lilcuson closccl-cl;~\s ilclnc (v/ I'J.34 Nulc). 

IIL I I C Y C  l l ~ e  [b] wllere marked focus is required on ;I prcposiliuo, i t  is n,nlcti~ncs pos.;ihlc to  . .I ' 
nlesning with end focus by using ;I pnraphnlse. Thus beside: 

, , . ;~pnr l  from liis~izinessl 
we nlay IIIIVC: 

. . , :~~,ia.r I'rolii his 'I:~/incsal 
or: 

I~is4ln7incss B P ~ R T I  . . . . . . . . . - 
Compere also (in formal use, d9.56): 

. . . notwiths~i~oing his'lazinessl . . . his 'laziness ~iotwiths~i~~ingl 
With the adverbial particle in phrasal verbs the same result is achicved merely by movement: 

He'slbringing'in thcciscsl Hc'slbringing the'coscs ~ N I  
This helps to explain why  such particles ;Ire in final ~ o s i t i u n  when the object is a ~ersonal 
pronoun (cj.16.2Jf) or is a noun phrase of very general meaning: 

Hc'slbringing them ~ N I  
He'slbringing the thing ~ N I  
(?'He's ibringing 'in the T H ~ N G I )  
(c/'*She's Ibringing 'up the b~irterl) 

Compare also: 
They've Ifound a 'nice a~ i~ rmen t  to 'live in( 
They've lfound a 'nice 'plnce to L ~ V E ~  

18.15 Just as marked focus frequently involves putting emphasis on an  unexpected 
part of a phrase ('. . .ON the bed'), so also it may involve unexpected emphasis 
on part of a proper noun, a compound, or even an ordinary word. Whereas 
normally we put the main stress on a person's family name and not the first 
name : 

Dylan T H O M ~ S  

marked focus may reverse this, often but not exclusively with a view to 
making a correction: 

But I Isaid Di'~an 'Thomas was 'born in 19141 -]not b ~ w a r d  Thomasl 
\Some 'readers pre'fer ~Mily  'Bronte1 while (others 'favour ~ ~ A R l o t t e  

('Bronte)l but is there lanyone who'still 'reads ANNE ('Bronte)[ 

Conversely, compound nouns with normal first-element stress (cf App 11.7) 
can switch to second-element stress with marked focus: 

I ljust 'wanted a 'couple of picrure hooks1 and he /started 'showing me 
some 'picture ~ 6 0 ~ ~ 1  

So also beside the normal: 

He's an inlsbaance 'agent1 

WC may find ourselves needing to say, 'Oh no, I'm sorry' and to correct 
ourselves with: 

Equally, bcsidc thc normal: 

It's a lchickcn S ~ N D W ~ C ~ ~  

we could have: 

This is a l c ~ i c ~ e n  'sandwich1 and I'd prclfcr ;I CHBESE 'sandwiclil 

As Ibr tn;~rkctl Ibcus :~llcring thc ;~cccntu;~lio~i wilhin ;I word, WC h;~tl ;In 
example in 18.4 Notc (</'also App 11.10 on contr:lstive strcss). This 
phenomenon is perhaps most familiar with negative prefixes, but i t  occurs 
with other word elements also: 

(I-l:lppy?) 1 Ithollght shC 'l0OkCtl Ij~happyl 
(Agreeable?) I /thought he 'seemed Disagrceablcl 
It Ididn't discouaage me1 I lactually 'felt ~Ncouragcdl 
She /suddenly changed the subject from E~igrationl to li~migrationl 

Focus on the operator 
18.16 One type ofmarked focus that deserves separate treatment is focusing on the 

operator, which often has the particular function of signalling contrast 
between positive and negative meaning: 

(A:  Why haven't you had a bath?) B: I I ~ V E  had a 'bath1 
(A: Look for your shoes.) B: I I A M  looking for them1 
She lpad~isedl SO she1 MOST 'take him 'with her1 
They've aclcepted the 0 ~ f e l l  they lreally  HAVE^ 

When the operator is positive, the meaning is 'Yes in contrast to No'; when 
the operator is negative, the meaning is contrastive in the opposite direction: 

So you l ahan ' t  lost it1 ['You thought you had'] 

I t  is not surprising that focus on the operator has this function, when we 
consider that the operator (in yes-no questions and in neg~tives) is the  item 
most concerned in signalling the positive/negative polarity. Also, we may 
notice that the operator emphasizes positiveness or negativeness when it 
bears the focus (as it normally does) in elliptical replies: 

(A: Have you seen my books?) B: INo, I ~ i v ~ n ' t l  
(A: Would you like black coffee?) B: IYcs, I W ~ U L D I  
(A: Does this bell work?) B: ]Yes, it  DOES^ 

This last example leads us on to the most significant point about focus on the 
operator, which is that when the finite verb phrase is in the simple present or 
past tense, and so would not otherwise have an auxiliary verb to function as  
operator, the 'dummy' operator DO is introduced to bear the nuclear stress. 
This, then, is a further example of DO-~upport (63.37): 

So you I D ~ D  go to the concert this 'evening1 
[ie 'I thought you might, but.  . .'] 

But I /DO think you're a 'good 'cook1 [ ie '. . . even if you imagine I don't'] 

With a rise or fall-rise as intonation nucleus, focus on auxiliaries indicating 
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past or future often draws contrastive attention to thc tense or aspect rather 
tI1:11i to tlic positivc/ncg:~tivc pol:~rity: 

I-Ie ]owns - -  or uiv own1 :I /l<olls lti)vc.l;l 
We've (sold d u ~ J  but WC J W ~ L L  be 'getting 'SOIIIC] 

It I ~ i s  been( and \still is1 a Idilficult T ~ M B (  

Si111il:11ly, I I I C  I I I I V ~ C I I S  011  :~~txili:~rics S I I ( . I I  :IS 111ttl8. i11i,:111 10, :111(l (.i1111il l~llrll  
signals a contrast bctwccn the s~~p],oscd real sl;~tc (11 a l l ;~~r s .  ;111(1 :I sl:~lc 01 
affairs thought desirable or likely: 

The olpinion 'polls MXY be 'right1 [ie 'but I suspect they're not'] 
My (purse ~ U G H T  to be 'here1 [ie 'but it probably isn't'] 
She ~ C ~ U L D  drive you therc([ie'but I don't think she has time'] 

But in courtcsy cnquirics about l~calth and wcllhcing, where thcrc arc in 
effect no informatidn-bearing lexical items, focus on the operator carrics no 
special emphasis: 

How (ARE you 'these 'days1 
Well, how I ~ R E  you 'now, 'Mr 'Brown1 

With focus on the subject or the adverbial, some emphasis (as, for example, 
contrast) can be implied: 

lHow are Y ~ U  'these 'days1 (How are you N ~ W I  

Thus we would not find: 

. . . *'these DAYS . . . *THBSE 'days 

If normally unstressed operators receive stress (especially nuclear stress), 
the effect is often to add exclamatory emphasis to the whole sentence: 

That W ~ L L  be nice! 
What ARE YOU Doing? 
We &VE enjoyed ourselves! 

As noted above, DO-support is introduced where there would otherwise be no 
operator to bear the emphatic stress: 

(You DO look a 'wreck1 

Note On emotive emphasis, cffurther 18.55f; on marked theme, with focus on the operator (as in 
Slupid rhougli he is), cJ18.19. 

Divided focus 
18.17 I t  sometimes happens that we want to put nuclear focus upon two items in 

an information unit. An intonation pattern particularly associated with this 
in BrE is the fall-plus-rise contour (cfApp 11.17; see also 8.111 Note [c]). 
Compare the following: 

He's (fairly c~Bver l  [l1 

He's lpA1~1y c~Bver ]  [21 

The implications differ in two ways. Semantically, [ l ]  implies a positive 

Compare also: 

I'm [ S ~ R E  he is1 

In [41 we have a strong note of reservation as compared with the relative 
confidence of [31. The subsidiary item need not however carry such a 
reservation. Often it acts as merely confirmatory of 'given' status or confers 
a 'given' status where there happens to be no contextual warrant: 

IWilliam woR~sworth  is my 'fivourite 'English ~ 6 e t l  

(which may be replying to the question 'Who is your favourite English poet?' 
or correcting a contrary statement 'I understand that John Keats is your 
favourite . . .'). 

I M ~ N ~  'pcople are disbe'lievers a t  the 'present T ~ M E ~  

In this example, the final adjunct is merely confirmatory of the tense in are 
and has no necessary connotation that the present time has been referred to; 
treating it with divided focus seems especially BrE; in AmE it would often 
be unmarked intonationally. Frequently indeed, the second focus conveys 
little more than courtesy, especially to one who has not been recently 
addressed in a particular discourse. Thus it is used with final vocatives and 
formulaic disjuncts: 

IWhat's the T~ME,  J ~ H N I  Atl~BNtion, PLBASE~ 
In contrast to the fall-plus-rise, the rise-plus-fall contour is used to mark a 
divided focus where the first of the two focused items is made subsidiary to 
the second : 

IHB is 'happy when s ~ f  'is1 ]She is HAPPY but 'he ~SN'TJ 

We can compare the two types of divided focus: 
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cstimate, though cautiously worded, while [2] is relatively grudging and 
disparaging, c;tlling in question thc cstim;~tc ofclcvcrncss. Inrorm;ition;~Il~, 
I I I is con~l~:~lill lc will1 : I I I S W C ~ . ~ I I ~  :I ~ C I I C I . ; I I  ili(ll~iry : I I~OIII  I l l ( :  I ) C ~ S O I I  ( 'Wli:~t 
tlo you think ol' Alcc?'). while l?] i~nplics tl1:11 111c clucstioll 01' his clcvcrncss 
has already been raiscd ('Alcc is clever, isn't hc?'). Whcre sucll DIVIDED 

Forus is realized by fall-plus-rise. Ihcrclbrc. thc ilcm c:~rryillp tllc rise is 
I I I : I ( ~ C  sllIx:i(lii~~y 1 0  Illr O I ~ I V I  li)ct~\r(l ~ I V I I I ,  :I(.(.VII!\ I I I : I I  i l  I ~ I > I C S ( . I I I S  

i n I i ~ ~ n i : ~ l i ( ~ ~ l  t11:1t is 10 SOIIIC C X I C I I I  ' ~ ~ v c I I ' ,  11111 (co~~~l) i~l i I l lc  will1 I I I C  I ibc) C ; I I I S  
its status in question. Again, compare the following possible responses to  the 
same inquiry, 'Alec is clever, isn't he?' 

I /went to FRANCE in 'nineteen  BIGHT^^ 
I lwent to FRANCE in 'nineteen  EIGHT^^ 

[5] suggests a context in which there is discussion of what I had done in  1980, 
this part therefore being relatively given; [6] suggests one in which the 
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discussion concerns when I went to France, the rise again coinciding with 
the relatively given, but this time preceding the relzitively new instead of 
following it. It might bc said that A B is informntion;tlly equivalent to b i (or 
B A). Thus, in corrective response to ' l  bet you enjoyed yourself in Spain in 
1980', we might find cithcr [S] or: 

In \nineteen  BIGHT^ I went to F R ~ N C E ~  

Note 'rllc prcposition:~l highlighting mentioned in 18.14 frequently occurs wit11 tllc piltlcrn of divided 
focus discussed ;~bove: 

. . . but i~ the N ~ R T I Z  llherc'll he /further SNOW! 
Solnctimes the first of the two Ibcuqcd items seems tu he focused for no bettcr reason t h ; ~ n  to 
slow up delivery, perhz~ps while the spe;iker is deciding ex;~ctly wh;it to say: 

. . .  and the 'attitude TO (er)'these PIOPIC~ is i ~ p I ~ l j ~ ~ i ~ l g l  
HUI more ccnerallv the Fa11 in such dividcd focus serves the purpose of making the whole phrase ... U .  

(and not ol.course merely thc closed-class item) emphatic: 
(I-lc 11;~s written a book on African folklore, and he will be re:~ding)'cxtracts F R O ~ I  his ~ 6 0 ~  

(in the broadcast thisevening). 
(She hoped profoundly that tl~ey could enjoy a quiet dinner) and in'derd ni' the Bvening (the 

ouarrcl had been forcotten) 
~ 

Theernpllasis may, of course, be actually contrastive: 
(They thought the weather would be better in the south) but'actually i~ tlles6lrra(the snow . - 

and ice were more severe). 
Compare also: 

The (night is'now ex'pected TO de~kR~( in (one HOUR\ 

An alternative ('. . . 'now expic~ed to ~ C P ~ R T ' )  would tend to call in question the likelihood, 
where the relatively irregular prosodic focus on the  reposition makes the departure seem more 
certain (c/ 19.34 Note). . 

Concatenated focus 
18.18 We saw in 18.17 that the rise in a rise-plus-fall divided focus sequence 

prepares us (with relatively 'given' material) for the fall that is to follow - on 
new material. It is in fact very common for a rise to function as preparatory ~~ ~- 

for a climactic falling nucleus: 

They \came 'last s u ~ d a y l  and they are [staying for a M ~ N T H ~  

The phenomenon is particularly common with divided focus of the fall-plus- 
rise type: 

I'm lnot seeking BIjR~lary insir~ancel but \ F ~ R E  insurance1 

Compare also the following pairs: 

They lcaptured Yhree of our sbL~iers1 
Thev lca~tured T H R ~ E  of ~ U R  'soldiers( and \we 'captured 'four of THEIRS~ 

She arlrived with her Hiisband1 
She arlrived W ~ T H  her Hirsbandl but withlout the c ~ i ~ ~ r e n l  

Where a rise or fall-rise gives a general indication that a relevant fall is to 
follow. a fall-rise draws particular attention to an item that is actually to be 

I D ? L ~ ~  'Thomasl was [born in 'nineteen-~OU~TEENI in I swi~sea l  but 
I H ~ J G H  'Thomasl was [born in 'eighteen-'eighty T H R ~ E ~  in I i~gleseyl  

But the contrast in such a concatcnittion Inay hc ;tnaphoric rathcr than 
itnticipatory. This is the casc wit11 the f;tll-risc focus on if in thc following 
playful exchange recorded bctwccn two fricntls. Notice also tlic rcpctition 01. 
the clichC 'one of God's little creatures', but without information focus when 
it is 'given', the point forcefully conveyed by the focus on cil,so: 

A : [Stop at'tacking that WASP( It's lone oflGod's 'little C'Rk~turcsl 
B: But / I  am i t s o  'one of 'God's 'little 'crcaturesl kind i i ~  Iwas 
atjtacking MEI 

Marked theme 
18.19 The two communicatively significant parts of an information unit, the theme 

and the focus, are typically as distinct as  they can be: one is the point of 
initiation, and theother the pointofcompletio~~. The themeof an information 
unit, coming first, is more often 'givcn' information than any other part of it. 
Yet the two can coincide; for instance, when, as marked focus. the nucleus 
falls on the subject of a statement: 

(Who gave you that magazine?) ~ B ~ L L  gave it to me1 [l1 
This is the extreme form of MARKED THEME, and we can compare [2] which 
has an unmarked theme (He) and minimum prosodic prominence: 

He lgave me a m a g a z i ~ ~ l  121 
We use the term 'marked theme'to designate a theme which is given a t  least 
as much prosodic marking as  that entailed by being at the point of 'onset' 
(cf App 11. I l )  in a tone unit. 

Clearly, theme and focus will always coincide in one-word utterances, 
whether these are replies, questions, or military commands. For example: 

l c b ~ ~ e e l  \TH.~NKSI  
Even so, many such short units have an initial portion that can be used as  
thematic preparation. A striking instance of this is found in the military 
order, 'Attention!' The word is typically uttered with considerable drawl on 
the first two syllables, and while the onset appears a t  the point of normal 
stress, in military use it is the final syllable that is given word stress and  the 
climactic nuclear focus: 

atlten - T ~ O N ~  

But between the extremes of a theme carrying no stress, as in :  

She's Jcoming ~ O N ~ G H T ~  

and a theme coinciding with marked focus, as in: 

/SHB~S 'coming to'nightl 

there is a wide range of prosodic weight that can be assigned to the theme. 
One such point in this range we have referred to as 'onset theme' in 18.10 
(cf also App 11.13): 
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. . . allthough she's 'coming ~ O N ~ G H T ~  

(Yet sllc's coming I O N ~ O I I T I  
' lhc \doctor is 'coming to~ic'lrf( 

We perceive the theme as carrying greater prosodic wcigl~t when it is otl 
i lc~n tI1;1t is 1101 (likc sul?jcct 01. co~l,it~nction, li)r example) normally at initial 
positioil i n  ;l ~I;I~ISL! ((,/'X. 141). C'onsi~Icr llic l'ollowi11]!, cxc~1~111~c :  

A:  Are you (going to in'vite JOHN( B: Oh (John I've al'rcndy invi'rcdl 

In B'S response, John is a marked theme and the term will be used for any 
such fronted item whether or not it carries (as such items commonly do) a 
marked focus (cf further 18.20; on fronting with amplificatory tags, see 18.59 
Note [c]). 

The value of nlarkcd theme in information processing can be SCcn ill 

comparing the following, where [3-S] have SVC order but [61 has CSV: 

(John is LAZY( (but I think he will help me) L31 

Allthough 'John is ~Xzy l  (I think he will help me) [41 

Allthough 'John is ~ i z y l .  . . [S1 

ILazy though John is1 . . . l61 
, - 

In [3], lazy is new information; there is no assumption on the speaker's part 
that the listener knows. In [4], the fall-rise on lazy also implies that the 
information is new; the rise part of the complex nucleus is conditioned by 
the dependent status of the clause of which this is the focus. In [5] however, 
the simple rise on lazy is compatible both with the dependence of the clause 
concerned and the implication that the hearer already shares the speaker's 
view of John. In [6], making lazy a marked theme entirely implies the 
givenness of the information and additionally enables the speaker to focus 
upon the operator (cj'18.16) with consequent emphasis on its positive polarity 
(cf.15.39f). A further example: 'Serious as has become the food shortage, 
worse news is to follow'; this embodies inversion of subject and verb 
(cf 18.22f). 

Common short adverbials in initial position are often given the minimum 
(onset) thematic marking: 

(Then he LEFT( 

Longer and semantically weightier adverbials at I will be somewhat more 
heavily marked themes: 

"ISuddenly he LEFTJ 

Note [a1 W e  are concerned, here as elsewhere. wit11 the suhjcctivc perception of prosodic weight 
rather than what might be me;isured inslrumenl;~lly. 111 thc two I b l l o w i ~ ~ g  cx;~mples, the theme 
hfi,t?lri wolrlcl l?lrlh;lhly h e ~ i v c l l  tllc ullnu ~>n,*<,clir wriglrl ~,l,jcctivcl~: 

( I  Iavc yib11 n ,~ la i< lc~ud !I Iloli<l;~y ill Mi:tml'!) 
1Miil111i I~~)I<I:s niel 
(Mi ;~mi  I've R B E N  14  171 

1x1 111 recogl~i/i!~g htii!t?~i in 1x1 [IS nl:~rked t l~e~ l lc ,  t l ~ c ~ e l ~ ~ r c ,  we ; I ~ C  t~ctri~,,: r,or o111y iI5 pr<v.o<lic 
1~0111il lr11rr 1,111 11, I~IGVII I~I ICII( .C Ily II.:I\IIII 1 9 1  1 1 ,  IIIIII,II:II ~>c)\il~t,tt 111 111,. I~.III\L. V<IIITCI~IC,I 
(,,l fN,?<lj, 

Ib] 1;rontiog of ;I rel;~lively given prcdic;~tion in c<,~~ccrsivc cl;turc* c;111 Ilc f t ~ r t l ~ c r  sccn i n  
slructures tlial have nodirectly correspondi~~g ~iorm without frooling: 

Criticize h im ;IS we mxy, he h;ls some excellenr qu;~lilics. 
Genius as you may be, you heveno right to he rude toyour teachers. 

A similar analysis might apply to: 
Say what you wil lofthem, . . . 

(See 15.3')/1:) I'nr~her ex;~rn(llcs of ~n;~rkctl  l l~cr r~e:  ' I : r c ~ ~ c l ~  11c.s qililc h:grxl ;I!'. ' N o w  Ite tells 
me!', 'l'ca l c;111 drink ;1t any tirnc ol'd;~y'. ' l l ~ p c  is ;~ l l  I CAN cl,,.. 

Grammatical aspects 

Fronting 
18.20 Fronting is the term we apply to the achievement of marked theme by 

moving into initial position an item which is otherwise unusual there. As we 
saw in 18.19, such a fronted item is frequently an entire sentence element. 
The reason for fronting may be to echo thematically what has been 
contextually given : 

(You should take up swimming for relaxation) 
(Relaxition you 'call it1 

Alternatively, the item fronted may be the one contextually most demanded: 

lwi~son his NAME is1 
An /utter FOOL she 'made me 'feel1 
IReally 'good MEALS they 'serve at that ~ O T E L ~  

It is as if the thematic element is the first thing that strikes the speaker, and 
the rest is added as an afterthought. The possible insertion of a comma in 
written English suggests that the nonthematic part is almost an amplificatory 
tag in status (cf 18.59): Wilsotz, his nome is. 

The foregoing have a distinctly informal flavour. but frontine is in n o  wgv 
U ~- --- 

or they may actually be raised to the status of bearing a nuclear focus: confined to colloquial speech. l t  is very common both in speech and in 
conventional written material, often serving the function of so arranging 

(sii~denlyl he  I L E F T ~  clause order that end-focus falls on the most important part of the message 
Finally, we should note that marked theme can be used to draw attention as well as providing direct linkage with what has preceded: 
contrasting pairs, and this often involves separate tone units: That much the jury had thoroughly appreciated. 

lVgRdil [ l ]  is in his WLY~Y([~] but ( ~ 6 ~ a r t ' s  operas1 [31 I relgard as Most of theseproblems a computer could take in its stride, 
'pure p e r ~ k c ~ i o n )  [41 This latter topic We have examined in Chapter 3 and need not 

reconsider. 
Notice the prosodic concord of the fall-rises at [ l ]  and [31; the one at 12] is 

To this list may be added ten further items of importance. 
anticipatory of the fall at (cf 18.18). 
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The dclinilc itcms //rat, this, and tlrpse in these exa~nples suggest that the 
lnarkcd tllcmc in such cases most ol'tcn cxpresscs givcli inftlrlnnlion. It is 
common to find -big participles fronted in similztr information-processi~lg 
circumstnnces: 

Sitting at her desk bi deep corice~ltrufion was my sister Flora. She looked 
as though she had spent a sleepless night. 

(C/. subject-verb and subject-operator inversion, 18.23f.) 

Note la] A fronted item, like a Ironted pushdown !!'It-element (c/ 11.14/1), is somctimcs ;in clc~llcnt 
from a subordin;ite clause: 

~ ~ ~ r ~ r b i ~ ~ ~  - or ncor/)~ ccerytl~it~g - rllcrt rhc Labrrsr t~~o~v,t~nlt csivls to slop rile Torics Jiotiz 

doitlg Labour will be asked tosupport the Cabinet in doing. 
The whole or the italicized part ol. this example is the object of a nonlinite clause, itself a 
prepositional object within an infinitive clause within the main ckiuse. 
[b] Exceptionally, a part rather than the whole of a cliiuse clement may be fronted. Yc-no 
questions, for instance (as we have seen in 18.10). have part of the verb phrase only as their 
thematic component. In the following case, a prepositional phrase equivalent to a postmodifier 
of the subject complement (but cf 17,491) acts as theme: 'O/'ail llrc  curl^, cxunrpLs ofscicnce 
ficrion, the fantastic stories of Jules Verne are the most remarkable.' 
[C] Sentences containing direct speech quotations seem to provide an example of a construction 
in which thematic fronting of the direct object is exceptionally easy (cf18.23): 

I said: 'That's a pity.' - 'That's a pity', 1 said. 
But one may propose an alternative analysis, in which the reporting subject and verb (here I 
said) constitute a dependent comment clause (cf15.53fl) rather than the subject and verb of the 
sentence. This analysis is urged by the possibility of placing them in the middle of the direct 
speech, as a parenthesis: 'Tha!,'Isuid, 'isapily.' 

18.21 A more striking type of fronting is found in the heightened language of rather 
mannered rhetoric, including the strenuous colourfulness of journalistic 
writing. It is frequently employed to point a parallelism between two parts of 
aclauseor between two related but contrasting parts of neighbouring clauses. 
The fronted parts may be prosodieally marked as marked theme or marked 
focus, the latter typically with divided focus (cf 18.17), and they may be 
grammatically any of a wide range of units: 

(a) Direct object or prepositional complement: 

while his character still fewer 

(b) Subject complement or object complement: 

Traitor he has become and traitor we shall call him. 

(C) Predication adjunct: 

Definntly they have spoken but subnlissively they will accept my terms. 
He might agree under pressure: willingly he never would. 
In London I was born and in London I shall die. 

(d) Predication: 

They have promised to finish the work, andfinish it they will. 

With predications and predication :tdjt~ncts in front position, we often find 
subjective verb inversion (d 18.23) if tllc sttl>jccl is otllcr tl1;111 it ~ > c r s t ~ n i ~ l  
pronoun: 

Into tlrc .sti/litrg stnoke we plunged. [A S V] 
hito tlie .sti/fitig stnoke plunged thc desperate mother. [V S] 

In examples like the following, common in journalism, the fronting o f  the 
predication seems largely determined in fact hy the desire to give end-focus 
to the subject, at the same timc using (;IS 1s norrnal) thc early part 01' the 
sentence to 'set the scene': 

Addresshig the denroristratiori was o quite elderly woman. 
Slzol by walio~iulistguerrillas were two entirely innocent tourists. 

Even the cleft sentence, itself a grammatical focus device (cf18.25fj'), is 
subject to fronting: 

They hoped that Herbert Frost would be elected and Frost indeed it 
was that topped the poll. 

Note Parallelism in fronting often corresponds to contrastive focus in spcccll. For cx:~mplc: 
I waseon~ in London and l shall D ~ E  in London. 

Inversion 
18.22 As we have just seen, the fronting of an element is often associated with 

INVERSION. We distinguish two types, consisting respectively in the reversal 
of SUBJECT and VERB and the reversal of SUBJECT and OPERATOR. 

Since the verb BE as a copula can be simultaneously regarded as verb and 
operator, we have a choice of regarding its placement before the subject a s  
an instance either of subject-verb or subject-operator inversion. As the 
examples in 18.23 and 18.24 show, the decision is made according to whether 
BE, in the given construction, is commutable with another main verb o r  with 
another operator. 

Subject-verb inversion 
18.23 The clause patterns SVC and SVA (cl'lO.!f) have their obligatory third 

element in large measure because the V is commonly of itself so lacking in 
communicative dynamism: 

SVC: Her oval face was especially remarkable. 
SVC: The sound of the bell grew faint. 
SVA: His beloved body lies in a distant grave. 

In consequence, where information processing makes it desirable t o  front 
the third element concerned, the result wotrld tend to be batlieticormisleadi~~g 
if normal order were preserved with the SV, suggesting that a nuclear focus 
be placed, inappropriately. on the verb (cl'18.13): 

CSV: ? Especially remarkable her oval face was. [[a1 
CSV: ? Faint the sound of the bell grew. [2al 
ASV: (?)In a distant grave his beloved body lies. [3aI 
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11. !hcsc wcrc not to hc dismissed as merely had style, we would tend verb saJ', it is ~oss ib l e  to have OSV where the 0 is the subsljtutc ,so, though 
~ 1 ; ~ )  as cquiv;llcnt to * .  . , ccrl;\il~ly W;IS'; [ h [  :IS 'growinjr Iotlilcr. I)lollk!h this is felt hy somc to ;lrch:lic: 
nonet~lc~ess fiIilltq; [3a] as 'being in prollc posttll'~' (1';tLhcl- t11;111, SiIY, ( ' c t c t ; l I I ~  SO Say the I.CSl 01' us. 
curved), conseqtlence, such fronting naturally carrics with it the inversion 
llltlt pills S ill fin;!\ position, and indecd it is to ;~chicvc end focus on the S More are CVS, AVS, where the C and l\ 1n;lke comp21retive 
t l I L t ~  t11c ( ' r i t ~ ~ t i ~ ~ g  is p ,c~~~:r ;~l ly  111icIcr1:1kcl~: rcfcrcncc to something that h;ls prcccdc(l: 

CVS: Especially remarkable w;ls hcr oval IitcC. 11\11 1 lis :InSWcl. W;IS ;I c!isgl.:~cc: vyru1//~3 rcxr,.[~rl/l/,. l l i S  ~ l c l , ; l r l t l r e  
CVS: J:aint grcw Lhc sound Of Ihc hell. [2bl immediately ;~ftcrwards, 

AVS: In a distant grave lies his beloved body. [S111 JJcr  fircc w;ls stony ;III(I ~~lJf~ll .r/n~]i(~r w;rs tlrc lollc ,,l.llcr vl,jcc, 

A Year ago, two crashes occurrcd at the corncr, and llIf,rL' r(~ce11114. has 
T J , ~ ~ ~  examples have a rather mannered tone (poetic in the come the news of a third. 
of [2b] and [3bl), but the phenomenon is common enough in ordinary 

informal speech: p*] Suhjcct vcrh invcrsic~ns occur wit11 silnple present i l l l l l  P:ISI lcIIsc Yrrl,S (C,,IIII~I,t L.,,llI 
l'!)'brf~rllcr wit11 *Il~'r~'irConrillgn~y bro!krr), ; ~ n d  will1 cc,l;ljn , , I . ~ ~ ; ~ , ~ ~ ~  (hc, l, elc, 

Here's the milkman. Or with vcr~b'encral verbs oSrno~iot~ (a,,,1e fi,,,.~,,~~, etc). 
Here comes my brother. Lh] S"hjecl-verb inversion does not usu;illy I ; I ~ C  pl:lce in ;l pcrso,,;ll pronoun ;llone 
And there at last was the book I'd been looking for. as subject; corresponding to some ofthe cx;tmples ;tbovc we would h;lvc by, /,c,rt, 
( ~ h ~ j ~ t ~  caused a great gust of wind and) off flew their hats. hecolllcs, A ] % ' ~ Y  r011. rather than *~fer~i.vI~r, etc. B U ~  cnntr;lsto~sul, ,cct,  Ilote: 

There wasshe, on the tennis court, wl~ilc I I I ; ] ~  to work. 
Down came the rain. Here am I, ill in bed, and JWII don't seem to c;lre. 
Up went the flag. Iel There is inversion with a pronoun suhjcct ~ ~ , l l u w ~ d  by post-modific;ltian in  ;,rcll;,ic 

ln  these instances with here/there + be, indeed, it is not simply a *'&lter of 
C he r['corri(eri 111ilh Ilk 1~~1. Thcrc is ;in ; ~ n a l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  inversion ,,,illl vcrhlcss cl~luses: 

'Jlllucky the nlftl1 ~sho horcr hi.y llork. 
stylistic choice: there is a sharp difference of meaning from the alternatives 
with SVA order, ~ l t h ~ ~ ~ h  we must distinguish these from existential rhL're Subject-operator inversion 
(cf18,45), there is in fact a close similarity. In contrast to ASV, the SVA Inaddition to theinversion in questions, thereare fourcommoncirculnstances 
order invites us not merely to put the nuclear focus upon the * but see 

in which the operator precedes the subject. 
these adjuncts as referring to specific places. Compare: 

(a) First we have elliptical clauses with initial so or the corresponding 
Here's the milkman -he's come at 1 s t .  negatives neither or nor (cj'l2.10,12.17, 12.29): 
~h~ milkman is here - at  the door: shall I get two pints? 
~h~~~~~ the book I want - I've been looking for it all week. John saw the accident and so did Mary. [cf. . . and did (so), 
The book is there - by the typewriter. 

John didn't see the accident and neither 
~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~  which are less common in ordinary speech but yet which }did Mary [qt. . . rrd 

equally seem less rhetorically unnatural than [lbl, [2b], and [3b1: Mary didn't, either] 
She was angry and so was I. 

~h~~~ at the summit stood the castle in all its medieval splendour. She wasn't angry and neither was I. 
Cstrategy3 is meant the basic planning of the whole operation. He ~ o u l d  love to go and so would she. 

Away ran the terrified boy. She must come and so must you. 
siowly out of its hangar rolled the gigantic aircraft. He might fail and so might she. 
~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~  inexplicable was his behaviour to close friends. 

But inversion is less common with certain modal auxiliaries (notably 
~ ~ b j ~ ~ t - ~ ~ ~ b  inversion (as distinct from subject-operator inversion ; c1'18.24) might, olKllr), and alternative substitute expressions norm;,l order are with fronted object is chiefly limited to the reporting clauses where the preferred : 
represents direct speech (including speech that is 'thought') and usually 
where the subject is not a personal Pronoun: She might be ill and he might (be) too. 

'please go away' said one child. 'And don't come back', pleaded Initial so in elliptical clauses may be followed by order when focus is 
required on the operator rather than the subject, though is tllell liable to 

'Whatever shall I do now?' wondered Fred, remembering - toolate - be mistaken for a conjunct (cJ'8.1341f): 

the appointment he had missed. (You asked me to leave) and Iso I oiol [undoubtedly conjunct ill: Land 
 hi^ is something of a literary convention, and in ordinary speech, VS Would SO I ID~DI'] 
usually be replaced by SV (cfalso 18.20 Note [cl and 14.20, 14.29). With lhe 
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Compare also the subjunct so in: 

(He wanted to lcavc) and Iso did i( 

More rormally ' (He  wanted to Icave,) as did l ' ;  C/ '(C) h~ l0w.  

(h) Secondly, we have S-op inversion where a phrasc of n~gat ivc  form or 
meaning is fronted (cf'10.581'): 

Least ofall  is it in our intcrcst to opcn n~g~i i i l t io l ls  noW. 
At no time must this door be lcft unlocked. 

Contrast: 

~t certain times this door may be left unlocked. 
* ~ t  certain times may this door be left unlocked. 

Further examples: 

He refused to apologize. Nor would he offer any explanation. 
Scarcely had he started speaking when heckling broke out. 

(cotltrasr: He had scarcely started speaking when heckling broke out.) 
Only in this way is it possible to explain their actions. 
In this way alone 1 

AS well as with adverbials, we may have inversion also with object phrases 
of negative form or meaning: 

Not a single book liad he read that month. 
Only one more point will I make. 

(c) Thirdly, we have S-op inversion in comparative clauses when the S is 
not a personal pronoun: 

Oil costs Less than would atomic energy. 
icf: Oil costs less than it did - *. . . did it) \~, 

I spend more than do my friends. 
She looks forward, as does her secretary, to the completion of the 

Were she not so handicapped, we would take her to the Alps. 
(Cf: *Weren't she so handic;tppcd . . .) 

Note [al With ex:~mples like the following. the invcrsio!~ involvc~ the m;!il~ verb r;lll~er th ;~n  t11c 
opcrillor: 

So absurd was his m:lnncr III;I~ cvcryone rt:lred. 
This is shown by the f~ lc l  that :I whole vcrh p11r;lse could rcpl:~cc II.OS: 

So :~bsurd hurl ~L, I~I I  his manner tl1;11 everyone st;lred. 
Yet S-op inversilrn can also occur here: 'So :~hsl~r<l dQI his rn;lnller aw,, . . .'. In older f?nglish ill 
;Iny event, S-op rnvcrsi~rn rlccurrcd wirllotrl ;I Ilruccdillg 11cg;tlivc ;xnd rttrnc I I ILI~: I I ILC\  C O I I I ~ I I I I C  ((1 

be used in very lormi~l style: 
He invested the money - and bitterly did he come to rcgret it. 
Often had she intended to speak of this. 

In addition, there are a few ex:lmples in more common use but whcrc the inverted expression is 
frozen and idiom;itic: 

Far be it from me tocondemn him in any w;~y. 
This example of course has a negzative implic:~tion, as is shown by the ~lollasscrtive form o f t h e  
final adverbial 
[bl If an initial neg:ltive item is the vehicle for only ;I local ne&;~tiyn (c/ 10.66). no S-op inversion 
is possible. Thus, with the sentence adjunct (cJ8.36) in: 

Not without reason, Charles had flown into a rage, 
L =  'He had flown into a rage and it was not without rc;~son'] 

Contrast, with predication adjunct (~38.27): 
Not without reason had Charles flown into n r;lgc. 

[ = 'He hadn't Rown into a rage without re:~son'] 
Analogously: 

Very rarely, Mary received letters from her brother. 
[= 'She received letters, but very rarely'] 

Vcry rarely did Mary receive letters from her brother, 
[= 'She didn't receive leuers'vcry often'] 

[cl For many speakers (especially in AmE), the subjunct nor cannot follow <,!I,/ or hrrr. tllough 
fewer object to its following the latter: 

(? )We could not hear thesoprano, but nor could some friends who were ne;lrcr the front. 
The  item nor (cf13.40) usually follows a clause that is negative in form or meaning. hut in very 
formal usage this restriction does not obtain: 

Veronica Taubman's oration was magnificent. Nor could :myone Pail to be impressed by 
both her learning and her wit. 

building. 

With as, inversion is possible with a pronoun subject, especially if there is no Cleft and pseudo-cleft sentences 

correlative as: 
18.25 In 18.20, we looked a t  examples of fronting where no other grammatical 

change was involved beyond the movement of the fronted item, example, 
(?) She was as delighted with the suggestion as was he. the direct object in: 

They go to concerts frequently, as do 1. 
His cafiousness I shall ignore. 

(d) ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ,  s - ~ ~  inversion occurs in subordinate clauses of condition and [I1 

concession (cf15.33ff), especially in rather formal usage: This might occur in a discussion of the bases on which the speaker proposes 
to criticize an opponent. 

were she alive today, she would grieve at the changes. We now turn to devices for giving prominence to such an itern as in [ l ]  by 
Were we to withdraw 0 ° C  support, they would be justifiably indignant, more elaborate grammatical means, involving the division of ,lle 
~~d I known, I would have gone to her. into two clauses, each with its own verb: 
should you change your plans, please let me know. 

had the building been open, we would not have entered. It is his callousness that I shall ignore, 
What I shall ignore is his callousness. 

f21 
It is to be noted that with negative clauses of this form we do not find The thing I shall ignore is his callousness. 

[31 

contraction: His callousness is something I shall ignore, 141 
L51 
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By reason of the division, these constructions have bccn called 'clcft 
scntcnccs', though WC sh;lll distinguish thc CLEFT SENTENCE proper, as  in (21, 
I'rom tllc I ) S I ~ L I I > O - ~ . L I ~ I ' ~  SCIIICIICC I ~ ~ ~ ~ C S C I I I C C I  IIIOS( ~yl>ic;~lly hy 131. Altll(111j:11 
they are synt;lctically Inore complex than scntcttccs wit11 tucrc I'rc)tlli~lg. clcl't 
sentenccs are in gcncrnl less rhetorically ohtrusive. It should not be tho~tght, 
Iiowcvcr. I11i1I Ihcy :~rc  mcrcly stylistic v:~rianls. E;tch r~l'tllc live cx:~~nplcs, 
1 1  51, C;I I  r ics~l is l i~~cl  i ~ ~ ~ l > l i ~ ; ~ l i o ~ ~ s .  ~sl>c(.i:~IIy i l l  I( .I:II~IIII 10 I ! ~ V C I I  :III<I I ICW. 

Cleft scntcnccs 
18.26 0I ' thc  four construction typcs 12 S] i ~ t  18.25, i l  is 12) t11;11 is lhc most flcxihlc 

in what it will permit to be I'ronted. Morcovcr, its I'urm, comprising the 
subject pronoun it ;IS an empty theme, followed by the verb he, makes it 
natur;~l to achicvc li~cus on thc itcm tl1;11 I'ollows: in clrccl, cntl-l'oc~~s within 
an SVC clause: 

It is his ch~lousness. 

For this reason, whilc very common in spokcn I'nglisll, the construction is 
particularly convenient in writing, since it provides unerring guidance to the 
reader in silently assigning appropriate prosody. But the cleft sentence does 
not of itself indicate what the appropriate prosody is. Essentially, the cleft 
sentence indicates divided focus (cj'18.17), and which of the two focused 
items is dominant (ie new) will depend on the context. 

A: You should lcriticize his ch~lousnessl 
B : (No, it is his c i~lousness)  that I shall  NO NO RE^ 
[callousness given, ignore new] 

A: You should iglnore his d i s ~ b ~ e s t y l  
B: \No, it is his c i~ lousness  that I shall  N NO RE^ 
[callousness new, ignore given] 

Note [a] Despite the obvious similarities between tile rknr-clauses in cleft sentences and the nominal 
rhar-clauses of 15.3/1, the two are quite distinct (cjl8.28). 
[b] Objection is sometimes made to the habit (especially perhaps in BrE radio and television 
n ~ w s ) ~ f  using the cleft sentence structure with an item that might be less obtrusive with simple 
fronlillg. Thus, in place of the following, where i~ time ;ldjunct is made them;~tic, not because i t  
isgiven, but merely as scene-setting to the weightier inform;~tion that is tocomc: 

Late last night a group of terrorists attiicked an army post. 
we m i ~ h t  hear in a news broadcast: 

I t  atas late lasl NIGHT that a group of terrorists . . . 
This conveys unwarrantably the impression that the fact of the attack was known to the hearer 
but not the time at which it had hken place. The habit can be defended in that an adjunct 
(especially of time or place) is a fitting scene-setting and lli;~l i t  is this function that tbc cleft 
structure emDhasizcs. There is a comparable stylistic cliche to be found in conventional 
narrative. In place of a straightforward sentcnce st~ch as: 

When Harry returned that night, he found that his wife w;ls very troubled. 
a rather mannered form of writing might have (cl17.3 Note): 

It was a very troubled wife that greeted Harry on hisreturn that night. 
[c] Subject pronouns other than it sometimes occur: 

(No,) rhnr was the &tor 1 was speaking to. 
Those are my F ~ E T  you're treading on. 
He was a real Gk~ius that invented this. 

In eilch of these, we could find divided focus (cj.l8.17), with ;I rising tone on spcokir~g. rrcc~dif~p. 
and this. 

18.27 The flexibility ofthe clcft scntcncc tlcvicc can hc sccn in thc c;tsc with which 
diffcrcnt parts can be higl~liglltctl. C'onsitlcr thc scnlencc: 

.l01111 wore ;I wl~ilc sl~it  i l l  lltc ~ I : I I I C C  I;tsI 1tigI11. 

From this, four clcft sentenccs can bc dcrivcd. 111 thc Ibllowi~lg, we shall 
; I S S L I I ~ C  that the aim in c;tcIi case is to tn:tkc lltc sccontl lilcus s t ~ h s i d i : ~ r ~  :IS 

rcl:~livcly '~:ive11': 

O,, as  focus: 

It W:IS :I [wl~ilc S ~ J I . ~  [l11;1t) 'Jt~lttl ' W I I ~ ~  :I! I I I C  I)AN~.I: 'I;ISI 'I~;[:IIII 

A,i,,,, as focus: 

It was llast N ~ G H T  (that) 'John 'wore a 'white 'suit at thc D ~ N T E I  

A ,,,,,,,,,, as focus: 

at the (DANCE that 'John 'wore a 'white s i r r ~  'last 'nighll 
the I D ~ N C E  (that) 'John 'wore a 'white SCIT at 'last 'night1 

(informal) 

Two other clause elements can marginally act as the initial focus of a cleft 
sentence : 

Oi as focus: 

?It's me (that) he gave the book. 

But more usually Oi would be replaced by a prepositional phrase: 

It's me he gave the book to. 
It's to me that he gave the book. 

C, as focus: 

It's clarkgreen that we've painted the kitchen 

There are severe restrictions (except informally in Irish Englisli) on thc use 
of C, in this function, especially with the vcrb he at the end of the second 
clause and especially when C, is realized by an adjective phrase: 

?It's a genius that he is. 
?It's o lectrrrcr that I am now. 
?It's very tall you are. 

But, without thesc restrictions, C, can be acceptable: 

It was adocror that he eventually became. 

The V element does not occur at all as focus, just as it does not occur a s  a wh- 
element (cf 2.50): 

*It's wore that John a white suit at the dance. 

Informally, we sometimes find a predication frontcd in a cleft sentence, the 
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V element made nonfinite and then subsequently replaced by do in the second 
clausc; cx;~mplcs like thc following arc regarded, however, as stylistically 
awkward (again except in inforn~al Irish English): 

?It wns retrcll I51,qli.slr irr (I ,school thitt hc did ;tt lh:tt timc. 
?It was teucl~it~g Euglish CI a school that hc was doing a t  that titnc. 
?Is it spyitlg or1 us he is? 

It's rlext week's match that he's hoping to attend. [ie not this week's] 
It's this 1valc11 1 said I would Ict you hitvc. [kno t  ~ l i ; ~ t ]  

There arc dill'ercnccs from rclative clauscs, howcvcr, in Illat thc IV/I-forms 
arc rare in clcft scntcnccs in comp;trison will) rlrtrr i t n d  ~ c r o .  A l t h ~ t ~ g h  II~/I~I.SC 
is allowed in clcft scnlcnccs (11s Utrclo Bill tl,ho.se crdi1re.s.s I Iitsr), ii,lrot?r and 
~c'hich are only marginally possible, and it is virtually impossible to use ~vlron~ 
or which prccedcd by a preposition. Thus: 

It was thc dog to which I g:tvc tltc water. 

can be read only as a sentence containing a postmodifying rclative clause 
(compare She was the wornajz to rvhotil I guue the ~c,a/er), and not a s  a clcft 
sentence. Characteristic intonation is also different: 

It was the DOG I gave the wirer to1 [cleft sentence] 

was the dog Igave the wi i r r to~[SVCmtence .  the C being the 
italicized noun phrase incorporating a relativc clause] 

A further difference between the postmodifying relative clause and the clause 
following the first focused element in cleft sentences is the ability of the  latter 
to have as its antecedent (ie the first focused element) not only an element 
realized by a noun phrase but an adjunct realized by a clause or prepositional 
phrase: 

It was because he was ill (that) we decided to return. 
It was in Septetnber (that) I first noticed it. 

Indeed, such a construction, where there is no noun-phrase antecedent, 
makes inappropriate the use of the term 'pronoun' for the linking word that. 
It is noteworthy that a wh-relative pronoun cannot be used in cleft sentences 
where the focused element is an adjunct, and where consequently that does 
not have a strict 'pronominal' status: 

*It  was because he was ill tvhich we decided to return. 

C ~ m p ; ~ r c  with fronting within the matrix ckluse: 'She it was that gave the signal'. 
[b] Though the verb form in the first clause of ;l clcft sentence is usu;llly simple present or p;tst. 
forms xith modals arc perfectly possible: 

It iital'be his father that you're thinking of. 
It would hocc beot at that time th;!t he went to live in Wisconsin. 

Decision between present and past, however, is somewhat complicated. Where the verb of thc 
second clause is present, that of the lirst will be present: 

It is novels that Miss Williams enjoys reading. 
'It was novels that Miss Williams enjoys reading. 
Cj: Was it novels that you said Miss Williams enjoys reading? 

Where the second verb is past, the first can always be past: 
It was novels that Miss Williamsenjoyed as a pastime. 
It was as a pastime that Miss Williamsenjoyed reading novels. 

But the first verb may be in the present where the personsconcerned are still living or theobjects 
concerned still familiar in the participants'experience: 

It is Miss Williams that enjoyed reading novels as a pastime. 
It is these very novels that Miss Williams enjoyed reading as a pasttime. 

I t  is as a pastime that Miss Williams enjoyed readingnovels. 
[=]The cleft sentence structure can be used in questions, exclamations, and subordinate clauses: 
we italicize the first focal item: 

Was itfor this that we suffered and toiled? 
Who was it who interviewed you? 
Wltot oglorious boififire it was you made! 
He told me that it was because he was ill that tlley decided to return. 

[d] It should be clear that in singling out an item for highlighting in the cleft sentence, strong 
presuppositions are entailed. Thus beside'Bill didn't come to the party', we can have: 

It was Bill that didn't come to the party. 
111 

It wasn't Bill that came to the party. 
[21 

In [I],  it is suggested that a memory search is trying to identify a missing guest, while 121 is 
concerned with converse reflections on who had in fact been present. 

18.28 The second clause in a cleft sentence is obviously similar in structure to a 
restrictive relative clause; and yet (as we shall see below) there are 
considerable dilferences. Examples above show that pronouns used in 
relative clauses (u'ho, that, 'zero' pronoun) are also used to introduce cleft 
sentences. Alsosuggestive of the relativeclause is the frontingof the pronoun; 
moreover, as in relative clauses, the pronoun can be fronted from a position 
in a prepositional phrase, or from a pushdown (cf l l .  18) position in a noun 
clause as object: 

It's thegirl that I was complaining about. [ie not the boy1 

Note Mention might be madeof two furthercontrasts between relativeclauscs and the typcof'annex' 
clause that occurs in clcft sentences. One is the possibility, in familiar English, of omitting rhar 
assubject in a cleft sentence, but not as subject of a relative clause: 

It was the President himself ,rpokc to me. 
Theother is that cleft sentences may have n proper noun ;is a focus cle~ncnt, whereus restrictive 
relative clauses cannot have a proper noun as an antecedent. Thus Ir:r Cltclreo (rho!) Ire h r s  irt 
is unambiguously a cleft sentence. 

Pseudo-cleft sentences 
18.29 The pseudo-cleft sentence is another device whereby, like the cleft sentence 

proper, the construction can make explicit the division bctween given and 
new parts of the communication. It is essentially an SVC sentence with a 
nominal relative clause as subject or complement (cf 15.8f). It thus differs 
from the ordinary cleft sentence in being completely accountable in terms of 
the categories of main clause and subordinate clause discussed in Chapter 10 
(and cf 18.26, Note [a]). The following are virtually synonymous, assuming 
focus upon rest: 
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It's a good rest that you need most. 
A good rcst is what you nectl most. 

'I'llc ~'se~~clo-clcl'l sc~ilc~lcc occurs 111o1.i~ ly11ic:llly. I~owcvcr, will1 lllc I I ' / I -~~:II ISC 
as subject, since it can thus prcscnt a climax in the cotllplct~lc~lt: 

Whot yeti rtc,rtl rno.st is n good rest. 

I l  i:. lcss ~csl~.ic~li~cl ~ I I ~ I I I  I I I C  c I c I I  S C I I ~ L ~ I I C C  (11111 v/ 1 %  30) i l l  O I I C  ~ C S ~ C C I .  sillcc. 
through use OS thc substitute vcrb do, it more I'rccly pcrtnits 11l;lrkccl Ibcus 1u 
fall on the predication: 

What he's done is (to) spoil the whole thing. 
What John did to his suit was (to) ruin it. 
What I'm going to do to him is (to) teach him a lesson. 

In each of thcsc, WC wot~ltl Ii;lvc ;ul ;tnticip;ltory fixus o n  thc (to ilcln, thc 
main focus coming at normal end-focus position. Thus: '. . . D ~ N E  . . . TH~NC'. 
The complement of these sentences is normally in the form of an infinitive 
clause (with or without to). When the verb in the wh-clause has progressive 
aspect, however, the complement (except in the case of he gobrg to) matches 
it with an -ing clause (cf 18.27): 

What I'm doing is teaching him a lesson. 

The constraints are the same as for the pro-prcdicational (10; cf 12.21. 
Occasionally, such matching of the two verbs is extended to verbs in the 
perfective aspect, which can have as their counterpart an -edclause: 

(?) What he's done is spoilt the wjhole thing. 

This last type is, however, of doubtful acceptability, and instances of it may 
indeed be interpreted as ellipted forms of an  alternative construction 
involving apposition: 

What he's done is ((this): he's) spoilt the whole thing. 

18.30 In some respects, the pseudo-cleft sentence is more limited than the cleft 
sentence proper. It is indeed only with what-clauses that we can make a 
direct comparison (or choice) between the two constructions. Clauses with 
who, where, and when are sometimes acceptable, but mainly when the wh- 
clause is subject complement: 

Here is where the accident tookplace. 
(In) Autumn is when the countryside is most heautful 

(?) The police chief was who I meant. 

Clauses introduced by whose, why, and how do not easily enter into the 
pseudo-cleft sentence construction a t  all: 

*With a Scottish accent is how he talked. 
?*Why we decided to return was because he was ill. 

To compensate for these restrictions, there are numerous'paraphrases'of the 
pseudo-cleft construction involving noun phrases of general reference in 
place of the wh-item. Thus beside the cleft: 

It must have been thc ma~rager that spoke to you. 

we have $1 noun phr:lsc in  pl;tcc of  Ihc psc~ltlo-clcl't: 

'IIrc,prr:von 11,ho .s/~oXr to jo r~  rnttsl Ii;~vc hccll lllc In;lltagcr 

So also: 

3Soi~~i , l~o( /~~ / ~ J ~ I ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ / , I ~  /;li(* is .I~IIIII,  
711~ I I ~ ( I ~ ~ . I ~ ~ I I . V / I ~ I I / ~ ~ ~ ~  is v i i ~  ~'llcl1~11l1;1111. 
The  cry we mokr c1 cake is by following niothcr's rccipc 

The, reasor1 ~ve (IecitIe~I to rc,tirrr~ was {because t h : ~ ~  <informal>} he 

Theplace (where) the accident Ilapr)et~ed is here. . . 
The time when the coutltrysi(/c is mo.vt h(~crrrtifii1 is (in) ;iutumn. 
Tire hour a t  wlric,h .v110 must ~iroka lrc~r rli~cisio~r w;~s  I:,lst :~ppro:~cliing. 

Compare : 

The hour was fast approaching (11 tvltich slre must make her deci.riott. 

See further 18.39. 

Note [a1 The device of general antecedent is also found where a correspo~ldinp pseudo-cleft is fully 
available: 

~ l ~ a ~ i n ~ ]  I likeahout JO~I I I  is hcrscll~of humour 

[bl The cleft and pseudo-cleft types can cooccur. For example: 
What it was you asked for was a ticket to Brighton. Did you mean Birmingh;~m? 

Postponement 

18.31 It will be clear from the examples in the foregoing sections that one important 
communicative difference between the two types of cleft construction is that 
while the cleft sentence with it is often used to put the main focus near the 
front of the sentence, the pseudo-cleft is chiefly used to postpone the  focus 
to end position. In this respect it is often in competition with the passive 
(cf 18.32): 

The manufacturers tested the device. 

Focus is placed on the noun phrase the nratrufacturers by means of the passive 
in [ l ]  and by means of the pseudo-cleft in [Z]: 

The device was tested by the manufacturers. 
[I1 The people who tested the device were the manufacturers. 
[21 

It should be noted that [2] presupposes that the hearer knows that testing has 
taken place; with [ l ]  this is not so. 
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Given the importance of end focus (cj'18.3), it is not surprising that 
English has numerous resources to enable us to phrase a sentence in such a 
way as to cnsure the distribution of inl'ormation according to our wishcs. 
Thcre are. for example, lexical and grttminatical tlcviccs which rcvcrse the 
ortlcr ol' rolcs: 

An uncle, three cousins, and two brothers berrcfitedjiam the will. 
The will berrqfited an uncle, three cousins, and two brothers. 
An unidentified blue liquid i t ~ s  it1 the bottle. 
The bottlc corrtrrbretl on unidcntilicd blue liquid. 
A red sports car was hel~iriti the bus. 
The bus was in jrartt of a red sports car. 

The items or sequences in italics are converses; ie they express the same 
meaning, but with a reversal of theorder of participants. The second sentence 
in each pair will be generally preferable, since the element with the 'definite' 
meaning, containing given information, would normally not take end-focus. 

Note A special case of converseness is the relation of reciprocity expressed by certain terms such as 
sintilor to, ducrcnrfronl, ncor (10). forfionl, upporire, ntorried 10, where reversing the order of the 
perticipants preserves the essential meaning without any other change in the construction: 

My house is opposite the hotel. = T h e  hotel is opposite my house. 
A more complex relation of converseness is illustrated by: 

The dealer sold the car ro my friend. 
My friend bottgllr the car from the dealer. 

Compare also rent to/rcnrfront, lprrd (ro)/horro~vfrottt,git~e (to)/receirefrunt. 

Voice and postponement 
18.32 With transitive clauses, the passive voice provides a convenient way of 

postponing the agentive subject by turning it into the agent in a passive 
construction (cf3.63ff'). We thus reverse the active order of the agentive and 
affected elements (cf 10.19) where the agentive requires end focus: 

A:  Who makes these tablemats? 
K \ 

/r 
/ 

\ / 
/ 

//'\ 
/ 

/ 
k' \I 

B: They are made by my sister-in-law. 

A preference for end-focus (in this instance, coinciding with end-weight) can 
even override an  aversion to passive constructions that are in themselves 
rather awkward (cf 16.14): 

The regulations were taken advarltage ofby all the tramps and down- 
and-outs in the country. 

A finite clause as subject is also readily avoided by switching from the active 
to the passive voice: 

That Ire ivasprepared to go to suck letlgths astounded me. 
I was astounded that he wasprepared to go to such lengths. 

It was pointed out in 18.27 that the V clcmcnt cannot be focuscd in the  cleft- 
sentence construction. Where such focus is desirable with a n  intransitive 
vcrb, end-focus is easily ;~chicvcd; with :I l~xnsitivc vcrb, it c;tn he acliievcd 
by the usc of the passive, providcd th;tt the itgent can bc ignorcd a s  either 
givcn or othcrwisc dispcns:~hle (cf3.71). T h u s  it1 pl;~cc of: 

But our Iscientists 'finally SOLVED '1111 'thcsc 'problcmsl 

we can have, ignoring thc noun phrase ortr ,scic~rrti.st.s: 

But \all 'these 'prohlcms wcrc 'fin;tlly s h ~ v e n l  

The passive can also ensure a smooth crcscendoof coni~nunicativcdynamism 
with ditransitivc verbs by making the indirect objcct thcmatic. Thus, after 
'Marion performed well for the judges', we might hear: 

They alwarded her the P R ~ Z E ~  

But both they and her are obviously 'given' and thcre is thus a brcak in the 
crescendo of new information between the subsidiary rrlc~rrrrled and the focal 
prize. Such a break is avoided in the alternative passive, now ignoring the 
active subject they: 

She was alwarded the P R ~ Z E ~  

Note [a] II should he noted that the prlnc~plc or end-focus applies just x i  mc.ch lu !hr. trrdertng of 
cl.toses within a scnlencc as to thc orderlnc of elcmcntf U I I ~ I I I I  II cl.81.ic 'Thv n r ~ n c ~ n l c  or end- , . 
focus also has its analogue at sentence level;n the principle of RESOLUTION (d. 14.37). 
[bl The passive of hacc is rarely used, but when it occurs, the verb has ;I tr;~nsilive meaning 
usually i~bsenl from the active. Compere: 

(People) have little satisfaction from pop music. 
with the following examples which combine existential rhcre (cf18.45) with the pi~ssive: 

There's little satisfaction to be had from pop music. 
I wanted to buy sherry but there was none to be had. 

[~ITogether with thephenomenonofdiscontinuousnou~~phrases (c/.18.39), the rollowing tcxtui~l 
example uses the passive to enable nu n~enrion to be themi~tized and rhepolicr to be focused (at 
somecost in possible misunderstanding ofthe written form of the sentence): 

No nrenrion is made in the report oftbepolice. 
[=They make no mention of thc police in the report.] 

Extraposition 

Extraposition of a clausal subject 
18.33 Postponement which involves the replacement of the postponed element by 

a substitute form is termed EXTRAPOSITION. It operates almost exclusively on 
subordinate nominal clauses. The most important type of extraposition is 
that of a clausal subject - ie a subject realized by a finite or nonfinite clause. 
The subject is moved to the end of the sentence, and the normal subject 
position is filled by the anticipatory pronoun it. The resulting sentence thus 

' 
contains two subjects, which we Inay identify as  the POSTPONED SUBJECT (the 
one which is notionally the subject of the sentence) and the ANTIC~PATORY 
SUBJECT (it). A simple rule for deriving a sentence with subject extraposition 
from one of more orthodox ordering is: 

, subject + predicate - it + predicate + subject 
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T h u s :  

'1'0 I I C ; I ~  I I ~ I I I  S ; I ~  I I I : I I  l s111prisc(I I I I C  -, It I s ~ ~ ~ p r i s c d  1 1 1 ~  -1 t o  11c:lr 
h i m  say  tha t  

But it is wor th  enlphasiziog tha t  for clausal subjects  (though $1'18.34) tlie 
I M ~ S I I I " I I W ( I  posilion is ~no l -c  I I S I I : ~ ~  II1:1ti lllc C : I I I O I I ~ C ; I I  posilioll I)cI'oI.c tI1c vcr17 
(c:/ l0,2(>), l ~ x i l l l l ~ 1 l c ~  ;Ire: 

T y p e  S V C :  It is ;I p1c;lsure to tc,ctr./t 1rc.r. 
T y p e  SVA : I t  wits or1 tlic news tltctl Ctc.otttc~ lrix i.v 10 hc Iowc,rc,e/ 
T v n e  S V :  I t  doesn't ma t t e r  what you do. 

Teuc l~ i t~g  lrer to rlrii~e tclrncd ottt t o  bc qu i  t c  c t ~ j o y ; ~  blc. 
Gettirtg the, c~qtiiptttcilt I c ~ a ~ l e ~ ~ l  was  c ;~sy .  

Ilxll.:~l)osilio~l of -~II,L: CLIIJSCS is i t 1  l l c l  L I I I C O I I I I I I O I I  ol~l\iclc i t 1 l c 1 1 1 1 1 ; 1 l  SJ)CCCII. 
C o m p a r e  : 

It was  cnsy g r t tb tx  tltc c,qrtilri~rc~rlt 111a1k~l 

SCI I I IC  C O I I I I I I O I I  i l l l i i r ~ ~ ~ : ~ l  CX:IIIIJ)ICS : I I C :  

It's n o  ttsc tc~l l i t~g irbn tlrttt. 
It woultln't b c  a n y  good  trvittg to ccrtc,lt tltr hii.~. 

S V ~ :  I t  surprised m e  to hear him s a y  that .  The -i)]g clause ofien shows  itself i n c o m p ~ c t c l ~  atl;lplcd to the extraposi t ion 
~~~c SVOC: I t  m a k e s  he r  happy  to see  othersenjoyi lg tltf?tn.wlues. notably by be ing  resistant t o  bearing the muin  information 
'rypc SV,,,,,,: It is s;titl tltoc .~/ lc  .slil)/~oel ~r.~c,trk. it110  hi^ !C(). ~OCUS.  Ra thc r  than  : 

[c/'Notc [all 
T y p e  SI/,,,, C: It was  considered impossiblef ir  aityorle 10 escape. It's lfun being a wosressl 

w e  h e a r :  
Note certain constructions which hnvc a11 the appearance of chusel extraposition (11 ~ c c ~ ~ l s l  

appe~r,~/~~pp~,pcncd/cl~ui~ced/etc), the corresponding nonextraposed version does not occur. For It's I F ~ N  being a H ~ S T ~ S S ~  
there is no sentence '~i tot  ceeryrilir~g i.sfi,~e srTnrs to correspond with 11 rcenls ihat 

rucr,,ryrllj,rg jsfille, nor do WC find * TIIUI she slipped arrozir blto his i~,o i.v mid. In such cases, WC with main focus o n  t h e  first e l ement  o f  the  predicate. 111 writing, (his example 
may say that the extraposition is obligatory. With be, this type of cxtra~osition is Ibr could well b e  punc tua ted  a s :  
expressions of possibility and (especially) for reflective quc~lions: 

It may be that she no longer trusts you. It's fun, being a hostess. 
could it be that you left the keys in your office? 

other charllcteristics ofthe verbs entering into this calegoty are presented in 18.36. 
W e  migh t  conclude f rom this  tha t  the  participial clause has just as much  

[b] clauscs with e x t r a p ~ s ~ d  subject must be distinguished from superficially similar clauses in with a noun-phrase t a g  (Cf 18.59; eg : H e >  rrfiiend o f . n j j ~ j ~  ~ / ~ ~ ~ t  )llN,l) 
whicll it is a pronoun or empty 'prop' subject: Ii's,qood to cut (ir 'This (fish, eft) is good a s  wi th  a genu ine  ex t raposed  subject. 
to eat'); 1i:i loue(v a'cu~her ~o~O/i~.vhil~,? (C/! (1.321). 
[c] ~j- and a~/len-clauses behave very much like extraposed subjects in SCntCncCs like: 

~t would be a pity if we missed the show. 
[c/ l t  is a pity that we missed the show1 

11'11 be a great day when you win the sweepstake. Extraposi t ion of a clausal  object  
I[ is doubtful in each case, however, whether the clausc could act as subject, although i t  could 18.35 When t h e  object  i s  a n  -ing clause i n  S V O C  a n d  SVOA clause types, it can 
act as in i t i a l  adverbial clause: ~ j i ~ s  nlisser~ [/re shoiv, ii ~vosl</ he n pill' ( c J ' I o . ~ ~ ) .  on undergo  extraposi t ion;  w h e n  i t  is a to-infinitive clause or a that-clause, i t  
t~lererore, these appear to be sdverbials rather lhan extraposed subjects. Contrast: ror'ls (onliss m u s t  d o  SO: 
[he sboiv lvolrld he a pity - If u,ua/d be upir), for us to >rri.S.i rhr .dlo)v. 
[,JJ ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~  case is the 'phrasal extraposition' of 11's iivo 111111ilre1l n~il@sfiol~l Bosiorllo You m u s t  find i t  exciting working llere. 
N~,,,, ycrrk, where the prepositional phrase sequence, if fronted, could ;cl either as subject or as 

Cotltrast: I m a d e  settlirtg the ttmtter my  p r ime  objective, 
*I m a d e  ir my  p r ime  objective settling the I P I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

I o w e  it t o  you tha t  the jury acquitredme. 
Cf: **I o w e  tha t  tlre ju ry  acqtiitted nle t o  you. 

I i3we nlY acquittal t o  you. [with co r respond ing  
Extraposi t ion o f  -ing clauses 

18.34 .b,]though w e  men t ioned  (18.33) t h a t  extraposi t ion isusualforclausalsubjectsl Someth ing  p u t  i t  i n to  his  head  tltat she lvos a 
the re  is a n  except ion w i t h  -ing clauses w h i c h  occur  very natural ly in  o rd ina ry  Cf: **Something pu t  that  slte was a spy in to  his  head .  
subject  posi t ion:  Someth ing  Pu t  the iflea of her being a spy in to  h i s  h e a d ,  
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The construction type She's a p l e a s u r e  to teach 

Whcrc thc cxtr;tposed cl;~use of 18.33 is of typc SVCand compriscs:ln object 
or prepositional complement, the noun phrase concerned can somctimcs hc 
frontcd to becomc the thcmc in placc of it. For example: 

To teach Elizabeth is a pleasure. 
It is a pleasure to tcach Elizabeth. (cj'18.33) - Elizabeth is a pleasure to teach. 

It's impossible to deal with him. - WC's impossible to deal with. 

It's easy/difficult to beat them. - They're easy/dificult to beat. 

It's fun (for us) to be with Margaret. - Margaret is fun (for us) to be 
with. 

This thematic fronting does not apply to all constructions of the same kind. 
For instance, with: 

there is no corresponding: 

'They are to {F::]. 
(See further 16.72j') . 

There is a similar construction for be sure, b e  certain, s e e m ,  a p p e a r ,  b e  s a i d ,  

b e  kr lowi~,  etc, except that in these cases the corresponding construction with 
anticipatory it requires a that-clause, not a to-infinitive clause, and except 
also that it is thesubject of the extraposed clause that is fronted: 

It's certain that we'll forget the - We're certain to forget the 

address. address. 
It seems that you've made a mistake. - You seem to have made a 

mistake. 

It is known that he's a coward. - He's known to be a coward. 

Note [n] A combination of the movement explained in 18.33-34 permits a valuable range of sentence 

forms adjusting the development of communicative dynamism and the assignment of end-focus 
as desired. Thus along with the canonical SVCsentence: 

To /play 'Mozart on  'this vio'lin is ~ C L ~ G H T ~ U ~ ~  

we have three further possibilities. First, with ordinary ir extraposition: 
It is dcllightful to 'play 'Mozart on 'this v i o l i ~ l  

Secondly, with thematization of the object Mozurt in the extraposed clause, we emphasize even 

lbl We must make a clear distinction hclwcen the type of them;~tic fronting d~scusscd here 
(where the itcm ;lssomes m;~xi~n;llly 'givcn'sl;~lus) ;111d llle Srollli~tg disc~l\\ctl ill IX.?OI, where 
tllc itcm rc1;lins ils n ~ ~ t ~ s l ~ l > j c c l  sI:!lus gli~rll~~lilli~itlly ~ I I I ~  I \  ~ ~ V C I I  ~ ~ C : I I C I  t l~e lor~ci~l  c ~ i i p l ~ ; ~ ~ i s .  
Contrast the Ibllowing pairs: 

I M ~ ~ / i ~ r t  is dc'liglllf~~l to play <m this vit ,ri~( 
L I~6z;lrll it is dclliglitiul III play on this v i o r i ~ l  

E~iznbclhl  il is ;I Iplc;~surc to~Bnc111 
A slighter hut sornewh;~t corrcspon~ling dilTcrcncc occurs hctwccn: 

In Iheg;lrdclt lltere is ;I sun<li;~l. In lllc g;~rden I\:$ aul11li;ll. 
Scc IX.2.1. IX.45//. 
[c) With b~~rerroitt .  hcsurr. ;I persan;ll sul~jcct can he li~llawcd Iry eitllcl ;I r o - i ~ ~ l i ~ l ~ l i v c  cl:tubc or 
;In +r~gclause, but there is ;I cruci;ll dilrcrencc in me:loing. 

cerl;lla to be puf on the o ~ n ~ m ~ l l e r .  ITl~r.spc;~ker is cor~lidcntl J ~ I ~ C I  is Cr. ' ] { 
of being pul on tlic co~nmillee. [J:~ncl is conl'idenl] 

Id] The conslruction type 'Sbc is a plc;~sure to te;lch' hcen r;~lled .Toup11 kluvemcnt' by 
reason of cnnonic~ll (if rather informal)cx;lmples involving tlte ;~djective m,g/~./,. ;IS in //r,:t o ~,,II~/, 
~ ~ r n f r  fu urgrre ~virh. 

Postponement of object in SVOC and SVOA clauses 
18.37 When the object is a long and complex phrase, final placement for end-focus 

or end-weight is possible in SVOC and SVOA clause types. This does not 
involve an it-substitution. 

(a) Shift from SVO,,C, order to SVC,O,, order: 

They pronounced guilty euerjl orie oj'tlie acclrsed. 
He had called an idiot the  nlail  oil ~ v h o s e  jltdgmerlt  h e  r i o ~ v  had t o  rely. 

(b) Shift from SV0,A to SVAO,: 

I confessed to him all itiy lvorst def>cts. 
We heard from his own lips t11e s t o r y  of 'ho~v h e  I iud  bee11 s t r a r i ~ l e d  

.for days ~~,ithorct food. 
She dragged (right) in(side) t h e  tiro h e a u ~ ,  6o.yes qf'cher~riccrls. 

We cannot set (totally) aside a n h a l e  .vystet,r ql' rtrlcs r lec ised  b y  

Co) igre .~s  iiselJ: 

The fact that we are disturbing the normal order in such clauses is indicated 
by a tendency to adopt a different intonation pattern. Thus the movement 
forward of the C or A is usually accompanied by the assignment to it of a 
marked (subsidiary) focus (cf 18.17): 

He had lcalled an i ~ i o t  his 'best F R ~ E N D ~  

She Jpulled to 'one S ~ D E  the 'heavy c i i~ t a in l  . 
Compare: 

He had lcalled his 'best 'friend an i~ io t l  
She lpulled the 'heavy 'curtnin to 'one S ~ D E ~  

Note The Sentence 1f1. /~irod r'l!llei/ (111 ir/iol hls b<,.sr h.i',ta/ ~nccd not of course invol\,e tnovcmcnt: with 
unc~ltered SVOC we would understand Illat ;in idiot w;~s his hest I.ricnd. 

more ( h i  propertiesofthe violin: 
IMozart is de'lightful to 'play on 'this V ~ O L ~ N (  

Thirdly, with Lhemalization of the prepositional complement, we switch attention to the 
properties of Mozart's music: 

IThis vio'lin is de'lightful to'play ~ o z a r t  'on1 
The shifting relations of the adjective can perhaps be seen more cleerly in the follo\ving: 

This (jug is ~ i ~ f i c u l t  to pour CRBAM out of1 
\Cream is ~ i ~ f i c u l t  to pour out of this l b ~ l  

The rormer implies difficulties with the jug (perhaps its spout is too narrow); the latter implies 
dificulties with cream (perhaps it is too thick). 
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Objects and paraphrases 
18.38 In tlitr;~nsitivc cotnplelncntation (~I.16.5S/f.), the indircct object precedes the 

direct object : 

~ 1 1 ~  \ g v e  { ~ ~ ~ h r o t " c r )  a s~oncteritlg\ ( 1 1  

'] ' l l t ls  , v ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ c l -  110t tltc 0, is ~ i r o ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ; ~ l i , c c l ~  I I I C  i ~ ~ ~ p l i c : ~ l i o ~ )  is lh:ll i l  

cctrries lesscommunicntive dyn;lmism (is rcl;ttivcly 'givcn') n s c ( ~ ~ ~ ~ p ; ~ r c t l  with 
the O,!. Where thc conversc is truc, the 0, is replaced by a prepositional 
phrase and placed after Od: 

She (gave a 'signet ring to her  BROTH^^^ [21 

but  tllcrc is a thjrtl possibility; Lllc prcposition;~! p:l~.:lpIlr~~~ Of the 0, C;tn 
itself precede the 0 , :  

She (gave to her n ~ 6 ~ H e r  a sicnet 'ring( 
L31 

Note that we cannot have: *Site gave (to) her brother it (~1'10.7). The O,I in 
[3] has the same rhetnatic force as in [ l ]  but the Oi has been replaced by a 
form that raises its comtnunicative dynamism above that of the Oi in [l]  
though still below that of the paraphrase in [2]. 

Collsider now the special type of ditransitive construction we find with 
eventive objects (cf'10.30): 

We paid them a visit. 
l41 

He gave Helen a N ~ D G E .  
L51 

Here we have a device which is convenient when our c0mmunicative 
requirement is to put focal emphasis on the activity rather than on a human 
participant. Contrast: 

We paid a visit to some old FR~ENDS. 
14al 

?He gave a nudge to H E L ~ ~ .  
[Sal 

But as we can see from the doubtful acceptability of [Sal, it may be preferable 
not to use the eventive object construction a t  all when it is a human 
participant that is needed in end-focus: 

We visited some old FR~ENDS. 
[4bI 

He nudged H E L ~ ~ .  
[5bI 

(See further 18.43). 

Note Where both Od rind 0, are pronouns, it would be usual to replace thc latter by ;l to-phrase: 
She GAVE it to him. 

v$##i She gave it l0 H ~ M  

but not: 

Discontinuous noun phrases 
18.39 Sometimes only part of an element is postponctl. The most commonly 

:~li'cctccl par1 is tltc [iost~nocIific;~lio~l ol' ;I no1111 pltr;~sc, ; I I X I  I I I C  111ti1s 1110st 
rc;tdily poslponcd arc nominal (in this c;lsc alllx~silivo) cliluscs (t:/ 17. 172 ;incl 
also 18.3.3f): 

A rt~tttoitr c i rc t~l ;~tc~l  wi(lcly 11it11 111, I I , ~ ~ , s  ,s~*t,r~,//t, I,,I,:~~~:,~,/ I( ,  !lJ1, 
hfor~'/tirJtt~~.~.v. (U: '/I rtlltt~~lrr rltol 111. I I < ~ I . S  .r,,r.r~.!/~, ~ . tyr t f i~ .~/  l,, /Ill. 
Mtrrchio~rc.s.s circulated widcly:) 

Tlic prohloir then arose It!/] 11.1itt1 c~ot~rril)rt/k~~r ~ h ~ ~ l ~ r t h l i c  .sltorrl~lpc~~. 
(Cj': 'Tlteprobletrt ((/;l who! cotttrib~tiio~t tltepttblic .shoultlpc~~. then 
arose. ') 

Ilowcvcr, ollic~. postmotlilying cl;~l~scs, ;~li(l CVCII  ~Itr;tses, ~ : I I I  I>c SO post- 
poned : 

The tir~le had come to rlecorate tlte house fbr CItri.sr11icrs. 
Tltnt loaf'was stale that you solclnte. 
A steering conv~iittee had been formed, corui.stittg q/ Mes.sr.r Ogrt~j,o, 

Schultz, and Robinson. 

The postponement in each case results in a 'discontinuous' noun phrase  
(cf'17.122) which is italicized in the examples. Discontinuity often results, 
too, from the postponement of postmodifying phrascs of exception (cJ 9.58): 

ANofus were frightened {t:ept} the mptr~in 

As well as  subject, the discontinuous noun phrasc can be a complement o r  
object: 

Wl~at btisit~ess is it of yours? (CfWhat business of yours is it?') 
We heard the story from his own lips (/'/IOIV 11e II~(I.Y .strc~~rclerl/i,r d o ~ i r  

n~itltout food. 
I met a mart this morning carrying art ittjtrrerl child. 

But we may speak analogously of internal discontinuitics: that is, where 
there is movement of parts of a noun phrase to achieve end-lbcus, without 
actual insertion of elements that do not form part of the noun phrase as  a 
whole. Compare the following 'normal'example: 

The discouery oj'nerv huilclintg 1trciteric11.r in tllr course uj'this centur~j (has 
revolutionized architecture). 

Compare SVOA: 'They discovered the ncw materials this century'. In fact, 
the unedited example was as follows: 

Architecture has been rcvolutionizcd by the di.scol;er)~ in the course c?/ 

this century ofrlew btiilrlirlg ntaterials. 

This corresponds to SVAO: 'They discovered this century the new materials'. 
in 18.37, an  agential phrase of our own was internally discontinuous: 

. . . is usually accompanied by the c~ssignritertt to it of'o nrcirkecl . . .,lbcus. 

In such cases, as with the illustrative examples of 18.37-38, the item which 
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has in effect been fronted (to it in this example) is frequently given marked 
focus: 

. . . by thc aslsignmcnt rb it1 of a Imnrkcd . . . FVCUS~ 

Let us take onc tinill examplc to illuslr:~tc tltc llcxihility olrcrcd by 
nominalization ill providing, through 'internal discontinuities', a vnricd 
ordering of constituents to suipspecific informational goals. Bearing in mind 
the constraints on permuting the sequence of sentence elements, WC indicate 
thc gre:l[cr I'rccdom within the noun phrase hy putting in quot:ltion marks 
the analogies betwecn scntcncc elcmcnts and tlic noun-phrnsc constituents. 
I t  will be seen that we can give end focus to constituents corresponding 10 all .. ~.~ 

four of the elements in an SVOA sentence: 

Lovell discovered the new star in 1960. SVOA 

Lovell's discovery of the new star in 1960. . . - 'SVOA' 

The discovery by Lovell in 1960 of the new s tar .  . . - 'VSAO' 

The discovery of the new star in 1960 by Lovell . . . - 'VOAS' 

(?)Lovell's 1960 new star discovery. . . - 'SAOV' 

18.40 Whether we are reordering the constituents within a noun phrase or 
interrupting them to insert another sentence element, there appear to be two 
major motivations: 

(a) Theone is toachieve a stylistically well-balanced sentence in accordance 
with the norms of English structure; in particular to achieve END-WEIGHT. 
For example, it would be usual to avoid forming a scntence with a long 
subject and a short predicate. Thus we would prefer [l], with discontinuity, 
to [2], without discontinuity: 

Tl~e story is told of her pltet~otnettal s~rcccss in Australia. [l1 

(?) Tlre story ofherphenomenal success in Alrstralia is told. [21 

(b) The other is to achieve an  information climax with END-FOCUS. For 
example : 

She rapidly spotted the book right on my desk tltar Ihad  been 
clesperately searchblg Jar all mor~titlg. [31 

ordering found in [3] matches in a highly satisfying way the mounrlng 
communicative flow: 

She rapidly spotted the book. 
It was right there on my desk. 
Yet I had been desperately searching for it all morning. 

At the thematic end we have the rapidity of finding the book; a t  the rhematic 
end the long duration of the search; in the transition - the point of noun- 
phrase discontinuity - we have the ironic juxtaposition of the book and the 
desk. 

In most of the exalnples given in 18.39, of course, the two factors (a) and 
(h) coincide, as indeed they do in [ l ]  and [3] above. With another type of 
noun phr:~sc, I~owcvcr, it is clc:~rly to givc cntl-liicus ri~tllcr than cnd-wcight 
th:tt (hc postponctnent t;~kcs pl:lcc. 'l'ltis is [hc noun phr;tsc wit11 ~ I I I  c11ipl1;ilic 
rcflcxive pronoun (hittt.~r,l/; etc) in iipposition: 

The driver h i r n s k ~ ~  told me. -- 'I.hcdrivcr told mc hims8~r..  
Did you y o u r s i ~ ~ p a i n t  the portrait? - Did you paint the portrait 

y o u r s b ~ ~ ?  

As the cmphi~tic rellexive pronoun I.rccluc~itly hc:~rs nuclear stress, the 
postponement is necessary if thc sc~ltcncc is to havc end-lbcus. Such 
postponement is possible, however, only if the noun phrase in apposition 
with the pronoun is thesubject: 

Ishowed Ian the letter myseu: 
*I showed ran the letter hinlsclj: 

(But cf: 'I showed ran hinlselfthe letter') 

Note With some otlier czises of pronominal apposition, we mxy prefer to postpo~le the second clcnlcnt 
lo a position immedii~lely following the opernlor rather than to the end ol.the scntence. This is 
especizilly true with 011, horlr, eoclr (cf6.50). For cxnmple: 

Tlleaduisers had U// been arrel'ully selected. 
We also find: 

My sistersdon't either of rhem eat enough. 
T e e  l c e n t i a s t i  ) (inrOrmill) 

Correlative items in comparative sentences 
18.41 Somedegree of discontinuity is the rule rather than the exception in sentences 

containing comparative clauses, tliougl~ where the comp-element (cf. 15.63lj.) 
is a degree adverbial, examples without discontinuity are fairly easy to find. 
For example : 

He has worked for the handicapped rnore thart ariy othc~rpoliticiart (has). 
He has worked more for the handicapped than at!,) otherpoliticicttr (has). 

Comparisons involving noun phrases as heads are rare without discontinuity 
and are frequently punctuated to indicate that they are regarded as ad hoc 
compounds ( d A p p  1.59): 

He is earning higher-than-average wages. 

In such cases, verb ellipsis is obligatory; compare: 

He is earning higher wages than (are) average, 

There is thus a minimum 'discontinuity' that we should take as the norm, 
with the correlative item following the head of the comp-element phrase 
(though we regard these as complementation structures: c/ 2.32): 

She had tnore money that1 herfirrho (had) by the time she was thirty. 
He is more skilled tkalt hb brotltcr (is) in [natters of finance. 
They visit her more frequently thoti the,. user1 to now that she's ill. 
He was too hot to do Ifis work despite the air-conditioncr. 
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~ u t  if nuclear focus were required on thc correlative item, it could bc lnovcd 
to finall position in each case even though the discont int~i t~  would now 
I I< I I I I I : I I I~  ~ . c q u i ~ c  s<.(~:tl:~lion i i l t , ~  (lill'(.rc~~l I I I I I ?  !~llill(: 

She had (~nore'money by thc'time she ~ ; I S . T I I ~ I V I . Y ~  tl1;111 Iter I I : ~ I . I I C ~  
(had)J 

I Ic is 1rnot.c Iskillctl in '1n:lttcrs oS~:i~;tncc( than his Innd~llcr (is)[ 
' 1  11cy l ~ c r ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ c ~ l ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ c ~ ~ l l y ' ~ t ~ ~ w  llt:~l 4 1 ~ ' s  i1.1.1 I I I : I I I  l l~cy I < I S I ~ I )  1111 

1 1 ~  ~ ; i s  I [ O O ~ \ I < I [  L\cs~-i I.V lltc ~ i l < - c o ~ ~ ' ~ I i t i t ~ ~ ~ c r l  10 Itfo 111s W I ' I I < I ~ I  

Otlier discuntiiluities 
18.42 Some adjectives that take complementation (cf7.22, 16.68fj') can simultane- 

ously function as premodifiers. Compare: 

clijJcrtv~t resultji~or~~ ~~oltr:s. 
This is a { similar result ro hers. 

In cases like these last, discontinuity is felt to be quite normal and the 
position is similar to that of the correlative item in comparative sentences 
(cf 18.41). So also: 

She works in the opposite room to this 
It is a timid dog ~sith strangers. 

Despite superficial similarity with prepositional phrases postmodifying a 
head, there is rarely danger of ambiguity: 

1 was told by a man in the office. 

The possible difference here ('A man told me in the ofice' or ' A  man in the 
ofice told me') is unlikely to give rise to communicational difficulties, but the 
following example is more seriously ambiguous: 

They made an  embarrassing protest to the authorities. 

In such instances, revision is essential to make it clear which of the two 
possible meanings is intended: 

They made a protest that was embarrassing to the authorities. [ l ]  

[ie 'Their protest embarrassed the authorities'] 
They made a protest to the authorities that was embarrassing. [2] 

[ie 'They protested to the authorities in a way that was 
(generally) embarrassing'] 

If the meaning of [Z] is intended but with the end focus on the atcthorities as 
in [I], further revision is necessary. Perhaps: 

Thev embarrassed everyone by making a protest to the authorities. [2a] 

They were fond to some extent of Brecht's early work. 
I t  was differee in many respects from what she had expected. 

A similar type of discontinuity can occur within ~wcposi~ionatl phritscs: 

He workcd h:irtl, 111i/l//iri! li)r rhc most 1x1r-1 m ! ,  ~.(.II.NY//. 

Nlllr I I I  i ~ c l ~ l l i i ( n l l . o l  U U I I I ~ C .  &VC llilve lllc I I I P I I ' I ~ ~ ~ I O I ) . ~ ~  ~ ~ I ~ I . ! ~ ~ ( . ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ I ! I I I I C ~  1 t 1  1 1 ~ ~  1)1111.: 
Il%iclr~n,ri/~sl~;~ll we pol him ik'! 

Altl~ough we do not speak of discontinuity ill  tltc vcrh p l~r ;~sc ,  tllere is omen a,mp;tr;thlc 
inrorm;ltion;~l mo1iv;llion ill  tllc inqcrtion of :~~lirrhi;ll.; i l l  I f ;  r.1 H 10 I)<~tlhllc.;\ lllc wihl t  to 
:~v<,icl;~ 'sl'lll i t ~ l i ~ l i l i v r ' ( r / H  ? l )  i \ ; t  wisll I t ~ ; ~ v < n ~ c l  .I ~lr.!t<.lvvcl I~ I .~ ( I I I I ! I I I I I I IV  Y ~ I  III w r i l ~ ~ , ) ! ,  I I  i,  
I I I ~ C I I  L . I I I I V I . I I I P I I I  1 1 1  11'<1. : l 11  i l l l \ ' ~ . l I ~ ~ : l I  i l l l l l l ~ ! < ~ l I I l  1 1 1 ~  1'1111111~1111 0111'1.11111 1 I # #  ~'h.lll>lllp 

'l'l~cy did 111~1cccI / I I I~ : I  h o l u l i u ~ ~ .  

' 1 ' 1 1 ~  i~~lcrl~~~sillg of ~ I I ~ / < ~ I ' ~  IlCre jllslilic~ illc c r i I ~ ~ l 1 ~ ~ 1 1 c  </i t /  (c:/ lflc c l i w t ~ s s i ~ ~ ~ ~  < > l  I I I \ C I I I I I ~  i,, ,Y/,,,~I, 
IX.I.7). i~ch~cving ;In cllkul comp:lri~hlc to 111c ~lsc ofl,ror~,cly ;~lonc III spvurh: 

They loio lind a solution1 

Str~~cturill  cotnprssi~lios 
18.43 A major prcocclipation in the pl~cnomcn;~ we 11;lvc hccn consitlcring in 

18.3!/r has been the ;~chicvc~ncnt of cnd-weight whctl~cr phrasal, clausal, 
orsentential. The very natureofthe~ncand Ibcus,givcn and ncw information, 
leads to the expectation that the thematic itcm (typically the subject) will be 
shorter than the focal item (typically a part of the predicate). Given, 
moreover, that the V element is not normally expected to carry the maximum 
communicative dynamism in a sentence (cf'18.3), we develop the expectation 
that V will be a t  a transition point between a thematic low communicative 
dynamism and a focal high: 

JJill will de'cide next WBEKJ 
The /boy 'broke the w i ~ d o w l  
My Jfriend be'came r i~g ry )  

All this has the effect of making the simplest realization of the SVclause type 
sound oddly incomplete: 

JMary ~ N G I  My lfriend COOKED~ 

In consequence, this type of SV realization is rather rare and it would be 
more usual to find an optional predication adjunct (cf 8.34): 

Mary sang for hours. My friend cooked enthnsiastically. 

At the very least, we would make intransitive verbs bipartite, an auxiliary 
serving as  a transition between theme and focus: 

/Mary was s j ~ c i n g l  My Jfriend would coo~l 
Such rephrasing is obviously context-dependent; it is not often, for 

example, that a verb phrase might equally well be progressive o r  
nonprogressive. Other means have therefore had to bc devised for 'stretching' 
the predicate into a multi-word structure. One of the most generally 
serviceable (though it tends to be rather informal in tone) is to replace the 
intransitive verb by a transitive one of very general meaning, taking as  its 
eventive object a nominalization of the intransitive item (cJ10.30, 17.5lf). 
The general verbs do, make, give, have, rake are widely used in  this 
construction, though the choice is strictly limited in any individual case (*She 
took a shriek, *She did a shriek - unless the latter is in the sense 'She acted/ 
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perjbrmed a shriek', as on the request of the producer). Consider the following 
pairs: 

Likewise, in place of [2] and [3]: 

lmany s~6dents l  in filnancial ~ R b U ~ l e l  [Fa1 

/quite a 'few 'species of h ima l s l  in [danger of P a l  

does some cooking. She rcplicd. 
She made a reply 

Mary shrieked. They strolled. 
Mary gave a shrick. Thcy took ;I stroll. 

I bathed. 
I had a bath. ['I took a bath' (esp A m 0 1  

So also solve -find a solutiort, agree - reach (or conte to) art agreement, apply - 
subtnit an applicatiott, stcggest - ojer  (or t a k e )  a slcgges!io~~, punlit - grcrttt 
(orgiae)permission, attend - pay altenlion, etc (cfalso 10.28, 18.38). 

Existential sentences 

18.44 We have seen in 18.8-9 that the organization of sentences in terms of theme 
and focus generally presumes that a sentence begins with reference to 'given' 
information and proceeds to provide 'new' information. But there are many 
occasions when we must make statements whose content does not fall neatly 
into these two categories: 

A /car is 'blocking my WAY) [I1 

\Many 'students are in fi'nancial T R O U B ~ ~ ~  L21 

\Quite a 'few 'species of 'animals are in 'danger of ex l i~c t ion l  [3] 

Let us assume that the originator of these sentences has in each case put the 
focus where it was wanted. Nonetheless a certain awkwardness is sensed 
where the recipient is expected to interpret a theme as entirely new and 
unconnected with anything previously introduced. It is in these circumsPances 
that it is convenient to have devices for providing some kind of dummy 
theme which will enable the originator to indicate the 'new' status of a whole 
clause, including its subject. Thus in place of [l], we might have: 

Existr:ntial s e n t e n c e s  1403 

In serving to bring the existence of an entire proposition (such as !hose in [I] ,  
[2], and [31 to the attention of the hearer, thc resultant constructions are  
known as 'exislcntial sentences', by far thc commonest bcing the  type 
introduced by unstressed thcre, accompanied by thc simplc prcscnt o r  past of 
he. 

Note [a1 Many othcrconstructionstl~~~n those illustratecl :~hovc ;Ire invoked to serve thc same purpose; 
for cx~lmple, il with the proposilion asexlr;~poscd subject (1.1 18.33): 

It is lllls a f;lct l,, l,c t11;rt t l w t )  ~n:tny S I ~ I ~ ~ C I ~ I S ; I ~ C  in fi~~;t~lciiil  ~rctul>lv. 

Allcr~~;~livcly t ~ g ~ ~ i n ,  llle proposrtion c;ln be nl;~dc ;I cl;ius;tl ol,jccl: 
Onc finds t h ; ~ ~  
WC musl recognize th11t many students ;arc in fin;~nci;~l trouhlc. 
I have to say th;~t 

existential: 
DANGER! 

I 
[bl Block language ((1 1.451/) oficn consisls ol' vcrhlcss senlcnccs t11:1t c:!n he reg;ircled ;IS 

YEN AT WORK OVERHEAD 

Note that thereare two typesof negative directives and slog;~ns: 
No way out 
No exit I ='There i s .  . .' 
No through way 
No arrest without warrant 
No reduction in wages ='There~~rrirr he. . : 
No discrimination I 

[clSentences withentirely 'new'themesseem to belessawkward ifcombined with discontinuous 
postmodification of the noun phrase (cf 18.39), thus placing the focus of new infonni~tion at the 
end. Compare: 

?A birdis in that tree. 
A bird is In that tree 1shic11 Ibe newr seen arureid here hclorc,. {. 

{?AV idea is in his head. 
A r  rdea is in his head rlrar the resl of s s  ore ogoi~~sr h i r ~ ~ .  

Existential there 

Correspondence with basic clause patterns 
18.45 There is aregular correspondence between existential sentences with tlrere + 

be and clauses of equivalent meaning as specified in terms of the basic clause 
patterns (cf 10. lff), provided that the clause concerned 

(i) has an indefinite subject (but cf Note [a]); and 
(ii) has a form of the verb be in its verb phrase. 

Allowing for these tworequirements, wemay relate basic clauses to existential 
forms by means of a general rule: 

subjcct + (auxiliaries) + be + predication 
-there + (auxiliaries) + be + subject +predication 

The subject of the original clause may be called the 'notional' subject of the 
there-sentence, so as to distinguish it from there itself, which for most 
purposes is the 'grammatical' subject (cf 18.46). Examples of the seven clause 
types along with the existential correspondences are given below: 
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Type SVC 
S(lmcllling must hc wrong. - Thcrc mnst hc something Wrong. 

Typc SVA 
Was anyone in the vicinity'? - Was thcre etlyonc in Ihc vicinity? 

'Typc SV 
N~OI IC W;IS w : ~ i l i ~ ~ ~ ! , ,  . '~'IIL'IL' W ; I S  1 1 0  ,III(, w:~ i l i l~ l , , .  

Typc SVO 
Plenty of pcoplc ;trc gcttitlg promolion. - There are plenty of people getting promotion. 

Type SVOC 
Two bulldozers hnve been knocking the place flat. - Tllcrc have I ~ ~ I I  two bulldozers knocking thc pl;lcc flat 

Typc SVOA 
A girl is putting the kettle on. - There's a girl putting the kettle on 

Type SVOO 
Soniething is causing my friend distress. - There's something causing my friend distress. 

Passive versions of the correspondences are also to be noted: 

Type SVps 
A whole box has been stolen. - There has been a whole box stolen. 

Type SV,, C 
No shops will be left open. - There'll be no shops left open. 

The notional subject can be postponed (cj'18.31) if it is required to have focal 
prominence: 

There was in the vicinity a helpful doctor. 
There'll be left open no single well-stocked shop. 

Especially in informal usage, there is an existential sentence with an -ed 
clause following the noun phrase: 

There's a parcel come for you. 
There's a book gone from my desk. 
There's a tree fallen across our driveway. 
There's a new history of Indonesia published. 

N~~~ ~h~ rule that existential sentences should have an indefinite noun phrase as'notional subject' 
us from constructing sentences l ike *Tl~ercS Ihe rrrorreJJ irr rbe box from Tllc alon@JJ is 

(he bol,  hi^ limitation can be waived, however, where the definite noun phrase conveys new 
information. in answerstoexistentiaI questions (actualor implied), such that the answer provides .. .. 

a specific (and hence definite) instance: 
A :  Have we any loose cash i n  thehouse? 

R. Wcll. there's the money i n  the box over thcre . . . -. . , . 
A :  Is there anyone coming to dinner? 

B: yes, there's Harry and there's also Mrs lones. 
compare also: m e r e  are seueral arrirnals commonly depicted i n  heraldry; for instance, there is 

Also ;~cccpl:~hlc is llie ~ l c l i ~ l i l c  rho wlliclh is ~lclerhninc(l hy llic ;hhv,lulc \c~l,crl;hlivc (,./7.84). :IS 

ill. 
'rlicrc's l l ~ c  rrrlclc\l-lorrkin~! IIB:~II \ l i~ l l< l i~h~! :~ l  lllr lv~,~lt  CIIII,I 

'I Ili* L.(IIII.~II(DII~~ 1 1 ) i t l l  i l l ~ l ~ l l r l i l c  i l l l lc lr  ill IIIP Icnllo\(,i~~~~ ,III~.III:III~,L~ l . ~ ~ t l r ~ ~ , ~ :  
'I Ilcrc'srf III~II~ L ~ S I I J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  ,,/,,,,,,,r,,,,,~,.b~;~~i,l~~,g ;,I 111, ,,,,,,I ,I,,,,,., 

lbl Whcrc />?is p;lrt of i l  scmi-:luxilillry collslrllclion. lllcrc ;Ire I-cslriclir~ns wilb cxislcnli;~l fh.n.: 
A man is l0  lix il lornorrow. + 'l'licre is :I hi1;111 I,) I i y  it Iorimrrow. 
A r n ~ i l t ~  isIx)1111d I t ) i ~ ~ t i v c h o o ~ ~ .  - " l l ~ r ~ c  i\:l 111,111 I>IIIIIIII III:III~VC'.~~~,I~ 
A III~III 1, yc~1111~ 11% 1 1 ~ 1 1 1  lllr . '' l  I!rnc I,.:, ~ ~ L , I I )  ) S O C I , ) *  11, 1 n ~ 1 1 ~  

Ilu1: 
A m;ln is hoohl(1 10 he lherc soon. - 'l'lhcre i., holtrrri ro hr. ;I II~:III IIC~C SO~,II. 

A III:III is g(1i11g to be ~1111 Iler. - 'I'lhcre r\xr,rrrx rrr hr, ;I III;III WIIII IICI 
[C] Noun phrtlses introduced by the '~!nivers:~l' l e r l l l s~ l l o r  orr,r~, ;Ire not a, c:~sily m;ldc 'notional 
subjects' ofcxistcntii~l scnlences (?* Tlrerc II,~I.V crcrynrhc irr rln. rooar) :IS other types o f  indefinite 
expression. They act :IS such mostly in'second insl:~~~cc';!nswcr.; lo  ehistcnli;~l questions: 

A :  WII;II is lllere 111 he :lfr:~icI of? 
11: ~l'l~crc's i~vcry t lh i~~g 10 lhc :xI'r:~icl of! 

Ncg:llivc ol~ivcrs;~ls arc fully :hcccptablc: Y " ~ c ~ c ' s  1lot11111g 10 wo r~y  ~I~UIII: 

Id1 Existential rhercoccurs Srccly i n  d e p c ~ ~ d e ~ ~ t  cl;t~~ses: 
Let me know i f  there's ;lllvonc wailinn. 

[cl I n  SVC-related sentences, the C cannot usu;~lly denulc :I pcrm;inent property: 
There were several students ill. 

But: 
?'There were sever;~l students t;iIl. 

[O Some frozen exisrenti;~l clauses exist without rArrt>; for example (inSornm;~l): 
Time Wi\S wl~en I 'd have tackled i t .  [=  'l'hcre w:hs (once) ;I t i n~c  . . :l 

The status of  existential there as subject 
18.46 The there of existential sentences differs from there as an introductory adverb 

in lacking stress, in carrying none of the locative meaning of the place- 
adjunct there, and in behaving in most ways like the subject of the clause, 
doubtless reflecting the structural dislocation from the basic clause types: 

(i) It often determines concord, governing a singular form of the verb 
(cf 10.34fl) even when the following 'notional subject' is plural: 

Tllere's some people in the waiting room. (informal) 
occurs alongside: 

There are some people in the waiting room. 

(ii) It can act as subject in jws-no and tag questions: 
Is there any more soup? Therc's nothing wrong, is tlic,re? 

(iii) It can act as subject in infinitive and -;rig clauses: 
I don't want there to he arjy 1nis1111rlersta1r~Ii17g. 
He was disappointed a t  there heitig so little to do. 
Tliere Iiavinig bee11 trouble over tlris in thepast, I want to treat the matter 

cautiously. 

Note [a1 The absence oTlocative meaning is indicc~lcd by the ;lcccptability ofthe cxistcnlial scntcnce 
with herecooccurring with introductory rhert,: 

There's a screwdriver here. 
By conlrast, i~djunctrherc wit11 inversion (~f18.23),;1sin~Thcrc'stl1cgirl~. would becontr;~dictor~ 
with an added here: 

"There's tile screwdriver here! (Bet d. ~THBRES tllc sc~Bwdrivcrl  - IRigllt "HBREI 
[bl Existential rhrrccan be frontcd i n  association with the type oflo-clause discussed in 18.36: 

the lion'. 
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'Bare' existential sentences 
18.47 Apart from sentences related to basic clause types in the manncr dcscribcd 

in 18.45, we have to consider various other types of sentence introduced by 
existential /lrc,re. Among them is the 'bare' existcntial (somctimcs called 
'ontological') sentence, which simply postulates the existence of some entity 
or entities. I t  has a simple clause structure /Ircrc+ be + indefinite noun 
phrase : 

There was a moment's silence. 
There's nothing to do. 
There was a sudden noise. 
There are numerous species of edible fungi. 
Undoubtedly, there is a God. ['God exists'] 
Is there any other business? [as spoken by the chairman a t  the end of a 

meeting] 
There must be a more direct route. 

Such sentences are perhaps to be explained as cases in which the final 
element is omitted as  understood: 

There is a God (in the Universe). [ie now as always] 
Is there any other business (for the committee a t  this meeting)? 
There must be a more direct route (than the one we're discussing). 

Other sentences superficially like these are certainly to be so explained. For 
example, the sentence There'll be trouble, occurring on its own, implies a 
definite context: 'There'll be trouble at the matchlat the party', etc. 
Alternatively, it seems significant that many textual examples of 'bare' 
existentials comprise complexities that provide for the required double 
prominence. Compare such paraphrases of foregoing examples as: 

Edible fungi exist in numerous species. 
There was Isi~ence for a 'moment1 

In 'There have always been wars', we have an SVA existential, though the 
A-element (always) is a t  M (cf 8.16); compare 'There have been wars in all 
pcriorls of history'. 

Existential sentences with relative and infinitive clauses 
18.48 A more important additional type of existential sentence is that which 

consists of there + be + noun phrase + relative clause, and which resembles 
the cleft sentence (cf18.25, example [2]) in its rhetorical motivation. Such 
sentences can be related to sentences of orthodox clause types without the 

two restrictions mentioned in 18.45: the verb need not be n form of the verb 
hr. ;~ntl illlll011g11 there must he ;In indcli~lilc clc~ncnl, i f  ncrtl 1101 Ilc s~~ l? j cc t :  

Sonictli i~~g kccps upsclling him. (C'/ 'So~ltcll~ing i h  1.cl1c;1tctlly 
upsctting him') - 'I'hcre's something (tlii~t) kccps upsctting him. [I l 

I'd like you to mcet some pcoplc. - There's some pcoplc (that) I'tl likc you to Incct. L21 
It is interesting that the rcl:~tivc pronoun r11c11 in chc 'anncx' cl;~usc o f [ I ]  can 
bc omittctl (cspcci;~lly in inli~rlnal usilgc) cvcn wl~c r~  it is suhjcct OS thc 
relative clause; something not permissible according to the norm;~l rulc for 
relative clause formation (cf17.15): 

Thcre's a man lives in China. - *I know ;I man  lives in China. 
This omissibility is a sign of the special status within the main clause of the 
annex clause here, as in cleft sentences (c/ 18.28 Note). 

As with cleft sentences, we can have direrent tenses in the two parts of the 
sentence. Compare: 

There were some paintings that were admired by everyone. 
There are some planets that were discovered by the ancients 

The existential-with-relative construction is particularly common as a 
means of emphasizing a negative (cf Note below): 

There's nothing I can do about it. (- nothing rlrat/wlrich I can do) 
There was no way they could persuade her to try again. (- no way in 

which t hey . .  .) 

Compare, without this construction, 'They could persuade her b~ no \ray to 
try again.' . - 

Again, as  with cleft sentences, WC can negate either part: 

There was a student who didn't pass the exam. [=  one failed] 
There wasn't a student who passed the exam. [= all failed] 

But we can also negate both parts: 

There wasn't a student whodidn't pass the exam. [=al l  passed] 

One may also mention a common existential sentence pattern there + h e  + 
noun phrase + to + infinitive clause, which is problematic to the extent that 
it cannot be directly related to the basic clause types of 10. lff': 

There was no one for us to talk to. 
There's (always) plenty of housework to do. 

Such infinitive clauses are allied to relative clauses (cf17.9ff'), as we see on 
comparing: 

At last there was something to write home about. 

with the (stiffly formal) relative clause construction: 

At last there was something about which to write home. 
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This typc of existential scntcncc somctimcs has a dclinitc noun phrase as 
nolion;~l suhjcct (c/ ']  8.45, Note [a]): 

'I'hcrc's the II I ; I I I  ttexl (Ioc~r 10 col~siilrr. 

Note Alsothercis ;l restricted i~liom;lticc~,nstr!lclioll collsisli~~goflla~n~ -1- h? + l1eg;lllve -I- -ir!l:cl;lllsc: 
I 1 1 e  l i ~  I t  I I I I  l ' f l i c~e  iw't a n y  getting ;lw:ly frulll i t .  

0 1 1  IIII, I ~ ~ ~ L ~ I I I : I I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I  I ~ ~ ~ ~ L . ~ I I I ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ c ~ I I . ~ ~ /  I l4  

Existential sentences with verbs other than be 
18.49 The existential sentence has been described as 'presentative', in serving to 

hring sotncthing on to llic discours:ll stage deserving our attention. This 
sccmscspccially t1.11c ol ' ;~ r ;~t l lcr lcsscotn~no~~,  111t1rc lilcritry Iy~)c ~ I ' c x ~ s I c I I I ~ ~ I ~  
clause in which rhere is followcd by n vcrb other Ili:~n hi,: 

There rose in his imagination grand visions of a world empire. 
There exist a numbcr of similar medieval crosses in different parts of 

the country. 
There may come a time when the Western Nations will be less 

fortunate. 
Not long after this, there occurred a sudden revolution in public taste. 

This construction, which may be related to other sentence forms by the 
simple correspondence S + V - there + V + S (where S is usually indefinite), 
is equivalent in effect and style to subject-verb inversion after an initial 
adverbial (cf 18.23). Indeed, in all tlwre-existential sentences, there can be 
regarded as a 'dummy element', which, placed before the subject and verb, 
provides the necessary condition for inversion to take place. Grammatically, 
there is a subject, as we saw in 18.46 above and as we see again here with the 
operator inversion that takes place when the statement pattern is turned into 
a question, eg: Will there come a time . . . ?Did  there occur a sudden reoolzrtio?t 

7 . . .. 
But the present construction requires some expansion of the rule given 

above. In the first place, the verb must be intransitive (exceptions are 
idiomatic or dubious; cf Note [a]), and of fairly general presentative 
meaning: verbs of motion (arrive, enter,pass, come, etc), of inception (enterge, 
spring up, etc), and of stance (live, remain, srarld, lie, etc); but cf 18.50. In the 
second place, while 'ontological' or 'bare' existcntials are commoner with 
these verbs than with be (eg: Theresprang up a wildgale), the normal sentence 
pattern concerned is SVA and the existential rule might be restated as follows 
(treating sprang up as a single verb unit and not as V + A): 

there + V: + S  + A [ l ]  
t h e r e + V + A + S  [2] 
A + there + V  + S [3] 

For example : 

There sprang up a wild gale that night. 
There sprang up that night a wild gale. 
That night there sprang up a wild gale. 

Where thc S is postponed (cf18.31) as in [Z], thcrc is less constr;lin~ for the S 
to be indefinite, doubtless bccause the postponcmcnt ilsclf. inlplics the 
'ncwncss't~l' lhc ilc111 C O I I C C ~ I I C ~ I  : 

'l'llcrc c:ltnc to his mind licr bc;~util't~l i~nd  illtclligc~~t ktce. 

If however the transitive verb is onc that Ibrms a V + N multi-word vcrb 
((./'I h.SX), such scqucnccs arc I'l~lly :~cc.c.l~l;~l~lc: 

Note [alTransitive verbs in cx~stcntial sentencesare rare but \vould follow pattern 121 nhove in having 
the S in end position: 

'?There struck 11ic ;I S I I ( I C I ~ I I  iclc:~. ( (Y  "I'l~cre st111ck IIIC i~ [;!l1 I I ~ : ~ I I  ) 
('!) 'l'llcrc IIIFII :I~I~I(!SIC<I l l ~ c  I I I O C ~ ~ I I ~ :  llle IICW Ir;l<lcr<d lllr I ) ; I I I ~ .  

I n  view of the cullstr~lillls upon tr:lnaitive vcrhs, it  is pclll;tlls h v l l u r  111 rcg;~r<l cx;t~nples with 
passivcs ;IS being speci:~l c;lses of he cxistenti:~ls (c/ 18.45). ' ~ I I I I S  wit11 tllc 1>;1ssive or: 

The mayor presented ;I gold medal (to the winner). 
we can have: 

There was a gold medal presented (10 thc winner) by tllc m;lyor. 
Less commonly: 

There was presented (to the winner) by the mayor a gold medal. 
So also with progressive forms: 

A dozen hungry people were standing in the rain. 
There wcre a dozen hungry people standing in the rain. 

Less commonly: 
There wcre standing in the rain ;I dozen 1111ngry people. 

[bl Examples like 'There's n parcel come' and  'There's n new history of Indonesi;~ published' 
(cj18.45) should not be regarded as an existential division of the verb phr;~se as in 18.49 Note, 
since without the there-construction we wculd have 'A parcel hns come' (not 'is come.) and  .A 
new history lras beenpublished'(rnther thsn 'is published'). T~IL~~,C;IJI provide further  anomalies 
with pcrfectivcs, both passive and active: 

There's a new grammar been written. ['A new gramm;ir is hcen written.] 
There's a visitor been waiting tosce you. [*A visitor is been waiting to see you.] 

Although we cannot expand b to lms (?*'There has a visilor been ur;~iting'). examples like these 
are doubtless facilitated by the facl that ' S  is a contr~lction for 110s as well ;IS is (and occasionally 
does: 'What's i t  matter?'; cj3.36). Acceptability is reduced when '.v is replaced by are and (still 
more) by ~vas or were: 

There are three visitors (?been) waiting to sec you. 
There was a new grammar(*been) published recently. 

Existential sentences with initial space adjuncts 
18.50 We should now consider the type [3] ordering of 18.49: 

A + there + V + S 

For example : 

That night there sprang up a wild gale. 

Let us look a t  an example that pairs a verb of stance with the usual existential 
verb be: 

In the garden there 
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Since the place adverbial, In the garden, provides in itself the condition 
enabling us to position the subject after the verb (cj'18.23), there is no 
grammatical requircmcnt for there to bc present: 

121 

It should be noted that the range o f  verb-phrase forms with this type o f  
ordering is considerably wider than was specified in 18.49. Compare: 

Into the room (there) had staggered a total strilngcr. 
?There had staggered into the room a total stranger. 

?*There had staggered a total stranger into the room. 

W e  see from these examples that the wider choice o f  verb coincides with the 
choice between the presence or absence o f  there. In considering examples [ I ]  
and [2] above, we find that, despite the close similarity in meaning, the 
absence o f  there as in 121 is preferred when the final noun phrase is relatively 
concrete and specific, its occurrence relatively expected. W e  may say that 
the verb in [ I ]  tends to connote 'chanced (to be)', 'htrppe~ted (to stand)', while 
the noun phrase in (21 tends to connote 'a certairl (sundial)'. Significantly, 
indeed, there is much less constraint upon indefiniteness in [ Z ] :  

Table 18.50 shows the distribution o f  existential sentences in a large sample 
o f  SEU material. They are all o f  the type under consideration here; that is: 

A + (there) + V + S 

and they are analysed in terms o f  three variables: 

(i) whether the verb is be or not be (ie: sta~td, lie, appear, etc); 

(ii) whether there is present as in example [ l ]  or absent as in example 121; 

(iii) whether the subject noun phrase is indefinite or definite. 

Tabje 18.50 

+ there 

- tliere 

Among the interesting facts revealed by the figures, the most striking is 
doubtless the converse distribution (160:137, but 28:179) as between 
indefinite and definite with be, showing the greater tendency to omit there 
where the noun phrase is definite. It would seem that whereas the AVS 

Indefinite Definite 

137 56 179 

Existential sentences 141 1 

construction without tllere is motivated by the wish to achieve cnd-focus, the 
there-construction has the more general 'presentative' hnction: 41 8.49. 

The have-existential device 
18.51 Corrcspondingtothe typeofexistcnti;~l scntcnce introtlucctl in 18.45 ((here + 

be + S + predication), there is a type in which the thematic position is not 
occupied by a mere 'dummy' elemect but is filled by a noun-phrase subject 
preceding the verb 11a1!e (or, especially in BrE, har!egor): 

The porter has a taxi ready. 
[C'? Tliere is N t a ~ i  rea(/j'; A t a ~ i  i.s rcw(v. - Type SP"] 

He had several friends in China. 
[C& There were seuera1,jlirnrl.~ (0J'hi.r) br Cltitta; Se~~r.rol,jrit/s (ofhis) 

were ill Cltitia. - Type SVA] 
I have two buttons missing (on my jacket). 
My jacket has two buttons missing. 

[ C '  There are t~vo butto~ls rnissitlg ; T~so hutrotls are mi.rsbrg. - Type SV] 
They had a few supporters helping them. 

[Cf: There were a few supporrers helping thet?r; A ,fi'n< supporters were 
helping them. - Type SVO] 

As we show above, these clauses can be related to (and imply) some o f  the 
basic clause types; thus, for example, The porter Ifas a taxi r e a b  implies A 
taxi is rendy [SVC]. 

But the correspondence with basic clause types is by no means as 
straightforward as it is with rltere-existentials. In the first place, an extra 
participant is introduced as theme (The porter, He, I, They, in the examples 
above). This is not merely absent from the corresponding basic clause but 
cannot usually be inferred from it. Consequently, in formulating the 
correspondence between have-existentials and the basic SVC type, we  might 
postulate: 

NP1 +be+ C (NI ' ' )  - NPZ + have + N p l  + C ( ~ p ' )  

But while we are able to predict the tense o f  hace (since it must correspond to 
that o f  be), we have no way o f  precisely predicting the NP' and usually no 
way o f  even imprecisely doing so: 

L had 
Indeed, beyond saying that NP' will refer to a subject having considerable 
involvement in the existential proposition, we cannot specify what that 
involvement will be. Thus in:  

Tlreporter has a taxi ready. 

there is a strong implication that the NP' has an agerltice role, whereas in:  

You have a taxi ready. 

it is just as strongly implied that the NP' has a rc~cipic~rlt or at any rate an 
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ajecfed role (cf10.19). Calling it 'affected' sccms to statc Lhc involvcmcnt 
witli ;I dcgree of gcner;llity that s;~tisfactorily accounts for most cases. 
~ ' < l l l l ~ ~ ~ l l c :  

A valuable watch was stolen. [SV,,,,] 
Mv.frierrt/ had a valuable watch stolen. 

Ng~lr tllr ~~,,:.:.ilriliIy a,l'ollir~ ~cl : l l io~~sl~i l>s:  

There are scveral oak trccs in the garden. 
77rey have scvcral oak trccs in thc g;lrden. 

Note [a] With a passive basic clause type, the verb generally has dynamic ralher than stative 
(perfective) meaning: My jiie~ld hod Inis worth 5folo1 relates to Hir 1totc11 II'O.S sfule?~ in the sense 
nl"S~~rneonc stole his w;~tch'r;~thcr than of'Somcone had stolen his wntch'. 
(111 In ;l lilrllier hrrrr.-ct,~ialr~~ctit,~~ (rspcci;~lly. hut  1101 ~nccc\~i~rily, wit11 I I I C  pilssive: (.I: 110 IIOI~IIV 
r r l l o ~ l ~ / r e ~ . s b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r u k ~ p e s ) ,  tl icsubjcctol'k~rrcgivcs up its'recipic~~t'r<~lc lilr o~~cofilidirccl ;~gcncy: 
Ife had all his erro~lies i,~tpriso~led is most likely to mean 'Hc caused c111 his ellemics to be 
imprisoned'. In thus involving specification or agency, this Aaas-conslruction is more remote 
from tile corresponding besic clause (Ifis e,ro~lic~,y ~verc b,lpri,so~rc(fJ thin tllc other examples we 
have been considering. Compare analogous causiltives and ;~gentivcs: 

John is in prison. The engine was repaired. 
((They) put John in prison. ( (They) got the engine repaired. 

A taxi is rcady/i~ryorc. [,S'VC] 
A v;~lu;tblc watch was stolen front Irinr. [mTl'r,,,,,l 

Iiosi<lc:: 

Yorr have a taxi ready forjorr. 
Jolltr , ,  } hitcl vi~ltlilhlc ~ i ~ t c l  stolrri 1111111 I,i,ii. 

ljut the rcfcrcncc to :l par1icip;lnt may ho ~llisIe;~cl~~lg, sillcc tllo SIIOJCC~ c)(. 
hor1e may bc agcntivc: 

Tlrey have a taxi ready foryuu 

Where the reference is the same, of course, pronoun identification works in 
the usu;ll direction ((:/'10.4U//'): Illus: 

.lohn had a valuable watch stolcn Srom lrinr. 
#He  had a valuable watch stolen from Jolrn. 

Finally, it should be noted that in /rare-existcntials, the 'notional subjcct' (ie 
the subject of the corresponding basic clause typc) can ltccly be dcfinite: 

John's eldest son is helping him. 
John has 11;s elrlest soil helping him. [assuming hrr.~ as cxistcntial and not 

causative: cf16.52jJ 

But although we cannot in general predict from the basic clause the reference 
of the NPZ in have-existentials (and still less its form - Joh~t,  He. My brother, 
etc), the reference is often implied by nonexistential variants. For example: 

Two of my buttons are missing. [SV] 
I have two buttons missing. 

A brother of his was working in Chicago. 
He had a brother working in Chicago. 

In some cases, reference (though not of course form) is not merely implied 
but actually specified in the nonexistential variant: 

Mary and Alice. 

I A few supporters were helping 

Mary and Alice 
\{Th:he boys } had a few supporters helping then?. 

John was working for Mary. [svA] 
Mary had John working for her. 

Many apples were still on the trees. 
The trees still had many apples on them. 

Again, where a basic clause type is extended to indicate recipient or other 
participant role, the reference concerned may then be anticipated in the 
subject of have. For example: 

By contrast: 

*There is {F']e/dest helping him, 

This would require a special context, such as 18.45 Note [a], to make it 
acceptable. 

Have-existential sentences with relative and nonfinite clauses 
18.53 Corresponding to tl~ere-sentences of the same character (cf 18.48), the 

following illustrate lraue-sentences containing rclative and infinitive clauses: 

I've something I've been meaning to say to you. 
He has a great deal to be thankful for. 

(CfThere is a great deal for him to be thankful for.) 
(?) They have a visitor come to see them. [= A visitor has come to see 

them] 
She has a guest staying with her. [=  A guest is staying with her] 

Compare also with passive nonfinite clauses (cf'18.52): 

He had a book stolen. [= A book was stolcn from him] 
She has bad some poems published. [=  Some poems (of hers) have been 

published] 

In all these instances, the subject of houe could be 'arected', but in some it 
could equally be agentive (cf 16.54, 18.51): 

She has had some poems published. [=  She has caused some poems (of 
her own or by someone else) to be published] 



As with hoce-existentials in general, the subject of hot,e may be totally 
unprcdictnhlc from the corresponding hasic clause type or t11rr1,-existential: 

Thcrc is a grcat deal for John to tlo. 
Morj~ 11:~s a great dcol for John to do. 

Nonfini te  a n d  v e r b l e s s  ex i s t en t i a l  c l a u s e s  
18.54 Consider again finite-verb clauses of basic typc ancl thcir corresponding 

existentials: 

A taxi was soon available and Dr Lowc was able to catch thc train. 
There was soon a taxi available and Dr  Lowc was able to catch the 

train. 
Dr Lowe soon had a taxi available and was ablc to catch the train. 

Corresponding to thcse finite clauses, nonfinite clauses can be formed, again 
existential as well as nonexistential: 

A taxi being soon available, 
There soon being a taxi available, Dr Lowe was able to catch the train. 
Soon having a taxi available, 

In this last case, the subject of the nonfinite clause would be identical with 
that of the main clause; if the subject is different, it can be supplied - at  least 
in rather formal English: 

Tlleporter soon having a taxi available, D r  Lowe was able to catch the 
train. 

There are also corresponding verbless clauses, especially introduced by vith 
or its corresponding negative without (cf 9.49), and these prepositions may 
also occur in nonfinite clauses: 

With a taxi soon available, Dr  Lowe was able to catch the train. 
Without a taxi soon enough available, Dr  Lowe was unable to catch the 

train. 
With a taxi speedily summoned,. . . 
With a taxi already waiting, . . . 

A further type of verbless existential clause is illustrated in 18.44 Note [b]. 

Emotive emphasis 

18.55 Apart from the emphasis given by information focusing, the language 
provides means of giving a unit purely emotive emphasis. We have noted, in 
various sections of the grammar, a number of features of this type. They 
include exclamations (cf 11.31f). the persuasive c10 in imperatives (cf'11.30), 
interjections (cf 11.55), expletives and intensifiers (cf7.87fl; 8.104ff1, 

including thc general clause emphasizers such as crct~rrrllj~, ).<,N~/J', and it~cleed. 
A thorough study of emotive expressions woultl involvc cx:llnitling figt~rcs of 
spccch such its simile, Ilypcrb~~lc, ;tnd irony. I I C ~ C  WC ~on l inc  ottrsclv~s to two 
dcviccs which fall sqt~arcly within the provincc of gr:lmrn;~r. 

E m p h a t i c  o p e r a t o r s  
18.56 We are here concerned with the difrercncc betwccn pairs likc the following: 

You /look PALE this 'morning1 
You lob'look 'pale this 'morning1 
[Mary will be PLBASED~ 

ary WILL be 'pleased1 

l 
He IPRbMised to 'go1 
He ldid P R ~ M ~ S ~  to 'go1 IM l 
I ~ T ~ L D  you1 
I Idid TELL you1 l 

The second utterance in each case resembles prosodically the opcrator- 
stressed items discussed in 18.16. But as we see with [4] and [5], the opcrator, 
though emphasized, need not carry the nuclear force. More importantly, they 
all differ from the majority of those in 18.16 in not necessarily being 
contrastive. For example, in: 

the speaker is not here implying that someone has suggested that she will not 
be pleased. Rather, the speaker (in a style that is sometimes felt to be rather 
gushing and extravagant) is conveying enthusiasm: a pcrsonal conviction 
about the truth of what is predicated. But the emotion conveyed need not be 
enthusiasm: in [ l ]  it is concern, in [2] sympathy, in [5]'something like 
reproach or petulance. It is in this last connection that the ~r i / l /~tauld  of 
'insistence' (cf 4.57) is regularly stressed: 

]John WILL 'keep1 interl~irptingl 
I  WOULD go and make a ' ~ 8 s ~  of it1 

Note [a] While it is obviously necessary to stress the dilTcrence between clnolive and contrastive 
emphasis, we saw in 18.16 that not all oper;~lor-focusing \V;IS contrastive, hlorcover, some 
similarity in principle needs 10 be seen between emotive cmpli;~sis and tile distribution of given 
and new informiltion. For ex;lmple, in (31 above, tlie emotive eniplinsis on tt.ill ilnplics that 
plr.nrcd is relatively given: we can lake the fact of her heing ple;~scd for granted and attend 
inste;~d to expressing ;I degree of enthusii~sm ahout it. 
[bl Further intensification, if desired, can be achieved hy pl;~cing ;in empli;~sizcr sucli i~s rnlllyor 
cernri~rl). in front of the opcr;itor, or bnkred after it: 11 r~ull). cIo<'.v rr,.crr II~CL,, 11 dorx*.s i110c~~d INSIC 

nic(a. Such adverbi;~ls arc cspccially helpful in wr i l i t~g  since the). drnw :lttcntion to the need to 
supply operator-stress; c/ 18.42 Nole. 
[C] Despite its similar emotive connotations, the 'pcrsuasivc'~1o i n  irnpcr;~tivcs (d.1 1.30) is ngnin 
distinct from the above use of du. The impct.;~tive rL> does mt ohcy t l ~ e  rule of '10-support: one 
can say Do he qrri<,t!in imper;~tives, but there is nocorresponding sliitemeot *I/P ~xj~shr.r,rti~,r! 
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Noncorrelative so and such 
18.57 In familiar speech of a style that strikes many people as extravagantly 

empIi:ttic, thc dctcrmincr stu.11 and thc ntlvcrh .so arc stressctl so :IS to give 
cxclnm;tlory forcc to :I slittcmcnt. qucstiotl, or ilircclivc. In lhis usitgc. Ihcrc 
is no accompanying correlative clause or plu;tsc (I:/' 15.49): 

S11c w:~s lwc : t r in~ ' s~~c l~  :I 11,vcly t>lti!ssl 
1'111 Is0 i ~ l ' ~ , : ~ i c l  tl~cy'll [:cl I.<JS'I~ 

]Why are you'such a ~Abyl 
[Don't L I ~ S E T  Y ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ I " S ~ ~  

In consequence, so and such become equivalent to hero and tijl~ut in 
exclamations (cf 11.31 f ) :  

'They wcrc so cross! 

What delightful children they are! 

But so and such can also occur, as the earlier examples show, in questions and 
directives. Additional emotive emphasis is achieved by assigning a nucleus 
to so or stcch : 

I'm Is6 PLEASED[ 

Note Other wordsof strong emotive import may take a nuclear tone for special emotive force: 
I ~ W ~ S H  you'd ~istelll 
I llove that htiisicl or I I L ~ V E ~  that  l~irsicl 
I'm /rbRribly so~ryl 

Reinforcement 141 7 

It will be noticed that in each case a complete noun phrase is disjoined from 
the grammar of the sentence, its role (as subject ant1 olljcct rcspcctively) 
bcing gr:tmrn:~lic:tlly pcrk)rtnctl by suhsc(lt~cnt prono~~ns.  13111 in [wing thus 
frontctl, as tn:trkcd thcmcs ((:/'IN. 19). the disjoinctl notln phrases clcarly set 
out the 'point ofdeparture' for the uttcritt~ce as :I wholc. It is not uncommon 
Ibr long noun phr;~scs which :trc nonli~c:ll t o  hc t1111s trc:~lc(l i l l  I 'i~milii~r 
sl)rrcIt. :I C ~ I I V C I I ~ ( . I I C C  :~likc 10 I I C ; I I C I .  ( i l l  I C C V ~ V ~ I I ) !  ; l 1 1  C . I I I ~  ' ~ I : I I C I I I C I I I  01' i t  

colltplcx itcnt) i~nd s~~e:tker (in not h:~vi~lg 10 itlc~rporitic S I I C ~ ~  iin item in the 
grammatical organization of his t~tterancc). 

Note This phenomenon, along with that in 18.59, is sometimes termed 'left- ;ind right-disloc;ttiOn': 
cf17.78. 

Amplificatory tags 
18.59 Incou111sl to tl~cliontitigofitenlsto bcsubscquently reinforced prot~otninally 

(as in 18.58), an amplificatory phrase may be informally added after the 
completion of a clause structure which contains a coreferential pronoun : 

They're all the same, tlresepoliticiot~s. 
I wouldn't trust hit?! for a moment, your hmtller-bt-lcrlv. 

Such utterances are usually spoken with divided focus (cf.18.17), with a rise 
on the 'tag' confirming its relatively 'given' status: 

They're /all the SAME, these poliriciansl 
I (wouldn't trust him for a Moment, your ~ ~ b ~ ~ e r - i n - l a w l  

The tag can be inserted parenthetically, as well as placed finally: 

He's got a good future, your brother, if he perseveres 

Reinforcement 

Repetition and 'proxy' pronouns 
18.58 Redorcement  1s a feature of colloqu~al style whereby some ttem 16 repeated 

(elther completely or by pronoun substttut~on) for purposes of emphas~s, 
focus, or themat~c arrangement Its s~mplest form IS merely the relteratlon 
(wtth heavy stress~ng) of a word or phrase for emphas~s or clar~ty. 

It'sfar, far too expensive (Cf 7 89) 
I agree w ~ t h  every word you've s a ~ d  -every srngle word 

In very loose and ~nformal  speech, a re~nforc~ng or recap~tulatory pronoun IS 

sometimes ~nserted wrth~n a clause where ~t stands 'proxy' for an l n ~ t ~ a l  noun 
phrase 

T11u man I was telltng you about - well, he used to l ~ v e  next door to me 
TIE hook Iient you - have you fin~shed tt yet? 

An  even more informal type of tag comprises a subject and operator: 

That was a lark, that was! 
He likes a drink now and then, Jim does. 

In some dialects of English (especially Northern BrE), the operator may 
precede the subject: 

She's a lovely girl, is Ann. 

Postposed nonfinite clauses, of the kind discussed in 18.35, sometimes closely 
resemble amplificatory tags; contrast: 

I t  was tough getting the job finished on time. 
[/tough. . . . . .TI'MEI] 

It was tough, getting beaten in the last match. 
[JT~uGHJ/ .  . . . .   MATCH^] 

Note [a] The umplificatory tag should not be confused with either vocatives (l:/ IO.52f) or w l ~ a t  may 
be called 'tag exclamations', such as Ilc ran O!I~(JJ~.~~IIVI S C I I ~ O I . .  the iclirrr (d.17.68 Note [b]). Both 
these constructions aredistinguished fcom it intonution;~lly, in tlx~t thcy m;ly form tlle 't;~il '  ora 
preceding nucleus, instead of having llleir own (usually rising) nucleus. The intoniltion rn~~rks 
the following as usually tag and vocative respectively: 

He's a \good cllip J ~ H N I  
He's a /good C ~ P  'John( 
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The exclamatory tag is furtller distinguished by being capable of (i) referring hack to a noun 
I I I I I I I S C  o l l~cr  II I ; I I I  ;I ~ I ~ ~ I I ~ I I I : :  

'I h811 hnrtller <11'111irle r;lrr ;iw;ry l i~ ,~rr  scll~lol. I l~c  i~liol. 
and (ii) occurring initi;~lly as wcll ;IS lin;rlly: 

Tllc idiot, he ran ;~w;!y fro111 school. 

focus: 
He's alsilly ioiotl 
' f l~cy Ilost t l~cir 'di~rncd wiul 
His lwork is'bloody iwl'ull 
1 \told them to 'darned 'well Listen1 

Compare tniesis (App 1.76 Note [c]) where the inserted amplific;~tion is usui~lly madc just prior 
to the point of main emphasis: 

far,'lt~.rlic - fan-'/lar,rir,s-"la.rric 
In 'She lost her darned way', it is not of course thc final noun phrase as such that calls for 
expletive comment. The whole utterance is emotion;~lly coloured, and in extreme cases such 
colouring (especially in exasperation) is expressed at addition;ll points in the sentence structure: 

These hlasred people have rlarnerl ~vell lost thcir sllpid way! 
Alternatively the 'scope' of the colouring as well as the colouring itself can be expressed by 
prosodicmeans,'She'slost her way'being uttered withanexceptional intensity orothermi~rking 

[c] In responses of a rejoinder kind, we find a combination of fronting (cf 18.20fl with 
amplificatory tagging: 

A: Have I arranged tosee anyone this afternoon? 
B: Well, M ~ S B L ~ K E ,  YOU HAVE. [-'YOU have arranged tosee Mrs Blake'l 

A :  Do you write poetry? 
B: s o ~ ~ t i m e s  I DO. [-'I write poetry sornctimes'] 

Where such replies are negative, both parts are negated, though responses in this form are then 
restricted to rather informal usage: 

A:  Have I made this clear to you all? 
B: Not to ME, you ~ 6 v ~ n ' t .  [-'To the others perhaps, but not to me'] 

A: May l go in? 
B: Not YET, you C ~ N . T .  [-'YOU can't go in yet'] 

It will be noticed that the use of fall-plus-rise, potting the fall on the most salient part, the rise on 
the partly 'given', corresponds to the general use described in 18.17. 

Bibliographical note 
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Cruttenden (1979); Chafe (1976); Dahl (1974); Firbas (1975, 1980); Halliday (1967-68); Kuno 
(1976b); Li (1976); Taglicht (1982. 1984); Waida (1979). 

On Functional Sentence Perspective, see Daneh (1974): Firbns (1970, 1971); Hajizovl and 
Sgall(1982); HajiEovl and Vrbovi (1981); Kuno (1972); Mnthesius (1929). 
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General : the notion of 'text' 

19.1 7'liroughoul this book. two i11tcrrcl;ilcd ;icls 01' i~iii~gitiittioti II:IVC bccn 
demanded of the reader. 

First, WC have expcctcd that cxamplcs, thougli incvit;tbly appcaring before 
the reader only in print, would be not only read but 'lieard'. W e  have 
constantly stressed the primacy of speech, both in nI(l.\..r terms (tlic fact that 
far more language occurs in spcccli than in writing) and - much more 
signilicantly - in lit~~r~i.vtic. terms (tlic Ltcl 111;1t tlic wriltcn form must cvokc 
(he orill forni, just ;is though WC licartl tlic words rc;id aloud). And wc have 
sought to bring this home to the user of the book by repeated if clumsy 
reference to 'speakerlwriter' and 'reader/heiirer3. 

Second, we have expected that cxarnplcs wo111d be pliiced in a suitable 
context. Thus, although we have presented formsandconstructions as  though 
they were fully explicated within isoliitcd sentences, we havc been aware that 
it would not have been possible to understand the presentation unless every 
structure and every exemplificatory sentence had bccn placed by or for the 
reader in an imagined context. Indeed we have made our awareness explicit 
in a large number of cases by providing cues to tile type of context i n  which 
agiven form was to be appropriately used and plausibly understood. 

19.2 In the present chapter, we work in a converse way. We take TEXTS as  our 
starting point and examine the language comprising them. In other words, 
we bring together all the grammatical processes already described but we 
do so now with a view to discussing their role in both the interpretatlon of 
a text and in the construction of a text. And we shall pay considerable atten- 
tion to lexical and other features of textual structure in order to show that, 
important as is the role of grammar, many factors other than grammar are 
involved. 

Moreover, as we are using the term, a text - unlike a sentence - is not a 
grammatical unit but rather a semantic and even a pragmatic one. A text is 
a stretch of language which seems appropriately coherent in actual use. That 
is, the text 'coheres' in its real-world context, semantically and pragmatically, 
and it is also internally or linguistically coherent. For this latter facet, the 
term 'cohesive' has been applied, referring to the actual forms of linguistic 
linkage. 

A text may be spoken (as are the vast majority) or it may be in writing. It 
may be the product of a single speaker (as with an announcement on an 
airport public-address system) orof several speakers engaged in conversation. 
Textual structure relates to the concerns of this book - the  grammar of 
English - by virtue of the fact that texts are realized in grammatical units. 
But the grammatical units occurring in a text are often very different from 
the corresponding grammatical units as  they are described in tcrrns of the 
English grammatical system. Consider for example, as part of a text, the 
response : 

Me, too! 

Among the possible texts in which this might occur, we could suggest: 



' I  wish l h;~d ;I cllink' 
'Me, too!' 
'My feet arc aching' 

?'MC, too!' 

but not: 
'Would you likc a tlrink?' 

*'Me, too!' 

or: 

'It's starting to rain' 
*'Me, too!' IS1 

In [ l ]  the second speaker makes his response on the basis of a relatively 
straightforward elliptical form of what he has just heard (cfl2.lfl; 12.31fj; 
12.46fl, 13.44fl): 

(This noise is giving) me (a headache), too! 

With [2], what is superficially the same response involves pronoun- 
replacement (cf 6.1411; 10.48fl; 12.811)): 

I(wish I had a drink), too! 

Only the respective rextualstructure as a whole can determine the grammatical 
structure in terms of which Me, too is being used. The role of the response in 
[3] is clear enough semantically ('My feet are also aching'), but grammatically 
its relation to what has preceded is vague and uncertain; though it might 
occur in familiar speech, many people would find it textually ill-formed. 

But by contrast with [l], [2], and [3], the response 'Me, too' in [41 and [51 is 
a non sequitur textually and equally impossible to relate to a plausible 
structure in the grammatical system. 

Context and the one-sentence text 
19.3 I t  is natural to think of a text as being realized in a string of several sentences: 

that it is connected sentences that constitute a text. But in fact a text may be 
wholly realized in a single sentence, and if we consider such an example we 
shall see the significance of the point made in 19.2 that a text was not SO 

much a grammatical as a semantic or pragmatic unit. Even a single word can 
be a text that is 'appropriately coherent in actual use' (cf19.2): a road sign 
bearing the word DANGER, for example, as compared with one that read 

Roger's finished the thesis! 

The same text might of course be spoken: someone comes into the room and 
withdraws again having said only: 

IRoger's finished the ~ ~ f i s i s l  

The grammatical properties ofthe sentence rc;~lizing this tcxt and necessary 
for our understanding of it have hccn tlcscrihctl in c;~rlier ch;~pters. The 
firrSi!clivc /!(!,S /i!!i,v/r~~(/ is I I I I ~ ~ I Y I O ~ ~  ( i l l  ~ o ! I I I : I ~ ~ I .  I O I  r x ; ~ t ~ ~ f > l r ~  will1 IV;// 

,/i~ri,s/l); Illc ~ ~ c l c r ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ c r  tht, ( i l l  coliIr;~sl 10 (1  or /ri.~J; I I I C  s i ~ ~ g u l i ~ r  t/rt~,vi,s; Ille 
intonation nucleus on r11esi.s (and not, for example, on Rogc,r); the whole 
being tleclar;itive (and not interrogative, /Ins Ro,qor. . .?),etc. But ;IS realizing 
;I tcxt, thcrc is much morc hcrc. 7'hc tcxt tlcpcntls upon our knowing Rogcr 
(and knowing him as Roger a ~ i d  not as Mr 7iij./or), on knowing what a thesis 
is, on knowing ahool this p;~rticul;~r thesis (;I tlilrcrcnt t cx~  might II;IVC h;ltl (1 

tiresis 011 arrotlcrutic.s). Less obviously, pcrll;ips, the tcxt tlcpctlds on our 
knowing what Jinishirtg involves: Roger may have been writing his own 
thesis, typing (or binding) one for someone else, or completing his work as 
an examiner of the thesis. As well as convcying all this, the text will mean 
more to us. It is another instance of Roger's speedy eficicncy, perhaps (as 
though the text had included the adverbial alrearly). Or it conveys relief after 
an intolerably lengthy period (as though the text had included the adverbial 
a t  last). Or  it may be a signal that Roger is now free to indulge (let us say) in 
a game of tennis. 

These are all covert connections (that is, they are given no actual 
expression), but according as the situation determines, the piece of text could 
be expanded by some such comment as one of the following: 

That's Roger T ~ Y L O T ,  I suppose. 
Aha -so aeronautics takes a big step forward ! 
Gosh - that was quick! 
And about time too! 
Oh, good: he can take on Frieda a t  the end of this set. 

19.4 All of these additions have one thing in common: they each show a plausible 
interpretation of the original short text. They also form a close connection 
with it and with the wider context which determines the satisfactory 
coherence of the text. Clearly, not all of the interpretations involve grammar: 
the lexical meaning of thesis, for example, or the use of the text as  an  
announcement that a game of tennis can start. But in the connections that 
texts manifest, it is equally clear that grammar plays a considcrablc rolc and 
it is on this connective potential of grammar that we shall be concentrating 
in this chapter. And 'potential' is a key word, since (as we have already seen) 
connection may be covert as well as overt. 

Asyndetic connection 
19.5 Just as a text realized by a single sentence has a complex of covert connections 

with its context, so any two neighbouring sentcnccs will be perceived as  
being connected. Mere juxtaposition (parataxis rather than asyndeton) is an 
icon of connectedness, even where the juxtaposed parts have no grammatical 
or lexical feature in common: 

G o  and visit your father; it's New Year's Day. 
It's New Year's Day. G o  and visit your father. 

The perceived connection here is the same, whichever sentence comes first, 
just as we will connect a child seen in the park with an adult, whether the 
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child is running allend or trailing behind. So too, the text in 19.3 might have 
I7cc11 cxp;llldc(I :IS: 

Roger's finished thc thesis! Caroline arrivcd from New York last wcck. 

Thcsc two sentences arc g~.;tmtnatically asyndctic ant1 quite unrelated. Hilt as  
a text or as part of a text, thcy arc connected, and - if the tcxt is successful - 
thc conncction will be clear to the reatlcr/hearer: Caroline's rclation to Rogcr 
will already be known and doubtless also the conncction between the thesis 
work and Caroline's :trriv;tl. Even if wc arc mcrcly 'eavcstlroppers' on this 
tcxt, we find otlrselvcs speculating on possiblc connections. I'erhaps Caroline 
brought with her the last piece of material that Rogcr required for completing 
the thcsis; perhaps Caroline's arrival spurred him on to completiotl; perhaps 
the conncction with Citrolinc's arrival is nlcrely tI1;1t she brought the news. 
Any of these connections is fully compatible with the grammar of the two 
sentences but none is made linguistically overt. This would remain true if the 
two sentences were in converse order: 

Caroline arrived from New York last week. Roger's finished 
the thesis! 

Such sentences in text can be said to be truly asyndetic (cf 13.1), in allowing 
connection by a~zd, should we so wish. 

Note [a] It is tempting to draw an analogy between asyndetic connection and our familiarity with a 
situation such that overt expression can be curtailed. In 19.3, we noted that  'Roger's finished the 
thesis'might have covertly conveyed or lost. lf this interpretation is the correct one, then: 

Roger's finished the thesis! [ I 1  

Roger's finished the thesis at last! 1-21 

After ten long years, Roger's finished the thesis at last! l31 

can be seen as synonymous but with decreasing degrees of 'asyndeton' wit11 the context. In [I], 
the reference to duration is totally covert; in (21 it is overt but imprecise; in [3] it is still more 
overt with the specification of the length of time that is held to justify r ~ t  lost. We shall hive 
occasion to use this extended sense of asyndeton in examining the, grammatical potential of 
sentences in texts (for example, in relation to the absence of necessarily invoked performatives; 
cf19.64). 
[bl Some scholars use the term'parataxis' for clauses without formal linkage; others would call 
this 'osyndetic parataxis', applying the unrestricted term to all clause relations that are not 
Iryporacric (ie involving subordination). On our own use of these terms, cf13. If.  

19.6 Consider now a variation on the two-sentence text given in 19.5: 

Roger's finished the thesis! Caroline has gone out to the supermarket. 

Although these sentences are asyndetic in the sense of 13.1, there is a slight 
but significant grammatical relation. The verb phrase is perfective in each 
case and while this does not enjoin a particular interpretation, it certainly 
helps to suggest a range of possible close connections: what Caroline has 
done seems to match in some way what Roger has done. The completion of 
the thesis has perhaps released her to go out on an errand; or it has caused 
her to go and buy celebratory wine. 

Structural parallelism 
19.7 Indeed, although they might formally be regarded as asyndetic (and they are 

certainly paratactic). neiglibouringscntenccs 1I1;tt sliarepra~n~n;~tic;il features 
ol'lcnsc, ;~spccl, C I ~ I I I S C  slri~clttrc!, or worcl or(l..r }l,ivc :I ~Iro11f9, i ~ l l p r c ~ s ~ i o ~ l  of' 
I~cirig conncctcd thcrcby. Sucl~ gra~nln;ttic:~l ~);trallclis~n is ol'tci~ ctldorsctl 
lexically. Consider the relatively ;~hstr:tct fr;~rnc, now illustr;~ting hoth 
coordination and suhortlination: 

and comparc the following whcrc thc b1;tnks arc fillcd: 

The baseball game was cancelled in Ncw Haven 
andlwhile the hockey match was postponed in Hartford. [l1 
but/whcreas the hockey match was (duly) played in H;trtford. [2] 

(where New Haven and Hartford arc related as well-known cities i n  Con- 
necticut). 

The parallelism between sentences is more transparent, and hence the 
connection between the sentences is more strongly indicated, if the  word 
order is not the normal one. The eKect of fronting an element in such cases is 
to point to a contrast between the sentences. Indeed, in [3] the unusual order 
of the first sentence makes us expect a similar and related one to follow 
(cf 18.20): 

Mypaintings the visitors admired. M)~scrr/ptrires they disliked. [3] 
In New York it is hot and humid during the summer. III Los 

Angeles it is hot and dry. [41 
From the ceiling hung a huge lamp. Alorlg the ~vall were pikes. [S1 

The direct objects and the space adjuncts in [3] and [4] respectively are  in 
initial position instead of their normal final position. In [5] the nonnormal 
position is accompanied by subject-verb inversion. When constituents are 
fronted, then we can infer a connection between the sentences even where 
there is little or no other structural similarity: 

ProurNy, the captain hoisted the flag. SoJily, a bugle soundcd. [61 
Moreover, only an apparent similarity in structure is sufficient to suggest 
parallelism between sentences: 

Mypaintblgs the visitors admired. M~scrtlpt~rres irritated them. [7] 
Our impression of a link between the two initial noun phrases in [7] is given 
impetus by the fronted position of the direct object r11)~pcri11tir1gs in t he  first 
sentence and the expectation that we are encountering a similar inversion 
when we reach my scrrlptures, though in fact the former is direct object and 
the latter is subject, in its normal position. The impression of a link between 
the two initial noun phrases is reinforced by the internal structure of t he  two 
phrases and the lexical set to which both paitltirrg and sntlptrire bclong. The 
two sentences are further linked by a semantic parallelism, realized 
syntactically in two ways: a person has a feeling towards an object, an object 
arouses a feeling in a person. They are also linkcd, of course, by the use of 
the pro-form them in the second sentence which replaces tlre ~~isitors in the 
first sentence. 
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Connection by sequence 
19.8 Sentences with gr~mmatical features in common, such as the same subject or 

the same tense, often imply temporal ;und causal connection. I11 other words, 
where we saw juxtaposition in 19.5 as iconic of mere connection, we now scc 
it as iconic of'conncctcd scquencc. As the two rcal-world cvcnts, :I policeman 
holding up his hand and a car coming to a standstill, Sollow cach other in 
time, so asyndetic narration of these events will preserve this sequence: 

The policeman held up his hand. The car stoppcd. 
[ f  l'lic car stoppctl. Tlic policcrn:ln licltl up his hant1.I 

This is well illustrated in the text attributed to Julius Caesar after his Pontic 
triumph: 

I came. I saw. I conquered. 

Even without the lexical meanings of the verbs, the sequence suggests: 

I did something. 
And then (in consequence; cf 13.23) I did something else. 
And then (in further consequence) I did something else. 

Moreover, given that (as we shall see) triadic sequences have special 
implications, the third of the above suggests not merely 'in further 
consequence' but 'as a still further and climactic consequence'. Yet the text 
could not work as a text unless the lexical meanings of the verbs were known; 
these not merely confirm the consequential structure but make the particular 
sequence of paratactic sentences obligatory. Compare the relative difficulty 
of seeing the following as  a coherent text: 

I conquered. I came. I saw. 

On the other hand, even with formal asyndeton, if we alter grammatical 
features such as tense, we can then switch the order of sentences so that it is 
no longer iconic and no longer asyndetic in the sense of 13.1 (since and- 
connection is impossible). They are now merely paratactic: 

The car stopped. The policeman had held up his hand. 

We here achieve paratactically the sequence freedom that is readily possible 
syndetically: 

The car stopped  use} the policeman held up his hand. 

19.9 We have spoken of texts realized by one or more sentences. Butjust as we saw 
that it made no necessary substantial and inherent difference to a text when 
it was expanded by an adverbial (cf 19.5 Note [a]), so it makes little difference 
whether a text is punctuated as  three sentences or one: 

I came, I saw, I conquered. 

Of course, a close relation between the parts is still more clearly implied 
when commas separate the first two and a period appears only after the third, 
and it is worth noting that a spoken form of this text (irrespective of 

punctuation) would normally show the 'dependent' status of the first two by 
rising nuclei in contrast to a fall on the third: 

I C ~ M E ~  1 SAWI 1 c ~ ~ q u c r e d .  

(Cffurthcr 19.25) 

19.10 We have seen (qf 19.5, 19.7) that asyndetic connection has the cffect of 
making the structure of a tcxt extretncly depcndcnt upon the sequence of 
sentences realizing it. There arc obviously no gr;~rn~n;~tic;~l constr;~ints upon 
tlic ortlcr of:  

Roger's finished the thesis! Caroline arrived from New York last week. 

as compared with: 

Caroline arrived from New York last week. Roger's finished the 
thesis! 

This being so, we must scrutinize the actual sequence all the more carefully 
to find a textual reason for the particular juxtaposition we encounter. In fact, 
the absence of grammatical constraints seems quite rare, to judge from both 
the spoken and written material of the Survey of English Usage. More 
commonly, the order necessary for the presentation of the text is enjoined by 
grammatical factors such as  the sequence of pronouns in relation to 
antecedents: 

Roger's finished the thesis. His wife arrived from New York last week. 

The appearance of his here doubly provides a formal link between the two 
sentences in showing that Roger has a relation to both, and in confirming 
their particular sequence. (Contrast Roger's wife arrired from New York last 
week. He'sfinished the thesis. Here the pronominalization is again in  the 
second sentence but the two sentences are reversed in sequence.) 

Syndetic connection 
19.11 Another way of indicating both the relevance of sequence and the closeness 

of textualconnection is to introduce an overt connecting item, most frequently 
the coordinator and (cf 13.5ff): 

Roger's finished the thesis and Caroline arrived from New York last 
week. 

But although and is the most neutral and semantically uncommitted of 
connecting items, it will be noticed that some of the options for interpreting 
the text (cf 19.5) are now precluded. Even the 'eavesdropper' who knows 
nothing of Roger and Caroline may now interpret the two parts as having a 
temporal sequence matching the textual sequence: perhaps Caroline has 
waited for the thesis to be completed before leaving New York. This may be 
brought out more clearly with an  alternative set ofexamples: 

The rain has stopped. She's gone for a walk. 
The rain has stopped and she's gone for a walk. 
She's gone for a walk. The rain has stopped. 
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?She's gonc for ;I walk and thc rain has stoppctl. 141 
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Tlic tiuhious tcxtu:il cohcrcncc of tlic 14) version tiiakes clcar that, with 
hy~lclclic ~ ( I I I I I C C ~ ~ ~ I I ,  \ ~ < ~ I I ( . I I c ~  i s  likcly 111 Ilc ~ . r ~ ~ r i : ~ l .  I I I  CIIIIII:ISI, lllr 
c o l ~ c r t ~ ~ c c  oI'[l], 121, :11111 L?] is Iicyo~t~I q ~ ~ c s t i o ~ t  ; I I I L I  ill i ~ t l c r ~ ) r c I : ~ l i ~ ~ ~ t  (Itcy : I ~ C  
closely similar, even though [3] reverses the sequence (concluding with a 
reason, where [I] and [2] conclude with a consequence). Compare also: 

The student was late for the lecture. He missed his train. 
The student missed his train and he was late for the lecture. 

Note [a] With orldconnecting two sentences, the rek~lion is m;ldc to seem lcsaclusc, 'I'hus, il'I4l;1hovc 
were punctuated as two separate sentences, we could delete the query since the elfect would be 
more like [3]. The and in (41 could perhaps connote 'by thc way' (cJ'19.29), though in this case we 
might expect something to follow the second sentence: 

She'sgone Ibr a walk. And llie rxin has slopped (so she'll really enjoy being oul). 
[b] Clauses with reciproc;dpronouns(c/6.31):1sobjeclsare very similarin meaningtocoordin;~te 
clauses, hu l  where the former suggest simult;~ncous iictions. tlie I:~tter is conducive to an  
inlerpretotion involving sequence. Comp;lre: 

greeted 

GcolTad Sue '"1 u c h  other. 
kissed 

greeted 

kissed kissed 

Thematic connection 
19.12 In 19.3 we examined a text where the connections were extra-textual: our 

knowledge of Roger and the thesis in which he was involved. But although 
all texts necessarily have extra-textual connections (none would otherwise be 
understood), it is normal for them to generate internal connections as well. 
The basic way of doing this is by proceeding sequentially from the known 
('given') to the unknown ('new'), thus forming a chain in which what was 
unknown becomes the known as a point of departure towards a further 
unknown item. We have already seen this process in Chapter 18, in relation 
to end focus. Consider now the following four-part text (truncated and 
idealized), which we may imagine being spoken over the public address 
system of a big organization: 

lHere is an  'urgent ~Bssagel It is for [visiting salesman Herbert BLACKI 
Will IMr Black please contact the third floor su~ervisorl Slre will be 
/waiting for him at  the i n q u i ~ y  desk1 

It is easy to sec how this mirrors the incrcasc in what is sometimes called the 
'communicative dynamism' (cJ'18.3) of each succcssive part. Irrespective of 
whether or not thcy ;Ire explicilly linkctl, the p;trts ;lrc linkctl tltcm;ttic:tlly in 
Ihat tlic 'rhcmc'(cJ'18.9 Notc) i~ttrotlucctl i l l  tltc lirst part, 1111 rirg~~ttt tt~esscrgc~, 
is pronominalized as  it (cj'6.14fl) to become the 'theme' (cf18.9) of t he  
second. Compare also Herbert Black and I~ittr (via Mr Black), t l~e  sripercisor 
and Slre. 

19.13 But thematic connection is often by no means as linearly straightforward as  
it is in thescexamples. The interpretation of text dcpcnds upon thc recipient's 
common sense and his knowledge acquired independently of the text, as  we 
saw in 19.3. Grammar has potential in establishing plausible interpretations, 
but it is not required to provide unequivocal cues. Compare the two following 
texts in both of which there is thematic connection by pronominalization but 
where the pairing of pronouns and referents is sharply different: 

Mr Fraser' sent for thc doctor2; he' listcnctl ;inxiously fcir his' 
arrival; he' asked him' to exnmine his' throat. 

Mr Fraser' sent for the doctor'; he' diagnosed his' complaint; 
[ I ]  

he' soon felt better. l21 
The thematic connections are linked inextricably with the lexical items that 
are in turn linked to the situational context. Thus h(, and  hi.^ in the second 
part of [l], while following one of the grammatical patterns of pronoun 
coreferencc, are identified with their respective referents through our 
knowing that the person that sends for someone will be the one to listen for 
his arrival. Again, in [2] the order of antecedent-pronoun sequence is one of 
those grammatically permissible: he in the second part refers to the last- 
mentioned noun phrase in the first part. But the actual interpretation relates 
this grammatical possibility to the extra-linguistic probability that the 
diagnosis will be carried out by the doctor and not by Mr Fraser. 

In the following example, rhey is thematic in both the alternative 
concluding parts, but identification depends on lexical congruence with the 
verb of which they is subject: 

The police' prohibited the strikers' from demonstrating because 

they1 anticipated 
{they2 advocated ] 

Other types of thematic connection involve the fronting of ndverbials o r  
other elements more normally associated with end position: 

After rejecting the advice of the specialist at the hospital. Mr Fraser 
sent for the local doctor. 111 him he hod the deepest confidence. 

Mr Fraser sent for a different doctor. His usurrlotrc he no longer trusted. 

A further example: 

JMary invited me to her B ~ R T H ~ ~ Y  party) It was Jheld in a West End 
~ O T E L I  where Ilmer her p i~en t s l  The ljather is a retired ~ k ~ t i s t l  

It will be noticed that each part ends with a prosodic climax (as do the vast 
. majority of clauses in the SEU spoken corpus), and begins with a thematic 

unit, shown in italics, the whole text having in consequence a rhythmic 
prosodic pattern that can be diagrammed thus to represent the sequence of 
crescendi : 
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Note Conlmunly, a plurill pronoun will refer b;tck to ;tntecedents each introrluccd ;IS singular: 
M r  I:r;lscr' sell( lijr tile dnctor? ;lnd I~OI . '  ' ? discussctl hi,v' cvlnpl;lint Ihr oe;lrly ;In bo~tr. 

Rhemetic connection 
19.14 Compare thc two following texts: 

Jan lives in Holl;~nd and he writes poetry. Ill 

Caroline arrived on Tuesday and Roger f nishcd the thcsis on 
Friday. L21 

In both there is syndetic linkagc, giving ;L superlicinl similarity to thc 
cohesion in the two examples, but informationally the types of connection 
are very different. In [ l ]  there is the thematic connection that we havc 
considcrcd in 19.12; WC nccd scc no connection bctwectl the rhctncs here (irr 
Ilollartd and poetry): it is enough that J;ul has a rcli~tiotl to both. In [2] on t h ~  
other hand there is no te.~tual connection between the two themes, Caroline 
and Roger: the parts are firmly connected through the rhemes. This is 
achieved syntactically (two adjuncts, or1 Tuesday and or1 Friclny), in form 
(both adjuncts involving items from the lexical .~-rlny series), and in meaning 
(both indicating time when). There is also a more generally pervading 
cohesion through parallelism of form; cj'19.7. In speech, the connection 
would be endorsed by prosodic contrast or parallelism through the nuclei on 
Tues- and Fri- with perhaps a wider pitch range (cf App 11.20) on the latter: 

jcaroline arrived on TiiEsdayl and IRoger finished the thesis on T ~ ~ i d a y l  
. . : TfiEsday. . . 
. . . Tir~sday.  . . 

An example of rhematic connection with pronominalization: 

\Experts admire T H ~ S  picture! but the Jgeneral public prefer T ~ T  (one)l 

Textual orientation 
19.15 In  19.1 we spoke of the need for every text to have a context. In  particular 

we need an orientation in respect of place, tinte, jirctuality, and participant 
relations. Let us assume that a lecturer's opening words to an  audience were 
as  follows: 

In this week's talk, I would like us to examine why some people allege a 
decline in religious faith. 

The basic place and time orientation of the decline in religious faith is 
entirely covert, but the lecturer knows that his listeners will automatically 
relate this unlocated, undated decline to their own here and rtow. Individuals 
will naturally vary as to the broadness or narrowness with which they 
conceive here and r~olv: this city, this part of the country, this country, here 
in the world as a whole; now in this present year, this decade, this century. 
But they will not normally exclude their narrowest concept of 'here' while 
embracing a wider one, and they will not exclude the present year while 
embracing the present century. 

The same opening sentence could have begun a lecture that was part of a 
series on eighteenth-century France. In that case, the covert orientation 
would have been equally automatic and equally essential, but with a there 
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and then which would have located and dated the alleged decline, while a t  
the Silmc tinie giving this loc:rtion ;~nd  tli~ting ;in oricnt;ttion with rcspcct to 
lhe (si1nil;lr or contr;isti~ig) /~(~rc~;tn(I tro~t~of tlic ; I I I (~~CI ICC.  

19.16 The example in 19.15 has a bearing upon participant rclations in two 
respects. First, the speaker's personal ;tntl functional relation to his audience: 
he calls his activity a talk rather than a lwtrtrc. or c/c/(Ir~c..cc., and with polite 
diffidence (I ~voul(l like) invites his listeners to join him in an inquiry (I ~t,otc/d 
likr 11s to ercrtrritrc,: (:/'6.7, 6.18). A more dist:tnt Iccturcr ;tudicncc relation 
would havc been set up with: 

In this week's lecture, I shall explain why . . . 
In citlier casc he feels it relevant to spccib the function of his text: c:/.'Here 
is an urgent message', 19.12. Secondly, WC have the speaker's rclation to the 
rhematic a rleclir~e in religiori.~juith: he does not commit himself to claiming a 
decline ('some people' might, but certainly need not, include the speaker) 
and indeed he hints a t  the insecurity of the claim by using the verb ullege. 
Note the different relation he would have communicated between himself 
and his subject if he had said he would: 

. . . examine why it is believed that there is a decline in religious faith. 
or: . . . examine why there is, as we all believe, a decline . . . 
or: . . . examine why there is a decline. . . 

Basic relational structures 
19.17 A text may have one (or more) of an indefinitely large number of purposes: 

description, persuasion, narrative, etc. Some of these correlate closely with 
particular connective devices and presentational styles, as we note throughout 
this book from time to time. Textual functions are too numerous, too fluid, 
and too interlocking for us to attempt separate treatment in terms of textual 
form. But irrespective of the various purposes and general intentions of a 
text, there are a few relationships within texts that constantly recur, which 
involve particular connective devices, and which are therefore useful to bear 
in mind as we consider the devices themselves. They can be seen a s  basic 
relational structures: 

(a) general and particular 
(b) progression 
(c) compatibility 

(a) It is common for a text to proceed from a general point to a particular: 

Working in wood calls for great manual skill. The ordinary saw 
itself is not easy to handle. [l1 

But we may equally proceed in the reverse direction: 

The ordinary household saw is not easy to use. In fact, any sort of 
woodwork calls for great manual skill. l la l  

In conversational texts, the second part will often be supplied by another 
speakerewho thus 'cooperates' in formicg the text: 
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A: I must go and do somc shopping. } [gcncr;~l i s  p ~ r t i u ~ l ~ r ]  121 
11: Wrll, <lo~i'I l '~r j , ,~ l  I I I  l711y ;I ncwsp:ipcr. 

A:  'l'his chair is ;I bit wobbly. [p:~rticul;~r to 
B: Well, none of the furniture is very good.] gcllerall D1 

(1,) Wl~cllicr WC :!rc p,ivinI;, i ~ i s l r ~ ~ c l i t ~ ~ l s .  lclli~i[!, :I sl~lry, or co~l(~~lctil lg :Ill 

argument, WC are concerned to prcscnt t l ~ c  ~ ; I I  th ol'our lcxl s11 :IS to sl~ow l l ~ t !  

temporal or inferential relation of one to anothcr: 

Get ready : set: go. [41 

While Oscar was asleep, Mrs Pugh was sewing. L51 

This must be the way. I remember that house on the corner. L61 

Some dialogue examples: 

A:  My shoes are leaking. 
B: So you'll be getting them rcpaircd, I suppose. [71 

A : 1 spoke to Veronica on the phone last night. 
B: And? [XI 

Conversational explanations often include verbal encouragement such as yoli 
see, or ifyou/oIlow me, or the like. 

(c) Again, irrespective of the type of text, intcrprclation depc~ids on 
recognizing whether or not parts are compatible with each other. The relation 
may be one of matching, as in: 

The ordinary saw is not easy to use; a plane demands years of 
practice. [Ibl 

A :  That climb up the mountain was marvellous. 
B: The view from the top was glorious, too. L91 

Or the relation may be one of co~ltrast: 

The ordinary hand drill is not easy to use; this electric type is 
something any novice can handle. [Icl 

Reluctance or inability to recognize compatibility is often expressed by 
another speaker's interjection beginning 'Sorry, what about . . .'or 'Well, I'm 
not sure . . .'. We may distinguish 'Sorry !' and 'Sorry?': 

s d ~ r y l  

'Sorry !'indicates as hereconvictionabout countcr-compatibility. By contrast, 
'Sorry?' as  in: 

is a request for repetition or explanation, perhaps implying serious doubts 
about the compatibility between the parts of a text, or merely indicating that 
something was inaudible. 

Likewise, a speaker may help to demonstrate compatibility between one 
part and another by an explanation or example beginning: 

or by urging a hcarcr to ;~cknowlctlgc llic conip;~tihilily will1 such an  
explanation or cxotnplc prccctlcd hy: 

I ) i s r o ~ ~ r s ~  slr:~tcgirs 
I .  I<cl;~tion;ll strc~ctcl~-cs C:III bc rc:~li/cd by a I I I I I I I ~ C I  01' d is~c~~lrbe  ~ C S ~ ~ I I S  [IT 

stratcgics that have bccn wcll tlcscrihctl within thc rhctoric;~l tr;ldition since 
ancicnt timcs. Somc of thc most ou(stnnding may hc sccn in lcrnis of thc 
following metaphors: 

(i) step 
(ii) chain 

(iii) stack 
(iv) balance 

(i) The simplest type of exposition is a 'step by step' procedure. It is one that 
has an obvious appropriateness for instructional matcrial but it is normal 
also in description, narrative, or argument. The strategy is adequately 
illustrated by many of the short examples of text already given, but cornpare 
also : 

The 100-metre race was run immcdiatcly aftcr lunch. This was followed 
by the 400-metre relay. After a brief interlude with an acrobatic 
display, spectators spread around the track to watch the first cycling 
event. 

Informal spoken narrative of 'step' design often involves repetitious 
coordination with conjuncts such as then or rtext: 'and then . . . and then . . . 
next there was .  . .' 

(ii) The chain resembles the step procedure in going from point to point, but 
whereas in a stepped text it is part of the technique to assure the hearer/ 
reader in advance that the course is unidirectional and the goal planned, with 
the chain it is equally part of the technique to let it appear that though there 
are definite links (cf'19.1 l), the direction may curve, the course double back, 
and the ultimate point be unpredictable. The chain strategy is thus well 
suited to reflective or exploratory discourse: 

Hamlet poignantly represents the indecisions that plague us all. Not  
that indecision is the worst of our ills. In some ways decisiveness can 
be more damaging. Many people have decided on their courses of 
action too rapidly, with disastrous results. Othello is a representative 
of this tendency, though here we have other factors to consider such 
as jealousy and the evil influence of a supposed friend. Friendship in 
itself, of course. . . 

Like the step format, the chain is often characteristic of informal speech, 
where the varied and uncertain progression is acknowledged by sections 

a beginning 'But of course', 'By the way', and the like. 
The 'chain' type of structure, while technically well-formed (eg in thematic 
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connection) cll;lractcrizcs ticsultory informal Inlk whcre one topic leads 
aimlessly to anothcr. It is ritliculctl in thc l'ollowitlg p;~ss:~gc I'ro111 (;ilhcr( 
Sorrentino's Mulligan Ste~v (1980) where a ch;lracter is musing on thc rcsson 
for the late arrival of the police. He imagincs thcir route blocked by a 
landslide so that they are forced to take the old road running beside the river: 

The narrow bridges, slats missing, arc considered by the natives 
here;~bouts to bc dangcrous. fit only for carefree boys to fish off. They 
rarely catch any fish, alccording to Old C';lsh a1 the gcncfi~l store. 
What crackers he has! 

Whilc each transition is linguistically explicable, the text wanders helplessly 
away from the central question of thcjourncy by the policc. 

(iii) As with the step technique, the stack has a predetermined unity, but 
instead of a linear progression we have something more like a vertical 
structure, with a sound foundation (often called the topic sentence), an 
accumulation of 'layers', finally capped by a neat 'roof', securely 'roped 
down' to the foundations. For example: 

There is something very unsatisfactory about the maxim 'Honesty is 
the best policy'. I t  seems to equate virtue with profit, yet our common 
experience denies this. We could all cite instances of where an honest 
and virtuous action has brought disappointment and even ruin. We 
could equally point to people who have behaved with gross 
dishonesty and have become successful, powerful, wealthy. In any 
case it is surely rather immoral to incite people to honourable 
behaviour by seeming to promise reward. Honesty, if it requires a 
motive, must be valued for reasons other than 'policy'. 

Carefully constructed stacks are frequently recommended for paragraphirtg 
and they cannot be expected in informal conversation, though we often try 
to impose such a structure by ending a description or argument with a part 
beginning with a summative conjunct (cf 8.137) such as AN it1 a l l .  . . or I n  
short. . . Alternatively, the conclusion may be an exclamation like: 

What fun it all was! So that's JOHN for YOU! 

(iv) Like the chain, the balance strategy is particularly suited to reflective 
and exploratory discourse, but it resembles the stack in the care with which 
the parts are put together. Plus and minus, hot and cold, are set one beside 
the other so that the text seems to anticipate objections and crosscurrents 
raised in the mind of the readerlhearer. In the following example, the balance 
technique is used within a dominant stack procedure: 

For a spring break, Cumbria is hard to beat. There is of course a strong 
risk of bad weather during the early months of the year. On the other 
hand, the early tourist is rewarded by empty roads and the feeling 
that he has the countryside to himself. Not all the hotels are open, it 
is true, and you may be obliged to drive on to the next village. But 
this is well offset by the welcome that awaits you in a guest house 

where you may turn out to hc the only resident. Early visitors to 
C'urnhri;~ r:~rcly ~.cgrct tl~crr i~lili:rlivc. 

Balancing is common cnough in ordinary convcrsation, using pointcrs like 
'on the one hand . . . but on the othcr hand', but ;~nlhitious attcmptz a t  
balance often seem over-formal or even pompous. Informally, a balancing 
reservation is oftcn introduced by 'Mind you': 

. Mind ~ b u ,  I don't likc the wc;~thcr! 
-- not the wc;~lhcr, mind Y ~ U !  

Connective devices 

19.19 The relation between parts of a text is achieved by connective features that 
fall into four categories: 

(a) pragmatic and semantic implication 
(b) lexical linkage 
(c) prosody and punctuation 
(d) grammatical devices 

Naturally, in a book on grammar, we shall be coticentrnting on (d), but 
grammatical devices need to be seen in the context of (a-c) from which they 
can never in practice be entirely separated. All four types of connective 
devicenot merely interact intimately butoperatesimultaneously. In principle, 
however, they can usefully be distinguished and we proceed here to examine 
each in isolation. 

(a) Pragmatic and semantic implication 
19.20 Consider the following sequence as constituting the beginning of a discourse: 

Have you seen the paper? There's been a plane crash. 

Interpretation depends on the institution of the (daily) nelt~spoprr, on the 
assumption that most of us regularly see some newspaper or other, and on 
our referring to it - irrespective of the particular newspaper we may have - 
as  'the paper' (cf 5.28). The connection between the two sentences depends 
in turn (i) on the convention that a question implies that there is something 
of special interest to which the speaker wants to draw attention, and  (ii) on 
the plausibility that the following statement summarizes a news item that the 
speaker has read in the paper. On the other hand, if the second pa r t  had 
continued as: 

which has been completely ignored. 

the implication would have been quite different: thespeaker's announcement 
of the plane crash was not derived from the newspaper a t  all. 

We may see the chain-like process of implication more clearly in a further 
example : 
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Mr Costello drove to London to take part in an antinuclear 
tlcmonslr:ttiot~ [l1 

As it complc~c Icxt. this i~nplics 01' c,oursc III:II Mr ( ' o s~c l l t~  tlid i l l  I':lrl l :~kc 
part in the delllonstratiotl 2nd we would be unsurprised if thc text conlinucci: 

I Ic k l t  lie I1;1d (lone something li)r pc:lce. r7.1 

But in facl the continuation might well have becn: 

On tltc wily, his wilt suggcs(ctl lllcy go to the Ilowcr show instc;ttl. [2;11 

This does not in itself frustrate our interpretation of [l]:  it remains pl;lusible, 
but we now recognize that whereas the direction adjunct (to Lorrrlott) in 
association with the past tense (droae) combine to entail in themselves actual 
arrival (contrast was clrititlg to Lotrt/orr or set olrt ji,r Lott(/otr), the purpoSC 
adjunct in [ l ]  (to take port in . . .) merely opens a possibility. He itrtetr(led to 
take oart in the demonstration and the fulfilment of this intention is implied 
only if nothing is said to the contrary. 

Equally, [2a] merely opens an alternative possibility, and in view of this 
being given expression we are more cautious about assuming the fulfilment 
of either possibility now before us. With such a further continuation as the 
follow in^, WC conclude that the second possibility was fulfilled, the first -. 

tacitly excluded: 

There were some of the loveliest chrysanthemums they had ever 
seen. l31 

But if, instead, [2a] were followed by: 

But Mr Costello insisted. [3al 

there would be the implication (but nothing more) that our first interpretation 
of [ l ]  was sustained. On the other hand, if the continuation were: 

In the end, they went window shopping in Regent Street. 

we would know, that neither of the possibilities that had been opened up was 
actually fulfilled, though both had been equally justified by the grammar and 
our knowledgeofthe language. With [3b], furthermore, wcfind an implication 
of the discussion and vacillation which led the couple to reject both the 
original intention [ l ]  and the counter-proposal [2a] - a lengthy process of 
debate implied by the conjunct in the end[3b], a t  once enumerative, temporal, 
and summative (cf 8.136f). 

(b) Lexical linkage 
19.21 Contrast the following pairs of sentences: 

Steve and Deborah are both doctors. She is a New Zealander. [ l ]  

Steve and Deborah are both doctors. She is a surgeon. L21 

In  both texts there is thematic connection (she; cf 19.12), but in [2] there is 
rhematic connection as well (cf 19.14), and this is achieved lexically. The 
lexical items doctor and surgeon belong to the same semantic set, the former 

being a superordinale term (hypcrnyrn) cmbntcing .vrtrgc(,tt, l~cc/irr/rician, 
gynecologist, etc. Sometimcs, Icxicttl linkage is formally overt, ;IS in: 

Dill is : I I I  olc l . l~ i r~ t r i lo I 'n~ i~~r .  1,111 111. ~ 1 1 0 1 r 1 c 1 1 1 i  : I ~ \ I I I I I L .  I I I ; I I  
.li.ir~~r~lslril~ cxcuscs rutlc~lcss. 

l.31 
But more usually it involves, as in 121, sctni~ntic i~ntl pr.:~gm;~tic kt~owlcdge, 
1101 Ic;lsl ;I f:l~nili;irily will1 words ; I I I ( I  ; ~ l l ~ ~ s i o ~ l s  otlly C O V C I I I ~  COIIIICCIC(I. 
Consider the rcl:~tion in the Ibllowing hclwcc~t ittr,tt ilnd ljoXi,rx on tllc onc 
hand, itnd het wee~i,/rt~it, I I v ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ I ~ ' , ~  8 Y ~ ~ o ( l / i ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~  ;I I I ~  (111/)1(, or1 I I I C  ot ller : 

Of all common Sruit, Branilcy's Scctllings arc particularly suitablc 
for baking. After only a short time in the oven, this apple 
becomes a light fluffy mass. 

[41 
As always (c/ 19.191, there are rclcvnnt grammatical features ;is well: the 
demonstrative this links the generic singular apple with Br(~tt1le~~'s Seeclli,tgs 
as though the latter were a singular generic noun phrase, the (or (I) BriinrleyS 
Seedlita. 

In the following programme note heard on the radio, pragmatic and lexical 
linkage are combined in a tactful use of elegant variation which prompts 
interpretation while avoiding insult to the hearer's assunled knowledge and 
interpretive skill: 

Thc zoological sequence is called Cort$e rl'Or~jltie, the music of 
Orpheus being so attractive that wild animals would follow him. 151 . . 

The adjective zoological is related to the noun phrase ()ltild) at~itnals in tlie 
next clause, while Poulenc's title Cort?ge d'Orpl16e is 'explained' by linking 
sequence, atrractive, andfollow as helpful glosses (like 0rphcrr.v beside the less 
familiar Orphie) on the French word cort6ge. 

Note Lexical linkage involving the shared knowledge of allusio~l is illustrntcd in thc following piece 
of dialogue from Willia~n Ash's novel Irjcorporotid(1980): 

'But life itself is like th;tt. No man is an -' 
'That's right.' interrupting her while be filled her wine glilss. 'We're ;111 isthnn~scs. and 

sincc I c:ln still say "isthmuses", you obviously need ;I drink'. 
Thc worcl i.slisrd is so well known in the John DOIIIIC quoti~li~rn t I ) ;~ t  i t  is Icn unspoken, but W C  

depcnd on if for tllc modified imiigc involving tlre n;trrow connccli<~r~ hetwccn parple cxprcsscd 
hy ll~e word isthrtlrt.~. (The repetition of hrhtl,rts~~.s does not in lhis cilsc h;lve lexical hut  
phonological relevance, tlie wittiness of the switch in rcfcrcncc being filrther endorsed by the 
switch from the speaker's evident sobriety to thc unsupported cvidencc t h ; ~ t  his woman 
compenion is cquivalcnlly sober.) 

Lexicon, shared knowledge, and grammar 
19.22 We see, then, that discourse makes considcr;tble usc of words h;tving quite 

general reference in relation to words denoting particularity ((j'19.17): 

Some animals can be trained to use tableisare. We have probably 
all seen a chimpatrzeeeating with aspoott or drinking from a cup. [ l ]  My spaniel was once a keen helper when I went rabbit sltootittg, 
but 1 suppose all dogs lose their huttting ardour as they get older. [2] 

But lexical linkage can work through opposition and exclusion as well as 
through similarity and inclusion. Contrasts may be lexically realized by 
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reference to waking and sleepi~tg, requesthtg (eg: beg) and gra~lting (eg: nlkoiv), 
;tnd in tlie context of childhood an importnnt oppositiot~ exists between 
scltool and honte. In the I)llowing cxn~nplc, tli,vcritt~i~~tr/it~t~ is Iiypcr~lylnic will1 
reference to scx, race, and religion, but thc particular items included arc 
rclalctl through tiit~tu;~l exclusion : 

There has come to be increasing awareness of discrimination as a 
worldwide problem. Women have protcsted that thcy continue 
to hove fewer rights than men. Blacks are conscious that their 
whitc neighbours gct bcttcrjohs. I'rolcsl:~llls in onc community 
feel the odds are against them, while Catholics have a 
comparable feeling in another, as do Jews in yet another. [31 

As we also saw in 19.21, lexicallinks may be established not by our knowledge 
of the language but by additional information fed in by the speakerlwriter. 
Such linkage can provide a chain-like course through a text (cf 19.18): 

The Senate last week refused to confirm the nomination of Judge 
Robert Palnter. The Judge is a Cal(jornian with a sound 
reputation and enjoying state-wide support. The defeat of the 
Calijbrrzian, well remembered in Holly~ood stu(lios, is seen as a 
rebuke to the President. He is known to have given the ex-actor 
a good deal of personal encouragement. L41 

Linkage of a superficially similar kind may depend on the general knowledge 
of the hearerlreader. to fulfil its role: 

In the 1960s the Beatlesseemed a tightly knit group. The quartet 
developed a style of popular music that was not merely original 
but which was a product of their close relationship. Yet within 
a few years, the Liverpool lads had gone their separate ways. [S] 

If the author had felt less confident about his audience's previously acquired 
knowledge, he could have prepared for the italicized links in the second and 
third sentences with an alternative opening such as: 

In the 1960s, the four MerseysideBeatles seemed. . . [sal 

Compare also: 

His opening remarks were directed toflattering his audience by 
telling them how honoured he was to address suck a distittguished 
gathering. As he had expected, tliisflartery guaranteed him an 
attentive and appreciative hearing. L61 

The nominalization this flattery not only links with the same lexical base 
flatter(i11g) in the preceding sentence: it provides a thematic connection 
(cf.19.12) by acting as a substitute for the whole nonfinite clause that is 
italicized in the preceding sentence. As such, it in fact requires no specific 
lexical linkage a t  all, as we see in the following alternative version: 

In his opening remarks, he told his audience how honoured he was 
to address such a distinguishedgatheri~zg. As he had expected, 
thisflattery . . . [6al 

1,cxical recurrence 
19.23 Lcxical linkage by rccurrcnce of form is gcncrally avoided sincc lexical items 

can easily seem obtrusive. The second speaker's remark in the following 
draws ironic attention to the overuse of one word: 

A :  'rhcrc was a tlclightS~~l party :1l my ollicc li)r Ihc hoss's lifiiclh 
birthday. What I I'ound p:~rticularly dclightl'ul were the 
speeches. They were delightfully witty. 
B: I t  all sounds a bit too delightful for my taste. 111 

On the other hand, a great deal of lexical recurrence is tolerated in legal 
language where misinterpretation is of Inore serious concern than adverse 
stylistic criticism. The following is from a current domestic insurance policy: 

If a t  the time of any loss, destruction, or damage arising under 
this Policy there is any other insurance covering such loss, 
destruction, or damage, the Company shall not be liable for 
more than its ratable proportion of such loss, destruction, or 
damage. L21 

In ordinary language, we would expect the second use of loss, des~rttctio~l, or 
damage to be replaced by some such hypernym as r~li$fortut~es (cf 19.21) and 
the third to be pronominalized (then?). But even in language that is being 
used in a less specialized way, repetition is common enough to convey 
emphasis. A tone of impatience in rejecting an accusation is noticeable in 
the following exchange: 

A:  lWhy weren't you kinder to your sister1 
B: lBut I w k  kind to my sisterl I lgave ~ ~ k s e n t s  to my sisterl I 

Jintroduced FR~ENDS to my sister1 I Jwashed CLOTHES for my 
sisterl L31 

This example is presented in prosodic form to show the way in which the 
four repetitions ofmy sister have no nucleus, being treated as 'given'(cj.18.8), 
just as  it would be if it had been replaced pronominally, (to) her. Repetition 
in ordinary discourse also occurs to indicate the repetition, extent, or 
confirmation of a phenomenon (cf 13.78, 13.101): 

The only remedy is work, work, work. I41 
Everywhere I looked, there were children, children. 
She screamed and screamed for hours. 

151 

She is iery, very intelligent. 
L61 

A lovely, lovely chrysanthemum. [71 I81 

A combination of lexical meaning, word-formation, and such syntactic 
processes as  nominalization is a valuable resourcc in textunl structure and  we 
return 10 il in IO.72J: 

Note Not only do we tend to avoid lexical repetition in dialogue but an attempt is often made to 
replace an item by one of heightened meaning, rather than by a mere synonym. This again 
illustrates 'cooperation' in dialogue texts. For example, note the way emphatic agreement and 
assertion are expressed in 191 and [l01 respeclively : 

A: Isn't it a louel), day? B: Gorgcorrs! 
A: Are you sureyou'vegot the key? B: Posirrw! [V1 I101 
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General hypernyms 
10.24 Millly lcxicnl items areused hypernymic;~lly rather in t h ~ n i > l n l l ~ r  of pronouns 

; l r ~ i l  lltllcr h l l l ~ s t i t ~ ~ l c ~ ; .  '1 Itcy tI111s II:IVC :I c111i1vi ~* , r :~~~l tn:~t ic :~l  ft~nctioll, as c:lll 
be seen in the it;~lici/cd cx;~~lll,lcs in thc I'oll<lwi~~g: 

Tile mayor's procession is very colourful and attracts Illtiny 
(o~lrists ;~ntl ~ l l i c r  spcc~i~lors.  Thc ccr3tr/ :~lwitys occ,rrrs on :l I I I  

StltL1r~l:ly. 
I I l 

Thousands wcre out of work; thcrc was hn~lgcr, nngcr, i~nd 
unrest. The si/uccliotl required carcSul handling. 

121 

The thing that amused mc most wits her remark about her 
brother's swimming 

L31 

The candidate decided to support the building of another atomic 
power st;l[ion, 7.his is what thc p:rrly Icatlcr h;id tlot~t' at the 
previous election. ~ u t  it turnctl out to hc a n  unpopular ~.Y.YI~C. 

[41 

highlighted. But thc cntlings of both [lal i ~ n t l  [ Ih]  arc cqu;~lly tlcpcntlent in 
theirdiKercnt ways on the precetling piirts to which tllcy arc linked. 

Whilc thcrc is :I tlircct rcl:~lil]n I>clwcr~~ ~pccr.11 :1r11l wrilinl:. :IS ;tlso 
(I1ro:ldly) I ~ r l w c r ~ ~  1)1osodic Ir;~lulcs 111 ~ ~ ~ L . c c I I  ;111t1 1 1 1 ~ .  I U I I I ( . I U ; I I I O I I  ~ C V I C C ~  

ofwrifing, the former must be given prcccdc~~cc in c;~ch c;~sc. In I ~ c t ,  a s  we 
see from [I] above, it is impossible to untlcrst;~nd ;I written tcxt until we 
:1ssi6!11 to it :I ~".i>sotly wllcll~c~. wr t i~kc i l  i l l  hilc~~lly 01 r r ;~< l  i l  i ~ l t~ l t l .  

Sittce !v~rcl~ ~ I I I S I I ~ I ~ ~  IL;tl~trc.s ~ I I C \ ! ~ .  rIryl11111, ; I I I [ I  i c ~ l ~ > c ~ ; ~ l c t > t ~  I I ; I V C  11, tlcl 
with informution proccssillg (cl'lX.2 - IS), App 11). ancl since thc linkage 
bclwccn the parts of 'a text reflects tlic builtl~rp of'i~if'orrnation (c1'19.12). it 
 follow^ that prosody is a vitally important factor in textual cohercnce. 

Note A n  ex:lmple rollows whicl~ shows the intectction oSpn)so~lg r v i l l ~  Icxic;~l 11nk;lgc ;~nd  wl~icl~ ;llso 
cle~n~~~~slr;~les i ~ n p l i c ; ~ l i ~ ~ ~ l  I I ~ : I  ct~n~~eclinn Ihrlwcr~~ I I IP~III~IIJ :  i ~ ~ l l l  l i n 1 : t ~ i \ t i ~  1 ; ~  I I I  ~ , I I I I I C ~ ; I I ~ O ~ ~  ;lll1] 

~~ros<nlic ;IS wc11 ;IS gr;~~rrnri~tic;~l sl~;~l,c: sr<t/eCai. jinnf,.,,): 
I t  h:~s hccn s;~id th;lt Sclluhcrt's Ninlll Symphr~ny is I~ i s  lir<ric,t. As  ill Ilcethoven's 

mt~slcr work, we sccrn to heur tllc i~rtist at  111s gri~ndcsl ~ I ' n o l  grc;~tcst. 
121 The tcxt depends of alursc on our knowing tllat the Eroicil is ;I cu~nposition by Ueethovcn, and 

i t  consequently requires us to recognirc ;I rcl;ltion tIi;11 m;iy be rcprcsc~ltcd ;IS follo\r.s: 
us N in th  L ru Scllubcrt,so i,v Eroica ro Bccthovcn 

The phrasenrasrer 11,urk is tl~us'given'(cf lR.R);~nd is a rcpl;~cc~ne~tt  lilr I..h,rc,t (clcg;~nt v;tri;ltion 
and Iiypcrnymic;~:l'l9.24); ;IS such. Lhis pllr;isc liiilst IIC d o w n g r i ~ ~ l c ~ l  p r ~ ~ s o d ~ ~ : ~ I I y ,  lhc prc~l~otlilicr 
(Becrhol1~~ll:r) taking a nucleus toshow the l ink wit11 Emic:~ ;!or1 lllea,nlr:lsl will1 Sclruhur~: 

. . . is his E R ~ ~ C ~ I .  As in LIii~THoven's master work . . . 
[?ill 

Compare alsofield, sel-ttp, prohkenr, srtbject, nlatrer, and such verbs as htrppett, 
lake place. 

The lexical independence of prosody 
19.26 The central place of prosodic features is emphasized throughout this book, 

and in thepresent chapterthey are best illustrated along with thegrammatical 
features they accompany. But we should note that prosodic variables are to 
some extent quite independent of the partictrlar words used - and indeed no 
actual words need be used. 

I t  is a characteristic of even the most one-sided dialoguc that the speaker 
expects a prosodic response, even if it is realized with oral support that does 
not include institutional 'words': 

A: So I told him that it was none of his business and that I would 
do as I pleased. 
B: IMI 

A: After all, it's not as if I still owed him money. [l1 

B: IMI 
A: I repaid him that money I borrowed - well, nearly all of it, so 

121 

I'm no longer under any obligation to him. 
B:jnl 

L31 
In [I], B is assuring A with his falling tone that he follows (and perhaps 
agrees with) what A is saying. In [2], however, the rising tone indicates 
surprise or a question o r  some form of challenge; it is appilrerltly enougl~ to 
divert A from his thread of discourse to tell B about the loan repayment. In 
[3], B's fall-rise indicates understanding, but with only qualified assent, and 
A's next utterance might well go further into the morality of the position as  
he sees it. All three of B's contributions are textually important and in some 
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circ~~mst;~nccs thcir ;~hscnce would hring the discourse to a h:llt: A would be 
puAcd,  or hc llligl1t he c~l l 'c~~t l~t l ,  111 11's s i lc~~cc.  0 1 1  lhc I c ~ c I ~ ~ ~ o ~ c ,  h2 wOlll(l 
have interrupted himself to ask 'Arc you still thcrc'!' or 'Can you hear rnc ;III 
right?' 

19.27 Irrcspcctivc of response-depcndencc (and in radio discourse, no response is 
usually possible), a speaker prosodically emp;lthizcs with the hcarcr in 
numerous ways. Pauscsare helpfully introduced aftcrcolnplcting a significant 
information unit; this indicates thc cnd of whnt Inay bc callcd a prosotlic 
'paragraph', and such a termination will be markcd by being given a specially 
long curve to an intonation nucleus (usually a fall). Or  a pause may be 
introduced itnmcdii~tcly bcforc a lexical item which the speaker feels may be 
unPamiliar or which he wishes to be hcard clearly: 

The library has hundreds of extremely valuable books including 
several [pause] i n c u ~ i ~ u l a .  [l1 

By contrast he may tactfully increase the tetnpo ovcr parts of his discourse 
that he expects will be particularly familiar or which he modcstly wishes to 
be treated as rather unimportant. As with B in [3] of 19.26, a speaker will use 
a fall-rise to hint at reservation and uncertainty, so that a contrast would be 
heard with the all-embracing summative conjunct (c/ 8.139) in: 

On the W H ~ L E I  my childhood was a happy one. L21 

On the W H ~ L E I  my childhood was a happy one. L31 

In [2] we have a confident statement, in [3] it is hedged with some doubt. A 
rising tone will especially be heard however to indicate clearly that something 
is to follow: a main clause, a further item in a list, and the like. I t  will also be 
used in direct appeals for the listener's cooperation and understanding, in 
such cases the rise being rather narrow (cf App 11.15) and each appeal having 
lower prominence (cf App 11.9) than the surrounding text. 

For example: 

I had no idea where she had gone, you Isk~l- and I could hardly 
wait there all night, 161 [41 

One final general point may be made. We saw in 19.26 that prosodic features 
could be used without actual words. In a similar way, prosody enables us to 
dispense with words that would be necessary for clarity in a written version 
of the same text. The two following utterances areobviously very different: 

And so it's just possible that she's ill. L51 

And so she may be actually ill. L61 

A single string of fewer words could convey the difference by assigning 
different prosody: 

And so she MAY be ill1 [5al 

And so she may be ~ L L I  [@a1 

Punctuation 

. . l he p:~r:~gr;~pI~ 
19.28 Although in this book we rcpc;~tcdly cmpll;~si;.c the prirn:~cy ofspccch ovcr 

writing, and of prosody ovcr punctu~~tion, WC Iii~vc to rccognizc that many 
typcs of text take shape first on papcr anti have thcir normal rc;~lizntion in 
graphic form. Punctuation thus has a grcatcr intcrcst for t l ~ c  study of'tcxts 
than for linguistics as a wholc, whcre it can be generally looked upon as a 
surrogate nntl ;I ratlicr inatlcqut~tc substitute li)r the rangc of phonologic;~lly 
rcalized prosodic fcaturcs at our disposal. 

In considering the grammatical system of English, we think in terms of 
such units as sentence, clause, and phrase. WC noted earlier ((:/'19.9) that 
from a tcxtual viewpoint, howcvcr, such distinctions arc not particularly 
relevant: the difference between sentence and clause, for cxamplc. What is 
more significant is that there are textual units that cannot bc recognized at 
all in grammar, and only the smallcst of them can be rccognizcd prosodically 
as  units. Written texts may be in volumes, parts, chapters, scctions; and few 
are so short as  not to comprise more than one paragrapl~ (itself a unit only 
uncertainly matched in prosodic terms). And this is to ignore such wcll- 
established genres of literary texts as the epic poem, the lyric, the play, the 
short story, the novel. Anthony Powell's novel, Drrrice ro /ha Music. oJ'Tit,~e, 
comprises twelve volumes, each of which can itself be read as a complete 
novel. 

We shall shortly come to consider sub-paragraph textual units, but first we 
should note that the decision as to whcre to impose paragraph boundaries is 
by no means self-evident or unequivocal. Yet a paragraph has on the one 
hand a relatively strong sense of internal coherence and on the other a 
relatively loose linkage with the textual material before and after it. Consider 
the following fragment of text: 

. . . and that was how I came to have some weeks obscrving the 
behaviour of their eight-year-old son. He broke eggs on  the carpet. 
He twisted his kitten's tail till it mewed in anguish. He put garbage 
in his parents' bed and burned holes in his sister's clothes. (i) H e  was 
extraordinarily [adjective]. (ii) His parents intended to send him to a 
special school . . . 

According to the adjective we supply at the bracketed segment, we can see 
that either (i) or (ii) could be a fitting place to begin a new paragrapll. 

If the adjective is wicked, noltgl~~.,  ill-hc~haced, we might well start a new 
paragraph a t  (ii). The preceding part would have had a stack-l~kc structure 
(cf 19.18) and the sentence 'He was extraordinari!~ ill-behaved' would 
fittingly round it off with a rather self-evident conclusion. 

If, on the other hand, the adjective is itttelligrtlr, gi/??d, t~r~rsicc~l, o r  some 
other item not suggested by the account of his behaviour, then (i) would be a 
fitting -one might say essential - point at which to begin a ncw paragraph. 
This would reveal a totally different aspect of the boy and the text might go 
on to describe the special school at which his intelligcncc or other positive 
gifts could be suitably developed. 
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Tllc sentence 
9 . 2  I n  :In onnloaous way, the decision to dividc a paragraph into orthographic 

sclltcnces (lel,cllrls 1 1 ~ 1  Ilow tllc: writcr. wisl~c.; II~csr: srn;~llcr .;ccli(,ns of his lcxt 
to be sccn in rcl;ttion to c;~clt other: inli~n:~tcly \i~tkc(I :IS I I I O I I R I I  II:IIUI:IIIY 
indissocilthle (110 punctu~ltion); closcly associated but SCllLtrnlC (conltn;l Or 
semicolon. :Iccortling to tlcgrcc): rcl;ttivcly sep;rr;~tc (pointed as independent 
~c~ t l c t~ccs ) .  C ' ~ I ~ I ] ~ I I ~  1I1c clill'c~c~tt ~ I I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ : I ~ ~ I I I I S  ol'lltr I ' I~II I Iw~III~. :  

1 saw Miriam and Walter. L11  

I saw Mirii~m, ant1 Willtcr. 121 

I saw Miriam - and Walter! PI 
I saw Miriam. And Walter. [41 

In [l], the normal and expected form, it scems to he suggested that Miriam 
;tntl W;tltcr :ire a conplc who rcgul~~rly :!ppcar togcthcr. This is not so in [2 
41, where the punctuation may carry various implications according to lllc 
larger context. In [2]. thc two persons are hcing listed; in [3], the sight of  
Waiter in addition to Miriam is given special and dramatic significallcc; in 
[4], the second person seems to be mentioned as an afterthought. But the 
suggested motivations for [3] and [4] might be expressed by either of the 
punctuation forms according to the taste of the writer or his belief in their 
communicative impact on the reader. Since (as we see in App 111) punctuation 
is subject to fairly rigorous convention, many writers hesitate to show 
individuality, originality, or rhetorical elfects by this means. Instcad they 
will select grammatical constructions and carefully selected lexical items 
which they hope may achieve effects that in speech would be without 
difficulty indicated by prosodic features. In any event, aural realization 
cannot be disregarded. Even thesilent reading of a typically paper-originating 
text (such as a legal document) demands the assignment of speech prosodies 
as  an  aid to understanding. The careful writer does not forget this, and 
punctuation choices are made (along with grammatical and lexical ones) in 
the hope of providing the reader with the cues necessary for assigning the 
prosody that the writer would himself have used in uttering his text aloud. 

But as readers we have an obligation too. In listening to a spoken text, we 
automatically respond to the prosodic features that help tomould its structure. 
When we read, we have to create those prosodic features from the visual 
print. Stumbling as we read is a common experience: the further context 
then tells us of an  earlier misinterpretation and we have to go back and 
reread a portion of the text, redistributing our imagined internal stresses and 
nuclei. Sometimes the fault is in the ineptness of the writer, but often it lies 
in our lack of sympathetic alertness to the textual structure in front of us. 

four or five times your signilicance, lhen you ;ire aelilolllg yuuraoll. 
The one-word sentence A,rr/functions as a heavy additive conjuncl(c1'X. 138; perklps equivalent 
to nlorco,:er in a ~ . ~ r ~ ~ l  style). It is only by milking it a scnlencc tklt the wriler is able l0 ensure 
that we read it  in  Lhe way i t  would h;~vesoundcd in speech: 

. . . into respectani~ityl lir~ol Illyou 'cannot ~ 5 ~ 1 .  . . [sal 

(d) Grammatical devices 

(i) Place and time rcl:~tors 
(ii) Tcnsc. ;tsjlccl. and n;~rr;~livc ~ l r ~ l c r ~ ~ r c  

( i i i )  I)clvrt~~incrs, ~ I O - I ~ I I I I I S ,  ~ I I I C I  cllil~si.; 
(iv) Discourse reference 
(V)  7'11~ t c x t t ~ ~ ~ l  role of;~dvcrhi:~Is 

(vi) Coordin;~tio~l i~titl subortlination 
(vii) The part played by questions 

(viii) Participant involvement 
(ix) Information proccssi~lg 

Place and time r e l a to r s  -. - 
19.31 In 19.15 we stressed that textual structure requircs firm orientation in rcspect 

to place and time. Let us assume that an acquaintance tells us: 

Long ago, I lived in the Far East. My father worked at a naval 
base. I went back to look at our old home soon after thc Navy 
had withdrawn. r t i  

111 
In addition to the here and now of the speaker and hearer, one other location 
in space and two other 'locations' in time are mentioned; and the speech 
participants relate themselves to these locations: 

Fig 19.31 

Taking A as 'here and now', this involves itnagining a remote place where, 
for a relatively long time span in the past 'D', there had existed a naval base. 
Within that period, for a shorter but equally unspecilicd stretch of t ime 'B', 
the speaker had lived there. And betweell the tinles B and A, there is a time 
'C' (narratively represented as without duration) when the spc~tker went 
back to the Far East but when thc naval bz~sc no loogcr functioned. 

In even so simple a narrative text, we should note the adequacy of the 
spaceand time referencesin providing theorientation, and yet the imprecision 
of these references: no actual locations that one could point to on a map,  n o  
actual dates. Note also the implicit relation to 11c~r.c and ,ion8: the 'For East' is 
.far only from (say) Britain, and is east only it1 relation to son~ewhere in the 
west; the time is 'long ago'only in relation to 'now'- it was itself 'now' when 
the speaker lived in the Far East. 
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Place rclators 
It is frotn the [ingllistic sigrls s],;tti;ll rcl'crcncc t11;tt WC t!crivC c ~ p l c s ~ i o n s  

for the most abstract relations such as timc ((:/4.W, 8.75). Yet ;lltll()llgh 
physical loc;llion is csscntial for oricntation in discourse, gramrnaticitl 
correlates to physical location arc relatively meagre. Shifts or distinctions 
within space tend to be expressed by location-specific lexical items or even 
proper nouns (place-namcs, for cxamplc). Notc the heavy dcpcndencc on 
Icxicol ilctiis in tlic following I'amiliar spatial distinctions, whcre the relatively 
erammatical (it gcncralizahlc) ilctns arc italicized: 

llit/lirl my apartrnetlt - rhrotcglt the hall - into the kitchen - btside the 
hcdrootn - pcirt q/'llte bcdroom ceiltng 

Halnpstcad - olll o/'thc underground station -- t11' 1.lc;tth Street - hr.~.o~l(i 
White Stone Pond - to Jack Straw's Castle 

New York - going upstate - crlorrg thc Hudson - neor the Catskills - 
from Poughkeepsie - all the wa.vprrst Kingston 

Nonetheless, as we saw in 8.39f/; certain spatial relations are firmly linked to 
grammatical expressions which are heavily exploited in textual structure. 
Thus an  opening question or statement will normally involve reference to 
location in space (as well as in time): 

Where are you going tonight? 
It's ages since I was over there. 
On Tuesday evening, I was a t  the front floor talking to a caller. 

Suddenly we heard a crash and two cars collided just opposite. 
We hurried across to see if we could help. One driver was 
scrambling out, bleeding profusely, and my visitor helped him 
over to the pavement. Then along came some people, running 
up the stree:. I dashed back in and phoned for help. When I 
went out again, the other driver was trying to move his car 
dolvn the road a little and in to the side. 

In all three examples, spatial reference is essential, as well as orientation to 
the participants' here (cf 19.31): where in [I] entails a here from which to set 
out; over lhere in [2] entails 'in contrast to here'. But let US look Inore closely 
a t  the Dart played by spatial reference in [3], both in respect to orientation . . -  
and to the structure of the narrative. 

Even totally out of context, the institutionalized phrase a t  the front door 
would be understood as referring to the main entrance of the speaker's home, 
whether this was a house or a small apartment. Likewise, just opposite is a t  
once understood as  just opposite to where the speaker and his visitor were 
standing. A road is implied by the car crash and in this context across means 
'across the intervening space (of footpath and street)'. The back in signifies a 
return across this intervening space and in10 the speaker's home. The two 
instances of out are of sharply different reference: the first refers i~nplicitly to 
emergence from the car, the second to re-emergence from the speaker's home 
(thus correlating with the earlier hack in). The contrasting phrases up (the 
street) and ~ O I V I I  (the road) are interesting in makrng spatial reference not 
necessarily in terms of relative elevation (though this is not cxcludcd). The 
immediate contrast is in terms of orientation again: up indicating an 

approach towards the speaker (and his honic), rlotl~ti indic;lting the collverse 
((f9.24). The cluslcr of sp;tti;tl I .C~I .CIICLLS ~)rovi( l~s  ;I ~o l l t i l l l~o~ t s  SCI 01. 
coordina~cs in rclaliun lo a bnsc (the spcnkcr's Itomc, Illotrgl~ iftis is irtcrcly a 
pragmatic implication) as well ;is ;I cohcrcnt ;tccount of the movcmcnts 
involved in thc narrativc. 

Note In ;I text where i t  was known tI1;it 21 phycic;~l slope w;ls i~ lv i~ lvcd ,  t~/~//rlrlo~,an /rl ,~,.~r~,~.t)  would he 
used with respect to tllisabsolute and ohjcctive phyricc~l I'c;tlure. ;lad i t  w(llal(l r , t ~ t w c i ~ h  pers<,n;il 

oricllkltiun T11c Ictllcr n1111d lhcli hc cxpre.;bccl lhy ; ~ l t c ! ~ ~ ; ~ t ~ v c  I I I C : ~ ~ , ~ :  'Sl~c I<~,, ,I  (,,tvrrl.} t l l c  stlccl': 'l'llcy c<111rr dowtl lllc slrecl'. ( '< ,~ l t r ; l \ t  ;1lv1: ' l  llcy I t o l l i ~ ~ I  I,,) I 11111 A Y C I ~ ~ ~ C '  ( i t .  : IW;IY 

ham 'downtown' Mt~~~llatt;!n): 'They s:~untered rlo!v,t I : ~ l t h  Avcnuc '  (rt, t ~ ~ ~ v ; ~ r d s  downtoivn 
Manhattan); 'They w;llked nlo~t~ Fifth Avcnue' (l~eolr;~l ;IS to direclion). 

Elliptical, lexical, and granlrnatical indicators 
19.33 Where place relators operate in text structure, ellipsis is oftcn involved 

(c/'12.47#'): 

He examined the car. Thefiottt was slightly d:ltnaged. 
The building was heavily guarded by police. The windows [I1 

(on the top storey 1 lat the top . were covered with boards. 
121 - * 

The ellipted items in [ l ]  and [2] are of the car and ofthp building respectively. 
Often the ellipted items are not in the previous context, but are understood 
from the situational context (either accompanying the co~nmunication o r  
established by the communication): 

The traffic lights eventually changed. He walked across quicklv. 131 . . .-, 
Across here implies the roador some similar noun phrase (cf.9.66, 19.32). 

A few place adverbs d o  not involve ellipsis: here, there, e / .~e~ t~he r~ ,  the 
relative where, and (in formal contexts) hence, thence, hither, and thither. They 
are pro-forms: 

The school laboratory reeked of ammonia. Here, durin$ the first 
week of the term, an  unusual experiment was conducted. 

All my friends have been to Paris a t  least once. I am going rllere [41 
next summer for the first time. 

re1 
121 

Here in [41 is a substitute for in rhe school /aboratory and there in [5]  for 
Paris. 

Note [a1 Elsetvlrercdiffers fmm theother substitutes in indicclting thzlt the placcs undcrco~lsideration 
arc other than those previously mentioned. 
[bl In sentences like Siatidrkereand Hcreil iv, the pro-forms m:iy referdirectly to the situ;ltional 
contexts without any linguistic mention oflocation: c/] 9.34. 

19.34 Place relators often comprise two components. Most con~n~only 111cse are a 
dimension or direction indicator plus a location indicator (c1.9.13fl'). The 
latter is usually an open-class noun (or proper noun), but its locational use is 
often institutionalized, making the whole expression quasi-grammatical. 
Examples: 
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at the window in tow11 
on the ceiling o r  work 
ill l l l c  air 1111 1111:11~0 

at thc sc;~sitlc c111 t l t c  \vay 

~ ~ ~ ~ t h ~ ~  comlnon type of pairing is a distance inrlic;ilur plus a dilnetlsioll 
i ~ t d i c : t I o r ;  I'or C X : I I I ~ ~ > ~ C :  

low(cr) -t- clown 

+ (2 + Noun Phrase 

But note, in relation to the last cxamplc Iislctl, L!I:IL mnrinc usagc pcrmils L ~ c  

absence of the noun phrase complement: 

I shouted to attract her attention and she brought the boat close lo 
so that I was able to jump on. 

[I1 

Also in marine usage are on board, aboard, and ashore (though the first is also 
used of aircraft): 

or are you staying asl~ore? [21 

The partially antonymous home and abroad are exceptional (with ashore for 
example) in combining the dimension and locational factors: 

After being out for a couple of hours, I'm now 

{ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g }  home for the evening [reference to personal residence] l31 

[reference to native courltry] 
l41 

In addition to their use as pro-forms, here and there can have purely 
situational reference, with orientation to the speaker: 

I'm glad to welcome you here and I'd like to introduce two friends 
who are sitting (over) there. 

[51 

G r a m m a t i c a l  devices 1451 

rate, is  t l i i l t  where ;I prepositionill pllr;~sc h;ls to  carry the i n l i l r m i ~ l i i l n  fcrcus. h c u s  on thc  
prepositionill complclncl l l  mkly often imply o n w t ~ ~ l t e d  cmpll~!sis o r  co1ltr;tsl. The c r~mp lc lnen t  
may for cxklmplc he contcxtu;~lly '[!ivcn' (1.1 ;an in l in i t ivc cx;~lnplc. 0.9) 111 \ l ~ c l l  in.;l;~nccs, 
I I~ I IV~I I>~I !~  t l l  l l lc  1tlc11.i 1,) 1111. IBICJIII..I~~C~II IIB;IY 111. )111.11.1:11~1t.. 1.,.111.1 ~ i l l l y  11  :I,. 111 1111. II~\I:~I,,.,., 

;~l,ovc IIOCOII~I:I~I is pl;tl~\ll>lc. I'III~~ICIIIIOI~. $I,P slh1111,l C(,II,II.IIC: 

The  car wzls at l l i e  corner. 
The  car wits ;at o r  near the corner. 

1x1 
[X;tJ 

l'r:Ii!is 10 l l l e  c i l y  t l r r  ~ l r l ; ~ y c ~ l .  1') l 
'l 1 : 1 i t h  Ic~:III<I I I < B I I I  l l ~ ~ c i l v  : I IC~II~I , I~V~I 

1'1.1 l 
I lclc ill [X;tI:trld l1 l i t I  Ix*III 111~. ( ~ r . ~ p o \ i l i < ~ ! l t  C:III,V ( I ~ I I I C  c,r~(>l , : t~\  

AI) cxslnplc I'ronl h r o i ~ d c i ~ s l  I~CWS:  

T l l cy  arc worried 1ll;lt i ~no t l l c r  slrike r o ~ ~ l c l  hre:~k OLII i l l  l l lc  l l ~ i i t c d  S t i~ lcs  si111ililr 
10 t t~cor~c Ih:tt ~ ~ l l ' c c l c ~ l  C ~ I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ : I ' S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ! I ?  v ~ w i < r < t \ I y  IW<> .YC;~# \  ,t{!<>. 

i ~ c l j ~ i l d i l  I ~ C W S  iscoming i n  o f 2  plitric i~cciclent Inc:lr'l',,ronlo. 'I lhv i!ircr;~ll, e 
priv;ltcly owned four-se;itcr.. . 

1101 
The tex111:ll j l lsli l ic;l l ion is thilt ;I III;I~II Iilclls 1111 ( ~ I I I ( I ~ ( !  \%,oLII<I he ~i i i \ l~. ;~i l i r l j :  \ i ~ ~ v e  (ir,ur,/r~ is i n  
rultie acrirc : ~ l ~ c : ~ t l y  'givcll '. As  r x l l l : ~ ~ ~ ~ c < l  : I ~ I I ~ C .  Illi, ;ICCIIIIII~\ I01 1111. ~~IO\(~CIIL 111~!1111~111111~ ,,I 
minor (cspeci;llly closed-cl;~ss)gr;~~llm;~tic;~l itcnis il lore gencr;~lly. I:or cx;i~nplc: 

M a r i o n  wants to  read the book, so you should give i t  TO M;~r lon.  
[ I l l  

I [ere tl ie speaker has chosen not to p rooo~n in~ i l i r c  tlic seco~id llsc o f  Atrrrrr~~r, hut 111c litcus c ; l ~ l n o ~  
hc pl;lccd on tltc nnlnc since i t  h;~s ;~lrc;~dy been given. A t  t l ~ e  s;llne time, l l l c  spci~kcr Ii i ls c l lc~scn 
wisely no t  to  move the locus to  the next preceding 1cxic;ll i tcnl  fiivcsince cniph;~sis 011 l l i i s  word  
m igh t  bc  understood as conferring the literal sense o f  'make ;I gilt '. A focus is nccded. and w e  
;treleft w i th  noo therop t ion  than co(cf also 18.14). 

Time relators 
19.35 Like space, time has its lexically specific and labelled 'areas' and 'locations'. 

Along with open-class nouns, some of them -like places -are treated as  
proper nouns: century, decade, year, 1985, Jarltiarj,, week, day, Thtirsd(~y, 
evening, etc. Again like units of space, these nouns have an institutionalized 
and hence quasi-grammatical use. Specifically, in addition to being used a s  
subjects and objects in clause structure, they are used in (and indeed as) 
adverbials and they thus lend themselves to the connections and transitions 
of textual structure: 

I've been working on this problem allyear and I must find a 
solution before Jantrary when I'm due to go abroad.for a ntoitrh 
or so. [I1 

Nouns of more general meaning are still more firmly harnessed for 
grammatical use: 

I've been working a long time. 121 
I'm going abroadfor a while. [31 
She hasn't visited mefir ages. [41 

In addition, therefore, to closed-class items like ajierlrards, we take account 
here of numerous open-class words which, though with clear lexical meaning, 
are largely used in the constant process of keeping track of the many and 
complex references that are necessary in coherent text. Since time passes 
irrespective of location (which need not change), temporal cues to periods, 
and to references befire, @er, within, and during these periods, are  more 
inherently essential than locational cues. 

Once a time reference has been established, certain temporal adjectives 
and adverbs may order subsequent information in relation to the time 



r~fcreTlce,  Three m:\jor divisions o f  time relationship muy be Set UP, and 
e x r m p l e s  hc d acljcctiues and i~dvcrhiid~ t h h  signal the 
relationships: 

( i )  Temporal ordering prcvious to 

(iii) Temporal ordering subsequent to 

0 1 7  :ill thrcc. cffurther 8.5l.fl; 8.97L 8.1346 

Temporal ordering 
19.36 ( i )  Temporal ordering previous to a given time reference: 

ADJECTIVES 

earlier, former, preceding, previous, prior 

For example : 

Severill o f  the conspirntors Ii;~vc hccn :~rrcslctl hut tllcir Ic;ltlcr is 
as yet unknown. Mcctt~w~lrik~ the policc ;~rc contintling ll~cir 
investigation into the politic;~l symp;lthics oSthcgroup. 

141 Meu~nvl~ile means 'from the time ol.the arrcsts up to the present'. 

Nu(c [ a ]  Tile use ofpri'.~ollly for lime rcli~tiunuhip (ii), will1 tl~c mc;lning 
prc.;cnt.. is c m m o n  in AmE. In B r E . p r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ r l s  is morc commonly synonymotls ,viib 5,,,,,r. 

[h1 An eX;llllll~c Of'/lcr~, ;m lirnc in<lir:~l<sr. 

19.37 (iii) Temporal ordering subsequent to a given time refercncc: 

ADJECTIVES 

e~tsuh1g (formal), foflo~vitig, later, I I~ .YI ,  srihseqccc,t~t (formal), . ~ t t c ~ ~ ~ ( / ; ~ ~ ~  
(formal), supervetlb~g (formal) 

For example : 

He handed in a good essay, Hisprevhlcr essays Were all Poor. 
[ l ]  

~h~ implication ofprevious is 'previous to the good essay just mentioned'. 

ADVERBIALS 

already, 0s yet, before, beforehatid, earlier,jrst,formeri~, hitherto (formal), 
prevjous~y,  so for, p i ;  and phrases with pmforms: before that. befire tlls, 
)Cre now, before, then, by now, by then. until now, until ihetl, UP to now, to 

then 

For example: 

I shall explain to you what happened. Butjrst I must give You a 
cup o f  tea. 

L21 

First is to be interpreted here as 'before 1 explain to you what happened'. 
Compare also the eve (of  the celebration). [= 'on the day beforcl. 

(ii) Temporal ordering simultaneous with a given time reference; 

ADJECTIVES 

coexist;ng (formal), coincidir~g (formal), concurrent (formal), conterVJOo- 
rary, cotltemporaneous (formal), simultaneous 

For example : 
~h~ death of the president was reported this afternoon on Cairo 

radio, A simultaneous announcement was broadcast from 
Baghdad. 

133 

s ~ ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  means 'simultaneous with the report o f  the death of the 
President on Cairo radio'. 

ADVERBIALS 

at this point, concurrentiy (formal), contemporaneous~y (formal), here, in 
the interim (formal), meantime, meanwhile, in the meantime. in themeanwhb. 
,w,pr.~ent/~, simu[taneoudy, then. throughout, and the relative when 

For example: 

I left him at 10 p.m. and he was almost asleep. But at some later 
hour he must have lit a cigarette. r l i  

L ' J  
Here later might mean 1 1  p.m., but equally 4 a.m., a time otherwise called 
'the early hours o f  the morning'. 

aSIer, afrerwards, (all) at ollce,$nally, immediately, last, later, nest,  since, 
subsequently (formal), suddenljl, then; and the phrases ujier rhut, afjer tllis, 
on the morrow ['the day after'] 

For example: 

The manager went to a board meeting this morning. He was the11 
due to catch a train to London. 

1 1 1  
L L J  

TIretr here means 'after the board meeting'. The temporal advcrb agui?~ could 
be accommodated in this category. It is equivalent to 'anothertime', ie a time 
additional to one previously mentioned: 

He told her what he thought o f  her. He didn't speak to heromin. 
111 
L- ,  

Words with temporal significance do not always have a connective function. 
Often the time reference is not explicitly mentioned in preceding sentences. 
Thus, i f  somebody says: 

Mr Johnson'sprevious wife died last year. 
141 
L 

there need not have been any prior mention o f  the subsequent or present 
wife. The fact that Mr Johnson had been married before may be assumed as 
known to the hearer. 

Note [a] Anew and afresh are synonyms of'ugoin and or~crmore, b11t are rare and form;,]. 
[bl Several compound adverbs that can be classed in (iii) are found only in 

formal varieties Of ContemPorarY English: henceforth, hw~cqforn~onl, hererrpo,~, thorqfir~l,ord. r/lerer,ficr, 
thereupon, wl~creuport. 
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19.38 The ordinals constitute a temporal series of adjectivesfir.~~, second, third. . . 
with ~tcs t  as a substitute for any of the middle terms when moving up the 
scrics, ;111tl /irttrl or Ins/ :IS :I s t~hs t i t~~ tc  (i)r thc tcrtn m;~rking the end of the 
scrics. 'l 'l~crc is n cor~ .~s [~ (~ t l t l i l~g  s c r i ~ s o l ' ~ c ~ l ~ , j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I s  will1 / I ~ . Y I  (:IISO rrl /;)..v/ i111cl. 

less colii~i~only,,/irStI~~) ;IS the hcginning ol' the sct; sec~or~cll~~. ctc: rlcS.\t, I~ICII ,  
lertc,r, c~/icr~~rrrtls. as intcrch;~ngcnhle middle terms: :~nd  /itrol/~~. Irrstl~~, or 
~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I / ~ I I ~ / / , ~  ;IS 111:lrkcrs or 111c C I ~ ( I  01. lllc set ( ~ ~ / ' g c ~ ~ c r ; ~ l  ort1in:tIs. 4.22). 

Tense, aspect, and narrative struclure 
19.39 Themany lexical alld gr;~mmntical items we have bccll consitlcring in 19.3.5/1' 

provide fine distinctions in time relationships. But, ;is a further indication of 
the importance of time in language, all finite clauses (and many nonfinite 
ones) carry a discrete indication of tense and aspect. ~ l t h o u g h  the contrasts 
involved are scvcrcly limitctl in comparison with atlvcrhial distinctions, they 
colitribute to the textual cohesion and progression, and of course they cannot 
be absent. Compare the difircnt implicatiolls in the second part of what 
follows: 

She told me all about the operation on her hip. 
I t  seemed to have been a success. 

[I1 

I t  seems to have been a success. 
[21 

In [I], in accordance with our expectations with respect to Sequence of tenses 
and backshift (cf14.31), the past ties the second part to the first, as though 
both parts derive their authority from the woman concerned: 'It seemed to 
her . . .'; that is, 'Slte was of the opinion that the operation had been 
successful'. The possibility of repudiation is therefore open: 'Unfortunatel~, 
this is not so3. In  [z], by contrast, the present disjoins the second Part and 
implies an  orientation to the 'I' narrator: 'It seems I0 rile . . .', ' I  am of the 
opinion . . .' 

Alternation of past and present in this way is a regular mode of switching 
reference from the 'then' of the narrative reference to the 'now' of both the 
narrator and the hearer or reader (some items like parenthetic you see being 
confined to this 'now'): 

As a child, I lived in Singapore. It's very hot there, you krlolll, and 
I never owned an overcoat. I re~nemher being puzzled at picture 
books showing European children wrapped up in heavy coats 
and scarves. I belie~e I thought it all as exotic as children here 
think about spacemen's clothing, you see. 

[31 

Consider now the instances of past tense in this text: lived, owned, tltorcght. 
Not merely are these verbs morphologically identical: the text actually 
represents the past as being referentially identical. All the verbs refer back 
to a stretch of time during which these things were true: 

-Then-------+ Now 

lived is 

(never) owned know 
thought remember, etc 

Fig 19.39 
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19.40 But past tenses need refer neither to thc same time nor to strctcl~cs o f  time. 
With verbs which connote discrctc actions, a narr:ttive string of past tenses 
will hc inlcrprclcd :IS rcfcrrinb! I 0  ;I s c c l ~ ~ o ~ c c  r~l'cvcr~ls ic(>t~ic:~lly rrprc.;cr~tctl 
I)y tlic S C ~ I I ~ I I C C  01.vcrl)s. 141r I . X ; I I I I ~ I ~ C :  

Do you want to hear  bout my atlvcntllrcs last 'Thursd;~y? I KO/ 111, 

at six, l~(~eIsornc cofFce, kis.\.r.t/ 111y wik  goocll>yc, i111d .vtal r~/l.lilr 
Ilomc. I /oak :I taxi ;~n(l Iltcll lllc ~ I I I ~ I C ~ ~ I . O I I I I ( I .  (rrr;r.(~/ ;I[ 

Heathrow, srcrrtcd to clicck in my cmc, porrrtl~lly pockc~ :111d 
./i~wl(l- 110 ticket, no p;lssport. /'ic.kcvl~~/> my c;lsc, r,r,r~x/rt t l ~ c  
underground, go/ another taxi, trrri~:c,cl at my front door, rrr.vlrec/ 
in, and of coursegave my poor wife the shock of her life. I l l  

L., 

We now have a very different diagram: 

+Thursday 
t. Now 

... n n n n n n n n n n n n ~ n n  
n u u ~ s z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u c ~  
2 s i 2 z . 2 L - z  ~ - ~ ~ + : ~ g g Z ~ + ~ ~ w  y * : ~ ~  Do 
+ - . +  - + +  a m  " 3  : 5 +  You 

EL - 2 want 
.+ -, 7 . . . .  

Fig 19.40 

Note [a1 While a sequence of pg~st lenses implies sequential events if Illc lexical me~ning of' the verb 
mtlkcs this plausible as in [21, n sequence of past verbs with progressive aspect (c / '4 .25f l )  can 
imply simultaneity, as in (31: 

Ren6 raged with anger. Janel went out for thc even ..,,"g. Reni. was raging with anger. Janet wasgoing out for the evening. (21 
I31 [bl Use of the past perfective can enable us to reverse the order or sentences in :I lcrt (cf4.24). 

Note the way in which 'Time One'lTIJ precedes T, in (41 where T, prcccdcs T, in [S]: 
There was a sudden violent noise outside [T,]. John telephoned tllc police [T,]. 

I41 John telc~lhoned the police IT2]. Tllcre h;l(l bcen :I sudden violenl naisr outside I'r,]. 
[S] 

Tense complexits in narrative 
More usually, however, texts comprise much greater time-reference complex- 
ity than the examples in 19.39f show. They will have a mixture of state verbs 
and discrete-action verbs; the narrative will weave backwards and forwards, 
a mixture of tenses and aspects, of finite and nonfinite clatrses enablillg the 
narrator to depart from the linear sequence of historical order so as both to 
vary the presentation and to achieve different (cg dramatic) effects: 

I was reading Chaucer's Troil~ts the othcr niaht, and it 

suddenly occurred to me to wonder what Chaucer 
expected) 

us to make of the fact that Criseyde 

, . 
whereas Troilus {kii) never even been in love. Surely this 

is significant, yet I had never thought of it before. 
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wc jl,lvc the ctddlt~on.~l complrc.lt~on of .I n.1rrctttvc dhout a narrative 
w~thln CI ndrrdtrve 

C1l.tucer's tttne 

Chducer expects 

F I ~  19 41d 

The account of the narrdtor's readrng and reflection 1s itself of some 
complexity wlth~n a perlod m the past, a duratrve aCtIVItY (readll1g) Is 
represented as belog interrupted by a sudden thought But the thought had 
slgnlficance not merely at the tlme of thinking nor merely during the rest 
of the ~ a d m g  per~od, tt IS represented as be~ng permanently s 1 g n 1 f i c  The 
appeal 10 the hearer (Surely ') does not connote that refers only to the 

now of the speaker and hearer, there 1s no room for some such adverbial as at 
present 

*Surely thls IS at present s~gnlficant 

The narrator 1s here uslng the present tense of tlmeiess reference (cf 4 2ff) It 
1s the potentlaitty for such a use of the present that made us give the two 
po~s lb l~ l t l e~ ,  'Chaucer expects7 and 'Chaucer expected- The latter takes the 
hlstorlcal vlew. a comment on the poet as he wrote In the fourteenth century 
The former treats the Chaucer canon as timeless, permanently existing 

An analogou~ choice ex~sts m referring to the fictl0n.l nlinatlve of 
Chaucer's poem 

Frg 19 41b 

'A' represents the (unknown) per~od dur~ng which Crlseyde has been a 
widow when the poem begms, 'B' represents the longer period (ln effect, 
~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ' s  whole life) dur~ng which Trollus has never been m love It will be 
noticed that In this commentary we have adopted the ‘timeless' vlew of the 
fiction ('when the poem begins, Cr~seyde has been a widow for Some time') In 

the original example [l], the past varimt was illso givcn, implying ;l retelling 
of lllc story ('Wllcn 'rroilus l i rs tsrf~~~ C'riscytlc, sltc I I ~ I ~ I I ~ ~ ~ c I ~  ;l witlow fi)r solllc 
time'). 

Special Uses o f  oresent and nast 
- E 

19.42 We havescen that thcprcscnt tcnsccan cooccurin lextu;~l slructurc wilh two 
distinct types of time references: ordinary 'state prescnt' and universal 'state 
prcsenl' ('timclcss'; (:f4.5): 

I tl~htk shc had undergonczrn opcr~~tion bct'orc I tnct her. 
Troilus is totally fancy-free until he secs Criscydc. [l 1 

L21 
A third type of present, 'habitual' (cJ.4.61, is common in ordrnary narrative, 
and it can readily cobccur with past tenses: 

I had forgotten that they dine very early and I arrived at an 
awkward moment for both them and me. 

I31 
But there is a further use of the present tense: the so-called 'historic present' 
(cf 4.8). As well as occurring in rather mannered and forrnal prose of an old- 
fashioned tone, it is common in colloquial spoken narrative, especially at 
points of particular excitement. The time reference is unequivocally past. 
For example: 

It was on the Merritt Parkwayjust south oSNew Haven. I was 
driving along, half asleep, my mind miles away, and suddenly 
there was a screeching of brakes and I catch sight of a car that 
had been overtaking me apparently. Well, he doesn't. He pulls 
in behind me instead, and it's then that I notice a police car 
parked on the side. 

[41 
Note In nonstandard speech, the reporting verb in narrative is often in Ihe historic present: 

'Wheredid you put my coat?'he says. 'I never touched it.' I s;~ys. 
151 

19.43 As well as being able to use the present tense to refer to the past, we can 
conversely use the past to refer to a narrator's 'now', exploiting that form of 
backshift that is referred to as free direct and indirect speech (cj'14.28, 
14.35). Textual cohesion and congruity of reference are maintained by careful 
consistency of tense and aspect usage, present replaced by past, past by past 
perfective, even in the prolonged absence OS reminders to the hearertreader 
in the form of reporting verbs ('He reflected . . .', 'She said . . .'). In the 
following example, an entire paragraph coheres in this way, but the end of 
the preceding paragraph is quoted with the reporting verb (recalled) as a cue. 
The past with this verb is the normal past used by any narrator for the story 
that is being told and which is necessarily in the past for both narrator and 
hearerlreader. From this point onwards, however, the past refers to the 
recreated 'present' of the character whose reflections are recalled: they are 
reasonably referred to as occurring 'now' (the final word of the introductory 
paragraph), in a sentence which we reconstruct for ourselves as 'Well, what 
does it work out to now?' 
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in [7] a relative pronoun replaces the earlier noun-phrase subject (cf17.15). 
Finitlly, in [l 01, there is total omissio~l of the second subject (cf 13.12f). 

All eight of [3-101 provitle satisktctory collcrcncc of Illc two p:lrts. It is 
pcrh:tpsclosest in [IO], but only at thccost of muting the separate signilicance 
of the second part - in contrast to [3] and [4], I'or cx;~mplc, which insist 011 

our considering the hegir~nittg of the argument on the onc hand as well as its 
restilt on the other hand. 

As we hsvc indicated above by means of the cross-references, all of these 
tlcviccs ;\re tlcscrihctl clscwhcrc in thc hook in tcrtns ol' gr:~tn~natic;~l rttlc. 
Here we have needed to add only some nolcs f'ro111 :I tcxlu;~l poinl t~l '  vicw. 

N~~~ ~ ~ i ~ h ~ ~  pronouns nor appo\itive noun phr;~ses arc restrictel~ to rererring hack toprececiing nolm 

consider the poss~bility that  the Arsi of Ihcorigin:~l sentences had been: 
They argued b~tterly over unilateral disarmament. 

[ l a ]  

,his event, the determiners and pronouns in the latter part or the combined lcxt variants 
would have had sententia] reference, and all would have been acceptable with the exception of 

version [IOI. 

Limitations on pro-forms 
19.45 What is grammatically tolerable has to be mediated by what is textually 

tolerable. Consider the following use of do so as a pro-form (cf 12.23f): 

There was a certain beautiful girl who occasionally walked past 
our house. Whenever she didso, my brother would tease me. [l]  

If we expand upon the first sentence, didso is less appropriate: 

There was a certain beautiful girl who occasionally walked past 
our house. Nothing particularly surprising in itself. We lived on 
a pretty lane, lined with rather attractive gardens. Yet 
whenever she did so . . . 114 

Such relative remoteness of the relevant predication requires that we find a 
weightier substitute than do so and one that can more readily establish the 
backward link, even if our alternative is no more precise semantically than: 

. . [Yet whenever] this occurred. . . [ l  a ]  

(Cf 19.24). Again, where textual material puts identification of an antecedent 
even rnornentarily in doubt, a pro-form will be avoided -however 'grammat- 
ical'- and an alternative means of expression found. Consider the vagueness 
of the following hyperbole, contrasting one who is always very late for a flight 
with one who is always very early: 

Y ~ U  chase the plane down the ~ 6 ~ w a y .  "i get to the airport while 
it is being B ~ I L T .  

l21 

In place of it (which might refer to t/te plans, the runtvay, or tfre airport), a 
fuller anaphoric expression would have been clearer if less satisfactory in 
reducing the wit: 

the place 

It is often indeed a desire for witty brevity that leads to the use o f  over- 
ecot~omicnl reductions. In a printed book review. ;tSter commenting on 
Swift's soyilig i~hout 'llic natioll's rcprcscl~lcrs' 111:1t ' I  wottltl It:l~lg Illern if I 
could', thc writer went 011: 

The tliitlg is said bccattse he knows hc can't: Swil't clocsn't 'mci~n 
it', though he doesn't not mean if cither. Tlie old bards 
apparently both mcant it and ro1111. 131 . . 

Thc cllipsis :~l icr  t,o~r't is clc;tr: 'l1:lng tllcln'. Thc wl-itcr inlclltls to cello Il)is 
in the liri:~I cou1~1 which lie iti~licizcs it1 LIic I I O P U  0 1  t;~kinp 11s h:~ck 10 [ I ~ c  
quotation from Swift. But at that distance the cllipsis is unsat isk~ctor i l~  
vague. 

Note I n  the following anecdote, the impact and wit ;!re primarily ;~chicvcd by thc ellipsis, bu t  in p;irt 
also by the satisfying order adopted (c/ 19.68) in tlicnchievemenl orclitn;~x h?. mc;lnsol'a triadic 
structure (cJ'19.8): 

Prisoner: As God is my judge. l a m  noi guilty. 
h10ge: He isn't; I AM; you  RE! 

It is not uncommon to find rhetarical eKectivencss resling on such m:lnipul;~tion of the most 
ordinary grammatical items. Note the way in which o11r. and rlo are contrilsted in ;I speech by a 
British politician: 

We have to learn to be ~ N E  nation or we sh~~ll become ~6 nation. 

Discourse reference 
19.46 There are numerous signals marking the identity between what is being said 

and what has been said before. The grammar of anaphoric and cataphoric 
substitution has been presented in 12.13~'' We concentrate here on devices 
that have a special value in referring less to concrete entities than to 
constituents or aspects of discourse itself. The signals can be divided into two 
groups, distinguished by the type of unit they refer to: 

(a) sentence or clause reference signals 
(b) noun-phrase reference signals 

Many of them are adapted from their primary function of denoting temporal 
or spatial succession, eg:for~ner, uboue, Itere, rl~qfollo~vi~tg. Some signal both 
sentence/clause reference and noun-phrase reference. 

Clausal reference 
19.47 Common signals for sentence or clause reference include: 

anaphoric and cataphoric: here, it, rhis 
anaphoric only: that, theforegoing (formal) 
cataphoric only: asfollows, the following, thus 

Anaphoric examples: 

Many years ago their wives quarrelled over some trivial matter, 
now long forgotten. But one word led to another and thc 
quarrel developed into a permanent rupture between them. 
T/I(I!'s why the two men never visit each other's houses. 

[l1 Many students never improve. Thcy get no advice and tlierefore 
they keep repeating the same mistakes. Irk a terrible shame. 

(21 
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Students want to be shown connections hetwccn instead of 

spending their time memorizing dates and formulas. Reflecting 
I/I~,Y, Ilic 1111iv<,1!>ily i \  t ~ t c , v i l ~ ] ~  : IW:IY [ ~ O I T I  \:lrf~c s;tlrvcy c:o~lr5cs 
;Illcl [>rc;tki1lg ~ 1 1 ) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ;lc;~cIc~llic I ' C I I ~ C S  i l l  O I C ~ L ' ~  l 0  5ll0b8 5 1 1 [ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5  

relating to one another. 131 

C'i~t;~phoric cxamplcs: 

7'lris should intcrcsr you, il.yo~1.r~ still kccrt O I I  I>c,xil~g. 'l'hc wi~rld 
heavyweight championship is going to be held in Chicago ncXl 
June, so you should bc able to watch it live. [41 

Here is the news. A diplomat was kidnapped last night in Lolldoll rci 
. . .[radio announcement] LJJ 

11 never should have happened. He went out and left the baby I L I  

unattcndetl. 
My arguments arens,fullo~w" . . 

In some instances, we can replace the reference signal by a correspo~lding 
that-clause. For example, rltat in [ I ]  could be said to refer to a that-clause 
which corresponds to the immediately  receding clause: 

. . . That the quarrel developed into a permanent rupture between 
them is why the two m e n .  . . [ la l  

In [2], on the other hand, it could be said to stand for the whole of the two 
preceding sentences. With cataphoric signals, the substitution might be 
inordinately long in practice. Certainly, here in [S] could refer forward to a .... 

following d:lsco&se i f  indeterminate length. 
The pro-form may refer back to most, rather than all, of the sentence or 

clause: 

They will probably win the match. That will please my brother. [a] 

The more likely interpretation of that is their winllil~g /he match with the 
omission of auxiliary and disjunct but that they willprobably win the mulch is 
also a possible interpretation. 

~b~~~ and below are used fordiscourse reference to refer to units of varying 
length, and even to illustrations: 

. . , the arguments given belorv [perhaps referring to ~ ~ v e r a l  ~entences] 

. . . the question mentioned above 

. . . the picture above 
The diagrams below illustrate. . . 

.Shr.'.~ k,rrrrnr,rlo hi\rorl. hook. M'l,rrh \ i ~gpc \ l \  lhrr Ic;)cllrr i i  h:,vinl! \rrn,v ~ n l l l l c n ~ ~  
r , , ,  l,,.,. 

1111 1 1 1  ~ l t ~ l ~ ~ t ~ I ~ ~ . l n . ~  1 . t l l ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~  1 1 ! , 8 t l ~  I I ~ ~ ~ I I ,  1 ,  I I I~ IV\ I . . .  !hl,lt .III I~ . .L . c~  . I I .OIILI~II ,  . ( 1 1 \  
[')l 

I I1L.l. 111 11. I J ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I : I \ ~ I ~ . ~ I I I ,  III!. c.11 . I I ~ ~ I  I I I C O  r t l ~ c t .  T ~ I C  I,. \>.L\ I,,, I I I V  

( I O )  Thol's ;I 1h11ig I dirllhr ~'c~l'lc ~ l ~ ~ h l ) c r i ~ ~ g  I I I B I I I I ~  ;I I.,IIICCII 
r11,ir's ~ v h z ~ t  I like 10 +I:: ;I c11,tp wlx,e~~p,~, Ir l ,  k 

(I l l  
I I ? l  O l l~c lwi \ c .  118nl i \  I I \ ( . I ~  : ~ ~ ~ : ~ p l ~ o r i c . ~ l I y  11 (1111111 111 111111,.1. 1 1 ~  :11).111.,1 11,. ,1 ( 1 1 1  I 71 

I ~ ~ , I . , ~ r : l I I v P  c l 1  . I I I : I I ~ ~ I I ~ I I L  1 1 5 ~ .  lhlll  I L ' ~ c I I I I I ~ ! ' ~ ~ ~ I C ~ '  1 0  ~ ~ 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 1 ! 1 ~ ~  \~lc~.ll~tlll.lll\ I I I C \ L . I I I P L I  .I ,  1iL.11 ,!, '1,)1,,,,,,1' 
to ;I l l l lgl~iat~c ~lrscr~pt~t,~~ 01 11, 

[C) 111 illf(lrmil1 spoke11 I!ngli.sh. ~t.lin~c;tt~ Ir:~vc ci~li~pll,)r~~ ~ C V ~ ~ C I I C C  1,)1~,1 i t  ,, 1jIC (jiI.Cel O~,jCCl 
ork~loll. in ;I qocstion, orgrt,s\ ill  ;I directiie. or rcll in ;I r ( ; l~~ , , ,Cn l  

(Do you) Know WHAT'! 
Guess WHAT, ) He won.( pay up. 

1131 . . 
(1'11) Tell you W I I ~ T :  I'vc f o r g o ~ l e ~ ~  111c kcvc! 

1 1 1 ,  

As was sirid in Cli;~pter IZour. . . . 
WC will.spet~R of Ibis ill  Ch;~ptcr Nille 

Less specific refcrencc is 1n;ldc in tcrn>s ofnhol I .  (or corli,,r) ;lnd hclrr,~. (or /orrr in tile tcxt). ;Ind 
some spoken material of o rormill kind, such ;IS lectures. lnnkc si!nil;~r IISC ol.oh,r.<> a ~ i d  hr,b,ll.. 
[cl In legal English rhc soid, rlie (o) l i , r~~ '~~ 'nn~f r lk~~~<~~I ,  : ~ n t l  r h ~  ~'/,W~,S~I;,/ ;Ire osc t~  Ibr an:lphllric 
relkrcncc, the I;lst two both as ;l prcmodilicr (.tRe ;~fi~rcnlcnliol~ecl prcrvi\io~i\'l ;tnd ;IS ;I nolln 
phr;lse. 111 lllc I;ltlcr fuoction, Iliey w(~uld norm;tlly rrfcr I,,;, ptcvio~lr rlolrir  , , I ,~ ; I ,~  ,,illl  I~crhon;ll 
~efcrenee. 

Formulaic utterance 
19.48 While deictic reference and elliptcd matter must, from a grammatical 

viewpoint, be recoverable (cf12.6/), discourse permits a good deal of 
vagueness. This seems to be actively cultivated in propaganda ancl other 
persuasive material, but it is especially colnmoll in informal conversation, 
not least in the semi-formulaic responses to cxprcssions 01. thanks. apology, 
inquiry, and the like. Consider how difficult it would be to specify the precise 
reference or the exact ellipsis in the following responses: 

A: Thank you very much. 
B: Not at all. 

Not a bit. 
Don't ~ncntion it. i [I1 
You're W E L C O ~ C .  (esp Am€) 

A :  I'm terribly sorry. 
B :  Not at all. 

Not a bit. 
It's nothing. L21 

A :  I wonder if you'd mind coming end taking some dictation'! 

Of course 
Surely (esp AmE) 

, Mrs Stew;~rt. 
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A: Would you mind my asking if you've ever taken drugs, Mr 
l-loovcr? 
B: Ahsolutcly NOT. 

141 

A :  You wouldn't know o rortunc-teller around here, 1 st~pposc? 
[S1 

Try ME. 
[61 

In [5] the implication is that B knows one ('Try askitlg if I know one'); in [61, 
I3  is s;rying tIi;lt hc himsell. can tcll fortunes. In (41, otlly the context could 
clarib whether B is saying that Ilc ';~bsolutcly (dots) not (~nintl)', or th;~t it is 
‘absolutely not' true that he has taken drugs. In [3], the formulnic response 
will do! is a conventional way of saying '1 113ill do as you request', and B has 
interpreted (correctly, of course) A's polite inquiry as a request. In [ l ]  and . . . , , .,~.. :" 
[Z], the reference of it, in Don't ~rre~ltior~ it, It's rlor/lrltg, IS aouorless allaphluLtb 
in some way. But in the first line of [7], it iscataplloric if almost equally vague , c. .-..l 

in its reference; the initial imperative is little Inore tnan an I I ~ I L J I I I I ~ I I  

attention-requestingsignal, amorc severe form of wliich includes a cataphoric 
llere : 

A: By the way, Cynthia. It's awful of me, I know. But would you 
be able to look after my dog while I'm away next week? 
B: (Now look) (Here), this is the third time you've left me with 

your dog. [71 

Within sentence sequences that are strictly alike from a gralnmatical point 
of view, a discourse pronoun can have sharply different reference: 

She hoped he would not mention her unfortunate marriage. 

It 7 IPATI~TPOIIE of him. 181 
be very hi~iieoii of him in a WAY, of course. [Sal 

That . ,.... A 

In [S], the reference is to the predication including the negatlve CHIS not 
mentioning the marriage would be courteous'). In [ h ] ,  the reference cxcludes 
the negative ('His mentioning the marriage would be courteous'). I t  is only 
the pragmatic implications of the hedging adverbial in a way and the 
concessive ofcourse that lead us to this interpretation. 

Note An interesting use of cataphoric i t  in textual structure is in the cleft sentence device (c/18.26/!): 
It was at9.15 this morning that the government proclaimed a stateofemergency. (91 

It was on their way from the airport that Gillian dropped the bombshell. In carerully r t n ,  .. .-. 
casual tones, she asked him if he would agree ton divorce. . .. 

tl"l 
. , .,. . .^_ ....,., 

I' I: Noun-phrase reference . . 

the this -these that - those 

Such noun phrases Inay be discourse abstractions, and the hc2tds may either 
be idetitical as in [ l ]  or nominalizations th ;~t  ntltl lexical variation (c-/.19.22), 
as in [2]: 

Shc sct Irp ;l hypolhcsis tI1~1t chcmo~hcr;~py dcs~roycd thc will to 
livc :IS wcll as thc unwantctl cclls. 771i.c lg~x,ll~r~,si.s ;~Llractctl tllc 
attcntion o f .  . . 

Deconstructionism holds that knowlcdgc about litcraturc is 
[ l ]  

strictly unattainable . . . T11i.s ~locrri~r~, is ptrc,ling in scvcr;~l 
rcspccts. 

121 
It is not always certain, howcvcr, when such a rcfcrc~lcc is to a prcvious noun 
phrase or is a nominaliz;~lion o fa  witlcr, cl;~l~sally cxprcsscd proposition. Thc 
text from which [Z] is quoted is a case in point. As presented in the 
abbreviated form of [Z], cloctritrc~ secrns to rcfer back unambiguously to 
cleconstructio~risrn and be a lexical variant of it. But in the original, there are 
several lines where we have indicated the curtailment, and tllcse include the 
following: 

We must therefore abandon the old-P~shioncd quest to discover 
what a given author was trying to communicate. 

[2a] 
The reference of tlris cloctri17e must therefore include, not merely the specific 
abstract rleco~~srructionisnr, but the speculated collscquence which the author 
went on to state. A fuller version might therefore read: 

This doctrine of'deconstructio~lis,,, tr~rtl tlrc need to ohrr~rclo~r rhc olc- 
foshionedqrtest . . . is puzzling in several respects. 

[2b] 
When suclr is used, the intention is often to indicate disapproval (which 

may be sympathetic): 

We visited the Browns yesterday and heard their compl;tints 
about the condition of the house they live in. I never heard such 
a sorry tale. 

. . . such a rigmarole. [31 
i3al . . . of such wretchedness. 
i3bl 

In [31 and [3al, the reference is primarily to the conrpl~br~s. [3a] lexically 
indicating impatience rather than sympathy; in [3b] the reference is rathcr 
to the condition, with an implication of the speaker's sympathy. 

Use of the.hrn7er and rhe lorter is largely confined to (rathcr for~llnl) noun- 
phrase reference: 

We heard their complaints that no one caliic to visit them and 
also that their roof was leaking. I helped them over thr lc~iter [ie 
the complaint about the roof] and promised to let some friends 
know about thc..lbrtner[ie the complaint about loneliness]. 

L41 
For broader reference, both phrases might be expandcd to include a noun 
head : 

They were upset that noone came to visit thc111 and also that their 
roof was leaking. I helped them over tlrc~lcrttc~r/)r~~l?lc.r,r ;tnd 
promised to let some friends know about tI~c~,fortnr,r rn,,rp/r~i~~r. [5] 
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19.50 so and tlIcrt call have atiaphoric rcfcrencc whcn they arc inlcnsilicrs 
~ ~ r c ~ ~ i ~ ~ l i l ' ~ i l l ~ z  : ~ n  ;l<\,jcctivc (tlrrrt so usctl is informal ancl often criticized): 

-rIlcre were two tllous;ln(l pcvplc i t1  I l~c  Ihc:llrc. I didn't cnl)cCl i t  I < )  

[I1 

1*11i not feeIi11g { ~ ~ ~ ~ , l t ]  L ~ I C ~  toc1~1y. 
L'I 

We took them (0 a circus end then ton xtx) ;lntl gave thcln 

lots of  ice cream and ciiomlute. The)' I I I V C I ~ ' ~  had {';iot) good 

a lime for years. 
131 

S~rch is used more cotntnonly than so or t11((t whcn (as in this last cxa1111)le) 
the adjective accomp;lnies a noun phrase, but slrclr is followed by normal 
noun-phrase order: 

. , . They haven't had s1rc11 cr good r i r~~c  for years. 
[3al 

Note the different implications when this, rhot, and so are used as intensifiers. 
Compare: 

Personal pronouns 
19.51 As explained in 6.7,6.18, rvc has several possible noun-phrase references. In 

discourse, we are concerned chiefly with the 'inclusive' we (cj'4.58, as with 
the subject of the present sentence), and with the 'exclusive' we as in: 

Will you stay here while Ive go for a policema~l'! 
[l1 

In formal writing, and frequently indeed in the present book, nJe 'inclusive' 
and n3e 'exclusive' can cooccur. The former cooccurs with verbs ilnplying 
shared knowledge (urrtlerstc~r~d, see, opprecicrle, elc), the latter with verbs of 
communication (si~y, stoic, write, etc). It would be possible to use both in the 
same sentence, though this would usually be avoided: 

We see now why ~ve expressed rescrvatio~ls earlier. L21 

In [2], the second we is exclusive, the first inclusive or even (as often) 
indefinite and roughly equivalent to the more formal orle or the rcuder. 

The indefinite use ofyou and the you of direct 2nd person address (cj'6.2f) 
can also cooccur. In [3], the first you is indefinite, the second makes direct 

. address: 

In fourteenth-century England, you had a very poor chance of 
being taught to read, yonsee. (31 

Unlike the two uses of Ire, however, you is rather rare in formal writing and 

tlle intlclinitc use is virtu;llly cxclutlctl. 'l.11~ s;l~nc ;ll)plics to t l ~ c  irltlcfi~~ite use 
oflhcj.; in fortnal styles, ~ I I O J ~ ~ I I  [41 w o ~ ~ l d  r c l t r o ~ ~ l y  to thecouncil ;~uthoritics, 
wllcre inl'orn~:~Ily i l  is i i ~ o r ~  pl :~~~si l ) l r  will1 i~~<lcf i i~i l r  I C I ' C I C I I ~ ~ . :  

I illLclltl l 0  ask lhecollncil i~cllllorilics !vI~y t/rc:l,ar.c <liggiIlg 111) [llc 
road again. 

[41 
111 l)I:lce of  the illror~n:ll i1111cfi11iIc I,OJI, lltcrr i \  , ,rr~, I I I I I  i t  c:111 l>? I I S C < I  O J I J ~  

y~ ' :~~ . i~ lp ly  \ v i l l l ( ~ ~ l l  111ilki11g ; I  I ) ~ T C C  01 L V I I I I I I J :  1111 C Y C I I  I I I O I T  :I hpokc11 
uttcr:lncc)sr~ulltl illlolc~.al~ly ~ O I I ~ ~ O I I \ .  'I'llis is P ~ ~ I I ; I ~ ) s c s [ ~ c c ~ ; I I I ~  C O I I S ~ ~ ; I ~ I I ~ I I ~  

in BrE, which lacks in generill thc l~cilily (now in ; I I I ~  c;lsc frowl~cd on Ibr 
soci:~l rci~sons) ol'rcpli~cing orlo by IIC i l l  sccontl ;~ntl suhscq~~cltt  use: 

One cannot control orie's temper c;~sily il'orlc, is discussi~lg a 
ln;~llcr over wl~iclt OII~,II;IS li.cli~ilrs OI ' I ! I I I I I  O~.J!,~.C;II P C ~ S O I I ~ I I  
i11volvc111~11t. (CS[> 131 l;) 

151 
Here, we could have in AmE: Ono . . . hi,s . . . hc . . . h(, . . . Other indefinite 
pronouns such as o1ljJolle, over~~hocl!, ciln be li)llowctl by /I(, in hot11 A m E  and 
IlrE, but this is vulnerable to thc ol>jcction ol. seeming to 11;tvc a mole 
orientation, while the use of tlrc,!, to refer back to thcse intlclinitcs is open to 
the objection of seeming ungrarnmatical in the switch from singular t o  plural. 
It is therefore largely confined to spoken (especially informal) usage (cfalso 
19.64). 

Note There is a rurther  and rare use orottc, perhaps to avoid tllc egoccn~ric~tyol'.l': 
A:  Did you enjoy your school days? 

B:  Well, onecan hardly remember; it's :III so lorlg ago. 
161 

Comparison 
19.52 Signals of comparison and contrast play a frequent part in providing textual 

coherence. Most can be regarded as involving ellipsis (d'12.l[f!j; 12.3 llj.). 
The most obvious comparison signal is found in adjectives and adverbs, 

whether in the inflected forms or in the periphrastic forms with r~rore, nrost, 
os, /~.Ys, least (cJ'7.748). If the basis of comparison (cf15.63) is not rnadc 
explicit in the clause, it must be inferred from the previous context: 

John took four hours to reach London. Bill, on the other hand, 
was driving nrorc .S/OII~/~~. 

[I1 Mary used to listen to records most of the time. Sally was u rrrore 
enthrrsiastic student. 

L21 There were ten boys in the group. Bob was by far the host. 
Barbara dances beautifully. Jack dances rro l e ~ s  II.c//. [31 

141 Gwen always hands in a well-constructed and intelligent paper. 
I'm afraid Joan doesn't cxpend us much effort and time on her 
papers. 

l51 
We can demonstrate the anaphoric reference by supplying the basis of 
comparison: 

. . . more slowly tlmrz Jolrrt ((trorv). 

. . . a more enthusiastic student tlri~rt Mar], (~~,os) .  

. . . the best (of tlte terl boys) (br tltegro~rl~). 
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, , , 110 1 ~ ~ s  \\(c\\ r111rrr 12~ir1~1r~1 (~~I I I I . I* ,~ ) .  
[ h ]  

. . , as Inucll clL,r( ;lntl tilnc 011 11cr 11;11lcrs US (;U'''/I ( ~ ' \ p l ' l ~ / . ~ l ~ ~ t  /I~'I' [S:\ l 
popc2rs). 

On comparative clauscs. (:/'l 5.6.10: 
so too cxpressio~ls of similarity or tlilTcrcncc; these mny invdvc Lhc 

of equative end antithetic cot~jjuncts ([:/'X. !37(/'). For cx;lmplc: 

Wllitc was the victi~n of a confidcncc trick. Rill was tricked 

T ~ ) ~ ~ ~  gets tell t\ollnrs ;l week for pockct money. r c c ~ l v ~ b c l  

sj111i1~1r ;~tiiount. . . ' , , , I  . . : _ _ . I _  ..., '. 
171 

Mrs Hayakawa complained that the rool 1c:lKcU ant1 tnc w l 1 l L ~ ~ J ~ v ~  

fitted badly, so that the place was freezing cold. Her husballd rrti 
complained likewise. 

LYI 

Tom behaved himself at the party. However, the other boy had to 
be sent home. 

[91 

John didn't like the car. He asked to see a d@erertt one. [l01 

We can display the basis of similarity or difference: 

very differently.from the woy ir~ br'llic/l 
Mrs Wl~ite was (tricked). . .-% 

[6al 

in the same way as Mrs Wltite (bras (tricked)). J 
, an amount similar to lshot To111 receroes. 

L .  ..J 

, complained about the some things as Mrs Ilayakawo m-i 
(co&/nined clbotct). 

the boy other than Torn. . . 
see one different from the car he didrl't like. 

Certain lexical items are used in a quasi-grammatical way to express 
identity, similarity, dissimilarity, and difference. Expressions involving 
respectiue(/y), mutual(ly), conuersc(ly), opposite (-ly is rare), etc effect 
considerable neatness and economy in discourse: 

Brahms and Verdi wrote orchestral and operatic music, 
respecticel]'. 

[ l  11 

The chairman and the guest speaker expressed their mutual 
admiration. 

[l21 

Mary told Harry that she never wanted to see him again. H e  . .  . ,  l.:++a.+."cG 1131 
reciprocated, but wltn even glcatcl ubrrrr u r o u .  

. - 

I thought that Oregon had a greater rainfall than British r l  h1 
,j)qi~i'{ fit W" !:,,!l ~ol;mbia, but Caroline says lhe opposlte. 

L'-, 

The textual role of adverbials - 

a particular attitude), and expressing the rclevant connecrlull ur;rv*rru v*,- 

Note 

MY dog is fotlrtccrl lllO1lL1lS ] oI(I rncl A D E  is vcry hisky. 
I l l  

Givcn the appropri:ttc gcncral knowlctlgc, thc clloicc of1rrorrt1r.s or).c1ors will 
dclcrminc the aptness of ;rdvcrbi;~ls ~ h ; ~ t  might bc inscrtctl at l l ~ c  itiscrtion 
sign: r!/'~nrrr.sc or rrotrrroll~. o n  Ihc one Iiantl : J.CI. .still, . s r~ r l~ r i s ;~ r~ l~  l ~ l l O ~ ~ ~ / l  on 
the other. A furtllcr example: 

is ;in cntomologist. 
My next-door ncighhour is ;I t~xvclling s;~lcs~n;i~l.  

works for ;l11 oil co~i ip;~~ly.  
more about treating mosquito bitcs than anyone I've evcr met. 

[2] 
The second sentence of [2] might be preceded by Not .rrrrpri.sirlgb,, but this 
would seem appropriate only if we knew what an cntomologist was, or if we 
connected travelling salesmen or oil executives with cxpericnce of mosquito- 
ridden areas. Preceding the second sentence will1 All the .vcrr~re or Not~er/rc~le,~s 
would obviously have very different implications. 

But the postulated inscrtio~ls in [I] and [2] would serve not only t o  nlldge 
the hearer in the direction of adopting a particular attitudeor to let the  hearer 
know something ofthespeaker'sattitudc: they would also indicate the  nature 
of the connection between the two parts of each text. Without the adverbials, 
each text is presented as offering two pieces of information; in this spirit, the 
second parts might have read respectively: 

. . . and he sleeps in the kitchen. 
[lal . . . H e  got married last week to a fortner girlfriend of mine. 
P a l  

In other words, the connection is thematic only, in the sense of 19.12. With 
the adverbials inserted, the second part of each text is shown to be (as the 
original versions might chance to be blterpretedas being) specifically related 
to the preceding theme, either as a natural consequence or as  a surprising 
paradox. 

Since o/'co~rsL. can hint a t  incongruily (concession) it~stead of expressing 
[ I ]  still be a well-lbrmed text as: 

MY dog is fourteen Years old and of course be is vcry liisky (still) (. though I t l l jnk  
he's beginninn to show his ;IEC~. ,.. . U .  

1101 This use ofo/ioarse commonly expresses supcrliciol ;tgrecmenl wit11 what 11;ls preceded while at 
the same time hinting at :I more fundament;~l dis;~grcen;ent. For ex;~~~lpIe: 

The chairman is of course absolutely riglll to dr:~w ;attci~tion lo t l ~ e  error in my 
presen~ation. On the other hand. I woncler whcthcr Ile is not using this 1;lpse of 
mine to prevent discussion of the  serious issue involvcd, 

I31 Oll~er ;idverbinls tllat can convey such in~plici~liona include o~l,,rirrc~lil.. c~,rro~,t/l.. ~C,t,hrk.,s~, 
tr~r~l~tle,liab~~, slrf/i~trbrn/l)r. Of tlicse, ~/o~ihrl~~s,s is p;lrlicul;~rly b:irbod. 

19.54 Responses in dialogue often begin with an adverbial which i~ldicates the 
direction of transition between what has just been said and what is about to 
be said. On transitional conjuncts, cj'8.137,8. 142. 
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A : Th;lt man speaks extremely good English. 

13 : Wc'19\ clllncs I'r~ln ;I vill;~gc in Mon~oli;t .  
1121 yet,  I 

(h) Progrc's.siort: According as the progression is locational. tcrnporal, or 
logical, atlverbi;lls both l~clpto  intlic;t~c tlic tlircclion i~ntl mark thcsuccessivc 
sl;~gcs. 1'11r cx ;~n~p lc :  

In one sense, tlie content of U's rcspolisc is idcntic;tl whctlicr it hegills :is (I 1 
or[2]. It prcscnts ;In ;tdtlitional faet ;ll,out tlic man, and without the ;idvcrbinl, 
It's I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I S W W " I ~ I ~ I  11:tvc only ;I ll1c111:11ic link will1 A's sl:ttcmcnt. Will1 cilhcr 
of tile advcrbinls iliscrtcd, liowcvcr, 13 is 111;lkitlg :I s igniI i~:~~i t  C ~ I I I I I I C I I I  11ot 
merely on the man but on the propensity of villagers in Mongoli;~ to spcok 
good English. If he begins with Well, lie implies tlint it is an cst:tblishcd I':lct 
(Well, qj'corrrse.') that Mongolian villages provide excellent bases for learning 
English. If he begins with Yet, he implies that the man's good command of 
English was clespitc his Mongolian upbringing. 

l.'ir.~t~ boil tlic ricc in wcll-s;tllccl walcr: tIr:~iri it it~~~t~(,(Ii(rt(,lj.. hfi~.vt, 
warm tlie lightly buttered h;tsc ol';r srn;tll pie dish. Yotr 11l:ly 
110tt. p~ t t  Iltc rice in llic (lisli. 711r'll ;1(1(1 llic CIICI . \C .  IOI I I :~ IO  :11id 
o t ~ i o f ~ .  '1'11~ 11ic is (I/ /(I,$I rc;t(ly 10 lic p111 ~ I I  !Ire i~vc,lr. 121 

(c) C ~ ~ t ~ t ~ ~ ~ r t i I ~ i l i t j ~ :  It is f rcqt~c~~l ly  i~iiptirli~r~t to iii:trk the 111;1lcl1 or rl?isni;~tch 
bctwccr~ ~ W O P ~ I ~ ~ S O ~ ~ I  text. Considc~.thc prcsc~lcc or absc~iccof(forcx;~nl~lc)  
so too in the following: 

The ordinary saw is not easy to use. A A plane demands years of 
c;~rcfi~l pr:icticc. 131 

Note [a] The use of 1 ~ ~ 1 1  is itself context-depcndcnl, lhowcvcr. I t  would hc pcrVcctly p1;luslblc to usC 
t~.rl l  in [l] as a vcry dilTercnl tra~isiliotl (IVc,ll. ,low!) so as to conn~itc 'Wcll. 1'11 lcll you somclhillg 
surprising: he colncs from n villagc in Mongolia'. Such ;In ;~ntithclic-conccssiv~ 
1r;insition (d.8.141) is implicit in the frequent note ol' reservalion struck by the use of 1 ~ 1 1 .  
Consider a converse exch;lngc ol.rcm;trks on the same suhject : 

A :  That m;ln is from Mongoli;~ 

B: (i:ii :::,l.] IIC speaks cxtrctnc~y g o d  bdifi .  
H ~ ~ ~ ,  [ l a ]  [h] connote 'Despite that. . :.There is in fi~cl no one-word ;idverhi;ll 

to the rcl;ltionsllip o f t h e  originzll [I] at [ l i l ] ;  WC would have to rCSOrt to a fully cl;lusal 
expression, as in: 

So that explains why he speaks , ,  , 
Now 1 unders~nd why] 

[b] Elliptical responses (cj.19.48) often contain an obligatory connective; for example (where in 
141 inlonalion enables us to dispense wilh the useof an adverbiill): . . 

A: ( Have a good weekend! 
How nice to see you again! 

Adverbials as  structural indicators 
19.55 The basic relational structures briefly outlincd in 19.17 depend rather heavily 

on adverbial pointers, especially when any great degree of complexity is 
involved. 

(a) General to pnrticulnr: Any of the following would usefully assist the 
relationship a t  the insert mark in the accompanying example: 

for example 
thus 
even 

For example: 

Many of the audience became openly hostile. A My uncle wrote a 
letter to the management next day. [l1 

Similarly, a contrastive corijunct (c/ 8.141) such as 011 tlta ot/tc,r hor~rl in ;I 

variant of this examplc: 

The ordinary saw is not easy to use. A A hammer is sonictliing 
that any novice can handle. [h] 

19.56 Tlie different discourse strategies (d 19.18) will likcwise call Ibr differclit 
adverbial indicators. Tlie 'step' technique is simplest, following ;IS it does a 
progressive relation (cJ'19.17). With the 'chain', howcvcr, it is p;lrticul:~rly 
helpful to point to the existence and direction of transitions in the structure. 
Thus the illustrative text of 19.18 (ii) might have begun (though using 
adverbial linkage more densely than is usual or desirable): 

Hamlet poignantly represents tlie indecisions that plague us all. 
Admittedy, indecision is not tlie worst of our ills. Ittfleerl, in 
some ways decisiveness can be more damaging. At nry rote 
many people have come to grief that way . . . [l1 

In a text of 'stack'-like structure, the 'layers' may call for cnumeratio~i (,first, 
or the outset,ji~trrlnr~~erlrally: .secorrrll~, tfest, . . .; .still ritorc, irrt~~orrrrrtrl~~ . . .), but 
it is especially desirable to draw the hearer's attention to what is to be 
regarded as the most crucial point: thus, (IN it! rrll,,fi~tnIl~~, 1lr.st hrlt l?. 110 t111~011.~ 

lerrst (though this alliterative conjunct is too liackncyed Tor n rcsoundi~ig 
climax), it1 cot~clusiurr, and many others. 

The balance strategy, like the chain, requires adverbial pointers both to 
assist the sense of rhetorical balance and to ensure tlint the author's 
presuppositions match those of his audience. For example. in p1;tce of the 
travel illustration in 19.18 (iv), we might begin another like this: 

I am always thrilled at the prospect of having a mid-winter break 
in Switzerland. A Frequently, the weather is quite warrn . . . [2] 

It inight not be at all clear whether the second sentence of [2] contributed to 
the pleasure (vision of deckchairs) or was a counterhal;~ncing unwelcome 
aspect (poor weatller for skiing); in other words, we have lefl in;tdequ;tte 
indication of compatibility (cf19.17). For the balance strategy, we need to 
insert at the marked place some sucl~ indicator as grrrrrtc~rl, crtlr~tittctllj~. trtre, q j  



course,, pcellso, etc. ~ o s t  frequently the balanced movement is indicated by 
tllc items ON 1/11' OII(' l1(1,1d, or1 th(> O I I I C ~  (If(trld), but there is usually a goal 
rcsenlbling that of tllc stack and so tlcinanding ;I filllll ~ ~ l l l l l l i l ~ i ~ ~  ~ l l ~ l l  ;IS (111 
iri oll (d 8.139). 

Coordination and subordination 
19.57 I n  19.5/j; we pointed out that two uttcranccs gnvc thc im~rcssion of bcing 

tcxlu;llly ~.cl;ltcd, even when jux~;iposctl without any formill indicator of 
connection. Asyrldctic rcl;~tiol~ ol'this kinil, r~~orcovcr. r;iiscs Ihc cxl~c~l ; l l i~l l l  
that the second utterance followed the lirst as an iconic rcprcscnt;~tioll of  
being in time or consequential in rcaso~ling - and oftcl1 both, as 
in : 

He ate too much for dinner. He was ill the next day. I l l  

A simple coordination (cf13.43fl) of the two not only links them more firlnly 
(since more formally); it can also enable us to show that a third utterance in 
the sequence is less closely linked to the second than the seconcl is to the first; 
and, further, that the first and second form a sub-unity which as a whole has 
a relation to the third: 

He ate too much for dinner and he was ill the next day. He 
decided to be less greedy in future. L21 

But since a result or conclusion seems in some sense more important than the 
factors leading to the iesult or conclusion, it is natural to seek a linguistic 
emblem of this hierarchical relation by subordinating one part to the other 
instead of coordinating the one with the other: 

Because he ate too much for dinner, he was ill the next day. P I  

In [3], we have not merely made the first part of [l]  the explicit reason for the 
second (Because), we have grammatically expressed the connection by 
making a totally new unit where the second part is the main clause of a 
complex sentence in which the original first part is reduced to the role of 
adjunct (cf 8.25ff'). 

19.58 English has four monosyllabic connective items which semantically belong 
together as constituting a symmetry of two related subsystems: 

arid : what precedes is congruent (cf13.22/1') 
but : what precedes is incongrue~lt (cf13.32) 
so : what follows is a consequence 
,fbr : what follows is a reason (ie what precedes is a consequence) 

For example (<f19.11): 

The rain has stopped, and she's gone for a walk. [l1 

The rain hasn't stopped, but she's gone for a walk. P-l 

The rain has stoppcd, so she's gone for a walk. [31 

She's gone for a walk, for the rain has stopped. L41 

This last is rather unnatural where the conjoins are so short. In any case, the 

symmetry is imperfect in several respects. In [l] ,  [2], and [4], we  have 
conjunctions (*rrtrd hrrt, *rrrltl,fi)r; but 13.Xff on , / i ) r ) .  In 1.71, we 11;tve a 
coi~,j~~itcr (rrrfd.n~): (:/'l 3.1 X/; X. 137//. M~rcover ,  itri~l:111(1 h111 i~ rc  disl~~ioiitio~liilly 
distinct, cttitl demanding in sonic rcspccts grcatcr s t ructu~i l  similarity 
hctwccn the coortlinatctl p;irts. C'oinp;~rc: 

?*Thc rain has stoppcd cr~rtllct's go for ;I w;tlk. 
Thc rain h;~sn't stoppcd htit let's go for :I w;llk. 

I51 
I61 

111 this rcsl>cct> ~ i l t I~ (~ i ig l~  WC nor1n:iIly l11i11k iil',11111 ~ I I K I  /I[(/ ;IS c l i ~ s c l ~  rc l ;~tc~l  
converses, tile converse ol'hrrr is i i i  I';icl .v,: 

The rain has stopped (and) so let's go for ;I walk 

Thirdly and (from the viewpoint of text cohesion) most significantly, the 
symmetry is imperfect in that,/br is a much less frequently used connective 
than the other three. In other words, textual structure is resist~int to stating a 
consequence in advance of thc condition. In thc event of this order being 
dcsirablc, it is more usual to make the condition structur;llly subordinate to 
(rather than coordinate with) [he consequence: 

becdusc 
She's gone for a walk, ./ {sini ) lhe hits s t o p ~ e d ~  

1 'the rain having (at last) stoppcd. 
} l71 

Even so, the prior condition would often be stated first: 

Since the rain has stopped, she's gone for a w;llk. 
[XI 

Note [a] Thcrc is a furtlicr esyrnmctry in the hc t  ~ I I L I ~  ond can suhsurnc the rule ol. Irs~ (0 13.24) 
though the converse does not hold: 

He's sixty-twon~~dhc plays squxsh like ;I twcoiy-ye:ir old. 
[bl Whcrcns orld and or can be used to conjoin ZI sequence or scvcr:~l cl;~l~scs, h111 ;tnd /i,r c;ln 
conjoin only two(cf13.8/, 13.18/). 

Pairs and triads 
19.59 One of the ways in which coordination is exploited in textual structure is to 

assist the desire for parallelism and balance (cj 19.7). For example: 

These terrorists have destroyed their own credibility. They 
resisted arrest and then they gave tl~emselves up. They went on  
a hunger strike and then they started taking food. Some of 
them claim that they are all nationalists and some of them 
claim that they are all opposed to natiotlalism. 

[l1 
We note that the last three sentences in [l], each with clauses coordinated by 
and, form a triad (cf 19.8), a rhetorical patter11 that seems to he especially 
attractive. Coordination achieves the seemingly impossible task of giving 
three units equal status and yet of making the tliird climactic: for cxa~np lc :  

She cleaned the room, (she) rnadc a birthday cake, and (she) 
finished preparing a lecture. 

[21 
But the climax of the third part may be expressing a point which is strongly 
counter-consequential and concessive: 
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She works ten hours a day in the clinic, she sperlds ages helping 
him with his thcsis, and he calls her lazy! D1 

' 1 ' 1 1 ~  l~:~l:~~icccl tinits. wltctltcr i l l  11:lirs 111 ~II IL.C\ ,  111;ty 01 C I I I I I , . ~ :  11c C I I I I I ~ I ~ I I : ~ I ~ < I  
s~rhordi~mtr clauses: 

Hecnusc you'rc tired. bec;lusc you're lonely, end bec:iusc you're 
(l[:l)rc\sr~l, l W ; I I I ~  111 i115i\l oil Y O I I I  ~:o~i~i!i~v, to<t ;~y will1 I'or :I 
week 0rso. 141 

Suhortlinatc coordin;ttion, lio\\,c\'cr. is espcci:llly nssocialcd with ;tltcrnativcs 
r:tlhcr. Ili:tn :~ccrcliotls. For this rc;tson, pairing is vcry cotiimon since Illis 
gives the c o ~ ~ v c ~ t i c ~ ~ t  it11111,csi,)11 o l ' : ~  tol:~l OI V C I  y ~ ~ ? I I L ! I ; I I  ~ ~ i ~ l : ~ r i ~ : ~ l i ~ ~ t ~ :  

IHe doesn't know whether his wife is unhappy because the baby 
tlicd or wltcthcr shc'sjust n o  longer in I11vc will] him. 151 

When you're lonely or when you'rc unll;~ppy for other rcitsons, 
listening to music can be a great consolation. L61 

Questions too can he linkctl to form a satisfyingly cohcrcnt scquc~lcc: 

Did he jump or was he pushed? [71 

Will they arrive on time, will they listen carefully, and will they 
enjoy our performance? PI 

Of course, in ordinary unambitious writing and in familiar speech, 
coordination is used without striving for the balanced effects on which we 
have been concentrating in this section. But the mometltum and implications 
of sequence, the relative cohesion ofexplicit coordination, and the contrasting 
entailments of the chief coordinating conjunctions are inherent in even the 
least self-conscious discourse. 

Note Informal conversation is characterized by an overtly uncompleted pairing, especially through 
unfinished h~rr-coordinations. Theseoften occur wbereone speaker is effectively inviting another 
participant to speak. I t  can give a pleasantly apologetic and self-effacing tone: 

A :  My wife's not been feeling too well. She's seen the doctor, though, and he's told 
her it's nothing serious. But (er) [rroil.r ofl'ir~~u si11~11cr.I ... 
B:  I'm sorry to hear about this. 191 

A voiced hesitation ('er') frequently follows such a use of hut. A's speech might equnlly h:ivc 
ended: 'But I don't know. . .'or .But don't let's talk about our litrle problems'or 'But how's !be 
book going? These all have in common: 'Ber: let's change tlle subject'. 

Contrasting coordination and subordination 
19.60 In several of the examples provided in 19.59, coordination has been used 

along with subordination. This is in fact textually representative. Although 
from the viewpoint of grammar these two types of clause relation are thought 
of as alternatives, and although coordination is a far more frequently 
occurring form of cohcsive device, it is normal to find both types in any text 
of a few lines (or a few seconds) in extent. I t  is particularly rare to find a text 
with subordination but without coordination. 

. It is the flexible use of both devices that endows a text with variety of 
expression on the one hand and with a well-ordered presentation of 
information on the other. The combination also enables one to achieve a 
high degree of complexity within a single, unified whole. For example: 

Although I know it's a bit I;tle to call, sccing your light still o n  ;incl 
needing to get your itdvicc if you'd he willing to hclp me, 1 
p:tl krd 1 1 1 ~  c:Ir :IS so1111 :I? I c ~ ~ ~ l l r l  l i l l < l  :I 11l:lcr :III<I V V I I I I I I L . , ~  I O  

come slfiliglll tip withot~t ringing the Ilcll hcc:~~isc, hclicvc 11tc. I 
didn't want to add waking your baby to the vtlicr 
i t~convc~iic~iccs I'm causing yott. 

'I ;lkilig ~ ~ o l ~ I i l ~ i l c ; ~ h  w c I I : ~ ' ~ l i ~ ~ i l e c l i ~ ~ ~ ~ c s  I I I I I I : I C ( I I I I I I I .  I ~ I L . I ~ : I I C  I I C : : I I ~ ~  I W C I I I Y  

cl;luscs in this cxantplc, whicli, withot~l ;tny [ ) rc tc~~sio~ls  to ~ I C ~ ; I I I C C ,  is 
g~xmm:ttic;tlly well-formed ;IS \rfell ;IS hcil~g lcnlt~;tIly colicl-cnl. And although 
i t  is OI'ICII tliottgl~l tliiit :I siiij:lc S ' I I ~ ~ I I C C  o l 'x t~cl~ co~~i~>lcxi ly  l~clo11~:~ otlly IO  

lllc tltohl I~III I I : I I  hlyl(.h 01' wril1~11 I,.III!,II 'III, I I I C  C X : I I I I I ) ~ C  l l  l i ' i  i l l  I : I c (  oilly 
sliglitly ctlitctl f ro~n  the tr;~nscribctl I'orm ol' nn ;1ctu;11 spokcn uttcl-;incc in 
inform:tl convers;~lion. Again, i t  is S O I I I C ~ ~ I I I C S  11111 ;IS ;I gc~icrilli/;lti~tl th;tt 
nonfinitcclnuscs arc cl~~tractcristicoSl'ortn;~l tcxls, litlitc CI:I~ISCS OI' ICSS for~niil 
ones. There is some truth in thissof~tr;l~-61g;tdvcrbi;tI cl;luscs ;Ircconcerned. 
especially those with subject, and espcci;tlly passive cl:tuscs with sul>jcct: 

7711, rtri~r Ircr~li~a ((11 lcrst) ,~t011pi,tl, SIIC'S ~ O I I C  hr ;I w;~lk. 121 
fieplcry no~v Iiocirig ~ W I I  ret~ioi~.ecl, no onc can ignorc it. 

l31 
Having now seen theplov ~tiyself; I agree that it is rather weak. 141 

Contrast: 

Since rlte rain licrs stopped, she's gone for a walk [2n]  
Now that theplay Itas been reciett~ed, no one can ignore it. [3a] 
Now that I have seen the play 1?7yselj; I agree that it is rathcr weak. [4a] 

But it is not true for nominal -ingclauses, and the following: 

Finding you ot howre is a great surprise. 
He didn't mind iuaiting for tlrenl in rhe rain. 

[51 
[61 

are decidedly less formal than: 

Tltat I (shou1rl)findyou ut horlle is a great surprise. [5aI 
He didn't mind tlicrt he ~t~critcd [iros ~t.criting, hall to irtrit],/;~r rllerlr it1 

the rain. [6a] 

Indeed, with to-infinitive clauses, the general statement could profitably be 
reversed: the finite verb correspondences (to the extent that they exist) are 
almost always more formal in tone. For example: 

To close tlte cloors, just press the green button. L71 
In order tlzat you ttmy c l m  die doors, merely press the green but ton. [7a] 

Note [a] There :Ire exceptions to the exclusive Form:llity even of noofinite p:issive clourcs with suhjcct. 
In t l ~ e  most commonpl;icc of discourse, ;I collcessivc (lisjunct like lhc Ibllowi~ig l<:/ X. 127 Notc 
[cl) is frequent etiougll to be criticized os h;~ckncyed: 

We've got to hclp the poorer notions with their ecollornic and Ihe;iltl~ problems. But 
rhor (hrrrirg h~,err) .soid, it's renson;ihlc to expect tlleln to Incct us Ih:i1f\v;ty - -  w i t h  
military hises, Tor cx;implc. 1x1 Ibl The interaction of coordination tiod subordin:~tioli is seen ;~lso i n  the klct th:il u,liile i t  is tl~e 

latter lhnl  col~tributcs most to tight colierencc ofgr:~mm;itic;il (and liencc of tcsto;il) structure. 
as well as to verb;il ccunomy (particularly through the use of~~oi~li~~itccI~uses). i t  iscoordi~~:ition 
Illat permits kir more dr;islic economies of ellipsis (d  1?.1//. 12,3111). Comp;lre: 
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I h:ld been gelling hongry ; ~ o d  my wile A ;~nxious. 
'I Ilial heel1 gelliltg ; tnxi<n~c bccil~~sc llly wire A l1111lRry. 

She wits ill  thc ~teirt d ; ~ y  illid A llitd to citll it i l~ct~r .  
*site w:ls il l  the next <1:1y W ~ I C I I  A was pi~rtict~l:trly lxlsy.} [ A =  sllcl 

'I'llis is not c,I'c~ursc to ignore ellilllic:~l li,lms #,I. s~!l~or~lin:~lc c l : ~ ~ ~ s c s  511cll :IS I /  rlr!!,. Il'/lr.rl ill 

~loahr, Tls~li~lt ~~,~.vio,us, which can be used io i t~; l l ly  ;is well ;IS Ii~tcr i r l  ;I scttlcltce: r./ 14.18. 
[c] Sul~~rd in :~ t ion  usui~lly (though by 110 me,ins invi~riably) ~odic;~tcs gr:~m~~x~lic;~lly the 
suburdin;~tc i,lfi,rr~,o~i,r,,ols(:t~us of file p;irt so crpresscrl. Sill~il;trly, whcn o~rd is rcplitccd hy l i l ~  
c,r r r , ~  ~vcll oj  i n  c o o ) o i n i ~ t ~  phr:lses (1.1 13.1021, the clTect is usu:~lly la dow~tgr i~dc  tllc Ibllo\rpiog 
itcnl, i : ~ ~ ~ , l ~ l r l ~  II1:tl i l  Ilils 'givcn'r1:tlus. A I I I I ) I I ~  l l ~ c  cI.$!tsi~l C X C C I ~ I I I ~ I I ~  :ire tllc C~:II I*CS C X I ~ ~ C I C ~ I I P  

oulcolnc or result (cl  15.25, 15.27): 1'or cri~mplc, t h ~ j o u r ~ l ; t l i \ l i u  I [ ~ C  ~ I ' i ~ ~ l i ~ t i l ~ v u  E~:IIISCS: 
Sunderli~nd pl:lyed nn energetic game. to win lour-two. 

[ =  and they won. . .l 

The part played by questions 
19.61 There is a sense in which it is true to say 'I can't tell you anything till you've 

asked me sornething'. In other words, what WC cl~oosc to talk about dcpcnds 
crucially on what we think our hearer does not know and wants to know. 
Even conversations in which a participant keenly wisltes to talk and inform 
(rather than listen and be informed) will frequently begin with a question. 
For example, as a co~iversation-initial gambit: 

Have you heard about Mr Malloy? [l1 

The questioner will be alert to the reply in two quite separate respects: 
whether his companion has heard about Mr Malloy, and whether he seems 
to \+,ant to hear. Only if the questioner is satisfied on both counts, will he 
launch forth - and even so the tactful conversationalist will begin with a 
careful lack of dogmatism: 

WeN, appare~~tly, f l g o t  it right, Malloy was on his way home on 
Friday, when .  . . [lal 

Moreover, without prompting by questions in the course of his account 
('What was the weather like? 'When did you hear this?' 'Why didn't Rita 
Malloy . . .?'), the speaker would soon falter - again, for fear that he had lost 
his companion's interest or in doubt as to which aspects of the narrative to 
develop and which to ignore. 

Even in the absence of questions from a companion, a speaker will insert 
them for himself. In written materials, the author is naturally constrained to 
do so. This is partly in the interests of information processing (cj' 19.66ff' 
below), that is, providing a focus closely similar to that attained by the 
pseudo-cleft (cf18.29f) Compare: 

What was he doing? He was trying to change a fuse. [21 

What was he doing but trying to change a fuse. [2al 

What he was doing was trying to change a fuse. 12bI 

But in part the inserted question is to enliven and dramatize a narrative by 
supplying a query which the speaker thinks must be in his companion's 
mind - or which he thinks ought to be: 

And that son of hers continues to be a big worry. And how do I 
know? She was in tears the other day - with a photoof him in 
her hand. She didn't think I saw the photo but I did. [31 
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A question in discourse is often directed less to the hearer than to tlie speaker,  
though in sccming to rcllccl lllc spc;~kcr's sclr-cl~~cs~i~)ningg ;IS 11, how Ilc 
should proccctl, Ihc qucstion ctlu;llly tlirccts thc Ilc;~rcr's ~n i l~ t l  bolh to this 
poinl and 10 lllc tentativeness ; I I I ~  spont;~ncily ~rtitll rvl1ic11 it is hcing madc. 
For cxomplc: 

The horses secmed strangely disturbed ;IS wc groomcd them that 
morning. 1lo1s shaN lpitr it? It was as though tlicy were aware 
that Mary and I had qu;~rrcllcd. f41 

The book will hc out in a couple o~months .  Thcrc's been some 
pl.oblcm over thc binding ant1 this has b c c ~ ~  aggl.nvatct1 by 
shippingdilliculties in Hong Kong wherc thcy'vc had this 
acrimonious seamen's strikc. What a lot of unrest tlierc is in the  
world, when you come to think of it. Ulct 11,hrre IIYIS I:' Whcn thc 
book is finally published, I'm going to havc ;I little party to 
celebrate. Atld 11~1tcrt ~ttas the other thitig l II.NIIIC(/ to t ~ / / ~ , o r i ?  Oh 
yes .  . . 151 

Note [a1 Consider llte p ;~r t  played by questio~ts ~n the rcprescnt;lllon or intcr11.11 ~ellcctioo quoted in 
19.43. 
[bl Questions in dialogue arc frequently uttered merely to elicil rnitttcr t h ; ~ t  w o s  i~npcrfectly 
heard or understood (cf19.17): 

H ~ H ?  ,,,HAT,,] <very informal) 

-. 
Given the appropriate context, any of these question forms could cqui~lly express strong surprise 
at what has just been said; in eflcct. they are used to inquire hoth 'What did you si~y?':~nd .Wh;tt 
do you mean? (By contrast, the question 'What's T H ~ T ?  secks elucid;~tion about ;I specific 
item - and 'Who's ~~ iT? ' abou t  o specific person -just mentioned.) 

Questions as  directives 
19.62 Questions, direct and indirect, have an important role in discourse a s  polite 

equivalents of requests. On entering someone's room, a visitor will begin 
with such a question even if he is a fairly close friend: 

Are you free for a minute or two? 
Is this an awkward moment to see you about something? 
Am I disturbing you? 
Got a second? (informal) 
I wonder whether you could help me. 

These opening gambits would preface discourse itself. But question forms 
may equally preface physical action by the speaker or seek it from the hearer: 

Would you mind if I closed tlie w ~ n d o w ?  
Would you excuse me a moment? I must find a tclcphone. 
Do  you think you could lock thc door whcn you Icnve? 
Why don't you come and have dinner with mc tonight? 

The fact that such questiotis are not semantic;~lly intcrrogativc is shown by 
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the f.;lct that they can be coclrdinntcd (cspccidly in AmK) with StatCmcnts 
I l l l < \  r ~ l l l l ~ ~ i ~ l ~  rctluc4 will1 1111 ex l~ rcs s io~~  of inlcnlio!l: 

Why tlun't I goon :111c;iil ;I I ILI  you (CIII I )  C ~ I I I I C  W I I C I I  Y O I I ' I C  I.c:I(~Y'! 
Why don't you get a taxi and 1'11 be out in a minute'? 

111 1 1 1 ~  c o ~ ~ v ~ ~ l l i o ~ l ; ~ l  I ; I ~ ~ I , ; I , : C  oI"li)rln;~l nicclings, procctlurc is oftell couched 
in c l ; ~ h ~ ~ : ~ l c l y  i l l l c~ l (~~ : :~ l iv~  S I I I I C I I I I C S .  C:ICII wiclrly I ( . L . ~ I J ~ I I ~ / ( . I I  : I < S  :l I ' ~ I I I I I I I~ : I  
disguising ;I stntclncnt: 

Could I ask through you. Mr Cliairlnan, whcthcr the SccrctaJ'y is 
thinking of the occasion under discussio~i'? 
[ -  'The Secretary has muddled the dates'] 

Rut m;iy WC not ask ourselves whcther this is an appropriate time to 
r;~isc t;lxcs? 
[ -  'I am opposed to r;lising t;~scs now'] 

I wonder if we might now turn to the next itcm. 
[ -  'The present discussion is closed'] 

A m l  jnghl) " p l c  m . thinking the motion is out olorderi 

Rhetorical questions 
19.63 Thc rhetoric;ll question has in common with the formulaic questions 

discussed in 19.62 the fact that the answer is a foregone c o n ~ l u s i ~ n :  

Slie said she had been too ill to come to work that day, and 
certainly she sounded pretty groggy on the phone. Anyway, 
who was I to argue? [I1 

[= 'I wasn't in a position to doubt her word'] 
The prisoners were grumbling about their cold cells and several 

claimed they weren't getting enough to eat. But what could I 
do? L21 

[= 'I could do nothing'] 
Do I have to tell you everything? You're a fully qualified architect 

and these things should be a t  your fingertips! L31 

As WC sec froin these examples, especially [3], the rhetorical question is by no 
means confined to the highly wrought prose of formal speeches of persuasion 
that we may think of in connection with 'rhetoric'. Rather, the tag question 
so common in the most informal speech is strictly similar to the rhetorical 
question in its communicative cKect, since it essentially secks colifirmation 
of what the speaker has explicitly assumed (by the preceding declarative) to 

Such a use of tags occurs in vcry inli)rtn:tl spccuh (cspccii~lly Brl: ;lnrl chicfly 
~ionst;tnclartl) whcrc tlic hcarcr cannot powihly hc cxpectctl to know thc 
allswvr o r  10 I:!kc i t  li)r j:r:1111e(l, 11111 wl~rrv 1 1 1 ~  S ~ V : I ~ < . I  \r<.k\ 11" Y I I C I I  I I S C  or 
l l ~ c  il~~cstion I'orni to i111pIy tli;~t (11c : I I I S \ V C ~  t111gl11 (0 l>c sell-cviclc~lt. ' I ' I I C ~ C  
tags have a Ihlling tone on the opcr;ltor: 

Wcll. 1 col~ltln'l hear lllc ~ I I O I I C .  C O I I I C I  l'! 11's i l l  I I I C  I I C X I  ~ O ( ~ I I I  : I I ~ ~ I  
l l ~ c  tloo1  IS SIIIII. lI~'.i(lt.s. I ! v i ~ h  I:~hl ; I \ ~ L . v ~ I ,  \ \ , ; I \ I I ' I  l" 11111 I 
can't cxpcct you to think ofthings I'ronl my ;~ngl t ,  can l'! l01 

Nolc Althoogll j c s  ao qucslions arc tbcore1ic;~lly open 10 cilhrr rc \po~~sc .  i t  is slriliillg tl1;11 thes 
norm;~lly occur when the speekcr plainly expects 'yes'. 

I'articipant involvc~ncnt 
19.64 Whether this is made explicit or not, cvcry tcxt is itddresscd 11). someone ('l') 

to someone else ('you'). In many cases, the relation of hot11 p;tr(icip;unts is 
indeed explicit: 

I tell .volt it's true! 
l11 

But equally botli can be mcrcly implicit: 

Good luck! [= ' Iw i sh~vr r  good luck'] 
[21 

In very formal communications, wlicrc the precise idcntity of lllc adtlrcsscc 
is unknown and whcrc thc originator is rnilki~ig thc communic;ttioll on bch;~ll. 
o f an  organization, the participants may be refcrrctl to in thc 3rd pcrson: 

Tile I ?~ I I ( I~~ , I ? I~ , I I I  regrct(s) any inconvenience to c.lic3~~l,s during 
repair work to the premises. 

[31 
In a similar tone and often for similar reasons, mention of' one or both of the 
participants is avoided altogether: 

The nmnage~nenr regrets any inco~iveliieilce during rcpair work t o  
the premises. [ h ]  

Any inconvcllience to clie~lts is rcgrcttcd during . . . [3b1 
Any inconvenience is regretted during. . . 

Pc1 
In some texts, botli participants are referred to simultaneously by means of 
the inclusive itJe (cf6.7): 

So now ise know why there was no traffic coming tow;trtls 11s on 
this road. Wcll, since the road is obviously blockcd, n,e'll have 
to turn back and find a side road somcwhcre. ICi~'l1 manage 
somehow. L41 

(Cf'19.51) 
But in many texts, theaddressee is unrnentioncd a i d  thcspcakcror writer 

leaves it implicit as to who is the authority for the communic;~tion. This is 
natural enough in face-to-face speech where the source is obvious; s o  too in 
a personal letter or even in a printed text which is accompanied by the 
author's name: 

be agreed truth: 

It's a glorious day, isrl't it? L41 

Joan Sutherland was the best coloratura singer of her generation, 
illcrsn't she? [S1 

Compare: 

When have we had a better coloratura singer than Joan 
Sutherland? [5a] 
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Julian is going to Detroit next week. In fact, if he likes it and 
finds a job, he may decide to stay there. His wife, Of course, 
colncs from that p;lrt of Michigan. L51 

w e  lloticc, howcvcr, tllat in thc usc of thc atlvcrhi;~l c!/'corrr.se the s ~ ~ c ; l k c ~ l  
is nppcaling to the atlilrcsscc's hh;trctl knowlctlgc (.ills1 ils he migllt. 

clccrr/y, olJoiou,s/~~, c!/ cotrr.se, etc, to thc adtlrcsscc's sharctl opi~lion). Nor 
would it be unusual in such ;I tcxt for the author to make explicit his relation 
to thc information conveycd : 

~ ~ l i ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ / / ~ ~ r ,  is going to [.)ctroit ncxt wcck. In Ltct, il'lic likcs it 
and finds a job, /ells me that he may dccidc . . . [sal 

Even in a signed letter, some amplification of identity may bc ncccsmry if 
the writer is unknown to (or may have been forgotten by) the addressee, or if 
it is otherwise necessary to specify his role: 

As a Calmden resident and also as a qualified accountant, 1 write 
to inform you of an error in the recently published expenditure r ~ i  

figures of your Council . . . L'Jl 

You may not remember me, but I hope you will allow me to 
congratulate you on your marriage. It must give all of your 
former colleagues like me great pleasure to know of your 171 
happiness . . . L I J  

Not so much as your father, but as man to man, I do implore you 
to be more considerate . . . L81 

So too in speech (and cf 19.77 Note): 

I am employed by a detective agency. I wonder if you could help 
me in some inquiries I am making about a person who used to 
be a neighbour of yours. L91 

On the telephone, identification of both speaker and addressee usually 
prefaces discourse: 

Hello. Is that Peter? Marjorie here. What? Oh sorry! - Marjorie 
Wong, your wife's assistant. Is Valerie there? 

L101 

Hello. Am I speaking to the Controller? This is the Works 
Department. We are having to cut off your electricity supply for an 
hour or so, but if the interruption becotnes very inconvenient 
will you please phone me, Ram Patel, on extension 2018. 

[I 11 
. ~ 

In this last example, personal identification is given only incidentally (at the 
end), since the caller is primarily phoning not as an individual but as  an 
institution ('the Works Department'). 

The addressee may equally need to have his role specified in the particular 
context: ~rou may be friend, wife, mother, doctor, neighbour, according to ..-..- 

who is in communication and on what occasion: 

1 wonder if I can ask you - as a friend rather than as my doctor - 
if you think I ought to give up smoking. I know that you 
discourage your children - but is this as a mother or as a doctor 
or because you know it affects your husband's breathing'? L121 

I am writing to you in your capacity as 21 volunteer hclpcr at thc 
South Boston Youth Ccntcr. You will li:~vc noticcd . . . 

I131 

Spc:~kcr/l~carer contact 
19.65 But in addition to establishing itlcntity of participants ilnd to i11tlic;tting 

authority for contcnt, textual structt~rc tcntls to bc punctuated by pcriotlic 
references to both participants. The hearer is addressed by namc, not for 
clarity but out of courtesy and friendlincss. The spcakcr may repeatedly refer 
to himself, often successfully giving thcreby an impression of courtesy and 
modesty rather than of egocentricity: 

I'd like you to know. . . I think. . . I hear.  . . I seem to rcmcrnber 
. . . it occurs to me .  . . I mean. . . 

[l1 
A communication from a body or organization nxly self-rcfcr similarlv: 

Your union officials suggest. . . WC acknowledge. . . we claim. . . 
we hope. . . 

[21 ~. 
Direct allusions and appeals to the ;ttldressee arc especially ch;lracteristic of 
speech, informally with interspersed comment clauses yott soe, you X.PIOIV, ~c ' t  
if?, clo youfollow nre?, yes.Yright?; more formally usyotr II'CN li1rot17, asyorr nrcry 
knolv, ifln~aketrtysc/fclear (to yotr), (/'you ~ ~ ~ i l l p a r ~ / o ~ i  the all[r.siotr. In fiimiliar 
speech, such asides may be excessive. For example: 

I was just turning into Regent Street, right? And ~,orr ~ I I O I I ,  that 
Italian restaurant, Rachel. Well, :orispc I was trying to see if it 
was open, and 11au1d you bcliece it, coming out was Martha 
Goldberg. You rcnlenrber hcr, Rachel, she used to work with 
me, yes? Well, a s  yorr can b~raghre, I pulled in and tried to 
attract her attention. She has remarried, gotr k,ro~t~. 

At this point, ifyou ~i~illallo~vnre, I shall revert, ladies ;und L31 

gentlemen, to the aspect of the theory that I was explaining a 
few minutes ago. As Ia~irsure  yorr t~~iflrecoll, the central interest 
of the double helix . . . 

l41 
Addressee-involvement obviously serves two related functions, often distin- 
guished by intonation. On the one hand, the s p e  k 'I er wants assurance that 
the addressee is following the communication in all its detail and allusiotl; in 
this spirit the involvement is essentially interrogative (cj'19.61) and the 
inserted items have a rising nucleus: 

[51 

On the other hand, they are assurances to the ;lddressce that he is not being 
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untlcrestimated and that it is highly prob;tble that he knows the fltcts alrcitdy; 
tllc spc;tkcr is rcc:tlling them as much for the clarification of his own mind 2s 
; t t t y I l ~ i ~ t ~ ~ ,  else. 111 this spiril, the i ~ ~ s c r l s  11;tvc ;I l:~Ilittl! I I I I C I ~ I I S  or arc ttltcrcti 
wit11 low prolnincncc c;tr~ying no 1111c.lcus :tl all: 

(shc has r c ~ i ~ r i e d  you ktlowl L61 

('olllitlc~~cc i t t  sl~;~rrcl knowlccll!? 1101 I I I I C I I I I I I I I O I I I ~  pcrlltils 1 1 1 ~  tolit! 
rclll;tccntc~~t ~ I ' ; I I I  ilc~tl c~l ' i~tli~rtt~:tl i(~tt  Iiy ;I I~c:~\:ily I ) I ~ I I I ~ I ~ C I I I  t~1111 /,II(JII' \ v i l l t  
pall-plus-risc (cl'19.59 Note, on ~tncomplcletl htrl-cot~joi~ts): 

I'd like to help him in any way I could, but YOU K N ~ W  - L71 

[ie '. . . but there are notorious reasons for my not doing SO, and 
these you know well'] 

A nopablc use of the 'sliarcd knowlcdgc' intlic:tlor, j'orr krl011' or !'oil X'(', is 
where a participant breaks into tliscourse wit11 a response or possibly a 
contrasting viewpoint (note the use of tvell; and cf'19.54): 

A:  Are you going to Warburton's? 
B : Well you see 1 no longer work there. [g1 

A:  I find his explanation of relativity absolutely baffling. Isn't he 
an incredibly bad lecturer? 
B: Well, you krlo~t~, you missed the lecture before last and I 

think it was pretty crucial. L91 

The emphatic use of you know can serve as a connective within a continuous 
text: 

I just couldn't bear going all the way to that place yet again. 
IYOU K N ~ W (  my ( L ~ G S  were aching) the ICROWDS were thicker than r , ,,l 
kverl and I had a l ~ k ~ ~ a c h e l  

Individuals differ in the extent to which they intersperse terms of address 
in discourse. In letters, they are used almost solely in the initial salutation: 
Dcar Mr Rohittson, Dear Fred; though between inti~natcs, items like tlarlitig 
commonly accompany sentences throughout, as they would do in the ^ . . . - C.... ,,^" 
corresponding speech. Letters to strangers can treely Degln IJeur air \rcas vtiairr, Sir, yours 
freely Dear Madam), and in formal style they may end I rc 
fairlfitlly. A general letter may begin Genrlemerl (rather than ?Dear Gentle~nert) 
or Dear Sirs, or Ladies aitd Gettrlemen. On differences between AmE and BrE, 
cfApp 111.1 1. 

In speech, it is normal to address a group as Ladies attciGe~ttlemett; a group - - -  "1 .... ,h ,.,, "h 

of the speaker's sex or an adult addressee's age. In Mrc, Air woutu UG laru-  

rare, and would be usctl chicfly by younger mcn ;~dtlrcssing oltlcr men; it 
would almost ncvcr bc used by wolncn. Mlrcllttit, though the only fully 
~tcccptahlc form of ;~tltlrcss to a woln:ln, i.; f'clt to he in;~p~>rt,pri;ltc in most 
i t t l i ~ ~ ~ t l : ~ I  C ~ ~ C I I I I I S ~ ~ I I I C C S  (II~ott~:l~ i l  is 11s(.<1 i l l  ; I ~ I ~ I I C ~ ~ ~ I I ~ :  C I I S ~ ~ I I I I C I S .  C l i C I I ~ S .  
clc). 111 gcncr:tl, wolncn ~ : I I I  tlsc ttcilltcr Sir !tor 11lrtrl~r111 cxccpl \vltcrc tI tc  

spcakcr is ill a recogniz;tbly serving rolc, tltougll women s lut lcnts~ccasionnl l~  
so ;ttltlrcss a te;tchcr. 

A yotl~tl'rr \VOIII : I I~  is ho~tlclit~~e.\ :t<I<I~chh(~cl Ily I I I C I I  : IS Ali.\~r. 1,111 I l l i s  i s  
\vi(lcly rcg;trtletl :IS 11011sI:t11d;trtl or ICII 10 hc ~ I c t t ~ c ; ~ ~ t i ~ t g  1 0  tltc persol1 
addressctl. In nonst;tiidard usc, Lorlja, Mister, and h/issrr.s occur freely in 
men's speech; and lar!v also has a11 ironic use which is not uneducated but 
informal (and addressed to a woman who is nor ;I stranger): 

011, you can't use that ;~rgumc~lt.  I:~tly. 
[I 1 1  

A4tttr is ;ilso usctl to ;~cqt~;tintn~lccs (cspcci;llly it1 Amli), but Inorc 1~1rn i l i ; t~ l~  
than the Sorcgoing use of Irrrl~. The use of. ttnntcrti in :ttltlrcss is infbr~nal  ~ tnd  
usually impolite. 

Note lal Just ;IS ;I spe;~kerinvolves Ihe ;lddrcssee with i l ~ s e r l i o ~ ~ s  like righr. k,n,t~.. u! thc ;~ddrescce reassures the spenker with similar short commetlts: Oh I.,c,c,, )i.s l k , ~ o ~ .  Hrghr. 
lbl Although the inserts for involvement and authority are most frequently uttered wi th  little 
prosodic prominence, J~UII k~iob~.is not alone in having ;I stressed v;~risnt. There is. for example, 
a triumphant or relribulive~ausec, as in (uttered wit11 a wide r:tnge of pitch, i n  contr;isl to tllat 
normal in comment clauses): 

SO I Was R ~ G H T I  YOU "s~EI. 
Comp;~rc also: l121 

She kds rekfkried {; ::;;) 
11-11 

ill [l31 the first varianl is little more than ;I convention;~l reluctance to secrn dopm;ltic, but tllc 
second is meonl 10 express serious reserv;~tions ;tboul the truth oS\s-h;~t h;!s preceded. 
[cl Tag questionsare much used l& hciliwte p;lrticip;lnt involvemcnt. ; ~ n d  i t  is not:~blc that they 
;Ire commonly placed well in advance of end posilion (C/ 10.57/1. 1 l.!// I. For cx;lmplc : 

She hadn't at thilt time, h~rdslrs, bee11 Sully rccogt~ized ;IS a serious writer'! 

Information processing 
19.66 I t  is appropriate to treat this aspect of grammatical organization last since, 

being more centrally significant than any other, information processing has 
already to no small degree been seen as the motivation behind other specific 
features of grammar discussed elsewhere. It is paramount in the use of 
coordination and subordination (cj'19.57Sj.), and it wasspecifically mentioned 
in the treatment of questions (cf19.61). Consider a sequence like the 
following: 

Our economic troubles continue to resist solution. We have tried 
subsidizing our weaker industries. We have experimented with 
import controls. We have on occasion resorted to the drastic 
device of devaluation. To no avail. How /he11 are we ro proceed? 
The answer lies in higher productivity and better products. 

[I1 
The italicized question is pivotal in this text. It contains the conjunct tlret~ 
with anaphoric reference: the remedies already tried, which have been of 'no 



avail', are put behilld us. The question both points forward (and this is 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l l ~  hy 'l'llc answer' which Ibllows) and prepares 11s for a 
climactic str;ltcgy, /\ simil;~r anticipation ol'lhc inform~ltion focus 
woultl liovc hccn : 

To no avail. Tlic, ~c'cty/or~vurtl is to scck higher . . . [I:\] 
. . .  

The csscnce of such :~nticipatiotl is to indicate in gcncral tcrms what is 10 
I,llow (WC arc going to'procccd', there is a 'way Ihrw:lrdq) and hence both to 
I>rcp;Lrc the I ~ c ; I I . c ~ / I . c ; I ~ c ~  ; I I I ~  to : I~OI ISC his ~ I I ~ C I F S ~ .  Note the co~n~ l . ; l h l c  
function of the italicized bc>llpr(,-cl;~usc in thc llcxl cx;lnlplc: 

Robert Adam was in many respects typical of British architects of 
the eighteenth century. Like Inigo Joncs and Lord Burlington, 
he drew eagerly on the inspiration both of the Renaissance and 
of Antiquity. He shared the enthusiasm of his contemporaries 
for collecting classical marbles. He was far from being alone in 
undertaking venturesome travel in the Mediterranean and in 
gazing with wonder at vase fragments and at sundrenched 
monuments. H e  was quintessentially a member of the Neo- 
classical movement. UfI~ere ltc stutzrls aparl is in his refusal to 
regard Antiquity as  inviolable. It was an inspiration for new 
work, not a model for imitation. 

L21 

that in consequence we have now simply arrived ;it the point of restating it. 
In prcscnting whilt may wcll hc new i n f o r ~ n : ~ t i o ~ ~  ;IS thougl~ it wcrc given 
((:/'18.K), thc writer trc~its his rci~dcr wit11 fl:itt~ri~lg ~ C S I I C C ~  ;IS wcll  IS clliiblir~g 
hinself to make the main poinl wit11 grc:It li)rcc ;rnd economy. 

19.67 Thc highlighting of the main information is :issoci;~tctl with intoni~tion 
nucleus. As cxpli~ined in 18.2/1; spcccll cni~blcs us to do this ir~tlcpcntlcntl~ of 
the gr;irnmaticel structurc. Guiding :I rcatlcr to assign foccts is more difficult, 
;~ntl Ch:lptcr IXcxplorcs:~ r : ~ n ~ : c o l ' g l - ; i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l i c : ~ l  (1cviccsll1;lt ~ : I I I  hccxpl(,itc~l. 
Onc such tlcvicc is cllipsis. By omittitlg as 11111~11 ;is is ~ I . ~ I I I I I I ~ ~ I ~ ~ C ; I I I Y  ;ltld 
semantically tolerl~ble, the writer limits the rcadcr's choice and thus guidcs 
his decision. Compare the following: 

She felt trapped and frustrated. Whatever she said rnight so easily 
be misinterpreted. An idea crossed her mind, only . . . 

[I1 
In reading this text, one might p1;lusibly assign a prosody 21s follows: 

An i/dea crossed her M ~ N D ( O ~ ~ Y  . . . [la] 
In other words, we have given ourselves the expectation (congruent with the 
preceding sentence) that the text might continue: 

. . . only to be rejected the next minute. 
[l  bl 

But let us suppose the writer had intended it to be read as: 

An ~ ~ D E A  crossed her mind1 only. . . 
[Icl 

with the text continuing: 

. . . only just in time. 
[Id1 

The reader's momentary error could have been avoided in sever;ll ways. The 
risk that the third sentence of [I] was continuing the implication of the 
second would not have arisen ifa thematic adverbial (S~tclclerzl~~ . . ., Tltarr . . .) 
had implied a radical change. A nucleus would have been placed on irlt.0 if a 
rewording had placed this word at the end: 

She had an idea. 
Ilel 

But it might still have been given the wrong nucleus by ;I rcadcr expecting a 
continuation like [Ib]. With 21 more radical rewriting, WC might have had a 
successful but highly elliptical verblcss sentence, ilnpcrltctly suggesting the 
syntax but infallibly both conveying the semz~ntics and pointing to the 
information focus: 

She felt trapped and frustrated. Whatever she said might so easily 
be misinterpreted. Suddenly - an idea! Only just in time. II 'I 

Not merely would a reader unhesitatingly reconstruct this prosodically as: 

. . . /Suddenly - an ~ ~ D G A I .  . . 
[I "l 

but he would react to the dramatic expressioll of the pivotal point between 
the woman's dificulties and the beginning oftheir possible rcsolution. 

One further example. Imagine an argument conducted by correspondence. 
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A has to B s:lying that ;I ccrt;tin prohlcm h;ld nothing to tlo with hcr. 
I \  1c11Iics: 

Lct tnc sct out t l ~ c  c ; L s ~  :IS I SL'S it : t t t ~ I  try I O  sl~u\\ '  ) . I I ~ I  tl1:11 I I I C  
problcnl has somcthing to do with you. 1'1 

A will proh:~hJy rc;~tl Ihc I;IsL phr;tsc ;IS: 

the Ilxoblcm h:\s sotnclhil~g 111 < \<I  will1 vil[l( 131 1 . . . 
whereas the words arc in fact a p;rraplrrnsc of a re111;lrk in A'S OWII Icttcr: 
they are 'given' information: all that is new is the positive (assertiotl) in place 
of A'S original negative (denial). B has thus meant it to be read as: 

. . , (Ilc (p~.oliletn ~ r i s  somclhing to d o  with youl 
[2bl 

'['llc rccluired sllil't aw:ly I'rom the nor~n;~l (ht11 l~c t c  ~tnw:t~llcti) cntl I'rlcuh 
could have been achieved in the first placc by s o ~ n c  such dcvicc as crnph;tlic 
do or an inserted subjunct (or both), thus drawing attcntion to the ncw 
polarity: 

. . . the problem does (indeed) have somcthing to do with you. 12'1 

which A would promptly have read with the required prosody: 

have something to do with you1 12.1 . . . the \problem DbEs 

Information and sequence 
Much of what we have been saying about the processing of information, not 
only here but in Chapter 18 and elsewhere in this book, concerns sequence. 
The order of presentation is clearly vital, whether we are concerned with 
premodifying adjectives, a group of noun phrases, a pair of independent 
clauses, a sequence comprising a matrix clause and a subordinate clause, o r  
of course the elements within a single clause. We have choices such as: 

an intricate and arduous task 
an arduous and intricate task 

the cold night and the difficult journey 
the difficult journey and the cold night 

They cheered and they sang. 
They sang and they cheered. 

I saw the broken window when I arrived home. 
When I arrived home, I saw the broken window. 

c;tsc, should thcy prosotlically rcscnll~lc e;~cli o ~ h c r  (0,: hy ;~llitcr;tting, having 
the same nrlmbcr of syllables, thc same slrcss pallcrn. ( F :  urrlrrorrr and 
i~~ / r i i~~r l c ) .  or h11011lrl they rlill'rt i l l  l l ~ r \ c  r c \~~vc l \  (I,,!: /ori~!11 :111(l irr/ri,~i~~i~)'! 
I,or.t~~:tl s i l~~i l :~r i ly  (~l ' lc~t  co~~vcys  :I scl~sc. I V I I I I  <,l 1~r0Ito11j  :t110 01 ; I  I I : I I I I I O I I ~  
betwccn suhst:tncc and meaning: formal dissitnil;tri~y, on tllc otllcr hand, 
can convcy a scnsc of richness ant1 vilriety. C'onsidcr;~tictns ofeuphony enter 
:11sr1 i11Ir1 tllc q ~ ~ c ~ l i r ~ ! >  sct~~~cttci~tj: ,  11111 l k ~ r  I l l ?  1nti1\1 pr11.1. I X , I I I  i l l  the 
sclcclit~n ol'ilcr~ts ; I I I ~  i l l  Iltcir I I I : I C C I I I C I I I .  WC ;[CC U I I I C C I I I ~ + ( ~  \ V I I I I  ' I I I C  ligllt 
words in tlic right plncc'. 

Whatever is placed first will sect11 rel;~tivcly introtluctory and 'sccnc- 
setting'. Clearly, prepurbtg our hearer or reader for what is to follow is of the 
greatest i~nportancc if the following part is to have the proper impact. The 
co~ivcrscoSthis is that wh:~~cvcr  is pl:tcctl Iits~ will hc cxllcctctl to hc ~.cl;ltivcly 
C O I I S C ~ ~ I C I I ~ ~ ~ I ~ ,  oI'[?~.ci~Ier ~ I ~ I ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ I I I C C ,  i t t ~ r l  pr~(l\illly c l~~ l~ ; t c l i c .  So i t t  clto(~si~tl: 
bctwccn [Inl and [Ibl, our dccisiotl m:ly dcpcntl o t ~  wllctllcr wc wish to 
convey th i~t  the task was arduous hecorrse it was intric;ltc: intric:~tc and N ~ O I Y ,  

all arduous; arduous in heittg intricate; arduous itntl / io/h(~rr~tor intricate. In 
choosing between [3a] and [3b], we may wish to itnply onc o r  othcr 
chronological sequence: that they did onc thing bcSorc tllc other. But if' the 
two actions are but different aspects of the same celebratory behaviour, we 
have decisions to make on similar principles to those concerning us in [l  a]  
and [Ib], [2al atid [2bl. With [4a] and [4b], however, the order will probably 
be contextually determined: one or other, the arrival or the seeing. will be 
relatively 'given' (that is, the hearcrlreader will alrcady have becn told o r  led 
to expect that the subject is going homc or that a window has becn broken), 
and whichever is in consequence the relatively 'new' item will be placed in 
final position if a feeble anticlimactic 'tail' is to be avoided. So again with 
[5a] and [5bl: the former will be preferred if the preceding part OS the text has 
been dealing with 'past crises' and the intention is to go on to some discussion 
of the future; if the converse holds, [5b] will be sclected. 

We shall draw attention to sequencing and other modes of effcctivcly 
presenting information in the annotated specimens that now follow. 

Nolc Sonic m;ltters of scquet~cc are dcrcrmincd by courtesy, convcnlion. o r  idiom. I n  C ~ r m ; ~ l  
circumstances, women are named in address before men. rind the speakcr is mentioned last: 

Ladies and gentlenlen! I t  gives me great plc;~surc . . . 
Harry ; ~ n d  I were dismayed. 

In 3rd person mention, howcvcr, sequence can rrccly depend upon the spcakcr's decision: 
Jean and Pclcr 

find ,mm] will bc w i n g .  l siiw lots OI'{ boys ;ind girls. girls : ~ n d  boys. 
On the other hand, we have :I convcntion;~l mention of m;~lcs lirsl in Irhri rrrcri oral ~vor,r<,,r. Ire 
arrdshr, Mr nrld Mrs IJoncsJ. Numerous orher scclt~ct~ccs arc idiom;tlic;~lly lixccl (8s in girt orrd 
rakr, pors rrral purrs, krrifi, otrrl fork. IPl~oar /]a.\.\ r h ~ l  .will orrd I,c,p,,c,r. (/)c1 ?or( 111L1.1 ~rrilL. m1(1 
.str,vur3 Doubtless tllcse h81vc bccolnc lircd hislorici~lly in rccpcrll*c to rl~c opcr:l~i,in OS prosodic 
or semirntic pressures. Prirlciplcs likc 'Slrorl bcli~rc long' ; I I I ~  'Gcncr:rl hcl t i l~g hclorc spccific 
object' colnbine happily in the journi~l title 1lorrrc.s ~rrd Gortk,rrs (ic pri\,:~(c g;~rclens - not public 
or zoologic:~l). ('/on binorni;lls. 13.86. 
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The scrutiny of an example 

19.69 wc now prcscrlt ;l liction;lI mcmoir, which will hc nn;ilyscd f:lirly c lo se l~  in 
terms textual structure as tlcscribcd in thc corlicr parts of this c!l;ll)tcr. 

As a child, one of my sistcrs was cndlcssly troublctl hy bad 
dreams and she could never he persuaded tbat thcy meant nothing. 
Boylike, of course, I was very scornful of this. On onc occasioll 
her screams awoke the whole house and so far as I can remember none of  us 
had any more sleep that night. She sobbed; she was inconsolable; 

5 

she could not be induced even to tell us what she had bcen dreaming. 
It had obviously been a nightmare. And a much worse one than the 
poor child usually suffered. By breakfast time, she seemed So ill 
tbat my parents decided she should stay home. Yet this upset her 
still more. It was then that she was coaxed into telling us what had 

10 

frightened her. 
A school friend had a little kitten and because this boy's parents 

were out at work all day, the teacher used to allow him to bring his . .. - - 

pet to school and the caretaker used to look after it until the 
day's classes ended and the children went home again. In my sister's 

15 

dream some Fearsome Creature with huge jaws was threatening the 
kitten's life and only she had the power to save it. So although as 
an added terror the Monster had some terrifying power over her too, 
she begged to be allowed to go to school as usual. Reluctantly my 
parents gave in but they insisted that since she was still scared and 

20 

weepy I accompany her all the way. 
I was very glad I did. Near the school we came upon another tearful 

youngster, her friend, frightened and harassed by a rather vicious 
dog that was jumping up and trying to molest the kitten in the lad's arms. 
I managed to chase it away with my sister's help and all was well. 

25 

But, as you can imagine, she wasmore convinced than ever that dreams 
gave a dire glimpse of the future. And, secretly, I was no longer 
so sure she was wrong. 

The passage has both overall unity and a comprehensible 'natural' 
progression from part to part within it. Yet many of the parts are juxtaposed 
asyndetically (19.5); cj'lines 5-6. Syndetic connection (19.11) is in fact less 
common, but cj'lines 2 and 4. Thematic connection (19.12) occurs in lines 5, 
6,9, and elsewhere (in lines 5-6 with a triadic set; cj'19.8). There is a striking 
inrtlnrpnf rhematic connection (19.14) in line 17 wherethe rheme threatenitg . . p  ,,A".....-" -. .-.-- 
the kitten's l$e is matched by saue it in the next clause. Textual orlentatlon IcJ 
19.15) is shown in the dating of the narrative as a whole ('As a clriki, one of 

my sistcrs . . .', linc I )  in the carly lifc of thc n;lrr;llor who is rn;tlc (hq~lilte.  
linc 3) and its locatio~l in the family's home co~nmunity; the narrator rcl;~tcs 
to his hearerlrcader (~(19.64) both tI1ro11gI1 dircc1 i ~ ~ v o l v c ~ n c ~ ~ t  ([IS ).of( ~(111 

itn(t,qirrr, linc 26) ant1 by tlrawing :11lcntio11 to his owl1 I;~llihlc i~l~tllorily for 
thc narrative (.TO ,/h ( IS  I c,trrr rc~trrvtrrh(8r. lint 41. Not Ic;lst, thc cx;~mpIc 
ill~lslr;~lcs 1111: cxlcnt to wl~icll l l lu tcxl clrpc~~tls 1111 l l~c  kr~owlc(ll:c o1'culIi1rc 
and langtragc s11;lrcd by narrator ;cntl Ilc;~rcr/rc;ctlcr (c/ 19.20). '1 hc ~ ~ h o l c  has 
the structure idcntificd as progrcssion (19.17): it is rc;tli/ctl by thc  .src,p 
strategy (l  9.18) but achieves ;I slirck-likc ~rnily. 

WC shell now look at the p;lss;lgc in sornc detail, taking c;~ch of the  four 
categories of  19.19 in turn. We shall try to show that cvcry leaturc, whcther 
minute or relatively extensive, quitc local or quite pervasive, contributes to 
every other fcaturc: endorsing and enhancing thc tcxtual structurc. 

Pragmatics and semantics 
19.70 Consider first the implications in the clause sequence: the teocher used to 

allo~v hbn to brirrg his pet to .scl~ool arrd the caretokcjr ri.ser1 ro look aficr it (lines 
l? / ' ) .  The definite determiner in Iris pc2/ is of course anaphoric (c/6.15), 
grammatically determined by a littl(~ kitter~ earlier in the sentence. But this is 
not true of the definite articles in !/re tc~oclrer and the caretaker. which are  in 
turn different from each other. Thc latter depends on our 'knowledge of the 
world': that a school has a person (designated carctuker in BrE) pcrforming 
duties that justify the situational the (cf'5.28) in thc noun phrase the carc~tr~ker. 
If, in place of this, the clause had had t/le liertterrrurt or tlrc ~r,aiter, our  world 
view would not have sustained a situational interpretation of the, and  we 
would probably have guessed at anaphora and scanned backward (in vain) 
for earlier mention of a person who might be so described. With !Ire ~mcher ,  
the case is different again, because we assume that any school has sel~eral 
teachers: situational interpretation in this case depends upon our knowledge 
that one particular teacher has special responsibility for a particular group of 
children, and for each member the teacher concerned is so designated. 

Consider now the function of er!ert in line 6. This is a focusing subjunct 
with additive-concessive meaning (cj'8.l 16fj'), and in the present instance 
the item on which it focuses (the nonfinite clause to tc,llris . . .) is itself within 
the scope of the negative focusing item trot. So much from gramlllar. But our 
interpretation depends on our judgment of what is implied by the asyndetic 
sequence in which even appears. The clauses Slre sobbed; sire ~t.crs iricorrsolrrhle : 
she could rlot he brduced coal t o .  . . are not only tlicmatically linked but also 
seem to form a series of statements closcly similar semantically, and rcaching 
a climax in the third. The eaert thus appropriately presents an added measure 
ofthechild's misery. But the series can be scen ratherdiffcrcr~tly: 21 narrative 
sequence in temporal order. The child sobbed. Her parents tried to console 
her, but in vain. They then tricd to persuade her to tell them about the 
dream -and ever1 this less ambitious aim was frustrated. There are further 
possibilities, still fully conlpatible with our underst;lnding of the grammar. 
The implication may be that they could not persuade her to talk er er^ tho~rgh 
she was normally very keen to tell the family what she had been dreaming. 

19.71 One further part of the narrative is worth examining in the present 
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conrlcction. .Shc ntljunct oft ofrc, occ~tr.sior~ (line 3) is temllor:il h11t vcry cl;lslic 
in rcfcrcnce. Compere: 

0 1 1  O I I C  occ:~!,io~~ :I.; l W:I<,  I1i1vi1118,  IIIV:II(I':I~.I . . . 
On one occasion ~ 1 1 ~ 1 1  I W;IS S L I I I I I ; I I I I ~ ~ I ~  . . . 
011  one occasion as I was going to bed . . . 

11 c:llli,,, 11,) 1,p1x.,!::~~y rcl:rr~~<.c l,? :I 11:11Iic111:1r Ii111t ' .  yt'l i l l  Iitlc 3 \\,c 
i111111c~li;~tely L I I ~ ~ I C I S I ; I I I ~ I  11 11, ,,,!rr as .OI IC  I I I I ~ , I I I '  I I ~ , : I I I \ C  ~ I I ~ : I I I I ~ I I ~ S  c l~t :~i I \  
sleep and thc nornial time to bc nslcep is i ~ t  night. So t l ~ c  I ' L I ~ I I I C ~  tinlc ; I ~ , ~ I I I I U I  

r~igl~t in the coordinate c1;iuse (line 5) is purely confirmatory and ihot is 
anaphoric. But in fact our chain of pragmatic rcasotling has enabled us to 
!nske a still more precise illtcrpretatio~l of thc phrasc of1 ofle ~cc(i.~iofl. 
A I I I ~ ~ ~ I I ~ I ~  :l clmilt1 tn;~y scre:~~ii otm :lny occ;~sio~l (;111ti st~rcly nltlrc oftcl1 cli~rillg 
w;lkillg Ilours), in 111c pl.cscnl conlcxl wc tlo no! 11cct1 Io I I ~  toltl III:II Ilcr 
screalns were occclsioncd by a drc;1111. W C  hovc autoln;ltic;llly illtcrpt'clccl lllc 
adjunct as 'On one occasion 1v11er1 s11c. I ~ N S  beirlg tro~rhlcil /?I, ilrst .slrclr 0 hi~tf 
dreott~', taking the phrase to bc thematic with rcferencc to the rheme of  the 
vcry lirst finite clausc of thc  narrative. 

Lexical features 
When we want to sustain a reference between one part of a text and another, 
we usually resort to pro-forms (cj'12.lfl.), but this is not always possible. We 
find the noun phrase ny  porer~ts in line 9 and again in line 20. Clearly, the 
seco~id reference could not be achieved by they, since the pronoun's 
antecedent would be too rcmote for correct identilication. In any case, 
replacing lexical items by pro-forms is not always desirable: it may often be 
better to repeat the lexical item or to use another that is se~nantically 
appropriate. This is one of the means by which a text can be given added 
unity and coherence. The text under consideration concerns family life, with 
special reference to childhood, and more especially to the dreaming to which 
one little girl is prone. These matters are reflected in lexical sets as follows: 

family : pnrents, cllild, gbl, boy, sister, Ilomc, horrse, breokJast (pcrhilps 
also coax, nllow) 

childhood: cl~ilrl, girl, hay, Iod, goltrlgster, school, cltrss, teaclrer,fric.nn! 
kitten, pet (perhaps also soh, screcrnl, heg,,fi.ar ctc; mofwler) 

dreaming: dre(~fn (four times), f~ightmare, sleel), llig/lf 

But this is to consider subject matter; the plot connects childhood and 
dreaming in terms of horror, and again this is endorsed by clusters of lexical 
items: 

screnfn, sob, irzconsolrrble, sufir, ill, Irpsel, had, trolrble; feovsofne,friglttot. 
terror, (lire, oicious, monster, po\r.er, hara.ss, ttiolesr 

'Slmcsc wortls, wit11 tltcir ~notlc\t tlugl.cc ~rl 'rcl~clitio~i,  (10 not o l 'co~~rsc  cnt;~il  
tlle p;~rticular subjcct rnaticr, still lcss tllc coursc ol'thu n;~rrativc. ' l . 1 1 ~  samc 
lcxici~l (lislril~~ltio~l lnil!l~l ~ I ~ V I I I .  i l l  :I I V Y I  C O I I ~ . ~ I . I ~ ~ ~ I  will1 ;I 11111ltlrr ~ r i i ~ l  o r  
L'VCII  III(IIIIII:I~IICC~~II]:. A\ will1 I I I C  l ) r ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ : ~ l ~ l y  I I I  ] : I : I I I I I I I ; I ~ I C : I ~  ( I C V I C C S  
(C/ 19.51 ), it is tlic corff~~rrtil~ilir~ ol' the Icxic;~I itc111s tI1;1t I I I I I ~ ~ C ~ S ,  1101 SO 111~1cll 
evoking or endowing as conlirming ;I tcxtu;~l cvllcrcnce. 

I I I  ally cv1.111 I I I C ~ C  lilt~ili~li~,!l\: 1111 :tc111:11 rrj,rli111,11 AIIIIIIIIJ~I~ 111rrc ; ~ r c  
i~xc r l~ l io l~ \  ( \ C C  I~rIoiv). W C  I I O I I I I ~ I I I ~  :I\,OILI I C I I ( . ; I I C < I  I I W  01 I I I C  X I I I I C  IU.XIC.;II 
itcm within short spans of tcxt, cspccially in writing, sillcc the cllkct can bc 
unpleasant and clumsy. The required lexicill reference and linkage can be 
achieved by the use of words that havc the requisite closeness in tncaning. 
This not mercly has the negative adv;intagc of ;~voitling monotony: it can 
cnricl~ tllc text hy prcscriling ;~<ldilioni~l S C I I I ; I I I ~ ~ C  ( 1 1 ~ ~ 1 s .  111 li~lc I?, ;I new 
cli;~r:~ctcr is i~~lrotlucctl. rr .\c~l~ool/rir~~rrl, wllo i.; ~ c l c ~ ~ c t l  10 i l l  l l ~c  I I V X ~  c l i~ t~sc  
;IS tlfls hry. 'l'llc Icxicnl itcms arc cornplc~nc~lti~ry in thc i~~ l i ) r~n :~ l ion  thcy give 
us: a boy ncctl not be a school friend: ;l school friend necd not be a boy. 
Again, tlic kitterr of linc 12 is callcd 1ri.spt~i in linc 14: vcry littlc meaning is 
atldcd hcrc, but WC find it ;lppropri;~ic th;lt it is in reoogni~ing illi~t ilmc kittcn 
is the boy's pct animal that the tcacher permits him to hring it to school. 
Compare also the co~nplementarity ofperslrrrdcd (line 2), iffd~(c~d (line 6). and 
con.red (line 10). From the examples of lexical linkage that havc been cited, 
it will havc become clear that the linkage transcends thc synt;ictic function 
of the lexical items concerned. The samc lexical item is prcsent in hntlc/rc,(~~~l,s 
and hod beerz clreo~~zir~g (lincs 2 and 6), in to .school and scl~ool /ric,~ril (lines 14 
and 121, in cltileland clril(1rnr (lines I and 15). in hot1 ;!rid ~ro,:c.r>(lincs 1 and 7). 
indeed even in terror and torrifj:it~g (linc 181, to cite only cxamplcs from Tosr 
19.69. Further, given that linkageopcrates through itemsof related meaning, 
we have comparable links between sohbed (line S), ~vcc,pj. (linc 21), and teur/itl 
(line 22). It is on these grounds that we arc nblc to adduce a lexical contrast 
between waking and sleeping, though in the text this is realized by the noun 
.sle~p and the past-tcnse verb crll~oke (lines 5 and 4). 

The text contains the cfnusd.s/~c~ ~~.cr.s ,i~co~r.solt~hl~~ (linc S). This might have 
been related to a preceding cliluse (which is indcetl perh;~ps implied). thus 
involving such a cross-grammatical linkage: 

My parents tried to cotf.so/c. her but slmc was i~iconsolablc. 

More indirectly, but with an overtness not present in the text: 

My parents cucltllcJ her and put hcr filvourilc tcddy bear in hcr arms to 
co~l!/i~rt her, hut she was irrco~oolohlc~. 

Now, there is an obvious semctntic connection between crreltlli~rg. co~~!litrtirrg, 
and cofuoli~~g, but the predication iflcotl.so/trh/c does more th;m conlbrnm to the 
linkage of a particular semantic chain: wc understand it :IS an ;ibbrevi;ltion 
of' and substitute for something likc '(She was) not consoled by t l ~ c  pilrcntal 
cuddling or by the conilbrting prescncc of the tcddy bcar'. 

Froni punctuation to prosody 
19.73 Our text is divided into p;ir;~gr;cpl~s whicl~ in tun1 arc divided into 

orthographic sentences, normally coincidi~lg with the grammatical 1111its of 
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the same name, but not necessarily so. Note the sentence in lines 7-8 which 
consists of only a noun phrnsc. Sentences are divided into parts that may be 
mnrkcd punctuation:~lly in various ways - sc~nicolons, cololis, c o r ~ ~ r i l ; ~ ~ ,  
dnshcs. Altliougli thc semicolon nornlnlly tcrmin;~tcs a clilusc, thc gcncrilli- 
zcltion is insccure ; I I I ~  t11~1.c arc still I:wer ~ o r r c I ; ~ l i o ~ ~ s  hctwcc~l gr;~ni~n:~tic;~I 
units and tlie textual i~nits bounded by the other punctuation marks (c/'App 
111.15). 

Tlic points at which a writcr cllooscs to hcgin ncw paragraphs will vary 
I'rom tcxt to tcxt ;tnd I.t.orn writcr to writcr (I:/ 10.78). I:;lcIl pcll.:~gr:~ph will 
have in some scnsc a scll'containctl unity, it is t r ~ ~ c .  '1'11~1s the Iirst p ;~l . i~gr i~pl~ 
of our sample tcxt deals with the family com~not io~l  caused by the dream; thc 
sccond with the content of the dream; the third with thc cvcnt that p:u.allcls 
the dream. But the point at which a parngraph comes to 2111 end has by no 
means a sense of finality; in our text, indeed, the first paragraph ends in a 
way that frustrates the reader's hopcs and expectations. Equally, a new 
paragraph need in no way herald a new topic: in our text, the third paragraph 
begins with a sentence that has exceptionally close linkage with the final 
sentence of the preceding paragraph, and many writers might well have 
preferred to postpone the new paragraph accordingly: 

. . . insisted that since she was still scared and weepy I accolnpany her 
all the way, and I was very glad I did. 

Near the school we came upon another tearful youngster. . . 
Nonetheless, the actual .points chosen to terminate the paragraphs are by no 
means casual, still less arbitrary. The writer has doubtless felt that the first 
sentence of his second paragraph has inore connection with the sentences 
that follow than with those that have preceded. Moreover, having to inject 
some background material, its textual discreteness is displayed more readily 
by beginning a new paragraph at that point. But even if no background 
material had been needed and the next sentence after line I I had begun: 

Some Fearsome Creature with huge jaws was 

the writer m i ~ h t  still have felt it appropriate to begin a new paragraph, as  
though enforcing an expected pause after lines 10- I I. 

So too, beginning the third paragraph with I was very glad I clid is readily 
justifiable. Not only does the alternative version suggested above entail a 
vcry long and rather clumsy end to the preceding paragraph, but again the 
typographic break at the point made in the original is textually superior in 
several ways. The gladness belongs to the content of the third paragraph and 
not the second: contrast an alternative wording, I tvnsperfectly happ), to agree 
which would more readily have belonged to tlie second paragraph. Moreover, 
this third paragraph is to be concerned as much with a change in the 
narrator's views as with the dog episode; and as the paragraph is to end with 
I as subject, it is fitting that it should so begin also. I11 addition, as  with the 
division between the first and second paragraphs, this is a suitable point for 

author in accordance with his idea of the text's shape. There are two fairly 
striking indications of this in thc prescnt tcxt. Lines 5--6 (Sl~e .vohhrt/ . . . hrrd 
hccw ilrc~crr~rir~g) coultl have bccn thrcc scntcnccs :~ntl tlic writcr m;~dc  it onc. 
Lines 7-8 (It hot1uhr~iotr.s~. . . rrsrrrrll~~sr!~/i~rr(l) coultl Iit~vc bccn one scntcncc 
(as gra~nm;~tic;~lly it 1x1s to hc untlcrstoocl) ;~ncl tllc writcr ~ n ; ~ t l c  it two. Bl~t  
again as with thc pnrngraphs, tlic decision made on  the scntcncc division is 
rccldily intcrprcted as purposeful. In p ~ ~ t t i n g  ;I pcriod ;~ftcr o rrigl~trrrtrrc~ in line 
7, tlic writcrgivcs tnorc weight to this noun phlasc ant1 ohligcs us to considcr 
thc full signilici~ncc of t l ~ c  word 'niglitm;~rc': the rc;~clcr will not p ;~s s  ovcr it 
lightly, trcating it nlcrcly as a v;~guc hypcrholc. 'l'hc cll.ccl o n  thc /ltrll- 
sentence that Sollows is cqually great: again the separation lbrccs us to trc;tt 
it separately and to read it as though in fullcr I'orm: 'Moroor.c,r, it was a much 
worse nightmare than.  . .'. 

The converse process of punctuating thrcc possible 'sentences' a s  one in 
lines 5-6 is justified on several grounds. The three parts constitute a single 
unit, developing the screcrms (line 4) and the reason for there being n o  more 
sleep that night. Grouping as a single sentence also brings out the triadic 
structure(cj'l9.8) which would have been blurred ifthey had bcen punctuated 
as  separate sentences, depending only on thc common subject slre to 
distinguish the triad from the next following sentence. On the other hand,  if 
the three parts had been separated by commas instead of semicolons (cf.App 
III.6ff'), too great a homogeneity would have been imposed. 

Consider now the two finite clauses in the text that are introduced by htit. 
The first (line 20) runs straight on without even a comma; tlic sccond (line 
26) begins a new sentence. In the first case, the two clauses have the same 
subject and this justifies a closer textual relation to some extent. But a 
probably stronger factor is the psychological one: the writer is able to imply 
that the 'giving in' is directly conditional upon the child being accompanied 
to school. By contrast, in the second case (line 26), not merely are the subjects 
of the two clauses different but the concessive link between them is more 
oblique (cf 19.80). 

While only one sentence is divided into units with semico'ons, the comma 
occurs rather frequently. In general, its use is unremarkable, indeed 
conventional (cf App III.6ff'), but in one or two instances both its prescnce 
and its absence areofsome interest. Despitetlieirsi~nilarity in form, position, 
and function (in being subject-oriented), Rehicta~rtly in line 19 and secreth~ in 
line 27 have different relations with their contexts (c/'19.80), and this is 
endorsed by the punctuation used. But it would be false to suggest that there 
must be convincit~g textual reasons behind every punctuational distinction: 
though possessing considerable discriminatory potential, the comma is 
especially prone to careless and inconsistent use. For example, there seems 
nogood reason for the absenceof a comma after some of the initial adverbials, 
such as the one in lines 15-16. But the same is not true for the commas after 
But (line 26) and Atld(li11e 27); justified by the parenthetic comment clauses, 
the commas conveniently emphasize the convcrse effect of these two 
conjunctions, encouraging a pause or even a nuclear focus in reading. C/' 
19.29 Note. 

One minor point that must undoubtedly bc dclibcrate is the use of initial 
capitals for Fearsonle Creature and Motisler (lines I6 and 18). Bearing in 
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mind the conventions in this respect (L:/ App 111.29), WC must suppose that 
the writer's intention i'; to imply the uniqtlc, extra-generic nature of the 
C I . C ; I ~ I I ~ I :  i l l  tllc (III::~III:  1111iqllc C I I O ~ I P ~ I  10 11tt.lit 1111: c:~l)il:ll\ \l~j'j:(:~llivc 111 
proper n;l1ncs. 'Thcrc is also. no tloubt. Ihe ironic sl1gg~'llioll 01' tile g1.tIICSlIIIC 
importcu~cc ~ l t c  crc;ltl~re ;~ssutned in 111e cl~ild's ~nind. 

I'rosodic rc:lliz:~lion 
19.75 From time to tilnc in this book and cspcci;illy in this ch;~ptcr,  WC I I : IVC IISCCI 

such clumsy expressions as 'spcakcr/writcr' li)r the originator ;lntl 'hc;~rcr/ 
reader' for the receiver o f a  text. Thc inelegance is perhaps justilicd if it Il>~s 
helped to keep both oral and written realizatio~ls of language in mind. WC 
shall later look a t  texts thnt originated (and had their sole existence) in 
spcccl~, and ;it otl~crs that origin;~tctl (ant1 Il;~vc thcir m;~in  cxistcncc) on 
p;lpcr. But regardless 01' their origin, it is vit;~l Io u~ltlcrst;~~ltl  tllill i~uritl 
reception is rarely if  ever to be disregarded. We must insist afrcsh that cven 
silent reading of a typically paper-originating text (such as an insurance 
document) demands the silent assignment of speech prosodies as an aid to 
understanding. It is only on rare occasions that a punctuational device has 
no spoken analogue; initial capitals, as with Fearsonre Creatlrre, are perhaps 
among the exceptions, though even these could doubtless be expressed by 
ironic emphasis in speech. The careful writer makes his punctuation choices 
in the hope of giving his reader the cues necessary to assign the prosody that 
the writer would himself have used. For example, the use of semicolons in 
line 5 will induce us to read this as a triad and yet with more staccato 
separation of the members than if commas had been used. In other words, 
we are expected to impose some such prosody as this: 

She /sosbedl she was ~inconso~able) she \could not be in'duced 
'cven to 'tell us 'what she had been ~ ~ B ~ ~ i l l g l  [l1 

But cues to the most appropriate realization come not only or even chiefly 
from punctuation. They come pervasively from all aspccts of lexical and 
grammatical selection and disposition. It will be our recognition of the 
semantics that will cause 11s to assign a narrower range of intonation (</'App 
11.20) on secret1.v in line 27 than on Rcl~rctcr~rtly in line 19, in some way 
ironically miming the confidentiality of the confession that follows. Consider 
also the role played by the selection of and position assigned to the focusing 
subjuncts only in line 17 and too in line 18 (cf8.116fl). We unhesitatingly 
realize the units concerned thus: 

and lonly  SHE^ had the /power to SAVE it1 PI 
the \Monster had 'some 'terrifying 'power over H B R ~  I T O O ~  [31 

Without the focusing subjuncts, we would not expect either pronoun to have 
a nucleus; replacement of noun phrases by pronouns normally connotes, 
indeed, that thcse repeated references need little or no prominence: 

and she had the \power to SAVE it( [2a] 

the IMonster had 'some 'terrifying power over her1 [3al 

If the author had bcen telling the story orally instead of writing it, he could 
have dispensed with the focusing items, or positioned them differently, or 

sclccted din'crent ones; he woultl nonc~hclcss h;~vc schicvctl tlie desired erect  
by putting nuclear focus whcrc he w:ltlrctl it. 7~1111.;: 

:111il Islii!l I I : I ~  I I I C  ~ ~ ~ o w c r  ~ S ~ V I :  1 1 1  1?1>] 
;lntl lshc ~ I L ~ N E I  lii111 the ll)o\\~cr tosA\ .~  i l l  [?c] 
tllc IMonstcr h;ld 'sorne '~crrif'ying 'power over I I ~ : R (  1.3 h] 
the ~Mo~isIer ' :~ lso  I):I(I ' x t ~ ~ ~ i c ' ~ v ~ ~ i l ' y i t ~ j !  'power O V C I  I I ~ : I < ~  [3cl 

Features of grammar 

1)elcrnlincrs and conseclive rcrcrence 
19.76 In our consideration of'the text so lilr, it has been rathcr artilicial to remain 

silent on grammatical devices, because it is so clear thnt they inescapably 
interact with all the other linkage features. To citcjust one example: in 19.72, 
we noted the lexical relation between a scliuol,/i.ierrr/ and tAb h o ~  (line 12). 
But in fact the lexical link in this instance is signific;intly preceded by 
grammatical deixis (t11i.s) and the whole is embedded in thc noun p1ir;lsc t11i.s 
hovkpuretits. We see the relevanceof thesegran1matic;tl points when wc note 
the relative prosodic weight assigned to the threc constituents: 

'this ,boy's "parents 

The noun-phrase structure assigns greatest pro~ninencc to the he;~d, rightly, 
since this is the new information feature (cj'19.84); lcast is assigned to boy, 
which thus conveys the impression of being a lexical repetition, having the 
role of merely indicating the friend's sex: tliis is intcrmediate in weight as 
being the effective carrier both of connection between the two noun phrases 
and of contrast between the two sets of parents and between the two friends, 
'my sister' and 'the boy'. Different grammatical choices with the same lexical 
items would achieve very different results: 

the parents of this boy 
the parents of the boy 
the boy's parents 
a boy's parents 

In several instances, demonstratives, definite ilrticlcs, and posscssives have 
anaphoric reference to noun phrases previously introduced with indefinites. 
Thus thepoorcl~illof lines 7-8 links back to (I chilil in line I :  r?t!*sister of line 
15 and elsewhere links back to orle ~ ~ ? I I J ,  si.rters [=  11 .sisfcr c!/'t?lir~e] in line I .  
Other instances: a little kittetr - his pet - tlrr kitterl - thc kitterr (lines 12- 
24); a .schooljrie~icl - this boy (line 12); sonre I:c~crr.sorr~c Crocrture - the A.lo?ater 
(lines 16- 18); atlother tearjirl yorrrrgster - 11c.r ./ric~rlrl (lines 22-23). The 
treatment of drern?t(s) is direrent in a way that is interestingly significant for 
the structure of the whole tcxt. The subject is introduccd with a plufill noun 
phrase but indefinite as one would expect: hnrldrearr~.~ (lines 1-2). From that 
indefinite plurality we focus upon one specific dream, first mentioned in 
nominal form in line 7, again indefinite as we would expect: a r~ighttrrare. The 



next time it is mentioned in nominal form, it is of course made definite: W' 
,si,src8r:v t/rl,tl~rl (lillcs 15- 16). The n;~rr:~tivc ends with placing this back again 
in the wllolc class ol.ill(lclillitc (/rc~orlt.s (lirlc 20), wl~ich forms :In cll'cctivc link 
hack to lines 1 --2, thus convcyitlg thc'stacklikc unity' to which WC ;lllutlc(l ill 
19.70. 

~~~t there are otherexccptionsto thcsimplc indclinitc dciinitc progression. 
~~r~~~~~~~ has alrc;\dy hccn made (c/. 19.70) to the situation;~l usc of tllc in tltc, 
tc,Nt./lrr ;lnd /llc ctrrc~rolic,r (lines 13 and 14). Compnrc ;~Iso rile t k ~ ' . ~  cltrss~.~. 
\ i l l c  15. A situ;\tioll;l~ us;lgc indcllc~lt!cnt of ;I spccific . . . .  cttlture . ,  occtlrs with . . . . . . . . . 
/irtltre in lillc 27, and it is only through the scm;~n t~c  Ilnk wlrn rli,rJcv'. . . I I I I . I I I I ~  
'~ l~~r / l i l lg  (line 2) and ,,lore cor~c~irtcctl thcrr~ ecer (line 26) th;lt the pllrasc ;I 

refers back to a school friertd, and the use of tl~is rather wan  rrle la IIICIGLY LW 

distinguish this, the more recently mentioned child, from the more central " a. "- .he 

no iimple contrast (*the rrigllt) and replacement 01 tllfll woula encdll lui1uGl . . -. S ~ c . r  .. -- A:".:..", 

alteration (the whole night, for the flight). Yet tfle use 01  [ltur 
ular lL~bL 11, 

the is justified by the remoteness in time of the occasion in question from tut: 
'now' of the narration. 

iqote ~ ~ f i ~ i ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  in  the ~ ~ h ~ l ~  hotrsr (line 4) ;incl rllr chilrlrcrr (line 15) has clcarly ansphoric erect, 
tllrougl1 semantic implication: d19.71. Lines I -4  imply a klmily llouseholdjustif~ing he . . , ,. . , . . . . " I ,  L..:"n ;,*nlirA h" 

but 

Pro-forms and connective reference 
19.77 First and second person pronoulls differ from third in not normally having 

antecedent noun phrases (cf 12.47jf). I and you operate in most texts as they 
do in everyday conversation in being the most direct form of connection 

between speaker and hearer. But in the text being ;ln;~lysed the I is 
complicntcd in having ;I double rufcrcncc thc atlult n;lrr;ltor. ovcrt only in 
(he sccor~<I sc111c11cc. :III(I h i ~ ~ ~ s c I f : ~ t  ; I I I  c;~rlicr I I C Y  iocl: I I ~ I I I S C ~ ~ ' ; I S  h~~ot l tcr  ; I I I ( ~  
son in a f i~~ni ly  (rtq~ .si.stc,r, ny~~trrc~rrt .~, p ;~s s i~n ;  ~ro~rc. o/.rr.v, lint 4); I~imscll' ;IS 

aclor in thc story he is n;~rr:~linp. 'SIICIII&:I~ l'or the !IIO$I 1~1r t  t l ~ c  rolcs (,S 
n;~rr;ltor and t~ctor arc simply distinct. it is riot always clc;~r ivIlc11 rckrcnce 
is to the one r;~thcr than to thc othcr, il~ld i~ l~v i l ;~h ly ,  tllis ~ ( l l~ ivoc i~ t ion  is 
caught up in tense. Thus it ncvcr cmcrpcs (;ind is irrc1cv:lnt to tllc story) 
whclllcr ortl,r~/'~rt), .si.sIcr.s in litlc I in~plics ' l  II~II-r, sislcr.;'crr 'l 1,11(/sislc1-S'. Nor 
is it cntircly clcar (1./'I..ix 1'9.7X) wllcll~cr 1l1c co~~clucli~lg ' I  w;~s no I o ~ ~ g c r '  
applics only to the Iactor  (ie to I11c pcric~tl IIC.) or rvl~ctl~cr it also ;~pplics to 
the I narrator (ic, to the period HA). The use ol.B(v,likr in li~lc 3 is p;~rtly t o  
distiiiguish the two age-values o f 1  (as well as to cst;lblis11 tllc SCX). It s h ~ u l d  
he noted in passing that 21 di;lcl~ronic/sy~~chro~lic co~nplcsity wit11 I arises 
whether a text is fictional or factual. 

Most of the other pronouns in the tcxt arc straiglltSorw;~rdly anaphoric, 
but the more striking arc the shel~er  reScrenccs which (from ortc r ! / ' n c ~ ,  .sister.y, 
line I) form a strong thread that binds the entirc tcxt. Other anaphoric 
references : 

bad drealns . . . they (litic 2) 
this boy. . . him.  . . his (lines I ?l/') 
his pet .  . . it (line 14) 
the kitten's life. . . it (line 17) 
my parents. . . they (line 20) 
a rather vicious dog . . . it (lines 23-25) 

With others the antecedent is less obvious. The cisoSline4 connects with the 
singular noun phrase the lvhole lrortse earlier in the sentence, where (as object 
of awoke) this is not the ordinary inanilllate hut a collective in which Aorise 
means 'household', the semantic plurality being elidorsed by ivhole. The  1st 
person involvement in the pronoun US is justified by I?!,. in line I ; its plurality 
by the implied conjunction of I, orre oj'rtrj: sistel:~, end (a little later, a s  we 
expect) t?yprrrents. 

The antecedent orrhtr in line 9 is not a noun phrase at all but the clause I?IJ, 

porer7ts decided she shorilrl stnv IIOIIIC (cf 19.47), while thc it that begins the 
next sentence is that special cataphoric use that enables us to make an item 
(in this case the time adjunct tlrerr) rhcm;~tic in the first part of the cleft 
sentence (</'I 8.2611'). Another instance of it is less clcar: It 11rrd ohciort.rl,. hec~rt 
a rtightmcrre (line 7). Superficially, it might he anaphoric to the interrogative 
1~1rat in the preceding indirect question. Compare: 

A: Wlrot have you got there? 
B: I don't know the proper name for it, hut I think it is called an  

ammcter. 

But that would imply the scarcely acceptable 'She had been dreami~lg a 
nightmare'. Perhaps we have something more like the prop it of'lt's snowing', 
'Isn't it cold?' Alternatively, the alitecedcllt might he the wholc clause nllcrt 
s11e had hee~t rjreunti~tg, covertly nomin;ilized as  l l ~ r  rlu~u~rr, and this is perhaps 
the best interpretation, though there is the Illore remote possibility that the 



Rcarcr/rc;~dcr. But  the nnrrt~tivc ;IS ;I whole of'coursc rcl;~tcs temporally to 
the past and thc nzlrrative 'st;~gc' is scl l i ~ r  lhis in thc opcnillg scnlcncc: Il,m,r, 
CII~J/I/. ~ ! I I ~ I I I ~ /  arr r111111rsvd l)y Illr opc~11i111~. ;~~ lv r r l> i ;~ l  (I., 11 ,,/I;/,/ tvl l ic  l l  c : l lrirs 
I11e ~ I I I ~ ~ ~ C ; I I ~ ~ I I  I I I ; I I  Illc sislcr is 1111 IOII):CI ;I c l~ i l~ l :  ~ I I ~ I I  l l ~ c  C V L , I I I  is i l l  l l I c  

p;~st but within living memory (at 1c:lst lllc n:~rl.;~tor's). Witllil~ t l~is  p i~s t ,  tlle 
n;~rlativc focuses upon :I very short limes sri:111 oI'perl~;lps n i ~ ~ c  l1011rs ; ~ n d  the 
~ !c l~c r ;~ l  ~,rol:lrs.;i~r~~ is : ; I I : I ~ J ~ ~ I I ~ ~ I I w : I I I ~ ~  1 1 1 1 1 1 1  1 1 1 ~  l l v J ! i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l .  111 (111. l > r~ io ( l  
(rrl~r~Ac) ( ( I  I I I V  cltcl 111 I I I L ~  illci(lc11t \ \ . i l l 1  lllc <l01: ( r r r r r ~ r ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ l  / r ,  <./I<I.Y~) i t  ,rl~.,rl.). 
I3ut \vlicn \\,c look ; ~ t  tllc lext 111orc CIOSCIS. WC li11~1 c o ~ ~ s i l l c r ; ~ I ~ I ~  CcllllplcXi;y, 
wit11 scvcr:ll points and pcriotls ol. ti111c ir~volvetl ilntl somc swi(cI1cs in the 
tcmpor;ll order. The timc structure c;~tt bc rcl~rcscntctl ;IS ill I,'il: 19.78. 
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rcfcrence ol'it is much more general: 'thc cause of all llcr trouhlc, the scrcams 
:!l111 Ihc s~~hl~i~lj! ' .  111 this i ~ ~ l ~ r p r c t ; ~ t i c ~ ~ l .  WC wot~ld sec il as  c;ttaphoric in an 
i~lcon~l'lclc clcl'l s c ~ ~ l c ~ ~ c c :  

It had obviously been n nightmare 111~rt /roil rl{?.vcr hc'r. 

'I'11c:rc ;ire ~ I I I C C  oIh(:r typts I I Y  p~ - i ) - I i~~r~ l  t c i  c o ~ ~ ~ i d c r  ~ I I  !his text. 111 !inc 7, 
~ , I I C  s1;111cIs liir : I I I L ~  I .( .I)~;ICCS l l ~ r  I I O I I I I  W I I ~ C I I  i \  I I ( . ; I ~ I  111 1 1 1 ~  ~ ~ ~ v c c . ~ l i l ~ l '  I I I I I I I I  

phr;~seir 1ri~y11r111or~~. Anoll~cr i n s t ;~ t~ccofo r l~~( l i~~c  I ). togctltcr w ~ t l ~  its ~lcp.;~tivc. 
I I I I I I ~  (line 4). is more complex. Rull~ I'orlt~s arc cq~~ivoc;ll hctt\,ccn their 
numerical and p;~rtitivc indclinitc-prono~nin;~l functions. Co~npnre:  

one of my sisters - two of my sisters 
nonc of  11s - one of us - two of us 

bcsitlc : 

one of my sisters - a sister of mine 
nonc of us - some of us 

But it is in their partitive function that thcy pl;ty a co~~~lcc t ivc  role in the text, 
otle anticipating sire in line 2, ttotre in a parallel but inverse way connecting 
with the preceding reference to the ~vho/e house (line 4). 

The second type to mention is the predicatioll pro-form did in line 22, 
cotl~lecting with the end of the preceding paragraph by replacil~g the 
predic;~tion clccon~pcrn~)~ her all the ~ecry. 

Thirdly, there is a rathcr similar use of solnc correlative expressions. A 
comp-element (cf15.63J') is t~sually followed by co111plemcnPatiotl introduced 
by a s  or t/~mt; there is an example in lines 7-8: a 171~tclz worse one than tl~epoor 
child trsttnlly suflered. But the complementation may be left implicit (cf 19.52). 
For example, in lines 9- 10 we have this upset her still ??!ore, and just as  this is 
a pro-form for the preceding clause, so still 171ore requires us to understand 
something like t11o11 her r~ig/tt~,~rrre had done. Again, in the final sentence the . 
so has a totally ellipted correlative (as I had beejt) which has its connections 
right at the beginning of the narrative where I ~vos very scorrfui connotes 'I  
was sure that dreams had no significance'. 

~~t~ A striking instance of /being used wit11 reference to;m individual at dilTerellt pcriodsis essc11ti;ll 
to the structure of Dan Jacobson's novel Tllc Rope qf'Tnnwr (1970) where I is bolh the n:lrralOr. 
aware of contemporary addressees (jolr), but neccss;lrily aware also- as the ghost of King 
~ ~ ~ i < ~  nephew ~ l l o u s a n l ~ s  of years ~ ; ~ ~ l i e r  of ;I temporal, luc;ltionnl, and eultor;~l glrlf 
sep ; l ra~ ing  the 1 whose memoirs ;lre the point ol'llle novel. On thc references to lime, </'1').78; 
note olso'rhis port or the world' and c/ 19.31, Addressing the present-d;ly re;ldcr: 

. . .allow me to introduce myself. My name is Yon;ld;~l). 
Not a common n;lme nowadays; at le;lsl in this part of the world. But some of you, a few 

of you, will ht~ve he;~rd al. me . . . As I was si~ying, I am (or wils) Yomldab . . . 

Tense and narrative structure 
19.78 ~h~ narrator is 1, giving a ready-made orientation (c.119.15) to the hearer/ 

reader, ;ind a presumed identity with the 'here' 21nd 'now'. Note .so.fflr (1s I 
call in line 4 and as  yeti c011 i11rrrgir1e in line 26, wherc the present 
tenses relate precisely to this here and now sharcd by the narrator and his 

The pobst A is the 'now' shared by narrator and audience (so far a s  I cat? 
remember, line 4, applies to this point). The period B to C covers the sister's 
childhood and (so far as this text is concerned) is coterminous with lier 
troubled dreams: the period of ~vos .  . . trouhlcd and co~rlcl rlerrr hepcrslrocled 
(lines I and 2). The text implies at first that it was coterminous too with I1t .a~ 
very scori!fitl (line 3), but the point of the final sentence is to chnllenge this. 
Within B to C, another relevant stretch of time is involved: D to Ecovcrs the 
period when the school friend took his kitten with him every clay (lines 12 to 
15). It is within this sub-stretch D to E that the main events of the narrative 
take place, and we are predominantly involved in the pcriotl from F to I f :  
from F, when the girl's screams awoke the falllily (line 4). to II,  when the dog 
was chased olf (line 25). And, unlikc RC and 11% 1;11 is less treatcd as a 
stretch of timc than as a series of point-to-point cvcnts, with sonlc clnphnsis 
uponpoitlt G, breakfast time. 

Yet we managc to understand the different typcs of time reference in terms 
of largely undilferentiatcd past-tense verb forms. This applies even to tile 
passage when thc narrator interrupts events at G to supply background 
information (lines 12- 15) relating to the DEperiod which will be essential to 
our understanding of the dream: had and Irvre (lines 12, 13) refer to a span 
and went (line 15) to an  iterative series, all sharply diKcrcnt from ripset and 
was coaxed (lines 9 and 10). 

Moreover, when the content of the dream is narrated, the past tenses in 
was threateni~lg, had (lines 16f) relate not to G but to an earlier point, namely 
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just before F ,  ~h~ only exceptions to the undilltrcntiatctl past :ire signific:lnl. 
.rhe pwfectivc is used in line 6 (11crtl hecw clrccn71i11g) ;in11 line 10 (Ii(1tl , 4 ~ .  , , .A- , ,  1 ,.,, r,>-{ ,,,,. !d , i l ' t  

(p~)sl-].' ;lllcl (; rcspcctivcly) :111tl tI1:II nl t l l C  s11110111111~115 v ~ o s , "  \ - - , I -  

prc-l;), Rcpl;lcing past perkctivcs by past te~lscs hcrc w(llll<l h : lv~  1ll;l~lc it 
stem that tile girl ,<,(ls (/r(,(r/,ti~rg at the same timc ;IS she ca~iltl itor be illtlucctl. 
alld that solnethillg ll.rl,s,/righr~~~ti,~ her et the salnc time as she M'NS CO(~.Y~(/,  

One final OS inlcrest. In the penultimate scntcncc, the past tenses 

refer clearly to p i n t  in the narrative: but those in the filial sefltencc rcfcr . , *  . .- " ,, ;'. 
to a span that begins at 1-1 and strctchcs to C or posSlOly eve11 LU 11. lL 

perhaps signifcant that at the point where the time refcrencc of the Past 
tetlses is switched, the narrator interposes the clause crs yori c011 i~,zogble (line 
26), not merely reestablishing thc link with the here and now of A hut helping 
to imply that the remaining past tenses connect the end of the adventure (13) 
with the present time. 

The part played by marked aspect and voice 
19.79 (a) ASPECT: The main uses of progressive aspect that form striking links 

relate to the dream ('what she had been drc.anlhlg', line 6); to the monster in 
the dreatn which 'lz2as ~hreate~ti~tg the kitten's life' (line 16); and to the 
corresponding dog next day which '~ltrs juntpittg rcp and tryirlg to molest the 
kitten' (line 24). These progressive forms not merely link with each other but 
form a textual contrast with the accompanying punctual verbs which are 
aspectually unmarked; for example, awoke (line 4); begged (line 19); gave in 
and bisisted (line 20); came uport (line 22); r7lnnnged (line 25). 

The occurrence of marked habitual aspect, though slighter, is also 
significant. At the point where the narrator has to interrupt the account of 
temporally sequential events togive necessary background information (lines 
12-15), we have to be  aware that the past tenses now have a different value; 
cJ.19.78. The two verb phrases most relevant to the plot in this sentence are 
therefore marked for aspect and at the same time thus linked together: 'the 
teacher used to aNow her to brbig her pet to school and the caretaker used 10 
look arfier it'. 

(b) VOICE: Both morphologically and distributionally, the passive is the 
marked voice in relation to the active, and in consequence our attention is 
drawn to its use. There is a striking density of passives in this text. Their role - .  S ..,:l, ,, 

They are clearly associated with 'my sister' who IS repeareuly ~ 1 1 ~ -  DUUJ'-~L 

passive verb phrases and indeed in almost no instance is she the subject oi .- 
transitive verb in the active voice. At the outset, we are told that she 'was . .. . ,, . .!.,>,A "LO h"""; 

lowness of convinced on the passive grad~ent  (towaras auJacL1vu1 ururua, . , c, ,.,.+ A;"?;";&, 

Fo;~ltlrr!s of !Irismmnr 1'501 

, .  Sllc awoke t l l ~  whole house wit11 Iicr screalns', this might 11;lvc ilnl>licd ;In 

unwanted agentivcncss: so it was 11t.r sc,rc,cr~~~s that awoke tllc hollsc. 

N~lc  ' I l l?  ;lrJjcclivc i l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ n b l ) / r  ir j ~ i ~ ~ ~ i v c  1101 ~ I I I Y  111 I I iCi l l ) l l ) ( :  I , . /A~ ,~ ,  I 40, 1,111 
hrirlllJr,x(;,,rr,c~l ;and conlr:~*trcl (r ,r ,ui l )  wit11 ;I (il1111i1l p i l \ \ lvC 11,~. ll(.xf ( .I . , , , ,~.  

The cohesive role of adverbials 
As we would expect in a narrative involving a sccluc~lcc ol. events, tilne 
adverbi;~ls have a considerable role. In lirlc 3, the scntcllce 'I . d .  ~ u n c t  (NI O I I ~  

occcrsiorr (~18.36,  8.55) picks out the significant period for this text from the 
general time span (BC in Fig 19.78) in which this period is located; it is thus 
linked to but contrasted with p~~(llc~.s.s!l. and /re~>er in the precetling sentence. 
In turn it looks forward to the corrcspot~ding time-position adjunct, rllur ~ ~ i g h r  
(line 5, cf8.55). Byhreak/i,sf r b t ~ ~ i n  line 8 takes us to the next temporal point 
to be distinguished, and in line I0 (still within the span (c1.8.57) covered by 
breakfast time) the adjunct tlrerr links hack across an intervening sentence to 
the point a t  which the parents made the decision about staying home. For 
the rest, the progress of the narrative is managed without time adverbials, 
but it should be noted that the place adjunct tzear the scltool (line 22) is 
effectively temporal as well, marking the change of both place and time after 
the breakpat scene. In a similar way, within the background intermission of  
lines 12- 15, the direction adjuncts (cf8.39J) ro .scl~ooland ho~ne look back to 
the time-duration adjunct allrlay, marking beginning and ending points (the 
urttil clauses of lines 141') of the 'all dav' soan. 

, a -. 
The course of the narrative depends in fact as much on plnce-sequences as  

on time-sequences. There are two polar locations, homc and school, and 
references to these are frequent: (slaj~) /ro17ie (line 9): (bring. . .) to sclmol (line 
14); (u~etlt) Iionte (line 15); (go) 10 school (line 19); Neur tllc. school (line 22). 
Between these last two adjuncts, we find all the Iroj (line 21), which elliptically 
links both: 'all the way (to school)' and '(on the way) near the school'. 

Adverbial linkage is by no means limited to time and space. The second 
sentence begins with an adverbial verbless clause of respect (8.85; realized 
by the adjective bojilike) which is obviously linked to the comparable itcm 
that begins the text, As U cltild, yet in balanced contrast to it: according to 
traditional stereotypes, a girl is easily frightened, a boy is not. The focusing 
subjunct (cJ'8.116J) euen in line 6 links this clause with the previous one: 
'not merely could she not be consoled, she could not ri.or be induced . . .' 
Another focusing subjunct, ~ I I / J J  in line 17, both helps linkage with the 
preceding clause and also underlines the contrast between them. There is a 
further contrast with the following clause that is again pointed by a focusing 
subjunct, too in line 18. The concessive conjunct (d. 8.136f/.) Yet in lille 9 
again provides a close link with what has imtnediately preceded, as does the 
inferential conjunct So in line 17. The additive conjunct as  NII ad(iccd terror 
(line 18) links the although-clause back to the fearsome threat of line 16 as  
well as itself being lexically linked -rather obtrusively - to tlie object in the 
altholcgh-clause. The disjunct ohuious!~~ (cf.8.1218.) in line 7 is interestingly 
equivocal in its relations (cf the discussion of the clause concerned; 19.77). 11 
invites connection with the hearerlrcader ('You will think it obvious'), a s  
well as working as a disjunct with respect to the participants in the narrative 
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('WC thought it obvious'). But it Ii;~s an ;~dtlitional, textual function, in 
w~irkili~r, :is :l11 iti[.crcnti;~I-s~~~n~ni~tivc conjl~nct with rcf'crc~icc to tllc 
S C ~ . ~ ~ ~ I I S I I I ~ S S  i ~ ~ ~ l > l i ~ . l l  i l l  I I I C  ~ ~ r e v i o ~ ~ h  S ~ ~ J I I I . I I ( C  ( 1 1  ~ I : I I I ~ I . \ :  'So. o h v i o ~ ~ ~ l y ,  i l  

must Iinvc bccn n niglitm;~re'. 
Although it is natural to think of adverbinls at I position in a clousc 

(1.1 X .  141) ;IS Ii;~vin!! ;I linking ~ r l c  wit11 wh;~t h;rs prcccc!ctl, ;~ntl t lu~s  hcing 
t11<,111;1lic ( , , l :  111 I I I I , . \~ \ I , ,~ ' , \  , /~ ,YIII I  i l l  li111, 15, NV,II 111,. Y, 110ol ~ I I  li111. ?.?), Il11,rc 
t1t.c ~ \ V ~ I ~ I I I ~ I ~ S ~ ~ I I ~ C A C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ I I  l l~islcxl,  l I I c I \ v ~ I ~ , I I I I . ~ c L I  $ 1 1  I I ~ I I I ~ ~ C I  ; I ~ I V C I I I I . ! I ~ -  
(c/'8.92fl'), R~~ l~ rc t t r~ r t l~~  in linc I9 and .srrrc,t/), in linc 77. ; ~ r c  i l l  ;I scnsc cc~unlcr- 
co~~joining and they derive their adversative, concessive forcc in part through 
thus interrupting what would otherwise bc a natural and logical sequcnce: 

Thc cliil(l hcg]:ctl to hc ;~llowctl: lhc parents p v c  in. 
Sllc was 111orc ctr~~vinced ~ I I ; I I I  ever: ;III(I l 1111 I O I I I ~ , C I  (li%;~!:rcctl. 

But in each case whcrc we have now cntercd colons. thcrc is ;I cavc:lt ill Lllc 
actual tcxt. In the first casc, Rdrlctcrr~tly (ie: 'oltlrorrgh with reluctance') 
constitutes a link, not with the prccccling clausc but with the reasons Ibr 
parental anxiety which werc presentcd in lincs 4/j' and which led to the 
decision of line 9, now to be reversed in the clause that follows Reluc~a~rtl)~. 
In the second case, sewell)' takes us right back to line 3: the reversal of the 
narrator's view of dreams has to be seen not only as a consequence of the 
sequence of events but as  a reproach for his earlier scorn: secre t l~~ is an ironic 
parallel to hoylike positionally, and invites us to see an (altholcgk) secretl~l as 
occasioned by a 'hoylike' fear of losing face. The irony was in fact anticipated 
by the disjunct ofcourse in line 3. This last cxatiiple alreatly illustrates the 
way in which adverbials can help shape a text's general structure. More 
directly in this connection, however, we have the adverbials relating to the 
consistency of the child's predicament throughout the whole BC period 
(6.19.78) in which the narrative is placed. The text begins with the girl being 
'endlessly troubled' and 'never . . . persuaded'. It ends with her being 'more 
convinced than ecer', and it is the narrator who is 110 longer the same. Between 
these two points, several adverbials sustain the theme of continuity in 
addition to their immediate contextual role: rrstrall~~ (linc 8). still rnore (line 
IO), as  m a(1ded terror (line 18), as  usual (line 19), still scored (line 20). 

Coordinate and subordinate clauses 
19.81 The text comprises nearly fifty finite clauses, approximately half of which 

are independent. WC begin with such an independent clause, and - 
disregarding this one, since by definition it cannot be linked to a preceding 
one - thereafter a majority of the independent clauses follow other clauses 
paratactically. The minority of independent clauses fornu~lly linked to 
preceding clauses (seven by and, two by hut) thus present some contrast with 
the general pattern, and it is worth considering this briefly. As we saw in 
19.5, asyndeton is open and uncommitted: there may be a quite intimate 
connection, and the very openness can fuel our expectations of more to come; 
for example, lines 5-6: 

She sobbed; she was inconsolable;. . . 

On tlic othcr hand, tlic lbllowing part n1;1y lhc mcrcly pal-;~t;~ctic, c o ~ n ~ r i s i n ~  
wh;~t is virtu;llly a ncw topic. ('ornp;~rc fhc cl;~lrsc tI1;1t h c p i ~ ~ s  lillc 12, or thc 
st:llllcnrr i l l  linr ?2 :  

I was very glad I did. Ncar the scll~ol \pc camc t ~ p o ~ ~  . . . 

13y c ~ ~ n t r ~ ~ s t .  coor~iirii~~ion \vi!l~ 11111lor I~III is  rcl;~tivc!v ~ O I ~ I I ~ I ~ I ~ C I ~ ,  i r~~p ly i r~g  ;I 
vc~y  r l~l \c  ( . I I I I I I ~ ~ I ~ I ) I I .  ( . I I I ~ ' . ~ I ~ I I ( . I I ~ ~ ~ I ~  i l l  1111. 1:1,.1. ~ r l  ,111,l. ,.o~~lr:~..liv(. i l l  1111. 

ci~hc 01' 1~111. MOICOVCI .  chl)ccii~lly \ \ ' i ~ l ~  I I I I , ~ .  \\,L. I I : I \ C  I I I C  C O I I V C ~ ~ C  (11 
osyndeton's ol>cllncss in that thcrc is ;III irnplictl ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ r l ) l ~ ~ t ~ . r r ~ ~ . v s  wit11 the n~rtl- 
member; it is of some interest that in o list of thrcc or more items, all but the 
last will usually be uttered asyndctically, whcrcas thc last is prccedcd by o~rtl 
(c/'13.1, 13.22fl; App 111.1 I). Thcsc consitlcrations :ire rclcvant in a 
sll;~i~:l~lfi~rw:~~.tl way to tlic coortli~~:~lctl I I I I ~ I S  li~lkctl hy o11(1 il l  lilies 4. l?. 14. 

17- 25, ; I I I ( I  wi(I1 spcciiilly s l r i k i~~g  Iilrcc i l l  I ~ I I C  27. I ~ I I ~  WC I I C C ( I  1111 1'11r1Ilcr 
than the opcning sentcnce in tllc tcxl (lincs 1 - 2).  T l ~ c  pi~rls arc not ~ncrely 
made to seem relevantly connected: they sceln to hove a complctcness and 
finalityabout them - and this is tlicn horncout by the tcxt ;IS ;I wholc. Equally 
rightly, the sentcnce beginning 'Bo!./ikc2 . . .' (linc 3) untlerscorcs tlic boy's 
detachment frorn his sister's troubles by being asyndetic. 

The justification for the close but antithetic linkage in line 20 is obvious, 
but it is interesting to see how hut endorses the R ~ ~ I I I c ~ ~ I z ~ I I  with which the 
first member begins and is endorsed by the since-clause that follows. The 
need for but is just as  clear in line 26. Despite the fact that nll 11.0,s II.~,// and 
the kitten was safe (which might have justifictl 'And thcrcli)rc shc was less 
afraid of dreams thereafter'), we ;Ire invited to reflect that thc clog's attack 
has mirrored the attack by the drea~ii monster so closely that tile event has 
actually confirmed the child's fear of dreams. (It is to be noted that the initial 
But of line 26 is followed by significant address to the hearerlreader: a s  ~.orc 
ca~t  inmgble.) 

The fact that about half of the finite clauses in the text are subordinate 
might suggest that, unlike coordinate clauses, subordinate ones are so 
common as to call no attention to theniselves. But we must distinguish 
subordination where the grammar gives us little or no choice from 
subordination available for deliberate sclcction. In the first category, we have 
clauses in verb complementation (c/ l6.30[1'), and there arc more 01. these 
(sevcn) than of any other type of finite subordinate clause in the text: for 
example, rhrrr they ~?rearlt nolhi~zg (line 21, 11.11rrl she Irccti beerr 11re1111rirlg (line 6). 
In the second category, we have primarily the five adverbial clauses, and we 
shall now look a t  some of these to note the efTcct that choicc has had. In lines 
8-9, there is the sequcnce: 

. . . she  seemed so ill that my parentsdccided shc should stay at home. 

Several alternatives were available. Thc two clauses could have been 
independent and asyndetic: 

. . . she seemed (very) ill; my parents decided . . . 
independent and coordinated: 

. . . she seemed (very) ill and my parents decided. . . 



independent but with an explicit conjunct : 

scclnccl (very) ill; 111 co~~scclcicr~cc, rlly ~ ) ; " .~ l l l~ !~c i t l c t l  . . . . . . .  
requires very little consideration to conclude that all of these alternative 

versions cause > I I  undcsirahlc sevcr;ince hetwccn the two p;irts which are 
intcrtlepcndently connected, just as the original vcrsion makes thcm Stem. 
Moreover, this original version has another adv:~ntngc: it elollc injects the 
correlation between the degree of the illness and the tlecisioll to keep the girl 
from school. 

19.82 Let us now look ; ~ t  the concessive adverbial clause in lines 17- 18: 

. . . only she hacl the powcr to s;lvc it. So nlthougll as art ;lddcd tcrror the 
Monster had some tcrrisying powcr ovcr her too, she beggcd to bc 
allowed to go to school as usu;~!. 

Alternatives avoiding subordination are possible: 

(i) . . . only she had the power to save it. So she begged to be allowed to go 
to school as usual. Yet as an added terror the Monster had some 
terrifying power over her too. 

(ii) . . .only she had the power to save it. Yet as an added terror the Monster 
had some terrifying power over her too. Nonetheless, she begged to be 
allowed to go to school as usual. 

The (ii) alternative i s  multiply unsatisfactory; it necessarily involves two 
concessive conjuncts, though the second cannot escape seeming like a 
desperate evasion of the obvious repetition, yet;  and this version loses the 
resultative conjunet so which formed a logical link in the original. The (i) 
alternative is somewhat better than (ii), but in postponing the clause that has 
concessive meaning, the decisiveness of the original is lost and there is 
perhaps even an implication that the girl had second thoughts after begging 
to go to scliool. The original not merely avoids the defects of both (i) and (ii), 
but by interrupting the so-constituent and interposing the nlrlrough-clause, it 
manages to capture the balancing of pro and con that preceded the girl's 
decisive and brave request. 

Similar arguments hold for the use and position of the sir~ce-clause in lines 
20-21. If it had been placed after, instead of within, the tl~crt-clause, the 
reason for the parents' insistence might have seemed relatively incidental. 

The choice of a nonfinite clause in line 23 is also of interest. A different 
version with an  independent clause might have seemed attractive in making 
the sequence less lengthy and clumsy: 

Near the school we came upon another tearful youngster, her friend. 
He was being frightened and harassed by a rather vicious dog that 

I n f o r m a t i o n  s t r u c t u r e  
19.83 Many of  the features tliat we h;ive hccll co~lsitlcring sccln to have been 

sc1cctc(I 1)y 111c li;~rI;ilor i l l  order 10 p l ; i~~c llic S ~ I I I : ~ I I I ~ C  :1r1(1 pr(~so(lic ~ l ~ l ~ l ; ~ x  
of clauscs where they wo111tl he most clrcctive. Usu;illy this has Incant c11d 
focus (cf18.1 I) in cl:luscs, in thc m:inncr ol~tlinctl in 19.12. 01)e interesting 
instanceofthis is in line 7: 

tlere, end focus on what is ut~do~~htctlly :I rlicloric;illy s ;~t is fyi~~g itcm has 
hccn nchievctl cvcn at tile cxpcnsc 01' ;I r:~thcr V ; I ~ I I C  llsc 01' the suhjccl 
pronoun il (cl 19.77). 

In 19.79, it was noted tliat the above-;~vel.age use of the pilssive h ; ~ d  the 
cffcct of drawing ;~ttcntion to tlle 'alrectccl' st:ltl~s of' t l ~ c  ccnlr;il ch;i~.;~ctcr. 
But undoubtedly the passive has a mucll stronger rolc in inli)rmation 
processing. In the opening sentence. thcre arc two tcxlu;~lly import;~nt noun 
plirases. both of them indclinitc: o1re of tfq, sisfer.~ and had hcci~?ts. In 
principle, either could have been thematic and either r11em;ltic: both are  
equally 'new'and both are very much the concern of the narrative as a whole 
in that the narrator wishes us to know more about the little girl :IS well a s  t o  
consider the nature of dreams. But he rightly makeso~~c~cl / r~~~~,r i .v tc~r .~  thematic 
(anyone may have sisters; bad dreams are more newsworthy). and his choice 
of phrasing, in contrast to U sisrer of ~fiitre, has the effect of itnplyi~lg that the  
hearertreader already knew he had sisters. Though this choice of theme 
causes the selection of the relatively marked voice, the passive has the 
advantage not only of reaching an informational climax with budt l rea~~w but 
of setting the tone from the outset in respect of the girl as 'affected'. In this 
instance, the passive has focused attention on the agent. Elsewhere, the 
passive has enabled the narrator to compress information by leaving the 
agency unspecified; g lines 2,6, 10. But although the narrator clearly f i~lds  
the passive useful, there are equally noteworthy examples of its absence. In 
line 9, we have 

Yet this upset her still more 

The subject of the immediately preceding clause is shr and it would have 
been easy to have retained slre as the next subject: 

Yet she was still more upset by this. 

But inforlnationally this is inferior, ending as it does with a 'given' item (/Iris) 
where the original ends with the degree adverbial, intensified by s/ill. 

19.84 Care in organizing information can also be seen in noun-phrase structures 
(cf 17.28). In several instances, we have genitive premodifiers which provide 
needed information but which allow prosodic focus upon the head: 

this boy's parents (line 12) 
the day's classes (line 15) 
my sister's dream (line 15) 
the kitten's life (line 17) 
my sister's help (line 25) 
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Alternati vcs with posttnodi ficatiorl (as in //?c, /~or(~l?I.s f?/'lhi.s /lO),; c1r.r.vo.s / i~r 
tllv (lrrv: tlrc. lili, rr/'/lt(~ kit~etl) might Ii:~vc caused the focus to shift to thc lin;~l 
itc111 ;IS in: 

the 'life ofthe "kitten 

or ;tt hest 1i:tvc mc;ltil ~ l i c  klcus being l'lillowcd liy anticlimactic 
:i l l~lll i t , t l~~lll  : 

the "life ol'thc 'kittcn 

A noteworthy resource in disposing information units is the use of initial 
'scene-setting' adverbials (cf. 8.15), as in: 

As ;I child . . . (line I) 
011 011c ~cc ; t s io~ i  . , , (lint 3) 
Uy brcakk~st t i ~ n c .  . . (li~tc KJ 
In my sister's drc:un . . . (line 15) 
Reluctantly. . . (line 19) 
Near the school . . . (line 22) 

T l ~ e  information in such phrases is of sullicient weight to require an 
intonation nucleus, but as clause-initial the nucleus will normally be realized 
by a rise or fall-rise (cf App II.I5f), thus both creating an expectation and 
forward-looking momentum, and also subordinating the information of these 
phrases to that of the clause rhemes that follow: 

IAs a C H ~ L D ~ .  . . by 'bad DREAMS~ 

One sentence beginning with such an adverbial merits further attention. 
After Near the scl~ool in line 22, we have a verb phrase with notably low 
semantic content; (we) came upon is little more than a presentative device 
(cf.18.49) to introduce the focal point of the sentence: the friend in the course 
of being attacked. For reasons explored in 19.82, this focal point is presented 
as a single complex noun phrase with nonrestrictive postmodification. The 
postmodification itself makes use of a (nonfinite) passive, enabling rhematic 
weight to be given to the dog and a t  the same time structurally freeing this 
"art of the nonfinite clause to accept its own postmodification in the form of 
a relative clause (tlmt tva.rjrunph?g . . .). 

Even our rather lengthy account of textual features (cf19.70fi ) has ignored 
several significant factors, such as modality (should stay, line 9 ;  acconrpm~y, 
line 21 ; etc), and the connective role of adjectives such as worse in line 7, 
added in line 18. This very incompleteness of treatment, however, is a 
reminder of the indefinite complexity to be found in textual structure. We 
trust that the description offered and the points made will have demonstrated 
both this complexity and also the way in which grammatical features 
comnlement each other in conferring textual unity and in achieving a 
satisfying presentation. 

Note The intensifier functions in the text as a focusing subjunct ('even'). The part played in 

highliahting information by means of focusing items should be noted elsewhere in the text too: 
ec;n (line 6); only (line 17); too (line 18). 

Further illustrative texts 

A per sona l  lo t tur  
19.85 'l'llc Ibllowitlg is (he text ol 'a I~atitlwrit~cli lcttcr I'ronl ;I ~nitltllc-agccl Irt;in to 

express thanks for hospititlity. We reproduce the punctuation, capitalization 
etc, and WC rcprcsctit in italic wli:tl w:~s ttntlrslinctl i t1  thc orij!il~;tl. 

I ) ~ : I I  I'ltylli:. :111,1 111111 

YOU rcitlly arc the most marvellous ol'pcc~plc. And 
the most charming of hosts. And the most enviable 
of families. 

Since of course envy is prominent among the 
Deatlly Seven, you severely jcop;trtli~c my 
i111111orIitl so111 t,vcry I ~ I I I C  YOII  i1d111i1 I I I C  

f o  t l ~ i ~ f  ~~nf>cIicv;tI)ly tlcIigl~lft~f fi1111i1y C ~ I C I C  
ofyours. On the other hand, the F;lttst in me 
fully recognizes that your partics do wonders 
for my boclj~ ! 

So, my sinccrcst thanks for yet another 
generous helping of good company. good 
talk, good drink, and good food. And may 
the New Year smile on your blessedly 15 
beautiful clan. 
Yours ever 

Jack 

Note [a] The text depends upon two allusions: one to the Catholic Christian concept oftherc heing 
Seven Deadly Sins, tile other to the story ofF;tost who solrl lhis roul to the Devil in return Ibr 
lernporel gain. 
[bl The triadic structure of the first pan~graph is m;l<lc to sccm spont:lncous ss !\,ell ;I> wcigllty 
by the sep;lr;rleselltcnccs and repeated coordio;tlors, but thc clnderlining ol./ro.sc.s ;ind /ir,,tilic,.\ ;IS 

subsetsof'people'shows that thc triad derives in litct from ;I h ih rc i~ t iun  ofthe lirst p;lrt. 
[cl There is a lexical l ink to the second par;tgr;lpll. turning upon <.rir.i[rbk (l igl~tly uscd ;IS a 
courteous compliment) and ~III : I~  (ironically serious). the tr;insiliol~ ir~dic;ttcd by tlie concessir,~ 
force of the conjunct ifrn~irse in line 5 ;  the sccolld p;lri!gr;tph tl~ct) moves I'rom tlie joking 
mcnlion of .sot11 10 hod), ironic;hlly underlined ;IS the niorc re1ev;tnt in tllc corllcxt ol' good 
entcrlainment. 
[dl The conjunct 50 (made weightier by tllc comm;11 l inks lllc scco~ld i ~ n d  third p;tr,~gr;~ph. 
returning to tlie main point of the first and of the Icuer as ;I wl~ole.  Thc expression 'gcncrt)us 
helping' (line 13) is appropriate since it implies its normit1 use 1.;~ generolls Ilclpir~g of food'), 
justifyingjood being the 1;lst ;lnd climactic item in the  coordia;~te string th;lt follo\ss. 
[cl The phrase jotrrpnrri~~.~ (line 10) is a discourse reference (1.1 19.46JJ Li 10 'cvcry tlmc . . . circle 
ofyours'(1ines 7-9). 
[fl The sequence in line I is conventional: rb,t in line 16 is ;I lexicihl v i ~ r i ; ~ n t  on jirrrrilJ, (lines 3, 
S), prcccdcd by ;tn allitcr;ttive premodifying phrtlsc. 
[g1 The absence ofpunctu;~tion at the opeliing ;lnrl conclusiol~ is inlbrm;~l ; ~ t i r l  idio\yncr;ttic. 

Some paragraphs on food 
19.86 This excerpt of a chapter on olives is from a book on cuisine written by a 

middle-aged woman for the nonspecialized family reader. 



i!jor! Fro111 n n n t o r ~ c o  t o  loxt  rlrr I I I I ~  ~ I ~ I I * ~ I I I I I ~ V O  I I > X I ~ I  ~co! )  

m a t e r i a l  s l i g h t l y  a b b r e v i a t e d  a n d  e d i t c d  ((,g b y  o m i t t i n g  hesitation noises 

ncrOrc lllc w e r e  i t n p o r ~ e d  i n  c a s k s  i n  t h e  b r i n e  i n  w h i c h  t h e y  ;lnd s ~ l l a b l c  r e p e t i t i o n )  in  or t lc r  10 r n i ~ k c  t h e  c x c e r p l s  n l l ~ r e  c l l l i c k l y  : ln t l  c,lsily 
wcrccurc t~ , ; l l l t~  tllcn p ; l c k c t l ~ ) l ~  ;~rr iv ; t i  i ~ ~ l o , j : ~ ~ s ,  w l t i c l ~  111:ltlc l l l c l l l c x ~ ) c l l s i v c .  ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ .  W C  hcgi11 wit11 111c I I I I C I I ~ I I ~ , :  111' ;Ill ; l ~ ~ ~ c r . ( ~ i l l l l c r  sl,cccll 
~~t t h e  e l l o r m o u s  i n c r c a s e  d u r i n g  t h e  las t  I'CW years i n  ( h e  n u l n h c r  ( S E U  S .  11.2) (0 a l a r g e  ; ~ n t l  t l i s t ing~r ishct l  g ; t ~ l l c r i n g  h y  (llc h c i l d  of all 

o~.dclicotcsscn s h o p $  t h r o u g h o u t  tl lc c o u n t r y ,  a n d  o f  t lc l ica tcsscn  i n s t i t u t i o n  (a m a n  o f  ; tbout  60). . I ~ I ~ ~ I L I ~ I ~  prcp;lrctl ( in  { l lc  scnsc tllLlt tllc 
departments even i n  o r t h o d o x  g r o c e r s '  s h o p s  a n d  supcrm;ll .kcts,  m e a n s  5 'Ontent i n  general t e r m s  w a s  t h o u g h t  o u t  in  adv; tncc) ,  t h e  spcccll was 
tllat WC b u y  t h c  l a r g e r  p a r t  o f  o u r  o l i v e  i l n p o r t s  l(l()se, u n s c r i p t c t l .  

wllicll  m a k e s  t h e m  m u c h  c h e a p e r .  usual ly  a b o u t  half' t h e  p r i c e .  I t ' s  ;l lvery c h n i o u s  s p e c c h  l 'vc g o t  t o  m;lkcl 
you b u y  ,,lives e v e r y  s h ; ~ p c  : ~ n d  s i z e  l i k c  t h i s  big gl 'ccn  o n c s  I r c l m c n i h c r  l a s t  Y C A I ~ ~  jwhcn I s r y ) ~ e  rllis 

a b i t e  to t h e m ;  l i t t le  ones s tufrcd  w i t h  p i ~ n c n t o  e n c l l o v y ,  o c c i s i o n l  I s i ~ i n g (  t h a t  i t  w a s  J rea l ly  
hazelnuts or onioll; s m o o t h ,  s h i n y ,  b i t t e r  b l a c k  o l ives ,  a n d  t h e  c r i n k l y ,  10 

a T v e r y  s i g t N i F i c a n t  ' y c a r  this1 b e c a u s e  
soft. ncslly o n e s ;  o l i v e s  1;lrgc a n d  s m a l l ,  p o i n t e d  o r  r o u n d ,  o l i v e s o f  i t  w a s  t h e  lyeitr i n  w h i c h  I d i d ~ i ' t  I.C;I~IY have  

s~l;ltll: ofgrcc l l .  b r o w n ,  p u r p l c  ; I I I ~  h l i ~ c k ,  and  i n  f l a v o u r  mil(l. sl1nl.p t o  ' ta lk  a b o u t  " ~ i ~ a n c c l  - w e  ~ I ~ ; I ~ I  
- or downright  b i t t c r  l i k c  ( h c  specia l ,  a n d  c x p c n s i v c ,  cl-;lckctl (ll ivcs a d c ' v c l o p m c n t  ~ n b g r a m m c l  w h i c h  h a d  lcomc 
f r o m  C y p r u s .  

1 5  ~ L ~ N G I  w i t h  t h e  ] w h o l e  i d e a  o f  i m p I c m e n t i n g  
ln fact, t h e  o n l y  o l i v e s  y o u  c a n ' t  b u y  loose  a r e  t h e  e x q u i s i t e  a n d  t h e  T o d d  R e p o r t  o n  m e d i c a l  e d u c A t i o n (  a n d  

expensive  l i t t le  kalrrnrorcr o l i v e s  f r o m  G r e e c e ,  w h i c h  a r e  p a c k e d  i n  o i l  d e l v e l o p m e n t s  h a d  O C C ~ R R E D (  w h i c h  / m e a n t  t h a t  
a n d  vinegar a f t e r  c u r i n g ,  s h a r p l y  i n c i s e d  d o w n  o n e  s i d e  t o  a l l o w  t h i s  w e  w e r e  g o i n g  t o  h a v e  a la rge  s c a l e  s i r r ~ ~ i n g  
mar inade  to p e n e t r a t e .  T h e s e ,  c o n s i d e r e d  b y  o l i v e  Fanciers  t o  b e  t h e  P r o g r a m m e 1  i n  t h e  / c o ~ l e g e l -  Iwhich a t  I l la t  
f ines t  o f  a l l ,  a r e  o n l y  t o  b e  f o u n d  i n  c a n s .  T ~ M E ~  a n d  l t h o s c  ~ n i c c s l  w o u l d  h;lve [becn 

( M a r g a r e t  C o s t a  Morficrrel Coslrr's F o u r  S~.o.sotl.s  cook^^ B o o k  L o n d o n  : f ive  a n d  a h a l f  Mit i ionl  J t o  s e v e n  a n d  a hal f .  
S p h e r e  1972) m i l l i o n  POUNDS( - - ~ W B L L ~  o f / c , j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

- l t h i n g s  h a v e  t u r n e d  o u t  very  D i ~ f e r e n t l ~ l  it's 
N~~~ [a] ~l~~~~ is ;l three-f0ld telnporal tr;~nsition in the first pnr;~gr;~ph: the thematic adjunct kfi're I b e e n  a c i r n i o u s  a c a d e m i c  y e a r  u p  t o  da te1  - t h e  

,,.or (line I), the dur;ltional postmodifier durirrg . . . jeers (line 3). and then - miltching lillc I /first TBRMI I t h a t  i s  t o  s a y  i n  
- a n  ,.,,laced ,ro,,o~/o,,S in line 6. The main contrast in time is indicated tile Bef-sen'ence. 
[b] ~h~~~ sre two rel;ltive clauses with discourse reference (c/'19.46# ). lines 1-2 and 7. ~ i c h a e l m a s l 1 6 ~ w a r d s l  unltil  N o v k ~ b e r l  w e  ispent 

cc] ~l~~~~~~ the first sentence l ~ a s  n very short subject (olices, line 1).  the second has m o u r  T ~ M E ~  lhavi l lg  c i ~ ~ f t l l l y  p r e P . i n ~ ~ I  /a l l  d u r i n g  
cxceptionolly long one. /lre . . . ir~crersc . . . srrl~ertrrorlic~ls (lines 3-5). the s f i ~ m e r l - -  lin g e t t i n g  a c ~ k ~ m e n t l  a / b o u (  " ~ h ~ ~  w e  

~h~ second paragrapll is linked to the first by like r11is (line 8) wllich relates to bosc (line 6), w e r e  g o i n g  t o  " f u s e  t h e  d e v ~ t o p m e n t  M O N ~ ~ ~  / w h i c h  we'd 
tllc to the second by the contrast between ~arr corr'r hrrj, I~ose  (line 15) and Yell call bllli b e e n  ~ i v e n l  I ~ Y  t h e  G b v e r n n i e n t l  rn Ito T i n c r e a s e  stl1(fent 
(loose) in line 8. 

A numberofpassives occur, describing the fact but convcnientl~ ignoring the agent: cflines ~ ~ ~ b e r s l  t o  d e U l v e l o p  i n  v a r i o u s  d i T ~ 8 c r i o n s l -  III /tllat was 

I ,  2, 9, 16, 17, 19; there is olle instance where the agent is expressed (line 18) and where the w h a t  w e  d i d  i n  t h e  " ~ F ~ R S T  term1 t h e  ( s ~ c o n d  Of 

passive allows this to be highlighted ;IS well as permitting the clause to be nonfinite. Colltrast lcourse  w e  s p e n t  Our  T W H ~ L E  t i m e )  / m a k i n g  p l a n s  for 
* ~ h ~ ~ ~ ,  which olive fanciers consider to be . . .' q c o n " T ~ ~ i c ~ i o n l g  - belcause  of  c o u r s e  t h e  w h o l e  economic  
[I] participant involvement is expressed by the inclusive (line 6) and rather illformally by c ~ i m a t e l  l h a d / t o t a l l y  TCHANGEDI~ 

(lines 8 and 15) whicll is probably addressed to the reader rather than being the still more 
informal indefinite (= 'one'). In. . . NI: s p o k e n  w i t h  n a r r o w  p i t c h  r a n g e  

punctuation has an  inrorm;il touch ;IS well; the dash in line 8 heralds the 10% appositive list 4 .  . . 9: s p o k e n  b r e a t h i l y  
th;it takes up  llle rest ofthe p;lragraph, and ;mother within this list preceding theclimactic third .f. . .fi s p o k e n  l o u d l y  
of a triad of propertics (line 13). 
[h] ~h~ lexical item o[ice is used repeatedly, as a deliberi~te emblem of the profusion which 
subject matter of the paragraph. V;iriety is provided (and illdeed it is variety or olives Note La] the prosodic poinlsof interest, attenlion might be l~ rawl l  ,lle l l igllcr  proplrrtion of 

,hal is being described), not only by the choice of lexici~l items describing the olives but by the tone unitsending with rise (two dozen) than of those ending 
;I nlll (one llozcn), .rllis is i n  

syntllx noklbly the switch from pre~nodifyillg trizlds of lines 101' to the Postmodibing contr;lsl to the two inrorm;ll convers;~tions of 19.88 - 9  to l jngll is t ic  l,s;lge i n  gcncr:ll, 

pairs in lines I I / :  
where f;llling nuclei ;Ire lnorc tll;in twice ;IS I'rcqocnt ;IS ; I I I  ,,ttler f i y p c s  :ldclcd tagul l lc r~  c,App 

[ i ~  lines 17- 18, rlli.T ,,lori,,orlc is interesting in being ;~nophoric. hypcrnymic (~f 19.24), Yet 
I1.l7). 

l l i ~ l l  ratio of  rises is partly ;I function of pcrstrn;~l slvlc ;lntl p:lrlly ~llnctioll  

I;lctrully informative: the is in ~rrect told that 'oil ;lnd vinegnr filnction as a marinade'. style determilled by the occ;lsion: llle need to m:~lic one's voice c;lrry i l l  ;l comp;lny, tile 
need to give tile impression of inviting IIIC ;~udicncc's interest (c,: ,,.',l/, ] i l l ?  15 )  ;llld of 
s c c m i l l ~  dogmutic. In Part, however. the distribution rcllecls tile gc,lcr;ll rhclorjc;ll slructure or 

F r o m  a f o r m a l  speech the 'prosodic Par;lWPh'. UP 10 line 15, the spci~kcr is 1;llking ; I ~ O U ~  ~l~~ :lssulnpt~ons wllich 
19.87 ~h~ remaining s a m p l e s  a r e  f r o m  t l n s c r i p t e d  s p o k e n  t e x t s  filed i n  t h e  S u r v e y  past planning hiid been b;lsed: from line 16, WC ;tre IOI'I OS tile i n  ,vlljch tile ;lssumplions 

of ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h  U s a g e  a r c h i v e .  T h e  t r a n s c r i p t i o n  h a s  b e e l l  s impl i f ied  a n d  t h e  proved baseless: things h;lvc turned out <li/liir~rr//~. (line 16) bcc;lllsc lllc ccollolny ll;ld chotlpl,d 
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(line 28). ;lnd [lle two qU~)tcd i tC lns~ ig~~i f ic ;~n l ly  II;IYC I;!llillg IILIC~CI. 111 t h i * c ~ l n l l ~ c l i ~ l l .  I l I I l C  t I l i l l  

1l1c inili:]l tone (Init II:I\ ;I rising noclcus on crrrio~r.~: i n  Ilnc 17, we ;Ire rcrni~ldcd ofthis upcning 
hv lllr tpr :I):;!II\ ,>l I.I,,,~,,O. i t~~:!t t !  c:!!~(.i!lj! i t  I I I I ~ I P ~ ~ \ ~ c \ ~ I ~ ~ P  it, t>ol!Ii~l:bl illld i!vlre<l ~ll~clllr~rlifyilll! 
sli1tt15: 11111 IIIIS ttrlte 111~ IIIIC~C~IS is :I 1.1Il. l11>I r\ ,c~t IIIC \CS.O!I~I ]'.111. <IC.IIIII~! \v1111 111~ C~I:IIII:(. 111 

fortunes, again postpones the cri1ic;ll conclus~un hy interposil~g ;l scclion un p~cl~;ll;ltiolls (Illlcs 
18 24) lll;l( lurnec] out to he ~ ; ~ ~ t e d .  And wilhin lhc individu;~l sectionso~e;lch p;lrl, lhe p;lllern 
i \  l<, l,;,ve :, ..,.,l,lel,cc ,,~~i,~, ;ll,,~ fil~~.,i,e$ f,d~,,wccl lhy :I ~ l e f i ~ ~ i ~ i v e  Sail. NOIC SUCII kdls XI 1i1101tf"~ 
[II,,,~~>),/, ,,,,,,, / , ( t $ ) , , : # , , , ~ , , , , , , < ~ , , l t ?  1 1 , / , , , r ~ ~ ~ 1 . ~ ~ ~ r ~ r ! ~ ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ' / 1  

[Ill WC h:~vc ~ n l r n l ~ o ~ ~ c d  in l ; t l  l l t ; tc  IIIV ~ , l ~ , ~ ~ n l y  I,) 1,.111 'L , I I~ I \  lltc LII.~IS>II<:II II<L..I\IC>II 111,. ' , l v l ~  
ill qtlc\llon IS eom~iionly cli;~l.;~ctc~i,cd hy l.;~tl~cr I.requcnl :lnd Ihc:l\y IILIC~~I, p!\ i11g ;I LII*IIII<'IIV 
,~r~i~,c,~,livc illlples~i,,ll 1,) lllc sllcccssic~n oI.phr,tses: 8 . 1  Iillc% It) 211. The ~~cc : l s i ~ l l l ~ l ~  l l l l ~ \ l ~ ~ c t ~ t ~  
IILU lcw\ ( 5  1,) IN! % i ~ ~ t i l : ~ ~ l y  r x ~ ~ l , ~ i ! ~ c t l ,  \/,,,l,,, II!IIC 21, ,A~!I~III~ 131. ]!I,<,!: 12x1. ~ l l ~ ~ ~ v c  ;l11 , v ~ ~ ~ ~ ' r l l l ~ ~ ~ ' l ~ ~  
12.l). Ic,r c x i ~ ~ n p l ~ .  'I Ihc lcvcl I,~ILICU\ 11m dlll.l.llll,l$. llrlc ?,l) I*, :II\II L I~~~~ : I~ IC I IS I IC  (11 ~nl l l l i l :  
\nc;,kinE: i t  sueeests ;in i ~ l d c ( i ~ ~ ~ t c l ~  Ikrrlg li51, t l ~ ~ u g l ~  III I i ~ l  ollly UIIC \])CCI!IC IICIII i\ IIICI~II<>IIC~~ -, - - "- 
[the incrc;~sc in studellt nomhers). 
Ic] .[.llcrc is intcreslillp IIX (,I. pV,,sody to link ;and 1,) co~~ll.i!\l the III~CC 11011n p l l r i l \ ~ \  wit11 

rrrnl as head (lines 18 ;lnd 25): in llie form;ll reminder ol 111c c~ i~~ l l l c~ . ;~ l i ve  rc~ics. c/ l i~ lcs  23 26 
in 19.90 where the prosodic contrilst is similar. Note, however, lhe boosler o~l/ir.sr (25) and ;!I 
ntlier emotion:~lly cmpll;~tic points (lines 4 ;lnJ 26, for ex;lmple). 
Id] Wllilc tlie prrlsody is rcrl~,lc~it (11. pul)lic spc;lkillg, lhe KI.;I~III;I~ seems to he ;~lmosl self- 
eo~lseiously inlbr1nill: llic ~n<,d;~lfiol (line I )  ;III~ pcrll;lp\ cspcci;llly lllc ~ l ~ ~ s t l x ~ x d  'lll'l~15ilivc "lld 
idcntificatory //,is ill line 4 (c/ 18.59). The fact lli;~l the ;lppositivc is used ullh;llldcd~y tllld [lot 2s 
genui~lely emphatic, still less contr;~stive, is shown by its having less stress lhnn the preceding 
noun head lenr. Compare: 

He's an lodd CHAPI (16t t~ I  no1 a \bit like his B R ~ T H C ~ ~  

Illform;llity is shown elso by subjunct and conjunct us;lgc (rcoll~', lines 3, 5; IWN, linc 15; of 
colrrse, lines 15, 25/. 27). A certain vagueness i n  syntactic relationship results from g rn lnma t i~ l l  
inlhrnl;~lity hcing used rvith tllc s~,~ncwh;~t cx;lgger;lted ~ r n s o d ~  oforntory. Thus i n  line 6, nr 
hu$ g,,r is lll~rCIY cxistenti;ll, c,,r,a. obrlg (lines 71) is ;lg;$in cxistcnti;ll (hot ;llso rcsn~t;ltivc), l/li8 

~ ~ h o l c  i(lerr (line 8) is an informill qu;~ntifier of purpose: i n  conscqnence. ;I short parapl1r;lse o f  
lines 6-9 might be 'The purpose of our development programme was lo  implemellt the Todd 
Qrnnrl'. mieht exnect this to have two nuclei, one at d~~ r r l op r~s t~ r  prr~gr(~rrvltc. the other at .. k, . . , - ..- . 
T,,cl~lRcporl, theonly two infor~nationally inlporlant points. 

There is some vagueness too i n  the complemenliltion of we spe~lr orrr rir~le (lines 19-20) by  
rc:ison of two inlerposed tone unils, though the prolonged silent hesilation (--) i n  linc 21 warns 
us of the point at which complementation begins (ill gellir~g ogrce~rrenl) 

Conversation among friends 
19.88 A i s  a man, B a w o m a n ;  both aged  b e t w e e n  25  a n d  3 0  (SEU: S.2.13). T h e  

m a t e r i a l  i s  en t i r e l y  unsc r i p ted  and spontaneous.  

A : (he's q u i t e  a g o o d  GGY~ a n d  (I'm on q u i t e  g o o d  

TBRMS with him1 
B : (YGAHI 
A :  and I'm lsure I c a n  ~6 him) f o r  a (couplc  of weeks  

of un l i censed   LEAVE^ 
B : I /TH~NK( \ m o s t  peop le  c o m i n g  b a c k  o f f c b u n s e s l  ]CAN( 
A : (MI lsbl I lshou ld  b e  a b l e  to ge t  at least  THREE 

weeks1 

B: (il - ( ~ S L L ~  w e  c o u l d  ( have  d T H e r  

'holiday1 
A : (P( 
B: because l? s h a l l  h a v e  t w o  weeks  l e f t )  1~601 
A: I (ra the r  f a n c y  g o i n g  down t h e  LOIRE( - (year a f t e r  NEXT~ 

B : (year a f t e r  NBXT~ 

A : [no ~ h X T y c a 1 )  - l ~ r i x r  yca r l  - l ~ r i s l  - f o r  ;I ( w P s ~ l  
1 5  13: [.s/lecrkirlg t o  U t h i r c l p ~ , c s o ~ ~  />rcs,scrll I IKcv i t l ' s  ;I grc;t l  PLANIIC~~ 

h e  ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 s  111 ~ ; I V C  c v c r y l h i ~ ~ [ ?  ~ O I I C  i l t  13.rri1I l ) i , l ; ~ i I l  l >c l l i ~ r c  

I tc ' l l  CIIIIJKI~K (111 ;111yll1i11gJ J y o t ~  s k ~ i l  JIICIIC~ h i s  
abso lu te  "THdl t ror (  w h e n  Iwe g o t  r eady  t o  g o  t o  FRANC.EI 
a n d  1 l s t ~ddc r i l y  R ~ ~ A L ~ X C ~ I  th i t t  ill l i t l l  o t ~ r  g r c i l t  

20 
l ~ t . ~ ~ l l i ~ l ~ ~ , ~  11 11:111 l ; ~ k c l i  tIt1w11 11iy lilllr li lt I I~IS~ 10 
IIIY lh1ilhjt11)q (11 \ l ook  i 1 ~ 1 . c r 1  i111cI I ' d  I I ~ K I : I )  ill 
1;111 h111 ol';lll ~ b o d i c s l  th;lt Iwc  c11uldn.t Ic;lvc 

h c h i n t l  in t l i c  I:LATI i n l c l u t l i ng  r l l c  c ;~ r  TL.OC;I>OO~~ 
so w c  l l i :~ t l  10 I I I ; I~~ ;I s l> i !c i :~ l  " l i t ~ l ~ l  IIIC AI~~OIOIIIC.~ 

2 5 
so w e  Ili;1(1 t o  m a k c  ;I s14c ia l  .I 1ti1.1 I(lowt1 to 

TBpsotnl t o  co l l l cc t  t l l c  b l oody  TI I~N~;~ whc11 WC w c r c  1of~. 
on o u r  w a y  t o  II:RANCBI 

[ i l l  111 view of \vhi~t W~IS said i n  19.6?1; we dr81a. ;~llcnti,,n to 11's ctr~l l i rnl ;~lor~!~<oh (IIIIC 3). ,,I (9). 

A'SIJI ( 1  l ) .  By C~II~~LISI, A's rise 111 (7) is rel~ttivcly III~~I~O~:III\,C (,l\ III;II i\l1:11 ~ O I I  l l ~ i ~~k ' ! ' ) .  ;IS 
is 11's IIIIII~ sIl;~rply ( ] I I C S ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ I I ~  r c p c t i t i i ~ ~ ~  ill I~IIC 14, ;~nsivcrc~I l,? A CO~ICL,I~II[, l ~ i ~ l ~ \ c l f ; ~ t  
A's Ihird I<JIIC IIII~I in 1i11e IS (!,c,.\) is pc111Iy ;I Iit1;11 co~ l l i r ~~~ ;~ l i c ,~ l  ~II;II 13 $V;IS rlgllt 10 cl~~c\tioll llilll. 
p;~rtly an indication that what follows can resume the iolcrruplctl st;l!emcnt: .l rz~tl lcr r;lllcy 
going down llle Loire (next yc i~r )  Ibr ;I week'. In linc 18. U involves ;I third p:~rlicip;~nI w~thj.,,,, 
sec. Conveyilig excitemen1 helps lo  involve ;inother p;lrllcip;lnl. ;~nd we 11otc t l ~ c  bcloclcrs ;it 
horror (19). EIISOWI (27). France (?R):  this I;lsl hcing ill ironic p;~r;lllel 10 /</)lr.ro,rr. 
[bl 1ttforrn;llity is shown by Icxlc;~l items (KIT in linc 1, h, in 4. .h/,e~t!~rr in 22, Ro,>,/i('.! in 23. 
l~ l~~uc l?  i n  27, etc), by gr;~~nm;lticol features like omission of ; ~ ~ t ~ c l c  (yc,,,r ulr<.r ,a..vr. 13). /er" 
suhordin;llor in nnmin;~l cl;~uscs (4, 6 hul will1 //I,,/ i n  liltc 21) a l~c re  n,,,/,.-r<l. . . I hurl I ~ ~ A ~ ? ~  is 
i~ilerruplcd hy ;III ;~dvcrhi;~l). 
Ic] Among olller ;~specls o f  inlbrm;llity ;Ire llle clc;lr signs ol' on\rorricd s p o ~ ~ l ; ~ ~ ~ c i t y .  For 
ex;lmple, the repealed a// i n  line 23, resulting in ;I loose phrasing 1I1;1t l l lc kpc;~ker m i g l ~ t  h;~ve 
intended to be 'all full o f  tlie goodies'or'full of;lll tlic goodies'. Ag;~in, the ;~nacolu~l lon i n  line 
25 neccssiti~ted by B's remembering to n~entior~ the auloroule document wllich i n  turn m;lkes 
her recapit~tlale the inlerrupted clause In line 26. 
[dl The downloners (glrire twice i n  line I, rizrhc,r 13) ;~nd inlensillins items ( ~ n a r  I h. n/~rolr,rc 19. 
hli~u1~1~27)char~tcterizeconversation ~b;lt is botll inlbrnm;~l and intim;lte. Note tllatRrrur (p/~llllll~r) 
i n  16 meiins 'enthusiastic' but grcor (l/cruiO i n  17 me;lns 'minute': ,ynaor p l r~ t r r i g  in ?Of is an 
ironic lexical link with linc 16 but this time uses xrror more i n  the sense of  'large-scale'. Tile 
expcckllion that an intimate companion sympatheticnlly mikes llle sem:!ntlc sbifls e ~ l s h l c ~  a 
speaker to dispense with the search for thetrlor jrrrrr. 

Telephone conversation - . .~ -. - . . 
19.89 A a n d  B a re  h u s b a n d  and w i f e  respect ive ly ,  b o t h  aged b e t w e e n  60 and 65 

(SEU: S.7.2d). A s  in 19.88, t h e  m a t e r i a l  i s  en t i r e l y  u n s c r i p t e d  and 
spontaneous.  

B: l ~ i s t c n l  IMo the r ' s  C L ~ C K ~  i s  l r u n n i n g  Tquar ter  

o f  an h o u r  s~bwl  I ' v e  Is l ight ly  m o v c d  i t  t o  a f ;~s tcr  

p o s i r i o n l  b u t  Iliow d o  I ~ n o v e  t h e  HANDS[ does 

I t ha t  FACEJ ] sp r i ng  ~FFI  
A: 1~61 1~61 y o u  l l ook  on t l i e  B ~ C K ~  

B: t l i e  / three l i t t l e  brown sc~Bw things1 

A: [no NO] if (you j u s t  ( w h i c h  c l o c k  d o  you 
MBANJ t h e  e l ~ e c t r i c  one )  

B: t h e  e l ~ ~ c t r i c l  ~YEAH~ 



A :  / u ~ ~ L L I  YOU  FO HOOK i t \  

B :  I~ksl I 've  l d o n c  TI IAT~  a n d  I've [~iiovcd i t  to 
s l i g h l l y  io ;I f l ; ~ s t  p o s i ~ i o n l  

A : t o  a "/PAST p o s i t i o ~ l l  

B :  IvksJ bcc;tusc it's r/"l~Osingq ;I r luor tcr  o f ; t n  1li)uRI 

A :  ( Y B A H ( / ~ u ~  Tif YOU w a n t  t o " T ~ 6 ~ u l a t e  it1 

B :  ll'vc t t n 8 ~ u l ; t t c d  it]  111 1 \ w a n 1  t o ' m o v c  t h c  
~ H ~ N D S ~ I ~ I ( ~  

A : lwcll I l ~ c r c ' s  :I " ~ K N O ~ I  I jc;in31 s o r t  of  r c m c m h c r  
c x k c ~ l y )  b u t  it's 

B : /is t h e r e  a k n o b )  

A: I W ~ L L J  t h e r e ' s  lobvious ly  "TSOME m c a l i s  o f  
~ 0 l n g  it1 y o u  1don.t h a v e  to t a k e  t h e  F R ~ N T  of1 

B :  (61.11 1 Ihaven't  been a b l e  to IOCATE t h e  K N ~ B (  

/ o k J  I'll l h a v e  a c l o s c r  LOOK] 

f o u r  d o u b l e   FOUR^ land m y  c n ~ u i n y l  c o n c e r n s  5 
t h e  T G r e e k  w o r d  for ~ S ~ ~ E N T E J  Jlliis is ;I ~ i l E s T i o n J  t l i ; ~ t  

I W C  II:IVC I > C C I ~  :tskctl I I E R I ~ ~  I I N I I I C  ol ' t ls ill Il l is r00111 
bci r ig  Greek s c t ~ o l ; r r s )  /knob+, 111c T i ~ s w c r . )  

B :  m y  I n a n e  is W a d o B ~ ~ J I W a t l ; t s l l  SCHOOLI I w ; t n t  t o  

c o n t a c t  M i s t e r  T v i ~ ~ i n g l -  I wi l l  Iphonc ; I ~ G A I N I  b c t w c c n  

[ t w o  TTENI 111 a n d  I t w o " l r w 8 ~ t y l 1 1 1  il. I l l t i l  ro g e t  Itin1 
THBNI I'll lp l ionc  ;IGAINIIII'  / jus t  ; I ( . I C ~  t l i rcc  (Orty "TF~VI!I!II' 
lil'il's l rn l ikc ly  1I1;tt Mis lc l .  Vi i r l i~ lg  will I ~ c " ~ . I I I ~ : I < I ~ ~  11111 C O I I I ( I  
IICiIvc a Mkssagcl c o u l d  IhC "T61thcrl / P H ~ > N B )  l w A ~ i i s l l l  
- I D O U B ~ ~ ~  In ine  f o u r  o t l c  T W ~ I  w h i c h  is t h e  I s c l l b o ~  

n u m b e r 1  / o r  in t h e  TkvEningl jdotrblc s e v e n  t w o  t i inc  

 EIGHT^ - B I C ~ I N I  ii I W i l d a ~ h  Nuh.lborl w h i c h  is m y  
IpBRsonal n u m b e r 1  a n d  . . . 

q . . . q :  f a l s e t t o  
171 . . . m :  s p o k e n  w i t h  ' s p i k y '  r h y t h m  

Note [a) Prosody is used to make hforlr~~r:scl~~ck in line l both new (as though it were predicative) and 

also the subject of a sentence. B uses a high booster in linc 16 to justify the Icxic;~l repetition in 
the context o r  A's appilrent obtuseness. Note also the booslers at (/(IS), knob (18). .salt<, (21). 
Excited emphasis is conveyed also by falsetto voice in lines 14 and 17, and by a11 imp:itiently 
'soikv' rhvthm in 16T. .New' and 'given' are clearly polarized by prosody in lines 18 atld 20: in ' ,  . 
the former kr~oh has a nucleus, in the latter it has nor. 
[b] Informal approximations ark expressed in r l~ i r t~ .~  (6) )things like screws'], sorr (fl. . . eruct& 
(18f). j~er (7). Other aspects of inrorm;~lity include the tr61nsitivit~ or r l o ~ . ~  rI~or./?~cc .~pri?t&? qf7 
(3f), meaningGls one supposed to be able to make the face spring or? ' :  the ;~naeoluthon in line 
7 21s A wonders if he lina the right clock in mind: A's repetilion ol' the preposilionill phrzlse (1 3). 
with shirt of nucleus to show his uncomprchending surprise: the equivocal use of,~'orr (S. l0,?2) 
between rel'ercncc to B and indelinite relbrence (in line 7, the first ,I'urr is equivocal. the second 
obviously refers to B). B's ll[,tv 00 In~r,lr. //re /ro,~rl~ exemplifies ;I use or I which is comparably 
equivocal between 1st person and indefinite (rJ'6.2fl) as well ;is an i ~ l b r m a l  obligationaltl1od;ility 
(c/ 4.49). The question is equivalent to 'How is one to move the bands?' 
Ic] A begins with ~wcll three times: the first and second (lines 10 and 18) indicate that he Itas 
understood and is beginning a confident reply, but the l'ormer is made more deliberate and 
attention-sceking by occupying a tone unit; Ihc third (21) is ;ilmost tllc converse, 'l don't care 
w t c i ~  you say'and its rorcerul dismissivencss isemphasized by its hnvinga separate tone unil. 
[d] B's peremptory-sounding imperative Lbrcrt (line I) is used between l'riends as ;in indication 
tI1;it the speaker has something interesting or urgent to say; il is not accompanied hy plerrsc in 
this usage. 

Leaving a recorded message 
19.90 A and B a r e  c o n s c i o u s  o f  b e i n g  strangers to the person w h o  wi l l  e v e n t u a l l y  

l i s t e n  to the r e c o r d e d  message; C seems t o  be v e r y  f a m i l i a r  w i t h  t h e  office he 
i s  t e l e p h o n i n g .  A l l  the s p e a k e r s  a r e  m c n ,  r a n g i n g  i n  age between 30 and 5 0  
(SEU : S.9.3), and i t  i s  l i k e l y  that t h e i r  messages are prepared, p e r h a p s  w i t h  

w r i t t e n  notes on w h a t  t h e y  i n t e n d  to say.  

A : my (NAME( i s  IGRANGEI /g r a n g /AND( 
I'm / s p e a k i n g  f r o m  T N a t i o n a l  GAS Board1 w e ' v e  [got 
a d e T v k L o p m e n t  d e p a r t m e n t !  i n  (HARIOWI the 
( t e l e p h o n e  ~ O M b e r l  i s  Jtwo f o u r  sEvenl - [ t w o  

Note lal The pecu1i;ir fci~torcsofn niedil~m in which there ctln he no rc:iction frotn l l ~ c  ;~dclressce ;ire 
the main reclson for the relative form;~lity ;and c;~relhl ;irlieuli~tiun In lltesc s:tnlplcs ;IS c ~ m p ; ~ ~ c d  
wit11 tllose in 19.87- 89. This is lcss obvious in the cast of (. a,h(, ;~pp;irently knowr liom 
experience the degree of c1;irily ;~lt;~ined hy the rn;~chinc i~nd who riouhllc\s k ~ ~ o w s  tllc ;~ctu;il 
person who will listen lo the recording in due course. B I I ~  even C sccn~sto  ;~\,oi(l using co11tr;icted 
Sorms (1Arrr.c in 20, 1 ~wril(/ in 21 :ind 26, rhrrr i . ~  in 25). ;tnrl we notice t l ~ e  uncc,llo<lui;tl syr~t;tx of 
linc 21. A is espcci;~lly cautious in speech. and it is doubtless this lh;~t lc;!dh 1111n to m;~kc ;I tone 
unit of his introductory subject n7?1run1e. With nq.nrr/r,in. (line 51. cunlpiire \vIl;it w;ls s;lid :ihout 
h lorh~r '~ .  clock in 19.89 Note [a]. 
lbl In both A's and B's messages lelcphonc numhcrs arc given: the prosodic phri~slng in the 
former is usu;~l wilh the widespread seven-digit phot~e numhcrs. 130th spc;ikcl-S f<,llow the 
conlrnon British lh;~bit orrciding ;I sequence likc '22' ;IS . d a ~ h l c  2.. ,222. ;IS .? doohle 2'. 
[c] A's mess;lge ends with ;I ~ynl:lcli~;llly muddled construction. involvirlg ;I hlcnd: 

Not being Greek scholi~rs. none orus know(s) . . . 

There is confusion ofii  more pr;igm;itic kind in H's rccordi~tg. Prcsutn;ihly t l ~ e  , , . s s ~ ~ ~ ' ~  (line 14)  
is to lhe effect t11;tl Mr Vi;ilitlg should t e l c p l ~ o ~ ~ c  I3 (lines 1511.). hilt Illi.; IS ;I mess;lgc,krr Mr 
Vialing, not one thalt B wishes Vi;rliog to '1c:lvc' lirr B.  ever^ C. rccms to lind the medium 
oncongenif~l and one might suspect that there is some cunf~~sion ill his prosody. For cn;~n~ple .  
the fre;itment oSro.tarr in line 20 is odd both in occupying ;I scp;ir;tte lone  liti it itr~d ill Ili~vit~g :I 

nucleus (especi;~lly, perh;~ps, a rising oae) on tltc preposition. Ag;i~n, puuing ;I tti~clci~s ,111 the 

m .  . . m :  s p e a k e r  u s e s  a v e r y  p r e c i s e  a r t i c u l a t i o n  

in'. . .111': s p o k e n  i n  a r e g u l a r  r h y t h m  

C: / t h i s  i s  s i ~ o n  n i  L e s s i n   SPEAK^^^ 1111 igood ~ i ) R N i n g l  

 TO you1 I Jhave a n u m b e r  o f  Q u i n i c s J  o f  J d i f c r e n t  K ~ N D S J  20 
to / w h i c h  I w o u l d  T v e r y  m u c h  l ike  t h e  A ~ s w e r l  lif y o u  c o u l d  
G ~ V E  i t  'to me1 l o v e r  t h e  ~ E ~ e p h o n e J  llate t h i s  b l o ~ ~ i n g J  - 

Ifirst o f   ALL^ /some T s m a l l  a c a T ~ 6 M i c  QukRicsl 
/ i s  the S P E L L ~ ~ ~ J  -Ion the T ~ T L E ~  )I U c i I iJ lor 

i s  i t  I U TC li I1 DOUBLE il - Ithat i s  t h e  F ~ R S T  poi t i t )  
- J N ~ w J  the )sEcond one) /is) /I w o u l d  t l i k e  t o  h a v e  

the PACE R ~ P e r e n c e l  / f r o m  T ~ i s k y ' s l  IHis tory  ' o f  
G r e e k  L i r e r a t u r e J  l w h e r e  hc t t a l k s  a b o u t  a c1i;tr;tcter 

c a l l e d  m T k ~ i s t o n l  n i  . . . 
m . . . m :  speaker a r t i c u l a t e s  s lowly 
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Introduction 

G r a m m a r  a n d  lcxicoloyy 
1.1 Both grainmar and lcxicology involvc us in ;III indcli~~itcly 1:lsgc number 0 1 '  

supcrlici:~lly tlilrercnt units. In thc c;lsc oTg~;lniln;lr tlicsc arc pli~.;~scs. cl;~uscs, 
and scntcnccs; in thc case ol'lcxicology t1ic.1111its arc words, or Inorc pscciacly 
(sincc sotnc of thc units comprisc Illorc tlii~n onc word) /c,.\-;col i i c ~ ~ ~ ~ s .  It is 
typical of grammar to makc gcncr;rI ant1 ahstr;lct st;ltcmc~)ts  bout tlic units 
co~iccrncd, showing ;I common c o n s l r ~ ~ c t i ~ ~ l  tlcs[)itc tlic l'orm:~l tlilTcrcnccs. 
I1 is Lypic;~l ol'lcxicology to tn;~kc spccilic s l ;~lcn~c~i ts  i~houl intl~vi(lu;~l ullits. 
In conseqocncc, while thc grammar o fa  language is bcst handlcd in chapters 
devoted todiffercnt typesofconstruction, it is normal to dc;~l with thc lexicon 
of n I~u~guagc in an alphabetic tliction;rry, cncli cntry dcvotctl to a dilrcrcnt 
lexical item. 

But there is an area in which grammar and lexicology share a common 
ground: where generalizations, as in grammar, are appropriate; but where 
the idiosyncrasies of individual units are also described. This arca is word- 
formation. There are regularities of a similar nature in grammar and word- 
formation, and there arecases in which the twosetsof regularities are  directly 
connected. Consider the following (and qf17.51 fj'): 

[AI [B1 
She delegated the work spee(1iIy. Her rI~,Ieg~~tio>~ of the work was 

.7peerlJ3. I l l  
He conitnloiicated the message His conirnu~~icario~i of the 

eficier~tfy. message was eflcierir. [21 
They fumigated the house Their fumigntio~l of the house 

tl~oroughiy. was thorotrgh. 131 

First the vertical dimension. The two columns exemplify the regularities 
of grammar, [AI with its three S V 0 A structures, [B] with its three S V C 
structurcs with S realized in each by a noun phrase having a genitive 
determiner and an oFphrase postmodifier. But the columns also illustrate the 
regularities of word-fonnation; in [A] the three verbs in -ate and the adverbs 
in -1~'; in [B] the three nouns in -itiori. 

Next, the horizo~ltal dimension. To grammar is referable the correspond- 
ence between she and her in [I], he and his in [2], rhej'ilnd tlicir in 131, and the 
fact that we have adverbs in IA] but adjectives in [U]. But to word-formation 
are referablc thc form of the correspondence between the transitive -rite 

verbs in [AI and the abstract -atio~i nouns in [B], as well as the form of the 
correspondence between the adjectives in [B] and the adverbs in [A]. 

In proceeding to lengthen the columns, however, we would soon find that 
the regularitics of word-formation are more limitcd in application than those 
of grammar: 

She used the money well. Her use of the money was good. 
She used up the money fist. Her ~ r sh~g  up of the money was 

fi/st, 
H e  rearra~lged the furniture His renrra~~go~ie~ir  of the 

lvitk dificulty. furniture was difjicult. 
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. ~ . l ~ ~ y  t/~,sllr~,s,sl~t/ ol,jcctions ' I ' l~c i r t l i .v r r r iv .v(~/of~~is  ol?icclions 
;/I (r Irn.\/ih) r~rrrrr~rr'r. was Iro.stilc. 

'l'llcsc ca;lllll,lcs rClllilltl 11s 111~11 I I I C  I I I O I I U C I S  01 \ Y I I I ~  I ~ , I I I I : I ~ ~ ~ I I I  : I I C  \ll l~j~t.I  
10 the i(liosyncrasies inherent in tllc Icnicon, wllcru;ts tile l'lllcs 0fgKtNtln;lr 
;\re Itr 1,ro;tdcr. tr:tnsccnding the intlivitlunlitics and ~n~rcdic tabi l i t ies  ofthe 
I r A i t  : \ I  1lr111, wllicll 1111. I ~ l . : l ~ r ~ l ~ ~ ; ~ l i c : ~ I  r111c~ I I I : I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I I : I I P .  '1'1111s j!K1I11I11:1~ Ci l t l  

~ lc~l l~l l ly /~r ,~ ' l l ,~ l  Il1r l>;l!,lc \yll,ltlyllly 01 1.11 .  l ' ) \ .  :lll<l 101 

John gave I'eter the moncy. L41 

Joltn g;~vc thc moncy to Pclcr. I51 

Thc money was givcrl to I'ctcr by .lolnl. [(l1 

I](lt only olIr knowlctlgc of intlividual lcxica! itclns c11:thlcs us to equate 171 
;In(\ [ X ]  will1 14 61, :IS wcll ; IS  wit11 cilch Olllcr: 

Jollrt donated t l ~ c  moncy to Pclcr. 171 

Pctcr rcccivcd the tnollcy from Jol111. 1x1 

Again, grammar will predict thc antonymy ol'[l)] ;lIltl [l 01 hul I101 tllilt ()l'[()] 
and [l  l]: 

Mary felt happy. [g1 

Mary didn't feel happy. [l01 

Mary felt miserable. [l 11 

In studying word-formation, we seek to transcc~ld the individuality of items 
that is typical of the lexicon as a whole and sct out the very widespread 
regularities that make the constitution and grammatical distribution of one 
word similar to those of another. 

The constituents of word-formation 
1.2 To the native speaker, many words have an obvious internal structure. With 

hlackjird and monkey-like, we can see that each word comprises parts that 
occur elsewhere in the language with the same meaning (hlackhocrrd and 
la(lJ~like, for example). We shall refer to such itetns as COMPLEX words, in 
contrast to those words - long or short-which to the nativc speakcr have to 
be learnt as arbitrarily contrived units, with no rccognizable parts: ccrt or 
r11irrocrro.s. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ i ~ l l ~ ,  a complex word like ~lepolrrizcrtior~ looks like a simple linear 
string of items: 

consisting of the WORD pole with AFFIXES which may precede (PREFIXES) or 
follow (~UFFIXES). But some complex words are not analysable into words 
plus affixes: 

jealous = jeal- + -ouS 
pious = pi- + -oUS 

(contrast desirous = desire + -ous) 

To capture what is common to pole, desire, jeal- and pi-, therefore, we 
obviously cannot use 'word' and we shall speak instead of STEM (cf 2.4). We 

earl I l~cn say t11;tl lllc s lcn~s  rlr:vi,r~ ;111tl ,jrv/l- c r~ r l~h i~ lc  wit11 t l ~ c  ;~llix -orl.r to 
yicld thc adjectives. But :I I 'urtl~crtlisti l~dio~~ is ncccss;~ry. ;IS ~l l i s  is in;ltlcclua~c 
whc11 wc will11 I I I  ~lc.rc~.il>r rbq~~rltrri:ri/io~~, - . i t~w i l  wr ~ . :~i ( l  I I I : I I  1111  :~llix(*\ ,l(,-. 
- r r r . - .  -;X. : I I I ~ I  -rlliorr ; I I C  C O I I I ~ I ~ I I C ~  \ v i l l ~  I I I C  ~ I C I I I .  1111'. 1111!:111 i11111ly I I I ; I I  
rlv- can combine with l~olc or polrrr to yicld tllc words *(l~lu~lc. *(k,l~oI(rr. In  
fact. it is with thc vcrb pr~lrrrizr, or the dcvcrh;~l 11~11111 1~0lr1ri:(rtio17 th;lt 

(11.- r:ll1 C I I I I I ~ ~ ~ I I V .  Wt. ti(.r~l I ~ ( I I Y I ~ I I J ' I I ~ \ I I  :I 1 1 1 1 1 1  l l l i ~ l  I I I , I Y  11r 11r11l11~1 51 I 1 1 0 1  

W I I I ( I I  I ) I I I  01 \ V I I I L . I I  \\,C c:ln 5;1y ~ I I : I I  1 1  15 \v1111 I I I I . .  1 1 1 1 1 1  111 .11  :I I , . I I I I ~ I I ~ ; I I  : I I ~ I . \  
is combi~lcd. We s11i111 c;~ll t l~is unil rhc IIASI;. 

We can now ~iiitkc ;111:11ogotts S I ; I ~ ~ I I ~ C I I I S  like tllc l i ) l l ~ ~ i ~ ~ g :  

,j~~crl~~it.s = basc,jcrrl- + ;~llix -orr.s 
[the basc here is idcntic;tl with tllc stcln, but ncitllcr is ;I wurtl in 
English] 

/~r~/(rri:o li;~sc / J ~ J / ( I ~  I :I llix -;X 
rlq)o/crri:e = allix (/P- + basepoltrriz~~ 

[thc base hcrc is not idcnlical with tllc stctn i t ]  ci~llcrci~sc. lllc stctn 
bcing poll,: but holll tllc b;tscs iln(l l l ~ c  SICIII arc Ijnl!lisI~ wol.d~] 

(he)sl)ectcrcled ['wearing spectacles'] = basc ,s/~c,c/rrc~/c,- + i~llix -(,(l 
[here the base is identical with the stem, but although the word 
spectacle exists in English it is only the stem of thc plural ,spectacles 
that constitutes the base in .spectcrc/erl.] 

The STEM is thus tlie form of a word strippcd of all afiixcs that are 
recognizable as  such in English; ('g: rltcrrl, pc,r.sori. NII~II., ohrrttoir. rhirroccro.~, 
But with a large number of words there can bc dcb;~tc as to what thc stctn is 
in this sense. If abattoir is a stem, despite the existence in English of rcsrr1,oir 
(with an  identical ending, both words referring to physical constructions), 
how should WC regard resercoir itself? Should we regard it as having a stem 
identical with the word reseroe? Again, should we relate resrrre, preyc,rre, 
deserve as having a common stem, perhaps seeing this as identical with the 
verb serve? 

Various arguments come into play: etymological, semantic, even phono- 
logical. We note, for instance, that the .r in rc,serop is pronounced / z / ,  whcre 
that in .serve is pronounced /S/. The more intlications thcrc arc of the 
remotcness of connection between one word and another, as  pcrccived by 
the native speaker, the more we must be influenced to regard polysyllubic 
words like ri,sc,rcoir and re.rc,rre, di~cpir.r and cwrcc~ir.r> as individual stcms. The 
obverse is actual productivity (cj'App I. 13): whcre, bcsitlc (/r~l)olori:e, WC find 
new words bcing currcntly created such as cl~~corr~prc~.s,s and c l (~r~~~i l t r /c~,  the (1.- 
element having a similar relation in cach, WC know that wc arc not dealing 
with isolated polysyllabic stems but with complex words. 

Note [a1 Refcrencc has been milde to 'the n~ltive spci~kcr', but native spc;~kcrs ~l~c~nscli~cs vzlry widcly 
in their apprehension of stems and affixes. To the Inyman, rhbroplu.,sr,v ['pl~lslic surgery of the 
nose'] is as unanalysable as rhi~locrrus, but not to the mcdical scientist. Rccenl coinages by 
philosopltcrs (ikrrrionrtry. prrlocuriunar?) sllow (hat. for sornc spctlkcrs of.English, :ln affix like 
per- is readily enough sccn as manipulable in a formation and t h ; ~ t  lucrrriur~or~ is ;I base in such 
words. 
[bl As wesaw in 2.38; in somelinguisticdcscriplionsthe minimal uni t  in morpl~ology and word- 
formation is called 'morpheme', with the further distinctions 'inflectional morphcme'(eg plural 



Word-formation processes 
1.3 .There arc four main types of word-formation, the first two of which can be 

rcl'crrcd to ;IS 'allix;~tion': 

[A] PREFIXATION: putting a prefix in front oftlic basc, sometilncs with, but 
lnorc usually without, a change of word class; eg: pre + rletermirlc (c/' 
App l.2Off). 

[U]  su1:r:IxATloN: pi~tting ;I s~lflix i~l'tcr the IJ;ISC. so111~ti1l1c.s W ~ I ~ I O I I I .  1111t 
more usua l l~  with, a change of word class; eg:./riord + lfss ((:fApp 
1.31f). 

[C] CONVERSION: assigning the basc to a different word class with no 
cliangc of (brm; cg: (,ve ,s/~crN) cor/Jc2t ( t h ~  roort~) -- verb from noun (c/' 
~ ~ ~ i . 4 3 f j . ) .  

[D] COMPOUNDING: adding one base to another, such that usually the one 
placed in front in some sense subcategorizes the one that follows; eg: 
blackbird, armchair, bott1e:feed (cf App I.57ff'); but contrast, for 
example, 'bahuvrihi' compounds (cf App 1.67) such as Iteavyweight. 

Showing some similarities with [A] and [D], but fitting neatly into neither, 
is derivation by COMBINING FORMS such as psycho-, A~tglo-, socio-, vice-. These 
have the semantic characteristics of the first constituent in a compou~id but 
they resemble prefixes in mostly (cf App 1.32, App 1.66) being obligatorily 
initial, in having little or no currency as separate words, and in not normally 
being the stressed part of a COMPLEX WORD (psycho-'therapy), by which we 
mean not merely polysyllabic words but words comprising constituents that 
are recognizable as such to native speakers. 

Constituents in complex words are sometimes identical in form with bases 
but yet resemble affixes in certain respects so that it is not always easy to 
justify regarding the resultant words as compounds. For example, blpzrl, 
output, sit-in (n), drop-out (n), chilllike have components formally and 
functionally resembling separate items in corresponding phrases ('they put 
the data in', 'he dropped out of college', 'he is like a child') that make them 
like compounds. On the other hand, the items h-,  -like, etc, have the type of 
wide distribution and nonlexical character that is typical of affixes. Given 
the historical fact that -like is cognate with the indisputably affixal -1y and 
the synchronic fact that -fit1 (with spelling difference) is closer in function to 
the adjective full in ctipjul ( c i  a full ctrp) than in ever~tfirl (different in sound 
as well), it seems clear that the distinction is gradient rather than absolute. A 
certain amount of arbitrary assignment is therefore inevitable in the 
descriptive tables that constitute the body of this Appendix. 

This is borne out by another borderline example, -man, as in policeman. 
Though the spelling suggests identity with the base nlan, the pronunciation 
suggests otherwise: /man/ (contrast /tniell/ in ice-n1a11, ape-matt, which seem 
more obviously to be compounds). Moreover, despite etymology, spelling, 

and infleclion. -111n11 (-~~rcvt) in I I V I I I ~ ~ I I I  c:111 no longer he rq:;~rtlctl ;IS cvc~ l  
:~llix;~I: II'lJ1111111 is ilscll':~ I):Isc. YCI, i l l  I C ~ ~ ~ I ~ I I ~ ; C  IO  \~~ciol~oIilic;lI I)rcs.,IIIcy i l l  
rcccnt years, WC Ilavc conic to rccogni~c -111rr11 inl~ol~cc,~~rcr~r, c.l~erin~rer~~, ctc (bul 
not in 1~0111(112 itself') 21s cl~ectively the base I ~ I U I I  ;~nd hcncc cll;~llcngctl fbr 
rcpl;~ccmcnt hy the sex-neutral -l~cr.so~r ((:/ App 1.64, 5.105). 

Word-formation proccsscs, as we saw olrcatly in App 1.1, involvc formal 
and semantic analogy. A pattern or pnr;~tligm of similt~r ilcms hccomcs 
cstablishcd, and to this pattern ncw coinings conlhrm. On tllc h ;~sis  o f  
p.s)~f'/rolhc~re~~~)~ ancl p/rj ' .~if~t/rl~rc~~~)~, we colllcl h;lvc ;I newly [lcrivctl word .l-- 
~th(,r(ljJj~' whicli would mean 'trc:~tmcnt by ~ n c i ~ n s  of .v'. whcrc .Y ~ o u l d  be 
filled by the name of the new treatment. DERIVATION, 011~11 U S C ~  by linguists 
to mean only formation by the ;~tltlition of' allixcs, is llscd in this book to 
cmhr:lcc all lhc proccsscs I J ~  wllicll ;I ncw l i~r~n; l t io~l  CCIII ICS 1n111 csislcncc, 
but clearly Lhosc that follow rccogni~;~l)lc p;ltterlls arc ccntr;~l to our conccrn 
as they are central to word-formation itself'. 

In numerous cases, word-formation rules (cspcci;~lly in suflixation) apply 
only to items of specific dcriv;~tion. WC sliolf find it convcnicnt, tl~crclbrc, to 
spcak of DENOMINAL, DEVERBAL CtC, SO that DEVERBAL (noulls) will mean 
'(nouns) derived from verbs'. The term DEVERBAL applied to nouns is not 
synonymous with the term VERBAL NOUN which we use only for the 'gerund' 
class of nouns in -ing ( c -  further 17.528). On the distinction between 
inflectional and derivational suffixes, cf App 1.31 Note. 

1.4 We saw in 17.157 that the overt arrangement of a noun phrase having more 
than two constituents may express two quite different structures: 

a local cookery class 
either = a [[local cookery] class] 

or = a [local [cookery class]] . . 
In [ l ]  we are concerned with teaching about rcgion:~l cuisine: in [2] with a 
cookery class taking place nearby. Since it is bascs and not stems that enter 
into word-formation, whether by aflixation or compounding, and sincc the 
bases themselves may have been prodtrced by affixltlion or compounding, the 
linear form of a complex word may conceal alternative structures similar to 
those in [ l ]  and [2]. Contrast (an) es:fi1111 sror and (cl) sil(~trt:fih~~ star: 

[ex-[film star]] 'a former star in films' 
[[silent-film] star] 'a star in silcnt films' 

Again, in the sentence 'The robber was trr~n~c~sked', the final word may have 
oneof twoquite different structures: 

[un[[mask]ed]] 

ie 'he was not wearing a mask', negative tin- (cj'App 1.21), with noun 1nr1.7.k + 
-ed (cf App 1.38); or 

[[unmaskled] 

ie 'someone removed his mask', privative 1111- (cf. App I.22), in the verb 
unmask, with -edparticiple. 
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Word-formation rules 
1.5 A rule ofwortl-for~nittion usu;tlly (IilTcrs from a syntactic rulc in onc important 

Icq,ccl: i t  i \  ol'lilni~rct I ~ I I K \ I I C I ~ V ~ I ~ .  i l l  I I I C  SCIIX III:I( l101 : l11  wor(Is which 
rcs111t ~ ' ~ O I I I  t l ~e  ; I ~ ~ ~ ~ L , ; I I I ~ , I I  01' 1I1c I I I I L ,  : I I ~  : I C C ~ [ I I : I ~ I ~ L ~ ,  I I I L , ~  : I I ~  l '~<,~,ly 
ncceptahle only when [\icy have gaincd ;un institulion;ll c u ~ ~ t l l c y  ill the 
I;tnpu;tgc. .Thus thcrc is a line to hc tlr;~\vn bctwccn ';tclual English words' 
I,,,:: $,rrrr/\rorr~~. I~IIII , ; . \ . IJ)  : I I I I ~  'l,olc.l~li;lI I : . l l j ! l i ~ l ~  ~ 1 , 1 1 1 9 .  (('I:: ( * ) / I ' I I I O I I Y ~ ~ I ~ ~  
( * ) r r ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ r r r ) ,  1)01l1 01 ttlc..~. I , ~ I I I ~ :  I I I ! . I I I I ( I  110111 '118,111 I I ) ~ I I ~ ~ I I '  1v111rl'. 1iI.1. 
*,sc//islllc~,~.~ which, bcc;tusc it shows thc sullih -1c.v~ ;l~lclc~l to a n  :~cljcclivc 
rather than too noun, does not even obey the rules of word-formation. 

Rules of word-formation are therefore nt the intersection of the historical 
and contemporary (synchronic) sti~dy of the language, ~ rov id ing  a constant 
.,.I ,>I..n,n~trts' froln which llcw words, cphe111ct.al or permanent, ;Ire creatctl ,,-. .., ,,.....-.. .. .. 

Irom tl;iy to tl;~y. Yct on :I I;lrpcr sc:~lc, l l ~ c  rlllcs tl~cntsclvcs (likc 8r ;~~l tm:~t ic ;~l  
rules) u~idcrgo change: aliixcs ancl compountli~tg proccsscs can bcco~nc 
~)roductivc or lose their productivity; can incrcasc or tlecrc;~sc their r;lltgc of  
mcaning or gr;immatical :~pplicability. In linc with aims clscwhcrc in the 
hook, we concentrate in this Appendix on productive or on ~narginally 
productive rules of word-formation, leaving aside 'de;~d' processes, even 
though they may have a fossilized existence in a number of words in the 
language. For example, the Old English affix -!h, no longer used to form new 
words, survives in such nouns as  bvnr~~~th, let~gth, depth, tvidth, breadth (cc 
\tpnn,l, long, deep, ~t'ide, broad). A corollary of this approach is that the 
historical study of a word is irrelevant to its status as an illustration of 
nresent-dav rules: the fact that the word trnripe has existed in the . English . 
r - 

language since Anglo-Saxon times does not prevent us from uslng ~t as an 
example of a regular process of word-formation still available in the language. 

~~t~ lal N~~ rormations, in,.cntcd casually for o parlicuhrocc;~sion (;IS in 'Shc occdsguidancc. :~nd 
ahr nnnr ~ h i l ~ l  ir as ~ttid~r~~p/(,,~.s ;\S she is parentless') arc nor1n;tlly co~l~prehcnsiblc, hut are .. used . . ..'W ,,"_. .. . ., 
at a certain cost to acceptability. They are often referred to as soSCE FORAfATlONS 2nd arc Il;lblC 

to be if too m ; l ~ ~ y  ore used. CJalso the jocular c~~olrh on the paltern of ~lor~~lth. 
[b] ~ i ~ l ~ ~ ~  quite a ofexan~plcs where a dcrivcd fur111 h81s preceded tilt word 
from whicll (brm;l]ly spe;lking) i t  is derived, Thus rdirar entered the klnguagc before dil. kl:? 

hefore /cl:e, and lekt.i,sior, before rrlel,izc. The process by which thc sharler ward i s  cre;tted 
*h-  rlrl-tinn of:, ~unnnsed :tfix is knoivn as BACK-FOH>IATION. since i t  reverses the normal trend 
-. .~ , 

described is ;I purely historical concept, however, of liltlc relcvnncc to tile contemp0r;lry stony 
OF word.[ormstion. .ru the prcsel~t-day spcaker of English, the rc1:ltionship bct!vcen /(rrr2 and 

Borrowing and neo-classical formations 
1.6 A second restriction of this account is that it takes only passing notice of 

word-formation according to Latin and Greek, rather than English modcls. 
From the Renaissance to the early twentieth century, . 

English . ,  word- 

Ic;lrned areas of vocabulary, particularly in t l ~ c  natur;~l sciences. Ilowcver, 
English has adapted to her own purposcs ;I I:~rgc numhcr of Latin and Creek 
word clcmcnls, ;~ntl  thcsc, hrill!! j )~ :~ t l~~c l ivc  i l l  111c ' c~~ t r l~non  c111c' (11. 1hc 
I:IIII:LI:I~C. W C  I I I ~ I S I  t:lkc inlo : I C U I I I I I I ~ .  M<)ICOVCI.  ~ I I I I I C  I I I I I C I ~  I I C ~ I . C I ; I ~ S ~ C ; I I  
allises (-ic. -occs, etc) are so comrnort tllat it \r~otllcl be pcrvcrsc to cxclutle tliern 
from any account of  English \\tortl-lhrrn;~~io~l. 

So j!rc:~l iritlcc(l h :~ \  hcrn Illr l iur i j~l~ or I I I , I I -~I : I \ \~( . ; I I  i11l111cncc ,111 ill(. 

I : ~ ~ j : l i h l ~  I : I I I~: I I : IJV,  111:11 lllr I I I ; I , ~ ( I I I I ~  ( 1 1  ) IIC.II\( . . .  ( . I , ,  ( I I \ . I I I I (  I I I C ~ I I I  , r ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ k . )  1 1 )  

tltc languagc arc ol' Latin, Greek, or I'rcnch 0 1  igil~. '1.0 yivc ; I I I  i l lus t~x~ion of '  
the difrercnce between native and neo-classical Ibrniation: tnrrr- (to/-/cotr-/ 
cor-/CO-) is a Latin prefix in collect, c.ot~rt~rr~rri(~otio~~~ c.otrdrict, cocrg~tlote; but 
CO-, one of its variants, has hccn appropriated by the English language and 
lies developed a function of its own in such wclrtls ;IS tn-ulr~hor, c,o-cl~nirttrn,r. 
c~o-~~clrrc.~~tir~,r. 1:or our I ) I I ~ P O S C S .  t l ~ e r ~ l i ~ r ~ .  1.0- i\ : I I I  I ( ~ ~ ~ ! l i b l t  I ; I I I I C ~  111;111 ;I 

cl;tssical or nco-classic;~l prcfix. 

The 'ready-made' and the 'made to measure' 
1.7 The words that we have just been considerir~g corlle to us 'rc;~dy-rn;~dc'. But 

this does not apply merely to words atloptetl from othcr langu;~gcs: it is 
typical of the lexicon as a whole and undcrlincs tllc clistinction bet\\.cen 
lexicology and grammilr to which attention w;rs drawn in App 1. l .  

In principle, and to a large extent in pmcticc, the 1;tnguage uscr works on 
the assumption that every sentence encountered is entirely new, crcatcd and  
assembled specially for the occasior~. By contrast, we cxpcct every IL,.~;CU/ 
itern we hear or read to be already 'institutionalized' (c/ App 1.5) ancl to have 
been selected from an existing stock of words, complete tvith its fbrnm and 
meaning. 

We encounter widespread exceptions to both these gcneralizations. There 
arecou~itlcssscnte~lces that must linveoccurred before, eve11 in the csperie~lce 
of a particular individual: 

I'm feeling tired this morning. 
How is your cold now? 
She's gone out to see a patient. 

But no one would seriously suggest that the next time we want to say such 
things, we recall and re-use these sentences in the iorm previously heard. 
There are more convincing exccptions, howevcr. There are for~nul;~ic 
utterances, 'pre-fabricated' in entirety ('How do you do?' 'Pleased to meet 
you!'), and proverbs ('Too many cooks spoil thc broth'); r:/ 11.54. There ;Ire 
ready-made p;trts of utterances ('Many tli;~nks for .  . .'. 'Far he it frorn me 
to . . .', 'How come . . .?', 'If only . . .', 'By no stretch ol'lhc imagination . . .'), 
Note also the many idiomatic phrases ancl colloc:ctio~ls likc 'et11 . . . otrt of  
house and home' or '(Thcy'rc) homc and dry' (inli,r~n;~l Brli, mc;uni~~g 
'They've achieved tlieir goill'). We interlard our tliscoursc with sn;~tchcs of  
fitmiliar tcxts: 'a foregone conclusion', 'seven days shi~lt thou labour' (c:l'App 
1.8 Note). In such cases, there is no qucstion of our re-forming the pI1r;tses 
anew each time we use them. But numerous cts tllcsc arc, we must recognize 
that they are exceptional in a quite fundamcntal scnsc. In the Icxicon, the 
converse is true. We encounter lexic;tl items th;tt we arc content to believe 
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the user has invented; for example, .sploopsirig in Jack Kerouac's 'I come 
sploopsing to ;I no-got>d cnd'. Rut we find this striking in large measure 
prcciscly bccousc it is cxccl)tional; wc tlo no1 cxl,cct worcls It1 11:1vc 1)ccll 
specially coined for the occasion. It is in fact a common occurrence I'or 
someone to ;~pologi,.c for having coined :I word ('wh;~t I may be allowed to 
call . . . ')or even for using a word that we cannot be cxpcctcd to know ('what 
some people have called . . .'). 

At the same time there is a paradox. While we expect every sentence to be 

of the language. Something has come into existence which did not exist 
before. Wherc the uttcr;incc ol'a new scnlcncc (;~ntl  \\,c Iiitvc :trgt~ctl tI1:1t, for 
tin: I)I".IX)SCS ol' gr:lllllll;ltic;~I dcscril)lit111. \VC cilll r6g;trcI vil.lu:tlly C V C ~ Y  

sentence as newly formed) entails no cIi;~ngc in thc I;tnguagc, the utterance 
of 21 new word raises the possihilily ~1i:t l  ;in adtliti(~ri h;ls hecl1 ~nttdc to tile 
total means of expression available in the 1;tngu;tgc. 'l.hus whilc a synchronic 
description of grammar or phonology is pcrfectly possible (even though 
historical allusions may be convenient in tlic description), a description of 
word-formation must of its nature be tli;tcllronic. The one is providing ;I 

hlucprint as to Iiow ; i l l  ncw scntcnccs will bc I'rccly co t l s t r~~c~cd ;  t l ~ c  otllcr 
providing a historical record (however short-term) 01' the Sornlittio~~s that 
have taken place and venturing, on the basis of this, a tentative prediction of 
the lines along which further formittions ni:ly take place in thc future. 

One intlic;ilion of tlic dii~cllronic oricnlalion irl ihwrd-lbrrn;ttion can  bc 
seen in considering again the exainple ~rrc~~tu~~otroI(r~ry. In gr;tmmar, a 
structural description is neutral as to the meanings that the structure can 
convey, whether or not the same words may be involved. Take the type SVO, 
for example, in: 

John worshipped mammon. 
John despised mammon. 
John lit the gas. 

But every new formation of the form 'X-olalry', despite ability to par;~phr:~se 
it as 'the worship of X', will carry with it the memory of similar constructions 
(such as id~latrj,), so that (for example) ~tYfi-olatry would mean 'having the 
same kind of misplaced devotion for one's wife as pagans are said to havc for 
idols'. 

ncwly hrmctl li)r the occ:tsion, we cxpcct to ttndcrst:~ntl it without difficulty, 
in the scnsc of perfectly npprcltcnding its structure. A qucstiri~l likc 'WI1:tt 
does this sentence mean?' is apt to be at1 ironic criticism of the person who 
spoke or wrote it. But although we correspo~ldi~lgly cxpcct every lexical item 
to have been taken I'rom a n  existing stock, we by no means cxpcct 
nuto~llatically to understantl it or cvcn recognize it. A qttcslion like 'W11:11 
does this word mean?' is therefore commonplace, implying no criticism of 
anyone. We go through life learning new words continually. Sometimes (and 
rather rarely) they are as  lacking in general currency as Kerouac's .sploc~p.sing 
(and we depend 011 the context to guess its meaning) or as the word googol in 
the following: 

There are probably more than a googol germs on the outside of this one 
cherry. 

With the former we may rely on the context to help us guess the meaning, 
but with the latter we must have recourse to a dictionary or a mathematician 
if we are to learn that it refers to the numerical value tc.11 raised to the power 
of one hundred. But usually, the new lexical experience has something 
familiar about it. The word may be a metaphorical extension of an item we 
know in a different sense ('You're not on my ~vaveler~glh') or it may be 
imported from another but familiar language ('She struck me as soignie') or 
it may be composed of familiar items. When Coleridge in 1820 used the word 
rnantmortolatry, he knew that this would be understood in relation to rrioinr?~on 
it1 the same way as the already long-established in'olrrir)~ was understood in 
relation to i(lo1. Subsequent coinages like bardolo~ry are formed with the same 
confidence of being understood on this analogical basis: 

worship of mammon [=wealth] as  though it were an idol 
worship of the bard [=Shakespeare] as though he were an idol 

Notc Thc word i[/lu/<!tr~' is a colnpression ol'idoland -olnrrj', not unlike the blends of App 1.76. 

1.8 It is in its dependence upon analogies of this kind that the formation of words 
like mot~imonolo~ry somewhat resembles grammar or at any rate constitutes a 
grey area between the full generalizations of grammar and the specific 
idiosyncrasies of the lexicon. The difference (and hence the idiosyncrasy of 
the lexicon) lies in two factors: first, the relatively rare and special 
circumstances in which vocabulary construction takes place ('lexicalization', 
cf. App 1.9); second, the range of formation devices available and the 
constraints upon our using them ('productivity', cf.App 1.13). Consideration 
of both these factors throws into relief a third factor: every word-formation 
(or any other mode of lexical change) is a step in the historical development 

Note As WC have ;llrc;ldy shown in App 1.7, phr;lscs and  sentenccs can illso he stored I I ~  ;IS i~dditionill 
expressive resources: W :  

For only with soch ilchievcmentcould John expect the world to'm;~ke a hc;ilcn path lo his 
door', (1.v Etrrcrso!rp~/t it. 

Neither lllc quoti~tion nurks nor lllc ;ruthority need II;IVC bccrl insertcd. ;lnd r11:1ny pc<~plc's 
Iilngonge is iotcrl;lrdcd with KC-used phrirses ;ind sentences in this wily. where they have hccn 
found to be particuLrly memoriiblc, effective, or ~nercly ;I Iilzy co~l\,cniencc: .L;lst hut not Icirst. 
and to make :I long story short (ifyou'll pardon the clichis). i t  was Milrjorie who hclpud me lind 
my present iob: 

Lexicalization 
L9 However new and unfamiliar it is, an entity, activity, or quality can be stated 

and described in sentences: 

Let us convert our railways from having steam-engines to 

using engines powered by 
electricity. [ I ]  

The nub of this suggestion might then be expressed by means of 
nominalization such as: 

electrically-powered engines (is being investigated). [2] l 
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'This already prcs~p~ioses  some d i sc t~s j io~~  01' i~ntl Iit~lliIiitri~i~lioII wit11 I ~ I C  

nolion. I3ut ;IS the propos;tl hcc~~mcs  tiiore witlcly accepted as viable, sucl~ ;I 

I I ~ I I I I I I ; I ~ ~ , : I ~ ~ ~ I I  will ,,C(:III 1 0 1 1  C ~ I I I I I , , ~  (111 I I I C  IIIII.  I I : I I I I~  :1110 11111 I I I I I I C I . -  
committed on the other. At this st:tgc, we will 11ot he b~~l l ) r isc~I  10 l i l tc l  lhc 
liotion institutionnlized by means of (;IS i t  h;rppe~led) the word: 

I i c s c l i ~ t i o ~  ( i \  l c : ~ s ~ l ~ l c ) .  . . 
l ~ . I ~ ~ t ~ i ~ i c : ~ l i r ~ ~ ~  

171 

We c;tn now conveniently tiiarsh;~l ;trgtlrtlcnts k)r and against ~li~~.s~~li:~rri~~tt or 
~ ~ l ~ ~ r ~ t r i / i ~ ~ r t l i ~ ~ t ~ ,  tliscuss how 111tlcli it will cost 10 (li(:s(,li:(' or ('I~t,lrjl,i~ ~t~bttrbilll 
l r ;~i~ts ,  ; I I I C I  wltctl~cr llic licw I I ~ C I ~ I ~ I ~ I I ~ V C ~  111ij!,111 CII-cxisl l'or ;t ti11ic will1 
~rt~tlir.scli;e~lor rorc~k~c,ri/,cd scrviccs. WC havc now LL~XI(:ALIZI~D ;I !lotion th;~t 
coultl previously he tlisuussctl only in sclllcnccs ;111d peripl~ri~scs which v~trictl 
li.on1 person to pcrsolt. 111 I;ly tcrrns. wc now 'II:IVC :I II.IIT~/ I ' IN i l ' .  

But the precise form ol'tlie lexicalizntions [3]could not have bccn predicted. 
When it became possible to split atomic nuclei (and the consequent 
lexicaliz;~tion, tluclecrr,fi.~,sior1, camc into use), tlicrc was some vacillatiotl alld 
even public debate as to thc most appropriate ;idjcctivc to Icxic;~lize the 
property of a substance in being capable of undergoing such fission. 
Competing forms included~fissible, fissile, andji,s,sic~trable. It turned out that 
two lexicalizations were necessary; one for the general capability, the other 
for the capability in consequence of slow neutron impact; physicists are apt 
to usefssiot~oble for the former and ,fissile for the latter. In more extreme 
cases, the unpredictability of a lexicalization is even more obvious: for 
example, Kerouac's attempt to sum up the demise of a soft and flabby elitity 
(for which the word crash was thus inappropriate) as sploapse; o r  the 
lexicalization by the mathematician Kasner of a particular numerical value 
as googol. 

The other noteworthy point about such lexicalizations as  [3] is that thcir 
meaning is not recoverable from the form. In this way, as in the 
unpredictabilityjustdiscussed, it issharply distinguishedfrom theexpressions 
in [I] and [2]. We can surmise that clieselizarion and electrijication refer to 
inceptive action concerning diesel oil and electricity respectively, but there 
is nothing in the words as such that takes us much beyond that. Withfssile 
andJ,ssionuble, it is inevitable from the discussion above that not merely do 
they not proclaim that they are inherently concerned with t~uclear fission; it 
is impossible to tell from their form what their precise mcaning may be, even 
when we are told that nuclear fission is involved. 

This is no more than we should expect if we reflect upon the colicentration 
of presupposition that is packed into a lexicalizatio~i by the time it is 
successfully institutionalized. Thc coinage racism (c/'App 1.32) reflects in two 
syllables the conscience and tlie agonized sensibilities of a whole generation. 

Note Many coinages, however, seem on the facc of it to be so transparent that -- at le;~st when we 

know their rneuning- i t  would not occur to us to call thcir forlnalion unpredict;~ble. This is 
, perh;lpscspeci;llly trueofhlends (c/'App 1.70). Yet when Waync0;ltescoined ~vurkoholicaround 

1970, he ;~pp;~rcntly saw lhi~nself obliged to cxpl;l~n th;tt  tllc wr~rrl w;ls 'to dcscribc lhose people 
so illvolvcd in lheir work that  it interferes with thcir  hc;llth, personal I1;lppincss. social 
functioning, and interperson;~l rel;ltionsllips'. Oates felt i t  necessary to go further and hint  at  the 
re;ison Ibr giving the coin;lge this p;lrticohr form by referring to 'irrldic~iolr to work'. 

1.10 Of thc two ncgittivc points just ~t~;ttlc ;1ht111t Icxicali/;~tion, ul~rccovcrahility 
is fitr more cndclnic than unprctlict:~hilily. (iivcn !he fit~itc resources for 
I':xic:~li/;~lio~~ :l1111 I I I C  I:IcI III:I( ~ ~ I I I I C  11.111111(1~., : I I ~  1111111. I I I , I I ~ I I ( . ~ ~ V C  III:III 
otllcrs (1.1 App I.IB), tltcrc arc various I~igl~ly likely ways i l l  whicll n 
lexicalizntion will be realized, and it is 011 these that \ire concentrate in this 
Appendix. Tlills in tltc lexic;llii.tttion of concepts tI1;1t can he given nomin;~l 
pro[)rrlies, it is vcry C ~ I ~ I I I I I I I I  Io ; I ( I I I I I I  ; I  \lr:~lvpy Ir:~\ril 1111 I ~ I I I I I I - ~ ) ~ I ~ ; I F C  

slrt~clurc. C'ol\~]?;~rc: 

Some pitper is s h i ~ ~ y .  
I'rtpr,r tltrit i.s .s/titt!~ is tIifIir111l 10 lvr i l~~ OII .  

IJlc:isc C I ~ J I I ' L  lltry I I I C  . S / I ; ~ ~ ~ ~ / J ~ I ~ J ~ ~ ~ ,  

WC Inay postttl:ttc the wily t l~is  str;~lcgy wol ks in Icxic;tli/;ttio~l: 

1/21 Oil comes f'rom v;~rious sourccs, inclutli~tg vcgct;tb[c ntattcr. Suclt oil 11;ts 
functions and properties important for us and not shared with oil from other 
sources (eg mineral o r  animal matter). It is therefore worth distinguishing: 

This oil is from a vcgct;~blc sourcc. 
Oil from oegetable sotrrces is healthy for cooking. 
Vegetable oil . . . 

[I1 
[B] The engines of cars require oil; it has to be e special oil (c8 from mineral 
sources, and of particular viscosity etc); sincc cars are relevant to our daily 
lives, such oil is worth distinguishing: 

This oil is for engines. 
Oil for o r g i ~ ~ e s  is expensive. 
Et~gitle oil . . , [?l 

But if such noun-phrase type preniodification is so common in Iexicalizntion 
as to challenge our earlier statement about predictability, it can readily be 
seen by comparing [ l ]  and [2]  that our statement stands concerning 
unrecoverability. Both [I] ancl [2larcofsimilarsc1nonticund form;ll structure, 
but it is only by learning each as an itliosyncrittic item that we can know that 
[ l ]  'means' oiljronl vegetables, [2] oil.lor cngines. There is nothing inherently 
absurd about oil jor vegetables, or oil f ron~ engines. 

The latter point gains force in considering the Icxicitlizations that have in 
BrE clustered round lighter 'that which lights things' (itselfa straightforwitrd 
-er agential noun, based on the verb to I~II!,  cj'App 1.34). On the one hand, 
we have fire-lighter 'something that helps one to light fires'; on the other 
hand, pctrol-lighter, 'something that helps one to light (tobacco) by means of 
petrol'. But two indepe~idc~it lexicalizittio~ls give us g[~.s-l~It/r~r: the one like 
.fire-lighter, 'something that helps one to light tlie gas'; the other like p~>trol- 
lighter, 'something that helps one to light (tobacco) by nicons of g;ts3. 

1.11 The idiosyncrasy of lexicalization needs to be borne in mind when one is 
considering, for example, conversion (c/'App 1.43fl). Whcn beside the noun 
paper there comes into use a verbpaper, this is son~etimes loosely referred to 
as the conversion of the noun into a verb. But this is not so. What normally 
happens (as in this instance) is the lexicalization of an action that is related 



. - . . 

(,I ,,,,(, , s , l ~ ~ r j l j c , y ~ ~ / ~ , s ~ ~  01. the noun, the sense concerned being selected on purely 
pl.;lgmotic grountls. [:orlsiticr 1i)lll' 01' L ~ c  SCllhCS 01'/)11/)"1' :Is 110UI1 : 

material in thin shccts inatlc from wood Or ~10 th  Ill  

a newspaper 
L21 

a piece of writing for specialists 
13 1 

wallpaper 
L41 

.rhc tr;lnsitivc verb 'formed' from this noun by C O ~ V ~ ~ S ~ O ~  (C/' APP 1.49) 
relates only to [4]: 

John has papered the bedroom. 

There would be nothing inherently absurd in derivatives from other senses, 
such as [2]: 

(*)The Hearst organization has papered most of the mid-West. 
['has supplied most of the mid-West with its papers'] 

or [31: 

(*)I'm papering part of my research in a specialist journal. 
['publishing a paper on part of my research'] -. 

The position is simply that the social need for derivatives from the other 
senses seems not to have been felt and in consequence no lexicalization of 
the actions concerned has taken place. 

By contrast, besidethe noun paint ['liquid colouring matter'], two verb 
senses have been separately lexicalized: 

Frank paints other people's windows but ignores his own. 
['decorates with paint'] . . . . [S1 

Frank paints other people's children but Ignores nls own. 
['makes pictures with paint'] 

L61 
3 3 - - . . - l , , .  

T o  each of these lexicalized actions the agential noun painter coula equnlry 
relate: 

Frank is a painter. 

This example illustrates further the idiosyncratic nature of the lexicon. A 
painter could be predicated of Frank in [6] even if his normal occupation was 
as a car salesman and he painted only in his spare time, as a hobby. It could 
not be predicated of Frank in [5] unless house-painting was his regular paid 
work. We must contrast with these institutionalized uses of painter the 
amxation of agential -er (cf App 1.34) in the environment 'The X-er of Y' 
which is simply a regular nominalization of '(NP) X-ed Y': in other words, a 
grammatical correspondence with no necessary lexicalization Compare: 

Augustus John was a painter of portraits. He was a well-known London 
pubiter. 

Augustus John was a Router of conventions. He was a well-known 
London *flouter. 

lbl The wordspobz~ anti pfrtJrr ~ ; I I I .  ;IS WC Il;~ve \ren, l u n c l i o ~ ~  ;IS hc,111 noun ;tnd vet-h. Sillcc ;Is 

Ilolllls hlllll 111.c r~~ncrrle, ill111 I I I P  V P I I I ,  L.IIIII,I 111. I ~ I I I \ \ L . , I  it ,  ' i ~ l ) l l l y  N.. 11 i, Ilhrly I I I ~ I I  I I ~ I I I V U  

H I )P : I~CI ' I  ICCI 11 t i11  I I I C  V C I I I  I \ I I C I ~ V C I I  ).IOIII I I I C  11111111 11, . I L I I I ; I ~  lit, I .  I ~ I I ! .  15 1 1 1 1 ~  I l l 1  / I Z ~ / ) ~ . I . .  I ~ I I I  I : I I ! > ~  
I 'u~/JII~~II. w111cl1 W;IS ;I vclb for ccr~i~~rics l>cl<trc ct I I O ! ! I I # ~ ~ ! I  SCIISC W;IS l c x i ~ ~ ~ l i , c ~ l  f ' t - , , ~ ~  18. .rhe 
Cxlc l l l  10 wllicll 2lw;lrcllcsr ol'tllc '~lircclicl~~'<,l 11cliv;lll~~ll i, rrlrv.llll in I:lnf*!~:l,!~ ow i s  ;I m:tllcr 

drrpulc, t l ~ ( r t ~ g l ~  II IC ~lot i ( ! f~ <I(. ' I ~ : t ~ k - l i ~ ~ ! ~ l . t t r < ~ ~ ~ '  I Alll, l 5  N O ~ C  l l> I j  II[IPC:IIS d I IcC~ly to  
direction;~lily. WII~II is beyond ilispn~e is tlic rclcv;tncc of' rcc,,gl~i,i~lg tI1:11 ;1 l e ~ i ~ . ~ l  rcl:ltlon 
"xisls: I: /  App 1.2, ~ I I I ~  ~ I I S O  A I ) ~  I. 14,,11 . i l ~ ~ ; l ~ y ~ l h l ~ l ~ y . .  

1.12 As we have sccn, convcrsio~l shows Icxic:~li,;~tio~~ Il;~vinlz spccilic scnsc- 
oricntalion, in 1l1:~t only ;I p;lrlicul:~r scnsc of' ;I wol.tl nlxy hc collvcrtcd to 
another word class. But lexicalization also shows considerable item- 
orientation. Thus a conversion will apply to a specific form;~l itern and not to 
any otherwise relevant synonym: 

He offered her a { ~ g ) o f c o ~ c c .  

He cupped 
(*)He mugged l his hands and drank from the stream. 

Compare also: 

H e  hai a { ~ ~ ' )  i n  his bednum, 

He has { his bedroom. 
(*)rugged 

It is noteworthy that, in both these examples, it is the lexical item of more 
general meaning that has lent itself to conversion. 

Again, while the verb burst can be replaced by birst(nonstandard in BrE), 
the converse is not true where bust is a (slang or very informal) lexicalization 
corresponding broadly to 'bankrupt': 

Don't keep bursting in! 
Don't keep bustingin! (nonstandard) 
The firm has gone bust. (slang) 

*The firm has gone burst. 

The point is further made by another slang lexicalization where bust refers to 
sudden intervention (especially by the police) and where the detachment 
from burst is additionally marked by regularization of the inorphology: 

-. 

The police {*i::ied}into the mom. 

The police busted him for possessing drugs. (slang) 

Similarly, the verb break has two -ed participles, hrokor, and a largely 
nonstandard broke. But the latter is widely used adjectivally in t he  sense 
'bankrupt', and though informal it is in educated use, even heard occasionally 
in broadcast news. 

A comparable phenomenon of where two words are protluced from one 
original is noticeable with 'back-formations' (c:/'App 1.71). Despite the  well- 
established correspondence between the verbclc.siroq.and the noun c/ec./rttctiort, 

will not normally be cnlled o hukcr, a clea~~ur, or o urorrnr.rl. 
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the lexicalization of the concept selfldestrrcctiotr has led to thc emergence of a 
ticw corresponding vcrb. as in: 

The party is dctertllincd not to s~~//~tlc~strrcc~l o n  this issue. 

He ;ldvocated the */;l> of thc prisoners 
She was vcry "co-op atid Ilclpft11. 

but of (llrorllerz's/goy) lihertrtiorl r,rooert,errt and co-11l)erctrit1c (husir~ess orgf~rrizfl- 
riorl) Similarly, escrrrr is a clippitlg of e ~ ( l l ? l i ~ l u t i ~ ~ ~  only in the 

Note all  lexic;lliralion pGllls wilflin t[lc tr;idiliot~ nf.word.lbr~n;~tio~~' study lh;lt W C  follow Ihcrc. I '  

Ibr lexicoliz;lliOn hy ndul>liotl "l. ilcllls from olller iaWa;l%cs (such ;ls klelg 
. . -. .,.. ...--....,, I 1 .,,,,,,,,,. J,,,;<rce:,rdCd 

,if), lt a~soexc~udesme~aphoricale~tensionol meanlng. I nu5 l l l c ~ u r ~ ~ l , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~  
..- - - -  

'as a word.forlralion phenomenon ollly in respect ~ S i t s  bringing togclhcr Ihc two itclns h~'((~l;I . . . .. . L... . . . -c, ,  l ,hr c:,mr ,.o",nound be, 
l lc / l~  to lexicalizc a common type ofphyslfal paln. our wllsnb WL b ~ a - -  L..- 

--- -, lllg 

use. to lexicalize .a n;lgging (as in . T ~ C  fin;~ncial situation is the President's biggest 

headache*), this is as outside word-Sormatioo. Nor is the Icxicnlilation of'best lnethod 
of access, as key as a word-formation from the concrete instrument sense CA good "..... L .." .."n,l."l-w~,~n,l~CJ1anBe 
degree is the key to success'), though the use ol one par1 01 apcL.Llc cl;. ..sb,,Lb~-. 

- 

of Icxic;ll me;lning - does indeed f21~]  
within word-fortno~ion (.[!c c1ie;lts'- 'l-le is a chc; 

Equally,  we sollow here tr;[dition 
ignoring w11;lt one t~iigll t  call l~hr~.s(~/ k~'.ri(.ll/i:l:I 

;IS wllen the sentence: 
I was on rhc corpcr again yesterday. 

can be used in  the literat sense and also in the sense 'My superior disciplined me' - though i t  is 
this~nttersense (notpermitting'~ was on the new brown carpet itgnin yestcrd;ly'). tllal has led to 
the verb lexicalkation as in: 

I was corp~~rdagain yesterday. (CIAPP 1.49) 
we should add further word on the limits within which we arc operating in this Appedix 
*he formation o ~ c o m p ~ c x  prepositions (it1 oirl ,I/), complex subordinators (ill !/]c ucolf rho0, 
,,hrasa! and preposilional (gice tp, see 10) is trci~ted as a gramm;ltical phcliomcno 
9.10n; 16.3~; 16.5~), though without ignoring the Icxicnlizatioll aspect. The decision to 
sucll ,,hcnomena thus and not in this Appendix is in part ;I result of tilking the WORD ((Lcfinl . ,.. _ ...\ ..,. ,&, ,,,;, ,f.]Prirn~oev ;,,,d llcnc 

.. .. 

and 
11 ( c .  
lreat 
cd in 

terms o f a n  integrity that resists ~nterrupllon 01 115 I ~ ~ I L D I  YD 

.-..I-----, ...U 

sole remit ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~  1. phr;lsal lexical items consist of more thon one word ;lnd ;llthoughthey 
. .  ., : _..-. :.., ..F >.,nr~E r,.r. .she mustn't /ose sigh/ 01' 

:r, of 
ntic; 
lding 
i and 

,hoSe that most resemble the rcgularlllca ul & m c t ~ t t a ~ s c ~ t  Y..- ...- - , 

with them 

Productivity 
1.13 Any description of word-formation in the context of present-day grammar 
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should obviously be concerned with processes of word-formation that are  
productive at the present time. Thc fact that words have rcsultcd from the 
past opcretion of word-form:~tion proccsscs is in itsell. irrclcv;~nt frorn a 
syncllrotiic, monolingu;~l point of'vic\v. 'I'llus Ihc wortl h.o.vl~~,lc;~titlot bc  sec^^ 

:IS a nlotlcrn English wortl-lhrtn;~ti<~n. tltouglt Ibrtnctl in ci11.1icr English from 
tltc wortls goor/ ;lntl .s/~c,// (it] I11c ol~solrlc rctlsc 'tlcws'). Nor. ;IS ;In [{nglish 
word, call rrh(rlloir: IIIOII[!II ils c ~ ~ n ' i l i l ~ ~ l i i ~ t ~  i h  rIr:~r ('111111[-11 i l l  I , ~ C I I C I I .  w11e1.c 
tllc vc1.1) irhr//rz* cxihls ;Is wcll ;IS tllc C O I I I I I I O I I  ;~llix -,,;v. Nor. :IS ~ I I I  l<llRlisll 
word, can korcrtc, bc scctt us ;I '(i)r1nittio11'. tliot~gll ill .I;LI~;IIICSC it is clcilrly a 
junction of kartr 'empty' and It, 'hallcl'. On thc other hand, words likc icc- 
creofr~, corrcc/)t~mlize, psycho.sor~rrrtic, ~tvrkrrlrolic, rr~orel, and hioflie have all 
been formed within English suflicicntly reccntly as to bc rcprcsentative of 
currently productive processes. Thc ~ ~ ; ~ r i v c  spc:lkcr opcriltcs daily in thc 
iltlplicif knowlcclgc fh:11 11tc n ~ c : ~ t ~ i ~ t p  01 IIIOSI  ;~~(jcclivcs C;III hc ttcg;t~cil hy 
prclixing rrrr- and that most adjcctivcs will pcr~nit tlto lilrlnation of ;tbstrac( 
nouns by sullixing -~IP,s.s. 

But the distinction between productive and nonproductive is by n o  nlcans 
straightforward. In the first place, there are scvcrc constr:tints of a 
sociolinguistic kind that inhibit any individual's freedom to make new words 
(cf App I.7j; 1.15). Secondly, there are linguistic constr;tints. ~ h e s e  may be 
plionological. When Kasner invited his child to invent a word for I O " ) ~ ,  it is 
unlikely that sfoogol would have been suggested in view of the rarity of /sf/ 
as an initial cluster; mroogol would have been unthinkable. Alternatively, 
linguistic constraint may be syntagmatic. A 'machine for transporting dodos' 
might be lexicalized as  a cloclo-car but not as a cor-rlorlo; the absence of dodos 
might be lexicalized as  dodofree or rlodole.~~ ('This part of Arkansas is . . .') 
but not asfreedodo or lessdodo. Other linguistic constraints inhibit tortall or 
dishappy or tltinklerlge (despite kr~o~vledge), or carefreerlonr (despite the 
existence of carefree andfrc.edonr). Thirdly, there are pragmatic constraints. 
We do not have doorleg (beside doorkr~ob) because doors do not have legs, 
We do not have legcl~air (beside artnclroir) for the opposite reason: that it is 
normal for chairs to have legs (though inany are designed without legs). 

Obviously, pragmatic constraints are a primary bar to lexicalization, but 
even this statement is not as simple as it may seem. We have no word srotv- 
cream (beside ice-cream), but that is hardly because there is 'no such thing'. 
Both from a linguistic and a pragmatic viewpoint, srtol~~-creorn is as  possible 
and satisfactory as ice-creanr; there are indeed Buffy varieties of ice-cream 
that resemble snow more than ice. Given the social urge to make a particular 
distinction, lexicalization can be seen as opcrating to some degrce in- 
dependently from the real-world constraints of pragmatics. 

There is thus in word-fornlation no silnplc parallel to the use and non-use 
of the starred form in grammar. At best, we may assign a star to forms that 
are in some sense 'impossible': 

*mroogol [on phonological grounds] 
*fulgrace-dis [on syntagmatic grounds: tlis- can only prefix] 
*emptyless [on semantic and grammatical grounds: -/c.sscannot be 

added to adjectives] 
?*thinkledge [-/edge is obsolete] 



we C:ll, tllell (\iStillgllisII {IICSC fro111 words which (br ollc reason or another 
are ul,likcly to kJrlnct] ill [llc cotlrsc 111'11si11l: ~)roccsscs Ih:1l 1 ~ t h  
f;tmili;lr and currently activc: 

(*)doorleg [prag~natic;~lly cxcludcd in prcscnl worldl 

(*)mcep [a possible but unuscd word1 
(*)snow-cream [a possible but unuscd conipountl] 
(*)unt:lll [unused pcrhaps because alternatively lcxicalizedl 
(*)psyc~l()p~lila~c\ic [unl~sctl hcc;~usc psycliol(~gic:tl ; tspcct~ OfstalnP 

collecting have not called (br Icxicalimtionl 

~ i ~ ~ : ~ l l ~ ,  we have itclns that are in actu;ll use like motel, iccJ-creo~~r, hiollic. 
~ { ~ ~ t  1llc :~llscncc (,f:ln ;~stcrisk c;ln only mc;ln that thc itcm concerned has 

beell formed; it c;lrrics llol,c ()l. implic;ltio~~s (11' tllc ~rllsl:~rrctl scnlcllcc 
that we arc invited to produce further items for ourseivcs On Illis P:lllc"n. 
c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ,  the idiosyncrasicsoflexic;~lization and the word-formation 
that may be used in response, the stars and parenthesized asterisks can do 
little more than assign degrees of improbability as  to the form that new words 

The phenomenon of 'popul;~r'(or 'folk') cty~nology tcstifics to thc ordinary 
person's coliccrn Ihr ;~ni~lys;~l)il i~y. I:or ~ ~ a ; ~ ~ l l p l c ,  .~o l~ -~v~ l lo r  ssclns ;I ~ l c ; ~ r  
cx;llll~)lc 01' ~ I I I  :rller~~pt lo m;lkc scllsc of' t l ~ c  wortl .rtrlic2r. ;~tloptctl fi.o~n lllc 
French. Evcn though its meaning was known, the ol);lclucncss of the form 
sccms to havc lctl to a rc;~soni~lgsotnctI~i~lg Iikc this: "l.hc ol~jcct is ;I cont;lincr 
for salt; a cellar is a place for storing things, so this must be what people 
mean whcn they usc this strange wortl "salicr"; the tlling is ;l scrlt-cc,llcrr.' 

With the inevit;lble chilngcs in I;cnpu;~gc ovcr time (ex the phonological 
ch;~ngc lIi;~t nowt l i s t i ng~~ i s l~c she l~~  l.ro111 tllc Iirst p;irt o f h o l i t l ~ ~ j ~ ) , : ~ ~ l ; ~ l ~ ~ ; ~ l ~ i l i t ~  
of long-cslablishcd words is rctluccd. If' the langungc has :ltloptcd [argc 
numbers of words from other langu;~gcs (as English has from French, Latin, 
and Greek), analysubility isf~lrthcr intp:tircd. (.olnp;lre the English r l r i ~ r o ( . ~ ~ r ~ ~  
with Gcr~n;tn N ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o s c - l ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ , o r l l ~ c  l;~l~:lisl~ ~ I J O ~ / ~ I ~ / ~ ~ I I ~ / ~ ~ I I I  ivitll ( i c ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~  
Al~~r~irosc. Noncthclcss, our propensity to analyse c~l:~l>lcs us to recognize ;lnd 
interpret recurrent partsof wordscvcn whercothcrp;~rtsarc not in t h c ~ n s c l v ~ ~  
rccognizablc as  meaningful. Thus in: 
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Individual creativity 
1.15 11 follows from what wc have been saying tl1;11 wt: Inuhl cxCrci\C c;lllti(lll 

wllcl, spc;lk of  'rules' in word-formation The idi~~yncrilsies (11' 

lcxiCalization the inllcrcnt restr;tint upon m:tking 1111 IICW words rclnovc . . ,., 1 _, ,___.~,,,~l,,. 

In word-formatioll study we are involved rathcr In Uescrlolllg c118 ' ~ c u c k ~ u . .  

individual historical events and making gencraliz;~tions about them to show 
the extent of recurrcnt pattcrning that exists. 

~ u t  there are some exceptions to the largely passive rolc of the individual 
in the word-formation process. These are of two broad kinds. 

[A] First, there are cases where no semantic lexicalization is required, but 
merely some formal reorganization which leaves the semantics of the base 
unchanged. This is preeminently true of nominalizations Thus instead of 
saying 'We ought to be able top~irtish whoever scribbled this foul message', . - 

we might say: 

The scribbler of this foul message should be punislted. 
The scribblirtg of this foul message should be punishable. 

Again, instead of saying 'They borrowed my typewriter', one may venture 
upon a nonce-formation as in: 

They left me tj~peivriter/ess. 

(Contrast pertnile,ss which does not mean 'without pennies' but lexicallzes, 
'destitute, without money or other comparable resources'.) Other allixes (cf 
App 1.13) that can also be used fairly freely include IIII-, dis-, -)L/, -ize, -able 
('Is this shirt dr~piible-drl~ldrip-clryable? beside the simpler drip-dry), 

mini- ('I only want a ntini-loaf'), non-, -ness, adjectival -is11 and -Y 
(both especially in the sense 'somewhat'), and several devices to form 
diminutives and the like, such as -/er, -y, and (esp AustralE) -0; cf'App 1.77. . . . ,  L ..=.. ..,:+l. ,;,;lar 

We may convert one part of speech to another wlrnour allin w ~ r u  o r t u u u .  

freedom, especially nouns to verbs ('You can 'entielope these letters now'), or 
verbs to nouns ('I'll have a sit for a few minutes'). We do not mean to imply 
that any given example would in actual historical fact be getting used for the 
first time, but rather that so far as the user is concerned the formation or 
conversion was his own. 

[B] Secondly, as  we saw in App 1.7, there is the limited freedom to create 
new formations in order to satisfy by lexicalization a terminological need 
which may be as ad hoc and temporary as  the formation concerned. Nonce- 

formations of this kind ore often prccetlcd hy an explicit indic;ttion of thc 
coinage to come (which may simultaneously ft~nction as a n  apology for thus 
interfering with the implicitly-hcl(l linilc sl:~lc 01 '  Ihc Icxic(1n): 'wll;~t onc 
111ig11l c:~ll', ' ; I I I ~  l s I I : I I I  rcl'c~, to I I I I L  ;15', 'l I I C  C O I I I I I I O I I V X I  I > I O C C ~ \  01 i%,~r( l -  

formation of this kind is co~npouncling (c:/ Ap11 1.57N). 11. we im d g n c  7 .  a 
scientist describing a cor~ditior~ arising through wcigl~tlessness that may 
rcsctnhlc the ~ITect of  : ~ l c o l ~ ~ l ,  I IC  11i:1y ' 1  sII:III c ; I I I  l I t i $  , ~ / ~ ~ I I ~ I ~ - ~ I I O / ~ ~ ~ I I I ~ O I ~ * ,  

An i n l c r n : ~ ~ i o ~ ~ ; ~ l  ~::t iI~cri~~t: C ~ ~ S C I I \ \ C ~  i~ \ I I V C ~ : I ~  I I I I I I I  01 '1;11l10 ~ ~ I I I I I I I I I I ~ C ; I ~ ~ ( I I I  

bctwccn shi1)s or bct\rtccll ships ant1 ])orls. ancl sl;trls r e l ~ r r i ~ ~ g  10 Illis ;IS .Y(,II- 
sl)errli. Or compounding may coincitic wit11 abbrevi :~t io~~:  a confcrcnce on 
~ O I I ~ I I ~ I I I I ~ C ~ I ~ ~ ~ I I  1~cIwec11 (livers i l l  01T-sl1~1re oil c.vl~lor:~fi~~t~ I I ~ : I ~  spcttk of' 
.vcth~~onr (liir ' s u l ) n ~ ; ~ r i ~ ~ c  U ~ I I I I I I I I I I ~ C : I ~ I ~ I I ~ ~ ,  a1111 I I I C  * , c ~ c I I I ~ \ ~  W I I O  11;19 co i~~cc l  
.v/~t~ce-ir~(~hrkrrb,t may rapidly turn this into Sloncc hc is ;tssu~ctl (11;tt this will 
be untlcrstootl by his autlicncc. In thc 1070s. rnc~ilitr~c~rri~~ was ttsctl in a US 
journal to dcscribc tllc quitlitics rccl~tircd ol ' :~  prcsitlcnti;tl aitlc. It c o ~ ~ n o t c d  
broadly 'likely to promote good rcl;ttions with prcss. r;ttlio, ancl TV', and ii 
was obviously a blend involving the cst;thlisl~ctl plrorog~~rtic.. On the othcr 
hand, when a scientist at  bout thc satnc timc coined tllc tcrlll .vrr,~rc~gor~ic, the 
sccond part was the adjectival form of thc noun gc,rro, and the form;ition 
referred to heredity above the level of the gene. It hardly ncccls to be said 
that the vast majority of such new formations remain uninstitutionalized 
attempts at lexicalization. 

Note Although commercial brand names (like the names of pl;~ccs : ~ n d  persons) ;Ire obviously beyond 
the scope of this Appcndix (cxccpl where tllcy iichicvc currcncy ss common n~uns: c/App 1.53). 
i t  should bc noted lllal they displuy vigorous crc;~tivily, illvolving scvcl;!l oflhe pmccsscs to he 
studied below (especially perhaps combining-forms, blclldir~g. and IIIC use of neo-cl;~ssic;~l 
affixes). Inasmuch as these are aimed at international markets. they bear w~tncss to the 
widespread use of these processes and affixes in other langu;~gcs. 

1.16 The two broad areas of individual creativity distinguished in App 1.15 differ 
not only linguistically (in the forms and types of word-formation concerned) 
but in situational context. [B] implies a rather formal, serious, intellectual, or 
a t  any rate utilitarian setting. By contrast, [AI implies a rather informal, 
familiar, light-heartetl setting. There secm indccd to be not;rble socio- 
linguistic corrclatcs to the degrees of indivitlu:ll Icxic;~l crc;ltivity, such that 
on either side of a large conventional mass ofpcople (on whom the constraints 
against creativity are most strongly felt), there are two arcas in which such 
creativity is relatively frequent. On the one side, there is the world of new 
technology, learning, and research, where the coining of new termi~lology is 
almost endemic, and to a certain degree essential : eg: rr1glc.r (Imm 'magnetic 
levitation') in transport research; paracltrrrt~torti~otr and p.siptrr~icle in charm- 
theory physics. On the othcr side, therc is the exuberancc of slang talk 
between familiar (and especially young) friends: lc,clr ['to lust aftcr'], !itroe- 
jerk ['one who acts automatically'], birdfirrrrl ['aircraft carrier']. rnirld-hlo~t,irtg 
['overwhelming'l, trendy ['fashionable']. Many such Icxic;~lizations are  
phrasa1:freok out ['to undergo intense experience'], (10 (o~lc,'s) //ring ['to follow 
personal inclinations'l, gel it togerhcr ['to organize oneself‘], spaced olrt 
['drugged']. They include rather formal examples, such as bt the cortrc,st qf' 
['as regards']. The willingness to be unconventional is sharply illustrated by 
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rather than a sequencc of' hyphens as in 'an ex-rtrmy-(!ft!l/rcer'. 'l'hc clclncnts 
IIOII-, r.irr,-. tnirri- :~ntl :I Tcw others arc somctinles writtcn as separiite words: 
* I I I C  tlcw l>;l,lf i~Oll,slfr. 

Re la t ions  b e t w e e n  p h r a s e  a n d  c o m p l e x  w o r d  
1.18 Wc II:IVC notctl c:triicr that we treat the formation of pli~xsal verbs, complex 

p r ~ ~ > c ~ s i l i o ~ ~ s .  : t t ~ c l  < I I I I C . I  Iy11rs <)l' W O I ~  ! ,UI I IC . I I ( ,C , .  ; I ?  :I l ~ , r : ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ l i c : ~ \  ~l~l~ll11111~:- 
non, and Ihcrclbrc as (':tllit~g O I I ~ S ~ ~ C  \ V O I . L I - I ~ ) I I I I ; I ~ I ~ I I  ( l : /  A])]) 1.12 NoIc). 
Informal spellings like alright for all riglrr, gotlrla for gohrg to, thc unccrlain 
division of br sojirr and BI as ntuch, the choice between itrstetrd of'hint and h1 
hissteadindicate the gradience that exists between words and phrases. When 
aphrasal verb is converted toanother part of speech, the particle is sometimes 
treated likc a prefix (c/': incotlle 'earnings'): 

Note 

They sprczotl ortt their arms. 
Their outspread arms . . . 

{ 
His behaviourput her off: ['disconcerted', (informal)] 
She felt rather o/'itct at his behaviour. (BrE, very informal) 
She found his behaviour a/]putting. 

{ 
We are takittg in more students this year. 
Our intake will be four thousand. 

Money is notpo~ving it1 fast enough; 
riflo~v was better last year. 

i The rainpotired down for hours, 
and this dowtipour delayed us. 

In other cases, the particle is treated like a suffix: 

The plane took off a t  noon. 
Take-ofwas a t  noon. 

Phrases also readily become complex words with suffixation: 

He could not get a t  the window. 
The window was unget-at-able. (informal) 

i The shirt will drip dry. 
The shirt is drip-dryable. (BrE, informal) 

In such cases the suffix can be used as though it were an infix: 

The window was ungettabk-at. (informal and 
The shirt is drippable-dry (BrE) 

I was merely passing by. 
I was merely a passer-by. 

The 'infix' ofpasssr-hy is paralleled in grammar by such plurals as cofrsals-gerteral (and indeed 
the plural of passer-by itself: pa,y,sers-by) and the alternative pattern re~~ct-at-able by 'group 
genitives' like a mar1 ofhonorrrf bfluolce, Elizahetk tile Scco~~d'.~ heir. The overlap or word and 
phrase can be further seen in ordinals like 'one hundred and sixty-seventlt' and the pseudo- 
coordinations in  try aftd come, conte and see (c/ 13.98), where there is resistance to separate 
inflection (*tried arrd carrre; ?is corrrirrg and sdrg). Yet occasional  resu sum ably accidental) 
utterances Iike'He must do as he,sceJir,s'are heard in conversation. Unease and vacill;ltion seem 

Pl ionologicol  consecluonccu of w o r d - f o r ~ n i ~ t i o l ~  
1.19 111 the detitilcd tiescription thal follows, i~tlcntion will be drawn IU points o f  

stress and pronunciation associ;~tcd with p;trticul;~r allixes ancl processes. A 
series likc: 

'~ l l lo l~lgr ; t ]~l~ / ' l '3 l l l~~~I .~l :~]  
photo'graphic /,faota'gr;cftk/ 
pho'tography /fa1tograf~/ 

illustrates the considerable stress variation (with consequent diffcrcnces of 
vowel pronunciation) that accompi~nics the use of originally foreign affixes 
((:/'/\pp 11.5). Ijul vowcl vitlucs can i~lter cvcn wlicrc l l ~ c  stress rcmains 
constot1t: 

'nation /ne~-/ 
'national /nz-/ 

Prefixes and suliixes are tlsually unstrcssed in rclation to thc scmantlcally 
weightier parts of words (c/ App 11.3fl), but: 

[A] a few suffixes (eg: -'efle) assume primary stress; and 

[B] prefixes have secondary stress ~ f :  
[i] they are disyllabic (eg: ,itltc~r-), or 

[ii] the base begins with an unstrcsscd syllable ((,g: ,rutor'tracticc~), o r  
[iii] they are 'new'uses of 'old' items ((,g: pre-. ,re-). 

We shall draw attention to individual exceptions, but one general exception 
may be noted here. While many verbs have primary stress on the stem, as  i n :  

She con'trasted her childhood with his. 

the stress is moved on to the prcfix when they are converted into nouns (c/. 
App 1.56, App 11.6): 

There is a 'contrast in meaning in the two uses ofpait~rer. 

Moreover, noun compounds characteristically shift the stress to the  first 
constituent where the corresponding phrase or cl;~use has the primary strcss 
on the second: 

The ,sun is 'rising. 
The 'sun,rise is . . . 
This ,black 'bird [phrase] is a 'black,bird. [cotnpoutld; cfApp 11.71 

Affixation 

1.20 Although for ease of access to the information we shall present each set of 
afixes in alphabetical order, it should be noted that this obscures two 
important points. The first is that, within each set, it is usual that some aHixes 
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11;tvc l i ~ r  r~iorc frcclucnt protluctivc usc tIi;~n others. The second is that there 
are often signific;uit rcl;~tions bclwccn ;~llixcs: cspcci;~lly ; I I I ~ O I I ~ I I I Y ,  ;IS will1 
pre- and post-, :fir1 and -less. 

So that the rclation bctwccti cotnl>cti~lg ;tnd contrasting afixcs can he 
better understood, we shall use broad semnntic catcgorics as Lhc basis OS 
presentation, offsetting by tncans of cross-refcrcncc tlie incvitnble disadvan- 
tages of this approach in oversimplifying thc description. Thc semantic basis 
IIIC:IIIS, O S  C O I I ~ S C .  I I I ; I ~  itcnls h;tvitlg :I sit~glc (i)rtli (('g: 1r11-. or.rtth-) but distinct 
semantic or grammatical I'unctions will be give11 twoor morc scparatc cnlrics. 
Only tlie chief aliixcs in productive use will be dealt with (subject to the 
words of caution in App I. l W), but from time to timc it will be convenient 
to make notes of comparison with rarcr or nonproductiv~ itcms. Wherc thc 
item normally carries secondary or primary stress, the head form is marked 
accordingly (eg: ,NON-, 'MINI-), and exceptions are noted in the main body of 
the entry. Pronunciation is given where it is thought necessary. 

Note Though most prefixes cannot occur as independent words, they can on occasion be detached to 
permit coordination, as in pre- ondpost-/rysrerect~~~~~p; cj'13.85. 

Prefixation 

Negative prefixes 
1.21 ,A- (/eJ or lie/), AN- (especially before vowels), 'lacking in', 'lack of', combines 

with adjectives, as in amoral, asexual, anhydrous, and is found in some 
nouns (eg: a~larchy). Chiefly used in learned and scientific lexicon. Some 
items have the main stress on the prefix: 'anarclty, 'atheist /ell, 'atrophied 
I d .  

DIS- (cf App 1.22) 'not', 'the converse of', combines with open-class items 
including verbs: eg: disobey, disloyal(ly), disortier (n), disuse (n), ciisu~lity, 
discontent (n). 

IN- (and variants IL- before /l/, IM- before labials, IR- before It/) 'not', 'the 
converse of', combines with adjectives of French and Latin origin, and is 
less common than un-; eg: incontplete. Cf also the noun inattet~tio~t. 

,NON- 'not', combines (usu~lly hyphcnated) with nouns, adjectives, and open- 
class adverbs: eg: non-smoker; lion-perishable; rton-trivially. 

UN- 'not', 'the converse of '  (but cf App I.22), combines fairly freely with 
adjectives and participles; g :  unfair, unwise, unfirgettable; unassumi~tg, 

[cl Bec;~usc of lhe pnssihility ol'confi~sir)~~ w11l1 ~neg;~ti\,c r r l - ,  llle ~~~,nl~ro~lucli!.e ill- (>I. i,rlh~,,e,r~hh* 
( c l :  irl);rrr/i~.~ll) Irlltls IIOW 111 hc:~v~~itlcd i ~ ~ ~ a l  11111 I V I I I I I  I \  I I IC~PCI~IIIJ ' IY ICI~I:I~.CLI Ihy / /oI~IoIo/~/~~. n,ilI~ 
:I !neg:llive I I ~ I I I - / ~ ~ I I I I I I I ~ I / ~ / I ~ .  'l 'l~e following lp~c\s I ~ I ? O I I  ~ O l ~ ~ c ~ r v ~ ~ r ,  'J JIJIY Ic17H) i l l ~ ~ ~ t ~ ; ~ t c s  Iiow 
e;lsily llie terms are conroundcd: 'BR swilcllctl f r o m  Ihipllly f i ~ f ~ s ~ ~ o h k  In s,//r,,~e~a,h/r hu l  slow- 
s~nouldering m;~lcri ;~l  . . . Tlicy r ig l~ l ly  llisc;~~~lc~l lllc ll~l!ltly lktur,r,~/?h. 111:11cli:tl itr111 W C I I I  lllr 
those wllicll were III,II://~I~IIIIII/~/', \%,it11 ;I l o \v  C O I I I I ~ I I S I I L > I ~  poi~~t."l 11c N F I I C I  ;tppc;trs 10 lhc 11si11g 
I I / I I I I I ~ / L  and i~~llo~r~~~iahk~ ;IS synonyllious. 
Id] Tllc :lssinlil;~lion v;lri;lnls oiB~- :Ire lo st~nc crlcnt p;~r;,llclcd will1 lur- b,A~:[.r~n'plelan~J) ;trill 

otllcr aflixcs, hut  with rill- and mosl oll~ers. lhcsc v;lri;l~lts ; I I ~  n o t  cst;~blisI~ctl in boc l~  ;I w ~ ~ y  us to 
Irc rcllcctc<l i n  spcllir~g. 
[cl UII- olicn alnlixs lcxic;~l~/ed ;~cccpt;~l~~l~ly ;I ~p:~rl~cil,i;tl 01 ~rlllcl ~lc\.c~.h:~l :~cljc~.I~ve li>flll. 
contrilsl *U /IL,L,//<,~/~~I>~/L,I?I wit11 OIJ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z l ~ ~ ~ l / ~ r ~ ~ / ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  *c, . t / > ~ ~ o L o / ~ / ~ ,  ~ ~ , ~ I I ~ / I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  W I I I I  I!,, i!,>s,>~,(,k<,/,/~, 
co~trlitio~~. As compared will1 cl;~us;ll negiltlon. ;lo or,- ~ l e m  lends to conllole 'Irustroting t l ~ e  
polcnli;~l ol'thc base'; 1 , ~ : ~  

rtte building [ wilsn't occupietl. 
was ,,I~~ccI,/~~I~~/. 

Ill Nor~-pcrsrr~l illustr;~lcs s pejornlivc ~ lnd  ironic Iypc ol ~naon-liirm;~l~on ~ v l i ~ c h  hits shown solne 
productivity in recent yeors. The ~ncanirlg here is ' a  person wbr, is r~ot ( i ~ ,  does not connt ;IS) a 
person', 'a person of no consequence'; r/';tlso !rotl-nrvlt. 
[g] Other prefixes apart  from those above Ii;lve neg;ilivu ~mplic;~lial~s: no1;lhly. the revcrsntir,~ 
prefixesdiscussed below (cfApp 1.22),and the pretixcso~oppo.;ition,n~~ri-and core~~~~r-.discussed 
in App 1.25. 

Reversative or privative prefixes 
1.22 DE- (/di:/) [i] 'reversing the action', combines fairly frecly with (especially 

denominal) verbs and deverbal nouns; g :  decerttrcrlize, de/iost, clesegregate, 
de-escalate, denatior~alization; 
[ii] 'depriving of', combines fairly freely with verbs and devcrbal nouns 
(eg: decapitate, clejorestatio~~), including one or two items already connoting 
deprivation (eg: de~rtide, r/c/lnrtd). 

DIS- (cfApp 1.21) [i] 'reversing the action', combines fairly freely with verbs; 
eg: disconnect, disiidect, disown; in some cases with privative force, as in 
cjishearten, dispos.~ess; 
[ii] 'lacking', combines limitedly with denomilial adjectives; eg: disb~ter- 
ested; discoloured (also verb discolotrr) refers to unwelcome change of 
colour. 

UN- (cf App 1.21) [i] 'reversing the action', combines fairly freely with verbs; 
eg: undo, untie, unzip, tutpack, unwrap; 
[ii] 'depriving of', 'releasing from', 'degrading', combines limitedly with 
nouns, turning them into verbs; thus ttriseat, trrthorse, totnlnsk, u11ma11. 

Note Both de- (pronounced Id[/) and dk- occur also in words t l i ;~ t  already had the prcfi~cs when 
adopted into English; in such cases they frequentlg h~lve no me:~ning annlysable by ordinar)' 
users of English. Eg: depe110, discern. 

Pejorative prefixes 
1.23 ,MAL- 'badly', 'bad', combines with verbs, participles, adjectives, and abstract 

nouns; eg: mnltrent, mnlfbrmed, nmlo(lo,oti.r, r~rcrllirrtctio~~~ ~~mltrrrrririo~~. 
MIS- 'wrongly', 'astray', combines with verbs, participles, and abstract nouns; 

eg: ntiscalculote, mishear, mi.~fire, ~~i,:s,i!fi,rt~l, ~~tr:rlc.rrc/(i~tg): ~ ~ ~ B c o ~ l r l ~ r c t  (n). 
,PSEUDO- 'false', 'imitation', combines frecly with nouns and adjectives, eg: 

pseuclo-Cltristianity, psetrdo-classicisnt, pseuclo-htrellccttr~~I (11 or adj); psetrrio- 
scie~ltific. ' 
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Nolc La]  Verbs prclixed hy ~>rol- ; ~ n d  mir- tend tr, he gr;ld;lhlc; c/ ' l le vcry much ~n~\c;~lcul;~led lllc 

t i ~ n c  reilulrcd' hcsidc'?lle very much c;~lcul;~Icd . . .' 
1111 1\0111 111 Iorlll i311d i n  ~IC~:TCCOI I I I ~ C I ) C I I ~ C I I I  I c x ~ c : ~ ~  <IIC~LII~II):./>\,,I,,/~- t c ~ ~ r n l ~ I c \ t I ~ ~ c o ~ r ~ h i l l i n ~  
~ o l ~ l l s  ((,/ A p p  l.OO), ;I? is ~ ~ ~ ~ t l ~ c r  stlggchted t>y 1 1 1 ~  exi\lc~lcc c b l  Illc i111or111;tl ; ~ l ~ l ~ ~ c v i : ~ l i ~ ~ ~ l  /~>c,tl,/ 
(L3rE). ~:lt\pp 1.74. 
[C] For lrlller prcfixcs will1 pcjo!:ltive o\ertollcs. scc NON- (App 1.21 Nulc [fll: ARctl-. OWR-. 
I I N I ) I : I ~ - . : ~ ~ < ~  IIYI'I:II- IAI?I> 1.2'1). 

I'rrlixcs of drgrer or size 
1.24 ,AIICH- 'sttprcnic', 'IIIOS~', colilbines l'rcely with nouns, chiclly with Iit~~nalt 

rrl'rrcncc (I,,:: rrrr~lr(lr~/~c~. rrrv.l~I~i,\hr~p). : I I I ~  11su;llly willl pc,joralivc clrcct ((:B: 
r~rr./r-t~!rr.t~~y, ~II , . / I  /r~.\,.i,%l, rlr,./~ /~l,/ro,r.ll,~): 11111t. 1111. I~yl~I l (~l l~i  will1 1 1 1 1 . ~ 1 .  

rclativcly ad lloc i~ems ;  o r c l ~ r r ~ r ~ ~ l  i!. ntl isol;~lc(l c:lsc, with I I ~ O I I I I I I C I : I ~ ~ I , I I  

/a:k/;~ntl norm;~lly with tllc prclix stressed. 
,CO- 'joint(ly)'. 'on crlu:ll holing'. co~nhincs frccly will1 notlns ;111tl vcrhs: co- 

e(/uc(lti(~t1, co-/~e;r, CO-pilot; CO-r~ligiot~ist, col~(rhi/, C O O ~ ~ C ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~  ( ~ I I S O  CO-O)(').(/!(' 

BrE), co-opt, coordit~ote, coexist. 111 some nouns, the prefix is stressed: 'co- 
t l r i t~~r .  

,HYI>KII- 'cxtrcmc' (soltlctilncs pcjor:~tivc. 'too'), co~llllincs freely will1 
adjectives: Ityperset~sitiue, Itj~/)o.criticctl, Irj~~crcrctiue. 

'MINI- 'little', combines freely (and especially informally) with nouns: ntirii- 
tt~arket, mini-skirt, niitti-ccth; a rathcr contrived contrast is possible with 
'ttin.vi- 'large' (tt1cr.r;-letrgtll) and lcss commonly 'riritli- 'medium'. In ad hoc 
collocations, the stress is often on the base: 'They started a mit~i(-) Ifuctory.' 

,OUT- ((;/'/\pp 1.26) 'surpassitlg', co~nbincs freely with nouns and intransitive 
verbs to form transitive vcrbs: outrlunlber, otttcla.s,s, orrtdistrttice, oritgrow, 
o~ttrttn, o~ttlive. 

,OVER- 'excessive' (hence pejorative), combines freely with verbs and 
adiectives: overeat, ooere.stit~mte, overreact, ouerplav, ocersit~iplijy, over~vork; 
overconfident, ouerdrw.sed. In more locative senses, 'from above', it 
combines fairly freely with verbs (ouerJlo\v, overshadow); cfApp 1.26 Note 
[bl. 

, s u p  'below' (but cf also App 1.26 Notes [a] and [b]), combines with 
adjectives: suhcotiscious, suht~ormal. 

, s u p ~ ~ - ' m o r e  than', 'very special' (but cfalso App I.26), combines freely with 
adjcctives (eg: .sril)err~otl~ral, sttper.ser~sitive) and nouns (with prefix stressed, 
'super~norket, 'superttrori, etc): 'on top', 'hierarchically superior', combines 
lcss freely with verbs (super-itttpose) and nouns ('superstructure). 

'SUR- 'over and above', combines with nouns and takes the stress: 'surcharge, 
'.sttrtar. 

,ULTRA- 'extreme', 'beyond', combines freely with adjectives (hyperboles like 
ultra-ntodortt, ultra-coriseroatiue; technical items like ultrasot~ic, trltroviolet); 
and with nouns in technical usage, sometimes with the prefix stressed 
(ultrotiiicroscopic, 'ultrasoutirl, ullrrtcetitrijuge). 

,UNDER- (cj'App 1.26 Note [b]) 'too little', combines freely with verbs and -ed 
participles (undercharge, roiderestimote, underplay; u~lrlerprivileged, under- 
provided), and correspondi~lg nouns (underprovisio~t); with the meaning 
'subordinate', it combines less commonly with nouns (eg: tit~dermonuger). 

Notc Several of these prefixes were already incorpor;~tcd illto words bcforc they were adopted and 

,CONTRA- 'opposite', 'contrasting', combines with nouns, verbs, and denon,- 
inal adjcctives: corirra~Ii,stit~ctiot~, cor~trtti~~~liccttr. corr/nr/irctrrc~l: with stress 
on the prcfix. 'corrtrct/k)~~*, 1iott11. IISU(I  oI ' tr:~lli~. 

,c'OUN'mR- 'against', 'in opposition to', comhi~lcs wit11 vcrbs. ;~bstr;lct nouns, 
and denominal adjectives: co~u~ter-c.s/)ior~(tge, courlter-clock~v;.~e; but often 
with main stress on the prefix: 'co~rriterc~ct (also cortrrter'crct): 'cortr~ter- 
rerolrttioti, 'c~o~tnter.sitrk (verb). 

,PRO- (/prau/) [il 'for', 'on the side of', combincs frcely with dcnominal 
adjcctives and nouns (mainly to form premodibi~lg ;idjcctivcs), cg: /)ro- 
coriurrrttrist, pro-Atncriccrtr, pro-.strr(lete,lt. 
[ii] 'on behalf of', 'deputizing for', combines fairly frcely with nouns, eg:  
pro-con.su1, pro-proaost. 

Note [a/ Allli-(:lnlonym,pm-)suggeslssimply on;~ttiludcoSopposition, l v h i ~ c ~ ~ r l r r l n ~ r - s u ~ ~ c s l r : ~ u l i o ~ l  
in oppositiol~ to or i n  response to a previous aclion. A corerrc.r~~~rsk ciln Ii~lie pli~ce only ilthcrC 
has ~llrcady hcen ;In rrrrocl. 
Lbl I n  'orlrihn(1y (exccplion;ll in bllving initial strcss). d.Gcrm;ln .~lrzril~iirl~cr, -h,r,/l, cloes not 
lllc ordinary sense of human or ilnim:itc body, but r;lthcr II IC more tecl~~~ic;~l sc~lsc ol'.oyeet.:~s 
in./i~reigr~ /JO~/;C~.V. 
[C] Where (;IS in the many :~doptcd w o r d s l i k c t ~ r ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ b ~ ) p n r -  is not ;~n:llysed ;IS :I prclix, i l  is I I S U ; I I I ~  

unslrcsscd, /pra/. 

Locative prefixes 
1.26 These, like spatial prepositions (cf. 9.14[f), may extend thcir meaning 

metaphorically to abstract spheres. 

'FORE- (cf'also App 1.27) 'front part or', 'front'. combincs fairly freely with 
nouns such as  Yorcnrttl, 'jores/~ore, Ifbregrorirtd: 'jbrekg, ~/bret~orrre. 

,INTER-'between', 'among', combinesfreely with denominaladiectives. verhs 
~ - -  7 -. -.-9 and nouns; eg: ittlertintiot~al, i~ttrrlit~eor, i n t c ~ r - c o r r t i ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ I ,  iritert~rhte (v), 

ir~termarrj~, ititeru~en~r. With nouns, the product is chiefly used in 
premodification: (the) inter-t~,ar(years), (an) irlter-.sclrool (event), but c:l.also 
(with initial stress) 'Biterpla)~ (n). 

,SUB- (cj'also App 1.24) 'under', combines fairly frecly with adjectives, verbs, 
and nouns; eg: subriorttral; sublet, srrh(lit,i(lv, .srthcotl'troct, slth.rectio~r (, . l. . 
or ' .  , .  .), 'suh,~vay. 





,PALEO- .WO-) 'old', chiefly in learned words likc polcogrc~pky, p~lco/il/ l i~. 
,PAN- 'all3, 'world-witlc', combines especially with nouns and ~ r e m o d i f ~ i n g  

l ~ c l l l l l l l ~ l l ~ l ~  ; l l \ j L ~ c ( i v c h  will1 I ~ : ~ ' T I C I I G C  10 wo~l<l-wi(ll: C B I '  ~ : o ~ ~ t i ~ ~ c ! ~ t - w i l ~ c  
ectivitics; ('g: ~~orr-/l/i.katr, /~urr-Ar~g/k~~rr~, ~ ~ I I I - ~ ~ I I I I ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ , ~ .  

,PROTO- 'first', 'original', combines with nouns and adjectives S U C ~  as Proto- 
Gor~rr~~~ric. '/rroto,/jy~l~. 

l ~ ~ ~ : ~ , ~ ~ . ~ l ~ i s ~ ; l l l t ' ,  ~ l ~ l l l l ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l y  wit11 cl:~\sic,;~l I > ; I Y c %  11) 1'111'111 l l ~ ~ l l l 1 S  :'/l'/O,S('ll/~l'. 
' ~ l~ / l~K~i I l , I ,  ' / l ~ / r ~ l ~ / l ~ l l l ~ ~ ;  new i(cn1s :lrc I:ll.gcly ct~nccrncd will1 clccll.<rllic 
commllnic :~t io~~:  ,trll~'~~i.~iir~r (or ' . . , . .). , / ~ ~ l i ~ t ~ o ~ r r ~ ~ r r r ~ ~ i ' c ~ ~ t i i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  l:/ Ulcnils, AI)]' 
1.76. 

VICE- 'deputy3, combines freely with nouns, as in rice-c/~c~intlclll, o i ~ ~ - ( l l / t f l i ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
vice-/)re,sid~~r~t; (.:false '~!iceroy. 

particular word class, it is convenient to group thcm ;~ccortling to the word 
class that results when they arc :~tltlc~l ;I h:~sc. Wc thcrcli,rc spc;~k o f ~ o u ~  
slrrir;lXlis. Vl!I(lI SIII'I'IXI!S. T I C .  I I I I I ,  i l l  : !~l<lili<v~~. \ill(.(. I I : I I ~ ~ ( I I ~ : I I  ',11llixc5 ; I I C  

I'rct[~~clllly ;~ssc~ciatctl with ;itl;~clitnc~ll to hascs ol'p;irlicular worll classes. it 
is also ~OIlvcnient to spcilk of lh~l l l  :IS UENOhllNAL SLIPI:ISES. [>E-ADJECTIVAL 
SUI:FIXES, etc. For ex;tmplc. -fv,.v.s is :I 'tlc-;l(Ijccliv;~l I I ~ L I I I  st~llix' ill that it 
I ~ r m s  notllls Srot~i :~cljcclivcs S I I U I I  : I<  Ai~rrl or j:rrrr.b,~l\. I1  i.; I I \ ~ I . I I I  I o  c x ~ c ~ ~ ~ l  
Illis co~iccl>l I'11rtI1cr :~nd  to spci~k 01' the tI~~.ivetI worcls I I I C I I I ~ C I V C S  :IS 

DBNOMINAL, DEVERBAL, Ctc: gr(l~~~oll.~rlt~.s.s :l 'de-:ldjcctivill' li)I'tll;llion, 
The comp1ic:ttions that we nolctl with prclixcs, especially in tllc mixture 

of native and foreign, productive and nonproductive, arc paralleled with 
suttixes, but in some ways thcy are more scrious. It is truc that, while we 
cannot semantically link the prc- ol' ~lniti~ry i~(lt)pliolls likc /)ro/i,r with tI1e . . 

Co~lversion prclixcs prollurtlvc llr('- ill /Jri,-/ri,trt, t l~c  gr;~l~tlt~;ltic:ll 1 ' 1 l 1 ~ ~ l i ~ ) ~ ~  ( ~ i ) ~  C X ~ I I I I P ~ e ,  

T~~ following pre[ixcs, with lilllitcd pr~d~cLiviLy in cliiclly I ~ L c I . ~ I I . Y  IISC, l1iITcr -(((~)~)ioll is rccogni~ablc as a noun cntling w1lc(llcr or not ~ . ~ ~ , , l i ~ l ~  posscsscs a 
from those in other scctiolls in having little discrete semantic value, tllcir b;lse (lJ(J/iotl, ( h ~ ~ l i o t r ,  or~cr/ir~rr.l~or~;~~~). It is true that, i n  contr;lst 
chief function being to eflcct a conversion (cf' App 1.430') of srom with the variability of stress in prcfixation, asunix is more oftcn an unstressed 
one word class to another. In this respect they reselnble suflixes, and, as lhe addition to a base. But unlike prefixation, suftixa(ion with o r i g i n a l l y  foreign 
examples show, sometimes accompany suffixes in their conversion role, items is accompanied by strcss shifts and sound challgcs determined 

are unstressed. the foreign language concerned. Thus even where the spelling of the base 
remains constant, the stress dilTerences in sets like the following involve 

A- (la/) combines chiefly with verbs to yield predicative adjectives ( c J ' ~ . ~ ~ ) ;  different vowel sounds; for example, in BrE, thegr(lprph element in the 
astride, ait~ash, atremble, aglow, aloud. The rneanillg is similar to is Pronounced /a:/, /a/, and /a/ respectively (cf 1.19): 

that of the progressive; c/"Her cheeks were aglow' - 'Her cheeks were 

glowing'. 'photograph - pho'tography - photo'graphic 
BE- [i] functions along with -c(/ (c/'App 1.38) to turn noun bases into adjectives Spelling as well as sound is affected in many sets; eg: 

with somewhat more intensified force ('wearing or surrounded by') than is 
suggested by -ed alone: bewigged, bespectacled, befogged, bedwed; invade - invasion; persuade - persuasion, etc 

[ii] intensifies the force of verbs: bedazzle, bestir; permit - permission; admit - admission, etc 
[iii] combines with nouns to yield transitive verbs: ben~i~cl~,  bedevil, befriell(1. 'drama - dra'matic, etc 

~~~t such he- items have a pejorative or facetious tone. able - a'bility, etc 

EN-, EM- before lp/, /b/, combines chiefly with nouns to yield verbs ('Io put in'fer - 'inference - infe'rential, etc 

into,, 'to provide with'): enmesh, ertrpower, erl(langer, elflame, entrobl; A further problem is that while productive prefixes can generally combine 
embitter. with bases any origin, some of the originally foreign 

Note In be- words, cllange of. meaning has made relations with the h:lsc ohscurc: <'K: hc/i'haar, 
foreign bases, and there has traditionally been inhibition 

bpguile, benig,lrd; Inoreover, comp;lred with heleugser [~bcsicge'l, the hlsc /e%"lcr ['enc;iinp'] is about formillg 'hybrids'. This has resulted in pairs of (for nouns 
and denominal adjectives that are formally distinct: 

a rarely used word. 
mind - mental (*mindal) 

Suff ixation nose - nasal (*nosal) 
mouth - oral (*mouthal) 

General 
1.31 prefixes, we shall concentrate on those suffixes that are in commonest sL1tlixes no more th;ln $1 g r ; lmm;~~ic ;~ l  role, they r v o u l l ~  l ike  gr:lnlm;llic~ll 

use, but where our treatment of prefixes was on a general'y no place ill word-rornl;ltion. This indeed is boa, some lil lguisls t r ca l  tile ;Id,,crb 
-!I., 

basis, our treatment of suffixes is on a generally granlmatical basis. and the line is not always clear. With -i11g, it should he well ;Is ;lppeilring in 
 hi^ is because, while prefixes primarily effect a semantic modification of lexicalized deriv;ltives, it is illso used in entirely prellicpablc nol,,in;lliz;ltiolls; Cl.,7,51n, Nouns 

in are the 'verhal nouns'or 1 7.52fl (conlr;lst ~dCvcrbil l3 nouns): . the base (but c f ~ p p  ].30), suffixes have by contrast only a small semantic mcrcly flo~~led the pe~ty reguI;llions. 
role, their primary function being to change the grammatical function (for - l-lis mcr~flo~tlbi~of tllc petty reg~llations. , . 

the word class) of the base; but below. The situation is similar with agential -er, since for ;l few such 

TJ,~~, although are by no means uniquely associated with a copulas like be, huac, beconie), a syntactic frame exisls in  \,pllich .,.r form is 
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I-lc lnerely lloutcd the petty rcgul;ltions. . IIc w;l\;l ~ncrc/lo~~r~~r of petty rcg~ll;lliolls. 
we llclvc tlcilte,l .,,r ;l 11,,,111 511~lix I , ~ ~ ; I , , , C  lcxic:~~i,:~ti~,~~ i, I I C ~ C U : I ~ Y  lhcl't~~c :l11 -rr l i1rr11;~li~~f~ 

(<I AI,I, 1.34) c:,ll hc ~,,ch ;I frame ('Its i,, a /lr~~rrcrl. Altl1r,11~11 rve 11;lve "l'hcy a,fllr'l~/ 
,,,,./l ,,,, ,,! l c ~ c v , , i  ,,,, ;, l, ,I, , ,  1 ( I ~ : , I , ,  i t  i, t l , ; , ~  1 , : ~  I , ~ c , , I ~ c  tllc I?;ISC ror Ihc l c x ~ c : ~ l i ~ c ~ l  ?ii,~rcr:lq 

in 'Vi~,ln,rvwill I~~~vcnoliccd. . :. Note 1I1;tl i t l l l ~ c ~ ~ t ~ ? I ~ h , # ~ / - % ~ ~ , l ~ k ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ \  I I I I ~ I O L I ~ ~ I I I ~  ~ l l ~ l i l t l l i l l l l : l l l ~ v ~ I .  

wcdo not say '(*) W~rrchrrs may h;~ve noticed robins ~lcstilll: in . . .' 
is signilic;lllt [hilt the  f u l l y  s u l c ~ y  ~r~r,~e,arrk.ol c~~dings (like those lihr nonlhcr. tellsc. 

colnp,lris,rll) :Ilw;lys ~b l l , ,~  illlll e i l l l l , ~ t  plcccde the dcri~~(~litr~:nl s~~llixes wit11 wllicll w ~ ) r ~ l -  
j l l l l  ,,;, li,,ll j, C,,IIcc,I,Ct~ , I . ) , , ~  Illjlr,,ry (),C ill o,llicI~ ~ I e ~ ~ v i l l i ~ n : ~ l  illlixcs :Ire Pilrt of lllc 

internal rcl;ltiolls ,,I ;I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ : , ~ ~ t ~ ~  l, l l l t .  wl,c,c:l\ inllccti<>l,\ ;MC co~~ccl.l~c<l wit11 l l iu  rcl:tli~~ll~ 
~ c t w C c l l  i l l l i t  (lle of [llc sco~cncc  or otllcr g r ;~ rn~n ; i~ ic ;~ l  ctln\lructlon, l:xccllliclnr 

,,p,,,,H./,,l., c,,lr,l,~,~-R,~llrr,lt) sttCsl to thc gc11c1;11 t111tl1 L I ~  Illis OY llicir illfreo11~11~~. hY 

our tendency to such .in fixed. inflexions (.two rpoo,~/sl.\'. ' two corn~rl-~mi.rol\'. lbul ' / J ~ ~ \ ~ ' r -  

h,..) anrl hv the norm;~l deletion ol plur;ll - S  in the first elclncnt uf cornput~tlds Co lrl~ln~'r-/~'A". . . , ., , , .. . . - , - - - ~  
~;r,~lrs~~r.,se,lnl'); hut c/ 17.lt)X. Nalc also ( t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ) ~ l . o r ~ / j o l ~ r t l e ~ .  APP 1.41 

Noun suffixes 

Denominal nouns: Abstract 
1.32 Noun bases become largely noncount abstract, or aggregate nouns of status 

or activity, by means of the following suflixes: 

-AGE (/1d3/) (cfApp 1.35) 'measure of', 'collection of', as in baggage, frontage, 
tnileage. 

-DOM, as in oficialdon~;'this suffix, again not very productive, tends to convey 
pejorative overtones (though not perhaps in stardottm and not in the old- 
established kittgdotn, which - in contrast to kingship - is concrete and 
countable). 

-ERY, -RY (especially after /l/ and It/): 
[i] 'the condition or behaviour associated with', as in drutlgery, slavery, 
devilry (also deviltry); often used in ironic nonce-formation: nittvittery, 
take-over-bindery, day-trippery, etc. There is some use of adjective bases: 
bravery ; 
[ii] 'location of', as in turrserlt, rookery, refinery, bakery, ntcntmery; these are 
used as  concrete count aggregate nouns, and verb bases can be involved; 
there are occasional nonce-formations: eatery 'canteen'; 
liiil noncount concrete aggregate nouns are rather freely formed, such as 
L~ . 
machinery, rocketry, gadgetry. 

-FUL (/fuI/, contrast App I.38), 'the amount contained in', as in spootfu[, 
~lossful. etc; such freely formed nouns approach concreteness in meaning " 

and are count; cj'App 1.31. 
-HOOD, as in bo~~kootl, brotherhood, widowhood; only mildly ~roduct ive ,  though 

items like serltencehood can achieve limited currency; the base is 
occasionally an adjective, as in fal.~eImood, which is both count and 
noncount. 

-ING ( ~ f  also  pp 1.35): [i] noncount concrete aggregates are fairly freely 
formed. such as  tubing, pandlittg, matting, carpeting, all with reference to  
the material of which the base is made; 
[ii] 'activity connected with', as in cricketirlg,,fbrnming, blockberryirtg Such 
nouns, abstract and noncount, are fairly freely made (cf15.13/, 17.53f). 

-ISM 'doctrine of', 'practice of', as in Cfilr~itli.n)r, iel~~oli.ntt, itr~prc~.s.sion;.yr,t, 
.lbtmatici.snt, cibsc,rtteeimt, rcrcisrrt. The items concerning rcligion. politics, 
philosophy, :~nd a1.1 t~stli~lly hi~vc :I corrcsl>otl(Ii~lg itc111 ill -;.S/ t o  dc110tc 
itdhcrcnts or practitioners: (://\pp 1.37. 

- ' O C R A ~ Y  'govcrnmcnt hy'. ;IS in f/r.'ttr~~r.ror:~~, rrri,\'lr~c,rrr~t~. ~t~or i ' l~ , r~rncj~;  they 
C C I I ~  I X  C O I I I I ~  i~ltd I I ~ I V C  C O I . I . C ' I P O I ~ ( ~ I I ~ ~  ~ C I . S O I I ; I ~  IIOLIIIS, '~/(.~)NX.~~II. C I C .  'I IICy 
might be seen as combining-fortn compounds; cf'App 1.66. 

-SHIP, as in,/ri(~tt(lship, lttc,t?thership, rlic.t(r~or.vhill, p,rt/i..~sor.vhi~; most itcms with 
this li~nitetlly productive sullix c;ln ;~lso  Ilc cot1111 i~ntl somc havc ;in 
V S S I I ) ;  1 1 1 r r v / ;  is ICSS c0111111011 (I1;II1 , l l c  
irrcgular lectureship. 

Notc [a] With -cc!, hi], canlp;lrc the ulti1n;llc cogn;~lcs -ir,rir~ iI;lrgcl!. in co~nniercinl LYI I I I~~CS.  such ;IS 

cofereriei, uo.sl~er(~ri~~). -(or)orir~n~ (;IS in oe(lilonre~r, h u t  :llso cammcrci;~lly u\c(l as io Irthrirorire~r), 
and -(r)ory (ss in rlorr,m~ilor~.). 
lbl The suflix -er cxn ;~lsoclTcct :~bstr;lct nouns in the scn\c <if ' i~l\ t :~r~cc,  proce\s 01. V':  .Tl~c two 
lirms are arranging ;I ~izergrr.' 

Denominal nouns: Concrete 
1.33 In contrast with those in App 1.32, the following noun suffixes cotnbine with 

noun bases to yield concrete and individualizing itcms over a r ;~thcr  wide 
semantic range. Only -er is freely productive. Note that some items (rarely 
for suffixes) become the stressed syllable in the derived word: -ecr, -etre 
invariably. 

-'EER 'skilled in', 'engaged in', as in par?rphleteer, profiteer, rcrckrreer; often 
pejorative (especially where this is suggested by the base), but not in 
tnoutmtaineer, oirctiotieer, ettgitreer. 

-ER (contrast App 1.34), 'having as dominant characteristic', 'denizen of', as  
in teetmager, north-vvester (of wind), t1rrc.e-~vheeler, riillt~g~r. Lot~(Ic~tmer; in 
tone, this resembles the 'familiarity markers' of App 1.77. In cooker, 
roaster, boiler ['cooking apple', 'boiling fowl' etc], the base seems to  be a 
verb; but cf: -ing [ii] ih App 1.32. 

-ESS as  in waitress, actress, /iotmess, matrogeress, stel~~rrt'(i~~ss, /moste.a (the last 
four sometimes have stress on the suffix); adds feminine marking to 
animate nouns; sometimes the vowel of the preceding unstressed agential 
suffix is elided: c /  wait (at table)- ~t~aiter, ~t~nitress; d a l s o  Note [a], and 
5.105. 

-'ETTE [i] 'compact', fairly productive, as in kitcheltettc, elitrerctte; 
[ii] 'imitation', as inflaitttelette, learherette; formerly con~nion in com~nercial 
coinages; 
[iii] a feminine marker, as in stfiagette, n.shcrcttc,; d.Note [a]. 

-LET 'small', 'unimportant', as in booklet, leaflet, piglet, .sttrrlc~t. 
-LING 'minor', 'offspring of', as in prirrcelirg, drtcklitrg; other bases beside 

nouns are  involved, as in lrirelittg, ~ctmrfcrlitrg. Where the referent is human,  
the formation is somewhat contemvtuous. 

-STER 'involved in', as in trickster, gortgster, gnnrester; usually pejorative, but 
not in roadster (style of vehicle). 

Note [a1 Changing attitudes to women and to scx discrimin;ltioo 11;lvc mucl1 reduced the usc oT-~:r.~. 
-etre, and colnpounds in II.OIII~JI-, girl-. Surviving usage would rcfcr to tllc design:ltion of ;I" 
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activity (h,,,src,,s, ,,rnvor,k,ss) r;,t~ler t11;ln to the \ex 01 I11e pcr\lln pcrll)r1nil1g 'I1"' ''lC "lrnC .fillillk' (in tooth); some arc ohlig;ttory plur;ils: c,~r~rjllK,r, .srir.;,lx,s, ,s~rNc;,rX,s, 

w,,m;,n . l  
L,ctrcss. and .l a!m a b;,d ;letor'. Since there Clre rolc5 lh;" must he Occasion~lly the formations arc noncctunt : .r/r,[fi,rg, c/rll/l;llK, 7 . 1 ~ ~  

til,c,l I,y ,,,.l is lc,lcr:,lccl w l r r l c  ,,,,rkorr.,\ :,nd I>ra.lc.\\ have 
\llch jcl \ t i f ic; l t i<ln ' lnd count items chri.yl~~ri~r~, II,o(~/;II~: rclcl. r;llllcl. [hc  [ , cc : l \ i , ln  of h;lsc 

;,re Ilu,v ill  c.oll\cql,encc r;,r,.ly ,,,c'~ I:,,, ,,lllr, t l , , t  ~ c l ; ~ c u ~ l  ~ 1 <  1.11 I C . ~ ~ O * .  .1~'l~'" :111'1 " " ~ ~ r " "  " l C  vcrh's i~ctivity. 
used, .l.lle ,vn, r/,l,i.srrLL.yI tllc huuhc. dtllclent 1~1lr.. :!re inv~~lvc~l: I c . I c ~ ' ~ ~ ~  

relhrred to k,,.,lr .,,, orrc,r, l; ,r,, l.rrrrsrrcss(chiefly Brl;) :!re ho!\.cvcr ill s:lme '"llc -MENT (In1~l1(/) 'the resull of', as in c~rr(r~r~c,~,rc,,rr (count), o,rrt,~p,rlellt, 

,,,,,, rr,.li,rr,,lc irlcr~,cctivcol'rrx is 10 he Iilllnd ill: 
puzzlel'rerlf, olrho[linlc~~rr: in some c;lscs thc form;ltion i s  

( ( ,g:  
,,, ,,,,,, l,., ' . l . l ~ . ~ . ' . . , i ' , ! , r ~ l r ~ ~ ~ ~ - 1  111 111:'1111 ('(lll;/l~l1~'lrl. nollc~ll~ll).  ;11icI III~III~IJ:,.II~,*I,~ ~ . : I I I  he,lll i I l , ~ l r i l r l  n r , l l r r , l l n l  ; I r l L l  

sllr ;, , , , , , , l<. ,  11, 1111, ,111 6 1 1  c 1 ~ ~ 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 '  w 0 ~ J (  ~'~~11~11'~~';I]:~:lrl::llr C.IIIIIII.  
slle Iltls nu\v r,,,tsrcn.<l tilt a r t  ~llcl~'lllllK. 
slle now 11;~s aros~cr~, of the \\,bule 111;llter. glosses c;lnllol cilptore 111c ;~spcctu;~l csscllCc ,,l. ,llc no,llill;lli,;,ti~,I1s i i l  ,,,,, 

,I,I I:~,rm~,ti,,lls like ,,,,li d. , . ,  ch,rirjrrrrr,,~. ;arc trr.~tctl ;IS c ~ ~ r l l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ :  '.IAI'P '.('l 
contr;lst to Ihnsc in tllc -!!!X verhi~l  ncwn.  N U I C  l l l c  p r ; , l l i r l , r e  p lc~c l l lc t l  17,s,1, lr] wlt1, .k,l, - ~ i , , ~ ,  C ( I : I I I ~ I J I : > L L I ~  I I I : ~  kcr*. A1)11 1 71. l i lrm:ll icll l.:~lc\~li l~c~l i l l  l l ~ i r  scrlio~l ;tic r c l . ~ i ~ ~ l ~  l r l l l , , l c  11. ll,u L , , l l~ l , ,~ l  II,CII., 
; I n d  even ;It lflcir ' m ~ s l  verbill' rclbr r;tlher 10 [llc .Icli,,n ;,, ;, wll,,lc L.vclll, ill‘lu(ling ils completion. Cornp;~re: 

1)cvertl:ll 110llIlS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ / J ~ ~ J ~ ~ I I x o I ' I I ~ ~  I ~ I ~ I I I I ~ ; I ~ I I  is t ; ! k i ~ ~ ~  :I I , , ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ i ~ , ~ ~ ,  
I l i \ ~ . ~ ~ ~ k ~ ~ ~ t b ~ ~ ~ ~ l ' t l ~ c  I I I O I ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~ I I  I,I,,~\/,V~II 1;,kr I I , , ~ ~  url.l\,, 

llouns, largely ofpcrsonal reference; -er is partic11lar.l~ Produc'ivc. 

a ~ . ~ ) ~ . ~ ~ ~ l  ;tgcll(ial, ;is in i~rlrcrhifo~ll, L~IIIP.sI[~I~~, b!I;)rt"flllt; it Often De-adjectival nouns 

corresponds to in -cl,c: pflrlic,il~o/~, - prrr/ic,il~rr~~l. Irr~ric(~lc - Itthricorl~. IaBG T h e  two vcry common sullixcs Ihy mc;llls ,,,lliCll ; I~ ,S I r~ tc t  (itllcl 
the last exanlple shows, relbrencc may bc n o n ~ c r ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ l .  noncotlnl) nouns arc formed J'rol,l ;Icljcc[ivc b;lses: 

-tEE who is object of the verb', as in appoirl'lee, pfll!'ee; in some as 

with it may replace the verb ending -ate: rlorni'rlee There are examples -ITY, e ~ ~ e c i a l l ~  associated with adjectives of neo-classical or ~~~~~h origin, 

without verb base or mc;lning: ahse~l'lee, refike:~.' Stressing is wit11 stress shifiwherever necessary, to place thc stress on the last syllable 
before the suffjx as  in e'lu,stic - e/u:s/ic;ty, lrtr/,;cl - rc,~icj;l,I; further 

exceptional in er?t'ployee. 
-ER, -OR / \PP 1.33). forms agential nyuns (d '17.5If f fn  nominaliza- 'sflnit~, Ifblsity, di'oer.sity, hu'~lnli(y. The of the 

tion), as in sblger rone who sings (cspccially) prol'cssionall~'l, ~ ' r i ter ,  drioer, is often cllangcd from long to short: cg: r:er'ho,se 
.c ,.c,r,/,o,siry 

elnploJ,er, etc; used informally also with phrasal verbs (~vgsller-up, clrlrcker- 1'1. The sufix is freely productive, especially with adjectives in -crh/e 

our) and with object-verb compounds and some comparable (respecla'hilir~), -01 (flclu'fllity) and -or (regri1/ori/y), B U ~  (llere are examples 

(lvill~ow-c~enner, higll-flicr). Agentials may illso be non~ersonal:  silencer' in which the affix was already present when the word was adopted: eg: 

conlputer, thriller. With neo-classical bases, the sufix is Often 
-Or eternii~, hun'ilil~; these lack a direct adjective base in ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h  ( c~a l so  

1.39 Note [a]). 
(acceleralor, incubalor; supervisor, surcicor; actor); so too in cases where 

added to any type of adjective, as in njemtltess, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i , ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  there is no free base (author, doctor, etc). usefulness. kindles*, selfistl~less, une.upecrcvine~s, sloul/,eflrtedltes.r, accrtrote- 
ness, falseness. Items (including phrases) in common premodifying or 

1,35 ~h~ following combine with verb bascs to produce largely abstract Predicative use can equally take the sumx: trp-to-~le,less, 
nouns, nominalizations of the action expressed by the base: 

Note Dolh suffixes occllr also in 'frc~rcn' items in wllicll !ll, h;l,e i s  I~jenl i l i ; lh le  (k,ril,,, ~l,,,Brcs~,, 

-AGE (lrd31) ADP 1,321, 'actioll of', 'instance of', abstract and usually I ~ I L ~ I S ~ ) .  

noncount, as in breakage, cooerage, drainage, tecerage, s~~ri f lkf lge~ 't'astage. Lb] l\''O sufixes resemble bl- and !!I!- both i n  their p ~ c d o n ~ i ~ ; ~ ~ t  associ;ltion \,,itll foreign 
-AL ,the action or result of3, chiefly count, as in rejiuscrl, reviual, dismissal, and native blses respectively, and in IIIC lcndcncy ror-i!l.;lnd ;,V. to lie cspcci;llly ;Issocl;lted 

gre;ller Icxic~lil;llion, -!rczcy and 1111- with direct refircllee t o  ;Idjeclivc h;lso i n  ;Id Il<lc rcplrenuc~l. 
[i] kthe process or state of', norrnally used as noncount, as in  

formallions. Compare IJ~I~II~IJ~I.SIK~.V ; ~ n d  po111po.ri1y: i t  is ebcll passihlc to im; lg i l l c  :Ill 

'he hoe rr~V~clP.~ililc~rr~~.v~~ would he used r;~lt]cr 1 1 ~ ; ~ ~  tile i n s t i l u t i o l l ~ l l i , c d  i,ril~,sil,ilrr,,, 
e,p~o~ra~~oll, s/nrl~atio~r, rotifilca~io~t, eicti~lli'zfltifl~l; Mr'sicflli!l will tend to refer to technical properties in  :I piece ,llllsic (,lle h;lsc tending to he 
[ii] sthe product of', 'the institution produced by', aggregate count n o n ~ r i l d ~ b ~ ~ ) : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f o t l ~ e d e g r e e t o w l ~ i c l ~  t~le~r;~(~;lh~cqlL;l~irynlla~crl~oht~lills, l:~,rln;llions 

as infoul~~dorion, orga,lirzation. This suffix freely combines with verb bases -rlf'ss also exist beside other dc-n(ljcctiv;~l Iirrm;~tions: llomlrl~n..y,v - ,,,,o/ill, L ,{,, n,mlv 
-ize, - f i ,  -ate, with stress shift where necessary (c$ yustif~, AmE): (ul~lilrfr~re,~.~ - (i1rJitrsrir.e: ocr.rrrrr~n~cs.y - oca,r~,c,.; ;,rc~,,,,revJ . ilrr,l,lirs~le,~ ,,!, 

pronunciation and stress suggest that analogous endings already present 
rress - ir~l~i~l'(le le i~rji,~??. The need Tor ;I -~rev.s Tormation is clcarer ,lle lexicalizcd 
h'sdevelopcd;l meaning rclatively remote from tlleordinnry me;lniog ol.tlle ;lcljectivc h;lsc; l,g: 

in adopted nouns (often paired with adopted verbs: de'cide - de'cisiol1? etc) solsible - selrsibilil~' - .s~rsible~~err. In any cvcnt, the items less lexicnlizcd can he 
are analysed as  related even though they are not productive. conveniently used to referdirectly to the;ldjecr;ve: 

-ING (contrast , A . ~ ~  1.32 and the verbal noun, 17.52J), concrete count nouns is nothillg P;lrticularly odd about him: be's pcrrecllg nornl;ll, ;lnd in klct it.s his very 

referring to what results from the action of the base, as in building, ()perting, aor~~rfl/~rles.r th:~t rnnkes him seem boring, 
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-ED ( ~ f  participial -('d. 3.2. 17.29). 'l1;lving', forlns ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  nongr;ldL,ble 
No~~n/edjcetive sullixes 
A number of sullixcs yield itcms tll;tt c;tn IIC llscd hotll :Is nouns illlil 'lS :lt!icctivcs from noulls : ~ n d  cs~)cci;~lly ( I . ~ I I ~ ~  1101111 l)~lr;ISCS: Ilorlrlr,rl, iloitlll,tl, 

~llormally nongradablc) adjcctivcs. Thc Sormalions bnsic;llly rclatc 'U hum"n wfrlled; ~ ~ " ~ ~ i ) l ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ( ~ ~ ( / ,  ~IIIc,-(~~o(/,  I ~ / ~ I I I ( / ~ ~ - / ~ ( I ~ ~ ( ~ ~ / ,  , / , l / / l ~ r ~ ~ / ~ l l ~ r l l l r ~ , L ~ ,  or/(!- 
bcillgs, ,.hiefly ;Is mclnhcrs of o group, and m;lY he both dcnolnini'l "" dc- slrfll)('(l, Ri(rtlc-sizc,(l. 'Thcsc for1n:ltions ;ire to hc tlistinguis~lctl 

adjectival, on nnmes, d 'a lso  5 . W .  colnPouncls like ~')r~ch-~rcrc~c~Nctl, .~<~//'.slj~/(~rl(~:I.App 1.6~1,). wl lc rc  (l lc sccorld 

part is a verb. In some cascs (ex: t l r r ~ - l o ~ ~ ~ ~ ( i ) ,  tile sufljx is /,d/ 
-,ESE  am^ usually - ,ES~)  $/.5.88. [i] 'mcmber of" (nationality or race), as phonological conditions whcrc inflcxion;ll -e(/ would not be: several 

~ l ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ,  Por~tl'~~rt,,sc,. Jop(~'~~e.s~'; formations are gradable : crgrtl, crook(,(/, rc;fifiat/, 
[i i l  .(ill, lellg,lagc tile slylc Ol.', in ~ ' l~; ' r r i~ ,s~~,  (~'(~ttco'tli:-'. .lohtlso'~l('~('. (ll~llilllY /(jl/: COIltt'~lS1 App 1.32). 'fill1 oI", 'provj~ljllg3, cotn~,il,cs w i t h  
jOlrrrro,,ese; both nouns alld cxccpl tllosc rclnling to 

chicfly ;lbstract nouns to forln gr;td;lblc ;,djcctivcs, as i n  Ic,sc~lill, rl~,li~l,l,icl, 
as oflic;c~/ese) which arc nouns only and are pcj0rativc. pirijiirl, srlccesdui, lle/pfiir/; somctimcs the base is a verb :,(brRrlfi,[, 

-(I)AN to', as in ~ar'~virriurt. rc~'plrhlic0>l; -lSH[i] freely used with largely concrctc nouns, ' somcw~~;~t  like7, as in ch;/c/;,sh, 
[i i l  ,relating as in S/lcrke',sl)cc~ri(~r~, ~Iiz(r'het11c111, ' c I I o ~ ~ I ~ I ( ~ ( ~ ~ I ~  (sub)rrrhf1r' rrt~~lk('~;~l~,.l~~~li.~h, rogrti.sl~, s/~ohhi,slr; with adjcctivc [hc meaning is 
(adjective only); 'somewhat', as in colc/i.sIr, bro~i,trislr; wit11 ~approximr,tely., as 
riiil 

of,, as in pctri.y;(lri, I n d i ~ l ~ i ~ s i a ~ ~ ,  C l ~ i ' c ~ ~ g ~ a l ~ ~  G1as'wcgiatl (Of in .sislyi.sh; cfialso 'She'll arrive about tcnisll'; 
Glasgow); Lii] with names of races, peoples, and languages, -;,y(./t forms nongradable 
[ivl c(in) the language 

hldo'rlesiart, 'Russiati (where the base ends in -(l). 
adjectives and (with respect to languages) nouns: ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ j ; ~ / ~ ,  c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

The stress falls on the last syllable before the suffix. Most items can be Turkish; cl'-(i)an [iii], [iv],  pp 1.37, 
both as nouns and as adjectives, not gradable in [ivl, Variably Other 

-LESS 'without', combines with both abstract and concrete nouns, formations 
instances: T / ~ ~  place is (n~iJiclly) urban; She is at2 (*aldirIl.v) urban grrerilla. with the latter being usually nongradable: rareleys, r(~st/~,~,y, cojorlr~cs,r, 

-rsT in,, as in violinist, stylist, rflc(fal)ist, )'lasochist, harlnless; childless, homeless. The suffix is often used as the antonym of 
loyalist. Items relating to adherence as distinct '''m useless, carelid - careless) but separate lexicalization makes some 

skill are normally paired with abstract nouns in -ism (cf A~~ and may pairs nonantonymic (pitijiul -pitiless, etc). 
be djectives or nouns, though adjectival endings, -ic(al), may be added; 'l' 'like', freely used with largely concrete nouns, as in ch;/r//;ke, 
App 

A final vowel in the base is often omitted: cello - statesnlatr/ike, monke~jlike; such formations might be regarded as 
items may have verb bases, as  with lypist, and are nouns pounds, and the relation between base and suffix is very direct: .\--like 

-ITE[il.adherent to-, gmemberof (set)'asin~enthan~ite,shatna)lite, C~10mskyite3 means 'like (an) S'. 

socialite; these are primarily nouns but may be adjectives (He is a LuflL1ite; -Ly (cfApp 1.41) [il with largely concrete nouns, 'having the qualities ofq, as 
His aiews are rather Luddire), The bases are chiefly persona1 names Of those in (wa)llzanl~~ soldierly, nlotherl~j, brotheriy, jkie~~~lly, dCorhly; 
who have led movements ; there is also some use of adjective bases: &a(//y, with no relation 
[ i i ~  'denizen of-, as in Brooklynile, Hantpsteadite; these are nouns Only' to a base is semantically recognized; 

Formations of both types tend to be used disparagingly unless long- Lii] with nouns that are units of time, 'every', as h i / J> ,  ll,eekly, 
established (Israelite) or where a movement excites little hostility -y 'somewhat like', 'characterized by', freely used with largely nouns 
(Benthamite). to form gradable adjectives, often of colloquial tone, as in .sandY, ,,lemty, 

creflnl)', ~ ~ e a l I / l ~ , j i l t h ~ ;  cotnlj, (cj'App 1.77); the bases may also be 
Note 

Some bases can lake .jsr, .iolt, and -ire, equally. The first would su~gestgrcatestcommitmcllt 

to the views or theory concerned: G ~ c  is all 
Darwinist'. ~t is usedorideas rather "lan verbs as in grrsl?y, ru)lt?y (?lose). In s a r ~ d j ~  hair we have the 'somewhat like. 

of proponents, ~h~ secolld be more neutral and would lend in consequence to sense; in sandy beach the 'characterized by3 sense, 

use 
re;ldily as a gradable adjective (.~so't that approach rather Darwinian?'), but can 'lso 

to the work or Darwin himself (ns Dorwi~isl, Donvillire c~nn00. lhird tends to be Note Atnow other dellominal ;~djcctivc sufixes, we ment ion  .,,o,,lr .consti,uling., i n  

L,isparaging and would be used 
by those who are not tllemselves aLihercnts: 'He is a brrrdele,l~~l~~e.J'r~lic.~~~~~e, I~orherso~~le; -narrly 'lit  for,, as in  Q ~ ~ . ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ /  ,!S, pr; rlh!., ,v~,,,I.r lr,hl., 

Darwinitc,, rather than.Are you a ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ i t c ? ' o r ' ~  nm a Darwinire': 3 fwiioo is imp1icd. [bl Where -like and -isll occur with t11e samc b;lsc, the is rej;ltively ,,,.jorlltive l;lore 
lbl with -iull Should be 

the more restricted use of -'ariclrl to form persona' nouns from literal comparison. In III~IIIIJJ, limnlike, no~s~ish, ,lle first refers to p~lgsical or llcroic 

adjectives as in uulhori'rurio,j. oege'turiun, ocfogc'~~aric~~~. qualities (in 3 male), the second is n simile, usu;llly ;lpplicd aonllumans, the lhird rerc,.s to 
unwelcome masculine attributes (usually i n  a 

The dellominal adjective suffixes in our second group are of breign origin 
Adjective suffixes and some of them are among the commonest sufixes in use, they 

retain something of their foreign origin in relative formality and in being 
Denominal suffixes 

I.38 A wide range of suffixes exists having the function of forming largely used with bases that have also been adopted, ~~~~~~~~~d~~~~~ both 

especially from nouns. w e  begin with those that retain a native flavour: with bases an* with further derivations often reflect patterns of ~~~i~ 



m o r p h o l o g y .  A l l  t h e  suff ixes  h a v e  t h e  m e a n i n g  r o u g h l y  p a r a p h r a s a b l e  a s  
' h a v i n g  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  of" o r  m o r e  g e n e r a l l y  ' h a v i n g  a r e l a t i o n  t o  ( t h e  base) ' ;  
t h e  ; ~ ~ l i c c l i v c s  1i)rtiicd ; i re  ~ ~ s u ; i I l y  ~ ; r : ~ d ~ t I h l c .  

-AL, -1.4~ (especially a f t e r  b a s e s  i n  -or),  -I(.hL (cs{hc~i;llly !r~pl:tCillg I ~ I C  
of b:lses), ;\S i n  ~lcc.i'rl(~rtc11, d i ~ l ' l r ~ c r ~ r l ;  ~ ~ d i ' t o r i a l ,  prc(fis'.soritrl: 

l,,y,~,.~l,,~~,l~~;l.,~/~ l l ~ t ; / O 1 , ~ l ~ l t / ~ i , ~ ~ ~ / ,  11 will  h c  scc11 Il1;tt s l r c s s  i s  :~fl.cctc(I, I I S L I ~ I ~ ~ Y  

c,,lliil,,!, \:I\! ~ y l l ; i I ~ l ~  I I L . I O I ~ :  1 1 1 ~ :  s111Iix ( 1 . 1  A1111 l l . l / / ) , :  ' r~rrlfrl~(f/ .  
' q ~ i c . ~ ~ / ,  'tt~lr.sico/ ;Ire ; I m o n g  tltc cxcclh l ions .  

-'ESQUE, a p a r t  f r o m  i t s  u s e  i n  w o r d s  o f  w h i c h  i t  ; ~ l r c a d y  Svr lncd a p a r t  w h ~ l l  
a d o p t e d  (burlesque, arahesqric),  n o w  chief ly  u s e d  w i t h  n a m e s  p r o n l i n e n t l y  
a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  a r t i s t i c  i n d i v i d u a l i t y :  rotnorresque, KerJkoe.sque, ~ o 1 i e s q t r e .  

-[c (cf.Note [c] below), w i t h  t h e  s a m e  s t r e s s  ru le  a s  f o r  -(I/; cJg: u'Iorllic, he'roic, 
ocp'crrric., ,sl:l,c~'~~i/;c.; wit11 s o m e  I,:tscs ill -cw,  I h c  sullix is -irlic, ( / i ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ' l l ~ t l l ~ ~ ~ ,  
l)ho,le'nlcr~ic bcsitlcp/ro1~rc,t,ric). .I'llc suf l ix  is :llso tlsctl hr. llOllgl'atl;l~?lC c l h l l i c  
adjectives a n d  f o r  t h c  n a m e s  o f t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  I n n g u a g c s :  Cellic,  ' A I ' u ~ J ~ ~  
( c o n t r a s t  A ' rahia t? ;  cfS.57 N o t e  [dl). 

-ous (a lso  -~ous, c s p e c i a l l y  w h e n  r e p l a c i n g  -ion, -;/.v i n  b a s e s  s o  e n d i n g ) ,  a s  i n  
de',sirous, 'tiirtuori.s, 'gric,r)ort,s, cmi'hitiorts, vi'~rrrciori.~, t h e  s t r e s s  usually p l a c e d  
o n  t h e  l a s t  s y l l a b l e  b e f o r e  t h e  suffix. S e v e r a l  f o r m a t i o n s  a r e  s l i g h t l y  
i r r e g u l a r ;  e g :  cour teous ,  errorteous (cJ"courtesy', 'error ') .  

N~~~ [a] T ~ C  noun suffix -ity App 1.36) can be attached to -al. -ic, and -uus, hut its addition entails 
certain changes. The suffix -01 rcccives the stressed pronunciation k l /  in place of/aI/ ~nerrrr~!/ - 
,zprr'rroli~~~): -ic changes its pronunciation fro111 Ilk/ to Its/ (c'lr,ctric - elec'rricit,~); -olis changes its 

to -OS-, and rcccivcs the strcssctl pronunci;~tio~> /'OS/ inste;\d of/as/ ('arrioas - crrri'osit!,). 
[b] Nouns in -ire (cfApp 1.37) do not acccpl udjectivc sullixcs (except -;sh), but those in -i.sr 
acecot -ic and .;col; indeed with an -isr item as a nongr;ldablc adjective, we have an  intcrcsling 
series in rare cases: 

He is an atheist/egotist. 
His views are (solidly) atheist/egotist. 
His views are (rather) alheistic/egotislic. 
His views are (slightly) atheistical/egotistical. 

A diminishing degree of the -;srtt is implied; -i.sric, i.sticol also lend to be disparaging: c/: 
cnsuislicrtl. 

somendjectivcs. -jc alternates with -icrtl, with a dilference 0fmc:lning: 
a clo,s.si~~ pcrform;lncc clct,s,sicolInng~l;lgCs 

['great', 'memorablc'l [ .h t in  and Cjrcck'l 
a co~r~ic mnstcrpiece - his comirnl beh;~viour 

('ol comedy'] ('funny'] 
an ccorror~tic miracle - the car is ~.cortonl~col to run 

[.in the economy'l ('money-sz~ving'l 
an electric light an t~lr~crrir~rl fault 

[.powered by clectricity'l ['ofclcctricity'] 
a l~i.storic building - l~isroricul resc;irch 

['with a history'] [.pertaining to history'] 
his ~~ol i t ic  behaviour - po'liricol pnrtics 

[.tactful'] (unusual) ['conccrned with politics'] 
[d] ~h~~~ are less common nco-classical affixes, among which -or).. -are, and -or)' are 

notable: rcco/rrtiorron~, cfl~,criorrate, obligofo,:l'. Adjectives in -or>, :llternale (with or 
wit)lou, stress shift) nouns in  -tiorr, o'hligorory - ohli'gotio?t, soli.sj/actor)~ - rrrrisyacriurl. Both 
-ory and are reduced in BrE to / a r ~ /  or in AmE they are often given a secondary stres% 
and are distinguished in pronunciation as /,eri/ and /,0ri/ or /,auri/. 

Deverbal suffixes 
1.40 T w o  c o m m o n  s u l 5 x e s  a r e  used t o  f o r m  ;ttl jcctives (1;trgely grac lablc)  f r o m  

v c r h s  ancl t h e y  ;Ire in  p o l ; ~ r  c r ~ ~ i l t ; i \ l  i t 1  r c r p c r t  of' v c r h ; ~ l  v o i c c :  -ir .r  i s  
l i ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ ~ t i ~ c ~ i l ~ ~ l l y  rcl:~tccl 10 t h e  : ~ c t i v c ,  'c)[' [lie k i ~ l t l  I I I ; I [  C ; I I I  V'; -,I/I/o i s  
f u t i d a m e t i t a l l y  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  p;tssivc. 'of t h e  k i n d  t l l ; ~ t  C:III h e  V-ccl'. Tf111s 
' T h e  i d e ; ~  : I t l rac ts  m e ' - ' T h e  iclca i s  : ~ l l r ; ~ c l i v c ' :  '.l.hc l c s l  c t ~ n n c l t  b e  
I ~ . ; ~ ~ i s l : ~ l c ( l '  - "l 'hr l r x l  i s ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ : ~ ~ ~ s l : i l ; ~ l ~ l c ' .  \rrj,l,tr,.1;1~~~'~;111 \111)11011', \rr/y)0rr~1/,/~. 
*c;111 I ) c  s l l ~ l ~ l i l l l r ~ l ' .  

-ABLE k t i r l y  f r e e l y  c o m b i n e s  w i t h  t r a n s i t i v e  v e r b s  t o  p l .oducc  g ~ t d a b l e  
a d j e c t i v e s ,  ' o f  t h e  k i n d  t h a t  is s u b j e c t  t o  b e i n g  V-ed',  its in  tlel~aicrhle, 
n ~ a s h n b l e ,  d r b t k a b l e ,  r~rcrrrogecrhle. I n  m a n y  a d o p t e d  w o r d s  t h e  suff ix  w a s  
a l r e a d y  p r e s e n t ,  s o m e t i m e s  in  t h e  v a r i a n t  f o r ~ n s  -ihk,. -rrhlc, w h i c h  a r c  n o t  
p r o d l l c l i v c  i n  I':nglisIi. liltt w11c1.c IIic P : ISS~VC rcl;tli011 C ; I I ~  sli l l  h e  Soti~lcl:  
Bliv>ittrhlc, ' ca l i t io t  I)c ;tvoitlccl', t,i.silrl(* ' c ; ~ t l  Ihc s c c ~ i ' .  .sr~lrr/~lt~ 'c;111 I,c 
dissolved ' .  A s  w i t h  p a s s i v e  v e r b  p h r a s e s ,  t h c  a g e n t  c a n  s o m c t i l n e s  b e  
e x p r e s s e d  w i t h  a b y - p h r a s e  ( t h o u g h  chief ly  a g e n e r a l  a g e n t  r a t h e r  t h a n  a 
s p e c i f i c  o n e :  ' T h e  c o m e t  w a s  o b s e r v a b l e  b y  a n y o n e  o w n i n g  a p o w e r f u l  
t e l e s c o p e '  b u t  l'. . . o b s e r v a b l e  b y  .lohn'). Wil l1  t~i.ril11c~ ~ l l c  i n s t r u m e n t  i s  
i n d i c a t e d  w i t h  t o  ('The ~ i a k e c l  e y e  c a n n o t  s c c  th is '  - ' T h i s  i s  n o t  v i s i b l e  t o  
t h e  n a k e d  eye'). P a s s i v e  a d j e c t i v e s  i n  -crhle a r e  chief ly  u s e d  i n  n e g a t i v e  
c l a u s e s  o r  w i t h  n e g a t i o n  b y  af f ixa t ion:  ' H i s  s t o r y  i s  n o t  r e f u l a b l e '  - '. . . i s  
i r r e f u t a b l e '  - '. . . i s  unrefutable ' ;  i n s t e a d  o f  ' H i s  s t o r y  i s  r e f t ~ t a b l e ' ,  w e  
w o u l d  n o r l n a l l y  u s e  ' H i s  s t o r y  c a n  b c  refu ted ' .  

I n  a d d i t i o n ,  h o w e v e r ,  -ohla y ie lds  n o  p a s s i v e  m c a n i ~ l g  b u t  r a t h e r  h a s  a 
s e n s e  p a r a p h r a s a b l e  a s  ' a p t  10 V': c l rcr t~ j ic t r l~ l~  (wcat l lc r ) ,  peri.slioh/c~, s u i / o h l e ,  
e tc .  B a s e s  m a y  a l s o  b e  n o u n s ,  s o m e t i m e s  i m p l y i n g  a ~ n o d a l i z c d  p a s s i v e  
s e n s e  ( ~ n a r r i a g e a b l e ,  saleable),  s o m e t i m e s  n o t  (peocetrhle, ,firshiutmhle, 
seasonable ,  etc).  

-NE, a s  in a t t r a c t i c e ,  eflectiue, possessitie. In m a n y  c a s e s  t h e  r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  
t h e  v e r b  a n d  a d j e c t i v e  ref lec ts  R o m a n c e  m o r p h o l o g y  :protlzice - proiluctir:e, 
e .~plode  - e .~plos ice ,  e s p a r t d  - esprtrr.sicc,, prc,sutrre - p r e . s r r r ~ ~ p t i ~ ~ e ,  e t c .  I n  
o t h e r s ,  on t h e  p a t t e r n  o f  rlecorcrtr - t I c ~ c e ~ r t ~ ~ i r ~ o ,  a l o n g e r  ;tflix, -crtir,c,, i s  
u s e d :  tcrlkcrtiue, c!firntc~tir~, c r t r i sn t i t~~.  O c c ; ~ s i o n o l l y  tlle b a s e  is a n o u n  
(secret - .sacrctioe) a n d  s o ~ n e t i m c s  t h e  r e l a t i o n  t o  l l lc  b a s e  is o b s c u r c d  ( a s  
i n  SCIIS~~~L'C, e~tlolii 'e).  T h e  s t r e s s  p a t t e r n  o f  t h e  b a s e  i s  n o t  usual ly  a f r e c t e d  
b y  t h e  a d d i t i o n  o f  -ice. 

Nole [a] Prefix;tl ncg;ilion wit11 i~~ljectivcs in botli -ir.r:~nd -ohktrci~ts tlic \vIioIc o f ~ l i i ~ l  II>IIoM,s~I~ I I I C  
c :  I S  1 r 1 1 1 1 1 c  has the structure ter(trrr,r.sl~rrohIt~) ; ~ n d  does not mciln .],oss~blc 1101 to 
tr:~nsl:~le' but 'not possible to translate'. Contri~st pri\.:,livc tr,r- (<:/'App I.-. ' 1  found ~ h c  
equipment ret~dily e~rpockohle[to bCundersloo(l as'casy toonp:ick'] butcert;iinly ]lot ~ t , , h r < ' ~ k ~ l > l ~ ~ '  
[c;~sily breakable]. 
[bl Prepositional a ~ ~ d  phr;ls;il verbs usu;llly form -oh/<, ;~djectivcs ~ r i l h  omission of tlic p;lrticle: 
'WC can rely ort Jolul' - 'John is rcfiirhk'; <I. roup~okohl~~. This h;ls the cllicct ol. rn;~king ~ ! ~ o . ~ l ~ i r h l ~ ~  
capable of two interpretations: 'This shirt is aosi~oblc~' [=?;in (sakly) he w;~shcd']. .'This ink is 
norltobk' [may = 'can be washed out/:~way', tltough in fact i t  may indieale ;I gu;lr;lnlee that 
wa1crc;ln be applied without the writing being washed out]. But cl alsu phri~siil itc~tls (infor~n~rl) : 
rrrrg~l-ut.obl@, t~tilicenhl~~ ~witlr. With nfir~c~tbl~~, lltcrc ;!re three uses: .co~npitniun;~hl$. .willing to 
agree','can bc;~greed 10': in this last senscit isprcdic;itivconly: 

I have ogr~,~~irhle friends. 
Evento:illy, my friends were ajin,rwhC. 
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we must find a formulation that is ojirerrrhle to evcryonc. is used to form nongradable adverbs from noun bases: [i] in relation to 
Sl,mctillles a p;lmivc .,,/,k. can be prcdic;~ted only of an imnim"ltc, no manner, 3s in clocklt1ise, crah~t'iscs, it is limitedly productive; [ii] in relation 

rCStriCtioll ,,hlaills in (lle corl.csponcIiog tl;lll\ilivc cl;l;lse: l" (iilncnsion, in cro.s.vwtisc-, k - ~ t j i r l t ~ ~ ~ i . ~ ~ ~ ,  i f  h:ls ;l ~ : ~ ~ i ; ~ ~ ~ t ,  -Il.tll.S ~~L1lIRI~II,.~I,,..\.), 
which is in more usual with thc item , ~ i ( / ~ . t ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ ;  [iiij in tllc sense sso klr 
as [tllc bascl is conccrncd', :IS in c,r/rrcrt/iorr-~~~i,y(,. na,l,(nj.ll.j,\c,, i t  i s  kccly 
productive in AmE than in BrE, but m;lny pcopjc object to thcsc 
formations. 

Note ll11 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ l : ~ I ~ ~  ~~~1~ llcg~rs ~h:~rclly rcitc~<) \I ,CI,  r,,r,,,, :,, ,l,/, ,,,,, l ,,,,c, :, ,,i,, llle 

h'l'gL1c ~ ~ I ~ \ f ~ l ~ ~ c ~ ~ t  F ( J ~ I . C C ~ ~ U I I ,  *IIIIICIIIIIC\ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ , l l , L , c  ,,,, l y  :,,,, 1 l C l l ,  I ,,,, C,II1IC,  

t[lc us;lgc is qllitc dclibcrotc, ;IS i n  ,lle ~b[l,,,,,i,,~: 
?'hed('c(('r cxpJ;lincd her di;lgnosis cxpcrtly ~ ~ , , ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~  hut t/il,l,.,,/t/l. tile 

either: 
expl;ln;ltion was hard to undcrsl;lnd. 

weather is rrrriohlc. [must he UcliceI The speaker's addition sufigcsts awercness t11;lt the prcpositioll;,l ,tit,, ,/ill,clrlrJ ,vould 
T J , ~  date is corioh/e. (may be possi~el have been here in implying that the doctor herself b u n d  explan;ltion to 

111 some adjectives in -ohlc have front-shifted stress: formulate, Cfalso 'The st;lffind themselves dfficrrlrl,. n,e;lning .placed in a diflicult 
'ar/,rlirrrbk (ud'nrire], 'prl,fcrab/~. situirtion', not 'placed with difljculty.. 

Sillce, like.lI, 1.411, .,,hb can be fairly freely used in nonce-formation, an indication lb1 -/I. can be usecl with a freedom ;]kin to t ~ ~ ; ~ t  with illncctionill i l  may he 
of spelling convention may be given. h s c s  in final -y have this replaced by ;(;;sin rlr.'rli"hle), but lI1;lt there are some scncrnlly observed spclling cl,n,.elllions, B ; ~ , ~ ~  i n  .,. 
final is usually cspec~l ly  where a misleading pronunciation might he rep1aced b~i(as ins /o~~iI? ' ) ,  Baseswilh f i n a l - e u s u i ~ ~ l y ~ c ~ ~ ~ i ~  it inn,,,[CII' ,,,,,,/kiscxccplion;II). 

(thus erl~iccnb/e, *er~ricable; e.rprr~rgeablc. except where l is involved: here as in SIIJ~~IC,, l,mhohlr,elc, Is dropped olllvl. ildded, 
the /ceasing to be syllabic ( r t ~ ~ ~ p / ) : ~ ~ , ~ b ~ , h / ~ ~ ) .  .nlus: 

I s l m ~ l l  - Is~rnpl~l  

Adverb suffixes In Ihe rare cases of final -11. no add~tional / is added but [lle conxlll;lnt is lenSrhencd i n  
I.41 -LY (cf7,46f, p,pp 1.38) can be very generally added to an adjective in a pronunciation:  full^', sIrriIIy. 

grammatical environment requiring an adverb (grada'Jle if the 1'1 Nongradable adverbs are also formed by adding ;vIJ,~. or l/;lsh~,,,I to clljeny bilscs: .He 
concerned is gradable), $0 that it could almost be regarded as inflexional; dresses bolrk-r~lo~~~lger-s~~/~','He swimsdi~g$oahi,,t~.. such ~ r n l ; l t i o n s  resemble h;lscd 

cf APP 1.31 Note, The meaning can often be paraphrased as 'in On noun-phrase s'ructurc, and where the base is itse~re~uivoc;ll i n  .she ,~,rlrr~co,r.,rtJk.) they can to'the st~le/f;l~hion of N'or 'the Adj style/~dsllio;l.. t lcrc lnight be 
a ,  , , manner3, as in - or 'to a .  . . degree', as in she looks :bidas in fhree$i~l(i,Jice:fh/~l, .three (five) times lnuch3, 

extre,nely orain a . . , respect', as i n ' P e r s o n a l l ~ ,  he would be 
T~~ range of meanings is related to the range of adverbia1 functions: cf Verb suffixes 
8,2j; 8.24fl w i th  adjectives in -ic, -a/- is usually added before the suffix 
(eg: scenic - sce,licaliy); ~ f ~ p p  1.39 on the relation of adjectival -;C and 

Only few ~erb-forming Suffixes occur with any great frequency in ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h ,  

-ical, N~ -al- is inserted inpubl ic ly ,  but in any Case the insertion is 
and only -ize is highly productive. All are concerned with forming transitive 
verbs of basically causative meaning. 

since there is elision: scellica/ly is pronounced I'si:n~kltl. The restrictions 

on the use may be as follows: [il there are some adjectives l-ATE (lert/) with chiefly neo-classical noun bases, as in 
with no separate adverbial form (eg: fast,  h a r d ) ;  (ii) -/Y is added i l ~ ~ h e t l a t e :  the suffix is especially productive in scientific ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h  as in 
adjectives ending in -ly (47.9,  pp 1.38); * c o w a r d l i ~ ~ ,  though occasionally chlor ina te ,  (de)larnirtate, etc. 
one finds sillily, friendli[y; more usually, prepositional phrases or synonyms -EN with adjectives as in deafen, saddcr t ,  taule,l, qtr;cke,z, ripen, 
are used (amicabll,); (iii) there is avoidance of - 1 ~  also with adjectives wideit, h a r r l e ~ t .  As well as being causative, 'to make . . .', many ofthese can 
ending in /I/, as with hostile, and it is usual to substitute a prepositiona1 also be used intransitively, 'to become . . .': T h e  rtelvs scld(/c,le(/ - ~i~ 
phrase as 'with hostility9; exceptions include  who^^^, solely; (iv) -ly is facesaaened; this may be regarded as a conversion; c f ~ p p  1,43#: 
not added to some miscellaneous adjectives (eg: difficult, but dNote La]). -IFY, -FY (/(r),far/), combines with adjectives and nouns, as in s;l,lplfi sto 

On the other hand, especially informally, -1y can be used with phrases, as make simple', ~ ~ I P / Y Y  'to express more fully', co(/x" 'to pelt into code', 
in %she spoke quite matter-oJYactly on the subject'. beautify 'to endow with beauty'. It is most commonly found with neo- 

forms nongradable directional adverbs where the he may be a bases ( c e r t i / ~ ~  identifu, etc, sometimes wit11 a difference in stem as 

noun as in a prepositional adverb as in onwar[i(s)t Or a in  electr!f~, l i q t r e f ~  I'to put into liquid form']), alld J'om.l;ltions outside !his 
directional adverb as in norlhward(s).   once-formations like Iheatre- of lexicon are often facetious or pejorative: spcec/,fi, (/a,l(lifj,, 

lvard(s) or , ~ h i ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ d ( s )  are common ifjocular. The forms without are -IZE (-ISE) Combines freely with adjectives and nouns, as i n  nloderll;ze [gto 
usual in printed A ~ E ,  those with -S are usual in BrE and are COrnmon in modern'], legal ize  ['to make legal'], q,ritholire ['to act as a symbol 
spoken A ~ E ,   hi^ type of adverb lends itself to premodification in its hos~ita[ize ['to put into hospital' (for treat~nent)], puh/;cize ['to lnake well 

form without 'Homeward journeys are the happiest'. dieselize ['to convert to diesel-engined power'], btrrg/(tr;ze 



['to subject to burglary']. Formations lend thcmsclvcs readily to n0lnill;lli- 
i-tttion in -ariorr, as in r~ori~ir~crlizcrrior~ itself. Over-use and new use of -ize 
ilctits is cll'lc~~ rrilici/ccl 1111 slyli.;lic ~ ! ro~~n l l s .  'l I I C  ( I ~ I I ~ I ~ I I : I I ~ ~  spcI1/11!! i~ -i:v. 
'I'bere is sotiic conl'usio~i 01. -;:c will1 111c c t l~l i~tg  -,.\c i t t  ! ;~I I I IC v r l l~s  (c,,<: 

n~lcerri.sc). 

Conversion 

Conversion and suffixation 
1.43 Conversion is the derivational process whereby an itcm is atlzlpted or 

c o ~ ~ ~ c r t c d  to a new u ~ ~ r d  clitss without I ~ C  addition of an aff x. In this way, 
conversion is closcly analogous to sullixntion (as distinct from prefixation). 
For example, the verb release (as in The~l release(/ hbtr) corresponds to a noun 
relecrse (as in They ordered his release), and this relationship may be seen as 
parallel to that between the verb acquit (as in They ucqciitted 11im) and the 
noun ~cquittal (as in They orclered Iris acquittcrl): 

VERB DEVERBAL NOUN 

SUFFIXATION: acquit -+ acquittal 
CONVERSION: release -+ release 

Conversion is unusually prominent as a word-formation process, through 
both the variety of conversion rules and their productivity. 

Note [a] Other terms for conversion ;Ire .functional conversion', 'functional shift', and 'zero 
derivation'. This last reflccts the nolioll of a 'zero' sufix, ;~~~;llogous to the ;~ctu;ll suffixes of App 
1.328: 
[b] Conversion includes, in this trcatrnent, c;~scs where the b;lsc undergoes some slight 
phonological or ortliographic change, e c :  shelj-  sheire (</App 1.56). 

Direction of conversion 
Certain difficulties arise in describing conversion, in that one does not have 
the addition of a suffix as a guide when deciding which item should be treated 
as the base and which as  the derived form. Of course, as with other types of 
word-formation discussed in this Appendix, we treat conversion not as a 
historical process, but rather as a process now available for extending the 
lexical resources of the language. From this point of view, it is irrelevant 
whether the verb release preceded the noun release as an acquisition of 
English vocabulary (cJ'App 1.11 Note [bl). 

Nevertheless, it is convenient to attempt to state such a precedence, and 
often the semantic dependence of one item upon another is sufficient ground 
for arguing its derivational dependence. For example, the verb rlet can be 
paraphrased in terms of the noun as 'put into a net', but no comparable 
paraphrase could be constructed for the noun; that is, to define net in some 

such tcrrns ;IS 'an instrunlcnt for ttctting' wo~rltl hc to lirnit 1111: 1nc;111i1tg 01. 
the noun qtritc arbitrarily to exclutlc (liw cx;trnplc)str;~wl>orry nets, mosquito 
ticls. :~nd h;~ir  ~icls.  

'I'l~is cr ilcric~rr c:rt~llc~l I I C  ~;lhily ilp(~lic(l Io IZ./C,IW ;111oi~c. 11111 OI IC  III;I!, I I ~ I I C '  

that ).L'/C(ISP~IS i~ ~ O L I I I  is p i t ~ ~ l l e l  toothcr nouns tlcrivccl I'rc~~ii vcrhs in dyn;tmic 
usc as reg;lrds scmi~ntic rcslrictil~l~s: t I t ;11  is, one rnily s;ty //h. rc,/c,c,.ve rc,c~,v 
~ ~ ~ I ~ / ~ / ~ v I / ~ I I I  '1'1ir,,sdr11.. ~ l c  ,j11s1 ; I S  OI IC  I I ~ ; I V  \ :~y /l;\ ~ I ~ . \ : ~ O I ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ / I ~ ~ ~ I I I O / ; ~ ~ I I  ,,I:, I~ , ( I ,v  

~ A ~ I I / ~ / I ~ I / I J ~ I  ~~I:,.vI/II,I,, clc. Morcov~.~, I<,/C,I.W I N . I I ; I \ , L , \  , I S  ; I  ( lr\crI>;~l I I O I I I I  i l l  

slrtlclurcs cil '  ' ~ i o ~ l ~ i ~ i ~ ~ I i / ~ ~ t i c ~ t ~ '  ( l : /  l7.51,(/ ) :  /I;.v r:~/c~~~\c, 11). 11r1, ~ , , I . : , ~ I ~ I I I ( , I I ~ :  tIle~ 
h" , c '~~r r~~r~r r t s  re/ea.se qf'r/r<, prisor~c,rs. On lhcsc grouncls. wc trc;tt abstract and 
agential nouns (g: loc%e, 'rehat) as derived. 

In the survey of typcs of convcrsion rhitt li>llows, we rcsutnc thc principle 
of c1;tssilic;ttion thal w:~s edoplcd liir sullix;~li:l~l: Illis Inc;tns tI1;1t wc grollp 
wortls ;tccortling to thc clitss ol' tltc 11;tsc ; I I I ~ I  I I I ~  CI ; ISS 111' Iltc \vo~cl dc~i\,ccI. 
l'ltus ).c,Irc~.sr is 10 bc closscd ;IS ;I dcvcrb;ll IIOLII)  i t t  App 1.47. 

'Partial conversion' 
1.45 So~iie grammars ni;tkc a distinction hctwecn 'full convcrsion' (;c, convcrsio~l 

as already discussed) and 'partial conversion', whcrc a word of one class 
appears in a function which is characteristic of another word cl;tss. One ]nay 
argue, for instance, that in such structures as the ~seoltlry [='wealthy people'], 
the ignorant, the ~vicked, the adjective is 'partic~lly converted' to noun status, 
in that it is syntactically in a position (head of noun phrase) characteristic of  
nouns rather than adjectives (cf7.2fr). That there is not full conversion in 
such cases is demonstrated by the inability of ~scoltlry, as it occurs in sentences 
like The it~mtt11)~ clre ul~vuys rr~itlr ris, to behave in~Jcction;~lly like a noun (th;lt 
is, to vary in terms of number and case). One cannot say *I 191et (I ~ t ~ c ~ a l r h ~ ~ ;  
*Those ~c~eu/tlries are nn;,fiierrds; etc. 

Indeed, it is doubtful whether this rather restricted use of adjectives should 
be treated as a word-formation process at all; not only is there no inflectional 
evidence of the word's status as a noun, but there is inflectional evidence of  
its unchanged status as an adjective: the ~ ~ ' ~ ~ l t h i ~ r ,  thepoorc,.st. etc. Morcover, 
there does not appear to be any of the partial productivity. or the distinction 
between actual and potential English words, that we have seen as one of the 
hall-marks of a word-formation process (cj'App 1.13). Rather, we can claim 
that almost any adjective of a permitted class (ie applicable to human beings 
or to abstractions) might be used in stlch a structure, with no constr;tints on 
productivity: 

wealthy 

ill-behaved 

The position adopted in thisgrnmmar, therefore, has becn to trcat such cases 
in purely syntactic terms, as  'adjective fi~nctioning ;IS hc;td of noun phrase', 
rather than to postulate that conversion, or the transfer of an itcm from one 
word class to another, has taken placc. 
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I,46 The words produced by conversion are primarily nouns, adjectives, and As 'l player, lie's a ~ratr/ra/, [ = a  nattlrally 
I t  will be from the sets presented below that the most productive They'rerunning in thefiml. [=tile f;n;ll 

c~,tcgorics arc lllc dcllofninill vcrhs ;,nd the cicvcrhill nouns  Only "'C 

llotcd tlndcr heading, but onc gcncml point dcscrvcs ll(ril~' ["l'li'y l l cws f )~ l~e r '~ ,  I I ' I~I~I~II~,  III,IJ!I/~/~, ~ J l l l f ~ l ~ f ~ ,  ~l~,,.~,lllljOl, (,Oltlic 

;,ttcntit,ll, A co,lvcrtcd item typically dots not c:lrrY with i t  the r('Xfr/(~r,y ['reg111:1r C I I S I ~ I ~ C ~ S * ] .  ,.o(l,yf rOi 
17X) 

semantic range it in ,he word class from which it Was collvcr(ctl. pi'iiis ltrerrk'(/'r ['yt"lng m;lrric(l 1)ctrplc. (i11lilrl~;~l) 1, 11,1,1, I:nlln ,llcse 
seclns be cspecin,ly in the case of denorninal verbs cxx'lmplcs* i t  t'l;lL;ldJcctive + noun ct,nvcrsionc;,,, cxpl;,incd 
comlllollly relt,te to only one of the meaoings possessed by the r'otln ( d A p p  terms Of 'l wefl-estil~lishccl ndjcitivc + nr>llll phl;lsc ~ ) , 1 1  Wllicll IllC llOUll 

l .  I 1 ,  011 p~lpcr). App h'1s 1.52. onconversions i ~ l v o l v i ~ i ~  p~lri,scs ,.i,nl;lining i,d,ectivcs, 

Note I n  colloq,linl us;lge (firmly regerrlecl 
,rollst;lndonI In Url i ,  less so i n  Alnli'. rcc""l*e l'' 

is especially 'l:.) l e  ull,x.l~ ; l l l c~  I C ~ I  
o(,n~:erl (11 ll1;lt sllc I;ltlgircd ;'L 'lim'). Conversion to verb 

one of products dc-;,djectival 21dverbs: s ~ ~ l c  writes g~~~rdl~tic~~/n~r~~I~~~/~l~ti~kk 7.7). 

Sonle or this kind occur i n  
general us;lge, as in ollici:il road aigrls, '*rivesl""!', ;lnd Denomina~ 

ql,,ck. and with the c~mpnrn t ive  an* s~crl;lfive) is reading 
lj,,ickcr., .She foughtrlr~l,l vl for election.. In i\mF,,.s~rre and rrol arc widely used as interls'lLing 1-49 [AI ' T ~ p u t i n / o n ~ ' :  

adverbs: . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ , ~ e  trying'. 'She was reolluck~'. C/8.1°0. butfie /'lo put  into a bottle'], corpet (1 subordiniltc ( B ~ ~ ) ) ,  
ca'a10gue~J700r, g a r ( ~ ,  po.~it;ot~, . s / ~ r / ~  (books: cyApp 

con,mon 
in nonce usages such as  rack (the plates), porc/l ({lle ncwsp~lpcr), 

Conversion to noun [B] 'To give N, to provide with N': 
blrtrr CO(ll ['to give a coat (of p;iint, .cf,n,r~,s n, 

Deverbal gre(rst., fi~usk, muzzle, oil, p/a,rler, 

I.11 
.State. [generally bitate of mind' or 'strte of sensation'] (from verbs used [Cl 'To deprive of N': 
stativeIy to count or noncount nouns): the core from'], girt, ped, s h ~ i ,  ,Op-olr~-fai~ <B,+) 

desire, di,yjnay, doubt, love, snre[l, taste, ID' 'To . with (more ~recisely, the meaning of the is use 
[B] ' ~ ~ ~ ~ t / ~ ~ t i v i t y '  (from verbs used dynamically): referent of lhe n o u n a ~ m  instrument for whillever ilflivily is narl iculrrly 

altenipt, jkll, hit, laugh, search, swilfl; shut-(1orn1, 'valk-out, blou'- associated with it'): 

out (of a tyre) 'lop by of a brake']. ~ / b ~ ~ ~ ; j ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ . ,  h~Ild,jllgc,r, 
[C] 'Object of V': knife 

a,lswer ['that which answers'], bet, ~ a l c k / i l 1 ~ ,  hall(l-aut 

[D] 'Subject of V': IE1 'TO (::t] as N with respect to.  , ..: 

bore who or that which boreslis boring'], cheat, coach, show- 

off; stand-in ['to act as c h a ~ e m n  to']. /[//[er, I,, parr(,t, pi,(!t, rc+ree; 
[E] '~nstrument of V': occurs In  nonce use Such as 'He Houcli~~ierf llimselfoit of ,lle locked 

cooer [.something which to cover things'], paper, wrcrlch cell'. 

[F] 'Manner of V - i d :  
of walking'], throw, lie (eg: in the lie ofthe land) [F]  TO(^^^). . . into N.: 

[G] 'Place of V': 
divide, retreat, rise, turn, lay-by, drice-i* lLto change into cash'], crbPle, 

Note It will be noticed that the include nouns forme* from phrasal an* prepositional 1.1 'TO by 
The type of informal deverbal cojn;lge represented by reoult-ill belongs to Type[B1 

than to any 
but ,,,,like s ~ l r l r ~ ~ o r ~ , l  it cannot be derived from a phrasalverb(therc is no * We 

Ianglll-i,l lrr,sl ,lighl), 
vogue for such [ormations produced sir-ill. locc-ifr, sll'illr-irr, "* others' li] nruil/'to send by mail'], s/lip, te/egrap/l 

Thsy an activity denoted by the verb) being carried on corpor;llely ('ypicoliy Iiil rto go by bicycle'], boar, callor, l,lO~or 

an  institution and with overtones of s0ci;d protest). 
lhe verbs this cklteg~ry are transitive, with tile exccplion of Type 

G [iil, and a few members o f ~ y p e  D, 
De-adjectival 

I.Q There is no very productive patlern of adjective -+ noun (but " 
De-adjectival 

7.12j; 7.37, 1.45). Miscellaneous exanVles are: 
I s  [A] verbs) 'to make or .to 

I-d like two pints of bitter, please. [=type of beer] (BrE) Calln ['to make calm.], dirty. [lry, irur,~hk, ,,,( /l)r 
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lill,ralls;tivC cm hccomc acij7; gcncrc~i~y a l i j ~ c d v u ~  in ' 1 . y ~ ~  A 
;l130 l i i lva  ,ll i .  ~ , l r l c ~ i l l l l ,  111,1 it n l i ~ ~  hc %:c11 8s X ~wondary  convcr"(>n (<l' 

1,54j: (lr,,. [ t o  bccolnc .]ry']. , r l r p f j m .  I I ~ W ~ I I . ,  II,~,~I.:' ((4 l.  !'~'Iloi1' 

pllrisill verb is derived from an ;tdjectivc by tbc ;ldliitioll 
,yf l  l,,, lfir r c t ( l  , l l ; lk~ S I ~ O ~ I I ~ ' ~ .  ,so/~c,r I ~ J  ['to l ~ e c ~ n l e  sohcr'], 

r ~ J l l ~ f ~  1.11) I > C U I I ~ I C  C:I\III ' \ .  
-,-l1is c.ltcgory col,lpctcs 

s,lllix;~li<jn (1.1 AI>\' 1.'1:!). :l1111 :~lflll(:llllll~' 

botll dcrivLl,ioI,s ;tvki;lLi~,le ror sa~i ie  ;~lIjccti\~c; [,,S: I l / ~ ~ ~ ~ / \ ~ ~ ' f l ) .  ~ ~ l ( ~ c ' ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ) :  

{:':ted] his i c e  with soot. 

I 

Conversion to adjective 

Denominal 
l,il ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ h i ~  or this category can be postuk1ted only when the noun 

occurs in as well as in attributive posiilon 7.12f) since lhe 

latter is freely avai~&,h for nouns withill the grammar of the noun phr" (if 
17,10V), we may c o m n a ~  the discussion of adjectives a d  ' pmia1  
conversion' in  pp 1.45 (cf also Note below and 7.14). 

a brick garage - The garage is brick. 
reproducfion furniture - This furniture is re~rf'duc~iolt 
C V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  porcelain - This porcelaill is Worccsler. 

Cfalso .This dnss is 
this one is nylott, but this one is .~~(ll. ' De1lomin.l 

adjectives are normally nongrrdable. but informally (and especially with 
reference to style) we find examples like: 

H ; ~  accent is very Moyfair (very Harcur4.  
was a funny story but not quite dra~si r l r root~~.  

,h for re;lsons stated, do 
nouns as eonvertedj~~~~ because tllcY arc uscd 

Note Aithoub prenonlill'k,lr, it should be noled l)l;lt pre~nodifying noum ;ire used in slri.llY *p"1c1 w"Ys 
denomiwal mclji.nivcSS T1l,ls in  the rbsmcc dmomind ;~djecIives h i d  all or P ' ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  wiih 

senses to slh,lrhull lhlscd on ,7~~hxrl,) or IIII,(~CUI IWSC* 011 ~~li~~/ici~l~,). lC find '1'' nOu'ls 

being used. Compare: 

Change of secondary word class: nouns 

Minor categories of c ~ f l ~ e r ~ i o n  

The notion Of 
may be extended to c]langcs of secondary word 

Then an  seven^ anomalous and misce1Ianeous types of  on^^^^^^^ chiefly 
class' 

the same major word category: for example, when noncount 

used informally; among them the following are noteworthy: 
'OunS are wed as count nouns or vice versa (~1.5.4). such  transfers are only 

111 c ~ ~ t l f ~ ~ ~ r , s i f ~ t ?  10 tff,UtI,S 
lil From closctl-class words; IIlcrc arc sc1111c wcll-cst;~ hlishcd cx;cmplcs 

: ~ ~ I ~ . I I I ~ I C I I I  c(i~iI:lirl*< I O ~ I  I I I ; I I I Y  ;/, ; I I I I I  / I~ I , ,~ .  
'1'11js Ij011k is ;I  IIIII.Y/ l'or 111c ~ I I I L ~ C I I I  (11 ; I C I C ~ < I ~ I I ; I I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
It lclls YOU :lbout the /lf~ll.and Lhc ~r,/r).of Ilighl. 

[iil From affixes; Very occ;~sion;~lly. ;III :~lfix m;iy bc con\vrtctl into a 
1101111 : 

1';1lriolis111, I I ; I ~ I ~ I I ; I ~ ~ S I I ~ .  : I I I~I  ; ~ o y  0t11cr ~.YIII.Y Y C I I I ' C I  11ke 10 I I ; I I I I ~ .  

[iiil From phrases; sequcnccs of. more th:~n one word arc somctirncs 
used as nouns, rcduccd to onc-word sli~lus by corivcrsion r;lthcr 
than by any of the normal p;ittcrns o f c o ~ n p o t ~ ~ ~ d i ~ l g  ((././\pp I.57f): 

Whcncvcr I gnmhlc, my horsc is one of thc trlso-rrrr~.v. [if, one o f  thc 
Ilorscs wl~iul~ Oitl 11o1 will 1,111 r~lcrclv '. l 

z l  <l1 1:111~l 

11 11 Cotrcer.siott lu oerl),r 
From closed-class and nonlexical items, chiefly informal : 

They rlolsr~ed tools in protest. 
She will ofland do her own thing. 
Ifyou ulf-zclt again, I won't goon with my story. 

I1111 Cot~uer.sim~ to adjectices 
From phrases (such as that in 'The plane is up in thc air'): 

an tlP-i~l-tll@-oir feeling - 1 feel very rip ill fhe nir. [with reference to 
cheerful spirits] 

an t(~[~er-clas.~ manner - His manner is very upper-c1rr.r.r. 

Froln closed-class items, we may cite examples like the followitlg: 

That's how the Fieldings next door do it, but it's not quite 1l.7. [=our  
style or standard] 

Note [a] On adjectives used as adverbs, cj.App 1.46 Note. 7.6~: 
[bl Examples like 'There are too many alfhorighs in thispnr;lgrsph', .HC hLls missed an  
accoamlodarc'might superficially suggest that olrhurrgh, 111, and UCCO,,II , IO~OI~ have been con,.erted 

into nouns. Compare also the 'conversion' of proper nouns: 'There tpo ,jf6~,vcnsrler i n  
England'. Any item can, of course, be used nomrn;~lly in this wily, not by convers io l l  hut by 

elliptical apposition ('the word ulrhough', 'letter I~I ' ,  'towns N~ ,~~o .~ lk ' ) :  d 5.61, 5.64, 
17.658 Contrast 'Men arc mortal', 'Mcrt is plur:~l', 'Srirnor.\ i , ~  diflicult to spell.: the difprcll t  
slallls would nornlall~ be indicztted in writing wilh it;~lic or quotation marks: ~ s ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ / ~ , ~ . ~  is 
AmE equivalent of BrE broc~s'. 



partially productive, and yet can be explained systematically in terms of 
dcriv:itiotl, They ;\re therefore p:ir:~llel to the major conversion processes 
alrc;ldy tliscusscd, tltough to tllc cxtcllt tI1;lt lhcy c;in \)C pl'ctliclc(l the 

regular products of gratnmaticail proccsses, thcy ~nigllt bc considcrcd :IS 

strictly lying outsidc tllc pnwincc oI 'wor . t l - l i~ r .~n~~l io l~~  
Types of conversion (or reclassification) within thc noun calcgory arc: 

[A] N~~trcorort ~wurr -+ coulrl 11ortr1 
[i] ' A  unit of N': 

two c(~j;,~,.v ['ctlps of coll'cc'J; two (hugc) (./I('(:Y(,.P 

[ii] 'A kind of N': 

Somepairr~s are more lasting than others. 
This is a better bread than the one I bought last. 

[iii] 'An instance of N' (with abstract nouns): 
a dificttlty ; small kirtdrresses; a miserable failtire; 
home rruth.r; a great injustice 

[B] Courlt rrotnr -+ no~rcorrnt noun 
'N viewed in terms of a measurable extent' (normally only when 
accompanied by expressions of amount): 

An inch ofpencil; a few square feet offloor 

[C] Proper noun -+ contnrorr notrn 
[i] 'A member of the class typified by N' (cf 5.61ff'): 

a Jercnriah ['a gloomy prophet who denounces his age'] 
a latter-day Plutnrch ['. . . chronicler of great men'] 
Edinburgh is the Athens of the north. 

[ii] 'A product of N': 
a Rolls Royce ['a car manufactured by Rolls Royce'l, a pack of  
Chesterfields ['cigarettes with the brand name "Chesterfield"'] 
The museum has several Renoirs. 

[D] Statioe noun + dytlumic noun 
Nouns are characteristically stative (cf 2.43), but they can assume the 
dynamic meaning of 'temporary role or activity' as subject complement 
following the progressive of be: 

( fool. 1 
He's being a { / ['He's behaving like a fool', etc] 

Note The use of proper nouns as in [Ci] i s  to be contrasted with usagcs like 'An unhappy Susan was 
waiting for him' (cJ 17.95) or 'There are two Susans in this office' [='persons called Susan'; cf 
App 1.52 Note], though the latter type closely resembles our [Cii]. See further 5.60fl. 

Change of secondary word class: verbs 
1.54 [A] Intransitive -+ trnnsitive 

'Cause to V' (cf 10.22): 

He's more English than the English. 
Some people's behaviour is rather h~credible. 
I have a very legal turn of mind. 
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run the water ['cause the wilter to run']; l?rurf:h the prisoners; .s/i& the 
bolt back. 

[il  ']>c V-et]' (ol'lcn will1 obligibtory ibdv~rl~iill i!,)(J will1 i l ~ ~ p l i ~ ~ l  
modality, 'can, must'), (j'10.21 : 

The clock 11~itrt1.v 111) at thc back ['is to bc wound up']; 
Your book rt,crcl.s well: l'hc t;~hlcpolisl~c:~ [bp h:ltlly: 
. Ihc  , tloor (.lo.s(~I hcl~i~ld hitn: You c ; ~ n  close tllc (loor c;~sily i t  justpufls. ['youjust pull it'] 

Likewise: ciiuic/e, clrive, soil, sc~N, steer, unclo, urlluck, brash; from 
causative verbs: dry, horrlen (cfApp 1.50) 

[ii] 'To V oneself': 

Have you washed yet? ['washed yourself'] 
Likewise: bath (BrE), hothe (AmE), hehatv, dress, nlake ttp, .slrcrre 

iiii] 'To V someone/something/etc': 

We have earerr already. ['eaten something, hod ;I meill'] 
Likewise: cook, ifrhrk, hurtr, kill, knit, selv, wriie. Colltrast 'Pleiise let 

me explain', where the object is understood from the context. 

[C] hrtransitive -t copular (cj'16.21 ff') 
iil Current meaning: 

H e  lay flat; We stoodmotionless. 

Likewise:float (free); ride (high); orrice (hungry) 
[ii] Resulting meaning: 

He feu flat; The sun was sinking low. 
Likewise: run (cold); boil(dry); wnsh (clean) 

[D1 Copular -r intransitive 

What must be, must be. ['exist'] 

[El Monotransitive -r comnplex transilice (cf[Cl and 16.44Jj") 
[il Current meaning: 

We catch them young. ['. . . when they are young'] 

Likewise: (can't) hear, briy,fitrd, hare, like, sell 

[ii] Resulting meaning: 

I rvipedit clean. ['made it clean by wiping it'] 
Likewise: knock (. . . unconscious); lock (. . . fast) 
Note reflexive objects: Ilaughcdnryselfsill~~. 

Change of secondary word class: adjectives 
1.55 [A] Nortgradable+gradabIe (cf 7.86, App 1.51) 
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[B] Stative -t dynamic (cf7.41) perjirme, permits Pervert, PreSCtlt, proffuce, progrc,~,~, p r ~ l e . ~ ~ ,  record, 
As noted in App 1.54 [D] above, dynamic meaning is signalled by the rejll, refit* refund, regress, reject, resit, retail, segment, survey, suspect, 

torment* tr'JWfcrt Ir(tn,r/i,mt, trott.vp/(tttt, tr(ttt.s,)ort, t ~ ~ , ~ ~ l  
progressive aspect O r  be: 

~ ~ , ~ j ~ ~ ~  beingfriendly ['acting in a friendly n 1 a ~ n ~ ~ ' 1  Occasionally, sword ofmore than two syllables varies in this way: ouer%ow 
Your uncle is being bigoted, as usual. (V) - ' O V ~ ~ ~ J O ~ V  (n). C. also en'oelop (v), 'e,toe/ope (n), 

I-leYs being c~~t~ku*crrd about it. There are many examples of disyllitbic noun-verb pilirs which do not d i r e r  
~ ~ ~ t l ~ ~  is being rl~~.virc~hlr~ lhis cveniny. i n  stress; fill,  cx;lln~lc, lk3'h(rlr, ( V )  ilntl lk.rl,l~tl~ (11) I ~ ~ ~ ( I ~  I ~ : ~ ~ ~  ellcl-8trCS9, 

(V) and 'cotlluct (n) both have initial stress (;IS i s  usual ,,,llere the 
is derived from the noun). 

Conversion with formal modifications 
In  cilses, Conversion is accompanied by certain nonamxal changes Note that dis'coaJ1t means 'to disregnrd', 'di,~cotr,r/ 'to give a discount.. 

proll,lnci,l~it,l, or H l , c l l in~o~  H I ~ C H R  cliutri1~11Ii0ll. 1.11~ t l l ~ ~ ~  itllp~'rlilllt 
kinds of alteration are [AI voicing of [inal consonnnls, and IISl  sllil'l(ll'fiLress~ 
Both kinds (like most phenomena of word-formation) are idiosyncratic in 
respect of the particular instances that occur. though they foilow certain 'lcar Compounds 

patterns. A is a lexical unit consisting of more than one base (cf 1.2) 
[A] VOICING OF FINAL CONSONANTS and functioning both grammatically and semantically as a single word. 
~h~ unvoiced fricative consonants /S/, If/, and 101 in some nouns are voiced principle, any number of bases may bc involved, but in English, except for a 
to M, lV/, and 181 respectively in the corresponding verb forms: minor class of items (normally abbreviated; cf 1,73), 

usually comprise two bases only, however internally 
NOUN VERB each may be. 

can take place within any of the word classes, but- within 
the Present framework-we shall in effect be dealing with the 
productivity 0f.compounds resulting above all in new nouns and, to a lesser 
extent, adjectives. These may involve the combination of the unchanged 
base (as in faxhe) ;  or  the first element may be in its special 'combining 
form' (as in the noun trouserleg or the adjective socioeconomic); or the second 
element may have a suffix required by the compound type (as in the noun 

It should be noted that, especially in BrE, the difference between licence theafre-goer or the adjective blue-eyed); or both elements may have a form 
(n) and license (v), like that between practice (n) and practise (V), is One Of that is compound-specific (as in the noun /aundj-omot), 
spelli, ,,ly: both noun and verb are pronounced with a I s /  In AmE' 

Before we consider the individual compound types, we shall give some 
both noun and verb can have the same spellings (license,practice1 respect've1y). attention to two issues: first, the conditions for lexicalization ( c f ~ p p  1.9) in 

A substantial ,-hange of pronunciation, including modification of the respect Of a particular collocation of bases; second, the formal characteristics 
vowel, is in pairs such as: breath /e/ - breathe /i:/;bath, glass (Iz1 in Of the composition thus made into an institutiona[ized whole. 

AmE, in Rp BrE) - bathe, glaze /ex/; cfalso blood-bleedlfood-fied. 
Note which belong to word classes other than the three major classes considered in 

[B] sHrPr OF STRESS (cf APP 11.6) this Appendix include prepositions such as into, insteod ~j, by dint of(cf9.6), pronouns such as 
When verbs of two syllables are converted into nouns, the stress is sometimes each other, himse!f(cf6.46), and adverbs such as coun~ry-~ty/~, headlong, down, 
shifted from the second to the first syllable. The first syllable, 

a 
jnside out (cf7.46). The latter are productive in terms of recurrent use of a second element, 

prefix, often has a reduced vowel /a/ in the verb but a fuli in the making them resemble theprod~ctsoisufixat~~~; c f ~ p p  ~ 4 1 ,  
Lb] is readily recursive, one compound itself becoming a constituent in a larger 

noun : one; d the structure of [[motor + cycle] +factoryj. 
was contvicted (/kan/) of theft, and So became a 'convict (lkon1) 

Lexicalization conditions 
The following is a fairly full list words having end-stress as verbs but 
stress as nouns in BrE (in AmE, many have initial stress as verbs also): In contrast to affixation, in which a base is typically altered in terms of 

certain very broad semantic or grammatical categories by the use of an 

: abstract, accent, combine, compound, Compress, concert, conduc'l confine (the closed set of items, compounding associates bases drawn from the 
noun is plural only), conjjct, conscript, consort, construct, contrast' 

lexicon in a wide range of semantic relations. Nonetheless, &hough 
convert, convict, decrease, dictate, digest, discard, discount, escort' both bases in a compound are in principle equally open, they are in 
export, ex.ract, fiment, imwrt, impress, incline, increase, insult, misprint, a whereby the first is modifying the second. In short, compounding 
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a ,baby 'girl 
can in general be viewed as prefixation with open-class items. a 'baby-,sitter 

~~t this does not mean that a compound can be formed by placing any 
,motor 'transport 'motor,cars 

lexical item in front of another. Consider the following: As we see in the sections that follow, almost all compounds have this 

~ o o k  at that dog in the street. accentual Pattern, whether they are nouns, adjectives, or verbs, ~~~~~~i~~~ 

She put the glass on the table. 
('f APP 1.70) are on the whole equally explicable in terms of 
thematization. In the compounds 

I heard an owl from my study last night. 

~~~~~t~~ a basis, we cannot in response speak of 'another street ,ash-'blonde ,bottle-'green 

or sanother rable or 'Do you work much in your owl srudy?' we have the focus on blonde and green since the premodifiers merely denote 
given the general conditions for lexicalization discussed in APP Ihe degrees or shades. SO too with 'combining-form9 like 
relations between items brought together in compounding must be such that ,socio-eco'nomic 
i t  is reasonable and useful to classify the second element in terms the first. 

~h~~ a x y  will be 'such a Y as may have X essentially predicated or 'coordinate' compounds like 
of it', *hereas the same XYsequence as a noun phrase is more likely be 'a  

,Swedish-A'merican 
y that happens to have X predicated of it' (6 17.1048). Ih terms of 

theme and focus (cf 18.9), we therefore expect to find that the the prosody reflects the pragmatic facts: the referent of the 'head' is an 
constituent in a compound is thematic, with focus on the first constituent (as admixture with that of the 'premodifier'. Given the pattern of such form- 
salient and categorizing), whereas the converse is true of premodifier and ation% only convention determines the selection, and pairs like 
head in a noun phrase; c j  App 1.59. This distinction is endorsed the Anglo-French and Franco-British are not necessarily in thematic contrast. 
widespread use of initial stress in compounds: a 'blackbird (contrast the Indeed, just as Ando- corresponds to -British because there is no * ~ , . i ~ ~ - ,  so 
phrase, a ,grey 'bird). we find American as final item merely because ?*America- is ill-established, 

~h~ relations consequently involved in compounding are If prosody reflects the semantic structure, so too does onhography. =he 
resemblance, function, or some other salient or defining characteristic. semantic unity of a compound is reflected in an ofihographic unity: 
example, darkroom is a.lexicalization of something we might paraphrase as 
.a room for [ = purpose] photographic processing'. The item dark is in a black bird but a blackbird 

the jexicalization not because such rooms happen to be dark, still less because 'pelling are however less dependable than prosody. practice 
one such room happens to be dark, but because the facility to such varies in words and some compounds may even occur in three different 
rooms dark is a salient characteristic. For the reasons given in App ].l0, we forms, 'solid', hyphenated, and 'open'; eg: 
cannot expect the meaning of darkroom to be implicit in the meanings the 

separate items (there are many 'dark rooms' which are not 'darkrooms' - a flower Pot a flower-pot a flowerpot 

need darkrooms always be in darkness): it is enough to make currency But in general there is a progression from open to solid as a given compound 
plausible that, when we know what it means, its constitution seems reasonable established, and hence widely recognized and .accepted as a 
and mnemonic, such reasonableness is somewhat more remote with 'permanent' lexical item. 
(where the building concerned would not otherwise be called a 'house'), less In AmE, hyphenation is less common than in BrE, and instead we find 
so with tlrne (though even this equates music with writing for the items Open or solid (more Usually the latter) where BrE may use a hyphen: 
identification in only a very limited context); cf APP I.12. 

It is more still with hot dog where only the 'hot'can seem reasonable language retarded <esp AmE), language-retarded (esp &E), 

and where we use this as a subcategorization not within types of dog (alsatianv psychosomatic (esp AmE), psycho-somatic (esp BrE). 

poodle,, , ,) but within meanings of dog. The semantic atypicalness hot The Open does not normally occur with combining-forms (as in psycho- 
dog significantly corresponds to its prosodic atypicalness; cf A~~ somatic~~s~chosomatic),  and where these are in compounds of proper names 

the initial capital of the second constituent inhibits solid spelling; hence even 
in AmE we find a hyphen in examples like S i n o - ~ u s ~ j ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ l ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~  
(though even these may appear solid, with lower case for the second element: 
Angloamerican, and always in Amerindian). In both AmE and hyphens are for ad hot premodifying compounds as in a much-needed rest, his 
higher-than-average wages, their come-and-fght-me attitude, nineteenth-century 
novels (where the sequences concerned are not of course compounds outside 
this premodifying position: 'his wages were higher than average*, of 
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the nineteenth century', etc). Compare phrasal conversion, App 1.52. For 
hyphen usage, see further App 111.41: 

Note In] 11 may be useful to co~lccive of 'pnrlial' coolpou~~ding (r./'pllrlill~' FIIIIVU~S~O~, App 1.45) 11) 
account for the formal and semantic gradience between phrase and compound: 

We need some furniture for the offices. Ill 
We need some .olfice 'furniture. !2! 
,Ollicc 'litrllil!lre is gcllirl,( r r l l l r ccx~~c l l u i~~ .  1.31 

(21 have i l p p r ~ l w i ~ t c l ~  p11r;isc struct!!l.c will1 IIO tlcceshiiry I c x i ~ i ~ l i ~ t ~ l i ~ ~ l l  III 

'ottice furniture'but mercly referring to furniture that will be used in  the ullivc(s). 111 131 hurvevcr, 
thc generic statement makes the beginning of lexicalizolion a more plausible interpretation: i t  
is implicd thtit thcrc is furniture of a kind designed specifically for office use. 'F'iarti;ll' 
~ ~ r ~ ~ l l ~ c ~ u t ~ ~ l i ~ l ~  mily OC ~ l i ~ i t l  to IIIIVC III~CII FIIICC, IIIIIIIIIII IIIC bl1cn11 PItIIL'rII ~ tnd  ~pcl l ing slill lcsll 
ill the phrasiil direction. 
[b] With coordinate compounds (cf App 1.70). we sornctimcs lind iln oblique stroke used i~lalcild 
of a hyphen in  rather technical (as well as in  rather informal) writing: 'an aurul/orol approach', 
'the b~/our motion'. Cfonr use i n  this book of speaker/~vrifer, hcar~r/rcadcr. 

The treatment of compounds 
1.60 Although not all compounds are directly 'derived' from the clause-structure 

functions of the items concerned, we shall adopt a mode of presentation 
which (where possible) links compounds to sentential or clausal paraphrases. 
This is appropriate enough in the treatment of word-formation in the context 
of a general grammatical description, and it is in keeping with our policy in 
this Appendix of concentrating attention on the language's productive 
capacity. 

As an example of this approach, we may take the two compounds glow- 
worm and punch-card, which are superficially similar, consisting of verb + 
noun. Yet the relations of their constituents, and hence the 'grammatical' 
meanings of the two compounds, are different: 

glow-worm - The worm glows, ie verb + subject ['Some worms glow'] 
but 

punch-card - Xpunches the card, le verb + object 

Similarly, daydreaming and sightseeing can be analysed in terms of their 
sentential analogues, thus capturing fundamental differences beside the 
superficial similarity : 

X dreams during the day, ie verb + adverbial 
but 

Xsees srghts, ie verb + object 

Within each of the major categories, therefore (notably Noun Compounds 
and Adjective Compounds), we shall distinguish subsets on the basis of a 
grammatical analysis of the elements involved in a canonical example, 
together with an informal indication of the relationship between them in 
terms of a syntactic paraphrase. 

Noun compounds 
?": 
e 
t 

Type 'subject and verb' 
1.61 [A] 'SUN,RISE: subject + deverbal noun (cf 'The sun rises'). This is a very 

d 

productive type. For example: 
.k, 

bee-sting catcall daybreak earthquake 
frostbite headache heartbeat landslide 
nightfall rainfall sound chtlngc toothtlchc 

[B] 'RATTLE,SNAKE: verb f subject (cf 'The snake rattles'). This type is only 
weakly productive. For example: 

cryhithy driftwood tlripcoll'cc Il:~sl~light 
glowwor~n hangman ploy boy popcorn 
stinkweed tugboat turntable watchdog 

[C] 'DANCING,GIRL: verbal noun in -ing + subject (c:/.'The girl di~nces'); very 
protlttclivc. 170rcxt~~nplc: 

cleaning woman firing squad flying machine 
investigating committee wading bird washing machine 
working party 

Sequences with converse stress pattern (,flying 'saucer, ,norking 'ntan) show a 
lesser degree of institutionalization as compounds; contrast 'workman. 

Type 'verb and object' 
1.62 [A] 'BLOOD,TEST: object + deverbal noun (cf 'X tests blood'). This is a 

moderately productive type. Sel/ is a common first constituent. Some 
compounds denote an activity (eg: handshake), some the result of an activity 
(eg: book review), and some could be either (meat delivery). For example: 

birth-control book review crime report 
dress-design haircut handshake 
meat delivery office management suicide attempt 
self-control self-destruction tax cut 
word-formation 

[B] 'FAULT-,FINDING: object + verbal noun in -ing (cfX finds fault(s)'; cf also 
App 1.68, man-eating). This type is very productive. For example: 

air-conditioning book-keeping book-reviewing 
brainwashing dressmaking housekeeping 
letter-writing oath-taking sightseeing 
story-telling town-planning 

[C] 'TAX-,PAYER: object + agential noun in -er (cf 'X pays tax(es)'). This is a 
very productive type, and designates concrete (usually human) agents; note 
however dishwasher, lawn-mower, penholder, record-player (cf App 1.34, 1.63 
[C]). For example : 

cigar smoker computer-designer crime reporter 
gamekeeper hair-splitter language teacher 
matchmaker radio-operator songwriter 
stockholder window-cleaner 

[D] 'PUNCH,CARD: verb + object (cf'X punches the card'). For example: 
call-girl drawbridge pin-up girl 
punchball push-button scarecrow 
treadmill 
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[E] IcHEwING,GUM: verbal noun in -ing + object (cf 'X thews gum'); very housebreaker ['break into a house'] 
playgoer ['go to a play'] productive. For example: 

eating apple tight-rope walker ['walkon a tight rope'] 
cooking apple drinking-water sun-bather 
boiling fowl (BrE) reading matcrial spending ['bathe in the sun'] 

theatre-goer ['go to the theatre'] 
roasting joint braising steak 

TIME : daydreamer ['dream during the day'] 

Note In ID] and [E], the Syntactic paraphrase obscures the 'purpose' relationship (cf App 1.5'): 'The 
ball isfir punching', 'Thc gum isJor X to chew'. [D] 'HOME~WORK: adverbial + deverbal noun (cf 'X works at home7).  hi^ is 

a moderately productive type. For example: 

Type 'verb and adverbial' PLACE : boat-ride ['ride in a boat'] 
1-63 [AI n s w l M M I N G , P O ~ ~ :  verbal noun in -ing + adverbial (consisting a field-work ['work in the field'] 

prepositional phrase; CJ"'X swims in the pool'). This is a very productive table talk ['talk at the table'] 
type, several adverbial relations are involved (but cf Note [bl). example: moon walk ['walk on the moon'] 

PLACE : diving board ['dive from a board'] TIME : daydream 
['drink out of a cup'] ['dream during the day'] 

drinking cup night flight 
['freeze at a point'] ['fly during the night'] 

freezing point 
frying pan (BrE) ['fry in a pan'] INSTRUMENTAL: gunfight ['fight with a gun'] 
hiding-place ['hide in a place'] OTHER : smallpox vaccination ['vaccinate against smallpox'] 
living-room ['live in a room'] tax-exemption ['exempt from tax'] 
typing paper ['type on paper'] telephone call 

['wait in a room'] ['message by the telephone] 
waiting room SO also sev-determination. 
writing desk ['write at a desk'] 

[El 'SEARCH,LIGHT: verb + adverbial (cf 'X searches with a light7). several 
INSTRUMENTAL: ad'ding machine ['add with a machine'l adverbial relations are involved (but cf Note [b]). For example: 

baking powder ['bake with powder'] PLACE : dance hall 
['carve with a knife'] carving knife ['dance in a hall'] 
['sew with a machine'] springboard sewing machine ['spring from a board'] 
['walk with a stick'] workbench ['work at a bench'] 

walking stick 
washing machine ['wash with a machine'] INSTRUMENTAL: grindstone ['grind with a stone'] 

plaything ['play with a thing'] 

Some further examples: cookbook (esp A ~ E ) ,  ( A ~ E ) ,  resrroo,n 
(es~AmE) ,  swimsuit (esp AmE), washroon~ (esp AmE). The labels indicate 

i the popularity of this pattern in AmE; in BrE there is a corresponding 
i. Preference for the pattern in App 1.63 [A]. 

[a] Somewhat like items in [B1 is dry-clea~ring (but note the phrasal accentuation in ,dry- 
'cieoning), 'cleaning (the clothes) whenlthough dry3. C/: .$iecp-u!o/kilzg -walking whenlthough 

['walk in one's sleep'] asleep'. For the adjective form ,dry-'cleaned, c f ~ p p  1.69 [D]. 
Ib] In [AI and [El, the'purpose' relationship is lost in this presentation; b ~ h e  pool isfor 

INSTRUMENTAL: fly-fishing ['fish with a fly'] Xto swim in*,'The light isfir Xtosearch with'. 
['write by hand'l handwriting 

['box against a shadow'] shadow-boxing 

[C] q B ~ ~ Y + I m ~ ~ :  adverbial + agential noun in -er ( c f ' ~  sits with the baby'). 'Verbless' compounds: Type'subject and object) 
 his is a moderately productive type (CS App I.62[CI). For IA] 'WINDIMILL: noun1 + noun, (cf 'noun, [powers/operates] noun,', 'the 

['swim on the back'] wind powers the mill'). For example: 
['dwell in the city'] air-brake air rifle cable car coal fire (,.'.in BrE) 
['work in a factory'] motorcycle Steam engine gas cooker (,.l. .in BrE) 
['crashes through a gate', ie hydrogen bomb (, . . , '. in A ~ E )  
'uninvited guest'] 
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ba'rometer ,biolphysics 'agri,culture In informal A ~ E  we have such a compound used to pnmodify an adjective 
,biotech'nology lE~ro,dollar 'hortitc"lture infinger-licking good. 
,microelec'tronics ,porlnogra!Jhy ~ ~ ~ y ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ g y  
'stereo-,vision ,turbo-?et Type 'verb and adverbial' 

Cialso odramuIturgy, lmetul,iurgy. On pseudo-. ~f APP 1.23 With lstereO~ty~ed ' O c E * N - p o l ~ ~ :  adverbial + - i g  participle ( c f * ~  goes across 
and ,sterro~phonic, we have adjectives that are more commonly used than the APP 1.63, rlaydreaming). For example: 

corresponding nouns. fist-fighting law-abiding lip-sucking 
Compounding may involve more than one combining-form; eR fl"Phrolith- 

otonty, ~~eurolymphomal~~is: cf APP 1.57 Note [bl. [B] r H E A R T ~ ~ E ~ ~ :  adverbial + -ed participle ( c f . ' ~  feels i t  in the heart.). The 
On the model of neo-classical combining-forms, we have 

to 'ype is particularly productive when the noun has agential meaning and 
whose initial base a connecting -0- is added; CS: consists Of se(f: se(f-st~led, se(f-appointed, s e / f ~ e m p / ~ ~ ~ d ,  self;ta,,ght (but a self- 

~h~~~ is vacillation between 'kilomerre and ki'lometre. 
addressed is one that is addressed l. oneselr), E~~~~~~~ are : 

airborne cost-led Custom-built handmade 
'~ahuvrihi' compounds home-brewed home-made language-retarded suntanned 

I.67 All of the compounds to be listed in this section are formed On One Or Other typewritten thunder-struck town-bred weather-beaten 
of the patterns already described, Most of them are like 'darklroom, Others Cfalso speech(-) and la~g~age(-)impafred, 
are like, for example, yrog,man or 'snow,flake (cf APP 1.65 ['I, and 

respectively), ~h~ term 'bahuvrihi3 refers not to their Pattem formation I ~ ~ ~ - ' ~ O R K I N G  adverbladjective + -ing participle ( c ~ . ~  works hard,, 
X looks good'). For example: 

but to the relation they have with their referents. Neither constituent Of such 
a compound refers to the entity named but, with a semantic movement that easy-going everlasting far-reaching good-looking 
may be thought of as 'lateral7, the whole refers to a sePante entity (usual1y a high-sounding sweet-smelling well-meaning 

that is claimed to be characterized by the comp0und9 in its literal Or 
[D] IQ~IC~-'FROZEN: adjective/adverb + -ed participle (cf was frozen figuruive meaning: ~h~~ a highbrow means *an intellectual', on the basis Of quickly'). For example: 

the facetious claim that people of intellectual interest and cultivated tastes 

are likely to have a lofty expanse of forehead. Similarly 'heartlthrob dry-cleaned (cf *PP L63) far-fetched fresh-baked 
for its non-bahuvrihi use) is someone who causes the heart to throb long-awaited 'new-Jaid well-meant 

in a person of the opposite sex; ie 'a sexually attractive person'. Many 'wide,spread 

bahuvrihi compounds are (like highbrow) somewhat disparaging in tone and 
are used chiefly in informal style. Some further examples: 

also'of-putting); c f ~ p p  1.59. 

Note The ba,,uurihiis from sanskrit. compounds of this type have also been 
'exocentric" Id] Fasllionable ad formations or type [B] include rr.rporr-,led (recocery), wco,,ler-relo,ed (sir-crash). 

Adjective compounds Type 'verbless' 

Type 'verb and object' 
object + -ing participle (cf 'X eats men'; also App 

faulrfinding).  hi^ is a very productive type. Sevis a frequent first constituent 
but takes secondary stress. For example: 

breathtaking fact-finding heart-breaking life-giving air-tight Camera-ready carsick 
record-breaking ,self-de'feating ,self-'justifying dustproof duty-free fireproof foolproof 

homesick oven-ready tax-free 
watertight war-weary 
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fruitful in creating denominal verbs. ~t should be noted that new formations 

W itll there i!, phrasal stress, as in ,c/os.s-'conscious, lcosl-dfectiue, jabour- tend to be used with some hesitation, especially in respect of the full range of 
irl'reftsiue and (involving a cornbinin8 Ibrm). verb;11 inncxions. For cxsmplc, the tcxtui~l instancc i n  was 

DRrrGREEN: noun (denoting basis of ~0mp.rison) + adjective (cf"rs signilic;lntly in the b;lse f'orm, s~i/~~Ic.s/rtrrt, but ;ll,llOug~l c lca r ly  a 

greet, grass,)  hi. is a fairly productive type and the 
formed can verb, there is less obvious clash with the well-established verb destroy than 

us,l;,liy llsctl illwl tlot,n~: stress is vnri;lhle, but phrasi "'" is 
when (as ordinary verb inflections are added ?q-he organiza- tion * r c ' ! f L  in 1 985'. SO illso wc I I ; ~ ~ !  {hc ; lgcnr i ; l l  h,jll ,l,-,y bcforc tllc Some examples: 

bottle-green brick red vcrl'l)ol'l'-.ril, 11lld lllc bose 1i)rnl ('Will ylll, hu/,,,-sjl 1. c,1. Il,c~!s) 
ill,lcclcd age-old ash-blonde forms ('He kbY*f for them'). Other back-formations 

continue to display jet black midnight blue rock-hard Sea-green 
their lack of established acceptability: * ( ~ h @ ~ )  *phe) housekept, 

+ adjective in a coordinating but,where A particuladY productive type of back-formation to the noun 
the stress pat"'" 

implies that the first is relatively themat1c3 Ihe in and -er (cf App 1.62 [B], [C], App 1.63 [B], [C]). For 
focd md hewe sem;lnliraliy dominant. Cf'The 

is b'slcally example, the verbs: 

but with a greyish tint7, ~ ~ r ~ ~ m ~ l l y ,  this can bc rc[lcctcd in  
adjective having the suffix -y or -is/, ( ~ i ~ p p  1.38). as in re(/l~i~~h-h-"rowft~ 

grcefly- brain-wash chain-smoke day-dream dry-clean 
fire-watch house-hunt house-keep lip-read sight-see 

grey, Cmrdinate co,npoud~ are, however. widely used with 
to 

sleep-walk spring-clean window-shop 
international relations where (despite the ph"sd1 stress) parity 

is theOret'caIIY 

fundamental: 'A japanese-Ampriran trade Pact is about 
be signed" In Less commonly~ we have nouns from adjectives by beck-formation: eg 

compounds the first element assumes a combining form polymer ftompo/ymeric. 

App 1.66). some examples of various types: Note Ia1 
also, from (a) sirlg-.yong, the nonce-formation d (not *He song-,Y o"g), ~ ~ ~ l ~ - p ~ l i ~ h  auditory-visual It likely that such regubdrizations of inflection result from that process of linguistic  german an phonetic-syntactic 

deaf-mute known as mefollol~sis(word segmentation counter to etymology), orwhich back-mrmation 
may psychosomat~c ~ ~ s s o - C h i n e s e  ~ensori-neural be seen as a special case.  or example, from 'The fridge needs regular defreezing. we find 

,They 
Sino-Italian socio-economi~ swedish-Brazilian defreezed (besidedefroze) the fridge that evening3. But regularization in such verbs can also 

hdicate a synchronic failure to analyse in terms of their historical componen,s; thus one 
tragi-comic occasionallY hears 'This cannot be gainsayed' or -1 was overrided., and the 

a phenomenon Of relexicalization which is again akin to back.formation, 

Note 
In compounds as premodifiers of dktioaory, the first adjective indicates the language which is 
the basis or starting-point, hence again justifying the phrasal stressing in 

Lb1 In connection with back-formation we might consider grammatically regular ences such as the following ( c j 7 . 3 3 ~ :  
For example, an ,Ellgiisll-Fre,,C~, ~ i ~ t i ~ ~ ~ ~ y  ;S one that trdnshtes English words 

Into French' a 
He conlpletely refused . . . 

one translates from French to English; but an ~ ~ " l ? ~ ~ - ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  She totoIly rejected . . . " His complete refusal 

one produced 
by a joint ~ ~ ~ l ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h  enterprise. Coordinating compounds are sometimes " Her toto/ rejection 

They utterly despaired . . . " Their utter despair 
referred to by the Sanskrit term'dvandva'. I/uIly endorse. . . " Myfullendorsement 

She absohfely disapproved. . . H~~~~~~~~~~~ disapproval 
They entirely agree. . . " Their entire agreement It  

be observed that the adjectives in the second column emerge only on nominalization of 
theclausesin the first column. m he fact that they are to thisextentderived from thecorresponding 
adverbs is by Iheir meaning, which directly reflects that of the  subjunct, 

Miscellaneous modes j Reduplicatives 

~ack-foWnation 
' 

Some compounds have two or more constituents which are either identical 

Pairs of words l i te  aduise adoisor, burgle M burglar, Or Only 'lightly different, eg: goody-goody (chiefly noun, se~f-consciously 

edit ediIor, ruggut an identical relationship between the 
members which virtuous person'? informal). The difference between the two constituents may 

from the synchrOnic 
of the ordinary language user is be in the initial consonants, as in walkie-ta/kie, or in the media. vowels, eg: 

correct. But as a matter of historical fact, while advisor and inspector were 
i 

criss-cross. Most of the reduplicatives are highly informal or familiar, and 

, indeed famed from and inspect by suffixation. we hay' derived many to the sphere of child-parent talk, eg: din-difl ['dinner']. The 

and edit from burglar and editor, analysing these on Other most common of reduplicatives (sometimes called 'jingles? are: 

agenlial ~f 
1.12, 1-34. This is the Process known as 'back- Iil to imitate sounds, eg: rat-a-tat [knocking on door], tick-tock [ o f c ~ o c ~ ~ ,  ha 

fornation,, and in 
to well-established items, whether from long ago ha[of laughter], bow-wow [of dog]; 

from kzy) or more recently (like ieleuize from new 
lii] to suggest alternating movements, eg: seesaw,flip-joP, ping-pong; 

formations of this kind continue to be made. The Process lS ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~  
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liiij to disparage by wgCsting instability, n o n m r ,  insincerity, 'stereo from ,stereolphonic 

etc : higg,edy-P~le~y,  ~,ocus-po~u~, wishy-washy, di11~-da11y3 shillyiy.shO1ly telly (BrE) from ,tele'vision 

[iv] to intensify, eg : teeny-weeny, tif'-foP. Less cOmmonl~,  the clipped form has resulted from disc;trding the initial 
Part of a word, as in: 

With iiiil we informal AmEsequenc~~O~thet~~e~oDy'o l l~sc '~ ' l los t"n'  
whicll 

tend to be used ironic or d ismiss ivencss~~ the first phone from 'telephone (but not, cg, microphone) 
plane from 'airplane, 'aeroplane 

Abbreviations 
l.,3 I t  is the essence in \ericrlization that, however lengthy cornpiex the OccasionallY, syllables have been discarded at both ends ofa word, as in:  

formation of an item, it comes to be regarded as 
single unit in relation to flu Jronr ,influlcnza 

the meaning so lexicalized. In consequence, it is not the constitumts the 
fridge (esp BrE) from re'frigerator 

word in 
that are seen as conveying this meaning but its 

as a whole provided my part of the itern is sufficiently Stress patterns have been indicated to show that the shortened form is not 

individual to call up the whole, it can be shortened to 
a lorm which is (indeed not usually) the stressed part of the word concerned and 

convenient but need not reflect the mor~hological make-up of that jt  is given an independent stress pattern of its own (as i n  8~,cnlo), Even 

the full form, For example, bus (from omnibus), ad (from Odverthemeflt)' 'lt stronger evidence for the acquisition by clipped forms of a specific 
(in information pmcessjng, fmm binory digit): TV (Irom 

We Iexicalization is indicated by the parenthesized restrictions we have shown 

distjnguish three highly prOducti~e ways in which abbreviation 
is where Thus lib is not an abbreviated form of the word / i h t i o n  as 

in word-forma~ion, giving US CLIPPING% *CLoNyMS' and 
such* less of the verb liberate, but only of very specific uses o~liberation. 
The examination of a patient by a doctor is not an emm. A further sign of 

Note 
the related use of abbreviation as a graphic device' App 111'27R. the lexical independence of clipped forms is that mono (with a meaning that 

was un'exicalized, of course, when Sound-recording could be nothing else) 
came into existence by analogy with stereo, and in specific contrast to it; 
hence its immediate use in a Parallel abbreviated form, and the fuller form 
mono~honic remains relatively rare. 

Note The 
informality that is typical orclipped forms is frequently refiected in informal spellings; 'Or s11~1~biz9 fridge, mike, relly (BrE), cos or .cos (both .bccausc.), ['perhaps'1. In thesecases9 the spelling has been adapted to suit the 

pronunciation ofthe fragment. The holds for '(the student music)soc3 (esp g r ~ ) ,  where the spelling 
Of soc(ieffi remains but the final /S/ ofthe fragment comes to be pronounced tk/, In '(meat and 
two) "'g' (BrE) neither spelling nor pronunciation (/ved3/) has bee,, 

while in bike ['bicyc'e'l both have been changed. In I1a11ky ['handkerchief], we find an additional familiarity marker in the suffix -Y WAPP 1.77); $also nig/~ty, rr,~,jj~~, CO,~/L ~com~orlable.l,  [bl Some 'lipped preserve a final S, as in specs ['spectacles], nlarhs (BrE) ~mathematics,,  but AmE gents, Frenchjries; some add an S, as in g r ~  turps 
(c,ApD ['l It is uncommon to find clipped forms becoming so well.established as to lose their 

'One. This is true of plane, stereo, raxi (from raxicab- itself a clipping), pro,n (BrE) 
(note spelling, from 'perambulator'); and in many ~ o n g - e ~ t ~ b l i ~ h ~ d  

cases \he fuller form is rarely 
onlnib"s for bids) Or is not ordinarily known (eg: ,,,,,bile for nloh), Id] Ozo'id(in rePr'JgraPh~) is basically a reverse spel,ingof,jjaro; I, Note, 

from la'boratory (B~E) ,  'laboratto"Y (AmE) 
lab from libetration (but o ~ l y  in l e x i c ~ [ i z a t i ~ ~ ~  ! Acronyms are words formed from the initial letters of words that make up a 

like Women's Liberation Movement) 
name. New are freely produced, especially by scientists and 

from memo'randum administrators (cf APP 1.151, and particularly for names of 
There are two main types: 

from 'micro,phone 
frorn lphotograph (but not ~ h o ' ~ ~ g ~ ~ p ~ y )  Acronyms which are Pronounced as sequences of letters (also 
from pro'fessor alphabetisms'), eg C.O.D./,si: au 'di:/, are most like abbreviations from ,pseudo- (,intelllectual) and hence most peripheral to w~rd-formatio~. 1n the more 
fro, ,public 'house institutionalized formations have no periods between the letters. ~h~ use of 
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Blends 
capitals is not determined solely by whether the items abbreviated are proper 

As the term suggests, blends are formations in which a compound is made by 
nouns. 'blending' one word with another. Enough of each is normally retained so 

[i] The letters represent full words: tllilt Lllc complex whole rcm;lins hirly rc;~tlily ;~n:llys:l[l[~ 1.14). T~ 
(in) care of [used on envelopes] this end also, and preserving the normal attributes tile compound such 

cl0 
cash on delivery that the end-~ar t  is the thematic base to which the new initial part is related, 

C.O.D. 
DIY (informal n r ~ )  (~o-ic-yourseel[i~~~d of self-help repairs* etcl the blend tends to haveas whole the prosodic shnpeofthc untruncated 

EEC European ~conomic ~ o r l l l ~ ~ ~ ~ i t ~  Part, l'hus on the basis of ho'lc'l WC prclircc cnollgl~ of,,lo,or l,()th to 
exempli grntia [Latin, 'for example'] the new contrast with hotel (a hotel specially equipped for the needs of 

eg 
ESP extra-sensory perception motoring guests), and to achieve the dominance of the base pattern: mohtel, 

FBI Federal Bureau of investigation So too with a special kind of lurrclr which has some of the features of 
id est [Latin, 'that is'] breakfast, we have coined brunch; if the meal had been primarily 

ie 
Kuala Lumpur as a kind of breakfast, we might have had instead (*)'lu,lkjasr. ~ h ~ s  we may 

KL 
Los Angclcs conclude that a .vork (first rccordcd in 1976) is a fork like a spoon, 

LA Massachusetts institute of Technology than a spoon that looks like a fork (which might have given us ~~t~ MIT 
postcard the distinction between tigon (where the sire is a tiger) and /iger (where the 

p.c. (BrE) 
unidentified flying object sire is a lion). In such formations, an attempt seems to be made at matching 

the United Nations the pragmatic position with a linguistic form. 
UN 
VIP very important person Blending is a very productive process, especially in commercjal coinages, 

which suggests that its rather daring playfulness is popular. Where many 
Iii] ~h~ letters represent constituents in a compound Or just parts of a types of neologism are criticized adversely (eg as 'unnecessary jargon'), 
word : blendsseem rather to be enjoyed. Perhaps in consequence, many ofthem are 

GHQ 
General Headquarters short-lived or never achieve currency beyond the advertising copy in which 
identification (card) they may originate. Eg: swim'sation of a swimsuit that will cause a sensation; 

TB tuberculosis [ubri'tection of a new lubricant that will provide engine protection. 

TV television Others not merely become well-established but act as a highly productive 

Acronyms o f ~ y p e  [A] are sometimes given a quasi-phonetic witten form' for new formations; cfi 'cheese,burger, 'beeLburger, 'shrimp,burger; 
For example, M,C, [ ' ~ ~ ~ t e r  of~eremonies'l may be informally written as Iwashe'teria, ,candylteria, ,luncha'teria, etc (and we note again that a matching 

Emcee; DJ [ ' ~ i ~ ~  Jockey3] as Deejay, OK as Okay. In AmE, Jaycee is used in prosodic shape is a determining factor in establishing the blended form), 

for Junior Chamber of Commerce (member). Others again achieve a brief surge of productivity in response to an 
'Jutstanding event. In the years following the Washington Watergate 

[B] Acronyms which are pronounced as a word, eg NATO /'neltaul' are I scandals, the name 'Water,gate became a model for such blends, being the 
often used without our knowing what the letters stand for: : 1 thematic element in items like 'Mulder,gate, 'Billie,gare, ' ~ a t t [ e , ~ a t ~ .  ~ 1 1  of 

laser lightwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation !I these denoted specific cases of political crisis resulting from scandalous 
, NATO the North Atlantic Treaty Organization :l deception connoted by the underlying Watergate, the whole of which (with 

radar radio detecting and ranging i 
'1 the associations) had to be understood in each alternative formation. 

UNESCO the united Nations Educational, scientific and cultural Some further and more general examples: 
organization 'breatha,lyser [breath + 'anal,yser] 

WASP white Anglo-Saxon Protestant (AmE, informal) eLlectro,cute [electro + 'exe,cute] Acronyms of this second type frequently derive from phrasal names 'Euro,vision [European + 'tele,vision] 
specially devised for their acronymic convenience For the same reason* 'heli,port [helicopter + 'air,port] 
initial syllables as well as initial letters may be involved, as in binac Cbinary ,multilversity [multiple + ,uni'versity] 
automatic computer'), 'news,cast [news t 'broad,cast] 

'para,troops rpara,chute + troops] 
Some abbreviations are read aloud in unabbreviated forms; eg: 

P.c. Others are normal1y (eg: 
smog 

, viz) or sometimes (eg: ie and eg) read out as English phrases, 'namely', 
'that is', and 'for example' [smoke + fog] 

[television + 'broad,cast] 
'travedogue [travel + 'cataJogue] 
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There is rather more radical abbreviation in bi'onic (biological + e/ectronic). 
Items like bit ('binary digit'), interpol ('international police'), moped ('motor 
pedal-cycle'), telex ('teleprinter exchange'), are outside the general pattern 
outlined above, both in the way in which thc word-fractions are made up and 
in the disregard for the prosody of a thematicstarting-point. Insome respects, 
they more resemble acronyms of the [B] type in App 1.75. 

Note [a] The ease with which word-fractions can he used in hlends accounts for the way certain 
sounds and sound-sequences achieve a semi-morphological slatus; cj'the many derogatory words 
in English heginning with /fin/ (('g: sttcvr, rrti~lc, ,s,toop) or the frequcntativc verbs ending in a 
consonant plus syllabic /l/ (ex: nrrfle. ,sirzlr~, fi~~klc).  111 this alnltccli<,rt, onc notes lllot rccurrcnt 
items in blends (eg: fele-, Euro-, -rerio, -blrrger, -gute)comc to be used like allixes. 
[b] The feminist movement has produced several blends, notably MS (Imlzj: Miss + /mlslz/). 
and including purely graphic items like the pronoun s/he (she + he), or in the striking title of a 
bwk by Mary Daly, g~n/ecology (gyne + ecology). On the use of the oblique stroke, rf App 1.59, 
Note Ibl. 
[c] It is a kind of blending that produces (especially in BrE) the very informal and usually 
scatological 'tmesis' or use of infixes in ,obso,bloo,ly'/~y'hrvly, ,sfor~ygo~ldu~r~'hrokc, ,al,ruddy'migl~ly. 
Semantically, these combine an already emotional hyperbole with an extreme intensifier, and as 
the indicated stressing shows, there is a common essential prosodic pattern such that the infixed 
intensifier comes immediately before the most emphasized syllable (cf18.59 Note [bl.). 

' Familiarity markers 
1.77 We bring together here types of abbreviation with affixation that have in 

common a highly informal tone and a mode of referring that indicates close 
community with (together with familiar, and often affectionate, knowledge 
of) what is referred to. In many instances they characterize the type of slang 
developed in close socialgroupssuch as families, schools, military institutions, 
etc. Thus, in Oxford the examination known as 'Divinity Honour 
Moderations' came to be called 'Divvers', St Stephens Hall 'Staggers', and a 
Professor Lightfoot 'Lighters'. Among other affixes for diminutives and 
analogous 'pet' forms (also known as hypocoristics), we have -let, -ette, mini-, 
and a few others (cf App I.24,1.33). 

Along with abbreviation (and frequently syllabic modification as in 
'Staggers'), certain affixes are recurrent: -y, -0, -er, - S :  

-Y, -E: hippy, Aussy, telly, cheuie, baddy, goalie, hanky, weirdie, druggy 
(BrE), nudie, chappie (BrE), chippie [(BrE) 'carpenter']; particularly 
common in that type of intimate discourse called 'baby talk' (and note 
baby itself): comfy, sweetie, drinky, auntie, daddy, mummy (BrE), mommy 
(AmE). Familiar forms of personal names also frequently have -y or 

.-ie: Katie, Freddy, Cltarlie, Molly, Billy, Susie 
-0: ammo ['ammunition'], aggro [(BrE) 'aggravation' in slang senses such 

as 'mob mischief '1, aroo [(AustralE) 'afternoon'], doggo [(BrE) 'quiet'], 

Note lal Theabove useof-u(unstressed)is 10 bcdistit~guisl~ed lium tl~eequally inlbrm;tl but stressed 
-0 after monosyllabic responses: righf'o,good'o (both BrE). 
[b] Other informal (and especially AustralE) suffixes include -'oo as in sl~i'voo ['party'], ma'goo 
['important person'], -eroo as in '(It was a real) Ylopr,roo', though in AustralE the strcss puttem 
would more usut~lly b e ,  Jly'hrrpe'rua, ,.vockc'mu. 

Bibl iographica l  n o t e  
For general accountsof English word-formation, see Jcsperscn (1909-49). vol V[; ~ ~ ~ i ~ 1 ( 1 9 7 2 ) ;  
Marchand (1969). Stein (1973) providcsan cxtcnsive bihlio>gr;~phy, 

0 0  hro;ld tllc~rrctici~l issues, sce Ad;ltns (1973): Art,n<,ll. (1076); 1 1 ; ; ~ ~ ~ ~  ( l t ) ~ 3 ) ;  (;rcen~;lul,, 
(1976.a): Hansen eta1 (1982); JackcndoB(1975): Kastovsky (1982a. 1982b); Lipka(1972); ~ i ~ k ~  
and Giinther(l981); Pennanen (1972, 1982); Siege1 (1979); Stein (1977). 

On noun compounds. see Brekle (1970); Lcvi (1978); Warren (1978); ~ i m m e r ( l 9 7 1 ) .  
On adjective formation, see Hirtle (1970); Hudson (1975a); Levi (1973); ~j~~~ (1970, 1976); 

Meys(1975); Stein (1971). 
011 affixation, see R. W. Brown (1927); Colen (1984); lsitt (1983); Stein (1984); ~ ~ t t i ~  (1980); 

Zimmer (1964). . , 

On other specific topics in word-formation, see Algeo (1975); Biese (1941); R. W. 
(1954): Linde16r(1938); McMillan (1980); Pennanen (1966); Praninskas (1968); Soudek (1967); 
Thun (1963). 

Other relevant studies include ~ I g e o  (1978, 1980); Burgschmidt and Cornell (1981); 
Danielsson (1948); Gbrska (1982); PanagI(1982); VendIer(1968). 

Among dictionaries and other reference works of interest for current word.formation study 
are Barnhart et a1 (1973, 1980); Burchfield (1972-86); McDavid (1963); Urdang (1978); 
(1 976); Wentworth and Flexner (1 975). 

weirdo 
-ER: chlefly BrE, as In rugger, soccer, footer, tucker [(AustralE) 'food'], 

boner ['blunder'], fresher ['freshman'] I 
-S: Babs, Debs, nuts, bananas ['mad'], Moms 

These and other such informal affixes often occur In combinat~on fatso; 
tootsies, Momsie, the wtllles, falsies; -ers (BrE) as in starkers, bonkers, Duffers 
['Daphne'], shampers ['champagne'], preggers ['pregnant3]. 
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Introduction differences between BrE (as represented by RP) and AmE (as represented by 

II.L ~h~ study ofstress, rhythm, and intonation is an cxtrcmcly area Of 'network English'; cf 1-27), our symbols seek to indicate these, 
linguistics to which it is impossible to give adequate attention within Ihe 
space of this ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~ .  Our aim must here be strictly limited to presenting 
an ofthe part these features play in English grammar$ explaining 
the allusions that have been made to them in this book, and guiding the 

reader to the selective bibliographical note at the end of the Physical properties 
stress, rhythm, and intonation are all concerned with the perception of 

p ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  We speak of STRESS when we are considering the 11m2 The physics of these phenomena cannot concern us here, though we must 
prominence, usually perceived as greater loudness by thelistener, with which utterawarning against simple equations such as regarding stress as identical 
one part of a word or longer utterance is distinguished from Other parts. Thus with kJ~dness. Stress is closely associated with loudness or amplitude on the 
we will say that indig,la,lt has stress on the second syllable; and we may One hand and articulatory force on the other, but other factors are or can be 
indicate that the word like is normally stressed in Does he like i t? In such involved-notabl~ duration and pitch. Pitch seems to be the most important 

cases, we can show the stress by a raised vertical mark (cf further 11.3): factor when a stress is final in a phrase (or when a word is spoken in 
isolation): the stress is then associated with (or realized by) prominence 

in1dignant Does he 'like it? and often with pitch movement. But what matters is that the hearer expects 
We speak of R H Y T H ~  when we are considering the Pattern formed by the contrasts of prominence and expects peaks of prominence at particular 

stresses perceived as peaks of prominence or beats. These occur at places in a word or a phrase. Understanding is severely handicapped ifsuch 
regular intervals of time, the recurring beats being regarded as a I expectations are frustrated. 
cycle or dmeasure3, ~ h ~ ~ ,  as a language with a tendency for 'stress-timed' Again, we can agree on discriminations between various kinds (and even 
rhythm, ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h  often shows an identity of rhythm in sentences like the degrees) of 'rhythmicality' without committing ourselves to a definitive view 

following, that the number of syllables does not vary f On the physical nature of English rhythm itself, The stresses are regarded by 

! speaker and hearer as 'beats' at more or less regular intervals of time, we 
'John is . 'here 'now. thus have an accentual sequence analogous to the quasi-isochronous 'feet, in 
1 John is at 'home to'night. poetic metre, each foot consisting of a stressed syllable, usually with one or 

~h~ pro'fessor is in 'London this 'evening. more unstressed syllables. Perception of the rhythmic base may involve 
We speak of lNToNATloN when we associate relative prominence with observing variations in loudness or pitch, or measuring intervals oftime -or 

PITCH, the aspect of sound which we perceive in terms of 'high' or 'low', l ,  a combination of these. But these are matters of controversial debate, to 
.falling. or 'fising3, broadly as these terms are used with reference to a which we will not turn our attention here. 

of musical ~h~~ we will say that the 'intonation nucleus' in the far as pitch is concerned, we should recognize that, although 
following utterance (using the notation explained in APP II.12ff) has a 'f~mkmental frequency' is doubtless a more prominent component than 

'falling tone3, as is normal when a sentence is a statement: else in providing cues to our perception, nevertheless loudness or 
is a significant cooccurrent factor and can readily, in fact, replace 

The 'man has GONE fundamental frequency. Evidence of our ability to dispense with fundamental 
By contrast, if this nucleus had a rising tone, the sentence would have is that, largely through amplitude variation (though other factors 

the value of a question: are no doubt involved), whispered speech is perceived as having the same 
intonation as normal voiced speech. 

The 'man has G ~ N E  We need also to distinguish intonation from musical melody, contrast 
Finally, when we have occasion to indicate the pR0NUNCIATIoNof music, there is, in speech, no absolute pitch and thereare no fixed intervals 

and consonants, we use the symbols listed in the pronunciation (p, viii). to be observed in intonation. AI1 pitch distinctions are acoustically relative, 
By this means, we can show, for example, the different sounds that are < however absolute they may be linguistically. 

represented by the letter o in forms of the verb Do (cf 3 3 ) :  I Lastly, it should be noted that the three interrelated factors of stress, 
and int~nation are not the only distinctions that are observed in the 

stream of speech modifying an utterance while the grammar and vocabulary 
are held constant. Other 'prosodic systems', as they are called, include for 

tempo, ie the relative speed of utterance. 1t is widely agreed, 
The symbols follow a tradition of 'broad transcription' so as to represent however, that stress, rhythm, and intonation are the most pervasively 
English pronunciation on as wide a basis as possible, but where there are important, and we shall virtually exclude the others from consideration in 
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1st syllable: 'family 4th syllable: fa,mililarity 
2ndsyllable: fa'miliar 5th syllable: ,nationalilzation 
3rdsy11uh1e: ,natio'nality 6th .sy/iohle: in,dustrialilzation 

Note The meaning a,tached by linguists ~ p r o s u ~ i c .  is hosed on t l ~ c  usc 01' this term in traditiona1 

rhetoric but considerable dimerence in emphasis and specialization. a large extent, the stress pattern of each polysyllabic word has to be 
learned though we shall presently see that some valuable 
generalizations can be made. We shall also see that, 

some classes of 
wortls, i t  is llclpfill ancl relcvi~nt to C O ~ I I ~  syll;l~,lcs from ,lle cntl r:ltl,cr ihiln 
from the beginning. 

Stress within the word 

Stress patterns in words 
'Ie4 The generalizations 

that can be made about the stress pattern o f ~ n g l j s h  are 
As soon as an utterance is longer than a single syllable, the 

are the mixed nature of English vocabulary: a basic core of 

arranged in rhythmic palterns 
a succession of strong-weak- Germanic words is surrounded by a much larger number of words from 

,I ic stretch is a and so on. This is true whcthcr the P ~ ~ Y ~ ~ ~ ~ '  foreign languages (notably French, Latin, and ~ ~ ~ ~ k ) ,  p ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  words and 
sentence, a phrase, or a single word. It is possible to distinguish scveral French adoptions tend to have the primary stress on (he stem syllable 
degrees of in a sequence of syllables. But it would seem that what is l and to keep it there, regardless of the affixes that word-fomation may add 

most linguistically relevant is a simple binary opposition: stress 
versus (FIXED STRESS) : 

stress, we mark PRIMA~y stress with a high vertical stroke before the 
carrying the stress, leaving lack of stress unmarked : 

By with more recent adoptions, and with derivations based on 
But it is often relevant to distinguish, from primary stress, an intermediaFe foreign and elements (cf App. 1.31), the place of the stress varies 

stress, when it is desirable to indicate secondary stress, this ~ ' l l  according to the affixation (MOVABLE STRESS): 
- 

be marked by a low vertical stroke before the syllable concerned: 
ANTEPENULTIMATE PENULTIMATE 

Ihouse,keeper ,contrilbution 'telegraph - te'legraphy - tele'graphic 
'photo(graph) - pholtography 

When it is necessary to distinguish a specially HEAVY stress, we can make use - photo'graphic 'transport - trans'portable 
of a double high vertical mark. Heavy stress can be used to mark sharp - transpor'tation 

'argument - argu'mentative 
contrastsor to indicate relative stress in phrases without recourse to indicating - argumen'tation 

intonation (cf App II.llff), eg: 
The in the third column above exemplify two valuable generalizations, 

The stress falls 0x1 the syllable before adjectival -ic ( c f ~ p p  I.39), ie on the 
'generous ,contri"butions Penultimate syllable: 

Although, as speakers, we have a good deal of freedom in assigning stresses e'conomy - eco'nomic 
in utterances longer than a word, the placing of the stress within English 

'phoneme - pho'nemic 
words is -save for relatively minor exceptions - SO rigorously invariant 'problem - proble'matic 
it is often difficult for the hearer to understand a word where the accentuation 'sympathy - sympa'thetic 
is deviant. Compare [l-31 with [la-3al: 

imlportant [l] *'important [lal 
elmergency [2] *'emer,gencY [2a] 

[31 *elnergy t3al counter'action suslpicion tabu'lation 

Moving the primay stress from the second syllable to the first (as in [la] and This stress remains even after further affixes are added after -ion: 
[za]), or from the first to the second (as in [3a1), could be enough to make the re'vision - re'visional relvisionist 

, . word incomprehensible or misunderstood. 
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curi'osity Contrast here compounds with the Corresponding noun phrases, eg: 
'curious 
pro~miscuous - promis'cuily That sounds like a 'black,hir(/. [compound] 
u,nanimous - unalnimity .A carrion crow is a comp~etely ,black 'bird. [noun phrase] 

The stress a,so falls on the lad syllable before the nominal and 
suffix 

Other examples: 

-ian : COMPOUND NOUN PHRASE 
tcromwell - Crom'wellian 'black,board but ,black 'board - gram'marian 'green,fiy but ,green 'fly 
,library - li'brarian 'hot4house but ,hot 'house 
u,tility - utilitarian 
~~~~k 'Grecian 

When such a is made part of another the - 'Asian 
stress and the stress are redistributed to give the same rhythm: 'Asia 

)cloat - Crolatian 'light,house but 'lighthouse;keeper - Al'satian 

By contrast, 
the a ~ x  -ite leaves the place of the stress unchanged 

A 
number Of compounds do not have the primary stress on the initial element: 

1.37). compare: ,vice-'chancellor ,first-irate 

As as nouns, these Compounds include: 

A numerous set of 
that can operate without change as verbs: , back-'fire 

noun or adjective on the one hand, and as verb 
on the other, have a stress adverbs: ,hencelforth 

in the two functions WAPP 1.561, for : ,knee-'deep, ,flat-'footed 

' ADJECTIVE VERB 
In 'Ome cases we may be in doubt as to whether we should regard sequences 

NOUN at'tribute with this stress pattern as compounds or free syntactic phrases, and we 
between writing them with hyphens or as separate words (clApp 

1 5 9 ,  APP III.4fl, for example: 
'contrast 

,lawn(-)'tennis ,count~y(-)'house 

On the Other handy we vacillate in our stressing of some examples which are 
in the Process Of becoming recognized as compounds of the 'black,bird type; for example: 

rfield 'marshal or 'field ,marshal 
,overlseas or 'over,seas 
,week1end or 'week,end 
jhead'master or 'head,master 

In any case, the stress often shifts from the second to the first element when the is being used attributively in a noun phrase 

The room is ,downlstairs. but a ldown,stairs ,room 
His work is ,first 'class. but his 'first, class 'work 
The water is ,knee-'deep but #knee-deep in 

This analogous to the redistribution that occurs in 
like 

stress in compounds fighthouse-keeper. ,, nouns (c,.App 1.6if) generally have a prim.ary stress lhe 

element but with a secondary stress on the second const'tuent: In and quite Orten also in BrE. there is a strong tendency initial stress of these compounds, eg in :  

qearth,quake 'life,boat lawn(-)tennis, back-fire, country(-)house, apple.sauce 
qwaiting,room ~fire-ex,tinguisher 
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stress in phrases and other syntactic units 
With 

(and subject to the special factors in *.,H)r a noncOntnstive 
primary Stress fails on the main verb, or 

on the subsequent a., The examples and the discussion have already taken us outside 
lhe limits of pilrticlc if is U nhnlull verb (such 

,,,c,,s,, cf 16  ,1), or an the 
the word 

and into the distribution of stresses in P~""s and syntrstlc 
Operator in an elliptical verb phrase: 

lllVe. 
uscl;ll ," e m p h a ~ i ~ e  the distinction 

the word' where A: 'Will he have "gone? B: 'yes, he 
convenlio,, md scll,;,ll~jr 

intcgriition trnd ~ r ( " ~ ~ ~  ' stress and 
A: He 'must be "working. B :  yes, tie be, 

rhythm which the spcYker ~ " I I Y L  illcr. all(! u)llllcc'nl spccltl' She 'c;ln't ~ I ; I V C  I , ~ ~ ~ ~  ow; ls~ i , ly  

Where the disposifion of 
stresses is subject to the speaker'' 

"le 

mcaniny hc wishes to convey. 
In these last 

the verb phrases come the end of End 
There is mucl, i n  

this hut it ln~ist not be P~~~~~~ far, a Point where, in any case, a climax of pmminence is expected 
depends on a much 

d,s~jnclioll ~ " W C Y I I  phfilafi*n(~ (c('mpilllnd) pr(,n(,un 
and 

On the lilst word unless it i s  
er (,.rc(lucntly) a 

words than English grammar 
and ]exicologY in facl warrrnt It '('l I"sp0sition ( ' f K 6 )  Cu1npilrc (lie rcglllilr, 

slliil nrcss 
that initial stressing (as in lb/ack ,bird) indicates compounds' 

and placement in the f0Ilowing two sentences : 

st_ing (as in eiectric lclock) the syntactic p h r a s e s ~ f ~ o n , n ~ ? ~ ~  
We 

He 'saw his "mother. He II,,, her. 

have seen 
like ,downlstair~ which (despite simlirr'ty phrases 

,down ,street) 
we ""ld not wish to analyse as phrases. And stiii'ive also the following sentences: 

(in painting), 
which is usually stressed in BrE as though it a phrase' the ad'dress he 'sent the atletter ,to. 

shows that it is a compound in having a different plu"I ( I ~ ~ ' ~  
'(ram lhe 

He Isent the 'letter to the adldress he'd been 

noun - (cf1,83) So too there a n  initial-stressed ~ h r a s e ~ t h ~ ~ ! ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

not nomally 
regard as compounds, since - as is not genera' m word- 

formation (cjApp 1.16) 
- we a n  as free to form such Sequences as we are to 

form any other kind of 
unit. especially with 'genera1 nouns': 

I was talking to the 'turkey 
,man about this immuni'zaion lbusiness' 

,,, The Stress distribution provides a firm basis for distinguishing 
so much 

compound and phrase as between different semantic 

Note We 
previously ('/*W lI.6) noted the stress shift tha 

weurn in cOmPoUnds The same phenomenon also occurs in phrases: after'noon 
over'seas 

bllf ,afternoon 'yea 
but ,overseas 'student 

Thus the 
of stresses in units higher than the word is to 

mle, 
as it is within the word. Apart from 'object' PremodifierS (as 

In 

,teacbr), there is a heavier stress (indicated by a 
vertlcal 

mad) 
on the head of a noun phmse where the head is the last Item In the 

phrase: Contrastive stress 
a rea'listic ,little ,toy "factory 
,several Istale ,half-'eaten 'currant "buns 

lostmodiflrd 
noun-phmse~ normally have the primav stress On the last 

svessable ilM (ie 
an open-class lexical item) in the posmodifiCa- 

the ,toy !factory he (got for his "birthday 
the tcurrant'buns that I 'tried to"eat 
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When the intervals between stresses cease to be merely 'roughly and 
Butoccasional~y~ a tone unit may consist ofa single pitchqrominent 

nomething like mclronomic equality, the stylistic effect is oppressive' eg : 

One exception is When we Ilnvc to count n r:~irly I;trgc number of 
Y I!sJ 

items, it seems easier to prevent ourselves from gettins lost if we adopL a 

strictly timed rhythm: Ihe first prominent syllable in a tone unit is theoNsEr, and i t  is commonly 
loac, . . , , . . . . ,'two, . . . . . . . .Ithree preceded by One Or more syllables which are unstressed and pronounced on a 
lseventeen, . , . . . .bighlecn. . . . . . low pitch' The position of the onset is indic:ltcd by ,,,.crcding 

rcrlbal (I), 1%: 
seventy-tfour, , , , . .seventy-'five, . . . . . ~ e v ~ ~ ~ y - ' ~ ~ ~  
a hundred-and-ltbree, . .a hundred-and-'foUr, . .a He (told his MOTHerl 

, rhythm is also used when we are compiling an inventory, giving a It's the adldress he sent the  LET^^^ tol 111 

list of names, or the like, An insistent regularity may also be introduced for She was llooking HAPPY tonight( 1-21 

emphasis, especially when one is implying repetition of 
which You I ~ H O U G H T  SO) 131 

ought to be accepted 
argument or when the speaker is expressing She lseemed U~happy to [41 

irritation or sarcasm : Concerning the two nuclei in [5], c ~ ~ ~ ,  15, 
I51 

You should t never, . , 1 move the. 'files o f .  . . ' Papers. . . 'On my. . . " desk' 
The falling tone 

It is the requirementsof rhythm rather than of the messaggwhich here causes I ''.l2 
pitch prominence is associated with pitch change, and the 

the normally unstressed on to be emphasized, and we commonly find that the commonest change 
is a FALL in pitch (indicated by ( '1 above the nuclear 

special use of regular rhythm distorts the normal stress patterns in this way. ! Syllable) We expect a fall on the nuclear syllable in, for bath An earlier example was a hundred-and-'three in Counting rhythm where this 1 [l1 and [2]: 

number in isolation would have two stresses: a 'hundred-and-'three So too the He ltold his M ~ ~ T H ~ ~ J  
numerals in -teen, eg: Iseoenteen, but in isolation, seven'teen. Itvs the adldress he sent the dTter toj [ l ]  

But, for the most part, approximations to strictly timed rhythm are I21 
brief, and rhetorical; for example in public speaking, such as 

we expect a fall on the nuclear syllable in most questions beginning 
and political More prolonged use occurswith the with a wh-word, as in 

and [51, in one-word responses to questions on words 
full sanction in the reading of poetry and in f o ~ n s  of religious discourse, Or names l419 or even letters uttered in isolation, as in 161: 

especially prayer. 
[31 

i IWhat's the first ~ i ~ t e r l  
I41 

i IPI 151 

I l61 
i 

The 
lone is by far the most frequent. 11 might be said that it 

Intonation communicates an impression of completeness and [hat a tone unit has a 
fallingnuclear tone unless there is some specific reason why i t  should not, 

Tone unit, nucleus, and onset 
II.ll ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h  is not pmduced in an undifferentiatedstream9 but is marked The rising tone 

off into brief stretches, usually corresponding to 
units of information ('f 

Ir,3f). Thew we shall refer to as UNITS. Tone units, the ''.l3 When there is a reason for departing from the norm of a falling tone, the 
terminal boundaries of which are here indicated 

by a thick (I)! 
i 

most 
used tone is a RISING one (indicated by ('1 above the nuclear 

consist of a sequence of stressed and unstressed syllables, in a speaking, this is when we wish to indicate that our 

rhythmic 
and with each unit containing at *a$t one syllable utterance is nonfinal or that we are leaving it open and inconclusive, This 

marked for prominence. The peak of greatest prominence is the may be because we are counting or listing and have not come to the 
: 

Of the tone unit, and the syllable carving the nucleus has 
been 

J ~ w f i ~ v n I  IT~iRteenl IF6u~teenl jFiFteenl 
indicated in this book by being printed in small capitals. This practice I There are (fif~Ae~1 
be followed from this point onwards in the present Appendix. Usua'ly the 

tone unit consists of several words, eg: 1 (Notice again the difference between numerals in in and in isolation.) 

Is she leaving ~ O D A Y ~  It may be because another clause is going to follow: 
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Fall-plus-rise 
,when I he \greeted me wLRM1yI The remaining tone pattern is by no means rare, but we have left it till the , her this M6n~ing[ and inivitcd h e r t o ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ l  end bccnuse, unlike the tones mentiolicd previously, this hils two 

Alternatively, we may be 
a response f r ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~  not m"dns nuclei. It is the FALL-PLUS-RISE, and (esp in BrE) it would be expected in an 

example such as the following: 
of a wh-question): 

She /seemed CNhappy to M ~ I  
IHave I kept you wL~~ing\  
you're [leaving ~ ~ R ~ A D Y I  

[ I1  
The nucleus is always a peak of semantic or 'information3content in the tone 

of the examples in *PP 11.1 I might well have a rising nucleus~ unit; with the fall-plus-rise we have two such peaks of information interest, 
and they are related, the first being superordinate 18.17). ~h~ subordinate example D]: nature of the rise in the fall-plus-rise tone pattern is indicated by a narrower 

She was \looking ~ P P Y  tonightl pitch range ( ~ f  APP 11.18) than where a rise is sole nucleus in a tone unit. The 
make it not a ,question but a polite suggestion that a fall-plus-rise Pattern should be seen as related to contrastive stress 

comment would be welcome  his might be expanded by adding a tag the example above with example [ I ]  in 11.9). 
question (cf11.8ff) with a falling nucleus: contrastive stress usually involves moving a tonal nucleus from its 

unmarked Position on to the contrasted item.  tit does not require 
she was [ l m k i n g d ~ p y  tonight1 I w ~ ~ ' ~  shel the tone unit concerned to have two nuclei: 

Elsewhere, the absence of dogmatic finality in the rise may 
us make 

i A: Are you I ~ P P Y ~  B: IN0 I'm dNhappyl 
imperative more gentle and persuasive: 

l 
l the contrast between first and second mention expressed by 

[Don't be u n p ~ k ~ ~ a n t l  different position of the nucleus in the noun phrase in p], as opposed to 131: 
\please sit Db+".+'l lThis book cost 'twenty JDb~larsl and Ithis one m j ~ t ~  ~ d ~ ] ] ~ ~ ~ l  

Fall-rise, level, and rise-fa11 l*. . . 'thirty DoLlarsl] 

There are no nucleactones anything like SO common as the 
a?d the "5 lThis book cost 'twenty JDb~larsJ and Ithis one 'ten phuNDSj l21 

but four 
tones are neve~heless important The FALL-R1sE ( ) OcCun ln l*. . . ~k~lpoundsl]  

many .conungencY, environments, for example in d o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ y  
a l31 

But in all these variants, there remains a single point of information focus, 
condition: 

I 
By contrast, the fall-~Ius-rise allows the speaker to draw attention to two 

1.11 lsee her if she c b ~ e s l  
focal information points, for example: 

The fall-rise is especially common with initial adverbials ('f '.l5): She /seemed rjlvhappy to ~ 6 1  

(FfNallyl we delcided not to G ~ I  Here the two enable us to Say (a) that she seemed unhappy (contrary 
The tone C) may be as a variant of the ('fApp 

i to the "ggestion Of someone else), and (b) that this is the speaker's personal 
view: Of course there may be others, 

Note), and it is used to suggest (often somewhatpomP?usly) the P~~~~~~~~~~~~~ In addition to its use in thus contradicting what a previous speaker has 
of what is to follow: marked focus (cf 18.12ff) also commonly occurs with this intonation 

l D R ~ ~ ~ l  he [STBLE~ he Was [soon despiseDl pattern in Order to contrast two items within a single information unit, The 

The 
C), on the other hand, is really a rather emotive,variant Of 

is on the marked focus and carries most prominence, the 
'Ontrasting rise being relatively subordinate. Note the following example 

the falling tone, 
to express, for example. a genuine Or sarcastic using the cleft sentence (cflg.25ff): 

his /WIFE that 1 don't L ~ K E ~  = The lone that I don't LiKEl is his WiFEl 
[That's w6~derfulI l Contrast the normal end-placed focus: 

Equally it can express a feeling of surprise Or shock: I 
1 Idon't like his W~FEJ 

He's a comlplete F ~ L I  A further pair of examples: 

Note We mia 
tI rather rare rise-plus-fall pattern- in which lhe 'Ist nut"?"' draws It's his I J ~ B  that's w6Rrying him1 

attention a (subordinarc) point of information focus, and the second piaces a dcc's've fall On His [job is wb~rying him) 
the main point of information focus, for example: 

She reifused both the &K and the m+atreticketsl 
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When, as in those two examples, the nucleus does not occur in the Miscellaneous noun phrases (2-3 words), eg: 
of the tone ,,,,it, the part ofthe tone unit after the nucleus is referred to as the and the  SOUTH^ 

Adverb (l word), eg: 

Note The frequencies or the difierent 
,.,ill course vary dependill6 a wide ra"ge of ructors' OBviously[ 

such as the relationor the 
the field of discourse, etc. ~ n a ~ r ~ c o r p u s o f c o n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

had ;, falling nuclear tone. The  frequencies Of occurrence 'Or The of grammar and prosody can be seen for example in 
i l l t o l l i l t ~ l ~ ~ ~  typen wcrc iln lijllown: the following two ~cntcnccs: 

The [old man opened the elegant jewel case very ~ ~ 6 ~ 1 ~ 1  
The lold man ~ P E N E D I  lvery S L ~ W I ~ ~  an /elegant  JEW^] case1 

[I1 
1-21 

~ a l l - p l u s - r ~ (  + ) 7.7% (Note that . . . case in [l] makes the noun phrase sufficiently to 
Rise-fall ( ) 5.2% justify the end position of the adverbial; cf 18.8.) The different segmentation 
~ e v c l ( - 1  , , 4.9% with prosodic focus in [21 is a result of the placing of the adjunct uery slow(y 
~ise-p~us-fall  ( + ) 1.7% at iLinstead of Ein [l] (c~g.14), 

The grammatical status of different types of adjunct may be reflected in 
prosodic segmentation prosodic segmentation. Thus the relatively peripheral status of the sentence 

11.16 Tone units are pmduced by the speaker and processed by the hearer as units adjunct L31 (as compared with the predication adjunct [4]) can be indicated 
of information, compared with the sentence, which is 

a 
by different tone unit segmentation (cf8.36): 

conventional unit characteristic of written language, the tone unit js more 
individually variable and psycho linguistic all^ responsive to the cornmunica- In Chilcdgol he lstudied ,kchitecturel 

I In Chicago he L ~ V E D ~  and [in Chicago he ~ i ~ ~ l  [3l 
tive needs of the individual speaker. such variation is particularly 141 
in spoken language, where the conditions Of planning and processing are 
radically different from those obtaining in writing and reading' ,, spontaneous conver.tion, the mean of the tone wit is 
five or six words, or two seconds. But the length of the tone unit, in ,the Intonation in relation to other features 
individual case, depends on a number of factors such as grammatlcal 
structure, lexical realization, discourse structure in terms 

givenInew and 

theme,focus (cf18,3f), speech situation, speedof utterance* and the speaker's 
personality. ~h~~ no rigid rule can be made about the 

Of tone 

grammatical 
However, it has been found that there is a strong tendency 

for breaks between tone units to occur at grammatical junctures. Thus there 
is considerable correlation between the length of the tone unit and its 

content. In one study, the major grammatical legmentS 

corresponding to a tone unit were found to be as follows (~f 18.5ff): 

Two clauses, one of which is a nominal that-clause as direct Object (c I've Jbought a CAR( 

words), eg : we can add to our understanding of this statement the inference that the 
I really think that he'll come t o ~ o ~ ~ o ~ l  'peaker sounded happy or proud or perhaps nervous, but, merely because we 

deduced this from the way he spoke, we need not go to the lengths of 
o n e  clause (5-6 words), eg: regarding the deduction as springing from the linguistic form, 

He'll arrive by train t 0 ~ 0 ~ r o w l  As to the distinction between intonation and intoning, something has 

verb phrase plus adverbial (4-5 words), eg: been said in APP H.2. In sharp contrast to the specific intervals of a 
scale, the movements in linguistic pitch are purely relative. A person 

will arrive at ten T H I R ~ Y I  'peaking with a high-pitched voice may end a fall at a point far higher than 
N~~~ phrase as subject (3-4 words), eg: the point at which a fall began as uttered by a low-pitched voice: yet, despite 

j total dissimilarity in fundamental frequency or acoustic quality, both falls 
the train from LoNdonI would be recognized as linguistically identical. ~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  even where 

prepositional phrase as adverbial (3-4words)g eg: 
i 

they begin at the same point in pitch, two speakers differ very 
at this P L A T ~ O ~ ~  'Onsiderably in the amount of pitch movement that may constitute a rise, yet 
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both rises may be received by hearers as in some sense identical, far as a familiar kind. In conjunction with a pointedly regular rhythm, a regularly 

purely interprepation is conccrncd. Nor indeed is it 
a ascending or descending pitch height can be very effective in achieving 

climax, as in [3] and [4]: 
speaker to be in this width of pitch movement bfAPp 

in consecutive tone units. And (all the fpeople of phis ?great ~ C O U N T T ~ ~ .  . . 
lwhy on learth don't you Jdo some L W ~ R K ~  [31 

[41 
RANGE we are referring to the amount of pitch movement on the 

nucleus Or from stress to stress in the course of the tone unit, irrespective of 

whether the starting point is high or low. An ingratiating, warmly interested, 
Or excited attitude can be indicated by a wide range, while a narrow range 
(as as being used to indicate boredom, for example) is frequent on the 
nucleus of subordinate clauses. But these are by no means the only contrasts 
we can imply by altering our pitch range. 

Fig11.17a The question, for example, can be given two interpretations 
on the pitch range of its nuclear syllable: 

Was it (M+ fault1 

lJttered with a narrow pitch range, it is a regular open question; with a wide 
pitch range, it is a rhetorical, exclamatory question (cf11.23): yjurely you are 
not suggesting that the fault is mine!' 

Note I t  i s  through the prosodic property o f  pitch range that we should the association to rising ones (E/ APP 11.13). That is, level nuclei occur most 
frequently where rising ones might be and we could thus regard level as a very narrow rise .  we need to note, 

however, lhat the nuclei in pre-final subordinate syntactic units may be not only narrow rises or 
! levels but not infrequently narrow falls. 

pitch height and pitch range 
I1.ls the previous section, reference was made to the fact that it is possible to 

make what is linguistically the same nuclear tone with considerable Pauses 
in actual pitch and pitch movement, Without diminishing the 
this, and without suggesting further comparison with the specific In the course of this Appendix, we have been gradually developing a notation 

intervals of music, we must note the existence of other relative 'Ftems In 
for expressing on Paper the more important linguistic distinctions that are 

into,tion which will allow certain broad differences in pitch height and 
made not by words but by sound patterns affecting syllables and syllable 

There is one further parameter that we must not ignore. ~h~ 
range to assume linguistic significance. 

By pmn we are =ferring to the point On the pitch at which a in is by no means of random occurrence. Together with the 

stressed in relation to the previous s~ll?ble Most tone unit, it tends to divide up the stream of speech into grammatically and 

there is a gentle stepping 
down in pitch level from syllable to s~llable' and lexically relevant chunks and, although it is by no means essential to pause 

against this 
in assertive statements). variations at the end of tone units marking completed syntactic constructions, lengthy 

stand out clearly, A step upwards in pitch, 
called a 'booster' and pauses are more usual at such points than elsewhere. Speech is however more 

as (m, or a marked .Lep downwards (L), can add considerably to the fee'ing 
flexible than writing in allowing us to introduce a 'space', je momentary 

to suit the speaker's or hearer's needs, before (or perhaps after) a 
that is being conveyed. Thus: difficultor specially significant lexical item, even if this occurs in the middle 

His \wife is Lalways T ~ L t y l  Of a grammatical phrase. Pauses are most relevantly measured in terms of a 

Such a use of pitch contrast as in [l] would be one way of 
achieving emphasis speaker's Own rhythm and tempo, and we take the unit of pausing (denoted 

on both the adverbial and the complement of this sentence, 
at the same by a dash '-'I, as equivalent in time to one rhythmic measure or cycle ( c f ~ p p  

11.1). A Pause shorter than such a unit is indicated by a period (,): time indicating that the nastiness has not been mentioned by either 

before or is 
alleged as a matter of potential dispute between the She is. un(Hippyl- (VERY un'happyl 

speakers. A variant form is D]: As for TEMPO, to which reference has just been made, we sometimes find it 
His lwife is always @ktYl to contrast, with a given speaker's normal speed of utterance, the 

Sentence [21 might suggest that while the nastiness needs 
it is Of a slow or fast stretches that occur from time to time, as he displays - 
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for example- special care or seriousness at one point, or an off-handed The position of the nucleus and the type of tone are decisive for the 
dismissal or cheerful levity at another point. Here, as with height and range of the following expressions with there and here (cf8.47 Note 
or with tone of voice ( ~ f ~ p p  I1.17f), we can easily slip beyond the normal [bl) : 

bounds of linguistic description. 
ITH~RE YOU are1 or I H ~ R E  you are1 ['SO ~ ' v e  found you !'l 
ITHERE YOU are1 or IHBRE you are)  his is for [41 
lThere Y O U ~ R E I  ['That supports or proves what I ' ~ ~  said,'] 

MaJ 

I f  WC ~RI!J  ['WC'VC i~rrivc(I ;I[ lhc cxpcctcd pl;,cc,*j [4bl 
I4cl 

Prosodic marking compared with punctuation The focused on by a focusing subjunct is identified by the location of 
the nucleus (cf 8.1 1 6) in : 

11.2,-, ignoring, as we must, several other features of spoken English, we The lgirls espficially objected to his manners1 
have a system of conventions capable of expressing on Paper for spoken ['It was especially the girls who objected to his manners.+] 
English what the system of punctuation marks does (on the whole, much less The /girls especially objected to his ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l  [S] 
well) for written English, There arc numerous respects in which conventional ['It was his IXInnCrs that the girls cspccialiy objected to.'] 
punctuation is inadequate (cf App III.S), but We need mention ]lere Only a 
few such points to show how our prosodic notation both explains and Compare also: 

transcends the difficulty. 
Since the early nineteenth century, institutionalized usage has disallowed lHelp yoursaL~ please1 ( informal) [the speaker takes for granted 

the courtesy ~ubjunct~lease; cf8'91] 
any punctuation (except correlative punctuation, APP I11.2) between 

lHelp yours6L~ P L ~ A S E ~  [the speaker seeks more deliberately to 
l61 

subject and predicate, Yet (as student essays show), users of English are emphasize the courtesy] 
strongly motivated to put a comma between a long noun-phrase subject and [6a1 

the verb, eg: Consider now some other prosodic realizations which give sharply different 
meanings to the various constituents within the following sets of 

q h e  newspaper article on the recent conflict, Was utterly misleading. In each case, we begin with the 'unmarked' and most neutral form the 
~h~~~ is a very good reason for this. After a long noun phrase, the sentence might have. 

of the just completed is regularly marked in speech by a prosodic 

break, usually realized by the end of a tone unit, often by aPause as I should lc6l 
1 should 1~61 ['IS that your advice?'] [71 

~h~  newspaper article on the recent cb~flictI(-) was btterly li should g01 ['Not you!'] [7al 

r n i s ~ k ~ ~ i n g l  I I ~ H ~ ~ L D  go1 ['. . . and I defy you to deny it.'] 
[7bl 

I I S H ~ U L D  g01 ['. . . but I don't think I will,'] [7cI 

II.21 Again, we can indicate emphasis in written English by [7dl 

means of italics in print and underscoring in typescript or handwriting)* we lsomebody must have ~ i ~ e n  it1 
cannot distinguish emphases of radically different sound and 181 

lSomebody must have TTi~en  it] ['surprising as it may seemq [Sa] 
you shouldn't give her any flowers. lSomebody 7 ~ 6 s ~  have 'taken it1 ['lt's no use your [g,l 

ryou must give her no flowers at all.'] ls6~Ebody must have 'taken it1 ['even if you didn't3] 
18~1  

you shouldn't give her any flowers. 
['you must give her only certain flowers.'] [21 You lsaid he would C ~ M E ~  

[91 lYou said he would c ~ M E ( I L .  . . but I was personally doubtful.j pa l  Our prosodjc notation for spoken English, however, adequately represents I You Isaid HB would Come1 ['You didn't say that his wife was 
the difference we hear: coming as well.'] 

you Ishouldn't give her flowers1 [ h ]  1 You Is;41D he would come( r. . . but that doesn't mean he really 
[9bl 

[Zal you \shouldn't give her ANY flowers1 1 will'] 
[ ~ C I  

Unlike punctuation, prosody readily helps to identify focused items in ,! You lsil' he would C ~ M E I  l'. . . and, my goodness, there he is!] [9d] 
examples like the following (cf 8.117): I 

:$ not ?half si~isfiedl (informal) ['I am highly satisfied,,; ie: 
ljohn could only S ~ E  his wife from the doorway! 131 I' hayis an amplifier; cf 8.107 Note [b]] 
ljohn could only see his w i ~ e  from the doorway! not ~ L F  'satisfied1 ['I am only partially satisfied,'; ie: hawis a 

1101 

ljohn could only see his wife from the &oRwayl downtoner] [10al 
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It Jseems that they quite ~ i g ~  her1 ['rather, kind of'; ie: quite is a 
compromiser; cf 8.1 11 Note [cl] [l11 

It [seems that they QU~TE LLKE her1 ['moderately'; ie: quite is a 
diminisher; the contrast between [ l  l ]  and [I la] is especially 
BrEl [ l l a l  

We Idon't like it a B ~ T J  ['We don't like it.'; ie: a bit is a minimizer; r t n l  
cf8.1121 

We Idon't like it a ~ i ~ t l e l  ['We like it a lot.'; ie: a little is a 
diminisher] L J L ~ J  

Now 1~is~en l  [now is a transitional conjunct; cf 8.1371 [l 31 

]NOW listen1 [now is I-placed time adjunct; cf 8.551 

She Ididn't leave H ~ M E I  belcause I've been watching the house all 
DAYI [because-clause as disjunct; cf 8.1 321 [l41 

She Ididn't leave 'home be'cause her father T T ~ L D  her to1 [because- 
clause as adjunct; cf 8.861 [ 144  

All the examples presented in this Appendix have been of isolated tone 
units or very short sequences. The system of stress, rhythm, and intonation 
operate significantly, however, over considerably longer stretches of speech, 
indicating degrees of connection and providing significant cues to interrela- 
tionship of grammatical, semantic, and pragmatic units as 'text'. Some 
aspects of speech in these respects are described in 19.878 along with 
transcriptions of both formal and informal varieties of spoken discourse. 

Note [a] Because of our inability to express prosodic nuances in writing, we frequently find (especially 
in fiction) the use of verbs such as sneer, mutter, whisper, wlrine to assist the reader in assigning 
the appropriate prosodic and paralinguistic features. So alsoadverbialexpressionsaccompanying 
verbs of saying, such as inqrir i~~gly,  indignantly, sneeringly, in o hougl~ty tone. Thus the written 
sentence [I;] might be intended to equate with [15a] in speech: 

'But you're going to answer his letter, I suppose' . . she said inquiringly. [l51 
1 ,  <"l 

But you are (going to answer his "letter I suppose1 11d"LI 

[b] We may also find instances of the opposite state of affairs, ie when speech lacks distinctions 
that can be made in writing. One such case is the use of 'quote - unquote', or even agesture with 
the fingers, to signal quotation marks. 
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SPECIFICATION 
Introduction 

lII.l l n  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d i ~  11 we surveyed a set of prosodic devices that to The Punctuation mark specifies a grammatical, semantic, or pragmatic 
communicate grammatical and other distinctions in spoken English. The function, sometimes in addition to the marking of separation, ~h~~ the 
purpose of the present Appelldix is to examine the visual Ihnt apostro~hc in rhc rca[/cr'.r specifies the ending as gcnitivc i n  contrast to the 

perform a role for written English. Since Prosodic (levices are Phon0logically identical plural in the readerS, 
ncquircd naturally by native speakers, they do not have to be taught them In of these purposes, punctuation pr;~ctice is prjmarily 

and ct\ucntionel trodition h;\s 1:lrgcly i!4norct1 W i t h  
Wilmm;ltic;ll considcr;~tions and is rcl;llc<l t o  gr ; l ln ln ; l t i c ; l l  t l is , i l ,ct ions.  punctuation, on the other hand, the array oftlcviccs is well rccog"izctl; Sometjnlcs it is linked to inton;~tion, stress, rhythm, or any  other of are established names for the individual items; and their use is (to .a the prosodic features which convey distinctions in but the ]ink is considerable extent) equally institutionalized, through education and the neither simple nor systematic, and traditional attempts to punctuation practice of the publishing and printing organizations, directly to (in particular) pauses are misguided. Nor, except to a minor and 

There are three stretches of written language formally recognized by name peripheral extent, is punctuation concerned with expressing emotive or 
whose bounds are indicated visually: the WORD, the SENTENcE (consisting Of rhetorical overtones. as prosodic features liequcnlly are ( c ~ ~ p p  11. I 7gfOr 
oneor more words), and the PARAGRAPH (consisting of on cormore sentcnces). example). It follows that there is less room in punctuation than in prosody 
Words are delimited as orthographic units (c.1.12) by preceded and 

for personal decision in the use of the various devices: understandably so, 
followed either by a space or by one or more punctuationmarks and a 'pace' since in writing, the originator of the message is not usually present to clear 
as illustrated for the italicized words in the following: up difficulty that may arise. punctuation marks tend, therefore, to be 

. . . the grammar o f .  . . . . . the reader's aim . . . used according to fairly strict conventions and even jn the areas 

. . . in scorn, when. . . , , .line (usually indented . . . where universal convention does not obtain, each individual publishing 

. . . the co-authors are . . . . . . (or 'upper case') . . . house imposes one for all materials that it puts forth in print, 
There are two important qualifications to the foregoing generalizations. rn 

Sentences begin with a CAPITAL letter and usually end with a ( d A p P  
the first Place, there is, as we shall see, a great deal of flexibility possible in 

111,14), frequently, the termination point of a sentence is a the use of the Comma: in its presence or absence, or in its rep]acement by 
MARK Or ExcLAMATION MARK, complex symbols that visually incorporate the Other The ~0m.ma in fact provides considerable opportunity for 
period (cjApp 111.23). As we see later ( C ~ A P P  111.14), paragraphs are personal taste and for implying fine degrees of cohesion and separation, 
separated by spaces at their beginning and end. Apart from the termination the conventions as a whole are not followed as rigorously in 
points of sentences, the remaining punctuation marks - by far the majority - use (especially personal material, such as private letters), where 
perform functions within the sentence (and a very few within Ihe word) but there may be inconsistencies in their application that would not be 
do not mark units as well-established as the sentence Or the word. Their in most printed material. 
separating or specifying functions however are for the most part 'lear and 

readily describable. 1 
! 

IIi.2 The punctuation system serves two broad purposes, sEpA"nON and Separation 
SpEcl~ICATION, the former in turn inviting a twofold division. 

Separation of successive units 
SEPARATION 

. . . and the chairman was careful to point out the help he had had 
successive sentences. from the secretary and from the members recently elected to the 

committee. He mentioned two other men, since co-opted : smith 
and Fox; they had been very useful. Votes of thanks were proposed 
and unanimously carried. 

Before the meeting closed, some further business was transacted. 
Amotion proposed by Johnson sought to raise money by. . . 

He is, I think, a teacher. 
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Thus we have: 
that far the most frequent marks are the period and the comma, which 
are almost identical in frequency ofuse, 

unseparated letters . . opted . . 
hyphen (-) . . . co-opted. . . In samples from the Brown corpus of about 72000 words drawn i n  equal proportions from 

word-space . . . since co-opted. . . journalism, learned writing, and ficlion, the figures for puncluetion were: 
. . , men, since co-opted . . . commas 4054 semicolons 

comma (,) periods 
163 

, . . men, since co-opted: Smith. . . 3897 quesiion marks 
dashes 89 

colon (:) 
, , . men, since co-opted: Smith and Fox; 189 colons 

pairs of parentheses 
78 

semicolon (;) 165 excIamation marks 26 
they.. . 

period (.) , . . men, since co-opted: Smith and Fox; they The hyphen 
had been very useful. Votes of thanks. . . 'IL4 The hyphen marks divisions within a word for two main purposes, ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  it is 

paragraph , , , had been very useful. Votes of thanks were used for word division between lines, to separate a word into two parts 
proposed and unanimously carried. between the end of one line of text and the beginning of the next, since 

Before the meeting closed, some further printersbcan vary the space between words, they prefer to avoid dividing 
business was transacted . . . words in this way, especially in books. When division is unavoidable, it is 

made at a natural point in the Structure of a word. That is, one would not 
leave at the end of a line and begin the next line with ucture, there 
can course be a difference of opinion as to what constitutes a 
point. AmE Practice is to respect the phonologically natural points - in other 

syllable division; this would divide structure at strut-, B,.E practice is 
to give more to morphological and etymological considerations, being 
thusmore inclined to make a break in the word at struct-, with many words 
the different criteria give the same result, however, so that the divergence in 
usage is slight. 

the hyphen is SOmetimes used to mark the parts of a word: to 
separate the bases of a compound (cf App I.57ff) or to separate the prefix of 

=hey knew many of the ills that continue to affect us - and many of the a word its base (cf APP I.Zlff). The rules for this use of the hyphen are 
remedies that we still use. subject to considerable variation in the practice of publishing houses and 

In general, punctuation marks are followed by a space, but there are individual writers as well as in the guidance ofdictionaries and style 
AmE to fewer hyphens thah BrE, preferring words to be written 

several exceptions: either OPEN by a space) or SOLID (without separation) rather than 
(a) A space precedes (not follows) the opening quotation mark and the hyphenated. 

opening mark for parentheses and other bracketing. Types of compounds that are commonly hyphenated incluhe: 
(b) There is a space on either side of the dash. (l) noun in which the second base is an adverb, eg: runner-up, (c) l-here is no space on either side of the hyphen. , break-in 

(2) compounds in -ed that are formed from noun phrases, eg: 
cold-blooded, brown-eyed 

(3) compounds in which the second base is a participle, eg:far- 
fetched, habit-forming 

If the first base is an adverb, it is hyphenated when the participle is 
premodifying a noun (well-established facts) but not when the participle 
is a main verb (The facts are well established). In AmE often in 
BrE)y hyphenation does not apply even when the participle 
is a premodifier if the adverb ends in -ly, eg: carefully ,,,,.itten (report), 
rapidly disappearing (languages). 

(4) phrases and modifying clauses (which are generally 
written Open when not modifying), eg: on-the-spot (investigation),face- 

(meeting), ten-item (test), right-to-lye (movement), up-to-date 
(news), take-it-or-leave-it (attitude), do-it-yourself(job) 
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(5) coordination compounds (cfApp I.70), eg : ~u.vsiun-EngIi.~h (dictionary), 
Note la1 Hyphens are use* to link s~ntactically-related premodifiers ornoun pllrases as i n  Mexican- 

Negoliulions. Irone of the modilicrs is itself a phrase, the hypllen may to connecl sruclent-teacher (relationships) illogically: Me.ricor~-Son Sirlr~o(lnr r~i~po~iir~ii,n.r, N~>,,I yi,r,rk.~~r,,lri ,/jx/ll, l,,dced, for such cases 
(6) compounds cxprcssiny numcr:~ls nnd rr:lctions ((:/'6.63fl), IwmlY- norno Printcrq llsc tile en d;lsll ( l ,  which in 111111. ll lc  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~  ,,I. { l l c  ,lilrl, l l l c  l.,rrrn m,rsl 

c('mmonlY used the dilsll pllnctuulio~~ rn;~rk - lllld is s l i g l l ( l y  loogel. l~l;lll  , l l C  prinlrd llypllcn, 
But i t  is doubful whether most readers notice the dash is difrcrcnt horn the hyphen, 
Should the position of the hyphen feel troublesome, the phrase c;ln be rcwordcd to avoid the 1.1-hotnh prcmodification: for ~xilmple. irc~gori~rinrs hrrwc,i.,z M~.Y~c, ,  ,r,,,/si,,, S,,/ ,.,,, ,,,, 

(8) col,lPOull(~s cntii11g in -itl-lirv~(.v), ('I:: n ~ o f h ~ ~ r - i r t - l n w  l l r l  c ~ a r r ~ l i l l ; ~ f i ~ ~ n  of ~ ~ Y I ~ ~ I C I I I I I ~ I I  ilr~nx, cvl ,rc~j~l l~  i l l  ~ i , , , ~ , ~ , l  ~ ~ ~ , i ~ , ~ ~  W , I I i I I , , ,  
(9) relationships i n  wl,icll tile lirst basc is jir~'ul, I:ri'ol-t~~li'l(', Krc'iJl- il'vc'lvcs elf i l 's is  will1 ~ ~ l . l l - ~ l ~ i ~ ~ ~  l~~llowing t~ I I ~ ~ I I C I I ,  i l l  ,,r,,. ,,,,, 1 ,,,,( r.,,,,,.,.r,l, l lc,l l ,,,, c,r 

gra~tdcltildren Ihos*' "'/to ore .r~e'ec/l- o111/ ~ f ! ! l ~ l l l l ~ e - i r i l ~ r r i r ~ ~ ~ / .  ~ y ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~  ;Ire simii;lrly usecl 
lhough Ihe Prefixes are nof hyphenated in isolation, in which case the final itcm is generally not =he hyphen is usual after a prefix if the base begins with a capital letter as hyphenated; for mono- ~ ~ ~ d ~ o / ~ s y l l a b i c s ~ l / o 6 / e s ,  inlrer- undin~runo,ioJru/ jIomn. 

in un-~rench or with a figure as in post-1984. It is also COnImon after certain he~erosex~ralrelarions (cf also 13.85). 

prefixes, ex- ['former'], Iralf-, quasi-, self-, 'X: ex-hU~band, 
cusle, rluusi-judjciu[, ,se//~,yucri/ilicc. BrE tends to use the hyphen after " Thecomma 
prefixes, where A ~ E  tends to write the words solid, notably aner non-9 ex: 
non-srandard (esp BrE), nonstandard (esp AmE). BrE often uses the hyphen The comma with coordinated clauses 
where juxtaposition would suggest a misleading pronunciation such as ?Ia6 Of all the Punctuation marks the comma is the most flexible in the range of 
ordinate or pre-eminent, whereas AmE generally writes such words (but 

its use, and hence the most difficult to categorize, 
co-,uorker, for example, is hyphenated in AmE too); howevert is 

One dominant use of the comma is to separate closely associated clauses 
increasingly conforming to AmE practice. within a sentence, a use that the comma shares with the colon and semicolon. 

~h~ hyphen is both in compounds and after a prefix to But we cannot substitute a comma in either [ l ]  or [2], because the comma is 
misinterpretation, even if the misinterpretation is only momentary, eg: not used to separate independent clauses unless they are linked by 

court ['court for small claims'], re-cover hover  afresh', cf: recover a coordinator: 
aregain control3], re-form ['form again', cf: reform 'change for the better'], co- 

[informal clipping of noun co-operative, also coo~eraliue (esP *mE)I. I'vejust had some good news: I've been offered a job in a law 
firm. 

Note A,,,E occasionally favoursthe DIAERESIS in words such as co~perare. The diaeresisisalsovev Schoolchildren have adopted the fund as one of their favourite 
[l1 

occasionally used in both A ~ E  and BrE to indicate separate syllables in wor*swllerejuxtaposed charities; their Small contributions have enabled the fund to 
vowelsdo not result from affixation and where the hyphen could not be used; for examPie+norue. reach its target. 
Morecommon~y, however,suchwordsarespeltwithout indication oftheseparatesyllabification: [21 

In [l], where a coordinator would not be possible, the colon is serving its 
classic function of separating an independent clause that is in apposition to 
a previous unit, here somegood news. In 121 we should need to insert rind if we 
wished to replace the semicolon with a comma: 

The word in speech and writing Schoolchildren have adopted the fund as one of their favourite 

IILS ~h~~~ are numerous respects in which we cannot reproduce in writing the charities, and their small contributions have enabled the fund 
distinctions made prosodically in speech (Cf APP 11.20). In the visual to reach its target. 
indicators of word limits we have the converse. In inf0rmal speech, we do 

I31 

not normally attempt to make a difference in pronunciation between a nice Sentence l31 illustrates the conditions favouring the use of the comma to 
separate independent clauses in compound sentences: 

drink and an ice(d) drink. In writing, such distinctions are absolute and must 
be regularly made. Similarly, irrespective of the sound we make in (a) the Parts are closely related semantically (both dealing here with the 
we must indicate in writing what counts as an orthographic word (cfApp children's contributions to the fund); 
1.1 l f), sometimes deciding between total separation, hyphenation, and (b) they are linked by a coordinator (in this case by and),  
juxtaposition: tax payer, tax-payer, and taxpayer. Examples like these are a 
reminder (a) that, while the rules of punctuation are related to grammar and 1 If condition (a) did not apply, the two parts could scarcely be brought into 

lexicology, they are by nomeansnecessarily sorelatedthroughanintermediate i 
One sentence at all. If condition (a) applied but not condition (b), a comma 

j 
connection with speech; (b) that there is an element of arbitrariness in not be used, though a semicolon would be appropriate, as in 

punctuation, and it is particularly conspicuous in the use of the hyphen; and 
[21. Punctuation marks are also usual if the clauses are linked by the 

yet (c) that consistency and regularity assume an importance in punctuation or and the conjunction-like adverbs nor, neither, so, and yet. 

(as in spelling) quite unparalleled in the analogous signalling function Of 
i If three or more clauses are coordinated but only the last is preceded by ; 

prosodic systems in speech. ! 
i 
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and or or, 
(or semiColon~) are required between the 

"'luding 'Or coordination with and, however, it was relevant to distinguish further 
according to whether the subject of the second clause was present rand + S, 

the last pair: in Fig A ~ p  111.7b) Or absent ('and - S'). Where the subject was absent as in 
prices fell, interest rates fell, and employment figures rose' 13] and ['I, the comma appeared in only a third of the sentences, while a 

The comma in such instances is termed a SERIAL 
(cf APP 111'8)' was hserted in three-quarters of the sentences that had an expressed 

subject in both clauses. 

Note Despite conditiol, (b, 
coordi~dtc cla,,scs are occdsio~~l~Y swr8tcd as~ndetic'lly Only by 

mina c s p ~ c ~ l l l y  wI1;n 

short, port!llc~ md (Ortcn)lhrainnumbcr icri9'5fl )' % and + S and - S 

1 must I can, I will. he would chuckle softly to himself. somctimeshewould grunt 

invisible onlooker. 

sn Two, further 
related cons~derations influence our decision Over the punctua- 

of a 
of independent clauses First, punctuation marks an 

frequently omitted 
if the clauses are reiativdy short. provided they are linked 

by a coordinator: 
The work was pleasant and the hours were short' 

on the other hand, if despite close semantic connection there is a cont!ast 
Fig App Punctuation with and according to presence or absence of 
subject in second clause 

prompting the use of but (or and yet) rather than and as the approp"ate 
conjunction, there is a greater tendency to Use a punctuation mark' These that we are dealing with tendencies rather than 
particularly the comma: There are sentences where despite coordination with orrd and despite 

We are thinXing of buying a short-wave radio. but we haven't subject a COmma is nevertheless preferred. rn such cases, it is 
up our minds. that the generalization that punctuation conforms to grammatical 

This latter 
tendency emerged from an analysis of materials in the 'vrvey than rhetorical considerations is in fact overridden. If we 

of English Usage, The materials comprised coordinate full clauses' 
In [l1 sentences and l61 the extent to which we prefer a comma in [6] is a measure 

and and 
in wkch the subject (and perhaps also operato' of the Our wish that the Punctuation Should endorse the meaning - the separation 

second c,ause was 
absent, resulting in coordinated pediCateS 

predlcations' Of the second clause matching the moment's pause that is mentioned : 

as in [3] and 141 : He put on his spectacles and then picked up the phone. 

The hotel a 
restaurant and offers a range Of sports He paused for a moment, and then began to speak, 151 

161 
facilities. The contrast between and and but is also shown in an analysis of samples 

you can sit at my desk and write Yourletters, from the Brown ( c f ~ p p  111.3 Note), which counted coordinate clauses 

Three-quarters of the coordinated with but had a ''mma ('+: in 'lg with an expressed subject in the second clause. o f  228 sentences 

ApP 111.7a), whereas only 
about a half of the clauses 

and with and, 72 (32 per cent) had no punctuation mark, and 147 (64 per cent) 
had commas~ (2 Per cent) semicolons, and 4 (2 per cent) dashes. On the 

had a comma. other hand, of98 compound sentences with but, only 6 (6 per cent) had no 
punctuation mark while 74 (76 per cent) had commas and 18 (18 per cent) 

In the same corpus, independent sentences were far more 
introduced by but (87) than by and (47). 
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~ 1 1  I know about them is that they work on a farm and that their More stylistically-marked asyndetic coordination (in contrast to the more 

parents live with them. usual syndetic coordination) is found occasionally with noun phrases and 

You can and must tell us. prepositional phrases, particularly at the end of the clause: 

She mc and invitcd me for dinner. The company providcs pleasant working conditions, a b ~ v e - ~ ~ e r a g ~  
I enjoy tennis but don't play it often. salaries, numerous fringe benefits. 
1~11 read the book and then tell you whether it's worth reading. They have been criticized for their business dealings, for their political 

ln  such instances a comma is occasionally inscrtcd rbr rhctorical reasons, views. 

wbcn prctlicfitcs or prcdications arc coordin:ltctl (l:/ APP 111.7), These phrascs occur usually in a scrics of three or lllorc units, 
as in the last three sentences. If we coordinate a series of three or more units, we normally omit the 

we sometimes have a choice between nsyndctic coordination (without a conjunction and or or before all but thc Inst unit. We of course insert seriill 
coordinalor), i l l  whicl, c:lsc ;I scri:~l cornm;~ ((:l' APP III.(~) is rcclllircd, :lnt1 comm:ls bcforc i11I thc units, cxccpt tl l ; l t  tllcrc is ;l ch(,icc to wllctller to 
syndetic coordination a ~~ordinntor) ,  in wllich ct~sc a comln;l is not insert or omit the comma before the conjunction. AmE g c l ~ e ~ l l y  hvours the 
required. ~h~ most frequent occasions when this choice is available involve insertion of the comma, while AmE journalistic style favours its omission; in 
the coordinat~on of premodifying adjectives or adverbs. Thus, for adjectives BrE, usage is divided : 
we may choose between [I] and [ h ] :  Dogs, cats(,) and other animals can recognize friends by smell alone, 

He walked with long, slow strides. Change in human biological history is slow, steady(,) and progressive. 
He walked with long and slow strides. In the next two sentences we see examples of the use of the serial comma 

~f we wish to add further coordinated adjectives to [l], we need place a in listing, irrespective of the linguistic status of the items listed. Again the 
comma after each adjective except the last: comma before the last item is optional, provided that this is preceded by and: 

walked with long, slow, steady, deliberate strides. [lal She bought eggs, butter, cheese, bread, rice(,) and coffee. 

~f we wish to add further adjectives to the syndetic coordination in [21, we He wrote down 73, 12,41,9,7(,) and 13, and added them up. 

generally insert and before the last adjective in the series as in [2a]: Note What has been said of the inclusive conjunction oncl applies also to the exclusive conjunction or 

He walked with long, slow, steady(,) and deliberate strides. L24 (as in to or/rom rokutl; by, with(,) or to operson; butter, eggs(,) orfiuit). 

the possible omission of the comma, see below.) There are analogues for Where separation by comma is disallowed 
adverbs to [l -2a1: 111.9 With regard to the central clause elements S, V, 0, and C (but not A), there 

She slowly, carefully moved the box. [31 is a strict rule that they cannot be interrupted by punctuation except where 

She slowly and carefully moved the box. L41 (cf APP 111.16) or 'specification' (cf App 111.23) is involved, and 
She slowly, carefully, deliberately moved the box. [3al with one or two additional but minor exceptions that we shall outline shortly. 
She slowly, carefully(,) and deliberately moved the box. [4al Thus whether such a sentence element consists of a phrase or a clause, it 

cannot be separated from the verb by a comma: 
~h~ asyndetic coordination of [ l ]  should be distinguished from the 

hypotactic relationship of adjectives in [S], cf 13.2: 
' *The man over there in the corner, is obviously drunk. 

*I know, that you are tired. 
111 

I noticed a large rear hatch. ['a rear hatch that was large'] [S] *It is perfectly natural, that men should go bald. 
r21 

*He gave the leading lady, a bouquet, 
L31 

since larP and rear are not coordinated in [S], We cannot of course insert [41 
either and or a comma between the adjectives. Similarly, if we wish In speech, [ l ]  and possibly [3] and [4] might have a tone unit break where the 
indicate not that the strides were both long and Slow as in [l1 and L2], but that unacceptable comma has been inserted and we are sometimes tempted to 
they were slow strides which were long, we omit punctuation and match this with a comma in writing, an error particularly likely to arise with 
conjunctions, as in [61: lengthy subjects as in [ l ]  (cf'also App 111.16 Note). The rule, however, is clear 

He walked with long slow strides. enough and is strictly observed in print. Equally clear (and this time generally 
unhesitatingly even in manuscript) is the rule that phrases con- 

stituting any of the elements S, V, 0, C, or A cannot be interrupted by 
noncorrelative commas, unless the commas are required for serial use (cf 

She is expected later today. 
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*The old, man died. 
*He may, go there. 
*They emigrated after, the war. 

One exception to these rules is that a comma may come between S and V 
when there might sherwise be momentary confusion, as for instance through 
two occurrences of the same word: 

What his name is, is of no interest to me. 
Whatever she does, does not concern me. 
What one person may thinkof, another may not. 

Rarely, a comma may also come at the point of gapping (cf 13.92f) in an 
elliptical clause: 

Rock aspires to recognition as art, and new classical music, to a larger 
following. 

But more commonly no punctuation is used: 

One bedroom was very large, and the other quite small. 

Finally, a comma is placed between a subject-verb sequence and a direct 
object in direct speech (cf App 111.21). 

Note The need for easy recognition of structure determines the convention of using commas between 
thousands in numerals: 41,396,728. Spaces are sometimes used instead of commas for this 
purpose: 41 396 728 (cf6.63 Note lbl). 

The colon 
The colon makes a sharper separation than the comma. It was placed 
between the comma and the semicolon in App 111.3 because it indicates a 
closer interdependence between the units separated than does the semicolon. 
Indeed, it sometimes indicates as close a relation as the comma does, but it is 
adifferent relation. The functionsof thecolon, a rather infrequent punctuation 
mark, can be summed up as follows: what follows (as in this sentence) is an 
ex~lication of what precedes it or a fulfilment of the expectation raised (even 
if iaised only by its own use). Thus: 

I've just had some good news: I've been offered a job in a law 
firm. 111 

Those who lead must be considerate: those who follow must be 
responsive. [21 

In [l] the explication is a clause which can be viewed as being in apposition 
to a noun phrase in the preceding clause, if the notion of apposition is 
extended beyond noun phrases (cf 17.65 ff). Compare: 

The good news is that I've been offered a job in a law firm. 

Such a relationship is typical between units separated by a colon. A further 

Here the pronoun this refers back to the whole of the preceding clause ('the 
fact that the man had been drinking heavily'). Sometimes the relationship is 
more indirect and subtle, however, as in: 

Joan and Mary were obviously weary: I got up to go. L41 
The colon in [4] helps to indicate that it was my observation of their weariness 
that made me decide to go. 

In each of the examples, a semicolon could replace the colon, and with 
examples [2-41 a semicolon would be more usual. On the other hand, 
provided that a coordinating conjunction were introduced between the 
clauses, the colon could also be replaced in [2-41 by a comma or by no  
punctuation. In this respect, too, the [2-41 set is distinguished from [I], in 
which we have the more central use of the colon to imply 'as follows' or  
'namely'. Related to that central use is the very frequent use of the colon (as 
in this book) to introduce examples, whether immediately following the colon 
or indented on the next line or lines. 

Note The independent clause following a colon may begin with a capital letter, but generally not in 
BrE. A capital letter is in any case used if the part introduced by the colon consists of more than 
one sentence, or if it is a quoted sentence (cf App 111.21): 

I asked myself: Where was it all leading? 

111.11 So far, the illustrations have shown the colon separating only clauses. But it 
commonly separates smaller units such as phrases, and it was its potentiality 
todo so thatjustified its place between comma and semicolon in the hierarchy 
in App 111.3. Notice that the semicolon in [ l ]  marks the major division of the 
sentence : 

There remained one thing she wanted above all else: a room 
of her own; but she did not acquire her own room until she 
was eighteen. [ l ]  

The use of the colon in examples like [ l ]  resembles most closely the purpose 
it serves (especially in technical or specialized writing) when it precedes a 
formal list of items, often preceded by its verbal equivalentsjbr example, eg, 
namely (sometimes written viz), ie, as follows, or the like (cf 17.73). For  
example : 

Please send the stipulated items (, namely): 

(i) birth certificate 
(ii) passport 

(iii) correct fee 

When it appears in such a formal or official use as [2] implies, it is sometimes 
followed in BrE by a short dash (:-), but this is generally regarded as rather 
heavy punctuation (cf App 111.22). Certainly, when it introduces lists in 
nontechnical writing, as in the illustration of the hierarchy in App 111.3, it is 
never followed by a dash. 

example : Punctuation iQgenera11~ omitted after the items in a formal vertical list as 
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contrast the required commas in the horizontal list in [2a]: [a1 S V 0 A(,) and (then) (S) V 0 A 

please send the stipulated items: your birth certificate, Your [bl s V O A ; ( a n d ) ( t h e n ) ~ ~ ~ ~  

passport, and thc correct fee. [Fa] In the formlllas [a1 and [bl, cm11 rcprcscnts thc coordin:~ti,rs tlltd, hrir, ;lnd or, 
w l l i l ~ t l ~ ~ l l  represents any appropriate way ofaddition;tlly linking [he clauses. 

~h~ colon may be replaced by a comma when what follows is one jtem as i n  
[I], or if the following list itself does not contain separating as in The coordinator cannot be omitted in [a], and the subject cannot be ellipted 

in the second clause of [b], 
[2b]: WC h:lvc notc(l cilrlicr lhill, cspcci;illy wllcll { l l c  cl i l l lscs sll(,rl 

please send the items, namely your birth ccrtilic;ltc ;lilt' l';lr;lllcl, ~ ~ C I ' C  arc exceptional uses o l ' c o n ~ ~ ; ~ ~  willlout ;, coordillator (<fApp 

your passport. [2bl 111.6 Note) and that the conjunction-like nor, taitller, so, and may be 
In this connection - one of the few in which the colon and the comma preceded by a comma when they alone link independent clauses (cf 

111.7). 
seem to be interchangeable - it is of interest to note that, whereas the 
vocative formula at the beginning of letters is normally separated by a new 111.13 In APP 111.12 we noted that the semicolon is primarily a coordinating mark, 
line alld sentcnce capitalization, it is additionally marked by acomma Or (in but WC indicated that it may also be foilowcd by a coordinator, as we now 
AmE) by a colon : illustrate in Ill  below: 

Dear Mr Wilson, I had been aware that they sometimes disagreed violently, 
Thank you. . . ( B ~ E  and informal AmE) particularly Over how to raise their children, and that there 

Dear Mr Wilson: were also periods when they would not speak to each other; but 
Thank you. . . (AmE) I had not realized that they were seriously contemplating divorce, [ l ]  

The sentence following the vocative formula begins with a capital letter Such a use (in effect, replacing a comma) is chiefly found in rather formal 
( ~ h ~ ~ k  you,  , . in the above examples); it is commonly indented as marking writing and in sentences whose complexity already involves the use ofone or 
the beginning of the first paragraph in the body of the letter ( ~ f  APP COmmas and whose major divisions call for a hierarchically superior 

Punctuation mark if the reader is not to be momentarily puzzled or misled. A 
Note If the list contains more than two items, unlike DbI, a colon is Wuired is 

apposition marker tcf17.73), as in [2a]. 1f an apposition marker such as 1lome'Y is inserted, it is but convenient application ofthis principle occurs in lists, where it is 

usual to replace the colon by a semicolon (c/ APP 111.13): i often desirable to show subgroupings: 
send the stipulated items; namely(,) your birth certificate, Your Passport, and the l The breakfast menu consisted of fruit juice or cereal; a boiled, 

correct fee. l 
i fried, or poached egg; toast and marmalade; and a pot oftea or 

coffee. 
The semicolon L21 

III.lZ ~h~ semicolon is next below the period in the hierarchy, but it  is particularly Somewhat related is the chief point at which the semicolon shows affinity 
associated with formal writing. It is best regarded as the coordinating mark use with the colon; namely, the convention (as in this sentence and in [31), 
of punctuation (c/.asyndetic coordination, 13.1), corresponding most Of preceding such apposition indicators as namely or that is by a semicolon. 
in value to the linguistic coordinating conjunction an*. That when 

such an indicator, as in 13a1, a colon would usually be appropriate: 
independent clauses are regarded as being sufficiently related 
one sentence, this may be shown by prosody in speech ( ~ f  App ''.l3)- for In one respect, government policy has been firmly decided; that 

example, narrow pitch range or a rising nucleus at the end the first clause1 is, there will be no conscription. 
In One respect, government policy has been firmly decided: there 

[31 
with or without a coordinating conjunction. In writing, it may be shown by a will be no conscription. 
comma followed by a coordinating conjunction as in [l]: [ h ]  

Taylor was, as always, a consummate actor, and witha few telling 
But forms of punctuation may occur in such cases. For example, the 

strokes he characterized King Lear magnificently. may be in a separate sentence (as in this sentence), or it may be 
enclosed in parentheses, or if it is not a clause the apposition indicator may 

or it may be shown asyndetically by a semicolon without a be preceded by a comma (cf App 111.1 I). 
conjunction as in [21: 

Punctuating for sentence and paragraph 
~~~l~~ was, as always, a consummate actor; with a few telling 

strokes he characterized King Lear magnificently. L21 1 I1IJ4 The two highest separators constitute combinations o f sym~ols ,  we mark or 
one orthographic sentence from the next by terminating it with a period, 

~h~~ if we represent a clause as SVOA, we can compare the use commas question mark, or exclamation mark, and by beginning the next with a 
and semicolons connecting such clauses as follows : letter; between the period and the capital, there will usually be a 
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somewhat wider space than we normally have between words. The paragraph S e p a r a t i o n  of included uni ts  

(cj. 19.28) is also marked off by a combination of symbols in most wri t ing:  j 
leaving blank the remainder of the line in which it ends; indentation Included units and correlative marks 
called 'indention3) of the line beginning the new one; and (especially in  I A unit that is loosely attached to the rest of the sentence may be, and 
typescript)a slightly larger space between lines at this point. At the beginning must be, marked off by punctuation, usually commas, ~h~ 
ofa  chapter or section, the first paragraph normally (as in this book) begins decision to mark off the adverbial in [ l ]  requires not one comma but two: 
without indentation, and in some styles of writing this practice Crocodiles, infact, do not particularly like human flesh. 
style*) is followed all paragraphs; as a result, if the end of the previous [l1 

paragraph happens to coincide with the end OF a line, the new one may The punctuation marks for inclusion are CORRELATIVE: the first Sign indicates 
in effect be marked at all, unless the convention is adopted of a larger Wace lhe beginning and the second the end of the included unit, one of the 
between lines. commas may be superseded by a pullctuation mark above it in 

lhe (cf APP III.3),  the punctuation system not permitting the 
Note (a) A period is usually called a ,full stop' in BrE. ~t is also called a 'full point' or (inrorrna1ly) a cOOccurrence of the comma with marks further up. ~ h ~ ~ ,  one of the 

'dot'. c~rrelative Commas is absent in [la] and [ I  b]: 
[bJ Numbered sections of a chapter, as in this book, are sometimes called 'paragWphs' even 
,,,here they comprise more than one'punctuation'~'dragraP~. Infacl, crocodiles do not particularly like human flesh. 
on capitals at the beginning o r  letters and direct speech. c/ APP App 111.21. l* ,  In fact, . . .l 
Reverse indentation (indentation all lines back from the first) is common entries in 

Crocodiles do not particularly like human flesh, in fact, 
[lal 

books, for example dictionaries and encyclopedias, for entries in glossariesandindices 
of books, and for indented examples that require more than one line (like sentences [l), [21*131x l* . . . it2 fact,.] 

[ I  bl 
and[3aJ in App 111.13). 

l,, letters, paragraphs are often marked by a larger space without indentation. [IaIand IIbI exemplify the general rule that one of the correlative 
marks is omitted if it coincides with a higher mark, ~ h ~ ~ ,  there would not be 
an initial correlative comma in [la] if in~uct  were preceded by a dash, colon, 
Or semicolon; and similarly there would not be a final correlative comma in 

111.15 11 wasstressed in  pp 111.2 that punctuation was linked primarily logrammar [Ib] if infact were followed by a dash, colon, or semicolon, correlative dashes 
rather than to prosody. This does not mean that the sentence and the obey the same rule: 
paragraph, as punctuated, are obvious grammatical units. Although lhey are 
co-terminous with one or more grammatical units and hence no grammatical To change the subject, if I may - where are we eating tonight? 

units extend beyond their limits, they do not necessarily consist in lheir [* -To  change the subject, if I may - . . .I 
The universe is expanding - that is, the galaxies are receding 

121 
entirety ofa grammatical unit. The decision tocoordinateseveral independent 
clauses one sentence or to separate them as different sentences, with from each other at immense speeds. [*. . . at immense speeds - ,I [31 
or without formal sign of their logical connection, is dependent largely 

One theme represents the outer world - the world battles and 
the style of material one is handling or indeed upon the personal preference banquets; it is seen from a distance, and is quite distinct from 
of the writer,  id^^^^ on sentence limits which invokes criteria such as the quieter spiritual life in the monastery. [*. . . battles and 
.completeness~, 'independence9, 'intelligibility as a single whole' is essentially banquets -;] 

L41 
circular, since (a) the writer will necessarily have to decide for himself It will be noticed that the final correlative comma after in [21 and the to make any part of his argument, and (b) punctuation of itself initial correlative COmma before that is in [3] are superseded by a dash, imposes the impression of completeness and independence on units marked On the hand, parentheses (and other types of bracketing), which are 
off as sentences and conversely helps to show connection between units Outside lhe of punctuation marks, must always be present in paiw, 
grouped within sentence limits. They represent a sharp interruption and therefore appear medially or finally 

such points apply even more obviously in the case of paragraph limits. within the interrupted unit, but not initially. For those reasons, parentheses 
~~~h~~ than to recommend an ideal size of paragraph or models cooccur with other punctuation marks that follow them: 
for its ideal identity, we should note that the paragraph enables a writer 
show that a particular set of sentences should be considered as more closely You see Ruth (my niece), when you are next in Washington, 

, 
related to each other, and that those grouped within one paragraph are be I about the incident to Ted Wilson (the manager of the factory) - 
seen as a whole in relation to those that are grouped in the paragraphs but he denied seeing anything unusual. 

preceding and following (cf 19.28). When lhe parentheses ~nclose one or more sentences, the final termination 
point is placed within the closing parenthesis ( c f ~ p p  111.20). 

the pairs of correlative marks may enclose any other pair, but 
different pairs tend to be used; otherwise it would be difficult to identify the 
pairs of commas, as in [S]: 
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?The operation, 1 was convinced, after some resistance, my You'll succeed if you try hard, 

doctor, had now become essential. If you try hard(,) you'll succeed. l41 
[4aI 

understandable would be [Sal or [5b1: 1 attached adverbials, are infrequent in medial positions, except for 
~onjuncts (cf8.134A1 such as however, or nzoj-eowr, 

T~~~ operation (1 was convinced, after some resistance, by my As [3a1 and [4al show, the COmIla is often optional after many adverbials 
tloctor.) h:\(] now hccomc csscntinl. in  I position, it hccomcs ohligntory with p;trticiplc ;lnd verhlcss c~:ruses, 

The operation, was convinced (al'tcr somc rcsistuncc) by tny :llltl is normal will1 i n l i l ~ i t i ~ ~  cl:luscs: 
doctor, had now become essential. 

my views, they refrained from discussing the subject. 
or marks, 

we have also seen earlier in this sections may Out of breath, he slumped down in a chair, 
be superseded by a mark above il in the hicrnrchy: To keep the nlnr moving so quickly :lntl in sucl, sm;lll i t s  

Jason, during a hundred hours of testing - an hour a day, live invisible travelling companion would have to be at least nine times 

days a week -expanded his powers of recall over ten more massive than the sun. 

But the punctuation hierarchy would be clearer here if it 
with The is desirable on occasion where its absence might cause the 

the grammatical hierarchy, thereby enabling the higher marks be reader to stumble. Thus, although the adverbial has identical function in [51 
and it is necessary in the latter to avoid misleading the reader into 

Jason - during a hundred hours of testing, an hour a five thinking 
at first that the prepositional phrase is longer than it is: 

days a week -expanded his powers of recall over ten [6b1 
After dark(,) I strolled around the square. 

Note A common error in 
manuscript punctuation by inexperienced writers is to Omit the first After dark, men and women strolled around the square. 

correlarive comma in a 
included ,,,,it, eg: croco~lilcs i11fac1. do llof . . . The error Ienects 

the fact that in normal speech 
the medial included unit is not necessarily separated prosodica''y a comparable reason, a comma would be preferable in 

from the previous part ofthe sentence, though it may be so separated frorn '" part(cf 
He tried in vain to find her, in his underclothes. 

App 111.91. And although no ambiguity or comic overtones could affect the following 
the sequence 'in in' would seem less confusing the separation 

provided by a comma (cf App 111.9): 
Correlative commas 

i They hurried on in, in great excitement. 
Commas with adverbials 

III.17 Loose attachment of an adverbial to a Sentence is linked 1 La] Predication adjuncts (d8.26A;I are sometimes fronted. since they are strongly integrated 
mobility: just as the least mobile are normally those with closest and ! within clause structure, they cannot be followed by a comma 11,16): 
indispensable connection with the rest of the Sentence, so the least 'To the very top of the mountain, they climbed, 

are those least requiring separation by ~ o m m ~ s :  
l Ibl to the use of the comma for preposed adverbials is its use in index 

entries to mark a surname moved from its normal end-position: ej: jolm ~ , , i , , ~  Adm,s, but 
Adonrs, John Quincy. 

He put the chair between You and me. 
?Between you and me he Put the chair. 
He failed the exam, between You and me. 
Between you and me, he failed the exam. 

on the distinction between types of adverbials, cf 
Even those elements that are so closely related to the Iest of the 

sentence as not to need commas in final position, however, often need to be i 
he was suffering great pain(,) he walked home alone. 

thus separated when they are in initial or medial positions if they are 'lauses i Though suffering great pain, he walked home alone. 
or phrases longer than two or three words: Weary and impatient, she left the meeting early, 

Often, mere length of an adverbial will make it seem more loosely 
linked to the rest of the sentence than a short one and so seem to need 
marking a comma; and length may also make punctuation desirable 

succeeded in cloning human cells. for sheer clarity's sake: 
Some scientists, in experiments at Stanford University, have 

succeeded in cloning human cells. If you prefer to wake UP gradually with a cup of hot coffee rather than 
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with fifty laps in a cool pool, you should set aside some time for But how, ladies and gentlemen, are we to proceed to a freer society? 
Help yourself, Carol, 

swimming before lunch or after work. 

Function, however, is usually more important than length. Thus even 
where an initial adjunct needs no comma, as in 111, the same adverb as Dashes and parentheses 

conjunct (cf8.134ff') requires one, as in [lal: 
111.20 commas are the only items so far i]lustrated, two common 

[l1 sets Of correlative Punctuation marks can be used to mark the separation of 
Again he felt hesitant. [= 'Once more . . .'l 

[laI included units when the units are positioned medially or finally, ~h~~ are 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ,  he felt hesitant. [= 'It should be added that. . .'l dashes and parentheses, the latter known in BrE also as *brackets, (c.Note 

[a1 below) : 

The other man - David Johnson - refused to make a statement, 
The other man @avid Johnson) refused to make a statement, 

A ~ G ~ I N  he felt 'hesitant1 
[l] I have not Yet obtained a statement from the other - A,,,, 

[lal Taylor. 
~\&Nlhe(fel t   sitan anti 

I have not Yet obtained a statement from the other (,t,nn 
Nonrestrjctive adjunct clauses (cf 15.23) are punctuated in final position' Taylor). 

though not invariably in initial position: 
The comma is the least obtrusive correlative mark and for that reason is Betty will help you, when she has finishedher own work. preferred unless there is a disruption of the syntactic structure of the 

Disjuncts (cf8,121ff, 15.20f) tend to be punctuated with a comma Or the danger of confusion with other neighbouring commas or of failure to 
position, particularly when the subordinator can also introduce an mark a rather lengthy inclusion. In these cases dashes or 
clause, contrast the disjunct clause in [2] with the adjunct dause in [31: parentheses are Preferable, except that dashes tend to give a somewhat more 

dramatic and informal impression, suggesting an impromptu aside, rather 
at home, because I've just spoken than a planned inclusion : 
at home because he's not feeling well. 

At that time, the students -goodness knows for what reason - 
Clauses introduced by fir are always preceded by a comma or a mark i reversed their earlier, more moderate decision, and a big 

above it in the hierarchy, partly to differentiate the 
conjunction from the 

demonstration was planned. 
peposition for pa,.tly because the conj~nctio~tl~n is being a [l] 

coordinator (cf 13.18f ): In [I] the inclusion is sufficiently informal an interruption to justify dashes 
rather than parentheses. 

I am convinced that you will find none better to advise You* for she has Under certaincircumstanCe~, even short included items tend to be enclosed 
had much experience in industrial negotiations. by parentheses. In formal writing, for example, they are ,used for cross- 

references and figures denoting life span: 

commas with other units We see below (P 63) that Eleanor's first love was william B~~~~ 
111,19 Adverbials are not, however, the only common types of included 'nits. 

(1812-73). 
Others are nonrestrictive modifiers (cf 17.3), including nonrestrictive 

clauses 17.22) and nonrestrictive appositions (cf 176% interpolated and for figures or letters used in lists or for examples, 

coordinate constructions (cf 13.95ff), and analogous parallel structures: 
Dashes or Parentheses are used if the unit included in the is an independent clause : 

F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  who used to work with me, has moved to New York. 
The other man, David Johnson, refused to make a statement. businessmen sell earthworms and their castings 
The portrait, painted by a local artist, was unveiled before a large are one of the best soil conditioners) in hundreds ofretail 

stores across the US and Canada. 
audience. 

The person we need, the person we have been waiting for, is someone 
[21 

A period not conclude a parenthetic sentence when that sentence is 
adequately trained in business management. inserted within another sentence, as in [2], though a question or 

She is a close friend to, and supporter of, the Republican candidate. mark may do so (cf APP 111.23). If a sentence or set of sentences is included 
should, or rather must, attend better to his studies. as a digression in a Paragraph, parentheses are required and final punctuation 

so also with vocatives (cf 10.52ff): marks precede the closing parenthesis, as in [3]: 

~ ~ h ~ ,  I think you would be wiser not to go. decided that it was impossible to recreate vietnam battle 
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scenes, since the war was still on and they felt that the 
Philippines were an unacceptable substitute. (Apoculypse Now, 
made in thc Philippitlcs, did not chanyc thcir feeling.) So thcy 
set to work on a home front drama. L31 

Note (1~1 In RrE: us;tge parentheses aregenerally called'bmckcts', n term reserved in A ~ E  for what in 
I3rl: clre c;~llc<l 'aqu;lre hr;~ckets': they urc sotncti~nes r~rccl whcn inclusions h;lve to he m;ldc 
within inclus~olls: 

.... theother m;~n (D;ivitl lohoson [albr,s Wilsolll)' 
rhl 'suunrc brackets. are used in serious writing also to include the aothor's or editor's commcjlt .-, - 7~ 
upon the form rather than thc content: 

He said that T l l r r r . ~ ~ i ~ ~  was his normal visiting day (ikllics mine]. 
I t  was ~ t r l e d  that the heir to the property was Jon (sic] Robcrts. . . .... ......... 

They are also used for explanations of the reference of pronouns: 
M:irtin -rutin claimed that slle [the Prime Minister] was chiefly responsible for the crisis ... -. ..... 

and to replace pronouns or other omitted items in quot;ltioas: 
The author claims that '[Jonathan Swill] advocated the establishment of . a . Languilge 

Academy to purify the English language and prevent its further deterlorat~on'. 
Le] All forms of bracketing, including the braces used in mathematics and other technical 
writing. ( }, differ from other inclusion marks except quotation marks (cfApp 111.21) in clearly 
distinguishing the opening (left-hand) and closing (right-hand) items in the correlative pair, and 
in requiring the presence of both items. The fact that each item thus indicates independently its 
enrr~lntive status and that both items must be present makes parentheses the clearest of the ............... 
inclusion signs and especially appropriate for lengthy inclusions. 

Quotation and quotation marks 
111.21 There is one further correlative pair of inclusion marks that is of great 

importance and in frequent use: the 'quotation marks', informally 'quotes', 
or 'inverted commas' (esp BrE). Opening and closing quotation marks are 
generally distinguished in print, but not in typed material and sometimes not 
in  handwritten material. 

Quotation marks may be single '. . . 'or double ". . .". The latter are more 
usual in handwritten and typed material and in American printing; the 
former are more usual in British printing, but the choice lies primarily with 
individual printing houses. Whichever form isnot used for ordinary quotation 
is then used for quotation within quotation: 

'I heard "Keep out" being shouted,' he said. (esp BrE) 
"I heard 'Keep out' being shouted," he said. (esp AmE) 

Like parentheses, quotation marks can cooccur with other marks of 
punctuation, but with some differences between AmE and BrE. AmE always 
puts a period or a comma inside the closing quotation marks. 

She enjoyed the article "Cities Are for Walking." (AmE) 
She enjoyed the article 'Cities Are for Walking'. (BrE) 
He couldn't spell "mnemonic," and therefore failed to reach the finals. 

(AmE) 
He couldn't spell 'mnemonic', and therefore failed to reach the finals. 

In BrE too the period and comma are inside the closing quotation marks for 
direct speech with reporting clauses (cf 14.29): 

I 
'You are just in time,' she said. [l1 

She said, 'You are just in time.' 
I la l  

Although the quoted sentence in [I] begins with a capital letter, it does not 
end with a period bcct~usc the includi~~g scntcncc is not co~nplclc, 

Both [I] and [la] infringe a rule given in App 111.9. This exception to the 
rule is that when the direct object is a piece of direct speech it may be (and 
usually is) separated by punctuation from the verb and subjcct (but (:/.14.29). 

Quotctl m:~ttcr tlocs not ttlwttys rccluirc tlt~ottttion ~nttrks. In tlri~matic 
dialogue ancl in ncwsptlper rcpor(sol.spccchcsorcotlrt procccditlgs, speakers' 
names are usually followed by a colon and the quotation: 

Judge Harlan: If you do not answerfrankly, the jury will draw its own 
conclusions. 

I asked myself: Where was it all leading? 

And in serious writing only short quotations from other writers are put in 
quotation marks; longer quotations are indented and given without quotation 
marks. 

Note [a1 On the punctuation or quoted questions and exclamations, c/App 111.24. 
[bl In some writing, a quotation extending over more than one paragraph will have opening 
quotation marks at the beginning of each new paragraph though closing marks will occur only 
a t  the end of the entire quotation. 

Light and heavy punctuation and the grammatical hierarchy 
111.22 It was shown in App III.17fthat an initial adverbial is often separated from 

the rest of the sentence by a comma. Consider, however, the following: 

?Slowly, he strolled over and she smiled at him. 
[l1 

The punctuation in [ l ]  suggests that slowly applies (almost nonsensically) to 
both clauses. If slowly is intended to apply to the first clause only, the 
punctuation seems illogical in making a break within the first clause where 
there is none between the twoclauses. The principle that would here influence 
writers is that punctuation should not work against the hierarchy of 
grammatical units (cf 2.7fS). Given the constituents of [l], we may feel 
obliged to counteract the objections by adding more punctuation: 

Slowly, he strolled over, and she smiled at him. 
[lal 

Or we may insert the comma at  the higher constituent boundary: 

Slowly he strolled over, and she smiled at him. 
[ lbl  

Or perhaps we will omit internal punctuation entirely: 

Slowly he strolled over and she smiled at him. 
[lcl 

Sentence [la] is a simple example of how once a little punctuation is 
admitted, more is necessary in order to preserve a consistent and logical 
ordering of hierarchical relationships. In preference to the heavy punctuation 
of sentences like [la], writers often move in the opposite direction towards a 
light punctuation, just sufficient to make their sentences quickly and easily 
understood. 
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A similar tendency towards light punctuation is exemplified for So also, although a COmma is optional in [7], it is obligatory when in short has 
in the next four sentences, but the consequences are different: been included, as in [7a] 

Marilyn was the most persuasive speaker in the society, andfor If this is what he seems to want(,) he can have it, 
t,,u, ,.eu.yo,, was cllosen to represent the society in the regional If this, in short, is what he seems to want, he can have it. I71 

competition. [21 [7al 

~h~ researchers say that although the drug U'assuccessfui 
experimentally, it must be tested over a long period to discuss its 
possible sidc-effects. L31 

~~~h~~ and undergrowth had blotted out the old path led to Specification 
the town, and without the direct light of the fun toflctas a 

1 could no longer be sure of my direction. L41 Question and exclamation marks 
we expected an immediate reply but infact, it was 

[S1 
in APP 111.2 specification was exemplified with the use of the 

months before we heard from him. apostrophe to mark the genitive, in many ways a more obvious example is 

In all four sentences the choices made for the light punctuation reflect the 
Ihe question mark. This indicates that the sentence it terminates is a question, 

prosody rather than the grammar. The punctuation treats the part of the it is interrogative or (less frequently)declarative in form: 

sentence following the as if it began a new sentence, in which What can be done to help these people? 

case the initial comma would be necessarily omitted APP You are leaving already? [l] 

111, 16), ln [2] commas have not been used to separate the included l21 

unit for *hat reason, which would normally be so separated; jnstead the 
In 'I1, as with Other wh-questions, there is no necessary prosodic distinction 

comma is inserted at the end of the first clause, thereby separating the 
from 

sentences to match the punctuation contrast between period 

coordinatedpredicates. ln[3-S] initial correlative commas havebeenomitted and question mark, since unmarked wh-questions generally have falling tones 

in violation of an important punctuation rule (cf APP 111.16). 
(cf 'PP 2, In[21, on the other hand, the question mark in 

the retention of the final correlative comma obscures the grammatica1 
the 

prosodic contrast between this sentence as question and the same 
sentence as statement ( c f ~ p p  11.13). 

hierarchical relationships in the sentence. In each instance a conjunct'on (a 
subordinator in [3] and a coordinator in [4] and [S]) is separated from most of The exclamation mark (in *mE, also 'erclamation point.) is more rarely 
its clause by the comma at the end of the initial adverbial. In (31 the comma Yed and indeed its excessive use is often taken as a sign of frivolous or 

makes major grammatical division seem to be in the middle Of the Immature writing. It is however quite normal in representing a sentence 

clause, [41 the coordinator and is thereby made to appear as if coordinating uttered with great emotive force, whether or not this has exclamative form: 

a prepositions\ phrase, Finally, in [5] the division between the coordinated How silly they are! Well done! 
clauses is bypassed in favour of a final correlative comma after the phrase in What a Perceptive article she wrote! Fire ! 

here the motivation is primarily rhetorical, to place the greatest Aren't they tall! (cf Note [b]) YOU do2t say! 
emphasis on this emphatic adverbial. 

Although the light punctuation of [2-S] is incongruous grammatically, the 
Both the question 

mark and the exclamation mark generally exclude the use 
incongruity does not lead to misinterpretation or ambiguity and the 

of Other Punctuation and have the value o fa  period inasmuch as 

punctuation is Indeed, heavy punctuation in i2l> i41, and [51 what follows begins with the capitalization ofa new sentence, But when they 

would have the odd effect of enclosing the coordinator in commas, One for co-occur with the end of quotation, they come within the quotation marks 

separating successive units and the other for separating included On and if more of the including sentence follows, no capital letter is used: 

the other hand, consider the effect of including the participle clause seeing 'How tall they are!' she thought. 

this in the following example: Both here and when they end a parenthetic sentence included within another 
He smiled at Joan and Mary was cross. sentence (C~APP II1.20), they differ from periods: 

*He smiled at Joan and Mary, seeing this, was cross. 
She paid 40 OOOdollars (Isn't that over 20 000 pounds?) for a new sports 

The punctuation in [6a] is unacceptable in SeriOuSlY misrepresenting the car. 
hierarchy of grammatical relations: it would make the reader think at first 
that and was coordinating the two names rather than the two clauses, and so 

In this respect are not hierarchically on the same level as the 
which not occur in those environments. when the,, end an included 

we must have: parenthetic as above, they have only a specifying function, not a 
separating function. 
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Note 
exclamativ~ form (c/ 11.31n always end with an 

exciamation mark' The The question mark may sometimes precede, our practice in this book ,+,hen 
cxclam;ltion used in where there is great 1lrgencY; i t  'lone3 'Or example' indicating doubtfully acceptable sentences, as in [Id] and [lg]: 
in road signs us a symbol of w;lminy. ~mper;~tivc senlcnccl 8cncw11Y do no' with 'In 

exclamation mark they represent very peremptory rind urgent 1 think shc said (?)Abbis. 

outside!' he shouted angr l l~ .  
12ikcwisc, vocntivcs ordinarily do not 

exclamation marks unless they are used "ione as Note 
use of more than one question mark or exclamation m;lrk or combin;ltions of the two to 

,lry,ent w;lrningor cnm~n;tn(l. s"ggestextreme*o~bt or surprise is confined to very  inform;^^ writin8such as 

[bI pr;,g,l,;ltic re:ls‘,l,s, 
,,ll hclltellccti WI,ICII  arc ~lltcrrwllivc in f'lrnl cncl in l' ~l"cslinn 

.I lllg i lb  il rC\JLIC!St: 
mark, ,, isone,, prcfcrred irthc interrogative b r m  is l '  

Would the who left a Silk the men;~ger's desk c;lrc to rc'rievC it 
Quotation marks, italics, and underlining 
Quotation marks are used far more widely in manuscript and typescript than 

porter's office. 
On the other hand, an excpamation mark is used with exclamatoV questions, such as 

'lzry is underlining, perhaps because underlining is firmly associated with 
toN!(cf 11.22). Only those involved in the writing and production of printed 

When a formal list of items appears at the end of a question, the question mark is material are aware that underlining in manuscript and typescript is used to 
its position at 

end of ,hc list m i g ~ ~ t  be misinterpreted as a query On the represent italics in print. 
wh;lt you like me to send to the foilowing people: In print, italics are used for the titlcs of works sucl, books, m;,gazincs, Sam and Mary Palon 

julian and Kale Coleman 
journals, newspapers, films, musical compositions, and paintings; in 

Robert Fowler and manuscript these may be underlined or in quotation marks. 
Susan Goodman Quotation marks are generally used in all written material for parts of larger 

works, for example articles in journals, chapters in books, short stories, and 

Specification of included units In print, italics represent cited words or expressions: 

The following illustrates the use of question and 
marks in 

The plural of woman is women. 
relation to included material: 

In other written material, underlining may be used for this purpose, but 
quotation marks are more common. We indicate that words are introduced 
from a different style by quotation marks, as with the colloquialism in 111: 

The stranded colonel was obliged to 'hitch' a ride from a passing 
motorist. 

[l1 
Words a foreign language are indicated by italics in print by 
quotation marks (less frequently by underlining) in other written material : 

 id you see the words 'Are you happy'? His slightest jeu d'esprit was impressive. 
 id you see the words 'Are you happy?'? I21 

*I saw the words 'Are you happy?'. In all material, quotation marks are used to give the meaning of an 
expression, as in [3]: 

~h~~~ words ('Are you happy?') were on the 
? ~ h ~ ~ ~  words,,'Are you happy ?', were On the The word schaderlfreude, which means 'malicious enjoyment', is 

Though logically 
[ld] is less acceptable than either [lc] or[1b1 as a quite Fdshionable in English. 

means of handling the 
same problem. The general rule is that Only One 

L31 
Quotation marks, as in [ l ]  above, may indicate a hesitant or apologetic 

noncorrelative mark can occur at one place. The rule is infringed more introduction of a doubtful or discordant item. Or they may indicate a term 
severely in [le] than in [Id] because two types of marks co-occur' that fully accepted. But elsewhere they may equally imply that the item 

Although they are primarily used at the end of interrogative Or is of doubtful validity because merely alleged; in this usage they may be sly 
sentences, there is a Consciously exceptional rhetorical use Of question and or sarcastic and match a heavy prosodic marking in speech 
exclamation marks to specify doubt or surprise about individual parts Of a 1 

. . sentence; in such use, they are often enclosed in parentheses, following the . / I told him that his 'wife' had come and let him know by the way I 

l said it that I didn't think she really was his wire, 
, . relevant item: 141 

A further semantic (?) problem may be formulated as follows' i As in [41, italics in print and underlining or wriggle underlining in manuscript 

The old insisted that her name was Shir le~ Temp1e (!) and and typescript can be used informally to indicate emphasis, other devices 
something about being born in what sounded like Abbis (?) occasionall~ used for emphasis are capitals and (in print) bold face and small 

Ababa. 
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and other specifiers of breaks Abbreviations and the use of special symbols 

111.26 * syntactic 
bwak or anacoluth~n is indic~ted by a dash* but natuunlB this Abbreviation ismilrkcd m o ~ t  gencral!~ by single pcriotl bllowing initial 

device belongs largely to informal writing: letter Or shortened of a word, as ~n G C ~ .  Brrrrlley, U.K., (but 

They gave him a prize for getting top marks - and a certificate as 
some printers, as in this book, conventionally italicize iL. 

and eg 
[ l ]  periods). When the abbreviation includes the fin;,] letter of [he word 

well. L21 abbreviated, there is a widespread convention in B ~ E  of ignoring the need 
51 hoped that you -' His voice broke. 
John wasn't altogether - I thought he seemed a little unhappy. [31 for a period: Dr> Mr, for example. Indeed, in much modern practice, 

abbreviation is out by means of word shortening without the use of 
An analogous use of the dash is made to suppress (now a name Or periods: Or &c, d; UN, USA, PTO, for ex;lmple (cj 1.73). such 
obscenity ('Mr B-'; 'F- off'). 

abbreviations as etc arc used sparingly in formal though RSVP with 
Or without periods is found almost only in formal use (on invitation cards), 

Note An unfinished 
is also frequentiy expressed hy means of ellipsis Or suspension *Ots The abbreviation period is never followed by a though i t  may be 

or periods (normally three), which 
replace the dash in 121 above, though perhaps giving followed by another mark. 

the impression of trailing away lather 
than an abrupt break. In formal writing* the *Ots 

indicate .,hat which it is unnecessary to specify*: Note [a] Forthe of numerical and mathematical expressions, cJ6,63fJ 
Take a sequence of prime numbers(l.3, S, 7,113 13, 17,. . .) and'consider ' ' ' [bl A dash (an en dash in print, c/ App III.5 Note [a]) is an abbreviating device for a sequence: 

or the omission of parts of quoted material: 
The review of the book stated, * ~ h ~  author is enthusiastic at the Prospect Of 'ystems by 

pages [lead as 'pages fifteen to thirty-six'; in A ~ E ,  for inclusive numbering, as 

whichyoucancallup~n~ormationon your 
televisionscreen. . .1can imaginegovernments 'pages fifteen through thirty-six'] 

1985-1995 9 a.m.-S 
of the future being worried about the use 

such reference libraries an* their 
12-December 22 [also, BrE: September 12(h-December 22ndl 

on  public opinion.' Furtherabbreviation may be possible: 
In AmE an additional fourth period indicates that the ellipsis coincides with the end Of 1985-95 pages I 15-17 
sentence. 
Lbl 

is sometimes informally indicated by hyphens an* reduplication Of letters: 

.p.p.p-please t.t-try', his teeth chattered through fearand "ld. 
The same device is used to indicate prolongation of vowels: 

'He-e-elp!'she cried. 

Id] has the 
O.K.3 0 . k  OK, and okay, while BrE prefers 0 , ~ .  and OKand does The apostrophe not use 0.k.  

The apostrophe is most frequently used in serious writing to denote genitive 
singular and plural as in the girl's and the girls'; in speech these are 

from each other and from the nongenitive plural, Capitals 
In ordinary use, however, it also marks contractions in the verb phrase: In addition to marking the beginning of a sentence, initial capitals are used 
he's, can't, 

etc. ~t is still very occasionally found marking the for proper nouns (cf 5.60R); for example, persons, places, works 
abbreviation at the beginning of such institutionalized clipped forms as of literature, of the week, months of the year (but not usually the 
or pu (cjApp 1.74). ~t is regularly used in o'clock, and it is in such and the planets (but not the earth, the sun, or the moon), ~h~~ are 
poetic contractions e-er and o'er. In fiction or Casual writing it is used for a ~ ~ o s i t i o n a l  titles and descriptors and for status 
used to indicate nonstandard or casual pronunciation in such forms as g'in', markers (cf 10.53) in vocative$: 

.cos (BrE), and 
1t is similarly used informally for contraction Of year 

numbers, especially in figures; thus for 1984 we have 'B4. 
john Mills is a colonel. BUT He is colonel john  ill^, 

The apostrophe is frequently used before the plural with items which These are the forms you wanted, Principal, 

lack institutionalized spelling: So (but in AmE with periods at the ends of the abbreviations): 

There are three i's in that word, Those present included Mr Jones, Miss Graham, ~ ~ b i ~ ,  
the late 1990's Willis, Professor Maisky, and Mrs ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l , j .  

But more often the is affixed without an apostrophe (1990s) if there is no Initial capita1s are commonly used for the names of organizations and 
danger of misreading (as there would be in example [l]). institutions: 

Note The apostrophe is occasiona~~y used (especially in manuscript) for written abbreviations that do 
! the Home Office 

the Social Security System 
not represent abbreviations in speech, eg: profl'f~ [pronunciation]. theEnvironmental Protection Agency British Airways 
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the Mineworkers Union students andjor staff the Congressional Budget Ofice 
Rule A132 

They arc occasionn~~y to lnnrk key w a r i i s  ill fi,rm;~l iiisaour~e, cspcci;1lly 

at the point where such words are introduced for the first time: C:/'~llso App 111.28 N o l c  [c], 

The next problem, that of Ultraviolet Radiation, is one On which 
3. lace draws special attention to an item, 

c~, l l s idcr :~\>Ic  proyr~ss hits llcen made. 4' In manuscriptsand typescripts o caret ( X or ,, ) jndicCltcs the place 

An alternative, used in this book, is for tile wllolc wi)~ 'd  L 0  hc Pl'i"tcll i t '  'MA'.t2 t'l;ltcri:ll ill t l lc I I I ~ I I X ~ I I  or I > c I w ~ ~ ~ ~  t l IC lillrS is 
I,C i l lSCrICl , ,  

CAPITALS 
capitals for key words are a particular feature of legal (b) A new line may specify the lbrmulaic termination o fa  letter the 

The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' s  Registrars lnllsl receive a Copy of the Letter together 
signature On 

a further new line. This convention requires a at the ofthe formula ; ~ n d  :l comm:l a t  lllc end: with the Form of Renunciation. 
Yours sincerely, (esp &E) 

At opposite extreme, 
are sometimes used in light or facetious 

Sincerely yours, (esp A ~ E )  
writing to indicate spoken prominence for the words so A line (often indented) is illso used to cacll in 

,she who  ~ ~ s t  Be Obeyed,' he growled ironically. the structure postal addresses, except that c i t y  and state appear as ,, must certainly sec the Man of the House,'she announced pompously' One line in AmE Practice; again each line except the last may terminate 
h ~ ~ d  what doYOU want?'he shouted. a comma, but 'light punctuation' variant is :,lso possjb,c and is 

becoming more common : 

26 Park Drive 53. Camden Gdns., 
Portsmouth, RI 02480 London, NW] 1 g ~ y ,  

Capital letters also appear in the specification of many abbreviations, as USA England. 
we saw in 111.28, whether the items abbreviated are Proper nouns 

(where the use dini t ia l  capitals is normal) or not, as usually in RSVP Or 
Note ['l The is a lick (BrE) orchcck ( A ~ E )  used to an  or has 

('please turn over the page', (BrE)). 
"'led Or acCeptcd It 

used in BrE to indici~tc thilt ;, p o i n t  is 
cxumplc, by a a student's paper). 

whereas in AmE it norm;jlly indicates point is incorrect, 

Note 
capitals or capitals throughout the word are commonly used in block language (lor 

In and sometimes in AmE, the symbol x is 
used to indicate an incorrect point (read as 'cross'in BrE and as the name orthe letter+ in 

example, telegrams, notices, headlines; cf 1 1.45fl). be Ib1 a by 
M capitals are used in personificatian, thereby indicating that the words are cross indicates a church dignitary. suffixing a name by an obelisk (+) indicates that the person is dead, 
considered as names: ''l 'Ihe word nun'be* is abbreviated asNo. and as # (AmE>, 

~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  fought with Valour and was triumphant. 
In the Middle the letters i, j, and y were used to some extent interchangeably and it is ! 
complicated reasons of paleographical preference (rather than the egocentric immodesty it 

might suggest) that capital 1, itself an afternant of j, emerged as the regular 
Of the lst 

person singular pronoun. Bibl iographica l  n o t e  

, [dl houses 
a strong tradition for distinguishing capitals in tit'es, generally of 

punctuation practice aregiven in Meyer (198)); prentice-Hal, 
974), pp 99- short close?-class words (cf2.39): 

239; 
University of Chicago Press (19x2). pp 131-j5; and US 

TO the End of Time Office 
pp 7-250: and of BrE practice in carey (1957): Hart (1974): and 

AmE and BrE 
conventions are compared in a finill chapter by John W, Clark 

Miscellaneous minor conventions 
in 

data b r a n  AmEcorpus is 
cited from Mcyer (1983), Beaugrande pp 192-213, discusses the motives for 

III.30 Lesser punctuation may be grouped as (a) chiefly and 

(b) formulaic: 
(a) I, parenthesized figures or letters commonly distinguish Parts Of an 

exposition, like the (a) and (b) in this section; a) and b), and a' and 
b., are common variants. 

2. *he oblique stroke (also called 'slant', 'slash', 'solidus', 'virgule') is 
used to indicate abbreviation and also to Specify alternatives and 
subsectioning: 

the academic year 198516 
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seriesof 13.6811; 17.58, 114 87,90,92, 134% 148,150,153; 35; 10.6211; 15.69.71 ; 17.55 4.5,20,22,23,36; 5.50; 6.32,34n; 
stative7.40-41,446; 17.95 14.39n; 15.22-23,25; 18.2411; premodification by 2.45; 6.5011; 7648-49; 8passinl; 9.1.58, 61; 

7.2-4, l l, 22,24,25, 26, 28, 42, 48, 10.1-49-10, 12, 13, 15, 26, 27, 29, 
subject-related 8.37-38,76, 12% 50,56-65,68; 8.24,48n, 83,91, 33,52,64; 11.15,31,44n,53; 12.49, 
syntactic features of 8.25,48,77,83 98% 107,131,148; 10.11n,58,59; 62.7011; 13.22,56n. 91 -92,94,97; 
see adverbial, concessive, coordinate, 15.69, 71, 74; 17.29.55,58, 14.2, 14,36; 15.1-2, 4n, 8, 13, 40, 

direction, duration, frequency, goal, if-, 100-101, 118; 19.50; 1.41 65.68; 16.5; 17.52,54n,58, 115n, 
manner, means, position, process, premodification of 7.27n, 48n,50,60, 116, 122; 18.10, 11, 14; 18.4211, 

usage problems with 7 .41~7,  l 1% 16, purpose, reason, relationship, respect, 6689;  8.63n, 68,77, 83,91,98n, 
source, subjunct, time adverbial 

49-50; 19.9,35-39,80; L60.63; 
24n, 28n,38,75,84 102,106,107, 113,120,131; 10.59; 11.14, 16.21; 111.9, 17-18, 22 

see also: abstract. adverb, age, amplifier, adjust (oneself) (to) 6.25; 16.28 11.32; 15.69,71,74 ellipsis 12.59 
colour, commendatory, comparative, admire 6.25; 8.107; 16.26 focuson 8.9811; 18.16, 27 
complement, complementation. admissio~~ (by . . . own) 8.12711 frequency of 8.ln, 13, 1511, 23 
contingent, conversion, coordinate, admit4.67n; 15.54; 16.31, 39,60; 
denominal, deverbal, downtoner. 

fronting4.7;8.27,35-38,43,44,47, 
(-redly) 8.127, 128, 137; 19.53% 

emotive, emphasizer, health, 49.51,52,55,65,66, 70, 71, 7711, 
56; ( -  to) 16.28 

intensifying, measure, noun, personal, S 78,81, 86,87,89-92,95,96,98, 
postmodification, adnominal+ relative clause , sequence 8.79, 150 101n, 103,112,114,120,121,124, 

prepositional phrase, provenance, suffix, adriff 7.10 simple 7.46 130,138n, 143n, 144,146, 147, 
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adverbial [cont] aclvi,sc 16.59,62, 63; (-about) 16.57 agent 
adverbial 8.5,78,80,8] -83 oll(detcrminer) 6.4411,45,49,51 ; 9.41, 

150--151 ; 10.16, 17. 26, 58-59,6411, - ( ~ e ~ l u m l ~  s.94 
(~[/i,ct l k26, 38 ;tnim<~tc/ini~nim;lte 3.66; 9.50 42.58; 10.42; 17.5 

66; 13.30. 54- 55. 92; 14.0. 3')n; 
15,22,25; 16.3, 3gn; 17.4, 84, 122; ;~lrcctcd rolc 10.19, 32; 14.5n: 16.14, 1'); constr;~intson 3.71 (cmpht~si~cr) 7.57; 9.29 

18.32, 51, 53 persona~/nonpersona~ 3.75; 7.16; (~)rctlelcrtni~~er 5.15-17.23, 121 ; 18.19,24n, 33n,49-50; 19.13; 
see 060: object, subject 8.129; 9.50; 1.62, 64 9.42: 10.42.65 

11.14: 111.17-18,20, 22 
f~/~i.rtioi~otelj~ 8.91 n phrase +bj,-phrase (pronoun) 5.7. 16, 1711; 6.13,20,45, ft1nctions4.66n; 6.54; 8.1.24 - 153; 
CI//I~III  16.3 l prcp(,nilion 3.05, 76; 1).7,9,43, 50, 63; 4R949. 7.09; 8.1 15:9.58; 10.42; 

i w o :  I . ~ I  
negative 3.4411; 6.5011; 10.58-59,66 allirmntivc rcspunrc 1 1.4.- 13 10.10 12.loS 17; 17.15.?4: 1X.4511 

affixation2.7, 37; 16.12; 17.1 18; 1.2-6, role-+ agentive role after auxiliary 3.28; 17.5, 24; 1 8 . 4 ~ ~  
object-related 2.19; 10.2, 10 

14,15,20-42,52,58,76n, 77; semi- 7.16~1; 9.51 Pro-form use 12.10. 17 
obligatory 2.18; 8.22; 10.9-1 1,21; 

11.4 suffix 7.73; 1.33 (of -)6.61n, 62n;8.98, I l l ,  114; 15.511; 1.54 
optional2.13, 15, 16.21; 7.48; 8.22; see UIJO: adjective,adverb,conversion, see also: -er, noun, passive 10.60,62; 16.70;(- but)8.111, 

d~adjcc~ival,denominal,deverbal,dormant, agent~verole 2.21; 3.65.71, 76; 4.4; 114; 9.5811; (for - )  9.56; (for 
10.2,9,16,17; 12.44,62,64; 14.9; 

neg;~tion,noun,participlc,verb 6.21 i8.129; 9.7,50; 10.6, 1311, 18, - (that)) 14.12;(- iitaIf)8.~37; 
16.45 

afli~rcl 16.38 I9,20n, 21,22,24n, 28, 30.33; 1 9 . 5 6 ; ( i ~ t - ) 8 . 1 3 7 ; ( n ~ 1 / ~ 1 t  - 1  order 8.15,22, 150-152 
afire 7.10 14.5n,24n; 15.73; 16.4n, 14.19; 1 1 . 4 ~ ~  (DJ-. . .) 11.53; 7.91); particle+adverb 17.103; 18.32, 51-53.1.40 (with -) 9.56 

positionof 2.13;4.7;8.1, 11,14-23, aJ0at7.10 
aforementio~ted 19.4711 seealso: means, verbs (sen&ntic see also: oboee, after, and, right, round 

121,125.149,150-152; 10.9,17, classification) 
ajoresoid 19.47n -all+you 

35,40; 13.38; 18.5, 11,42n,47; agentless + passive 
afraid7.10-ll; 12.28; 15.54; 16.71,78; allege 15.54; 16.31; (- dly) 8.127, 

aggregate-+ noun 
(-about) 7.39; (-of) 7.39; 16.69; 131n 

aggrieved about 16.69 allied to 16.69 
aghast 7.10 alliteration 19.25n. 68n 
agin 9.711 allow 16.32, 33,50, 57; (be - edto)4.52, 

66.68; (-for) 16.28; 
agree8.107; 15.54; 16.31,32; (-able) (make - a~~cejor )  16.7, 58 

I.40n; (- about) 16.38; (- on/to) al~nost 7.56,62n; 8.1 11- 114, 126 
scopeof 13.54-55 16.28,38 ; (- with) 16.15,28,38 alqft 8.41 
semantic roles 8.1,2-10,39-86,153; agreelltent 17.36; (in - with) 9.63 

(particle) 16.2 a~or1e7.10-1I;8.116, 118 
10.9,13; 15.24-56 agreement-,concord, response 

(preposition) 5.46; 7.70: 8.55n; 9.3-7, along Cadverb) 7.70; 8.41 
sentence2.15,55; 8.15, 13411 U&) 7.54; 8.13611; 11.55 

19,38; 12.6111; 13.103; 15.25,29 (particle) 16.2 
subject function 7.4811; 10.15,34,43n 

(prepositional adverb) 9.66 (preposition) 9 . 7 . 2 6 - 2 7 , ~  subject-related 2.19; 10.2, 10 
( -  U//) 8.137, 143; (- thatithis) 7.83; (prepositional adverb) 9.66 

syntactic function of 10.9; 15.17-23 
8.5511; 19.37 (- 1vith)9.10; 10.40 

textual roleof 8. l ; 19.53-56 
ajierwards7.67,70; 8.55, 72; 19.37, 38 alongside 8.41 ; 9.7, 66 

usage problems 7.9,63n, 83: 8.21, 
55n, 66, 69,79,98n, 99n, 106, 109n, agaiiz (additive subjunct) 8.1 16,119 

112,114,117,126,129n, 138n, (reinforcing cpnjunct) 8.137, 144 
(replacive conjunct) 8.137,141,144,146 oin't 3.32n alphabetism 1.75 

(time adjunct) 8.55,72,77n; 19.37 seeolso: adjunct, adverb, agent, causative, 
alrea(l~~Cddjunct) 8.7211; 9.28, 39; 10.60; 

withcomparative 15.71n 19.36 
cognate, complement, concessive. -a17.1,37; I.16n, 35,36,39 
conditional, contingency, coordinate. ( -  andagain) 8.7411; 13.101 -01- (following -;c) 1.41 (subjunct) 4.22; 8.97 

coordination, degree, diminisher, againrt (particle) 16.2 alarm (-ed) I6.71;(- edot)9.63; also (adjunct) 8.77n. 83, 113 
direction, disjunct, distance, downtoner, (preposition)9.7, 17n,53; 13.8111 (conjunct) 8.137 

16.69; (- ing) 16.72 
duration, emphasizer. frequency, goal, alarm calls 11.54 (subjunct)8.116, 1 17, 1 19,120; 12.29; 

alas 1 1.5511 
13.42 

albeit 14.1211 ~ ~ t e r n a t i ~ e - + c o n d i t i o ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  
alert 7.10- 1 1 interrogation, negation, question - algn(e) 5.94 

olternotively 8. I 37; 13.28 
olthough8.143n. 145; 13.8; 14.12, 

18-19; 15.21,39-40 
vs. though 8.14311; 15.39-40 

advert 1.74 (-. . .) 14.13 
advertise (vs. -ize) 1.42 altogether (conjunct) 8.137 
advisable 3.59 (subjunct) 8.105 
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American English [cant] anent 9.711 any [cant] 
alun~na(e) 5.94 word-formation 5.105; 1.16% 36n.41, anew 19.3711 pro-form use 12.10, 17 
alurnnus 5.93 

46n. 63,68,72n, 74,75,77 anger formulae 11.54 strcsscd/unstrcsscd 5.14n,39 
alveolar suffix 3.12,14 angry 16.71,78; (-about) 16.69; (-at)  
always 4,13,,, 26n; 7.70; 8.63,65,76,98, anlid(st)9.7, 21, 32 ( - the) 10.60 

anrotlfi(st) (preposition) 9.7, 21, 32 9.63; 16.69; ( - with) 16.69 
103, 117; 10.60; 11.13 any- 2.54;6.45-47,52,59,60,61; 10.59; 

16.2 animals (higher/lower) 5.87, 104, 15.9: ( - bod~,)2.54; 6.9, 45-47.61; a.tn. 17.5511 
a,~louttc (a greater - of') 15.69; ( -  9 / )  109-110, 117,118;6.8 

am 3.23.32; (- 1not)3.32n; ( -  n't I )  10.43,50,60; (-/tow) 8.137, 144, 
.5.25;(- to) 16.28n; seealso: names (classified) 145; ( -  more) 9.39; (-one) 6.9, 

3.32n 
SCP o1.w: namher animate+agent, gender, inanimate, 45-47,61; 10.43.50,60; ( - place) amazit~gl)~ 7.56; 8.127 alnount--+mcasure, quantity noun, subject 

10.60; ( - tltiftg) 2.54; 6.45-47, 61 ; ambient if 10.26n; ->it (prop) 
ambiguity +comparison, coordindon, am~iific;lLion 89;+amp1ifier atmals 5.77 10.60; 17.15;(- time) 10.60; 

amplificatory + tag annex clause 18.28.48 
direction, -ing participle clause, (-1vay)8_137,144, 145;(- ways) 

announce 16.31, 50, 60; (-to) 16.57 
postmodification, premodifichti~n, "*'lifier adjective7.32-34.45; 17.114 annoy( - ed) 16.71,78; ( -  edaboutl 

8.137; 10.60 ( -  where)8.41; 9.58; 

space, structural adverb 7.56, 87,89 with) 16.69; ( - ing) 16.72, 83; Apache 5.88 
A ~ E +  American English cooccurrence of 8.107- 108 ( -  ingly) 8.127 

apart 7.66; 16.2; (-/rom)9.10,58; 
anlends 5.77 annually 8.64 
nmeriCan ~ ~ g 1 ; s h  1,7-8,21-22.23-241 position '.lo9 15.4411 

syntaxof 8.110 anotller 5.22; 6.13,54,58; 12.10 apex 5.96 
25,26,27,36,37,42 subjunct8.25n, 33,104,10551~0~ 113; see also: orze 

constructions 1.11,24; 2.21n; 3.127 . aphaeresis l2.31,5ln 
11.21 answer+ response phrasal 12.46n 

13n,14n,15, 16,18,19,20,23,30n, anlplily7,85n answerable to 7.39; 16.69 aphoristic sentence I I .43 3211,3435, 39% 42, 43n,44, 45, 48' anluse 6.25; (- d) 16.71 ;(-dot)  9.63; -ant 1.34 apiece 13.61 59,61; 4,5n,20n,22n, 25n, 50,54n, 16.69 Antarctic(a) 5.68 
55,58,64; 5.16,25n, 44,47,49n. 66, apodosis 15.34n 

ante- 1.27 
85, 108, I l l .  12m; 6.121~ 24n, 25n.  definite) apologies 1 1.3,54 

antecedent 2.44; 6.15- 17, 19,22,23, 
46n,56,66; 7.14% 21,56n, 57n, 66, apostrophe 5.1 14; III.2,27 

24n,26,31, 32-34,40,44; 10,3611, 
83; 8.31n.39.52.59; 61% 62.793 89, omission of 5.11811, 125 

4411.48-49; 12.8-70; 13.56,64, +s5.81, 113 
911~97% 98,135,137,138~; 9.3n9 anacoluthon 17.63; 111.26 14.22n; 15.8,55,57,61; 17.4, appa/16,26 
4,8,10, 17,18n, 3436% 37,40,41, 5.9, 10, 13-32,63,66; 18.28, 30; 
44, 46n, 51n, 6611; 10.8, (On, 16.27, 

7-8 apparent 16.72, 73; ( -  ly) 8.127n 
analysability (of words) 1.14 19.10,45,47n,77 appear4.29; 8.4211; 12.28; 14.36; 

36,48n,50,55n, 62% 6 7 . 6 8 ~  see also: coordinate 16.19,21,22,23,24n, 34,3811; 
8 3 ,  7 ,  2 ~ ~ 2 : a i p l e 2 . 6 1 ;  s.24,32; antelope 5.87 18.36 
34n,40; 12.21,25,26,28,49n, 6 4 4  10.11-16; 13.5211; 16.5, 13, antenna(e/s) 5.92,94 
65n; 13.18n, 98n,99; 14.12,23n324, (it - S) 15.54; (it - s 10 nte that) 

64-67 anterior 7.85 16.60n; ( - to) 3.40.49 
25,26,33,36; 15.10.22, 34n3 35n, anaphora4.1 1, 13; 5.30,32; 6.15.19, anterior time+ time (anterior) 
39, Mn, 46n,48,50,66n; 16.2,22, appellation (apposition) 17.74,76 

21,40,44; 8,54,78n, 87,145,147, anti9.7 appellative 10.53 
30,32,41,52n, 59,83n; 17.47,60, 153; 12.6, 11,12,32; 13.9; 15.2, anti- 1.25 

appended +clause, coordination 82n, 88.91, 108; 19.48,51,62 19n, 6x11; 18.18; 19.44,46-49, anticipate 14.36; 16.31,35 appendix 5.96 

anticipated identification 17.78 apply (for) 16.28,56n; ( - to Nfor N) 
anticipatory meaning 4.35, 38,4411 16.17 
anticipatory subject-tit 
antithesis 17.80 
antitheticconjunct 8.136,137,141,146, apposition 2.5n,22; 6.28; 8.11 ; 9,1n, 2, 

148; 15.43; 19.52,54n 60; 10.5, 11; 11.20n; 12.4,70n; 
antonymy 2.38; 6.53; 10.66; 13.7811, 13.49n; 14.9,14,29; 17.44.65-93; 

101;1.1,20,38 18.6; 111.6 
anxious 16.71,79 

in apposition 17.65,71,73,80 attributive 17.74,81-84 vocabulary 1.24; 5.7,33,45,46, 47, any (determiner) 2.54; 5.14,23,53; 6.45, 
usesof 13.22-27 coordinative 10.37,39,41; 13.66n; 

, 66n, 75,76,77,90,108,109, 
( -a /1 )15 .46n; ( -nor )13 .18n;  ' 

61 ; 9.58; 10.42,43n, 59-60,66; 17.80 
6,63n, 6411; 7.21% 38. 46n3 54,56n, 15.14; 17.5 
69;8.41,55, 100, 111, 112, 113, 18.24n;(- so)8.144, 146; 19.58; defining vs. defined 17.68-69,80 

(intensifier) 7.5611.89 
(-~~011/soforrh)l0.37n; 13.104; discontinuous full 17.66 120n;9.11,13n, 19n,20,21n3 22, (pronoun)2.54; 6.12, 13,45,48, 
(-with) 15.4611 elliptical 18.29; 1.5211 

49,57n, 58; 10.3n,30.53,60; 
,41n, 54; 14,36; 1 6 . 4 ~ ~ ;  17.9111; seeo~so: ~mrdinat ion,coordinato~,~~,  52,59-61,62; 9.58; 10.42, explicit indicators-tapposition 

sentence (connectivity) 59-60; 12.10, 17; 15.9 (marker) 
l9.36n,65; I.42,54,64,67; III.28n 
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archaism 1.28; 2.44; 3.411, 12.11, 16, 17, article [cant] 
apposition [contl aside8.41; 16.2; (-/iom)9.10,58 

full 14.9; 17.66,69,70,73,92 18,22n,24n,37n, 48, 60,7711; 4.4% 25,26, 30,34,36-38,48,52,53,59, ask9.2; 12.65; 16.32,35,38,55,57,59, 
genitive of 5.1 16n 7n, 53n,58n. 61n; 5.23% 58n, 1 0 ,  63,67,72; 6.45,53, 54, 55, 67; 7.22, 60-63; ( -  about) 16.35; (be - PJ 
indeterminacy in 17.72 103;6.12n, 18n,20,42,48n;7.15; 3% 56n, 62.84; 8.10311; 9.1 l ;  12.16, h r )  16.14; ( -  for)9.2; 16.15,28, 
marker 15.18; 17.65.73-87; 111.1 1% 8.3n, 29,5011,601~ 64,85n,86,91n, 51,55; 13.7111; 15.7,41,73,74; 41;(-of)16.57,60 

13 10311, 10511, 11 1,116n,130n: 9.7n. 16 .61;  17.47,82,96,99, 122; asleep 7.10- 1 1 
multiple units in 17.71 1511; 10.44n. 5811; 11.26. 39.41,44. 18.4511; 11.9 IIspccl 3.21. 31. 32.40.44, 47.49. 56; 
nonrestrictive 5.42n.64; 6.20; 17.fixs 5511; 12.2711; 14.1211. 2311.2'); 110 5.2,5X, 60, 65--611, 70 

SL2v'a/s0: urlicle (zero) 
4.1.4. 17 40,41,66,67;7,5Un; 

70,72,73,74-87; 111.19 15,31n,34n,48,49,57n,74n;  10.21, 8.64; 13.9811; 14.6,27n; 15.26,54, 
partial 14.9; 17.66,69, 70, 73, 76-77, 52n.79: 17.12, 37,9111; 1823,2411; plural 5.39 5 8 ~ 6 2 ,  75; 16.3,40,42,53,79; 

79,80.82,85,92 19.42; 1.13, 14 stressed5.lln, 21.63; 13.7111; 18.12n; 17.28-29.31.5411. 101; 18.16; 
premodification and 17.105 archives 5.77 11.9 19.7 

restrictive 7 . ~ 5 ~ ;  17.68-69,70, are3.32; 10.44; 18.4911; 11.9; ( -  n'f) 3.32 unmarked 5.36 continuous-tprogressive 

82n,88-91,93 area(dimension) 5.8; 9.15, 17 zero2.30n; 5.2, 13, 14,34,37n,39-51, durative-progressive 

semantic scale ol' 17.74-87 Argi'rrtirlcl 5.68 52,54,5%59,67,72; 6.21, SO; 7.2, mi~rkcd 19.79 

strict 17.67.70.88-91 urg~rohly 8.127 22,84; 9.49; 15.74; 16,22,46n; mixed 4.30 
weak 17.67,70,92 argue 16.31,35; ( -  ahouf) 9.60; 16.28, 17.2,50,78n, 82; 18.59n narrative structure and 19.39-43 
seealso: and, appellation, appositive, 

35;(-  or1)9.60; ( -  with)9.53 seealso: categorial, coordinate, noncount, simple 4.17 
-ariar~ I.37n designation, equivalence, tenscand4.17-20,36; 8.61" 

exemplification, identification, arise 3.16 artificial language + English seealso: duration, nonperfective, 
inclusion, or, prepositional phrase, arithmetical sums 10.37n artistic-names (classified) nonprogressive, perfective, potentiality, 
particularization, reformulation, say, arms (vs. w~eaporls) 5.4.77 -ary 7.47; L39n Progressive, verbs (semantic 
substitution, titles arourtd(adverb) 7.10-1 1,66,70; 8.41,48 as (adverb) 6.53 classification) 

appositive 17.65 (particle) 16.2, 12 see also: as. . . 0s aspectual meaning 8.29; I.35n 

clause 14.2211; 15.2,4,5,6,8, 10, 12, (preposition) 9.7,22,26-27,29 (conjunction) 6.4; 8.79, 103; 9.3, aspire to l 6.38 

57; 17.9.26-27,35-36,74; 18.39; (prepositional adverb) 9.66; 13.101 4, 48; 14.12, 18, 20; 15.20,25,26, assent to 16.38 

111.10 arrange 16.32, 35; (-/or) 16.28,38,41 39,46-47,50,55,59n; 16.47n; assert 16.31 
compound 5. 102; 1.65 arranging-verbs (semantic 18.24 assertion 2.4611; 8.100; 1 1.3, 22-23,53; 
conjunct 8.136,137,139, 141. 144 classification) (particle) 10.1211; 16.2 15.37; 19.23n 
name 5.64n, 66; 10.52n,53; 111.29 arrears 5.77 (preposition) 6.4; 9.3,4,7, 48; 15.46n, assertive 
noun phrase 5.42; 10.34; 13.56; 15.61, arrit~al9.17n 46-47 forms2.53-55; 3.25,43n; 5.14.23; 

62; 16.4711; 17.21,23n, 4 6 8 4 ;  arriue4.27,45;9.L7n; 16.19; (-at)  (relative) 15.55 6.45,59; 8.63n. 97; 10,59n,60, 6In, 
18.40; 19.44 16.14 comparative 15.3911, SO; 19.52 62,63; 11.6, 12, 13,28; 15.35; 

ofconstruction 5.1 16n, 117; 17.47-48, art 3.411 concessive 15.39 16.39,73; 17.5 
73,93 arfully 8.127 manner 14.18 pronoun 6.13,45-46,48,52-58,60; 

predications 17.74 article 5.1 1, 26-72 proportional 15.51 7.62n 

pronouns -+ -self comparison and 7.84 reason 15.20,46-47 territory 6.52, 61 
see also: apposition conflated 5.60n. similarity 15.50 seealso: determiner, nonassertive 

appreciate 8.107 definite2.30n,41; 4.1 1, 13; 5.2, 10, 11, temporal 15.20, 25, 26 asseverative 7.5611; 8.100; 1.16 

approach (verb) 16.19 13,14, 16-17,21,26-35,36,37n, vs. like 8.79; 15.50n assimilation I.I7,21n; 11.10 
42-50, 52,55-57, 58, 59,62,63,64, ( - and when) 13.8311; ( -jar) 6.27; 9.10, assist 16.50 
67n,68,69n, 70-72, 108, 125; 6.15, J7; 17.50; (-/iom)9.10; (- if) assume 14.22, 36; 15.54; 16.31,50 
20,30n,37n,40,42n, 45,50,53, 62, 14.12, 17-19.24; 15.50; 16,2411, 34n; aS~lr"lirtg(lhat) 14.12, 14; 15.34, 3Sn, 

approximation 8.8; 13.71, 102 64n; 7.24,84,86; 8.63n,79; 9.11, (-01)9.10;(-. . .SO) 13.42n; 38n 
approximator subjunct 8.104,111-114, 40; 10.49n, 58; 12.8, 19n,51; 14.13; 15.50-51;(- to)g.10,57; ass~mpriort (on the - that) 15.34n 

13.71n; 16.4611; 17.26,43,78n, 16.61-62; 17.50 assumption (in tag questions) 1 1 .8 
81 -82,88-91,99; 18.4511 a s . .  .as6.27; 7.74,86; 14.12-13; . , seealso: verbs (semantic classification) 

apt 16.79; (be - 10) 3.47 ellipsis 1.34; 11.48.53; 12.35,51; 15.39n.71,75; 17.122; 18.24 assure 16.59; ( - dly) 8.127, 128n; 
aquarium 5.95 15.41; 17.107 see a/so:br, good. long, many, ofren, soon, (mast - dly) 8.13 1 
-ar 7.37; I.2,36 followed by h 5.1 In asterisk convention 1.42 

generic reference 5.26,33n,38n9 astern 8.41 

ashore 8.41; 19.34 
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auxilialry [contl back-formation 1.511, I In, 12 be [con!] 
asyndetic 31,47,9~,109n, 117; 10.67-68; backshifting 3.59; 4.16, 2411,6011; 8.75; 

coordination 7.89; 10.37: 11.46; 13.1, 11.5. 15, 17,50; 12.27,48-50; 14.9, 
11.8- 11,24,42n; 12.10.62.64; 11.46~1; 14.23.28,29n, 3/,33--35; 

3, 1 1 ,  17. 18.36.42n. 58.68.79. 18.26: 15.5.22.41.42n.55n.5(~,61.  
13.78; 15.61; 10.52; lX.16. 43 15.35; 19.39,43 

100,102; 15.49; 17.71.86; 19.57; 64.6611; 16.21, 22.50--51, 54; 17.26. 
contracted 1.31; 3.4% 23,45; 4.42, 57; haak.stage 7.68 37,47, 7811, 122n; 18.22,23, 26-29, 111.6n,8. 12 14,2311; 11.9: 111.27 backward +span 

parataxis 19.511 3311.44-48.49.50; 1.31n,53,55 
critcri;~ for 3.22--30.40 hrrrtc~rht~~r 5.95 

tcxttr;ll connection 19.5 18 c l u l l l m y  2.41). 51 ; 3.21. 30. 37: 10.55: 
f1)rlns of3.2.411. 5n. 12. 30. 32, 52. 54, 

horl7.'Jn. 75. 77. X2.X.7; 9.2: ( - 1100.2: 
01 (pi~rticlc) 16.2 SX, 62; 111.34; 14.24: 15.36.4111 

11.5.8; 12.21 23. 26. 40. 60 (12; ( - h / -  rl~~.vt)7.83; ( -  Iy)7.9n, 
(preposition) 3.76; 5.44,46: 7.70; (to - . . . )&l25 

18.16 83; 8.105, 107, 108 8.85: 9.7, 15-17,34,40,41,46,51, .?er ~1.70: CIIII, ore, hren, hrhg is, ~l~us, were 
cllipsis 1 I .40,47; 12.47-50,52,5911; vs. ill 7.83 

62.63; 16.69; 17.19 he to 3.40. 4.5 -46; 4.47.48. 66; 11.46; 
13.53 s<,r, o/.\a: Ilrrrs,,, Itarsr I5.1X11 

,l!? 3, l0 cllll,ty . i~~rxili;try ( I ~ L I I I I I ~ I Y )  hrvl(c) (vcrh) 3.17 
-111r I .  I ,  34, 35,39n, 42 /)l*(. . .) (11 3.40 

m;trginal-> modal hags uJ'5.25n st'e o/.so: uhorrr, rth11,. up, hourtd. ~lrte. goi~rg, -rrric 1.39 quasi- 13.98 bahuvrihi compound I.3,67 
liki,lj. ~ ~ l C l ~ r l r ,  ohll~e~l, .srrl,posr~~/, uurthlr, 

-1rriun 1.1, 2, 35,42 semi- 3,ln, 29,40,46,47-48,49,50, balance8.145; 14.13; 18.40 rrna~illirrg. ~~~illirrg 
-atice 1.40 57; 4.41,47,66,68; 8.30% 97; discourse strategy 19.18, 56.59 be- 1.30 
atmospheric conditions6.17; 10.26 12.48n. 64; 14.26; 16.51n, 79; bang (verb) 4.35 bear (verb) 3.16; (can't - ) 4.5211; 
atomic 7.37 18.4511 bank on 16.39 10.6111; 16.39.41 
atop 9.7 sequence 3.47; 8.20; 12.22 banns 5.77 hrat(e11) 3.16; 16.26 
-atorittm 1.32n substitute+ auxiliary (dummy) Bantu(s) 5.88 beauer away 16.2n, 12 
attachment +subject syntactic function of 3.21,22,24-28 baptize 16.46 because (adjunct) 8.86, 124, 132; 15.21, 
attain (to19.31 see UII, borh, euclt, future, mod'dl, bar (preposition) 9.8,58 23; 11.21 
attempt (verb) 16.38 negative, operator, passive, subject (verb) 3.7 (conjunction) 8.86, 124, 132, 14311; 
atrend to 16.28 avail ( -  able) 15.25; 16.81 ; bare (verb) 3.7; ( - ly) 7.56; 8.98, 9.311; 12.31,Sln; 13.14, 18,31; 
attention (pay - to) 16.8, 58 ( - o~~e.se!f(oJ')) 6.25 111-114; 10.59;(-ly ...) 14.13 
attitude 8.1 l 1, 122, 127; 15.54 14.12; 15.8n,21, 23,47,49 

7.10, 39; ( - fromllo) 7.39; bare+existential, infinitive 
variety l.19,31-33.36, 37-42 (disjunct) 8.143n; 13.31 ; 15.21, 23; 

avoid 16.39,40 barracks 5.91 11.21 ,, UISO: prefix, variation 
attitudinal disjunct+content disjunct a u o l ~ e d ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  

barring (preposition) 9.8,58 (-of) 8.86; 9.10.44; 15.4611; ( - . . . 
see verbs classification) awake (adjective) 7'10-11 base form 2.35, 36, 57; 5.80-81; 8.127, therefore) 8.145 

awake(n)(ed (verb) 3.16 13111; 13.85; 1.2-4, 17.21-77; become 2.1611; 3.19,66n, 68; 10.8, 16; attitudinal past-tpast aware7.10-11;9.2; 16.71,73; (-of) 111.4 
16.21,22,23; I.31n 

attorney general 5.102 9.2 verb 3.2, 3-20, 30,32,33,36,52, 54, (middle verb) 10.14 
attraction* proximity a,vuy (adverb) 7.10-1 1,68; 8.41 58-60; 4.3; 7.36; 10.44; 11.1,24; becoming+verbs (semantic attribute2.43; 4.25; 7.28; 9.55; 10.18, (particle) 16.2, 12 13.98; 15.46n 

20,21,26,33; 15.39; 16.47-82; classification) 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66 see also: adjective bed 5.44 
see u/so:/rom base morpheme 1.211 

genitiveof 5.1 16; 10.2011 Bedouifl(s) 5.88 
based (up)on 16.69 

W ulso: current, result been (vs. gone)4.22n; 9.17; 13.98n 
Basic English 1.10 ( -  andgorle and. . .) 13.98n; 
basic relational structures 19.17-18,55 (l~avblg .-) 8.61n 
basically 8.127, 130n see also : being 
basis 5.97 befall 3.1 6 
basis+comparison before (adverb) 6.59; 7.66, 67.83; 8.41, 
ba/A(s) 5.83n 55% 62,72, 77; 19.36 
BBC 1.5.27 

authorial we-ttve (conjunction)4.15n; 8.5511; 9.3; 
be(auxiliary)2.29,34,49; 3.21,23,30, 

authorize 16.50 12.61n; 14.12, 19n,27; 15.20, 25, 
31,32,47, 54,56,64,66; 4.28; 8.16, 27n, 34,52n authorship 9.50 1811; 10.55; 11.24; 12.22n, 23,49, (preposition) 5.46; 7.70; 8.5511, 59; 

. 59; 14.8, 18 9.3,7,19,38,40; 12.6111; 15.25, 
back (adverb) 7.46.67; 8.41 (copula)2.15, 16,29,34,43; 3.27,30, 27 

3 2 , 4 6 1 ~  47n, 59% 76; 4.4,27,28, 
auxiliary 2.27,28,29,48-49; 3.1, (prepositional adverb) 9.66 

21-30, 31-33,36-37,45,47,48, 31,44;5.37n;6.5;7.10, 14, 15,20, negative result 15.20 
52,54-56,64; 4.3.66; 7.16; 29,56n, 6711; 8.42.49.51, 76,95; positional 15.27n 

9.17,28,60; 10.8, 10, 11, 16,20,44; temporal 15.27n 
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! b 
before [contl besrdes [cont] 

(. . . -)  14.13n; ( -  now) 19 36,  (prepos~tton) 9 7.20, 58 

f - rhorlthe1Jrh1.r) 7.83; 8.5511; 19.36 (preposltlonal adverb) 9.66 

beforehand 8:55n; 19.36 
beg 16.32,38,59,60,63; ( -  o n  16.60 
hegcr/hrgur 3.16, 18 
beginlbegan 3.19; 4.27; 16.19,26,38,40; 

(to - (with)) 8.137; 15.18 

(subjunct) 8.1 19n 
besou~l~ t  3.15 
hest 5.34; 7.75, 77,83;  (/lad - ) 
best-k~~own 7.83 
besrri[le 33.6 RP";.: 

, ,  S .  beeinning+ verbs (semantic bet(tetl) 3.17; 14.22; 16.31, 59 

$<!:l.; 
$!.I ,! begone 3.77n hcrclru 12.47n 
h:!:$ ! begrudge 16.39 better (comparative) 7.75,77, 8211.83, 

begun 3.19 85 
behalj'(in/on - o f )  9. L I, 1211 (conjunct) 8.137, 141, 143 

WC,, : , &:; behaue7.17; 8,10811; 10.10; 16.2411; (subjunct) 8.96 
i:) <I ( - o~reself) 6.25; 7.17n (hod - ) 3.40,45-46, 50;  4.60,66; 

behind (adverb) 7.70; 8.41 8.96; 12.4811; 14.34; (or - )  17.73 
(preposition) 9.7,19,23-24 between (adverb) 8.41,48 

;$ (prepositional adverb) 9.66 (preposition)9.7,21,32,39,41; 
13 behold 3.18 13.60n,70n 

being+ verbs (semantic classification) (prepositional adverb) 9.66 

being 3.32; 17.83; (be(e11) - )  2.28n; 3.55, ( - . . . a r t d ) 9 . 3 9 ; ( - y o u o n d I ) 1 . 1 7 ;  
56,73; 4.40n; ( -  Ving) 3.56n 6.5 - - . -. . . 
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bizarrely 8.13 1 
l.,-.. L,.. ,l:-...: LA," , m  0- 

bound morpheme 1.211 
VlULa IdUJCiCLIVC) I . l J ,  O L  

(noun) 7.13 
Black English 1.24 
blame 16.56; (- for)  10.12n; 16.8,56,57; 

(-011) 10.1211; 16.56, 57 
blazes, the8.101; 18.5911 
bleedlbled 3.18 
blending3.42n.76: 8.81; 11.13; 15.22; 

17.6311; 1.9n.15n. 73, 76 
see ~rso:  semantlc .. -.. Olt?W3.Ib 

blink (verb) 4.27 
blocklanguage 10.511; 11.45-47; 12.52; ." .. ... "- 10.wn; iIi.LYn 
block style 111.14 . .  - . >  , . . . . . . 
OlObV 3.16; (- nJ 3.16; (-down) 16.2611; 

(-over) 16.19n; (- up) 16.3.4 
bluntly , S  ,, 8.124 , \ . X - .  

ooara, on IY.34 
boast (verb) 16.31 
bodily sensation+ verbs (semantic 

classification) . , ."? 

boundary+tone unit 
houtt~len 3.18 
bo1ve1.r 5.77 
boy (vocative) 10.53 
hruce 5.90 
braces 5.76 
braces 2.6; II1.20n 
bracketing 2.3; 13.16; 111.3, 16, 20 

conventions in this book 3.75: 6.34; 
7.50 

see also: braces, parentheses, square 
brackets 

brains 5.77 
branching (left-/right-) 14.38-39; 

17.44 
brand (amplifier) 7.56n 
brand name+ names (classified) 
BrE+ British English 
break (noun) 5.44 

(verb)3.16; 1.12; (- dow11) 16.3;  
(-even) 16.17;(- inon) 16.29; 
( - o f f )  16.26n, 39;  ( - u p )  16.12 

break-tanacoluthon, tone unit belief+verbs (semantic classification) beware 3.54% 77n; 16.35; ( -- oJ J 16.33 

belieue4.29; 12.28; 14.30,36; 15.54; beyond (adverb) 8.41 ooay I . L J ~  (boundary) 

16.26,31,44,46,50; ( I  -) 15.54; (preposition)9.7,27,32,58 -body (pronoun) 5.12; 6.45-47; 7.21,69; breatha/yzer 1.76 
(-i11)16.14,28 . (prepositional adverb) 9.66 17.57 breeches 5.76 

see a/so: olly-, every-, some- . . . . . . . . 
bellow (verb) 9.46n bi- 1.28 
bellobvs 5.76 biannrralI.28n; (- ly)  8.64 

bellyache, thela 5.49n bias (verb) 3.8 oorr (vero) 4 . ~  I ;  (- N sojf) 16.43 

heloved 7.19 bias+masculine, sex bold . - face . - 111.30 . . . . 

(prepositional adverb) 9.66 bid(den) 3.17; 16.52n 

pro-form use 19.47 biennialI.28n; (- ly) 8.64 

bend3.13 big 7.34n,36,82,88 oore (Verb) 3.16 
bended (adjective) 3.13 bilingualism 1.311 bored 16.78; (-with)  16.69 
bends, the 5.49n bi1lio11 6.63n , born 3.16; (be -) 3.68 
beneath (adverb) 7.70; 8.41 binac 1.75 borne 3.16 

g i beneficiary 10.19n; 16.56 binomials 13.86; 19.6811 

benefit (verb) 3.811; 10.23; (-fion1) bio- 1.66 

/ ' $  10.23 bionic 1.76 50.61; . . 12.10, . . 17; . . 17.24 - . . 

beset 3 17 10 62 , l l  Z l ,  (agood -) 1 8Y,  

besrde (part~cle) 16.2 ( - o f ) 5  7.7 64,(one - ) 8  114 

(preposltlon) 9.7,20 brt (= b~nary  dlglt) 1 76 Oougtlt 3 15 61% 63n,86,88,91n, 100, 10711, 
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British English [contl hu,sr(c.d)3.17; 1.12 camp (noun) 5.44 catch (verb) 3.15; 4.27; 16.48,53; (-at) 
30,40; 12.21-23,25,26,65n; busy 16.83; ( -  lvirk) 16.69 (verb) 9.37 9.46; (- on) 16.3, 1911.; (-.right ~ f )  
13,1Xn, 9811; 14.12. 18, 1'1, 22, I ~ t r  9.411: 11.9 eantpri.~ 5.44 lh.7.5X:(- I I ~ I O I I )  10.29;(- up 
23-27, 33; 15.IOn. 25.29. 39,43. (co11ji111clio11)4.5.111; 0.5; X51444 146; ClltJ 3.411, 2 1, 39. 40.47, 72; 4.30, 49, 50, II,///I) 16.29 
44n,48,57; 16.2,22, 30,32,41,50, 9.5811; 10.66n; 11.44; 12.68; 51,52,53,54,57n9 60,61,63; 6.61; categorial (zero article) 5.40 
52,6911; 17.11.60,82n,99, 108,112; 13passim; 14.2; 15.43,44; 19.58, 8.103, 112, 116n; 11.511, 13,2811; catenative 3. l n, 29,40,45n. 49,57; 4.66; 
18.26n.38n, 51,59; 10.48.51, 63; 59n,65; 111.7. 12 13.31; 14.22. 26; 15.48; (- nor) 15.25.62; 16.38n.39n. 40; 18.46n 
1.41 ( s ~ ~ l > , j ~ ~ ~ i c t ) X , l  l l ,  11611; 10.60; l L41 9 7 :  3 . 4 1 ;  ( ' 3 ;  ro, l / ,5,7~ 

pronunci;~lion 1.27; 2.42; 3.(111. 1311, (prclx)"tio11)0.5. 27;9.7, 58;  15.44 10.67; I I.Xn crirrxhf 3. 15 
16; 5.83n; 6.6411; 7.47; 18.811, 17; end-placed adverb 1.26; 8.14411; 13.7n Canadian English l .23, 25 causative 
1.31,39n, 56, 63n,64; 11. l, 5 6 7 ,  noun phrase coordinator 13.57 See also: regional English adverbial 8.7; 10.21 ; I 1,2411; 
15n.21 use of 13.32 canals-names (classified) 15.45-47; 17.4, 18-19.34.53, 84; 

spelling/punctuation 1.23,25; 3.8, (-al,so)8.120: 10.4ln;(-er. .  .) cancel 3.8 18.5111 
13n; 5.8; 6.63n,64n,66,68; 9.15n; 19.59n;(- ji1r)6.27;9.10,59; candelahra(,s) 5.9511 mc;tning3.35, 76n; 7.2011; 8.9; 9.4gn; 
12.51n; 17.101; 1.17, 24,42.56,59; (-nor) 13.1811; 18.2411; ( -  rhtir) ccintklrhrrott 5.95 10.4; 15.29,60; 16.78; 19.8; 1.42, 
111.4,8, Ion, 11, 14, 19,21,27,28, 9.3n; 14.12; 15.44 candidly 8.124 54,68 
30 see also: coordinator, doebr, evetl, tlor. canonical I. 16n preposition 9.7, 14,43,44, 56 

vocabulary 1.24; 5.7, 33,45,46,66n, sentence (connectivity) cap ( - ping it all) 15.18; (to - if (all)) subordinator 8.145 
75,76,77,90,9],103, 125; 6.6311; buy 3.15;(-/ionl) 18.31n;(- Nchea~)  8.137; 15.18 see also:/or, verbs (semantic classification) 
7.8,9, 38,63,77; 8.41,59n, 64, 16.45 capableof4.52; 16.69,83 cause (verb) 16.50 
100-102, 105n,11 I ,  I 12,12On, 127, by (adverb) 8.41 capital-tletter 'cause 12.51n; 15.46-47; 111.27 
145;9.7, 19n,21n,22,49; 10.30,53; (particle) 16.2 captive, holdlkeep 16.46n causeleffect relationship 15.45-47 
1 1.34n,54; 16.9, 12,23,45n; (preposition) 3.65,75; 5.45,46; 7.70; cardinal numbers +numeral cause-purpose spectrum 9.43,44-47 
17.9111; 18.3611; 19.65; 1.7, 10, 12, 8.59,80;9.3,7,9,20,34, 37,39,49, 

care(verb) 10.61n; 16.35; causer, external 10.21 -22.33 
33n, 54,63 50.51,63; 15.2911; 17.43 

(- about) 16.35 ; (could - less) 
cease 16.38,39,40 

word-formation I.23n,46n,48,49,5I3 (prepositional adverb) 9.66 cent 6.69 
62,74,75,76n, 77 -name 5.64n, 69 l',62n; (-for) 8.107; 16.5.28. 38, central-tadjective, adverbial, clause, 

Bririsher 5.57n -phrase2.21; 3.65,71,75,76; 7.16; 41; (take -) 14.22; (take - of) 
16.7.58 coordinator, determiner, modal, 

Briron 5.57n 9.39,50; 10.6, 1311; 16.411; 17.103; 
careful 16.73,76; (- abour) 16.73; (be -) 

passive, premodification. 
broadcast (verb) 3.17 1.40 14.22 preposition, pronoun, verb 
broadcasting 1.28; 5.11n; 9.9n; 11.50; (-Nof)9.11;(-1heby(e))8.137 'ce~r ( =  except) 12.5111 

18,1411,2611; 19.34; 1.12 see also: agent careful- formal terrain (emphasizer) 7.33.34, 35.43 
broadly 8.124 careless 16.76 (restrictive) 7.35 
broke (adjective) 3.16 caret 111.30 complementation of 16.71,72,73, 79 
broke(n)(verb) 3.16; 1.12 Caribbean English 1.27 

C (be - fo)4.66; (be - rhat) 18.36; 
brotherlbrerhren 5.85 carry 10.24; 16.26 (for -) 8.100, 102; (make -) 

case(in -) 8.86; 9.66; 14.12; 15.34, 35n, 16.45; (make - that) 16.1711; (-of) 
46-47,48; (inany -)8.137; 16.69 
(in-of)9.11, 12n; 15.3411, 35; certah~l.v(disjunct) 8.127, 128, 130, 133n, 
(in -(that)) 15.38n; (in that -) 145n; 19.5311 
8.137; 15.32 (response) 8.13011; l 1.4n 

cables 11.47 case (markedlunmarked) 5.112; 6.5 (subjunct) 8.100, 102; 18.56n 
seealso: accusative, common, dative, certfi 16.31, 44.46; (-as) 16.47 

genitive, nominative, noun, oblique, -ch nationality noun ending 5.56; 7.25 
builr 3.13 participant, pronoun (objective, -cl1 verb base ending 3.9 
bureau 5.99 calf(vs. veal) 5.4 

subjective) chain (discourse strategy) 19.18,20,22, 
bureaucratic language 1.28 call 16.26,44,46; (-for) 16.12, 14-28, cast (verb) 3.17 56 

41;(- of) 16.4; (-on) 16.6, 13, 14, casual+ informal chain relationships-tchoice 
burn3.13; 16.21; (- do~vn) 16.26n; 16,28; (-up) 16.12, 16; (- upott) catalog(ue) (verb) 3.8 relationships 

cata~hora4.11.13; 5.31,32,34n, 58,64; challenge (verb) 16.63 
calling (role) 10.52; 11.17n 6.15,l7,19-21,28n,40,42n, 44; chamois 5.99 

see also: alarm 8.7811; 10.2611; 12.6, 11,12, 1911; chance (verb) 16.34,38n 
calque 1.511 13.9; 17.81; 19.46-48 (noun) 17.36; (byany -) 8.127 
came3.19; (-st) 3.411 see also: coreference.ellipsis, whar 

i 3 
changeberb) 16.19; (- into) 16.22n 

! ,' 

, t  : 
f 
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clause 2.3-4,7, 11,13-24,48n. 55; clause [cont] 
change-+ English, phonological close [cont] 

3.64; 6.3, 16,24,38n, 44; 7.20, 1.60-65 
characterization 6.17% 34% 39; 10.8, 20, (amplifier) 7.33 

48-49;8,134-135; 10.1-4; 11.32, see also: abbreviated, absolute, adjective, 
21; 15.11,39; 17.11 (prepositional adverb) 9.66 

38,45-46,54,93; 12.13; 14.5,29; ndjunct, adverb, adverbial, annex, 
characterize as 16.47 (- ly)7.8; ( -  10)7.70; 9.5, 10,20; 

15.57; 18.10, 11; 19.7,28; 11.15; appositive, circumstance, comment, 
cjl~rjie 16.57, 59; ( -  ~ 0 9 . 4 6 ;  (bl-) 16.69; 19.34 

111.20 ~~~~~lr~llive.cump:~rison.complemcnt. cll,,u, 16,19, 26 9.66; (it1 - oj)9.l l ;  ( -  lvif/l) 16.57 appended 11.19; 12.70; 13.2. iOn.X4, Complcmcnlation, compound, 
concessive, conditionel, contingent, closed class 2.34,39,40,41,42; 5.10, 12; 

chassis 5.99 94; 15.23 contrast, coordinate, copular, 6.1, 13,63;7.46;8.13,41n; 11.3, 
chat 9.60 central vs. peripheral elements 2.13, 
chatter away 16.3, 12 declarative, disjunct, -ed participle, 45; 12.52; 17.97; 18.5,12n, 14,1711; 

14-15, 17,27,60; 7.48-49; 8.36, embedding, exception, exclamatory, 19.24n, 33-35; 1.28, 52,58; 
cheat ( N l  of 16.8 38,45; 12.44; 13.54; 15.18,20-21, extraposition, final. finite, IF, 11.9-10; 111.29n ,-heck (verb) 16.31.35; (-(up)on) 23; 11.16; 111.9 imperative, indicative, infinitive, -ing, see also: adverb, premodification, 

35 dependent + subordinate clause initial, interrogative, intransitive, quantifier 
check (graphic) 111.30n discourse reference 19.46-48 kernel, manner, medial, negative, closed condition+condition 
checking-ttag element 2.12-24,25,47; 3.65; 7.22, IIominal, nonfinite, nonrestrictive, nor, (hypothetical) 
cherub(im/s) 5.101 48-49,50,53n; 8.1.88.92, 12l. object, parenthetic, participle, passive, closed system +closed class 
chew at 9.46 134; 10.1-33,51,52; 11.15,24,38, phrase, place, positive, 

postmodification, preference, clothes 5.77 
chid(den) 3.16 54; 13.52,84; 14.1; 15.39,65,75; ~ r e ~ o ~ i t i ~ n ,  pro-forms, proportional, clothing (vs. garment) 5.4 
ch;ef(adjective) 7.35; (- ly) 8.116; 16.66; 17.9-10,51-52,115n, 116; l 

Purpose, reason, relative, reported, cloce(n) 3.15 
17.73.87 8.4-6,9, 11,20; 111.9 

chide(d) 3.16 
reporting, restrictive, result, resumptive, c~o~~leafi/clouerleac'es 5.83n 

elliptical 3.26,42n; 7.29; 8.60; 10.37; reversal, rhetorical,sentence, similarity, dubs 5.77 
child(ren) 5.85, 113 12.28,59-65,68,70; 13.10% 32, sifrce-, subject, subjunct, subordinate, flung 3.18 
chime in 16.31n 34-35.83-84,94-95; 14.2% 19, summative, supplementive, tag, c10 1.75 
Chinaman 5.57 41; 15,66n,72; 16.80; 17.17; 18.24; than-, that-, rite-, time, transitive, CO- 1.6, 17,24 
Chinese 5.57 111.9 verbless, wb- coalescence I.12n; 11.10 
choice vs. chain relationships 2.5-6, 12; clean (adjective) 7.8, 82; 16.45 coastline+ names (classified) 

independent vs. dependent 10.1 ; (adverb) 7.8; ( -  ly) 7.8 coat-ofinluil5.102 
(verb) 16.26 C.O.D. 1.75 

main vs. subordinate 14.2-4; 18.29 clear (adjective) 16.72,73 cod 5.87 
matrix7.52; 8.147; 12.69; 14.4; (emphasizer) 7.33,34,73 code 3.26 

(make N -) 16.45 cadex 5.96 
order4.24; 7.52; 8.17.22; 13.6-9, 18, clearly (conjunct) 8.127, 128, 14511 codification+ rules 

22-23; 14.13,37-41; 15.4n312, (intensifier) 7.34 coercive+ verbs (semantic classification) 
20-23,25,28n, 29.32, 37,41. 439 (subjunct) 8.100 
44,47,49,50,53-62,74; 17.4.84; cleave(d) 3.15 

circumstance 18.20-25,321~ 59 cleft 3.1 5 object 8.7; 10.29,30,33 
clause 15.45-47,71 position of elements 2.12-15, 17,457 cleft sentence 2.59; 6.5, 17; 8.120; subject l0.29n 
meaning 15.29,45,60 50,55, 57; 3.37n; 6.32,38; 9.48; 10.4411; 13.42n; 17.15; l8.12n. 21, cognition+verbs (semantic 
see also: that 10.17; 11.15,34,40; 15.42,51; 16.4, 25-30, 31; 19.48n; 11.15 classification) 

citation form 6.16 44,,, 55,56n; 17.115n. 116; 8.9,13, focus of 8.25,68,83,92, 102, 110, 113, cognomen 5.64n 
citations 17.90 20-25,32n, 37-40; 111.8 120,121,134,135; 15.10n,20; coherence 19.2-3,28 
,ities-+names (classified) pro- + pro-forms 16.36, 66 cohesion 19.2, 69-84 

(verb) 12.2811: 15.54; 16.31, 38 semantic role of 10.18-33; 18.10 pseudo- 4.4; 7.2811; 10.4611; 14.6, 29; scaleof 3.69;9.12; 13.52; 16.3-4,s 
claim editing 17.80 sequence-+ clause (order) 15.8n,9, Ion, 15.66; 16.36,66; see also: discourse (connectivity) 
clatnourfor (verb) 16.38341 substitute-tpro-forms 18.25,29-30,31; 19.61 coinage 3.4; 1.2n,3.7,9, 15, 16 
clarification 8.145; 12.4; 13.39, superordinate vs. subordinate 2.9; see also: that, shot, 113Iillo1, ~vhere, H ~ O ,  why COi,lCjd;tlg 19.36 

57; 15.67; 17.17,63-64, 121; 10.1; 13.10n; 14.3 clf~er7.36; (- at) 16.69; (- ly) 8.127 col- 1.6, 17,24n 
syntactic function of elements clich68.120; 15.53; 18.26n; 19.2411 cold 5.49n 

10.5-17; 15.65; 16.66 climb9.31; 10.27; (- up)9.31 collective 
types2.16-24, 32; 10.1-4, 17, 33; gender 5.104, 108 

class as 16.47 14.7.9; 15.25,34,39,46-47; clippers 5.76 noun 1.24;5.91n, 108, 111, 117, 118; 
(adjective) 7.13; 1.3% clipping 12.31,51n; 1.12.73, 74; 111.27 6.16; 10.35.36.48n. 50; 17,10, 39, 

vs. classical 1.3911 close (adjective) 7.8 109 
classic (noun) 7.13 , (adverb) 7.8 see also : we 
classical 1.34; 11.4 
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coniment [contl COJJlPRJ'e IV~J/J 16.57; (- d with) I 5.6gn 
collc~gc 5.44 

Complcmcnl [cont] 
disjunct, "ttbjuacl.-+ rncl;llin~ui~lic ""Jl'~Jr/~~l)'J(I?v (IV(JY U/,/')-) 8.137; (h! -) prcposi[iot,;~l 2.26, 28; 5.1, 35; 6,3,23, collirle 16.19 

comment 8.137i9.66; (In - wirlt)9.11, 12 
collocation+ semantic (restrictions) 24,26,29,32,38,39; 7.14,23, 26n, 55, 

see a1.w~: topic comparison 7.74-86; 8.78.89, l 10; 9.4; 
colloquial 1.33; -t informal 68; 9passim; 10.6,48,66; 1 1.14, ISn, 

11.44; 12.20,25n; 13.100, 103; 
colon 6.66; 14.29; 17.77; I11.3,6, 10-11, com'nen'dries 4'7' l''5o 18,31; 13.56,57n,81,93n; 15.1-8, 

committed 4.51,66 15.63-75; 18.23; 19.52 13, 16,21,28n 12, 18,59,64n, 65; 16.4n, 5, 14; 
cotnpron 7.8111; (iit -) 9.66; (bl - with) ambiguity in 15.67 

colour (verb) (- N blue) 16.45 17.35,52,55; 18.21,36; 19.34; 
9.1 l ; (- ly) 8.65, 77 basisof 7.82n.85,86; 9.7,62; 15.63; 

colour adjectives 7.45,46n; 13.68; 1.70 
common 19.52; 1.70 prepositional phrase as 2.25; 10.10, 11 

17.1 14 
cnsc5.112; 6.2; 15.12 clz~use of 15.22, 50 suhjcct2.16, 17, 19;6.3.4.23, 35;7.2, 

cant- 1.6, 17, 24n 
core I./Y.31,40,42; 1.6 ellipsis in 12,43,44,61,65n, 69; 

combinatory coordination 13.35,46, 
14,20,22;8.28; 10.2-5,6,8, 10, 11, 

gender 5.104, 107; 6.9; 17.43n 15.64n. 66-67; 19.52 
59-60,64-75,79 

16, 18, 20, 21,26,33, 3911; 1 I .IS, 38, 
sce olro: noun focus of 8.48n, 83, 102, 106, 113, 

,sot uiso: apposition, coordination 
42n; 12.48-49,59; 13.56.92; 14.29; 

Co~l~~itotls, tile 5.77 120 15.1. 4- 15. 22. 39.47, 56. 62, 65, 
combining form 1.3, 15n, 17,23n, coilInlunicotc (about) 9.60; ( -  011) 9.60; inflectional 7.1.2-4, 74-84, 85n,86, 71; 16.20-22,4611.68; 17.65,83; 

28-29,32,57, 59,66,70 ( -  to) 16.57 89,90; 9.5,20; 10.58; 15.64; 19.52 18.21,29,30, 4511; 1.53 
see also: compound 

come 3, 19; 4,45; 8,28,30, 45,47; 14.24n; 
(classified)' irregular 7.75-78 substitute+ pro-forms 

verbs (semantic classification) multipletpartial contrasts 1 5.68 verb 10.14 
16.2n,19,21,23n, 24; ( -  about) periphrastic 7.2,74-75,77,81-82, vs. verbless clause 10.16 
16.34; (- across) 16.6, 53; (-  and 

5'77 
83,86,89,90; 10.58; 15.64; 19.52 see also: adjective, adverb, adverbial, 

. . .)8.30; 13.98;1.18n; ( -  by) 16.6, 
con'municative 

dynamism 8.28; 13.2211; 18.3, 8,9, 10, standard of 15.63- 75 attribute, characterization, concord, 
12; (- dolvn with) 16.29; (-  i~tto) 12, 13,23,32,3611,38,43; 19.12 seealso: absolute, article, clause, coordinate, nominal clause, noun 
16.15;(-of) 16.1911; (-out) function 1.3; 2.46.57-59; 17.45, 109; equivalence, excess, good, ill, /east, less, phrase, preposition, prepositional 
16.19n; (- to)3.49; 16.19n; l/llle, maximizer, nonequivalence, ~ l d ,  phrase. pro-forms, relative pronoun, 
(-upon) 16.53 

18.1 snlall, sufficiency, verbs (semantic reversal, subject 
see also: genitive 

comfortable with 16.69 . classification), I V ~ N  complementation 2.16- 19,28,32; 8.78; 
commutability 2.5,6 

comfortably 8.103n ' 
compass(es) 5.7611 16.18-83; 17.2, 121-122; 18.41 

comp->comparative compass points 8.4111 by clause 3.7611; 4.29; 8.21; 12.64-65; 
conlfy I.74n comparative 

contpatible (~vitk) 16.69 17.122 
comic(o0 1.3911 absolute7.85; 17.97 

compatibility 19.17,55-56.72 modification and 2.33,60 comitative 9.52; 10.32n adjective 7.1,2-4, 7, 11,23,42, compel 1 6.50 of adjective 2.32; 3.47n; 7.21,22,24, 
comma 1.23; 2.15;6.63n,67n; 8.17.36- 74-82,84-86,87; 9.62; 10.58,62; 

compensation+structural 25,27n, 39,50; 8.31,85; 9.1, 
144; 10.65; 13.11,16n, 52n; 14.29, 1 2 . 2 7 , ~ ~ ;  13.71,100; 14.13n; compere with Nfor 16.17 60-63; 11.18; 15.1-12,59; 16.44, 
40; 15.49,54,74; 17.6,22,68,72+ 15.63; 16.23; 17.114, 122; compl~bt 16.31,60; (-about) 16.28 68-83; 17.56,58, 122; 18.42 
114; 18.20; 19.9,29; 11.20; 111.29 39 19.52 complement of noun 16.84-85 
6-9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17,202 21, adverb7.83-86,87; 8.55; 13.100; 

adjective phrase as 2.24; 3.74; 7.9,29, verb 2.21, 32; 3.5;; 4.27,67n; 
22.30 14,1611; 15.52n,63; 19.52 30; 8.94; 17.15; 18.27 6.25% 7.53; 8.26,27.42n, 49,51, 

correlative III.16,17-19,22 clause4,13n,53n; 7.53,86; 8.48, adverbial as 10.1 1 ; I 6.20,24 75n;9.1,60-63; 10.2,4, 10, 11, 
inverted+ quotation mark 1 0 9 ~ ;  9.4; i0.61; 11.4311; 12.69; 

clauseas 3.46n; 8.61n, 120; 9.58n; 1% 23, 16; 12.34; 14.20,29; 15.18, 
serial 111.6, 8,9 . 14.20; 15.2,49,50n,63-75; 15.1,4-15,47; 18.29, 30 22,54n,59,61,62,64; 16.1-67; 17.33 
see also: punctuation 16,4711; 17.122; 18.24,41,42; 

compared to adverbial 2.18,60 zero 16.24 
19.52 commai~d (verb) 16.32,59,63 element 2.13, 15, 17, 1 8,22,24,45 ; See also: cerlaill, complex transitive, 

construction 3.4511; 4.28; 6.4.59; 
command 4.42n; 8.50,91; 11.2% 3.29, 3,6677; 5.37.42; 6.5,24,29,32; 

copular, ditransitive, intransitive, 
7.56n, 85; 8.21 ; 9.4; 12.35; 1 4 . 1 6 ~  

42,53; 18.19,57; 111.2311 
modification, monotransitive, transitive 

15.5111; 16.13, 17; 17.121 7'23; 9'3,45,47; 10.1-5, 8, 1°, 18; comp/ete(adjective) 7.33; 8,106; (-l,,) seealso: directive, imperative correlative 14.13 11.31; 12.20; 13.60; 14.9; 15.1-2, 
64; 17.47; L65; 111.9 

8.105- 109 
commander-in-chiefs. 102 element 11.44; 15.63-75; 18.41 completion+ verbs (semantic 
commerlce 16.38,39 frequency of 7.82n ellipsis9.65; 10.8n; 12.59; 16.4n; classification) 
commendatory adjective 13.99 implicit 7.85 17.55 completion of actlevent 2.15, 32; 4.25, 

' comment (verb) 16.31 ; (- on) 16.28 item 15.64 identificatory 10.8,20,21,26,46n 38-39; 9.17; 16.12; 17,5411; I.3Sn 
comment premodification of 7.89 object 2.17, 19; 7.2,20,22,33; complex 2.4n; +coordination, 

clause7,28; 8.133; 11.1 In, 12; 12.2811, preposition9.5,20 10.2-5,8, 10, 11, 18,20, 33; 11.15; determiner, finite phrase, noun 
3on, 6sn; 14.20,29, 36n; 15.53-56; quantifier5.24; 6.53; 10.66 13.91; 15.1,4,8,15,61,62,65; phrase, preposition, pro-forms, 

18.2011; 19.65 syntactic function of 15.75 16.43-54,68; 18.21,27 sentence, subordinator, verb 

function as 11.44; 13.27; III.2On see also: again, as, coordinate, more, other positionof 10.8,20; 15.71,74; 18.5 phrase, word 
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condition [cont] critcria for 7.49; 8.134.. 135, 143 
complex "dhe v e r b / ~ ~ n s t ~ c t i o n  

i 
indirect 15.33,35,38 

2,16, 18,22;3,51 ;6,25n;8,34n,37, merning89,97n_ 12711; l3.l4; 14.14' neg~tivc 10.5811 
15.29,43.54n, 60;  19.59 negative 9 . 7 . 5 ~ ;  13.30: I 5.3511 p11sitionof~.15. 17. 23. 144, 147;  

49, 76; 10.2-4, 8; 11.24n; l5.I0I1; 
prcposilion ').7. 56 cll'cn 14. 1011. 2311.24, 2511; IJ.J~-.ZX 10.17; 18.5 6 

16.17,18,20,36,39n3 43-548553 ,,bordinator 8.145; 13.20 secz also: future scmandcs of 8.136- 142 
64-67,84; 1.54 ,,eolso: os, conditi~nal-concessive. i/. illar, conditional synlaxof8.134-135. 147 

complementation, mOnotransitive rli,,r,Rh, n 3 ~ , n ~ .  a~liilr, n,llil.~r adverbial 8.7, 13 ~ c l ~ ~ h r r :  ;~dditive. ;~ntilhctic. ; ~ p p ~ , ~ i r i ~ ~ ,  

collll,lcxi(y . y r ; ~ m ~ ~ ~ i ~ l i c : ~ l  ,,,, l r . ~ l t , ~ , . ~ o , ~ ~ ; ( ~ o - ) 8 ~ ~ 3 7 ~  143; C ~ ~ I ~ I S C / S ~ I ~ ~ C I I C C  3.46, h1 ; 4.9,4?, 43. u~,~irra.iivc, C ( I I I I I ; I , I I V C ,  c l n , , , ~ l l , i l ~ c ,  i colll17/iar~ce (in - ~virh) 9.1 1 15.18 45.52n, 57,64; 6.60; 7.29; 8.127, ~ I * C O L I I ~ ~ ,  c ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ ~ e i i i t i v ~ .  C ( I I I ; I ~ I V C ,  

composite-tname, pro-forms collc/r,sj~~rl, in 8.137 ; 19.56 132, 145; 10.57,61; 11.15n,41; inferential, listing, reformuIntory, 
c o n c ~ u s ~ v c - + v ~ r b ~  (semantic I 13.30; 14.4, 13,20, 22-25, 27; 15.6, reinforcing, replacive, result, .W,,, co~npound 2.4n s~~mmi~livc, lime. Ir;~nsitiun;~t 

as clause clemcnts 1.343 cl;~ssilication) I 20' 27' 32' 33-389 39973; 17'34; conjunction 1.18; 2.34.41 ; 4 . 1 5 ~  ; 6,5; 
concord 18.24 61-65 

gender6.24; 10.6-8,48-50; meaning 8.9; 9.32; 10.61; I 1 .29~,43 ,  7.51,54; 8.9,53; 9.1n, 2-4, 10; 
partial 1.5911 

53n; 13.25, 37n,X3n; 14.40; 15.27, 12.5.44; 13 l>r~,ssi~lr; I4 pcissinl; 
p l ~ r ; ~ l  of 1.3111 16.39; 17.11 12, 13 

gmmn~atical 10.35-36,40-41.45. 48; 28,29,44,46n, 52, 60; 17.4 15.5011; IX.II1; 111.22 
rhetorical 15.37 coordinating+coordinator 
seealso: i/; verb phrase ellipsis 13.16- 17,79 

' conditional-concessive clause process of 2.46 

alternative 13.28n,94; 14.13, 18-20, subordinnting-tsubordin;ltor 

22,24n,41 SeeQ/.Yo: adjunct, adverb, conjunct, coordination, correlative, exclusive, 
universal 15,8n,41, 42 preposition, lime 

conducive question 8.9711; 11.6-8, 12, cortnection (in - wirh) 9.1 I 
connective devices 19.19-68 

confer (aboutlon) 9.60 connectivity+asyndetic, covert, 

discourse, ellipsis, logical, prosody, 
punctuation, rhematic, sentence, 
stress, text, theme, time 

connotation 13.22 
COn~ci0~~7.39; ( -  of) 7.39; 16.69; 

confidenrially 8.124 (- rho0 7.39 
confine 10 16.7, 57 corrsenr 10 16.28, 38 
cor$rirn~ 16.31,35 corlsequolce (as a -) 8.137; (in -) 8.137; 
conf la ted j  article (in - of') 9. I I 

~ompulsory 16.72 confbrnz 10 16.28 consequence (meaning) 8.140n; 13.23, 
conformily (in - lsirh) 9. 1 1, 63 35; 15.45; 19.8 
congrarulare on 16.57 collseqlie~~~ly 8.137, 14311, 145 
congraf~rlalions 5.77 consider 10.1211; 15.19,54; 16.31, 35,39, 
congratulations 11.54 44.46, 50; ( -  as) 16.47 
co?ljecture (verb) 16.31 considered (style)+ formal 
conjoin(t) 2.10; 13.49 considering (conjunction) ( -  (that)) 

equivalence of l l 21 ;  13.93,96 14.12 
see also: coordination, eiltrer, nor (preposition) 9.3,8.57 

ConJunct 2.1011, 15, 60; 7.49,51,54, 65; collslsr Q/ '~o .  14n 
8.24, 78n. 122n, 126,127,134-147, consonants 3.7, g, 44; 5.1 1.81 ; 7.79; 
148-153; 9.1,57,65,66; 10.9,64; 1.17,72; 111.4n 

i 11.14, 15% 1811; 12.5,62; 13.3; conspire 16.3811 
14.13939n; 15.17, 18,21n,23, 32; consla~lrly 8.65.77 
18.5-6; 19.18.38.53-54; 111.17 constituent 

conjunction vs. 7.51; 8.146; 13.6-8, clause+subordinate clause 
immediate/multiple/unitav 8.1 2.4-8; 

obligatory 2.13, 18, 26, 30, 32, 33; 
correlative use 8.145; 15.39 10.4; 12.34; 16.69 

disjunct 8.127 
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constituent [conlj 
structure2.3-10,48n; 6.20; 13.2, 16, 

32,65; 14.2-4,37-41 
,~c~~olso coordinate 

constrain 16.50 
consul-general I. 18% 3 1 n 
contact (noun) 1.56; (in - lvlth) 9. I I 

(verb) 1.56 
contcntl>ora~teorrs((v) 19.36 
cor~re~t~~ororv 19.36 . . 
conrend 16.31 
C O I I ~ E ~ ~  16.78; ( -  rvilll) 16.69 
content disjunct 7.28; 8.94. 100, 102n, 

123,124, 125n.127-133, 149, 
9.63; 10.66; 15.20-21,23,47,53, 
57 

contents 5.77 
context. in 9.66 
context 2.32-33,52,58; 3.1211; 6.40: 

8.117; 11.3,45; 16.14; 19.1,3-4, 
15,48 

see also: linguistic, situationdl 
Contino~t, the 1.8 
continents-tnames (classified) 
contingency 

adverbial 8.2, 7,49,59,86,87,92, 
103,132; 9.55; 15.30 

meaning 15.30-32,34,46; 17.5411 
seeoho: causative, concessive, conditional, 

if; purpose, reason, result, lvhen, where 
contingenf (up)o~t 16.69 
contingent adjective clause 7.29 
continual frequency-tcontinuou~ 

freauencv ~. , 

cotrtinrrally 4.2611; 8.65 
continuative +coordination, relative 

clause 
continue 16.38,39,40; (10 -) 15.18 
continuing 15.18 
continuing-, verbs (semantic 

classification) 
continuous 

aspect-, progressive 
frequency 8.64,65,67 

co~rtinuously 8.65 
continuum+ varieties of English 
contour+ intonation 
contra- 1.25 
contraction+auxiliary, negative, 

phonological, prefix, pronoun, -S 

contrariwise 8.137 
contrary(onthe -) 8.137.144; 9 . 6 6 ~  

13.32; (- fo)9.10,66n; (to the -1 
9.66n 

co,ltm,rr (by - ) 8.137 ; 15.43 ; fl3(r)' 

,/.~)8.137;(bt-)8.137; 15.43 
contrast 

clause 15.32,43 
menning 13.24. 3711; 15.31; 18.12, 16. 

1711; i 9 . 1 7 , ~  
see aho: binary 

contrastive 
conjunct 8,136, 137, 141; 19.56 
src also: rocus, stress, ~vhere. ~t'hilr,, n~lril.~l. 

VOll 

contri/~ute to 16.28 
contrive 16.38 
convenient 16.80; (-  ly) 8.127 
conventions in this book-tasterisk, 

bracketing, italics, parentheses, 
small capitals 

converse (noun) 19.52; ( -  ly) 8.137; 
19.52 

converseness9.19, 32n; 15.27n; 18.31 
conversion 2.38n; 1.3, 12, 15, 18, 30,42, 

43-56 
adjectivelnoun 7.13.24n; 12.55n; 

17.51; 1.48 
adjective/verb 1.50 
direction of 1.44 
formal modification in 1.56 
full 1.45 
minor types 1.52 
nounladjective 7.14n; 1.51 
nounlverb 1.1 l ,  49 
partial7.13n; 1.45 
phrasal 5.123; 17.111, 122n; 18.41; 

I.17,52,59 
pronoun/noun 6.20n 
secondary 2.3211; 4.28; 5.5,6,7, 

62-64.75; 10.4; 11.46; 1.53-55 
verblnoun 17.51; 1.47 
seealso: adjective, count, intransitive, 

manner, monotransitive, noncount, 
prefix, pronoun, word class, 
word-formation 

convey 16.3 1 
co~ivict oJ'16.57 
convince9.2; 15.54; 16.59; (- 0fl9.2; 

16.57,59 
cooccurrence-t adverbial 
co-op I. 1 2 
coordinate 

adjective phrases l3.49,79 
adjectives7.7,22,24; 8.31n; 13.20, 

79,99, 100, 102; 17.58; 1.51n; 
111.8 

adjuncts 8.46.74 

coordinate [cont] 
udvcrb phrascs 13.80 
adverbials8.1 l, 120; 13.20, 50-51, 

82 
adverbs 13.80. 100, 101, 102; 111.8 
antecedents 6.22 
articles 13.7111, 9511 
~la~~econs t i tuents  13.12- 13, 18, 

20-21, 34.43-49.91-93 
clauscs8.15, 30, 36, 9411, 140; 10.1,7n, 

41; 11.18n,29n, 5311; 12.36,68; 
13.16-17, 18, 20-21, 34, 48, 50-51, 
52,53,57, 58,59,64, 89,90-95, 
103n, 104; 14.2.29; 15.21n. 26.43, 
57; 17.9; 18.5; 19.11, 81; 111.6-7, 
3 c S" 

coordlnete Icont] 
prcposil~onsl and non-prcposi~ional 

construction 17.17 
prcposition;~l phrase and adjective 

9,111; 10.11 
prepositional phrases 9.50n; 13.39.57, 

69,81, 84; 111.8 
prepositions9.9. 55n; 13.81, 101 
pronouns 6.5, 22; 10.44.50 
propcr n;imcs I2.18n 
question and statement 19.62 
questions 19.59 
reflexive and phrase 6.27 
rel;~t~ve pronouns 13.84 
sentences-+ sentence (connectivitv) 

13, LL 

comparatives 7.85 
compounds I.59,70; 111.4 
conjuncts 8.144n 
determiners 13.71, l00 
finite vs. nonfinite clauses 13.50-51 
genitives 13.72 
genitives and possessive pronouns 

13.74 
imperative and statement 11.29n 
imperative clauses 13.52n 
interrogative words 13.84 
masculine and feminine 6.9 
modifiers 13.70 
nominal expressions 13.75-76 
nonfinite clauses 13.50-5 1 
noun phrase constituents 13.64-76 
noun phrases 5.12n,38; 6.5,22; 

7.1 In; 8.40; 10.34n, 35,37-41; 
12.45n,54,56,68; 13.39.49.56-63. 

subordinate clauses 13.14- 15, 18,35n, 
50-51; 14.37-41; 15.411; 19.59 

subordinators 13.83 
verb phrases 13.21,78 
verbless clauses 13.50 
verbs 3.69; 4.15; 13.78.98 
word-componenrs8.134; 13.85; 

111.511 
words 13.75 
see 01x0~ parelletism 

coordinating conjunction- coordinator 
coordination 2.10, 11.44; 8.138; 9.52; 

10.5; 11.21; 12.1-5,43,44,45n,61, 
68,69; 13p(1ssinr; 14.1-4; 16.13; 
17.23,44, 65, 112; 19.7, 18,57-60, 
66; 111.6-8. 12 

abbreviations for 13.104 
adverbial scope and 13.54-55 

noun and adjective 7.1411; 13.6811 
nouns 5.50; 9.42; 13.67, 102; I.51n 

, numerals 13.71, 102 
participle and adjective 3.76 
phrases 11.18n; 13.35, 104 
possessive pronouns 13.73 
postdeterminerand adjective 13.7111 
postmodifiers 13.69: 17.61: I.5ln 
predicates 13.12, 35, 37, 48,52,53n, 

55; 18.5; II1.7,8 
predications 2.51,52n; 12.68; 13.21, 

34,35,47-48,53,55; 18.5; III.7,8 
prefixes 1.2011; III.5n 
premodifiers 10.38; 13.68; 17.114, 

119: 111.8 
prepositional adverbs 13.101 
prepositional complements 13.69 

ambiguity in i3.16, 50, 55, 65, 67, 69, 
70.75, 79; 17.61 

appended 13.43,90,94, 17.80 
complex 13.43. 5611. 90-93.96-97 
conjunctionsand 13.10- 11, 18 
continuative 13.101 
correlative-t correlative (construction) 
expressive 13.98- 102 
gradience 13.5-6, 18-19, 103 
idiomatic 13.98- 102 
ill-assorted 13.87-89 
intensifying use of 13.100 
interpolated 13.29,54n, 78,90, 92n, 

95-97, 103; 111.19 
iterative 13.78, 101; 16.3 
levels of 13.58 
mixed 13.38,82 
multiple 13.16-17, 18,58 
number and 13.66 
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coordination [conll 
parenthetical 13.96n 
premodific:~tionand 17.105. 121 
pscudo-8.30; 13.98--99; i.IXn 
quasi- 9.4; 10.40; 12.69; 13.19, 103; 

14.1511; 15.64n,68 
sem;lntic fenturcs of 13.3-4.47 -49 
scqucncc in 13.8 9. 18. 22 23. 00. 

73--74. H6 
simple 13.43--89.96; 19.57 
syntactic featuresol 13.6- 17.96 
vs. subt)rclin;~tion 2.60; 13.2 4. 

18-19; 14.1 -4,40; 19.57 6 0 , 6 6  
seeolso: apposition, asyndetic, 

combin;~tory, ellipsis, noun phrase. 
polysyndetic, segrcgatory, space. 
syndctic, time adverbial 

coordinative-+apposition 
coordinator 2.10,41,60; 7.52; 8.1 19, 

138, 144, 146; 12.18; 13passim; 
14.2,37-41; 15.44n,47,60; 17.23, 
61, 114; 111.6-8, 10, 12, 13, l8 

central 13.5, 18-19,36-37; 17.65; 
19.58-59 

frequency or  19.58 
quasi-+coordination (quasi-) 
semi- 13.19, 103 
uses of 13.22-32 
see also: but, conjunction, gapping. 

subordinator 
cop-+copula 
cope with 16.5 
copula2.16n; 3.32,46n, 47n; 8.42; 

10.10n, 16,20; 16.21,79; 17.26 
current/resulting3.66; 16.21-23 
ellipsis 15.71 

copular 
ckause/sentence 2.22; 3.66; 5.37,42; 

7.20.29:9.45: 10.8; 15.62; 16.17, 

65 
verb 2.16, 18.22; 3.68,74,76,77,78; 

6.25n;7.3-4, 10, I ln,  14;8.28, 33, 
42,82,84; 9.1n,47,48, 50n; 10.2, 
11, 16, 18,21, 26; 15.55n,71, 74; 
16.4n,21-24; 17.12211; 18.22; 1.54 

verb, semantic function of 16.23 
seeolso: intransitive, phrasal verb. 

' prepositional verb 
. copulat~ve verb-+copular verb 

cor- 1.6 
cordtally 8.90 

(-yours) 8.9111 
core+common core, grammar 

coreference 3.70; 4.13; 5.5,30,36; 6.9, 
15, 17, 19,21,22n,23,24,25,27n, 
30. 31, 32;8.133n; 10.7,48; 11.8; 
12.411, 5,X 13. 19.24; 13.52 -53: 
15.27n; 10.30, 79; 17.65, 6611. 77, 
121; 18.52, 59; 19.44 

S~~CO/.SO: pro-forms, plonoun, substitution 
r.orpom 5.03 
<,1r/1.v 5.99 
c,lr/"t.v(t's) 5.93 
corpus-., Brown. L;~nc;~ster--Oslo/ 

13crgcn. I,ondon -I.und, Survey of 
1:nglisli Us:~gc 

correction +self-correction 
corrective (clause function) 13.29; 18.12, 

14, 15 
correctly 8.127 
correctness notions 1 .l7 
correlative 

construction 5.50; 7.8211,86; 8.1 16n, 
119, 120, 140, 144; 9.111; 10.7,39n, 
41; 12.17; 13.5,20,33-42,61,71, 
88, 103; 14.13, 17, 3911; 15.2.6, 
an, 30, 39,41-43,49,50,51, 
63-75; 17.7717; 18.24,41,42,57; 
11.20 

coordinator vs. subordinator 13.42n 
multiple 13.39 
noncorrelative vs. 18.57 
restrictions on 13.39-41 
see also: comma, comparative, conjunct. 

pronoun, proportional, punctuation, 
subordinator, through 

correspondences, systematic 2.20-23; 
13.21,44; 17.51-52 

correspondbtgly 8.137 
corrigertdurn 5.95 
'cos 12.31, 51n; 1:74n; 111.27 
cosec I .74 
cost (verb) 2.2111; 3.17 
coi~ld 3.4n,21,39,40;4.30,50,51,523 

53.59-64,6511; 8.103, 112; 11.511, 
13; 14.20,23,26; 15.36,48; 18.16; 
(not/ - 11'1) 3.39; 10.68; 14.3611; 
(- st) 3.4n 

sec ulso: CUII 

counsel (verb) 3.8; 16.63 
Counsellor 10.53 
c o u ~ ~ t  (as) 16.22n,47; (-on) 16.39; 

(-on. . .to) 16.5111 
count 

conversion to noncount 1.53 
noun4.4.7, 35;5.2-9, 11, 14, 17, 

21-25,36,39,42,49n, 50,52,58, 

count [cont] crown 16.46; (- as) 16.47 
75.91n; 6.50, 52,54,55; 7.13, 14n, crucial 16.72 
63.78; 10.38,42,62; 12.15.5511; crtcdo1.v 8.124 
13.68; 15.41,69-70.71, 73; 17.47. crrt[,l7.Xln 
54; 1.32, 34,35,47 cry oltt 16.4n 

pronoun 6.41,45,49, 53; 12.18n cultural dominance 13.86 
see also: noncount -i,111t11ri> 1.66 

cr11r1110r- 1.25 crer~i r~ ly  X.  127 
countcrl'i1ctual3.42n,52; 4.65; 15.3511 crrri~~rrs 16.72, 79; ( -  11') 8.127, 131 

.s~~ca/.?o: condition (hypothetical), kictunl currency sylnhols 6.69 
I counties+names (classified) current 

counting 11.10 
countries-+ n;inics (cl;~ssified) 
.. , , \ 

I couple (noun) l0.36n relevance 4.18, 20 

i cortrse (in the - of) 8.52 seeulro: copula, rcsult, vcrbs (semantic 
eourseof9.5n; I1.4n; 12.51; 19.56 cl;~ssific;~tion) 

(concessive conjunct) 8.137, 141 ; currictrlur?t 5.95 1 19.53n curtail 7.8511 
(resultive conjunct)8.137, 140 custon7aril)~ 8.65 

i (subjunct) 8.100 customs 5.77 
I 'course 12.51 cut (verb) 3.17; 16.26; ( -  down on) 16.29; 
i court 5.44 ( -  Nsltort) 16.17;(-up) 16.12 
1 court martial 5.102 

courtesy subjunct 8.90-91; 17.97 
cover (verb) 16.26 
covert vs. overt 5.1211, 104; 6.1; 7.14; D 

l 10.34n 

I connectivity .- -. 12.5; 13.1; 19.3-5, 11, -d (inflection) l .  l8 
13, L1 'd 3.23,33,39,40,45n; 4.57 

see also: ellipsis, semantic (implication), daily 7.9; 8.64 
syndetic d a n ~ r ~  (a -) 10.62; (- siglrt) 7.89 

crab 5.77 dances+ names (classified) 
craft 5.91 
. ,. ., .. dangling participle+unattached cravejar 10.41 
crazy 16.76 
creative -..--.:..:...- language An 1.3 

dari(ta)(marginal modal) 3.40,41,42; 
4.66; 10.6111, 6811; 11.13 

(lexical) 3.42; 10.68n; 11.13; 16.50 

I ucatrv l ry  L . ~ v ;  1.1211, 15 ( -  d) 3.4211; 10.68n; (~rotl- n't) 3.42; 
credentials 5.77 

a . -  10.67; (- sad3.42n: 10.61n: 15.54 
creep J. I J 

creole 1.27,35,38 
dash 17.68n; 111.3l7, l l, 16,20,26, 28n 

en vs. em I11.5n, 28n 

. .  . 
crooxea I. l Y days+names (classified), time 
crop(- Nshort) 16.45; (-up) 16.19n de- 1.2, 17.22 
cross (verb) 9.31 ; 10.27; (-over) 9.31 ; dead(amplifier) 7 . 5 6 ~  , .. , 
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deal (noun) 5.25 ; (a good/great -) 5.25; definiteness derivation 2.36,37; 3.811, 12n; 5.105; determiner [cont] 

6,53; 7,69, 89; 105, 
10.61n .~ecal.so: article,determiner. frequency, 6.64; 1.3.11.4 cooccurrencc 5.122n 

1,oun phrilsc, past, pro-rorms, Pronoun direction of 1.1 In 
(verb)3.15;(- t)3.15;(- willt) 16.14, definite 2.30: 5.1 l, 2211; 6,5011; 7.23, 

defy 16.50 zero-+convcrsion 
28 2462, 84, 86; 12.10; 17.7, 38, 

clear (adjective) 7.8 dcgree2.57; 6.41n;8.106.126; 9.64; sce a h :  adjective (participial), advcrb, 88-89.91 
11.32; 13.100; 14.13; 15.63-75 affixation, compound, inflection, prefix, 

(adverb) 7.8; ( -  1 ~ )  7.8 suffixation demonstrative4.l In; 5.14, 16; 6.40, 
adverb6.53; 8.4811; 10.66; 12.10; 

Dear 10.53n 42.44.86; 9.12; 17.46 
13.102; 15.2 derogatory debate (nounlverb) 1.56 ellipsis 5.4211; 10.5n,20n; 12.50n, 52; 

6.5011; 8.2. 9. 15. 17. 19. meaning 4.2611; 13.98 
decelue 16.26 13.66-67, 75; 17.88-89, 91 

104; 10.60; 18.41.42 word 1.76n decide3.59;9.2; 16.31.32,35:(-on) .S<T also: pejorative indefinite 2.30: 5.1 1; 6.3011; 17.5, 7,96 
9,2: 16.28, 38, 39 amplifier, comparative. 

diminisher, gradability. intensifylns, 
interrogative 5.14; 6.36-39; 15.8 

describe 16.26; (- as) 16.47 
decidedly8.127, 128n;(most-)8.131n measure, positive, prefix, superlative. description-+definite description, negative 3.3411; 5.14; 6.45.62 
deci.~ion 3.59; 17.36 r l l o r  structural 

possessive 5.14, 16,2311; 7.24, 86; 17.14 
declarative 2.46; 3.3211 quantitative 5.14. 16; 8.71 ; 13.76 

clause,sentence 2.14, 27,46, 56n,57; 
deictic item-'dcixis descriptive-genitive, name relative 5.14; 17.13, 24 
deign 16.38 

3.32n; 4.50; 5.3711; 8.43,97, 103, 
descriptor 5.60,69; 17.89; 111.29 repeated 10.39n; 13.100 

, , , , , , , 
deixis 4.1 in. 17; 642n. 43; B.10n: 9,40' position of 5.6811 

14.30.32; 19.44 deserue 16.39 universal 2.30; 5.14; 6.45.47; 18.45n 
57,6111; 11.1, 13.24.37; 12.46; zero 17.96 
13.22, 28, 30; 15.3-4, 7, 54; 18.10; de le t ion~el l ips i s  desideratum 5.95 see also: coordinate, partition, 

deliberately 8.93 designation (in apposition) 17.74.79 
111.23 postdeterminer, predeterminer, wh- delight ( -  fully)8.127; (- in) 16.38, 39 desirable 3.59 

ellipsis in 12.46,47-48 detest 16.39 

negative,positive 8,97, lo3, 12,60 delightd 16.78; I- about) I6Jj9; ((- desire 16.26, 32,41; (- d)  7.21 deuelopfrom . . . into 16.17 
9.63; 16.69; (- to) 15.54; ( -  with) despise 16.26 

question 11.2,5n, 12, 14n, 19% 12.47, 16.69 despite 8.86; 9.7,56; 15.39n deverbal1.3,3 1 
4911 adjective7.21; 16.72; 17.114; I.21n, 

see also: verbs (semantic classification) 
demand (verb) 14.25n; L6.323 38 destination 30,40 
demean oneself6.25 intended 9.7,45 

declare 16.31,44,46.509 60 noun 8.106n; 9.38; 10.25, 30; 15.14n; 
preposition 4.34; 9.7, 16-17,2j, 30, 

decline7.85n; 16.38 17.41,51-54; I.22,27,34-35,46, 
decree (noun) 3.59 demonstrate 14.2511; 16.31, 35, 37n 47,61-63 

see also: affixation 
(verb) 16.32 demonstrations 4.7 destined (be - to) 4.66 

decreolization 1.35 devoid of 9.10 
demonstrative I detail (verb) 16.63 di- 1.28 

deduce 16.31 phonology and 1.18 detect 4.30 
'deed (= indeed) l2.5ln pronoun 3.38;4.1In; 5.124n; 6.11, 13. diachronic vs. synchronic 1.3,s. 8, 13, 

determinatior~ 17.36 44.71 
20.40-44,45; 12.10, 19; 14.30.35; determination 2.30,33; 6.20,39n, 42 

deem 16.31,44,46; (- 0s) 16.47 diaeresis 111.411 
15.57; 17.15n determinative 2.27,29,31; 5.10-25; 6.2, diagnosis5,97 

deep (adjective) 7.8.66,88 
(adverb) 7.8; ( -  /y)7.8, 56; 8,105,107 seealso:determincr 39 13, 23,29,30,36,38,54,63; 7.45; dia/(verb) 3.8 

denial +negation 12.56; 13.72-76; 15.1211, 69-71, 
deepfreeze 3.16; 16.4511 denominalI.3,31 dialect 1.9-10,20-21,22-27. 32; 3.30n, 73;17.2,24,52,94,96,110,113 
deer 5.87 adjective 7.37.42,45; 17.102, 114, sec also: genitive 4311; 6.2711; 7.5611; 8.16.29, $On, 

(vs. uenison) 5.87n 97n, 10711, 116n;9.7n; 10.311, 5811; 
118; I.22,25-30,37.38-39,51 determine 16.31,32; (- d)  16.79 

default (in - of) 9.12n ' noun 17.51 ;;I.32-33. 37 11.8; 15.5n; 16.39,66; 17.78n; 
determiner 2.29,30,34,35n, 41 ; 5.1,2, 

defence (in - of) 9.12 18.59 
verb 1.22,30,46,49,71 

deferred- preposition 
10-14, 61,63,64,72,91n;6.1, 11, randomly distributed 1.39 

see also: affixation 13,20,30,45-46,48,49-51.54.55, 
define 16.26; (- as) 16.47 see also: American, British, mid-Atlantic, 

denotation-,unique 5611~57, 58,59,65; 7.2, 13, 14,2511, regional 
defined + apposition 
defining+apposition, mutually deny 16.31, 39,57; (- to) 16.57 63,64,90; 8.52; 9.12,49n, 58; dialogue 11.51 ; 12.43.65n 

defining/exclusive, restrictive deontic 4.4% 10.34,42,53,59,60,62; 12.16, 17; see also: ellipsis 
depend 16.35; (- ent (up)on) 16.69; 13.39,60,67; 15.12, 14; 16.8.76; diamonds 5.77 

17.16,23n, 27,47,61, 117, 120; diaries 11.47 
( - o n . .  . to) 16.51n 19.44-45,49,76 dice 5.91 

definitely (disjunct) 8.127 dependent clause +subordinate clause assertive/nonassertive 5.14 dictionary I.70n 
(subjunct)8.100,101,103 

definiteness4,45; 5,11,26-27,41,90, depress ( -  em 16.71, (- ed'vith) central 5.10-14, 121; 7.45; 15.7; dictionary* vocabulary 
16.69; ( -  ing) 16.72 121n,126;6,1,21,40,45; 7.22; $d3.16,36; 11.811; (- n'f) 3.36; (- st) 

61n, 129; 9.21; 11.36; 12.10; depriue(of) 16.7-8, S7; (- Naf)16.8 3.4n 
concord 10.35n die (noun) 5.91 
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die [contl directive [cont] disjunct [cont] do [cont] 
(verb) 3.7, 10; 4.27; [6.19,21 n; (-of) s ~ ~ ~ a l s o :  adverbial, command, do. criteria for 7.49; 8.121 

ilnpcr;~tivc, ncg;ltive, positive, qlle~lion. formsof 3.4n,5n. 9. 16.30,36,38; 
9.40n; 16.15 ncg;ltivc 10.5811 

v~rl>les~ 
12.23. 26; 18.4011 

d$i!r(et~c~>) Jrr~tn 16.6911 pcrsoni1l8.129 pro-lbrm use 2.44; 3.38; 4.4, 33; 
different 16.69n, 74; (- l), thar~) 16.7411; dirccrl~ 7.8 positionof 3.27; 8.15, 17, 149, 

(conjunction) 14.12; 15.25.29 
12.9- 10.21-26; 15.15; 16.66n; 

(he -) 13.46; (-,/ram) 16.69; 150- 152; 15.20; 18.5-6 18.27.29 
18.3ln: ( -  tltrrtt) 15.6611; 16.74: rlis- l .  14. 1 5 subject-oriented 8.94n. 95 

(~ic~t,;~livc vs. priv;~tivc) 1.21 - 22 
-pcriphri~sis srlr~ (-support) 

( - 10) 16.6911 Sylll;lX of X .  130 133 -SUl'l)M" 2.40. 51, 5011; 3.34, 35, j 7 ,  
differentiation- nonequivalcnce ~li.sitgr~*c 4.20 .s~L~II/SU: C O ~ C C S S ~ V C ,  C O I I S C ~ U ~ ~ C C ,  colltenl, 

disagreement - response 
40K 4311, 44,47,4X, 49, Sin, 52, 

comparison contingency, Pdclive, formulaic, 5 9 ~ 4 . 5 5 ;  11.30n; 12.40,60-61; 
drficult 6.59; 16.80; ( -  1)') 1.4111 disappoint ( -  ed) 16.71, 78; (-a/  lt'it/l) frequency, F, inferential, manner, 18.16,56n 
dig (verb) 3.18 16.69; (- irlg) 16.72; (- ingly) melalinguistic comment, modality, 

outcome, Process, purpose, reaction, transitive vs. intransitive 12.21 -23, 
digs (noun) 5.77 8.127 

reason, respect, resull, speech-related, 25,26 
digress 1 6.19 disrrstrous 16.72 

sl~le. truth judgment, value judgment ( -  away ti2ith) 16.9, 14,29, 39; (be 
ditn 7.88 

di,scern 16.3 1 
disjunction 10.41; 13.31; 15.41 -~t~,./i)r) 16.14;(do -)3737n;(-es) 

dimension di.sc/o.sr 16.3 1 . 35 
dislike(verb) 4.29; 6.25; 8,107; 16.39 3.1h23.36; 18.49n; 11.9; (- esi[) 

meaning7.46n; 17.114; 19.34: 1.41 
construction 8.22n,33,35,63n, 118n; dislocation (right vs. left) 17.78; 18.58n (predicate) 10.15n; ( -  r>sn't) 3.36; 

types9.7, 15-17,25-26,29,32,34; 
10.12; 15.75; 16.68; 17.44,62,64; dismayed with 16.69 (-for) 16.57;(- it) 12.10, 24-26; 

18.39 dismissal formulae I 1.54 
(-ne)3.16,36.38n; (-  I J O I ) ~ . ~ ~ ;  

see also: area, line, paint, surface. volume 
disparagement 5.6311; 6.21; 1.33,37, (-n't) 3.36.37; 11.28-30; (- n.1 

dinlinish 7.85n scope 10.65 
see apposition, noun phrase, pronoun, 39n, 67,72 

be)3.37n;(-so)2.51; 12.10, 12,20, 
diminisher subjunct 8.9, 104, 111-114, subject dispose (-- 4 16.79 21,23-26; 19.45;(ro - ing) 12.23n; 

115, 117x1; 11.21 I dissutis&d 16.78 ( -  st) 3.4n; ( -  th) 3.411; 
diminution adverbial-diminisher discount (verb) 1.56 1 distance 

(-that) 12.10,24-26; (toso -) 
diminutive 1.77 

discourogc 16.39 
i adverbial 8.3,39,42,47; 10.66; 19.34 12.23n; (will -) 8.100; (- without) 

dint (by - of) 9.1 I ,  12n; (for -of) 9.12.n discourse 
general/specific 8.39 

16.6 
direct (adjective) 7.8 analysis 1.13 l expressions 6.17; 10.26 

Doctor 10.53; 17.91 
(adverb) 7.8 

conjunct 8,136,137,142 
distantfrom 16.69 doer* agent 

connectivity 10.57.58n; 12.5-9; 
(verb) 16.63 I distant reference* near 

does + do 
direct-tagency, anaphora, condition, 

17.45; 19possint; 11.16 
distinct from 16.69 dogged 7.19 

indirect, object, question, reason field of 1.19,28,36,37; 17.124 
distressed 16.71 ; (- ~vith) 16.69 -dom 1.32 

direct speech 14.28-35; 15.5411; 16.31; function I I passim don't -t do 
18.20n,23; 111.10, 14n, 21 

reference 19.46-51 distributive 5.18; 6.51; 9.7; 10.37n,47; dormant affix 3n 
strategies 19.18, 56 13.61 

free 14.28.35; 19.43 see also: balance, chain, clause, initial, disturb(- ed) 16.71; ( -  ingly)8.127 
dot iper iod ,  suspension 

punctuation of 14.29 initiator, noun phrase, sentence. step, the disyllabicforms 7.81; 119  double (predeterminer) 5.15, 18 
direction discooer4.27; 8.138n; 16.31, 35, 37n, 53, L see also: adjective double+genitive, marking, negative, 

adjunct 8.39-48,50, 149; 15.22 preposition 
adverb7.10,46; 1.41 54 , ditransitive constructionlverb 2./6,21, doubt (verb) 16,26, 31, 35 
adverbial 8.3, 10; 15.31 ; 16.3 discreteness 1.27 j2; 10.2-4,7, 12n; 14.33n; 16.20,36, (-but) 16.31n; (,lo -)8,127n; 15,54; see also: gradicnce 
ambiguity with position 8.43 38,42,55-63.64-67,84; 18.32,38 

Sec also: complementation 
(-firl(asto)) 16.73; (- less) 8.127; 

meaning 2.18; 17.19; 19.34 discuss 16.26, 35 19.53n 

prepositional 9.19, 32; 10. Ion; 16.48 disdairl diue(d) 3.16 I ~ ~ U P  (past tense, dive) 3.16 
seealso:derivation, path, predication, diseases* names divided* focus, usage dolvtl (adverb) 7.46.66; 8.41 

verbs (semantic classification) disgusted 16.78; (- 01) 9.63; 16.69; DIY17.112;1.75 (particle) 16.2 
directive2.46,57,58; 3.48,52; 4.63; (-  witk) 16.69 DJ 1.75 (preposition) 7.70; 9 . 7 , ~ ~ - 2 7 . 3 2 ;  

8.50; 11.2, 3.4, 10, 16, 17.24-30, disblclinurir~rt 17.36 do (auxiliary) 2.29,34,45,49-51; 3.21, 19.32n 
34, 40, 41n, 42, 53n; 13.25; 14.29; disjunct 2.15.60; 7.27n. 5 6 ~  57,58, 65; 24,25,26,30, 31,36-37; 10.55, 

8.24,85,86,88, loon, 112, 117n, 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66; 13.101 

16,30n,31; 18.10; 19.47n,62 68n; 11.1,5-9, 13, 15, 17, 3011; (- ~vi~/r) l l .42 
' elliptical 11.30n 120,121-133,134,135n, 147, 12.10,21-26,49,60-62; 18.16 dax~rthill8.41 

. . indirect 3.59n; 14.33; 16.32,59-60, 148- 153; 9.1,48,57, 58; 10.9.52, (lexical or  main) 2.29, 34,4411; 3.38; dolvnrig/rt 7.56 
64; 11.18n; 12.62; 15.53; 18.5-6; 10.30; 11.15n; 12.10.21-26; 16.26, , downstairs7.1 1n,67, 70; 8.41 
19.53; 111.18 vs. statement l l .25n dow~tstreant 8.4 1 

withlet 11.26-28 clausal 13.1811; 14.2111; 15.2,17,20, directive use 2.57; 3.3711; 11.30; downtoner 
with/without subject 11.24-25 23,49; 111.18 18.55-56 adjective 7.33.45.87; 17.114 
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d\eell3.611, 13; ( -  l'(/) 3.611, 13; -ed (denominal) 1.30,38; 111.4 element-+adverbi;~l, clause, 
downtoner [cont] 

( W  (up) on) 16.28 participle 3.2, 3-4,6-20,32, 33, 35, colnp;lr;~tive, complement, objcct, 
adverbial 7.56,62,87; 8.104, 107n~ 

dwelt 3.611, 13 36,38,40,49, 53.54, 55,56,64,76, pushdown, subject. verb, ~vh- 111-114; 10.62n,66; 11.21 
(/ye (vcrb) 3.7,9; ( -  Npink) 16.45 77;4.67: 7.15-19,47,58n, 81; cl//elt!e.s 5.83 

position of 8.1 14 dynamic.-,~djcctive, hut!c, noun. 8.12711, 13111; 9.3, 17,5011; 13.9811; elicitation experiment 1.42; 3.41n, 43n, 
syntaxof 8.113 dynamic verb meaning 16.69; 1.12, 24,65.69 48n 

do~vn~vard(s) 8.41 dynamic verb meaning 2.43; 3.35,48, participleclause 3.2;4.67; 8.5911, 6111, eligible 16.79 
clonlnu~ind 8.41 66,76,77; 4.4,6,7. 14, 15, 22,257 125; 13.50; 14.6-7. 18, 19; 15.25, elision 3.45n; 1.33, 37.41 ; 11.10 
dozer1 5.89 27,28,29n, 30,31,32,33-35-45. 30,31n,34,39.53.56.58-62; elk 5.87 
Dr 17.91; 111.28 47; 8.42; 9.16,42; 10.14n, 18,20, 16.14n, 20.49,54; 17.29, 33-35; el1ip.si.s 5.97 
drugonran 5.84n ssn ;  11.24; 12.25-26; 13.23,78; 18.29,45 ellipsis 2.52; 3.43,44; 6.5. 17; 8.152; 
drank 3.19 14.2211; 15.22,31,50,60n; 16.39, premodifying 17.100-103 12.1-7, 10, 16n, 18,20n,21, 26,27, 
draw3.16;(-11)3.16;(- out) 16.12; 44; 17.95, 101; 18.51n;I.47 with/without subject 14.6 29.31-70; 19.48,67; II1.26n 

(-up) 16.26n sccalm: adjective 
(verb) 16.38, 39,40; (-,fil) 16.72 

dynamism+communicative anaphoric 5.31 ; 12.7.42-43,44,45, 
-edl VS. -ed2 3.4, 6, 11-20 5511.67 

dream3.15; 16.31;(- edit) 3.15 edge 5.1 20 cataphoric 5.3211; 12.7,42-43,44, 45, 
Edited American English 1.24 5411.55~ 67; 13.81 

classification of 12.41 -44 
seealso: claim, mistake, nuance, reference, coordination and 12.45n. 55,68; 

1vcI1 13.44-49,55,90; 111.5n 

E (= end position)+ final editorial we-. we criteria for 12.32-38 
8.108; 16.12 educated use of English 1.7,20n, 22,27, dialogue use 11.51; 18.1 In 

drive 3.16; 16.19,44,48, 50; (- n) 3.16 -e 
addition 3.7,9 28.30, 34,36, 37; 5.5711; 111.1 final 12.44,45,46.54, 56,57,59,62, 

drop (verb) 4.27; 16.19 -ee (adjective base ending) 7.79 68.69 loss 3.7,9; 1.17 
drove 3.16 mute 3.9, Ion; 5.81; 7.79 (suffix) 1.34 formal type 12.41,44,45 
drown (be - ed) 3.68 each (determiner) 5.14. 18; 6.45.49, 51; -ee(d) spelling in verbs 3.9 functional type 12.41,43,44,53-70 
drunk (verb) 3.19; (- witk).16.69 8.52;9.41,58; 10.3711~43 EEC 1.75 general 7.55; 12.38,43,44,45n, 
drunken (adjective) 3.19; 7.19 (pronoun) 6.13,20,45,48,49,50, e'er 111.27 53-65,6(; 13.51n,53n, 56.95 

9.58; 12.10, 17; 13.61 -eer 1.33 indetermin$cy 12.32,38n 
gender 5,104,106 eerily 8.13 1 
number 5.16, 73n; 6.11,50,61 ; 13.39 after 3.28; initial 12.44,46, 52,57, 66, 68, 69 

pro-form use 12.10, 17 effect -. cause limits of 13.45-46 see also: noun 
(- andevery) 13.71; (- other) 6.13, effectedjresult (object) medial 12.23,44,48n, 50n, 52,58, 62, 

duck (noun) 5.87 31; 13.46,60 e.g. 8.137; 17.73,86; 1.75; 111.11 64; 13.12,53n, 92-93 
due 15.5911; 16.79; ( - S )  5.77 egg on 16.2n quasi- 5.124'6 29; 12,38,40,54n, 60, 
due to9,10; 14.14; 15.46n, 5911; 16.69; eager7.39, 12.65; 16'71'79 

eh?11.11, 55 62; 13.641 ' , ear/ier7.66, 83; 8.55,77; 19.36947n; 
(be -) 3.47; 4.66 either (adverb) 10.60 sentence connectivity and 19.33, 

(determiner) 5.13, 14, 16.73n; 6.61; 44-45,60n 
10.42,60; 13.5 situational 12.38,42,44,46-51, 5411, 

(pronoun)6.13,45,48,59-61.62; 63n 
10.42,60; 12.10, 17 special 12.43,44,66- 70 

(subjunct) 8.116 standard 12.8,38,40n, 60,68 
multipleconjoins with 13.39-41 ; strict 12.38, 39, 68 

15.4111 structural 12.38,42,44, 52,59n 
pro-form use 3.26; 10.5711; 12.10, 17 textual 7.24; 12.42-43.44.45 
(- orteor theother) 10.60; (- . . .or) virtual 12.18,40, 54n 

10.41.44; 13.5.33-34.35.39-41, weak 7.24; 12.38,46,65; 17.90 
68n,71; 15.611.41 without speaker-change 11.52 

eke out 16.21~12 see also: adjective, adverb phrase, 
elbow (verb) 16.48 adverbial, apposition, article, auxiliary, 
elder7.76; 10.5111 clause, comparison, complement. 

echo utterance 11.33-37 
eldest 7.76 conjunction, copular, declarative, 

see also: exclamation, explicatory, 
elect (verb) 16.46,50; (-as) 16.47 determiner, directive, exclamative, 

question, recapitulato~, wh- head, imperative, infinitive, initial, 
electric(o1) I.39n interrogative, if, modification, name, 
electrocute 1.76 nonfinite, noun, noun phrase, object, 
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ellipsis [contl et!- 1.30 English [cont] 
operator, postmodification, predicate, 

-er Icon11 
-et] 7.37; 1.42, 50 quality of l .2 

prctlicz~tion, prcmodific;~lion. (plural) 5.74. 85 school models of 1.7 (com~arative) 7.2, 74-86; 13.100; - 
preposition, prepositional pl~ruse. participle - t  - r ~ /  p;~rticiplc second Ii~~iguugc 1.3, 6,7, 10,27, 15.63- 75 
pro-forms, pronoun, question, en dash +dash (denomin;~l) 1.33 
recovcrability, relative clause, response, 

34-35,36,38,41 (deverbal) 1.32n, 33 

scntencc, stress, suhjcct, subordinate 
e~mhle 16.50 speakers of l .  l -2,4 (familiar) 1.33, 77 

clin~rc, S I I I I ~ ) T < I ~ ~ ~ I I O T ,  R ~ I I > S ~ ~ I ~ I I ~ C ~ I I .  (ht8r(,, cllahlcment-t (semantic stanclnrds of 1. I I <,r --+ /mr 
vtrl,, l,,,,, a,,/,- cl;~ssilicnli~~r~) Icllcllin~ 111' 1.4 S. 6, 1 0 ,  2 7 , 3 4 , 3 ~  

~11chu111ed leirll Ih.(ld) s<v1oh,: American, ~ ) ~ ; t i ~ l ~ ,  
cl.lrhlc l tc~lc ij,~Iirccl hllcccll 

else (concessive/inferential conjunct) 
enclitic 2.48; 3.23; 10 55-70; 11.7- 1 l, 

-rrao 1.7711 
8.137, 144, 146; 13.28, 30 communic;itivc, cre;~tive, dialect, 

Edited, educatcd, network, errartet1 5.95 
(po~tniodilier)6,37n,47: 7.6Y; 17.57 22; 13.4211; 15.36 

l ~ o s t p ~ ~ s c ~ l  5.123 ~ll'nsttllld~lvcl, rcgior~~~l, s l~~~~~lr t rd ,  vl~ricly error-+ pcrforrni~nce error. punctuation 
(so~~wthltg -) X.13Xn: ( -  II'/IL~~I*) 8.41 ; 

,ACV u/,so: ,,<,l, .II'I ~ ~ l J ~ ~ / . ~ ~ l ( - ~ l l l l ~ t / - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  5,57n 
-1.r.v 1.77 

19.33 etqi~in 16.32, 63 
.<V)' 1.32 

(= cnd-medial position)+medial e"c'O"c 4'26n -es plurals 5.97 
encounter -> verbs (scmonlic i.l!i(?r'6.25n; 8.107; 16.26,39 

etn- 1.30 i'.rccl/tr (verb) 16.39, 40 
'em 6.14n 

classiliciltion) i'tl/(trge7.85n; ((- up)otr) 16.28 
et~ormously 8.105 

-ese 5.88; 1.37 
em d a s h i d a s h  enrortrage 16.50 Eskinto(s) 5.88 
etnborrass ( -  cd) 16.78; (-ing) 16.72 

5'120 enollgll (adverb) 2.28; 6.53; 7.22, 50,60, I,7S 
embedded clause +subordinate clause (verb) 16.26 97;8'989 "', 113-115, 127, 131; 

e,rpcc.;rrNy5,l7n; 8.1 16; 17.73, 87  (no - (if)) 10.62; (-tip) 16.21,22 10.6211; 15.73; 16.7511 Eyq 17.9111 
end-focus 5.1 17; 8.22,44,47,92; 13.81n; (determiner)5.13,14, 17n, 2311; 15.73 I.39 

14.37; 16.4, 7n, 14,56; 17.44; (pronoun)6.13,57; 12.10,17; 15.73 
18.3-4, 11 -21,26,29, 31 -32 ,361~ 

-ess5.105; 1.33 
multiple 2.8-9,5211; 14.37-41 (- ofa . . .) 15.73n 

42, 37-40,42, 50; 19.12; 11.15 enquire 16.35; (-of) 16.61 
~ssenrial16.72,82; ( -  ly) 8.127, 1 3 0 ~  

phrase2.8; 5.121;6.24n; 8.118n; 13.2 ensuing 19.37 
-est3.4n; 7.2, 74-86 

see also: genitive, self-embedding end position + final position 
see also: initial, medial establish 16.3 1, 35 

embrace 6.31 end-weight 5.1 17;  8.23,66, 150, 153; 
esteem 16.46; (- OS) I 6.47 

13.86; 14.39; 16.7n.56n; 17.44; estirnote (verb)8.108n; 16.31 
-et 1.28n 

18.9,32,37,40,43 entire 7.33, 3511; 8.106; (- iy) 7.56; 
8.105-107 

el a1 13.104n 
etrdeavour (verb) 16.38 

oltifle 16.50 et cetera 13.104 
force 3,25; 9.63; 10.21n; 14,25; 15,54; 

ending+verbs(semantic classification) 
endocentric-t headed construction enrrails 5.77 etseq(q) 13.104n 

III.2,23 endorsing items 13.5.33-42,64,68; entreat 16.32.63 etc 10.3711; 13.104; 111.28 
see also: emphasis, verbs (semantic -eth 3.4n 

classification) 14.13; 18.1211; 19.7 1 enumerativeconjunct8.136, 137-138, ethnic nouns +names (classified: peoples) 

emphasis 3.39n,72; 4.55; 5.16; 6.4211; 143,144n, 148 
additional language 1.3 etloelop(e) 1.56 

-clre 5.105; 1.19,33,77 
7.89; 8.91,95, 10911, 144; 10.6,7, 

Basic 1.1 0 etluisage 16.39 etymology 5.82; 1.2,3,71; 111.4 
17,48,69; 11.8,15n,25,30n,52n; 

contemporary change in l. l l ,  19n. 40; envy (for) 16.56, 57 
popular I. 13 

12,19n,28n, 30,60; 13.5% 42, 71, 
4.28n; 6.1211; 8.6111; 9.36; 14.1211, 

-eu nouns 5.99 
101; 14.37; 15.28n,40,41,70.73; e~istemic->modality, possibility 

24n, 26; 17.108 
euphemism 7.38n 

18passim; 19.23n,34n, 65,96; epistolary formulae 8.9111; 111.1 1 Euro- 1.66,76n 
II.I0,21; 111.25 first language 1.3 eqrrol (verb) 7.8511; 10.14 Eiiroc~ision I. 76 

emotive 18.16.55-57 for Specific Purposes 1.10 equality -t equivalence comparison 
foreign language 1.3-6,7, 10, 15,27, equall~~(c0njunct) 8.137, l38 

evaluative*adjective, ~ O I V ,  noun, verbs 
see also: exclamation, negation, operator. 

32,34,36,38; 5.9; 1.1211, 1411 (subjunct) 8.1 16, I 19 
(semantic classification: general 

positive, pronoun, reflexive, Stress 
functional load of 1 .l -2 evaluation) 

emphasizer equativeconjunct8.136, 137-138; 19.52 euen8.116,1[7,119; 13.42; 15.30; 19,55; 
adjective 7.33-34,45,87; 17.1 14 geographical spread of 1.1-2 equative verb-tcopular verb 

importanceof 1.1-5.9-1 1 equip 3.8n; 16.50 
(but-) 10.41n;(- f)8.145; 

adverbial 8.8,20; 18.55,56n 
international/intranational1.3,9,41 equivalence 14.13-14, 18-19,24n;(ttor -) 

cooccurrence restrictions 8.101 
learning 1.32 comparison 15.63,71, 72,75 8.12011; 10.57n;(-so) 19.56; 
national 1.9-10 (- lvlten) 14.14n subjunet 8.96,99-103, 126n in apposition 17.74,75-80 seeo/so: i / ,  N O I ~ ~ ,  t h ~ ~ g t ,  

syntaxof 8.102 native 1.3-4,7,10,35 seealso: conjoin(l), functional equivalence, even-c stress 
empty7.88n; (- of) 16.69 neutral 1.31 -33 nonequivalence 

nonnative 1.3.7 -er(adjective base ending) 7.81 euent(atall - s )8 .137; ( i t1at~- )8 .137;  empty -t auxiliary (dummy), it (prop), 
Nuclear 1.10 (it1 the - of l5.34n ; (bt the - that) theme (agential) 1.1 1, 16n,31n,34,62,63,71 14.12, 1411; 15.32,34,35, 38n 
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event+completion, past, progressive, excess comparison 15.63.72-75 expectation 10.61 ; 11.8 
new vs. old 11.7 

F 
verbs (semantic classification: excc.ssioe(ly) 1 5.7 3 
momentary, transitional) exehc~trge (in) 9.66; (in - h r )  9. l l ~ositive/nebativclncutr;ll11.8; 14.23 J ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ~ )  - l ;(- up to) 16,9, 

eventive exclain~ 16.31, 35n expecting* verbs (semantic 
classification) 

29 
object 3.35: 10.30, 32,33: 18.38.43 exclam;ltion 2.46,57.58; 4.13; 5.37; 

exper~se (at the - of) 9.1 l ,  12n 
Juct 9.2; 17.26; (irr -) 9.511; 12.30; 

subject7.30; 8.51; 10.10, 25,33; 16.24 7.88n;8.106; 11.2,8, 11,41, 54; (1/1? - (ll~at)) 14.14 
see also: noun, verbs (semantic 14.25n, 35; 18.16,27n, 55-56; experiencer 10.21n, 2311, 30; 16.71,73 factive disjunct 

~Passification: event) 19.18 e.vlain 16.26, 31, 35,3711, 60; ( -  to) 
16.57 

factual 3.52; 15.49-50 
eue~~tl~olly (adjunct) 8.46,55,72 echo 11.33, 37; 14.3311 s~eol.so: condition (open), counterpactual, 

(conjunct) 8.137; 19.38 indirect 14.33; 16.35n cxplant~lion (clause function) 13.2311, 27 vcrhs (scm;~ntic cl;~ssificatio~) 
euer (intensifier) 6.3911; 7.64,90; 8.60. mark 11.22; 111.1,3, 14,20,23 expletive 8.21 ; 11.54; 18,13,55,59n; factualityorientation 19.15 

69, 112; 11.14n; 15 .91~29;  16.70 point-tcxclamation (mark) 1.1611, 76n fact~rolly 8.127 
(time adjunct) 2.54; 4.1311; 7.70; sec also : verbless it 10.2611; ->it (prop) fai16.59; 16.38; ( -  to) 3.49 

10.60; 11.13 exclnmativc 2.46; 11.1, 10,31-32, 37: explicatory echo 11.33,36 .firi/ing (preposition) 9.8 
(time subjunct) 8.98, 117n 111.23-24 explicit-tapposition (marker) faitlt 7.38 
(for -) 7.70n; (hardly -) 8.98; ellipsis 1 1.32 explicitness 1.29; 2.58; 7.8211, 85, 86; fair 7.82; 8.100n; (B! all - ?less) 8.125 

(not. . . -) 8.70; (yours -1 8.91n see ulro : exclamatory 8.10n, 5Z9 .66 ;  12.4; 15.6411.7111; ~ ~ i ~ l ~ 7 . 5 6 ;  8.100-102 
vs. -ever 15.9n exclamatory 17.8, 1°, 21,24,30, 33, 37.52, j ~ i t l g ~ / / ~ ,  yours8,91n 
see also, never, shcr clause/sentence 4.7; 6.34% 52n; 7.30; 61, 107-108, lI7, 120, 121,123 /lll(verb) 3.16; 16.2n, 19, 21 ;(,.back) 

-ever 5.14; 11.14n; 15.8,9,42 8.9711; 10.17; 14.20; 15.3,4, 7; 16.3511 see also: apposition, postmodification 16.1911; ( -  do11.11) 16.21; (- 
eoery5.12, 14, 18;6.13,45,47,49,51; phrase6.55n; 11.53 explode 4.27 3.16;(- off) 16.19n;(-out) 16.3, 

8.52,64; 9.40,41,58; 10.37n, 43, question 11.8,22-23; 11.18 express (verb) 16.35 19n;(- througlr) 16.19n 
65; 17.5; 18.45n the 5.37n expression->diminisher falling tone 8.135; 11.5n,7n, 8, 10, 12, 

(-one)6.51 seealso: exclamative, how, tag, whar expressive-tcoordination, repetition 
extensibility 2.7- 10 

14,20,22,23, 28n,36, 37; 14.3611, 
see also: each excluding (preposition) 9.8,58 37; 15.5411; 17.86; 18.18; 19.9.26-27, 

every- 5.12; 6.45-47,49,51; (-body) exclusive(- ly)8.116;(- 0/)9.10 extensive-tcopular verb 63,65; 11.12, 13, 1511, I8n; 111.23 
6.9, 12,45-47,49; 10.43,50; exclusive extent(tosome -) 8.105, 111, I 14-1 15; fall-plus-rise tone 10,65; 18,8,,; 
(-one) 6.9,45-47,49; 10.43,50; vs. inclusive conjunction III.8n 10.60; 11.411; (to 1v11at -) 8.2511, 18.17-18,5911; 19.65; 11.15 
( -  thing) 6.45-47, 49,50n; 9.58; plural 17.109 110n; 11.15n fall-rise tone 4.53; 8.1 12, 14311; 10.52, 
17.15; ( -  where)8.41 subjunct 8.1 l 6  extent-tmeasure (phrase) 65; 11.25; 14.37; 18.16, 18; 

evident 16.72; (-  ly) 8.127, 128 see alro: mutually defining, or, we external-tcauser, modality, negation ' 19.26-27; 11.14, 15n 
e.r- 1.17.27; 111.4 excuse (verb) 16.57; (-for) 16.57; extra- I.26n, 29 fatniliar 1vit11 16.69 
-ex nouns 5.96 (-me) 10.53; 11.34n extralinguistic factors 4.1 l - 12; familiar->informal, -S 

exact 7.35 exemplification (apposition) 17.74,86 5.27-29; 6.15,40,43; 12.6-7,12, familiarity marker 1 , 7 4 ~ ,  77 
exactly (disjunct) 8.126 exhort 16.63 46; 15.38,68n; 17.66, 80; 18.9n family +names (classified) 

(subjunct)8.116, 118n. 12011; 15.50 existential sentence 3.47; 10.3411; 11.40, see also: situational context fancy 16.31, 39 
exaggerate 7.851~ 44; 15.15; 17.15,50; 18.44-54 e.rtraordirtary 16.72 f a r  (adjective) 7.75, 82, 83, 88 
exam I. 12.74 bare 10.2n; 15.14; 18.47.49 extraposition 18.33-36 (adjunct)7.83; 8.41.48; 10.61n 
exon~irte 16.26 frequency 18.50 clausal 3.70; 6.17; 7.2811; 8.128; (subjunct) 7.90; 8.63n, 105: 10.62 
e.romple, for8.137; 17.73,'86; 19.55; have- 9.55; 16.441~54;  18.51-53 12.47; 15.4,6-7, 10, 12; 16.28, 30, (-0ndan'a~~op)7.90; ( as -as )9 . l l ,  17; 

111.11 infinitive with 18.48,53-54 35,37,41,45,46,6011, 70,72,73, 14.12; (by -) 7.90; 8.105; 15.19; 
exceed 7.8511 relative with 18.48,53 79; 18.33-36,44n (-fionl) 18.31n;(ho1v-)8.3,48, 
except 9.411; 12.5111 space adjunct and 18.50 ofobject 3.70; 15.7; 16.34n; 18.35 110n; 10.13; l l . lSn;(so-)8.62,  

(conjunction)6.5; 14.12; 15.34n.44 there2.59; 3.29,47; 6.4311; 10.34n; ofsubject2.59; 14.39; 15.4,6,7, 10, 72: 19.36; (so -as) 15.19 
(preposition) 6.5,27; 9.7,58 12.47; 16.83n; 17.31; 18.23,32n, 12; 16.18n, 34,38n, 59,60,72,73, see ~l~o:~ur~herle~r,jurt/~~'r/esr 
(- fir)6.27; 9.10,58-59; 15.44n; 44 - 50 76,80,82, 83; 18.33-36,44n farewells 11.54 

phrasal 18.3311 jarther 7.75, 83; 8.48 
verbs in 18.49 seealso: -irr~ participle clause, if Jartlrcst 7.75, 83; 8.48n 
seealso: nominal clause, rhere, verbs /hscirlate 16.26; ( -  d) 16.78 

(preposition) 9.8,58 (semantic classification) -fashion 7.46: 1.4111 
e.~ception (with the - of) 9.1 1.58 exocentric-t headed construction fast (adjective) 7.82; 1.41 

exocentric compound-tbahuvrihi (adverb) 7.6,83 
expect 12.28; 14.36; 15.54; 16.26, 31, (amplifier) 7.56n 

( - e r .  . . than) 15.52n 
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jirted 16.79 figure (verb) 14.36; (-out) 16.12 firm (amplifieradjective) 7.33,43 focus [cont] 
Furher 10.53 fill(orit) 16.26n; (- up) 4.27 firms-names (classified) milrkcd l8.l l .  12,21.29.37, 39;11.lg 
li1111onl 16.35 ,fi~lnl 19.38 .fir,st suh.;i(li;lry 13.37 
Jir~ir pus 5.99 li11i11 p ~ s i t i c l ~ ~  (:ldjuncO 8.55, 72; 19.36 srr ol~o: ;ldverbi;~l, clen acntcllcc, 
fa~.olir (noun) (in -) 9.66; (it1 - oJ') 9.1 1 in clause 6.38-39; 7.29; 8.15~. 21,22, (conjuncl) 8.137, 13811, 143; 19.38,55, comparison, end focus, focusing 

(verb) 8.107 23.26, 35-38.43.44.47,49,5m9 56 subjunct, information, interrogation, 

F111 1.75 56.60, 63. 65.66.73. 7711, 7Rn, (postdctcrrniner)5.34, 119; 6.63 - 64; nep;llion. operator, thcmc. I,, 

,/oitr ( /or - (t11(1i)) 3.01 ; 15.48; (1 - 1 84 87. 00 92. 05, 07. OX. I O l  n. 102. 17.15. 32 li~cll.;ing sul!jul~c~ 2.56; 8.17, 2.5. 0 7 ~ .  

15.54 105, I O X .  109, l l  111. 114, 110, 124. ( - il!rdli~rrrnosr) X. 14411; (at - ) 19.38 : 10011. 102, 116 120, 121. 134; 9.63; 

,/i~(~.si/>le l 5.25 144, 150-152; 10.9. 16, 17,63,64; ( - ! V )  8.137, 13811; 19.38; (in 11.7; 14.1411; 15.20, 30; 11.21 

,~~,1/3.18; 16.31;(- lip) 16.411 12.30n; 13.61n.91; 14.9; 15.49n; /h<' - p/(rct,) 8, 1 37; ( -  qfrlfl) 8,137 :/ill(/ 1.28n. 41 n 

Jorhle 7.33 18.5. I I; 19.6511; 111.8. 17 -18.20 first I;lngu:lgc-, English ,/~~l!i(.s) 5.78 

ji.ed(verh) 3.18; 6.25; 10.51n in sentence4.24; 8.14311; 10.52 53; fish (noun) 5.87 folk etymology ->etymology 

ji.e/ 3.15, 76; 4.29-30; 6.25n; 7.9; 10.23; 11.25; 13.41~ 8-9, 18,55, 103; ji)/lon. 16.26; (us- S )  17.73; 19.47; 

14.30; 16.21,22, 24% 26,31,50,52, 14.13, I6n,29, 37-41 ; 15.20-23, fis.siort(ohle) 1.9 111.1 l ; (llrc~ - irg) 19.47 

53,54 25,2Xn,29, 37.41,43,47,49. fit (adjective) 16.79,81 
jbllo~rbrg (tldjective) 7.21; 19.37 

(-~sif)14.36;(1-) 15.54;(-like) 53-56,57n, 59-62.75; 18.5911 (verb) 3.17,68; 10.14; 16.27,50 (preposition) 9.8 

16.2411; (- oneser) 6.25 see brrt, ellipsis, initial, medial, .so ( -  ring) 3.59; 16.72 firld7.39; (- ofJ7.39; 16.69 
Jinolly (adjunct) 8.55.72 fix Nlip with 16.9 fool (~rourld) 16.12; ( -  i~hly) 8. 1 27, 128 

(conjunct) 8.137; 19.37, 38,56 fixed phrase 3.60; 4.7n,53; ~ . 3 4 ~ ,  51,70, JootlJcel5.84 

(present tense,.fell) 16.1911 (and -) 8.144 114;7.6,21,26,66n;9.ln, 51, 15n, vs. feel 5.8911; 7.22 

find (verb) 3.18; 10.411; 16.26, 31,44,46, 19.; 10.5, l5.14; 16-52; I7.28n. 
E;(?~~;iLical) 

female (gender) 1.26; 5.56, 57% 50, 53, 54.57; (-for) 16.57; (-out) 103; 18.4511 
16.4, 12.35; (- outabour)9.60; see olso: stereotyped for(c0njunction) 2.60; 8.14611; 13.5, 

104-106, 109-111; 6.1,8-10,13, 
16.35; (- strange) 16.45 fixed stress+stress 8-10,12,18-19,103; 14.6, 17.33"; 

14; 10.50; 1.3311 
fine (adjective) 7.8; ( -  r) 7.85 fixed word-order language 2.14 15.10,44n, 46-47; 16.36, 41, 66, 75, 

feminine 
(adverb) 7.8; (-/p) 7.8 flammable 1.2111 80,82; 17.30,31; 19.58; 111.18 

gender* female 
flannels 5.76 (particle) 16.2 

suffix 1.33 (verb) 16.57 
flash (verb) 4.27 (preposition) 2.23; 7.70; 8.9,52, 55n, 

usage 5.66n; 11.30,32; 19.65; 1.7611 finish (verb)4.34; 16.40; (-UP) 16.12 
flat (adjective) 7.8 59,60,86,133;9.7,9,10,36,38,42, see o1,so: coordinate finite 1 

(adverb) 7.8; (- ly) 7.8; 8.124, 125 
43,44,45,46.53,62; 10.19n, 47; 

feminism 6.10 clause 3.22,25.52; 6.5,25n; 7.20; I flottcr 16.26 16.57,69n; 17.37 festivals- names (classified) 8.10n, 13,20n,23,24,30n, 53.86, 
fleeIfled3.15, 16;9.31;(-fiom)9.31 

(prepositional adverb) 9.66n 
feoer 5.4911 87, 124, 125, 130;9.3,4, 55; 10.6, 1 j e ~ v  3.16 

cause 8.9, 14611; 9.44 
few (determiner) 2.5411; 6.4% 59; 10.59; 34,55, 57,5811; 11.40; 12.59; 13.35, 

l fling (verb) 3.18 purpose 8.9; 9.45 
12.39 50; 14.5-9, 10-14, 18, 19.20-41 ; 

flolirrder (noun) 5.87 
respect 8.9 

(postdeterminer)5.23-24; 10.66; 15.1-3.4-9, 18-23, 34, 41n,42n7 
floul113.16 

see olso: cerroi?~, eson~ple, h ~ s ~ o n ~ ~ ,  long, 
13.7111; 15.9 46n, 48, 53,58,71,74n; 16.25,30-35, sake, starr, sure, thing 

(pronoun)2.54n; 6.48,62; 12.10: 17; 50,61,64,66,73; 17.2.9-26. Ji~ra.smric11 as 14.12 
12.39 29,31, 33,35,36,37,44,92-93; flung 3.18 Jorbud(e) 3.16 

predicative use 5.23n 18.32,33,54; 19.39,41,60; 111.18 fly (verb) 3.16 forbear 3.16 
pro-form use 12.10, 17 verb2.49; 3.2,30,32,S2,59;4.17n; foboffran) 16.911; (- Nofl~vith) 16.9 /brbirl(cler~) 3.16; 16.63 
(a -) 5.23, 3811; 6.48,53,57,62; 11.37; 12.23, 26; 13.9211; 14.5.15, /ocus (verb) 3.8 Jbrce (verb) 16.50 

10.35n, 59,6111; (- ai~dfar herween) 20; 16.22,77 focus(es)//oci 5.93 f~rce~communica t ive ,  emotive, 
8.48; 13.7111; (-er) 5.24; 6.48,53; vs. nonfinitecriteria 3.2.30.52 focus 1.18,29; 2.56, 59; 5.40, 117; 6.5. external causer, illocutionary, 
10.66; 12.10, 17; (- est) 5.24; 6.48- see also: mrdinate, object. 43n; 8.8, 56,66,84, 86,87, 117; locutionary, privative 
53; 12.10, 17;(too -)6.57 postmodification, subordinator, verb 10.32,59,65; 11.8n; 12.24; 13.4n, forceps5.76 

see also: less, leost phrase 22n; 14.36.37; 15.10n,20,23,62; fore- (locative) 1.26 

. ff 13.104n finite phrase 3.21.52-57; 4.18n, 67; 17.4; 18.9, 10-54; 19.3411; 1.58.59, (temporal) 1.27 
fictional narrative-+ present (fictional) 8.12211; 10.34; 17.28.54; 18.16 70; II.16,21 forecost 3.17; 16.31 
field-tdiswurse (field OF) followed by nonfinite phrase 3.57 concatenated 18.18 forego 3.19 

simple vs. complex 3.54-55,57 contrastive 2.56; 5.17; 8.18,21,35, foregoing, tlte 19.47 
fighi(verb) 3.18; (- with) 9.53 structure 3.54-55 130; 12.24,28n, 54,5611; 16.6; forenlarr 1.2411 
figurative-tmetaphorical finiteness scale 3.52,56 18.21n, 22,56; 11.9, 15 foremer~tioned 19.47n 
figuratively 8.124 divided 17.78; 18.17,21,26,37,38n,59 foremost 7,82n 
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foresee 3.16; 16.31 farsook 3.16 fridge 1.74 future [cont] 
foretell3.16; 16.31 jbrsweor 3.16 friettdlily 1.41 past in the 4.19.45n 
forever 4.2611; 7.70n; 8.98; 9.36 fortt~ightl,~ 7.9; 8.64 fiii~n(l/y 7.9, 8 l n ;  ( -  with) 16.69 tct~sc4.3.41 
forewarn 16.59 J"rtrrtt~11e 16.72,82,83; ( -  ly) 8.127, 128, j i ighro~ ( -  ed) 16.71.78; ( -  edubout) time 3.30,46,48; 4.2-5,37, 38,40, 
forget3.16, 18;8.75n, 107; 16.26,31, 35, 130, 133n 16.69; ( -  ittg) 16.72 41- 48.5 1.52.56.57.58.62, 65n. 

Ji,rrvtt 5.95 Jiolir (verb) 3.8 66: 8.40, 55,57,63. 75, 76, 98, 103, 
ji)rword(s) 8.41 ; 16.2 front (particle) 16.2 112;9.35; 11.8n,24,46; 14.22-23, 
forward-span (preposition) 7.70; 8.59, 62; 9.7,9, 10, 26-27: 15.35,36; 15.6811; 16.30, 
fossilization 3.62; 1.5 15,18,27,28, 32,37,44,47,61; 46n; 18.16 

16.42,69 time, using present tense 4.9 
form/function 2.12,24,29 (away -) 7.70; 9.10, IS, 18; 16.2; time, using past tense 4.16 
form class+ word class fractions5.15, 18; 8.1 1811; 10.41n. 42; (- . . .to) 8.62; 9.37, 39 see o/.~o: past, present, tense 
formal (vs. informal) 1.17,23,31-33.37, 15.7111; 111.4 frot~t  (in -)9.19,66; 16.2; (in - of)9.11, -fy1.42 

38,41,42; 8.21;9.7n; 19.87; 1.16 secalso: numeral, partition 19 
constructions 2.44; 3.23,34,59,60, fragmentary sentence 11.38 fronting 2.59; 8.152; 10.7n, 58-59; 

61.66; 4,26n,42,47,48,49, 52,53, 'froid 12.5111 11.21; 13.9211; 15.51; 16.13, 15; 
G 

57,58; 5,17,23n, 55,64, 103; 6.3-5, frame-ttime 18.19,20-25, 58,5911; 19.7 -g doubling in verbs 3.8 
g, 12, 18, 19, 31,35, 38, 39,42,50, fratrkly (adjunct) 8.148 see olso: adverbial, mysex object, gainsay 3.5n 
53n, 56,66,69; 7.7,22,56n, 86; (disjunct) 8.124, 125, 130, 148 predication, pronoun, theme, wh- gullo~vs 5.91 
8,35,52,79,80,85n, 86,90-91.97, (subjunct)8.l00, 126, 148 fiosty 16.81 games-names (classified) 
98, 103n, 140, 144; 9.6,38n, 44,57, jiee (adjective) l6.45,79,81 /roze(tt) 3.16 guttglion 5.98 
60; 10.7n. 8,41,42,43n, 45,50,53, (-front) 16.69 frozen expression+ fixed phrase gapping 12.44; 13.92-93; 111.9 
55.56, 58; 11.7,8, 14, 15% 18.28, free-tdirect speech, indirect speech, frozen style 1.33; 5.43,50; 1.3611 gurntetrt (vs, clorhit~g) 5.4 
37,41, 54; 12.11, 19,23,28n, 35, variation -ful5.102;7.1; 17.102;1.3, 15.32.38 -gale I. 13n,76 
61n; 13.36,61-63, 72n,78,81,88, freecombination-tphrasal verb, fulfilment 15. l l gut/ler 16.31 
91,94,96; 14.12-13, 24; 15.4,5, 8n9 prepositional verb fu117.35n, 8811; 8.106; (-of) 16.69; gaoe 3.16; ( -  st) 3.4n 
12,34, 35n, 36, 38,39;44,46.48, free morpheme 1.2n ( -  y) 8.105, 106 gaze a t  9.63 
49.50, 51,57,58,59,67,73,74; freedom 17.36 full+npposition, conversion, verb geese 5.84 
16.30,32,36,42,59,60,63,70; fresze3.16; 16.21;(- Nhard) 16.45 full pointlstop -t period gender5.104-111; 6.8-10 
17.12, 14, 17, 19,24,30,91n, 96, French 1.4,5n, 6,8, 15; 5.99, 104;9.7n, fun 7.14n, ( jo r jb~  -) 9.4511; (make - of) animate 5.104- 110 
122; 18.14n, 24,48,54; 19.18,42, (On; 17.59-60; 1.6, 13, 14,21,36; l6.58;(-nily)8.127, 131 classes 5.104, 105- I 10; 1 7 . 3 9 , ~ ~  
47,49,51,60,62,63,64,65,68n; 11.4 function-tcommunicative, discourse, grammatical 5.104 
I.26n, 27n, 34; III.5n. 11, 12, 13,20, Frcnch,fries 1.74 ellipsis, form, nonfinite, regulative inanimate 5.104, 110, 11 1 

jiequency, wit11 ADJ9.41 function word + word (grammatical) indeterminate 6.9; 10.50 
vocabulary 4.23; 5.77; 6.25; 7.46,83; frequency (fundamental) 11.2. 17 functional conversion/shift+conversion marked vs, unmarked 5,105; 6,10, 12; 

8.3,,, 78n, 11 1, 127, 137; 9.7,8, 10, frequency (statistical) 1.42; 17.115 functional equivalence 2.12,20 1.64 

1511, 19,21,22,32, 56,58; 10.53; frequency (temporal) functional Ioad iEngl i sh  mixed 17.1 1 

11.54; 13.61; 16.79; 17.73; 19.33, adjunct 8.52-54,64-71,73,74,76,77 fut~damet~tally 8.127, 13011; 19.56 notional 5.104 
36-37,47; 1.39; 111.28 adverbia14.4,6, 15,20,23,26; 5.18; funds 5.77 noun 5.57n, 104- 11 1 

junglrs(es)/futrgi 5.93 pronoun 1.26; 5.104; 6.1,8-10, 13, 
furious 16.78; (- ~virh) 16.69 14,24, 32, 34,41 

(the -) 19.49 further (adverb) 7.83; 8.48 scale5.109-110, 117; 17.39 
formu/a(e/s) 5.92,94 (conjunct) 8.137. 143 see u/so: Collective, common, concord, 
formulae (punctuationof) 111.30 (subjunct) 8.1 16, 119 dual, female, genitive, male, 

see aI.~o: anger, disjunct, epistolary, indefinite 8.53,64,66-71 (ordinal) 5.22; 7.75 nonpersonal, personal 
formulaic (utterance) low 8.65,67,70 ( -  tttorc) 8.137, 143n genera 5.93 

quantifiers and 8.71 .furthest7,75,83; 8.4811 generul, in 8.125n 
disjunct 8.l27n; 18.17 subjunct 3.27; 8.98. 108, 115 fuss (nlukea - uho~t/ofl~uer) 16.58; general+distance, ellipsis, noun, 

. question 3.2411; 19.62 universal 8.65,67 ( -  yobout) 16.73 numeral, subjunct 
subjunct 8.90 see also: continuous, occasion, period, future, in (the) 8.59n general evaluation + verbs (semantic 
subjunctive 3.58.60; 4.5311 usual future classification) 

utterance 2.58; 3.42n; 11.38.54; frequentative- verbs (semantic auxiliary 4.42,46,57,65n 
12,34,65n; 19.48; 1.7 frequency of expressions 4.42.4547 

in the past 4.37,48; 14.26 
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generalization 1.18; 2.41,43,61 genitive [contl glow (verb) 4.27 
superlatives and 5.1 19 

groflti 5.100n 
genero1l.v (disjunct) 8.124, 17.511 g03.9.12, 19; 4.22; 7.15; 8.28, 30.45, 

syntactic Factors 17.44 -grurn I. 66 
(frcqi~cncy ;~djunct) 8.65,67 47i9.17, 50n; 15.19; 16.2n, 19,21, 

zcro5.113 -114 23,24,39n gr:lmmilr 1.12-18.20.23--28, 31 ; 2.1, 
( - spcuking) 8.67n 

se~ot,~,,: apposition, ottribute, coordinate, 11.37; 4.3; 19.2-4, 28 
generic measure, objective, of(-construction). -S. 

(-across) 16.12; (- and) 8.30; 13.98; core 2.11 
noun (phrase) reference 3.7211; 5.17, si~bjective 

(- aslrajr) 16.3; ( -  btjor) 16.39; information structure and I 8.1,20-59 
26. 3312, 38n.40,52-59.6011: 6.21 ; 

~ ~ * I I I / ~ ~ I I J ~ ~ I I  l9,65 
( - i ~ l t ~ ~ )  16.5. 14; (-011) 16.3, 40; lexicology :end 1.13. 16. 18.42; 

7.?2,24,25,2(1,R'J11,71:X.71; ( -  /JII,V~) 10, 12; ( -  ~vitlr) l ( ) ,  1 5 
~ ~ t t t s  1.74 goill 2.35 38; 10.22; I./. 7, X. 12n, 14, 

]0.38,46,58,61; 12.35; 14.23n: 
gc,tn~,~/gflww 5.93 18: 111.5 1513,3412; 17.3, 12, 19,46,99, adjunct 8.39-48, 86, 149 
geographic;l!-• names (classified) meanings of I .  14; 2.1 1 

109 adverbial 7.38n; 8.3 
Gcrrttatt 5.57n. 8411 notional 2.43 

pronoun 6.21,23; 1.6511 intended 9.46 
~ c r l n a n  1.2; 5.104, 121; 8.9111; 1.14,25n outlincof2.1 -2 

sentence 10.13 
Germanic 1.40; 11.4 phonology and 1.18; 2.56 

scc u/,ro: article, 0)le. Ive, you 
gerund 15.1211; 17.54; 1.3 goitis 111.27 

pr;lgmntics and l .18; 2.46n; 19.2 
genitive ,~~.o~rho: . i r ~  p;trticiple school 1.14n 

case5.112-126: 6.2-4,5,29,30n, 56, ~oit lg (he - to) (semi-auxili:lry) 3.40,47; 
gerundive/gerundival clause -t-iW sem:lntics :~nd 1.18; 2.46n, 56; 11.2; 

58;7.13,23; 9.54; 10.2011; 15.12; 4,43,44,45n,46,47,48,66; 8.21, 
clause 19.2;1.1211,31 16.42.53; 17.33,36; 111.27 3011; 12.64; 15.4811; 18.29 

gesture 11.25.53 textualstructure and 19.19, 21, 30-68 
communicative factors 17.45 goings-on+verbs (semantic 

get 1.24; 3.18,49,66; 6.25; 8.47; 10.3, traditional 1.14-17; 2.4; 4.1 7n, 42; 
construction 2.29: 5.72, 115-126; classification) 

30,3211; 11.24; 16.2n, 21,23,24,26, gone 3.12, 19 
6.5; 9.4; 13.39-40; 15.59n, 73n; 

7.86;8.133;9.12n: 12.54; 14.39; 
39n,44,48,50,53,54 17.54 

15.13-14; 17.38-45 VS. been + been 
(- arouncl to) 16.39; (-  asjoy beitll) See a/so: intonation, prescriptive, 

descriptive5.116, 122; 17.38, 110 gonno 8.21 ; 12.48n; 1.18 
16.9, 12, 29; (-by) 16.3; (-clown Punctuation, rule, tone unit 

determinative 5.121, 126; 6.2-3; 10.6, good7.9,75,77, 82,83; (a -) 6.64n; 
to) 16.29; (-going) 16.17;(- (N)  

grammatical 
7,48; 17.38-39 (-and . . .  )13.99;(as-as)8.111, 

of) 16.4n; (- on) 16.3; (-over) complexity 2.1,44,46; 8.13; 10.1n; 
double 5.126 114; (-at) 16.69; (-for) 9.36; 

16.6;(- rill?/) 16.17; (- 10) 3 . 4 h  14.2.37-41; 17.16; 18.7; 19.55,60 
embedded 5.123 (very -) (response) 8.100 

49; (- up) 6.25; (Ved) 3.40,49 Seeo/.ro: concord, gender, genitive, 
gender and 5.1 17 comparison of 7.77 hierarchy, subject, word 
grammatical status of 5.121 -126 see also: passive see also: better, best, bit, deol, many ~rammaticality +acceptability 
group 5.123; 13.72; 15.12,75; 17.44, GHQ goods 5.77 gratzr (verb) 16.32,57; (- ing (that)) 

119;1.18n gird 3.12n g00golI.7, 14 14.12; (-to) 16.57 
independent 5.124; 6.2-3,30 girl- 1.33n goose/geese 5.84,87n grant-in-aid 5.102 
inflection5.113-114; 6.47; 7.69; girt 3.12n gospel 1.13 

give3.16; 10.30.32; 16.2n,57; 18.43 
granted (conjunct) 19.56 

15.75; 17.38, 119; 111.27 got 3.18; 8.16; 10.5511; (had - to) 3.45; 
(-in) 16.3,4;(-n)3.16;(-ploceto) (conjunction) 8.145; 14.12; 15.35n 

lexical factors 17.39,43,45 (have - ten to) 3.4511; (- ta) 3.45n; 
16.58; ( -  rise to) 16.8; (- to) 16.57; 

(preposition) 9.8 
local 5.125 8.21; 12.4811; (- ten) 3.18; ( W  to) 

18,3111; (-up) 16.41~ 39; 
(- that)8.145; 14.12; 15,3511 

meanings of 5.63n,112,116; 17.4611 3.45n -graph 1.66 
modified/modifying 5122 (- way to) 16.7,58 see also: lraue 

(conjunction) 14.12, 14; 15.34,35n 
~raphemics+graphology 

multiple 17.1 18 government 16.8,30 
(preposition) 9.3,8 

graphology 1.12; 6.64-69; 18.14; 1.17, 
name 5.72 graciously 8.90 74,76n 
noun classes and 5.1 18; 17.39,42 (- rhat) 14.12; 15.34, 35n gradability 5.24; 6.53; 7.4.851; 8.5,9, see also: sentence 
noun heads and 5.120 given+ names (classified) 80,99, 101,104. 147; 10.651; 11.8n; -grophy L66 

5,1 17.38-45,62,109,119 given vs. new illf0rmation2.56~59; 17.98; 1.21n, 36n, 37 
6.43n; 8.45,54, 116, 151; 9.9: 10.6; 

grassroots 5.77 
of origin 5.116 seealso: adjective, adverb, degree, 

12.4.24; 13.3; 17.78, 109; 18.8-54; 
grateful 16.71 

ordinals and 5.1 19 nongradable, noun, verb (semantic 
19,12,23,25,34n, 601~66-68; classification: gradable) greal7.33,34,82; (- IY) 8.105, 107 

partitive 5.641~ 116, 117; 17.40,46 see also: deal, marry 
possessive5.112, 116, 11811; 10.2011 11.16 gradation 3.1 1, 12, 19 great- 111.4 
post- 5.126; 6.29,30; 17.38,46 semi- 18.8n gradience 1.27; 2.60,61; 3.40,47n, Grecian 5.5711 
premcldification by 5.14n; 17.94, 109, glad 16.71,78; (-about) 16.69; (-at) 50-51,56,57; 4.32.49; 5.42n, 70; greedy 16.76,79 

110; 17.118; 1.64 9.63; ( -  of) 16.69 8.25n, 104; 9.4,12; 10.11-16; Greek 1.14, 16; 5.82,97-98, I 14; 1.6, 
pronoun 6.2-4,29,31,33, 34,36; glance a t  9.63 12.37: 13.5-6; 14.14.29; 15.9,440, 14,28; 114 

16.42,53; 17.13-14 glasses 5.76 62; 16.11. 15,58,64-67; 17.21,54, greetings 11.54; 19.44 
relational factors 17.40 glide/glode 3.16n 91; 18.10n; 1.3, 12n, 18,3511, 59n grew3.16 

gloss over 16.12 Seealso: coordination, passive, word class grieue 15.54; 16.26 
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/lard (adjective) 6.59; 7.36, 82; 16.80; 1.41 health hesitate obout 16.38 
(adverb) 7.83; 8.105 adjectives 7.38,77 hesitation 19.59n; 11.10 

hardly 3.4211; 6.59; 7.56; 8.98, 100, 1 11, enquiries 18.16 hew(ed/n) 3.14 
ground (pqst tense, grind) 3.18 112, 114. 117; 10.64;(-. . .) 14.13 use of have 3.34 hey 10.53; 11.55 
grou110.~ (on (the) - O/ ) 9. 1 1 ; as response 8.130n use of how l l. l5n Hibcrno-English 1.25 

(on the - that) 14.14n sea a l . ~ ~ :  cn3cr heaps of5.2511; 10.43n see also: regional English 
group+genitive has 3.13, 33; 18.4911; ( -  n't) 3.33 hear 3.16; 4.8,29-30; 10.23; 15.54; hid(den) 3.16 
grouse (noun) 5.87 host 3.4n 16.26,31, 35,52,53,54 hide (verb) 3.16; 6.25; (-oneself) 6.25 
groli~3.16.66n; 10.16; 16.21,23.24; hoste114.26n; 16.38n (-about) 9.60; 16.28,35; (- d)  3 . 6 ;  hierarchy 

( -  ;Itto) 16.22n; ( -  11) 3.16; (-up) hrrrc,X.107: 16.38, 39,40,41 (-of) 16.28; (I-) 15.54 grammatical 2.7- 10, 12, 1411, 46; 
l~oth 3.4n h e a r c r j  speaker 5.121-124; 6.19; 12.45; 13.2-3.93; 

growl (verb) 9.46n haue (auxiliary) 2.29, 34,49; 3.2.21.30, hearing-+verb (semantic classification) 14.2-4; 17.61,71; 19.28; 111.22 
guarantee (verb) 16.3 1 31,33,47,54,56;4.28; 8.16; 12.22. heartily 8.105 see also: adjunct, punctuation, space 
guess (verb) 12.28; 15.54; 16.31, 35; 23.49: 15.11 hearts 5.77 adverbial, time adverbial 

19.47n (lexical or main) 2.2111. 29, 34; 3.30, heaue(d) 3.18 high (adjective) 7.8,66, 82.88 
34-35,68;4.4,27, 28,3l; 8.49; heauen(in -)8.100; 18,5911; (in - 'S (adverb)7.8; (- ly) 7.8.56; 8.105 
9.55; 10.14,23,30, 32n.55; 11.5. high+ frequency, pitch 
15: 14.9; 15.41; 16.27,52,53,54; higher animals + animals 
17.37; 18.43; 1.3111 

dynamic vs. stative 10.55 Hebrew 1.2; 5.101 highlighting 2.59; 8.126n; 10.17; 13.411; 
elision 3.4511 heck ((in) the -) 7.64; (- ofa) 7.64, 89 18.7,26-29; 19.341~67 

h (initial) 5.1 In formsof 3.4n, 5n, 13, 30,33; 11.9 hedged + performative him6.2-6.8-11, 14 
habitual 3.48; 4.20,28,57,61; 8.52; frequency of3.33,34,48n hedging 8.124, 126; 15.33,38,40,54 himself6.6, 14, 23-28 

11.24.4611; 14.23n; 15.30; 17.99 passiveof 10.2311; 18.3211 seealso: tentativeness hindmost 7.82n 
see also: past, present, progressive (do - to) ll.l3;(-rlor1e1vith) 16.17; height (dimension) 17.1 14 hint 16.31; (-at) 16.28 

habitlrally 8.65, 67 (don't - to) 10.67,68; (-got) 3.34, held3.18 his5.14;6.2-6, 8-11, 14,29; 12.39 
35; 18.51; (-got to) 3.40,45,48, had 12.48n; 14.20; 15.36 ' historic(a1) I.39n 

(past tense) 3.13, 33 50; 4.50,51,54,55, 56,66; 8.21 ; historic+ present 
(-do) 14.23n; (- 11'1) 3.33; (- st) 11 .5 ; ( -had tohaue )3 .57 ; ( -n ' t )  (- ofa)7.64,89; (the -) 7.64; history+ English (history of) 

3.4n; ( -  to) 4,5511,6111; 14.34 3.33,34; (- to) 3.33,40,46,47-48, 8.100; 11.14n; 18.59n; (- uua) hit (verb)3.17; ( -08)  16.4n 
sec also: have 50;4.50,51,54,55,56,66,68; 8.21; 17.47 hither 19.33; (- to) 19.36 

haV(adverb) 5.17n; 11.21 11.13; 12.64; 14.23 hello 11.54; 12.34 hm 7.54 
(predetermined 5.15- 16, 121 ; 10.42 see also: been, existential, had, health help (verb) 16.19,26,38, 50,52; hoe (verb) 3.9 
(pronoun)5.7, 13, 16; 12.10, 17 having (can't -) 4.5211; 16.39 hold(verb)3.18,68; 10.24; 16.26.31.44, 
(not/-rt't -) 8.107~1; 11.21; (the -) prepositionsof 9.7,55 hemi- 1.28 46; (-forth aboutlon) 9.59; (- out) 

5.17n see also: verbs (semantic classification) hence8.137,144,145; 13.11; 19.33; 16.12 

ho[fihalues 5.83 he5.104-107,109-110;6.2-6,8-119 ( -  forth1 -forward) 19.37n holiday (noun) I. l4 
half- 111.4 14, 18, 20; 10.50; 12.47; 19.51 ; 11.9 her 1.26; 5.14; 6.2-6,8-11, 14,29; home (adverb) 7.46n, 67,70; 8.41, 5011; 
hamstring (verb) 3.18 (- or,~he) 10.50 (-~16.2-6.8-11, 14.29 19.34 
hand (noun) (at the - sof)'9.11; (by -) head (noun) 5.90; ( -  s) 5.77 here (place adverb) 3.23; 4.1 In; 6.43; (noun) 5.44 

5.51 ;(on theonelother -) 8.137, (verb) 9.45 7.67,70; 8.41,48; 19.33, 34,6411; (particle) 16.2 
head 2.26,27-33; 6.4611 141; 15.32; 19.55,56 11.21 (ot -)5.51 

(verb) 16.57; (-down) 16.12; (- in) clause+ clause (main) (time adverb) 19.36 homelvard(s) 7.46n 
16.4; (- to) 16.57 ellipsisof 5.89, 124; 6.64; 7 . 1 4 ~  andnow 19.15,31-32 homograph 2.38 

handicap (verb) 3.8 12.54-58 pro-formuse 8.10n, 41; 12.10, 11; homomorph2.38; 3.41,47n; 7.6-10, 13; 
handsome 7.8111; 11.43n multiple 17.120 19.47 12.16, 18, 39-40 

hang 3.18 see also: abstract, adjective, adverb, (- abouts) 8.41,48; (- . . .be) 8.47; homonymy 2.38; 7.32.34,35,36n, 39; 
' hanky I.74n genitive, noun phrase, personal, 18.23; (- by)4.2611; 7.46; 11.311; 8.143; 13.87; 16.611; 17.97 

happen7.36; 11.1511; 16.19,34,3811; pronoun (- upon) 19.3711; (- with) 4.2611; verb/noun I. 19 

(- to) 3.40,49; 4.66; 16.60n headache 5.49n ; I.12n : 7.46 homophone 2.38 
headedlnonheaded construction 2.26,27 happily 8.127, 129 herring 5.87 honestly (disjunct) 8.101n, 124, 12711, 

happy 7.39; 16,71,78; ( -  7.39; headlinese 1.28;4.8n; 11.46; 12.52; herseV6.6, 14,23-28 130n 
16.69; (- that)7.39; (- to) 7.39; 14.29; 17.82n. 104, 109; 111.2911 hertz 5.90 (subjunct) 8.100- 102 

headquarters 5.91 15.54; (- with) 16.69 hesitant 16.79 honorific 7.76n 
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lturt (verb) 3.17; 4.29; 6.25 idiom [cont] honours 5.77 im- 1.17,21 

-11ood I. l3n,32 hybrid-> word-formation 12211; 6.1711; 8.47n, 59n, 96; 9.26, -in plurals 5.101 
ho~/.s/Aooves 5.83 hjjper- 1.24 34,36,65,66n; 10.16n,23n, 43, imaginative prose-binformative 
/top (verh) 3.7 hypcrholc 8.126; 16.4n; 18.55; 19.45; 46n.47,58,60; 1 1.2411; 12.2Xn, 51, itnlr~ir1~~4.20; 12.211; 14.24. 30, 36: 16.31, 
hope (noun) 16.28n; 17.36 1.24.76n 6311,6511; 13.25,66n, 71,87; 35.39.44.46. 50 

(verb) 3.7; 4.28,47; 12.28; 14.22; ~~ypercorrection 1.17; 3.62n: 6.5. 35% 14.25n; 15.36,53,64n, 68n; 16.3-9, immediate constituent+constituent 
16.31.38 38n;8.81n;9.4; 15.511; 17.63n l l, 12, 13-17,21,24n, 29, 58,6911; immedi;1tesit~1ation4.1 1-12; 5.28 

(-/i~r)I6.l4,2X,41;(- /111)16.71; hypcrnynl 19.21. 24 17.37,57; IX.24n.48n,49; 19.6811, i r ~ s ~ r ~ ~ i l i i r t r ~ ~ ~ ( ( i ~ n c  ;~clverh) 8.55; 15.27, 
(-,/,,l/),) 8,127, 129,~; (1 - )  X ,  129n; l ~ y ~ ~ c r ~ ~ r l ~ : ~ ~ ~ i s l l l  ( ~ 2 7  0911; l,7, l7 20: 19.37, 55 
15,54; (- lessor) 16,69,83; ( -  ~i~plicnation 6.6411.67; X.HL)n: 13.102n; semantic criteria for 16.12 (conjunction) 14.12; 15.25.29 
16.2811 16,1411; 17.58, 101, 108, 121, 122; semi- 16.12 impnir 7.85n 

l~orrified 16.71 1.17,21,24, 27n,59; 11.6;111.3,4, 5 seeal.~~: coordination, fixed phrase, modal, ;,)lpat;e,ll 16.78; ( -  ,,,ith) 16.69 
hypocoristic 1.65n, 77 stereotyped irnperatiae 3.59; 16.72 horsepower 5.90 

hospitnl5.44 hyponymy 19.24 iE (= initial-end position)-tinitial imperative 

kourly 7.9; 8.64 hypotaxis 13.2; 14.2; 17.114, 116; 19.5n; le8.137; 17.27,73;1.75; III.II clauselsentence 1.28; 2.1311, 46; 3.37n, 
111.8 - h  1.77 houses 5.83 77n;4.64n; 6.24i7.41; 8.16.7711, 

I1ypirt11~~si.s 5.97 -ie verb base ending 3.9, 10 
11ooe 3.18 90-91,95, 102. 109, 1 18n, 130, 147; 
hole (conjunction) 7.2En, 53; 14.20; 15.7, hypothetical meaning 3.30,46.62: 4.62, f2.60; 3.62; 4.45; 8.9,49; 13.18-19; 10.6, 17,34; 11.1, 10, 13, 17,24-.30, 

8 ;  17.18 63n,64; 8.127; 11.13; 15.50; 16.40, 14.12,18-19;15.6,20,21,30,32-40 37,5411; 13.25,30,52n; 18.55; 
(exclamatory) 2.57; 8.105, IO9n; 72n adjunct vs. disjunct 15.21 11.13; II1.23n 

10.17; 11.1,31-32; 15.7,74; see a l , ~ ~ :  condition, past, verbs (semantic -clause 3.30n; 4.16,52n; 8.124, 125, ellipsis analysis 12.46n 

16.3511; 18.57 classification) 140, 147; 11.41; 12.63; 13.15, 25n, first person 3.5111; 4.811; 6.7; 11.10, 13, 
(interrogative) 7.53.66, 88; 8.10,25, I ' ~ ~ 0 t h e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  28n,30; 14.18-19, 22,25; 15.6, 26-28 

78,79,80, 110;9.43,48.49; 10.11; 19n,20,32-40,48n; 16.31n,72n; frequency of l l .27 
11.14-19; 15.64,66,69n; 16.15, 18.33n illocutionary force of 8.47; 11.29 

I concessive 8.9 61n; 18.59n marker-do, don't, let's 
(premodifier) 8.83, 102, 106, 120 conditional 4.64; 8.9; 14.1211; 15.6,20, mood 3.51, 52,54,58 

I (= initial position)+initial 32-38,40-41 evaluative 11.15n particle-tdo, let 
in pseudo-cleft sentence 18.30 'I' (= speaker) 14.8; 15.l811, 19n, 21 ; contingent 15.30,39-40 passive 1 1.24 

19.39,64 frequency of 15.6 pro-form use 7.53 perfective passive 11.24n 
(- abu~tt) 11.40; (- about that) 16.2-6,8-11,14,18,27; 12.28~47-48; interrogative 14.12n; 15.6 persuasive 3.37; 18.55-56 

11.40n;(nnd -) 11.3211; (- come?) 14,22,27,36n; 1 5 . 3 7 ~ 5 4 ;  19.51n, (- andonly f )  15.3511; ( -  and when) progressive 1 1.24 
77n; III.29n 11.15n,40;(-gocsit?) 11.1511; 13.83n; 15.3511; (as -) 3.62; 9.4; quasi- 3.54n; 4.52n; 11.30n 

(- f )  11.40 vs. me 1.17 (even -) 8.145; 15.32, 39-41 ; subject in 2.57; 10.6; 11.1,25,27; 
see also: far, health, long, much, oflen, (Xand-) 6.5; ( -  'da) 4.2311; (- Irnay)4.53;(- I wereyou) 3.6211; 12.4611; 13.5211; 15.54 

tirnes. ~veli ( -  'I1 be. . .) 15.37n 15.36; (-?tot) 13.103; 15.34; verb2.57;3.2,4.4;6.25n; 11.40,43; 
howeoer (conjunct) 8.1 37, 143- 146; (-only) 11.41; 15.3511; (only --) 14.22,24; 16.33 

15.3511; ( - .  . .or) 14.13; 15.6; seealso: command, coordinate, directive, 
(-80) 15.34;(-. . . the11)8.145; frequency (temporal), negative 
14.13 imperfective 4.17 

-ible7.21; 16.72; 1.40 see also: as, even, ho~v imperial+names (classified) 
-;~7.1,37,47; 17.102;1.37,39,41;II.4 1$T13.104n; 15.35n impersonal+ it, subject (personal), you 
-;col 7.47; 1.37, 39 -ifu I.35,42 ' infpinge 3.9 
-ices plurals 5.96 il- 1.17,21 implicature 11.4 
-ics 5.75 i117.38, 77; 1.65; (- er) 7.83 inlplicit 16.72 
ID 1.75 comparison of 7.77 htrn~ur~ities 5.77 implicit +comparative 
idea unit-> tone unit ill- 7.83 

humbly 8.90 intplore 16.63 

hunlbug (verb) 3.8 ideally 8.127, 130n ill-assorted-tcoordination impl~~ 16.31 

.hundred 5.89; 6.65 identification (apposition) 17.74,77-78 illnesses+ names (classified) impolite+politeness 
anticipated/postponed 17.78 hundredweight 5.90 - -  illocutionary actlforce 11.3, 13, 16, 17, in~portant 16.72.82; (most - (ly)) 7 . 2 ~ ~  
see also: complement, that 

' hung 3.18 20n, 22,41,42,53; 15.38 in~possibilitj~ 17.36 
idenrijl (oneself) with 6.25 hunt (verb) 4.27 iM (= initial-medial position)-tmedial in~possib/e 16.72.80 

hurrah (verb) 3.811 I/M (= initial or medial impotent 16.79 

hurry upand.. . 13.98 position)-tinitial imprecation-texpletive 
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improper 16.72 
improve 4.27 
in (adverb) 8.41 

16.77 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66 
( - N o f ) 9 . 1 l ; ( - N i v i t / 1 ) 9 . 1 1 ;  

( -  that) 14.12 
in- 1.17,21,26n, 36n 
-in I.47n 
-ill' (= -ing) 3.511 
-in-law(s) 111.4 
inalienable+ possession 
inanimatcness+agent, gender, noun, 

subject 
ina.smuc/tas 14.12; 15.46; 1.18 
incense (verb) 16.26 
inception-tverbs (semantic 

classification) 
incessantly 8.65, 77 
incidentally 8.137, 142, 143 
incite 16.63 
inclination 1 7.36 
inclined 16.79; (- to) 16.69 
inclrrded 17.73,86 
included clauseisubordinate clause 
included units-+punctuation 
including (preposition) 9.8; 17.34,73,86 
inclusion (apposition) 17.74,85-87 
inclusive-texclusive, or, our, we, your 
ir~compatible (with) 16.69 
incomplete-tcompletion, question, 

sentence 
incontestably 8.127 
incontrooertibl~~ 8.127 
incorrectly 8.127 
increase (verb) 7.8511; 16.19 
incredibly 8.127 
indeed (conjunct) 8.103n 

(disjunct) 8.127, 130n 
(subjunct)2.28; 7.57,60; 8.100, 101, 

10311; 12.30; 18.55; 19.55 
as response 8.130n 

indefinite- article, determiner, 
frequency, noun phrase, past, 
pro-forms, pronoun, subject 

inde$nitely 8.63 
indentation 111.1 1,14,21, 30 

indeterminacy 2.1 l ,  15,60-61; 4.66n; 
8.24,96; 11.3; 12.18.26n; 14.36; 
15.60; 17.33 

,sccrrl,vo: slnnlysis (multiple), i~pposition, 
ellipsis, gender, gradience, sentellcc 

i~~(li,.\.(l~.v) 5.96 
index cntrics 111.17n 
indicate 14.2511; 16.31,35 
indicative 

mood 3.37,52,55,58,59,62; 4.16n; 
10.34.44,55n; 14.24-25; 15.36; 
16.30,33, 50,59,70-73; I.40n 

indicator word 2.37 
Cldices 5.96 
i~rdipmnt 7.39; 16.78 
indirect 

offer 15.38 
request 11.2911; 15.38 
thought- indirect speech 
seealso: agency, anaphora, condition. 

direct, directive, exclamation, indirect 
speech, object, prepositional phrase. 
question, reason, statement 

indirect speech 3.30; 4.16,24n, 4811,5811, 
60,61; 11.3,46n; 12.28; 14.28-34; 
16.311~63 

free 4.4811, 6011.61 ; 14.28,35; 19.43 
indisputably 8.127 
Indo-European 2.34; 3.1 1 
indoors7.70; 8.41 
indubitable 16.72 
indubitably 8.127 
induce 16.50 
-ine 5.105 
inequality + nonequivalence 

comparison 
inevitably 8.127 
infer 16.31 
inference, tentative 4.56,66 
inferential 

conjunct 8,136,137,140, 144, 148 
disjunct 13.30 
relation 19.17 

inferior 7.85 
infinitive 3.2, 52,53,54, 55,56,59n; 

15.36,52; 16.69n; 17.54n 
bare 3.2, 30,35,40,41,42,43,45; 4.3, 

42,43,47,48,64; 7.39; 9.49; 10.55, 
67,68n; 11.13, 16,40; 14.6, 15,16; 
15.15,66n; 16.17,20,52,53,54; 

reverse III.14n 18.29 
indention- indentation clause2.22; 3.46n; 4.52; 6.24; 7.22; 

independent+clause, genitive, -ing 8.21.30.86, 125, 128;9.2,3n, 6; 

participle clause, pronoun, subject 10.65; 12.23; 14.6-8,13n,15-17, 

infinitive [cont] 
25.33, 3611; 153,411, 6.8, 10-11, 
12. 18,25, 34n. 44,46n,48,50,53, 
56,58-60.65, 661~73,7411; 16.20, 
22.28, 36,38, 4/, 42,43,49, 50-52, 
63,04- 67. (>X. 70. 73. 75 - 82, 83; 
17.30-32,33-34,35--36,93, 122; 
18.29.35-36, 53; 19.60; 111.17 

clauseellipsis 12.64-65 
marker- to 
object + 16.32,41,44,50,63 
passive 15.73; 16.6311, 81; 17.31 
pcrfective4.19,67; 14.34n; 16.76-77 
progressive 4.46 
split8.21; 12.2311; 18.4211 
to- 3.2, 30,40,42,43,44,45,49.51, 

70, 7711; 7.22; 8.21, 132; 9.55; 
11.1311, 18,40,41; 12.231~ 64-65; 
13.50-51,98, 103n; 14.6-8, 1311, 
17,23n,33; 15.3,4n,6,8,10-11, 
12, 18, 25, 34n,44,46n, 48,50,53, 
54,56,58-60,65,66n, 73,7411; 
16.17,20,22,28,31,36,4/, 42, 
50-51,52,54,59,63,68,75-82; 
18.29, 35-36; 19.60 

vs. participle construction 16.40 
wh-clause 12.63; 16.20, 35, 37,62,73 
with/without subject 14.6, 16, 17, 33; 

15.10,48n, 73; 16.20,36, 38,41, 
80-82; 17.35-36 

seealso: existential 
infix 1.18, 3111, 76n 
inflammable 1.2 1 n 
inflection 1.14-15, 18;2.4, 7,35; 3.30, 

50,62;4.3, 17n;5.104, 123;7.13, 
23.74-86; 8.29,48n, 63n; 10,3411; 
12.5511; 13.100; 15.75; 16.2; 1.3, 
1611, 17,31n,38,45,71 

vs. derivation 1.31n,41 
vs. preposition 5.123 
seealso: adjective, adverb, comparison, 

genitive 
inflectional 

language 6.4 
morpheme 1.2n 

influencing+ verbs (semantic 

informal [cont] 
5511,661~ 76,84n. 102; 6.3-5, 8.9, 
12% 18,20, 21,2411, 31, 35, 38.4311, 
52% 53,55n, 56,6411; 1.7,8, 14.22, 
29.56n.60.63.64. 70n.78n. 83; 
8.21. 30.311i. 39.42n. 47. 52. 62. 
65% 75% 76,78 ,X6,893,97n,  98, 
114,117n,119, 124n. 143, 146n; 
9.3n,4.5,6,8, Ion, 16, 1811, 37.40, 
41,44.58.60; 10.1On.l5,23n,27, 
30.34.41 -45.50.55n. 60. 11.5, 8, 
1 1 .  12, 1511. 18,24,26.28.32n, 34, 
40,44,47.49,53-55; 12.11, 17.23, 
27,29n,35,46,48n, Son, 51 n, 52, 
61n,63n,64n,65n, 68; 13.7n, 12, 
36,7211,741~ 88,91,94,98-99, 102, 
103n, 104; 14.12- 13,23n, 26, 29n, 
30n,36; 15.5n,6,9nS 12, 15, 18, 22, 
25, 34,3511, 3711.39-40.44, 46n,48, 
50,54n, 57% 71.74; 16.3.9, 14n, 
22.29; 17.1111, 12, 14-16. 19, 30, 
44,46,47,57n, 60n,78,80, 
111-112, 119; 18.20,22,27, 2811.30, 
34 ,401~ 43,45,48,57-59; 19.2, 18, 
42-43,47n,48,50,51,59,60,61n, 
62,63,65 

pronunciation 3.45n, 51 ; 6.1411, 52n, 
69; 19.3411; 11.10; 111.5, 27 

punctuation/spelling 3,3611,4511, 51 ; 
6.14n;8.21;9.7; 17.47; 1.39;111.11, 
20,241~26, 27 

vocabulary 3.16; 5.7,35n,49n, 57n, 
77,78,90; 7.57n,61,89; 8.65, 100, 
102n,105n,111,112,115,127,135, 
137, 145; 10.30,53,60,62; 11.54; 
13.103n; 14.12; 15.18; 16.3.21. 29. 

word-formation 1.16,18,24,29,34, 
38,40n,41,46n, 47n,48n,51,52, 
65n, 67,68,70,72,74,75,76n, 77 

information 
processing8.1; 18passin1; 19.25, 61, 

66-68 
sequence and 19.68 
structure8.14, 37. 151; 13.3: 14.40: 

classification) 
. . 

15.28n; 18.40; 19.60n,83-84 
bform9.2; 16.59,61; (- about)9.60; unit 17.68,78n; 18.3-19; 19.27; 11.1 l ,  

(-of )9.2,60; 16.57 16 
informal (vs. formal) 1.26.31-33- 37,38, value 8.47,87; I 1.36,45; 12.51 -52; 

42; 11.49, 53; 17.124 17.102; 18.2-4 
constructions 1.24; 3.23, 30n,32n, 34, see also: communicative (dynamism), 

36n,38,43,62,66; 4.13n,26n, 43, focus, given (vs. new), grammar, 
46,521~ 6511; 5,17n,23,25,35n, prosody 

/ I 
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informative vs. imaginative prose 3.73 initial [contl instrumental [cant] itrterpol1.76 
itfrequently 8.65,70n, 77 in word 1.3 meaning (in conversion) 1.47; (in interpolation 13.27n; 17,6811 
inlrirlfie 3.9 letter 5.29,66,70,71n, 118; 10.53; compounds) 1.63 scr,nl,5n: coordin;~li(m 
-ittg participle 3.2, 3-5, 7-20.32, 33.36. 17.9111; 19.75; 111.28, 29 noun 17.116; 1.49 inlcrn1g;ttion 

38,40,42,49, 53,54, 55,56; 4% or medial 8.20 object 10.31 altern;~tive 8.25.83,95, 102, 1 10, 1 1  3, 
67;7.15-19.81; 12.2211; 15.12; words o~iiitted 1 1.49 preposition3.75; 9.7,14,43,49-50,51 

srr,o/,v,r: ;idverhi;ll (fronting), ellipsis. Rn:ll. 
120, 121. 134; 11.20-21; 13.28n. 

16.28n.77: 1.68.69 suhjcct9.49; 10.21.33 
I'l,,llting, ~~lucli:~l, preposition, r o ,  Slrcss 04: 14.13: IS.6.20.4111.42: lh.31n 

-blg p~lrticiplc cl;luse 3.2. 4411; 4.07; X .  13. instrutncnts n;llncs (cl;~ssiliccl) I'oclls 8.77, 81, 9211, 120: I 1  .Sn; 15.20 
28, 59n, 6111, 7511, 125; ').I. 3.0, 38; i ~ ~ i ~ i : ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  1,1311 itr.srrrr 16.3 I scopeol'2.55; 8.1 13, 120; 13.47 
11.18,40; 12.23,65; 13.50-51: i~ririrrl~' 8.55. 13811 bttellecttr~rl (;ldjective/noun) 7.13 st ,~~obo:  question, wh- 
14.6, 19; 15.3,12-14,25,34,39, 53, initiator inlellec1u;ll st;lte+ verbs (sem;lntic intcrn~g;~tive 
56. S8 62; 16.411, 20. 36. 38. 3') 40. discourse 7.54; 11.1511 cl:~ssilici~tio!~) i~(lvcrl> > 11,h- (wnrll) 
42.49.53, 68, 8.3; 17.28, 20.30. role lO,2lll /t!trtrd4.29,47; 16.32, 38,4111, 50; clausc/se~~le~~cc 2.4/1,49, 50; 3.21,24, 
33-34,35,36,64; 18.20,29,48n; i~tlrnt<l U .4 l ( -  as) 16.47 34,42,44,45,48n, 52; 4.5311.54; 
19.60 intrer 7.8511 intended-destination, goal, recipient 6.37n. 59,60.69; 8.16, 68,77n,83, 

ambiguity with noun phrase 15.13-15 itllfernJosl 7.82n intetrsely 8.105 103,109, 110, 124; 10.6; 11.1-2, 
extraposed 18.34-35, 36n itarhlgs 5.91 it~tetts;/y 7.8511 5-23.37,40: 12.63; 14.17,20; 15.3, 
independent interpretation 16.39 inquire 16.35 intensification 2.57; 3.7611; 5.38; 6.30, 4.5-6,7,8,9, 12.49. 51. 54; 16.35, 
premodification by 17.98-99 inquiry 11.3,4, 16, 17,22,40,53 39n,61n,62n; 7.84,87-90; 8.21, 3711; 18.33n; 19.62.65; 111.23-24 
with/wit[lout sulljcct 9.38; 14.6, 1911; insertion oper~ltion 2.46 81,99;9.5; 11.15n, 31-32; 13.1, cllipsis in 12.4611,49.-50, 63 

15.12,75; 16.20,36, 38,39,42,83; it~se! (vcrh) 3.17 102; 15.9n,35n, 70.74; 16.3, 70; meaning 2.56; 6.53 
17.28-30; 19.60 ittshore 8.41 18.55; 1.161~ 30,72,76n negativelpositive 8.97 

see also: nominal clause inside (adverb) 7.68,70; 8.41 see also: coordination, negative pronoun- 111lr- (word) 
-;rig suffix (denominal) 1.32 (preposition)9.7, 151% 5511 inten~ifier-tintensif~ing seeo/.~f~: coordinate, determiner, if; 

(deverba1)8.127, 133; 10.30n; 16.72; (prepositional adverb) 9.66 intensifying IVII- (question), ycJs-tto question 
17.53,54; 1.3, 16n, 31n,35,61-63, (- oJ)9.l0 adjective 7.411, 14n, 33-34, 36,45,73; interrupted+discontinuous 

itnigttia 5.9511 8.106n; 13.99; 17.114 intervals, at ADJ9.41 

ingraliate onese/J(~vith) 6.25 insist 3.59; 14.2511; 16.31,32;(- 011) 16.28 adverb2.57; 5.17n,24; 6.62n; 7.2, itttestines 5.77 
ingredient preposition9.7,61 insistence 4.57,61; 18.56 16- 18,22,34,35,42,56,57, 58, intimate-tinformal 
inhabit 10.27n insofarasl4.12; 15.55;1.18;(- that) 14.12 60-64,77,87-90; 8.20, 48, 6311, 69, into9.7, 13, 15-16,26,32; 10.10n; 16.2 
inherent-tadjective (inherent) insomuch as 14.13 77,98, 103, 131,147, 150; 9.50n,64; intonation 1.18: 2.15, 56: 5.374 39n; 
initial (position) inspire 16.50 12.10; 14.36; 16.4; 17.96-97, 114; 6.33;7.63n;8.17,43. 100, 117, 124, 

-end position 8.22,23, 35,47,49, 63, instance,Jor 8.137, 139; 17.73986 19.50 126n. 127n, 130% 14311; 10.16,52, 
90, 118; 18.9 instantaneous-+ present ! preposition 9.32n, 58n 6465;  11.22,56n; 13.47n,54,92, 

in clause 3.23; 6.38-39,41; 7.29, 54; itlsfatltly 8.55.7711 subjunct 8.17, 104-115, 148; 14.14n 96-97; 14.29. 37,41: 15.611, 20,21, 
8.15, 16,20,23,26, 35-38,43,44, instcad8.137, 141;9.5n, 66; 15.32; 1.18; seealso: amplifier, approximator, booster, 23,28n,49n,54,62,74; 17.68,72, 
47,51,52,55,65,66,70,71,77n, (- of)9.3n, 10, 13; 14.19n compromizer, coordination, diminisher, 84,86, 112: 18.28,37,56,59n; 
78,81,86,87,89-92,95,98, 101n2 itr . . . stead I. 18 downtoner, maximizer. minimizer 19.65: 11.1 -2,8,11-20; 111.2 
109n, 112, 114, 118, 119,120, 121, institutionalizatibn 1.7, 24, 26,27, 34, intensity-tloudness vs. music 11.2, 17 
124,130,138n,143n, 144,146,147, 35; 2.42; 3.23; 5.42n, 43,71; 6.3511; intensive-tcopular verb seealso: nucleus, punctuation, tone, 
150-151;9.6,42,58; 10.17,58,59, 7.21; 8.9,91n, 96; 11.2611; 12.4811, itrte~lt (up)on 16.69 tone-unit 
60n,64n,66; 11.1, 14% 19,31; 5111; 13.83n; 15.59; 17.91, 104, intetrtion 17.36; (-a&) 8.93; intrcr- 1.26n 
12.27n, 28-30; 13.11,36,38,84; 108-109,111-112, 116; 19.26, (without -) 8.93 intranational + language 
14.9; 15.5,7,42,71; 17.49-50,78; 34-35; I.5,7,9, 12, 15,3611, 57,61; intention 4.42,43,46,48,57, 58, 61; intransitive 
18.5.9-10, 13, 19, 20-25,49,50, 11.9.20; III.1,27 8.94; 14.24,25,45; 19.62 construction/verb 2.16, 3211: 3.38, 68, 
58,59; 11.14; 111.17-18,20,22 scale of 5.70 inter- I. 14,26 77n;4.34; 6.25n; 7.1 In, 15,55; 

in discourse 8.135, 142 temporary 17.109 interested9.2; 16.78; (- in)9.2; 16.57 8.22n. 28,32,33,47,94; 9.46,47, 
in phrase 5.121; 13.41 institutions+ names (classified) ittierfire with 16.28 6511; 10.2-4, Ion, 1211, 16, 21, 22, 

. in sentence4.24; 6.2711; 8.147; instruct 16.32, 59,62,63 interference variety 1.34-35, 36, 38 24.30; 11.46; 12.34; 15.811; 16.211, 
10.52-53; 11.25.49; 13.7-9, I8n, instructional language 1.28; 11.48 interim, in the 19.36 3,4n,5,18-19,21,24,26,28, 3811, 
54-55,103; 14.13n,16n,24n, 29% instrumental interjection 2.34,42,58n; 7.51; 11.55; 75; 17.29,31.43, 102; 18.13, 32,43, 
38-41; 15.12,20-23,25,32,41,43, adverbial 3.75; 8.5,78,79,80,82-84; 14.35; 18.55 49; 1.24,42,50,65 
47,50,53-56.59-62; 16.3811; 17.5, 11.15n intermediate function+verb conversion to copular 1.54 
34,122; 18.20-25,3311; 19.60n international+ language conversion to transitive 16.19; 1.54 
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intransitive [cant] 
pure 16.19 
see ulsu: complcmentntion 

intrinsic-tmodality 
ir~tr~~rlrrc~, to 16.57 
introductions 11.53.54 
invariable form 2.35; 3. In, 44,50; 6.54 

see ulsu: noun, plural, singular 
inl.oriuhlj8.65, 67-68 
invariant --+tag 
incent 8.13811; 16.26 
inversion 2.46; 9.40; 10.60n; 12.3311; 

17.109; 18.22-24 
subject-operator 2.50; 3.23,24,37,40, 

47;4.53n;8.35,70,98, 112, 119, 
120; 10.6,7n, 17,57,58,59,66; 
11.1,S-23,31,34; 12.29-30,60; 
13.36.38,40,42; 14.10, 13n, 20, 
2511; 15.5, 34,36, 5011, 74; l8.22,24 

subject-main verb 3.2411; 8.47; 10.26, 
4311; 11.39; 12.27n,28; 14.29; 16.3; 
17.7811; 18.21,22,23,24n, 49-50 

inverted commas-tquotation (marks) 
inaest irl 16.6 
incitatior~ 17.36 
invitations4.6411; 6.60; 11.3,4, 17,20n, 

29,40,53 
incite (verb) 16.63 
inco11:e 16.39; (- d) 7.21 
inward(s) 8.41 
-ion 1.39; 11.4 
-ious 1.39 
ir- 9.5711; I.17,21 
Irish English 1.25 

see a/.su: regional English 
ironically 8.127 
irony 4.6411; 5.3711; 8.70; 11.7n,34,54, 

5511; 12.911; 15.38,54n; 17.57n, 112; 
18.40,55; 19.47n,65,75; I.21n,32 

irrutional16.72 
irregurdless (of) 9.57n 
irregular+ comparison, plural, 

sentence, subordinate clause, verb 
irregulurly 8.65,70n, 77 
irrespectiae(of) 9.10.5611; 15.39n; 

( -  whether) 15.4111 
irrrrrieuubly 7.56 
irritate(- d )  16.71 ; (- ing) 16.72 
is3.32; 12.48; 18.49~1; (- n'r) 3.32 

see also: that 
-is nouns 5.97 
-ise 1.42 
-ish (adjectival) 5.56-57; 6.6411; 7.1,25; 

17.102; I.15,38,70 

islands+ names (classified) 
-ism I.32,36 
-is! 1.32,37 
issrre (noun) 19.24n 
it 

i~rnhicnt ->it (prop) 
anticipatory 2.59; 3.49n,70; 6.17; 

8.128; 10.26n; 12.28,47-48; 14.6, 
26; 15.3.25; 16.30,3411,45, 72, 73, 
76.82. 83; 18.33--36,44n 

comment clause use 15.54-55 
dummy/empty/expletive+it (prop) 
extrapositive+ it (anticipatory) 
impcrsonal8.91n; 16.59n 
introductory +it (prop) 
nonpersonal 5.104, 107- 11 1; 6.8, 14, 

20 
nonreferring-t it (prop) 
omission 11.50; 12.47-48 
personal pronoun 3.38; 5.104, 

107-111;6.2,6,8,14,20,21,39; 
9.9; 15.19n; 18.33n 

preparatory+;! (anticipatory) 
pro-form 7.29; 12.13,24-26,28; 15.3; 

16.36; 19.47 
prop6.17; 10.15,26, 33,5011; 

12.47-48; 15.59; 18.25-30, 3311; 
19.48n 

referring 6.16 
stressed 6.16, 29 
(- . . .all) 6.45; (-S) 5.14; 6.2,6, 14, 

29; ( -  self') 6.6, 14,23-28 
Italian 5.100 
italics 5.1 In;  9.7n, Ion; 14.29; 18.14; 

11.21; I11.24,28 
convention in this book 2.35; 3.111; 

7.50 
itch (verb) 4.29:,(/or) 16.38,41 
-ire 1.37, 3911; 11.5 
irerri of'5.7 
item-tcomparative 
item subjunct 8.92-98 
iterative 4.40; 12.1 

sec ulsu: coordination 
its(elf') -t it 
-ily I. 14.36.39; 11.5 
-ive 1.40 
- i .~  nouns 5.96 
-ize 1.2, 15, 35,42 
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J kill (verb) 16.26 
kilohertz 5.90 

jrrggecl7.19 kilorrrc,rri, 1.66 
j[1il5.44 kitid(- Iy) 7.9; 8.90-91 ; 11.2911; ( -  qf) 
Jap:inesc 1.2; 1.13 5.6:7.56n.64:8.1 11, 113, 114, 126: 
jargon 1.28 10.43 
Juycee 1.75 kind-noun 
jeans 5.76 kirrglj~ 7.9 
jerk buck 16.4 kinship terms 5.66n 
Jesus 5.1 1 4 ki.s.s(vcrb)6.31 ; 16.26 
jingles 1.72 KL 1.75 
jitters, the 5.49n kneel(ed) 3.15 
job (vs. work) 5.4 kr1~4t 3.15 
joint+participation knc,~~, 3.16 
journalistic language 1.28 knickers 5.76 
jubilr~rit 1 6.78 kr~~/c/k~ri~~es 5.83 

krrock4.35; ( -  11ouln) 16.2611; ( -  N 
Jl?~iftg) 16.17: (- N ,scrr.s~lc.s.s) 16.45 

junior 7.85 knon~3.16:4.4,29; 12.28,35,65; 14.30, 
just (diminisher subjunct) 8.11 1 3611; 16.26,31,35,50,52; 17.112; 

(emphasizer) 7.57; 8.100, 102 19.47n 
(restrictive subjunct) 5.17n; 8.100n, (. . . - S) 15.54; (be - n thut) 18.36; 

116, 118, 120; 11.40; 15.20,27,29, (-how to)4.52; ( I - )  12.6511; 
50 15.54; (-?I) 3.16; 7.83; (be - rr (to)) 

3.7611; (~vcN - r1) 3.76n; (you -) 
15.54; 19.17,65 

(time subjunct) 8.98 knowledge-textralinguistic factors, 
. (-us) 13.4211; 14.14;(-1y)8)8.127; shared knowledge 

(not - . . . but) 9.4111 knowledgeable about 9.60; 16.69 
justify 16.39 

L 

-/(syllabic) I.76n , 

-/doubling 3.8; 7.79 
k (= thousorid) 6.65 LA 1.75 
karute 1.13 lab 1.74 
keen 7.9; 16.79; (- (up)ori) 16.69 luck (verb) 3.68; 10.14; 16.27 
keep3.15; 10.24; 16.2n,21,23, 24,26, ladies anrlgentlernen 19.65 

44,46,48; (- alvuy frorn) 16.29; 1ud.v 19.65 
(- on) 16.40; ( -  on or .  . . to) luir13.16 
16.5111; (-pacen~ith) 16.8,58; lair1 3.16 
( -  quiet abolrt) 9.60; ( -  tubson) lakes-+ names (classified) 
16.8; ( -  up with) 16.29; (- Ving) Lallans Scots 1.25 

lurnb 5.4 
kennels 5.91 Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus 1.42; 

3.3%; 6.4611; 9,19n,21n,22n; 15.47 
language- block, bureaucratic, 

creative, English, fixed word-order, 
foreign language, formal, 
inflectional, informal, instructional, 

kick (verb)4.27; (- at) 9.46 instrumental, journalistic, learned, 
legal, literary, occupational, 
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language [cont] 
printed, regulative, religious, 
bcictitilic, spoke11 VS. writtell. 
st;ltid;ird. technic;~l 

languages+ names (classified) 
llrrge 7.88; (- /.v) 8.116 
I;trger sittl;1tion4.11 ; 5.29 
Irrr~c*.vl S .  34 
lurvir(~) 5.94 
laser 1.75 
last (conjunct) 8.1 37 

(postdeterminer) 5.22,34,67, 119; 
7.21;8.52; 9.40; 17.15, 32; 19.38 

(time adjunct) 8.55,77n; 19.37 
(verb) 8.51 ; 1 6 . 2 4 ~  48 
(at -)9.ln,28; 19.55;(- blrtnot 

least) 8.14411; 19.56; ( -  11') 8.137; 
19.38; ( -  oj'all)8.137; ( -  out) 
16.12; (this/fkese -) 8.60n 

late (adjective) 7.8,36 
(adverb) 7.8,83; 8.55n, 77 
( -  ly) 7.8,70,83; 8.55,62,63; (of-) 
7 7nn 

leoue(verb)3.15;4.45;9.45; 10.27; 
16.19,44,46, 53, 54. 57; (- 11cfi)re) 
l6,15;(-0/f)  16,39;(-irr!O 16.12; 
( - N .vtrr~~rli~r~) 10.17; ( - t(~[f;~r) 
16.57 

lectlrre nbourlo~~ 16.28 
kd3.IR 
1(:0 (:~<lvcrl>) 8.41 

(p;\" tctisc, k . u ! ~ . )  3.15 
let'+ branching, dislocation 
legal language 1.28; 3.141~37% 59; 

4.58n;8.91n;9.12n. 38n,56; 11.3% 
12,2011; 13.104n; 14.20; 15.36; 
17.73; 19.23,47n, 6411; 111.29 

lend3.13;(- to) 18.3111 
length (dimension) 5.8; 17.1 14 

(of structure)2.7-9; 7.81 ; 8.87, 150, 
153; 17.115; 18.7; 19.47.68n; 
111.17-18.20 

see also: adjective, long, medial, noun 
phrase, prepositional phrase, short, 
subject, tone unit, vowel, word 

lengtke~t 7.8511 

letter [cont] 
75; III.l,4, Ion, 11, 14,21, 23, 25, 
29,30 

rcdi~pliciltion 13.104n 
seealso: acronym, initial, silent 

letter-writing 10.53n; 11.47; 17.91n; 
19.65,85; 111.2, 11,1411, 30 

k.tfrr.v 5.77 
level -tcoordin;ltion, liicrarcliy 
level tone 11.14, 1511, 18n 
lexcme+lexical, vocabulary 
lexical 

factors9.12; 12.2; 13.89; 16.21; 17.39; 
18.1; 19.7; 11.16 

hybrid+ word-formation 
item 2.35; see vocabulary 
linkage 19.19.21-24,2511, 33-35.72 
morpheme I.2n 
recurrence 19.23 
see also: genitive, prosody, verb 

lexicalization 17.8,51,96, 11 1 ; 1.8, 
9-12, 13-15,36n,38,57,65 

conditions on compounds 1.58 
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like [cont] 

VS. 11.5' + U S  

(a~ldthe -) 13.104; (ifj~ou -) 4.52n; 
8.126; 12.6511; ( -  to) 
(tlppr(ixim:~tor) 8.1 12n; 
~ l l ~ l ~ l ~ / ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ r l  - ) 4,5811 

-like 1.3, 38 
likely7.9,81n; 8.127; 14.36; 16.72, 79; 

(be - to) 3.47,66; (n~ost/yuire/ 
very-)8.127 

liketvise (conjunct) 8.137, 143 
(subjunct)8.116 
pro-form use 12.10,25n 
(do-) 12.10 

liking+verbs (semantic classification) 
-lily 7.9; 1.41 
limiting-trestrictive 
line (in -) 9.66; (in - ~virh) 9. l l 
line (dimension) 9.15, 17 
linearity 18.3 

. .. -.. 
later 7.70, 83; 8.55,72.77; 19.37.38, lent 3.13 phrasal 9.12n; 1.1211, 16 linguistic 

4711; (-on) 8.5511 less (postdeterminer) 5.24 sec also: conversion, relexicalization context 6.1, 15,3811; 7.30; 8.144n; 
Latin 1.2, 14, 15; 4.1711; 5.82,91,93-96, (preposition)9.8 lexicography 2.3811 10.4; 11.38.41; 12.6-7,9,46; 14.8; 

112, 123; 6.4; 7.21n,85; 9.7n; (prdnoun) 6.48,53; 12.10, 17 lexicology +grammar, vocabulary 15.13,73; 17.8,46n, 80 
13.104; 17.5411; 1.6, 14,21,28,39, in comparison 7.74,82n, 83,86: lexicon + vocabulary organization 1.12-13, 18.27 
56,75; 11.4 8.131; 10.66; 13.100; 15.63-64, li~ble16.79;(-to)4.66;16.69 seeaho: extralinguistic factors 

see also: neo-classical 69n, 71; 19.52 lib 1.12, 74 linguistics 1.12, 16, 18;2.4n; I.16n 
latter 17.97; (the -) 19.49 vs./ewer 5.24,53 libretto 5.100 see also: textlinguistics 
laugh (vs. la~rghter) 5.4 (-er) 7.78,83; (nolnot (any) - (. . .) lice 5.84 linkers 13.6 
laugh (at) 9.46n, 63; (-  . . . ofl) 16.411; than) 15.70; ( -  ofa . . . than) licence/licerlse 1.56 see a1.90: discourse (connectivity), lexical 

( -  . . . selfsick) 16.45n 15.69n,7ln; (- so) 12.27; lick N irrto sltape 16.8 linking verb-tcopular verb 
/oy(verb)3.10, 16;9.l6n; 16.19n,48; (- . . . than) 14.13; 15.63-64,70 lie (verb) 3.411, 10, 16; 4.27, 32.38; links 5.9 1 

( -  down) 16.4n -less 7.1;9.57n; I.5,38 10.24; 16.19,21,24; (-and. . .) list 11.20; 17.86; 11.10, 13; 111.1 1, 23n 
lay (past tense, lie) 3.16 Iesso17.85n 13.98; (-S[) 3.4n;(- lo~v) 16.17 I ~ S I ~ N  4.30; (- to)4.30; 10.23; 16.28,53 
-1e (base ending) 7.47,80,81 lest 3.61; 8.86; F.12; 15.48 lieu,in9.66; (-of)9.11, 12x1, 13 listing conjunct 8. 1 36, 137-138, 143; 15.18 
lead(verb) 3.18; 16.26,48,50 let (lexical) 3.17,51 ; 1 l.26n; 16.52 l&' (in a//. . . -) 8.62 lit 3.18 

(particle) 3.51,60; 11.26-29; lfe/lives 5.83 literal -> metaphorical 

lea~~(ed/t) 3.15 16.52n literal/y (disjunct) 8.124, 130n 
leap(ed/t)3.15;9.31; (- ouer)9.31 (- alone) 13.10311; (- cloivtl) 16.2611; ligllt (adjective) 7.8.88 (subjunct) 8.100, 126 
l e a r ~  3.13; 4.8; 16.31,35, 38; (-about) ( -  Nbe) 16.17;(- Ngo) 16.9, 17, (adverb) 7.8 literary language 1.28; 19.28 

9.60; 16.28;(-edl - 03.13 52n;(- on) 10.6111; 16.3111; (-out) (verb)3.18; (- ed)3.18 
l 

little (adjective) 5.24n; 7.88 
learned(adjective) 3.13; 7.19 16.3ln, 34n (in(the) - of)9.11, 1211; 14.14; 

! 
(determiner) 6.59; 10.59 

learned language 1.28 secalso: directive, let's 15.46n; ( -  ly) 7.8; (-upon) 16.5 (frequency adjunct)8.65, 77 
least (postdeterminer) 5.24: 7.78 -let I.15,33,77 light +punctuation (minimizer) 8.11 1 - 113 

(pronoun) 6.48.53; 12.10, 17 let's3.51n;6.7, 18; 11.26,29,30n; 11.9; (postdeterminer)5.23-24; 7.83; 
(subjunct)8.111, 113, 115 (-not) 3.51n; 11.3011; (- us) 3.5111; lightnirtg (verb) 3.511 10.66; 15.9 

, incomparison 7.74,82n, 83; 8.131; ( -  yolr) 3.51n like (conjunction) 8.79; 9.4; 14.12, 36, (pronoun) 6.48,53,62; 7.69; 12.10, 
19.52 letter (alphabetic) 5.81; 8.138n. 143; 50; 19.60n 17; 17.15 

vs. /ewes1 5.24 17.88n; 1II.3,28,29n (particle) 16.2,22,24n comparison of 7.78,83 
(at-)8.116;9. ln;( inthe-)8. l l l ;  capital5,29,60,66n, 70, 118; 8.13811; (preposition) 6.27; 7.81 ; 8.79; 9.4.7, (a -) 5.23-24,38n;6.48,53,62; 7.56; 

10.62; ( -  ofal/) 8.1 11 10.53; 14.29; 17.91n; 19.75; 1.59, 9.48; 13.10311; 15.50n, 71; 17.3711 8.77,98, 11 1,114,115; 10.59,61n, 
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nraxi- 1.24 measure [cont] Me,s.srs 5.103 nti.scolc1~1arc 8.1 ORn 
nruxinrize 7.8511 ;1dvcrbi:1I8,3,4,Y,48,57,63; 10.10, met 3.18 nri.sco.st 3.17 
maximizer 60.66; 16.24n metalinguistic commcnt disjunct 8.8. ntisil<al (vcrb) 3.15 

colnp;~rison oI'8. 106. I In  gcl~itivc of5.1 16: 17.38 1 1  1 .  126; 10.06: 11.24; 12.31; 15.38 /n/,vg/1,1~3,IO 
niodilicationol'8.106. 1 I t )  phl;~se 5.18, 3811: 0.4111; 7.88; L) . J2~~.  (subjunct) 8.12011, 126 ~ni.slt~~or 3.15 
subjunct 8,104,105-110 35,64; 10.13, 14, 20n,27n, 35n; metanalysis 1.711~ misjrrilge 8.108 

nmxirmtm 5.95 13.102; 15.6411; 16.2711; 17.55, 108; metaphorical vs. literal 1.8; 3 . 1 4 ~  16. r~~isi~ry 3.1 On 
n~qv 3.2 1 .  39, 40, 5 1,60: 4.47, 49. 50, 5 1, 1.53 18; 5.12211; H.2.4.42n. 55. 1201; 1rri.vI~~~r11 3. l 8 

52. 5 3 ,  54.00, 01.03; 0.01 ; H.103; r,.vo/,s,r.  I I O I I I I .  p i~~l i l io~~.  V C I I > H ( H C I I I I I I I I I C  0 .  ISn. 1011. 3.7. 33. 3911, 61 ; 10.10. 11, rr~I,v~n,ntog~~ H, 10811 
I1,5n,Xn, 13. 39; 13.31; 14.2411. 34; cI:~ssilici!lio~~) 21,32n,47,511; 14.22: 16.3,4n, 5n, mi.snpr~~.sertt8.10Bn 
15,40,48,55~; 18.16, 24; (-0s we;;) ntedi~~ 5.95n, 98n: 10.3411 12,14,24,29,48; 18.55; 1.7,12n,26 ntiss(verb) 16.39 
4.5311; (-not) 3.39; 10.67; (- n't) medial see also : preposition Miss5.66, 103; 10.53; 17.9111; 19.65; 
3.23.39; 10.5511; 11.8n cooccurrence 8.20 (-CS) 5.103 

maybe 8.127 end- 8.19,20,23,60,84,90, 102, 114, mi.s.~p~~ll3. 13 

M.C. 1.75 130 mclonymy 10.2111 n~i.s,s/n,niI 3.13 

nte6.2-6,s-11, 14, 1811, 27 in cl;tusc 5.16; 7.27; 8.16 -18, 22, 23, nretrop01i.s 5.97 nrissus 19.65 
sec also: l 38,47,55,63, 65,71,78n, 8l.86, rne~vs 5.91 nristake (vcrb) 3.16; (-for) 16.47 

meals+ names (classified) 90.91 -92,95,97,98, 102, 10311, mhm 7.56 mistake editing 17.80 
mean (verb) 3.15; 16.26, 31, 38,50; 105, 107, 109, 114, 116% 117, 118, mice 5.84 nrislcr 10.53; 17.91n; 19.65 

(1 -) 17.80 119, 121, 124, 130, 146, 150-153; nricro- I.24n, 66 nri,sro~ilc~rstartc/ 3.18 
meaning vs. form 2.35n,38n, 41; 4.1 ; lO.L7,58n; 13.38,95; l8.6,41; mid-Atlantic dialect 1.24 MIT 1.75 

13.47,51; 1.3, 9, 10, 15,20 111.17-20 middle+ become, verb mixed-taspect, coordination, gender 
meaning relations-+semantic (relations) insentence 10.52; 11.811, 25; 13.55; midi- 1.24 mM(= medial medial position) + medial 

seealso: absolute, abstract, additive, 14.29,38-41; 15.22,25,47,53-56, might 3.21,39,40;4.50,51,53,59-63, nrm 11.55 
anticipatory, aspectual, causative, 57n,60; 18.20n.59 65n; 8.103; 11.5n, 13; 14.20.23, -mme spelling 3.8 
circumstance, concessive, conditional, initial- 8.18,20, 21,23,47,55,65, 102, 2411.34; 15.36,48,55n; 18.24; nrob I.74n 
consequence, contingency, contrast, 109n,114,130 
derogatory, dimension, direction, 

( -  as we11)4.53n; (- not) 3.39; mobility 2.12-15; 6.28; 7.27, 55, 6311; 
long structure at 8.17 

genitive, grammar, hypothetical, medial- 8.20 10.68; (- n't) 3.39; 10.68; 11.811 8.14,38;9.5; 10.1,9; 13.36-37, 
inferential, -ing participle clause, mighty (intensifier) 7.5611 . 103; 15.22,55,75; 17.34.58; 111.17 

instrumental, interrog:~tive, lexical, variants of 8.18-20 mike 1.74 modal 

manner, matching, modal, negative, 
see also: ellipsis, final, initial mildly 8.1 1 1 auxiliary 2.29,34,41; 3.1,4n,21,30, 

nonfinite, noun, object, outcome, medical(adjective) 7.13.37 miller~nium 5.95 31,39,47,50,52,54,55,56,64,72; 
passive, place, pragmatic, preposition, (noun) 7.13 million 5.89; 6.65 4.16n, 19,30,37,40,41,42,46,47, 
process, progressive, pronoun, purpose, medium 5.95 mind(verb) 10.6111; 16.26,35,39; 48.49-66,68;6.61; 7.39; 8.21, 55n, 
putative. reason, reciprocal, repetition, medium 1.19,29-30, 36.42 (-you) 15.54; (ifyoudon't -) 75,97, 103, 116n; 10.34,41,44, 55, 
resemblance, respect, result, semantic, meet3.18;6.31; 16.19,26 8.12411; (to PRON -)9.63 60n,61n,67-68,69; 11.5n,8n, 13, 
some, subject, time, verb, verb phrase, nremo 1.74 mine6.2-6, 8-1 1, 14.29 24,28n; 12.10,22,23,40,47; 14.6, 
word, word-class memorandum 5.95 - mini- I.13n, IS, 17.24.77 8,22, 24-27,34,36; 15.14,40,48, 

means (noun) 5.9 1 mot 5 .541~ 84; 19.65 minimal free form I.2n 49,52,54,55n, 68; 16.59,63, 7111, 
(by - of)9.11; (byany -) 10.62; (by -men 5.56-57 minimize 7.85n 72n; 18.24,27n 

no -) 6.5011; (-of )9.11n -men[ 1.34 minimizer subjunct 8.104,111-114, central 3.39,40,41; 4.50 
115; 11.21 construction 3.48.54; 4.3,8n, 48.67 

negative 8.1 11 -1 14 frequency of auxiliaries 3.3911; 4.42, 
seealso: nonassertive 47,50,53,56,58n; 11.13 

preposition 9.7,43,49 (make - of) 16.8; (no1 10 -1 minimum 5.95 idiom 3.40.45-46,47,50,66; 7.83; 
see also: noun, process 13.103n minor 7.85 15.52; 16.33 

meanslagentive spectrum 9.43,48-51 mercifully 8.127 minor-tconversion, postmodification, marginal 3.ln,39,40.41-44; 4.50.56, 
meant 3.15; (be - to) 3.47 mere 17.97;(-ly)8.111, 116, 118; punctuation, question 66; 10.68n; 12.64; 14.34; 16.69n 

' meantime8.137, 145; 19.36; (in the -) (not - ly) 8.120; (not - ly . . .but) minority 10.43n meanlng 3.46,47,72; 4.42,46,49-66; 
8.137; 19.36 10.4111 minus (preposition) 9.8 8.9; 15.25; 16.51,79; 17.32, 5411; 

meanwhile 8.137, 14311, 145; 19.36; (in merger6.2; 13.11; 17.33 minute (noun) (- S) 5.77 I.40n, 54 
the -) 8.137; 19.36 Merriam-Webster Third International (the - (that)) 15.29n particle 3.50 

measure Dictionary 1.13n mis- 1.23 past vs. nonpast 4.50; 10.68; 14.23; 
adjective7.66 mess (around) 16.12; (make a -of) 16.7,8 misbehave 8.10811 15.35 
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modal [cont] mo~rthly 7.9; 8.64 mountains-tnames (classified) 
past perfective 14.23,26; 15.35 months-tnamcs (classified) mutually defining/exclusive 2.39,42; 

n~ousejmice 5.84 
quasi- 3.5111; 4.55 mood-tmodal, modality 

5.12, 15 
movable + stress 

sequence 3.3011 n~rtpecl (noun) 1.76 
r?!y 5.14;6.2-6. 8-11, 14, 29; 10.53 

nlOUe (verb) 3.59; 16.19,26,32; (- out) tnys~lj'6.6, 14, 23-28 seealso: noun, prediction rnoratori~rt~~ 5.95 16.4n 
mod:llily 3.21. 40.49, 52, 56; 4.1,41,49: nrorc (comp:lrotivc)5.24; 7.2.28. 74-77. fronling 6.2311 

movcmenl prcposition 9.22-30, 32 
8.96; 15.68; 16.40,42; 17.31 ; 1.4011 X I  - 86; X.106; 10.66; 13.100; implied 9.26 

adverbial 8.2,8,9, 17, 117n 15.63-75; 19.52 
(conjunct) 8.137, 13811, 144 n~o~v(c[l/~l) 3.14 

disjunct 8.123-124 
N 

(determiner) 15.69-71 Mr5.66, 103; 17.9111; 111.28 
epistemic 3.4811; 4.4911, 51,53-55,62, 

63,65; 10.67 (intensilicr) 3.76; 7.8511; 8.105, 109n, Mrs 5.66, 103 h'(= noun phrase in multi-word verb) 

extrinsic vs. intrinsic 4.49,66; 17.36 127,131, 133n; 15.69,71 MS 5.66, 103; 10.53n; I.76n NA + nonassertive 

markers 4.64 (pronoun) 6.48,53; 12.10, 17; MSS 13.10411 
11akcrl7.19 

root 4.49455 15.69-71 mucl1 (intensifier)7.1 1, 1611, 62n, 83, 89; nam'(verb) 16.46, 50; ( -  0s) 16.4611; 

subjunct 8.88,99-103 functions ofcomparative 15.69-70 8.63n,77,98, 105, 107, 115 (blN's -) 18.59n;(-Iy)8.137, 143n; 
unmarked 3.52 pro-form use 12.10, 17 (postdeterminer) 5.23-24; 7.83; 17.27,73, 76-77,79,92; 111.1 1, 13 

see also: deontic, imperative, indicative, (any -) 8.97; 10.60; (no -) 8.97; 10.6111; 15.9,69n names 5.60.65-72,8411, 114, 123; 10.53; 

subjunctive 10.58n,60; (nojnot any - (. . .)tha17) (pronoun)6.48,53,62; 7.69; 10.61n; 17.124; 1.75 
'mode' qualifier 17.60 15.70; (- ofa) 15.69n,71n; (-or 12.10, 17; 17.15 composite 5.60, 70 
model (verb) 3.8 less)8.111, l13;(-so)12.27; pro-form use 12.10, 17 descriptive 5.70; 17.59 

modification 2.22,28,29,31,32, 3311; (-than) 10.3511; 13,103; 15.6811; (as -) 15.71; (as - as) 13.103; 15.71n; 
in 

5.64.70; 6.1,20,39n, 42,55,56n; ( - .  . . than)8.77; 14.13; 15.69-71; (as - of. . .as) 15.7111; (how -) locative 5.65.69; 17.39 

7.20,46; 8.79.83.89.98, 103, 110, (wlzatis -) 8.137, 144 7.88;8.25, 110, 113, 115; 10.13; modification of 5.64,71,72 

120, 131; 10.53; 12.16, 17, moreover 8.137, 143n 11.15n; 16.27n;(notso-. . .as) personal 5.64,65,66, 118; 10.53; 

55-56; 13.51,67,75; 15.29; 17.52, morpheme 2.3,4,5, 7, 37; 12.31 ; 1.211 13.42% 103; (-of) 6.53; 10.43; 14.29; l7.39,42,88,91;1.37,77 

124; 111.4 see also: base, bound, free, inflection. (SO-SO) 12.27; (too - ofa) 15.7311; proper5.108; 10.3411; 17.3,95; 1.59 

complementation and 2.33,60; 8.31n lexical, root, stem (too - so) 12.27; (uery -) 2.1411; vs. noun 5.60 

morphological form 2.37-38,5411: 3.21, 7.11,62n, 77; 8.89, 107, 108 see also: appositive, by, coordinate, 
ellipsis 12.55.56; 13.66 

23,30;4.3,17;6.1,11, 13,46,54, 
genitive, noun, plural 

multiple 17.120-124 multal quantifier 6.13,48,53; 8.67; 15.9 names (classified) 
see also: apposition, complementation, 62;7.15n,46,71;8.10n, 10811; multi- 1.28 

conversion, coordinate, genitive, 10,29,34n,43n,49,61; 12.8,33n, animal 5.87, 118; 17.1 1, 39; artistic 
multiple+analysis, apposition, 

maximizer, name, nonrestrictive, noun, 36,39; 13.36; 14.1211; 15.57,75; 6.26; body parts 5.35, 36n; 6.3011; 

postmodification, premodification, 16.2,28n, 69% 84; 17.51, 114; comparison, constituent, 10.49n; brand I.15n; buildings 

prepositional phrase, pro-forms, 111.4 coordination, correlative, either, 5.44n; 9.17; canals 5.72; cities 5.68, 

pronoun, restrictive morphology 1.14,42; 2.7, 35n,41; 5.105; embedding, genitive, head, 118; 9.17; 17.89; coastline 5.72; 

modulation (modality) 4.4911 
modification, negative, 

1.2n,39,40,73,76n communication 5.33,45; continents 
moment (- arily) 8.55,63; (at the seealso: syntax, verb, word-formation 

postmodification, premodification, 5.68,118; 9.17; counties 5.68; 9.17; 
subordination, ivh- 17.89; countries 5.57, 68, l l l, 118; 

(the - (that)) 14.14; 15.29n Moses 5.114 
multipliers5.15, 18; 8.1 18n 9.17; dances 5.55; days 5.67; 9.34, 
multiuersity 1.76 

momentary actlevent-tverbs (semantic most (comparison) 5.24; 7.2,28,74-77, 40n, 41; dress 5.76; ethnic-names 

classification) 81-86; 10.43; 19.52 multi-word+ verb (peoples); family 10.53; 17.91 ; 
monarchs* names (classified) 

mumble (verb) 16.3111 
(intensifier) 7.87; 8.105, 109n, 131 festivals 5.33,67; 9.34. 36; firms 

mw~itions 5.77 
money 5.4; (- S) 5.911 (pronoun) 6.48,53; 12.10, 17 5.108n,125n; games5.75; 

music-tintonation 
mongoose 5.84n pro-form use 12.10, 17 geographical 5.17,65,68, 72, 118; 

musical 7.37 
mono 1.74 ( -  ly) 8.116; 17.73,87; (the -) 6.53 9.17; 17.39,88n, 89; given 5.66; 

n~ono- 1.28 -most 7.82n must3.21,39,40,47,48;4.47,51,54,55, illnesses 5.49.75; imperial 5.6611; 

monosyllabic forms 7.81 -82 
motel 1.76 56,57,60,61n,65; 8.103; 11.13; institutions5.33,44, 72; 17.109; 

see also: adjective, preposition mother-ill-law 5.102 
14.23, 34; (-not) 3.39; 10.67; 111.29; instruments 5.55, 76; islands 
(- n't) 3.39; 10.67 

monotransitive mother-tongue + English 
5.72; lakes 5.68; 17.89; languages 

with second-person subject 4.5411 
conversion to complex-transitive 1.54 motion+movement preposition, verbs 5.9n,57,58n; 1.38, 39; mass 

mutation 5.74, 84 
verb 2.16,32; 3.65; 8.3411; 10.2, 12n; (semantic classification) communication 5.33: meals 5.48; 

mutter(verb) 9.4611; 16.3111 
16,18,20,24n, 25-42.44-46,52, motivation 15.45.49 

monarchs 5.64n. 6611; months 5.67; 
mrctton (vs. sheep) 5.4 

60.64-67,68n, 84 in word-formation 1.14 
9.4011; 17.89; mountains 5.68, 72; 

mutual(1y) 19.52 
seealso: complementation motive preposition 9.7,43,44 

17.89; nationalities 5.56-57, 88; 
mutual participation-+participation 7.25,42,45,87; 17.114; 1.37; 
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names (classified) [contj need(auxiliary) 3.40,41-42; 4.50, 53, negative [cont] neologism 1.14. 16n, 76 
newspapers 5.72; occupations 55,60,66; IO.6ln; 11.13; 14.34 11.711; 14.1311; 15.34; 18.56 -ne.ss 1.13, 15.36 
10.53; 17.91 ; occ;111s 5.72: pcoplcs (Icxic;~l)3.41 -42;7.83: 8.107; 10.68n: impcr:ltivc 2.57; 3.37; 8.7711; 11.10, ~icstin& 14.38 41 
5.88; 7.251~45; 17.1 14; 1.38; 11.13: 16.20. 38.39, 54 28; 13.29 trc.1 (t~iljcctive) 7.21 
periodicals 5.72; personal (noun) 17.36 implied 6.59 network English 1.27; 11.1 
belongings 6.30n; 10.49n; pets ( -  I~ULT) 3.4211; (iff -) 9.66; (ill - of) intensification 5.711; 10.62,70 neuter+nonpersonal 
17.1 I : pl;lrlcs 5.72; popcs S.60n: 9.11 ; ( -  , ID/)  3.42; 10.67; ( -  11.1) main vcrh 10.67- 69 ncu1r:ll- + Enlzlish, expcct;ltion, polarity, 
pul)lic L~cililics 5.72; IIICCS 5.2'111; 3,42; 10.07, O X :  ( -  /,I) 3.42; 4.55. ~ I C I I I ~ ~ I I ~  2.50; 3.4011; 4.5211; 6.5011. 53, 1~111tivc III .L)IIO;III .  scx 
1.38,39; rivers 5.72; 17.89; scns 66:(- S )  3.42; 8.103 59,62; 9.48,49, 55; 10.38-59,61, ncutrnl condition* condition (open) 
5.72; seasons 5.33,47; ships 5.72, negation 2.48,50, 53-54; 3.21, 39,42n, 6211; 11.23; 13.5; 15.44, 52; 16.3111, neutralization 2.37 
111n:6.38; 17.10; smallobjects 45,5111; 5.38; 8.67.70. 112; 39,42,71. 73; 17.4611; 18.16,24 nelw (minimizer) 8.1 12 
4.35; states 5.68, 118; 9.17; 17.89; 10.54-70; 1.13 multiple 10.63n (mod:ll t~djunct) 8.9 
supernatural beings 68;temporal affixal 10.5411; 17.96; L21 nonfinite clause 14.6 (time frequency adjunct) 2.54; 3.4411; 
5.46,65,67; 9.34, 36.40-42; tools alternative 8.25, 83, 102, 105, 110, operator 3.22-26,40,44,47; 10,6511; 4.13n;6.59; 8.9,65,69-71; 10.58, 
5.76; towns5.68. 118; 9.17; 17.89; 113, 120, 121, 134; 10.65; 15.20 11.5 60,64; 13.36 
transport 5.33,45; 9 . 4 9 ~  clause--, ncgative cl;tusc/scntcncc orientation4.52n; 11.7-8, 12, 16; (timesubjunct) 8.98, 117 
universities 5.69n denia12.56n; 3.25; 10.55n, 57n, 62, 16.23n repeated 10.62 

narrative4.57; 17.311; 19.39-43,78 65n,66,69; 13.47; 17.80; 19.34n particle+not response l l .4n 
see also: aspect, present, tense emphatic 3.3911; 10.55,62,66,67 phrase 3.22n, 24; 8.95; 10.58,65; (-ever) 8.69,98; 10.62n; (-in (all) 

narrow 7.88 focusof 8.48,68,77, 102, 112, 113, 11.53; 15.41; 17.80; 18.24,48 myli/e) 10.62 
narrow + pitch 120; 10.65; 15.20,23 question 2.54; 3.45; 10.57-59; ~tevertheless8.137, 143n, 144- 146; 13.8, 
narrow orientation subjunct 8.21,23,88, frequency of 3.23 11.7-8,9n, 10, 12, 15n, 17.21-23; 13; 14.13 

92-120 local 10.54, 58n, 66,69; 18.24n 12.63; 15.54 new ->expectation, given 
nasal suffix3.12, 14, 16 predication 3.45; 8.18; 10.54,69 raising+ negation (transferred) New Zealand English 1.26 
national language+ English, standard scopeof 2.55, 57; 3.2211, 72; 6.59; response 1.34; 10.57,58n, 61,66; see also: regional English 
nationality words-names (classified) 8,18,51,65,68,92n,97, 113, 120; 1114-13; 15.35; 18.59n rre1v.s 5.75 
native 10.58,60,64,65,67-69; 11.17; semi- 3.24,42n news reporting 1.28; 3.73; 4.21 ; 14.2911; 

forms 1.361~38 13.15,31,33,37,45,48; 14.3611 sentencednegative (clausejsentence) 18.26n; 19.34n 
speaker 1.15,41,42; 1.2, 14n syntaxof 10.57 subjunctive 3.22n, 58 seealso: broadcasting 
see also: English transferred 8.1 1711; 11.8n; 12.2811; tag question 10.57,58n, 59n,66 neivscast 1.76 

NATO 1.75 14.36 territory 2.54 newspapers+ names (classified) 
natural (adjectivejnoun) 7.13 usage problems 10.59n,63n transportation-tnegation ne.xt(conjunct) 8.137; 19.18,38,55,56 
naturally 8.127, 128n verb 10.55,61n (transferred) (ordinal) 5.22, 34,67; 7.21; 8.52; 9.40; 
Nouaho(s) 5.88 negative see also: adjective, adjunct, adverbial, 17.15,32,57; 19.37, 38 
nautical terms 8.4111 auxiliary and 3.22-26; 4.53% 54,55; before, condition, conjunct, declarative, (time adjunct) 8.55.72 
near (adverb) 7.46; 8.41,48n 10.54,56,6111,67-69 determiner, dis-, disjunct, expectation, (- to) 9.5, l0,20 

(preposition) 7.70; 9.5,7,20 c~ause/sentence 2.47n, 49,50,53; 3.22, interrogative, minimizer, nei~her, no. -ng adjective base ending 7.80 
34,37,42,45,48n, 52; 4.39,52,54, nor, not, position, prefix, preposition, 

(prepositional adverb) 9.66 -nge verb base ending 3.9 
6111; 5.39; 6.59,60; 7.57n; 8.8,48, pronoun, purpose, quantifier, verbs 

(- by)8.41,48n; (-er) 8.4811; 9.7,20, (semantic classification), yes nice 16.76, 80; (-and. . .) 13.99 
66; (- er to) 9.7, 10,20; ( -  est) 58,67-68,771~ 83,86,94,95,97, nightly 7.9; 8.64 

102,109,110,111, 113,114,120n. negatordnegative particle, not 8.4811; 9.7,20, 66; (- est to) 9.7,20; niglrty I.74n 
130, 131, 144; 9.361~37; 10.41, neglect (verb) 16.38 

(- ly) 6.50n,56,62n; 8.1 l l, 113, ni16.64n 
114, 126; (- to)9.5,7, 10,20; 54-65,66; 11.6,41; 12.28n,29,60; ~either(deterlniner) 5.14,16,73n; 6.45, no (determiner) 2,54; 5.12, 13, ,4, 23; 

13.14,29-34, 36-40,42,6l, 94; 62; 10.41,60; 13.5 
18.31n 6.45,59,62,64n;9.58; 10.42.58, 

14.6,36; 15.27,34,35n,36,44,49n9 (pronoun) 6.13,45,48,59,61,62; near vs. distant reference 4.1 1n; 6.40, 60,62,66; 12.18; 15.14.41 
54,55n,64,68n,70-71,73-74; 10.41,42,60; 12.10, 17 (intensifier) 10.60 
16.35,39; 17.96; 18.16; 1.40 (subjunct) 8.116, 119, 120; 12.29; reaction signal 7.54 

contraction 3.22n.23,32,33,36,39, 13.11,36; 111.6, 12 necessarily 8.103 response8.100, 13011; 10.55-70; 
40,43; 5.1711; 10.55,56; 18.24 pro-formuse 3.26; 12.10, 17; 18.24 

necessary 15.25; 16.72;(if -) 15.34 11.4-13; 13.102n 
directive 11.24,28; 18.44n S 1 ( - .  . .ffor)5.50; 10.41,44; 13.5,20, 

necessity 17.36 vs. nor 10.58 
double 1.22; 8.9811; 9.5711; 10.63n.66, 33,37-38,39,61 

necessity 4.49, 51,54,55,56,65,66; (-. . .fro.. .) 11.4311; (- one)6.9, 
69,70; 15.70 neo- 1.29 11.13; 14.24-25; 15.25 45-47,62; 10.50,60 

forms2.54-55; 3.32,33,36,37; 6.59, l 

root 4.54 neo-classical7.21n; 1.6, 1411, 15n,24n, see also: doubt, n~orc 
see also: epistemic, logical 27,28-29, 36, 39,42,66 No. 17.8811; III.30n 
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no- 2.54; 5.12; 6.13.45-47, G2 nonattributive-) ;idjcctivc (predicative non/~(~mtttcrhle 1.2 1 n nor [cont] 
no article-->;~rticlc only) nongrkid;ihlc-->atUcctivc, adverb. (subjunct) 8.1 16. 119, 120; 12.29; 
no-one -t tto(one) nonce-formation 2.4211; 8.8911; 17.1 1 l ; gradability, noun, verbs (semantic 13.1 1.36.40; 18.24n 
noblc (adjective/noun) 7.13 1.5t1, 15, 18,32,40n,41,49, 58,7111 classification) pro-form use 3.26; 6.59; 12.29, 30n; 
nobody 2.54; 6.9.45-47,62; 9.58; 10.43, noncommilted 4.5 1.66 nonhe;ided -> headed 18.24 

50,60 nonconclusive-tverbs (semantic noninherent+;~djective (noninherent) s c ~ ,  rrlro: o,rrl, hrrf, ncirhrr 
rrod (vcrh) 4.27.35 cl:~ssific;~tion) nonlimiting >nonrcstrictivc ttorrrtnll~~ 8.65, (17 60, 125; ( -  .spi,rrkirg) 
ttoisi, ohour/abrood 16.34n noncorrclative-tcorrelative, so, suclr, nonlinguistic-textralinguistic Pactors 8.67n 
nomina16.1,23,46, 55; 7.45; 9.3 ihrough nonnative-, English normntive +prescriptive 

expression 12.16, 1911; 13.75-76 noncount nonnegative forms 3.23,32,33, 36,39 north(ward(.c.)) 7.4611; 8.41 ; 9.66 
predicative-tnoun (predicative) conversion to count 1.53 nonparticipial +adjective not (particle) 2.34,48,50, 54; 3.22-24, 
see also: coordination indefinite article and 5.9n nonpast + modal. present 37,42n,45,47,51n, 58; 6.50n.59; 

nominal clause 4.6411; 7.53; 1 1.18n, 45; noun 2.30n; 4.4,7,34, 35; 5.2-9, 11, 13, nonperfective 3.34;4.67; 8.61; 14.26; 7.15n,22,56n;8.8,103, 113, 116n, 
12.20; 14.9,22; 15.2.3-16,25,65; 14, 17,23-25, 39,49n,52,54,58, 59,74, 117, 120, 131; 10.54-70; 11.7.28; 
16.35,43,83n; 17.63, 112; 18.33.39 75,8711, loon; 6.50,52; 7.14; 10.38, nonpersort 1.2 1 n 12.64; 13.36-37,42; 15.36; 17.96; 

complement use 3.46n; 10.8 42; 12.16, 19; 13.66.79; 15.7, nonpersonal gender 11.9 
existential 15.16 69-71,73; 17.54; 1.32, 35, 36,47 in noun 5.104,107-108,118n; 6.37; clausal vs. phrasal 8.1 16n 
-brg 3.49; 9.1 ; 16.47; 19.60 pronoun 6.41,45,49,53,61; 12.1811 position in nonfinite clauses 14.6 
object use 3.62; 4.29; 10.7; 18.28 see also: count position in questions 11.7 
prepositional complement use 9.1 nondefining-t nonrestrictive 33-34,36-39,41,42,45,47,49; position with conjoins 13.42, 57 
relative6.20.35n; 10.7, 34,38; none 6.12,44n, 45,48,62, 6411; 10.42,58, 10.49-50; 16.15; 17.1 1-15,22,25 pro-form use 10.6611; 12.28; 13.57; 

11.1811; 12.63;15.ln,2,3,511,8-9, 60; 12.10, 17, 18; (-the) 10.60 see also: agent, it, noun (personal), subject 15.6411; 16.71n,72n 
1211, 18,53,56; 17.9, 12, 18.20; nonequivalence comparison 15.63, (personal) (-a) 10.62; (-at  all) 8.70; 
18.29.33n 71 -72,75 nonpredicative-tadjective (adjective (and-. . .) 13.42n;(-. . .but) 

subject use 10.6, 15 rronetheless 8.137, 145 only) 10.4111; 13.33; (-one) 10.62; (or -) 
that- 11.18; 13.50-51; 14.20,22,30; nonfactual condition-tcondition nonprogressive construction 4.25-33, 11.20; 15.6 

15.54; 17.26; 18.2611; 16.16 (hypothetical) 46,67; 10.14; 17.7.9811; 18.43 see also: ecen, ecer, hal/, i/. just, much, 
vocative use 10.53 nonfinite see also: verb (stative meaning) negation, no, only,yrt 
wh-9.1; 12.63; 13.50-51; 14.22 clause 2.1311; 3.37n,40,52; 6.24n, nonreflexive-tverb notably 8.1 16; 17.73,87 

nominalization 1.28; 2.31n,43; 6.2411; 25n,31; 7.20; 8.13,20n, 29, 53,59, nonrestrictive notarypuhlic 5.102 
7.72-73;9.14; 10.25; 14.5; 15.13n, 61n,75n, 86,87,127n, 132; 9.3, clause 8.94n; 15.23,28n, 29; 18.6; note (verb) 16.31,35; (tcrke - of) 16.58 
14; 16.36,84; 17.26, 33,47,51-53; 32n, 55; 10.1n. 6,34, 57,5811; 111.18, 19 nothitrg 2.54; 6.12,45,62; 10.60; 17.15 
18.43; 19.22,49;L26n, 31n,35,42, 12.221~43-44; 13.3511; 14.5-8, 10, modification 5.64; 6.20, 53; 13.79; (numeral) 6.64n 
44,71n 15-19; 15.1-3,lO-15, 18-19,30, 14.9; 15.2; 17.3,4-29,34,35,44, notice (noun) (take -of) 16.8, 58; 

nomitrally 8.127 34,41,50,56,58-62; 16.25, 36-42, 48-50,58,65,94,95, 110, 115; 111.19 (untilfirrther -) 8.59n 
nominative case 6.4 49,64; 17.2,8,28-36, 37,54n,62, see also: adjective, adjunct, adverbial, (verb) 16.31,35,42n, 52.53 
non- 1.15, 17,21; 111.4 92-93; 18.33-36,53-54,59; 19.38, apposition, postmodification, rtotfi 16.59 
nonagentive-t verbs (semantic 41,60; 111.18. premodification, relative clause notional+concord, gender, grammar, 

classification) clause ellipsis 12.67 nonsentence 11.38,45,53-55 passive, plural, subject 
nonassertive forms 2.27; 3.2,32,36,40,45,47,48, nonspecific-tspecific notivirhstanditlg8.137, 145; 9.7, 56; 

adverb 10.60 52; 4.55,66; 9.3; 10.34; 11.43; nonstandard 1.22, 37,41 15.39n 
context 3.42,43; 4.51; 5.23; 7.56n, 78, 12.23,26,49, 59; 14.5, 10; 16.17; construction 1.20; 3.32, 34n; 5.6711, rtorigl~t 6.64n 

86; 8.62, 107; 9.58; 10.57-70; 17.5411; 18.27 89n,l l ln;6.5,  18n,43n,55n;7.7, nought (symbol) 6.64n 
13.31; 15.14; 16.32n,35,39,61,71.73 frequency of clauses 14.6 56n, 83; 8.69; 9.4; 10.63n, 70; noun 2.28,29, 34,35; 3.23, 59; 5passim; 

determiner 6.45; 10.60 functions 3.30 12.2011; 13.7411; 14.29n; 16.2411; 6.1, 13; 7.33,86; 8.47, 54, 10311, 
form 2.53-55; 5.14; 8.63n,69,97,98; phrase 3.2211,4911,52,53,56,57; 4.19, 17.91n, 112; 19.42n,63; 1.1811 106n,133n;9.11; 10.511; 11.45; 

10.57-70; 11.6-7, 12, 13, 16, 17, 67-68; 17.58 orthography 3.36n, 44.4511.51 ; 14.24-25,32; 16.55-57; 18.13; 
22,23, 28; 14.3611; 15.27,35,52,63, verb+nonfinite (forms) 12.47n,48n,49n, 5011; 14.2311; 19.34-35; 11.5-6 
73; 17.5; 18.24n verb phrase, meaning in 4.67-68 17.47, 112 -adjective combination 17.56, 59 

minimizer 8.1 11 - 114 with/withoutsubject 10.6; 14.7-8: pronunciation 3.511; 111.27 affixation in 8.89; 1.21 -49,51-53.56, 
pronoun 6.13.45-46,48,53,59-61, 15.58-62; 16.36,49; 17.28-30 vocabulary 3.17; 9.5711; 10.53; 19.65; 57,59-61.63-66,69-71 

see also: coordinate, finite, not, object, I. 12,46n agent(ial/ive) 7.36.73; 17.7, 52,97; 
territoiy 2.53; 6.52 postmodification, subordinator, verb nor (coordinator) 10.41 ; 13.5, 18-20,40, I.18n. 34,44,62,63,69,71 
see also: assertive, determiner 103; 111.6, 12 aggregate 1.32 
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noun [contl noun [cont] noun phrase [cont] noun phrase [cont] 
animate 8.40; 9.52; 10.51 ; 16.73; proper-common conversion 5.61 ; discontinuous 9.58; 10.17; 17.26,122; 17.54; 18.13,39,40,50,51;1I.16, 

17.42; 1.64 1.5211, 53 I8.32n,39-41,4411 20 
;~ltributivc+ noun (prc~nodilic~ltio~~ cl~l;l~ltit;~tivc 5.18. 25. 89 - 90; 6.65; tliscollrsc rc(hr'~~cc 19.46. 49 51 sulrslilt~tio~~ 12.14 20 

by) 10.3511; 17.108 ellipsis7.55; 12.54-58; 13.64, 71-76; vocative funclion 10.52-53; 11.25 
case 5.112-126 repeated 13.102 17.121; 1.48 seeolso: appositive, but, compound, 
classes 5.2-9, 13, 118 spatial 17.116: 1.18 frequency of 17.124 coordinate, generic, infinitive. -ing 
cl;~usc - F no1ni11;ll cl~nlsc slativc2.43; 17.95; 1.53 Iic;~d of 2.28, 20. 30: S .  1 - 2. 10. 1 211. pi~rliriplc ~ I I I I I S C ,  pro-rorms. utrcs.;. I I I ~  

col~~lnon 2.30; 5.2. 1 I ,  20 .W, (1011. alcllivr ~ I ~ I I I I I I I ~ C T I I I I V P I ~ S ~ I I I I  1.53 16, 25, 70, 73. XI), 124; 0.0, 32, 54, !~IIII~(~~II~IIII~~~IIII) 14, 12; lS,25, 27, 2U. 46 

61-64, 67, 69. 125; 10.53; 17.5; 1.53 lcrnpor;ll 5.14n. 17, I X .  l I X :  (1.52; 57,63;7.2, 13n.20,45,78;8.40, (rcsultivc conjunct) 8.137, 143 

compound 5.91, 102, 122x1; 17.59, 8.52,63; 9.38; 10.20n; 15.25n,26; 115;9.58; 10.25,29,34-38,50; (timeadjunct) 4.1 In; 6.43; 7.10,70; 

104- 106; I.19,61,71 ; 11.6; 111.4 17.20n,24, 39; 1.38 12.15-16.55-58; 13.56, 67, 79, 8.10n, 55; 19.36,55; 11.21 

countable+count (noun) uncountable-+ noncount (noun) 102; 14.14,22n; 15.2,8, 16, 57, (transitional conjunct) 8.23, 135, 137, 
dual class membership 5.2,4,58 variable 5.74 69-71,75; 16.8.68, 74,84; 142, 143; 11.21 
dynamic 1.53 verbal 10.30; 15.12; 17.52-54; 1.3, 17po.v.sint; 18.13 ; 19.49 premodifying 7.68 

ellipsis of 7.24; 12.1911, 35n. 4511, 31n, 35,61-63 in multi-word verb 10.12n; 16.2-17, ( -  ftnil~fiait~) 8,7411; ( -  ~ t t d  I/I~>II) 

55-58 see nlso: nbslract, s<ljcctivc, cnsc, 36 8.7411; (by -) 8.72; 19.36: (evet~ -) 

evaluative 10.53; 16.76; 18.13.59n collective, complemenlalion, indefinite 5.10, 11.32, 36, 121n, 126; 8.72; (-ji)r) l l.4ln; (ji~st/rigltr -) 

eventive 8.76 
conversion, coordinate, count, 
dcadjectival, denominal, determinative, 

6.52;7.22,62;9.21; 10.20; 12.11, 8.98; ( -  that) 14.12; 15.25, 27.28, 

general 5.7; 7.24.26; 8.39; 9.2; 10.43, deverbal, gender, generic, genitive, 
15; 17.28,38,42,46-47,77,79,81, 46; (until -)9.ln;  19.36; (up 10 -) 

53; 11.18n; 15.8, 15; 17.24,26; homonymy, instrumental, material, 99; 18.47-48,50 19.36 

17.93; 18.13, 14n,30, 5911; 19.35; name, nominal, noncount, nonpersonal, indirect object function 16.20,55 nowadays 8.55 

11.7 number, plural, pronoun, -S, singular, long8.47; 15.12,75; 16.4411; 18.7,58; tto1vAere8.41; 10.60; 13.36 

gradable 7.14n; 8.101; 9.62; 10.58; suffix 11.20 NP+noun phrase 
15.69n,70 noun phrase 2.8,25,26,27-28,29,44; plural, with singular head 13.66 -n't 2.48.50.54; 3.23; 8.8; 10.55-70; 

head+noun phrase (head) 5passint;6.1,5,6,24,29,30,31,41, postmodification 2.31 ; 3.76; 5. l, 27, 11.7-1 1,22; 13.42; 15.36; 11.9 

human5.29n, 55; 10.51; 17.46; 1.27 44,48; 7.27.351~50, 53n,55,56n, 32,58, 59,71, 113n, 123;6.61;7.21; (- half) 5.1711 
human relevance 5.118 89; 8.118,119n, 13311, 148; 9.55,60; 8.40,44,49,61n,115;9.1,54,55, nuance editing 17.80 
inanimate 5.104, 110, 11 1, 118; 6.16; 10.62; 11,32,40,41n; 12.51; 13.9, 57,58,66; lO.ln, 29, 35, 38.66; nuclear stress/syllable/tone+nucleus 

10.51; 14.22; 17.39,45; 1.4011.64 56-76.82; 14.9,15; 15.2-3, 5n,8, 11.18; 12.16; 15.1-8, 12, 16,61; nuclear ta i lh tone  unit 

invariable 5.74.75-78 12, 13,15,16,21,23,27n, 28n,46n, 17.2-63,94,95, 100, 103, 104- 108, Nuclear English 1.10 
locative 5.1 18, 119; 17.24 57,61,62,64n,71,74; 16.39n, 41, 119-124; 18.5-6,39,42; 11.8 nucleus 5.93 

mass-t noncount (noun) 49,53,66,70,74; 17passim; 18.36, postposed in coordination 10.41,44 nucleus 2.52,56; 3.25,42n; 4.5711; 5.28, 
material 7.14; 17.116 45,58-59; 11.16; 111.4 premodification 2.31 ; 5.1,7n,9n,27, 63;6.16,23n, 27,28; 8.91, IOln, 
meaning of 2.43; 6.1 1.47; 7.32,35, adverbial function 2.24, 25n; 8.10n, 32,58,71,76,89; 6.54; 7.2.63-66, 116, 119, 14311, 144; 10.55,65; 

13,23,39,52, 59,60n,64,66,78, 88;9.49n, 66; 10.38; 12.16; l1.5n,8-ll,15n,30;12.15n,24,28, 
means 17.116 79,81,87,104,109, 111,116, 137; 13.102n; 15.74,75; 17.2-8.29, 38, 30n,56n, 60,63,64; 16.6, 16; 17.26; 
measure 5.8, 89n 9.40; 10.9, 13,26; 14.14 44,47,54,58-59,88-89,94-124; 18.1-19,40,41,56, 57; 19.14, 
modal 17.36 basic 5.1 18.13,59n; 19.2411; 1.65; 11.8; 111.4, 25-27,67;II.lI-IS, 18, 21 
modification of 5.59,61,64 complement function 2.24; 5.1 ; 6.39; falling, etc. + tone 
nongradable 7.63n; 10.58 8.94; 10.8, 11,20n, 46-47; 12.27; prepositional complement function frequency of 11.51~ 1411; II.15n 

parallel use of 5.12n, 50 15.39; 16.20,22,44,46; 17.65; 3.44n; 5.1; 7.68;9.1-3; 16.2,5 see also: focus, intonation 

partitive-tpartition 18.39 prepositional object function number III.30n 
pejorative 7.3611 complex 10.ln; 13.56; 14.3; 16.28-29,38 vs. amoutlt 5.2511 
personal 5.104-108,ll l ,  117, 118; l7 passim reference 2.30; 5.26-72; 6.15; 7.71; (a -of) 5.25, 3811; 10.43; 

6.9.37; 7.1711, 19.24.40; 16.66; conjoint-tcoordinate 12.11 (agrcarer - of) 15.69 
19.4711 definite4.11; 5.10, 32, 121n, 126; sentence function 11.45,53-55; 16.64 number 

predicative2.17n; 7.1411; 1.51 10.20; 12.7-8, 10, 11, 15, 18n; simple 17.124 classes 5.73-101 
. premodification by 5.7n, 76; 7.12-14, 15.6911; 17.38,46-47,76,79,81; structure 2.8.28; 5.1, 70,73; 6.2411; noun5.11,61,62,73-IO3,108;7.13, 

45,68; 17.2,94,104-109; 1.26.27, 51 18.48,50 7.45,68; 8.24; 11.18; 13.56-76; 17 14.23; 10.34-43 
' proper2.30; 5.2, 17,29,60-72,74,75, direct object function 2.21,24; 3.65, passim; 18.39-40; 1.4, 10 ,411~ 58 pronoun 5.11 1 ; 6.1, 11 - 12, 14,24,34, 

81,125;8.141; 17,5,33,46,76,88n, 70;5.1;6.25n;8.55,71; 10.7, 13, subject function 2.21,24; 5.1; 6.2511, 40.41.45; 10.44.48-50; 12,1811 
89.91, 114; 18.15.28n; 19.32,34; 21,27-32; 15.67; 16.20.25-63; 50;8.71; 10.6, 15,18-26, 34-43, see also: concord, cwrdination, distributive, 

17.28,54; 18.39 46-50,59; 11.42; 15.42n, 67,75; dual, plural, prefix, quantifier, singular 



lndex 1733 I 
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numbers+ numeral 14,16n, 18, 19,21,24,27-32.33, obligation 3.31,46,48; 4.49,51,54,55, oJ'(adjective) 10.1 In 

numera12.34,42; 5.1111, 18.20-22,89; 39n,66n; 11.15, 19,42; 12.25.26n; 56,58,65,66; 8.128; 10.67; 11.13; (adverb) 8.41 

6.58.63-69; 7.2511; 8.52; 9.8; 13.61n, 91 -92,9311.94.97; 14.29; 14.23.25n; 15.5; I.40n. 54 (particle) 16.2 

17.86n, 97; 111.4,9 15.1,4-14, 18,22,48n,65,73; 
ohligotory 16.72 (preposition) 9.7, 15, 18 

cardinal 2.42; 5.20-21,38,66n; 16.4-10, 17,20,25-63,66,75,80, obligatory-tadjunct, adverbial, (prepositional adverb) 9.66 
6.50n,54,63--64; 7.52; 8.1 1811, 81; 17.112; 18.20n,27,38; 111.9.21 constituent verb ( - 4 ) 9 . 1 0  

138n, 143; 13.71; 15.9 effected-+ result (object) oblige 16.50; (be - et1 ro)3.40 ofir (verb) 10.30; 16.38,56,57; ( -  to) 

generalordinal 5.20,22, 34, 119; 7.21; element 2.13, 16.17, 21,24,45; 3.65, oblique case 6.4, 1211; 9.3n 16.56,57 

17.32 66,70; 6.24,29, 32; 7.22,23,29; oblique stroke 2.6; 6.66; 1,5911,7611; offer4.57,58,60,64n;6.6O;8.9ln; 11.3, 
in dates 1.23: 6.65,66 8.49, 13811; 10.1-5, 7,4811; 11.31; III.28n, 30 4,6n, 17, 29.53 

in fractions 6.67 13.56; 14.511; 15.1-2,65,67; 17.115n, observational+verbs (semantic 
,s<,ea/so: indirect 

in titles 5.66n 116; 19.35; I.60,62,64; 111.9 classification) o~cii11l.v 8.127 

in years 6.65.66 ellipsis of 1.28; 2.3211; 10.4,7; 11.48; observe 16.31,35,52,53 ojser 3.1 7 

order of 5.22 12.59; 15.66 obsessed with 16.69 ofshore 8.41 
ordinal 2.42; 5.20,22,34,66n, 119; fronting8.27; 10.4611; 13.9211; 18.5, obsolete+archaism oflside 7.67 

6.63-64; 7.62; 8.6111, 138x1; 17.32; 20n,21,24 obtain 16.26 offspring 5.9 1 

19.38; 1.1811 indirect 2.17, 19,23; 6.23,24n; 8.1 1 ; obvious 16.72,73 ofien 7.83; 8.65.67-71, 77; (as - as) 

postposed 17.8811 9.46; 10.2-5,6, 7, 1611, 19,32, 33; obviously (disjunct) 8.127, 133n 15.2811; (-er/ - es1)7.83; (how -) 

premodification of 7.62 11.1511; 13.91; 14.33; 15.1,8,48n, (subjunct) 8.100 7.88; 8.4.64, 115; (wry -) 8.98; 
punctuation with 5.81 ; 6.63n,64n,66, 65; 16.20,55-63; 18.27, 32.38 occasion (- a/) 7.36; (- ally) 7.36; 8.65, 11.4n 

67 + infinitivejinfinitive 77; 11.4n; (on ADJ -S) 8.64,66; oh (exclamation) 11.55 
scope of 13.76 meaning (in conversion) 1.47 9.41 (initiator)7.56; 8.135n; 11.9,41 

usage problems with 6.63n order of directlindirect 10.7, 17n; occasion frequency 8.64.66 (-/or) 11.41 

seealso: coordinate 16.55; 18.38 occupational language 1.3 oh (numeral) 6.64n 

personal 5.35n; 10.2711; 16.15 occupations+ names (classified) oho 1 1 .S5 

position of 2.14; 10.7 occupied with 16.69 OK8.100, 135; 13.102n; 1.75; III.28n 

prepositional 2.2311; 3.49; 14.33; occupy 10.27n okay +OK 

16.5-7,56 occur 7.36; (it - s to me that) 16.3411, -01atry 1.7n 

O-tobject prepositions with indirect 16.57, 60 59n, 60n old 7.36,66,76,82, 88; (- er) 7.85; 
O,,-tobject (direct) pronoun 3.38; 6.3.24-25.35; 8.22; occurrence-tprivilege, usual, verbs 10.51n 
O,-tobject (indirect) 16.4,66; 18.14n,38 (semantic classification) comparison of 7.76 
o (= other referent) 6.6 quasi- 8.6 oceans-tnames (classified) Old English 1.5 
-0 1.15,77 raised 16.41n,49,54, 64 o'clock 17.5511; 111.27 old expectation-texpectation 
-0 (stressed) 1.7711 realization of 2.24; 10.7 -0cracy 1.32 old-fashioned-tarchaism 
-0 nouns 5.100 resultant+ result (object) odd 16.72; ( -  ly)8.127, 131 old information+given 
-0 verb base ending 3.9 semantic propertiesof 10.7, 19,21,24, -odd 6.6411 omission~elision, ellipsis, zero 
-0- 1.66 27-32 odds 5.77 onlit 16.38 

oasis 5.97 syntactic function of 10.7 -oe verb base ending 3.9 on (adverb) 8.41,46 
oaths 5.83 territory 6.5,24,27,35n; 15.67 o'er 111.27 (particle) 16.2 

see also: adjunct, adverbial, cognate, 
-oes plurals 5.81 (preposition) 5.44; 7.70; 8.52, 85; 9.7, 

complement, concord, eventive, of (particle) 16.2 15-17,32,34,36,40,46n, 49n,57, 
in this book) II1.30n extraposed, infinitive, instrumental, (preposition) 2.23; 5.25; 6.30; 8.85; 60; 14.1911; 15.25; 16.69 

object (verb) 16.31; (- to) 16.28 locative, nominal clause, noun phrase, 9.7, 10,49n,54,55,60,61; 16.57, (prepositional adverb) 9.66; 13.101 

object prepositional, prepositional phrase, 69; 17.37.38-45,48-50,54,89 (-N0/)9.11;(-to)9.10, 15n 
recipient, reflexive, relative pronoun, -construction5.19, 115-117, 120-121, see also: account, onto, top 
result, timeadverbial 12411, 126; 6.29n,42,58; 7.24; -on nouns 5.98 

clause 3.40,70; 10.7n, 6611; 11.18; objective 8.133; 9.54; 12.10; 14.2311; 15.14; once(adverb)4.13,23; 7.70; 8.55,64, 
case* pronoun (objective form) 12.28,47; 15.4-14, 54; 16.41~ 20, 17.38-45 65n 

30-42, 59-63.66; 17.26; 18.7,28, genitive 5.1 16, 118n; 17.41-43,45, -genitive+of-construction (conjunction) 14.12, 18-19; 15.25, 27, 
51, 115n , :  

35-37,44n; 11.16 , . -phrase5.6-9, 16,58,66n, 71, 89; 30,34 
direct 1.28; 2.17, 19.23; 3.33,42n.49, role-> affected 6.34n, 37,48,50; 6.65; 7.64, 84,86; (predeterminer) 5.18 

65;4.34; 5.35;6.23;7.17n,73;8.11, see also: subjective 9.55; 12.51, 56; 16.76.82; 17.36 (at -)8.65n; 9.111; 19.37; (-more) 

22,33,63n, 71,78n,85n, 115; 9.31, oblig-tobligatory 1, -pronoun 17.24 8.65n, 72; 19.37n; (- . . . Ihen) 

46,49,55; 10.2-5, 7,s-10, 12, 13, ob/igation17.36 see also: appositive, genitive, pronoun 14.13 

1. '; 
. L 
I I 
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ow 11.55 
-ow (adiective base ending) 7.81 
,,"L \,G', . V , - '  

owi11g 109.10; 15.46n, 59n 
own (emphatic possessive) 6.30; 10.6, 7, 

48; 11.25 
(verb)4.27: 10.23 

owning-, verbs (semantic classification) 
ox(-enl-es) 5.85 

P 

p + particle 
p 5.90: 6.69 
-p doubling in verbs 3.8 
pace (preposition) 9.7 
pain (noun)(of) 9.1111; (on - of)9.11, 

1211; ( - S )  5.77 
(verb) 15.54 

paint 1.1 1 ; (- N red) 16.45 
pair (a - of) 5.76 
pairs (in textual structure) 19.59 
pajomas 5.76 
palaeo- 1.29 
pan- 1.29 
panic (verb) 3.8 
~arrts 5.76 

pare11thesi.s5.97 
parenthetic 5.3711; 10.35.40: 17.6,48, 

68; 18.13,59 
cl;tuse 6.32; 12.70; 13.27n,95-96; 

14.35: 15.23.53-56: 18.2011; 111.2 
scntcnce 111.20,23 
,seeal,vo: coordination, p;lr;llnxis, rtht 

part(verb)16.22n;(in-)8.111, 114; 
(-ly)8.l l l ,  114;(0111he-of) 
9.1 l : ( -  ~vitlr) 16.28 

part ofspcech--P word class 
part-whole relation 17.106 
partake 3.16 
partialiapposition, compound, 

conversion, quotation 
partirtlly 8.1 l l 
participant 

relations 19.15-16,31,61,64-65,69 
role 10.18-33; 16.14,57; 17.51; 18.31, 

38,51-52 
see also: orientation 

participation, joint/mutual/unitary 
13.60,70n; 16.19 

participial+ adjective, participle 
participle2.43; 3.30,56: 7.19,21n,45, 

83;9.2; 14.12, 14; 16.17; 17.54,94, 
98- 103 

affixation in 8.127; 1.23, 24 
clause 3.47n. 70; 7.27; 8.89; 9.55; 

10.611; 12.35; 14.14,40; 15.19; 
1 "  ,,l. TT, 1 7  

partition [cont] passive [cont] 
fractional 5.7 verbs lacking 3.68 
mc;~surc 5.8 .s[v olso. /II~I'~-, impcr;ltive, infinitive, 
quality 5.5.6, 7n; 9.54; 17.40 subjunctive, voice 
quantity 5.7, 17; 9.54; 17.40 past (adjective) 7.21. 36 
scope of 5.7n i;idvcrh) 8.41 : 16.3 
singular vs. plural 5.7,8 
typical 5.7 
seealso: genitive, plural, singular 

party 7.2111 
poss(verb) 9.31 ; 10.27; 16.19,26; 

(-by)9,31;(-a1vay) 16.19n; 
(-jbr) 16.2211; (-out) 16.19n; 
(- over) 16.26n 

pass-tpassive 
passage 

preposition 9.7,22,24-25,28,30,32 
prepositional adverb 9.66 

passer-by 5.102; 1.18n 
passive 1.28; 3.2.63-78 

agent 3.65.66, 71,75,77,78; 6.21; 
8.90.94, 129 

agentless 3.68, 71,75.77,78; 8.94 
auxiliary 3.32.66 
central 3.75.77, 78 
clause 2.21; 3.47,49,57,59n, 63-78; 

6.21: 8.39n, 80,84,91; 10.33; 
11.24; 14.6-7; 15.4, 12; 17.28,29; 
18.31-32,49n, 51n, 53; 19.60 

constraints on use 3.67-73; 4.4011; 
10.25: 12.22n 

(generalordinal) 5.22 
(particle) 16.2 
(preposition) 9.7. 25, 27-28, 32 
(prepositionill adverb) 9.66 
(rl~i.s/the.sc -) 8.60n 

past 
attitudinal4.16,29,37; 14.34n 
definite4.11, 13, 14 
event4.14-15, 20.24 
form 3.2, 3-4.6-20, 30, 36, 39,42; 

4.16n. 55,57n,58n, 39-64 
habitual 4.14-15.20, 24,57: 19.42 
hypothetical 4.16, 19,241~ 64; 14.23, 

34; 15.50; 16.30,33, 7211 
indefinite 4.13,20,21, 22 
participle+-ed participle 
perfect+ past (perfective) 
perfective4.17, 19,24; 14.23, 25-27, 

31,34; 15.35; 19.40n. 43 
perfective progressive 4.17 
progressive 4.17,25,36,37n, 48; 19.43 
simple 1.24; 3.37, 52,54;4.8, 11-16, 

18,20,21,22n, 23,24,25, 30; 8.47, 
62,75,98; 14.26-27,29; 18.16,23n, 
27n, 44 

correspondence withactive 2.21 ; 3.29, state 4.14-15,20,24 
42n,45,47,65;7.16,29;8.5,7811, tense 3.2, 11 -20.32, 33, 34,36, 37,44, 

-en, infinitive, -big, passive, past present. 80,94, 129; 9.6,50,51,63; 10.6,7, 45,51,52,54, 55,58,62,64, 77; 4.1, 
unattached 8, 12, 13, 14, 21,27; 12.25,26n; 3, 10,ll-16, 19,25,36,40,48,55, 

parallelism 3.32n; 12.2; 19.7 particle 16.2-17; 18.14 14.6; 15.10n; 16.4-9, 15, 20,26, 57n, 58n,59-64.67; 8,5511,6011. 
structural 5.12n, 50,54n; 6.2911; positionof 16.2-4,6, 13, 16 27-67; 17.31,51,100-101; 18.45; 11211; 10.34,44,68; 11.16-17,39,. 

12,45n,54,55n,68-70; 13.42-43, reduplicated 16.3 1.40 46n; 12.40; 14.23,26,29,31,35; 
51,57,63,75,82,91; 14.13; 15.41; see also: adverb, do, enclitic, let, modal, frequency of 3.73 15.35, 36; 17.28; 19.39-43 
18.21; 19.7, 14,59; III.6n, 12, 19 not, phrasal verb, pragmatic get- 3.66; 11.24; 16.77n tense, for future time 4.16 

see also: noun particle-verb combinations+ phrasal gradient 3.74,78 tense, for present time 4.16 
paralysis 5.97 verb, prepositional verb, verb meaning 3.72; 7.15; 10.30, 3211; tense, situational use of 4.12 
paraphrase 2.20 (multi-word) 15.73n; 16.39, 79,83; 1.40 t ime3.40,42,44,48;4.2,3,4,5,8,  
parataxis 13.2.23; 14.2,40; 15.34% 54% particular (restrictive adjective) 7.35 notional 3.77n 11-15, 19,36,57,60-61.66; 8.55, 

74; 17.63n; 19.5,7, 8 (- ly) 8.1 16; 17.73,87; (- s)5.77 only (verbs) 3.68 57,60,63,75, 77n; 9.35; 11.24; 
parenthetical 13.96n 

particular. in (conjunct) 8.137; 17.73,87 
participle+-rd participle 14.23,25,34; 15.35; 16.39, 40; 

seealso: asyndetic 
(subjunct) 8.1 16, 11811 prepositional 3.69; 16.9, 14,53,58 18.16; 19.39-43 

. paratroops 1.76 seeobo: auxiliary, future, modal, present. 
pardon? 11.3411; (Ibegyour -) 10.53; particular+ general subjunctive, time 

(-me?) 11.34n particularization (apposition) 17.74,87 semi- 3.76, 78 pare~~tly 8.127 
parentheses (punctuation) 17.6811; 111.3, particularizer subjunct8.116 statal3.66n, 68,77; 17.100 path 

13, 16,20,24,30 partition 2.30: 5.5-8, 16,58-59,64; ! true+ passive (central) directional 8.3,46, 149; 9.26 
convention in this book 2.6; 3.12, 39; 6.45-46,48,52; 8.56; 9.54; 12.56; verb phrase 2.21 ; 3.54,55, 56; 4.34, preposition 9.7.22 

17.46,50 67; 14.31; 15.54 prepositional adverb 9.66 
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personal [cont] phrasal verb [cont] 
patient role-tafTected period (punctuation) 1.23; 6.66,67; 

patois 5.99 14.29; 19.9; 1.75; 111.1, 2, 3, 11, 14, reference 7.7611; 9.51n; 10.12n; 15.2, 19% 20,26n, 31n, 34, 39; 18.14; 

pnucill qunntifier 6.13.48.53; 8.67; 15.9 21,23,28-29 8, 12; 1.34 1.12n. 18,34,40n,47n, 50; 11.8 

p;1usc8.14311; 10.69; 14.41; 17.22; pcriotl I'req~~cncy 8.64.66 s n - ~ l . ~ ~ :  tl~cnl, disju~~ct, 11, tliilncs cop111:1r 16.21 
19.27; 11.19,20; 111.2 set> U/.YII: ti111e (perSOnill), llollpersoni~l gender, noun, object, pronoun, subject 

p;lrticlc in 7.55; 16.2-4, 16; 18.14; 

pay (verb) 3.10; 10.30; 16.38n,55,57; periodicals+ names (classified) 1.18,26n,40n, 50; 11.8 

( -  /iv) 16.28. 57;(- to) 16.57; periphery (of class) 2.39,42 
personal belongings+names (classified) T~~~ 1 16.3, 4, 7, 10, 19n 

( -  to , , ,,/i~r) 16,5011; (-- 11*it11) 16.57 s,,~fal,v,~: i ~ ~ l j u v l i v c .  :~dvcrhi~~l, cli~~lsc por.v~~rrrll~~ (i~clj~~~lct)  8. 12511 'I'yllc ll Ih.4, h .  7. 10. 2611. 3.411 

ser N/.SO: N I I C I ~ I ~ U I I  peripl~ery ( < ~ I ' c o ~ ~ s l r ~ ~ c t i < > ~ ~ )  2.13, 60 (ilisjunct) X.  124, 130 vs. I'rcecolnhi~l:~lio~~ 16.3 4 

p.c. 1.75 see ulso: adverbial, clt~use (intensifier) 8.12511 vs. prepositional verb 16.1 1 ,  16 

pecrrlinr 16.72 periphrasis 8.59 personification 5.107; 6.8; 11I.29n phrase2.3,4,7,8,25-33;6.24; 1O.ln; 
pc.jor;~tivc r noun, prcfix, s~tlfix see, oh,: camp:lrisrrn. </,I r?~~r.sria(/~~ 6.25; 16.59. 63; (- i!/') 16.57 14.38; 1.12n 

?/ll'rrrly /u*r/~rrv OIIC*,W// 0.25 
pcrstlilsive r impcrillivo VH.  ~ l i l l l h ~  14.511 

pendant participle+unattached permanence 4.32; 10. l ln lterfrrrbcd 16.78 word order 2.14n 
see also: temporary pervasive petrcli,g9.7,8,38n 

sceaho: ;ldjective, adverb phrase, by-, 

petttty 5.90; 6.69 pertrmnently 8.63,65 preposition 9.7,29,30, 36,61 coordinate, embedding, finite phrase, 
people 5.78; 7.24 pertnissiott (vs. prrntil) 5.4 

prepositional-adverb 9.66 fixed, generic, initial, measure, negative, 

peoples+ names (classified) permission 3.47; 4.49,51,52,53,60-63, pet forms 1.77 nonfinite, noun phrase, oj-, 
65,66; 10.67,68n,69; 11.13,29; petition (verb) 16.59 

per5.18;8.64; 9.7;(as -)9.10 
prepositional phrase, ready-made, verb 

13.01 pets+ nnmes (classified) 
phri~su, word 

per- 1.2n 
perceive4.30; 16.31.35, 53 see olsu: verb ph+phrasal verb pl~ysicul (adjective/noun) 7.1311 
perceiver vs. percept 4.30 pertttit (noun) (vs. permissiott) 5.4 ph-pr-tphrasal-prepositional verb pick trp 16.411 
perception 4.30; 8.12711; 17.1511 (verb) 16.39, 50 phet~omenonlphetromena 5.98; 10.34n pidgin 1.35,38 

see also: verbs (semantic classification) (be - fed to) 4.61n,66 
phone 1.74 piece (of 15.7; ( -  together) 16.12 

perJect (adjective) 7.4n. 33,43; 8.106 perpetually 8.65 
phoneme 1.12; 2.42 pierce (tltrotrglt) 9.3 1 

(- ly)7.4n, 56n, 87; 8.96, 105, 106 perple.ring 16.72 
phonetics 1.12 pig (VS. pork) 5.4 

per,so~~ 5.78; (in -) 8.12511; (-S) 5.78 see also: spelling 
perfect aspect/tense+ perfective pincers 5.76 

-perso11 5.105; 1.3, 3311.64 phonological pitch 1.12;lI.l-2,8,9, 11, 18 

person2.49,57; 3.2;6.1,6-8, 14,24,34; change l .  l0,27n high 11.37; 11.18 

aspect 3.2,33, 34,42n,45n, 48,64, 10.6,44; 15.37n contraction 1.2811; 11.9 10~5.3711; 12.301~46; 17.6811; 11.1 1 
72n,77;4.1, 17.18-24, 32,33, 38, first 3,32,51n,58,62; 4.26n. 42, 54, criteria3.12; 8.21; 12.51; 13.86; narrow 17.6; 19.27; 11.15, 18;111.12 

39,56,62,65,67; 8.21,29,60,62, 55,58,64;6.1,5,6-7,8, 11,13,14, 16.16;1.2, 13; 111.4 range 11.23.55; 13.6811; 17.6; 18.14; 
63n,75n,97,98, 108; 9.17,31; 15, 18,20,21,22,23, 27, 29; 8.90; formof word 2.37-38; 10.22; 12.31, 19.14,65n; 11.15, 17, 18; 111.12 

11.24; 12.22; 14.6,19,26-27; 10.6,44,49; 11.5n,26-28,41,47; 
46,48n,50n; 17.80; 19.2111 wide 11.55; 18.14; 19.14.65n; 11.18 

15.11; 16.39.52; 17.28-29, 101; 12.7.47-48; 13.5611; 14.24, 32; 
rules 1.25,27; 2.37,42; 3.5-6,23,32n, pity (verb) 4.29 

18.29,49n, 51n 19.77; III.29n 33n; 5.80, 114; 6.27n. 29; 7.80,83; place (verb)9.16n; 16.48 

construction 3.54,55,57 second 3.4n, 32, 51n,58,62; 4.9% 42, 11.55; 1.19,38,43n, 56 (in-of)9.11;(no-) 10.60; (rake-) 
54n,58n;6.1,6,8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, frequency of 4.18n transcription 11. I 7.36 

progressive 4.17,32,38-40,67 20,21,22,23,24,27, 29; 8.90; seealso: demonstrative, grammar, -place 7.69 

10.34; 11.5n.25-28; 12.7.47; pronunciation, reduction, word- 
simple4.19, 38-40,67 place 

13,5611; 14.32; 19.77; 111.29 formation tense+ perfective (aspect) adverb7.10,67,70; 12.10; 17.55; 

seealso: imperative, infinitive, modal, third3.2,4n, 30, 32,52, 54,58,62; 4.58n; phonology 1.12, 16, 18,20,34 19.33 
nonperfective, past, present 6.1,6,8,9-10, 11, 13, 14.15, 18,21, photo 1.74 adverbia16.42; 8.3; 10.18,60; 11.18n; 

22,23,29; 8.90,91n; 9.63; 10.34, 
phrasal (prepositional) adjective 16.68n 15.8n; 16.24.48; 17.18-19,24; 
phrasal-tadjective, aphaeresis, 

performance-tpotentiality 44,49-50; 11.25-28; 12.7,12,47; 
performance error 4.2311; 17.80 14.24,32; 19.64,68n, 77; 111.29 conversion, extraposition, clause 7.53; 15.31, 32; 17.24 

unmarked 10.44 lexicalization, not, phrasal meaning (in conversion) 1.47; (in 
see ulso: concord, imperative, musr. -S 

prepositional verb, phrasal verb, compounds) 1.63 

(verb singular), shoN, subject premodification, suffix orientation 19.15.32 

performer+ agent personal phrasal prepositional verb 7.55; 16.2,9, preposition 6.27; 9.6,7,9, 14, 15-32. 
' perhaps4.53; 8,127,128,130; 11.4n; adjective head 5.74; 7.23-25 10,20,25,29,35 33,64; 16.48; 17.17, 106; 1.26 

gender5.104-108, 111, 117;6.1,15, Type1 vs. Type I1 16.9, 29 reference2.18; 8.3,40; 14.30, 35; 

33-39,41,42,45-47,49,56; phrasal verb 7.55,61; 8.22,33,47n, 96; 16.12,14; 17.114; 18.46; 19.32-34 

(Bat)) 15.2811 17.11-16,22,25 9.5,65; 16.2.3-4,6,7, 10, 12, 16, relator 19.31, 32-34,46-50, 55 
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plural [cont] l polysyllabic forms 18.5; 1.2, 3,56,74; positive [cont] 
ree olso: noun (spatial), posilion, spacc 18.20, 22.23, 3Xn,41,45,46,49, I1.3,8n 8-15, 16, 18-23; 14.36n; 15.54 

adverbial. ~vhere 51n,57,58,61; 10.35-36,44450; seenlso: preposition sc~~.ral,si~: decl;~r.ative, expectation, 
place-names 5.72; 19.32 13.62; 19.13n polysyndetic coordination 13.17,58 inlerrogative, pronoun 
placing-tverbs (semanticclassification) regular 5.74, 79-81,87-91,92- I O I  ; ponder 16.35; ( -  on) 9.31 po.s,rcv,v 10. 14, 23 
plagrie, thr/a 5.4911 17.431 pnnh 1 1  .S5 posscssion 3.33. 34: 5.1 12. 1 16, 1 17. 
p1ui11 (;!djcctivc) 16.72.73 -.~5.74,XO.Hl.X3; 17.119; 1.3111 poor ( -  l?) 7.38; (the -) 7.24; 12.3511 IIXn;6.10 

(intensifier) 7.33.5611 subject 3.58, 59n,62; 4.3511; popes-tnamcs (classified) alien;tble vs. inalienable 17.102 
(subjunct) 8.100n 10.34-50; 13.94; 16.69n popular etymology -*etymology possessive 
(just -) 8.10011 summ;ition 5.74,76; 10.43n pork (vs. pig) 5.4 pronoun 3.70; 5.14,35,36n, 63n, 1 12, 

plai~tly (disjunct) 8.127 unmarked 5.74,78 pose as l6.22n 117,121,124;6.2.3,6,8,11,12,13, 
(subjunct) 8.100 verb 3.32,52; 5.108; 10.34-50; 13.46; position 19.24n; (- of) 5.42n 14,23,29-30, 31,38,45,50n; 9.12, 

plan (noun) 17.36 15.9,36 position 2.18; 9.7, 15-22 63; 10.49; 11.25,53; 12.10, 5411; 
plan (verb) 16.38; (-for) 16.41 zero 5.74,86-91; 10.34 negative place preposition 9.7,18,32 13.62; 16.36, 53 
plane 1.74 scc also: article, compound, concord, positive place preposition 9.7, 16-17, seenlso: coordinate, determiner, genitive, 
planes+ names (classified) exclusive, noun phrase, number, 32,34 the 
plateau 5.99 partition prepositional adverb 9.66 possibility 1 7.36 
play (verb) 3.8n; 4.27,28; 9.53; 13.46; pluralia tantum in -S 5.74,77; 17.109 relative9.7, 19,30 possibility 3.31,72; 4.49,51,52, 53, 

16.19,21; (-around) 16.3, 12; plus (conjunction) 13.511 space adverbial 8.3.39-49,85, 149, 60-63,65,66; 10.67; 11.13; 13.31; 

(-at) 16.39 (preposition) 9.8 153; 15.22,27n, 31; 16.48; 18.27 15.1 1.25; 16.79; 17.5411; 18.3311; 
plead 3.1811; 16.21; (-guilty) 16.17 ply with 16.7 time adjunct 8.52-54,55-62,65n,72, 1.401~ 54 
pleasant 7.8111; 16.80 p.m. L7.55n 73,74,75n, 76,77, 149, 153 epistemic/root4.53,54; 17.36 
 lease (courtesy subjunct) 8.90-91 ; podium 5.95 timcadverbial4.9, 11, 19,23,24,26, possible7.36; 15.25; 16.72, 82; (be -) 

11.29n,53 poem (vs. poetry) 5.4 40; 7.67; 8.4, 11, 13 4.52; (g-) 15.34; (it is -) 4.53 
(verb) 15.8.9; 16.26 poetess 5.105 time preposition 9.34,36 possibh (disjunct)4.53; 8.1 12, 120, 127, 
( -  d )  16.71 ; (- d about/at/~vith) poetry (vs. poem) 5.4 time subjunct 8.98 130 

16.69; (- d to. . .) 15.54; (fyou -) point (at)9.46; (at this -) 19.36; (beon seealso: direction (response) 8.13011 
8.124n the - of) 4.47; (fiom . . . - of view) position (in sentence)+adjective, (subjunct) 8.1 12 

pleasing 16.72; (- ly) 8.127 8.89, 133; (-less) 16.83; (-out) adjunct, adverb, adverbial, post of 5.42n 
16.12,31n, 35,60; (- to)9.46 amplifier, clause, complement, post- 1.14, 17, 27 

pledge (verb) 16.32 point (punctuation)+ period conjunet, descriptor, disjunct, postaleaddress 
(punctuation) downtoner, emphasizer, final, postcentral premodification 17.114 

point dimension 9.13 initial, medial, not, object, particle, postdeterminer 5.10,20-25,34; 6.53, 
point of orientation+ time-orientation preposition, prepositional phrase, 57n,58,64;7.45;,17.2,15,97 

compounds 5.102 point of view 15.46 process, quantifier, rather, reflexive, . . see also: coordinate 
-en 5.74,85 point vs. period +time relative pronoun, space, space posterior 7.85 l foreign 3.411; 5.74,82,92-101 poised 16.79 adjunct, stress, subject, subjunct, post-genitiveegenitive 
forms of address 5.103 polar 7.37 subordinate clause, time adverbial, postmodification 2.28,31, 32 
invariable 5.56-57,74,76-78,86 polarity 8.8; 10.54-'70; 11.22; 18.16 verb ambiguity in 17.62-64 
irregular 5.74,82-91, 113; 17.4311 neutral 11.6 positional+ before by adjective 17.56-60 
mutation 5.74,84 seenlso: negative, positive, question, positioner role 10.24,33 by adverb phrase 17.55 
names 5.67,68,72,84, 125; 7.251 subjective posiriue 7.2 1 by finite clause 9.55; 12.20n, 34; 
notional 10.35,50; 15.911 poles-t communicative dynamism positive 13.51; 15.3111; 17.2,9-26,37, 
noun2.30n;4.4,7,35;5.2,7,1l,13, police5.78;(-man)5.78 clause2.53; 3.42; 6.59; 8.58, 114, 61-64, 119; 18.2311 

14, 16.21.23-25,26,29n, 39, polish Nsmooth 16.45 12011; 9.37; 10.55-70; 11.23; 13.14, by nonfinite clause9.55; 10.611; 12.34; 
52-58,62,73-103, 11811, 122; 6.1, polite7.81n 30,61; 15.14n, 27,34,35n, 68n,71, 13.51; 15.62; 16.54n; 17.2,28-36, 
21,31,50,52, 53,58,65; 7.1 In, 1411, politeness 3.17, 19; 4.16,28,37,50,52n, 37.61 -64,119 
24,63n; 8.52; 9.12,41; 10.34-43; 53,57,63,64n; 6.5, 20.60; 8.90,91, directive 11.24, 28.30 by prepositional adverb 9.65 

. 12.55n; 13.60-62.66-71.79; 15.7, 127, 142; 10.53.6811; 11.4,6n, Ion, emphatic 3.25 by prepositional phrase 3.76; 5.1 15; 
72n, 73; 17.20,26, 52, 104, 11, 13.25.291~34; 13,5611,7311; orientation6.60; 7.77; 10.57.65; 1'1.7, 6.20,26;7.14,24,25.64;8.24;9.1, 
108-109; 1.35; 111.27 14.23,29n, 3411; 15.33,38; 17.9111; 8, 12-13,22; 15.44; 16.23n; 17.96; 14, 16, 33,40,45,47, 50, 52, 54.55, 

noun lacking 5.62 18.5; 19.62,65;11.13 18.16 57,58,60,61,66; 10.42.66; 12.3511, 
partitive 5.6,7,8 politic(a0 1.39n preposition-tposition (positive place) 51; 13.6611; 17.2,37-50,61-64 
pronoun5.76;6.6,7,8,9,11-12,14, poly-1.28 question 10.57-59,66,70; 11.6,7n, ellipsisof 12.44,45n,54-58 
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postmodification [cont] predicate 2.47,51; 8.104; 15.57; 18.40, premodification [cont] preposition [cont] 
explicitness of 17.8.37, 61.94 43 69.71 ; 17.2.94-122; 1.28 marginal 9.3. X, 57 
frequency of 17.37 ellipsis6.4; 12.61 ambiguity in 17.1 17-121 me:lnings9.14- 59 
~tlili(lr ty1)cs o1'6.20: 1735 60 . r , , r . r ~ l \ o .  ~~l~ l~mi l iv r ,  rca,nli~~,~lr., ~ I ~ , . I S , I I I I H  L.CIIII.:II 17.1 14 I I I ~ I I I ~ I I ~ I ~ ~ C I I I  IISC o('O.2711; O..i2 
multiple 17.61 -64 predication 2.48, 51, 5211.57; 6.1711; compounds as l. 17.59 monosyllabic 9.7, 9.65 
nonrestrictivevs. restrictive 17.3-9, 7.27;8.117, 119.126n, 129; 10.17; ellipsis of 12.54-58 negative9.18,28,52-53; 10.59 

13-25.34,48 15.57; 16.43; 18.11, 21 multiple 17.1 17-122 option;ll 9.2n 
scr8nl.vo: adicctivc. ~~dvcrh. ;~<lvcrhi;~l. cnlnprcssc~l 5.5: Il1.66 nonrcslriclive vs. reslriclivc 5.64: ~ ~ ~ ~ l y s y l l ~ ~ l ~ i c  0.7. 0:  l ( ~ 6  

coa~~di~l;~lc, inlcrluill~lbfi. ~l~<rtlr ~ l t t i ! l i l I ~ l ,  ~ I I I C C I I ~ I I I  01' 17,4 l ,l.\ 17.3 8.05 ~~uorcslrictivc (nl~~dllic;~lion). I ~ O U I I  
~)obilit~ll 01'6.3H 30: lb.X3. 84 

phrase, relative clause, restrictive ellipsis3.37,45n; 8.21, 25, 77, 83, 95, postcentral/precenlral/prehead 17.1 14 postposition 9.56 

(modification) 102, 110, 113, 121, 134; 12.21.23, prepositional phrase 7.22 premodification of 7.61 

postponement 16.5611; 17.78; 18.31-43, 30,44,59-60; 13.53.92n sequencein 17.113-116 sequence of two 9. In 

45,49 fronting 3.26; 12.23n; 14.20; 15.39, zones 17.113-114 simple9.7-9, 12-13,65-66 
see nlso: identification, subject 47; 18.27 seealso: adjective, adverb, adverb phrase, stresson 9.7.9, 10; 18.14n, 1711; 

postposition 3.5111; 9.58; 15.6,49n, 69, scope of 8.25,77,83,95, 102, 1 10, 1 13, apposition, compi~r;ltivc, coordinate, 19.34n; 11.8 

71.75 121, 134 
coordin~lliun. -1~1, genitive. -lug 
participle clause, nonrestrictive 

threc-word 9.1 1,66 
seealso: enclitic, numeral, subjunct 8.96 (modification), noun, noun phrase. now. two, governed by verb 16.17 

postmodification, preposition, pronoun. see also: adjunct, appositive, coordinate, numeral, postcentral, precentral, two-word 9.10,66 
quantifier, till, u~zril negation, pro-forms, relativized prehead, preposition, pronoun. seealso: accompaniment, addition, 

posture+verbs (semantic classification) predicative+adjective, fen!, many, noun restrictive (modification), sentence, adjective, adjunct, adverb, agent, 
potential size 2.7-10 predicator 2.13n stress, superlative, then causative, comparative, complement, 
potential word+ word predict 16.31.35; (- ahljg 8.127 prenominal + noun concessive, coordinate, destination, 
potentiality vs. performance 16.40,42 predictability 1.1,s. 9-10, 14 preparatory to 9.10 direction, duration, exception, goal, 
poultry 5.78 prediction (modal meaning) 4.42,49,51, preparatory+ it having, inflection, ingredient, instrumental, intensifying, locative, 
pound (noun) 5.89 57,58,60-62,65,66; 11.3 prepare ( -  d) 16.79; (- for) 6.25; 16.38, manner, material, means, motive, 
po,ver(noun) 17.36; (-less) 16.79 prefir3.59; 4.6411; 8.107; 16.32,38,40, 41 ; (.-oneself) 6.25 movement, object, opposition. 
pp 13.10411 41,44; (- ahly)8.127 preposition 2.26,28,29, 34.40; 5.35,50, orientation, origin, participle, passage, 
pr+ prepositional verb preference clause 15.52 51,6.4,5,26,27,35, 38, 39; 7.2611, passive, path, pervasive, place, position, 
practically 7.56n, 6211; 8.1 11, 114 prefix 13.85; 17.107;1.2-3,6, 17, 18, 19, 51,62; 8.9.52; 9passim; 10.40,51; positive, prepositional phrase, purpose, 
practice/practise 1.56 20n,21-30,3 1 ; 111.4 13.57,93, 103; 14.6, 11, 14, 1911; reaction, reason, recipient, relative 

attitude 9.53; 1.25 15.8,25n, 59n; 16.61,66n, 70,73; pronoun, respect, result, role. source, 

implication 19.19,20,21,48,69 contraction 1.2811 17.17-20,24,64,104-107; 18.54 standard, stimulus, subject matter, 
particle 3.51 conversion 1.30 absence 9.40-42 substance, support, target, lime 

pragmatics 1.13, 18,42; 2.4611.58; 4.50; degree 1.24 adverb and 9.5 prepositional 

11.3; 13.4,22,28; 14.36; 19.2-3, locative 1.24, 26 central 9.2 adjective 16.6811 

70-71;1.13; III.2,23n negative 7.81; 8.131; 9.5011; 10.66; complex 2.36,40; 5.5111; 9.5,7, adverb7.55,61;9.5, 13, 19, 39n,64, 
see also: grammar 18.15; I.21,40 10-13,20,57,66; 13.6611; 65-66; 13.8111; 14.26; 16.2; 1.41 

pram I.74n neoclassical 1.28-29,56 15.34n,59n; 16.2,61; 17.17,37,48, 
complement ofadjective 1.70 

praps I.74n number 1.28 7711; I.12n object 6.24.26; 10.711; 15.73; 16.5.7, 

pray 16.32,63; (-for) 16.28 order 1.27 compound 1.5711 8, 15,20,35,38,41,56,57.59,60, 
prayers+ religious orientation 1.25 confusion 13.89; 17.63n 

66n,81 

pre- I. 14.27 pejorative I.2ln, 23.24, 30 conjunction and 9.2-4 object complement 16.47 
privative 1.22 criteria 9.2 

see also: coordinate, destination, 
preach ahoutlon 9.60; 16.28 orientation, passage, path, pervasive, 
preceding 7.21 ; 19.36 reversative 1.22 deferred 6.38-39; 9.6; 11.14; 15.511, position, postmodification, 
precentral premodification 17.1 14 size 1.24 9; 16.2, 14, 16,81; 17.17-19, 30, prepositional phrase, prepositional verb, 
preci.~e7.73; ( -  ly) 8.1 16, 11811, 12011; time 1.28 64n; 18.42n result 

(more - ly) 8.137 prefixation 1.3, 21-30 ellipsis 8.78; 9.111, 12, 31 ; 10.27; prepositional phrase 2.8, 18,23,25,26,  
precise+ recoverability seealso: coordinate, deadjectival, 12.51,52; 13.69-70,81; 15.511, 10; 28;5.115, 121;6.27,47;7.14,22, 
precise reformulation 17.80 denominal derivation, deverbal 16.35,37,38,73; 17.48 50,55,61,68,71,86; 8.10n,78,79, 
precision (in expression) 13.28; 17.80 prehead premodification 17.1 14 frequency of 9.19n,2ln, 2211,3811 8O,81,85,86,87,115;9passim; 

' pred+predicative preliminary to 9.10 ! in multi-word verb 3.44n,69; 10.12n; 10.32.66; 12.6111; 13.81, 82.84.93, 
predeterminer 3.28; 5.10, 15-19, 121; premises5.77 16.2-17 103; 14.2,14; 15.5,10,16,39n,44n; 

6.11,42,50,57n; 7.45,62,63; 8.71;  rem modification 2.28,29,30, 33; 6.67; initial in clause 9.6.42; 11.14n; 15.5; 16.3.8, 13, 14, 17,55, 62; 17.8,20, 
10.42; 11.32; 12.10; 17.2 17.17-18,24,30,35; 18.28 24,36,37-50.51-53,55, 58, 
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prepositional phrase [cont] 
104-107,109,119,123; 18.28,42; 
19.3411; 1.41.63 

abbreviated 8.4ln,52, 55n,78; 16.4n 
adjectival similarity 9.1n 
adjective complcmcnt 16.68, 69; 

17.103, 122 
adverbial 2.17, 18,2111, 23.24; 3.65; 

8.13, 1511, 17, 19.22,23,24,39,40, 
47, 52-53,55,59,60,61n. 64. 65. 
66,83, 93, 104, 106, 109, I 16, 124, 
125, 127, 133, 137, 150, 153;9.1, 14, 
47,57; 10.9-10,26, 29n; 11.18; 
14.9,26; 15.2,25n, 26,27n, 31n, 
4611; 16.15,48; 17.4, 14,49-51; 
18.33n; 11.16 

appositive function 17.47-48 
complement function 12.20; 15.62n 
ellipsis 16.17 
indirect object 10.7; 18.27, 38 
long vs. short 8.17; 10.17; 14.6; 

15.46n 
modification of 9.64 
positionof6.19; 7.22,86; 9.58; 11.31; 

16.13, 15,2311; 17.49-50; 18.33n 
reduced-tprepositional phrase 

(abbreviated) 
subject function 2.25; 9.111; 10.15,26, 

34; 18.33n 
syntactic functions9.1, 14; 17.48 
see also: complement, coordinate, o/- 

(construction), postmodification, 
premodification 

prepositional verb 2.18n,61; 5.51 ; 8.22, 
32-33;9.6,65; 13.93n; 15.10,73; 
16.2,5-8,9-12.13-16,20,24n, 25, 
28,35,37,38,39,41,46n, 47,48, 
53.56.62: 17.17. 103: 1.12n.40n. 

present [cont] 
(at -) 8.5511; (- ly) 8.55; 19.36 

present 
fictional 4.lO,36 
forms 3.39 
h;~hilu;~l 3.3511; 4.6, 7. Rn. 36,40: 

14.26,27; 19.42 
historic4.8, 10, 36; 14.2911, 31 ; 19.42 
insl:1ntancous4.6n,7,15,26,30; 13.25 
= nonpast 4.3 
p;rrtici]>lc > i r ~  p~lrliciplc 
perfective 1.24; 4.4,5n, 8, 13, 17, 

18-19.20-23,24,40,45n; 8.63; 
11.46; 14.26-27,31; 15.54; 19.43 

perfective progressive 4.17 
progressive4.7, 17,25-26, 36,41,44, 

45,47; 8.98; 14.26; 19.43 
simple3.37,52,54; 4.5-10.25.26, 28, 

30,41,45,47,53n; 8.47; 10.5n; 
11.46; 14.22, 24,26-27, 29; 15.54, 
6811; 18.16,23n, 27n, 44 

state 4.5,6,7; 14.2211, 31 ; 19.41 -42 
tense 2.3511; 3.2,4n, 30, 32,34, 35% 

36,37,45,52,54,55,64; 4.1-10, 
Iln, 14, 15, 18,28,37,67; 8.5511; 
10.34,44,68; 11.13,46n; 12.40; 
13.25; 14.22,29,31,34-35; 15.36; 
17.28; 19.39.41-43 

tense, for fictional narrative 4.10 
tense, for future time 4.9,52n; 14.2211; 

16.31n 
tense, for past time 4.8 
time3.30,42; 4.1-7, 14, 16,20,43, 

44; 8.57,61n, 75; 14.23-24; 15.35; 
19.39,41-43 

timeless4.5,6; 14.31 ; 19.41 -42 
seealso: auxiliary, future, subjunctive, 

tense 

primary-tstress, time (-orientation), 
verb 

principal7.35; (- ly)8.116 
principc~l clause+clause (main) 
principal parts of verb 3.1 1 
printcd Ianguagc 1.22,42 
prior7.85; 19.36; (- to)9.10 
prisor~ 5.44 
prisoner, holdlkeep 16.46n 
private-tverbs (semantic classification) 
privirrely 8.124 
privative force 16.8 

l see also: dis-, prefix 
privilege of occurrence 2.12; 13.49n 
pro + pronoun 
pro 9.7 
pro- 1.25 
pro-adverbial* pro-forms 
probability 8.103; 17.36 
probably 8.120, 130; 11.4n; 14.36 
proceeds 5.77 
process (in (the) - of) 9.11 
process-tverbs (semantic classification) 
process adverbial 

I adjunct 8.2,5, 10,25n, 37, 78-84,88, 
i 89,92,95, I OOn, 102n, 10811,109, 

115n,124,143,148,l5OiO, 153; 10.60; 
11.18n; 12.10; 15.60 

cooccurrence restrictions 8.82 
meaning3.13n; 7.73;9.31, 32; 11.1511 
positions of 8.84,87 

i realization 8.78 
syntax of 8.83 

j seealso: instrument, manner, means 
processing+ information 

i proclaim 16.3 1,44,46,50; (- as) 16.47 
pro-clause, pro-complement+pro- 

forms 

pro-forms [cont] 
complement 12.10,21,27-30 
complex 12.10 
cotnpositc 2.51 
dclinitc 12.9 
cllipsis;lnd 2.52 
indclinite 12.9 
limi1;ltionson 19.45 
modifier 2.44 
noun phrnsc 6.1 
prcdicatc 6On 2.44.47n.51; 12.10,21-26, 

predication 2.51; 3.38; 6.1711; 8.25, 
77,83,95,102,110,113,121, 134; 
12.10, 12,21-26,29-30; 15.66; 
18.29 

scopeof 8.25,77,83,95, 102, 110, 113, 
121, 134 

substitution 12.8-13 
wh-words and 2.45 
-X12.13 
see also: abooe, all, any. below. do, each. 

either. fes: here, how, if, likewise, nlany, 
nrare, most. much, neither, nor, nor, one, 
reflexive, sin~ilarly, so, that, tlzen, there. 
tlrese, this, tl~ose, thrrs, time adverbial, 
1v11-. ~vhich, IVIIO, whom 

program(me) (verb) 3.8 
progression progressive 19.17,55-56,69 

aspect 2.351~43; 3.2,48,49, 51,64,77; 
4.1,17,25-40,44,46,47,65,67; 
7.38n,41;8.29,42,60,76,98;9.17; 
10.14n, 25; 11.24; 12.22n,23n,35; 
13.7811; 14.6, 19,.22,23,27n,31; 
15.2811; 16.21,40,53; 17.7, 28-29; 
18.29,43,49n; 19.4011; 1.53.55 

construction 3.54,55 . . , . . . . 
presentative functibn 18.49-50 produce 16.26 prone 16.79 

copular 1 6 . 2 2 ~ 2 4  press (verb) 16.50 ! productivity 3.59; 5.50.70, 105; 8.127; pronoun2.34,35,44; 3.23; 5.12; 
syntactic criteria for 16.13, 16 press-news reporting 11.43; 12.34, 51; 16.12,45n; 17.60; i 6passim; 8.13311, 134.135; 10.6,60; 
Type1 16.5,6, 10, 13-14,20,25,28 presumably 8.127 I.2,5,6, 8, 10,13-16,20,21-77 12.9-1 1,26n, 33,40n; 16.6; 17.124; 
Type 11 16.7-8,48n,56 presume 14.36; 15.54; 16.31,44,46,50 prof 1.74 18.2611.52; 19.2; 11.8 
vs. freecombination 16.1 1, 13-15 presuppose 16.3 1 profess 16.38, 44,46 anticipatory +if 
see also: phrasal verb, stress, verb (multi- presupposed information-given pro-forms 2.44-45.55; 3.26; 4.33; 6.1, case6.1, 2-5, 12n, 14, 32-35; ll.15n; 

presupposition 11.4, 16-19; 13.22,32; 16,17n,41,42n, 48; 7.29; 8.1011; 15.5n 
prescriptivism 1.7,17,22; 4.42,52, 53, 18.12,27n 12.1-31,39,65n; 15.3, 15,21; central 6.13, 14-30 

58; 6.3,4,5, 12,31,35,53; 7.4n,9; pretend 16.31; (-to) 16.38 17.77-78; 19.44-45,47,72,77 compound 5.12; 6.12,31,46-47, 51, 
. 8.21, 106, 117; 9.4; 10.35,42,46n, pretty (downtoner) 7.56; 10.62 adverbial 2.44; 7.53; 8.lOn, 41.55, 52,59,61,62; 7.21.69; 17.57; I.57n 

5911,6211,6311; 12.2311.35; prevent 6.59; 16.42; (-from) 16.57 78n,87, 148, 151; 12.9-11,21,27; contraction 6.7, 14n 
13.39-40,88; 14.1311; 15.611, 12, previous 19.36; (- ly) 8.55,72,77; 19.36; 19.33,34,36 conversion to noun 6.20n 
46n, 50n, 67; 16.69n, 74; 1.14 (-to) 9.10 clause3.22n; 10.711; 12.10, 13,21-30; correlative 6.31,54 

see also: grammar (traditional), usage pride(verb)(- . . .selfon)6.25,27n; 16.7n 15.34,35n,54n, 5511,6411; 16.7111, definite6.1, 15.36.37; 12.10; 17.12 
present (adjective) 7.21,36 primarily 8.1 16 discontinuous 3.7011 
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pronoun [contl pronoun [contl prosody [con(] pt~nclu;~tion [cont] 
ellipsis 6.27n; 12.47-48,52 universal 6.13,20,45-46,48,4Y-5/; systems 11.2 grammar i~ntl 8.38, 100, 117, 143n; 
emphatic 6.20, 27, 28, 30 10.65; 18.45n tri~nscription 1.29 10.16: 13.1, 1611, 171i.52n. 54.96; 
I'rcql~cncy c1f0.4(111 I I I I I I I : I ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ I . ' ) ,  10, 12, 10, 17, 35; l0.50 s~~r~r~l.ro: cc~~~r.i>rcl. I ~ ~ C I I H ,  I ; I I ~ I I I I I ~ O I I ,  14.20.40 11; 15.011.20.21.23, 
fronting 6.2311, 35; 18.28 usage problems with 6.3, 4 --S. 8. 10, pilragraph, prominence, punctuation, 2811; 17.68, 72,84. 112. 121; 18.34, 

head 2.29; 6.20, 50; 7.2511; 13.56 18, 31,34-35, 38,53,56; 9.4; stress 41; 19.9, I In; 111.2,7, 15 

indefinite3.38; 5.117n;6.1,5,8,9, 11, 10.48-50; 11.2511; 12.6111; 13.5611, prospect (noun) 17.36 hicrilrchy 111.3. 1 1 .  13. 14, 16. 18.23 
12. 13.23.30.37.4.5 4X.54;7.21. 7311.7411; 10.42; 17.14 17.22 proli~sin 15.3411 i ~ ~ c l ~ n l r ~ l  I I I I ~ I S  i l l  111.?.'1. Ih 21. 22 
62,bLJ;X.47. 14.\:'J.SX; IO,42 43, ,el:(r F l:cl~~livc ~ I ~ I I I S ~  ~ ~ r i ~ t c ~ c ~ t j r o ~ ! ~  16.7, 57 liglll vs. Ilci~vy 111.1  1.22.30 

48n,50,53; 11.16; 12.10, 17; 15.59; sec al.~o: i~sscr~ive, cilsc, concurd. protest (verb) 16.31 minorconventions 111.30 
17.15.57; 19.51 conversion, coordinate, coreference, proto- 1.29 prosody and 11.5211; 11.20 

independent 6.14,29,31,38; 
count, demonstrative, gender, generic, proud 16.71 ; (- of) 16.69 separation 111.2.3-21 

13.73-74 
genitive, nonassertive, noncount, prove 3.1111; 6.25; 14.25n; 16.21,22,31, 
nonpersonal, number, object, OF, specification 111.2,9,23-30 

marked 6.35 person, plural, possessive, reciprocal, 
35,44,46,60; ( -  d/ - 11) 3.1411; successive units in 111.3- IS, 22 

meilniny of term 2.44 rcllcxive, rcinli~rcinp,, reli~livc, -3, 
(- (onr.~~i/')(lo h(#)) 6.25 .S(Y~II/,WI: A111ol.ici111 IK~~filiali, Hrilihh 

modilia~tion 01'6.20,30 sing;ll;lr, solrjccl, sullix, tlirm. all- 
provc~ti~ncc atljcctivcs 7.42 l~iplisl~, calo~~. colnln;l, dilsll, direct 

negative 3.3411; 6.13,45-46,48,62; pro~rou~lce 16.31,32,44,46,50; 
seealso: names (nationalities) speech, formulae, hyphenation. 

9.58; 10.62 pro-verb+ do (pro-fonn) 
informal, numeral, parentheses, period, 

( -  illegol) 16.45 
proverb4.12;7.83; 11.43; 13.2511; 15.16; semicolon, space (orlhographic) 

objective form 3.51,65,70n; 6.1.2-5, pronunciation (ofitems) 2.45n; 3.1 3n, 
10, 12, 13, 14,23,24, 25, 27,33-35, 16,23, 32,33,36,39,43,44,45n, 1.7 plotish/i~r 16.57 
36,38; 9.4; 10.7,8, 14,4411; 11.26; 47n, 51 ; 5.11, 56,63n,66n, 80,84n, prouide 16.4811. 57; ( -  d(that))9.3; pure (central adjective) 7.34 

12.61n; 13.73% 7411; 15.5n, 8n, 10, 88,95,97n, 99, 114; 6.12n,29,46, 14.12,14; 15.34,35n, 4411; (-for) (emphasizer adjective) 7.33.34 

12,27n,67; 16.36,49; 17.12; 64;7.19,46,79,80; 8.137;9.9; 16.28,57; ( -  . . . forlwith) 16.4811; (-Iy)8.116, l18 

18.2711 11.55; 12.6411; 13.71n; 16.6911; 
(-with) 16.7,57 pure-tintransitive 

of- 5.16,46,48, 58,59,62 17.15n,43n; 1.3,35,39n, 40% 41, prouiding(that) 14.12, 14; 15.34.3511 purportedlj~ 8.127 
order of precedence 6.22 74n,75; 11.1,9-10; III.4,27 proviso (with the - thot) 15.3411 purpose ( -  ly) 8.93; (on -) 8.93 

personal 2.27, 30,36; 3.38; 5.1, sec olso: American English, British pro-X+ pro-forms purpose 
104-111; 6.1-13,14-22,24,27,29, English, informal, nonstandard, proximity adjunct 8.30.86, 132; 11.15n 
30.32, 35,39,40,45, 50; 8.47; 9.2, phonology, Received Pronunciation, concord 10.34n,35,40-45; 15.16; 17.1 1 adverbial8.7; 10.10,21,24n; 17.33 

63; 10.44n, 48-50,53; 11.5n,18n, spelling spatial 6.43 clause 4.5311; 8.86; 14.131~ 24; 15.20, 

25-28,47,53; 12.7- 10, 12,6111; prop + it temporal 6.43; 15.26,29 48,72-73,75; 17.33 
13.5611; 14.30,32,35; 16.16,49; proper 7.21,81n; 16.72 proxy + pronoun disjunct 8.9411 

17.12,16,63,88;18.14n,21,23,24, pro~er-tn 'ame~noun prude~ttly 8.127 meaning8.9; 13.37n; 15.27.3411.49; 

2711; 19.51; 11.9 prophesy 16.31 pseud 1.23.74 16.51 ; 1.621~65 

positive 6.13; 9.58 proportional ! pseudo- I. 15,23 npgative 3.61; 8.86; 15.46n,48 

postposed 5.17n, 50; 7.21 clause 11.43; 14.22; 15.51 pseudo+cleft, coordination, how, preposition 9.7, 32n, 42,45 

premodification of 7.62 correlative 14.13 passive, subject, subjunctive seea1.so: cause,/or, if; so. rhar. until 

proxy 17.77; 18.58 see olso: as 1 psst 11.55n purs~io~~ce (ill - of) 9.1211 
quantifier-tpronoun (universal) propos, a + apropos psycholinguistic factors 17.113; I.14n pursltont to 9.10 
reference5.104-111; 6.1.7, 15-21, proposal 17.36 PTO III.28,29 push (ho~ire) 16.4; (- Nopen) 16.45 

39,40-44; 10.3411.48-50; 12.45; propose 16.32,38,39,60 pushdown element6.3511; 11.18; 15.411, 
13.9; III.20n pro-predicate, pro-predication+ pro- public+verbs (semantic classification) 65,66n,68; 17.63; 18.20n,28 

sequence 6.27; 13.56n, 73n forms public facilities-tnames (classified) seealso: relative clause, wh- 
sexual bias in 6.10.56; 10.50 prosody 1.29; 18.5911; 19.14,87-90; publicly 7.47 put 3:17; 8.126: 10.30; 16.211.48; 

shirt 14.32, 35 IIpossim; 111.1-2,5, 12,15, 16n, publishing+printed language (- about) l6.34n; (- across) i stressed/unstressed forms 6.16,29, 18,22,23,25 pufl(a1ottg) 16.411; (- up) 16.19n 16.26n;(- at~endto) 16.58;(-a 
46n, 5211, 54,61; 11.25 connectivity 19.19,25-27.28-29.73, ; punctual+verbs (semantic stop to) 16.58; (- alstoy) 16.4; ( - b y )  

i 

subjective form2.36; 3.65; 6.1,2-5, 75,87n classification) 16.6; (- dowrr) 16.4; (-down 
12, 13, 14,27, 33-35,36;9.2,4; information structure and 8.28; punctuation 1.23; 1 1.4711; IlIpassim to) 10.12n; 16.9;(- of) 16.4.2611. 

10.6,s; 11.44,53; 13.73n.74n; 18.1-19,21,26,42n; 11.16 connectivity 19.19,25,28-29.73-74 39;(-011) 16.4;(-paidto) 16.17; 
15.5n, 8n, 10,67 lexical independence of 19.25 cooccurrence 111,3,16,24n (- straig/lt) 16.17; (- N to rights) 

substitution 6.1 1, 12,53,54,55; prominence 5.17; 8.98~1, 150; 12.2811, correlative 111.3, 16 16.8; (- up) 16.4; (- up to) 16.9; 

12.8-20; 15.21.66; 17.63; 18.58; 56n; 13.16n; 17.6,95; 18.1-9; error 6.3111; 111.1611 (-up with) 10.1211; 16.9, 12, 13, 14, 29; 

19.10,12, 13, 14,24,44 19.12, 25-27,6511; 11.9, 15; 111.29 frequency of III.3n, 7 (- . . 3 17.80 

I 
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putative meaning 15.48-49 
see also: should 

putt(ed) 3.19 
puzzled 16.78; (-at) 16.69; (-as to) 

16.73 
pyjamas 5.76 

qlra 9.7 
quadrillion 6.63n 
quail (noun) 5.87 
quality -+partition, verbs (semantic 

classification) 
quantifier 5.4, 16,38n,39; 6.45-48,51, 

58; 7.83; 8.52,59,67, 71, 108,115, 
118n; 9.40; 10.42-43,66; 11.711; 
12.10, 17,7011; 15.9,69n; 17.31.59, 
86n 

closed class 5.20,23-25 
negative 6.62 
open class 5.20,23,25; 6.53 
position of 3.28,40 
postposed 3.23n,28,40; 5.2311 
scope of 3.72; 13.45.76, 
universal-+pronoun (universal) 
seealso: comparative, frequency, multal, 

paucal, superlative 
quantifying, quantitative, 

quantity+determiner, noun, 
partition, some 

quantity of 5.25 
quarrel (verb) (about) 9.60; 16.28; 

(- with) 9.53; 16.28 
quarterly 7.9; 8.64 
quarters 5.77 
quasi- 111.4 
quasi-+auxiliary, coordination, ellipsis, 

question [cont] 
direct 6.37n; 8.15, 130; 9.6; 13.94; 

14.35; 15.5, 38; 19.62 
ccho2.5611; 11.12n,14n, 34-36; 

14,1211,3311 
elliptical 10.17; 11.20-21 
incomplete 11.36n 
indirect 3.6211; 8.130, 147; 9.6; 14.33; 

15.5,6; 16.61,63; 19.62 
information- wh- (question) 
m:trk 11.2911; 111.1, 3, 14,20,23 
minor 11.22-23 
polar l l .5n 
reduced 2.5811; 3.37 
seealso: conducive, coordinate, 

declarative, exclamatory, formulaic, 
interrogation, negative, nor, positive, 
ratiocinative, reason, reflective, 
response, rhetorical, tag, verbless, IVII-, 
..*"~"" yE"-"" 

quick (adjective) 7.82; 16.77 
(adverb) 7.83 
(-er. . . than) 15.5211; (- ly) 7.88 

quid 5.90 
quiet 7.8ln 
quit(ted) 3.17; 16.39 
quite (compromizer) 8.1 l l ,  113, 114; 

11.21 
(diminisher) 3.76; 8.1 11; 10.62; 11.21 
(maximizer) 8.96, 105 
(modifier) 7.56,63,89; 8.77, l l In, 

131,147; 10.62n 
(predeterminer) 5.1711; 6.53 
as response 8.120n,130n 
((not) - aN) 6.5011; (-so) 8.13011 

quotation III.lOn, 20n,21 
marks 1.23; 14.29; 111.3, 20n,21,25 
partial 14.29 
seealso: direct speech 

quote, to 8.126 

ran 3.19 
rang 3.19 
range-tnucleus, pitch 
rapid(1y) 7.6, 36 
rarely 2.5411; 8.65,68,70,77,98; 10.59; 

11.31 
rore(verb) 8.108n; 16.44,46; (- as) 

16.47; (alutly -) 8.137, 14311; 
(at allhe -of) 9.41 

rather (boostcr) 3.76; 8.10511; 10.62 
(compromizcr)7.56,89; 8.1 l l, 113, 

114 
(conjunct) 8.126, 137, 141, 143; 13.32 
(predeterminer) 5.1711 
as response 8.130n 
position of 7.56n 
(had -) 3.4511; 7.83; (or -) 17.73.80; 

(should -) 3.4511; (- than) 10.40; 
12.69; 13.103; 14.15, 16, 1911; 
15.52; (- . . .than) 13.42n; 
(would - I'd -) 3.40,45-46,66; 
7.83; 8.96; 10.6111; 15.52; 16.33 

ratiocinative question 1 1.2311 
ravioli 5.10011 
re 9.7,57 
re- I. 17,27 
're 3.23,32 
reach (verb) 10.27 
reaction 

preposition 9.7.63 
signal 7.54; 11.54 

read (verb) 3.18; 15.54; 16.19,57; 
( -  about)9.60; 16.28; ( -  to) 16.57 

readily8.103n; (more - . . . than) 15.5211 
readiness 17.36 
ready 16.79,81 
ready-made phrases 1.7, 8n 
real(centra1 adjective) 7.34,8L 

(emphasizer adjective) 7.33,34,73 
(intensifying adverb) 7.5611; I.46n 

reason [cont] 
itdverbial8.7, 121, 140; 10.10 
cl;luse7.53; 8.127, 132, 14311; 14.13; 

15.20,21,45-.47 
directlindircct 15.45 
disjunct U. 14011, 143n 
frequency of clauses 15.47 
meaning 13.23; 14.14; 15.28,34n, 

55n.60; 17.18-20 
preposition 9.7.43.44 
question 11.15n,40 
sec ulsu: us, since. bul~ile 

rebind 3.18 
rebuild 3.13 
recall (verb) 16.31. 39 
recap(-piug) 15.18;(to -) 15.18 
recapitulate (to -) 15.18 
recapitulating 15.18 
recapitulatory echo 11.33.34-35 
recast 3.17 
receiue4.27; 10.3211; 16.26; (-from) 

18.3111 
Received Pronunciation 1.27; 1.56 
recenlly4.22; 7.70; 8.55,62,63,77 
recipient 

intended vs. actual 9.46 
object 10.33 
preposition 9.7, 32,46; 10.10 
role 2.23; 10.7n, 19,20n,23,30, 33; 

16.56; 18.51-52 
subject 10.23, 30, 33 

reciprocal 
expression 13.46 
pronoun 3.70; 6.13,31,54; 7.1111; 

13.46; 19.1111 . 
pronoun frequency 6.3111 
relationship 13.60; 18.3111 

reckon 14.36, 16.31, 44,46,50; (as) 16.47 
reclassification-tconversion 
recoenize 14.30: 16.3 1 

really (disjunct) 8,127,13011 
(intensifier) 7.56n,57 

qlrest(in-of)9.11, 12 (subjunct) 8.23,96,99- 102, 109; 11.6; record(verb) 16.35 
question2.45,46,48,50, 53; 3.37; 4.52, 18.55-56 re(-)couer 1.2711 

55,58; 8.85,90,97, 102, 106, 125n, R (= regular variantl-tvariant real condition-tcondition (open) recoverability 5.31; 8.129; 12.6-7,41, 
146% 147; 10.8,55, 57,6811; 11.2.3, -r base ending 7.80 realization 2.6; 19.2 42,44,45-52; 19.48; 1.9-10, 14 
4-23,29n,32; 13.47; 14.2511.29; races+names (classified) realize4.29; 14.30; 15.54; 16.31,35 precise 12.33, 34, 36-38, 65 
15.10n, 35,54; 16.15; 18.19,24, radar 1.75 reason (noun) 17.18-20 unique 12.6,38,40n; 14.28 
2711.49.57; 19.32,47n, 61-63.66; radio+ broadcasting l (verb) 16.31 verbatim 12.32 

radius 5.93 (-able about) 16.69; (- ably) 8.127; secalso: ellipsis, situational, structural, 
abbreviated 11.1511, 16 ragged 7.19 (the - (that)) 15.4611; (the - why) lextual 
alternative 11.4.20-21,53; 13.2811, rain (verb) 4.27; 10.26 15.46n; 17.18.20 recurrence 8.64,69; 15.26, 30, 34 

47n,94; 14.33 raise (verb) 16.19n reason see also: lexical 
as directives 19.62 raising-+object adjunct 8.55n,86; 11.1511 recursion 17.1 15, 117, 120; 1.5711 
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redo 3.16 
reduce to 16.7n 
reduced form-toperator, question, 

rc(l~~clion, rclulivc C ~ ~ I I I H C ,  sctilcn~c 
reduction 

phonological 3.23.3611; 9.9; 12.31,46, 
4811,5011,6411; 14.2311; 17.1511; 11.9 

svnt;1clic2.52. 5Xn. 59: 12.1 5; 14.9. 
l211 ; l6.00 

seealro. abbreviated clsuse, ellipsis, 
pro-forms 

redundancy 2.52; 3.71; 12.1-2.7; 13.71; 
15.6n,46n, 73 

reduplication 5.8111; 7.70n; 16.3 
,see u/.ro: coordination (iterative), letter. 

particle 
reduplicative compound 1.72 
reel back 16.3 
refer to 16.28, 57 
reference (bJwith - to) 8.85; 9.11,57 
reference+ amphora, cataphora, 

discourse, generic, near vs. distant, 
noun phrase, personal, place, 
pronoun, semantic, situational, 
specific, sporadic, time 

reference editing 17.80 
rejerendum 5.95 

regarding (preposition) 9.8,57 
regi1rillevsof9.10,57n; 14.14; 15.3911; 

( -  ~vllcthcr) 15.41 n 
rc~i11ni11 I!ngIisli 1.1 l, 19, 20 21, 22 27, 

36, 37, 41 ; 3.1411, 23, 30n; 4.50, (144; 
5.171~ 2311,5811, l l In; 6.12n, 27n, 
67n; 7.56n, 5711: 8.144n; 9.7n: 
lfl.IOn: 12.2211. 30); I3.7n: 15.Sn. 
71; IH.27 

,s~~p~rI.v~: An~~r ic i~~i .  I~ritish 
register+discourse (field of) 
regret4.6711; 8.107; 15.54; 16.33, 38, 39. 

40; ( -  tuhly) 8.127, 129; 9.63 
regular+ noun, plural, verb 
rgtrlurly 8.65, 70n 
rcgul:~tivc I;~ngu;lgc 1.3 
reir~ilcer 5.87 
reinforcement 18.58-59 
reinforcing conjunct B.L36,137-138, 

148; 15.18 
reinforcing pronoun 17.78 
reject 16.26 
rejected condition+condition 

(hypothetical) 
rejoice 16.33; (- at)9.63; 16.28 
relater word 2.37 
relatior~ (irt -) 9.66; (in - to) 9.11 ; 

referring+ it (-S) 5.77 
reflect 16.31,35; (- on) 16.35 relational+ basic, genitive 
reflective question 18.33n relational verb+ verb 
reflexive pronoun 3.70; 5.104; 6.5.6.8, relationship 3.34 

11, 12, 13, 14,20,23-28, 31,45,56; time adjunct 8.53, 72; 15.25, 26 
8.125n; 10.6,7,8,48; 11.25; 16.39; time adverbial 4.22; 6.27n; 8.4, l l 
18.1 In time subiunct 8.97 

relative clause [cont] 
pushdown 6.3511; 17.63-64 
reduccd 7.21.22, 24; 12.3511: 17.56. 

66, 82. H3, 92 
restrictive 5.64; 6.20, 33,47,53,61; 

7.25,86; 10.61; 11.53; 14.14.20, 
23n; 15.34n; 17.3-6.9.13-21.22. 
22. 26 77: IH 78 .~. , - .. . . . . -. . 

scntcnli;~l 8.133; 13.27. 103n; 15.2, 
29n,55, 56.57; 17.5, 9 

telescoped 17.21 
zero6.33-34; 11.53: 12.19. 5911; 

14.20; 17.11, 13-20.22; 18.28 
see also: existential, nominal clause. 

postmodilici~tion 
relative destination-tdestinetion 
relative determiner-tdeterminer 
relative pitch-tpitch 
relative pronoun 6.8, 11, 13,20,32-35, 

36, 38; 7.53; 9.6; 10.44n.49,51; 
14.20; 15.2,55,60, 66; 16.15; 
17.9-25,63,66; 18.28,48 

adverbial function 17.13-14, 17-20, 
22,30, 34 

complement function 17.11, 13- 14, 
22,25, 30 

neutral 6.34n 

remaining-) verbs (semantic 
classification) 

r~~rrnkc~ 3.13 
rc,fnork (verb1 16.:11. 60: ( 5 irhly) 8. 127 
ret?rer,1bcr4.52n, 6711; 15.54; 16.26, 31, 

35.38,39.40; (ci~n/corrld -) 14.26n 
r~tttitlrl 16.4811. 59. 61. 62. 63; ( -  q f )  

l/, 7 57 

r~~lttulc~ /rorfr 16.09 
retlil 3.13 
render 16.44 
rcni/ezaotr.s 5.99 
rent (verb) 3.13: (- fromlto) 18.3111 
repay 3. Ion 
riyecrt (vcrh) 16.3 1 ; ( -  edly) 8.65 
rel)ent 16.39 
repetition 

expressive7.89; 12.411; 18.58; 19.23 
meaning4.35n, 67; 14.27; 15.28 
of forms 17.61 ; 19.72 
see also: adjective, adverb, adverbial, 

coordination (iterative), determiner, 
emphasis, neuer, noun, verb 

repidginization 1.35 
replacive conjunct 8,136,137, 141, 143, 

146 
reply (verb) 16.31 . . 

object function 7.13-14, 15-16,22, reply + response 
30-34 report (verb) 15.54; 16.26, 31,44,50,60; 

position6.32; 13.84; 18.28 (- back) 16.31n;(- edly) 8.127 
prepositional complement function reported 

17.13-14,16, 17,24; 18.28 clause 14.28-35 
subject function 17.13- 14,15, 22, request 8.91 
78-17 seealso: directive (indirect). indirect 

basic use 6.23.24-27 see olso: coordinate. that, wh- (pronoun), 
emphatic use 6.23,27,28, 30; 18.39 when, where, which, who, whom, wltose. (indirect) 
object 7.17n; 10.4,6; 16.7n, 45n,46, 32-35,42; 7.22,24, 25; 9.6, 55; reporting 

10.ln,7n, 17,4311,4411; 11.1811; 5311; 1.54 relativized predication 3.26 clause4.60; 14.28-35, 54n; 18.20n, 
optional 6.27 12.4; 13.50-5'1,84; 14.3, 2211; 15.2, relator+place, time 23; 111.21 
position of 6.28 , 8-9,25n,27n, 28n, 29n,31n, 3911, rellay/'relay 3. Ion verb4.16; 14.28-35; 18.2011; 19.41n, 
precedes subject 6.23n 44n,51, 57,7411; 16.6, 15, 16; relend 3.12n 43 
pro-form use 12.10 17.2-6,8, 9-25,26-34,37,61,76, ! relevance-+current see also: news reporting 
semi-emphatic use 6.27 79,92; 18.48,53; 19.47n relexicalization 1.7111 represet~t 8.108n 
see also: coordinate, verb (nonrcflexive, adnominal 6.3511; 15.2.8,57; reliant (up)on 16.69 repudiation 12.54,62,70; 13.32.42, 57, 

reflexive, semi-reflexive) 17.9-25, 34 relieue (- d)  16.78; (of) 16.57 94 
reformulation (in apposition) 17.74,80 continuative 15.57n i religiouslanguage 1.28; 3.411, 16; 6.7, repute(verb) 16.50; (- d) 3.68; (- d(y) 
reformulatory conjunct 8.126, 136, 137, elliptical 7.86 1211; 7.70n; 9.711; 14.20; 15.3111; 8.127 

free+nominal clause (relative) 11.10 request (verb) 3.59; 16.32,63 
independent-tnominal clause relislt 16.39 request4.52n, 57,63,64n; 8.90-91, 100; 

refusal 17.36 (relative) reluctance, with 8.93 11.3,4, 13,20n,29,53; 19.62; 
. refuse (verb) 16.38.57 nonrestrictive 5.64; 6.33, 3511; 7.25, reluctant6.59; 16.79; (- ly) 8.93 III.23n 

regard (as) 16.47; (as - S) 9.57; (in - to) 27,29; 8.9411, 132; 13.10311; 15.57, relyon 16.28; (- . ..to) 16.5111 seealso: indirect, reported 
9.11.57; (- S) 5.77; (with - to) 60-62; 17.3-6,9,13,21,22-25, remain 10.16.24; 16.21,22,23,24; (-S) require 14.2511; 16.26,32, 39,50; (- d )  

26-27, 33,66,8l; 19.4711; 111.19 5.77 7.21; (- ment) 3.59 

i 
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reread 3.18 
rerun 3.19 
resemblance (meaning) 9.48 
rescntble2.21n; 3.68; 4.27,28; 10.1411; 

16.27 
resort 16.39 
reserve 16.57; (-for) 16.57 
reset 3.17 
resohrtiorl 3.59; 17.36 
resolution (principle) 14.37; 18.32n 
resolrie 16.32; (-on) 16.38 
resort to 16.28, 39 
respect (verb) 16.26; (in all - S) 8.105; (in - of) 9.1 1, 12n,57; (in some - S) 

8.111, 114; (BJwith - to)8.85; 9.11, 
57 

see also : respeclirrg 
respect 

adjunct 7.87; 8.28-31, 81,85,87,88 
adverbial 8.2,5,6; 1.70 
disjunct 8.123-124 
meaning 8.9 
preposition 9.7,8,57; 17.50 
titlesof 10.53 
see olso: for 

respecting (preposition) 9.8.57 
respective 10.3711; 13.61,62;. 19.52; 

( -  ly) 10.3711; 13.60,61,63; 
19.52 

response 1.34; 3.26; 6.4; 8.79,91n, 9711, 
100,114,130n; 11.4-23,40n, 4311, 
54; 12.43,44; 14.29; 15.5,20,21n, 
5411; 16.13; 18.19,59n; 19.26-27, 
54,65; 11.12, 13 

elliptical 11.7n; 12.61; 18.16; 19.2, 
5411 

see olso: hardly, indeed, negative, new, no. 
quite. rother, right, sure, yes 

responsibility 17.36 
rest (verb) 16.21 
restriction adverbial 8.8 
restrictive 

claqse8.94n; 14.3711; 15.23 
markers 17.32 
modification 5.64; 6.42,47,61; 7.24; 

12.19; 15.2, 34n; 17.3,4-29,34, 35, 
44.48-50,94.95, 110, 1 15 

see also: adjective, adverb, adverbial, 
apposition, nonrestrictiye, 
postmodification, prernodification, 
relative clause, subjunct 

restrictives 5.17n 
restring 3.18 
result(asa-)8.137;(asa -of)9.11 

result 
adjunct 8.49.81, 10311 
adverbial 7.20n; 8.7 
attribute 10.8,20; 16.21,23,45 
clause 8.132, 14011; 15.20, 25,4Y, 

72-73,75 
conjunct 8.136, 137,140. 144 
meaning 3.1311, 38n,77; 4.22,33,39, 

43; 7.16.20; 8.42, 108; 9.17; 10.24; 
13.23; 15.27,45,74; 16.38n; 
19.6011; 1.54 

object 10.22.28, 33 
preposition 9.7,28,30,32 
prepositional adverb 9.66 
subject 10.22 
subordinator 8.146n 
see olso: before, copula, so, source, thot, 

urrril 
resultant, resultative, resulting, 

resultive+copula, result, verbs 
(semantic classification) 

resume 16.39 
resumptive clause 15.57 
retell 3.15 
rethink 3.15 
retort (verb) 16.3 1 
retrospective-+ verbs (semantic 

classification) 
return (in -) 9.66; (in -for) 9. l l ; 

( -  N unopened) 16.45 
returns 5.77 
Rev 5.6611 
reveal 16.3 1 
reuerend 5.66n 
reversal 

clause 15.25.49, 54 
subject/complement 10.20,46n 

reversative -+ prefix 
reverse* indentation 
rewind 3.18 
rewrite 3.16 
rhematicconnection 19.14, 21,69 
rheme+ theme 
rhetorical 

conditional clause 15.37 
question 8.112; 11.2, 13,23,44; 19.63 
style6.l9n, 20; 12,411,911; 13.87,94; 

15.22; 17.23n, 80; 18.21,23,36n, 
48,5911; 19.18, 29,471~59; II.2n, 
10, 18; III.2,7, 8,24 

see also: we 
rhinoceros I. 14 
rhododendrorl1.14 
rhythm 13.86; 17.115; 19.12.25; 11.1-3, 

rhythm [cont] 
10, 11, 18, 19; 111.2 

typesof.13.86 
.seeolso: foot, slrcss 

riches 5.77 
rill(ded) 3.17 
ridden 3.16 
ride (verb) 3.16 
ridicule 16.26 
right (adjective) 7.81 

(adjunct) 8.41 
(conjunct) 8.135 
(intensifier) 7.61 ; 15.27, 29; 16.3.4 
parenthetic use 19.6511 
response use 8. 100. 12011 
(all -) 8.100, 102n; 13.10211; (- ly) 

8.127, 129, 133n 
right-+branching, dislocation 
rigid -+ frozen (style) 
ring (ed) 3.19 
ripen 4.27 
rise(n) 3.16; 16.19 
rise-fall tone 11.23, 37; 11.14, 15n 
rise-plus-fall tone 18.17- 18; 11.1411, 1511 
rising tone 8.91, 135; 10.52; 11.5,8-12, 

20,2211, 23,34,37,53; 14.37; 17.78, 
86; 18.5, 16, 18,26n,59; 19.9, 
26-27,65; 11.13, 15, 1811; 111.12 

risk (noun) 17.36 
(verb) 16.39 

ritual 11.3n 
River 5.72; 17.89 
rivers-tnames (classified) 
Road 5.69n 
roam (aboutlaround) 9.31 

roughly 8.124 
round (adverb) 7.66n: 8.41.52 . . 

(particle) 16.2 
(preposition) 7.70; 9.7,9,22,26-27 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66 
(alllright -) 8.6311 

round brackets-+ brackets 
row (verb) 3.811 
royal hoe-+ we 
RP-> Received Pronunciation 
RSVP111.28, 29 
ruh(in) 16.3411; (- Ndry) 16.17 
rule (noun) (as a -) 8.76 

(verb) 16.26,32 
rules 

codification of 1.15, 16 
grammar 1.15-16; 7.47; 10.51; 19.44; 

1.1.5 
spelling 3.7- 10, 1 In; 6.6411; 7.47, 83 
transformational 2.20 
word-formation 1.5, 15 
vs. tendencies 17.114; 111.7 
seeolro: phonological, prescriptivisrn 

rumour (verb) 15.54; 16.50 
run(verb) 3.19; 9.16n,45; 10.411; 16.21; 

( -and . .  .) 13.98; (-at) 9.46; 
(- away with) 16.29: (- down) 
16.411; (-for) 16.28;(- outof) 
16.12; ( -  over) 16.6; (- through) 
16.6n; (- to)9.46 

rung 3.19 
Russian 1.2,5n; 5.104, 112, 123; 8.9111 
-ry 1.32 

roar 9.4611; (- hoarse) 16.4511 
rob(of) 16.7.57; (- Nof) 16.8 S 
rock (amplifier) 7.5611 
rode 3.16 S-+subject 
role S10 (= raised object)-tobject (raised) 

preposition 7.4, 7,48; 9.7 -S 1.18 
see olso: adjunct, adverbial, affected, clipped forms use 1.74n 

agentive, attribute, calling, clause, contracted genitive 5.1 13-1 14; 6.47; 
initiator, opposition, participant, 7.69; 13.72; 17.4311 
reclplent, sernantlc, unlque 

role of 5 42n 
ran Nfiat 16 45 
Romance languages l.40,1.40 
romp home 16.3 
room (make -for) 16 58 

contracted pronoun 6.14n 
doubling in verbs 3.8 
familiarity marker 1.77 
noun plural 5.74,80,81,83; 6.65; 

7.2511; 10.3411; I.31n 
verb base endina 3.9 
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said 3.15.68; 14.29; 18.36; (it is -) 
15.54; (that -) 8.127n,137; (the -) 
19.47n 

soil ororrtrd 16.12 
saist/.saith 4.2n 
sake(fi)r.. . -)5.114. 120;8.100; 

l I,4ln;(./i1r (t1lc3) - (1/')9.l l, 1211; 
( - 0/') 9. l l l1 

srrltrwr~ 5.87 
salt-cellar l. l4 
salutation 10.5311; 19.65 
same (restrictive adjective) 5.34; 7.35 

(all the -) 8.137, 141; (be the -) 
13.46;tdo the -) 12.10,20,25n; 
(rhc-) 7.6211; 12.10,20 

sang3.19 
sunk 3.19 
sans 9.7 
sat3.18 
satisfied with 16.69 
satisjL 16.26.59 
save (conjunction) 15.34n 

(preposition) 9.8.58 
(verb) 16.39,57 
(-for) 16.57; (- that)9.3n; 14.12; 

15.44; 16.28n 
sauings 5.77 
saw (past tense, see) 3.16 
saw(ed/n) 3.14 
say3.4n,5n, 10, 15,68;4.8; 12.20,28; 

14.29.33n,36n; 15.54; 16.26,31, 
35,50,56,60; 18.23 

in apposition 17.73,86 
(can't/couldn't -) 14.3 In; (not to -) 

13.103;(-s)3.5n, 15; (-she/l/ 
you) 14.2911; (so to -) 8.126; (so 
they -) 12.2811; (they -) 15.54; 
(- to)8.129; 16.56,57 

see also: that 
saying-tverbs (semantic classification) 
scale-tcohesion, finiteness, gender, 

gradience, institutionalization 
scales 5.76 
scarcely 8.98, 111, 112, 114; 10.59; 

( - .  . .) 14.13 
scaredof 16.69 
scafls/scarves 5.83 
scene-setting 8.15,38,47, 87; 18.26n; 

19.68 
school 5.44; 9.17 

' school+ English, grammar 
schwa vowel 11.9 
scientific language 1.28; 3.73; 4.2511; 

5.54n, 56,91,92; 6.18,63n, 64n, 65; 

scientific language [cont] 
8.4111, 137;9.7n; 15.59; 17.99, 124; 
1.24,26,27n, 59n; 111.511, 1 l ,  30 

.sci.s,sor.s 5.76 
scope 2.55;+adverbial. coordination. 

discontinuous, interrogation, 
neg~ltion, numcr;ll, parlition. 
prc(lici~ti~~ri, pro-hr~ns, q t~~~nl i l ic r  

scort, (noun) 5.90 
scorn (verb) 16.38 
Scut(-c11/-S/-tislr) 5.57n 
scotchtape (verb) 16.45n 
Scots English 1.25 

see aI.so: regional English 
scrrrl,c N clcon 16.45 
sea 5.44 
search (it1 - of) 9.1 1, 12 
seas-tnames (classified) 
seasons+ names (classified) 
second (conjunct) 8.137, 143; 19.38 

(numeral) 6.63-64 
( -  ly) 8.137; 19.38,56; (- ofaN) 

8.137 
second-instance sentence 2.5611; 3.45; 

4.5211; 8.70; 12.28n; 15.35; 16.39; 
17.101, 104; 18.45n 

second language + English 
secondary -t conversion, stress, time- 

orientation, word class 
see2.4n; 3.16; 4.29-30; 8,12711; 10.23; 

14.22,36n; 15.54; 16.26, 31, 35,48, 
50,52, 53, 54 

(-about) 16.39; (-as) 16.47; (-fit 
. . . to) 16.1711; (I-) 15.54; (- n) 
3.16; ( -  st) 3.4n; ( -  through) 16.6; 
(-to it) 14.22; (you -) 15.54; 
19.39,65 

seeing(tha1) 8.145;9.3; 14.12, 14; 15.46; 
( - .  . .) 14.13 

seeing-tverbs (semantic classification) 
seek 3.15; (-for) 16.38; (-out) 16.12 
seem3.66n,76;4.29;7.3, 10, l l n ,  14, 15; 

8.42n; IO.lln; 12.28; 14.26, 36; 
16,21,22,23,24n,34, 3811; 18.36 

(can't/couldn't -) 14.36n ; ( - ingly) 
8.127; (it - s) 15.54; 16.34n.60n; 
( -  to) 3.40.49; (-to be) 7.1 In 

seeming+ verbs (semantic 
classification) 

segregatory coordination 13.35,38,46, 
59-63,64-75 

seldom 6.59; 8.65,67,70,77,98; 10.59 
selectional restrictions+semantic 

(restrictions) 

sell= 1.29,62,68,69; 111.4 sensibly 8.127 
-sew-selves5.83; 6.5.6, l l ,  23-28; sent 3.13 

8.124; 12.10 sent -+scnlence 
sell-address 11.53 .sc*trletrc,c (to) 16.57 
self-correction 2.511; 17.80 sentence 2.11,46n, 59; 14.1 - - 2 ;  15.57: 
se'destr~rt I. 12, 7 1 18.5; 111.3 
sell-embedding 14.39 cl;~use vs. 2.411 

srr.nb,: c~nhctldi~ly ~ ~ l l l p l ~ x  2.4.'). 11.44.46; 10.1, 55; 
sell 3.15; (- N clteap/t~e~v) 16.45; ( -  to) 

.. . I I.8n. l8n; 14passin1; 17.24; 19.57 
18.3111 compound 2.4, l l, 46; 10.1; 11.38; 

sellatape (verb) 16.45n 13passirn; 14.2-3; 18.5; 111.6-7 
-selves+ -ser  connectivity 2.44; 12.13; 13.44n; 
semantic 19 passin1 

blends 8.81 discourse reference 19.46-48 
classification 2.46: 3.21 : 5.3: 7.40-44, r~:.l..nl.mn.,l..~ I L  A A .  In  a" -A -. . , - . . .  . .. Y ~ O + V U I ~ L  u a r  v.,", W ,  IY.LO, LY, 14 

11.2-3; 13.87; 16.20; 17.74-87; ellipsis 11.38,43; 13.52 
I.20,21-30 oranhir iAmtit\r T I T  1 I n - 1  c ....., .... ., r - r - . J  

criteria 2.33, 38, 39,42; 3.21.29; incomplete II1.26n 
5.3511; 7.4,40,45;8.28, 31,34,40, indeterminacy 2.1 1 
61; 10.4; 13.3-4,36,45,54; 13.86; irregular 11.38-52 
18.4; 1.2 multiple2.11; 10.1 ; 14passim 

implication 12.31,38; 19.19,20,21, premodification bv 17.74. 112 
69,70-71 processes 2.46; 3.il ' 

relations 2.20-23,40; 3.65; 6.33; reduced 2.46 
10.29; 17.73-74; 19.7; 1.58; 11.8 sequence6.16,44; 12.13; 15.57; 19.3, 

restrictions 1.18; 3.29; 7.56n; 10.16, 58 
30,51; .- 15.9, - 16; 16.21.45; 17.31; sim~le2.4,9,11,46-47: 3.2: 10.1.55 
1.7,44, 57 . . 

structure2.3-10; 10.1-4; 13.44n 
role3.65n; 8.1,2-10,134-142, 144, types 1.18; 2.46-59; l l passim 

149; 10.5-9, 18-33; 14.511; 16.23 unitswithin 7 1-10 
~~ - 

vs. referential 4.2 unreduced 2.56n 
see also: adjective, adjunct, adverbial, utterance vs. 2.46n 

apposition, clause, concord, conjunct, 

semantics 1.13, 16, 18,42; 2.46n; 
19.2-3; 111.2 

semi- 1.28 
semi-annually 8.64 
semi-auxiliary -t auxiliary 
semicolon 14.40; 19.29,73; III.3,6,7, 

10,11,12-13,16 
semi-coord~nator-tcoordinator 
semi-formulaic-+ formulaic 
semi-given+given 
semi-lexical-tlexical 
semi-passive+passive 
semi-reflexive -t verb 

fragmentary, generic. imperative, 
initial, intcrrogative, medial, negative, 
noun phrase, parenthetic, second- 
instance, statement, subordinate clause 

sentential analogues 1.60-65, 69n 
sentential relative clause-trelative 

clause 
separability 16.3 
separate 4.27 
separation-tpunctuation 
sequence-tadjcctive, adverb, auxiliary, 

clause informatinn (order), -17, coordination, mnrlnl 

-..-. ., , 
send3.13; 4.2611; 16.44,48,57; (-away premodification, preposition, 

3 for) 16.14; (- Npacking) 16.17; pronoun, sentence, tense, time, 
(-to) 16.57 trladic 

senior 7.85 sequent-t time (sequence) 
sense (verb) 16.31 ; (in the - that) 14.14n seraph(-S/-im) 5.101 
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serial comma-tcomma 
series 5.91 
seriously 8.124, 130 
serve 16.57; ( - for )  16.38; (- N hot/ 

cold) 16.45; (- tolwith) 16.57 
set (noun) ( -  o f )  10.43n 

(verb) 3.17; 16.48; (UN -) 16.79; 
(-fire to) 16.58; (- Nfree)  16.45; 
( -ou t )  9.45; 16.38n; ( -  to) 9.6611; 
( - u p )  16.4; (- (up)on) 16.69 

set expression+ fixed phrase 
SEU-tSurvey o f  English Usage 
several (postdeterminer) 5.23 

(pronoun) 6.13,57; 12.10, 17 
severe (-ly) 8.105; (- (up)on) 16.69 
se~v(ed/n) 3.14; 4.27 
sex-neutrality/bias 5.56, 105; 6.8, 10.56; 

13.86n; 19.51 
see also: pronoun 

sh 11.55 
-sh (nationality noun ending) 5.56-57; 

7.25 
-sh (verb base ending) 3.9 
shake3.16;(- Nloose)16.45;(-n13.16 
s11aN 3.4n, 21,39,40; 4.37,42,47, 50, 5 1, 

57,58,60,61,64,65; 11.13; 14.22, 
27; 15.68n; 16.41 . 

with second/third-person subject 
4.5811 

(-not)3.39; 10.67; (- we16.7; 11.10, 
13 

see also: shalt, shan't, should 
shallow 7.88 
shalt 3.411; 4.5811 
shan't 3.23,39; 10.67 
shared information-tgiven 
shared knowledge 5.27-29,36; 19.22n, 

65 
see also: verbs (semantic classification) 

sharp (adjective) 7.8 
(adverb) 7.8; (- ly)  (amplifier) 7.8,56 

shot 3.17 
shave 3.14n; 6.25; (- d )  3.1411; 7.19; 

(- n) 3.1211, 1411; 7.19; (-onesel f )  
6.25 

she 1.26;5.104-107, 109-111; 6.2-6, 
8-11, 14, 18,20,38; 12.47; 17.11 

s/he 5.105; 6.10; I.76n 
sheaflsheaves 5.83 
shear(ed) 3.14 
shears 5.76 
sheaths 5.83 
shed 3.17 
sheep 5.87 

sheep [cont] 
(VS.  mlrtton) 5.4 

shecr (cnipll;isizcr ;~djcctivc) 7.33 
shrlj/sl~elves 5.83 
sl~elv(ed/n) 3.14 
shift+stress 
shine 3.18; 4.27 
ship 5.1 1 In 
-ship 1.32 
ships+ names (classified) 
shit 3.17 
shock(verb) 16.26; (- e d )  16.71; 

(- ing) 16.72 
shod 3.18 
shoe(J) 3.18 
shone 3.18 
shook 3.16 
shoot 3.18; 4.27; (- at)9.46 
shorn 3.14 
short7.88; (in -) 8.125; (- ly) 7.6; 8.55; 

( - o f )  16.69 
short structure 7.22; 8.17, 22% 23.47, 

87; 15.4n; 17.16,82n, 115; 18.19, 
40,43; 19.58; 11.611.7; III.I2,29n 

seealso: length, long structure 
shorts 5.76 
shot (verb) 3.18 
should 1.24; 3.4% 21,39,40;  4.49,50,51, 

56,57,59-62,64,65; 8.103; 14.1611, 
20,23; 15.36,48; 16.71n 

putative 3.59; 4.64; 8.128; 10.55n,61; 
11.41; 14.24.25.33; 15.11,44n; 
16.30,32,59,70-72; 17.26.35 

(-not /  -n't)3.39; 10.68; 11.811; 
(- st) 3.411 

see also: shall 
shout 9.46n; 16.3111; ( - a t )  16.14 
show3.14; 14.251; 16.31,35,48,55,57,62; 

(- ed/ - n) 3.14; (- to) 16.57,59 
showbiz 1.74n 
shrunk 3.19 
shred 3.17n 
shrewdly 8.127 
shrimp 5.87 
shrink 3.19; (- from) 16.39 
shriue(d/n) 3.16 
shrove 3.16 
shrunk(en)3.19; 7.19 
shut 3.17 
sibilance3.5,9,32n; 5.80.99, 114; 6.11, 

29 
sick7.3811; (- with) 16.69 
sideways 8.41 
signal (verb) 3.8; 16.60 

signifcunrly 8.127 
sign[fy 16.3 1 
silcnt lcttcr 3.811; 5.81 
siNily 1.41 
silly 16.72, 76 
similar (he -) 13.46; (- to) 16.69, 

18.3111 
similarity clause 13.26; 14.20,22; 15.22, 

50; 19.52 
see also: as 

similarly (conjunct) 8.137 
(subjunct) 8.1 16, 119 
pro-form use 12.10,25n 

simile 18.55 
simple (emphasizer adjective) 7.33 
simple-tadverb, aspect, coordination, 

finite phrase, noun phrase, past, 
perfective, preposition, present, 
progressive, sentence, subordinator, 
verb phrase, word 

simply (adjunct) 8. IOOn 
(diminisher subjunct) 8.1 1 1  
(disjunct) 8.100n, 124 
(emphasizer subjunct) 8.100, 102 
(focusing subjunct) 8.1 16, 118, 120; 

15.20 
simultaneity + t ime 
simultaneous 19.36; (- ly)  8.55; 19.36 
since 

(time adjunct) 8.55,60-61; 14.26; 
19.37 

(conjunction) 8.55n,60-61; 9.3; 
14.12, 19n, 21-22, 26; 15.20-21, 
25,27,46-47 

(content disjunct) 15.21 
(preposition) 7.70; 8.55n,60; 9.3,7,9, 

38,40; 11.1411; 15.25, 2911 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66; 14.26 
-clause8.60-61, 124, 132; 14.21-22, 

26 
frequency o f  8.60 
introducing style disjunct 15.21 

singular [cont] 
1OR;6.9. 16.21,23,50,52;7.14n; 
8.39;0.12,41; 10.34,38,46,50; 
13.46,60- 62, 66-71, 103; 15.69n, 
7 3 ;  17.47, 108- 109, 11811; 111.27 

noun lacking 5.61 
partitive 5.6, 7 ,  8 
pronoun 6.6,8,9,11-12, 14,38n,40,  

41,42.45,46,47,49,51,56; 7.69; 
10.49-50; 11.26: 19.13n; 111.29n 

subject 3.5911; 10.34-43,50 
verb3.2,32,52, 54,58, 62; 4.16n; 

5.100n; 6.12; 9.52; 10.34-46; 
13.94,95; 14.24; 15.9, 16,36; 18.46 

se~,ulsu: concord, distributive, noun 
phrase, number, -S 

sink 3.19 
Sioux 5.88 
sir 10.53; 17.9111; 19.65 
Sir 5.66n; 17.9111 
sit3.18; 4.27.32; 8.28,30n;9.16n; 

10.24; 16.48; ( -  a n d . .  .) 13.98; 
( -  do~sn)  4.27; 10.24 

situotiorl 19.24n 
situation type 4.4,27-35; 10.18; 14.22n 

see also: verbs (semantic classification: 
dynamic, stative) 

situational 
context 6.1 ; 7.30; 8.124n; 10.4,49; 

11.29,49, 53;  12.9; 14.3311; 15.13, 
7 3 ;  17.8; 19.33-34; 1.16 

recoverability 12.6-7 
reference4.1 1-12; 5.28, 3311; 6.15,40, 

43,44;  12.11-12 
see alsu: ellipsis, immediate, larger, past 

size-tdimension, potential size, prefix 
ski (verb) 3.10n 
skyward(s) 8.41 
slocken o f  16.12 
slacks 5.76 
sluin 3.16 
slum (verb)  16.21 

reason8.61n, 132; 14.13; 15.20.46-47 slang 1.33;5.90; 10.46; 11.54; 17.112; 
temporal 8.55, 60-61 ; 14.21-22; 1.12, 16, 52, 77 

15.20,25,27 slant/slash-toblique stroke 
(- . . .  )14.13;(ever-)14.14n,26,27n slay3.16 

sincerely, yours 8.91n sleep3.15; (- in) 16.15 
sing 3.7, 19 slept 3.15 
singe 3.7,9 slew3.16 
single (adjective) 5.38; 6.47; 10.62 slide/slid 3.18; 9.16n 

slight 7.33; (in the - est) 8.1 11 ; 10.62; 
invariable 5.74, 7 5 ;  6.54 ( - l y ) 8 , l I l  
noun4.4,7,35;5.7,11,13,14,21,26, sling3.18 

29n,36,42,50,52-59,62,73-103, slink 3.18 
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slip of the tongue 16.211 soh our 16.411 
s1i1 (verb) 3.17 soc 1.7411 
slow (adverb) 7.6; 1.16n social variation 1.19.22-27,41 

(vcrh) 16.77 s o c i ~ ~ l i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ l i c c r i l c r i : ~  l , l O  41; 1.13, If>  
sociolinguistics I. I9 
soft 7.43; 16.81 

snrall 7.82,88 sold 3.15 
critnpi~rinon 11r7.77 ,sol(, (i~Jicclivc) 5.34: 7.35: ( - / v )  8.116: 

SII I ; I I I  c:11)it11Is ~ C I I I V ~ I I I ~ C ) I I  2, . \S;  3,111 1 .'l 1 
small o b j e c t s ~ n a m e s  (classified) soli~17.8 1 n 
st~rell(verb) 3.13; 4.29-30; 7.9; 10.23; solid vs. open spacing 111.4 

16.21,24n,53;(-ed)3.13 solidus+oblique stroke 
smelt 3.13 some (determiner) 2.54; 5.2, 14,23.45, 
smile at 9.46 52,59-60; 9.40; 10.4311, 60; 12.18 
.smite/.smitten 3.16 (pronoun) 2.54; 6.13,46,48,52,54, 
smog 1.76 59-60; 10.42,60; 12.10, 15, 16, 17, 
smoke (verb) 16.19 18; 15.9 
smote 3.16 quantitative meaning 5.39-40,64n 
sn- words 1.7611 stressed 5.1411; 7.63; 12.18 
snap at 9.46 unstressed 5.39; 6.6411; 12.18 
sneeze 4.27 zero article vs. 5.39-40 
snow (verb) 4.27; 10.26 (- of) 6.48, 52 
so (conjunct) 7.52; 8.135, 137, 140, 143n, some- 2.54; 6.45-47,52; 10.60; 15.9 

144, 146, 148; 11.9; 12.2911; 13.5, -same 1.2811, 3811 
11, 12, 18-19; 15.49; 18.24; 19.58; somebody2.54; 6.8,9, 13,45-47.59-60; 
111.6, 12 10.50,60 

(conjunction)8.86; 13.103; 14.12; 15.48 somchow7.46; 8.137,140, 147; 10.60 
(intensifier) 6.53; 7.22, 89; 8.77, 83, someone 6.9, 12,45-47,60; 10.50,60 

102, 105, 120, 148; 11.32; 12.10, someplace 10.60 
3011; 15.49, 74; 16.70; 17.96; 18.24, something2.54; 6.8,45-47,59-60; 10.60 
57; 19.50 sometime 8.55; 10.66; 15.27; (-S) 2.54; 

(process adverb) 12.10 8.67,71,98; 10.60 
end-placed conjunct 8.144n somewl~at 7.56,89; 8.77, 11 1, 115; 10.60 
initial 12.28,29 somewhere 7.46; 8.41 ; 10.60 
noncotrelative 18.57 soon (adjunct) 7.70,83; 8.55; 15.29; 
pro-form use 2.44; 3.26; 8.10n, 148; 19.3611 

12.10, 13,20-26,27-30; 15.5411, (as-)3.45n;(as-as)4.13; 14.12, 18, 
5511; 16.30, 34,7111,7211; 18.23,24 25,27; (-er) 3.4511; 7.83; 8.96; 

purpose 8.86; 15.48 (-er than) 14.16; 15.52; (- est) 
7.83;(no -erthatr) 14.13, 1811; 

stressed 12.23n. 29 15.2511; (would - er) 3.40;4.66 
syntactic status of 12.261~30 sorry9.2; 16.71; 19.17; (- ?) 11.3411; 
(-as) 14.17;(-. . . as)7.74,86; 19.17;(- abour)9.2; (- t o . .  .) 

14.13; 15.71; (-as to) 15.48; 15.54 
(-.  . .asto) 17.122;(- beit) sortof5.6;7.56n,64;8.111, 113, 114, 
12.27n; (just - (that)) 15.34,35n; 126; 10.43 
(- . . . (that)) 14.13; 15.49,74; sought 3.15 
(-too) 19.55 sound (adjective) 7.36 

see also: do (so), even, if; less, many, more, (verb)4.28, 30; 7.9; 16.21,22,23,2411 
much, say. so that, speak (-as if) 14.36 

io that 14.12 source 
(purposive) 13.8, 10; 15.20,48 adjunct 8.39-48,85,149 
(resultative) 8.14611; 13.5,8- 10, 12, adverbial 8.2 

14,18-19,103; 15.20,49 preposition 8.2,7,18; 9.7,47 

source [cont] 
-result relation 17.106 

sorrlh(~~ard(.s)) 7.4611; 8.41 ; 9.66 
So11111 AI 'C~~II I I  1!11gIisl1 1.26 

see also: regional English 
South Asian English 1.34 

see a1.so: regional English 
,s,lll'(,~,l/fl) 3, l4 
sl'i~cc (orthogr;~pI~ic) ll1.1, 2. B ,  4.9 
space adverbial 2.18; 6.27; 8.2,3, 15% 

22,37,39-50,55n,76,78n, 81,85, 
86.94, 11711,143, 149,150, 151, 
153;9.66; 10.10, 11; 12.62; 16.2-4; 
18.50 

ambiguity in 8.43 
cooccurrence 8.42-46 
coordination of 8.46 
hierarchy 8.45.149 
position of 8.47,87; 18.50 
realization 8.40-41 
syntax of 8.48 
see also: direction, distance, existential, 

place, position 
space preposition->place 
spades 5.77 
spaghetti 5.100n 
span (past tense, spin) 3.18 
span 8.4,52-53,57-62; 9.37,39; 17.7 

backward 8.4,53,60-62,121; 9.35 
forward 8.4,53,58-59,62 

Spanish l .6,8 
spare 16.57; (-for) 16.57 
spar 3.18 
spate of 10.43n 
spatial-tnoun, proximity, space 

adverbial 
speak 3.16; 7.1711; (-about) 9.60; 16.28; 

(-of) 9.60; (-on) 16.28; (so to -) 
8.126; 15.2111; (to - of) 10.6211 

speakerlhearer 1.42; 5.2711 
see also: ellipsis, native, orientation 

speaking (. . . -) 8.6711,89,125,126; 
15.56; 17.80 

speaking+ verbs (semantic 
classification) 

special+ ellipsis 
species 5.9 1 
specific (restrictive adjective) 7.35 
Specific Purposes-+English 
specific vs. nonspecific reference 5.26, 

27-51,55n,56-58; 6.15,60n; 7.22, 
23;8.42n,46, 54,78,85,98; 10.60; 
11.1811; 12.35; 15.8,9,31; 17.5,39, 
76,77,92,99; 18.45n, 50 
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.s~~i~(~i/ic~rlly (conjunct) 8.137 
(subjunct) 8.1 16 

spccilic:~Iion punclu~lion 
.~yr.~~lrrck:s 5.76 
spectrrrt~r 5.95 
sped 3.18 
speccl1 

llcl ~, , lhll ;  j,s(J, 52; 4,7, 0511; l / , .?;  
14.28; 15.33. 38.45; 16.3011, 31,63 

-related disjunct 8.89n 
seealso: direct speech, indirect speech, 

reported, spoken vs. written. verbs 
(semantic classification) 

.sl~eerl(ed) (up) 3.18 
spccd -P tempo 
spell(ed) 3.13 
spelling 1.10, 12, 23; 2.37-38, 4511,5411; 

3 . 4 ~  6n, 7- 10, 12, 13n,20,39n, 44; 
5.11,70,81,83,99, 114;6.46,58, 
64; 7.47, 79,80,83; 8.137; 9.5n,7, 
13, 1511; 10.22; 11.14n,55; 12.5111; 
15.911; 16.69n, 8311; 1.3, 14, 17,21n, 
31 ,401~ 41n, 42,56,59; III.4n, 27, 
2911 

informal 3.36nS45n,51 ; 8.21 ; 12.47n, 
48n,49n,50n,51n; 14,2311,2911; 
17.47, 112;1.18,74n 

phonetic 1.2711 
pronunciation 1.2711; 11.55n 
seealso: American English, British 

English, rules 
spelt 3.13 
spendlspent 3.13 
spill(ed) 3.13 
spilt 3.13 
spin 3.18 
spirits 5.77 
spil (vs. spat/spitled) 3.18 
spite(in - of)8.86;9.11,56; 14.14; 

15.3911; (in - ofthatlit all) 8.137; 
(-of)9.11 

split 3.17 
split-tgenitive, infinitive, word 
spoil(ed/t) 3.13 
spoke(n) 3.16 
spoken vs. written language 1.7, 10,12, 

17,19,23,29-30,37,38,41,42; 
3.23,33,36n, 39n,45n,73; 4.49; 
5.113;6.10, 18, 19,23n,63n; 7.29; 
8.13,21,23,35,58,117-119,126. 
137,138n. 144; 10.35,36,40,43, 
52x1; 11.7,29n,40,51.53; 12.4, 19, 
46, 50n,52; 13.1,28,39-40,88,91, 
94,96; 14.29,40; 15.35n, 36,53; 
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spoken vs. written language [cont] statement 2.46,58n;4.52n; I l passim; 
16.30; 17.6,21,43n, 63.68,72, 73, 12.47; 16.3011; 18.10, 19,57; 19.32, 
78,80,113,119,124;18.1-2,11, 4711; 111.23 

indircct 3.5911; 11.31; 14.33; 15.54; 
16.31,59-60,63 .. .. . 75: 1.27n,41; 11.9, 16,20-21; S(~COI.YO: cooruln;lte, alrectlve 

II1.l-2,5,27n states-inames (classified) 
statistical differences 8.13; 17.124 stative-adjective, have, noun, stative 

sooonfull.3 In verb meaning , , 
sporadic reference 5.33,43-49, 125 stative verb meaning 3.34, 66,68, 76; 
spork 1.76 4.4. 5,611, 22, 26-27-31, 32, 33,44, 
spot (verb) 16.53 52n,67;7.18;8.42,82, 149;9.16, 
sprang 3.1 9 24n,27-30,32,42; 10.14, 18,20, 
spread 3.17 23,24,55; 11.24; 12.25.35; 13.23, 
spring3.19; 16.21 78; 14.19,26,27n; 15.60n; 
sprung 3.19 16.21-24, 39,44,50, 53,54; 17.28, 
spun 3.18 101; 18.5111; 1.47 
spy (verb) 16.53 statusmarker 10.53; 111.29 
square brackets 111.2011 stay (verb) 10.24; 16.21,22n, 23, 24 
-st 3.4n StE (= Standard English)-tstandard 
stack (discourse strategy) 19.18.28, 56,69 stead+instead 
stacks of5.25n steal 3.16 
stadium 5.95 stem 2.4,37; 16.12; I.2,4; 11.4 
stage 5.44 morpheme 1.211 
stairs 5.77 see also: base 
stammering 111.2611 step, out of5.51 
stance-tverbs (semantic classification) steps 5.77 
stand(verb)3.18; 4.27,32,38; 8.28; step (discourse strategy) 19.18,56,69 

9.1611; 10.24; 16.21,24,48;(- and -sterI.33 

16.29 stereotype0 3.04; U.YL, ILLII, I L W ,  I L ~ ,  
standard 127n, 14411; 10.15n,61n; 11.38.40, 

- - - . . . . . . . 

national 1.24-26,34, 36,37 see orso: nxeu pnrase 
preposition 9.7.62 

. - . . . . . . . stick (verb) 3.18 
.. . 

English, nonstandard (cnnlunct) 8.137, 141, 143-146 \-".._ 
stank 3.19 (subjunct) 8 97,98 
star (verb) 3 7 (- andall) 8 137, (better -) 8 147, 

a -) 8.137; (get - ed) 3.6611; stimulus p r e p o s ~ r ~ o n r . ~ ,  43, J I ,  03; I U . I U  

(to - (with)) 8.137; 15.18 sting 3.18 
. . 

state, stattve) st~pulate 16.32 
statal -t passwe strpulatron (with the - that) 15.34n 

t state (verb) 16 31.60 stole(n) 3.16 

state, state, stative) stood 3.18 

stoop 3.7 
StOp3.7;4.27, 34; l1.47n; 16.19,26,38n, 

39,40,42; (-and. . .) 13.98 
straig/rt (adverb) 16.3 
stranding2.51; 3.26,45n; 6.4; 12.10,40, 

55.59% 60-64; 15.66n; 16.14 
see also: preposition (deferred) 

strange 16.82; ( -  ly)8.127, 131 
strata 5.95n.98n 
strategy -*discourse 
stratutn(s) 5.95 
strength (on the - of) 9.11 
stress 1.12; 19.25; 11.1-9, 10-11, 18; 

111.2 
compounds and 5.120.122n; 6.47; 

17.104-106; 1.3, 58,59, 61-70; 
11.6-8 

connected speech and 11.7- 10,21 
contrastive II.9;-tfocus (contrastive) 
emphaticlheavy 11.22; 15.71; 18.3, 

14; 11.3.8 
even7.14 
fixed vs. movable 11.4 
initial ellipsis and 12.51 
multi-word verbs and 9.65; 16.6, 16 
noun phrase premodification 

17.104-106, 109, 114; 11.6-9 
position in words 7.79; 8.55; 19.68; 

I.14n, 19,26,34: 37, 39.40, 56,74, 
76; 11.3-5 

primary vs. secondary 1.19,20,21,25, 
59,68; 11.3 

shift 1.18; 7.47; 9.9; 1.19,27,31,35, 
36,4011.56; II.6.8n 

-timed rhythm 11.1 
vs. unstressed form 3.8, 23, 32.39; 

4.53,57; 5.2, 14n,23, 38,39,63; 
6.27% 28,5011,5211; 7.14, 32,56n, 
62,63,81;8.111,116;12.15,23,24, 
40,46,50,64; 17.26; 18.3-19,46; 
19.3411; I.19,24,30, 33,42n 

see also: any, article, focus, intonation, ir, 
nucleus, preposition, pronoun, so, some, 
that 

strew(ed/n) 3.14 
stricken (adjective) 3.18 
strict-tapposition, ellipsis 
strictly 8.124 
strid(den) 3.16 
stride (verb) 3.16 
strike(verb) 3.18; (-as) 10.14; 16.4611; 

(it - smethat) 16.34n, 59n 
strikingly (amplifier) 7.56 
string (verb) 3.18 

strive(d1n) 3.16; (-for) 16.38 
strode 3.16 
strokc-toblique 
strong (adjcctive) 7.9n,80,88 

(amplifier adjective) 7.33, 34 
(- ly)7.9n; 8.105, 109 

strove 3.16 
struck 3.18 
structural 

ambiguity (of complex sentence) 14.41 
compensation 18.43 
description 2.12, 55; 1.8 
recoverability 12.6-7 
.se~nIso: ellipsis, parallelism 

structure word* word (grammatical) 
struggle (with . . .for) 16.17 
strung 3.18 
stuck 3.18 
study (verb) 16.26 
stung 3.1 8 
stunk 3.19 
style 8.79 
-style 7.46; L41n 
style 1.31 

constraints 8.66; 13.96-97; 17.62, 
105.109 

disjunct8.123-126, 127n, 128, 12911, 
130,143,149; 14,2111,3911; 15.18n, 
20-21,23,33,38,45,46, 53,56,59 

manual 111.4 
indirect libre-tindirect speech (free) 
seealso: block, frozen, rhetorical 

suasive-tverbs (semantic classification) 
sub-tsubordinate 
sub- (degree) 1.24 . 

(locative) 1.26 
subaudibility 17.15 
subject (adjective) 7.39; (- to) 7.39 

(verb) (- to) 16.57 
subject 

affected 10.21-22,23,30,33; 18.32 
animate4.34; 10.19; 16.26 
anticipatory* it (anticipatory) 
-attachment 8.127n, 152; 15.58-59 
clause2.59; 10.26n,37,46n; 15.1-15, 

56; 16.3811; 18.4,29,32-36 
discontinuous 3.28,13.94 
element 2.13,21,24,25,45,47, 50; 

3.56,65,66,69;4.811: 6.3-5, 23-27, 
29,30, 31,32,35,41,50; 7.22,23, 
27,29; 8.16, 18,49, 117, 119, 120, 
127, 129;9.6; 10.1-5,6, 7-11, 16n, 
17-26,27,28,30,33,56; 1 1.15,22, 
31; 12.25,50,61; 13.3511,52-53,56, 
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subject [cont] 
57,92,94,95,97, 103; 14.511, 14; 
15.1-15,52.54.65.67;16.7,14, 
1811, 19, 08 0 0 ,  43. 70, 75, X I  ; 
17.47,83-84, 11511, 124; 18.3,5, 10, 
16, 19,20n, 27, 32,45-54, 59; 19.8, 
35; I.60,61,64. 65; 111.7,9, 21 

cllipsis K.20n; 1 1.40. 4811; 12.43 44, 
46-49,67; 13.12-13, 19,21,92n; 
15.58-62,66, 71 ; 17.17; 111.7 

empty -s if (prop) 
first-person 4.26n, 42, 54, 55, 58,64; 

8.122, 124, 134, 143, 151; 11.8n, 13, 
41 

inanimate 4.34; 10.21 
indefinite 6.24n; 7.3911; 10.35,42-43; 

14.8; 15.73; 16.39, 79, 80; 18.45-49 
independence of auxiliary/operator 

3.29,40.42n. 47.49 
length 11.7; 15.'5ni17.20n; 18.40,43; 

11.20; 111.9 
meaning (in conversion) 1.47 
notional vs. grammatical 14.8; 

18.45-48, 52 
personal vs. nonpersonal 4.43; 6.24n; 

8.90,94,129; 9.49; 14.3611; 16.42; 
18.36n 

-plus-complement construction 1 1.44 
positionof 2.14; 4.30; 10.6,20,43n; 

11.41; 12.29 
postponed 10.2611; 16.70; 18.33 
pronoun8.47,71; 11.8-11,41,44; 

14.8,29; 15.10; 16.3, 36; 18.10,23n, 
24,26n 

prop-tit (prop) 
pseudo- 10.34n 
quasi- 10.43n 
realization of 2.24; 10.6 
semantic propertiesof 10.6, 19-26,33 
stranded 6.4 
syntactic function of 10.6 
temporal 10.33 
territory 6.5, 35 
understood 6.24; 7.27,29 

subject matter 1.23,28 
preposition 9.7,60 

suhjcctive 
CI IHC r ~ I ~ G I I I I I I I I I  (%~~I!jecliv~ l i~rrl~) 
genitive 5.1 16; 6.2411; l0.20n; 

17.41-43,47,51, 11511 
-objective polarity 8.5, 7; 17.1 15 

~~~l!jccts n:lmcs 
subjunct2.15, 60; 7.49; 11.24, 2511, 37,X5, 

88-120, 121, 126,129n, 13511; 9.1, 
9;  14.39n; 15.69,71; 19.53; 1.7111 

clausal 13.15; 15.17, 19,21n, 23 
distinguished from adjunct 8.88.90, 

92n,95,98n 
general 8.93-95 
position of 8.89-92,95, 97,98, 116, 

117-119 
restrictive 8.100n, I l l ,  116-18, 120; 

9.5811 
subject-oriented 8.78,92-95, 109n, 

129,148, 149 
syntaxof8.102, 110,113,120 
see also: additive, amplifier, approximator, 

booster, compromizer, courtesy, 
diminisher, duration, emphasizer, 
exclusive, focusing, formulaic, 
frequency, intensifying, item, 
maximizer, minimizer. 
modality, narrow orientation, 
particularizer, posilion, predication, 
relationship, time adverbial, verb 
phrase, viewpoint, volition, wide 
orientation 

subjunctive 
frequency of 14.24 
mandative 3.58,59; 4.64; 14.24, 

33-34; 16.30, 33,70; 17.26 
mood 3.32n, 37n,52,54,58-62; 

10.34,44,55n; 11.38-39; 14.23-25, 
34; 15.34n, 41n,42n, 50; 16.59,63; 
17.35 

optative 3.51 ; 11.39; 14.34 
passive 3.58 
past-tsubjunctive (were-) 
vresent 1.24: 3.2.52.58.61: 

subordin;~te clause [cont] 
64;6.37n;7.27-30; 8.13, 15,22,75, 
106, 130. 141, 143, 144.145, 147; 
L).~l;10.1,57,04,65;1I.IH1i,OX,40; 
12.34,43,45,65,69; 13.2,9-10, 
14-15.18-19,83,84; 14pussbt; 
I5 pussirtr; 18.20n,27n,45n; 
I').XI X2 

cllipsisof 15.68; 19.6011 
as irregular sentence 11.41 
positionsof 14.38-41 
semantic functions of 15.24-56 
syntactic functionsof 15.1-23 
verb phrase in 14.21 -27 
seealso: adverbial, clause, coordinate, 

nonfinite 
subordinating 

conjunction+suhordinator 
subordination 2.9, 11,44; 6.19; 11.43; 

12.1; 13.2-4, 18-19, 103; 
14passim; 15 passim; 19.5n, 7, 
57-60 

formal indicators 14.10-20 
multiple 14.37-41 
see also: coordination 

subordinator 2.9,41,44,45,60; 6.4; 
7.29,52-53; 8.145; 9.3,55; 13.2-4, 
5-10, 13-16, 18-19,103; 
I4passim; 15passim; 17.26; 
III.I8 

complex 9.3n, 1211; 14.11, 12, 14; 
15.46,48-49; 16.2811; I!12 

correlative 14.1 1, 13 
ellipsis 7.29; 13.14,50; 14.24n 
finite clause 14.12-14 
marginal 14.14 
nonfinite clause 14.15-19 
simple 14.12 
verbless clause 14.18 
seealso: causative, concessive, condition, 

coordinate, correlative, manner, 
purpose, result, time 

sub-paragraph -> paragraph 
subsequent 19.37; (- to) 9.10 
subsequently (adjunct) 8.55,62,72,77; 

19.37 
(conjunct) 8.137 

subsidiary* focus 
substance preposition 9.7,61 
substandard-+ nonstandard 
substitute clause-tclause 
substitute form-+ pro-form 
substitution 2.5-6,46; 3.26; 12.5,8-20; 

18.33-36 

substitution [cont] 
vs. coreference 12.8 
Vs. cllipvis 12.8, 1911. 38. .?V 40. 54n, 

57 

seealso: adjunct, adverb phrase, adverbial, 14.24425: 15.36, &n,'48 ' 
cognate, complement, compound, pseudo- 1.17; 3.62n 
concord, coordinate, directive, disjunct, 
-ed, eventive, extraposition, imperative, quasi- 4.53n, 64n 

infinitive, -ing participle clause, uses of3.59-61; 14.24n 

' instrumental, inversion, locative, must, were- 1.17; 3.58,62;4.16n,64; 14.23, 
, nominal clause, nonfinite, noun phrase, 24,34; 15.36; 16.30,33 

plural, prepositional phrase, recipient, see also: formulaic, negative 
reflexive, relative pronoun, result, submit 16.31 
reversal, singular, subjunct, time, time subordinate clause 2.9,25,45; 3.56,58, 
adverbial, verbless, vocative 61;4.9,13,16, 19,45,47,53n,62, 

sccalsu: noun phrase, pro-forms, pronoun 
succeeditrg 19.37 
successive units + punctuation 
sv~. / l  iclclcrrni~~cr) 2.44; 1 1.32: 18.57 

(inlensilicr) 15.49; 16.70; 17.96 
(predeterminer) 5.15, 1711; 6.44n; 

7.63; 12.10, 11; 15.74; 19.50 
(pronoun) 6.44n; 12.10 
noncorrelative 18.57 
(-as) 14.13; 17.73,86;(- . . .as)  

15.7411; 17.77n; (- that) 14.12; 
1549,7411; ( -  . . . that) 14.13; 
15.49,74 

suddenly 19.37 
sufficiency comparison 15.63, 72-75 
suficier~t 15.73; 16.81;(- Iy) 7.85; 8.111, 

113,115; 15.73 
suffix(ation)2.4, 35; 3.811, 12; 5.105; 

1.2-3,6, 17, 18, 19, 30,31-42, 57, 64 
adjective 7.1, 15, 37,79,82n; 1.37, 

38-40 
adverb 7.46,71; 8.41 ; 1.41 
noun 1.32-37 
pejorative 1.32,33,37,38n, 42 
phrasal 5.123; 13.72 
pronoun 6.1 1, 12n, 23 
verb 3.12-20; I.42,50 
zero I. 16n, 43n 
see also: agent, alveolar, de-adjectival, 

denominal, derivation, deverbal, 
feminine, -itig, nasal 

suggest 14.25n; 16.31,32, 60; (- to) 

16.62 
suit (verb) 3.68; 10.14; 16.27 
suitcase (vs. luggage) 5.4 
sunt (in -) 8.137; (- ing tcp) 15.18; 

(to - up)8.137; 15.18 
summarize, to 8.137; 15.18 
summarizing 15.18 
summation-tplural 
summative 

clause 15.57 
conjunct 8,136,137,139, 144, 148; 

15.18; 19.18,27 
summon 16.50 
sung 3.19 
sunk 3.19 
sunken (adjective) 3.1211, 19 
super- (degree) 1.24 

(locative) 1.26 
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superficially 8.127 surround 10.27; (- in& 5.77 
superior 7.85 Survey of English Usage 1.42; 3.39; synthesis 5.97 technical language 1.28 

superlative 7.8211; &In, 13,15n,21n, 23,58,60, systematic correspondences see also: scientific language 
adjective5.34, 119; 6.64; 7.1,2-4,7, 117; 11.5n, 1411; 15.47; 17.124; -+corrcspondcnces tcclrr~lccrllj~ 8.127 

21-, 26,62,74-82,84,86; 8.21,61n; 19.10, 12, 87-90; 111.7 systems 5.77 -tcert6.64; 11.10, 13 
17.15,32,97; 18.4511 suspect (verb) 15.54; 16.31 teeth 5.84 

adverb 7.83 suspenders 5.76 r~lc- 1.29, 76n 
frequency of 7.82n suspension dots III.26n T telecast 3.17; 1.76 
premodification of 7.90 suspiciotr.sly 8.127 telegraphese 12.52; III.29n 
quantifier 5.24; 6.53 slvcrm 3.1 9 telescoped-relative clause 
sccolso: genilive swerrr3.l6; 16.31, 38 T,  + time-orientation (primary) t~,kr!i,rir~~t 5.33 

supernatural beings+names (classified) swear(ed) 3.17 T, -P time-orientation (sccondary) tclcvision-t broadcasting 
superordinate+clause, hierarchy sweep 3.15; (- Nclean) 16.45 T, -+ time-orientation (tertiary) telex 1.76 
superuenirtg 19.37 t+  transitive 

swell(eci) (adjectivelverb) 3.14 re113.15;4.8;9.2; 12.28; 14.3311; 15.54; 
supervisor I.24n -t doubling in verbs 3.8 

swept 3.15 16.35,55,56, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63; 
supplementive clause tableau 5.99 

swim 3.19;9.16n, 31; 10.27 19.47n: ( -  ahotrt)9.2,60; 16.56,57; 
adjective 3.47n; 7.10,27-28,29n taboo 11.54; 15.3711; 1.16 

s~virte 5.87 (cart't/coaldrt't - ) 14.3 1 n ; (- of) 
adverbial 15.60-62 swittg (verb) 3.18; (- Nopen) 16.45 tag 9 2 6 0 ;  (-off) 16.2611; (- to) 16.57 
subjectless l5.61,71 abbreviating 13.104 

switch (down/ofl/up) 16.4; (- on) 16.4.6 telly I. 74 
suppletion 3.12 s~vollen (adjective) 3.14; (verb) 3.14 amplificatory 17.78; 18.20.59 temperature 5.49n 
supply 16.56; (- for/to/with) 16.57 swore/sivorn 3.16 checking 10.57 temperature 9.32n 
strpporr (verb) 16.26 clause 11.34 

swum 3.19 tentpo 5.100 
support -+ do swung 3.18 exc lamato~ 1 4 . 1 2 ~  17.68n; 18.59n tempo 15.53; 18.7, 17n; 19.27; 11.2, 10, 
support preposition 9.7, 53 invariant 1.34; 11.1 1 

syllabic form 3.5n,33n 19 
suppose 3.62; 4.29,64n; 11.8n,41; 12.28; syllable 18.4,11; 19.68; 11.3-10, 18-19 

noun phrase 11.44; 18.34,59 temporal -as, before, frequency, if: 
14.22,24,30; 15.54; 16.31,33,44, division 111.4 question3.37.44; 4.5811; 6.7.9; 10.6, names (classified), noun, position, 

50n,57-59,66,70; 11.7.8-11, 12n, 
loss 12.31, 51n proximity, since, subject, time, verb, 
see also: duration 22,25,26n, 2811.38, 53; 12.47; 13.2; until, ~vhert, while, ~vhilst 

( I - )  15.54; (1 -so) 12.65n; (- dly) syllabus5.93 14.35,3611; 15.54n; 19.63,65n; 11.13 temp0ra~jly8.63 
see also: assumption, negative 

symbols 8.138n temporariness 4.25,26,29,32, 37, 38 
supposbtg(that) 11.41; 14.12, 14; 15.34, see also: currency, mathematical, nought 

tail (intonation)+ tone unit see also: institutionalization 
38n symposium 5.95 take 3.16; 10.30; 16.2n, 24n, 26,47n, 50; 'temporary'vs, 'permanent9 

supposition (on the - that) 15.34n synchronic -+ diachronic 18.43; (- aslfor) 16.47; ( -  in) 16.4; modification 7.10, l In, 21,27,38, 
sur- 1.24 syncope 9.13n (- it that. . .) 16.3411; (- n) 3.16; 5811; 17.7,57-58,63,95, 98- 102, 
sure (adjective) 7.33; 8.100n; 16.71,73, syncretism 6.2 (- n with) 16.69; (- off)4.27; 105,114; 18.45n 

syndetic coordination 13.1, 17,68,79; 16.21~3; (- our on) 16.9; (- to) tend to 3.49; 4.66 
(intensifier) 7.5611; I.46n 19.11, 14, 69; 111.8 16.28; (- up) 16.39 tendencies+rules 

synonymy 2.38; 12.35.37; 17.80; 1.1 see also: account, advantage, care, note, (subjunct) 8.100 tense 2.49,57; 3.31,40,42n, 44.50, 52,56, 
notice. place. pride 

as response 8.100 synopsis 5.97 ' 58; 4.1.2-17,25,36; 11.24; 13.2311; 
(be -) 12.28,65; 15.54; 18.36; syntactically bound talk 4.27; 16.48; (- about) 9.60; ( -  of) 14.8,27n, 30; 15.26,54,58n, 68; 

(be - to) 4.47,66; 16.79; (far -) clause-tsubordinate clause 9.60; 16.14;(- toNaboutN) 16.17 17.28,31; 18.16,48, 51; 19.7-8.78 
8.100,102; (make -) 16.45; syntagmatic relationships 2.5-6; 1.13 tall 7.66,88 compound 4.17n 
(make - that) 16.17n syntax 1.14-16,42; 2.7, 33,37; 4.47; tantamoqrtt (to) 7.39 narrative structure and 19.39-43 

surely (disjunct) 7.5611; 8.127, 12811 6.46; 7.41; 8.48,77; 10.5; 13.4; tap 4.27 sequence 14.31-34; 19.39 
(subjunct) 8,100,102 16.16; 17.44,66-67,92 target preposition 9.7,43, 46 unmarked 4.2 

susface 5.120 vs. morphology 4.17 task (vs. work) 5.4 see o/.so: aspect, backshifting, future, past, 
vs. semantics+grammar taste (verb)4.29-30; 10.23; 16.21.24n surface dimension 9.15,17,25 present, time, time adverbial 

. surmise (verb) 14.36 see also: adjective, adjunct, adverb, taught 3.15 tentativeness 3.30; 4.16,28,29, 37,49, 
surname 5.61,66 adverbial, 4mplifier. auxiliary, clause, tautology 8.124, 144, 146, 149; 17.1$,20 50,53,56,57,58n, 62,63,64n, 66; 
surprise (verb) 9.2; 16.26 comparative, conjunct, coordination, taxi 1.7411 8.140; 14.23,25n; 15.36, 54; 19.61 

disjunct, downtoner, emphasizer, 
surprised7.33; 16.78; (-at)  9.2.63; TB 1.75 -1eria 1.3211, 76 

genitive, negation, object, prepositional 
(- by) 9.63 teach 3.15; 16.55,57,59,62,63; terminological issues 2.4n. 1311, 14n, 16, phrase, prepositional verb, process, 

surprising 16.72,82; (- ly) 8.127, 129, reduction, so, space, subject, subjunct, 
(-about) 9.60; (- to) 16.57 17n,29,35, 38,41,43,44, 46,5211, 

131,133n subordinate clause, time adverbial teaching* English 53;3.2n,49n,65;4.1,2,3, 17.66; 
tear(verb) 3.16 5.27n,112;8.104, 13411; 10.ln,7n, 
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terminological issues [cont] 
9n; 11.211; 12.6; 14,211,411; 15.1211, 
5911: 16.18; 17.5411; 19.2, 511; 1.2n,3 

t~~rmitru,~ 5.93 
ternts (it1 - of) 9.1 l 
terrible at 16.69 
terriltly (amplifier) 7.56; 8.105 
tcrril<~ry . :l!iucrlive. ~lcll,:llivc, 

n~~ii~>scrlivc,  oldect, 
premodification zone, subject 

testify 16.3 1 
-[er 1.2811 
lext 1.13; 19passbn; 11.21 

connectivity 8.134, 145; 19pussim 
illuslrstion of 19.69-90 
linguistics 1.1 3 
see also: adverbial, asyndetic, final, 

grammar, initial, orientation 
textual recoverability 12.6-7, 12,35,37 

seealso: ellipsis, recoverability 
th- (initial sound) l .  18; 2.37 
-th 

(final sound) 5.83 
(suffix) 3.411; 6.63-64; I.5.16n 

than (conjunction) 3.4511; 6.4; 7.76; 9.4; 
14.13; 15.52n, 63-75 

(preposition) 6.4.27; 9.4,7; 15.6411, 
66n, 68 

similarity to pronoun 15.66 
than-clause 7.82, 84-86; 8.48; 

15.63-75; 16.68,74 
thank (for) 16.7.57; ( -  Nfor) 16.8; 

(-/U/) 16.71,78;(-fully)8.127, 
129;(-s)5.77;8.91; (- sto)8.91; 
9.10;(- you)8.91 

thanks 11.54; 12.34 
that (conjunction) 8.86; 12.6; 14.12,20; 

15.39,47,54 
(determiner) 3.38; 4.1111; 5.14; 8.39; 

9.40; 17.46 
(intensifier) 7.56n,89; 12.10, 17; 

15.74; 19.50 
(pronoun) 6.1 1, 13, 16,40-44; 10.50n; 

12.10, 19.24-26,6411 
(relative) 5.3711: 6.13.33-35; 12.19; 

that [cont] 
circumstantial 15.47 
cleft sentence use 18.28-29 
c(,nccssive 15.30 
degree 6.4111 
disparaging 5.6311 
identificatory 6.3411 
pro-i'orm~~so 12.8. 10. 12, l.?. 10. 

?'I 20. 2x11, .1011; 15.3; 19.47, 40 
purpose 8.86; 15.48n 
resultative 15.49 
stressed 5.63n 
zero 12.52; 14.20,3011; 15.4.49n,54, 

74; 16.30,34; 17.11, 14-20,22,63; 
18.28 

(. . . -)  14.12.- 13; (otld -) 19.47n; 
(at - )  17.80;(do(just) -) 12.10; 
(forall-)81137;(in -)9.3n, 12n; 
15.46; 16.2811; (- is (tosay)) 8.137, 
139; 15.18; 17.27,73, 75-81,86, 
92; 111.13; (like -) 8.78n; 12.27; 
16.70; (- 'S. . .) 15.8; (- which) 
6.42; 17.12 

see also: nominal clause, say, so that 
the-article (definite), exclamatory 

body parts and 5.35 
-clause 11.4311; 15.30,51 
discourse reference 19.49 
logical 5.34 
possessive pronoun or 5.35 
(- . . . the)7.82n; 14.13; 15.30,SI 
see also: exclamatory 

thee+ thou-forms 
their5.14,23n; 6.2-6,s-11, 14,29; 

(-s)6.2-6,s-11, 14.29 
them 6.2-6,s- 11, 14; 10.3611 
thematization 9.6; 17.50 
theme8.15; 10.6; #.l-2,9,10-54; 

1.58,59,70, 76; 11.16 
connecting function 17.45; 19.12-13, 

21,22,53, 69 
dummy/empty 18.25-30.44.49, 51 
fronting I5.lOn; 18.36 
marked 18.10n, 16, 19,20-24,58 
onset 18.10, 19 . . .  

14.20; 17.9, 11-21 .23~ 26; 18.28.48 related to focus 18.9 
-clause 2.22; 3.42n,59; 4.27,45,53; unmarked 18.9 

7.28;8.49,68, 120, 128;9.2; 11.811, vs. rheme 18.911, 12n,38,40; 19.12, 
39.41 ; 12.28.65; 13.14; 14.22n, 
24-25.33.36; 15.3-5, 10, 11, 12, 
46n,74; 16.20,24n, 28,30-32, then (additive conjunct) 8.23, 137, 143, 
34-35,38n,41,43,45,50,59-61, 148 
63.68.70-72,73,78,79,82; (adjunct)4.1 In;  6.43; 7.70; 8.55,72, 
17.122; 18.35-36; 19.47 87, 144, 148; 13.12; 19.36,37 

then [cont] 
(antithetic conjunct) 8.137, 141, 143. 

146.14H; 11.15n 
(cnumerative co~ijuncl) 8.137, 143, 

148; 19.18,38, 55; 111.12 
(inferential conjunct) 8.135, 137, 140. 

143. 144. 148; 15.32 
(SI I I I I I I I : I~~VC C(II!~IIIIC~) H. 137, 143, I 1 H  
premodil'ying 7.611 
pro-form use 2.44; 8.10n,55; 12.10, 11 
(- agubt) 8.146; (hy/trtltil/up to -) 

19.36; (justlright -) 8.98 
see also: bcjore, 

the~tce 19.33; (-forward) 19.3711 
th~oreticiclly 8. 127 
there (adverb) 3.23; 4.1 In; 6.43; 7.67, 

70; 8.41,48; 18.46; 19.33,64n; 
11.21 

adverbial vs. existential 18.46 
omission 11.50 
pro-formuse 2.44; 8.10n.41; 12.10, 11 
(- . . . be)8.47; 18.23; (in -)9.ln 
sec also: existential 

thereabouts 6.6411; 8.41 
thereafter 19.37n 
therefore7.46; 8.144, 145; 13.19 

(resultive conjunct) 8.137,140n 
(summative conjunct) 8.137 

thereupon 19.3711 
these (determiner) 5.14; 10.4311; 14.30 

(pronoun)6.11, 13.40-44; 12.10 
pro-fonnuse 12.8, 10; 19.49 

thesis 5.97 
tltey5.104, 108; 6.2-6.8-11, 14,20,21; 

10.36n.50; 12.47; 15.54; 19.51 
(- . . . all/bath) 6.45 

thick 7.66, 82,88 
thieflthieues 5.83 
thin 7.82,88 
thh~e+ tholc-forms 
tlring(noun) 2.4411; 7.26; 17.57~1; (a -) 

(minimizer) 8.1 12; 10.62; 
(Jorone/another -) 8.137 

-thing 3.38; 5.12; 6.46-47; 7.21.69; 
17.57 

think3.15; 4.27.29; 12.28; 14.36; 15.54; 
16.31,35,44,46,50; (-about) 
9.60; 16.28; (Idon'! -) 15,5411: 
(-odd) 16.45; (- of) 9.60; 16.14, 
28; (to - (that)) 11.41 

thinking-+verbs (semantic classification) 
third (conjunct) 8.137 

(fraction) 6.67 
(numeral) 6.63-64; 19.38 

this (determiner) 3.38; 4, I In; 5.13, 14, 
63n;8.39: 9.40; 14.30; 17.46 

(inlcllsilicr) 19.50 
(pronoun) 6.1 l .  13, 16,40-44; 10.5011; 

12.10; 19.6411 
pro-form use 12.8, 10, 12,13; 19.47,49 
(like - )  16.70 

t/l/t/li~r 19.3.1 
thorurrgl~ 8.106; ( -  Iy) 8.105. 106 
those (determiner) 5.14; 6.4211.62; 10.43 

(pronoun)6.l l. 13,40-44; 7.24; 
12.10, 19 

pro-form use 12.8, 10, 19; 19.49 
( -  that) 12.1911; ( -  nto) 12.19 

tltitrf-li)rms 3.411: 6.12. 14n; 10.44n 
thorg11 (conjunct) 8.134, 137, 143, 144, 

146 
(conjunction) 3.62; 8.143, 145; 13.711; 

14.12, 18-20,24; 15.21.39-40 
(content disjunct) 15.21 
(style disjunct) 15.21 
concessive 14.2411; 15.39-40 
( - .  . .) 14.13;(as-)3.62; 9.4; 14.12, 

17-19,24; 15.50; 16.2411; (even-) 
8.145; 14.13,24n; 15.39-40 

see also: althougl~ 
thoug/~t 3.15 
thousand 5.89; 6.65 
threw thrice 3.16 8.64 

thrice(d/tl) 3.16 
through (adverb) 7.66n; 8.41, 52 

(particle) 16.2 
(preposition) 7.70; 9.7,9,22,25,27, 

29,32,36-37.50; 14.1911; 111.2811 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66 
correlative vs. noncorrelative 8.59 
(all -) 8.6311; 9.36; (right -)  8.63n 

througholrt 8.41,48; 9.7,29,36,66; 19.36 
tltroue 3.16 
throw (verb) 3.16; 16.26.57; (- aboctt) 

16.4; (-at) 9.46; (- n) 3.16; ( -  10) 
9.46; 16.57 

thnt 9.7 
thrust 3.17 
thus (appositional conjunct) 8.137 

(resultive conjunct)8.137, 144: 19.55 
(summative conjunct) 8.137, 144; 19.56 
pro-formuse 2.44; 8.10n, 7811; 12.10: 19.47 

tly(se!f)+ thou-forms 
tick (graphic) 111.3011 
tickle (verb) 4.29 
tidal 7.37 
tie (verb) 3.10 
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tight 7.82 
t i ~ h t . ~  5.76 
tigon 1.76 
till(conjunction) 8.55n,58; 14.12; 15.25 

(preposition) 7.70; 8.5511, 58,59,62; 

time (temporal) [cont] 
see nlso: duration. frequency, future, noun. 

pusl, position, prelix, present, 
relationship, span, time adverbial, lime- 
orienlation, ~vlten 

9.7,37,38; 11.14n; 15.27, 2911 time adverb(ia1) 2.45; 4.13, 22,23,47, 
postposed 8.5911 5211, 57; 7.9, 10,67, 70; 8.2,4, 15 
vs. unti18.58 adjunct 8.37,42n,51-77, ll7n, 121, 

tinre (along -) 10.6111; 15.27.29; (at 125n, 143,149,150,151,153; 9.66; 
some -) 8.55; (at thesome -)8.137, 10.10, 18, 33,60,61n, 66; 11.24; 
143; (before that -) 8.72; (hjl the 12.62; 14.14; 15.6811; 16.24; 17.7, - (that)) 8.59: (everv - (that)) 18-20,24,55, 122; 18.26n,27; 11.21 . .. . , . ,. 
14.14; 15.2811, (from - to  -)9.41; 
(in -) 8.59; (in ashort -) 8.55n; 
(it's - (that)) 14.2411; (or1 -) 8.59; 
(onamore -) 8.65n; (throughout 
the - (that)) 15.2811; (lip to . . . -) 
8.72 

see also: rimes 
ime (temporal) 

adjective 7.36 
adjunct, adverb, adverbial4 time 

adverb(ia1) 
after 8.55; 15.26,29; 19.35,37 
anterior4.18-19,21, 24,67; 8.55; 

14.2611; 15.26.27; 19.35,36 
clause4.8.24.42; 10.26; 13,14; 14.4, 

21,22,24n, 26-27; 15.20,25-30, 
32; 17.34 

conjunction4.13,24,45; 7.53; 8.145; 
14.121~22; 15.25-30,31 

connectivity 19.8, 17 
daylnight 5.46; 6.66; 111.2811 
frame4.2, 7, 14, 18, 19,20,24,36,46; 

8.57 
inclusion 4.36 
meaning (in compounds) 1.63 
period vs. point 9.34,40; 14.26 
preposition 9.7, S, 14, 32,33-42,64; 

17.17 
reference 2.18; 3.30,40, 42; 4.2-16, 

66; 6.17,43; 7.73; 8.9, 75,9711; 
10.2011; 11.18n; 14.30-35; 15.811, 
25-31,34,46, 5211; 16.40; 17.106, 
114; 19.15.35-38 

relators 19.31,35-38 
sequence 4.15,24,36; 8.72: 13.23.77: 

conjunct 8.136,137,142 
coordiniition of 8.74 
hierarchy 8.149 
position of 8.73,87 
pro-form use 12.10 
realization 8.52-54 
subject-[object-related 8.76 
subjunct 8.67n,69,97-98, 143 
syntax of 8.77 
tense and 8.75 
see aho: duration, frequency, position, 

relationship, span 
time-orientation 4.14, 18-20,23,24,36, 

40,4311; 8.4,55 
primary 4.14,19,24,40 
secondary 4.14, 19,24,36,40 
tertiary 4.24 

times (noun) 8.52 
(predeterminer)5.15,IB; 15.71n 
(preposition) 9.8 
(N - (a)) 8.64,66; (how niarry -) 8.64, 

66 
timeless-tpresent, ~vill 
Timestyle 5.42n 
tinge (verb) 3.9 
-lion I.39n 
tip (verb) 16.50 ' 

tired oJ'16.69 
titles (book, etc)8.85n; 10.34n; 12.52; 

13.60; 17.90; III.29n 
(personal) 5.42n, 66; 10.53; 17.82n; 

111.28 
apposition and 5.64n. 66; 17.88, 

90-91, 105; 111.29 
seealso: numeral, rcspect, your 

to [cont] 
(prepositional adverb) 9,6611 
-clause-+ infinitive 
focuson infinitive 18.14 
( -  andfro) 9.66n 

towns+names (classified) 
traditional-tgrnmmar 
truJJic (verb) 3.8 
tragic 16.72; (- ally) 8.127 
trans- 1.26 

see also: ought transcription+phonological, prosody 
toasts 11.54 transferred -t negation 
today 6.43; 7.70; 8.55;9.40; 10.15n transformations 2.20 
together 9.66; 16.2; (- with) 9.10 transitional actlevent-tverbs (semantic 
token, by the same 8.137 classification) 
told 3.15; (Z'm -) 15.54 transitional conjunct 8.136, 137, 142; 
tomorrow6.43; 7.70; 8.55,75; 9.40 19.54n: 11.21 
tone* falling, fall-plus-rise, fall-rise, 

intonation, level, nucleus, rise-fall, 
rise-plus-fall, rising 

tone of voice 11.17 
toneunit8.36,91, 116, 135;9.9; 11.9, 

25; 14.37; 15.53; 17.6, 120; 
18.1-19,41;11.11, 16-19; 111.18 

boundary 8.38; 10.52,66n; 13.1, 16n, 
92.97; 14.41; 17.22,68,72; 11.20; 
111.9 

grammar of 11.16 
length 18.711; 11.16 
onset 12.46; 18.10, 19; 11.11 
tail 9.9; 10.52; 15.5411; 16.16; 18.5911; 

11.15 
loflgs 5.76 
tonight 7.10,70; 8.55 
loo (conjunct) 8.137, 13811; 12.251 

(intensifier) 6.53,57,59; 7.22,56,57n, 
85; 10.62n; 15.63, 73,74; 16.75n; 
17.122 

(subjunct) 3.26; 8.1 16, 119, 120; 
10.60; 12.29 

see a1,so: much 
took 3.16 
tools-tnames (classified) 
tooth/teeth 5.84 
top(on -)9.13n, 19,66; 16.2; (on -of) 

9.11,19; 16.2;(on-ofita11)8.137; 
(to - itaN)8.137 

topiclcomment 2.47; 10.6; 18.9n 
tore/torn 3.16 
-1ory 1.3211 
total (adjective) 7.21,33,73; 8.106 

(adverb) 7.56 

, -. -. 

transitive construction[verb 2.16, 32n; 
3.2n,38,49.66n, 67,68, 70; 4.27; 
6.25;7.16,21; 8.2211, 32.33; 9.31, 
47,6511; 10.2-4, 14,21, 24; 11.26n, 
46; 12.34; 15.8n,54,73; 16.2n,4,7, 
17,19,20,25-63,75,80; 17.43; 
18.32,43,49; 1.24, 30,40,42,49, 
50,54 

see also: complementation, complex, do, 
intransitive 

translation I.Sn, 6; 17.80 
transpire 15.54; 16.34 
transport+ names (classified) 
transposition 2.46 
travel 33;  ( -  ogue) 1.76 
tread 3.16 
treat (verb) 15.2211; 16.48; (-- as) 16.47; 

(-.to) 16.57 
tree diagram 2.3 
tri- 1.28 
triadic sequence 19.8,45n, 59,69; 

III.6n,8 
tricky 16.80 . 
trillion 6.6311 
trisyllabic-tadjective 
trod(den) 3.16 
troops 5177 
tropics 5.77 
trouble (verb) 16.26 
trousers 5.76 
true 7.33, 34,43, 73; 8.145n; 15.54; 

16.72; 19.56 
truly (disjunct) 8.124, 12511, 130n 

(subjunct) 7.34.5611 
(vours -) 8.9111 

15 45,60,19 35,36-38,40-41,46, tmesls 18 5911, I 7611 (- ly) 8 96,105, 106 truncated+abbrev~ated, reduction 
55, 19 57 to (conjunct~on)+order 1 touch (down) l6 3 trunks 5 76 

s~multaneous 13 2311.14 27n, 15 26, (~nfin~tlve marker) 2 34,3 53.9 3211, ! touching (prepos~t~on) 9 8, 57 truthvalue3 65 ,s  6.8, 112, 123, 127, 
28,19 35,36,40n l1 46,12 64,6511.15 66n, 16 28n,66 tough 16 80.18 36n 10 66.15 6n, 18 1 

subject 10 25.26 (prepostt~on) 2 23,3 76 ,s  59.9 7, 10, tough-movement l8 36n truth-focus~ng paraphrase 8 3 6  
subord~nator-t ttme (conjunct~on) 15-17,26,32,37,45,46,51,63,  

I 
toward(s) 7 70,9 7,17,26,16 69 truthfully 8 124, 12711, 130n 

vs tense 4 2 10 7,16 28n,39,57-63,69, l8 38 town 5 44 truths 5 83 

k 
1 
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try 8.30; 14.23; 16.38,39,40; (-and 
. . .)8.30; 13.98; I.l8n 

turho- 1.66 
turn (vcrb)5.42n;9.31 ; 10.27; 16.19.21, 

23, 24, 44; (- doan) 16.4; ( -  into) 
16.2211; (- 08) 16.4,26n; ( -  on) 
16.4,bn; (- 0110 16.21, 22, 34. 3811; 
( -  r ~ ~ i t  /i~r) 16.29; ( -  11111 10) 3.40; 
( - rtvl) 4.27; ( - ro1111l1) 'J,3 l ; ( -  to) 
9.6611; ( -  traitor) l6.17n, 22; 
(- turtle) 16.1711; (- up) 16.3, 
4, 12 

turn, in 5.51 
rut-rut 11.55 
TV5.33; 1.75 
'rwet,n 9.7n 
tweezers 5.76 
twice (adjunct) 8.64 

(predeterminer) 5.15,18; 15.7111 
(-a) 8.64 

'twixt 9.7n 
two 5.16; 6.50n 
-ty 6.64 
typeof5.6; 10.43 
typical+partition 
typography + graphology 

-uble 1.40 
UFO 1.75 
ug11 1 l .  55 
uh-(h)uh 11 .55 

uncountable -. noncount 
unrlecided(ab~~ut) 16.73 
unrl~~niahlv 8.127; 19.53n 
unil(,r (:l(lvcrh) 7.46: 8.41 

(particle) 16.2 
(preposition) 7.70; 9.7, 19.23-24,32 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66 

11!1,1vr- L24. 20 
1111~1~~rl~i~l .\. l7 
~ r n ~ k r ~ ~ . s r i t ~ ~ ~ ~ t e  (verb) 8.10811 
~rrulerJi~ot 8.41 
undergo 3.19 
ralderground 8.41 
underlining 5.1 In; 111.25 
underlying structure-*clause 
ror~l~~rncrrrh (adverb) 7.70; 8.41 

(preposition) 9.7, IY,23-24 
(prepositional adverb) 9.66 

underrate 8.10811 
understand3.18; 4.8, 29, 5211; 15.54; 

16.26,31,50; (-ably) 8.127, 129, 
133n 

understood + presupposition 
undertake3.16; 16.38 
underwrite 3.16 
undies 1.74n 
undo 3.16 
undoubtedly 8.127, 12811, 131; 19.53n 
uneasy with 16.69 
uneducated -t educated 
UNESCO 1.75 
unexpected 7.15n 
unexpectedly 8.127, 131; (most -) 13111 
unexoectedness 10.66 

lotiuersity 5.4411 
university -+names (classified) 
r~nj~i,~/Iy 8,127 
rrrrk~lon~~~ 16.73 
unless 14.12, 18-19; 15.20, 34, 35n,44; 

(- . . .) 14.13; (- and until) 13.83 
rrrrlikr 9.7. 48: ( -  11)) 16.72 
1111li11ketl P I I H Y I I ~ I C I ~ C  
I I I I /~IC~/( I~  8. l27 
unnrake 3.13 
unmarked-tarticle, case, gender, 

marked, modality, person, plural, 
pronoun, tense, theme 

unnatural (not - ly) 8.127, 12811 
unpleasant 16.80 
1olrl1101iJied 16.79 
unqtie.stionab~v 8.127 
unreal condition-+condition 

(hypothetical) 
unreaso~mbly 8.127, 13 1 
unreduced + sentence 
unrelated participle+unattached 
unstressed form + stress 
unsure (of) 16.73 
until(conjunction) 8.55n, 58; 9.3; 14.12, 

18-19; 15.20,25,27n 
(preposition) 7.70; 8.55n,58,59,62; 

9.3, 7, 37-38; 11.14n; 15.27.29n 
postposed 8.59n 
purposive 15.27n 
resultative 15.20,27n 
temporal 15.27n 
vs. till 8.58 

unto 9.7n 
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u p o ~ ~  [cont] 
(preposition)9.7, 1311; 16.69 

ri11p~r7.85n; 17.97; ( -  nro.vt) 7.R2n 
upper-c;isc ,c:~pit;~l 
upset (adjective) 16.71 

(verb) 3.17; 16.26 
1ipa1rrir.s 7.10. 6711. 70: 8.41 
!I/>.\I~,YIIII K4 l 
I I / I I I ~ I I ~ ~ ( , \ )  7,4011: 8.41 ; ( -  tu ) 9,1o  
-we (adjective base ending) 7.81 
urge (verb) 16.32.63 
us 6.2-11, 14, 1811; 11.26n; 11.9 
-us nouns 5.93 
usage 

criticized 1.17; 3.57; 5.1 In, 24,2511, 
95n,YXn; 6.5,43n;8.21; 9.4,6, 5711; 
11.1411; 12.17,23n, 36; 13.39-40, 
88,96; 14.13n,23n; 15.12,46n,50n, 
59; 16.41n,42,69n,74; 17.14-17,22, 
61 -64,11811: 18,1411,2611, 27n,49n; 
19.34n,50,51,60n,64n; 1.42,76 

divided 1.7, 11, 17,39; 5.2211, 125; 
6.5,63n; 8.106; 12.25-26; 15.71n; 
111.4, 8 

variation in 1.19-42; 2.49; 3.42n, 
43n, 4811; 4.23n, 47,5811,6311; 5.35, 
37,40,59,70,75,76,83, 87, 11 1 ; 
6.12n,56; 7.14n,31,64; 8.111; 
9.4011; 10.1 In, 1411; 11.7, 1511.30; 
12.62n; 13.72-74,8749; 14.36; 
15.20, 23.25; 16.19n;I.33n,41n, 
51n; II.5n,6 

seeolso: adjective, adverbial, American, 
British, concord, feminine. formal. 

ulti&tum 5.95 untrue 16.72 informal, legal, male, negation, 
ultra- 1.24 unfreeze 3.16 unusually 8.13 1 nonstandard, numeral, only, politeness, 
-um nouns 5.95 unget-at-able I. l8n,40n unwefl 7.38 pronoun, religious, scientific, standard 
umpteen 5.2511 ungrammaticality+acceptability unwilling(be - to) 3.47; (- ly) 8.93; use (verb)9.46; 16.26; (-as) 16.47; 

unhappily 8.127 ' (- ness) 17.36 (make - of) 16.58; (-up) 16.12 
un- (negative) 7.81;9.50n; 1.13, 15,21, uni- 1.28 unwind3.18 use(d) to (marginal modal) 3.30,40,41, 

unintenrionally 8.93 unwise 16.76; (- Iy)8.127, 131 44;4.15,57,66; 8.21; 11.8n; 12.64; 
(privative) 1.22,40n uniqrre 7.411; 10.51n; ( -  ly) 7.4n l unwritten 7.15n ( -  be)4.13n;(had-)3.44n 

unable 16.79; (be - to) 3.47; 4.68 unique up (adverb) 8.41 used to (adjectival) 16.69n, 83 i 
unacceptability-+acceptability denotation 5.29,32,34, 36, 56,60,61, (particle) 16.2, 12 useless 16.83 
unarguably 8.127 64,70; 10.53; 17.5 (preposition) 7.70; 9.7,26,27,32,37; vs. use 2.59 
unattached clause/participle 8.152; role 5.42 19.32n usual occurrence 8.65,67 

see also: recoverability I (prepositional adverb) 9.66; 13.101 usually8.65,67-71,77, 12511 
. unawareof16.73 unit-+ information, tone (verb) 13.9811 utter (adjective) 7.33, 34.68; 8.106 

unbelieoably (amplifier) 7.56 unitary-tconstituent. participation (-and. . .) 13.9811; (- to) 8.59,62; 
unbend 3.13 unite 16.19 9.10,37; (- with) 11.42 (- ly) 7.34, 87; 8.105, 106 

' unbind 3.18 United States Information Agency 1.5 see also : time utterance-+echo, formulaic, sentence 
unbroken 7.1511 universal* adjective, conditional- l uphill 8.41 
uncertain (of) 16.73 concessive determiner, frequency, 
unclear (about) 16.73 pronoun, tag upon (particle) 16.2 
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verb [cont] verbs (semantic classification) [cont] verbs (semantic classification) [cant] 
linking-tcopulnr co~nmunication 4.8; 19.51; 4.27,2829,31;8.3; 16.2n; 19.41; 

main 2.16, 28-29; 3.1 
comparison 7.8511; completion suasivc 14.2511; 16.30, 31.32; 

middle 3.68; 10.14; 16.27 3.7711; compulsion 16.51 ; thinking 12.65; 14.29-30; 16.31; 

morphology 3.2-6, 11 -20 conclusive 3.66; 4.22,25, 27,33,35, transitional actlevent 4.27.33.35, 

multi-word 2.36,61; 3.45-46; 10.12; 39; 17.10l; continuing l6.40;current 44n, 45; volitional 3.68; 4.16.29; 
valency 16.18n 

16.2-17,20,51n; 18.49 3.78; 16.44; declarative 16.44; 12.2411; 16.32,44,54; wanting 8.49, 
see alro: complement~tion 

nonprogressive+verb (stative direction 15.22; 16.23n;durative4.27, 
75n,76; 15.10; 16.41 

valuables 5.77 
mcaning) 

33-34,38; 8.58; 9.37-38,3911; 
volue (verb) 8.107 

recolso: dynamic verhmcaning. stative 

value-tcommunicative. information nonreflexive 6.25 14.26-27; 15.25,27; 16.23; emotive verb meaning 
obligatoriness of 2.13 4.29; 10.23; 16.30,33, 39,40; 

value-judgment disjunct 8.123, 127 
verb phrase 2.24,25,26,27-28; 3.1-2, 

-particle combination* verb (multi- enablement 16.51 ; encounter 16.53; 
variable* noun 

21,63, 64; 10.5,12; 12.5911; 18.13; 

word) ending 16.40; event l l.15n; 
variance(at -) 9.66; (at - with) 9.1 1 

11.16 

positionof 2.13, 14 existential 15.62; expecting 8.49, 
variation 

conditionnl clause 15.36 

prinx~ry 2.29, 34,41; 3.1, 2,4n, 5n, 13, 7511.76; f:lctual 16.30-31,44,50; 
attitudes to 1.41 

constituent order in 3.21. 27-28 

21,30,31-38,47 frequentative 1.7611; general free 1.39; 5.52 
finite vs. nonfinite 3.21 -22.52-53: 

reflexive 6.25, 2711; 16.2411, 57 evaluation 8.1 10; goings-on 4.27, 
see also: usage 

4.1811, 19,67-68; 8.122n 

varietiesof English 1.7,9-11, 12, 17, regular3.2-10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 33-34; gradable7.85n; 8.21, 101, meanings of 4passim 

18,19,32n 107n, 108,111 ; 11.15n; I.23n; 
19-41; 3.511; 19.85-90 

simplevs. complex 3.21,33, 54-56; 

relational 10.14,2411 having3.68; 4.31; hearing 16.52; 
continuum of 1.35,39 

4.17; 10.55; 13.47 

repeated 13.101 hypothesis 16.30.33; inception 
relationships among 1.36-38 

structure 3.27,40,45,52-57; 4.66; 

semi-reflexive 6.25 18.49; influencing 16.51 ; 
variation within 1.39-41 7.16; 8.16,126n 
seealso: attitude, discourse (field of). sensesof 2.13n,41 intellectual state 4.29; 16.31,44; subjunct 8.96 

interference, medium, regional, social, -verb combination 16.17 liking 16.41; locative 16.24; making see olso: coordinate, passive, subordinate 

standard see also: active, adjective, auxiliary, base 9.61; measure 10.13; mental state clause 
've 3.23,34 form, catenative, complement, 

4.16,52n; momentary actlevent verbal noun -t noun 

veal (vs. calf) 5.4 complementation, complex transitive, 4.27,33,35,67; 8.58,66,69; 9.37; verbatim-trecoverability 
concord, conversion, coordinate, copula, motion 3.77n; 7.10; 8.3,29,42,50, 
copular, de-adjectival, denominal, 76;9.16n,22-30; IO.IOn; 11.42; 

verbless 

ditransitive, existential, finite, 16,2n, 23n, 48; 49; negative clau~e2.13n; 7.27; 8.13,53,91, 122% 
venture (verb) 16.38 homonymy, imperative, instr,Umental, meaning 10.59; nonagentive 4.27, 132; 9.55; 10.6,16,58n; 11.43-44; 
verb 2.13,24,35; 3 passim; 4passim; intransitive, inversion, modal, 30,33-35; nonconclusive 4.27, 12.43-44,67; 13.25,30n; 14.5, 9, 

7.38-39,56n,73;8.64,96;9.8,31; monotransitive, negation, nOnfinite, 33-34; nongradable 8.101, 108, 15, 18; 15.16,25,30,31n, 34. 39,40, 
IOpassim; 13.78,97; 14.5, 10, number, passive, performative, person, 115; observational 16.4211; 

41,50,58-62,71; 16.22n.65; 17.63, 
24-25; 15.54.65; 17.51; 18.3.10, phrasal verb, plural, preposition, occurrence 16.3811; opinion 14.36; 

83-84; 18.23n.44n; III.17,18 
prepositional verb, principal parts, 13.27, 32.43; 1.60-63; 11.5-6; owning 8.49; perception 4.29,30, 

III.9,21 pro-forms, reporting, -S, singular, 52n, 67; 7.9; 10.23; 14.36; 16.52, exclamation 11.10,40n 
affixation in 1.21-27,30-35,37,38, situation-types, stress, subjunctive, 

53,54; permission 16.51 ; placing 
introductions 11.53 

sufix, tense, transitive, voice 
8.49,76; posture 3.7711; 8.28; 

preposed 10.16n 
verbs (semantic classification) 

private 4.29; 16.31 -32, 50; process 
question 8.13011; 11.41,44 

centrality of 2.13 accomplishment 4.27, 33-34, 39; 
4.27,31n, 33-34,39; 12.25; 16.23; 

withlwithout subject 10.6; 14.9,25; 
classes2.16,41; 3.1,12-20; 10.1-3 activity 4.27,33-34; 10.2411; 12.22; 

public 16.31-33.50; punctual 4.27, 
15.34,58-62 

constraints (on passive) 3.68 19.40-41; agentive 3.38,49; 4.27, 
33,35,38; 10.2411; 14.27; 17.53; 

see olso: complement, compound, 
contraction-tauxiliary (contracted) 30,33-34,35,43; 10.23; 11.15n; quality 4.27,28; remaining 16.23; 

existential, subordinator 
copulative->copular 12.25-26; 16.23,54; arranging 
ellipsis2.15n; 3.23.26; 11.37; 12.4, 8.49,75n, 76; aspectua14.66; 16.39, result(ative/ing) 3.78; 4.22; 10.16; vermin 5.78 

40; assumption8.63n; 12.28; 16.44,51,54; retrospective 16.40; versus 9.7 43.59-60,92-93; 14.10; 15.66; 
18.41 ; 11.8 attitudinal3.68; 4.29; 8.63n, 101, saying8.49,75n, 76; 12.28,65; vertebra 5.94 

equative+copular 104-105,107; 12.25; becoming II.2ln; seeing 16.52; seeming 16.23, very (adjective) 7.35 
fu112.29; 3.1,2-20 16.23; beginning 16.40; being 3.68; 24n, 3811; shared knowledge 19.51 ; (adverb) 3.74; 6.30,53,62n; 7.2-4, 

intensive+copular 4.31; belief 8.6311; 12.28; 16.50; speaking4.7,25n; 8.63n, 122, 124, 11,15n,16-18,50,56n,57n,60,89, 
intermediate function 3.40-51 bodily sensation 4.29; causative 128, 143; 9.46n; 14.29-30; 15.13, 90; 8.48n, 77,91,96, 103, 106, 131, 

irregular 3.2,3, 5,611, 11-20 3.6611; 9.1611; 10.22,23; 11.42; 21,54; 15.59; 16.31; 19.4711; speech 13311; 9.4,50n, 63; 10.ln. 62n; 

irregular (alphabetical index) 3.20 16.48,51,54; coercive 16.52,53; act 4.7; 16.31,44,50; stance 4.27, 17.58.97-98 

lexical+verb (full) cognition 8.101; 10.23; 14.31; 32; 10.24; 18.231~49-50; state see also: much 
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veto (verb) 3.9 
via 9.7 
Vicar 10.52 
r1h?.- l. 1 7, 29 
vic3.10 
vielv(verb) 15.19;(in-of)9.11, 57; 

15.4611 
viewpoint suhjunct 7.59.60.65; 8 .251~ 

89, 127; 15.19,2111 
ciukntly 8.105, 109 
VIP 1.75 
virgule 111.30 
virtual +ellipsis 
virtrmlly8.11l, 114, 126 
virtue (by - of) 9.1 1; 15.46n 
virt~toso 5.100 
vis-a-vis 9.7 
ttisit 10.2711; 16.26; (- inlivith) 10.2711 
uital16.72,82 
viz8.137; 17.27; 1.7511; 111.11 
vocabulary 1.20, 23-27,28, 31 ; 2.7, 13n, 

35-38; 3.1n,4; 5.120; 6.1211, 15; 
8.10n;9.65; 10.51; 18.4; 19.21,68; 
I.1,7, 12, 1311; 11.8; 111.4 

seealso: American English, British 
English, formal, informal, lexical, 
nonstandard 

vocative 5.1211; 10.441~52-53; 11.25, 
41,53; 14.35; 17.12n,91n; 18.5-6, 
17,5911; 111.11, 19, 23n,29 

vs. subject 11.25 
see also: man, nominal clause, noun phrase, 

YOU 

voice 2.21; 3.21,31,56, 63-78; 15.75; 
16.6711; 18.32; I.40.69n 

marked 19.79 
see also: active, passive 

Voice of America 1 .S 
voicing3.5,6, 11, 13, 15; 5.74, 80,83, 

114; 1.27.56 
uoidof 9.10 
volition3.31,46;4.42,46,49, 51, 53n, 

57,58,60,62,63,65, 66; 10.21; 
11.13; 14.22,23; 16.79 

subjunct8.93-95; 10.21,24n 
see also: verbs (semantic classification) 

volume (prosodic)+loudness 
volume dimension 5.8; 9.15, 17,25 
voluntarily 8.93 
vortex 5.96 
.vote (verb) 16.32,46,50 
uow(verb) 16.31, 38 
vowels 3.5, 6, 7.8-20,32, 39,44; 5.11, 

80;7.79,81;1.17, 19, 31, 33,36,37, 

vowels [contl 
56,64,66, 72; 111.4n,26n 

sec also: gr;~dation 
tsv '1.7 
vulg4r--t fractions 

bvages 5.77 
wait (verb) 16.19, 3811; (-around) 16.12; 

(-for) 16.41 
wake(n) 3.16 

see olsi~: owake 
walk 9,1611,6611; 10.27; 16.19 
ulannct 3.5 1 ; 12.49n, 64n 
want4.29; 7.83; 8.107; 10.10n, 5111; 

15.8, 9, Ion; 16.26, 38, 39,41, 44, 
54; (fur/Jrom - of) 9. I l ; (- to) 
3.51; 12.4911 

wanting (preposition) 9.8 
wanting+ verbs (semantic 

classification) 
-ward(s)7.46; 8.41 ; 1.41 
warn 16.31,56, 59,62; (-of) 16.56,57 
warnings 11.53, 54; 15.38 
was 3.32.62; 4 .131~ 1611,6111; 18.4911; 

11.9; ( -  n't) 3.32; (2 to) 3.46; 15.36 
wash (verb) 16.26; (- oneser) 6.25 
WASP 1.75 
watch (verb) 16.26,52,53, 54 
wax(verb) 16.21 
way 8.39, 79; 17.18-20; (alo~tg-) 

10,6111; (by - of)9.11; (bythe -) 
8.137, 142, 143; (every which -) 
8.39; (in any/no -) 10.60,62; (in the 
same -) 8.137; (in what -) 8.2511, 
78; ((in)that -18.78; (- of)9.l ln;  
(no -) 10.62; (that -) 12.27; 
(which -) 8.3, 10 

waylay 3. Ion 
-ways 7.46; 1.41 
we6.2-11, 14,18,21; 11.2611; 14.22,27 

authorial6.11, 18; 15.18n 
collective 6.7 
editorial 6. I8 
ellipsis 12.48 
exclusive4.58;6.7; 11.13; 19.51 
generic 6.18; 8.143; 10.50 
inclusive4.58; 6.7, 18, 21; 11.13; 

19.51,64 
rhetorical 6.18.21 
royal 6.181~23 

weak 7.88 
weak -tapposition, ellipsis, reduced 

rorm 
>I'I'IIIIOII (vn. IJ~)ISS) 5.4 
wear 3.16; 10.24 
weather 5.9n 
~veaue(d) 3.16 
ll~ll(il~i1) /)3 l 7 
a'c~kly 7.9; 8.64 
itjeep 3.15 
weight (dimension) 5.8 
weight (semantic)+end-weight, 

semantic (criteria) 
welcome (adjective) 16.79 
well (adjective) 7.9n. 38, 77 

(conjunct) 8.23, 135 
(initiator)7.54; 11.41; 13.102n; 

19.541~65 
(intensifier) 3.7611; 7.1 1, 16n, 61 ; 8.96, 

103,105, 10911 
(simple adverb) 7.46 
claim editing use 17.80 
comparison of 7.77,83 
(-and truly) 13.9911; (as -) 3.45n; 

8.116, 119; 10.60;(as - as)9.58; 
10.40; 13.103; 14.1911; 19.60n; 
(how -) 8.25; (less -) 7.77; (may/ 
might (just) as -) 4.53n; (oh -) 
7.54; (- then) 7.54; (very -)7.11 

see also: known 

well- 7.17,83 
went 3.12, 19 
wept 3.15 
were3.32;4.13n, 16n, 6111; 10.44; 14.20; 

18.49n; (asit -)3.62n; 15.2111; 
( -  n't) 3.32; (- to) 3.46; 15.36 

see also: subjunctive 
werl 3.4n 
wesl(ward(s)) 7.46n; 8.41; 9.66 
wet(ted) 3.17 
wh- 

adjective 2.45 
adverb2.45;7.11n, 53,69; 10.10, 13; 

16.15 
clause6.36-39; 9.1-3; 14.33; 15.5,6, 

51; 16.20,31n,35,61,68, 73; 17.93; 
18.28-30 

clause ellipsis 12.63-65 
determiner 2.45; 5.14; 6.35n 
echo question 11.34-36 
element 2.50.55; 6.32-39; 7.30; 8.15; 

10.6,7n, 17,34; 11.1.14-19,23, 
31-32; 14.10,20; 15.2,4n, 5-9,42, 
65; 18.10,20n, 27-30 

wh- [cont] 
fronting 10.711; 11.19, 34; 15.42; 

18.28 .30 
I ~ I I I I I ~ ~ ~ I C C I E I I I ~ I ~ I S  11.19; 15.5n 
pro-forms and 2.45 
pronoun 2.37,45; 5.104-1 I 1 ; 6.2, 12, 

13.32-35.36-39.45; 7.69; 9.6; 
14.20; 10.711: 16.15: 17.9. 11-25 

pushtlown clclllcnt I I .  18. 3 1 ; I X.20n 
question 2.48,50, 57; 3.2411 ; 5.28; 

6.36-39;7.11n,66;8.3,4,25,48, 
59n, 60,63,64,66, 78, 79, 80, 86, 
100, 110,113, 115, 11811; 9.6,36,44, 
45,48,49; 10.6.711, 10-13, 17,61; 
11.1,4, 14-19.20,23,31, 33-36, 
40,44,53; 12.50n,63; 14.33; 15.5, 
20,42,64,66; 16.14,15,16, 2611, 
66; 18.10.59n; 11.12, 13; 111.23 

word 2.37,45,50,54n, 55,57; 5.28; 
6.32-39; 7.53,64; 8.1 18n; 9.43,58; 
10.17; 11.14-19,31-32,34-36; 
12.63; 13.14; 14.20; 15.5-9,42; 
16.16; 17.57,65; 18.28-30 

see also: coordinate, infinitive, 
interrogative, nominal clause, pro-forms 

wharJs/wharves 5.83 
what (conjunction) I0.46n; 14.20; 15.9, 15 

(exclamatory) 2.57; 10.17; l 1.1, 
31-32; 15.7.74; 16.35n; 18.57 

(initiator) l 1.15n 
(interrogative determiner) 5.14.28; 

6.36-39.62; 10.34; 15.7-9; 16.1511 
(interrogative pronoun) 3.38; 6.12, 

36-37.39; 7.64; 8.25, 80, 115; 10.6, 
7n, 12, 13,34n; 11.14-19,34-36; 
14.29; 15.7-8; 16.15,26n, 66; 
18.5911; 19.47n 

(noun) 11.34 
(predeterminer) 5.15, 1711; 7.63; 15.7 
(relative pronoun) 6.3511.42; 15.8-9, 

56.57; 17.12 
(ad hoc verb) 11.34 
cataphoric reference of 19.4711 . 
in pseudo-cleft sentence 18.30 
(-about) 11.40; (-about it) 11.40n; 

( -  cha) 12.5011; (- . . . for)8.86; 
9.45; (- if) 11.40,41; (- . . .like) 
11.15n;(-ofit?) ll.40n;(-S) 
11.34;(so- ?) 11.40n;(- though) 
11.40; (- with. . .) 15.4611; 
(- . . . with) 8.80 

whatever (interrogative determiner) 
6.3511; 10.34; 15.8 

(conjunction) 14.20; 15.9 
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whatever [cont] 
(postmodifier) 6.62n; 10.62 
(relative pronoun) 6.35n; 17.12 

whotsoever6.62n; 10.62; 14.20 
when (conjunction)4.24,45; 7.53; 8.49,53; 

9.3; 10.65; 14.12, 18-20,27; 15.20, 
23,25,27,30, 34,39-40; 18.33n 

(interroeative) 4.13; 7.53; 8.4.9.25, 

which (interrogative determiner) 5.14, 
28; 6.3511.36-39; 8.39; 16.1511 

(interrogative pronoun) 5.104, 
107--1 10;6.36-39; 11.14-19 

(relative determiner) 5.14; 6.35n 
(relalivc pronoun) 5.104, 107-1 10; 

6.8.32-34,36,39,42; 10.36n,49, 
50; 14.20; 15.8-9,55.57; . - . .  

55,59n,60; 10.10; 11.14-19; 16.15; 17.11-25; 18.28; 19.47n 
18.59n as pro-form 7.53n 

(relative) 7.53; 15.2911; 17.17- 18, 20, (or -)7.53; ( A J ~  -) 17.18; 
24; 19.36 ((in) - woy)8.1O;(of-)6.34; 17.14 

whom [cont] 
as pro-form 7.53n 
vs. who 1.17;6.5n,35; 17.14 
(of-)6.34n; (to -)6.35; 10.711 

whomever 14.20; 15.5n,8n 
whont.socver 14.20 
whose (interrogative determiner) 5.14; 

6.36 

wipe Ncleon 16.45 
wise 16.76; ( -  ly)8.127-129, 13311 
-wise7.46: 8.89; 1.1611, l7,4/  
wish (verb) 3.62; 4.29,64n; 10.5111; 

12.65; 14.3611; 15.8,9,54; 16.33, 38, 
41,44,46,48, 56,57 

( - p r )  16.15,28; ( I  - (that)) 14.2311 
wit (to -1 17.73 

(interrogative pronoun) 6.2,36-38; wit11 (conjunction) 8.86, 132; 9.55; 14.9, 
11.14-19 15.17; 15.34,41.46,60n; 18.54 

(relative determiner) 5.14 (particle) 16.2 
(relative pronoun) 6.2,33-34, 38; (preposition) 2.23; 3.75,76; 8.40,80; 

concessive 15.20,39-40 whichever (determiner) S .  14: 6.3511 10.49;~14.20; 17.11-23; 18.28-30 9.4,7, 10,20,29,43,48,49-50.51, 
contingent 15.30,34 (pronoun) 6.3511; 14.20; 17.12 whosoever 14.20 52-53,55,61; 11.42; 13.103; 16.15, 
in pseudo-cleft sentence 18.30 while (conjunction)4.13; 8.61, 145; why (conjunct) l l .  15n 60,69; 17.37 
tempora17.53; 8.53; 10.65; 15.25,27, 14.12, 18-19; 15.20,23,25,26,32, (conjunction) 7.53; 14.20; 15.5,46n (along -) 9.4 

34; 18.33n 39-40,43,46 (initiator)7.54; 11.15n,41 withdraw 3.16 
'time'- 8.4, 55; 9.40 (preposition) 9.7n (interrogative) 7.53,64; 8.9,25,86; withhold3.18 
(nosooner.. . -) 14.13; (by -) 15.57; concessive 8.145; 15.20,32,39-40 9.43,44,45; 10.10; 11.14-19,40; within (adverb) 7.70; 8.41 

(even -) 15.40; (from -) 15.57; contrastive 15.32,43 12.63; 16.15; 18.59n (preposition) 9.7, 15n, 55n 
(since -) 8.4,60; 9.ln; 15.57; reason 15.46 (relative)7.53; 15.8; 17.18 (prepositional adverb) 9.66 
(- . . . then) 14.13n; (till -) 8.4, temporal 8.61, 145; 15.20,25,26,46 in pseudo-cleft sentence 18.30 without (adverb) 7.70 
59n; (ur~til -) 8.5911; 15.57 (- . . .) 14:13;(a -)8.77 (-don't Ilwe) 11.17; (- don'tyou) (conjunction) 8.132; 9.55; 14.12n,15, 

see also: as, euen, i /  wltilst 14.12, 18- 19,25,26,39-40 11.17,2511,30n;(-doyou)ll.l6; 17; 15.34,41, 6011; 18.54 
wllence8.3n; 14.12n; l5.31n,57 concessive 8.145; 15.39-40 (-ever) 11.14n; (- ncha) 3.3611; (preposition) 9.7,49,52,53,55; 
wheneuer8.53,64; 11.1411; 14.12, 18-20, contrastive 15.43 (-not) 11.15n, 17; 12.63; (-then) 13.8111; 16.6 

27n; 15.25,27,30, 34.42, temporal 15.25,26 8.135 (prepositional adverb) 9.66 

where (conjunction) 7.53; 8.40; 14.12, 18, whimper (verb) 16.3111 wicked7.19,8ln withstand 3.18 
20; 15.30-31.34 whisper (verb) 16.3111 wide (adjective) 7.8,66,82,88 wits 5.77 

(interrogative) 7.1 In, 53.64; 8.3,9, whisper 11.2 (adverb) 7.8.5611 woke(n) 3.16 
25; 10.10, 11; 11.14-19; 16.15.61; whither8.3n; 14.12n; 15.3111 ( -  ly) 7.8 wolfiivolvrs 5.83 

who (interrogative pronoun) 5.104-109; wide +pitch woman 5.54n. 60n.102; 19.65 
(relative) 7.53; 15.8; 17.17-20,24; 6.2, 12,36-38; 7.64; 8.25,80; wide orientation subjunct 8.88,89-91 womonlwomen 5.84 

10.6n,7n, 3411; 11.14-19,34; widow(er) 5.105 woman- 5.102; L33n 
contingent 15.30,31,34 15.5n; 16.15; 18.59n wifelwives 5.8 3 wolmort 5. 105 . 
contrastive 15.31 (relative pronoun) 5.104-109; 6.2.8, wilfully 8.93 won 3.18 
in pseudo-cleft sentence 18.30 32-35; 10.36n,49,50; 14.20; will(auxiliary) 3.4n, 21,39,40,47; 4.3, wonder (verb) 4.29; 16.33.35; (I -) 15.5411 

place 7.53; 15.31,42 15.8-9; 17.11;23; 18.28 8n,37,42,43n,45n, 46,47,49,50, won't3.23,39; 11.811, 10; 12.47; 14.22 
(- . . .for) 9.43.; (-from) 8.3; as pro-form 7.53n 51,57,58,60,61,63,64,65; 6.61; see also: will 

(- . . .there) 14.1311; (- to) 8.3 in cleft sentence 18.28-30 10.67,68; 11.10,28n; 12.47; 13.25; wont 16.79 

-where7.21,69; 8.48; 17.57 ( -  . . .for) 9.45 14.22,26-27; 15.55n.6811; 18.56; woodcock5.87 
whereofier 15.57n see also: wltom 11.9 wooden 7.43 
whereas 14.12; 15.31, 32, 39-40,43 whodunit 17.112 (noun) 17.36 word, a 10.62 
whereat 14.1211; 15.5711 whoever 6.3511; 11.1411; 14.20; 15.5n, 8n, timeless 4.57 words, in other (appositional/contrastive/ 
wherefore 14.1211; 15.5711 42; 17.12 (-do) 8.100; 19.48; (- have) 14.26; inferential conjunct) 8.137, 139, 
wheresoever 14.20 whole 5.7, 17; 6.50; 7.35n; 9.42 (ifyou -) 8.126; (.- not) 3.39 141,144; 17.75-81,86 

whereto 7.46; 14.12 whole-part relation 17.106 see also: do, won't, would word 1.13;2.3,7,35,48n; 12.31; 18.15; 
whereupon 7.46; 14.12; 15.57; 19.3711 wholly 7.47; 1.41 willing 12.65; 16.71,79; (be - to) 3.40, 19.26; 111.1, 3 ,5  

' wherever8.40; 14.13,18,20; 15.30-31, whom (interrogativepronoun)6.2, 47,66; 7.39; 16.79; (- ly) 8.93; complex vs. phrase 1.18 
34,42 36-38; 8.25,80; 11.14-19; 15.511; (- ness) 4.57,61; 8.94; 17.36 complex vs. simple 8.10n; I.3,4, 14 

wherewith 15.57 16.15 wilt 3.4n grammatical 2.35,39; 1.1211 
whether 11.18n; 12.63; 13.28n; 14.1211; (relative pronoun) 6.2,8,32-35; win (verb) 3.18; 16.19,26; (- over) grammatical form of2.38n 

15.6; 16.31n, 37n,61 10.36n,49; 14.20; 15.8-9; 16.26n integrity of I.12n 
(-. . .or) 14.17-19; 15.6,41-42 17.11-23; 18.28 wind(verb)3.18; (- up) 16.21,22 length 13.86 

I., 
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